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; ERRATA. 

PART I. 

Page 14. For “Bellamont” read Bellomont. 
Page 143. For “Baptist Theological Seminary” read Baptist Union Theological Semi- 

nary. 

Page 252. For “capitol” read capital. . 

Page 271. For “W. P. Taylor” read W. B. Taylor. 
Page 538 (note.) For “réyo¢” read rézoc. 

Page 618. For “Begun (in 1872) by C. R. Lowell, ete.,” read Begun by C. R. Lowell ; 
finished, after his death, and edited by C. A. Cutter. The first sheet was issued June 25, 
1872. 

PART IT. 

Page 5. For “Journal of Speculative Philosophy for 1869” read Journal of Specula- 
tive Philosophy for 1870. 
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. LETTER. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 

BUREAU OF EDUCATION, 

Washington, D. 0., August 31, 1876. 

Sir: I have the honor to submit the completed report on Public 

Libraries in the United States, undertaken in the year 1874, and ordered 
printed by your predecessor. 

This report, it will be observed, constitutes a part of the exhibit made 

by this Office at the Centennial Exhibition, and is modified accordingly. 

Lack of funds prevents the reproduction here of the graphic views of 

the growth of libraries based on the statistics of this report, which form 

a part of that exhibit. The other portions of the special exhibit are made 

up of views of library buildings and collections of reports and catalogues 
of libraries. 

In no other cotintry, itis believed, do so many libraries publish either 

catalogues or reports. 

It having been decided to do what was in the power of the Office to 

increase the usefulness of public library work in this country, by pub- 

lishing information respecting public libraries and the results of the 

experience of librarians, the undertaking was committed to the special 

care of Mr. Samuel R. Warren, who manifested an intelligent interest in 

the subject, and whose attention had already been occupied with it in 

connection with the statistics of libraries collated and published in my 

annual reports. He has remained in charge until its completion, and 

much of the value of the report is due to his judgment, scholarship, and 

fidelity. 

After the difficulties of the task had so increased as to require addi- 

tional labor, Maj. S. N. Clark, long before favorably known to me for 

his ability, extensive reading, facility in research, and thorough method 

of work, temporarily employed in the Office, was assigned to assist Mr, 

Warren. They are the editors. Their labors have not been limited to 

the forms or hours of office work. 

Special acknowledgments are due Mr. Thomas Hampson, the accom- 

plished proof-reader of the Office, not only for the unwearied care he 

has bestowed upon the proofs, but also for his many important critical 

suggestions in every part of the work; also to Miss Mary B. McLellan, 

an assistant in the statistical division of. the Office, for the excel- 

lent manner in which she has performed the difficult task of compil- 

ing the statistical tables; also to my chief clerk, Dr. Charles Warren,
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for the care with which he has carried out my wishes when he has acted 

in my place. I am indebted to the officers of the Government Printing 

Oftice, especially to Capt. H. T. Brian, foreman of printing, for efficient 
assistance in the mechanical execution of the work; to many gentlemen 

who have aided by advice and suggestions in the preparation of this re- 

port; to Mr. A. R. Spofford, Librarian of Congress, who has throughout 

the progress of the work cordially given the benefit of his wide experi- 

ence and intimate knowledge of the subject; to Mr. Justin Winsor and 

Mr. F. B. Perkins, of the Boston Public Library; to Mr. C. A. Catter, 

of the Boston Athenwum; to Mr. W. F. Poole, of the Chicago Public 

Library; to Mr. H. A. Homes, of the New York State Library ; to 

Mr. W. H. Venable, of Cincinnati; and to the other contributors, 
nearly all of whom have rendered much valuable aid in addition to the 

treatment of the special subjects confided to them. To many librarians 

and others interested in libraries whose names do not appear as con- 

tributors, many thanks are due for valuable assistance and advice, 

among whom should be mentioned President D. C. Gilman, LL. D., of 

the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore; Rev. Frederic Vinton, A. M., 

librarian of the College of New Jersey; Mr. Thomas Hale Williams, 

librarian of the Minneapo is Atheneum, Minneapolis, Minn.; Mr. 8. S. 

Green, librarian of the Worcester (Mass.) Free Public Library; Mr. 

Charles Evans, librarian of the Public Library of Indianapolis, Ind. ; 

Mr. E. B, Elliott and Mr. Rafael A. Bayley, of the United States Treas - 

ury Department; Mr. J. G. Barnwell, of the Philadelphia Mercantile 

Library; General B. S. Ewell, president of the College of William and 

Mary, Virginia; Mr. R. A. Brock, secretary of the Virginia Historical 

Society; Rev. William S. Southgate, Annapolis, Md.; Mr. J. L. Ridgely, 

G. ©. Secretary I. O. O. F., Baltimore; Mr Addison Hutton, architect, 

Philadelphia; Mr. J. W. McLaughlin, architect, Cincinnati; Mr. R. M. 

Hunt, architect, New York; Messrs. Sturgis and Brigham, architects, 

Boston; Mr. W. A. Potter, late Supervising Architect United States 
Treasury Department; and the Hon. George F. Hoar, of Worcester, 

Mass. To the many school officers, librarians, and officers of societies 

and other correspondents, who have kindly furnished reports and infor- 
mation, thanks are gratefully tendered. 

The issue of this report makes it proper to call attention to some 

features of the plan of work in this Office. 

It has been my desire in reference to each phase of education or class 

of institutions, such as colleges, libraries, and normal schools, embraced 

in the annual reports of the Office— 

First, to perfect the statistics as far as the means appropriated would 

permit and as voluntary codperation should be accorded. 

The extreme diversity in the manner of conducting the business and 

keeping the records of educational institutions of all classes in the coun- 

try rendered that harmony of results essential to useful comparison and 

correct inference difficult of attainment ; and required (a) sound discrim -
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 

BUREAU OF EDUCATION, 

Wasurnaton, D. C., Movember, 1876. 

As this Report on Public Libraries in the United States is 
sent to many persons who have not previously received any of 
the Reports or Circulars of Information of the Office, it is deemed 
proper to say that, whilst it is made the duty of the Bureau to 
gather and disseminate information calculated to promote the 
progress of education, much of the value and interest of its pub- 

lications depends on the voluntary coiperation of those who 
favor its objects and aims. 

From 1870 to the present the publications of the Office have 
been confined to Circulars of Information and Annual Reports. 
This report is designed to constitute one of a series of reports on 
the leading phases of education in the country. In order, how- 
ever, to the successful execution of the plan adopted, it becomes 
necessary to obtain for the Office library as complete a collection 

as possible of published material bearing on any department of 
education, past or present; and it is hoped that the recipients of 
this report may favor the Office, in exchange for its publications, 

with any material they are willing to contribute to the proposed 

work. : 

The Commissioner regrets that the small sum of money for 
printing and binding at his command prevents him from sending 

this report on libraries in any other than paper covers. 

JOHN BATOWN, 

Commissioner of Education.
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ination in selecting the points of the various systems concerning which 

inquiries should be addressed; and (b) great care in devising a nomen- 

clature which, suitable for general adoption, should mean the same to all. 
Second. A second part of my plan of work has been, when the statis- 

ties of any class of institutions become reasonably complete, to use them 

as the basis of a special report, embracing the most important points in 

their history, administration, and management ; then to bring out, for 

the benefit of each, the most instructive lessons in the experience of all. 

This report is the first attempt to carry out the second portion of the 

scheme. ou a 

Third. As a third item in the plan of work upor statistics, [have kept 

in mind a correspondence in substance and form which should enable a 

student in the future to gather those rich results that can only be 

derived from facts noted year by year and extending through a long 

period of time. 

Fourth. A fourth item in the plan looks toward bringing into a com- 

mon nomenclature the statistics of the principal phases of education or 
classes of institutions throughout the world. 

It will be observed that neither the third nor fourth part of this plan 

for the statistical work of the Office has been attempted to any consid- 

erable extent in this report. If the means of the Office were adequate, 
it would be my desire to treat each year, in a special publication, some one 

class of institutions or systems included in the tabulated portions of my 

annual report. The value of a series of these comprehensive surveys of 

various systems, methods, or institutions of education could hardly be 

overestimated. The demand for them is increasing, and will not long be 

satisfied without them. Those who comprehend the general plan of the 

work of this Office need no explanation of its difficulties. 

Acknowledging, with great pleasure, the constant and cordial codper- 

ation of your Department, 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

JOHN EATON, 
Commissioner. 

Hon. Z. CHANDLER, 

Secretary of the Interior.
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INTRODUCTION. 

PUBLIC LIBRARIES AND EDUCATION. 

For forty years the importance of public libraries as auxiliaries to 
public education has been recognized and dwelt upon by American edu- 
cators wherever common schools have flourished. Beginning as ad- 
juncts of the district schools in New York and Massachusetts, free 
public libraries in some form have been established in nearly twenty 
States of the Union. It was known that within the last quarter of a 
century the number of public libraries had greatly multiplied, and that 
they had assumed a position of commanding importance as an educa- 
tional force, but there were no data for determining theextent of their 
influence. 

THE LIBRARIAN AN EDUCATOR. 

The influence of the librarian as an educator is rarely estimated by 

outside observers, and probably seldom fully realized even by himself. 

Performing his duties independently of direct control as to their details, 

usually selecting the books that are to be purchased by the library and 

read by its patrons, often advising individual readers as to a proper 

course of reading and placing in their hands the books they are to read, 

and pursuing his own methods of administration generally without ref- 

erence to those in use elsewhere, the librarian has silently, almost un- 

consciously, gained ascendency over the habits of thought and literary 

tastes of a multitude of readers, who find in the public library their only 

means of intellectual improvement. That educators should be able to 

know the direction and gauge the extent and results of this potential 

- influence, and that librarians should not only understand their primary 

duties as purveyors of literary supplies to the people, but also realize 

their high privileges and responsibilities as teachers, are matters of 

great import to the interests of public education. 

: NECESSITY FOR A SPECIAL REPORT. 

Recognizing these conditions, the United States Commissioner of Ed- 
ucation began in 1870 to gather and publish the statistics of public, 

libraries in this country, a work which has been steadily continued each 

year since that time. As the statistics became more complete and the 

number of libraries making reports increased, the awakened interest of 

all engaged in educational work expressed itself in more frequent calls
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for information regarding not only the number and extent of libraries 

already existing, but also respecting the different plans of organization, 

sources of revenue, etc.; and asking advice and information on the sub- 

jects of library economy and administration, the selection, arrangement, 
cataloguing, binding, and preservation of books, the proper buildings, 

and all the multifarious interests of a public library. Similar calls came 
_ from librarians, from library committees, and from others charged with 

the duty of organizing new libraries, but having little experience in such 

affairs. 
At the same time it becaine evident that the number of iibraries con- 

tinued to increase in an unexampled ratio, and that a reasonably com- 

plete account of their condition could be obtained only by a special and 

systematic inquiry. The increasing demands for information already 

mentioned not only made the need of such an inquiry imperative, but 

required that the result should be accompanied by the suggestions and 

conclusions of librarians and others whose ability and experience enable 

them to speak with authority on library subjects. 

Another consideration was influential in determining the preparation 

of this report. The interest of the General Government in libraries, as 

shown by its liberal grants to the Territories and by the building up at 

the capital of the nation of valuable working libraries for the several 

Departments, and its disposition to add to the general sum of knowl- 

edge among the people —as evinced by the liberal expenditures for the 

publication and distribution of public documents —have never been 

measured. It is known, in a general way, that many million volumes of 

Government publications of greater or less value have been distributed 

among the people at a cost of some millions of dollars; how many no 

one can tell. Notwithstanding the depreciatory criticism of this class 

of publications, there is probably hardly one among them that does 

not possess positive value to many persons. The results of the explo- 

rations and surveys that made the Pacific Railroad a possibility were 

published by the Government; the patent.room of the Boston Public 

Library containing the slighted Patent Office Reports and Specifications 

was visited for study and consultation last year by 1,765 persons; and 

the number of users of these reports is yearly increasing; the Medical - 

and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion, published by the Goy- 

ernment, forms one of the most valuable contributions to medical and 

surgical science that has appeared within the last century; and an 

element of actual value belongs to most if not all these publications, 

They are designed for the use and benetit of all the people, aud should 

be placed where they will be readily accessible to all. It is hardly cred- 

itable that there should not be in any public depository in th® United 

States, even in the National Library, a complete series of Government 

publications. Thanks to a higher estimate of their value and impor- 

tance, earnest efforts are being made to supply this deficiency by several 

libraries, especially the one mentioned, and it is hoped they may prove
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successful. Many librarians are unacqaainted with the steps they 
should take to procure these publications for their libraries as issued, 
and so lose the opportunity of procuring them at all, and many large 
communities are thus deprived of benefits intended for them. Private 
individuals cannot be expected to collect complete series of public docu- 
ments, and if they should do so the benefit to the publie would be small. 
Public libraries are the proper place of deposit for sach collections, and 
the time has arrived when, by knowledge of their privileges and of the * 
means of acquisition on the part of librarians, and by more systematic 
and thorough methods of distribution by the Government, these collec- 
tions will be begun and regularly inereased and maintained in every 
part of the Union. 
‘A careful abstract of the laws and regulations governing the distri- 

bution and exchange of public documents by the General Government 
and the Smithsonian Institution, and a statement furnished by the 
Treasury Department at the request of the Secretary of the Interior, 
showing the amounts expended by the General Government for libraries 
and for certain special publications for distribution, were therefore 
deemed essential and will be found in the proper places in this report. 

It has been judged both necessary and expedient to issue the report 
at once and as a whole, rather than in a series of Circulars of Informa- 
tion extending over a considerable period, not only because the proper 
presentation of the subject and the exigencies of the case seemed to re- 
quire it, but for reasons of economy as to time, labor, and expense. 

PLAN OF THE REPORT. 

After considerable study of the subject aud consultation and corre- 

spondence with eminent librarians, the following plan was adopted: 

To present, first, the history of public libraries in the United States; 
second, to show their present condition and extent; third, to discuss 

the various questions of library economy and management; and fourth, 

to present as complete statistical information of all classes of public 

libraries as practicable. , 

The number of libraries is so great and the history of many of them 

so rich that to print even the briefest sketch of each one individually, 
the plan adopted. by Jewett and Rhees, would require many volumes, 

and it therefore became necessary to divide them into classes and treat 
of their history in that form, though this plan has been departed from 

as regards the principal libraries of colleges, of theological schools, and 

of historical societies, brief sketches of which will be found in the proper 

chapters. -A further exception will be found in Chapter XXXVIII, 
which contains sketches of the public libraries in leading cities of the 

United States, where the chief depositories of literary treasures are found, 

Gentlemen who by their local information or their special knowledge 
were considered competent were invited to prepare such sketches, It 

has been found necessary, as the plan of this report has been modified
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by circumstances, to abridge some of the notices furnished and to omit 

others. In many instances work has been done and appears which 

was performed by librarians of particular libraries, but the general re- 

sponsibility remains with the authors whose names are given at the | 
beginning of the sketches for the several cities. 

The one hundredth year of our existence as a nation was deemed a 

suitable occasion on which to present a sketch of American public libra- 

ries at the time of the Revolution. It has been prepared with great care 

and most industrious research, and forms a chapter that will excite the 

deep interest of every lover of his country who reads it and contrasts _ 

the literary resources of our country one hundred years ago with those of 
the present time. 

Public libraries are next considered in their direct relations to edu- 

cation, as adjuncts of common schools and academies, of colleges, of 

professional schools, theological, law, medical, and scientific; and as a 

necessary factor in the elevation of the unfortunate in asylums, and in 

the instruction and elevation of the vicious and criminal in reforma- 

tories and prisons. 

The necessity and practicability of enhancing the usefulness of col- 

lege libraries by means of professorships of books and reading are dis- 

cussed and advocated. 

Next the history of the relations of the General and State Govern - 
ments to public libraries is traced, showing the province of each as 

defined by necessity and experience, and exhibiting in detail the results 

that have followed. 

. Following this the libraries of historical societies, of young men’s 

mercantile and young men’s Christian associations have been sketched, 

and their influence on the increase and diffusion of intelligence described. 

And last, free public libraries, established and maintained on the same 

principle that free public schools are, receive attention and considera- 

tion. These libraries are regarded as fulfilling for all a function similar 

to that which the college libraries perform for those fortunate enough 

to pursue a college course; rightly administered they are indeed what 

one writer has called them, ‘ the people’s colleges.” 

The propriety and feasibility of establishing art museums in connec- 

. tion with free public libraries are discussed, and considerations favoring 

the creation of such museums urged. 

The history of the several classes of public libraries, together with 

some general considerations touching their management, and some facts. 

respecting their present extent and condition, having been presented, 

the many details belonging to what may be called the economy and 

administration of public libraries are considered, Here are presented 

the fruits of the ripe experience and best thought of eminent librarians. 

respecting the different topics suggested by the above general defini- 

tion; they will, it is hoped, answer satisfactorily the numerous appeals. 

for advice and information, as well as stimulate the already rapid growth.
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of free libraries, and so of general intelligence and eulture. The division 

and arrangement of subjects in this department are as follows: 1. Li- 

brary buildings, including plans and descriptions. 2. The organization 

and management of public libraries. 3. The administration of college 

libraries. 4, Catalogues, comprising an essay on the subject by ©. A. 

Cutter, librarian of the Boston Atheneum, and a table, chronologically 
arranged, of printed catalogues of American public libraries, followed, 

‘in a succeeding chapter, by descriptions by their authors of two notable 

catalogues now being published; a plan of indexing and arranging a 

library, which has received the approval of several distinguished libra- 

rians, and is now in use in the library of Amherst College; and a descrip - 

tion of the classification adopted for the Public School Library of St. 

Louis. (The Rules for making a Dictionary Catalogue, by Mr. Cutter, 

are printed separately as Part IL of this report, for the convenience of 

librarians, for whose use they were mainly prepared.) 5. Indexing 

periodical and miscellaneous literature, giving a description of the ex- 

cellent plan in use by Professor Robinson, of the University of Rochester, 

N.Y. 6. Binding and preservation of books. 7. Periodical literature 

and society publications. 8. Reference books. 9. Library memoranda. 
10. Titles of books, 11. Book indexes. 12. Library bibliography. 

All of which, it is believed, will be found of high value to librarians 
and others interested in the establishment and management of public 

libraries. 
REPORTS AND STATISTICS OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 

Considerable space has been devoted to library reports and statistics 

in Chapter XXX VII, where wil! be found, besides remarks and illustra- 

tive tables showing the discrepancies in the reports of different investi - 

gators and the difficulties of gathering such statistics, the following, 

viz: A table of public libraries in 1776, 1800, and 1876; a table show- 
ing the number and extent of public libraries which now contain 10,000 

volumes or more in the years 1836, 1846, 1849, 1856, 185758, 1863, 

1874, and 1875; a table showing the increase in number of American 
public libraries during the last one hundred years, by periods of twenty - 

five years each, and the number of volumes they contained in 1875; a 

summary table of public libraries numbering 500 volumes and upward, 

classified according to size; a summary table of all public libraries in the 
United States, by classes and States; and a number of other tables re- 

specting funds, circulation of books, loss and wear of books, ete., together 
with some analyses of the library tables published by the Bureau of Eda- 

cation in 1871, 1872, and 1874; and last, the statement of the expendi- 

tures of the General Government on account of libraries and publica 

’ tions, before mentioned. 
Following this will be found sketches of libraries in ten of the chief cities 

of the Union, prepared by gentlemen (generally librarians) in the respec - 

tive cities. One of these papers, describing the libraries of Charles- 

ton, S. ©., contains also some notices of public libraries in the Southern
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States; and another on the public libraries of San Francisco notices 
other libraries on the Pacific coast. Chapter XX XIX comprises the 

general table of statistics of all public libraries in the United States 

from which reports have been received, prefaced by a summary of its 

contents, and followed by a list of the names of librarians and other 

officers reporting. 

A few items gathered from the tables of statistics will indicate the 

remarkable growth and present extent and importance of public libraries 

in the United States., So far as is known, there were in 1776 twenty- 

nine public libraries in the thirteen American colonies, and they num- 

bered altogether 45,623 volumes; in the year 1800 the number of li- 

braries had increased to 49, and the number of volumes to about 80,000; 

in 1876 there are reported (including the society libraries of students in 

colleges, reported separately) 3,682 libraries, numbering in the aggre- 

gate 12,276,964 volumes, besides 1,500,000 pamphlets; the latter very 

incompletely reported. 
The above do not include the libraries of common and Sunday schools, 

except a few of the former class not of sufficient importance to materi- 

wally modify the figures given. For several reasons, mainly because it 

did not seem essential to the completeness of this report, no attempt 

was made to collect the statistics of church and Sunday school libraries, 

of which the number is almost as great as that of the churches in the 

United States; these contained altogether, according to the census of 

1870, about 10,000,000 volumes. 

Of the 3,682 libraries, 358 report permanent funds, amounting alto- 

gether to $6,105,581, and 1,364 report that they possess no such funds, 

while the returns of 1,960 libraries afford no information on the subject. 

Only 742 libraries reported the yearly circulation, which forms an aggre- 

gate of 8,879,869 volumes ; 1,510 reported an aggregate yearly increase 

of 434,339 volumes ; 830 reported a total yearly income of $1,398,756 ; 

while 769 reported an aggregate yearly expenditure of $562,407 for 

books, periodicals, and binding ; and 643 reported a total yearly expend- 

iture of $682,166 for salaries and incidental expenses. 

The increasing rate of growth of public libraries in the last twenty-five 

years is well exhibited by the table, which shows that 20 libraries were 

formed from 1775 to 1800, 179 from 1820 to 1825, 551 from 1825 to 1850, 

and 2,240 from 1850 to 1875. It is altogether probable that nearly all 

the 688 libraries the dates of organization of which are not reported 

were also begun within the last twenty-five years. 

It has been impracticable to obtain definite and complete returns of 

the total amount received by public libraries in the last century from 

gifts and bequests in money; sotne $15,000,000 in all are reported, but 

it is safe to estimate the whole amount at $30,000,000. This amount 

includes only private benefactions and does not take account of money 

received from Government, State, or municipal grants or taxation, No 

estimate can be formed of the vast contributions of books that have been 

made during that period.
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PRIVATE LIBRARIES. 

It will, of course, be understood that no attempt has been made to 
collect information respecting private libraries. While a multitude of 
these libraries exist, thousands of whieh are of great value, some rival- 
ing in completeness, in special departments of knowledge, even the eol- 
lections of the leading public libraries, it would be impracticable, if 
otherwise expedient, for the General Government to gather and present 
reasonably complete and satisfactory information respecting them. On 
this subject the remarks of Gen. F. A. Walker, Superintendent of the 
Ninth Census, are regarded as conclusive. He says 3} 

At the ninth census (1870) the total number of libraries returned was 163,353, contain- 
ing 44,539,184 volumes. Of these, 107,673 were private libraries, containing 25,571,503 
volumes. No return under this head was made from the State of Connecticut, the 
deputy marshal reporting that no exact information could be obtained. While this 
increase in the number of private libraries and volumes theret over the returns of 
1860 shows that this portion of the census work has been performed with far greater 
effort and care on the part of the assistant and deputy marshals charged with the col- 
lection of this class of statistics, the results are yet manifestly far below the trath of 
the case for the whole country, while, in respect to certain States, the figures of the 
following table are almost ludicrously disproportionate. The only compensation fdr 
this failure — for such it must be pronounced, in Spite of the increase over the returns 
of former censuses —is found in the consideration‘ that the statistics of private libraries 
are not, from any proper point of view, among the desirable inqniries of the census, 
The statistics of the manufacture and importation of books would be far more signi fi- 
eant and instructive, while obtained with one-tenth of one per cent. of the eilort that 
would be required to collect accurate statistics of private libraries based upon any 
classification that might be adopted. 

The last clause of the foregoing sentence intimates a practical difficulty which, 
however the methods of the census might be improved, would always render the sta- 
tistics of private libraries of the least possible value. Unless each one of the two or 
three hundred thousand private collections of books which might claim admission to 
such a table as that in contemplation of the census law were to be personally visited 
and inspected by a competent judge, it would be impossible to prevent the intrusion 
into that table of tens of thousands of such collections without any merit to entitle 
them toa place there. No matter how carefully assistant marshals might perform 
this duty, or how fully instructed they might be from the central office, the mere fact 
of six or seven thousand persons being employed in collecting these statistics would 
be sutiicient to defeat, utterly and hopelessly, all approach to uniformity of treatment. 
One-half of the assistant marshals would call that a library which the other half would 
not, or, more probably, nine out of ten such officers would admit everything that 
claimed to be a library to their lists, 

The plan most commonly urged for preventing such a want of uniformity in the col- 
lection of the statistics of private libraries is to fix a number of volumes below which 
no collection of books shall be returned as a library, as, say, 100, 200, 300, or 500 vol- 
umes; but it is quite sufficient, without argument, to disprove such a proposition, to 
indicate the practical difficulties arising from such questions as these: What shall be 
done with pamphlets and unbound volumes? With children’s books? With school 
books, old and new? With public documents, State aud national? It is not too much 
to say, that if all these classes were to be rejected, nine out of ten collections in the 
United States which would otherwise pass into a table of private libraries containing 
one hundred volumes and over would be thrown out, while, on the other hand, it is 
difficult to see what value such a table can have for any use, scientific or popalar, if 
these classes are to be indiscriminately admitted. 

‘Ninth Census of the United States: Population aud Social Statistics, pp, 472, 473. 
E—I1
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PLAN OF GATHERING STATISTICS. 

It may not be amiss to describe here the plan followed in gathering 

the statistics for this report. As has been already intimated, there was 

until 1870 little information respecting public libraries in existence. 

As late as 1850 an American Secretary of State was obliged to reply to 

the application by a committee of the British Parliament for such in-_ 

formation that, with the best disposition to do so, he found it impossible 

to comply with their request.!" At that time the late’ accomplished 

Professor Jewett was preparing for publication his report on public 

libraries in the United States, which appeared the next year, and was 

the pioneer attempt to give a description of all our libraries. In 1859 

Rhees published his Manual of Public Libraries, which contains a list 
of the names of 2,902 libraries; bat’ he was unable tod obtain an 

account of the number of volumes in more than 1,338 of them. The 

works of Jewett and Rhees were prepared with great care and in- 

dustry ; but the rapid ifcrease of public libraries within the last few 

years has made them of little value for purposes of reference. Other 

partial statistics were published at different times, but no systematic 

attempt was made until 1870 to procure returns from all classes 

of public libraries, except in the returns of the United States census in 
the years 1850, 1860, and 1870. These returns did not attempt to name 

and localize the different libraries, and were for other reasons incom- 

plete and untrustworthy.2 The Reports of the Commissioner of Educa- 

tion for 1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, and 1874 furnished statistics of several 

hundred libraries. Beyond this little was known save that there were 

in the country two thousand or more public libraries, each exerting a 

less or greater educational influence, of which nothing was generally 

known; even a knowledge of their names and whereabouts ‘was limited 

to their immediate localities. It therefore became necessary to ascertain 

first the name of every town in the United States the population of which 

was sufficient to seem to justify the belief that it possessed a public 

library of some sort. Letters of inquiry were sent to all such towns, 

generally to the postmaster, asking whether a public library existed, and 

its name; the name of the library being obtained, direct inquiries were 

sent to it. In each of the larger towns and smaller cities the superin- 

tendent of public schools was chosen as a correspondent ; in the larger 

cities persons were selected to make special investigations ; the directo- 

ries of cities were consulted ; gazetteers were examined; the officers of 

all institutions and societies that might be supposed to possess libraries 

were applied to for information ; and correspondence opened with clergy- 

men, officers of courts, of cities, counties, States, and with other persons 

likely to possess information on the subject of libraries in their respective 

localities. The reports of Professor Jewett and Mr. Rhees, and a list of 

‘For his letter see page 759. 
2 Ninth Census of the United States: Population and Social Statisties, p. 472.
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societies and institutions published in 1872 by the Smithonian Institu- 
tion also afforded considerable information respecting the names of 
libraries. : 

This preliminary work involved the writing of some 10,000 letters, to 
which the responses have generally been most prompt and gratifying. A 
mass of information was thus gathered which formed the basis for subse- 

quent specific inquiry and correspondence ; and the cordial codperation 

of all interested enables us to present, as the result of much time and labor 

expended, definite and trustworthy information respecting nearly 3,700 
publie libraries of all classes, 

It will be observed that the table includes statistics of some public 

libraries containing no more than three hundred volumes each. These 

have been added in cases where the recent dates of the establishment or 

other known circumstances of the libraries justify the expectation of their 
permanence and rapid gtowth. 

ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Each of the library buildings chosen as a subject for illustration has 

been selected with reference to its historic or representative character. 

Thus representations of the Redwood and Loganian Libraries are given 

solely because of the historical interest that attaches to them as the 

first on the Western Continent devoted entirely to library purposes. 

Both were built about the same time, a quarter of a century before the 

Revolution, and one of them, the Redwood Library, though greatly en- 

larged, is still devoted to library uses. The Lenox and Ridgway Libra- 

ries, now nearing completion, each the gift of a single individual, are 

also represented; and perhaps no more striking evidence of the vast 

growth of publie libraries in this country could be found than is afforded 

by the contrast between the first two buildings (each also the gift of a 

single public spirited citizen) and the two last named. College libraries 

are well represented by illustrations of the library building of the Col- 

lege of New Jersey and the interior of Wellesley College Library, (for 

women,) each of which is a monument to the munificent liberality of a 
wealthy citizen. Engravings of the Boston Public and Cincinnati Pub- 
lic Libraries are presented as examples of the largest free libraries in 

the United States built and maintained at the public expense; while 

the Concord,! Roxbury Branch, Northampton, Worcester, and Cornell 

Libraries are included as representatives of free library architecture in 

the smaller cities and towns. The last, bearing the name of its builder 

and founder, who presented it to his fellow citizens, is properly assigned 

a place with the remarks respecting patronymic libraries, in Chapter 

XXII? A cut of the building of the Library Company of Philadelphia, 

organized by Franklin in 1731, properly represents the early proprietary 

libraries. It was the third library built in this country, dating from 

' For this ent acknowledgments are due Messrs. Harper & Brothers. 

? Page 457.
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1792, and is still devoted to its original uses. The cut of the Appren- 

tices’ Library of Philadelphia represents a class of libraries that has 

conferred great and lasting benefits on many young artisans, but which 

is being rapidly superseded by the free and other public libraries which 

offer equal advantages to all. 

While perhaps no one of the buildings represented may be regarded 

as a model in all respects, neither is any one without its poirtts of excel- 

lence, and several are admirably adapted to their special uses. Taken 

together‘they fairly represent the past and present of library architect- 

ure in America, and certainly show an improvement in some degree 

commensurate with the growth of the libraries they shelter. 

The plans accompanying Mr, Winsor’s contribution on library build- 

ings (Chapter XXIV, pp. 473-475) are the expression of long experience 

and careful study of the subject, and will doubtless prove of much prac- 

tical value. 

With the exception of the Wellesley College, Concord Public, Cornell, 

Loganian, Library Company and Apprentices’ of Philadelphia, and the 

Cincinnati Public (exterior) libraries, the engravings have been executed 

by Miss ©. A. Powell, a graduate of the Cooper Union Free Art School, 

of New York. 

SUNDAY READING IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 

Within the last few years.several public libraries in the larger cities 

have thrown open their rooms for reading on Sundays; notable among 

these being the Boston Public Library, the Free Public Library of Wor- 

eester, Mass., the Cincinnati Public Library, the Chicago Public Library, 

and the Public School Library of St. Louis. The reports show that a 

Jarge number of persons avail themselves of this privilege for improve- 

ment and recreation, and that the number of Sunday users of books 

and periodicals at most of the libraries has steadily increased from year 

to year. 
The number of Sunday readers at the Free Pablic Library of Wor- 

eester, Mass., the first public library.in New England to open its doors 

to Sunday visitors, for each year since 1872, when the privilege was 

first granted, was as follows: In 1872~73, Sunday readers, 5,706; 1873- 
74, 7,179; 187475, 10,142, 

The superintendent of the Boston Public Library, in his report for 

1873, remarks that the use of the reading rooms for periodicals on Sun- 

days “was from one-half to three-quarters of the average week day use. 

The frequenters were uniformly decorous ; the most favorable feature 

of the result being that a large proportion of the Sunday visitors were 

not such as are seen in the rooms on week days.” And in his report for 

1875, in summing up the experience of the library in this regard, he 

says, ‘that from the start the use of the Central reading room has 

been abundantly commensurate, and has justified the movement.” 

Some interesting remarks on the results of the Sunday opening of the
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Public Library of Cincinnati and of the Public School Library of St. 

Louis will be found in the sketches of those libraries in another part of 
this report. 

ART MUSEUMS AND THEIR CONNECTION WITH PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 

While the plan of making art museums adjuncts of public libraries, 

as advocated in Chapter XXI, may at first seem unpractical and un- 

wise a study of the experience of the British Free Libraries in this 

regard leads to a directly opposite conclusion. The art gallery of the 

Birmingham Free Library was established in 1867; in the five follow- 

ing years it was visited by more than 600,000 persons; in 1872 it was 

open 36 Sundays, 49 Saturday evenings, and 289 week days; the Sun- 

day visitors numbered 13,064, the Saturday evening visitors 12,817, and 

the week day visitors 119,880, making a total of 145,761 for the year. 

The gallery then contained 35 paintings, 4 statues and busts, and 11 

collections, more or less extensive, of artistic manufactures in glass, 

pottery, and metals, owned by the corporation, a large proportion of 

which had been presented ; 9 paintings, an interesting series of draw- 

ings from nature, and a collection of enamels deposited by the Birming- 

ham and Midland Institute; and 23 paintings and three collections of 

Japanese enamels and metal work lent for exhibition by their owners. 

The library committee in its report for 1872 says: 

The reading rooms, especially at night, have been greatly crowded during the year, 

and the art gallery has also been used by a largely increased number of visitors. 
Looking to the growing usefulness of all departments of the libraries and of the art 

gallery, and to the advancing demands upon their space, the committee regard with 
much satisfaction the wise and liberal resolution of the town council authorizing the 

extension of the libraries and the art gallery. 

The report of the Liverpool Free Public Library, Museum, and Gal- 

lery of Art for the year 1873 contains the following: 

The success of the annual exhibitions of pictures held during two successive years 
naturally drew attention to the want of a suitable building where a permanent gal- 
lery of art might be collected, and the annual exhibitions held without the necessity 
of disturbing the arrangements of the museum for several months in the year, as has 

hitherto been the case. 

An application to the city council for aid to provide a proper building 

was unsuccessful, but the mayor of the city announced his intention to 

devote £20,000 for a building. 

The same report continues : 

The subcommittee have now the pleasure to report the results of the late autumn 

exhibition of pictures at the Free Library and Museum. 
The exhibition was opened to the public from Monday, September 1, to Saturday, 

November 29, during the day, at a charge of 1s., and in the evening, from Monday 

October 13, to Saturday, November 29, at 3d. 

The number of admissions by payments at the door amounted to 13,318 in the morn- 
ing and 18,361 in the evening, making a total of 31,679, besides 523 season tickets, and 

about 10,000 pupils of educational establishments of all classes and denominations ad- 

mitted gratuitously. 

'
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The number of works exhibited consisted of 454 oil colors,563 water colors, 35 pieces 
of sculpture and other works of art, forming a total of 1,057. 

Of these, 972 were for sale, and 271 were actually sold for sums amounting to 

£7,402 178. Gd.; £727 10s, being expended by the corporation in pictures for the per- 
manent gallery of art now in the course of formation. The total receipts amounted 
to £1,566 1s. 3d., leaving a profit of £466 1s. ‘ 

‘The general results of this exhibition have been enconraging, as the following figures 
denote, and when their nature is examined they ave still more satisfactory : 

Daily 
1872, 3 average. 

Day admissions, (1s., 12 days at 6d. each)... 13,276.....-...- 90 days.......... 14746 
Eyening admissions, (12 nights at3d)...... 9,618.......... 48 nights ........ 200}8 

y 1873. 
Day admissions, (all at 1s. each).-......... 13,318...-...... 78 days.......... 17088 
Evening admissions, (all at 3d.).....--.... 18,361...-...... 42 nights ....... 437% 

Water Seulp; 
Oil. color. ture, ete. 

EOFS GR HADIGH AG ft. cl. sleme icc ene cnc peeeewmedcre coenve SOF 563 35 

WWOTMEORRINILED, LOPS s. 252. Combs cub cceluteosvesscewseJcedsccsse SABO BOL 29 

PUCROBRO tb cece aie Cneb ews adgwewse Ue dca cn os uaa ena scemn see 67 6 

The large increase in fhe number of season tickets, viz, 523, as against 332 in 1872, 

demonstrates the existence of a rapidly increasing section of the public who return 
again and again to study the pictures carefully, and who will in time form a body of 

independent and cultivated art opinion, the effects of which must be most advan- 
tageous to the town, 

Hitherto the committee have been somewhat disappointed at the comparative apathy 
of the artisan class, but this year the attendance in the evenings has been very hope- 

ful, so much so, indeed, as to warrant the expectation that an interest in art may be 
thoroughly excited, and a knowledge diffused among that class which may be pro- 
ductive of valuable industrial results. The presence of art galleries and museums in 
Paris has enabled that city, in the absence of most material advantages, to become 
a large manufacturing centre, owing solely to the educated taste of her artisans. 
London has, within the last few years, become the seat of art manufactures which 
haye in several instances been the direct outgrowth of South Kensington, and which 
in most cases owe their success to the interest in art it has excited and the opportunity 
of study it affords. If Liverpool is to become eventually more than a mere warehous- 

ing port, any means of attracting such manufactures into her midst should be most 
anxiously improved. The attendance of the artisan class at these exhibitions is, 
therefore, a most important element from an industrial point of view. 

In addition to the art gallery thus successfully established, the Liver- 

pool Free Library possesses also a valuable museum of natural his- 

tory, ete. . 

The annual report of the Museum Library and Park Committee of the 

borough of Salford, for 1873-74, shows that there were in that year 

527,500 visitors to the museum, 800,000 to the park, and that the issue 

of books belonging to the Central Library and its two branches (contain- 

ing altogether 53,624 volumes) was 313,389, while the number of readers 

in the reading and news rooms was 477,000. 

Like satisfactory results have followed the joining of art and natural 

history museums with other free libraries in England, and it is believed 

that similar benefits would acerue from the union of public libraries and 

museums here,
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THE STUDY OF LIBRARY SCIENCE. 
. 

Considerable space has been devoted, under the title of Professorships | 

of Books and Reading, to the discussion of the question of a new col- 

lege professorship the duties of which should be to teach students what 

and how to read. While this would meet the needs of college students, 

the much larger constituency of the public libraries would still remain, 

as now, generally dependent on the librarians for advice and direction. 

Hence, it is clear that the librarian must soon be called upon to assume 

a distinct position, as something more than a mere custodian of books, 

and the scientific scope and value of his office be recognized and esti- 
mated in a becoming manner. To meet the demands that will be made 
on him he should be granted opportunities for instruction in all the de- 

partments of library science. 

In Germany the importance of this is beginning to be realized, and 

the plan of making it a subject of special study in the universities finds 

advocates. Under the title of The science of library arrangement with 

a view to a common organization among libraries, and to the special 

study of library science in German universities, Dr. F, Rullmann, libra- 
rian of- the University of Freiburg, says:! 

It is very desirable that library science should, more than has been the case hitherto 

in Germany, form a subject of discussion at the meetings of librarians, and that one of 
the points to be discussed should be whether library science is to form a special branch 
of study at the universities. 

I, LIBRARY SCIENCE SHOULD HAVE A COMMON ORGANIZATION, 

Three points have to be considered in this connection: 
1. The system.—The best authorities agree as to the desirability of a uniform library 

system for Germany. At present there are very few systems which entirely satisfy the 

demands of our age. This is not the place, however, to criticise the faulty systems of 

various libraries, as they are sufficiently well known. 
In creating a good bibliographic system we meet with considerable difficulties, 

especially with regard to the harmonizing of all the theoretical and practical require- 
ments, so as to combine a scientific with a convenient arrangement. At present one of 

the two generally preponderates. It frequently occurs that one and the same work is 
ranged under twelve different heads in twelve different libraries, which, of course, is 

very confusing. All this tends to show that it should not be left to tlie will of every 

librarian to establish a system for his library, but that there should be a uniform sys- 

tem throughout the country. ' 

In order to produce a uniform system, it is of course necessary that individual views 

should readily submit to. the wishes of the majority. The chief feature of such a 
system should be the logical arrangement of the details, without, however, carrying 

the method of headings and subheadings too far. Smaller libraries, especially, will be 
able to do without many of the headings reqnired by larger ones. 

2. The catalogue-—The new system, of course, presupposes a rearrangement of the 

catalogue. We would. not advocate absolute uniformity of catalogues, because the 
results would not be commensurate with the amount of labor bestowed. It would, 
however, be very useful if the “catch words” in all the German libraries could, as 

! Die Bibliothekseinrichtungskunde zum Theile einer gemeinsamen Organisation, 
die Bibliothekswissenschaft als soleche einem besonderen Universitiitsstudium in 

Deutschland unterworfen, von Dr. F. Rullmann, Custos der Freiburger Universitiits- 

bibliothek. Freiburg i. Br., 1874, 28 pp.
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much as. possible, be selected and be treated according to a uniform principle, so as 
not to let individual opinion be the only guide in the matter. To show how necessary 
this is, we will only mention, as an instance, the different way in which various im- 
portant questions are answered, ¢. 9. regarding anonymous books, compound words, 
obsolete words, ete. ' 

3. Placing of books.—The most convenient way will be to place the books on the 
Shelves from the left to the right, commencing from the lower shelves, and to have 
every book numbered. This numbering should not be continuous through a whole 
library, but merely through a division, as the very high numbers, especially in large 
libraries, would cause considerable inconvenience. 

As in many German libraries the system, cataloguing, and arrangement have not 
kept step with the times and with the development of science, and will therefore have 
to be changed sooner or later, all such libraries, after they have*been authorized by 
their respective authorities to make a new organization, might derive the full benefit 
of a common discussion of the whole subject. Other libraries might without great 
difficulty adopt some things immediately, but should certainly, whenever circum- 
stances demand it, carry out practically all the theories, after they had helped to 
discuss them in the interest of library science. 
What excellent results could”in this way be gradually obtained, not only with 

regard to the mutual usefulness of all libraries, but also with regard to their individual 
usefulness! ‘ 
Many of the present inconsistencies and egotistical arbitrary rules would vanish); 

because these things could then be under much more thorough supervision and con- 
trol. 

It swould, moreover, simplify the conscientious fulfilment of the librarian’s duties, 
so that it would no longer be necessary for each librarian to have detailed accounts 
regarding his treatment of library science. Such a “diary,” as Ebert calls it, is, 
unfortunately, seldom made, for many librarians do not leave any manuscript notes 
for their successors regarding their work and the principles according to which they 
have carried it on. This cireumstance proves very detrimental to the library in case 
of removal or death of the librarian, especially if no oral tradition has been pre- 
served regarding the method of working. This will explain, to a great extent, why 
at present so many libraries, in spite of an immense amount of work, do not reach 
their object as fully as would be the case if a uniform system were established. Such 
a system, by making librarians at once at home in any library, and by producing a 
uniform method of working in all, greatly facilitates the use of libraries for-our men 
of science. Thus it will not be entirely chimerical to suppose that in course of time, 
even if centuries should pass, a general systematic repertory of literature will be the 
result, which would at once show any gap still existing in a library. 

Il, LIBRARY SCIENCE A SPECIAL STUDY AT THE UNIVERSITIES, 

Supposing that a uniform library system according to our ideas should gradually 
become prevalent, we do not thereby have a sufficient guarantee of the greatest possi- 
ble perfection of our libraries. For this will essentially depend on a suitable library 
administration ; and this leads us to the question, how the qualifications requisite for 
a librarian can best be obtained. 

Although the importance of the office of the librarian has from time immemorial 
been fully appreciated, such appreciation has hitherto not been sufficiently general. 
For not only was a librarian’s place often considered as a pleasant and respectable 
sinecure, or as an office of secondary importance which would allow the office holder 
conveniently to pursue his favorite studies, but even to the present day has the office 
of a librarian at our universities not generally been considered an independent office, 
but has been given to one of the professors. 
We are glad to see, however, that, both theoretically and practically, the opinion is 

gaining ground that only a man specially trained for it can successfully fill the place
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of librarian. Such a special training belongs very properly to the university course, 
as we intend to prove by the following remarks. 

In appointing librarians there is no such guarantee of their competency as is de- 
manded of other aspirants to public office when they finish their studies. A most 

essential point is wanting here, viz, the opportunity for a suitable preparation. For 
the occupation of an assistant librarian seems to be scarcely a full equivalent for it. 
Aside from the fragmentary character of such a preparation, it can scarcely be taken 
into account, because there are comparatively few such places, and the choice for future 

librarians would be limited to a small number of persobs. a 
Thus the practical occupation of the officer in the library has hitherto had to take the 

place of his education for his duties. This had the great disadvantage, that especially 
in modern times, when the extent of human knowledge has increased to such enor- 

mous dimensions, it took, contrary to the true interests of the library, a yery long 
time for the librarian to acquire the necessary amount of knowledge in branches of 
science with which hitherto he had been but little familiar. Schrettinger, in his Manual 

of Library Science, Vienna, 1834, was the first who advocated the necessity of a special 
school for educating librarians. He only touches the subject very briefly, and desires 
that such an education should be given at the chief library of the country, where his 
manual might form the basis of lectures on library science, and that only the future 

library officers of that country should have the benefit of such instruction, This, 
however, would scarcely supply the want of librarians for Germany, and we would 
therefore, instead of instruction at a library, recommend that library science be studied 

at the universities, not only in one state, but in the whole of Germany; i. ¢., we desire 
that at one of our universities, gradually perhaps at several, lectures on library science 
should be delivered by competent men. This course of lectures should extend through 
three years. As on leaving the gymnasium most young men will have become proficient 

only in German, French, Latin, and Greek, there will be required : 

I. Further linguistic studies, which may be pursued outside of the leeture room. As 
most important in this respect we would recommend the study of Hebrew, English, 

Italian, and Spanish. ‘ 
These studies should be carried so far at least as to enable the student to read a 

book with the help of a dictionary and grammar, and to acquire a knowledge of the 
library technical terms. 

Il. Lectures should be attended on: 
1. General history and collateral studies, e. g., diplomacy. 
2. Systematic universal encyclopedia of sciences, with special regard to the best way 

of defining the proper limits of each science. n 
3. Universal history of the more important literary productions, with special mention 

of their scientific and booksellers’ value. : 
4, Knowledge of manuscripts. 
5. History of the art of printing. 
6. History of the book trade. . 
7. Some knowledge of the fine arts, so as to enable the librarian to know the true 

value of engravings, (copper, steel, and wood,) lithographs, and photographs. 

8. Gradual development of library science and introduction to it. + 

9. The most interesting data concerning the well known libraries of the world: 
“ bibliothecography.” 

10. Library economy, (administration, financial management, ete.) 
11. Practical exercises in cataloguing and classifying, (especially the more diflicult. 

subjects, e. g., manuscripts and incunabula.) 

12, Management of archives. 
Of the subjects mentioned under IT, Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 should be in thé hands of 

competent librarians or men thoroughly versed in library science; Nos. 1 and 4 are 

treated of in most universities, 
After finishing such a course the student would have to pass an examination before
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a special committee composed of the professors or persons lecturing on library science, 
and receive a certificate of qualification for the office of librarian. Sneh a certificate 

only should secure a person the office of librarian, and no distinction should be made 

between students from the different states of Germany. 
It will of course be understood that such a course of instruction in library science 

offers a great probability but no absolute certainty of being good in practice too. 
Only in two cases does such a study not seem to offer any advantages: first, in places 

like Strasbourg, where the number of officers is so large that there is a special librarian 
for nearly every chief division. In this case the man acquainted with the specialty of 

the library is to be preferred. Second, in special libraries. 
But apart from these two exceptional cases, we may confidently look to a most bene- 

ficial result from the study of library science. 

First. of all it will satisfactorily settle a question of vital interest to all libraries, 

viz, regarding suitable selection in the buying of books. Such a study only will almost 
entirely remove the danger of having certain portions of the library favored in an 
undue degree, both as regards the direct expenditure in money, as also the indirect 

expenditure by having the librarian’s time too much oceupied by special subjects. 

Such cases have occurred particularly in university libraries; for these, whether in 

the hands of “ private professors” (Privat-Docenten) or not, have always been man- 
aged by specialists, who, as a general rule, favored their own studies at the expense of 
the whole library. 

Such a study of library science will also have the effect to produce, much more fre- 
quently than is the case now, works on libraries and everything connected with them, 
which of course will be an immense benefit to library science in general. 

LIBRARY CONVENTION. 

In May, 1853, a call, signed by Professor Jewett and other librarians, 

was published, inviting “librarians and others interested in bibliogra- 

phy” to meet in convention at New York, September 15, 1853, ‘ for the 

purpose of conferring together upon the means of advancing the pros- 
perity and usefulness of public libraries, and for the suggestion and dis- 

cussion of topies of importance to book collectors and readers.” 

The convention met at the time and place appointed, and remained 
in session three days. About eighty librarians (representing libraries 

containing altogether some eight hundred thousand volumes) and others 

interested in bibliographical pursuits were in attendance. 

The work accomplished was summed up by the editor of Norton’s 

Literary Gazette (October 15, 1853) as follows : 

Acquaintances have been formed among numerous members of the librarian’s profes- 
sion, who had never seen or corresponded with one another before; an arrangement 

has been made for the regular interchange of catalogues and reports; the experience 
of those who have long had charge of public libraries has been brought before those 

who are novices in the work, upon a great variety of topics; the Smithsonian system 
of cataloguing, which aims at most important changes, has been explained by its 
originator, and carefully discussed ; facts and statistics concerning a large number of 
widely scattered institutions have been collected and arranged ; certain new and in- 
genious inventions for the preservation and exbibition of illustrated works have been 
introduced to the public ; preliminary steps have been taken for preparing a complete 

librarian’s manual; suggestions have been made in regard to the establishmegt of 

popular libraries all over the country ; and measures have been taken to form a , 
rians’ association or bibliographical society of a permanent character, the object of 
which shall be to promote, in every way, the establishment and efficient conduct of 
collections of books. :
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The convention adjourned to meet at Washington at the call of the 
committee on permanent organization, of which Professor Jewett was 

chairman, but no meeting was afterwards held. Twenty-three years have 
passed; libraries have increased in number fivefold, and in influence in 
a much greater ratio; all the conditions and necessities that demanded 

the codperation of library officers then are more important and urgent 

now, and others equally requiring to be met have arisen. In view of 

the magnitude of the interests involved, social, financial, intellectual, 

and moral, it seems proper and expedient that librarians and others 

interested in the welfare of libraries should again meet to interchange 

views, compare methods and the results of experience, and discuss 

practical questions. In August, 1875, Mr. Thomas Hale Williams, 

librarian of the Minneapolis (Minn.) Atheneum, wrote suggesting such 

anational meeting; his suggestions were favored by a number of the 

leading librarians of the country, and have recently taken practical 

form in a preliminary call for a conference of librarians, signed by gen- 

tlemen representing libraries numbering in the aggregate more than 

two million volumes. Three of the signers of the call representing, re- 

spectively, proprietary, college, and free public libraries, were delegates to 

the convention of 1853, and have been continuously in library service 

since that time; two in the same libraries they then represented, while 

the other, the accomplished author of Poole’s Index to Periodical Litera- 

ture, has since successfully organized the two largest free public libra- 

ries in the West. The proposed convention will be held at Philadelphia, 

October 4, 5, 6, 1876. 

A LIBRARY JOURNAL. 

Another evidence of a revival of interest in public libraries is afforded 

by the proposition to establish a journal to be devoted to the discussion 

of practical questions relating to the management of public libraries, 

and the dissemination of information regarding them. It is expected 

that the first number of the American Library Journal, to be published 

monthly, will appear in September. On account of the importance of 

sach a journal to the library interests of the country, an abstract of the 
prospectus of the American Library Journal is herewith presented.
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THE AMERICAN LIBRARY JOURNAL. 

Published monthly. 

MELVIL DEWEY, AMHERST COLLEGE LIBRARY, MANAGING EDITOR. 

Associate editors. 

Justin Winsor, Boston Public Library. 
James L. Whitney, Boston Public Library. 
Fred. B. Perkins, Boston Public Library. 
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Wm. T. Harris, St. Lonis. 
John Jay Bailey, St. Louis Publie School Library. 

A. E. Whitaker, Mercantile Library, San Francisco, 

Publisher: F. Leypoldt, 37 Park Row, New York. 

Prospectus. 

Extract from the annual report for 1869 of the superintendent of the Public Library. 
of Boston. 
“We have no schools of bibliographical and bibliothecal training whose graduates 

can guide the formation of and assume management within the fast increasing libra- 

ries of our country, and the demand may, perhaps, never warrant their establishment; 

but every library with a fair experience can afford inestimable instruction to another 
in its novitiate; and there have been no duties of my office to which I have given 

more hearty attention than those that have led to the granting of what we could from 
our experience to the representatives of other libraries, whether coming with inquiries 

fitting a collection as large as Cincinnati is to establish, or merely seeking such mat- 
ters as concern the establishment of a village library.” 

To further these and like purposes it is proposed to publish an American Library 

Journal. The rapid growth of libraries in this country makes such a medium of ex- 
changing experience vitally necessary, and it will be a means of economizing both time 

and money. The Journal is meant to be eminently practical, not antiquarian, and 
the following departments are proposed: 

Haitorials and contributed papers by specialists on library economy, bibliography, 
classification, construction, and arrangement of library buildings, and like topics. 

Library notes as to statistics of growth and circulation, donations, new enterprises, 
improyements in binding, cataloguing, library fittings, shelf arrangement, charging, 
loan, and return of books, regulations, restrictions, ete. 
Bibliography.— Record of every new catalogue, report, or other publication bearing 

direetly on the library interest, in any language. The more important will be reviewed 

by specialists. 
Current periodical literature—Reference to or analysis of articles of library interest, 

appearing in American or foreign periodicals.
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Pseudonyms.— A record of all pseudonyms, anonyms, ete., of which any new informa- 
tion can be given. 

Correspondence.— Library letters from abroad and from yarious parts of our own 
country. 

Notes and queries.— A department that should be of special value. Questions on any 
subject coming within the scope of the journal wil) be received, and, if possible, an- 
swered editorially in the nextissue. Otherwise they will be referred to readers for reply. 

Duplicates.— Lists of the more important books offered by the various libraries for 
sale or exchange. 

Books wanted.— By purchase or exchange. 

Situations.— Addresses of librarians and cataloguers desiring engagements, and of 
libraries needing such services. 

Annual indexc.— A complete index to each volume of the American Library Journal, 
which will form a finding list of all topies of library interest during the year. 
The Journal, containing about 32 pages small quarto, will be issued every month 

from the office of the Publishers’ Weekly, 37 Park Row, New York. The managing 
editor’s office is at 13 Tremont Place, Boston, where it seemed desirable that the journal 
should be chiefly edited, that the fullest advantage might be taken of the daily expe- 
rience of the justly famed libraries and librarians of that vicinity. The time chosen 
for starting the Journal seems very opportune, especially since ‘it follows closely the 
publication of the Special Report on Public Libraries in the United States, issued by 
the United States Bureau of Education. The real object of the Journal is, in fact, to 
form a periodical supplement to this work. The active codperation of librarians, by 
way of subscription, as well as by contributions, communications, ete., is earnestly so- 
licited. 

Libraries are especially requested to send to the managing editor of the Journal 
copies of new catalogues, annual reports, regulations, ete. Scraps or notices of articles, 
reviews, notes in local papers, or any other information concerning library interests, 
will also be thankfully received. i 

In connection with the American Library Journal it is proposed to form a collec- 
tion of everything of special interest to librarians for common reference and use by 
all contributing to it. For this purpose it is requested that every library send to 
the managing editor of the Journal two copies of every blank, form, card, slip, cata- 
logue, or anything portable that it may use in its administration, and is willing to 
contribute ; one set to be arranged by libraries, showing as completely as possible the 
methods and catalogues of each library by itself; the other under classification show- 
ing the various methods used by different libraries in the same work, e. g., all the differ- 
ent catalogue cards that are in use in different libraries. The specimens sent should 
all be marked with the date, cost, and manner of using; and if, after practical trial, 

any improvement can be suggested to other libraries using a similar form or appliance, 
this should also be added. This collection, like the Journal itself, is something to 
which all should cordially contribute, and from which all may freely draw. 

The printing of accurate titles of new books in such a way that they can be used for 
the card catalogues of libraries in general, at a slight expense, is an important field for 

codperation. The early completion of Poole’s Index to Periodical Literature and ar- 
rangements for annual or monthly supplements, the preparation of a guide to the special 

collections and rare and valuable books in the libraries of the United States for the 

purpose of special research and study, and other enterprises of similar character and 
intent, are among the purposes which it is hoped to accomplish through the agency 
of this journal in securing the codperation of all interested in library work. 

The cireulation of such a journal being necessarily limited, the subscription price, 
in order to put the enterprise on a safe footing, must be made $5 for the first year. To 

insure its success will require the hearty codperation of librarians in pecuniary as well 
as literary support. Subscriptions should be addressed to F. Leypoldt, 37 Park Row 
New York; inquiries and other communications to Melvil Dewey, 13 Tremont Place, 

Boston.
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It may be reasonably expected that, conducted in accordance with 

the plan above described, under the direction of the gentlemen named, 

and receiving, as it doubtless will, the hearty support and codperation 

of active librarians and educators throughout the country, the Library 

Journal will find a wide field and abundant opportunities for usefulness. 

COOPERATIVE CATALOGUES AND INDEXES.! 

A further illustration of awakened interest, and of the desire to effect 

coéperation in library work and bring the librarians of different 

libraries into more intimate relations, is found in the propositions of 

Professor Robinson and Mr. Winsor in this country, and of a writer in 

the Academy in England, to economize the labor and expense of cata- 

loguing and indexing, by associated effort on the part of publishers and 

librarians of different libraries and countries. These propositions are 

noticed in detail elsewhere in this report.” 

PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN CANADA, MEXICO, BRAZIL, AND JAPAN. 

The following brief notices of public libraries in the countries above 
named will, it is thought, be of interest to Americans. They comprise 

all the trustworthy information on the subject that has been found 

available. 
Dominion of Canada, 

Ontario.—Within the past twenty-five years Canada has shared in 

the general growth of public libraries. A brief account of the excellent 

school library system of the province of Ontario will be found in Chap- 

ter II, pp. 57-58. According to the report of the chief superintendent 

of education of that province, there were, in 1874, 1,334 libraries of this 

class, containing in all 266,046 volumes. 

An examination of the revised catalogue published by the depart- 

ment of education shows that great care has been exercised in the 

choice of books, and that a judicious selection from it would form an 

excellent library in all departments of literature for adults as well as 

for pupils in the public schools. 
According to the same report, there were also in the province 193 

other public libraries, not including those of Sunday schools, contain- 

ing in all 142,732 volumes, making an aggregate of 1,427 public libra- 

ries, with 408,778 volumes. 

Quebec.— The following extract from a letter of the secretary of the 

minister of public instruction of the province of Quebec, dated March 

8, 1875, shows the number and extent of public libraries in that 
province: 

11n a letter dated August 4, 1576, Professor Rovinson writes: * Linay add that I bave 

the honor to be chairman of a committee recently appointed at the convocation of the 
regents in Albany, by the college officers of this State, to devise a general plan on 
which the colleges may unite in cataloguing and indexing. I hope something may be 
done in this direction.” 5 

2 See pp. 513, 514.
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From the best information we can obtain there are 612 libraries, divided as follows : 

Number, Volumes. 

Pariah Jibenvies.. 22... Saeki ew cwowa tun ccs Juss eanees ahi Seu aaah 92, 967 

Wiivecei thesis 2-5-0525. 2e on eens Meee see ees nen 3 53, 500 

Colleges; CAthole, Oo. - 6s nts 20k gtecmeaiet eR eve el fer oenare ae a 83, 624 

Oblleges; Protestant +. s2ln i250 Soscscs yeuescne caw eiecban erect 4 2, 000 

Industrial colleges; Catholig--25)42.0/i-ccnsnse es esaecsnue tone oeeernl ei 29, 244 
Industrial colleges, Protestant... .cossccc.. osc ces cee cecucsies ce 1 70. 

Normal acliools .52ic2vacccntSoccceopa ckaeon eee ale fob sen nes ie seen 3 7, 850 
Academies for boys, and mixed, Catholic..............22......0-.-. 43 7,016 

Academies for boys, and mixed, Protestant.......-.....-..-..----.- 29 2, 267 

Academies for girls; Catholio:—. 7. eacqececencees seers sage staeeeee OG 33, 923 
Model ‘schools; Catholic... isc) osc ees dae tg oe ca twee en eee neae 22, 005 
Model schools, Protestant. os -f22242 ose oe one on eect a eee ate at 2, 720 

TODA: basen. Sos slet dons = Saco ace es su naweee teens sage ceca iarn er 337, 186 

If we add to this the library of the local parliament, that of the department of public 
instruction, and acertain number belonging to the different literary societies, which 
cannot be less than 100,000 volumes, and which are more or less open to the public, 

we have'a total of 437,186 volumes. 

The educational reports of the other provinces of the Dominion do not 
afford specific information in regard to libraries. 

Mexico. 

The sketch of the public libraries of Mexico, prepared by Fernando 

C. Willett, esq., secretary United States legation, Mexico, was kindly 

furnished by Hon. J. W. Foster, American minister to that republic. 

The following exhibits the number of states in the republic which have public libra- 
ries, the number of volumes in each state, and the total number of yolumes: Aguas- 
Calientes, 1,400; Campeche, 2,024; Chiapas, 3,758; Durango, 5,022; Guanajuato, 11,382 ; 

Jalisco, 22,000; Mexico, 8,904; Michoacan, 12,038; Oajaca, 12,922; Puebla, 24,821 ; 
Queretaro, 10,130; San Luis Potosi, 2,624; Vera Cruz, a library, but not reported ; Yu- 

catan, 1,143; Zacatecas, 10,000; Federal District, 106,700; making a total of 234,865 
volumes. 

It will thus be seen that of the 29 states and territories of the republic only 16 have 

any public libraries at all, and respecting those which do exist it should be noted that 
only a small proportion of the books which they report are of modern dates or of any 

great value except to the antiquarian and historian, the great majority of them having 

been obtained from the old ecclesiastical libraries of the closed churches and conyents, 

There are doubtless among these old collections rare eopies of valuable works from 
which something may be realized for the purchase of modern books, but the great bulk 
of these collections from the convents and churches consists of the religious writings 

of priests and monks, the value of which almost entirely departed with the age that 
produced them. The principal library in the republic is the 

BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL, 

A visit to this library, and an interview with the courteous librarian, Don Joaquin 

Cardoso, elicited the following facts respectikg its origin and present condition: 
Previous to the promulgation of the laws of reform there existed in the City of Mex- 

ico the cathedral and university libraries and those of the convents. After the triumph 

of the liberal panty the government came into possession of these libraries, and steps 

were at once taken to unite them into one, as the basis of a grand national library ; but 

not until the year 1867 was any definite plan to this end inaugurated. In that year
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the fine old church of San Agustin was taken possession of as a library building, and 

the work of refitting it for its new use was begun. The sum of $142,714 bas been 

appropriated for this purpose, and when completed it will be one of the finest buildiags 
of its kind on the continent. The work, however, progresses very slowly, and no one, - 
I believe, ventures to predict when it will be finished. In the mean time the large 
chapel adjoining the church is being used as a library building, where the books are 
collected, and the work of classification and cataloguing is slowly progressing. It is 

estimated that there are in all something over 100,000 volumes, but these for the most 

part are of the character above referred to ; and there being several religious libraries 

thrown together in the collection, there are, as might be expected, a great many dupli- 
cates. 

Some fifteen or twenty young men were consulting books in the reading room when I 

called, and, a3 an indication of the increasing improvement in the reading habits of the 

people, the librarian stated that two years ago, when he first became connected with 
the management, only four or five would call daily, and they generally only to read 

the papers or trashy novels. Now the attendance averages over fifty daily, and the 
demand for scientific, historical, and the better class of literary works is steadily on 

the increase. 

For the last four years the sum of $4,000 has been annually appropriated by congress 
for the purchase of new books, but only a small portion of this sum has been actnally 

expended, as it is not deemed best to increase materially the number of books until the 
new building is ready for their reception. By law two copies of eyery work published 

in Mexico must be presented to this library. 

CINCO DE MAYO LIBRARY. 

This is the only other public library in the city of Mexico, and is under the manage- 

ment of the Lancasterian Society. In the society’s report for the last year the follow- 
ing reference is made to this library: “It is open to the public every day from 8 in 
the morning until 10 at night, and is constantly attended by persons from all classes 
of society, but principally by artisans and poor scholars from the national schools, who 
being in want of text books, are able to procure the use of them inthe popular library 
This establishment received during the year 1873 donations of books not only from the 
members of the Lancasterian Society, but from various other persons, among whom 
the Messrs. Appleton, of New York, had the goodness to send to the popular library a 
generous contribution of works of the highest utility.” 

Nearly all the periodivals of the country are found here, but no foreign ones. 

i LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES. 

There are in the republic seventy-three associations of this character, of which 

twenty-nine are scientific, twenty-one literary, twenty devoted to the cultivation of 

arts, and three mixed. The most important of all is perhaps the Society of Geography 

and Statistics. This society was established in 1851, and comprises among its active 

members many of the leading scholars of the country. It holds its sessions every Sat- 

urday, and its discussions cover a much wider range of subjects than the title of the 

society would indicate, embracing, besides the mere subjects of geography and statis- 
ties, the various topies of history and science. In the fine building where the meetings 
are held are the museum and excellent library of the society, the latter being more rich 

in scientifie and historical works than any other in the country. 

The government annually appropriates $6,000 to defray the expenses of a keeper of 
the archives, clerk, janitor, and the publication of the society’s bulletin. 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE, 

The periodical publications in the republic during the year 1574 amounted to 168, 
of which 18 were scientific; 9, literary; 2, artistic; 26, religious, and 118, political. 

Of these there belong to the city of Mexi2o alone 12 scientific, 3 literary, 4 religious,
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and-25 political publications, fourteen of the latter being daily papers, though it should 
be noted that these dailies are all small, not specially noted for the collection and pub. 
lication of news, and resorting very little to the use of the telegraph, which now extends 
to most of the states of the republic. 

The press association as it exists in the United States is an institution unknown in 
Mexico, and there is but one steam printing press in the republic. 

Brazil. 

The following information respecting the libraries of Brazil is drawn 
from an official report entitled The Empire of Brazil at the Universal 
Exhibition of 1876, in Philadelphia. 

The most important library in Brazil is the National Public Library, 
situated at the imperial capital, which numbers more than 120,000 
printed volumes, besides valuable collections of manuscripts, maps, 
charts, and national and foreign newspapers. 

Of the five main sections or departments into which the library is 
divided, that of theology numbers 15,000 volumes; that of history, 
biography, and voyages, 24,000 volumes; that of science, (moral, politi- 
cal, and physical,) 39,000 volumes; that of belles-lettres, 16,000 volumes ; 
that of Greek and Latin classics, 4,000 volumes ; that of arts and trades, 
about 3,500 volumes; that of periodical and miscellaneous literature 
makes up the remainder. 

The library is free to the public, and is open six days in the week, 

from 9 a.m. to 2p. m., and from 6 to9 p.m. From 1,000 to 1,300 per- 
sons use the library monthly. 

Prior to 1873 the yearly grant for the maintenance and increase of the 
library amounted to £2,500; im 1873 the grant for these purposes was 
increased to £6,785. 

At the capital of the empire there are many libraries belonging either 
to public educational institutions or to associations and religious com- 
munities, the principal of which are the following: The library of the 

Faculty of Medicine, 17,317 volumes; the Marine Library, 19,000 vol- 
umes; Library of the Polytechnic School, 6,000 volumes; Library of 

the Military School, 2,100 volumes; the National Museum Library, 8,000 
volumes; Library of the Academy of Fine Arts, 1,000 volumes; Library 
of the Imperial Blind Institute, over 1,000 volumes; Portuguese Read- 

ing Room Library, 52,000 volumes; Library Fluminense, 42,000 volumes ; 

British Literary Club Library, 6,219 volumes; Germania AsSociation 
Library, 5,781 volumes; Historical, Geographical, and Ethnographi¢al 
Brazilian Institute, 6,841 volumes; St. Benedict’s Monastery, 8,000 
volumes; the Municipal Library, 14,500 volumes. In the several prov- 

inces of the empire there are many important libraries, some of which 

have been recently established under the name of “ popular libraries.” 
According to the official document named, the aggregate number of 

volumes in all the libraries of the empire which are:accessible to the 

public is 460,272. In 1875, the libraries were attended by 85,044. per- 

sons. 

E—11
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Not only government, but private individuals continue to evince 
solicitude in the establishment of libravies, not only in the capital, but 
in all the provinces of the empire, 

Japan. 

As a vivid illustration of the spread of western ideas in regard to 

popular education among the nations of the Bast, the free public library 
recently established at Tokio, in Japan, deserves to be mentioned. 

For the following brief account of this library we are indebted to the 
kindness of our countryman, Hon. David Murray, Ph. D., Lh. D., super- 

intendent of educational affairs in the department of education of the 
empire of Japan: : 

I think this library is the first in Japan in which foreign books were to constitute a 
feature. It is designed to comprise books in Japanese and Chinese, and in European 
languages. 

It is a public library, open to all persons, native or foreign, who may desire to eon- 
sult it. In general, the books are not to be taken from the building; but certain speci- 
fied classes may, under the sanction of the minister of education, be permitted to borrow 

from the library. 

It is in the city of Tokio, (Yedo,) and is now temporarily bestowed in the ancient 
temple of Confucius, which, although probably the most beautiful building in Tokio, 
is not specially adapted to the purposes of a library. It was founded by the Mombusho 
(department of education) and opened to the public in 1875. The nucleus of the col- 
lection of foreign books was the private library purchased from Hon. Mori-Arinori, 
formerly the representative of Japan in the United States. By purchase, donation, 

and otherwise, the foreign department has largely increased. The Japanese and 

Chinese department has been obtained chiefly from donation by departments of the 
government and wealthy families. 

I estimate the foreign collection now to contain, say, 6,000 volumes, and the Japanese 
and Chinese, say, 4,000 volumes. 

A small annual allowance is made for the support and increase of the library. Ex- 
traordinary grants will be made from time to time. The management of the library 
is in the hands of a bureau of the department of edueation. 

CONCLUSION. 

It is not to be expected that a report covering so long a period of time, 
and treating of a subject regarding which so little definite information 

could be obtained from the labors of other investigators, will be com- 

plete and perfectly accurate; but it may be fairly claimed that this 

work, pfepared as it has been with painstaking research and attention 

to accuracy in details of lesser as well as greater importance, may be 

accepted with a considerable degree of confidence, at least so far as 

statements of fact are concerned.' Every one who has pursued a sim- 

‘On pages 446 and 447 of this report it is stated that the shares of the Social Library 
of Castine, Me., became the property of the town in 1827. That statement, made on 
the authority of the present librarian, is, it appears, incorrect. He states, in a letter 
dated Angust 2, 1876, that the town did not establish a public library until March, 1855, 

the year subsequent to the enactment of the state law authorizing the establishment 

of free town libraries. This information was, unfortunately, received too late for the j 

correction of the error in the proper place, and necessitates this explanation.
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ilar investigation of any subject knows how elusive facts are when ob- 
scured by the mists of a hundred, fifty, or even twenty-five years; how 
difficult the verification of a date a half-century old; how unsafe a tra- 
dition or reminiscence of an event antedating the inquiry by even a few 
years. 

Tt will be observed that on several subjects, as cataloguing and novel 
reading, different opinions are expressed by different contributors; but 

as the contrariety in each case respects questions that are still unset- 
tled and matters of discussion, it is thought quite proper that all sides 
should be heard. There is also necessarily some repetition, resulting 
from the intimate relations of certain subjects assigned to different eon- 
tributors, who prepared their papers without opportunities for consulta- 

tion with each other. Usually the texts of both or all have been re- 
tained, either because each possesses distinctive features of its own, or 
because the importance of the subject justifies reiteration. 

In the editorial chapters, the endeavor has been to state facts and the 

conclusions they appear to justify with as little comment as practicable ; 

and in the presentation of statistics, the temptation to ‘“ estimate ” and 

“approximate ” has been steadily resisted. In no table of statisties in 

the work does a figure or other item appear that is not substantiated 
by what in our judgment is the most trustworthy evidence proeurable. 

To the official acknowledgments made elsewhere for assistance and 

advice in the preparation of this report, the editors desire to add their 
personal thanks. 

S. R. WARREN, 
S. N. CLARK, 

Editors.
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CHAPTER oF 

PUBLIC LIBRARIES A HUNDRED YEARS AGO, 

BY HORACE E. SCUDDER. 

RESOURCES FOR LITERARY CULTURE A CENTURY AGO — PROPRIETARY AND SUBSCRIP- 
TION LIBRARIES — COLLEGE LIBRARIES — Parisi LIBRARIES, 

In taking account of the present state of society and education in our 
country as compared with conditions a hundred years ago, one of the 
most suggestive points of comparison is in what may be called the im- 
mediate resources of literary culture. Although true culture can never 
be attained except by the foregoing of indulgence in meaner pleasures, 
yet it almost seems as if the day had gone by in the more closely in- 
habited parts of our country when the obstacles in the way of book- 
learning required to be overcome by extraordinary means. In our 
principal cities and large towns there are free libraries ; bookstores dis- 
play not only American books but fresh importations constantly from 
England and the continent, while magazines and newspapers of general 
or special character are made accessible to the poorest person living in 
the remotest hamlet. Moreover the business connected with the pro- 
duction and distribution of literatura has become so important an in- 
dustry that reading is forced upon the notice of people, and by new sys- 
tems of dealing, the customer for books and periodicals is not waited 
for but sought out. 

A hundred years ago the country was not only sparsely settled, but 
communication between the different portions was irregular and infre- 
quent; there was no highly organized postal system to act as an ex- 
press from the publisher to his remotest customer; the large towns 
themselves were very imperfectly supplied with bookstores and print- 
ing offices, and education was much more confined tlian at present to 
certain classes of society. The idea of a free public library could hardly 
find general acceptance until the idea of free public education had be- 
come familiar to men’s minds, and the libraries existing at the time of 
the Revolation were necessarily representative of the existing state of 
public opinion on the subject of culture. They were, with scarcely an 
exception, either connected directly with institutions of learning or the 
outgrowth of associations of gentlemen having tastes and interests in 
common. 

EXPERIENCE OF FRANKLIN. 

Perhaps nothing could make this clearer than to recite the experience 
of Benjamin Franklin, who easily represents for us the poor boy of the 

1E
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period, with a mind quick in its appetite for literary knowledge, and the 

sagacious citizen whose perception of the wants of his countrymen would 

Jead him to take measures to satisfy them. In what he did not, as well 

as in what be did, may be read the condition of the most advanced pub- 

lic sentiment in his time. “From a child,” he tells us in his autobi- 
ography,’ “I was fond of reading, and all the little money that came 

into my hands was ever laid out in books, Pleased with the Pilgrim’s 

Progress, my first collection was of John Bunyan’s works in separate 

little volumes. I afterward sold them to enable me to buy R. Churton’s 

Historical Collections; they were small chapmen’s books and cheap, 

forty or fifty in all. My father’s little library consisted chiefly of books 

in polemic divinity, most of which I read, and have since often regretted 

that, at a time when I had such a thirst for knowledge, more proper 

books had not fallen in my way, since it was now resolved I should not 

beaclergyman. Plutarch’s Lives there was in which I read abundantly, 

and I still think that time spent to great advantage. There was also a 

book of De Foe’s, called an Essay on Projects, and another of Dr. Ma- 

ther’s, called Essays to do Good, which perhaps gave me a turn of 

thinking that had an influence on some of the principal future events of 

my life”, This bookish inclination, he adds, determined his father to 

make him a printer, and he was accordingly apprenticed to his elder 

brother James. “TI now had access,” he continues,? “to better books. 
An acquaintance with the apprentices of booksellers enabled me some- 

times to borrow a small one, which I was careful to return soon and 

clean. Often Isat up in my room reading the greatest part of the night, 

when the book was borrowed in the evening and to be returned early 

in the morning, lest it should be missed or wanted. And after some 

time an ingenious tradesman, Mr. Matthew Adams, who had a pretty 

collection of books, and who frequented our printing-house, took notice 

of me, invited. me to his library and very kindly lent me such books as 

Ichosetoread. . . . . About this time I met with an odd volume of 

the Spectator. It was the third. I had never before seen any of them. I 

bought it, read it over and over, and was much delighted with it. . . . 

And now it was that, being on some occasion made ashamed of my igno- 

rance in figures, which I had twice failed in learning when at school, I 

took Cocker’s book of arithmetic, and went through the whole by my- 

self with great ease. I also read Seller’s and Shermy’s books of Naviga- 

tion, and became acquainted with the little geometry they contain, but 

neyer proceeded far in that science; and 1 read about this time Locke 

on the Human Understanding and the Art of Thinking, by Messrs. du 
Port Royal.” 

These memorabilia of Franklin indicate sufficiently the resources 

+The Life of Benjamin Franklin, written by himself: now first edited from original 
manuscripts and from his printed correspondence and other writings. By John Big- 
elow. Philadelphia, 1875, vol. i, p. 105. 

2Tbid., p. 107.
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which a bright boy of the time—the first quarter of the last century — 
had in Boston. A few theological books in his father’s library, the use 
of a book now and then from the bookstore, the chance of borrowing 
from a “ pretty collection of books,” and the occasional purchase of a 
book which was mastered and turned inside out by use, as in the case 
of the odd volume of the Spectator, which served him, as he tells us, for 
a copy-book in his attempts at producing literature —these were his lit- 
erary resources. He was about seventeen years old when he left Boston 
and began that ‘striking career which has especially identified him, so 
far as his fame and his influence had lozal bounds, with the city of 
Philadelphia. 

It was by chance, seemingly, that he went there. One printer only 
was in New York at the time, and he had no employment for him, but 
told him that the recent death of a young man in Philadelphia had left 
a vacancy in a printing office there, and, consequently, Franklin ex- 
tended his journey to that town. It gives us a lively notion of the | 
slight place which literature held in the economy of the time, when we 
discover that, in 1723, there was but one printer in New York and 
two only in Philadelphia, both of these poorly qualified for their 
business, one being illiterate though bred to,the business, and the other 
something of a scholar but ignorant of press-work. Perhaps an even 
more significant commentary is in the incident related by Franklin of 
his return to Philadelphia the next year, when he had been to Boston 
and had brought back with him his books, together with those of his 
friend Collins, ‘a pretty collection of mathematics and natural philoso- 
phy.” Franklin brought the books with him in a sloop by which he 

traveled from Boston to New York. ‘The then governor of New 

York,” he relates,! “ Burnet, (son*of Bishop Burnet,) hearing from the 

captain that a young man, one of his passengers, had a great many 
books, desired he would bring me to see him. I waited upon him ae- 

cordingly, and should have taken Collins with me but that he was not 

sober. The governor treated me with great civility, showed me his 

library, which was a very large one, and we had a good deal of conver- 

sation about books and authors. This,” he adds complacently, “ was 

the second governor who had done me the honor to take notice of me, 
which, to a poor boy like me, was very pleasing.” 

THE AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY AND THE PMILADELPIIIA 
LIBRARY. 

It was about six years after this, when Franklin was fairly established 
in Philadelphia as a printer, that his interest in philosophy and litera- 

ture led him to combine with certain associates to form a debating soci- 

ety, called “ The Junto,” which grew into the American Philosophical 
Society, and also was the cause of the establishment of what he calls 

1Tbid., p. 138.
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“the mother of all the North American subscription libraries.”! His 

account? of the origin of the library is interesting for the picture it gives 
of the period: 

At the time I established myself in Philadelphia, there was not a good bookseller’s 
shop in any of the colonies to the southward of Boston. In New York and Philadel- 
phia, the printers were indeed stationers ; they sold only paper, ete., almanacs, ballads, 
and a few common school-books. Those who loved reading were obliged to send for 

their books from England; the members of the Junto had each a few. We had left the 
ale-house, where we first met, and hired a room to hold our club in. I proposed that 

we should all of us bring our books to that room, where they would not only be ready 
to consult in our conferences, but become a common benefit, each of us being at liberty 

to borrow such as he wished to read at home. This was accordingly done and for some 
time contented us. . . . The number was not so great as we expected ;,and though 
they had been of great use, yet some inconveniences occurring for want of due care of 
them, the collection, af.er about a year, was separated, and each took his books home 

again. And now I set on foot my first project of a public nature, that for a subscription 
library. . . . I drew asketclYof the plan and rules that would be necessary, and got 
a skillful conveyancer, Mr. Charles Brockden, to put the whole in form of articles of 

Y agreement to be subscribed, by which each subscriber engaged to pay a certain sum 
down for the first purchase of books, and an annual contribution for increasing them. 
So few were the readers at that time in Philadelphia, and the majority of us so poor, that 
I was not able, with great industry, to find more than fifty persons, mostly young trades- 
men, willing to pay down for this purpose forty shillings each, and ten shillings per an- 
num. On this little fund we began. The books were imported; the library was open one 
day in the week for lending to the subscribers, on their promissory notes to pay double 

the value if not duly returned. The institution soon manifested its ability, was imi- 
tated by other towns, and in other provinces. The libraries were augmented by do- 
nations; reading became fashionable ; and our people having no public amusements to 
divert their attention from study, became better acquainted with books, and in a few 
years were observed by strangers to be better instructed and more intelligent than 

people of the same rank generally are in other couutries. 

In 1732 the first books were received from London, arrangements for 
settling the bills having been made with Peter Collinson, mercer, in 

Gracious street, London. This gentleman took a lively interest in the 

matter, and himself added two books, which he accompanied with the 
following letter :° 

Lonpon, July 22, 1732. 

GENTLEMEN: Iain a stranger to most of you but not to your laudable design to erect 
a public library. I beg your acceptance of my mite, Sir Isaac Newton’s Philosophy 
and Philip Miller’s Gardener’s Dictionary. It will be an instance of your candour to 

accept the intention and good will of the giver and not regard the meanness of the 
gift. I wish you success, and am, with much respect, yours, 

: PETER COLLINSON, 

The books were at first kept in the:chamber of Robert Grace, one of 

Franklin’s friends, and an associate in establishing the library. A libra- 

rian was in attendance an hour on Wednesday and two hours on Satur- 

day, and he was allowed to permit, as the record shows, “any civil 
gentleman to peruse the books of the library in the library room, but 
——— 

‘Ibid. p. 208. 2 Ibid., p. 220. 

®Notes for a history of the Library Company of Philadelphia, [by W. Smith,] 
published in Waldie’s Portfolio. Philadelphia, 1825. Part ii, p. 100. (Sept. 26.)
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not to lend or to suffer to be taken out of the library, by any persom 

who is not a subscribing member, any of the said books, Mr. James 

Logan only excepted.”' The exception is a notable one, Mr. Logan being 

at the time a Friend, advanced in years, who had been secretary to- 
William Penn, and having a high reputation as a man of learning and 

a collector of books, had been consulted by the young associates as to 

the choice of their books. Joseph Breintnall, Philip Syng, and Benjamin 
Franklin were afterward presented with the freedom of the company, 

that is, excused from paying the yearly contribution; Breintnall for his 

trouble as secretary six years, Syng for engraving the seal, and Franklin 

for printing notices each two years. 

Something of the simplicity of the early years of the library may be 

discovered in the entries which appear in the records shortly a{ter the 

formation. Thus we read that, “one of the subscribers having some ~ 

weeks ago brought to the library a book for the directors to see, and 

buy if they pleased, beionging to a gentleman lately from London, who 

is a transient person, the committee this night agreed to buy it for the 

library, and ordered the librarian to pay the price of fifteen shillings for 

it, that being less than a cent on the first cost, and the book undefaced. 

To be paid out of money received for forfeitures or penalties from bor- 

rowers of books delinquent. ’Tis a Voyage to the South Seas and along 

the coast of Chili and Peru in the years 1712, 13, and 14, by Mons. Fre- 

zier, in folio, with thirty-seven copper cuts, and well printed and bound 

on good paper.”! On the 12th of March, 1733, William Rawle presented 

“six volumes or books of the works of Mr. Edmund Spenser;” whereat 

the worthy secretary observes, after stating that the directors kindly 

received this gift for the company, “the famons old English poem called 

Spenser’s Fairy Queen is included in these works.”! 

THE UNION, ASSOCIATION, AND AMICABLE LIBRARY COMPANIES MERGED 
IN THE PHILADELPHIA LIBRARY. 

In 1740 the books were removed to the upper room of the western- 

most office of the State-house, the use of which had been granted to the 

company by the assembly. One more removal was made in 1773 to the 

second floor of Carpenters’ Hall, where the library remained until the 

present building was erected. The company was regularly incorporated 

in 1742, and by its general prosperity and its excellent management 

gradually drew to itself other collections of books. Thus in 1769 the 

‘Union Library Company, in 1771 the Association Library Company and 

the Amicable Company were merged in the Philadelphia Library Com- 

pany as the institution was called, These libraries were established sub- 

sequently to the Philadelphia Library, and were indeed suggested by jt. 

THE LOGANIAN LIBRARY. 

A more important junction, however, was that of the Loganian Library, 

which still forms an important and individual part of the library. James
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Logan, whom the young tradesmen had consulted when they began their 

adventure, had himself a valuable private library, especially rich in 

classical and foreign works, which he had been fifty years gathering. 

The character and value of these books may be inferred from the fol- 
lowing extract from Mr. Logan’s will: 

In my library, which Ihave left to the city of Philadelphia for the advancement and 
facilitating of classical learning, are above one hundred volumes of authors, in folio, 
allin Greek; with mostly their versions. All the Roman classics without exception. 
All the Greek mathematicians, viz, Archimedes, Euclid, Ptolemy, both his geography 

and almagest, which I had in Greek, (with Theon’s commentary, in folio, above700 pages) * 

from my learned friend Fabricius, who published fourteen volumes of his Biblioth?que 
Grecque, in quarto, in which after he had finished his account of Ptolemy on my in- 
quiring of him at Hamburgh, how I should find it, having long sought for it in vain 
in England, he sent it to me out of his own library telling me it was so scarce, that 
neither prayers nor price could purchase it: besides there are many of the most valu- 
able Latin authors, and a great number of modern mathematicians, with all the three 
editions of Newton, Dr. Watts, Halley, ete. 

What a pleasing glimpse this allows us of the book-hunter and the 

book-reader as well. He found time to play a little with literature, and 

when about sixty years old made a translation of Cicero’s tract De 

Senectute, enriched with notes, which Franklin printed ten years after- 

ward, himself furnishing a preface. He proposed to erect this collec- 

tion into a public library, and accordingly, in 1745, conveyed a lot of 
ground on the west side of Sixth street, between Chestnut and Walnut 
streets, with a building,’ and some three thousand books to trustees for 

this purpose, at the same time placing certain rents in their hands 

to defray the expenses of a librarian and to increase the library. 

He afterward canceled the deed and began the preparation of another, 

but died before he completed it. After his death, his widow and heirs 

made a trast-deed, carrying out his wishes. By this deed it was pro- 

vided “that there should be a perpetual succession of trustees, part of 

whom should be of the descendants of James Logan, preferring the 

male line to the female, as long as any of his descendants remained ; that 

one of his male descendants, taken in priority of birth, and prefer- 

ring the male line to the female line, should be librarian of the said 
public library, with a power of employing deputies; that the library 

should be opened for the public use of the citizens, and that books 

might be borrowed thereout under certain restrictions.”* This, we be- 

lieve, is the only case in America where a public office is hereditary, A 

younger brother of James Logan, Dr. William Logan, of Bristol, England, 

collected many books, which fell to the possession of James Logan’s son 

William, who added to the number, and bequeathed them, some thir- 

2 On page 7 will be found a view of this building, the first in the United States 
devoted to the uses of a publie library, —Eprronrs. 

?Catatogue of the Books belonging to tke Loganian Library, to which is prefixed a 

short account of the Institution, with the law for annexing the said library to that 
belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia, and the Rules regulating the 
manner of conducting the same. Philadelphia, 1795, p. vi.
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teen hundred volumes, to the library of which he had been librarian, in 
accordance with the terms of the trust. After his death, however, in 
1776, the library remained closed for several years, and finally, in 1792, 
the only surviving trustee, of those originally appointed, James Logan, 
at Franklin’s suggestion, applied to the legislature of Pennsylvania to 
vest the property in the Library Company. This was accordingly done 
by an act which provided that the books should be kept separate, and 
that one of the trustees should continue to be a descendant of James 
Logan, but the librarianship was not so restricted, the office passing into 
the control of the Philadelphia Library Company. 

The Loganian Library, as we have seen, was chiefly a library for 
scholars, but the origin of the Philadelphia Library had the effect to 
make its books read by all classes, There is a small yolume of letters,? 
published in 1774, written by Rey. Jacob Duché, an Episcopal clergy- 
man, residing in Philadelphia, in which the writer says: ‘ You would 
be astonished at the general taste for books which prevails among all 
orders and ranks of people in this city. The librarian (of the City 
Library) assured me that for one person of distinction and fortune there 
were twenty tradesmen that frequented this library. 

In another letter he says : 

There is less distinction among the citizens of Philadelphia than among those of any 
other civilized city in the world. . ... Literary accomplishments here meet with 
deserved applause. But such is the prevailing taste for books of every kind, that almost 

every man is a reader; and by pronouncing sentence, right or wrong, upon the various 
publications that come in his way, puts himself upon a level, in point of knowledge, 
with their several authors. * 

The character of the books at first composing the Philadelphia Library 
may be guessed to have reflected to a considerable degree Frankliu’s 
own taste. He printed a catalogue in 1741, and afterward, without 

date, but presumably within a few years, a list of “books added to the 

library since 1741.” These two catalogues, which have no other arrange- 

ment than the mechanical division of books into folio, quarto, octavo, 
and duodecimo, show very simply, within certain limits, the class of 

books most in vogue at that time in Philadelphia. Of theological books. 

and controversial tracts there is scarcely one. There is rather a small 

allowance of books in polite literature; but travels, science, philosophy, 
natural history, and especially the mechanic arts, are well represented. 
History makes a good show, but politics is not very prominent. A 

single page in the catalogue is devoted to a short accountof the library, 
probably by Franklin, in which there is held out an inducement to sub- 
scribe to the stock. A share, it declares, “is now valued at £6 10s. 
But for this small sum, which, laid out in books, would go but a little 

Original Letters written by a gentleman of foreign extraction who resided some time in 
Philadelphia. Revised by a Friend, to whose hands the manuscript was committed for 

publication, Philadelphia, 1774. 

*Tbid., p. 11. sTbid., p. 29-30.
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way, every member has the use of a Library now worth upwards of 

£500, whereby knowledge is in this city rendered more cheap and easy 

to become at, to the great pleasure and advantage of the studious part 
of the inhabitants. It is now ten years since the company was first 

established; and we have the pleasure of observing, That tho’ ’tis 

compos’d of so many Persons of different Sects, Parties and ways of 

Thinking, yet no Differences relating to the affairs of the Library have 

arisen among us; but every Thing has been conducted with great Har- 

mony, and to general Satisfaction. Which happy Circumstance will, we 

hope, always continue.”! The character of the library at a later period 

may be inferred from the correspondence which passed between the 

committee on importation and their London agents in 1783, when, after 

an enforced restraint of nine years, the library resumed its collecting. In 

their letter accompanying a remittance of £200, the committee say : “* We 

shall confide entirely in your judgement to procure us such books of 

modern publication as will be proper for a public library, and though 

we would wish to mix the utile with the dulce, we should not think it 

expedient to add to our present stock anything in the novel way ;”? a 

principle of selection which has largely governed since. 

The Philadelphia Library passed through the scenes of the Reyolu- 

tion without suffering any special detriment. Fears, indeed, were enter- 

tained for it, and an attempt was twice made, without effect, to call a 

general meeting for the purpose of empowering the directors to remove 

the books and effects of the company in case of an emergency. Both 

of the opposing parties had the benefit of the library. In August, 

1774, it was, upon motion, ordered “ that the librarian furnish the gen- 

tlemen who are to meet in congress in this city, with such books as 

they may have occasion for during their sitting, taking a receipt from 

them ;”* and the British army officers who occupied the city during the 

winter of 1777~78 ‘were in the habit of using the library, but invaria- 

bly paid for the privilege. At the close of the war the number of books 

was about five thousand. 

PHILADELPHIA LIBRARY BUILDING. 

The library was housed in its present quarters in 1790, the first stone 

of the edifice being laid August 31, 1789. A tablet was prepared and 

inserted in the building bearing this inscription : 

Be it remembered 
in honor of the Philadelphia youth 

(then chiefly artificers) 

that in MDCCXXXI. 
they cheerfully, 

at the instance of Benjamin Franklin 

“1A Catalogue of books belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia. Philadel- 
phia, 1741, p. 56. 

2Smith’s notes, in Waldie’s Portfolio, p. 102. 
sIbid, p. 102.
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one of their number, 

instituted the Philadelphia Library 
which, though small at first, 

is become highly valuable and extensively useful, 

and which the walls of this edifice 
are now destined to contain and preserve: 

° the first stone of whose foundation 
was here placed 

the thirty-first day of August 1789. 

The inscription was prepared by Franklin, with the exception of the 

reference to himself, which was inserted by the committee. The refer- 

ence was deserved, though it may be doubted whether the committee 
in inserting it did not seek the honor which Franklin’s name lent to the 
library quite as much as they sought to add to his fame. He probably 
felt more direct interest in the companion Philosophical Society, to 
which he left a larger bequest in books; and it does not appear that 

during his lifetime, after the first institution of the library, he either 

added much to its collection or gave much thought to it. His absence 
from America would naturally withdraw him from it, while his connee- 
tion with the more personal Philosophical Society was easier to main- 

tain. Be this as it may, the conception of a free public library, as now 

held, did not occur to Franklin, while the scheme for aiding apprentices, 
which lay nearer his heart, has been practically dissipated, owing to 

changes in the social condition of the people, which he did not foresee. 
The statue of Frankin, which occupies a niche in the front of the 

building, was given by William Bingham, who, if consultation with the 

directors, learned that Dr. Franklin “ would approve of a gown for his 

dress and a Roman head.”! It would be a curious inquiry to learn 

what successive distortions of some simple remark of the doctor re- 

sulted in this queer recipe for a statue. However, Mr. Bingham, to 

make sure of the Roman head perhaps, sent an order to Italy, accom- 
panied with a bust belonging to the Pennsylvania Hospital and a draw- 

ing of the figure. The resultant statue, we are told, was regarded by 

his contemporaries as showing a good likeness. 

Franklin called the Philadelphia Library the mother of all the North 

American subscription libraries, and while some of those existing when 

he wrote, (1771,) have very possibly been allowed to die, there still 
remain several libraries whose origin dates from near the period when 

this present enterprise attracted attention from its success. 

UNION AND CHESTER LIBRARY COMPANIES. 

In Pennsylvania there were two other libraries of similar character; 
one, in Hatborough, a town about sixteen miles north of Philadelphia, 

the Union Library, founded in 1755, and, perhaps, saved from the fate 

of other libraries by a bequest which in later years brought a substan- 

aT : y t[bid, ps 108 eee ee
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tial building for its preservation ; the other in Chester, the oldest town 
in the State, the library company being formed in 1769 by an associa- 

tion of citizens who contributed thirty shillings each. 

JULIANA LIBRARY. 

A third library, dating from 1770, is the Juliana Library, in Lancaster, 

established by Thomas Penn, one of the proprietaries, and named by 

him after his wife. But this probably cannot be classified among the 

subscription libraries. The Juliana Library maintained an indepen- 

dent but not very animated existence until about 1838, when the books 

were sold to pay long accruing rents to the heirs of Caspar Weitzel, the 

last librarian, in whose house the books had been kept. Some of the 

books found their way into the Juvenile Library and Young Men’s 

Reading-Room of Lancaster, some into a private circulating library, 

and some were scattered among private citizens; but there is little to 
show that the library ever had any other impetus than that given by 

the original founder. 

CHARLESTON LIBRARY SOCIETY. 

Outside of Pennsylvania, several libraries appear in the old colonies 

which may very possibly point to the Library Company as the original 

suggestion. “The Charleston (S. C.) Library Society’—we quote 

from the preface to the catalogue of 1826—*‘owes its origin to seventeen 

young men who, in the year 1748, associated for the purpose of raising 

asmall fund to collect such new pamphlets and magazines as should 

oceasionally be published in Great Britain. They advanced and re- 

mitted to London ten pounds sterling as a fund to purchase such pam- 

phlets as had appeared during the current year, acting at first under a 

mere verbal agreement and without aname. Before the close of the 

year their views became more extensive ; and on the 28th of December 

rules for the organization of the society were ratified and signed, when 

they assumed the name of a Library Society, and made arrangement for 

the acquisition of books as well as pamphlets; . . . the society be- 

came popular, and before the close of the year 1750 numbered more than 

one hundred and sixty members.”! An effort was made to obtain an act of 
incorporation. For three successive years applications were made to 

the colonial assembly, and upon defeat by the governor’s veto, to the 

privy council in Great Britain, but without success, 

It is difficult now to ascertain the causes which created these obstructions to the 
incorporation of a literary society. But the effect was injurious, and had nearly pro- 
duced a dissolution of the association. The members finally resolved to place their 
funds at interest, and make no further purchases until a charter could be obtained? 

The act of incorporation was finally secured in 1755. 
: From this time the progress of the society was rapid and satisfactory. The members 

continued to invest a portion of their income in bonds, and soon began to embrace in 

1826, p. vili. 

*Tbid., p. iv.
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their views the establishment of an institution for education in connection with their 
library. Such was the increase of their funds that in January, 1775, the amount in 
bonds was £18,000 (about $11,000) and between two and three thousand pounds were 
added to this sam between this period and the 1st of January, 1778. The library of 
the society, at the same time, was receiving regular addition from annual purchases, 
and the donations of individuals, which were then frequent. Great attention appears, 
from the minutes of the society, to have been paid, at this period, to classical literature, 
and many discussions took place as to the portion of the funds whieh should be annu- 
ally applied to this department. The collection of classical authors, and of commenta- 
tors on the classics, was not only respectable from its number, but valuable for the 
selection ; for some excellent scholars then superintended this portion of its labors.! 

MKENZIE LIBRARY A PART OF THE SOCIETY LIBRARY. 

The society kept to its intention to establish a college eventually, and 
this probably “induced Mr. John M’Kenzie, a lawyer of eminence, who 
died in 1771, to bequeath a valuable library to the society for the use of 
a college, when erected in the province. . . . These books were received, 
distinctly marked, and always kept apart from the books of the society.”? 
This library, like others, as we shall see, suffered considerably from the 

derangement of society and affairs during the Revolution, when Charles- 
ton was occupied by the British, and also by the calamity of fire, which 

in other cases also wrought great havoe, so that of the five or six thou- 

sand volumes which had been carefully collected, only one hundred and 

eighty-five were saved. The M’Kenzie library fared better; its size is 

not indicated, but the statement is made that two-thirds of the bcoks 
were saved. Jor several years the society kept alive as a social club, 
and the books that had been saved, together with the few added from 

time to time, served as a nucleus for the present library, which was or- 
ganized anew in 1790, 

WINYAW INDIGO SOCIETY. 

The only other public library south of Philadelphia which we can 

discover to have existed prior to the Revolution, is that which was 

attached to the academy under the control of the Winyaw Indigo 

Society, in Georgetown, S.C. This society, formed about the year 1740, 

by the planters of Georgetown district, was originally a social club, 

which met once a month to discuss the latest news from London and 

the culture of indigo, the staple product of the county. The initiation 
fees and annual subscription of the members were paid in indigo, and 

as the expenses were light, there had accumulated by 1753, a sum which 

Seemed to require some special application. The president of the sceiety 

proposed that the surplus fund should be devoted to the establishment 
of an Independent Charity School for the Poor; and out of this proposi- 
tion sprang the establishment of a school which, for more than a hun- 

dred years, was the chief school for all the country lying between 
Charleston and the North Carolina line, and resorted to by all classes.
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The society was chartered in 1755, and a library was accumulated, but 
no records remain to indicate how large it became — the occupation of 
the academy building at Georgetown during the late war leading to 
the destruction both of papers and books. 

NEW YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY. 

In the Northern States there were others, some of which still exist 
in different degrees of prosperity. The present New York Society 
Library was incorporated in 1754, twelve years after the incorporation 
of the Philadelphia Company. It did not at first take that name, but 
that of the City Library, and owed its origin to the efforts of a body of 
gentlemen who clubbed together for the purpose and raised in a few 
days nearly £600,' which was laid out in the purchase of about seven 
hundred volumes of ‘new, well chosen books.” The books were at 
first deposited in the City Hall, and with them were placed what 
remained of two previous collections of books, one a small library pre- 
sented in 1700,.by Rey. John Sharp, chaplain of Lord Bellamont, the 
other a gift from the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign 
Parts, to whom, in 1729, a library of 1,622 volumes? had been bequeathed 
by the Rey. John Millington, rector of Newington, England. This last 
gift was made to New York “for the use of the clergy and gentlemen 
of New York and the neighboring provinces,” and the two collections 
were for atime thus maintained; but the librarian dying, the books 
were neglected and almost forgotten, until the founding of the Society 
Library in 1754, called fresh attention to them. In 1772, a charter was 
granted to the society under the name it now bears, but the war not 
only interrupted the growth of the library, but nearly destroyed it. It 
appears from the minutes that “the accidents of the late war having 
nearly destroyed the former library, no meeting of the proprietors for 
the choice of trustees was held from the last Tuesday of April 1774, 
until Saturday, 21st December, 1788, when a meeting was summoned 
and the operations of the society were resumed.”* In 1789, the original 
charter was revived, a new collection was begun, and in 1793, a eata- 
logue was published containing about five thousand titles. It is plain, 
therefore, that when Benjamin Franklin and John Collins, two young 
tradesmen, brought their books in a sloop from Boston to New York, 
the event was significant enough to lead Governor Burnet to make the 
acquaintance of a young man who contrasted in respect to his love for 

literature with those about him. It was the gentlemen, indeed, of New 

York, who, perhaps under the example of the Philadelphia mechanics, 

*in New York currency, or $1,500.—Eprrors. 
&“April 22, 1730.—The library from the society for propagating the gospel, etc., 

arrives, being 1,642 volumes to be placed in the City Hall until a place be made to 
receive them.” History of the New Netherlands Province of New York, ete., by Will- 
iam Dunlap, New York, 1840, v. ii, appendix, elxii—Eprrors. 

* Alphabetical and analytical catalogue of the New York Society Library, with a 
brief historical notice of the institution, the original articles of association in 1754, 
and the charter and by-laws of the society. New York, 1838, p. viii.
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cIibbed together to form the Society Library, and it was in a similar 
class of society that the Redwood Library of Newport, had its origin. 

REDWOOD LIBRARY. . 

There was in Newport a literary and philosophical society, founded in 
1730, though it does not appear that a collection of books formed at 
first any important part of their plans. It was founded in part by 
Bishop Berkeley, who was at this time residing in Rhode Island, a colony 
exceptionally marked by its wealth and culture. Newport then held a 
relative commercial importance much beyond its present position, and 
New York was described as “near Newport.” Out of the action of the 
society there grew a demand for a library, and finally in 1747, the gift to 
the society of £500 sterling, from Abraham Redwood, for the purchase of 
books led to the inauguration of direct measures. Mr. Redwood’s gift 
was a liberal one, but we haye rarely seen an acknowledgment of a 
public benefaction so grandiose as the following, taken from an early 
catalogue of the Redwood Library. 1t seems to be in keeping with the 
general sentiment among book-men, that led them to catalogue and 
classify their books according to their size, treating folios with a respect 
which those clumsy books seldom receive in this day. 

The generous Abraham Redwood Esq; of Newport on Rhode-Island, sensible of the 
distinguishing Favour, whereby Heaven had blessed him with an ample Fortune, pro- 
posed to acknowledge it by a Design, which could only be the genuine Effect of a 
grateful Mind, the improving the Place of his Residence in Knowledge and Virtue; 
that from the Inhabitants some Revenues of Honour might return and be paid to the 
Donor of all Mercies. To accomplish this happy End, he freely, and without a Prompter, 
devoted and paid down Five Hunprep Pounps Sterling, for purchasing a Linnany 
of all Arts and Scrences, put under the most prudent Limitations and Restrictions ; 
whereunto the curious and impatient Enquirer after Resolution of Doubts, and the 
bewildered Ignorant, might freely repair for Discovery and Demonstration to the one, 
and true Knowledge and Satisfaction to the other; nay to inform the Mind in both, in 
order to reform the Practice, Now to conduct this Design to the best Advantage, he 
proposed to forma Company of some of the best Repute and Character, who might 
join in Consultation upon the most suitable Methods to bring so important a Project 
toa happy Issue! i 

REDWOGD LIBRARY BUILDING? 

Five thousand pounds® were subscribed in the town for a suitable 

°A view of this building is given page 17. ‘An Historical Sketch of the Redwood 
Library and Atheneum,” by David King, M.D., contains the following description: 
“The Library Building, which is a beautiful specimen of the Doric order, was begun 

in 1748 and completed in 1750, The plan was furnished by Peter Harrison, assist- 
ant architect of Blenheim House, England. The principal front is ornamented with a 
portico of four Doric columns seventeen feet in height and projecting nine feet from 

the walls of the building, The edifice consists of a main building and two small 
wings. The wings furnish two rooms, each about twelve feet square. The principal 
Library room, occupying the hall of the main building, is thirty-seven feet long, twenty- 
six feet broad, and nineteen feet in height. The building on the outside is worked in 
imitation of rustic and is adorned by the ornaments appropriate to the Doric order.” 

The building was enlarged in 1858. In 1875 further extensive additions were begun, 
which will be finished the present year—Ep1tors. 4 

‘Colonial curreney.—Eprrors.
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library building, and in 1750 the present beautiful house was built 

upon land which had been given by Henry Collins. The books 

bought were mainly of a classical and theological cast, these being the 

lines of study chiefly pursued by the scholars of the day, and the pro- 

vision in Newport was for the gentlemen of the colony. Such was the 

attraction of this library that it was the principal inducement to Dr. 

Ezra Stiles to fix his residence in Newport in 1755, and there he re- 

mained for twenty years, acting as librarian, and by his influence drew 
many books to the shelves. 

There is a suggestive entry on the fly-leaf of Montanus’ Biblia Sacra 

Polyglotta, in the handwriting of Dr. Stiles, showing the primitive man- 

ner in which books were bought, aud perhaps, also, the value set upon 

a work which required such a company of gentlemen to lift it. 

Jan. 5, 1774.—Montanus’ Polyglot &ce in 8 vols., folio, price 214 dollars or £4 16s. 
sterling was given to the Redwood Library in Newport, R. L., by the following persons; 

viz., the Hon. Abraham Redwood Esq., the founder, two guineas, or 9} dollars; Mr. 
Francis Malbone 1 dollar; Mr. James Rod Rivera, 14 dollar; Mr, Aaron Lopez, 1 

dollar; Dr, William Hunter, 1 dollar; Mr. John Bours, 1 dollar; Mr. Isaac Hart, 1 
dollar; Mr. Samuel Rodman, 1 dollar; Mr. John Cranston, 14 dollar; Ezra Stiles, 1 

dollar ; viz. 21} dollars. The books received and deposited in the Redwood Library by 
Ezra Stiles, librarian.! 

From the years 1750 to 1810, not a single tax was laid on the proprie- 

tors to increase the library. The books bought with Mr. Redwood’s 

money were considered at the time the finest collection of works on 

theology, history, the arts and sciences in the American colonies, and 
very possibly this deterred merchants and others in Newport from 

giving money further, leading Dr. Stiles to resort to special subserip- 

tions when he wished to purchase particular books. Gifts, indeed, of 

value, were made from time to time; but the revenues of the library 

arising from fines and an annual tax of twenty shillings on each share, 
were employed for discharging officers’ salaries, incidental charges, and 
unavoidable repairs. 

The occupation of Newport by the enemy during the Revolution 

broke up Dr. Stiles’s congregation, so that he removed to Portsmouth, 

N. H., and with the destruction of the commercial prosperity came the 

reduction of the place to an unimportant town. The library, as in the 

case of the New York Society Libgary, suffered during the war, and no 

meetings of the company were held from 1778 to 1785. The building 

was defaced, many of the books carried off, and it became necessary to 

begin almost anew the collection and cataloguing of bodks, a matter 

which was the more difficult since the glory of the town had quite de- 

parted, and upon the death of Mr, Redwood in 1788, the interest in the 

library became feebler. The revival of society interest in Newport has 

led, however, to a renewed prosperity for the library. 

with a supplement, addenda and index of subjects and titles; showing all the books 
belonging to the company on the Ist of June, 1360; to which is prefixed a short account 

of the institution, with the charter, laws and regulations. Boston, 1860, p. xii.
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PROVIDENCE LIBRARY. 

There was another library in Rhode Island, less conspicuous than the 
Redwood —the Providence Library. It was established in 1753, and 
suffered the customary trial by fire in 1758, when, along with the town- 
house, in which it was placed, it was burned, only about seventy volumes, 
loaned at the time to members, being saved. An effort was made by the 
proprietors in 1762 to revive it, and some books were imported from Lon- 
don and placed in the new court house, the occupation of a room there 
being granted in consideration of the free use of the library by the mem- 
bers of the assembly. The library must have received considerable 
attention, for in 1768, when the population of Providence was less than 
four thousand, the proprietors had collected nearly a thousand volumes. 
Tt was for a time the only library used by Rhode Island College, after- 
ward Brown University, which removed to Providence from Warren in 

1770. The books were badly used, partly on account of the somewhat 
irresponsible hands in which they were placed, and the company accord- 
ingly sought an act of incorporation, which was granted in 1798. It 

kept up an independent existence until 1836, when it was united with 

the Providence Atheneum. 

EARLY LIBRARY AT PORTLAND, ME. 

The city of Portland, Me., had not the relative importance to Provi- 

dence in its earlier days that it now has; but it was one of the few 

towns possessing a library foumed by the voluntary contribution of 
citizens. We copy from a paragraph in William Willis’s History of 
Portland: 

The state of literature in town previous to the Revolution was not of a very ele- 
vated character; nor indeed from the situation of the people could much have been 
expected, Yet when the small population of the Neck is considered, not exceeding 
1,900 at the very eve of the war, perhaps it contained as large a proportion of edu- 

cated men as any other place in that day. In 1763 several gentlemen upon the Neck, 
desirous of promoting the diffusion of useful knowledge and extending the means of 
information, made some attempts to establish a library. In 1765, twenty-six persons 

had associated together for this purpose, all but two or three of whom lived upon the 
Neck. The progress of their laudable undertaking was extremely slow, and at the open- 
ing of the library in 1766 it contained but ninety-three volumes, of which ancient and 
modern universal history comprised sixty-two volumes, just two-thirds of the whole 
number. Only part of this work was first put in, but in 1765 a subscription was raised 
among the members to complete the set, and £39 15s. were contributed on this occasion. 
Books at that period were not throwa from the press with the rapidity and in the 

quantity they are at this time: book-shops were rare, and all works of standard value 
were imported from England. It will be seen that among those which constituted the 
first library here, not one was printed in this country. Not much addition was made 
to the books previous to the Revolution, and in the destruction of the town, the little 
collection was widely dispersed and a number of the books lost.' Such of the books 
as remained were afterward deposited in the Portland Atheneum. d 

‘The History of Portland from 1632 to 1864, with a notice of previous settlements, 

colonial grants and changes of government in Maine. By William Willis. Portland, 
1865, p. 380. 

a™\ 45106
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REVOLVING LIBRARY. 

A library, half public, half private, that dates from the same period 
is the “ Revolving Library, for the benefit of the first and second par- 
ishes in Kittery, (Maine,) and one in York.” This library, which, true to 

‘its name, revolved bodily upon a small axis, was the result of a gift of 
Sir William Pepperell and others of books from their private libraries 
for use as above. The books were at first in the possession of the Rey. 
Benjamin Stevens, pastor of the first church at Kittery from 1751 to 
1790, and the collection had grown, by a special gift from Sir William’s 
son, until the whole library was quite a substantial one of standard 
books. After Mr, Stevens’s death the library for a time remained with 
his son-in-law, the Rey. J. Buckminster, and then began its revolutions, 
falling into the hands successively of the oldest settled minister, and 
traveling about among the parishes. It probably never numbered 
over three hundred books, and it may be guessed that its wandering 
life was not calculated to increase the number of the volumes. ‘Two 
years ago, (1873,)” writes a friend, who lately saw the library, ‘“ when 
the present pastor at Kittery Point took possession of the parsonage, 
he found the library damped down on the attic floor, like a load of coal, 
the wife of the former incumbent considering books unhealthy, and so 
being unwilling to have them in any living-room. The books are now 
placed on shelves in the minister’s study, and though many have fallen 
out of the ranks, it contains fine old valuable copies of the standard 
works of the last century.” 

SOCIAL LIBRARY AT SALEM. ‘ 

In 1760, a number of gentlemen united to form the Social Library of 
Salem, Mass., placing the shares at five guineas each, and making the 
number of shares thirty-two. The library could not have been very 
extensive. A catalogue was published in 1809, showing about 800 books. 
On a fly-leaf of the copy in the Harvard library is written : 

A few of us also possess in this town of Salem a Philosopiaical Library of several hun- 
dred volumes, including the memoirs of the French Academy from the beginning, the 
Royal Society Transactions from the beginning, Memoirs of the Berlin Academy ; 
American edition of the British Encyclopedia, Harris’s Lexicon Technicum, &c., be- 
sides the philosophical works of Boyle, Newton, Wolf, Léibnitz, Bernouille, Buffon, 
Franklin, Priestley, Maupertius, &c., and works by Smith, Maclaurin, Leadbetter, Keil, 
Stewart, Arbuthnot, Rehault, Spalanzini, Pringle, Price’ &c., and of several Literary 
Institutions. 

This library was captured during the war by an American privateer 
from a vessel crossing the Ivish channel, brought to Beverly, and sold 
to the gentlemen of the Philosophical Society. It belonged originally 
to Dr. Richard Kirwan, who, with very good grace, declined to receive 
the remuneration which the society offered him. 

2 SOCIAL LIBRARY AT LEOMINSTER, MASS. 

The Leominster, Mass., Social Library was formed in 1763, with about 
one hundred volumes. For fifty-two years it was kept in the library of
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the Rey. Francis Gardner. The case which held it is still in the posses- 
sion of his niece, Miss B. G. Gardner, and it is designed to deposit it in 
the Public Library. It hardly seems worth while, perhaps, to call’ a 
hundred books a library, but it should be remembered that at that early 
day we were still colonists of King George, and American literature 
was still a thing of the future, In 1820 the books of this old library 
were sold and the proceeds invested in a new collection bearing the 
same name, 

SECOND SOCIAL LIBRARY AT HINGHAM, MASS. 

This library, still in existence and containing 1,750 volumes, was 
begun in 1773. Owing to the absence of records no facts respecting its 
early history ean be obtained except that, in 1793, there were seventy- 
six shareholders. 

The libraries, then, mentioned above, represent the chief means of 
general literary culture open to Americans a hundred years or more ago: 
one in Philadelphia, two or three small ones in Pennsylvania, one in 
Charleston, one in New York, one in Newport, one in Providence, one 
in Portland, one in Salem, one in Leominster, one in Hingham, and the 

Revolving Library of Kittery and York. But the distinction between 
these public libraries and the libraries connected with colleges was not 

So great then as now, so far as the persons using them are concerned. 
' The Philadelphia Library was an exception and a very interesting one, 

but the other libraries were mainly formed and used by the persons 
who in other places, as Cambridge and New Haven, would be using the 

college libraries. Harvard Library was at the service of the educated 

men in Boston and the neighborhood, and the same is true of the other 

college libraries, though they were, of course, most convenient for facul- 

ties and students. The idea of a free public library has gradually 
served to separate the great lending and consulting libraries from those 

connected with institutions, which have gradually come to be more 

strictly confined to the use of the officers and students comprising the 

institutions. 
COLLEGE LIBRARIES.'—HARVARD, 

Of these college libraries the most notable is that of Harvard College. 
The founding of the library was contemporaneous with the founding of 

‘Almost as soon as the first English settlement was made at Jamestown, Va, the 
initial steps were taken to establish an institution of learning in the infant colony by 

the grant, at the instance of Sir Edwin Sandys, treasurer of the London Company, of 

15,000 acres of land towards the endowment of a college at Henrico for the colonists 
and Indians. King James, in 1619, issued a “brief” asking contributions from the 
English churches to aid the company in “y® erecting of some churches and schools for 
y® education of y¢ children of those Barbarians.” The sum of £1,500 was contributed 

in response to the King’s letter. Other liberal benefactions came in from other sources. 
The officers and sailors of an East Indiaman gave £70 8s, 6d. “towards the building of 

a Free School in Virginia, to be called the Hast India School.” In January, 1621, “a 
small Bible with a cover richly wrought, a great Church Bible, the Booke of Common
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the college. Like that, it was small and increased only by a slow 

growth; but the few books which had been gathered in the course of a 

hundred and twenty-six years, were, almost without exception, destroyed 

in the fire of January 24,1764. This collection of five thousand volumes 

was the most extensive college collection in the country, although it is 

doubtful if it was intrinsically more valuable than Mr. Logan’s collee- 

tion then existing. The fire gave an impetus at once to the efforts of 

the friends of the college to re-establish the library, and the records of 

the college at the time enable us to form quite an exact notion of the 

choice of books then made, and of the disposition cfthe donors. The library 

was to be constructed anew, and there is good evidence of the wide- 

spread interest in the college both in this country and in England. 

RESTORATION OF THE LIBRARY. 

The fire occurred January 24, 1764. Governor Bernard promptly 

sent a recommendation to the legislature that they should take measures 

to replace Harvard Hall, and, accordingly, the sum of £2,000 was voted. 

A general subscription was made among the towns and counties of the 

Prayer, and other bookes were presented to be sent to VIRGINIA, in the name of a per- 

son who had the yeare before sent for the use of the Colledge at Henrico: S. Augustine 
De ciuitate Dei, Master Perkins, his workes, and an exact map of America. The giuer is 

not known, but the books are valued at £10 0 0. 

“Giuen by Master Thomas Burgraue, and Minister in VirGrnra, deceased, for the use of 
the Colledge, a library valued at 100 marks.” 

In the same year the “gentlemen and mariners that came lately home from the Last 

Indies in the two ships called the Hart and Roe-Bucke, being at the Cape of Bona-Spe- 
ranza, homeward bound, gave towards the building of the aforesaid Free Schoole in 
‘VIRGINIA the summe of £66 13s. 4d.” 

Charles City was fixed on, from its convenience to Henrico, as the place for the East 
India School, and early in 1622 carpenters were sent from England to put up the nec- 
essary buildings. The school was designed to prepare students for the college at Hen- 

rico. There George Thorpe, charged with the preliminary work of organization, had 
settled with one hundred colonists on the college lands. 

Rey. Patrick Copeland, chaplain of the East India Company, a zealous friend and 
generous patron of the East India School, was appointed president of the New Col- 
lege and general manager of its property. In April, 1622, being then in London, he 

was “requested by the company to deliver a thanksgiving sermon . . . forall the 
late mercies of God to the colony and for thé bright prospects before them.” 

About three weeks before this, on the 22d of March, 1622, the torch and tomahawk of 

the savage had laid waste the infant settlements on the James, and nearly three hun- 

dred and fifty settlers had lost their lives—among them the noble Thorpe. The savage 
deeds of that day drove all thoughts of peaceful efforts to civilize and educate the In- 
dians from the minds of the colonists, who entered on a war of revenge and extermi- 
nation against their savage foes. More than sixty years elapsed, and then Virginia saw 

another and happily successful effort made to establish a college, which, in spite of re- 
peated misfortunes, still lives, the second college in point of age in the United States. 

For authorities consulted, see Annals of America, by Abiel Holmes D.D., volume i, 

second edition, Cambridge, Hilliard and Brown, 1829; Old Churches, Ministers and 
Families of Virginia, by Bishop Meade, volume i, Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott & Co., 
1857; and Papers Relating to the History of the Chureh in Virginia, edited by William 
Stevens Perry, D.D., privately printed, 1870.—Eprrors.
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State, amounting to £878 16s. 9d., and Thomas Hollis of London, a 
former benefactor of the college, sent £200 for the same purpose. But 
it was in the special gifts of books that the general interest was most 
displayed, In May the overseers took measures to raise subscriptions 
for the library. Mr. Hollis, writing some time afterwards, thinks “the 
government of the college in the wrong, that they did not take a differ- 
ent method to obtain assistance toward repairing their library than in 
their weekly papers, (which are seldom read in England.) The method 
most likely,” he says, “was to have made the publication in all the Eng- 
lish papers and magazines, to have engaged all the booksellers in 
England in the cause of collecting, etc, ete., but as that was not done in 
proper season,” he recommends “ that it be done now; that an account 
of the fire and the loss be drawn up and published; that the necessity 
and liberty and consequently the charity of contributing toward the re- 

pairing the library be properly and pathetically set forth; the benefac- 
tions already received gratefully and genteely acknowledged, (studious- 
ly avoiding the naming particular benefactors,) and at the same time 

pointing out how very inadequate the books already received are to the 

greatness of the loss or to the purposes of such a library; that all the 

booksellers of any note in the kingdom be engaged to undertake for 

you and appointed to receive donations; that some gentleman of letters 
and leisure be pitched upon in London to correspond with them and to 

receive the books or monies to lay out in books.”! 

NOTABLE GIFTS. 

Mr. Hollis gave something more than good advice. In addition to 
his gift for the building, he gave a like amount to be expended in books, 

and from time to time sent over special books which he had picked up, 

and left a sum of money to the college, the interest of which is still ex- 

pended in the purchase of books. The college had many friends in 

England. Their agent in London at this time was Jasper Manduit, and 

much of the business was transacted through him. He writes, April 

17, 1764: 
Tam to acquaint you that the New England Company for Propagating the Gospel 

with you and parts adjacent at a General Court have ordered me to lay out £200 in 

such books as shall be most suitable for those persons who shall be willing to qualify 

themselves for missionaries to go and preach the gospel to and among the Indians, 

You may therefore please to send me a list of such as were destroyed by the late fire 

and will be usefal.? 

The society that gave this liberal gift had always been generously 
disposed towards the college; and some notion may be formed of the 

standard of qualification for missionary work among the Indians when 

the list of books, 1,101 in number, supplied for this laudable purpose is 
examined and found to contain solid works in science and classical lit- 

erature as well as in religion. It is evident that their conception of an 

‘1 Harvard College Papers, vol. ii, 1764-1785. *Tbid.
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education which would qualify a man for missionary work in Natick 

did not materially differ from what they would have required in one to 

deliver a Thursday lecture in the First Church in Boston. 

Other English donors were the archbishops of Canterbury and York, 

the trustees of the British Museum, who gave two folio volumes of the 

Harleian manuscripts; Messrs. Dilly, the booksellers, who gave Lang- 

horne’s Plutarch; A. Kincaid, of Edinburgh, the King’s printer, who is 

credited with a gift of forty-three volumes; and the Rev. George White- 

field, who gave his collection of books, procuring, also, by his influence 

a large number of valuable books from various parts of Great Britain. 

The purchases of books were necessarily made in England, and the prov- 

ince of New Hampshire voted £300 sterling to be used in purchasing 

books for the library. A catalogue was transmitted to the Rey. East 

Apthorp, in London, by whose care 743 books were purchased. It looks 

as if the books were more costly than those purchased by the Society for 

Propagating the Gospel. Besides these large gifts and purchases, there 

were many gifts of single books from friends living in America. Lieu- 

tenant Governor Hutchinson gave his History of Massachusetts Bay, 

in three volumes, and Harris’s collection of voyages. John Greenleaf 

gave Henry’s Expositions, in six volumes, and Rev. Dr. Byles Caffellus’s 

Commentary. Mr. Fleet, presumably the printer and bookseller, gave 

Thome Willis, M.D., Opera, and John Hancock, Calasio’s Hebrew Lexi- 

con, in four volumes, folio, a work which that light-minded man was doubt- 

less glad to be comfortably rid of. Hancock also made a very liberal gift 

of £500 sterling for the purchase of books. Rey. William Adams, of Rox: . 

bury, is credited with the generous gift of “ his sermons and other books,” 

and Hon, Nathaniel Sparhawk, of Kittery, with six copies of the Dissent- 

ing Gentleman’s Answer to White, which may fairly have been distrib- 

uted among those who were specially qualifying themselves to preach the 

Gospel tothe Indians. Thomas Palmer gave twenty volumes of Roman 

antiquities, which called out a vote of thanks from the corporation “ for 

the noble addition he has been pleased to make to the library, of that 

truly royal work The Antiquities of Here ulaneum, and a complete set 

of the remaining monuments of Roman grandeur.”! One gentleman, 

John Barnard, of Marblehead, who wished to contribute his mite, added 

also the sentiment : “ May Harvard Library rise out of its Ashes with 

new life and Vigour, and be durable as the Sun, tho’ the Building is a 

Nusance, and may the Blessing of Heaven continue upon that Society 

at Cambridge and make it a Nursery of pure Religion and accomplished 

Literature thro’out all Generations.”? The curious phrase respecting the 

building is not probably as contemptuous as it first strikes the ear, the 

word “nuisance” being used to describe the condition of the ruined 
building. ; 

' The History of Harvard University. By Josiah Quincy, LL.D. Boston, 1860, vol. 2, 
p. 487. 
*Harvard College Papers, ii.
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The growth of the library from this time up to the war was quite 

rapid. The number of books cannot be determined exactly, but it 
probably was not far from ten thousand volumes, and certainly the col- 
lection was in many respects made with great care, the books especially 
selected by Mr. Hollis being substantial and in good editions. The war 
interrupted the work of the college, and the library was removed, part 
to Concord, part to Andover, and deposited for safety elsewhere. It 
was increased also by the grant on the part of the general court of se- 
questrated libraries from the possession of loyalists, which had been 
deposited in the province-house, and in some stores. ich 

COMPOSITION OF THE LIBRARY. 

There is in the library a manuseript catalogue, not dated, but prepared 
about this time, which gives the names of all the books in the library, 
together with the names of donors; and the first general catalogue, 
printed in 1790, is classified by subjects, and enables one to make some 
comparison of the prominence given to certain classes of books. We 
do not know how far Hancock advised as to the selection of books bought 
with his £500, but they comprise the largest part of such polite litera- 
ture as the library contains. Spenser, Chaucer, Pope, Dryden, Gay, 
the Gentleman’s Magazine, Voltaire, and Rabelais were among his gifts, 
while Hollis gave Milton, Boceacio, La Fontaine, and Shakspere. That 
he should have given Milton is easy enough to understand, since he was 
an ardent admirer of his works, and indeed of all writing that breathed 
the rarer air of mental and political liberty. The mention of Shakspere 
reminds us how meager was the entire showing of dramatie works. 
Franklyn’s translation, the works of Molitre, Colley Cibber, one Igno- 
ramus, and two editions of Shakspere comprise nearly the whole of 
the dramatic reading at Harvard, but the general drift of the library 
will be seen when we say that of the 350 pages in the catalogue of 1790 
100 are devoted to theological tracts and 50 to theological books. Indeed, 
the tracts, so called, constitute about two-fifths of all the titles in the 
library, and indicate how considerably the authorship of the day was 
expended on these ephemeral publications. They are by no means to 
be confounded with the single-leaf little missiles which are shot out by 
religious publication societies, but were frequently very solid produe- 
tions. They answered to the articles in our periodicals to-day, to our 
editorials and newspaper contributions, and, by their form and bearing, 
testified to the high respect which men of letters entertained toward 
books, A sudden energy of writing could find vent in a tract, but a 
book was a much weightier matter. We, note also in this, catalogue 
that its list of Bibles occupies three pages and a half, while three-quarters 
of a page suffices for its periodicals. Books of travel occupy four pages 
and Greek and Latin authors ten. 

We have lingered over the Harvard library because the peculiar cir- 
cumstances of its reconstruction render it the best exponent we have of
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the literary taste and the resources of our ancestors a hundred years 
ago. There were, however, six other college libraries in existence at 

the same time. 

WILLIAM AND MARY COLLEGE. 

The College of William and Mary, in Virginia, was founded in 1692, 

and a library at some unknown subsequent date was established there, 

but it was small when the war of the Revolution came.! 

1 The college of William and Mary was the most richly endowed institution of learning 

in North America at the outbreak of the war for independence, its annual income from 

all sources amounting to nearly £4,000 sterling. 
The first commencement was held in the year 1700. The nucleus of a library was 

formed, which was destroyed with the college building in 1705. The second college 

building was not completed till 1723. 
The record book of the faculty contains the following, under date of August 10, 1723, 

desiring that the income of a certain fund, bequeathed by Hon. Robert Boyle for the 

education of Indian youth, should be devoted to the purchase of books: 

“INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE PRESIDENT AND Masters OF WILLIAM AND Mary Cor- 
LEGE, IN VIRGINIA, TO JOHN RANDOLPH, EsQ., NOW BOUND FOR ENGLAND.“ 

“We have now in bank upon that fund about five hundred pounds, part of which we 
desired to lay out in a well-chosen library, which we judge necessary, and, indeed, the 

most necessary thing that is now wanting towards the finishing their education and 
fitting them for what was intended, the being put in orders, and sent out pastours to 

preach in their own country language, and instruct and convert their own people. As 
we do not live in an age of miracles, it is not to be doubted that Indian scholars 

will want the help of many books to qualify them to become good pastours and teach- 

ers, as well as others. And the fand allotted for their education being able to supply 
them, what reason can be given why part of it may not be employed that way? If it 
be alleged that our College Library, it may be expected, should supply them, it may be 

truly answered that at present our funds are so poor, and theirs so rich, that they can 
better supply us than we them, and so it would be no hardship upon them, if whilst 

we found them with Masters and Professors to teach them Latine, Greek, and Hebrew, 
and Philosophy, Mathematics, and Divinity, they should in their tarn help themselves 
and us to a few necessary books for those studies. But we are willing to compound the 

matter with them: we have, we can’t say good store of books, but enough to make a 
good foundation and beginning of a library, to the use of which they are welcome, and 

if we were able, would buy a great many more, which we and they want. This want 
is their loss as well as ours. What can be more reasonable than that since their fund 
is able to do it, and ours not able, they should contribute their share towards so neces- 

sary means of education? Some, perhaps, will be apt to object that by this means we 
think to make a considerable addition to the College Library at their expense, andif it 
were so, there would be no great harm in it, since the College Library is to be a common 

Library to them and us. But the case will be really much better on their side, for what- 

ever books are bought with their money shall not only be reposited in distinct presses 
marked with the name of Boyle or Bratferton, and at their own house, (being without 
the college,) but every particular book shall have that inscription on the back of it; 

so that, as to the use we shall have the benefit of their books, as they shall of ours, yet 

really the property shall not be altered. Every one shall know his own; and this assist- 
ance of books we think as necessary a means and instrument of their education, as the 

paying for their victuals and cloaths, and master’s salary, and medicine, and falls fully 

*Papers relating to the History of the Church in Virginia, A.D. 1650-1776. Edited by William 
Stevens Perry, D.D. Privately printed, 1870, pp. 550, 551. 

‘
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YALE COLLEGE LIBRARY. 

Yale College, established in 1700, had, so to speak, its library before 
it was organized, since its establishment was symbolized by the gift of 

books. President Clap, in his Annals of Yale College, tells the story, 

and as he also recites the several gifts which the library received down 

within the design of their noble founder, and therefore we hope the Earl of Burlington 
and my Lord Bishop of London (whose directions we are to follow in the management 
of this charity,) will easily come into it, and then there will remain nothing (for we 
shall give you a letter of credit to the cashier of this fand) but to take my Lord Bishop 
of London, our chancellour, his advice concerning the properest books for our use, and 

their best editions ; and to help you in this choice you will have with you two cata- 
logues, one of those books the college is possessed of already and another of those 
which an ancient minister designs shortly to leave to it,* that you may not buy them. 

“Upon this occasion, too, we must desire you to wait on his Grace, my Lord Arch 
Bishop of Canterbury, who, as he has been upon all oceasions a notable friend of the 
College, so was pleased particularly to signify his good intentions of giving or loaning 
something towards our Library; pray render our thanks to his Grace, and so consult 

him in the books you may buy for us, that he may have his share of supplying us with 

what part of learning he thinks most proper, that what you buy may not interfere 
with his Grace’s intended donation. These are the chief things w’ch occur to us at 

present. Perhaps you may meet with some charitable benefactors, especially towards 
our library, that being at present our chief want, and as all this will put you to trouble 
and charge though you generously say nothing of it, we shall think it our duty not to 
be ungrateful.” 

In July, 1724, Dr. Blair, minister of Bruton parish, Williamsburgh, as well as 
president of the college, wrote as follows: f 

“We have not, nor never had any Parochial Library. The college has a small library, 
The key is kept by one of the masters.” t 

In 1724, the Rev. Hugh Jones, A.M., minister of Jamestown, and chaplain of the as- 

sembly, in his Present State of Virginia, published in London that year, thus refers 
to the college: 

“There is a library without books, comparatively speaking.” ¢ 
In 1743, Dr. Blair died, leaving £500 in money and his private library to the 

college. 

Although the library was not extensive, it was, for the period, very rich and valu- 
able and appears to have numbered from fifteen hundred to two thousand volumes, 
The following letter from R. A. Brock, corresponding secretary of the Virginia Histor- 
ical Society, dated Richmond, Va., January 25, 1876, and including extracts from a , 
letter of Dr. Grigsby, president of the same society and chancellor of the college 
will be found of interest. After explaining his delay in responding to the request for 
nformation, he says: 

“Neither my own library, nor those of the State, the Historical Society, nor of my 

friends resident in the city contained the desired information. 
“Mr. Grigsby, the president of our Historical Society, from his long connection with 

the college and his known familiarity with its history, appeared to me to be the most 
likely resort. 

“Thave been awaiting his reply, which reached me yesterday. He writes : 

““Tn answer to your inquiry about the extent of the library bequeathed to William and 
Mary College by President James Blair, I am inclined to believe from the number of 

books bearing his name which I have seen in the college library, that they must have 

reached between six and seven hundred volumes. If you will visit Henrico Court- 

“Dr, Blair, who was undoubtedly the author of these instructions. = 
+See Papers relating to the Church in Virginia, p. 300, 

}Tbid, p. 547.
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to 1766, we give here in succession the several paragraphs in his An- 
nals which contain the record of the gradual formation of the library: 

The ministers so nominated met at New Haven, (1700,) and formed themselves into 
a body or society, to consist of eleven ministers, including a rector, and agreed to 

found a college in the colony of Connecticut, which they did at their next meeting at 
Branford in the following manner, viz:! Each member brought a number of books and 

House and look into the record of wills from August 1, 1743, when Dr. Blair died, you 

will find his wiJl, which may throw some light on the subject. The scattered books to 
which you allude [I mentioned in my letter to him having seen a number of volumes 
on theological and philosophical subjects, bearing the imprint of the ‘seventeenth cen- 

tury, and marked with his label of ownership ‘J. Blair,’ in printed red letters, having 
been exposed for sale at public auction in this city some years since — two of them are 

in my library —R. A. B.] were either some of those which the commissary gave his 

nephew John Blair, the father of the John Blair of the Supreme Court of the United 

States, or were taken from the college library by borrowers and never returned, 
“*Several months ago I saw in Prince Kd ward Cotinty two folio volumes with the book- 

mark of Dr. Blair, which had been borrowed by Frank Gilmer and kept by him during 

life. But the books of Dr. Blair composed but asmall portion of the library of William 

and Mary. I have seen there books bearing the book-plates of nearly all our governors 
from 1700 to 1775, and of our leading colonial men. There was the finest edition of 
The Fathers, in many folio volumes, splendidly bound and gilt, which was presented by 

the Archbishop of Canterbury to the college between 1750 and 1760. There was one 
set of works in folio that was estimated to be worth in England, thirty years ago, 

nearly $700. Ishould put down the books in 1776 as between fifteen hundred and two 

thousand volumes of the most valuable kind in Latin, Greek, French, and English. 
“*The splendid set of the Encyclopédie Méthodique in thirty-three folio volumes was 

presented to the college by Louis the Sixteenth, at the close of the war. It must be 
remembered that as late as 1776, all our English classics were in quarto form — Shak- 
spere to Hume, Robertson, and Gibbon. 

‘Among the books in the college library before 1776 and until 1859, when the books 

were burned, was the Biblia Sacra Polyglotta, by Brianus Waltonus, printed in 1657, 
in six volumes, folio. As late as 1843, a distinguished English divine pronounced this 
work the most complete biblical apparatus in any language. 

“‘Another book of immense value was the Lexicon Heptaglotton of Edmund Castell, 

two volumes, folio, 1669. As nearly two-thirds of the edition was destroyed in Eng- 

land, this great work rose in value, and was estimated in 1825 by Professor Campbell 

to be worth in England seven hundred dollars. It was presented to the college by 
Robert Carter Nicholas. But these books, which I took a note of many years ago ona 
visit to the library, will show its great completeness and its great cost.’ 

“As suggested by Mr. Grigsby, I have referred to the records of Henrico County court 
without success. I hardly thought that the records of the ancient James City County 

would have been lodged in another county, ‘Those of James City were all destroyed 
during our late unhappy war, as I was informed some years since by the then clerk of 
the county. There are about a dozen early volumes, however, preserved in the Hen- 

rico, County Court-house, the earliest of date 1678.” 

President Ewell of the college writes under date of December 19, 1875 : “The books 
given by Dr. Blair counted by hundreds; a complete set of the Church Fathers, said 
to be the best in the United States, among them. There were books given by Queen 
Anne and the Georges — the first two at any rate—and by Louis XVI of France.” — | 

Eprrors. 
1The Annals or History of Yale College, in New Haven, in the Colony of Conneéticut, | 

from the first founding thereof, in the year 1700, to the year 1766, with an appendix 
containing the present state of the college, the Method of Instruction and Government, | 
with thé officers, benefactors, and graduates. By Thomas Clap, A.M., President of the 
college. New Haven, 1766, 

*
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presented them to the body ; and laying them on the table, said these words, or to this 
effect: “ I give these books for the founding of a college in this colony.” Then the trustees 
as a body took possession of them and appointed the Rev. Mr. Russel of Branford to 
be keeper of the library, which then consisted of about 40 volumes in folio. Soon af- 
ter they received sundry other donations, both of books and money which laid a good 
foundation. This library with the additions was kept at Branford, in a room set 
apart for that purpose near three years, and then it was carried to Killingworth.! 

[1713.] About this time sundry donations of valuable books were made to the 
library, particularly by Sir John Davie of Groton, who had an estate descended to 
him in England, together with the title of baronet. Upon his going to England he 
sent a good collection of books to the library. But the greatest donation of all was 
by the generosity and procurement of Jeremiah Dummer, esq., of Boston, then agent 
at London, who in the year 1714 sent over 800 volumes of ve ry valuable books, about 
120 of which were at his own cost and charge, and the rest by his procurement from 
sundry principal gentlemen in England; particularly Sir Isaac Newton, Sir Richard 
Blackmore, Sir Richard Steele, Dr. Burnet, Dr. Woodward, Dr. Halley, Dr. Bentley, Dr. 
Kennet, Dr. Calamy, Dr. Edwards, the Rev. Mr. Henry, and Mr. Whiston severally 

gave a collection of their own works, and Governor Yale put in about 40 volumes, all 
which I suppose to be worth £260 sterling? 

[1717.] Last year he (Yale) sent above 300 volumes, both which parcels I suppose to 

“be worth £100 sterling. Mr. Dummer at this time also sent 76 volumes of books, 
whereof 20 were folios, in value about £20 sterling.* 

[1723.] Mr. Daniel Turner of London sent to the library sundry volumes of his own 
works on Physic and Chirurgery, and a collection of other valuable books, principally 

on the same subject, and particularly the large volume of Cowper’s Anatomy. Where- 
upon the trustees sent him a diploma, creating him Doctor of Physic.‘ : 

[1733.] At the same time the Rev. Dr. Berkeley pursuing his generous intentions 
sent to this college the finest collection of books that ever came together at one time 

into America. The number was near 1,000 volumes, (including those which he had 
sent before,) whereof 260 were folios, and generally very large. I judge that this col- 

lection cost at least £400 sterling. This donation of books was made partly out of the 

doctor’s own estate, but principally out of moneys which he procured from some gen- 
erous gentlemen in England.® 

[1742.] Before this time there never had been any perfect catalogue of the books in 

the library, for want of which the students were deprived of much of the benefit and, 
advantage of this. The rector therefore placed all the books in the library in a 

proper order, (but in honor to the Rey. Dr. Berkeley for his extraordinary donation, 

his books stood by themselves at the south end of the library,) and put a number to 

every book in its proper class and box, and took three catalogues of the books as they 

stood in their proper order on the shelves, and another in an alphabetical order, and a 
third, wherein the most valuable books were placed under proper heads, according to 

the subject-matter of them, together with figures referring to the place and number 

of each book. By which means it might be easily known what books were in the 
library upon any particular subject, and where they might be found, with the utmost 
expedition. This catalogue was priated and was a great incitement to the dili- 

gence and industry of the scholars in reading of them.® 

[1765.] We have a good library consisting of about 4,000 volumes, well furnished with 

ancient authors such as the Fathers, Historians and Classics. Many modern valuable 
books of Divinity, History, Philosophy and Mathematics, but not many authors who 

have wrote within these thirty years. 

It was two or three years before this that the building was erected 
which contained the library untilit was removed to its present quarters.’ 

\Ibid., p. 3. 2Tbid., p. 15. sTbid., p. 23. 'Tbid., p. 34. 
*Tbid., p. 38. 6 Tbid., p. 43. TIbid., p. 86. ;
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THE BROTHERS IN UNITY AND THE LINONIAN SOCIETIES. 

At Yale also should be noticed the libraries of the two societies of 

students, the Brothers in Unity and the Linonian, established a half 

dozen years before the Revolution, and numbering each a hundred vol- 

umes or so at that time. These societies with their libraries were the 

precursors of the many similar societies in all our colleges. The libraries 

probably owed their origin to the almost exclusive attention given at 

that time by the college libraries to learned works. 

COLUMBIA COLLEGE. 

The library of Columbia College, New York, was established in 1757, 

shortly after the foundation of the college. Joseph Murray, an English- 

man, who had resided long in New York as one of His Majesty’s coun- 

cil and attorney-general for the province of New York, left the whole 

of his estate, including his library, to Kings, now Columbia College, 

shortly after it was founded. Rey. Dr. Bristowe, of London, also be- 

queathed his library of about 1,500 volumes. Gifts were also made by 

the University of Oxford, the Earl of Bute, and others in England, so 

that the library was one of considerable value at the beginning of the 

war, but the same fate befell it which the Society Library suffered. The 

college building was required by the British as a military hospital, and 

the books were deposited in the City Hall or elsewhere. The consequence 

was an almost total loss of the library, only six or seven hundred vol- 

umes being found some thirty years after in a room in St. Paul’s Chapel, 

though how they found refuge there was a mystery to every one. Some 

of the books still show the book-marks of Murray and Bristowe; these 

are principally law books, theological treatises, and other ponderous lit- 

erature in massive folios, which probably were too heavy to be easily 

moved and destroyed. Mr. John Pintard, founder of the New York 

Historical Society, used to say that he had seen the British soldiers 

earry away the books in their knapsacks and barter them for grog.' 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA. 

The library of the University of Pennsylvania was a very small one, 

being composed mainly of books procured by individual donation. Its 

chief distinction at the time was in the fact that it was the recipient, 

during the war, of a gift from Louis XVI of books printed at the royal 

printing office, consisting chiefly of mathematical works and works on 

natural history. 
COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY. 

The library of the College of New Jersey, begun in 1755, was also a 

very small one; it was entirely consumed by fire in 1801. In 1764 

an account of the college, published by the trustees, gives the number 

of books as 1,200, all gifts of ‘patrons in Europe and America. 

"1 Address delivered before the New York Society Library on the one hundredth anni- 
versary of its incorporation, November 9, 1872. By Thomas Ward, M.D., New York, 

1872, p. 10.
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RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE. 

We have already noticed that Brown University, then called Rhode 

Island College, depended at first on Providence Library for its books. 

The collecting of a library however began early, and there are some 

slight feeling references to it in the correspondence of President Man- 

ning with the English friends of the institution, In 1772 he wrote to 

Dr. Liewellyn: ‘At present we have but about 250 volumes, and these 

not well chosen, being such as our friends could best spare ;”! a pathetic 

comment which a good many young libraries could echo. A few months 

later he wrote to Rey. Dre Ryland: 

By the last ship we received the works of the great and good Dr. Gill, with fifty-two 

folio volumes of the Fathers, ete., the gift of Messrs. George Keith and John Gill, the 

doctor’s executors. This is by far the greatest donation our little library has yet had? 

A year later, November 25, 1773, he writes to the same gentleman : 

Rey. Benjamin Wallin of London sent me an agreeable letter, accompanied with all 
he has published, in ten volumes neatly bound and gilt, with the most valuable works 
of John Bunyan in six volumes, the Reign of Grace, by William Booth, and Wilson’s 

Sermons — all for the college library.* 

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, 

The only other college library was that of Dartmouth, but as the col- 

lege was founded six years only before the opening of the Revolution, 

its library was insignificant, and can scarcely be counted as a literary 

influence. 
PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL LIBRARY. 

The professional libraries connected with theological, legal, and med- 

ical schools did not come into existence until after the present century 

opened, with the single exception of a library connected with the Penn- 

sylvania Hospital in Philadelphia, which comprised only about a han- 

dred volumes before the Revolution. The library began in a peculiarly 

quiet way. In 1762 Dr. John Fothergill gave a single book, Lewis’s 

History of the Materia Medica, and the next year the hospital began to 

exact a fee from students attending the wards in company with physi- 

cians, which was devoted to the founding of a library, 

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY LIBRARY. 

The American Philosophical Society, which had its origin among the 

same persons who started the Philadelphia Library, had a small collec- 

tion of books at the time of the Revolution. 

FRIENDS’ LIBRARY. 

The Library of Friends, of Philadelphia, was established by a bequest 
from Thomas Chalkley, in 1742, of his library, consisting of 111 books, 

‘Life, Times, and Correspondence of James Manning, and the Early History of Brown 

University. By Reuben Aldridge Guild. Boston, 1864, p. 194. 

2Tbid., p. 200. , 8 Tbid., p. 221.
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which was accepted by the Monthly Meeting, and a librarian appointed. 

The collection was gradually increased by purchase and donations, but 
received little attention until a special effort was made in 1765, when 
the scattered books were brought together, new ones purchased, anda ° 

catalogue made. It was not until 1794, however, that the library 

became considerable, when it received a large bequest from John 
Pemberton. 

PRINCE LIBRARY AND PARISH LIBRARIES. \ 

Perhaps this library ought to be included in what are more properly 
parish libraries. : 

There are occasional glimpSes of these before the Revolution, but only 

two can be named that were of any magnitude.!. The Prince Library, 

} Among the early libraries in the colonies, the parochial libraries, formed between 

1698 and 1730, through the efforts of Rey. Thomas Bray, D.D., founder of the Society 
for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, were prominent. Owing to the 
zeal of their founder and patron, these libraries increased in number and extent during 
his lifetime. As we have seen, the first public library of New York became indebted, 
in 1729, to the society above named for a generous gift of books. 

The parochial libraries, though designed especially for the use of the clergy, and not 
public, in the popular sense of the present day, were readily opened to students, on 

application, and were doubtless, in many places, the chief means accessible for the 

pursuit of knowledge. 

The number of libraries founded in Maryland by Dr. Bray was 30, containing 
altogether 2,602 voluines; in the other North American colonies 8 libraries, with 1,162 

volumes, were formed; and books to the value of £50 given to the College of William 
and Mary, in Virginia. ; 

“Before his laborious and useful life reached its close, Bray had the satisfaction of 

seeing not less than thirty-nine parochial libraries established in North America. The 
chief of them was at Aunapolis—the princess after whom the city was named having 
given most valuable contributions toward it; and others, containing in some instances 

more than a thousand volumes each, were spread over the whole country, from Massa- 

chusetts in the north to the farthest borders of South Carolina.”* The assembly of 

South Carolina passed an act November 16, 1700, for the preservation of a library 
which Dr. Bray and others had sent to Charleston for the use of the church in the 

province.t 

“In justice also to his indefatigable zeal to promote the knowledge of true religion 
it is proper to observe that besides founding the above-mentioned libraries he sent 
into America upward of thirty-four thousand religious books and tracts to be dispersed 
among the inhabitants.’’} ; 

Rev. William Stevens Perry, D.D., of Geneva, N. Y., in a recent letter on the subject, 

remarks: “It should be noted that the venerable society, independently of Dr. Bray 
and the doctor’s Associates, frequently supplied large and vy aluable parochial libraries 
to the missions they had established in America.” 

‘The largest of the parochial libraries sent by Dr. Bray was that of St. Ann’s parish, 

at Annapolis, Md., which numbered 1,095 volumes. This library was probably seat- 
tered or destroyed during the Revolution, as no trace of it can now be found. 

A library of 42 volumes was sent to St. Paul’s parish, Baltimore. Respecting the 

“+ History of the Colonial Church, by James S. M. Anderson, M.A, London, B. & J. Rivington, 1648, 
8°. Vol. 2, pp. 624, 625. 

+ Tbid., p. 90. 

{Public Spirit illustrated in the life and designs of the Rev. Thomas Bray, D,D. Second edition; 

revised. 8°. London, 1808, p. 80.
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belonging to the Old South Chureh in Boston, and lately deposited in 

the Boston Pablie Library, is a very valuable collection of books and 

manuscripts relating to New England history formed by Thomas Prince, 
one of the early pastors of the church, and held after his death in 1758, 

as the public library of the church. 

NEW ENGLAND LIBRARY. 

At the same time he bequeathed a separate collection, to which 

he gave the name of the New England Library, consisting of books 

and papers either published in New Eugland or pertaining to its his- 
tory and public affairs. He required that this should be kept in a dif 
ferent apartment from the other books, that no person should borrow 

any book or paper therefrom, but that any person whom the pastors 
and deacons should approve might have access to it. This collection, 

numbering in 1814 two hundred and fifty-nine works, was deposited 
with the Massachusetts Historical Society. 

remains of this small collection, Dr. J. 8. B. Hodges, rector of St. Paul’s, writes, Jan- 

uary 26, 1876: 

“Asa parish library it does not now exist, but in an out-of-the-way place in the 
church I have found the following volumes, which must have formed a part of the 42 so 
given: Five books of S. Irenieus, ed. 1702; Serivener’s Course of Divinity, 1674; Du- 

pin’s Ecelesiastical History, vols. 1 und 3, ed. 1693; Dapin’s Ecclesiastical History, 

vol. 7, ed. 1695; Bray’s Lectures on the Catechism, 1697; Sermons on the Apostles’ 

Creed. These are folio volumes, and most of them are imperfect.” 

The following interesting sketch of a parish library sent by Dr. Bray to St. James 

parish, Anne Arundel County, Md., is kindly furnished by Rev. T. C. Gambrall, the ree- 
tor of the parish. He quotes the parish record as follows : 

“£1698. Books received by y¢ Rev. Chs. Hen. Hall, ye — of May. * 
“A catalogue of books belonging to y® library of St. James parish, in A. A. co., in 

Maryland, sent by y® Rev. Dr. Bray, & marked thus, — belonging to y® library of Her- 

ring Creeke, Ann Arundell County.’ 

“There were two lots. The first was received in 1698, as seen above. The second 

was received June 5th, 1703, sent also direct to Herring Creek, by Dr. Bray. 
“The first lot contained 125 distinct works in 141 vols. 
“The second lot was composed almost entirely of such works as catechetical lectures, 

tracts, &c., there also being many duplicates. The total number of copies in this col- 
lection was at least 200, several items being merely denoted ‘as parcels. The whole 

collection, therefore, in 1703, was about 341 volumes. 

“There were, in the lot of 1698, 29 volumes folio, 19 volumes quarto, 93 volumes octavo. 

“The second lot of 1703, not specified. 
“Some of the works were in Latin, while the subjects covered the whole ground of 

the literature of the day probably, being in theology, (controversial, exegetical, and 
practical,) in philosophy, geography, history, aud travels. These works were also of 

high character, many of them being standards to-day, especially, of course, those in 

theology. 
“In 1748 the catalogue is given again, when the list numbers 168 volumes, This is 

probably the true number and the highest belonging to the library proper, the many 

duplicates above mentioned having been distributed. 
“The library was preserved very well, probably down to the Revolution, it being the 

law of the colony that the vestry should, from time to time, visit and inspect it. In 

1740 we tind as one of the grievances of the vestry against a rector of the parish, the 

35
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LIBRARY OF KING’S CHAPEL. 

There was one other library in Boston of this general character, that 

belonging to King’s Chapel, of which the following account is given in 

the Rey. Mr. Greenwood’s history: 

With the new Governor (May 1698) arrived a very valuable present of books to the 

chureh from the Bishop of London, 

Ina foot-note Mr. Greenwood adds: “The gift of books was actually 

from the King. This [infer from its being afterward called the King’s 

Library.” But this might easily have been an abbreviated form of King’s 

Chapel Library. \ 

A complete catalogue of them is preserved in the book of records of this period, and 
an examination of if enables me to say that they formed a theological library, which ~ 
was, perhaps, the best at that time in the country, and would be now considered as of 

great excellence, and such as any institution or individual might be glad to possess. 
It was carefully deposited in boxes made for the purpose by order of the wardens, and 
placed in Mr, Wyles’ (the reetor’s) house. It has since been neglected, dispersed, and 
abused in various ways, till the sad remnant was sayéd by being deposited, a few 
years ago, in the Library of the Boston Athenanm.! 

The books were, however, first deposited in 1807 with the theological 

library in the vestry-room of First Church, an institution established 

shortly before that. A catalogue of the theological library, published 

the year following, keeps the books of King’s Chapel Library separate, 

and bears out Mr. Greenwood’s estimate of the value of them. Those 

given originally by the bishop of London are mainly the writings of 

complaint that he would ‘not give the vestry the key of the vestry-house, that, they 

might perform this duty ‘as the law directs” The catalogue of 1743 was made after 
the d ath of a rector of the parish, as part of a general inventory of the property of the 
parish, of which the rector had had charge during his life. 

“This parish suffered, though not to as great an extent as some other places, in the 
general confusion which befell the church in Maryland during the Revolution, and as a 

consequence the library was not carefully preserved. We find, however, in 1789 the 

vestry returning to the convention of the diocese an inventory of the parish property ; 
and in it mention is made of the parish library, though many of the books are said to 

have been distributed about the parish. Since that time every vestige has hopelessly 
disappeared.” 

In a letter relating to the affairs of Christ Church, from Colonel Quarry and others, 
to Governor Nicholson, dated Philadelphia, January 18, 169%, (printed in vol. 1, His- 

torical Collections of the Church in Pennsylvania, edited by Rev. Wm. Stevens Perry,) 

oceurs the following: “We hope your Excellency will also remind his Grace of Plate 
for the Communion Table and a Library.” The following extract of a recent letter 
from Rev. E. A. Foggs, D.D., rector of Christ Church, shows the present condition of 
the library: s i 

“The library belonging to this parish was probably established in 1695, by the first 

rector, Some of the books were presented by Queen Anne. It contains now about 

2,000 volumes, and consists mainly of old and valuable and rare theological works. 
It is for the use of the clergy of the parish.” 

The first books for this library were in all probability furnished through the efforts. 

of Dr. Bray, by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.— Eprrors. 

1A History of King’s Chapel in Bostoa, the first Episcopal ehurch in New England, 

comprising notices of the introduction of Episcopacy into the Northern Colonies. By 
F. W. P. Greenwood. Boston, 1833, p. 55.
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the Fathers and the theologians of the Church of England; the addi- 
tions, which were not very numerous, comprise controversial works, 
and especially apologies for the Church of England, as would naturally 
be expected in a library for the use of the rector. 

BEGINNING OF FREE LIBRARIES. 

Tt will be seen, from this survey, that the idea of a free public library, 
as now practically exemplified in several of our States, was not recog- 
nized in its fullness before the Revolution.! The nearest approach to 
it was in the liberty given to persons not stockholders to consult the 
books in the Philadelphia Library. The growth of the system has been 
in the conjunction of private beneficenee with public aid, especially 
where a system of free schools has developed a sense of the need 
of a public library. It is interesting, as one notes the development of 
the best known public library in the country, that in Boston, to see 
how a city, with old traditions of education and intelligence, gave no 
significant indications of considering this matter until within one or two 
generations. Before the Revolution there were bat two libraries of 
public character, both of those of theological literature largely ; Harvard 
College Library, it is true, was close at hand. 

MEIN’S CIRCULATING LIBRARY. 

And mention should certainly be made of a circulating library, es- 
tablished in 1765 by John Mein, afterwards a royalist refugee, and kept 
“1 Public Library and Library of King Willian’s School, at Annapolis, Mau the library 
of St. John’s College, at Annapolis, Md., are deposited 398 tattered and venerable 
volumes that tell of the existence of one, and probably two, public libraries in Annapolis 
as early as 1696-97, four years anterior to the foundation of the public library at New 
York, by Rev. John Sharp. The cireumstances under which one of these, the “ pub- 
lie library,” was formed, are made the more interesting by the fact that they were marked 
by the first official recommendation in this country for the application of public funds to. 
aid in the maintenance of a free public library. In 1697 Governor Nicholson proposed 
to the house of burgesses “ that His Majesty, William III, be addressed that some part 
of the revenue given toward furnishing arms and ammunition for the use of the 
province, be laid out for the purchase of books to be added to the books which had 
been presented by the King, to form a library in the porte of Annapolis; and that a 
portion of the public revenue be applied to the enlargement thereof; and that the 
library should be placed in the office, and under the care of the commissary of the 
province, permitting all persons desirous to study or read the books, to have access 
thereto under proper restrictions.”* 
The library was kept in the State-honse until that building was burned in 1704, when 

it appears to have been removed to, and united with, the library of “ King William’s 
School,” (established in 1695~97, and still remembered with pride by Marylanders as 
the school where the learned and eloquent William Pinckney received his early train- 
ing,) which, with other property of the school, was, in the year 1785, given to St. 
John’s College. 

Rey. William S. Southgate, of Annapolis, recently inspected the remains of this 

‘Annals of Annapolis, by David Ridgely, librarian of the State Library, Baltimore’ Cushing and 
Brother, 1841, p. 92.
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‘at the London bookstore. It numbered some 1,200 volumes and 

boasted a printed catalogue. The yearly subscription was twenty-eight 

shillings; the quarterly, ten shillings and eight pence. In his adver- 

tisement he states that he was influenced to undertake it “by the re- 

peated request of a number of gentlemen, the friends of literature.” 

Mein was a bookseller, and it gives some indication of the condition 

of the book business in Boston at the time, that he advertised, shortly 

after, a stock of above ten thousand volumes. We suspect that books 

were more freely bought by private persons in Boston than elsewhere, 

and we have seen how Franklin had recourse to bookstores and to pri- 

vate collections of books. 

ALLUSION TO AN EARLY PUBLIC LIBRARY. 

There is one curious bit of literary history which points somewhat in- 
decisively to notions of a public library at a very early date. In the 
Mather Papers in the Prince Library there is a will of John Oxenbridge, 
in which oceurs the bequest : 

Jtem.—To the Public Library in Boston or elsewhere as my executors and overseers 

shall juége best Augustine’s works in 6 volumes, the Century’s in 3 vols. The cat- 
alogue of Oxford library. 

The willis dated Boston, in New England, the 12th day of the dirst 

historic collection, and kindly furnished the following interesting description for this 
sketch : 

“There is an alcove in the library of St. John’s College, Annapolis, filled with a 

miscellaneous collection of very old books, presenting a striking contrast to the new and 

fresh appearance of the contents of the other alcoves. They are all in their original 

leather binding, and in a very dilapidated condition. Some are stamped on the out- 

side of the covers, ‘ De Bibliotheca Annapolitana ;’ others, ‘Sub auspiciis Wilhelmi IIL,’ 
The greater portion have no stamp, book-plate, or writing of any sort to show from 

what collection they came. They are in all probability the remains of the library 

established in Annapolis by Governor Nicholson about 1697, and of the King William’s 
School Library, mentioned by Ridgely in his Annals of Annapolis. 

“This collection consists of about 188 folios and 210 quartos, octavos, and duodecimos. 

They are principally theological works of the editions of the seventeenth century. 
Prominent among them are the works of the Church Fathers, such as Ambrose, Athana- 
sius, Aquinas, Augustine, Basil, Clement Alexandriuns, Chrysostom, Eusebius, Epipha- 

nius,Gregory Nazianzen, Gregory the Great, Origen, Theodoret, Theophylact, Grotius, and 

Jerome. Among the critical and historical works are the Critici Sacri,9 vols., fol., 
1660; Corpus Juris Canonici, 3 vols., fol., 1671; Concilia Generalia, 9 vols., fol., 1636 ; 

Baronius, Annales Ecclesiastici,5 vols., fol., 1601. Of English writers we find such as 

Cave, Selden, Bishop Bull, Thos. Hobbes, Bishop Pearson, Goodwin, Charuock, Ham- 

mond, Bray, Chillingworth, Jewell, Andrews, Patrick, More, Bishop Hall, and Boyle. 

In the classics there are editions of Virgil, (2 vols., 1598 ;) Plutareh, 1574; Euripides, 
1694; Aristophanes, 1607 ; and Delphine editions (1674 to 1691) of Claudian, Q. Cur- 
tius, Eutropius, Horace, Livy, Martial, Ovid, Plautus, &e. 

“One of the most interesting books of the collection is a catalogue of the American 

Library, presented by White Kennet to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 
in Foreign Parts, in 1713, for use by the colonial missionaries in the West Indies. 

“These books are of little use where they are, and would be a yaluab!e acquisition for 

the library of a theological school.”—Eprrors.
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month, 167%. One other reference appears in the town records for 
March 11, 1695: 

Voted, that the bookes of the Register of birthes and deathes in the town of Boston 
shall be demanded by the Sslect-men, in whose hands soever they be, and that all bookes 

or other things belonging to the library, and all the goods or estate belonging to the 
Town, be demanded, and taken posiession of by the Selectmen. 

What called out this vote, and whether the library mentioned in it 

had any connection with the shadowy one to which John Oxenbridge 
bequeathed his books, are questions not answered by any farther 
knowledge that we have.” 

1Mather Papers, vol. ii, 15. (Prince Library, Boston Public Library.) 

? There is some other evidence that a public library existed in Boston prior to 1686. 
In that year Rey. Robert Ratcliffe, sent to establish the first Episcopal Church in New 
England, arrived from England and “ waited on the council, and Mr. Mason and Ran- 
dolph proposed that he should have one of the congregational meeting houses to 
preach in. This was denied, but he was granted the use of the library room in the 
east end of the town house.” 
June 15, 1636, it was voted to pay “ Mr. Smith the Joyner,” for making “12 formes 

for the servise of the church,” and it was also voted to employ and pay “ Mr. Smith 

the Joyner, 208. quarterlie, for his cleaneing, placeing, and removeing the Pulpit, formes, 
table &c.” The historian of King’s Chapel, from whose work* the above extracts are 
quoted, adds, “The accommodations provided for and referred to in the two last votes 

were intended to furnish the library room in the towa honse in a decent manner for 
the performance of divine service.” 

Holmes, in his Annals of America, vol. 1, p. 421, note, quotes from the manuseript diary 

of Judge Sewall, referring to the efforts of Governor Andros to secure a place of worship 
for the Episcopal Society, (1636,) ‘It seems [he] speaks to the ministers in the library 
about accommodatiors as to a meeting house.” 

Drake, the historian t of Boston, says that a committee of the Episcopal Society 
applied to the council for the use of one of the three meeting houses for the minister 
to preach in, “That isdenyed; and he is granted the east end of y® Town-house, 
where y® Deputies used to meet, until those who desire his ministry shall provide a 
fitter place.’ This room contained a library.” 

The town house was burned in 1711; rebuilt the following year, and again destroyed 
by fire in 1747, at which time “‘A vast number of ancicut books and early records, 

together with a collection of valuable papers, were destroyed ; and to the ravages of 

this calamity we may attribute the imperfect accounts that are to be obtained of the 

first and second building, ”} 

Probably the library was consumed in the great fire of 1747. The foregoing accounts 
seem to pfove indubitably that such a library existed at a very early date-—EDrrors, 

*A History of King’s Chapel, in Boston, The First Episcopal Chureh in New England, by F. W. P. 
Greenwood, Junior Minister of King’s Chapel. Boston, Carter, Hendee & Co., and Allen & Ticknor, 

1833. 
+The History and Antiquities of Boston, by Samuel G. Drake, A.M. Boston, Luther Stevens, 1856, 

{History and Antiquities of Boston, p. 350, note. 

.



CHAP TER LI. 

SCHOOL AND ASYLUM LIBRARIES. 

BY THE EDITORS. 

I.— COMMON SCHOOL LIBRARIES. 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS— HISTORICAL SKETCH OF COMMON SCHOOL LIBRARIES IN 

New York, Massacnuserrs, MICHIGAN, Connecticut, Ruope Istanp, Iowa, INpt- 

ANA, MAINE, Onto, Wisconsin, Mtssourt, CALIVORNIA, OREGON, ILLINOIS, PENNSYL- 

VaNtA, Kansas, Vrra@rnra, New Jersey, Kenrucky, MINNEsoTA, COLORADO, IN THE 

ORDER OF ESTABLISHMENT — SCHOOL LIBRARLES IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO. 

Although the history of school libraries in the United States is 

marked by many changes and mishaps, it would be untrue to say that 

these libraries have entirely failed to accomplish the good expected of 

them. From first to last, their shelves have held millions of good books, 

affording amusement and instruction, and cultivating a taste for read- 

ing in millions of readers, young and old. In a single State, New York, 

fifteen years after the first library was formed, over 1,600,000 volumes 

were reported in the school libraries, without account of the large number 

probably not reported, and the still larger number worn out and lost 

daring that period. It should also be said that in a number of States 

the school libraries furnished, for many years, the ouly supply of reading; 

the imperfect facilities for procuring, and the comparative scarcity of 

books, preventing their purchase. Thousands of youth, then as now, 

left the district school to engage at once in the active duties of life, and 

their only hope of retaining what they had acquired and adding to it, 

Jay in the means of self-instruction afforded by the district school 

library. 

A careful study of the history of the school library system in the sev- 

eral States where it has been tried develops the causes of the dangers 

and failures that have attended it. These may be grouped in two classes: 

first, defects and frequent changes in legislation ; second, incompetence 

and indifference in the administration of the law. Premising that the 

system of no one State or district exhibits all, but that, with a few 

exceptions, each will be found to contain one or more of the evils, they 

tnay be summed up as follows : 

First. Defects of legislation: In permitting school districts to raise by 

tax and expend money for libraries, without providing for State aid, or 
supervision of the selections of books; in granting State aid without 

supervision of selections ; in suspending at intervals the grants of State 
38
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aid; in limiting the size and usefulness of the libraries, by permitting the 
diversion of the funds to other purposes, after each had acquired a cer- 
tain number of volumes, or for any other reason; in not requiring that 
asum equal to the State grant to any district should be raised by loeal 
taxation as a condition of such grant; in failing to provide by stringent 
regulations, in cases where the library fands were to be partly or wholly = - 
derived from fines or other variable sources, for the full payment and 
legitimate use of such fands; in not cultivating interest in the libraries 
by holding trustees and other school officers to a more strict accounta- 
bility for their management and preservation. . 

Second. Defects of administration : As shown by the selecting and pur- 
chasing unsuitable and often improper and immoral books by trustees 
unacquainted with, or indifferent to, their merits or demerits; by placing 
the libraries in the charge of teachers whose interest in the school and 
library alike terminated with the close of the school term; by failing 
to hold librarians responsible for the care and preservation of the books; 
by perverting the library fands to other uses without authority of law; 
by allowing the libraries to sink into neglect and contempt through 
failure to provide regular supplies of fresh reading; by trustees fail- 
ing to realize their duty and personal responsibility in respect to the 
proper management and preservation of the libraries, and their indif- 
ference respecting the fate of the books; by a like indifference, in too 
many cases, on the part of town and county superintendents; by inju- 
dicious selections of books by State superintendents and boards of edu 
cation, when charged with the performance of that duty. 

It is believed that an examination of the subjoined sketches of the 
school library system in the different States where it has been adopted 
will disclose all these causes as operating. The endeavor has been to 
present each with as little comment as practicable, leaving the reader 
to draw his own conclusions. 3 

The brief sketch of the libraries connected with the public schools of 

the province of Ontario has been introdueed on account of certain feat- 

ares, which seem to commend the system to those charged with the 

administration of school libraries already in operation or which may be 
hereaiter established in the United States. 

NEW YORK. r 

New York was the pioneer in founding school libraries. In 1827, 

Governor De Witt Clinton, in his message to the legislature, recom- 
mended their formation; but it was not till 1835 that the friends of 
free schools saw their hopes realized in the passage of a law which per- 

mitted the voters in any school district to levy a tax of $20 to begin a 

library, and a tax of $10 each succeeding year to provide for its increase. 

Much apathy was shown, and few districts voted the necessary tax. In 

1831, James Wadsworth, with others, had succeeded in getting the 

State to republish and place in every school district in the State, Hall’s
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Lectures on School Keeping. The favor with which this book had been 

received and read by both teachers and parents, was one of the praeti- 

cal arguments used to secure the passage of the law of 1835; Mr. 

Wadsworth again came forward and agreed to pay one-fourth.of the 

first year’s tax to each district in the towns of Geneseo and Avon. 

Even this failed to get a response, and the friends of the libraries saw 

that other means must be found or their plans weuld fail. Their efforts 

were at last successful, and in 1838 the law was passed which was to 

place within fifteen years over 1,600,000 books on the shelves of the 

school libraries of New York. General John A. Dix, then secretary of 

state, and ex officio superintendent of schools, from the first a zealous 

and powerful friend of the movement, was charged with the execution 

of the law giving to the ‘school districts $55,000 a year to buy books 

for their libraries and requiring them to raise by taxation an equal 

amount for the same purpose. The law met favor everywhere save 

among those who opposed the common schools themselves; so that 

General Dix’s successor was able in 1841 to report 422,459 volumes in 

the school libraries; in 1842 this number had increased to 630,125, a 

growth in one year of more than 200,000 volumes. In 1843 authority 

was granted school districts to use the library fund for the purchase of 

school apparatus, and after that had been sufficiently obtained, for the 

payment of teachers’ wages, provided that each district containing more 

than fifty children between five and sixteen years of age, should have a 

library of not less than 125 volumes, and each district containing less 

than fifty children, a library of not less than 100 volumes. Year by 
year the libraries. grew and multiplied until, in 1853, they contained an 

aggregate of 1,604,210 volumes. Then began the period of decadence. 

In his annual report for the year 1861, the State superintendent said : 

Concurrent testimony from nearly every quarter of the State represents the libraries 

in the rural districts as almost totally unused and rapidly deteriorating in value. The 
whole number of volumes reported during the past year is 1,286,536, which is 317,674 
less than was reported in 1853, althongh $55,000 has been appropriated each year since 

that period for library purposes. 

His successor, in his report for the following year, finds the libraries — 

mainly represented by a motley collection of books, ranging in character from 

Headley’s Sacred Mountains to the Pirate’s Own Book, numbering in the aggre- 
gate a million and a half of volumes, scattered among the various families of dis- 

tricts, constituting a part of the family library, or serving as toys for children in the 

nursery; . . . crowded into eupboards, thrown into cellars stowed away in 

lofts, exposed to the action of water, the sun, and of fire, or more frequently 

locked ‘away into darkness unrelieved and silence unbroken. . . . The dark- 

ness of this picture is partially relieved by the fact that the cities and larger villages 
of the State . . . have been less negligent, . . . and that under the law of 

1858, as also by the sanction of the department under a previous statute, much of the 

appropriation has been applied to the payment of teachers’ wages. Spill, in the last 
five years, $139,798.10 have been expended in the rural districts for library purposes, 
while the number of volumes reported has diminished in the same period from 1,288,070 

to 1,206,075, aloss of 81,995 volumes as a return for the expenditure named. I think 

this may safely be set down as among our permanent investments of the school fund 
form which no reyenue if derived.
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In 1864 the legislature authorized all districts (11,000 in number, 
according to Hon. 8. 8. Randall, formerly general deputy superintendent 

of schools for the State) which received less than $3 a year for library 

purposes to expend it for teachers’ wages, and in all other districts for 

the purchase of school apparatus, and this being supplied, to teachers’ 
wages. Mr. Randall observes:! 

So far as the rural districts were concerned, and most of the city schools, this enact- 

ment was virtually equivalent to an entire abandonment of the library system, mani- 

festly and unquestionably a retrograde movenient. It is earnestly to be hoped that 
before the million pf volumes still remaining in the 12,000 districts of the State shall 
have disappeared, this great and beneficent feature of our common school system will 
be restored and placed upon a permanent and improved footing. 

The diversion of the library fand to other purposes continues, and all 

the official reports indicate that, in a majority of the districts, the people 

have come to accept the diversion as a matter of course, and that in some 

the very existence of a library at any time is rather a matter of tradi- 

tion than of knowledge. The prediction of Superintendent Morgan, in 

1840, that any diversion of the library fund to any other purpose, in any 

case and under any circumstances, would Jead to the destruction of the 

libraries, seems to be fully verified. 

The present State superintendent, writing in 1875, says: 

The total amount of State appropriation since 1838 is $2,035,100, . . . doubt 
whether more than one-half of the State appropriation has, for many years, been used 
for library purposes. . . . It is safe to say that, at the present time, the amount 
raised by loeal taxation for the maintenance of district libraries is very small... . 
The district library system has not worked well in this State and has utterly failed to 
accomplish what was expected of it by those who inaugurated it. The libraries have 

fallen into disuse, and in a large majority of the districts of the State have become 
practically valneless. The number of volumes is annually decreasing. . . . At 

the date of the last report it was but 831,554.22 . . . Mr. Weaver’s® plan for im- 

proving and increasing the usefulness of libraries, was to prohibit, absolutely, the use 
of library moneys for any other purpose, to compel districts to raise, by local taxation, 
a sum equal to that apportioned from the State funds,and to permit them to raise by 

taxation a sum four times greater than the State apportionment. He also believed 
there should be a change in the method of selecting books —and in that belief I most 
heartily concur. In very few instances are the school trustees competent to make 

selections. I have no doubt that under Mr. Weaver's plan, the system would be vastly 

improved. I have, however, been of the opinion that it might be better to consolidate 
the district libraries in the several towns, and form joint town libraries, with a tewn 

fund for their support. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 

School libraries in Massachusetts owed their origin to the earnestness 

and eloquence of their advocate Horace Mann, through whose influence 

a law was enacted, in 1837, allowing school districts to raise and expend 

$30 for one year and $10 each succeeding year to begin and support a 

‘History of the Common School System of the State of New York, by S. S. Randall. 

New York and Chicago, Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co., 1871, pp. 363, 364. 
*Valued, according to the superintendent’s report, at $500,959. 

Hon. Abram 8. Weaver, late State superintendent of public:instruction.
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library; the school committee to select the books. Few districts availed 
themselves of the authority thus granted, and four years after, in 1841, 

there were only 10,000 volumes in all the school libraries, while it was 
estimated that one hundred towns in the State were without libraries of 
any kind save private. The friends of school libraries did not despair, 
and in 1842, owing to their unwearied efforts, a resolution was passed 
appropriating to each district that should raise an equal amount the 
sum of $15 for library purposes. Neither this resolation, nor that of 
1843 extending its provisions to cities and towns not hitherto divided 
into school districts, gave more than $15 to any one library. In 1842 
one-fourth of the districts formed libraries, at an expense to the State of 

$11,355; they contained by estimate 35,000 to £0,090 volumes. The 

applications for aid gradually diminished from 1843 until 1850, when 

the law was repealed. The total amount paid from the school fand in 

aid of 2,084 libraries was $31,260; the value of the first libraries was 

therefore $62,520. According to the report of the board of education 

for 1549 the value of all the libraries was $42,707; the number of vol- 
umes, 91,539, 

The school libraries have been superseded by free town libraries. 

MICHIGAN. 

The school law of 1837 empowered the voters of each district to raise 

by tax a sum not exceeding $10 annually for the purchase and inerease 

of district libraries. Each district that levied the library tax became 
entitled to— 

its proportion of the clear proceeds of all fines collected within the several counties 
for any breach of the peace laws, and also its proportion of the equivalent for exemp- 
tion from military duty, which fines and equivalent shall be paid over by the several 
officers collecting the same to the county treasurers, to be apportioned according to 

the number of children in the townships between the ages of five and seventeen years. 

An amendment, in 1840, directed that the fund arising from fines and 

exemptions should be used for library purposes only. The act of 1843 

provided for the establishment of township libraries and for an annual 

income of $25 for each, to be raised by taxation; it permitted the elect- 

ors, after a library had acquired 200 volumes, to reduce the amount to 

be raised by taxation to a sum not less than $10 annually; and it was 

made the duty of the State superintendent to publish a list of books 

suitable for school libraries. The law also empowered the electors of 

any town to raise by special tax *$50 additional for the purchase of 

books for the library. The act of 1859 authorized the voters of any 

town to determine what portion of the amount raised by taxation for 

school purposes should be used to purchase books for the town library ; 

it also authorized the electors to divide the township library into dis- 

trict libraries. The law of 1869 permits the electors of any town to 

‘unite the several district libraries and form a township library. The 

electors of a school district may vote a tax for library purposes.
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The following, from the annual report of the State superintendent for 
1869, will indicate some of the difficulties that beset the system: 

‘The old law demanded $25 of the mill tax in every town, often absorbing the entire 
tax. This, with the fines, orso much of them as could be coaxed through the hands of 
magistrates and county treasurers, was paid for town libraries. The books were dis- 
tributed to the districts by the town clerk, to be returned by the directors every third 
month for exchange. This would now require more than 60,000 miles’ travel per 
annum, at a positive expense to the directors, certainly, of $100,000, to say nothing of 
more than 10,000 days’ time. This was like putting “two locomotives ahead of each 
other,” as an old editorial friend once expressed it, ‘to draw a hand-car.” The result 
was, the books were generally hidden away in the clerks’ offices, like monks in their 
cloister, and valueless to the world. And what kind of books were they? Some good 
ones, doubtless ; but generally it were better to sow oats in the dust that covered them 
than to give them to the young to read. Every year, soon after the taxes were col- 
lected, the State swarmed with peddlers, with all the unsalable books of eastern 
houses — the sensational novels ofall ages, tales of piracies, murders, and love intrigues — 
the yellow covered literature of the world. 

It was one of the first acts of Superintendent Gregory to secure a change in the 
law, authorizing district instead of town libraries, so as to bring the books within 

reach of the people; and by the supervision of the board of education absolutely pro- 

hibiting the purchase of bad books. The change was approved by the people, as shown 
by three-fourths of the towns adopting it at the first election. But, alas! it was like 
a new railway, fully equipped, and no provision for wood except as town meetings 
might vote part of the highway taxes to buy it. The law failed solely because no 
reliable means were provided for the purchase of books, 

5 5 » If we could have an honest administration of the fine moneys and 10 

per cent. of the two-mill tax, I am sanguine we should soon be proud of our school 
libraries. 

The State superintendent’s report for the year 1873 discusses the 

question of school libraries, and from it the following statements are 

taken: 

While it must be admitted that there are not a few who are decidedly opposed to 

school libraries as a useless appliance in our school work, and many more are quite 

indifferent to the subject, there are yet a host of earnest citizens, and among them our 
most active educators, who believe the value of school libraries, properly managed, 
can hardly be overestimated. 

‘The opponents say, that thougk there was a time when school libraries may have 
been desirable, at the present, when the country is full of books, and they can be so 
easily and cheaply procured by all, it is a waste of public money to maintain such 
libraries. To this it may be replied, that although books are plenty, it is very far 

from true that all or even a majority of the people can individually procure them to 

any desirable extent. Multitudes are unable to buy them, and those who are able 
generally will not, unless they have first acquired a “ taste for reading.” If one were 

to go through the country and take an inventory of the books to be found in all the 
houses, he would hardly be willing to assert that the people are supplied with books ; 
and if he ask the people how much they find to the credit account of their finances at 
the end of the year, and how strong (or how weak) is their desire for books, the answer 
might sweep to the winds the belief he may have entertained that the people will sup- 

ply themselves. 
* * * * “ * * 

Very few districts are now voting sums of money sufficient to build up creditable 
libraries. The whole system seems to have come into general disfavor, and is, more 
than any other feature of our school system, the one of which we are least proud. 
Many persons attribute the ill success to the division of the township libraries to the
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districts, and advocate as a remedy a return to the township system, The townships 
can return to that system at any time if they wish, but we have no information that 
any have done so. The township libraries have fared no better since the change in 

the law than the district libraries. If any advantage has been gained it has probably 
been by the latter. The radical defect and failure was in destroying all certain means 
for the support of the libraries. The moneys from fines, &c., were never designed as a 

support to the libraries, but were so appropriated by the constitution as merely inci- 
dental, and to make the penalty for crime aid in preventing crime by an increased in- 
telligence. 

According to the same report there were 1,265 district libraries; con- 

taining 120,577 volumes, and 207 township libraries, containing 49,872 

volumes, making 170,449 volumes. The amount paid during the year 

for township libraries was $5,576.64; for district libraries $13,374.77, 

making $18,951.41. There were added to all the libraries during the 

year 14,836 volumes. 

The funds are derived from three sources : 
1. From fines for breaches of the peace. 
2. Townships can vote a portion of the two-mill tax, 
3. The districts can vote a tax for their support. 
From the first source about $40,000 were realized in 1873. From the second $2,122 

were reported ; of the third we have no report, but the amount voted was small, donbt- 
less. Less than $19,000 were reported as expended for books, showing one-half of the 
fund, small as it was, illegally used for other purposes. Our law, as it now stands, 

gives us an admirable library system, but there is a want of disposition on the part of 
our people (save in exceptional instances) to vote the means for the support of the 
libraries. Nothing is certain but the fine money, and that is wholly inadequate, (ex~ 

cept in the county of Wayne, including the city 6f Detroit.) Only seventeen town- 
ships of the 955 voted anything the past year, and these in the aggregate less than 
$1,500. 

CONNECTICUT. 

o In 1838 there were but six school libraries, containing altogether less 

than 1,000 volumes, in the State. In 1839 districts were authorized to 

tax themselves for a school library. In 1840 the secretary of the board 

of commissioners of common schools reported : 

I do not find that anything has been done by districts to secure for them- 
selves a library of useful books as they are now authorized to do by a tax not exceed- 

ing thirty dollars 

The school law of 184L gave school districts the power “ to establish 

and maintain a school library.” In 1842, the secretary reported: 

Some assistance has also been rendered to districts, in purchasing and procuring 
libraries and apparatus. In this way, to my personal knowledge, more than 3,000 

volumes have been added to district libraries. 

A long period of inactivity followed, and the school libraries lan- 

guished. In 1856.a new law was enacted, giving to each district that 

would raise by taxation or subscription for library purposes an equal 

amount, the sum of $10 the first and $5 each succeeding year by the 

State. The first year after the passage of the law, $1,330 were appro- 

priated by the State, and $2,000 raised by the districts for the “purchase 

of libraries and apparatus.” In the year ending March 31, 1875, the
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State appropriated $2,865, and the districts raised $4,803.82 for the 
same purposes. As the two items are not charged separately, it is im- 
possible to know what part was expended for libraries. 

By a subsequent modification of the law, large districts are allowed 
to draw the sums named for each one hundred pupils in actual attend- 
ance at school. High schools supported by towns also participate in 
the benefits of the law. 

There are 1,500 school districts in the State, and about 960 of them 
have availed themselves of State aid. 

The secretary of the State board of education writes: 

The workings of the system are entirely satisfactory. No changes are required. 
Local wants are provided for as local authorities prefer! 

RHODE ISLAND. 

An act of February, 1840, gave the school committee of each town 

power to appropriate out of the public school money to be distributed 
to each district the sum of $10 annually, to be applied to the purchase 
and maintenance of a school library for said district. 

The law of 1845 made it the duty of the State commissioner of com- 

mon schools to select the books for school libraries. 

The earnest exertions of Hon. Henry Barnard, then superintendent, 

resulted in the formation of school libraries in nearly every town in the 

State, mainly by the subscriptions of generous individuals; and in 1852 
there were some 20,000 volumes in all the libraries. 

A period of inactivity followed, and in 1874 a new law was enacted, 

which provides that the board of education “may cause to be paid 
annually, to and for the use of each free public library,” $50, for the 

purchase of books, provided the library contains 500 volumes, and $25 

for each addition of 500 volumes, though no library can receive more> 

~1Many towns in Conneeticut, as ‘in other parts of New England, enjoyed from an 

early period the educational advantages of libraries. Salisbury was particularly fa- 
vored. Before the Revolution it received from an Englishman engaged in business 

there the gift of a library of 200 well selected vol umes, imported from London, ‘This 
library flourished until the town was nearly a century old. 

Ii 1803 Caleb Bingham, a native of Salisbury , editor and publisher of the American 
Preceptor, Columbian Orator, aud other school books, then a publisher and bookseller 
in Boston, wrote to his brother, saying: “I well remember, when I was a boy, how ar- 

dently I longed for the opportunity of reading, but had no aecess to a library. It is 
more than probable that there are at the present time, in my native town, many chil- 

dren who possess the same desire, and who are in a like unhappy predicament. . . . 

Ihave selected from my shelves 150 volumes for the commencement of a library for the 
sole use of the children of the town of Salisbury, from nine to sixteen years of age. 

+ « . To the small beginning it is presumed the liberality of your fellow townsmen 
will induce them to make such additions from time to time, as that it will at length 

become respectable.” 

The expectatioas of the generous donor were not disappointed. The “Bingham 
Library” lived and prospered for many years, supported by occasional grants of money 
from the town, the first example, it is believed, of municipal aid to a library ip the 

United States. ; 

4
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than $500. The board of education is directed to oversee the choice of 
books and secure their free use to the inhabitants of the town in which 
the library is situated. 

The law and a code of regulations were published in August, 1875. 
These regulations seem so wise that they are here inserted. 

1, The trustees or board of management of every library claiming aid under the 
provisions of chapter 464 of the general statutes, shall show to the satisfaction of the 
board of education that the free use of all the advantages of the library is granted to 
all citizens of snitable age and character of the town or city . . . including those 
of the neighboring territory within a radius of three miles. 

2. Every application for said aid shall be accompanied by a catalogue of the books 
in the possession of the library, and also a written statement by the librarian of their 
number and condition. 

3. In the number of books reported as belonging to the library, only those shall be 
counted which are in good condition for use. Furthermore, in such enumeration no 
duplicate of congressional reports, State documents, or books of a similar character, 
shall be reckoned ; but unbound magazines may be counted in their complete volumes. 

4. With each application for aid following the first, there shall be tiled a schedule of 
the books purchased with the preceding grant from the State. 

5. Every library receiving aid from the State shall have a printed catalogue of all its 
books. 

6. Each application for aid shall be made to the commissioner of public schools, and 
be submitted by him to the committee on libraries, who shall report thereon at the 
next meeting of the board. 

7. Every library receiving aid in accordance with these provisions, shall be open at all 
times to the inspection of the board of education, or of any member thereof, or of their 
agent. 

Applications for State aid have been received from seven libraries, 
the grants to which amount to $550; they contain, in the aggregate, 
9,356 volumes. 

The commissioner of public schools writes, September 25, 1875: 
I think the indications are very favorable, and I am strongly in hopes that within a 

few years we shall have a library in every village and town in our State. 

IOWA. 

By an act of the territorial legislature, passed in 1840, school districts 
were authorized to impose a tax of $10 a year for the purchase and in- 
erease of school libraries. In 1849, after the admission of Iowa into the 
Union, a new law was passed, empowering school districts to expend a 
portion of the money raised by taxation for school purposes for the for- 
mation and increase of school libraries. 

The growth of these libraries seems to have been sure though slow. 
The whole number of volumes reported in 1863 was 3,857; in 1875, 
13,120. 

In 1875 there were 3,670 school districts in the State. 

INDIANA. 

An act passed in 18 £1 authorized taxation, not exceeding $20 in any 
one year, for the purchase and increase of a library in any school district
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in the State. In 1852 a law was enacted requiring that a tax of one- 
fourth of a mill on each dollar of property taxable for State purposes, 
and 25 cents on each poll, should be levied during two years, and the 
proceeds applied to the purchase of township libraries by the superin- 
tendent of public instruction, under the direction of the State board of 
education. The libraries were to be distributed by the superintendent 
among the counties on the basis of population, but the injustice of this 
method became manifest as soon as it was tried, and the books were 
afterward assigned to the townships on the basis of school population. 

The sum realized in the two years was about $176,000, According 
to the report of the superintendent of public instruction for the year 1855, 
691 libraries, containing an aggregate of 135,378 volumes, had been 
distributed. : 

The revised school law of 1855 provided for the levy of a tax for one 
year, and the whole amount received during the three years was 
$266,597. Up to 1857, 226,213 volumes, costing $252,333, had been pur- 
chased. 

In his report for 1856, the superintendent ‘vrote: 

Sufficient time has now elapsed, since the first selection of books was distributed to 
the townships, to test, to a limited extent, the capacity of the library feature as an 
educational instrumentality, as an appropriate adjunct of our school system. It has, 
even in the brief period of its operations, accomplished results equal to the most san- 
guine expectations of its friends, and fully redeemed their pledges in its behalf. The 
reports from many of the townships will show that the number of books taken out, in 
twelve consecutive months, is from one to twenty times the entire number in the 
library. 

The libraries continued to grow until they were reported to contain 

315,209 volumes in 1861, from which time they began to decline. The 
superintendent's report for 1864 contains this significant sentence : 

Ihave . . . again tourge upon the legislature to make provision for reason- 

able, not large, annual additions to these libraries, and for better care of them, under 

the full conviction that if such provision is not sion made they will mostly, if not 
entirely, waste away and disappear, and the immense amount of money invested in 
them be lost to the State, and this powerful auxiliary educational ageney lost to the 
schools. 

In 1866, $41,000 were raised by taxation for the purchase of books, 

and about 29,000 volumes added to the libraries. The circulation of 

books in that year was about 85,000 volumes; the small addition made 

awakened interest, so that two years later the circulation was reported 
at about 140,000 volumes, showing that the people craved fresh read- 

ing. The additions since 1866 have been small, amounting, in 1874, to 

only 2,510 volumes, while out of 253,545 volumes reported in the libra- 

ties, only 85,366 were reported as having been “taken out during the 
year.” 1 ° 

'The number of volumes reported in the Public Library of Indianapolis, April 9, 

1874, was 14,560; the circulation of books for the year ending on that date was 101,281 

volumes.
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The average condition and use of the libraries are fairly indicated by 

the subjoined excerpts from the report of the superintendent of public 

instruction for 1874, as reported to him by the superintendents of the 

several counties named: i 

Bartholomew County. — The number of volumes reported as belonging to twelve town- 
Ships is 2,572; the number taken out, 395. A few volumes of reports have been 
added to each library during the year. Many of the books have been lost, the re- 
mainder are in bad condition, and but little read. The expense overruns the benefit 

derived, I would suggest that an appropriation be made to fill the empty shelves with 
reading matter that will command respect by its worth; if not, our township libraries 
will soon belong to the past. 

Volumes in libraries, 2,572; taken out during year, 395; added during 

year, 46. a 

Benton County.—The township libraries under the present arrangement are simply 
of no benefit whatever; not 50 volumes out of the 1,350 are reported as having been 
taken out and read, 

Volumes in libraries, 1,350; taken out during year, 45; added during 

year, 8. 

Carroll County.—Our libraries are in rather poor condition, and poorly patron- 

ized. Many of the books are stale, and people seem to take little interest in them. 

Volumes in library, 3,428; taken out during year, 428; added during 

year, 7. P 

Crawford County— Each township has a good bookcase and the books are kept tol- 
erably well. In some townships they are not kept as well as in others. They get 
weak for want of exercise. 

Volumes’ in libraries, 2,066; taken out during year, 1,281; added 

during year, 17. . 

Dearborn County.— Our libraries are greatly neglected, the people seeming to care 
but little for the books, they generally being supplied with fresher publications for 
general reading. 

Volumes in libraries, 3,518; taken out during year, 1,541. 

Decatur County.— Contrary to what was expected the township library system in the 

State, at least in this county, is comparatively a failure. Never have the advantages 

Veen realized from in that its projectors expected. In this county the books are but 
little read, and are slowly but surely becoming scattered and lost, and its complete re- 
duction is only a matter of time. 

Volumes in libraries, 3,637; taken out during year, 528. 

DeKalb County.— Our libraries are in a fair condition, though in some townships the 
books are not much read. 

Volumes in libraries, 2,573; taken ont during year, 50; added during 

year, 1. There are nine townships in DeKalb County. 

Delaware County.— The public libraries of the various townships of our county are in 
a most deplorable condition. Many books are lost and but few read. I am afraid 
many of our citizens do not know of the existence of such libraries. Our teachers, too, 
many of them at least, are unacquainted with the character of these books, and hence 

cannot call attention to them and make such recommendations to their pupils as will 

enable them to read profitably. A great reformation is here needed. 

Volumes in libraries, 2,824; taken out during year, 600; added dur- 

ing year, 11.
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Fountain County.— Our township libraries are in general a failure. They have been 
poorly preserved, often left to the mercy of visitors, and in this way more than half of 
the books have been carried away and lost. They ave now practically of no value, but 
a decided expense. Unless we can get more new books, I hope the next legislature 
will pass a law ordering the sale of our old books and that the proceeds be added to 
the general school fund. 

Volumes in libraries, 2,748 ; taken out during year, 546 ;.added during 
year, 60. 

Franklin County.— The books in our libraries are well taken care of, but not read as 
much as they ought to be. A small addition by State aid, or otherwise, to each of 
them, would have a good effect in calling the attention of the people to their existence, 
and attracting them to a perusal of the books. 

Volumes in libraries, 4,062; taken out during year, 1,019; added dur- 
ing year, 5. 

Grant County.— Our libraries in some townships do tolerably well, while in others 
they do poorly. When some one takes an interest in this work, as in other things, and 
talks it up, invites persons to call in and examine the books in the library, the people 
as a result appreciate the reading of such books, and are benefited ; while in some other 
places no one speaks of the library, and it is considered a thing of expense for no profit, 
for the books are not read. I am of opinion that there is advantage and great profit 
in the aggregate, even as it is, though the books are not read as much as they should 
be by our people. 

Number of volumes reported, 1874, 2,556; taken out during year, 566 ; 
added during year, 4. 

Howard County,— By the statistical report you will observe that in our township 
libraries are 1,820 volumes ; that not a book has been added; that only 362 of these 
books have been taken out and read. 

Montgomery County.— The libraries are doing very well, being rarely ever molested. 

If the case, box, or apartment wherein contained, is of good material and kept in the 

dry, the probability is they will serve the next generation as well as they have this. 
As a general thing they are composed of very poor selections, consequently they are but 
little read. I am decidedly of the opinion that they are not worth what it costs to 
keep them. If they were distributed among the different districts, and placed under 

the charge of the teacher, I believe they would be productive of great good, and cost 
the public less. As now handled they are of but little value. 

Volumes in libraries, 3,728; taken out during year, 908; added dur- 
ing year, 2. 

Wayne County.— The libraries, in most cases, are well preserved, and centrally located. 
The books, however, have been on hand so long that calls for them are not so frequént 
as they would be had they a supply of fresh new books. It would be well, in my opinion, 
to amend the law so as to permit the levy of a small tax by the township trustee, to 

increase the books on hand from year to year. 
The Morrison Library, in the city of Richmond, established by the generosity of a for- 

mer citizen, has done and is still doing much to diffuse general intelligence. 

Volumes in libraries, 13,459; taken out during year, 29,708; added 
during year, 230. 

MAINE, 

By an act dated March 19, 1844, school districts were authorized to 

expend not exceeding 5 per cent. of the district school appropriation 

45
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each year in the purchase of books for school libraries, and two dis- 
tricts might unite their funds for this purpose. Few, if any, libraries 
grew up under the above provision, and the State superintendent, writ- 
ing in 1875, says: 

We have no library system in this State recognized by the school laws. 

: OHIO. 

The pioneers of Ohio were men who knew and appreciated the impor- 
tance of common schools. When they began the building of the State 
they also began an effort in behalf of public education. Amid all the 
discouragements that beset them in the wilderness, their energy did not 
flag nor their faith waver. The school law of 1825 gave place in 1837 
to one more efficient. Prior to this a State convention of friends of edu- 
cation, presided over by Governor Robert Lucas, met at Columbus 
during the session of the general assembly, in January, 1836. One of 
the resolutions adopted recommended that authority be granted for the 
formation of school libraries. 

The law enacted the following year provided for the appointment of 
a State superintendent of schools. He immediately entered on his du- 
ties, and, after traveling twelve hundred miles on horseback and visit. 
ing three hundred schools, submitted his report and recommendations, 
one of which was the establishment of school libraries. From this time 
onward the advocates of the libraries were unwearied in their efforts, 
and the legislature was constrained in 1847 to enact a law by which the 
county commissioners of eleven counties, named in the act, were em- 
powered to grant the whole or any part of the proceeds of surplus 
revenue to teachers’ institutes, one-half of which was to be devoted to 
the institution of libraries for their use. This act was amended February, 
1848, so as to require that all money used for libraries should be de- 
voted to the purchase of common school libraries, and its provisions were 
extended to all counties in the State having possession of tke fund 
named in the first act. In 1853, after a severe struggle, the general 
school law was passed, which contained a clause creating a fund by a tax 
of one-tenth of a mill on the dollar, yearly, on the taxable property of 
the State, for the purpose of furnishing school libraries and apparatus 
to all the common schools in the State.” It was estimated that this tax 
would produce $80,000 per annum. ‘The State superintendent was 
charged with the duty of selecting and purchasing the books. 

During the first three years after the enactment of this law 332,579 
volumes were placed in the school libraries. A suspension of the opera- 
tion of the law for two years produced its natural result, a diminution 
of the number of books, and therefore of the usefulness of the libraries. 
The decrease in the number of volumes reported was oyer 100,000. It 
would not be fair to suppose that one-third of the books had disappeared 
in two years; much must be attributed to imperfect returns through 
waning interest. As soon as operations under the law were resumed
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and new books were added, interest was re-awakened, and for several 
years they prospered. In 1860, a law authorizing the levy of a tax 
for school libraries was adopted. In 1865, the number of volumes re- 
ported was nearly 350,000. 

From the report of the State superintendent for the year 1858 and 
from other sources it appears that the selections of books for the school 
libraries during the early years of the system were not in all respects 
satisfactory, and some of the criticisms evoked, though severe, seem just 
and reasonable. fs 

It was felt that the libraries would command greater interest and 
better care if, instead of being divided among the several districts, 
they were consolidated and the town system adopted. Accordingly an 
act, dated March, 1864, was passed, directing such consolidation, which 
it was hoped would infuse new life into the system. The reports of the 
State superintendent show, however, that this hope was not realized. 
The libraries continued to languish. In his annual report for 1868, the 
State superintendent said : 

There can be little question that our township libraries have either fulfilled their 
mission or are destined never to fill it. The books are scattered or lost in large num- 
bers. Those that are gathered into the township central libraries, as required by the 
amended law of 1864, are read by few or none but the families of the librarians; and 
‘in the townships where the requirements of the amended law have not been complied 
with, the books, at least the great bulk of them, are hopelessly scattered or destroyed. 
- + + Township school officers are puzzled to know what to do with the few books 
remaining, and in many cases are calling for the privilege to sell them by public aue- 
tion or to be otherwise relieved of their care. 

The superintendent recommended that the books be transferred, un- 
der proper restrictions, to voluntary associations, which — 

already exist in nearly all our cities and in many of our towns and villages; and if 
the public school library books were turned over to these associations, or offered to 
others that may yet be formed, a very commendable enterprise would be promoted, 

and the books be properly cared for and used. 

According to the report above quoted, there were 286,684 volumes in 

all the school libraries. In 1869 there were but 258,371 volumes reported. 
Since that year no statistics of school libraries have been published by 

the State superintendent; the last mention of them appears in the an- 

nual report for 1871, where allusions are made to them in the reports 
from eight counties, without exception unfavorable. 

The recommendations of the superintendent in his report for 1868 

were in May, 1873, embodied in a law which provides that a majority of 

the electors in any city or incorporated village not exceeding one thou- 

sand inhabitants, may levy an annual tax not exceeding one-tenth of a 

mill on the dollar on the taxable property, for the purpose of creating 
and maintaining a public library, and on consent of the board of edu- 

cation being had, the Ohio school library of the town may be trans- 
ferred thereto. 

An act passed March, 1867, empowers boards of education in cities
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of the first and second classes to levy an annual tax of one-tenth of a 

mill on the dollar on all property taxable for school purposes, for the 

purchase of books for public school libraries. The law of February, 

1868, authorizes the city council of any city of the second class to levy 

a tax not exceeding one-half a mill on the dollar for a free public 1i- 

brary and reading room, provided suitable accommodations are fur- 

nished without expense to the city. 

In several cities large public libraries have grown up, the creation of 

which was due to the schoollibrary law of 1853. The article entitled 

Public Libraries of Cincinnati, in another part of this report, will be 

found to contain an interesting description of the most important of this 

class, the Public Library of Cincinnati. 

WISCONSIN. 

The constitution of Wisconsin, adopted in 1848, provided for the for- 

mation of school libraries in the same section which enacted that com- 

mon schools should be established. The first school law authorized the 

town superintendent to deduct 10 per cent. from the school fund and 

with it buy books for the several districts. This law remained in force 

until 1859, when it was repealed. In 1858 there were 1,125 district 

libraries and 250 joint libraries in the State, containing an aggregate of 
38,755 volumes. At that time there were 4,000 school districts in the 

State ; there were 56 counties in the State, 20 of which did not report a 

single library; six others reported nine libraries, with a total of 131 vol- 

umes—an average of less than 15 volumes each. 

There seemed good reason, after summing up the results of ten years’ 

effort and finding them so meager, for the superintendent to recommend 

the substitution of the township system. 

In 1859 a law for town school libraries was enacted. By it a perma- 

nent library fund was to be created by devoting 10 per cent. of the 

school fund “subject to apportionment in 1860, and annually there- 

after,” and adding the proceeds of a tax of “one-tenth of one mill on the 

dollar valuation of taxable property.” This fund could only be used for 

library purposes. The local school boards were no longer to purchase 

books, that duty being devolved on “ public authority.” Unfortunately 

the law was not specific, and a bill prepared by three distinguished 

educators, who had been appointed by the legislature in 1859 to make 

a revision of the school laws and report to the succeeding legislature, 

presented to that body a bill which cared for all details. It failed to 
become a law, and in 1862 the law of 1859 was repealed, the funds that 

had accumulated, amounting to more than $88,000, being transferred to 

the school and general funds whence they had been derived. 

A return to the district system was inevitable, and in 1863 a law was 

passed allowing school districts to vote a tax of $50 a year, and, if the 

district contained two hundred or more children of school age, $100 a 

year for a library. In 1874 there were reported in the district libraries
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16,157 volumes, valued at $14,657.43, and $809.77 had been paid for 776 
volumes during the year. Six counties reported less than 10 volumes 
each in their school libraries. Reports were received from fifty-one 

counties; twelve made no report. 

MISSOURI. 

An act passed February, 1853, empowered the voters of any school 
district to raise money by a tax for the purchase and support of a 
school library. Few districts appear to have exercised the power 
granted. The annual report of the State superintendent for 1868 con- 
tained library returns from‘ 14 counties only. The aggregate number 
of volumes reported was 23,794, and 20,206 of these were in St. Louis 
County. The last annual report does not contain returns from any 

school libraries except at St. Louis aid St. Joseph, the latter acquired 
entirely by the donations of individuals and the voluntary efforts of the 

pupils. A full account of the former will be found in the article entitled 
Public Libraries of St. Louis, in another part of this Report. 

CALIFORNIA. 

Between 1854 and 1866 several school libraries were formed in Cali- 

fornia, mainly by the efforts of individuals. In 1856 a little more than 
$200 of school money was expended for books and apparatus; in 1863 

all the school libraries were valued at $3,600—one at Marysville con- 

tained about 1,000 volumes; in 1865 nearly $6,000 were expended for 
school libraries and apparatus. 

The friends of education had long felt the need of placing books in 

the school districts, and left no means untried to carry out the plan. At 

length, in 1866, the recommendations of the superintendent of public 

instruction, in his biennial report for 186465, were embodied in the 

present excellent law for school libraries. The provisions of the law 

‘ and the results so far achieved are fully described in the following state- 

ment from the State superintendent, made in 1875: 

A public school library is established by law in every school district of this State. 
Except in cities not divided into school districts, the library fund consists of 10 per 
cent. of the State school fund annually apportioned to the district, unless 10 par cont 
exceed $50, in which event it consists of $50, annually taken from the fund so appor- 
tioned. In cities not divided into school districts, the library fund consists of the sum 
of $50 for every 500 children between the ages of 5 and 15 years, annually taken 
from the State school fund apportioned to the city. Previous to 1866, school libraries 
had been established in connection with several districts; but the system of public 

school libraries, supported by the State, dates from March, 1866. The State grants 

rom 1867 to 1874 inclusive amounted to $169,009.75. 

The only other source of revenue for supporting these libraries, provided for by law, 
consists in fines, penalties, and fees of membership. “ Fees of membership” are to be col- 
lected of residents of the district who are not pupils of the public school, and yet de- 
sire to become entitled to the privileges of the school library. But in point of fact no 
“fees of membership,” or fines and penalties have ever been lected ; and the libraries 
have been established and supported exclusively by the Stat».
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The libraries are under the direct control of the board of trustees or.of education, 

who generally delegate this power to the teacher, who acts as librarian. 

The State board of education prescribes a list of books from which all. books for dis- 
trict libraries must be selected. 

The results of this system of public school libraries have been that reference books 
have been placed at the disposal of the teacher; the children have obtained access to 
those best of teachers, good books ; and in hundreds, nay thousands, of districts, a store 
of mental food has been placed at the disposal of the residents of such districts, which 
other'vise would be beyond the means of all except the most opulent. Under this sys- 
tem every district in the State established for any length of time has a good school 
library; and the legislature, at its last session, made it therefore optional with the 
trustees to expend the library fund for books, or for apparatus, or for both. Up to 

1874 the library fund could be expended only for books. Our system of public school 
libraries has worked so satisfactorily that not even a wish for a change has been 
expressed, 

An examination of the excellent list of books prepared by the board 

of education in 1873 for the use of school officers shows that it is com- 
posed with great care and a catholic regard for the tastes of all. Fol- 

lowing it, no school director, however unfamiliar with books, can fail to 

make selections that will gratify as well as improve the tastes of pupils 
and parents alike. 

s OREGON. 

While Oregon was yet a Territory, a law was enacted: authorizing 

electors of school districts to levy a tax for ordinary school purposes, 

and an additional tax for the purchase and increase of school libraries. 

The school law of 1854 charged school directors with the duty of ap- 

pointing a suitable person for librarian when the district had procured 
a library. . 

The State constitution, adopted in 1857, provides for the “ purchase 

of suitable libraries and apparatus” for the common schools. 

The general school law, published in 1870 provides that the board of 

directors may, “when authorized by a majority vote of the district, 

+ +» furnish their school houses with the necessary . . . libraries, 

apparatus, &c.” The sparseness of population and the difficulties attend- 

ing the settlement of a new State probably constitute the main reasons 

why the reports of the State superintendent do not show that school 

libraries have been formed. 

ILLINOIS. 

The first legislative action for the institution of school libraries ap- 

pears to have been taken in 1855. Section 43 of the general school law 
provides: 

“For the purpose of — . : . procuring furniture, fuel, libraries, and appa- 
ratus, : : - the directors of each district shall be authorized to levy a tax 
annually.” “The directors may also use for the purchase of libraries and apparatus 
any surplus funds after all necessary school expenses are paid.” 

It is thus discretionary with the school directors whether money for 

the purchase of libraries shall be raised by tax or not. In 1874, the
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date of the last official return, there were reported in all the libraries 
60,871 volumes. These, together with the unknown number lost and 
worn out since 1857, the date of the first purchase, had cost $194,966. 

Under date of April, 1875, the State superintendent of public instrue- 
tion writes: 
The statute makes no provision as to the manner of selecting the books, nor as to the 

management and use of the libraries, each local board being left to the free exercise of 
its own judgment in these respects. The omission to preseribe any rules or regulations 
for the guidance of directors upon these important points must be regarded as a very 
serious defect in our present law. 

The State superintendent of public instruction has no legal authority or jurisdiction 
in the matter of school libraries. He may, however, in virtue of the general powers 
attaching to his office, give such information and advice in relation thereto as he may 

deem expedient. * Accordingly, Dr. Newton Bateman, my very able predecessor, near 
the close of his term, prepared an extended list of books as an aid to local school 

boards and others, in making selections for school libraries. The list was compiled 
with great labor and care, and although it is purely suggestive, and of no official obli- 
gation, it is believed that it will prove of great assistance to those for whose benefit it 

was prepared, as well as to the cause of good reading and culture. The list referred 
to will be found at the close of the tenth biennial report of this department. 

Our present law in relation to the raising of funds for school libraries is a very liberal 
one, and when supplemented by a few simple regulations touching the selection, care, 
custody, and use of the books, the best results may be anticipated. 

It is my purpose to recommend that the law be so changed that when a district 
levies a tax for school library, the State shall grant an equal amount for the purpose, 
Of academies, we have but few in the State, the public high schools having for the 
most part taken their place. 

PENNSYLVANIA. 

School libraries may be formed under the law of 1864, by subserip- 
tion or otherwise, and it is the duty of the school directors to receive 
and care for the same ; but they are prohibited from purchasing from 

the school fund any books except those of a strictly professional char- 

acter, for the use and instruction of teachers. No book, unless ap- 

proved by them, can be placed on the shelves of the school library. They 

are authorized to receive bequests and endowments for the benefit of 

school libraries. , : 
As might reasonably be expected, very few public school libraries 

have been formed in Pennsylvania, and those existing are of minor im- 

portance, 

KANSAS, 

An act approved Febrnary 28, 1870, empowers the voters of any 

school district in the State to raise money by a tax, (in no case exceed- 

ing two mills on the dollar of taxable property,) for the purchase by 

the board of directors of a school district library ; and directs that the 

purchases shall be restricted to “ works of history, biography, science, 

and travels.” 

The annual reports of the State superintendent do not indicate that 

any action has been taken to institute such libraries.
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VIRGINIA. 

Section 6, article 8, of the constitution, as amended in 1870, is as fol- 

lows: 
The board of education shall provide for uniformity of text books and the furnish- 

ing of school houses with such apparatus and library as may be necessary, under such 
regulations as may be provided by law. 

Section 51 of the school law, approved July, 1870, directs that “ such 

apparatus and library as may be necessary shall be provided for on 

some gradual system by the board of education.” No school libraries 
are yet reported. 

- NEW JERSEY. 

The act passed by New Jersey in 1871, to.“ encourage the formation 

of libraries in the free public schools,” provides that any school district 

which shall raise $20 by subscription for a library sliall receive a like 

sum from the State for the same purpose, and that each year after shall 

be entitled to the sum of $10,0n the same conditions. The selection of 
books and the administration of the library are placed in the control 

of the trustees of the district. 

In 1874 there were 1,369 school districts in the State. In the year 

1872, 189 districts formed libraries under the act ; in 1873, 47 additional 

libraries were formed, and 49 districts (raising by subscription the $10 

required) received further aid from the State; in 1874, 31 new districts 

formed libraries, 28 made the first and 29 the second addition ; or, to 

summarize, 267 districts have formed libraries; 77 have made tio, and 

29 three additions. 

The State superintendent of schools, writing in 1875, says: 

The reports I receive represent that the books are generally read by the pupils and 

by many of the parents. I am satisfied that the law has been productive of great good 
in the State. Ido not think the law for us could be improved by any change in its 
provisions. 

KENTUCKY. 

The school law of 1873 provides that when, “by contribution, pur- 

chase, or otherwise,” 40 volumes have been collected for the purpose in 

any school district, the trustee may organize a school library— 

Provided, That none of the school revenues collected by general taxation for the 

purpose of common school education shall ever hereafter be used to purchase books, 
maps, or charts for the same. 

It is made the duty of the State board of education to prepare a list 

of books suitable for school libraries. So far as known no such list 

has yet been prepared. No school libraries are reported. 

MINNESOTA. 

Minnesota, in March, 1873, passed a law authorizing voters in school 

districts to raise money by taxation for library purposes, but no such 

libraries are yet reported as having been established.
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COLORADO. 

The territorial legislature enacted a general school law February, 1876, 
by a unanimous vote of both branches. Section 58 empowers the elec- 

tors of school districts of the second class to levy a tax for several pur- 

poses specified, one of which is, ‘ for procuring libraries for the schools.” 

In districts of the first class, i. ¢., those in which the population exceeds 
1,000 inhabitants, the board of education has the same power. 

SCHOOL LIBRARIES IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO, CANADA. 

It is thought proper to give here a brief account of the school libra- 

ries of Ontario. The system was inaugurated at a time when similar 

libraries in the State of New York were enjoying the season of their 

highest prosperity,and it was in a large degree due to the example of 

that State. ; 
The act under which the libraries were organized was passed in 1850. 

Its several provisions are succinctly stated by the chief superintendent 

of education for Ontario, in his annual report for the year 1874: 

In regard to the free public libraries, it may be proper to repeat the explanation that 
these libraries are managed by local municipal councils and school trustees, (chiefly by 
the latter,) under regulations prepared according to law by the council of public in- 
struction. The books are procured by the education department, from publishers both 
in Europe and America, at as low prices for cash as possible; and a carefully prepared 
classified catalogue of about 4,000 works (which have been approved by the council of 
public instruction) is printed and sent to the trustees of each school section, and the 
council of each municipality. From this select and comprehensive catalogue the local 
municipal and school authorities desirous of establishing and increasing a library, select 
such works as they think proper, or request the department to do-so for them, and re- 
ceive from the department not only the books at prices about from 25 to 35 per cent. 
cheaper than the ordinary retail prices, but an apportionment in books of 100 per cent. 
upon the amount which they provide for the purchase of such books. There is also 
kept in the department a record of eyery public library, and of the books which have 

been furnished for it, so that additions can be made to such libraries without liability 

to send second copies of the same books. 

The first purchases of books were made in 1854, when $51,376 were 

expended for that purpose. 
According to the report above quoted, collections valued at $152,419 

had been furnished up to the end of that year. The libraries, exclusive 

of subdivisions, numbered 1,334, an increase of 51 for the year; they 

contained 266,046 volumes; the increase for the year was 7,167 vol- 

umes; the sum of $2,668 was expended, of which the department paid 

one-half. The character of the libraries is sufficiently shown by the fol- 

lowing statement of the number of books belonging to the several 

classes placed in them since they were formed: History, 45,664 volumes ; 

20blogy and physiology, 16,013 volumes; botany, 2,931 volumes ; phenom- 

ena, 6,455 volumes; physical science, 5,048 volumes ; geology, 2,328 vol- 

umes; natural philosophy and manufactures, 13,722 volumes ; chemistry, 

2,403 volumes; practical agriculture, 10,187 volumes; literature, 25,237
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_ Volumes; voyages, 23,931 volumes; biography, 30,181; tales and sketches, 

practical life, 75,413 volumes; fiction, 2,399 volumes; teachers’ library, 

4,134 volumes. : 
The report does not indicate the value of the libraries as expressed 

by the extent of their use except in a few of the counties, but their 
growth from fhe year 1854 to the present time shows clearly that they 

are gradually increasing in usefulness as well as extent, and proves that 

- the law, excellent in itself, has been well administered. 

IL— LIBRARIES OF SCHOOLS FOR SECONDARY INSTRUC- 
TION. 

THEIR ORIGIN, GROWLIH, AND CHARACTER OF THE AID THEY HAVE 
RECEIVED. 

Besides the libraries established in connection with common schools, 
there are others belonging to schools for secondary instruction. In sey- 

eral of the States such libraries of academies began early in the cen- 

tury. In New York they have been aided by State grants, under the 

act of 1834; in New Hampshire aid was given at an early day to the 

libraries of the academies. These collections have been multiplied as 

different kinds of schools have been established, until now there is 

hardly a school of any kind, seminary, normal school, commercial 

school, or other higher school, public or private, without its library. 

Statistics reported to this Bureau show that there are, in 826 such 

schools, nearly 1,000,000 volumes. There are doubtless many such 

libraries not reported. Statistics of libraries of this class will be found 

in the general table in another part of this report. 

Some of the high schools have received municipal aid for libraries. 

In New York, as has been stated, many academies receive regular 

State aid from the literature fund. The number of such academies last 

reported was 234, They contained libraries amounting in the aggregate 

to 163,669 volumes, the estimated value of which was $193,454. 

Most of the collections belonging to these schools in the different 

States are of a miscellaneous character, mainly consisting of gifts of in- 

dividuals. The schools are for the most part without special library 

funds; although in many instances means have been afforded to make 

selections that would aid students in their course of study. 

IlI.—LIBRARLES OF ASYLUMS AND HOSPITALS. 

Most of the institutions for the care and education of the deaf and 

dumb and the blind, for the insane, for orphans, and other unfortunates 

in the United States, possess libraries, many of which are important and
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valuable. Belonging to asylums of the class first named there are re- 

ported 52 special libraries intended for the instruction of the inmates. 

The best known is that built up by the exertions of the late Dr. S. G. 

Howe, of Boston, in connection with the Perkins Institute for the Blind; 

that of the Hartford Asylum, Hartford, Conn.; and that of the Deaf- 

Mute College at Washington, D.C., under the charge of Professor Gal- 

laudet. The last named institution is sustained by the General Govern- 

ment. Others, begun later, have acquired a high rank in the class to 

which they belong. 

Asylums and hospitals for the insane are also to a considerable extent 

provided with libraries. The best known is that of the McLean Asylum, 

at Somerville, Mass. ‘ 

Asylums for orphans and others, maintained by State or city govern- 

ments, or by private benevolence, generally possess libraries. 

Reference is made to the general table in another part of this report 

for statistics of libraries in the several classes above named.



CHAPTER III. 

COLLEGE LIBRARIES. 

BY THE EDITORS. 

I=GENERAL REMARKS. 

INTRODUCTION — COLLEGE AND PUBLIC LIBRARIES—SELECTION OF BOOKS —Cor- 
LECTIONS SHOULD BE READILY ACCESSIBLE — LIBRARIES FOR SPECIAL SCHOOLS OR 

DEPARTMENTS. 

The principles on which college and university libraries are conducted 

- should be quite different in some important particulars from those upon 

which “ public” libraries are administered. 

_ The college collections of books should be regarded as instruments to 

be kept in use, rather than as precious treasures to be stored up. There 

will of course be in every State, and in most large towns, public libra- 
ries, in which the attempt is made to bring together, and hand down 

to those who come after us, all the publications of our day and of past 

times. Buta college library will be embarrassed by attempting to take 

the place of the public library ; and the space at command, as well as 

. the corps of librarians it employs, may be given up to that which for 

colleges will be of very little use. 
The tendency among librarians is to increase the number of volumes 

which are placed upon the library shelves, and this is largely because 

fibraries are usually rated by their numerical contents. Few college 

librarians would have the courage to say, with the late Dr. Cogswell, of 

the Astor Library in New York, “I would as soon tell you how many 

tons the library weighs as how many books it contains.” It should be 

a question with every college librarian what gifts he will consent to 

receive, or, at least, what gifts he will consent to embody in the main 

library. : 

Again, the books which are received in a college library should be 

arranged within easy reach of the persons who have access to it. The 

librarian should not be a miser, hoarding away his riches where nobody 

can easily find them, but a capitalist, constantly using his accumulated 

wealth for the encouragement of further production. 

A library may be rich in choice works, but if the rules of its man- 

agement are such that these works can be approached only by a select 

few and under restrictions as to use, or under other embarrassing regu- 

lations, their value is but slight. 

Not long ago the distinguished president of an American college, 
60
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visiting the library of a foreign university, one of whose learned pro- 
fessors had just published a work on Greek antiquities, was told by him 
that three copies of Montfaucon’s Antiquities were in the university 
library, but he could not be allowed to take one of them to his study ; 
and as his working hours were in the evening, after the library was — 
closed, these three copies were practically of no use to him. He then 
endeavored to purchase one of those copies, which was standing idle 
within a stone’s throw of his study, but there was no authority to part 
with any of the possessions of the college, and he was consequently 
obliged to import a fourth copy, at his own expense and for his private 
use, from Paris, while the three copies the college owned stood dust- 
covered on the shelves. But, as a college officer, the professor had the 
satisfaction of knowing that the college law was enforced. 

It also seems very desirable that a college library should be provided 
with a room wherein cyclopedias and dictionaries and standard histori- 
cal, scientific, and literary works are gathered, and that this room should 
stand open through the evening and on Sundays. There are many even- 
ing hours when students find their own rooms cold and cheerless; the 
college library, or a portion of it, should be open from morning until late 
at night, inviting them to investigation and reading. It is true that 

most of our colleges have neither the proper buildings nor the force of 

librarians requisite for this purpose. But the question is, what is de- 
sirable, if the pecuniary means will permit. Certainly if it is well to 

provide attractive and wholesome resorts for workingmen near their 
homes, there is also oveasion to provide them for those engaged in study- 

It is a question now beginning to be asked whether the building up of 

one great library in a college is as useful as the building up of several 

special libraries in it; or, rather, whether it would not be well to sup- 
plement the great or central collection of books by special and tech- 

nical libraries adapted to every department of instruction, literary as 

well as scientific. 
A college which should have all its philosophical apparatus—chem- 

ical, physical, astronomical, and engineering—in one repository, would 

seem ridiculous. Not that the literary and scientific apparatus are of 

the same sort: yet it would be a great advantage to any college to see 

the furniture of books provided liberally for every class and, lecture 
room, as a matter of course, as chemical and physical apparatus are pro- 

vided for the scientific class rooms. Literary tastes would be quickened 

and methods of literary research would be acquired under the guidance 

of a professor who had around him, as in his own library, the sources of 

information, much more readily than when obliged to send his scholars to 

a distance to verify an assertion or prosecute an inquiry. In other 

words, the ideal college library would contain, first, the books most in 

demand by the professors and students, skillfully arranged, easily acces- 
sible, and opened, in part at least, to the students from morning until 

late in the evening; the promotion of scholarship being the chief thing
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thought of. Second, a storeroom for such books as may rarely be 

needed for the purposes just stated; but which, having come into the 

possession of the library, may fitly be stored away for possible use in 

eases of special inquiry. The first room would be the working room or 

bibliographical laboratory ; the latter, the bibliographical storehouse. 

Third, branch libraries in the principal lecture rooms, even though in 

some cases it may be necessary to duplicate or triplicate such books as 

are requisite for frequent use. 

But, as has been already hinted, (and as will appear from the fol- 

lowing sketches,) few colleges have possessed funds to build up li- 

braries on a scientific plan. Their collections consist largely of the 

voluntary gifts of many individuals, and hence are usually of a mis- 

cellaneous character. Comparatively few of the patrons of our col- 

leges in the past have appreciated the essential importance of ample 

and well selected libraries. Recently, however, more liberal views have 

prevailed in this respect. This, with fewer restrictions as to expendi- 

ture, will enable college officers to select with greater discrimination 

and more definite purpose. 
The library fund of Harvard College now amounts to about $169,000, 

that of Dartmouth College to $37,000, that of Yale College to $65,500, 
that of Trinity College to $35,000, that of Brown University to $25,000, 

that of the College of the City of New York to $30,000, that of the Col- 

lege of New Jersey to $40,000, that of the University of Rochester to 

$25,000, that of Wesleyan University to $27,000, that of Madison Uni- 

yersity to $20,000. 

The gifts of valuable and special private collections to college libra- 

ries have been numerous within the past few years. Noteworthy among‘ * 

them are those of Charles Sumner to Harvard; of President Woolsey 

and Professor Salisbury to Yale; of Goldwin Smith to Cornell; of Hon. 

C.F. Ward to Lafayette; of Mr. Michael Reese, (Dr. Lieber’s library,) 

to the University of California; of Herr Schulze to the Northwestern 
University, and of Stephen Colwell and Professor Rogers to the Uni- 

versity of Pennsylvania. 

The sketches of college libraries here presented were, with two excep- 

tions, prepared by the librarians of the respective colleges. Some of 

these have been necessarily abridged. It is regretted that the limits 

of this report preclude the possibility of publishing like sketches of the 
libraries of all our colleges. Statistical information respecting all col- 

lege libraries reported will, however, be found in the general table of 

library statistics in this volume. Reference may also be made to the 

chapter entitled College Library Administration, by Professor Robinson, 

of the University. of Rochester.
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IIl.—SKETCHES OF CERTAIN NOTEWORTHY COLLECTIONS. 

UNIVERSITY OF CaLtrornia —Triniry CoLLeGe— WesLeyan Unrversity — YALE 
COLLEGE — GEORGETOWN COLLEGE —NortuwesterN Unrversiry — Kentucky 
University — Bowborn CotteGk —CoLpy Untversirry —Amurrst CoLLeGe— 
Harvarp ConteGe—Mr, Horyoke Semmary—Turrs CoLtneae— WELLESLEY 
CoLLeGe — WILLIAMS CoLLEGE— UNIVERSITY OF MicHiGAN—Sr. Louis UNIvER- 
sity — DarrmMoutH CoLLeGr—CoLieGe or New Jersey —ConumBra Cottean — 
CorRNELL University — Haminron CotiteGe —Mapison Untversrry — RocuEster 
Untversiry — Vassar CoLteGe — University or Norra Carorina — Onto Wes- 
LEYAN UNIVERSITY — Marierra CoLtnae —St. Xavier CoLtieGe — Dickinson 
CoLLEGr — Larayetre COLLEGE — UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA — Brown UNt- 
VERSITY — UNIVERSITY OF SouTH Carona — UNIVERSITY or Vermont — UNIVER- 

sity OF VIRGINIA— WASHINGTON AND Ler UNIVERSITY — TABLE, 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, CAL, 

The nucleus of the library was formed from a grant of $5,000 by the 

regents in 1869. Funds for the support and inerease of the library are 

dependent upon legislative grants. In 1874 the State legislature made 

a special grant of $4,800 for the library, and with this sum large acces 
sions are about to be made. 

Many generous donations have been received, the most noteworthy of 

which are the following: A collection of cyelopedias and other works 

of reference from Mr. E. L. Gould; the literary and art books, with some 

scientific treatises, altogether over 1,000 volumes, from the library of 
the late F. L. A. Pioche, of San Francisco; the library of Dr. Francis 

Lieber, about 3,000 volumes, particularly full in works pertaining to 

political and social science, the gift of Mr. Michael Reese, of San Fran- 

cisco; and the professional library (about 500 volumes) of the late Dr. 

Victor Fourgeaud, of San Francisco, presented by his widow. 

The number of volumes now in the library is about 12,000, more than 

double what it was in 1872. The library of the medical department of 
the university numbers 1,600 volumes. 

It is intended that the main library of the university shall be chiefly 

a reference library. A branch circulating library has been begun, made 

up in part from the duplicate books of the main library and in part 

from donations. Two other branch libraries have also been begun, one 

of agriculture, the other of the fine arts. It is hoped that in time each 

department of instruction will be furnished with its own special library. 

A very large collection has been made of newspapers illustrative of 
the history of California. 

The general library now occupies the main floor of one of the uni- 
versity buildings. This is regarded as only a temporary arrangement, 
until a suitable building can be built. The books are arranged by 

subjects in alcoves, and in handsome cases made with reference to their 

remoyal to another building.
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TRINITY COLLEGE, HARTFORD, CONN. 

The library of Trinity (then Washington) College was begun in 1824. 

A catalogue was published in 1832 showing a very valuable collection 

of books. It has been increased by gifts and by the income from sey- 

eral funds which have been founded from time to time—the Bishop 

Burgess, Elton, Sheffield, Peters, Alumni, and Atheneum funds—and 

which now amount in the aggregate to about $35,000. In 1862, by a 

legacy of Ex-President Wheaton, his library was added to that of the 

college ; and about 1870, in the dissolution of the literary societies, the 

Atheneum and the Parthenon, their libraries of miscellaneous reading 

were also incorporated in the college library. The whole number. of 

volumes now amounts to about 15,000, not including many duplicates 

and unbound pamphlets. By the gift of the widow of the late president, 

Dr. Jackson, his collection of works on mental and moral philosophy 
will soon become a part of the library. The departments in which the 

library is especially strong are Greek lexico graphy, chemistry, French 

literature, ecclesiastical law, and liturgiology. 

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, MIDDLETOWN, CONN, 

The Wesleyan University was opened in September, 1831, and the 

first step towards founding a library was taken two years later. Two 

thousand volumes were obtained of Mr. Thomas Chapman, of Camden, 

N.J.; of these, 1,655 volumes were placed at a low price, and one-half of 

this given by Mr. Chapman himself; the remainder of the 2,000 volumes 

Mr. Chapman gave outright. This collection was largely theological, 

and contained some valuable old books, among others a very fine copy 

of the Antwerp Polyglot. Some years later, 375 volumes from the 

library of John Summerfield were presented to the library by his brother- 

in-law, James Blackstack, of New York. No other large donations 

were made for many years, nor had the library any permanent fand, 

but it grew slowly from small gifts and small annual grants by the 

trustees. 
In 1866 a library fund of $27,600 was raised by subscription. Since 

1868 the income from this fund has been devoted to the increase of the 

library. In 1868 Isaac Rich, of Boston, gave $40,000 for a library 

building; and in the same year the friends of the late Hon. Moses F. 

Odell, of Brooklyn, raised a fund of $5,000 to be expended in the pur- 
chase of books on American history, which should be placed in an aleove 

bearing his name. The works purchased with this fund, together with 

those on that subject previously in the library, number about 5,000 vol- 

umes, and form a special collection of considerable interest and im 
portance. Another special collection relating to the early history of the 
Wesleyan denomination in England comprises about 700 books and 

1,000 pamphlets.
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The library contains 26,000 volumes and increases at the rate of about 
1,200 to 1,400 volumes a year. 

The library has no printed catalogue. The one in use is a manuscript 
card catalogue similar to that used in the Boston Public Library. 

YALE COLLEGE, NEW HAVEN, CONN! 

According to the commonly received tradition, the first formal act of 
the founders of the college was a gift of books for the library, in 1700, 
By successive donations, the chief of which were 800 volumes given and 
collected by Jeremiah Dammer, of London, in 1714, 300 volumes received 

from Governor Yale in 1717, and 1,000 volumes from Bishop Berkeley 

in 1733, the library had increased in 1766 to 4,000 volumes, and could 

have been but little larger at the beginning of the Revolution. During 

the war the books were removed for safety to the interior of the State, 

and the library suffered in consequence of the removal considerable 

losses. Only 2,700 volumes appear in the catalogue of 1791, and not 

until 1805 did the number rise above the point where it stood in 1766. 

The first contribution toward a permanent fund for the increase of the 

library was a bequest of £10 sterling from Rey. Jared Eliot, of Killing- 

worth, in 1763; the second, of the same amount, from Rey. Thomas Rug- 

gles, of Guilford, in 1777; the third and last of the century, of $1,122 from 

Rev, Samuel Lockwood, D.D., of Andover, Conn.,in 1791. In 1807 Hon. 

Oliver Wolcott gave $2,000. A bequest of $3,000, made to.the college 

by Mr. Noah Linsly, of Wheeling, Va., was assigned to the library trom 

1821 to 1851, and permanently united to the library fund in 1867, In 

1823. Mr. Eli Whitney, of New Haven, and Mr. Daniel Wadsworth, of 

Hartford, gave each $500. In 1833 Mr. John T. Norton, of Albany, 

N.Y., gave $5,000, and in 1836 a bequest of $10,000 was received 

from Dr. Alfred E. Perkins, of Norwich, Conn., which still remains the 
largest individual contribution to the library fund. A bequest made by 

Rey. John Elliott, of Guilford, in 1825, reached in 1843 the stipulated 

amount, $1,000, and was added to the fund; subsequent accumulations 

have raised it to $1,400. A legacy of $5,000 from Mr. Addin Lewis, of 

New Haven, was received in 1849, and a gift of $500 from Prof. James 

L. Kingsley in 1850. In 1861 Mrs. William A. Larned gave $1,100 for 

music, and in 1867 Dr. Jared Linsly, of New York, $5,000 (in ten annual 

payments) for the department of modern European languages. Hon. 

Alphonso Taft, of Cincinnati, gave $1,000 in 1869, and a like sum was 

received from an anonymous donor in 1870. Mr. Charles H. Board, of 

Edenville, N. Y., who died in 1871, shortly after graduation, left $2,500 

to the fund for the purchase of books on political and social science. In 

the same year Mr. Henry W. Scott, of Southbury, Conn., a graduate of 

the class of 1863, left a bequest which now amounts to $2,000, but whieh 

is to accumulate until it reaches $5,000 before the income will be availa. 
ble. The class of 1872 gave at graduation $1,700, and during the past 

~TFor an account of the origin and early history of the Yale libraries, see pp. 27-30. 

5E
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year Mr. Thomas Hooker, of New Haven, has given $1,000. The sum 

of these various gifts which make up the library fund is about $43,000, 

of which only $41,000 are at present productive, yielding an annual in- 

come of $2,500. Of the remaining gifts to the library the following are 
the more important: 

In 1834 the government of Great Britain presented the publications 

of the Record Commission, 74 volumes, folio. Dr. William Hillhouse, 

of New Haven, gave in 1847 a copy of the Description de PAgypte, 23 

volumes, folio. President Woolsey, in 1861, gave his valuable Greek 

library of nearly 1,000 volumes, and has since made important gifts to 

this and other departments of the library. In 1870 Prof. Edward E. 

Salisbury gave his library of Oriental books and manuscripts, adding 

the sum of $6,000 for the increase of the already costly collection, 

which he now sustains by a further annual gift of $600. This collee- 

tion, which now contains 3,600 volumes of printed books, including 

mauy rare and expensive works, and 90 Oriental manuscripts, is the 

choicest portion of the college library and the most valuable gift it has 

ever received. In 1871 Mr. Charles Astor Bristed gave $500 for addi- 

tions to the department of classical philology, and in the same year the 

library of Robert von Mohl, the eminent writer on political science, was 

purchased at a cost of $3,600, toward which Hon. William Walter 

Phelps contributed $1,400. Mr. Phelps has also assigned to the library 

the two years past and has promised for the next few years the income 

($3,500) of a fund of $50,000 left in trust for the benefit of the college 

by his father, the late Mr. John J. Phelps. In 1873 Mr. Henry Farnam, 

of New Haven, gave $1,000, and Mr. George Peabody Wetmore, of 

Newport, R. I., $500, for discretionary uses, and Mr. Frederick W. 

Stevens, of New York, and Prof. O. ©. Marsh, each, $500 for Chinese 

and Japanese literature. During the past year two large and valuable 

series have been presented to the library: a bound set of the Parlia- 

mentary’ Papers, 1865 to 1873 inclusive, in 742 volumes, by Hon. James 

E. English; and Migne’s Patrology, both the Greek and the Latin series, 

complete, in 387 volumes, by Mr. Henry Farnam. 

To Prof. James D. Dana the library has been repeatedly indebted for 

large and valuable gifts, especially of scientific journals. Mr. Richard 

S. Fellowes, of New Haven, and Rev. Edgar L. Heermance, of White 
Plains, N. Y., have each given within the past few years several expen- 
sive sets of books. 

The growth of the library during the last century has been already 

given. At subsequent dates the numbers have been as follows: In 
1808, 4,700 volumes ; in 1823, 6,500 volumes; in 1835, 10,000 volumes; 
in 1850, 21,000 volumes; in 1860, 38,000 volumes; in 1870, 55,000 vol- 
umes; in 1875, 78,000 volumes, to which must be added at least 25,000 
unbound pamphlets. The average annual growth for the last ten years 

has been a little more than 3,000. volumes, and for the last five years 
4,500 volumes,
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The»present annual income for the increase of the library derived 
from the library fund, the Phelps fund, and Professor Salisbury’s annual 
gift, amounts to $6,600. 

The other libraries of the university, hereafter to be described, which 
number, collectively, half as many volumes as the college library, have 
naturally had an important influence in shaping its character. Certain 
departments are left almost wholly to these special libraries, and in all 
cases care is taken to avoid needless duplication. i 

Of the manuscripts in the possession of the library the most impor- 
tant are the Oriental manuscripts of the Salisbury collection, which are 
chiefly Arabic, and the papers of President Stiles, collected in about 
fifty volumes, which are of much value for the period of American his- 
tory between 1755 and 1795. 

Catalogues of the library were printed in 1743, 1755, 1791, 1808, 
and 1823. The present catalogue is on cards, and contains an index 
both of authors and of subjects. 

In the library is also deposited the collection of coins belong- 
ing to the college, which has been mostly formed since 1858, and to 
a great extent by gifts. The principal donors have been Mr. Henry 
Champion, Dr. Andrew T. Pratt, Mr. ©. Wyllys Betts, Mrs. Augustus 
R. Street, Hon. Charles William Bradley, Mrs. Noah Porter, and. Rev. 
Oliver Crane, D.D. The collection now numbers 9,000 pieces, of which 
3,000 are Greek and Roman. The duplicates, not included in this 
enumeration, amount to two or three thousand. A catalogue was 
printed in 1863, when the collection was less than one-third its present 
size, Another has been recently prepared by the curator, Dr. Jonathan 
Edwards, but is not yet printed. 

Four slabs, covered with Assyrian sculptures and inscriptions, obtained 
from Nimroud in 1855, through the kind services of Rev. W. EF. Wil- 

liams, of Mosul, are set up in the main hall of the library. 

On the removal of the college from Saybrook, in 1718, the library was 

placed in the newly erected college building named in honor of Gov- 

ernor Yale. It was afterwards successively transferred to the upper 

floors of the Athenzeum, the Lyceum, and the chapel. . The present 
library building was begun in 1843, and completed in 1846, at a cost of 

$34,000. Subscriptions amounting to $18,000 were received in aid of 

the building, the largest being $6,000, from Professor Edward B. Salis- 
bury, and $3,000 from President Woolsey. 

Until 1805, the senior tutor officiated as librarian. The following per- 

sons have held the office since that date: Prof. James L. Kingsley, 
1805-1824 ; Prof. Josiah W. Gibbs, 1824-1843; Mr. Edward C. Herrick, 
1843-1858 ; Prof. Daniel ©. Gilman, 1856-1865 ; Mr, Addison Van Name 

since 1865. Since 1869 Mr. Franklin B. Dexter has held the appoint- 
ment Of assistant librarian. 

Linonian and Brothers Library. 
Of the auxiliary libraries grouped about the college library, the oldest 

and most closely connected with it are the libraries of the two public
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societies, the Linonian and the Brothers in Unity. Starting very nearly 

together, the former in 1769, and the latter shortly after, the rivalry be- 

tween them never suffered either to fall far behind the other, and the 

statistics of one are sufficiently exact for both. The Linonian library 

contained, in 1800, 475 volumes; in 1822, 1,200 volumes; in 1831, 3,500 

volumes; in 1846, 10,000 volumes; in 1860, 12,000 volumes; in 1870, 

13,000 volumes. The last catalogue of the Linonian Library was pub- 

lished in 1860; of the Brothers in Unity in 1851. In 1871, by votes of 
the two societies, the libraries were placed under the charge of the 

college library committee, and in 1872 they were united, re-arranged, and 

a new catalogue printed. A few hundred volumes, more appropriate 

to the college library, were transferred thither ; several thousand dupli- 

cates were set aside for sale and exchange, and the number of volumes 

in the united libraries thereby reduced to 17,000. Subsequent additions 

have raised it to 19,000, an increase in the last three years of 2,000 vol- 
umes. In place of the voluntary subscriptions and donations by which 

the old libraries were sustained, a tax is now laid on the undergraduates 

for the support of this library and of a reading room opened in one of 

the college buildings in 1867. An annual income of about: $2,000 is 
available for the increase of the library. 

These libraries have always preserved a character distinct from that 

of the college library. While they were independent organizations, the 

college library, from necessity as well as of choice, respected the prov. 

ince which they had chosen, that of general literature, and now that 

they are placed under the same control, this mutual relation is kept 

still more earefully in view. 

A third society, the Calliopean, organized in 1819, was discontinued in 

1854, and its library, amounting to about 6,000 volumes, sold. 

Library of the Law School. 

The Yale Law School, which grew out of a private law se hool opened 
in New Haven during the first decade of the present century, and which 

celebrated in 1874 the fiftieth anniversary of its connection with the col- 

lege, had no separate library before 1845. In that year, on the death of 

Judge Samuel J. Hitchcock, one of the instructors, his library was pur- 

chased for the school and considerably enlarged, at a total cost of about 

$5,000. One-half the expense was borne by the college, and the remainder 

contributed chiefly by members of the N ew Haven bar. The subsequent 

additions downto the year 1872 were hardly sufficient to make good the 
losses which the library suffered from the want of proper supervision. 

During the past three years a sum exceeding $16,000, contributed by 

friends and alumni of the school, mostly residents of New Haven and New 

York, has been expended on the library. A library fund of $10,000 was 

also given by Hon. James BE. English in 1873. The number of volumes, 
which in 1872 was 1,800, is now 8,000. The series of American, Eng- 

lish, and Irish reports is complete, and the library is well provided with 

works in jurisprudence, and international law.
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Tn 1873 the library, which had been previously kept in the old lecture 
room, was removed, together with the school, to the third story of the new 
court-house, where it is provided with elegant apartments, free of charge, 
the services which it renders the courts being regarded as a full equiva- 
lent for the hospitality it receives. ; 

The Oonnecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

The Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, founded in 1799, re- 
sumed in 1866, after an interval of half a century, publication under its 
own name, and has since entered iuto relations of exchange with a 
goodly number of American and foreign societies. Lists of the ex- 
changes received are printed in the Transactions of the Academy, the 
third volume of which is now in progress. They amount thus far to 

about 700 volumes, the yearly average for the past three years being 

125 volumes. The academy does not, however, maintain a separate 

library. Its books are incorporated in the library of Yale College, the 

librarian of which has been, since 1866, also the librarian of the academy. 

Library of the Sheffield Scientific School. 

In 1866 Mr. Joseph E. Sheffield, in enlarging the building which he 

had previously given to the school, provided an elegant library room, 

and gave a library fund of $10,000, afterward increased to $12,000. At 

the same time a few gentlemen of New Haven and New York contrib: 

uted $2,000 for immediate purchases of books. In 1869 Mr. Sheffield 

purchased, at a cost of $4,000, and presented to the school, the valuable 

mathematical library collected by Dr. William Hillhouse, of New Haven. 

A catalogue of this library, which is devoted principally to pure math- 

ematics, was printed in the fifth annual report of the school, (1869—70.) 
Subsequently Dr. Hillhouse gave $500 for the binding of the unbound 

portion of the collection. 

The library contains at present about 5,000 volumes. A large part of 

the annual income is expended for current scientific journals. 

Libraries of the Yale Theological Seminary. 

The Theological Seminary has two libraries. 
I. The Trowbridge Reference Library.—This was established mainly by 

the liberality of Mr. Heury Trowbridge, of New Haven, who, on the com- 

pletion of East Divinity Hall in 1870, gave $1,000 for the fitting up of 

the library room, and $3,000 to provide the most needful books of ref: 

erence. He has since made annual gifts of $200 and $300 for the pur- 

chase of the more important of the new theological publications. In 

1870 a legacy of $500 was received from Mrs. Clarissa B. Butterfield, of 

New Haven. Rey. E. Goodrich Smith, of Washington, D.C., who had 

previously made considerable gifts of books, at his death, in 1873, left 

one thousand volumes to the seminary, The present number of volumes
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is about two thousand, and in addition several hundred volumes have 

been deposited in the college library. 

Il. The Lowell Mason Library of Church Music.—The library of the 

late Dr. Lowell Mason, given to the seminary by his family in 1873, is 

placed in the West Divinity Hall. It includes the library of the emi- 

nent composer, Dr. C. H. Rinck, of Darmstadt, which had been bought 

by Dr. Mason, and which constitutes about one-third of the whole col- 
lection. The whole number of titles is not far from eight thousand, 

making, if properly bound, perhaps half as many volumes, divided 

about equally between sacred and secular music. There are numerous 

manuscripts, some of them unpublished. A eareful catalogue of the 

library has been prepared, in manuscript, by Mr. J. Sumner Smith. The 

elegant bookcases which hold the library are the gift of Mr. Atwater 
Treat, of New Haven. 

Library of the Yale Medical School. 

The Medical School, chartered in 1810 and organized in 1813, has been 

less fortunate in respect to its library than other and younger depart- 

ments of the college. The 2,000 volumes, which the library at present 

numbers, are largely gifts, and include not many recent books, nor is 

there any library fund. The library was formerly kept at the medical 

college, but for the past ten years has been deposited in the college 

library. 
Yale School of the Fine Arts. 

During the past year, by private liberality, a room has been fitted up 

in the Art School for library uses, at a cost of $1,000, and the begin- 

ning of an art library has been made. 

Peabody Museum of Natural History. 

The Peabody Museum, now approaching completion, will contain a 

working library for each of its departments, and a few hundred volumes 

have already been collected for this object. It is also the intention of 

Professor Marsh to place in the museum, and make accessible to the 

students, a portion, at least, of his private library, which, in the depart- 

ments of paleontology and comparative anatomy, is especially full and 

valuable. 
Library of the American Oriental Society. 

The American Oriental Society, organized in 1842, has uniformly de- 

voted its income to the publication of its Journal, (now in the tenth vol- 

ume,) trusting for the increase of its library to gifts and to exchanges 

received for the Journal. Under such conditions, a symmetrical growth 

is hardly to be expected, although the library is now considerable both 
in numbers and value. The publications of other societies, with which 

the Oriental Society is in correspondence, constitute, perhaps, the most 

valuable portion of the library. The manuscripts number 131, most of
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them Arabic, and none of them of speciai importance. By far the 
largest donor has been Hon. Charles William Bradley, of New H iven, 
for several years United States consul at Amoy and Ningpo. His gifts, 
made at various times previous to his death in 1865, amount to $50 sepa- 
rate titles, and include many rare and valuable works. The present 
namber of volumes in the library is not far from 3,500. No catalogue 

_has been published, but lists of the accessions are printed from time to 
time in the proceedings of the society. 

The cabinet of the society contains, among other objects of interest, a 
long Greek inscription of the second century before Christ, three San- 
skrit inscriptions of the eleventh or twelfth century of our era, and a 
Outie inscription. 

Until 1850, the library was kept im the house of the librarian, Mr. 
Francis Gardner, of Boston; from 1850 to 1855 in the Boston Athe- 
neum, Mr. Charles Folsom being librarian. In 1855 Prof. W. D. Whit- 

ney succeeded to the office, and the library was removed to New Haven 
and placed in one of the rooms of the college library, where it still re- 

mains. Professor Whitney was succeeded, in 1873, by Mr. Addison 
Van Name, the present librarian of the society. 

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE, GEORGETOWN, D. CO. 

The library occupies rooms in one of the college buildings. There is 

great need of increased space in order to bring all the collections 
together. The college proposes at an early day to erect a fire-proof 
building. 

The books are grouped according to subjects, so far as the dispropor- 
tionate space required for the theological folios will permit. 

The library possesses a number of valuable manuscripts, among 

which are: one attributed to the thirteenth centary; one to the four- 

teenth century; one in the Irish character, attributed to the historian 

Geoffrey Keating; one in the Siamese character; another, taxen from 

the body of a Tripolitan sailor, written in Arabic, and consisting of 

extracts from the Koran; also, many others of rarity. 

Of early printed books there are 37 volumes printed in the fifteenth 
century and 268 volumes of the sixteenth century. + 

The department of Bibles and commentaries contains copies of the 

Scriptures, or portions of them, in many languages; Walton’s great work, 

and other polyglots; Latin vulgates of all styles; commentaries, concord- 
ances, and lexicons. Among the curious books of this department is 

Scheuchzer’s Physica Sacra, 6 volumes, in Datch, Amsterdam, 1735, pro- 

fusely illustrated. 
The department of ecclesiastical history contains the works of many 

authors, from Eusebius down. In theology there is an extensive collec- 
tion of the works of both Catholic and non-Catholic writers. The latter 

have acompartment to themselves. In civil history the collection is large 

and valuable. The collection of Catholic sermons is very extensive, em-
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bracing works in English, French, Latin, Italian, and German. The other 
departments of religious works are: (1) religious biography, including 
the vast work of the Bollandists, begun in 1643, and still in course of 
completion ; (2) controversial works by Catholic authors; (3) works by 
Catholic authors against deism and infidelity; (4) catechetical works; 
(5) ascetical works, or books of piety, embracing collections of medita- 
tions by many authors, special devotions, and prayer books ; (6) Catholie 
periodicals; (7) a collection of works for the use of pastors; (8) works 
on canon law and councils; (9) liturgical works, explanatory works 
on ritual, Picart’s seven curious volumes on the religious ceremonies of 
all nations, graduals, rituals, and antiphonals. 

The collection of works on antiquities and the fine arts embraces many 
rare and costly volumes. ° 3 

The series of publications of learned societies is very complete. The 
eollection of scientific works is also interesting and valuable, and care is 
taken to keep up with the demands of the day. In English literature the 
main library is indifferently furnished, bat a valuable and extensive 
collection, constantly added to, fills the shelves of the director of studies. 
The classical library contains the best editions, many of them uniform. 
French, Italian, and Spanish literature have each a separate department: 

One of the most curious and interesting collections in the library is 
that of books or tracts in the Cherokee language, in the Penobscot, 
Micmae, and Pottawatomie Indian dialects, and in Chinese, Japanese, 
Javanese, Hindostanee, modern Sanskrit, Tamil, Dyak, Syriac, Armen- 
ian, Turkish, Polish, Russian, Sclavonian, Basque, Breton, Irish, and 
Welsh. : 

The library, which now numbers 28,060 volpmes, is always accessible 
to visitors. Books are never loaned outside of the college. Students 
may visit the library to consult authorities, but they rarely have ocea- 
sion to do so, as their own society libraries are well supplied with stand- 
ard works, to which access can be had by them at any moment. 

The society libraries of the college number 4,268 yolumes.. 

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILL, 

«rhe University Library was begun by a purchase, in 1856, of 3,000 
carefully selected volumes. Since that time small yearly purchases have 
been made, 

In 1869, Luther L. Greenleaf, of Evanston, purchased the private 
library of Dr. Schulze, member of the Prussian ministry of public 
instruction, from his heirs, and presented it to the university. This 
collection of 20,000 volumes (including 7,000 valuable pamphlets) con- 
tains almost all the extant Greek and Latin authors up to the period 
of the decline of letters, many of them in rare and valuable editions; 
numerous translations of them into German, and many critical and
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elucidatory works thereupon; also, valuable works of art and art liter- 

ature of the German, French, and Italian schools. 

On the decease of Prof. Henry 8S. Noyes, in 1872, his valuable collee- 

tion of 1,500 miscellaneous books became the property of the university. 
The university is also indebted to the Hon. Orrington Lunt fora 

special fund for the library, amounting to about $100,000. The income 

from this fund is being allowed to accumulate for a library building. 

The number of volumes now in the library is 30,000. The College of 

Theology of the university has a special library of about 3,000 volumes, 

KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, LEXINGTON, KY. 

Upon the consolidation of the Transylvania with the Kentucky Uni- 

versity, about ten years ago, the library of the former became the 
property of the latter. The library now contains 10,845 volumes, 

of which 5,383 belong to the medical library, 2,201 to the law library, 

and 3,261 are miscellaneous. Four societies connected with the college 

have libraries, as follows: Cecropean, 605 volumes; Periclean, 719 vol: 

umes; Philothean, (theological,) 525 volumes; Union, 240 volumes; 
making the whole number of books belonging to the university 12,934, 

BOWDOIN COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, ME. 

The history of Bowdoin College Library begins with the opening of the 

college in 1802. Never having had a fund set apart for its use, it 

has depended mainly for its means of purchase on a small assessment 

on the students in their term bills. In 1811 it received its’ most im- 

portant enlargement in a bequest by Hon. James Bowdoin, of Bos- 

ton, Mass., of 4,000 volumes from his private library, collected prinei- 

pally during his mission to Spain, under appointment from President 

Jefferson, in 1805. The collection was rich (for that time) in French 

and Spanish science and literature, embracing the best editions of 

the classical authors and scientific works of both languages. Among 

the works which illustrate the period of the French Revolution may be 

mentioned the Collection compléte des Tableaux Historiques, &e., 3 vol- 

umes, folio,and Le Moniteur, or Gazette Nationale, 1759-1807. It is also 

extremely valuable for its literature of the period preceding and during 

the American Revolution. Madam Bowdoin manifested her interest in 

the college that bore the family name by gifts of valuable works. 
In 1820, a valuable accession of four or five hundred volumes was 

received from Thomas Walleut, of Boston, through Rey. William 
Allen, who had just sueceeded to the presidency of the college. This 

collection contains some rare and valuable works, as Eliot’s Indian 

Bible, 1685; Tyndale’s Bible, quarto, 1551; the Nicholas de Lyra Testa. 
mentum Novum, folio, 1487; the Breeches Bible, 1611; and Almon’s Re- 

membrancer, 

A few years later the library was enriched by a gift from Rey. Dr. 

John A. Vaughan, an alumnus of the college, of 1,200 volumes, among
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which are the Encyclopédie Méthodique; Histoire de V Académie Roy- 
ale; Transactions of the Swedish Academy; of the Royal Irish Acad- 
emy; Nicholson’s Journal of Natural Philosophy, 1802-1810, 25 vol umes, 
octavo; Repertory of Arts, 16 volumes; County Surveys of England, 22 
volumes. 

Krom the English government were received, several. years since, 
the publications of the Record Commission, 86 volumes, folio, and 
27 octavo. The Observations of the Royal Observatories of Green- 
wich, Edinburgh, and of the Cape of Good Hope are regularly sent 
to the college, as also the Journal of the Society of Arts, London. 
The Hon. Abbot Lawrence, while our minister at the court of St. 
James, was instrumental in securing from the British and Foreign 
Bible Society a donation of the versions then at their disposal of the 
sacred scriptures which had been made under their auspices, 53. vol- 
umes. The American Bible Society’s versions of the scriptures have 
been given by William H. Allen, LL.D., an alumnus, president of Girard 
College, Philadelphia, 33 volumes. 

The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions also has 
given the versions, dictionaries, and grammars made by their mission- 
aries, 41 volumes, and a set of the Missionary Herald for twenty-six 

years. 

The public documents from the different departments of the United 

States Government, as well as of the State of Maine, are reglarly sent 
to the library. 

During the year 1875, the liberality of a friend bestowed upon the 

college the publications of the Hakluyt Society, England, 48 volumes, 

octavo, and Purchas his Pilgrimes, 5 volumes, folio, 1625~6. 

Besides the benefactors of the library already named may be men- 

tioned, among others, Maj.Gen. Henry Knox, of revolutionary fame. 

who gave, at the opening of the college, Marsigli’s Danubius Pannonico- 

Mysicus, tom. 1-6, folio, 1726; Prof. Henry W. Longfellow, an alumnus, 

besides his own works, the Pisa edition of the Italian poets, 14 volumes, 

folio; Prof. Ezra Abbot, an alumnus, besides other valuable gifts, the 

Acta Eruditorum, 70 volumes, quarto. 

Besides the public library of the college, numbering 18,760 volumes, 

are two society libraries: the Peucinian, 7,150 volumes, and the 

Athenzan, 5,950 volumes, The first library of the latter society was 

burned, with the building in which it was placed. There is also in Adams 
Hall a valuable library of 4,000 volumes, belonging to the Medical School 

of Maine. The number of volumes in all the libraries of the college, in- 

cluding students’ libraries, is 34,500. 

COLBY UNIVERSITY, WATERVILLE, ME. 

It is not known precisely when or in what manner the library of 

Colby University was founded. The earliest. record concerning it is a 

vote of thanks in 1819, six years after its organization, (it was then a 

theological seminary,) to those who had presented books,
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In the same year it was agreed that the students should be taxed $1 

a year for the use of the library. In 1826 it was voted to expend 

$600 for the purchase of books; in 1831 $1,000 were voted for the 

same purpose, and in 1833 a grant of $500 was made to the library. 

In 183536 Rev. John O. Choules, expended $700 in England in behalf 

of the library, and also solicited donations from prominent Baptists 

there. By his efforts about 1,800 volumes were secured. 

In 1848 the trastees voted to raise $10,000 by subscription for the 

library and philosophical apparatus. Of this fund $2,000 now remain, 

the income from which is devoted solely to the increase of the library. 

No further addition of any considerable amount was made until 1870, 

when Gardner Colby, of Boston, supplemented his gift of $50,000 

to the general funds of the college by an agreement to pay $500.a year 
for ten years for the purchase of books for the library. 

In 1851 the library contained 4,960 volumes, and in 1854, 5,534 vol- 

umes. It now contains 11,100 volumes and 5,200 pamphlets. Two stu- 

dents’ libraries contain about 1,500 volumes each. 

The first catalogue was printed in 1835,and a second in 1845. The 

system of card catalogues has also been adopted. 

The library occupies the eastern wing of Memorial Hall. The plan of 

the library room has been much admired. Double alcoves, arranged in 

the form of a Roman cross, afford shelf room for 30,000 volumes. 

AMHERST COLLEGE, AMHERST, MASS. 

Origin.— The library of Amherst College had its origin in the gift, 

chiefly by ministers, of a few thevlogical and miscellaneous works, which 

only oceupied a single case on the opening of the college in 1821. 

Though some other books were added, from time to time, no special 

effort was made to secure standard works in literature and science till 

1829. Then, encouraged by a donation of $500 by John Tappan, of 

Boston, a general subscription was started among the friends of the 
college, which secured the sum of $4,000. With this sum about 2,000 

volumes were purchased in Europe by Professor Hovey, aid these were 

added to the library, which then occupied a room in the chapel building, 

in 1832. 
Growth and building. — Additions were gradually made, through the lib- 

erality of Hon. David Sears and John Tappan, of Boston, tillin 1850 the 

number reached 6,000 volumes. As a library building seemed then 

to be imperatively demanded, a subscription was started to secure 

funds for the purpose and for the purchase of additional books to 

meet the necessities of the college. With the leading donations of 

$3,000 by Hon. Samuel Williston, of East Hampton; $1,500 by George 

Merriam, of Springfield, and $1,000 by Dr. George ©. Shepard, of Bos- 

ton, through the personal efforts of Profs. W. S. Tyler and George B. 

Jewett and the co-operation of many of the alumni, the sum of $20,000 
was secured. One-half of this sam was expended upon the building,
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which was constructed of stone and finished in 1853. The remaining 
half was devoted to the purchase of books, and the number of volumes 
was inereased to 12,000, in 1855. 

‘Catalogues.—In this year an alphabetical catalogue of authors was 

published, in which the fixed location recently assigned to each book 

was designated by the number of the shelf and the number of the book 
on the shelf, 

In 1864 an author card catalogue of books added to the library 

since 1855 was begun, and has been continued to the present time. 

This catalogue, embracing 14,300 volumes, was printed in 1871. No 

catalogue of subjects has been printed, but the books have been ar- 

ranged in numerical order under the general subject, as history, philos- 

ophy, science, theology. In 1874 a general catalogue of the whole 

library, both of authors and subjects, was begun on a plan entirely 

new. Itis a partial application of the card catalogue system to the 

placing of books, combined with a general classification of subjects, 

not on any philosophical system but with the special aim of useful- 

ness, The absolute location is relinquished, and the books are placed 

relatively, according to the subject. The subjects are arranged in classes, 

each Glass in divisions, each division in sections, and all are numbered 

and indexed. These numbers (from 0 to 999) are substituted for the 

shelf numbers, and thus books on the same subject will always be found 

together, however much the library may increase. Thus the number 
511 upon a book indicates that it belongs to the fifth class, i. ¢., natural 

science ; first division, i. ¢., pure mathematics; first section, i. ¢., arith- 

metic; and all arithmetical works are marked with the same number 
and stand side by side on the shelf. Another number, placed under- 

neath the class number, indicates the relative position of the book in 

the section and also its size. Four catalogues besides that of accessions 

are kept in manuscript, viz, a public book catalogue of authors, a pub- 

lie eard catalogue of subjects, an official card catalogue of authors, and 

an official book catalogue of subjects, each serving as a check upon the 

others. “The latter takes the place of the “shelf catalogue.” 

Management and use.— Except during the years 1852-1863, the library 

has always been under the personal charge of a member of the faculty, 

responsible to a library committee appointed by the trustees of the col- 
lege. Up to 1852 comparatively little time or attention was devoted to 

its care. It was opened only once a week for drawing books, and no 

facilities were furnished for reference or reading in the room. From 

1854 to 1871, the library was opened three hours each week, anda read- 

ing room, supplied with the leading monthly and quarterly periodicals, 

was opened five hours each day. Since 1871, the library has also been 

open five hours daily. The reading room has been supplied with many 

additional periodicals, and a manuscript index to them has been made 

as a continuation of Poole’s Index to Periodical Literature. During the 

past ten years the librarian has been aided by several students of the
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college, who have been employed as assistants. In 1874, Melvil 
Dewey, of the graduating class, was appointed assistant librarian. 
His time is wholly devoted to the library, and he has especial charge of 
the preparation of the new catalogue. 

The use of the library is restricted almost exclusively to those who 
are connected with the college, yet the number of volumes drawn du ring 
the past year amounted to 15,395. ‘ 
Librarians.— During the first six years, the office of librarian was held 

by Joseph Estabrook, Professor of Latin and Greek, tutor Zenas Clapp, 
and Rev. Samuel Worcester, professor of rhetorie and oratory and 
English literature. Ebenezer 8. Snell, professor of mathematics and 
natural philosophy, then filled the place a quarter of a century, 1827- 
1852, with the additional salary of $40 a year. His snecessor was Hon, 
Lucius M. Boltwood, who arranged the books in the new building, and 
prepared the first printed catalogue. Upon his resignation, February, 
1863, the library was placed in charge of Rev. Julius H. Seelye, profes- 
sor of mental and moral philosophy. The present ineum bent, W. L. 
Montague, professor of French, Italian, and Spanish, was appointed in 
1863. Edward L. Root, of the class of 1871, held the position of assist- 
ant librarian one year after graduation. 

Resources and income.— During the first twenty-five years the library 
was dependent on subscriptions, or grants from the general treastiry 
of the gollege; but it now has permanent funds yielding an income 
which is annually increasing. The principal source of this income 
is the Sears fund, the donation of Hon. David Sears, of Boston, who 
gave to the college in 184447 $5,000 in cash, and real estate valued 
by him at $17,000. The income of a portion of this fuid is secured to 
the library until the year 1928. The income of the rest (except such 
part as is carried to the increase of the principal as mentioned below) 
has been appropriated to the purchase of books for the past twenty years, 
yielding to the library the total amount of $16,311.52. By the conditions 
of the donation, a part of the income is to be annually added to the 
principal, making it a permanently accumulating fund to whose increase 
there is no limit. The amount of this part of the fund in 1874 was 
$27,758.20. 
Another permanent fund is the gift of Asahel Adams, of North 

Brookfield, which yields about $240 annually. The income for the past 
year from both sources was: 

Searedind .ost'cs\.sc25%ca'eessinaccssesteaccetaaecees co enw aaee waceeneneeee Sty ae 
Ades fond. 2-0. ighcoses aiyane apie LeXshs oc cemeeey Une deepens ce maMneenS 242 05 

In addition to the gifts previously mentioned, the most important are 

those of Hon. Jonathan Phillips and Hon. David Sears, of Boston, 
and Hon. George H. Gilbert, of Ware, each of $5,000. The first was a 
bequest in 1861. After a few years the income was annually used
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for the purchase of books, and recently the principal, amounting to 

$10,365.66, was also expended. The second was a gift in 1864 for a 

new library building, and, with accumulated interest, it amounted to 

$9,994.57 in August, 1874. By the conditions of Mr. Gilbert’s dona- 

tion in 1864, the interest is to be annually added to the principal, until 
a new library building is erected, or the present building is enlarged, 

and then the whole amount may be expended only in books. In 1874 

the amount was $8,563.46. 

The alumni of the college have also contributed at different times 

about $9,000 to this object. Valuable theological and medical works 

were received in 185863, from Rey. O. A. Taylor, of Manchester, N.H., 

and Luther V. Bell, M.D., of Somerville, who bequeathed their private 

libraries to the college. Lhus the total amount of gifts to the library 

previous to 1875 exceeds $80,000, 

Summary of gifts to Amherst College Library. 

John Tappan, of Boston, various dates ...... ..--2. ---2.-e-e+ ee eeee cee ++ $3,000 00 

By general subscription, 182932 ....--.--. s2--2- seers ceeeee ceeeeerece sees 4,000; 00 

Hon, Samuel Williston, of East Hampton, 1851.............----.---------- 3,000 00 

George Merriam, of Springfield, 1851 .-............-..--.-.22--.---------- 1,500 00 

Rev. George C. Shepard, of Boston, 1858........-. 2.2.2 .-2022sseeee-e-e-- 1,000 00 

By general subscription, 185154... ....---2. 0-2-2 deeds eee eee ee eee ee 11,500 00 

Alumni subscriptions, 1851961. 5.2. 00. sce cceeee secs ateee: -ocece deeh-o (8, 925.48 

Hon. Jonathan, Phillips, of Boston, 1861 .....-..2-2..---2. ese --eeeeeeeee> 5,000.00 

Accumulated interest of the same, 1874....-. 2.222. eee seen ee eee eee eee eee 5,365 66 

Hon. George H. Gilbert, of Ware, 1864-......-.. 0.2. ----2------+-seeee eee 5,000 00 

Accumulated interest of the same to 1874......---. .---++------+--ee------ 8,563 46 
Hon. David Sears, of Boston, 1864.....2...-2..22225..--seeeeeeeee-eses-ee 5,000 00 

Accumulated interest of the same to 1874........---.--22 22-2 -eee seen eee 4,994 57 
Enpome of Sears fund @oe74 ...... s.-.-<upgebeakis-b¥ asin gee ++ cass sin0c0sqphOumbl.no 

Mucume of Adamasameio 1874... <2 pacemernes (Scgeei-.-< <sesn(seescsss peeoU oo 

Library of Rev. 0. A. Taylor, of Manchester, N.H., 1858 -..-....---.------ 450 00 

Library of Luther V. Bell, M.D., of Somerville, 1863 ...-...--..----.------ 300 00 
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The average number of volumes annually added to the library during 

the past fifteen years was 940; and the number belonging to the library 

June 12, 1875 was 30,406. 

In 1867, on petition of the college societies, Alexandria and Athen, 

permission was given to merge their libraries in the college library, as 

a gift from the societies, on certain specified conditions ; but the books 

cannot be transferred from the halls of the societies until a new library 

building shall have been built. The number of books belonging to these 

societies in 1871 was 8,127. These, added to the college library, make 

the whole number of books belonging to the college 38,533, 

HARVARD COLLEGE LIBRARY DURING THE PRESENT CENTURY. 

The library of Harvard College, while nominally dating back to the 

foundation of the institution, is really only a little more than a hundred
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years-old, since of the collection of books which had been slowly aceu- 
mulating, only a handful remained after the fire in 1764, The story of 
the re-establishment of the library, of its character and general progress 
till toward the end of the last century, has been told elsewhere. [t 
remains to give some account of its growth since that time, and of its 
present contents and resources. 

The absence of careful records during the early growth of the library 
_ forbids any exact statement of the rate of increase, nor is it possible 
now to give the yearly additions with precision, since the purchase or 
reception by gift of miscellaneous collections will frequently be enumer- 
ated partly in one academic year, partly in the next. It is only within 
the past quarter of a century, in fact, that there has been any method- 
ical system of summaries, and for the period previous to that we are 
left to oceasional statements. Unlike the great libraries of recent date, 
which have been equipped from the outset with all the appliances of 
modern library systems, it has grown under unfavorable conditions, 
meagerly supplied with funds and necessary apparatus and quarters, 
so that what has been achieved in the way of inventory and record has 
been at the cost of great labor and zeal on the part of the small corps 
of librarians engaged in the care of the collection. 

In 1790 the number of volumes was estimated at 12,000.2 In 1840, 
when the library was moved to Gore Hall, there were nearly 40,000, 
exclusive of pamphlets and other unbound books. In 1856, when the 
present librarian, Mr, Sibley, sueceeded Mr. Harris, having himself been 
assistant librarian for fifteen years previous, there were 70,000 books 
and 30,000 pamphlets. In 1866, there were 114,000 books and 95,000 
pamphlets. The latest summary, that of July, 1875, gives 154,000 
books, with as many pamphlets, while the united libraries of the uni- 
versity, including society libraries, number 227,650 books. 
From this it will be noticed what a great increment the library has 

received in the last two decades, having more than doubled itself in that 
time, increasing atan average rate of 63 per cent. in each decade since 1856, 
and at an average rate of only 74 per cent. in each of the eight previous 
decades. The increase in the namber of pamphlets has been even more 
marked. The proportion of pamphlets to books, in 1856, was as three 
to seven; in 1866 it was nearly as six to seven, and at the present time 
the two are equal. Or, to state the ratio of the increase of pamphlets in 
the decade from 1856. to 1866, there was an increase of 216 per cent., 
while in the nine years following the same rate of increase has been 
maintained. When it is considered how large a part of the material 
for history is in this fugitive form, and how vigilant the librarian must 
be who secures it, it is evident that the wealth of the library as the depos- 
itory of precious material for students has been greatly enhanced, 
The increase of the library now is from 6,000 to 8,000 volumes annually. 
In 1840 it was 251 volumes, and Gore Hall, which was then built with 

1 See pages 21-26, 
* Quincy’s History of Harvard University, ii, 399,
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the expectation that it would answer for the accommodation of all books 

that might accumulate in the course of a century, has already become 

insufficient for the holding, to say nothing of the proper care and use, of 

the library. 
This increase has been partly through purchase, partly in the way of 

direct gifts. President Kirkland, in a statement of the income of 

Harvard University and of the manner in which it is applied, dated 

February 26, 1824, sets down the funds devoted to the library, namely, 

the Hollis and the Shapleigh funds, as yielding but $360 a year. The 

Shapleigh fund was a bequest, in 1800, from the librarian of the college, 

of his whole estate, something less than $4,000 in value, the income 

from which was to be “ sacredly appropriated to the purchase of such 

modern publications as the corporation, professors, and tutors shall 

judge most proper to improve the students in polite literature; the 

books to be deposited in the library of the university, and to consist of 

poetry or prose, but neither in Greek nor Latin.” There was no further 

special fund until 1843, when Horace Appleton Haven, of the class 

graduating that year, died, and left $3,000, a fund for mathematical 

and astronomical works. In 1844 the same amount was given by Hon. 

Wiiliam Prescott forthe purchase of scarce old books on American history. 

Subsequent funds werethe Boyden, the Ward, the Salisbury, appropriated 

to the purchase of books required in the Greek and Latin department ; 

the Bowditch, and last, and most important of all, the Sumner aud 

Walker funds, which are only now coming into service, being the 

bequests of Hon. Charles Sumner, and of Rev. Dr. James Walker, a for- 

mer president of the college. Before these last two bequests, the entire 

fund appropriated to the library scarcely exceeded $20,000, yielding an 

annual sum entirely inadequate to supply even the most important 

issues of the year, and hopelessly small when the needs of the library 

in its several departments were considered. In 1857 a special inquiry 

was made into the condition and needs of the library, and testimony 

was sought from the various members of the faculty, who would know 

both the resources of the library and the needs of their several depart- 

ments. Professor Bowen reported: “Two or three years ago the cor- 

poration allowed me to expend a little over $100 on recent books in 

political economy, and this is the only considerable purchase which has 

been made since I have been connected with the department.” Prof. 

J. R. Lowell summed up his needs by saying: “To enumerate all 

that are wanting, would be to copy the booksellers’ lists of the last 

twenty years.” Professor Lane declared: “The Latin department is 

sixteen years behindhand.” Mr. Ezra Abbott, the assistant librarian, 

wrote a long letter, containing the catalogue titles of more than two 

hundred and fifty works, in 700 volumes, as but a portion of the more 

important deficiency of the library in the bibliographical department 

alone.! 

1 Report of Committee of Association of the Alumni to take into consideration the 

state of the Library, Boston, 1857.
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The report containing these and other statements made a great im- 

pression upon the friends of the college, and among the noticeable re- 

sults was the gift of $5,000 annually for five years, from the Hon. Wi |- 

iam Gray. But individual donations have been, from the beginning, 

the great resource of the library. We have seen how the friends of the 

college at home and abroad hastened to repair the losses of the library 

caused by the fire of 1764. After the Revolution, and while the library 

was housed in Harvard Hall, graduates of the college, authors who had 

used the library, publishing societies, foreign governments, and friends 
of learning generally, continued to make it the depository of books, 

pamphlets, maps, and charts. Dr, Harris, the librarian who  pre- 

ceded Mr, Sibley, drew up an “alphabetical list of the names of donors 

of books, priuts, portraits, busts, coins, and medals from January, 1780, 

to July, 1840, inclusive,” which is printed in the appendix to Quincy’s 

History of Harvard University.!’ The dates of the separate gifts are’ 

not entered, but the number of donors is nearly one thousand, and of 

these many gave not once or twice, but again and again. Besides the 

familiar names of professors and men of culture living in Boston and 

vicinity, one finds the names of President John Adams, who gave, among 

other works, Arts et Métiers, in 18 folio volames; of President John 

Quincy Adams, who gave 166 volumes, chiefly in the French language, 

in 1797, and 18 volumes of Russian works in 1811; of Joshua Bates, of 

London, the great founder of the Boston Public Library, who gave Val- 

py’s edition of the Latin Classics, in 160 volumes, elegantly bound ; of 

the British government, that gave a set of the public records; of Cam- 

bridge University in England; and of Gethe, who gave 39 volumes, 

Included in-the list is also a number of Copley’s paintings, given in 

some Gases by the descendants of those for whom they were exeeuted, 

as well as medals, coins, charts, maps, and a few manuseripts. This 

accumulation of books and pamphlets from so large a variety of sources 
indicates the special character of the collection, since in many cases the 

gifts were of ephemeral or unique works, which could scarcely be sb- 

cured in any Other way. 
But special mention can only be made of the prominent accessions 

which have come to the library through these volunteer supplies. In 

1818 Mr. Israel Thorndike, a Boston merchant, presented to the college 

the library, maps, and charts of Prof. C. D. Ebeling, of Hambuargh, who 

had recently died. This collection embraced more than 3,000 volumes 

relating to America, and 10,000 maps and charts, by far the most com- 

plete American collection then existing. The person who prompted 

Mr. Thorndike to this generous act was the eminent librarian Joseph 

Green Cogswell, who at that time was in Europe, a tutor to Mr. Thorn- 
dike’s son, and in one of Dr. Cogswell’s letters, written the year pre- 

vious, he speaks of his visit with Augustus Thorndike to Bbeling and 

pO ip ob ieee Ge: SAORI apne BOMeEeY 
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his American library.’ It may easily be that Dr. Cogswell had his 
mind then on such matters, for after his return from Europe he held for 
a while the position of librarian at Harvard. Four years later, Samuel 
A. Eliot, another Boston merchant, who was afterwards treasurer of the 
college, made a similar gift of a collection of books on American history 
and geography, made by Mr. Warden, who had been American consul 
in Paris, consisting of nearly 1,200 volumes, besides maps, charts, 
and prints. More than $5,000 were paid by Mr. Eliot for this library. 
Thomas Palmer, a son of Harvard, who chose London for a residence, 
and whose name is honorably distinguished among the early benefactors 
of the library,’ bequeathed a valuable collection of 1,200 well chosen 
volumes, in 1820. : 

A special library of great value was that collected and given by Henry 
Ware Wales, who turned his attention to Sanskrit literature and en- 
dowed also a chair for instruction in Sanskrit. His valuable gift has been 
constantly and regularly supplemented in the same direction, since his 
death, by George Washington Wales, his brother. Clarke Gayton 
Pickman, also of the class of 1811, who died in 1860, bequeathed his 
choice collection of books in general literature, and James Brown, of the 
house of Little, Brown & Co., gave the sum of $5,000 to be expended 
in books of science and natural history. John Farrar was a professor 
in the college of natural philosophy and astronomy as the chair was then 
entitled, and when he died, in 1853, leaving his property to his wife, he 
expressed a wish, which she carried out subsequently by will in bequeath: 
ing the sum of $5,000 as a fund for the purchase of books in the depart: 
ment over which he presided. Dr, George Hay ward, also of Boston, left 
alike sum, and one of the largest single gifts was that of Charles Minot, 
of the-class of 1828, who left the sum of $60,000 in 7 per cent. bonds, 
reserving a life interest for the benefit of an adopted son who has since 
died. These are some of the special gifts which have come to the 
library, some being under restrictions as to the uses to which the money 
should be put, others being devoted to general increase of the library, 
In the case of Mr. Minot’s gift, the only condition was that the income 
should be expended on the purchase of books and binding of the same. 

The great increase in the library, however, as we have shown, took 
place after the removal to Gore Hall in 1841, and especially during the 
last twenty years, under Mr, Sibley’s indefatigable exertions. The com: 
pletion of the new building, in which the college then took great pride, 
and the removal of the library to it, stimulated the friends of the college 
to an immediate effort, and a subscription of more than $20,000 was 
raised by merchants and scholars of Boston and vicinity for the purpose 
of meeting the almost disreputable arrearagesin modern books into which 
the library had fallen, and in 1852 Professor Child raised a subscription 
of $1,100 to supply the deficiencies in the department of English poetry. 
Dr. Harris found about 33,000 volumes in the library when he took 

' Life of Joseph Green Cogswell, as sketched in his letters. Cambridge, 1874, p. 61- 
2S8ee ante, p. 24,
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charge of it in 1831, and during his administration about 36,000 were 
added. Now began also that systematic and untiring effort on the part 
of Mr, Sibley to draw to the library gifts from all sources. His annual 
reports record, with a repetition which would be monotonous were it 
not so suggestive, the names of donors fro:n a:nong publishers and men 
and women of culture who have given with open hand year after year, 
Perhaps as significant an instance as any of the way in whieh the 
library invites gifts by its own generosity is afforded by the example of 
the relation subsisting between it and Hon. Charles Sumner. Mr, Sum- 
ner was graduated in 1830, and not long after began the gift of pamphlets 
and books which continued throughout his life. In 1864, Mr. Sibley 

reports him as having given about 20 volumes, 25 maps, and 1,061 pam- 

phlets during the year, and in 1868 he notes that Mr. Sumner has, with- 
in five years, given more than 7,000 pamphlets and 1,000 volumes, 

During his lifetime he gave more than 250 maps, 1,300 volumes, and 

from 15,000 to 20,000 pamphlets. The bequest of his library further 
enriched the collection by nearly 4,000 volumes. When it is remem- 
bered that Mr. Sumner, from his exceptional position, was in receipt of 

a vast number of publications bearing immediately upon current events, 

but in a form rendering them very ephemeral, it may easily be inferred 
how valuable the whole collection would be. The reason for bestowing 

these on the Harvard Library was stated by Mr. Sumner to be that, by 
the classification and indexing to which they were at once submitted, 
he could lay his hands on any one he wanted more easily there than in 

his own house, and his will contains a grateful acknowledgment of the 

service which the library had afforded him. Dr, James Walker, a for- 

mer president of the college, left his library of 2,400 volumes and 300 

pamphlets in addition to the bequest of money already mentioned, 

There has also been a class of gilts peculiarly valuable to the college, 
and very suggestive, like the Sumner gift, of the personal relations sus- 

tained by the givers to the college. In 1886 Hon. Charles Francis Adams 
presented a collection in 48 volumes, made by himself, of works large 
and sinall, printed in Great Britain in relation to the rebellion. Dr, J. 

E. Worcester, the lexicographer, gave all the dictionaries and glossaries 
of the English language used by himself in preparing his own work, not 

already possessed by the library. President Sparks left, in 168 volumes, 
the manuscripts, original and copies, used by him in preparing his pub- 
lished works, and earlier, W. H. Prescott had given the entire collection 
of manuscripts and printed books which had served him in the writing of 

Ferdinand and Isabella. The manuscripts were contained in five thick 
volumes, and the books, 232 in number, were many of them costly folios. 
De. J. G. Palfrey also gave a collection of 323 volumes and 5,147 pam- 

phlets, made by himself during half a century, while employed upon his 

historical studies. 
Many of the manuscripts contained in the library, like those of Pro- 

fessor Ebeling and Arthur Lee, contain valuable materials for history,
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while of early manuscripts the library possesses a few dating back to the 

twelfth aud thirteenth centuries, and ove, a fragment of an Evangelist- 

ary, containing twelve pages, written in uncial letters, and referred there- 
fore to the ninth century. ~ 

There have been sixty librarians since the founding of the college, of 

whom ten are named in the present century. Of these the present libra- 

rian has been longest connected with the library, having become assist. 

ant in 1841; but his immediate predecessor, Dr. Thaddeus William Har- 

ris, known best by his pioneer work in economic entomology, hela the 

office of principal librarian for the longest ierm of years, having served 

from 1831 till his death in 1856. Before him notable names were those 

of Professor Andrews Norton, Joseph Green Cogswell, and Charles Fol. 

som. Mention should also be made of the recent assistant librarian, Dr, 

Ezra Abbot, since it was under his superintendence that the present 

system of cataloguing, elsewhere described,! was planned and carried 

out. y 

As has before been stated the library, upon its new establishment in 

1764, was deposited in’ Harvard Hall; removed thence during the war, 

for safe keeping, in country towns, and restored when the war was over 

and college life could be resumed uninterruptedly. Here it remained 

until, in 1837, the collection of books had outgrown the quarters as- 

signed, and it became absolutely necessary to provide a new place, both 

for the books already owned and for the future growth of the library, 

The college had come into possession of a noble bequest from Christo- 

pher Gore, formerly governor of Massachusetts, and resolved to use 

the money for the erection of a library building, which was ecom- 

pleted in 1841, . Here the library of the college is now kept. The build- 

ing, modeled upon the plan of King’s College Chapel, Cambridge, 

England, presents a dignified interior, and makes to the eye a pleasing 

and appropriate home for the valuable collections. But the growth of 

the library has already rendered it too small, and the experience 

of nearly forty years has disclosed the disadvantages it presents as 

a library building. It is overcrowded, and: books coming in are con- 

stantly dera nging the existing dispositions. It has become necessary 

to deposit books in other buildings, and to pile them on the floor in 

double tiers, and in general to lessen the value of the collection by mak- 

ing it less accessible. Moreover, the plan of the building is ill adapted 

tothe purposesof alibrary. There are no private rooms for the librarian, 

assistants, or special students. It is a great whispering gallery in which 

every footfall and spoken word can be heard. There is a dampness 

arising from the condensation of moisture on the inside of the single 

granite wall, and great complaint has been made of the draughts of 

air, and general insalubrity of the interior. The steady pressure of 
new books, added to all the patent inconveniences of the building, has 

made ita necessity to devise some relief, and it is announced that the 

oN” aes Pa Ti a? thi Fopars Ruled Hire Distiouaty Citaldgaas
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corporation has now decided to begin soon an extension to Gore 

Hall. The plan intends the carrying out of the east transept of 

the present building about 80 feet, and mgking that the main portion 

of the library proper, with an adjunct, containing rooms for the bibli- 

ographical collection, for the librarian and his assistants, as well as a 

large room for the catalogue department and the delivery of books. 

This being done, the present delivery room will be divided into study 

rooms for special investigation, while the cases will be removed from the 

floor of the present main hall, and the space gained be used for a reading 

and consulting room ; the lower alcoves, relieved of the temporary sub- 

division by cases, being devoted to books of reference. When these 

changes and additions are made, the library will be more completely 

adapted to the needs of the university, and by its greater aceommoda- 

tion, offer new inducements to private collectors to place there for per- 
petuity the books which they have gathered. 

The college library proper is in Gore Hall, but other departments of 

the university have their own special collections, not deposited in Gore 

Hall, and there are also libraries connected with college societies. Of 

these separate libraries, brief mention may now be made. 

Library of the Dane Law School. 

The Law Library, as a separate collection of books, dates from the 

foundation of the school, though, previous to that time, special attention 
had been given to this department of learning in the general library of 

the university. Mr. Sumner, who was at one time librarian of the Dane 

Library, calls Mr, Hollis, the distinguished benefactor of the college who 

has already been named, the father of the law library, because of the 

interest which that public spirited man took in forwarding books of special 

value to the law student and which afterwards found their way into this 

Special library. ‘“ The library,” he says, “ is indebted to him for many 

choice works of civil law, such as the Corpus Juris Civilis, the Codex’ 
Theodosianus, Brissonius, Voet, Zoesius, Domat, and Meerman’s The- 

saurus. When Wwe consider the jealousy with which the civil law has 

ever been regarded in England, and the indifferent acquaintance with 

its merits possessed by the highest lawyers there, we cannot but recog- 
nize, in the presentation of the above books, an additional proof of the 

enlarged liberality and intelligence of the donor.”? 

Shortly after the formal establishment of the school in 1817, Hon. 

Christopher Gore gave the greater part of his valuable law library for 

the use of the law students. “Many of these present (we quote again 

from Mr. Sumner’s preface to the Catalogue of 1834) the most interest- 

, ing associations, not only from having belonged to Mr. Gore, and from 
containing his autograph signature, but also from having passed through 

the hands of Robert Auchmuty, Jeremy Gridley, James Otis, and Samuel 

Ue Catalogue of the Law Library, of Harvard ‘University ‘in Cam bridge, Mass. Cam- 

bridge, 1834, p. v. \
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Sewall. In some of these books may be found all these distingtished 
names. The Law Library is also indebted to Governor Gore for two 
manuscript volumes containing opinions involving some interesting dis- 
cussions of prize law, filed by the commissioners, of whom he was one, 
acting under the seventh article of the treaty of 1794 between the 
United States and Great Britain, commonly called Jay’s treaty, for the 
settlement of the claims of American citizens on account of captures by 
British eruisers.”! 

When Judge Story was made Dane Professor of Law in 1829, and 
the school was reorganized, the corporation bought his extensive 
library and added it to the growing collection, and not Jong after, in 
1833, came a bequest from Hon, Samuel Livermore, of New Orleans, of 
his entire library of works on the Roman, Spanish, and French law, a 
collection of more than 300 rare and costly volumes, appraised at the 
time at a valuation of $6,000, The money for the purchase of books 
came partly from matriculation fees, partly from grants; and for a 
while the custom prevailed of keeping, besides the regular library, 
a collection of text books for the use of students, called the circulating 
library. In 1863 the whole number of volumes in the library was 
13,038, of which 3,123 belonged to the circulating library, and 406 were 
superseded text books. The increase of the library at that time was 
125 volumes in the previous year, and the number added each year did 
not vary far from this; but in 1870 the cireulating library was aban- 
doned, and special attention given to the increase of the regular 
Law Library, so that there have been some 4,000 yolames added during 
the past five years, and the sum last year at the disposal of the library 
was $3,500, the number of books added being not far from 1,000. The 
increase of the library has thus kept pace with the increased vigor of 

the school, which is now more than self-supporting. The number of 

volumes in the library is now reckoned to be about 15,000, and the ap- 

‘parent discrepancy in the above figures is due to the fact of the aboli- 

tion of the cireulating livrary, which swelled the total of books on the 

shelves without adding to the actual number of books in the Law Library 

proper. The library is kept in the building devoted to the school, and 

is free for consultation to all persons. The students of the school do 

much of their reading in the library. 

Divinity School Library. 

The library at the Divinity School dates from the foundation of the 

school in 1825, when the directors granted the sam of $2,000 for 

the purchase of suitable books; but the number of books in the library 

in 1840 was only about 700, principally in modern theology, with some 

of the Fathers in the original. In 1856 the number had increased to 

between 4,500 and 4,600, when the most important accession was made 

of the library of Professor Liicke, of Gittingen, presented by Col. 

<a I a i 1 Tbid., p. vii, C Core
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Benjamin Loring, of Boston, at the suggestion of Prof. Edward Young, 

at that time a student in Germany. This added some 4,000 volumes to 

the library. In 1862 the number of volumes in the library was 13,542, 

of which 9,394 were bound and 4,147 unbound. Daring the next year 

151 volumes were added, making the whole number 13,693; and these 
additions represent the usaal yearly addition at that time, nearly all 

being purchased by money annually granted for the purpose by the 

corporation. De. Convers Francis, a professor in the school, died in 

1863, and in his will directed that such volames among his books as 

might be suitable for the school should be selected for it, and about 

2,000 were thus added. The only other large gift is one of about 8v0 

volumes, by bequest of the late James Walker, formerly president of the 

university. The present yearly grant is about $300, but that sum was 

temporarily reduced after the Boston fire to $209, which was the amount 

annually expended for a time before 1869, During the past year 

the additions to the library were 313 volumes, of which 113 were by 

purchase and 200 by gift. The present number of yolumes is about 

17,000, deposited in the library rooms in Divinity Hall; the libraries 

given by Colonel Loring and Dr. Francis being kept’separately in rooms 

named, respectively, the Loring Library and the Francis Library. A 

strong desire has been expressed to secure a separate building, better 

adapted to the needs of the library than the preseut apartments. It is 

strictly a theological library, the collection of books at the university 

library making it unnecessary to include works in general literature. 

Library of the Medical College. 

The Medical College of Harvard University is established in Boston, 

aud the building devoted to its uses contains in one of its rooms the 

library. No regular fund is provided for the support and increase of 

the collection, and the lack of suitable accommodatious has prevented 

the library from holding a prominent place in the college. It has been 

largely built up by gifts from the professors, and at one time the mouey 

resulting from matriculation fees was expeuded upon if, but for some 

years there has been no increase. The collection now numbers about 

450 paper-bound books and pamphlets, and 3,100 bound books. 

Library of the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

The Library of the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy dates from very 

near the foundation of the institution in 1858, when the paleontologi- 

¢al collection of Professor Koninck, of Belgium, was bought. The 
valuable library accompanying the collection was a part of the pur- 

chase, and at the time was one of the most complete of its kind. Af 

terwards, as the museum began to publish its bulletin and catalogues, 

these publications brought by exchange from about one hundred and 

ten societies similar serial works, and the library has grown steadily by 

these accessions.. In 1873 the entire collection of books amounted to
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about 7,000 volumes, when it was enriched by the gift of about 3,500 

volumes from the library of Professor Agassiz, the head of the museum, 

who had just died, and desired the gift to be made, and shortly after 

by the deposit nominally, but to all intents and purposes the gift, of 
2,500 voluines by Professor Agassiz’s son and successor, Mr, Alexander 

Agassiz. There is no fund for the inerease of the library, but such 

books as are imperatively required are bought from the general funds. 

The additions amount to between 300 and 400 volumes a year, besides 

nearly twice as many pamphlets. The range of the library is the whole 

department of natural history, exelusive of botany, since that depart- 

ment is specially provided for by the library connected with the Botanic 

Garden, and, as far as possible, it is the aim to avoid duplicating books 

purchased by the general library of the university. 

Libraries at the Scientifie School. 

The Lawrence Scientific School at first contained the beginning of 

what is now the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. but when the large 

endowment of the latter institution was made in 1858 the two were sub- 

stantially separated. The libraries of the Scientific School now consist 

of a small chemical library of about 500 volumes in Boylston Hall and 

a good working library for the engineering department placed in Law- 

rence Scientific School building. This latter contains about 2,000 vol- 

umes, including, among other works, a complete series of Annales des 

Ponts et Chaussées. An annual appropriation of $250 supplies it with 

current publications in its department, but there is no regular fund for 

the maintenance of the library. 

; Library at the Botanical Garden. 

The Library at the Botanical Garden is in strictness a component 

part of the herbarium, which was presented to the university by Prof. 

Asa Gray when the building, given by Nathaniel Thayer, was built 

in 1864 to’ receive these collections. The library was the private 

_ library of Professor Gray and had been accumulating for many. years. 

Since that time it has grown, by the reception of gifts, including a val- 

uable one from John A. Lowell, and by purchase, there being a 
fund devoted to the common needs of the herbarium and library. The 

number of books at present is about 2,500, together with a large col- 

lection of unbound works, which, it is estimated, will make, when bound, 

1,500 more. The library contains full sets of many valuable periodicals 

and costly works; like the Flora Danica, Flora Brasiliensis, Sibthorp’s 

Flore Greece, and Bateman’s Orchidacew of Mexico and Guatemala. 

It is pot arranged in one large room, but distributed among the several 

study rooms in the building, so as to render it easily accessible to in- 

structors and special students,
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Phillips Library at the Observatory. 

The library of the Observatory was begun by the late Professor Bond, 

but was, scarcely a formal one until the department was moved to the 

present. building, in 1847. The bequest of $100,000 by Edward Brom- 

field Phillips came into possession of the college in 1849. The income 

from this fund was to be devoted to payment of salaries and purchase of 

books and instruments. No portion is regularly set apart for the increase 

of the library, but books are bought from time to time as they are needed 

and as funds permit. The library receives the publications of observa- 

tories in this eountry and Europe, as well as the publications of many 

learned societies. It numbers at present about 3,000 volumes. 

Library of the Bussey Institution. 

The Bussey Institution of Harvard University being a school of agri- 

culture and horticulture, established in Jamaica Plain, near Boston, by 

the bequest of Benjamin Bussey, its library is a special one, devoted to 

the purpose of the school. There is no fund for the purpose of increas- 

ing the collection, but the bulletin published by the institution brings 

in by exchange many similar publications, and there have been many 

donations by former students and by persons interested in agriculture. 

It is intended to make it a special collection of books relating to agri- 

culture and horticulture, and it is already especially rich in German 

and French chemical and agricultural works. The whole number of 

books and pamphlets at present is about 1,500, and the yearly increase 

from all sources is about 200 volumes. 

Society libraries. 

In addition to the public libraries of the university, there are certain 

libraries of a more private character belonging to’ various societies 

maintained by the students. These libraries are controlled by the 

societies, and grow by accession through giftsand purchase; but no 

funds, so far as we know, exist for the support or increase of the libraries. 

The oldest of these libraries, probably, is that of the Institute of 1770, 

now nambering about 3,500 volumes. The library of the Porcellian 

Club was started in 1803, the first books presented being Young’s Tray- 

els, Cowper’s Task, Blair’s Lectures, Young’s Night Thoughts, and Pin- 

dar’s works. The growth of this library has been in the direction of 

choice literature, and special attention has been given to the seleetion 

of the best editions and to the dress of the books, which now form a 

well selected and beautiful collection of 7,000 volumes. » The library of 

the Hasty Pudding Club, begun in 1807, and formed mainly from gifts 

of the members, now numbers about 4,000 volumes. The Christian 
Brethren and the St. Paul’s Society have libraries of religious books, 

numbering 100 and 500, respectively, aud the Natural History Society 

has about 500 volumes.
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MOUNT HOLYOKE SEMINARY, SOUTH HADLEY, MASS. 

The seminary has no permanent library fund, and its library is the 

gradual accnmulation of donations. Among the donors especially com- 

memorated are the late Dr. Kirk and Deacon Safford, of Boston. 

In 1867, Mrs. H. F’. Darant, the wife of one of the trastees, proposed 

to give $10,000 for the’ purchase of books, provided that a suitable fire- 

proof building should be built within three years.. -A grant from the 

State about that time having put it in the power of the trustees to build, 

the new edifice was ready for occupation November 1, 1870. 

The present number of books is‘about 9,500, not including the valu- 

able library bequeathed to the-seminary by the late Dr. Kirk. Great 

care has been bestowed upon the selection of the books by Mr. Durant, 

assisted by eminent librarians, and few collections of the same size are 
more valuable... Especial reference has been had in the selection to the 

courses of study pursued in the seminary, and teachers and pupils have 

free access to the library at any hour of. the day. . 
The system of cataloguing is similar to that of the Boston Public 

Library, having, besides the accession catalogue, a card catalogue, alpha- 

betically arranged according to names of authors. A. classified index 

is in progress. 

The library building was designed by the late Hammett Billings, of 

Boston, and cost about $18,000. The interior is finished in chestnut ; 

the bookcases and other furniture are of black walnut. The alcoves 

are arranged so as to form cozy nooks for the readers. The shelves will 

accommodate only about 12,000 or 14,000 volumes, but the introduction 

of galleries would greatly increase the capacity of the building. 

‘ TUFTS COLLEGE, COLLEGE HILL, MASS, 

The library was begun at the time the college was opened, Septem- 

ber, 1854, by the president, Hosea Ballou, D.D., who made an appeal 

in its-behalf to the Universalist denomination and to publishers, with 

such success that at. the end of ayear the number of volumes was about 
1,500, all.of which were given. 

There is as yet only one. permanent. library fund, (of $1,200,) estab- 

lished in 1874-by.J. D. W. Joy, the income of which is to be devoted 

principally to. the department of philology. 

The first gift recorded is that of 19 volumes from Rey. G. Collins, of 

Philadelphia; and, among the donations of the first year is that of Mrs. 

Campbell, who gave 280 volumes from the library of her deceased 

brother, Rev. J.8. Popkin, formerly. professor of Greek at Harvard 

University. 

To J. L. Sibley, librarian of Harvard University, the college is 

indebted for the largest number of volumes from any one source, his 
donations having been made nearly every year, and many of them being 

rare and valuable works, In 1873 there were received from him 629 
volumes.
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In 1865, the college purchased the library of its first president, about 
1,500 volumes. In 1870, Miss M. B. Bacon gave $200 for the purchase 
of books for the department of modern languages. In 1873, N. C. Mun- 
son gave $500 for books for the engineering department. 
The number of volumes in the library is 16,000; the number of pam- 

phlets upward of 5,000, not including those that are bound nor several 
thousand unbound periodicals. 

A system of card catalogues is in use, similar to that of the Harvard 
University Library. 
There are no society libraries connected with the college, except that 

of the Universalist Historical Society. 

WELLESLEY COLLEGE, WELLESLEY, MASS. 

Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass., is an institution for the collegiate 
education of young women, and received its first students in September, 
1875. The library belonging to the coll eges was open for use at Christ- 
mas of the same year, and consists almost entirely of the private col- 
lection given by the founders of the college, Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Durant, 
a few books having been added by personal friends. The library apart- 
ment is a fire-proof room, forming the ground story of one of the pro- 
jections of the college building, divided into alcoves, each well lighted, 
and having a gallery, which is carried along the two longer sides of the 
room. The cases for the books are all protected by glass doors, and 
the shelf room will accommodate about 120,000 volumes. 

The college being devoted to the higher education, it is the wish of 
the founder to make this library as thorough in all its appointments as 
a college library would aim to be, excluding only special professional 
works, like law treatises, which would not, except in extraordinary 
cases, be requisite in the education of girls. The number of books 
already on the shel ves is about 10,000, arranged in the aleoves according 
to the simple division of subjects — English poetry and dramatic works, 
French classics, Italian classics, German classics, Greek and Roman 
authors, ancient history, modern history, works of reference. ‘Phe first 
characteristic of the library which strikes the eye is the external dress 
of the books, which are, to a very large extent, bound in ealf and 
morocco. The greatest care has been taken to select editions of books 
which are the best, and then to put them into durable and tasteful 
bindings. 
The second point to be noticed is the freshness of the library. The 

editions of the classics, ancient and modern, are the best, and the illus- 
trative literature, historical and critical, is the most permanent and 
recent. There is an agreeable absence of literary and eritical lumber. 
The library being, in the first instance, a well selected private library, 
aad being enlarged with special reference to the objects of the college, 
there is no accumulation of rubbish, such as necessarily belon ys in a 
general library; but it is throughout a serviceable, working library.
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For instance, the student of Plato will find Stallbaum’s edition, Victor 

Consin’s translation, Bekker’s edition, and the special editions of 

Deuschle and Cron ; she will also have Cary’s and Taylor’s translations 
and the best critical and lexical helps. To illustrate further Greek litera- 

ture, art, and history, she has access to Miiller’s Dorians, the volume 
already published of Corssen’s Sprache der Etrusker, Winekeliann’s 

Ancient Art, Overbeck’s Griechische Plastik, Béckh’s Athenians, Mure, 

Bekker, Clinton’s. Fasti, Grote, Niebuhr, Bursian’s Geography of Greece, 

and other works, together with the best lexicons, Liddell & Scott, Pas- 

sow, Yonge, Pape, Friidersdorff, Pauley’s Real-Eneyclopedie. In Ger- 

man literature she has Lucas, Sanders, Helpert, Hiigel, and Adler to 

aid in the study of the admirable editions of the great writers; while 

in French she has the help of Littré’s great work, Bescherelle, Fleming 

and Tibbins, and the dictionary of the French Academy, in the study of 

Racine, Moliére, Marmontel, Rousseau, de Sévigné, Lamartine, Sainte- 

Beuve, Villemain, Victor Hugo, and other leaders in French literature. 

The alcoves devoted to history contain the latest and most thorough 

works in ancient mediwval and modern history, being especially rich 

in English history. The library, indeed, is properly illustrative of what 

was formerly termed the humanities, and when one examines the de- 

partment of English literature, he is struck with the choiceness of the 

selection, and the care taken to obtain early editions of celebrated 

works. The student using the books can hardly fail to carry away, 

besides a love of literature itself, a fondness for the refinements of 

literary dress, and to have her imagination cultivated by handling 

books which have a history in themselves. Thus, there isa copy of Da 

Bartas’s Divine Weeke, dated in 1641; Purchas’s Pilgrimage, 1617; 

the second folio of Spenser’s Faerie Queene, being the first of his other 

poems, dated 1611, There are also a number of books having agreeable 

and interesting literary associations, many from the libraries of Mitford 

and Choate, Perceval and Lord Macaulay, a presentation copy of 

Southey’s translation of F. de Moraes’ Palmerin of England to H. N, 

Coleridge, with Coleridge’s autograph; a copy of the more celebrated 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s Remorse, presented by him to a Mr. Dibden, 

and having extreme interest from the great number of corrections made 

by the author; a copy of Milman’s Fazio, with corrections by the author; 

a copy of Longfellow’s Dante, with a corrected proof-sheet bound in; 

a copy of the sumptuous edition from the Auchinlech manuscript of 

the Romances of Sir Guy of Warwick; Peter Pindar’s Letters, with an 

autograph note. The library is, besides, supplied with the leading 

reviews and periodical literature of America, England, France, and 

Germany. 

There is also a separate small collection of books devoted to helps in 

the study of the Bible, a memorial of the daughter of the giver, and 

named by him in her memory The Gertrude Library. It comprises 

about 500 volumes at present, and the giver intends doubling the nun- 

ber.
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WILLIAMS COLLEGE, WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. 

This library had its origin at the opening of the college in 1793. Tt 
consisted, at first, of a few volumes, mostly religious, the gifts of friends 

of the college. The first printed catalogue of 1794 contains 353 vol 
umes. Having no special fund, the library increased but slowly, and 
was largely dependent upon the gifts of friends. 

It has now two funds, one of $5,000, given, in 1854, by Mrs. Amos 

Lawrence, and the other ($5,000) in 1861, by Jonathan Phillips, of 
Boston. 

The number of volumes in the library is about 17,500. There are also 

two libraries belonging to the Philologian and Philotechnian Literary 

Societies, which are of great educational importance. They date back 

“to the earlier days of the college, and were then united in one. They are 

in the main well selected, and, by a happy arrangement, supplement the 

college library by being especially full in those departments in which 

it is more or less deficient. The number of volumes in each of these 
libraries is somewhat over 5,000. 

Besides the college library, and those of the literary societies already 

mentioned, there are, or rather were, the Franklin Library, the Library 

of the Lyceum of Natural History, and the Mills Theological Library. 

The first of these contained only such books as were studied in the col- 

lege course. It was beguu in 1820, for the purpose of aiding needy 

students. It worked very successfully for many years, supplying the 

young men, for four or five dollars, with the use of ail the text books of 

the college course. But through the enlarging range of studies, and the 

constant improvement in, and frequent change of, the text books used in 

the college in later years, this library has been superseded and given up, 

The library of The Lyceum of Natural History was a collection of 

works made by the members of that association, a society for the study 

of natural history formed early in the history of the college. It was first 

called the Linnzean Society, but assumed its present name in 1835, Its 

library, though not embracing over 250 volumes, was yet very valuable. 

In 1869 it was united with the natural history department of the col- 

lege library. 

The Mills Theological Library, which, though burned in 1841, had 

been revived and contained some 1,600 volumes, was also, in 1874, united 

with the college library. 

The whole number of books belonging to the college is about 27,500. , 

The average annual increase of the college library is 400 volumes, The 

average yearly expenditure is $900, derived mostly from the funds above 

mentioned. 

Since 1868, the library has been open four hours each day for consul- 

tation and reading, with free access to the shelves, and the presence of 

the librarian to render any needed assistance. 

Owing to the fact of limited means, library purchases have been made 
with great care, and, while the departments are very far from being as
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full as is desired, the supply, so far as it goes, is made up of the best 

works in each department, embracing also the leading English and 

American reviews and periodicals. Few libraries of its size present as 

good facilities for the practical uses of a college. 
In 1845, through the liberality of the late Col. Amos Lawrence, of 

Boston, the library building, known as Lawrence Hall, was built. It 

is octagonal in form, 48 feet in diameter, each side 20 feet, and is 36 

feet in height. It has two stories—the lower one finished in rustic 

style—and is surmounted by a dome supported by eight Lonic columns. 

The capacity of the library is 35,000 volumes. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICH. 

The university library has been accumulating for about thirty years, 

and for its size is very valuable. 

The only considerable donation it has received is the library of the 

late Dr. Rau, professor in the University of Heidelberg, consisting of 

about 4,000 volumes and 6,000 pamphlets, purchased’and presented to 

the university by Hon, Philo Parsons, of Detroit, Mich. 

The library contains about 23,000 volumes, and 8,000 pamphlets. The 

library of the law department numbers 3,000 volumes; that of the medical 

department, 1,500; that of the Young Men’s Christian Association of the 

university, 900. There is no printed catalogue, but a manuscri pt journal 

catalogue in folio; and a system of card catalogues, one set arranged 

alphabetically by authors, the other by subjects. 

ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS, MO. 

The university library was begun in 1829, 

No special fund is set aside for library purposes, but grants for the 

purchase of books are made annually by the faculty. Nearly all the 

books have been purchased with funds thus obtained. 

Donations have occasionally been made to the library. Rey, P. J. 

De Smet received donations in Belgium of works on theology, canon 

law, ecclesiastical history, and a copy of the Acta Sanctorum, by the 

Bollandists, from persons who did not permit their names to be recorded 

as benefactors. In 1832, the university received from the Commission 

of Public Records of Great Britain, 100 folio and seve ral octavo volumes 

of the public records, including the Domes-Day Book, with its index. 

The Jibrary contains 17,000 volumes. . The average annual addition is 

300 volumes. ‘The society libraries, established by voluntary, contribu. 

tions from the students in 1855, and supported by fees from. the mem- 

bers, contain 8,000 volames; making, altogether, 29,000 books belong- 

ing to the university. 

A manuscript catalogue, arranged by subjects, was made in 1856-57. 

Another was begun in 1871, but is not yet finished.
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DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, HANOVER, N. H. 

The library of Dartmouth College, like the college itself, which latter 
was founded in 1769, is of humble origin. It had its beginning in small 
donations from men of moderate means who had the cause of education 
at heart. As it increased, larger contributions were received from 
friends in this country and in England, and the ministers of the neigh- 
boring country did for it what the Connecticut ministers did for the 
library of Yale, and brought in books, some giving their entire libraries. 
In 1773 the Rey, Diodate Johnson, of Millington, Conn., left to the 
college, besides other bequests, his whole library. There is no record 
extant of the amount or value of these gifts. But smaller gifts were 
more common. Dr. Wheelock, in one of his letters, expresses his thanks 
to a patron in England who had sent him “ six psalm books 3” and in 
the early records of the trustees there is a vote of thanks to a gentleman 
who had given to the college a copy of Athanasius, bound in leather, 
in two volumes; and this is but a sample of many. 

It would be impossible to mention the many donors to the library, 
and their names would now be unfamiliar to all. But there is one who 
not only raised for himself a perpetual memorial in the academies which 
he founded at Exeter and Andover, but to whose wise counsels and 
large generosity the early success of Dartmouth College was largely 
due, the Hon. John Phillips, of Exeter, a trustee of the college from 
1173 to 1793. Besides large gifts in money and lands for the gen- 
eral purposes of the college, he gave, in 1772, £175, lawful money, for 
the purchase of philosophical apparatus, but which was, with his per- 
mission, devoted to the enlargement of the library. 

In 1800 the library numbered about 3,000 volumes. In 1818 it was 
voted to sell the old books, impaired by use, and purchase new ones with 
the proceeds. In 1820 the sum of $400 was voted from the general fund 
for books. From time to time purchases have been made to supply the 
wants of the various departmentsof instruction. Private liberality has 
also established several funds for procuring books; some of them devoted 
to a special purpose. 

In July, 1852, George O. Shattuck, of Boston, Mass., gave $1,000, to 
which he added, in August of the same year, another $1,000. Of this 
sum $800 were used for the Latin department, while the remainder 
was devoted to the purchase of books treating of mathematics as 
applied to mechanics and astronomy. In 1852, Rev. Roswell Shurt- 
letf gave $1,000, which was devoted to the department of moral 
and intellectual philosophy. In 1846, Edmund, Isaac, and Joel 
Parker gave $1,000 as a library fund, which was increased by the 
last mentioned, Hon. Joel Parker, till in 1875 it amounted to $7,000. 
At his death, in that year, Judge Parker also bequeathed, in addition 
to other gifts to the college, the sum of $12,500 for the use of the 

library; so that the Parker fund now amounts to $19,500. In 1867 

Miss Mary ©. Bryant, of Boston, Mass., gave $5,000 to establish a fund 
| 7
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as a memorial of her grandfather, the Rev. John Smith, one of the 
early professors in the college, to be called the John Smith fund. This 
and the Parker fund are of general application and may be used for 
the purchase of any books of permanent value. In 1845 the late Hon. 
Samuel Appleton established the Appleton fund, and increased it by 
a bequest in 1854, This fund is devoted to the maintenance of the de- 
partment of physics, and varying sums are expended yearly from its 
income in purchasing books for that department. A fund of $1,000 was 
also established by the late Hon. James W. Grimes, of Lowa. 

With these funds, amounting at present to $36,500, a portion of which, 
however, is not available, and with grants from the college treasury, the 
library is yearly increased in Wumbers and value. The average yearly 
increase for the past five years has been 700 yolumes and 100 pamphlets. 

Society libraries. ‘ 

Side by side with the college library grew up another, which in the 
extent of its use has been of even greater value— the Societies’ Library. 
In 1783 a society was formed called the Social Friends, secret in its 
character at first, but literary in its purpose. Weekly meetings were 
held for debate and rhetorical exercise, and to aid in the work of the 
society a library was collected. The society flourished for three years, 
dwing which time the library steadily grew, by the contributions of its 
members. In 1786 a secession took place, some of the members with- 
drawing and forming a new society, the, United Fraternity. Hence- 
forth they continued as rival societies, until the formation of the dis- 
tinctly socalled secret societies. Each had its library, which was 
increased by the donations of successive classes; in later years at the 
rate of from 200 to 500 volumes annually. The management of the 
libraries was almost exclusively in the hands of the students, and after 
the obtaining of the society charters in 1826 and 1827 entirely so till 
Isi4. During the time of the famous struggle between the college and 
the university, from 1815 to 1819, an attempt was made on the part of 
the students of the university, with the assistance of some of their fae- 
ulty, to seize the books of the societies. The students of the college, 
emulating the example of their trustees, held fast to their rightful pos- 
sessions, and locked their assailants into a room until the books had 
been conveyed to a place of safety. During the progress of the litiga- 
tien the books were kept in private houses in the Village, and at the 
triumph of the college were carried back to their old quarters, 

After the establishment of secret societies, the Social Friends and 
the United Fraternity declined as literary organizations, but the libra- 
ries continued to be centres of interest and profit. The use of the col- 
lege library was hampered by so many restrictions that it was of very 
little value to the students, while their own libraries were always open 
for use; and these, by a judicious union of the current literature of the 
day with works of more permanent value, afforded a better opportu-
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nity for selection than the college library. The two were never in col- 
lision, but the one was an indispensable supplement to the other. They 

continued entirely distinct until 1874, when, owing to the expense of 
maintenanee, the students thought best to place their library under the 

direction of the faculty. Articles of agreement were entered into be- 

tween the faculty and the students, by which the latter retained cer- 

tain powers and privileges. The consolidated libraries were placed in 

one room, and a librarian appointed, at a fixed salary, to take charge 
of the united library, which, with the reading room, was now opén 

continuously tothe students. Complete harmony of interest and unity 

of administration have worked greatly to the advantage of all parties. 

With the Societies’ Library there was brought into the union the 

library (about 1,200 volumes) of the Philotechnie Society, an organiza- 
tion formed in the Chandler scientific department, in 1854, with a design 
similar to that of the Social Friends. 

There was also united with the general library, the library of the 

Northern Academy of Arts and Sciences, an association formed June 

24, 1841, and composed of gentlemen of culture in various parts of the 

State. This collection consisted principally of pamphlets, bound and 
unbound, and numbered 2,500 volumes. 

The united libraries now number about 47,000 volumes, exclusive of 

pamphlets, the college library proper consisting of about 20,000, and the 
remainder being the books of the societies. 

There is also, in connection with the astronomical department of the 

college, began in 1853, a library of about 750 volumes, besides pam- 

phlets. The medical department, established in 1796, has 1,500 vol- 

umes; the Thayer department of civil engineering has a library of 2,000 

volumes, begun in 1862, and chiefly the gift of the late General Sylva- 

nus Thayer; and the agricultural department a collection of 1,300 vol- 
umes. 

At present the astronomical, the engineering, and the agricultural 

libraries are kept in separate buildings; but it is hoped that before 

many years the means will be obtained for a building that will offer, 

under one roof, safe and commodious quarters for all the separate libra- 

ries of the college, which together now amount to about 53,000 volumes. 

COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY, PRINCETON, N. J. 

The library of the College of New Jersey is probably of nearly equal 
age with the college itself, and that dates from 1746. In a notice of it, 
written probably by President Davies in 1760, it is said to have been 
“formed almost entirely of the donations of several public spirited gen- 
tlemen on both sides of the Atlantic.” Among these might have been 
mentioned Jonathan Belcher, whose name the college would have borne 
had he permitted it; and who, dying as governor of New Jersey in 1757, 
left to the library 474 volumes. Classies and folios abounded in the 
mansions of those days, and the intellectual character of the collection,
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relatively to its whole mass, may have stood higher then than since. 
The first printed catalogue, printed at Woodbridge, N.J., in 1760, con- 
sists of 36 pages, small quarto, and gives the titles of nearly 1,300 vol- 
umes, 231 being folios. 

March 6, 1802, the interior of Nassau Hall, where the books were then 
lodged, was burned, and it was for some years supposed that the entire 
library was destroyed. A few books are now known to have escaped, 
viz, certain folios of Calasio, and an edition of Calvin in eleven folios, 
Amsterdam, 1671, still in the library, with their titles in the catalogue 
of 1760. 

Public generosity was appealed to for the means to replace the build- 
ing; and records still in existence show that $32,000 in money were sub- 
seribed in the colonies. To restore the library, also, many noble vol- 
umes, still bearing the names of their donors, came from literary celeb- 
rities in this country and in Great Britain. Among these were John 
Lowell, Dugald Stewart, and Andrew Dalzel. To insure the safety of 
these new treasures, the library was placed in. the building in which 
are the geological museum and Philadelphian Hall, and, remaining there 
for half a century, escaped the flames which, in March, 1855, again 
destroyed Nassau Hall. Its increasing bulk finally crowded it out of 
the museum building, and it was removed to its original lodging, where 
it stood from 1865 to 1873. 

For nearly seventy years of this century the sole revenue of the 
libraty was derived from a tax of $1 a term on the students. Its in- 
crease was therefore extremely slow. In 1812 the librarian reported 
4,000 volumes in the collection. In the same year the library of Presi- 
dent Smith, containing also the books of President Witherspoon, was 
bought for the college. In 1823 the number of volumes was estimated 
at 7,000, and that number is given in the catalogue of 1831. In 1836, 
James Madison, an alumnus of 1771, left the Kbrary a legacy of $1,000. 
This was the only considerable gift of money made to the library pre- 
vious to 1868. Several noteworthy donations of books were, however, 
received, James Lenox, of New York, has presented many valuable 
books, among them the first three polyglots of the Holy Scriptures. 
Mr. Obadiah Rich, while resident in London in 1834, procured the 
bestowment by the Record Commission of the British government of its 
publications, 86 volumes, folio, and 24 volumes, octavo. The legislative 
documents of the United States, continued in au almost unbroken series 
from the beginning of the Twentieth Congress to the end of the Forty- 
second, make about 1,000 volumes. Matthew Newkirk, of Philadelphia, 
gave the great Description de Kgypte. The family of W. D, Beattie 
presented 200 volumes of classic! and other valuable works ; and the 
libraries of Professors Hope and Giger, numbering several hundred 
volumes each, were given to the college in 1859 and 1865. 

In 1868, the late Joh 1 ©. Green, of New York, presented to the col- 
lege $100,000 under ths name of the Elizabeth fund, in honor of bis
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mother, From the income of this fund the library was to receive $3,000 
a year, Among other large additions thus made is the library of Tren- 
deleubarg, of Berlin, consisting of nearly 10,000 volumes and pamphlets, 
purchased by the faculty for $5,000. It contains a collection of 185 vol- 
umes of old editions of Aristotle and his commentators, with a large num- 
ber of modern essays on his philosophy; and also several hundred vol- 
umes of comparatively rare classies. 

By recent gifts from John S. Pierson, of New York, the library pos- 
sesses 1,000 volumes on the late civil war. The entire library now num- 
bers 29,500 volumes. * 

The two society libraries contain together 12,000 volumes. 
The library is open five days in the week for the exchange of books, 

and at almost all hours of the day for purposes of study. 
The necessity of a separate and safer building for the library having 

been for some time apparent, Mr. John ©, Green, of New York, in 187273, 
erected an elegant stone building, at a cost of $120,000, and presented 
it to the college for library purposes. It is an octagonal building, with 
wings to the east and west, 140 feet in its entire length, with a central 
elevation of about 50 feet. The centre of the ball is oceupied by a plat- 
form 12 feet in diameter, upon which is a circular desk for the librarian. 
Between this and the alcoves, which are ranged against the walls, is a 
passage way, 9 feet in width. The capacity of the two floors of alcoves 
is 108,000 volumes. 

At the time of the erection of the building, a fand was provided for 
the support of the librarian. 

Library of the Cleiosophie Society. 

This society dates from the year 1765, the nineteenth from the foun- 

dation of the college. It began with seven members, of whom the most 

distinguished in after life were Oliver Ellsworth, second Chief-Justice 

of the United States, and Luther Martin, attorney-general of Maryland. 

The library now contains about 4,000 volumes. Perhaps ‘the depart- 

ment which is best supplied is that of essays, including literary, mis- 

cellaneoas, and periodical criticism; but the historical collection leaves 

little to be desired. The reading room of the society is well supplied 
with magazines, reviews, and newspapers. 

Library of the American Whig Society. 

This society was organized in 1769, and three years afterwards 

included among its members, James Madison, fourth President of the 

United States. In connection with Clio, its rival, it has furnished 

many public men to the country. These two societies own buildings 

precisely alike, situated on the eastern verge of the college campus. 

Each building is two stories high; the library and reading room being 

on the ground floor, and the halls for literary exercises above. The 

gift of $4,000 by Commodore Stockton has enabled the Whig Society to
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collect a larger and better library than its elder sister, and it numbers 
at present 8,000 volumes. The catalogue shows that at every period of 
its history the society has bought good books. The collections in the 
departments of poetry and art are especially good. ‘There is also a val- 
uable collection of law books, aud the best histories of every country. 
Fourteen reviews and literary periodicals are regularly taken. 

COLUMBIA COLLEGE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

The Library of Columbia College, New York, contains a small but 
unusually choice and valuable collection of books. It is nearly coeval 
with the college, which was founded in 1754, Among the earliest 
benefactors were Joseph Murray, of London, and the Rev. Duncombe 
Bristowe, whose libraries were given to the college. These collec- 
tions, however, were scattered during the war, when the college buildings 
were occupied by the British army, and but few of the valuable books 
of which they consisted could be recovered. After the return of peace, 
when King’s College was re-opened under the name of Columbia College, © 
the library was replenished, partly by donations, but chiefly by careful 
andjudicious purchases; and it has been kept up for nearly a handred 
years upon the same principles, viz, of buying few books, and those 
ouly of the highest character, and of admitting only such books as are 
strictly adapted to a college library, leaving large and miscellaneous 
collections to the public libraries of New York. 

The lists of benefactors include the names of the principal citizens of 
New York during this whole period. Those of Samuel Johnson, Myles 
Cooper, (the first two presidents,) Archibald Kennedy, John Watts, occur 
in several of the older volumes. In later times, equally well known and 
respectable names are found. The largest gifts have been the law libra- 
ries of William Samuel Johnson, the third president of the college, given 
by his son, Mr. Johnson, of Stamford, Conn., and of John Jay, the first 
Chiet-Justice of the United States, the gift of his grandson, John Jay. 
The collections of the New York Literary and Philosophical Society 
have also been added to the college library. Among the most im- 
portant additions by purchase, may be mentioned the library of the 
late Nathaniel F. Moore, professor of languages and afterwards presi- 
dent, consisting for the most part of elegant and valuable editions 
of the Greek and Roman classics, and the library of the late Lorenzo 
Da Ponte, containing a choice and extensive collection of the older Italian 

literature. A small but very good selection of standard German wri- 

ters was added a few years ago, under the direction of Dr. Tellkampf, 

some time professor of German. 

The library has no resources except the grants made from time to 

time by the trustees for its enlargement and expenses. For many 

years (hese were liberal bat irregular. They are now settled at $4,000 

a year, divided equally between the college and the School of Mines.
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A small sum, varying from year to year, is also allowed to the law 
school. 

The books are not kept in one hall, but have been, for convenienee, 

distributed among the departments of the university. The principal 

library, which alone is under the charge of the librarian, is in a hall 28 

feet wide and 71 feet long. It contains 18,745 volumes, including 200 

volumes of bound pamphlets. Its estimated value is $43,700. The 

additions for the last seven years have averaged 500 volumes a year, 

and the’ average outlay, including purchases and binding, has been 

$2,000. The library of the School of Mines has grown in ten years from 

800 to 7,000 volumes. It is now valued at $17,000. The law library 

contains about 4,500 volumes, estimated at $8,000. The botanical 

library contains 1,145 volumes, valued at $3,650. The whole number of 

books may be stated at 31,390, and the value at $72,350. As, however, 

the statements of the law and botanical libraries were sent in in Decem- 

ber, 1874, it is probable that these collections have slightly increased 
- since that time. 

The only literary society now in operation is the Philolexian. Its 

library probably does not exceed 1,200 volumes. The Peithologian 

Library numbers 1,000 volumes. i 

In August, 1875, an alphabetical catalogue of the books in the princi- 

pal library of the college was printed. To this is appended a second 

alphabet, containing a catalogue of the bound pamphlets. The whole 
forms an octavo volume of 412 pages. A catalogue of the library of the 

School of Mines, both alphabetical and analytical, has been published 

the past year. 

An elaborate and careful account of the library was prepared by 

William A. Jones, the late librarian, and was printed in 1861 under 

the direction of the trustees. The, edition of this important pamphlet 

is now exhausted, but copies are to be found in several public libraries. 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, N. Y. 

The University Library at Cornell was established simultaneously 

with the opening of the university, in the month of October, 1868. It 

then consisted of 14,000 volumes, partly composed of the private library 

of Charles Anthon, formerly professor in Columbia College; partly of 

the private library of Franz Bopp, formerly professor in the University 

of Berlin, both of which had been purchased by the trustees of the uni- 

versity in the summer of 1868; partly of modern scientific books, 

selected and bought for the university in Europe, during the same 

period, by President White; partly of a collection of German literature 

presented to the library by President White ; aud partly of a small col- 

lection of works on agriculture, bought in New York in 1868, by Ezra 

Cornell. The Anthon collection consisted of between 5,000 and 6,000 

volumes, two-thirds of which related to the classical languages and their 

literatures; the Bopp collection numbered nearly 2,000 volumes, and
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was chiefly made up of works treating of linguistic subjects, including 
especially a noticeable series of Sanskrit texts. 

In the following year (1869) Professor Goldwin Smith presented to 
the library his valuable private collection of books, which comprised 
more than 3,000 volumes, chiefly historical works and editions of the 
ancient and English classics. In 1370, Presideut White gave to the 
library about 1,000 volumes of works on architecture, collected by himself, 
many of which are of the most expeusive character. They inclucle sets 

of all the principal periodicals relating to architecture printed in Europe, 

and the various works published by Britton, Viollet le-Dac, Gailhabaudl, 

Gruner, Weale, Seroux @’ Agincourt, Galley Knight, Fergusson, Wiebe- 

king, Cieognara, Pugin, Parker, and others. 

In 1871, the late William Kelley, of Rhinebeck, N.Y., then a trustee 

of the university, placed at the disposal of the librarian the sum of 

$2,250 for the purchase of mathematical works. With this sam, daring 

that year, 1,500 volumes and 700 tracts and dissertations were bought, 
chiefly through European agents, including complete sets of the 
leading mathematical periodicals in Buglish, French, German, Italian, 

aud Danish, and the most important modera works in the domain of 

pure mathematics. In January, 1872, the private library of Jared 

Sparks, formerly president of Harvard College, and editor of the works 

of Washington and Franklin, was added, by purchase, to the university 

library. It numbered more than 5,000 volumes, about two-thirds of 

which were in the department of American history —the collection of 

books and pamphlets illustrating the revolution. uy period being extraor- 

dinavrily fall and valuable. To these collections mast be added many 

thousands of volumes purchased at various times since 1863, the bulk of 

which have been bought in Earope. Tae collections have not been 

kept separate, but all have been consolidated and classified as one gen- 

eral library —a bookmark in each volume indicating the collection with 

which it was purchased or given. 

The library also possesses a few nnique collections. Among these 

the most notable is the May collection of works relating to the subjects 

of slavery and anti-slavery. This was founded in the year 1870, by the 

late Rev. Samuel J. May, of Syracuse, who gave the books he had 

himself gathered during the progress of the abolition movement. To 

these have been united the aati-slavery portion of the libraries of the 

late Gerrit Smith, of Peterboro’, N.Y., of the late Mr, Richard D. 

Webb, of Dublin, freland, of Mrs. Elizabeth Pease Nichols, of E,liu- 

burgh, Scotland, of Mr. Henry B. Stanton, of Tenafly, N.J., as well as a 

host of minor donations from many persons, both in the North and the 

South, who took part in the political struggle which originated iu the 

slavery question. The collection at present comprises nearly 800 bount 

volumes and 5,000 pamphlets, and includes perfect files of many of the 

leading anti-slavery journals, such as the Liberator and the Anti- 

Slavery Standard. Hzra Cornell, after the death of the late Samuel F,
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B. Morse, bought and presented to the library the works owned by that 
distinguished gentleman relating to telegraphy and electro-magnetism, 
consisting of about 250 volumes and pamphlets. The library has also 
acquired, largely through the liberality of President White, a collection 
of books illustrative of the history of the typographical art, embracing 
volumes from the presses of Fust, Schoiffer, Caxton, Wynkyn de Worde, 
Zell, Mentelias, Aldus Manutius, Richard Pynson, and other early 
printers, as well as specimens of the books printed by the Etiennes, the 
Elzevirs, Plantin, Baskerville, and Bodoni in later times. Principally 

to the same source it is indebted for a small collection of illuminated 

manuscripts in Sanskrit, Tamil, Persian, Ethiopie, Latin, French, and 

German, some of which are of considerable interest. In modern manu- 

scripts it possesses a valuable collection of letters, documents, and draw- 

ings by Washington, of documents in the handwriting of Franklin and 

Lafayette, together with many letters addressed to Washington, as well 

as a considerable number of manuscript maps illustrating revolutionary 
battles. 

- In serials the library, considering its age and size, is particularly 

rich. It owns sets of most of the noted periodicals devoted to natural 

and physical science published during the last forty years, and a very 

perfect collection of English and American reviews and literary maga- 

zines and of foreign philological journals. It continues to add to these 

sets; its annual subscription to foreign periodicals alone amounting to 

an average sum of $1,000. The works on bibliography and literary 

history are also numerous and carefully selected. . 

Among the extensive or costly works on the shelves of the library 

may be mentioned a government copy of Description de ’Bgypte, Paris, 

1809-28; the engravings of Roman antiquities, edifices, and works of 

art, by Piranesi, Rome, 1750/85—the copy, in 21 volumes, presented 

by Pope Clement the Fourteenth to the English Dake of Camberland ; 

the Thesaurus Antiquitatum of Gronovius and Grievius, Venice, 1732= 

37, in 33 folio volumes; the Transactions and Proceedings of the 

French Institute, the Royal Society, and the Berlin Academy of Sei- 

ences, together with those of the Geological Society, the Zodlogical So- 

ciety, and the Linnean Society of London; a colored copy of Besler’s 

Hortus Eystettensis, Nuremberg, 1613, which cost $800; Bateman’s 

Orchidacee of Mexico and Guatemala; Curtis’s Botanical Magazine, 

a complete set, procured at an expense of $650; the Flora Brasiliensis 
of Martius as far as published; Humboldt’s scientific works in folio; 

the Moniteur Universel, from 1789 to 1868, in 162 folio volumes; the 

London Times, a set beginning with 1848; Canina’s Ndifizj di Roma 

Antiea, Architettura Antica, and Architettura dei tempj Cristiani, in 

13 volumes; Gruner’s Decorative Art; the publications of the Dilet- 

tanti Society of London; Hakluyt’s Voyages, London, 1599; Cruveil- 

hier’s Anatomie, Paris, 1851; the Bibliotheca Classica Latina of Le 

Maire, in 142 volumes, and the Scriptores Latiniof Valpy, in 169 vol-
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umes; the Biblioteca de Autores Espaioles, edited by Rivadeneyra ; 
the Classici Italiani, in 250 volumes; and the publications of the Ray 
Society, the Sydenham Society, the Palwontographical Society, the 
Percy Society, the Camden Society, the Hakluyt Society, the Barly Eng- 
lish Text Society, the English Historical Society, and the Chaucer Soci- 
ety. The set of the patent specifications presented to the library 
by the British government, numbering over 2,600 volumes, is. still 
deposited in London awaiting the funds to bind it. The library has a 
complete set of American Patent-Oftice publications. 

The library has no fixed fund for its maintenance, but depends upon 
annual grants by the trustees of the university for the purchase 
of books, which have ranged from $1,000 to $3,000, besides special 
grants at various times for particular purposes. The average an- 
nual increase of the library since its establishment has been nearly 
3,000 volumes. The total number of volumes at present is 39,000, be- 
sides 15,000 pamphlets. The collection is arranged very nearly in accord- 
ance with the system of classification adopted by Brunet in his Man- 
uel du Libraire, and possesses a simple alphabetical slip catalogue, to- 
gether with special catalogues of afew of thedepartments. Of the Sparks 
and Bopp collections there are printed catalogues, prepared before the 
purchase of those libraries ; of the Anthon collection, there is a similar 
catalogue in manuscript. There are employed a principal librarian and 

two assistants; the principal librarian, who is also a professor, and one 

of the assistants devoting but apart of their time to the library. The 
library is a circulating one, so far as the members of the faculty are 
concerned, and a library of reference so far as the students of the insti- 
tution are concerned. The average number of volumes constantly with- 
drawn from the library is 650; the average number consulted daily in 

the reading room of the library is 200, The library is open throughout 

the year (except Sundays) from 8 o'clock in the morning till 5 o’clock in 
the afternoon, or till sunset, when that is before 5. It occupies the 
lower main floor of the McGraw or central university building, a room 
100 feet by 45, and is arranged in alcoves, which inclose a space used as 

areading room. The room is adorned with several busts, in marble and 

plaster, and with a number of portraits in oil, the latter including orig- 

inal half-length portraits of Professors Louis Agassiz, Goldwin Smith, 

James Russell Lowell, and George William Curtis. 

HAMILTON COLLEGE, CLINTON, N. Y. 

Hamilton College received its charter in May, 1812, and at the same 

time a small library belonging to Hamilton Oneida Academy was, with 

other property, passed over to the college. In November, 1812, the 

trustees of the college granted $100 for the inctease of the library, 
and appointed a committee authorized to make purchases, appoint a 

librarian, and provide regulations for the use of the library. In 1826 

the number of volumes was about 1,600, and this was gradually increased
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by purchases and donations by individuals and the general and State 
governments; but the addition of valuable and useful books was very’ 
slow, the college, for want of funds, not being able to make many pur- 
chases. 

In November, 1860, the libraries of the Union and Phenix Societies, 
each containing about 3,000 volumes, were placed in charge of the col- 
lege for safe keeping; and since that time they have been kept and used 
as a part of the college library, though the rights of the societies are 
fully recognized and maintained. In 1865 the valuable library of Dr. 
Edward Robinson, containing about 1,400 volumes and about 100 valu- 
able maps, was purchased and given to the college by a few friends in 
New York. In the same year, the library received its most important 
addition in the valuable law library of William Curtis Noyes, of New 
York, bequeathed by him to Hamilton College, in order “that it may 
always be kept together for the use of law students in that institution.” 

This collection numbers nearly 7,000 volumes, of which about 5,000 

are law books, and the residue miscellaneous. They were collected 

during a practice of twenty-five years, at an expense of from $50,000 to 

$75,000. It contains all the American reports, with scarcely an excep- 

tion, down to 1865, including those of Mr. Jefferson from 1730 to 1740, 

and from 1768 to 1772, complete reports of every State in the Union, 

British, English, Scotch, and Irish reports, and of the colonies from New- 

foundland to India. Among its rare volumes are all the Domes-Day 

Books; a complete copy of the English Statutes at Large in 78 vol- 

umes; and everything in the English common law, both civil and erimi- 

nal, and in equity, with the earlier treatises. It contains a considerable 
collection of codes, among which are the Chinese and Gentoo; the Frede- 

rician code and Hindoo law; the Ordinances of Menu, translated from 

the Sauskrit by Sir William Jones; and Macnaghten’s Principles of 

Hindoo and Mohammedan Law. There is also a copy of Beugnot’s As- 

sises de Jérusalem, 2 volumes, folio, Paris, 1841. This work, which is 

very learnedly annotated, contains an account of the works on juris. 

pradence written in the thirteenth century, and the laws of the king- 

dom of Jerusalem and Cyprus in the time of the Crusades. Among the 

legal curiosities is a perfect copy of Statham’s Abridgment, the first 

book of English law ever printed, in black letter, 1470; and a copy of 

Le Grand Coutumier du Pays, Duché de Normandie, 1539. Both of 

these are in a fine state of preservation. There is also a copy of Dug- 

dale’s Origines Judiciales, edition of 1671, the most accurate now extant, 

as most of the first edition, 1666, was destroyed in the great fire in Lou- 

don the same year; Spelman’s Glossary, 1687; and Jardine’s Use of 

Torture in the Criminal Law of England, 1637. There is also a copy of 
Calvin's Lexicon, Geneva edition of 1584. The collection of French law 

is considerable; and there is a complete set, over 70 volumes, of the 

printed statutes of the Colony and State of New York, including the 

Session laws from the earliest period, commencing with a copy of Brad- 

:
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ford’s, printed in London in 1719, which formerly belonged to Lord 

Delaware, and seems to have come from the plantation office in the col- 

ony. There is hardly any law book which a lawyer in large practice 

may have occasion to consult that may not be found in this collection, 

Feeling the obligation to provide for the safe keeping of so impor- 

tant a gift, the trustees took immediate measures to realize a sum suffi- 

cient for building a library hall. The Hon. Perry H. Smith, of Chi- 

cago, in honor of whom the hall is named, offered to contribute one- 
half the sum supposed to be necessary for the building, $25,000, on 
condition that the other half should be made up by the alumni and 

other friends of the college in the West. The corner stone was laid 

in July, 1866, but owing to various hindrances the hall was not 

completed and ready for occupancy until the summer of 1872. The 

whole cost of building and furniture was about $50,000. The building 

is 75 by 50 feet; the alcoves in the library are arranged in three tiers, 

one above another, and furnish space for 60,000 volumes. A room on the 

second floor is used as .a memorial hall and art gallery. The number of 

volumes now in the library is about 22,000, 

LIBRARY OF MADISON UNIVERSITY, HAMILTON, N. Y. 

The beginnings of this library, like those of the university itself, were 

small, and, for want of resources, the growth was slow. A nucleus was 

formed in 1820, by the gift of 238 volumes, and 145 pamphlets, from 
thirty-one donors. 

In 1824, the list of books had increased to 675 volumes, with many 

valuable pamphlets and official documents. 

In 1828, Dr. Spencer H. Cone, of New York, made a valuable contri- 

bution, and Dr. Howard Malcom, of Boston, another in 1832. 

In 1834-35, one of the professors, Rev. Barnas Sears, visited Ger- 

many. Advantage was taken of this visit to make a number of 

large orders for books, though there were no funds, and these orders . 

were met by contributions from private pockets. The purchases took 

a wide range, filling the then small library room with the best books 

extant in history, philosophy, geography, travels, biography, science, 

literature, and art; in Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and German philology ; 

in Scripture illustration and interpretation ; and in systematic and prac- 
tical theology. 

In 184142, another professor, Rev. Thomas J. Conant, visited 

England and Germany, through whom further orders were made for 

Haglish, German, and French books, and for a rich collection of classic- 

al, patristic, and medieval works. [In the meantime, the library had 

become rich in encyclopediology, lexicography, and philology, although 

as yet no fund existed for replenishing it. 

During all these years, the library was lodged in West College, the 

first college editice on “the hill;” but in 1850, it was removed into Al- 

umni Hall for more commodious quarters, into a room fitted up by
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James B. Colgate, of New York. At this time, as at several times prev- 
ious, a sifting of the books took place, and all such books of early date 
as were obsolete or of small value were thrown out, and a new classifica 
tion of the residue was made, 

It may be observed that during thirty-six years there have been four 
librarians, who, in the absence of funds, have served gratuitously, and 
made their personal efforts in the collection of money and books a good 
substitute for an income fand, and mainly through their labors the 
library has been enlarged. These have been Prof. A. C. Kendrick, Prof. 
P. B. Spear, Prof. E. Dodge, and the present librarian, Prof. N. L. An- 
drews. 

During the last ten years, there has been a fund of $5,000, and an 
income, from all sources, of about $350 a year. Just now additional 
funds are being ‘raised by subscription, and already, with the former 
fund, the library has $20,000, on which it will hereafter draw interest. 

The library has 10,000 volumes, and is emphatically a working library, 
having been mainly made up for the benefit of the faculty and students. 
It props every course of study in the university, and is so arranged 
as to be used or consulted with great convenience. 

The classification of books, according to the departments of knowledge 

to which they belong, is conspicuously noted by headings at the top of 

the cases, and is as follows: Greek language and literature; Latin 

language and literature; Philology and Oriental literature; Biblical * 
literature and exegesis ; Systematic, polemic, and practical theology ; 

Ecclesiastical history ; Civil history; Biography; Periodical literature - 

Natural sciences ; Voyages and travels; Foreign literature ; English lit- 
erature ;-Philosophy. 

A valuable aid in the use of the library has recently been introduced, 

by the preparation, at considerable expense, of a voluminous manu- 

script index to periodical literature. This comprises 17,000 references, 

alphabetically arranged, to important articles in the leading reviews. 

The library receives regularly the principal American and foreign re- 

views, and the index is carefully kept up by noting, alphabetically, all 
the articles contained in the current numbers. 

It is believed that the careful selection of books for working purposes, 

the absence of useless duplicates and miscellaneous donations, and the 

attention paid to periodical literature, render the library of the uni- 

versity unsurpassed, for its size, in real utility and value. 

Three students’ society libraries contain, in the aggregate, about 3,000 
volumes. 

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

The University of Rochester was founded in 1850. The library had 

its origin about the same time. Only one library has ever been directly 

connected with the university, though its relation to the Rochester 

Theological Seminary is such that the officers and students of each in- 

Stitution have access to the libraries of both.
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About ten years ago’ Gen. John F. Rathbone, of Albany, gave to the 
university the sam of $25,000 for the endowment of the library. This 

is known as the Rathbone library fund, and the income from it, about 

$1,750 a year, is devoted to the purchase of books and certain current 

library expenses. The library has hitherto been kept in a room con- 

structed for the purpose in the university building. A new fire-proof 

building is now nearly completed on the university grounds, the ground 

floor of which is to be devoted to the library, the second story being 

fitted up for the university cabinet. It is a gift to the university by 

the Hon. Hiram Sibley, of Rochester. Its cost, when completed, will 

not be less than $100,000. 
The library has never received any very large additions of books by 

gift. 
The annual additions to the library are between five hundred and 

six hundred volumes. The leading American and English periodicals 

are taken, and also some of the German and French, which are kept 

bound up to date. The present number of volumes is 12,000. 

VASSAR COLLEGE, POUGHKEEFPSIB, N. Y. 

This college, founded by Matthew Vassar, was opened in 1865, and the 

library has been gradually collected since that date. 

Mr. Vassar bequeathed to the college a fund of $50,000, the income of 

which may be used only for the purchase of additions to the library and 
the cabinets. ' 

The library is composed, in large part, of books of reference. As each 

professor is responsible for the selection of books relating to his depart- 

ment of instruction, the library, as a whole, is made up of choice, special 

collections, For the size of the library it contains a large number of 
rare and costly works. 

The whole number of volumes in the collection is 9,881. About 700 
volumes are added yearly. 

The rooms assigned to the library are spacious and elegant, and are 

planned to farnish shelf room for about 40,000 volumes. 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL, N. 0. 

The charter of the university speaks of the library as if it were to be 

an essential part of the institution; and with the gathering of the first 

classes the library was begun. Gen. W. R. Davie, afterwards governor, 
gave to it 14 volumes in 1795, the year in whieh it was opened, and sub- 
sequently added 25 more. Among the éarly donors Richard Bennehan, 
of Orange County, gave 28 volumes, and Joseph Blount Hill an 
encyclopedia in 18, volumes, In 1816 Rey. James Hall, of Iredell, 
gave 49 volumes, a third of them printed before 1700, and. about 100 

volumes were received from the library of Joseph Gautier, of Elizabeth- 
town.
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Measures were early taken to provide an income for the library ; and 

up to 1824 this was derived from a sessional fee paid by the students. 

Since that year it has been dependent upon grants made by the 
trustees. 

In 1824 Dr. Caldwell purchased for the library, in Europe, 979 books, 

and also brought over 60 volumes as donations from persons in England. 

A few years later the English Record Commission presented their pub- 

lications, 83 folios and 24 octavos. In 1859 the university purchased 

1,897 volumes from the library of Professor Mitchell. This is believed 

to have been the only purchase of books by the trustees since 1824. 

Within-the past forty-five years a few gifts have been made by ,individ- 

uals, less than 60 volumes before March, 1869, and about 300 since. The 

Smithsonian Institution has given its publications, 25 volumes; the 

State has given 218 volumes of laws and legislative records; and the 

United States has given 1,500 volumes of congressional, and executive 
documents. The number of volumes now in the library is not far from 

7,000. There are two students’ libraries in the university, the Dialectic 

and the Philanthropic, nambering 3,813 volumes. 

In 1850 a handsome library building was built. It isin the form of 

a Greek temple. The hall is 84 by 32 feet and 20 feet high. 

MARIETTA COLLEGE, MARIETTA, OHIO. 

Soon after the college was established in 1835, the sum of $1,000 was 

received from the estate of Mr. Samuel Stone, of Townsend, Mass., “to 

be expended for books.” Something was added to this by friends of 

the college at Marietta, and the whole amount expended in Europe for 

philological works. 
In 1850 an effort was made to increase the library, and $8,000 were 

subscribed, chiefly at Marietta. The largest subscribers were : Douglas 

Patnam, $2,500; Noah L. Wilson, $1,250; William Sturges, of Chieage, 
$1,250; Winthrop B. Smith, of Cincinnati, $500 ; Col. John Mills, $500. 

Most of this money was expended by President Smith in Europe. 

Some years ago 8. P. Hildreth, M.D., of Marietta, gave five or 

six hundred volumes, mostly scientific or historical works, to the li- 

brary; and Dr. George O. Hildreth has, since his father’s death, added 

a number of volumes to this collection. Hon. William A. Whittlesey 

and Hon. William P. Cutter, both of Marietta, have presented to the 

library many valuable works relating to the civil and political his- 

tory of the country. John Kendrick, LL.D., for thirty-three years pro- 

fessor of Greek in the Gollege, and now professor emeritus, has given 

31,000, the income of which is to be exvended in the purchase of books 

connected with the classical department. 

The whole amount of funds held for library purposes is about $5,500. 

The number of volumes in the college library is 15,130; in the society 

libraries, 11,570, 

3E
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Most of the books purchased for the college library have been se-’ 

lected with reference to the work of instruction, so that the library is 
very largely professional in its character, 

A catalogue was printed in 1857, and a card catalogue has been pre- 

pared of all the books added to the library since that time. 

' OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY. 

The library, which contains something over 10,400 volumes and is 

valued at about $15,000, has beer entirely donated. The largest gifts 

are as follows: In 1853 William Sturges, of Zanesville, Ohio, gave 
$7,500 as a foundation. In-1858 Rey. Joseph M. Trimble, D. D., of 

Columbus, Ohio, selected an alcove to be filled at his expense, and has 

since placed upon its shelves books valued at $2,500. In 1866 William 

Ingham, of Cleveland,Ohio, selected an alcove, and has since placed 

in it books estimated at $2,500. Rey. Charles Elliott, D.D., leftas a be- ° 

quest a portion of his library, estimated at $1,000, The remainder of 

the library has come from smaller gifts which cannot be enumerated. 

The number of volumes in the students’ libraries is 3,500. 

ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI, OHIO. 

The library of St. Xavier College comprises three divisions—the 

library proper, devoted to the use of the faculty of the college, and the 

Students’ Library and Sodality Library for the use of the students, 

The whole number of volumes in the main library is about 14,000, 

This library may be consulted, with certain restrictions, by any person 

properly introduced, 

A large proportion of the library is theological in character, but there 

is also a good collection of works in general literature, both English 

and foreign. Among the theological works are the writings of St, 

Thomas, 28 volumes, folio; the Migne collection, 28 volumes, folio; the 

works of Suarez, Ferraris, Billuart, Franzelini, Concina, Muratorius, 

Gotti, Durandus, printed in 1533, and many others equally valuable. 

Among the old and rare books are many published within half a century 

after the invention of the art of printing. The oldest book in the col- 

lection isa Moral Theology, printed by Hilbrun, in Venice, 1477. Next 

in antiquity is the Instruction on the Institute of the Solitaries and on 

the Remedies against Vice, written by John the Hermit, called Cassian, 

and printed at Basle in 1485. There are also a Scholastic History, Basle, 

1486; Sermons on the different Sundays of the Year and Feasts of the 

Saints, Strasbourg, 1488; Lazarolus de Litio, Basle, 1490; the City of 
God, St. Augustine, 1494; Mirror of Patience, Udalrie Pinder, Nurem- 

berg, 1509; Examples from Writings of the Holy Fathers, 1512; a Latin 

Bible printed at Lyons in 1523; Commentaries of St. Cyrillus of Alex- 

andria, 1520; works of Josephus in German, Strasburg, 1531; Durandus 

on the Writings of Peter Lombardus, Lyons, 1533 ; Latin Psalter, Paris
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1542; The Philosophy of Plato and Aristotle Compared, by James Car- 
pentarius, Paris, 1573. Among interesting books of later date is acopy ~ 
of the first edition of the Bible printed in America, published by Carey, 
Stewart & Co., Philadelphia, 1790. 

There is no printed catalogue of the library, but one in manuscript 
arranged according to subjects. 

DICKINSON COLLEGE, CARLISLE, PA. 

The library was begun shortly after the organization of the college, 
in 1783. It has been the slow growth of small purchases, as very lim- 
ited funds would from time to time allow, and of individual donations of 
books; no single one being large. 

The college library.now numbers 7,765 volumes. There are two 

societies connected with the college, the members of which tax them- 

selves yearly for the increase of their respective libraries. The library 

of the Belles-Lettres Society contains 9,771 volumes; that of the Union 

Philosophical Society, 9,967 volumes, making the whole number of books 

belonging to the college, 27,503. 

in the college library are some rare and valuable works; among them 

a complete collection of the Christian Fathers. 

There is no printed eatalogue. In the ones used the books are elassi- 

fied under departments, as historical, law, fiction, and are then described 
alphabetically. 

LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, EASTON, PA. 

The library was founded in 1832, by contributions of books from friends 

of the college, and it grew slowly by gifts and small purchases. In 1865, 

on the accession of the present president, Dr. W. ©. Cattell, the whole 

number of volumes was 2,645. A fee of $1 a term, for the increase of 

the library, or in later years of $2 a term, for the library and reading 

room, has since been paid by each student, aud the matriculation and 

graduating fees have also been given in part to the library. The 

income from these sources has been expended almost wholly on books 

immediately connected with the college studies, so as to buy everything 

needéd for original investigation in the special direction in whieh the 
professor wishes to push his work. It does not, therefore, add rapidly 

to the number of volumes on the catalogue. It now amounts to some- 

what more than $2,000 « year. 

Grants for the purchase of books are also made from a fund estab- 

lished in 1872, by Mr. Benjamin Douglass, te promote the study of 

the Latin and Greek of Christian authors. 

Other important gifts have been made. The largest benefactors are 

Rey. David Bishop, who gave his library to the college at its founda_ 

tfon; Hon. T. G. Clemson, who in 1850-57 gave many valuable scien. 

tific works in French, among them series of the Annales des Mines, of the 

Bulletins of the Geological Society of France, the works of Berzelits,
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Thénard, and others; Mr. Edward Miller, who in 1870 presented 115 

volumes on civil engineering ; Dr. John Curwen, who from 1870—74 has 

presented many valuable works; M. Ferdinand Lesseps, 1871, a com- 
plete set of the documents connected with his work on the Suez canal; 

the class of 1871, a fund for the purchase of the issues of the Early English 

Text Society, the Chaucer Society, and the like; Mr. B. Douglass, 1872, 

a fund for Christian Latin and Greek, from which about one thousand 

dollars have been expended for books ; Messrs. R. L. & A. Stuart, 1874, 

the Antenicene Library; the heirs of Hon. ©. F, Ward, his well known 

general library and law library, with collections of autographs, engrav- 

ings, and rarities, numbering about 11,000 volumes. 

The departments in which the library is strongest are Anglo-Saxon, 

early and dialectic English, and early French; (besides a pretty com- 

plete collection of Anglo-Saxon works, it has rare serial publications, 

such as those of the English Historical Society, the lfric Society, 

the Philological Society, English, the Perey Society, Early English 

Text, Chaucer, and the like; Haupt’s Zeitschrift fiir deutsches Alter- 

thum;) Christian Greek and Latin; American history; chemistry and 

mining, and botany. It has complete sets of German and French serials, 

such as Dingler’s Polytechnisches Journal, 1820 onward; Wagner’s 

Jahresbericht der Chemischen Technologie, 1856 onward; Annales de 

Chimie et de Physique, 1789 onward; Leonhard’s Jahrbuch, and Neues 

Jahrbuch der Mineralogie, 1833 onward. 

The librarian reported last year the addition of 989 volumes, of which 

797 were bought for $2,007. The whole number of volumes is now 

about 16,000. Of these about 6,000, the dictionaries, cyclopedias, 
historical and scientific serials, and other works of reference or of fre 

quent demand, are displayed in cases in the reading room of the college, 

which is a large hall with a gallery occupying a double story of the 

east wing of the South College. These books, with the best papers and 

periodicals of this country, England, France, and Germany, are open 

to all the members of college daily (Sundays excepted) for consultation 

during study hours, and for general reading out of study hours. Ade- 

quate provision has not yet been made for the proper display and use 

of the rest of the books, which temporarily occupy a room in Pardee 

Hall, waiting for a library to be built. 
There are two literary societies, the Washington and the Franklin, 

the former with 2,100 volumes, the latter with 1,632. There are also 
the Brainerd Society, which has a small collection of religious works, and 

the Natural History Society, which has a small but valuable working 

library. The whole number of volumes in all the libraries of the college 

is about 20,000, 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 3s 

The library of the university dates back to the origin of the institu- 

tion as an academy iv 1749, and its incorporation as a college in 1759.
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Its earlier collections were the gifts of its friends, especially Rev. 

Richard Peters, who presented many works in old English literature 

and divinity. Some others bear the autograph of the founder of the 

university, Benjamin Franklin. 
The next additions seem to have been made during the visit of the 

first provost of the university, Dr. Smith, to Great Britain, to secure 

funds for an endowment, in 1751, and comprised a large number of 

works of English scholars then living, and a copy of the “Baskervillé 

edition of Barclay’s Apology, presented by the auther’s son, 

The next gift of books came after the Revolution, and from France. 

Lafayette, while in America, was greatly interested in the university, 

and ou his return solicited a gift of books from the King, who sent over 

a very considerable number of works on French history, on natural 

history and travels, and the P aris edition of the Byzantine historians. 

Daring a long period the library grew very slowly, and chiefly by the 

gifts of authors and friends. Since its removal to the new building in 

West Philadelphia, it has received five munificent gifts : 

1. The complete and unique collection of works in social science 

and political economy, made by the late Stephen Caldwell, author of 

The Ways and Means of Payment, and editor of List’s National Heon- 

omy. This collection contains about 8,000 books and pamphlets, and 

covers every important work on or related to the subject in the Eng- 

lish, French, and Italian languages, besides many in Spanish and Ger- 

man, which had appeared dow n to the time of his death. —, 

2. The classical, bibliographical, and Sh akspere library of Professor 

Allen, especially fall, select, and valuable in the department of Greek 

literature. This was purchased by the alumni and the trustees. 

3. The law library of the late Jud ge Bouvier, presented by his fam- 

ily, especially rich in works on Roman and French law. 

4. The Rogers library of engineering, presented by. Prof. Fairman 

Rogers, as a memorial of his father, the late Evan "Rogers. Of this 

collection, about 1,000 volumes, many of them very costly and mag- 

nificent works, have already been procured, and the donor is now com- 

pleting it by careful selections. 

5. The Tobias Wagner fund, presented by a member of his family 

for the creation of a fund to be devoted to the purchase of works on 

history and literature. The income from this fund is $590 a year, 

and one of the purchases made is the magnificent series of photographs 

of antiquities in the British Museum. 

The trustees have granted $5,000 to purchase a fitting literary 

apparatus for the department of history and English literature, most of 

which has been expended under the direction of Dr. Stillé, the present 

provost of the university. 

These gifts and purchases have increased the number of volumes in 

the library to nearly 20,000. 

There are two students’ libraries, that of the Philomathean Society,
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and that of the Zelosophie Society; the former numbering 1,323 vol- 

umes, and the latter about one thousand volumes. The library of the 

medical department numbers 3,000 volumes; that of the law depart- 
ment 250 volumes. 

BROWN UNIVERSITY, PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

Rhode Island College, now Brown University, was incorporated in 

1764, and was originally established in the town of Warren. In 1770 

it was removed to Providence, and, with the exception of a few books 

procured in England through the agency of the Rev. Morgan Edwards, 

was at this time destitute of a library. To supply, as far as possible, 

this deficiency, the Providence Library Company (believed to have been 

established in 1753, and now merged in the Providence Athenwum) 

tendered to the officers and students the free use of their books, a 

privilege which was continued several years. Two years later, (1772,) 

President Manning wrote concerning the library: ‘At present we haye 

but about 250 volumes, and these not well chosen, being such as our 

friends could best spare.” In the latter part of this year the college 

received from the executors of the Rev. Dr. John Gill, of London, all 

his published works, together with 52 folio volumes of the Fathers; and 

in the following year the Rev. Benjamin Wallin, of London, presented 

to the library his published works in 10 volumes; Bunyan’s works, 6 

volumes, and others. Donations were also received from Rey. Dr. 
Stennett, and others. 

On the 6th of December, 1776, immediately after the occupation of 

Newport by the British troops, the college was disbanded, and the col- 

lege building (now University Hall) was, from that time until June, 

1782; occupied as a barrack and hospital. During this period the books 

were removed for safe keeping to West Wrentham, Mass. 

At the re-organization of the college, in theautumn of 1782, the library, 

according to President Manning, consisted of * about 500 volumes, most 

of which are both very ancient and very useless, as well as very ragged 
and unsightly.” 

In 1783 the liberality of Mr. John Brown, treasurer of the corpora- 
tion, added 1,400 volumes to the library. The books were selected by 

President Manning and the chancellor, Goy. Stephen Hopkins, and 

were purchased in London. <A list of these 1,400 volumes, with the 

prices, is on file among the college archives. To the bibliographer and 

the antiquarian it is a document of special interest. The sum of 

£200 was at the same time subscribed by other members of the cor- 
poration, for apparatus. 

Mr. Moses Brown, a brother of John Brown, also at this time imported 

and presented to the library a number of books illustrative of the prin- 

ciples of the Friends, to which denomination he was attached. Some 

of these are now rare and of great value. 

During the same year (1784) John Tanner, of Newport, presented
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to the library 135 volumes of miscellaneous books, many of which are 
now important, illustrating the early ecclesiastical history of New Eng- 
land; and in the succeeding year Granville Sharp, presented sev- 
eral of his own publications, together with a set of the works of his 
grandfather, Dr. John Sharp, archbishop of York. He subsequently 
made other donations to the library. These gifts so augmented its 
treasures. that it contained, as appears from the correspondence of 

President Manning, “ upward of 2,000 volumes.” 
During the latter part of this year, also, a donation of 149 vol- 

umes, mostly folios and quartos, comprising the works of several of the 
Fathers of the Church, and standard works in science, history, literature, 

and the classics, was received from the Bristol Education Society in 

England, through the ageney of the Rev. Dr. Caleb Evans. 
- In the year 1792 Hon. Nicholas Brown, from whom the university 
derives its name, began his princely benefactions to the college by the 
gift of $500 for the purchase of a law library. 

The Rey. Isaac Backus, of Middleborough, Mass., who died in 1806, 

bequeathed to the college a part of his library. The extent or value of 

this bequest it is now impossible to determine, as no record was made 

of it at the time. Among the books thus presented, however, is one 

which deserves particular mention, a copy of Roger Williams’s Bloody 

Tenent yet more Bloody, being the copy originally presented by Will- 

iams to his friend and fellow laborer, Dr. John Clarke. On a blank leaf 

are the following words in Roger Williams’s handwriting: ‘ For his 

honored and beloved Mr. John Clarke, an eminent Witnes of Christ 

Jesus ag’st y® bloodie doctrine of persecution, ete.” 

In 1815 Mr. Nicholas Brown gave $500 for the purchase of books, 

aud Mrs. Hope Ives presented a copy of Dobson’s edition of the Encyclo- 

p dia Britannica. 

The next and most important of all the donations to the library was 

the legacy in 1818 of the Rev. William Richards, of Lynn, England, 

who, beeause of the liberal character of Brown University, bequeathed 

to it his library, consisting of about 1,300 volumes. This collection is 

in many respects valuable. It contains a considerable number of Welsh 

books; a large collection of works, illustrating the history and an- 

tiquities of England and Wales; besides two or three hundred bound 

volumes of pamphlets, some of them very ancient, rare, and curious, 

In 1819 the Rey. Thomas Carlile, of Salem, Mass., an alumnus, pre- 

sented to the library 103 volumes, mostly quartos, comprising the best 

editions of the works of the celebrated mathematicians Euler, Lacroix, 

Lagrange, Laplace; besides many theological works. 

For the next important accession to the library, designated “the sub- 

scription of 1825,” the college is indebted to the efforts of Mr. Horatio 
Gates Bowen, librarian from 1824 to 1841. At his request several 

friends subscribed $540, which sum was expended in the purchase of 

books.
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Between the years 1827 and 18£3 several donations of importance 

were received from friends of the university in this country and in 

Europe. Within the same period the libraries of the Philophysian and 

Franklin Societies, containing together three or four hundred volumes, 

were incorporated with the college library. 

Hon. Theron Metealf, of Boston, has, since 1842, presented to the 

library 63 volumes of ordination sermons, (without doubt the largest 

collection of the kind that has ever been made;) 117 volumes of funeral 

sermons arranged in classes ; 23 volumes of centennial discourses, (fur- 

nishing rich material for historians and antiquarians ;) 12 volumes of 

Fourth of July oratious, including all delivered before the municipal 

authorities of Boston from 1800 to 1860; 5 volumes of discourses on 

Washington; and many others. The entire Metcalf collection num- 

bers 375 volumes, containing about 10,000 separate pamphlets, many 

of them exceedingly rare and valuable. Judge Metealf has also made 

other donations, including his own publications. 

In 1843 the sui of $5,000 was raised for the purchase of English 

books. In the same year the foundations of a French, German, and 

Italian library were laid through the liberality of Mr. Jobn Carter 

Brown, and 2,921 bound volumes were purchased, including a complete 

set of the Moniteur Universel, I] Vaticano, 11 Campidoglio, Museo Bor- 

bonico, Musée Frangais, Musée Royal. 

In 1844 Mr. Brown presented to the library a set of the Year Books, 

from Edward I to Henry VIII, in 10 volumes, folio. 

The class of 1821, a quarter of a century after their graduation, raised 

asum of money for the library, with which about 500 volumes were 

purchased, mostly from the library of Hon. John Pickering. Among 

these is a folio of Plutarch’s Lives, in Latin, published at Rome, 1471. 

In 1847, through the agency of the Rev. Dr, Samuel Osgood and others, 

$2,000 were raised among several churches, and expended in the pur- 

chase of works relating to patristic literature and the history of the 

Reformation. 
The Hon. James Tallmadge, of the class of 1798, bequeathed, at his 

death in 1853, $1,000 for the improvement of the library. 

In 1831, efforts were made to.raise, by subscription, a fund for the 

library. The whole number of subscribers was 99, the smallest sub- 

scription being 810. Nicholas Brown headed the list with $10,000, and 

the entire amount raised was $19,437.50, This sum was placed at inter- 

est until it amounted to $25,000, and was then invested in a permanent 

fund. The first dividend became due in July, 1839, and since that time 

the proceeds have been regularly used, according to the design of the 

donors, “ to purchase books for the library, and apparatus for the philo- 

sophical and chemical departments.” 
The number of volumes now in the library is about 45,000, It has 

also a large collection of pamphlets, bound and unbound.
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The members of. the corporation and the faeulty, all resident gradu- 

ates, all donors to the library fand, all donors to the fund for building 

Rhode Island Hall, and all donors to the library to the amount of $40, 

residing in Providence, are entitled to the use of the library without 

charge. Undergraduates are entitled to the use of the library without 

distinction of class, and are charged therefor the sum of $3 a year. 

In 1843 a library catalogue was prepared by Professor Charles ©. 

Jewett, and printed. It is alphabetical, by authors, and has a copious 

analytical index of subjects. 

The library at present occupies Manning Hall, built by the Hon, 

Nicholas Brown at his own cost, and said to be one of the finest speci. 

mens of Doric architecture in the country. This, however, does not 

afford suffi cient accommodation for the increased number of books, and 

a new building is in progress. The late John Carter Brown bequeathed - 

to the university $50,000 for a fire-proof building for the library, and an 

eligible lot for the purpose. _ He had, during his life, subscribed $15,000 

for the same purpose, the interest on which now amounts to $7,000. 

Plans for the building: have been adopted, and the foundation walls 

have been laid. The building is to be in the form of a eross, the nave 

or intersection of the arms of the cross being about 35 feet square, the 
arms of the cross or transepts projecting 28 feet from the nave, and ter. 

minating in octagonal ends, except at the southern end, where is placed 

the entrance porch, fucing the college green. This arrangement provides 

for a fine reading reom in the centre, while the bookeases are to be in 

the transepts, extending in height three stories. The exterior walls are 

to be of brick, with olive stone decorations. The style of architecture 

adopted is the Italian Gothic. 

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, COLUMBIA, 8. ©. 

The South Carolina College, now the University of South Carolina, 

was chartered in 1801, and a library was at once begun. The first 

grant for it was made by the general assembly in 1802, and when the 

college opened in 1805, about $3,000, it is estimated, had been paid for 

books. In 1813 the board of trustees voted to apply the surplus of the 

tuition fund to the increase of the library. During the period from 

1813 to 1845 this amounted to $23,757. In 1823 the general assembly 

made a grant of $5,000 for the benefit of the library, and in 1825 voted 

an additional $5,000 for the same purpose. In 1836 $15,000 were ap- 

propriated for a library building and $5,000 for the purchase of books; 

and in 1838 an annual grant of $2,000 was voted for the library. Dur- 

ing the period from 1836 to 1853 the grants for the library by the 

general assembly amounted to $43,000, and there was realized trom the 

surplus tuition fund the sum of $19,374, making an aggregate of 

$62,374 in seventeen years. The library has received altogether from 

State and private sources over $90,000. 

Gov. John Drayton, whose message to the general assembly in 1801
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is considered the germ of the college, was among the first, if not the 

, first, to give books to the library. In 1807, he presented his own pub- 

lications and a number of other works. In 1841, the general assembly 

presented a copy of the American Archives. In 1842, copies of the acts 

and resolutions of the assembly from 1790 were presented by order of the 

general assembly, and have since been received annually. In 1844, 

Gen. James H. Adams and Col. John Lawrence Manning made valua- 

ble gifts of books, and the general assembly presented Audubon’s Birds, 

The number of volumes now in the library is about 27,000, besides 

1,000 pamphlets. A literary sociéty, the Clariosophic, connected with 

the college, has a library of 1,250 volumes. 

The college library contains a large number of rare and valuable 

books, and is especially rich in works on Egypt. “The first copy of Ros- 

sellini’s Monumenti dell’ Egitto e della Nubia, 10 volumes, octavo, brought 

to the United States was imported for this library. There are also 
many very old volumes, a number of them printed during the sixteenth 

century, and some dating as far back as 1480. 

The library was built in 1841, and cost more than $23,000. 

UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT, BURLINGTON, VI. 

The lbrary has two funds, the Strong fund, $500, the income of 

which is devoted to the purchase of periodicals; and the Wheeler fand, 

which amounts to $1,250, and was given for the purchase of works in 

English literature. 

For many rare and valuable books the library is indebted to the lib- 

erality of Prof. Martyn Paine, M.D., of New York. Some of these were 

procured by Professor Torrey in Europe. A number have also been 

given by alumni and other friends of the college. 

Through the agency of Hon. George P. Marsh, United States minis- 

ter to Ltaly, the library bas lately reeeived a valuable collection of man- 

uscripts of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries. These 

consist of one quarto volume of 23 folios, transcribed in 1453, contain- 
ing the original Latin text of the statutes of the commune of Carpeneto 

in Piedmont, and portions of seventeen other documents on parchment, 

two of which are in uncial character; some of the specimens of cursive 

character are admirable for neatness and regularity. Several of the 

manuscripts are handsomely rabricated; such red ink as appears on 

some of them would gladden the eyes of the most fastidious lover of 

books; even after the lapse of centuries it is more brilliant than any 

ink that can be purchased of a modern stationer. The oldest manuscript 

whose date is definitely ascertained belongs to the year 1216. Another 

is dated 1267. These documents were presented to the university by 

Prof. Guiseppe Ferraro, of Ferrara, who also gave a printed volume, 
edited and annotated by him, of the Latin text of the statutes contained 

in the first named volume. Mr. Marsh, in his note to the librarian,
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says: “ Some of these writings possess historical interest, and in a coun- 
try where all manuscripts are so rare as in the United States they are 
valuable as illustrative of the official language and the chirography of 
the centuries in question.” 

The number of volumes in the library, including a society library of 
about 2,500 volumes, is 16,021. ; 

The library building cost $6,000, raised by subscription, mainly in 
Burlington. 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA, 

This library contains 40,000 volumes, of which there is no printed 
catalogue. . 

The original catalogue of the library was prepared by the founder 
of the university, Thomas Jefferson. His classification of books was 

~ based on Lord Bacon’s division of knowledge, and the plan was con- 

tinued as long as he lived. his catalogue is preserved in the library, 

and from it is copied the following explanation of Mr. Jefferson’s views 
in preparing it: 4 

1. Great standard works of established reputation, too voluminous and too expen- 
sive for private libraries, should have a place in évery public library for th free resort 
of individuals, 

2. Not merely the best books in their respective branches of science should be se- 
lected, but such as were deemed good in their day, and which consequently furnish a 
history of the advance of science. 

3. The opera omnia of writers on various subjects are sometimes placed in that chap- 
ter of the catalogue to which their principal work belongs, and sometimes referred to 
the polygraphical chapter. 

4, In some cases, besides the opera omnia, a detached tract has also been placed in 
its proper chapter, on account of editorial or other merit. 

5. Books in very rare languages are considered here as specimens of language only, 

and are placed in the chapter of philology, without regard to their subject. 

6. Of the classical authors several editions are often set down, on account of some 
peculiar merit in each. 

7. Translations are occasio nally noted, on account of peculiar merit, or of difficulties 
of their originals. 

8. Indifferent books are sometimes inserted because none good are known on the 
same subject. 

9. Nothing of mere amusement should lumber a public library. 
10. ‘Bhe octavo form is generally preferred for the convenience with which it is han- 

dled, and the compactness and symmetry of arrangement on the shelves of the library. 

11. Some chapters are defective for want of a more familiar knowledge of theirsubject 
in the compiler, others from schisms in the science they relate to. In medicine, e. g., 

the changes which have necessarily prevailed from the age of Hippocrates to the pres- 
ent day, have produced distinct schools acting on different hypotheses, and headed by 
respected names, such as Stahl, Boerhave, Sydenham, Hoffman, Cullen, and our own 
Dr. Rush, whose depletive and mercurial systems have formed a school, or perhaps 

revived that which arose on Harvey’s discovery of the cireulation of the blood. In 
religion, divided as it is into multifarious creeds, differing in their basis, and more or 
less in their superstructure, such moral works have been chiefly selected as may be 

approved by all, omitting what is controversial and merely sectarian. Metaphysics 

have been incorporated with ethics, and little extension given to them, for while some
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attention may be usefully bestowed on the operations of thought, prolonged investiga- 
tions of a faculty unamenable to the test of our senses, is an expense of time too un- 
profitable to be worthy of indulgence. Geology, too, has been merged in mineralogy, 
which may properly embrace what is useful in this science; that is to say, a knowledge 
of the general stratification, collocation and sequence of different species of rocks and 
other mineral substances, while it takes no cognizance of theories for the self generation 
of the universe, or the particular revolutions of our own globe, by the agency of water, 
fire, or other agents, subordinate to the fiats of the Creator. 

From the opening of the university in 1825, to June, 1875, over 10,000 

volumes were received by gift. The largest donors were President Mad- 

ison, who left a legacy of 2,500 volumes and $1,500 in money, and Chris- 

tian Bohn, of Richmond, Va., who in 1838 left a legacy of 4,000 volumes 

and 1,500 engravings. A. A. Low, of New York, gave, 186870, $1,000, 

and Thomas Gordon, of New York, 1870, 8500. 

WASHINGTON AND LEE UNIVERSITY, LEXINGTON, VA. 

The library of the university was gradually increased, chiefly by pur: 

chases, from the time of its first organization as Washington College, 

until the beginning of the late war, and the number of volumes was 

then about 5,000. During 1864, the books were, to a great extent, 

destroyed or carried off. Much has since been done to restore the 

library, chiefly in the form of donations, though occasional purchases 

have been made. 

Each student, on entering the university, pays a matriculation fee of 

$5, which entitles him to the constant use of the library. The fund thus 
derived is devoted to the purchase of books. 

The principal donations received are as follows: 1872, W. W. Cor: 

coran, of Washington, D.C., 4,000 volumes, comprising the entire library 

of the late N. P. Howard, of Richmond, Va., and considered one of the 

best collections of classical works south of the Potomae; 1874, Dr. W. 

N. Mercer, of New Orleans, La., 1,000 volumes miscellaneous works} 

several publishing houses, of London, England, 300 volumes; Moncure 

Robeson, of Philadelphia, Pa., 250 volumes, chiefly scientifie works ; 

Hon. J. Randolph Tueker, of Virginia, 130 volames of law books; Hon. 
Vincent L. Bradford, of Pennsylvania, 25 volumes of law books. Smaller 

gifts have from time to time been made by various friends of the uni- 

versity. 

The Graham-Lee Society, established 1809, has a library of 2,500 vol- 

umes, and the Washington Literary Society, established 1812, has a 

library of °2,500- volumes, 

A manuscript catalogue is now in use, but this will shortly be printed. 

The growth of the library already demands enlarged accommodations, 
which will be provided in due time. 

The number of volumes now in the library is about 11,000.
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HI—STATISTICS OF SOME OF THE PRINCIPAL COLLEGE 
LIBRARIES. 

For statistics of all college libraries reported, reference is made to 
the general table at the end of the volume. 

[The.totals in the fourth column embrace the libraries of all departments; the blanks in the fifth col- 
umn indicate that the question was not answered ; the word “none,” in the same column, that no 
society libraries exist.] 

a| 2 |382 
| Bol Se eee | 2 Place. | Name. ot eae tee 

S £6 335 
| | 8 [888 

PUT ct 

California........-.Oakland ...........| University of California ..........| 1860 | 13, 600 | None. 
Santa Clara........| Santa Clara College...............| 1851 | 10, 000 [sastaecres 

Conusctiont:.....é.Haréford..........; Ttelbihy Gollegal.c-cd- 0. etl aan 15, 000 | None. 
Middletown rete Wesleyan University .............| 1833 | 26,000 |.......0.. 
New Haven....... | Yale College.........-0..2¢se0e2-f 1700 | 95, 200 | 19, 000 

Dist. of Columbia..Georgetown toe Georgetown College ..............| 1791) 28,000} 4, 268 
Georgia. .........-.Athens ............| University of the State of Georgia.| 1831 | 21, 600 6, 000 
Illinois ............Chicago........+...| Chicago University........-....-.| 1857 16 000 sate 

Chicago.........-..| St. Ignatius College ........ ..-.-.| 1870! 9,000 |,-........ 
Evanston .........., Northwestern University ........ ah 33, 00 | None, 

Indiana............Crawfordsville..... Wabash College ..............---| 1833} 10, 492 |........05 
Geentastle,.s<,.55| Uinihna labary University.......| 1887 | 10, 000 4, 000 
Notre Dame ad University of Notre Dame du Lac | 1843 | 10,000 |. ......... 

Towa........-...---Iowa City..........| Iowa’State University .........-..| 1860 BOY | ciceci lk 
Kentucky..........Lexington .........| Kentueky University............ | 1858} 10,845 | 2, 089 
Lonisiana..........Baton Rouge, ......| Louisiana State University .......| 1860 | 15,000 |.......... 
Maine ...........-.Brunswick.........] Bowdoin College...............-- | 1802] 22,760 | 13, 100 

Lewiston ..........| Bates College ...........--.c0.--. | 1859] 6,800 1,600 
Waterville. ........] Colby University .........-...--. | 1813 | 11, 100 | 3,000 

Maryland ...... ...Emmittsburgh.....| Mt. St. Mary’s College .......... | 1208 7,000 | 1, 625 
Massachusetts .....Amherst...........| Amherst College. ..............---| 1821 | 30, 406 | 8, 127 

Cambridge.........| Harvard College..................| 1638 | 212,050 15, 600 

Medford ...........| Tufts College ......-.0+-.-+++--- | 1854} 16,000 Live bes 
Wellesley..,....-. | Wellesley College. .......--.......| 1875 | 10,000 |pseseteees 

Williamstown ...../ Williams College <.-+-+-----.--+0-] 1703 | 17,300) 10,000 
Worcester ........,| College of the Holy Cross ........| 1843] 11, 000 1, 000 

Michigan ..........Aun Arbor ae University of Michigan...........| 1841 | 27,500 | 900 
Minnesota .........Minneapolis .......| University of Minnesota ........ | 1869} 10,000 | None. 
Mississippi ........Oxford.............| University of Mississippi.........| 1848 | 6,129 2,100 

Missouri.........-.Columbia ..........| University of Missouri ...........| 1840} 11,000 | 2, 400 
St. Louis ..........| College of the Christian Brothers | 1860 | 22,000 |.......... 

St. Lonie..........| St.Louis University .........°2—| 1éa9| 17,0001 00 
New Hampshire ... Hanover ......... -| Dartmouth College........-...... | 1770 25, 550 | 27, 000 

New Jersey........New Brunswick ...| Rutgers College ..2.2...0-. --22-| 1770] 68) 3, 200 
Princeton..........| College of New Jersey........-...| 1755] 29, 500 | 12, 600 

New York........-Clinton ............| Hamilton College ..........-2--. | 1812 | 22,000 |.......... 
Geneva.........-..| Hobart College ......... .-.......| 1824 13, 000 |. aa 

Hamilton ..........| Madison University ..............| 1820 | 10,000 3, 000 
a Cornell University............-...| 1868 39,000 None. 

New York.........| College of St. Francis Xavier ....| 1847| 21,000 |..........
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° aA 232 
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New York—Cont'd.New York........ | College of the City of New York | 1850 — 20, 000 600 
New York.........| Columbia College.............2..4.| 1757 31, 390 2, 200 

New York-.....-..| Manhattan College...........-....| 1863 | 13,000 | None. 

Ponghkeepsie......| Vassar College..............-..--.| 1865 9,881 | None, 
Rochester..........| University of Rochester ..........| 1850 12, 000 | None. 

Schenectady .......| Union College ...........-.-------| 1795 19,800 6,000 
Syracuse ..........| Syracuse University.........2....| 1871 10, 000 | None. 

North Carolina ....Chapel Hill.... ...| University of North Carolina. ....| 1795 8, 394 13, 813 

Trinity ............] Trinity College ............<..020s] 1849 2, 400 8,500 
Ohio -.............Cincinnati.........| St. Xavier College ................| 1840 14, 000 3,000 

Delaware ..........| Ohio Wesleyan University........| 1856} 10, 400 3,500 
Gambier ...........| Kenyon College..............2+--.| 1865 | 10, 659 10, 046 
Marietta...........| Marietta College..................] 1885 15, 130 11, 570 

Pennsylvania ......Carlisle ............| Dickinson College .............--.| 1783 7, 165, 19, 738 

Easton.............| Lafayette College ........ ........| 1832} 16, 400 4,700 
Gettysburgh .......] Pennsylvania College .............| 1832 | 7,200} 12,350 

; Haverford College..| Haverford College .....-..........| 1833 7,000 4, 450 

Near Latrobe ......| St. Vincent's College ....... ......| 1846 15000120. cutee 

Philadelphia ......| University of Pennsylvania ......| 1755 | 23,250 2, 323 
Rhode Tsland ......Providence ........) Brown University ................) 1768 45,000 | None. 

South Carolina.....Charleston.........| College of Charleston.............] 1825 8000 |. chee 

Columbia ..........| University of South Carolina .....| 1805 27, 000 1, 250 

Vermont.........-.Burlington.........| University of Vermont ...........| 1800 13, 521 2,500 

Middlebury........| Middlebury College...............] 1800 12, 000 3, 500, 

Virginia ...........Ashland ...........| Randolph-Macon College..........} 1834 | 010,000 |... s.sce. 

Charlottesville.....| University of Virginia............| 1895 | . 40,000 |.....--..» 
Lexington .........| Washington and Leo University..| 1796 | 11,000 5, 000 
Salem..............] Roanoke Collego..................] 1853 14, 000 3, 000. 

Williamsburgh ...| College of William and Mary. ...| 1700 5, 000 (e) 

Wisconsin .........Beloit .............| Beloit College. ............2.......| 1848 8, 300 1,000 

Madison ...........] University of Wisconsin..........| 1849 6, 670 1, 893 

a@ Includes Manhattan Academy Library. 

b Includes society libraries. 
e Society libraries destroyed during the war; at present small, but increasing. 

ne 
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CHAPTER IV. 

THEOLOGICAL LIBRARIES IN THE UNITED STATES, 

I.—BY A LIBRARIAN. 
Il.—BY PROF. JOHN S. SUMNER, 8. J. 

L—PUBLIC THEOLOGICAL LIBRARIES IN THE UNITED 
STATES. 

THEOLOGICAL LIBRARIES USUALLY CONNECTED WITH DIVINITY SCHOOLS — OF RECENT 

ORIGIN —SouRCES OF COLLECTIONS — ADVANTAGES — GROWTIT WITHIN THE CEN- 

“TURY —SIMILAR COLLECTIONS IN, Evropk—Neep or ENCOURAGING AND MAIN- 

TAINING THEOLOGICAL LIBRARIES — SIGNS OF AN AWAKENED INTEREST. 

In treating of public theological libraries in the United States, it is 
to be remarked that these are generally the libraries of theological 
seminaries. There are a few exceptions to this statement. Thus, the 
General Theological Library in Boston is an independent institution. 

Tt was established in the year 1860, with the design of forming a col- 

lection of all works pertaining to theology and religious knowledge. 

It now contains more than 12,000 volumes, and is sustained with an 

encouraging degree of liberality by parties belonging to various churches 

and denominations. A library of a similar character which was begun 

in Cincinnati has been merged in the Public Library of that city. The 

Library of the American Congregational Association, in Boston, might 

be named as another exception; although, its scope being chiefly denom- 

inational and historical, there may be a question whether its place is 

properly found in the class of theological libraries. It is, however, a 

library of great importance in relation to the religious history of New 

England, aud embraces a very valuable collection of works. written by 

the founders of the New England churches, or recording and illustrating 

the Puritan history. It now contains about 22,000 volumes and more . 
than 80,000 pamphlets. Probably there are a few other denominational 
libraries of a similar type. But with these exceptions we know of no 

theological libraries in this country which are not connected with some 

institution for the education of the ministry.’ 

“Tt may be said that we should include ‘among theological libraries certain small 
libraries belonging to some of our churches, intended especially for the use of the 
pastor of the church, But these have hardly as yet obtained a place among public 

libraries such as we are now considering. One of the older and most important of 
these is the Prince Library, so called from the Rey. Thomas Prince, by whom it was 
bequeathed in 1758 to the Old South Chareh in Boston, of which he was the pastor. It 

is now deposited in the Public Library of that city. It comprises nearly 2,000 vol- 

umes, partly theological, and largely relating to the civil and religious history of New 
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It is to be remembered that a portion, perhaps one-third or more, 

of our schools for theological training are not separate institutions, 

but simply the theologival departments of colleges or universities. 
This is true of the Yale Theological Seminary and of the Cambridge 

Divinity School. There will naturally be a difference of character be- 

tween the library of such a seminary and that of one which has an in- 

dependent foundation, especially if the latter is isolated, either by 

its location or by other causes, from public libraries of a general char- 

acter. Thus, in the institutions just mentioned, the libraries of Yale 

College and of Harvard College afford for the use of the theological 

students a sufficient supply of works in general literature, and even a 

large number of theological books. Hence the libraries of these schools 

will be likely to continue, for many years at least, much smaller than 

others of equal age. And while the theological department of the col- 

lege will be likely to confine its collections chiefly to strictly theological 

literature, it will be necessary for the isolated theological seminary to 

provide a large supply of books in almost all departments of litera- 

ture — books which may aid in the education not merely of the minister 

but of the man. The majority therefore of theological libraries are by 

no means exclusively theological. They are general libraries with a 

great theological preponderance. This will account in a measure for the 

fact that they are usually so much larger than law and medical libraries, 

These latter are confined more exclu sively to the specific literature of 

law and medicine. The broader relations of theology, reaching out into 

every department of thought and life, make it requisite that a library of 

theology embrace a wider range of books than is needed inthe study of 

the other professions. 
Our theological libraries are of comparatively recent origin. Not one 

of them is a hundred years old. Only two are known to have been 

begun before the end of the eighteenth century, One of these is the 

Library of St. Mary’s Theological Seminary of St. Sulpice, in Balti- 

more, Md., which was founded in 1791 by the Catholic congregation of 

the Sulpitifins. This, which now contains 15,000 volumes, appears to 

have been our first theological library. The second was the library of 

the seminary under the charge of the learned and pious John Ander- 

son, D.D. He was appointed professor of theology by the Associate 

Presbytery of Pennsylvania in 1794, and the seminary under his care 

was established at Service Creek, Beaver County, Pa. Here a small 

building of logs was erected for the accommodation of the students, 

and a library was collected, comprising about 800 volumes of rare and 

valuable works. This sewinary, after passing through various changes 

and one or more periods of temporary suspension, has, since 1855, been 

at Xenia, Ohio, and since 1859 has been under the management of the 

taining 3,500 volumes, connected with the First Congregational Church in North Brook- 

field, Mass. It was founded in 1859 by the Hon. William Appleton, of Boston, whose 

father was the second pastor of the chureh.
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United Presbyterian Church, Its library, (which has been known as‘ The 

Library of the Associate Synod,”) although now one of the smaller ones 

on our list, includes the collection, for that period a large and valuable 

one, which was first brought together at Service Creek Two other 

seminaries for the education of ministers are known to have been estab- 

lished at a still earlier period, that of the Rev. John Smith, D.D., under 

the Associate Presbytery of Pennsylvania, in 1778, which was continued 

for a few years only ; and the one at first under the charge of the Rev. 

John H. Livingston, D.D., which is.now the Theological Seminary of 

the Reformed (Dutch) Chureh at New Brunswick, N. J. This school 

went into operation.in New. York in 1784, by the appointment of Dr. Liv- 

ingston as professor of theology, and was removed to New Brunswick 

in 1810. But we find no evidence of any library connected with the 

former of these two seminaries, and that of the latter was not begun 

until a much later period? To the end of the eighteenth century there 

is no account of any other theological libraries in this country besides 

the two which have been named,— that of the seminary of St. Sulpice, 

in Baltimore, founded in 1791, and that of Dr. Anderson’s seminary, at 

Service Creek, Pa., in 1794. 

Within the first quarter of the present century, however, the work of 
collecting such libraries was fairly under way. Of those which at the 

present time number, each, about 10,000 volumes or more, the fol- 

lowing nine libraries were established during this period: The library 

at Andover, Mass., in 1808; at Bangor, Me., in 1820; at Auburn, N, Y., 

in 1821; in New York City, (General Theological Seminary,) in 1821; 

near, Alexandria, Va., in 1823; and at Cambridge, Mass., Hampden- 

Sidney, Va., Lancaster, Pa., and Newton, Mass., in 1825, The oldest of 

these nine libraries is, however, about four years younger than the 

one collected through the efforts of the Rey. John M. Mason, D. D., of 

New York, for the theological school founded by him in 1804, and of 

which the seminary in Newburgh, N.Y., now under the direction of the 

United Presbyterian Church, is the continuation. This library contains 

now somewhat over 3,500 volumes. It deserves to be mentioned, both 

as a monument of the zeal and wisdom of its distinguished founder, and 

because it is the first of the public theological libraries established in 

this country in the present century, 

S{Dhoeigich to the jHkseusion of this libratyy ia; huywayer) Ad the queeoum SGA IPN 
dispute, owing to claims instituted by a remnant of the Associate Church, after the 

union in 1858 which resulted in the formation of the United Presbyterian Charch out 
of the Associate and Associate Reformed Churches, Pending this legal process, the 

library has been withdrawn from Xenia and now remains at Pittsburgh, Ind. 

°The New Brunswick Seminary, although founded. in 1734, and united tempo- 

rarily with Queen’s (now Rutgers) College in 1810, does not appear to haye had any 
library of its own distinct from the college library until after the year 1855, when 
the Peter Hertzog Theological Hall was built. The theological portion of the college 

library was then removed into this new building, and the foundation was laid for the 

present seminary library, which now numbers more than 20,000 volumes, and is pro- 

vided with funds for very large increase. 
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Besides the theological seminaries which have now been alluded to, 

eight other seminaries and theological departments of colleges were 

organized during the first quarter of this century, making in all twenty- 

one institutions for theological training in existence as early as the year 

1825. In 1838 there were from forty to forty-five of these seminaries in 

the country. At the present time there are from one hundred and 

twenty to one hundred and fifty. The largest number of volumes in any 

one of the theological libraries existing in 1838 was 13,000. Now there 

“are two, (one of them not founded until 1837,) each of which num- 

bers more than 30,000 volumes; three others which exceed 20,000, and 

eight more of 15,000 or upwards. In 1838 the aggregate number of 

volumes in all our theological libraries was not more than about 100,000, 

Now it is hetween five and six hundred thousand. These figures will 

serve to show that our theological libraries, in respect both to their 
number and size, have shared in the general growth of the nation, es+ 

pecially during the latter half of the century just closed. At the same 

time it will be seen how very recent is the greater part of this progress, 

two-thirds of these libraries having been founded during the past thirty- 

seyen years, and four-fifths of the books they contain having been col- 

lected within the same period. 

he recent origin of our theological libraries does not of course 

imply that before their establishment we were destitute of any collee- 

tions of theological literature. We were not without an educated min- 

istry, even before the founding of our theological seminaries. The 

truth is that formerly a great part of theological as well as classical 

education was obtained in the college. A prominent design in the 

founding of our colleges was to provide the means for furnishing the 

Jand with an educated clergy. In some of our oldest colleges this was 

declared to be the leading end in view. Both Harvard and Yale were 

essentially, although not exclusively, theological seminaries... The same 

was true of Queen’s College, in New Branswick, N. J., which was char- 

tered in 1770 for the express purpose of preparing young men for the 

ministry. Hence it is not strange that the shelves of our college 

libraries were largely occupied by theological works. In fact it may 

be questioned whether, even from the first settlement of our country, 

we have been better supplied with books in any department than in the 

theological. And at the present day, notwithstanding the large number 

of distinctively theological libraries, the department of sacred litera 

ture is by no means excluded from the college library. Some of our other 

public libraries, also, which embrace all departments of literature, pay 

special attention to the acquisition of theological works. Among these 

should be mentioned pre eminently the Astor Library in New York and 

the Public Library of Boston. The superintendent of the latter was 

able a few years since to atlirm that “one of its strongest departments 

is that of theology and the cognate subjects.” Still, there can be no 

question of the immense gain to the cause of theology which has come
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from the formation of libraries specially devoted to that science. And 

there is a peculiar advantage in their connection with seminaries. By 

this means our first theological scholars are engaged for the work. They 

are the persons best qualified to make wise selections. The daily neces: 

sities of their employment, that of scientific instructors in theology, 

give them a living, personal interest in the acquisition of books, and 

insure the utmost care and combined endeavor for the systematic and 

proportionate building up of these libraries. The good result has been 

seen in the growth which we are able to record. The treasures of 

theological lore from Europe and the East have been flowing into our 

country more and more copiously during the past fifty years; and we 

hear of the agents of American theological schools as among the most 

vigilant and eager frequenters of the book marts of the Old World. But 

it was still possible for a distinguished professor to say, even less than 

ten years ago: 

The investigations of our theological students are checked by the want of books. 
Among the difficult themes pertaining to the history of the church, or to the history 

of doctrines, or to the various methods of explaining difficult seriptures, there is prob- 
ably not one which can be investigated as it needs to be in this land. 

There has, however, been real progress, and although our deficiencies 

are still exceedingly great, yet the enterprising spirit in this direc- 

tion which prevails in our schools is rapidly removing the reproach 

which has so long rested upon them, and is making their libraries more 

and more the fountains of original information in the various depart- 

ments of theology, and so rendering it less essential for the earnest 

student to expend time and money in visits to the more thoroughly 

furnished libraries ef Europe. - 

INDIVIDUAL COLLECTIONS. 

The sources from which our theological collections have been derived, as 

well as the means by which they have grown up, are detailed with more 

or less minuteness in the subjoined accounts; and the record will be found 

an interesting one. One source of large accessions has been through 

the donation or purchase of the libraries of deceased: clergymen. This 

is a means of growth which is of especial advantage to a young institu- 

tion; and it is not to be undervalued also by older and larger libraries, 
provided the privilege be allowed the librarian of disposing of such por- 

tions of the collection as would bring upon the shelves useless duplicates 

or obsolete editions. Very many choice and rare books have been received 

from this source. The Codman Library, bequeathed by its collector to 

Andover Seminary, was a valuable accession of this kind; so at Princeton, 

the libraries of Dr. Joseph Addison Alexander and of Dr. John M. Krebs; 

at Gettysburgh, the library of Dr. Krauth; at Lane Seminary, of Rev. 
Thornton A. Mills, D. D; at Charleston, 8. C., of Rev. Thomas Smyth, 

D. D.; at Drew Seminary, of Rev. John McClintock, D. D.; at Chicago, 

of Rey. George B. Ide, D. D. But accessions of a similar kind from
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beyond the sea have been of yet greater importance in imparting 
Strength and richness to our collections. Several of our seminaries 
have been so fortunate as to obtain possession of the large and valuable 
collections of some of the most distinguished theologians of Germany 
who have passed away within the last thirty years. ‘The library of 
the Catholic theologian, Dr. Leander Van ss, professor at the Uni- 
versity of Marburg, was purchased for the Union Seminary, in New 
York City. It “comprised about 20,000 volumes, and is especially 
rich in early editions of the Bible, of the Fathers, and of early the- 
ological writers.” Among its treasures is a very rare collection of 
the pamphlets and writings of the Reformation, which was formerly 
among the closely guarded possessions of the Monastery of St. Mary, 
in Westphalia. The library of Dr. Neander, of Berlin, consisting 
of about 4,000 volumes, was obtained by the Baptist Seminary at 
Rochester, N.Y. That of Neander’s successor, Dr. Niedner, also emi 
nentin the department of ecclesiastical history, has added about the 
same number of volumes to the shelves of Andover. Dr. Friedrich 
Liicke, of Gittingen, also left a library of more than 4,000 volumes, 
which, through the beneficence of friends of the institution, was se- 
cured for the Cambridge Divinity School. And, more recently, the 
libraries of Dr. Gieseler, of Géttingen, and of Dr. Hengstenberg, of 
Berlin, have found their way to Chicago, the former being now at the 
Congregational Seminary of that city, and the latter, of about 10,000 
volumes, constituting the larger portion of the library of the Bapyist 
Theological Seminary. 

The fame of the original possessor of such collections gives them a 
value even apart from the intrinsic worth of the books themselves. 
And often they contain single works, or groups of publications, so rare 
that it would be impossible to procure them from any other source, 
and whose money value it would be difficult to estimate. In general, such 
an acquisition, provided it is made after due examination, and not solely 
on the strength of the owner’s great name, is a prize worth having. Yet 
it is a gratification to know that our libraries are not’ exclusively, or 
mainly, built up by the accession of whole private libraries, even of the 
great German scholars. For it is evidently desirable that the selection 
of the books which are to make up the substance of a library should rest 
mainly upon the judgment of the learned men especially intrusted with 
the work of theological instruction, In a very good degree this appears 
to have been the method in American libraries. So that what was said 
of one of them twenty-five years ago, may be truly said of others also: 

It is a selected library, and not a chance accumulation of volumes rejected from the 
shelves of a multitude of donors. Profound theological learning, thorough bibliographi- 
eal knowledge and skill, have for the most part presided over the formation and 
arrangement. 

It would of course be wrong to conclude from the small size of certain 
libraries, as given in the tables, that these are of less value for tie 
uses of theological study than some others which have a much larger
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number of volumes. Thus the Bucknell Library, at Crozer Theological 
Seminary, is one of rare value, selected with extraordinary judgment, 
although numbering as yet not more than 8,000 volumes; and the 
Divinity School of Yale College reports only about 2,000. volumes on its 
own separate shelves, but the collection is one admirably chosen, and 
comprises the best and mest recent books to meet the demands of 
theological students. 

One advantage of distinctively theological libraries, especially as 
connected with schools for ministerial education, is seen in their rela- 
tion to the denominational divisions of the Christian world. A general 
library, or even a general theological library, might be in danger of 
omitting to supply in sufficient fulness the works relating to any one 
branch of the Christian church. But now each of the leading denomina- 
tions supports its own schools for the education of its clergy, and each 
of these schools has its library. These libraries, therefore, are under 
special obligation to collect and preserve all those documents which 
make up the literature and detail the history of their respective 
churches. By this means it may be expected that the history of the 
diverse and opposing phases of religious thought, and of all sections of 
the church, will be preserved and transmitted to future times with the 
greatest possible fidelity and completeness. 

There are reported twenty-four libraries which contain from 10,000 
to 34,000 volumes; and these twenty-four libraries belong to ten dif: 
ferent denominations. Three are Baptist, two Catholic, two Congrega- 
gational, three Episcopal, one Lutheran, two Methodist, seven Presbyte- 
rian, one Reformed (Dutch), one Reformed (German), and two Unitarian. 
And if we include those libraries which contain less than 10,000 volumes, 
the list of different denominations to which they belong is extended to fif- 
teen or sixteen. The building up of libraries is certainly a work in which 
the various sects may most profitably vie with each other. The vigor 
with which they have entered upon it promises great results, and the 
liberal spirit which appears to prevail in the composition of their libra- 
ries is worthy of all praise. 

EUROPEAN 'THEOLOGICAL LIBRARIES. 

The public theological libraries in Burope have not, as a general thing, 
attained a size sufficient to give them prominence in published accounts. 
In London, there are two instances of important libraries which, although 
not exclusively theological, may be considered as in some sense belong- 
ing to the same class with our General Theological Library in Boston. 
Oue of these is the Sion College Library, founded in 1631 for the use of 
the clergy of the Established Church, and containing perhaps 55,000 

volumes. The other is the Dr. Williams Library, intended more par- 

ticularly for the use of the dissenting clergy, which was opened in 1729 
and contains now more than 20,000 volumes. On the Continent also 
there are libraries holding a somewhat similar position, which are known
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under the name of preachers’ libraries, or ministerial libraries, or as 

libraries of particular religious communions. These are generally of 

moderate size. In Neuchatel, Switzerland, there is one of these, a 

“library for pastors and ministers,” founded by the reformer Farel, in 

1538, which contains about $8,000 volumes. And in Preetz, in the 

province of Schleswig-Holstein, is a preachers’ library of about 10,000 

volumes. These are among the largest mentioned. 

The archiepiscepal libraries may be named in this connection. Among 

the principal of those in England is that at Lambeth Palace, in London, 

founded in 1610 by George Bancroft, archbishop of Canterbury, and con- 

taining some 27,000 volumes of printed books besides a rich collection 
of manuscripts. On the Continent we find an archiepiscopal library at 

Erlau, in Hungary, founded in the second half of the eighteenth cen- 

tury, which has about 35,000 volumes, including 250 manuscripts and 

nearly 300 incunabula. In the same rank may be classed the various 

cathedral libraries, ranging in the number of volumes from 2,000 or 

less to 15,000. 

There are also “ Parochial” or “Church Libraries,” existing in Great 

Britain and on the Continent. In England we find them numbering 

3,000 and 4,000 volumes. Their origin in that country dates from the 

year 1537, at which time the royal injunction was issued that “a book 

of the whole Bible of the largest volume in. English” should be pro- 

vided and set up in some convenient place within the chureh, ‘ where: 
the parishioners may the most commodiously resort to the same and 

read it.” On the Continent a much Jarger church library is found at 

Halle, called the Marian Library, because connected with the Chureh 

of St. Mary. It was founded in 1562, and contains now nearly 20,000 

volumes, among which theology holds the principal place. 

Specially worthy of mention, also, are the monastic libraries of the 

Old World, a large number of which still exist, although a great many 

have been scattered, in consequence of the suppression and destruction 

of convents, and their treasures absorbed in other libraries. A notable 

example of monastic libraries is that of the Benedictines at Monte Cas- 

sino, in Italy, which contains about 20,000 volumes, including some 800 

volumes of manuscripts. There are similar Benedictine libraries at St. 

Gall, in Switzerland, of about 40,000 volumes’; at Fulda, in Prussia, of 

50,000 volumes, founded by Charlemagne; and at Kremsmiinster, in 

Austria, of 50,000, besides 589 volumes of incunabula and 528 volumes 

of manuscripts. 

In all these various classes of the more distinctively religious libraries, 

and not less in the larger general libraries of cities and universities, 

have been stored immense and most precious treasures of theological 

literature,—among them rarest printed books of the fifteenth.century,and 
piles of venerable manuscripts. In view of these accumulations, which 

have been growing for centuries, we need not be ashamed to acknowl-
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edge that the theological wealth of our libraries is still comparatively 
small, especially in the rarer curiosities of literature; although Amer- 
ican shelves are not wholly without specimens even of these. 

But our comparison must be chiefly with the libraries of theologieal 
schools. In England we are not to look for separate libraries of this kind 
in connection with the Established Church, as the clergy of that chureh 
do not generally have their professional training in separate schools, 
but as a part of their university course, or elsein private. ‘The same may 
be said of the Established Church of Scotland. Theology is of course 
one of the leading departmentsin the university libraries ; and at the Uni- 

versity of Edinburgh there is an instance of a special theologiéal library, 

in addition to the public hbrary of the university. It was founded by 

Dr. George Campbell about the end of the seventeenth century, and 

comprises now upwards of 5,000 volumes. It is chiefly or entirely 

among the dissenting and the Catholic churches in Great Britain that 

we find separate schools for the training of the clergy. These theologi- 

eal colleges ail aim at the creation of good libraries. The course of 

study in some of them includes, it is true, academical as well as theo- 

logical instruction, yet the libraries even of these probably do not differ 

essentially in character from our own, and have a preponderance of 

theological books. And as in their origin these seminaries, at least 

the Protestant ones, are generally not older than ours, so in the size of 
their libraries they do not go beyond, even if they equal our own. 

On the Continent there are similar theological schools, both under 

Catholic and Protestant management, and some of them of ancient date. 

In Tiibingen, the Seminary of Evangelical Theology, founded in 1557, 

has a library containing from 20,000 to 25,000 volumes. There is also 

in the same place the Wilhelims Stift Library, of perhaps 20,000 vol: 

umes, 10,000 of which are theological. In Strasbourg, the library of the 

Catholic seminary has about 30,000 volumes. In Cologne, in connec- 

tion with the Archiepiscopal Priests’ Seminary, there is a library of 

about 20,000 volumes, founded in the seventeenth century. In Amster- 

dam we find libraries belonging to the various religious bodies, said to 

be chiefly composed of their respective denominational literature 

Among these is. one, nearly two hundred years old, consisting of per- 

haps 10,000 volumes, which is connected with the Seminary of the Ana- 

baptist or Mennonite Congregation. Of more recently established theo- 

logical seminaries, there is one at Wittenberg, founded in 1817, which 

has a library of from 10,000 to 20,000 volumes and 100 manuscripts. 
As a result of our comparison, which is necessarily an imperfect one, 

it would appear that in respect to numerical contents,— whatever may 

be true as to the comparative value of those contents,—the libraries of 

theological schools abroad do not surpass our own. This, in the case 

of some of them, is doubtless to be accounted for by their proximity to 

the great university libraries which are equally accessible to the theo- 
logical students; as, for example, in Tiibingen, where the university has 

a library of 280,000 volumes.
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NEED OF LIBRARIES IN SEMINARIES. 

Tt is hardly necessary to say anything to prove the importance of a 

library to the theological seminary. It has been rightly termed the 

“heart” of such an institution. And these libraries deserve to be sus- 

tained and enlarged with reference to-other and broader demands than 

simply the immediate requirements of the schools to which they belong. 
They should be made centres of theological science for the whole com- 

munity. Itis right that the student in this highest of all sciences, who 

is carrying his researches far beyond ordinary limits of investigation, 

should resort to these libraries with the expectation of finding in them 

all the helps which the learning of the world can furnish, at least within 

the acknowledged bounds of theological thought. And indeed no theo- 

logical seminary is complete, for the uses even of its pupils and pro- 

fessors, if it does not include within its aleoves many works, especially 

the large and costly books of reference, which lie outside the circle of 

theology. To be prepared for the various exigencies which from time to 

time arise in the history of the church and of religion; for the great 

tasks which force themselves on our theological scholars once it may 

be in three centuries, (as, for example, in the work now going on for 

the revision of our English Bible;) for sach demands, as well as for 

the more common requirements of the faithful student, there is need 

of a liberal policy in our outlay for theological libraries. And this will 

prove in the end the true economy. If the library, which is the store- 

house of the Christian scholar, is left unreplenished, the evil result 

will sooner or later be felt in the parish and in the church, 

LIBRARY FUNDS NEEDED. 

Tt may be allowable for us in passing to allude to the necessity of 

larger provision for the care and management of our theological libraries. 

This includes ot course the preparation of catalogues ; and it has been 

truly said, “In the economy of libraries there is nothing more impor- 

tant than the character of their catalogues. A poor library with a good 

catalogue will often be of more utility to the student than a rich library 

with a bad or carelessly compiled one.” The libraries of our theological 

seminaries are so peculiarly dependent on the voluntary benefactions of 

the patrons of Christian learning, that there is special need of calling 

attention tothis point. Forthere is reason to fear that these libraries have 
suffered from the want of-adequate endowments in no particular more 

seriously than in this. It would seem to have been taken for granted 

that the books need only to be bought and placed upon the shelves, and 

that thenceforward they will not only take care of themselves, but will 

also, like the flowers by the roadside, yield their sweetness spontaneously 

to the passer by. Nothing is more noticeable in the reports from the 

various libraries than the statements of the very small annual ex- 

penditure for the librariau’s salary or for the care of the books. Our 

Meological libraries may be emphatically said iu this respect to be
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‘ cheaply conducted. There is not one of the larger ones which is provided 
with an adequate working foree. Probably not more than one has a 
librarian who is expected to give his whole time to its supervision: 
Too often the leisure hours or half-hours of the busy professor, aided 
it may be by the intermittent half paid assistance of some student, are 
all that is afforded for this purpose. It would not be far from the truth 
to say that any theological library of 20,000 volumes, which is growing 
as such a library may be fairly supposed to grow, is defrauded of its 
due care, and the institution to which it belongs is suffering from the 
injustice, unless it is allowed the undivided services of at least one edu- 
cated person. 

There have been of late years cheering signs of a new interest in our 
theological libraries on the part of men of wealth. The subjoined re- 
ports make mention of several munificent gifts. We trust that these 
examples will be imitated by the friends of libraries which have been 
less favored. The excitement of a generous impulse in this direction 

would be one of the best results of statistics such as are presented 

in this Report. And, while providing funds for the purchase of books 

and for fire-proof buildings to contain them, it is to be hoped that these 
friends will extend their generosity to the equally urgent need to which 

we have now referred, the support of librarians and assistants, without 

whose labors the books which are supplied cannot accomplish one-half 

of their appointed work. 

II.— CATHOLIC LIBRARIES. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF CATHOLIC LIBRARIES— VALUABLE COLLECTIONS IN THE- 

OLOGICAL SCHOOLS — GROWING COLLECTIONS — CATHULIC PUBLICATIONS. 

In treating of Catholic libraries for a publication which can necessa- 

tily give but limited space to each contributor, it will not be possible to 

do more than give a general idea of their scope. A Catholic library dif- 

fers from no other library except in the greater accumulation of matter 

illustrative of Catholic dogma and practice, or its larger, collection of 

Catholic literature, especially in the departments of history and biogra- 

phy. All learning is welcome to the shelves of Catholic libraries, and 

nothing is excluded from them that should not equally be excluded from 

any reputable collection of books. Nor will even anti Catholic works be 

found wanting to them, at least such as possess any force or origi- 

nality. The history of the church being so interwoven with that of the 

world since the days of Augustus Cesar, there is no period which is not 

redolent of her action, and consequently no history which does not have 

to treat of her, either approvingly or the reverse. In regard to general 

literature, she preserved, during the long period of social aud political 

disorder which followed the breaking up of the Roman Empire, all that 

has.come down to us from classic sources, and therefore works of this 

character can be no strangers to shelyes of Catholic libraries. Still less
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ean the Sacred Scriptures be, whieh Catholic hands collected, authenti- 

eated, and handed down for the use of the men of our time. .Nor will the 

sciences be overlooked by ecclesiastics in forming their libraries, for in 

past ages it was the care of their brethren, with such limited facilities 

as were at their command, and in days inauspicious for scientific inves- 

tigation, to cultivate them. 

Still the character of Catholic libraries changes with the circum. 

stances under which the books are brought together. And here it is 

necessary to go a little into detail, outside of the libraries themselves, 

in order to illustrate these circumstances. We will first speak of theo- + 

logical schools, and under this designation include not only the semina- 

ries under the control and patronage of one or more bishops, for the 

edueation of their subjects for the secular priesthood, but the houses of 
study, or scholasticates, under the direction of the several religious orders 

for the education of their own members. Of course in libraries of this 

class a larger proportion of works on theology will be found than in 

other Catholic libraries, Indeed, the statistics in this volume will prob- 

ably show that but few Catholic libraries of any extent exist in this 

eountry, except those attached to ‘theological schools. Even that at 

Georgetown, where this paper is prepared, owes the great number of its 

works of this class to the fact that it was for many years a school of 

theology as well as of letters. 

In all theological collections, the Bible, both the Old and New Testa- 

ments, must, as the principal authority in theological teaching, whether 

of doctrine or morals, hold the prominent place. Commentaries and ex- 

positions in abundance will be found in juxtaposition with the Bibles 

themselves. For the use of the professors, who are generally graduates 

of the best theological schools of Europe, if not for the use of some 

of the students themselves, versions of the Scriptures in the various 

Oriental languages will be needed. 

; Next inauthoritativerank come the Fathers and Doctors of the Church, 

from those who received instruction from the apostles themselves and 

committed their doctrine to writing, down to almost our own day ; for St. 

Alphonsus Liguori, the latest on whom the Holy See has conferred the 
title of Doctor of the Universal Church, died only in the latter part of 

the last century, and his authority is that which is principally followed 

in. the treatment of moral questions. Works also by later writers, 

principally on dogmatic subjects, are constantly appearing. The 

study of Dogma, embracing an investigation into all revealed truths, 

and therefore essential to those who are to instruct others authori- 

tatively, involves a reference to many learned books in which proofs 

and iHustrations are elaborated to the last degree of exactness, 

side by side with every possible difficulty or objection that can be 

brought to bear against each doctrine treated of. Some works are 

occupied with the discussion of but a single point; others take in a 

wide range, and some voluminous authors have published an entire
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course of dogma. Candidates for the scholastic (not the merely hon- 
orary) degree of Doctor of Divinity must defend successfully, in the 

presence of learned theologians, and against all objections proposed by. 

them, a number of the most difficult theses in theology. None but 

those who have made long and thorough studies would dare undertake 

this ordeal; but at least the apparatus of learning is’ provided to this 

end in the libraries of theological schools. But for those who, either 

from advanced years, imperfect preliminary studies, feeble health, 

or from the inmediate need in which their bishop stands for their serv- 

ices, are unable to make along course, a shorter one is provided, ac~ 

quired from approved compendiums which will be found in every 

theological library, and as reference, in every ecclesiastical library of 

any kind. 

The study of Moral, the other great branch of Catholic theology, 

embraces a scrutiny into every question of morals that needs to be 

investigated by those who have the direction of consciences, or whose 

duty it is, in the tribunal of penance, to adjudicate upon matters 

affecting the rights of others. As solutions in these cases are some- 

times attended with considerable difficulty, and a grave responsibility 

is attached to the delivery of an opinion, authorities for reference must 

be ample and exhaustive. Such authorities, more or less voluminous, 

will be found in the theological libraries, and are relied upon in propor- 

tion to their world-wide repute, as representing the opinions of prudent, 

learned, and experienced men. 
So far, the domain of theology, strictly speaking, in Catholic libraries. 

But such libraries would be incomplete, both for the purposes of theo- 

logical study and for general reference, without the published acts of 

the General Councils of the Church, especially those of the Council of 

Trent and of councils held within the eountry, national or provincial, 

or the decrees of a synod of the diocese, in matters of discipline. To 

these are to be added the decisions and solutions of the various “ con- 

gregations” in Rome, chietly of that of “rites,” and other documents 

emanating from the Holy See. The professor of ecclesiastical history, 

an indispensable member of the teaching faeulty in every theological 

school, must also have his resources at hand in the library. 

Works on ritual supply the directions needed in all matters concern- 

ing both publie worship and the private administration of the sacra- 

ments. Other works, technical or devotional, or combiuing both features, 

are prepared for the use of those who are studying for the priesthood, 

or who are already ordained; they are frequently only monitory in 

their nature, and some are intended especially for the guidance of mem- 

bers of religious orders. Of the latter class the Christian Perfection 

of Fr. Rodriguez, for the Jesuits, is an example. As in theological 
schools a course of rational philosophy of from one to three years pre- 

cedes the study of theology, this department must also be well pro- 

vided for in the libraries attached to these institutions. Where the
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young men in these schools are educated as teachers, as-is the case with 

the Jesuits, works on mathematics, physics, astronomy, meteorology, 

chemistry, and other sciences, must be added. 

The attention given in these schools to sacred eloquence — for practice 

in which students are required to prepare and deliver sermons in pres- 

ence of the community—calls for the best models of sacred oratory, 

besides works on rhetoric and elocution. As models of composition, 

arrangement, and intrinsic solidity, the sermons of the ancient fathers 
share equal attention with those of the great French orators of the last 

eentury, and no library for the use of ecclesiastics will be without a 

copious supply of the works of those and others of the best pulpit 

orators in the church, 

In regard to the ceremonial of the Chureh and plain chant, particular 

instruction is given rather in the preparatory seminaries than in the 

seminaries themselves, to which young men are transferred on reaching 

the requisite age or proficiency; and in these preparatory schools for 

those who enter the secular priesthood, or in the colleges whence mem- 

bers of religious orders draw their candidates, the classics and modern 

languages are also taught thoroughly. An ignorance of Latin would 

debar or delay the entrance of a candidate into any theological school. 

Once in, these students are supposed to be sufficiently advanced to be 

able to understand lectures or ordinary class instructions given in Latin — 

sometimes necessary when tlie professor is of a foreign nationality— 

and in some institutions they are even obliged to converse in Latin, 

except during hours of recreation. These circumstances are mentioned 

in order that it may be understood why the classics and elementary 

books on Latin and Greek do not necessarily constitute a marked feature 
of Catholic theological, though they do of Catholic, college libraries. 

Catholic libraries in general— nd not those alone which are at- 
tached to theological schools —will be found amply supplied with con- 

troversial works written by Oitholic authors. These are needed, how- 

ever, not so much for the use of the owners as for that of non-Catholic 

inquirers who wish to be enlightened in regard to some controverted 

point, or who desire to learn the evidences upon which the Catholic 

Church bases her claims to the credence of mankind. Catechetical 
works, of which there are a great number, answer this purpose still 
better when the polemic spirit has been allayed, and if is impossible to 
conceive of a Catholic library, large or small, without an abundance of 
both these classes of books. The controversial works discuss every ob- 
jection which can be alleged against the church or the practice of mem- 
bers of it, and are necessarily very numerous. 

Every age has left behind it these testimonies to the controversies 
that agitated it, and the present age is no less prolific than its prede- 
cessors, though the grounds of dispute are shifting now rather from 

dogma to historical questions and matters of science, indicating the 

lessening hold which doctrine has on the non-Catholic mind.
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The catechetical works range from the little catechism in which 
every Catholic child and every non-Catholic adult who seeks to enter 
the church must be instructed, to the voluminous works which even 
the parish priest may consult for the purpose of instructing his people. 

A Catholic library will not fail to provide for all the requisites of 
devotion, not only in the ordinaagy prayer books, of which there isa great 
variety, but in books of piety adapted to different conditions of lite, or 
different spiritual needs or illustrative of some special devotion. Every 
private library in Catholic families abounds in these books. Prayer 
books, however, are rarely found on library shelves, any more than the 
Roman Breviary, The former are in the hands of the laity generally ; 
and the latter, the evade mecum of the clergy, must be recited daily by 
every ecclesiastic. Among books of piety are to be included a large 
number of books of meditation, chiefly for the use of ecclesiasties and 
members of religious orders, upon whom is enjoined the daily practice of 
mental prayer, food for which is sought in these volumes. Libraries 
which have to be consulted by the clergy, at least by those who preach 
missions to the people or retreats in religious houses —an annual obsery- 
ance—must find in them material adapted to their purpose. The 
famous book of the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius, forms the 
basis of most of these compilations, but many others exist besides. 
Religious biographies also abound in Catholi¢ libraries, and as they 
embrace accounts of the lives of holy persons in every age since the 
origin of Christianity, from the martyrs of the Roman arena or the 
hermits of the Egyptian deserts, to our own day, and not only of those 
who have been decreed the honor of canonization, but of great numbers 

who have never been proposed for it, it may be imagined how compre- 

hensive a collection these books form. These lives also illustrate wore 

or less the history of the times wherein the persons lived. 

The great work in folio of the Bollandists, the Acta Sanctoram, be- 

gun in 1643 and still in process of publication, is in fact a repertory of 
most varied learning. 

Ecclesiastical history, of course, forms an important element in Cath- 

olic libraries; but this history not only includes the exhaustive tomes of 

writers who take in the whole history of the church, but of others who 

illustrate a particular age, country, event or transaction. 

Works concerning the history of the church in the United States, or 

in particular States, form a growing collection. The current of con- 

temporary Catholic history is well shown forth through the monthly and 

weekly publications which appear in many countries and, languages. 
The Catholic quarterlies, however, and some of the monthly publiea- 
tions, are devoted chiefly to literary or scientific criticism, The Catholic 

Weeklies in this country are now so numerous that their preservation 
in libraries is seldom attended to. If this apology is needed for the 
absence from such libraries of publications that will form an important 

reference hereafter for others besides Catholics, it ought to be coupled
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with the suggestion proper to be made in a work which will be placed 

in the hands of persons of all religions, that a general Catholic library 

ought to be established at some central point where every Catholic pub- 

lication, at least among those issued in this country, may have a place. 

Materials for history would gather in such a collection that might not 

readily be found combined in any other, 

Having thus touched upon the more important characteristics of Cath- 

oli¢ libraries, it would be well perhaps to observe that while the leading 

ones in this country are attached to seminaries, colleges, or religious 

houses, there are many private collections of considerable value, espe- 

cially those in episcopal residences, or belonging to gentlemen of the 

clergy or laity who, together with literary tastes, possess the means to 

gratify them. 

Oatholic libraries are also beginning to be formed in cities and towns, 

chiefly under the auspices of associations that seek to provide a safe 

and pleasant resort for young men in the evenings. In these libraries 

will be found the lighter Catholic literature, to which no reference has 

so far been made in this paper—travels, sketches, poems, tales, &c., a 

few of which are by American and some by Irish anthors, but the ma+ 

jority by English writers, chiefly converts, or translated from the French, 

German, Flemish, and other continental languages. 

Finally, it would be well to observe that Catholic libraries are acces- 

sible for reference, if not for study, to all inquirers. In most cases non- 

Catholic visitors would doubtless be welcomed to them with great cor- 

diality. Those who have these libraries in keeping rather invite than 

repel scrutiny into whatever is distinctively Catholic in their collections, 

IIL— SKETCHES OF THEOLOGICAL LIBRARIES. 

SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. * 

This Seminary was founded by the Synod of the Pacifie of the Pres- 

byterian Church under the care of the General Assembly of the Presby- 

terian Church of the United States, and went into operation in the year « 

1871. The library contains 5,000 volumes of valuable standard books. 
Its inerease is by donations, and has averaged, since 1872, about 100 

volumes a year. It possesses also some 500 pamphlets, but no manu- 

scripts worthy of mention. It is solely for the use and benefit of the 

students. Theseminary, being yet in its intancy, has no building of its 

own, but several comfortable rooms for students have been fitted up 

and furnished by the St. Johu’s Presbyterian Church, and the trustees 

of University ‘College have kindly placed at the disposal of the semi- 

nary sufficient room in the college building. 

By the liberality of the officers of the Mereantile Library Association, 

of the Mechanics’ Institute, and of the Odd Fellows’ Library Associa- 

- tion, the students have the use also of these three large and rich col- 
lections of books. In property, money, and subscriptions, the funds of 

the seminary amount to $80,500,
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BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, CHICAGO, ILL, 

The seminary has had an active and organized existence only since 

October, 1867, and the library, now numbering 15,000 volumes, has been 

collected since that time. The first important step towards its forma- 

tion was the purchase, in 1869, of the library of Prof. E. W. Hengsten- 

berg, of Berlin, consisting of about 10,000 bound volumes, and 2,000 or 

3,000 unbound books and pamphlets, chiefly in the departments of theol- 

ogy, church history, and biblical literature. The fands for this purchase 

were furnished by a few friends of theological education in Chicago. In 

October, 1871, there was purchased, through the liberality of D. 

Henry Sheldon, Adam Smith, and other gentlemen of Chicago, a 

very choice collection of works, (209 volumes,) relating to the Anabap- 

tists of Germany in the time of the Reformation, comprising the works 

of Bullinger, Zwingli, Fabri, Osiander, Eck, and others opposing the 

tenets of the Anabaptists, and the responses of Hubmaier and other 

adherents of their doctrines. In March, 1873, the library (over 3,000 

volumes) of the late Rev. George B. Ide, of Springfield, Mass., was pur- 

chased by the trustees, and added to the collection. There have also 

been valuable donations from private individuals. 

No classified and complete catalogue of the library has, as yet, been 

prepared; but each separate collection has a catalogue of its own. 

CHICAGO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, CHICAGO, ILL. 

The first step toward the formation of a library was taken in 1855, the 

year in which the seminary received its charter, by the purchase of the 

library of the late Dr. J. C. L. Gieseler, professor in the University of 

Gottingen. During the following year, (1856,) 500 volumes were added 

by the liberality of Rey. Geo. W. Perkins, of Chicago. Rev. Wm. Pat- 

ton presented several hundred volumes from his own collection, and 

rendered valuable aid by securing donations of books in England. 

Through the efforts of Prof. S. C. Bartlett, nearly $1,000 were collected 

in Chicago, and expended in the purchase of books. In 1875, Rev. EB. M. 

Williams, an alumnus of the seminary, gave books to the value of $1,500, 

Other valuable contributions of money and books have been received 

from friends in various parts of the country, but the names are too 

numerous for insertion. Annual contributions for the purchase of books 

are made by the Alumni Society. } 
There is, at present, no permanent library fund, except that known 

as the Patton binding fund, amounting to $1,000, the gift of Rev. W. 

W. Patton, of Chicago. The amount received and expended during 

the year 1874~75, was about $2,000. 
The library contains at present 5,500 volumes. The catalogue is in 

Manuscript. 2.
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PRESBYTERIAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF THE NORTHWEST, CHI- 

: CAGO, ILL. 

This library was begun in 1859, and now numbers about 8,000 volumes. 
Many donations of books have been réceived, but no particulars are 
given. The sum of $2,500 towards a permanent fund was received from 
H. BR. Corning, of New York. 

There is no printed catalogue of the library. 

WOODSTOCK COLLEGE, WOODSTOCK, MD. 

The existence of this library, which was opened in 1869, is due in great 
measure to the efforts of Rev. Angelo M. Paresce, who, for several years 
prior to the opening of Woodstock College, had agents in the principal 
literary centres of Europe engaged in the collection of books. In this 
manner more than half the works which constitute the present library 
were obtained. 

The library now contains about 18,000 bound volumes, chiefly the- 
ological, and nearly 2,000 pamphlets. Among the works of special value 
are Walton’s Polyglot, London, 1657; Cardinal Mai’s critical works on 
the Old and New Testaments, 5 volumes; the Hexapla of Origen; the 
Holy Fathers, Migne’s edition, 153 volumes Latin, and 161 volumes 
Greek ; Durandus, 1539; Duns Scotus, 1609; Baronius, 59 voluines ; 
the works of the Bollandists, 60 volumes; and among the curiosities a 
manuscript of the tenth century, parchment, written in Hebrew, being 
ascroll of the book of Moses, 97 feet long aud 2 feet 10 inches wide, 
formerly used in a synagogue at. Yemen; an illuminated breviary: of 
the thirteenth century; and Antonini Theologia, in black letter, 1506, 
There are also works in the Turkish, Persian, Chaldaie, Coptic, Egyp- 
tian, Arabic, Russian, Armenian, and Chinese lariguages. 

The annual additions to the library average about 200 yolumes and 300 
pamphlets. 

The library oceupies a hall 75 by 41 feet, and 25 feet in height. The 
most noticeable feature of the room is the frescoed ceiling, on which is 
represented the solar system, forming not merely an artistic decoration 
but a reliable astronomical chart. 

ANDOVER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, ANDOVER, MASS. 

This seminary was founded in 1807, and was opened for instruction Sep- 
tember 28, 1808. The library wasrecognized as a constituent partof the ; 
institution from the beginning. 

Donations and bequests of money for the purchase of books haye been 
received from time to time, a statement of which will be found below. 

There have also been gifts of books, from time to time; the chief of 
these being the bequest, in 1847, of the valuable theological library 
of the Rey. John Codman, of Dorchester, numbering 1,250 volumes.
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.Mention should also be made of a very valuable gift of books, worth 

perhaps from $500 to $1,000, by the late Lieutenant Governor Samuel 

T. Armstrong, of Boston; and of a gift of some 60 volumes received in 

1843, from John Dunlop, of Edinburgh, Scotland. 

In 1867, Mrs. Susan Flint Shedd, of Boston, presented a copy of 

Tischendort’s splendid fac-simile edition of the Codex Sinaiticus, at a 

cost of not far from $200. 

In 1869 and 1870 a most interesting collection of pamphlets, n um ber- 

ing more than 8,000, was given to the library by the Rev. William B. 

Sprague, of Albany, N. Y. Among these is a large number of the 
“election sermons” of early dates preached in Massachusetts and 

other States, besides many other sermons of the eighteenth century, and 

other publications of much value in reference to the religious history of 

this country. 

The libraries of two societies of students in the seminary — the Society 
of Inquiry on Missions, and the Porter Rhetorical Society — have, within 

the last twenty years, been transferred to the trustees, and many of the 

books, to the number of perhaps 2,500 volumes, have been placed on the 

shelves of the Seminary Library. 

The number of volumes in the library is now,more than 34,000, (in- 

cluding duplicates,) besides’ 10,000 or 12,000 pamphlets. 

More than 10,000 volumes have been added during the past ten years. 

The largest accession at any one time in that period was by the purchase 

of the library of the late Dr. OC. W. Niedner, professor of theology at 
the University of Berlin. This collection consisted of some 4,000 vol- 
umes, chiefly in the German and Latin languages, among which -are 

many rare and curious books, and works of great value to the theologi- 

cal student, especially in the department of history. 

The Andover Library, considering the very moderate fands which 

have been at its disposal, is reasonably well farnished in the several 

departments of theology, and to some extent is able to meet the more 

common demands in other lines of study. 

A catalogue of 161 pages, octavo, prepared by Mr. J. W. Gibbs, after- 

wards professor in Yale College, was printed in 1819; and another of 531 

pages, octavo, by the Rey. Oliver A. Taylor, in 1838, But one supple- 

mentary catalogue has been issued; it comprised 67 pages, and was 

printed in 1849. 

For nearly fifty years the library oceupied a hall, constructed for the 

purpose in the chapel, built in 1818, by William Bartlet, of Newbury- 

port, one of the principal benefactors of the seminary. In 1866 it 

was removed to its present quarters in Brechin Hall,’ an elegant 
stone edifice, built for its accommodation, at a cost of $41,000, by the 

gift of Messrs. John Smith, Peter Smith, and John Dove, of Andover. 

To the three last named gentlemen the library is also indebted for a 

~ 180 named by the donors in honor of their native place, Brechin, Scotland. 

. 10E
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permanent fund of $25,000, the income of which is to be devoted to the 

preservation of the building and to the purchase of books. 

Besides the above, the income of other funds, amounting to about _ 

$18,500, is now available for the purchase of books. These funds were 

given for this object by donors already named. 

The persons entitled to borrow books from the library are the officers 

and students of the thevlogical seminary, the instructors of Phillips 

Academy, settled ministers of the gospel in Andover, and such other 

persons as may obtain special permission from the faculty. 

The library is open every week day, except during the vacations of 
the seminary. 

The following is a list of the principal gifts of money for the library, 

with the date of reception of each, chiefly for the purchase of books. 

It does not include a number of generous donations which have been 

made within the past ten years for the current salary of the librarian, 

among which was one of $3,000 from the three donors of the new library 

building. 
W Donations of money. 

Moses Brown, Newburyport, Mass., 1808... 2... 222.2. eeeee cece ee cecceecoenee $1,000 

Hon. John Norris, Salem, Mass., 1808... . 20.20... 22-5 cece seen ssessccece-- 1,000 
Capt. Stephen Holland, Newburyport, Mass., 1808...... 2.22. 2222.22. .---2e!-- 500 

Hon. Wiittan: Gray, Boston, Mass. 1401 20.6650... c one cbien testen deewee see 333, 
Hon-siac Tichenor, Bennington, Vt., 1812 ....-. 2-226 cee. cceie ne ace ee cet oee 20 

Henry Gray, Dorchester, Mass., 1816.5... -,.cn0ss0- once ose cgencoc- cnn <seghs)} Oy O00 

Jonatban Marsh, Newburyport, Mass., 1819 ...... 2.22. 1225 penne cee eee eeee ee 500 
PBONYINGUS GUROTH, LOUOTUO .o\sc.wss'c. ce ose pele le cwde lah awd pee cae Meuse case - 15 ROG 

Ebenezer Alden, M. D., Randolph, 1871 ....., 2.0 cet ee lee ce cee ewe ce ce eeee 100 

Rev. Theodore D, Woolsey, D. D., New Haven, Conn., 1873 ...-....-..22.-.--+ 50 

Bequests of money. 

Saniuel Abbot, Andover, Mass., 1812. ...........22. 2-00 cease ceeecesceeee---- 1,000 

Hon, William: Phillips, Boston, Mass., 1827! 0)... 22. ..2./s0ooceie o- cht ae sep eee - 9, O00 

Hon. William Reed, Marblehead, Mass., 1837....2......-0.---222.-Uici.2-+-.- 5,000 

rs GENERAL THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY, BOSTON, MASS. ? 

This library was formed in 1860, and numbers about 12,000 volumes. 

Donations have been made to it as follows: In 1865 the Rev. Charles 

Burroughs, D. D., gave the Acta Sanctorum, in 61 folio volumes, at 

an expense of about $1,500. He also gave (1860765) $500; and be- 

queathed nearly all his private library, some 3,000 volumes, and 

$5,000. These bequests have not yet been received. Miss Arabella 

Rice left a bequest of $3,000. Mr. Eben Dale gave $500, and 

also left a bequest of $500, The late Messrs. James Read and Seth 

Banireceriiiges tad, avin vesn 1scssesad Paacopacuee wilh tueteertis of uote 
quest, amounts now to about $13,650, two-thirds of the income of which is available 

annually for the purchase of books, The available fund may therefore be called 

about $9,000. = 

* kurther details respecting this library, written by the librarian, will be found in 

the article entitled Public Libraries of Boston and Vicinity.
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Adams left bequests of $500 each. The trustees of the late Charles 
Sanders gave to the library $500. Edward Brooks, now president 
of the institution; John G. Casing, William Emerson Baker, and 
the late John Taylor, have each given $500 or more. These gifts 
were received between 1864 and 1874. Messrs. Peter C. Brooks, 
James Parker, Gardner B. Perry, Robert M. Cashing, F, Gordon 
Dexter, E. L. Tobey, George ©. Shattuck, M. D., the late Rey. Dr. 
Nathaniel L. Frothingham, and the late Dr. John O. Hayden, have 
each given the association $300 or more. Hon. Robert ©. Win- 
throp, H. Hollis Hannewell, Rey. Luther Farnham, and 62 others, 
have each given $100 or more. All these donations were received 
between 1862 and 1875, and were chiefly from residents of Boston and 
vicinity. The number of volumes in the library is 12,000. There: is 
no printed catalogue, but two manuscript catalogues, both arranged _ 
alphabetically, oue by authors, the other by subjects. 

DIVINITY SCHOOL OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. ! 

In the academic year 1825~26 several boxes of books for the Divinity 

School of Harvard University were imported from England. Divinity 

Hall was then going up, and was ready for occupation by students, 

and for the reception of books in the summer of 1826, and. these 

books were then sent there. About the same time circulars represent- 

ing the wants of the school and library were sent to clergymen and 

others, soliciting donations. About 1829 the Rev. Thaddeus Mason 

Harris, of Dorchester, gave several hundred volumes from his private 

library. There have been other gifts, but the amounts an! names of 

donors are not specified. The last donation received was a bequest of 
800 volumes from the Rev. James Walker, D.D. 

The number of volumes now in the library is about 17,000, besides 
1,200 numbers of quarterly reviews, unbound. 

_ NEWLON THHOLOGICAL INSTITUTION, NEWLON CENTRE, MASS. 

The institution was opened in December, 1825, and the library was 

begun about the same time, by donations of books from a few friends. 

The amount of library fands may be given as $25,000, though the li- 

brary has not yet been able to draw the interest on more than $10,000. 

The remaining $15,000 is subscribed and paid, but the interest cannot 

be used until the general endowment subscription is collected. Mean- 

while Mr. Gardner Colby, president of the board of trustees, gives to 

the library $500 annually, and has engaged to do so for the next seven 

years. ‘The library has, therefore, $1,200 a year to use for the purchase 

and binding of books, The salary of the librarian, $650 a year, is paid 

from the general funds of the institution. 

‘A farther account of this library will be found in the sketches of university and 
college libraries, in Chapter LLL.
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The library has, during its whole history, received generous benefac- 

tions, but of the earlier ones no particulars are given. The largest re- 

cent benefactors are Hon. J. Warren Merrill, of Cambridge, Mass, ; 

Gardner Colby, of Newton, Mass.; Hon. Isaac Davis, of Worces- 

ter, Mass.; and Matthews Bolles, of Boston, who have contributed 
altogether about $20,000. 

The present number of volumes in the library is 13,000. The yearly 

additions average about 400 volumes. The yearly expenditure for new 

books is $1,000. 
for the last fifteen years the books have been selected, with few 

exceptions, by the professors, with a view to meeting their own wants 

and those of the students. 
There is no printed catalogue, but two card catalogues ; one arranged 

by authors, the other by subjects. 

The library building, which is of stone, lighted from the top, was’ 

built about ten years ago. 

DREW THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, MADISON, N. J. 

This seminary, founded by Daniel Drew, of New York City, was 

opened November 6, 1867. Mr. Drew gave to the seminary ninety- 

nine acres of land with the buildings thereon, fitted up two of these for 

dormitories, and subsequently built four professors’ houses at an 

expense of $20,000 each. In addition to this, he gave $25,000 for a 

library. 

Doctor McClintock, afterwards president of the seminary, was intrusted 

with the selection of books for a library, and the seminary opened with 

a collection of some 5,000 volumes. Ina year the number had increased 

to 10,000 volumes. Among the books purchased at this time was the 

collection on hymnology of David Creamer, of Baltimore. Nearly all 

the 665 volumes of this collection were hymn books, representing nearly 

all modern publications and many old and rare ones. 

After January, 1869, the purchases of books appear to have nearly 

ceased. After the death of Doctor McClintock in 1870, his private 

library, about 3,000 volumes, was purchased for the seminary for the 

sum of $2,500, of which $2,000 were subscribed by friends in New York 

City. 

From 1870 to 1874 there were a few donations but no purchases; even 
the periodicals were not kept up, and, owing to changes in the office of 

librarian, little, if any, progress was made. Several students acted as 

assistant librarians gratuitously. The library was moved from one 

part of the building to another, and, unless the number of books pur- 

chased was overestimated, not a few were scattered and lost. 
During the year 187475 the books have been well protected and 

classified. An assistant librarian with a salary has been appointed, and 

the library is in very good condition. A gift of $350 has lately been re- 

ceived from J. B, Cornell, for binding periodicals and making purchases.
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Numerous donations of books have been received, most of them small, 

though in many cases valuable, and the list of donors is too long for 
insertion. 

The library contained, June, 1875, 10,875 bound volumes, 4,950 pam- 

phiets, and about 40 volumes of newspapers. Of the books, 8,300 are 

in English, 1,300 in German, 500 in French, 600 in Greek and Latin, 

and 150 Italian and miscellaneous. 

A manuscript catalogue, alphabetically arranged by authors and sub 

jects, is approaching completion. zi 

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. 

The seminary of the Reformed (Datch) Church of America was estab- 

lished in 1784and was for many years connected with Queens, now Rut- 

gers College. The library, which was small, having perhaps 5,000 vol- 

umes, belonged to both institutions in common. 

In 1855 Mrs. Anna Hertzog, of Philadelphia, gave $30,000 for a build- 

ing to be called the Peter Hertzog Theological Hall. Into this build- 

ing when completed the theo'ogical books of the library were removed, 

and the foundation was laid for the present seminary library, which 

now contains about 26,000 volumes. Most of the original collection con- 

sists of works of Swiss and Holland theologians, which appear to have 

been given at different times by the ministers of the church. 

In 1874 a large fire-proof structure was built for the library on the 

seminary grounds by Col. Gardner A. Sage, of New York. Into this 

building the books have been removed. Additions of standard books 

are constantly being made, and the seminary has funds on hand to in- 

crease the number to 80,000 volumes. 

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, PRINCETON, N. J. 

Prior to 1821 the seminary possessed no regular library. In that 

year a union took place between the Associate Reformed Church and 

the Presbyterian Church in the United States, one of the terms of which 

specified that the theological library then belonging to the former, mainly 

consisting of books left by Rev. Johu M. Mason, D. D., “shall be trans- 

ferred and belong to the seminary at Princeton.” In accordance with 

this more than 2,400 volumes, forming that collection, were received at 

Princeton in 1822. Subsequently, however, a small party of dissent- 

ers from that action of the Associate Reformed Church advanced a 

claim to the ownership of these books. Amicable litigation followed ; 

and at last, in 1838—the chancellor of the State of New Jersey having 

allowed the claim—they were removed to Newburgh, N.Y. The friends 

of the seminary at once came to its relief, and by liberal donations laid 

the foundation of the present library. Prominent among these bene- 

factors was James Lenox, of New York City, who has not only en- 

tiched the library by a long succession of gifts in books, but, observing
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the need of more secure protection for them, built the beautiful Gothic 

building known as Lenox Hall, completed in 1844, and since occupied by 

the theological library. 

Dr. Archibald Alexander acted as librarian till his death in 1851; 
Dr. William Henry Green assumed the trust when he became professor 

of Oriental literature in that year; and Dr. Charles Aiken, when he 

was elected professor of Christian ethies and apologeties in 1872. 

From the report of the trustees in 1851, it appears that the library 

then contained only 9,000 volumes. In 1852 the trustees represented 

to the general assembly of the church the need of regular grants for the 

increase of the library; but the yearly reports still exhibited a slow 

rate of growth. In 1853, the Rev. W. B. Sprague, of Albany, N. Y., 

gave to the library a remarkable collection of pamphlets, mainly theo- 

logical. The 1,200 volumes of this collection probably include 20,000. 

titles, and consist of long series of sermons preached at the elections in 

several States, on fast, thanksgiving, ordination, funeral, and other 

occasions ; orations aud addresses before literary societies and at col- 

lege commencements; reports of benevolent: associations in this country 

and in England; ciscussions of social questions; arguments elicited by — 

theological controversies in both countries ; and literature of the civil 

war, 

In 1855 Mr. Samuel Agnew presented 730 volumes, mainly theologi- 

cal. 

In 1861 R. L. and A, Stuart, of New York City, purchased and pre- 

sented to the library the rare collection, consisting of 3,400 volumes; 

left by Professor Joseph Addison Alexander; and in 1862, gave $10,000 

in United States bonds, yielding $600 a year. They have also made 

valuable gifts of books in every subsequent year; in 1868, the family 

of the late Rev. Johu M. Krebs gave his library, consisting of 1,147 

volumes ; in 1871, 824 volumes of miscellaneous books came to the li- 

brary from the collection of the late Stephen Collins, M. D., of Baltimore. 

Many other benefactors have at various times enriched the library 

with their gifts. 

The number of volumes reported in the library in 1875 was 26,779, 

Among them are the four great polyglots of the Holy Scriptures, the 

Complutensian, 5 volumes, folio, printed at Aleala in 150917; the Ant- 

werp, 8 volumes, folio, 1569~72; the Paris, 10 volumes, folio, 162845 ; 

and the London, 6 volumes, folio, 1657; the Annales Ecclesiastici of 

Baronius and others, 42 volumes, folio; the works of Luther, Calvin. 

and Melancthon in many editions; the Benedictine and other editions of 

many of the Fathers, and the ancient impressions or modern reprints of 

worthies, confessors, and martyrs; the Codex Vaticanus Novi Testa- 

menti, folio, Rome, 1857-71; the Codex Vaticanus Veteris Testamenti, 

published at Rome by Vercellone and Cozza, in 4 volu mes, quarto, 1872; 

the Codex Alexandrinus Veteris Testamenti, by Woide and Baber, 4 vol; 

- umes, folio, London, 1786 and 1816/28; the Codex Beze Cantabrigien-
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sis, by Kipling, 2 volumes, folio, London, 1793; and the Codex Sinaiti- 
cus, by Tischendorf, 4 volumes, quarto, St. Petersburgh, 1862. In addi- 
tion to these is the splendid succession of twelve fac similes of. palimp- ~ 
sests and other ancient manuscripts of the Scriptures, published also by 
Tischendorf, in quarto, between 1845 and 1870. These are the gifts of 
the Messrs. Stuart, and to these they have lately added the splendid 
fac simile of the Utrecht Psalter. 

AUBURN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, AUBURN, N. Y. 

The library of the seminary is nearly, if not quite, coeval with the 
seminary itself, which was incor porated April, 1820. The founders of 

the seminary, the clergy of the Presbyterian Chureh in central and west- 

ern New York, became also the founders of the library, by giving their 
own books as a nucleus, 

During a period of thirty-five years from the foundation of the library 
it depended for its increase almost exclusively upon contributions of 
books. The list of donors during this period is too long for insertion, 

but, as the result of their liberality, the library in 1855 numbered 6,000 
volumes. 

The increase of the library during the last twenty years is due also 
in great measure to the gifts of its friends. 

One of the most valuable gifts to the library was received from S. R. 

Brown, D. D., missionary of the Reformed Chureh, formerly in China, 

and now in Japan, and consisted of 264 volumes of Chinese works; 

among them, besides the Chinese classics, the Imperial Chinese Diction- 

ary, the Imperial Statutes of China, and Dr. Morrison’s translation of 

the Bible into the Chinese language. : 

A copy of the Codex Sinaiticus was presented by Sylvester Willard, 
M.D., in 1870. 

From 1821 to 1827 only five gifts of money are recorded. Four of 

these amounted to $94; the amount of the last, received from Arthur 

Tappan, is not mentioned, but with it 28 volumes of costly works 

were purchased. During the next twenty-five years small donations of 

money were undoubtedly received, but no record of them has been pre- 

served. After 1855, through the exertions of Rev. Frederick Starr, 

financial agent of the seminary, a permanent library fund of $11,000 was 

secured. Of this amount $5,000 were given by Simeon Benjamin, of 

Elnira; $1,500 by T. G. Maxwell and brother, of Geneva; $1,280 by 

G. R. Rich, of Buffalo; $1,000 by Ferdinand Beebee, of East Bloom- 

tield; $900 by Mrs. Sarah Downs, of Downsville, and smaller amounts 

‘by a few others. Robert Nelson, of Auburn, has recently added $500 to 

the fund, The interest only of the permanent fund is to be expended 
for books, 

Albert H. Porter, of Niagara Falls, has recently given $6,000 to 

be expended in filling an alcove with the standard patristic and rab. 

binical works, Several hundred volumes have already been purchased.
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The library now contains about 10,000 volumes. The average yearly 

additions during the fifty years of its existence have been somewhat less 

than 200.volames. But, daring the last eight years, the additions have 

averaged over 300 volumes a year. 

In the biblical, critical and exegetical department, including the 

patristic and rabbinical works, there are adout 2,500 volumes; in the 

theological and homiletival department, about 2,000 volumes; in the 

department of religious literature, over 2,000 volumes; in the depart- 

ment of literature, about 2,000 volumes; of United States and State 

government documents, about 1,000 volumes; and of pamphlets, bound 

and unbound, about 1,000 volumes. 

No catalogue of the library has yet been printed. Complete manu- 

seript catalogues of authors and subjects are in separate volumes. 

The library is open daily except Sunday, the year round, and is free 

to the public for reference. 

The new library building, which cost $40,000, is the gift of Hon. Wm. 
BE. Dodge, and Hon. Edwin D. Morgan, of New York, who sbared the 

expense equally. The capacity of the building is from 80,000 to 100,000 
volumes. 

GENERAL THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL 

CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

The seminary was opened September 7, 1820, and the nucleus of a 

library was almost immediately formed by the liberality of a few indi- 

viduals. In 1821 the trustees reported 900 volumes, upwards of 300 of 

which were folios, and. many of them extremely rare and valuable. This 

was exclusive of a valuable collection of theological books deposited for 

the use of the students by a gentleman of Connecticut. 

In 1821 the General Seminary of the Chureh, then in New Haven, was 

incorporated with the Theological School of New York, and the union of 

the two libraries formed a collection of about 2,500 volumes, a large 

proportion of which were folios and quartos. Valuable donations were 

received from a number of gentlemen, particularly the Rev. Mr. Price, 

of Tulworth, England, and John Pintard, of New York. Since then 

the library has steadily increased, by gifts and purchases from the 

library fund. In 1836 the sum of $10,000 was presented to the seminary, 

of which $4,000 were a gift from Trinity Church, New York; a portion 

was from a legacy, and the remainder was raised by subscription. The 

whole amount was to be devoted to the increase of the library, $4,000 

to be immediately used in the purchase of books, and the remainder 

to be held in trust for the benefit of the library. 
The most liberal and constant donor to the library has been the 

Society for the Promotion of Religion and Learning in the Diocese of 

New York. Every year additions are made to the library by this so- 

ciety, and in 1852 it gave 1,348 volumes purchased at the sale of the 

library of the late Samuel F. Jarvis, D. D., for the sum of $3,153.
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The special value of this gift lay in the fact that many of the books 

were purchased expressly to fill vacancies existing in the collection, 

and by these means it was not only increased in numbers but its 

intrinsic value was greatly enhanced. 
A valuable collection of books, 552 volumes, from the library of the 

late Professor Walton, was placed in the library in 1873, in an aleove 

bearing his name. 
The library is largely theological, but comprises also works on general 

and on special history, on geography, biography, mythology, archeology, 

as well as much encyclopedic literature. It has also an extensive de- 

partment of ancient classical literature. Its collection of works in 

lexicography is especially rich. The pamphlet collection, which is very 

large, embraces miscellaneous pamphlets from the year 1641 to date, 

journals of chureh conventions, serial pamphlets, reviews, and maga- 

zines. These are arranged and catalogued so that reference to them is 

easy. 

The number of volumes in the library is 15,208; the number of pam- 

phlets, 7,481, of which 2,338 are serials and 5,143 miscellaneous, besides 

1,719 “ notices,” equivalent to 9,200 in pamphlet department collected 

since 1862. The catalogues of the library, though only in manuscript, 

are full and complete. 

UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

The basis of this collection is the very valuable library of Leander Van 

Ess, the distinguished Roman Catholic divine, editor of the Septuagint 

and Vulgate, purchased in 1839. That library consisted of 17,000 titles, 

containing an unusual number of rare and valuable works; about 500 

incunabula, (before 1510,) and manuscripts; some 1,500 works, orig- 

inal editions, produced in the Reformation century; the chief large 

collections on councils, on church history, and especially on canon law ; 

early editions, Benedictine and others, of the fathers and doctors of the 

church ; some 200 editions of the Vulgate and of German Bibles, (the 

oldest, 1478 ;) in short, the most valuable collection of works of this 

character ever brought into this country. 

The Van Ess collection and about 8,000 volumes besides were given 

to the library. 

The library now consists of about 34,000 volumes, almost entirely 

theological in character. There is no printed catalogue, but a full 

manuscript catalogue of authors, in 4 volumes, folio. There is no library 

fund. About $750 a year are expended upon the library from the 

general funds of the seminary. There is no separate library building. 

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

The collection of the library began with the founding of the seminary 

in 1851. It aims to provide facilities for investigation in the various de-
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partments of theology. Works on science, arts, and literature are to 

some extent included, but only as they have relation to theological in- 

struction. 

Besides numerous small gifts of money and books, the library has 

received two important benefactions. Soon after its establishment the 

purchase, in Berlin, Germany, of the library of Dr. August Neander, the 

celebrated charch historian, was effected through the liberality of Hon. 

Roswell S. Burrows, of Albion, N. Y. This library, specially rich in 

patristics and in material for historical investigation, was obtained for 

$3,000 in gold, a sum far beneath its réal value. 

In the early part of 1872, the gift of $25,000 by John M. Bruce, of 

Yonkers, N. Y., placed the library upon an independent basis. The 

yearly interest of this sam, amounting to $1,750, is devoted exclusively 

to the purchase of books. 

There are now about 10,000 volumes in the library. No catalogue has 
been printed. 

LANE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, CINCINNATI, OHIO. 

The library dates from the opening of the seminary in 1829, and was for 

several years a miscellaneous collection, mainly classics and text books, 

given by friendsasa nucleus, The first extensive purchase was made in 

1836, in Europe, by Professor Stowe, who made an admirable selection 

inevery department of theological literature. In 1865 a gift of $10,000 

was received from Rev. W. Van Vleck, of Cincinnati, an alumnus of 

the seminary. About $6,000 of this amount were applied to the pur- 

chase of books, and the remainder added to the permanent library fund. 

In 1868 the library of the late Rev. Thornton A. Mills, consisting of 

about 800 volumes, was given by his widow; and in 1875 about 200 vol- 

umes belonging to the library of the late Dr. T. E, Thomas, professor 

in the seminary, were given by Mrs. Thomas. The present number of 

volumes is 12,000. 

The library has an invested fund of $9,600. 

The Smith Library Hall was built in 1863, through the liberality of 

Preserved Smith, of Dayton, Ohio. 

MT. ST. MARY’S SEMINARY OF THE WEST, CINCINNATI, OHIO. 

Mt. St. Mary’s library was founded by the Most Rey. J. B. Par- 
cell, archbishop of Cincinnati, who gave a collection of books from his 

own library as anucleus. This collection was steadily increased by the 

gifts of friends in this country and in Europe, and the library was_be- 

coming very valuable, when, in 1863, a fire in the seminary building 
occasioned the loss of a great number of the books. In 1865 the founder 

gave another collection of 5,000 volu.nes; and receiving about the same 

time a bequest of 4,809 volumes, valued at about $25,000 from the late 

Very Rev. Father Collins, of Cincinnati, he transferred this also to the 

seminary. i
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The library now contains 15,100 volumes and 4,000 pamphlets. 
There is also a library of some 3,000 school books. About 2,500 volumes 
are in the ancient classical languages, and over 4,000 in modern Buro- 
pean languages. Among the old and rare works are the following printed 
before or about 1500; Biblia Germanica, Cologne, 146870; the Decre- 
tum Gratiani, Strassburg, 1472; and Nicholas de Lyra’s Commentaries, 
6 volumes, 1501. ‘ 

The plan of catalogue is the same as that adopted for the Publie 
Library of Cincinnati. 

WESTERN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 

ALLEGHENY, PA. 

Soon after the establishment of the seminary at Allegheny in 1827, 

the Rev. Allan D. Campbell, of that city, was commissioned to visit 

Great Britain for the purpose of soliciting donations to the library. In. 

response to his appeal, many valuable gifts of books were received. 

The library of the Rev. T. Charlton Henry, of Charleston, 8. ©., rich 

in biblical learning, was at his decease given to the seminary. 

The Rev. Luther Halsey, D.D., professor in the seminary, has contri- 

buted about 3,000 volumes to the library. 

The Rev. Charles C. Beatty, D. D., one of the earliest friends of the 

seminary, and its most munificent patron, has from time to time given 
costly works. 

The library fund amounts to $5,000, the interest of which is available 

for purchases. 

The total number of volumes is about 15,000, well arranged in a new 

building which is considered to be fire-proof. ‘ 

CROZER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, CHESTER, PA. 

The Bucknell Library, belonging to this seminary, derives its name 

from William Bucknell, of Philadelphia, who, at the time of the organi- 
zation of the seminary in 1868, gave $25,000 to be expended in books, 

and afterwards built a handsome fire-proof building for their accom- 

modation. 

The fund has been nearly all used, according to the design of the 
donor, leaving only enough to continue serial works and periodicals. 

In the selection of this library the most scholarly care has been exer- 

cised, and it has the very best works in each department represented, 

It abounds in books which pre-eminently belong to great libraries, books 

of the first importance, as the great Patristic Collections, the Thesauri, 
the Talmudic Collections, the Documentary Collections of Councils. It 

has the leading theological reviews of the various churches ; among 

them the very rare and valuable Altes und Neues: die Unschuldige 

Nachrichten, complete in every respect, 170150; the Studien und Kriti 
ken; the Journal of Sacred Literature; and the Theologische Jahrbiicher. 

‘
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There are also the choice reviews of Oriental literature, the Journal of 

the German Oriental! Society, 1847-72; of history, the Zeitschrift fiir 

die historische Theologie, 183273, 43 volumes, and many others. The 

library is very rich in the collected works of theologians, and is particu: 

larly strong in exegetic theology. The great fac-simile codices are 

nearly all here, (the Vatican, Vercellone, and Cozza.) Here are also 

the choicest editions of the Septuagint, (Rome, 1586;) Origen’s Hex- 

apla; the Syriac New Testament, (Widmanstadt, 1555;) the Itala, in 

the invaluable edition of Sabatier, 3 volumes, folio, Paris, 1751; and 

the Gothic of Ulfilas. In sacred philology and the associated parts of 

general philology, a good foundation has been laid. In works bearing 

on the matter of the Bible, the library is well furnished. In system- 

atic theology, symbolics, polemies, and apologetics, the works, though 

not numerous, are well selected; and there are a number of the best 

monographs on special doctrines. In no department is the library 

stronger than in historical theology, and few libraries can compare with 

it in the rich array of the works of the Fathers and of the medieval 

diviues. There is also a great deal of choice general literature, the 

leading Greek and Roman classics, and many valuable books of general 

reference. The bulk of the library consists of the works of standard 

authors, and it is a library for scholarly research rather than a repos- 

itory of popular books. 

Tt numbers about 7,500 volumes. 

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH, 
GETTYSBURG, PA. 

Soon after the establishment of the seminary, in 1826, the Rey. Benja- 

min Kurtz was commissioned to visit Germany and solicit funds towards 

its endowment, and gifts of books for its library. He procured several 

thousand volumes, Geran and English, comprising many of the stand- 

ard works in exegesis, dogmatics, ethics, homiletics, and ecclesiastical 

history. A considerable number of English theological works were 

added through the efforts of Rev. Dr. Schmucker. About 1865 the 

widow of Professor Theophilus Hartman presented 75 volumes. In 1869 

the library of the late Rev. Dr. Krauth, 1,100 volumes, was added by 

purchase. Several of the adjacent Lutheran synods have from time to 

time contributed small sums for the purchase of books, but the library 

has at no time had any fixed revenue, and is still very deficient in Eng- 

lish theological literature. 

The library at present numbers 11,000 volumes. For the past ten 

years the additions have averaged 200 volumes annually. 

No catalogue has been published. A card catalogue is in use. 

THEOLOGICAL’ SEMINARY OF THE REFORMED (GERMAN) CHURCH, 

LANCASTER, PA. 

The seminary was opened in March, 1825, with a library of about 100 

volumes. Shortly after, Rev. James R. Reily was sent to Europe to
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solicit gifts of money and books for the seminary. In many cities of 
Holland, Germany, and Switzerland, he met with great success; 329 

volumes were procured in Heidelberg; 311 in Berlin; 150 in Bremen; 97 

in Basle; 90 in Amsterdam ; and the collection made in Leipzig was 

valued at $700. Gifts of books were received in other places, and many 

valuable works were contributed by professors in the universities, not- 

ably Sack, Nitzch, Liicke, Creutzer, Sheudel, Gesenius. Mr. Reily also 

received nearly $7,000 in money, of which he expended nearly $1,700 

for books. 

Iu 1863, when the Reformed Church celebrated the tercentenary of 
the adoption of the Heidelberg Catezhism, the seminary received lib- 

eral gifts. Rev. Dv. Schaff, then professor in the institution, presented 

a number of select works, valued at $500. 

The library now numbers 10,000 volumes. If represents every de- 

partment of theological science, though it is richest in exegetical and 

historical works. There is a fund amounting to nearly $2,000, the inter- 

est of which is expended for books, mainly by German authors. 

MEADVILLE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL, MEADVILLE, PA. 

The library was founded in 1845, at the same time with the school, by 

donations from the Church of All Souls and the Church of the Messiah, 

New York, and from individuals living chietly in New York and Boston. 

The only fund for the inerease of the library, the interest of which is 

$72, was given by A. Worthington, of Cincinnati. 

The library contains 12,308 volumes. The annual accessions average 

about 200 volumes. A card catalogue of authors and subjects is being 

prepared. 

Between 1845 and 1850 Joshua Brookes, of New York, placed in the 

hands of the trustees $20,000, since increased by investment to $22,000, 

the annual income of which is expended for theological works and their 

distribution among western clergymen who make application for them, 

About 2,000 volumes are thus distributed annually among some 200 
clergymen. In this way 35,000 volumes of the best theological literature 

have been given to western settled clergymen, irrespec:ive of denomi- 

nation, 

DIVINITY SCHOOL OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH, PHILA- 

DELPHIA, PA. 

The library of this school was established abont 1865 by’a gift of $3,000 
from Charles Easton, of New York, furnishing a nucleus of 954 vol- 

umes. It has been increased by the addition of the libraries of Rev. Dr. 

James May, 932 volumes; and the Rey. Dr. Turner, 874 volumes; by the 

gift of the Fair Library, 1,177 volumes; by the joint gift of J. D. Wolfe 

and Bishop Alonzo Potter, 1,306 volumes; by the gift of William Apple- 

ton, of Boston, 708 volumes; and by sundry other gifts and purchases.
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The library at present numbers about 6,578 volumes. There is a library 

fund yielding $180 a year, part of which is expended under the direc- 

tion of a committee and the remainder allowed to accumulate. 

SEMINARY OF ST, CHARLES BORROMEO, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

The library of this Roman Catholic college comprises about 9,500 vol- 

umes, mostly theological. The classification is as follows: Dogmatic 

and moral'theology; Sacred Scripture; Canon law; The Fathers ; Eccle- 

siastical history ; Profane history; Liturgy; Greek and Latin classics ; 

Scientific works; Ascetical writers; Biography; English literature ; 

Catholic periodicals; Dictionaries and public documents. 

The theological works are selected to meet the needs of students pre- 

paring for holy orders. 

VILLANOVA COLLEGE, VILLANOVA, PA. 

There are two libraries in this college, one belonging to the monastery, 
and devoted exclusively to the use of the professors and members of the 

community, the other belonging to the college proper, and altogether 

for the students. 

The monastery library was founded in 1842, by the Very Rev. Dr. 

Moriarty, O.S. A., from donations of books, pamphlets, and manuscripts, 

by the fathers of St. Augustine’s Church, Philadelphia, and by other 

members of the Augustinian Order in the United States. 

This library contains 5,000 volumes, 1,000 pamphlets, and 300 manu- 

scripts. The value of the annual additions averages about $200, The 

collection is chiefly of a theological character. It occupies a large 

room in the monastery building, and is accessible at all times to pro- 

fessors avd members of the community. There is also a college or 

students’ library, dating from 1846, of a more general character, con- 

taining about 3,000 volumes. 

PRESBYTERIAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, COLUMBIA, 8. ©. 

The seminary was founded in 1829, and the first grant for the library 

was then made. In 1855 it numbered 5,487 volumes. In that year the 

library of the Rev. Dr. Thomas Smyth, of Charleston, containing over 
12,000 volumes, collected principally in Europe, was bought for the 

seminary. 

Besides gifts of books, from $28,000 to $30,000 have been raised by 

subscription, and expended for the library. There was, at one time, a 
small invested fund, but this, with the greater part of the endowment, 

was lost during the late war. 

The library now contains 18,884 volumes. The average yearly in- 
crease is about 150 volumes. There is no printed catalogue, but one in 

manuscript, arranged alphabetically by authors.
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THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH, 
NEAR ALEXANDRIA, VA. 

This library, begun in 1823, has now more than 10,000 volumes and 
3,000 pamphlets. It has received, by gift, the libraries of several clergy- 
men, and a bequest of $10,000 from one of its alumni. Its character is 
purely theological. 
Among its old and rare books are the second edition of Fox’s Book 

of Martyrs, 1586; Baxter's Saint’s Rest, edition of 1657; Antwerp Poly- 
glot, 8 volumes; Speculum Historiale of John Menklin, 1473, a large 
folio in fine preservation; Peter Martyrs Works, first edition, and 
King James's Bible, Barker’s first edition, of 1611. It also has a goat- 
skin manuscript of great antiquity, from Cairo, Egypt. 

IV.—TABLE OF THE PRINCIPAL THEOLOGICAL LIBRARIES, 

For further information respecting these and other theological libra- 
ries, see the general table of statistics elsewhere in this report. 
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California........San Francisco .....| Theological Seminary of San Francisov..........| 1871.| 5,000 
Connecticut......Hartford...........] Theological Institute of Connecticut .........-..| 1834 | 7, 000 

Middletown .......| Berkeley Divinity School .........22..4:++.++++-| 1855 | 16,000 
New Haven........| Theological Department of Yale College ........| 1870 | 2, 000 

Mlinois ..........Chicago............] Baptist Union Theological Seminary ............| 1869 | 15, 000 
Chicago............] Chicago Theological Sominary..........--...++--| 1855 | 5,500 
Chicago..........-.| Presbyterian ‘Theological Seminary of the | 1859 | 8, 000 

Northwest. . 

Kentucky .......Danville...........] Danville Theological Seminary........-.....---.| 1853 | 10,000 
Maing ...........Bangor ............] Bangor Theological Seminary ..............-----| 1820 | 15,000 
Maryland ........Baltimore......... | St Mary’s Theological Seminary of St. Sulpico..| 1791 | 15, 000 

Tichester ..........] Mt. St. Clement's College ..........2.20----+-++-| 1868 | 9, 000 
Woodstock ........| Woodstock College......2.....22+s:+++ee++c+e.] 1869 | 18, 000 

Massachusetts ...Andover...........| Andover Theological Seminary..................| 1807/} 34, 000 

Boston. ........-...| General Theological Library ................--..| 1860 | 12,000 

Cambridge.........] Harvard University Divinity School ........-...| 1825 | 17, 000 
' Newton Centre ....| Newton Theological Institution .................| 1826 | 13,000 

Minnesota ....... Faribault ..........| Seabury Divinity Collogo...........2.22-++---++-| 1860'] 5, 000 
New Jersey......Madison ...........| Drow Theological Seminary ...........2..-----+.| 1867 | 10,875 

New Brunswick . ..| ‘Theological Seminary of the Reformed Chureh.., 1784 | 26, 000 
Princeton..........] Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church} 1821 | 26,779 

New York .......Auburn............] Auburn Theological Seminary .........---.-.---| 181 | 10, 000 
Canton.............] Theological Department St, Lawrence University} 1858 | 5, 600 
Now York .........] General Theological Seminary of the Protestant | 1820 | 15.400 

Episcopal Church. . 
New York .........| Union Theological Seminary .........-...--.+++-| 1836 | 34,000 
Rochester..........| Rochester Theological Seminary .............--.| 1851 | 10,000 

‘roy... ....../33 48k: Poseph's Bravidetal Semtuaryiica dec. sck {ana aan
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Ohio .............Carthagena........]| Theological Seminary of St. Charles Borromeo ..| 1864 5, 000 

Cincinnati .........| Lane Theological Seminary ..............----.--.| 1829 | 12, 000 
Cincinnati .........| Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary of the West.....--..-..| 1849 15, 100 

Gambier ....-...-..} Theological Seminary of the Diocese of Ohio ....| 1826 7, 000 

Xenia..........-...] United Presbyterian Theological Seminary......| 1794 | 5,000 
Pennsylvania ....Allegheny City ....| Western Theological Seminary of the Presbyte- | 1827 | 15, 000 

rian Church, 

Gettysburgh. ......| Theological Seminary of the Evangelical Lu- | 1826 | 11,000, 
theran Church, 

Laneaster..........| Theological Seminary of the Reformed Church..| 1825 | 10, 000 

Lower Merion .....| Philadelphia Theological Seminary of St. Charles | 1840 | 9, 500 
; Borromeo. 

Meadville..........} Meadville Theological School.............-------| 1845 | 12, 308 

Philadelphia. .....-| Philadelphia Divinity School of the Protestant | 1865 6, 578 

Episcopal Church. 

Upland ............| Bucknell Library of Crozer Theological Seminary] 1863 | 7, 500 
Villanoya..........| Monastery Library of Villanova College .-.......| 1842 5, 000 

South Carolina. ..Columbia ..........| Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church] 1829 | 18, 884 

Greenville .........| Southern Baptist Theological Seminary .........| 1869 | 5,000 
Virginia ..2......Near Alexandria. ..| Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episco- | 1823 | 10, 000 

pal Church. 
Hampden-Sidney...| Union Theological Seminary .-..-..-------------} 1825 | 10,000 

Wisconsin .......Nashotah Mission..| Nashotah House .........-...----.-----++-++----| 1842 6, 000
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LAW LIBRARIES, 

BY STEPHEN B. GRISWOLD, LL. B., 
Librarian of the Law Department of the New York State Library. 

I—LAW LIBRARIES. 

British AND AMERICAN REPORTS — STATE AND COUNTY LIBRARIES — LAW AS8OCI- 

ATIONS — LIBRARIES OF SCHOOLS OF LAW — SOME NOTABLE COLLECTIONS. 

It is not probably well known, outside of the legal profession, that 

the entire body of municipal law which governs and regulates society 

is contained in printed books. To these books, the bench and the bar 

must constantly refer in the discharge of their respective duties; a fact 

which goes far to corroborate the statement of Voltaire, that books 
rule the whole civilized world.” 

The multiplication of law books has been so rapid of late years, that 
few lawyers, indeed, can procure by their own private resources all that 

they need for their investigations. And this multiplication has corres- 

pondingly increased the number of volumes which it is necessary for 

every member of the profession who would be thorough and accurate 

in the discharge of his professional duties to consult. Hence public 

law libraries have become indispensable in the administration of justice. 

While a law library has narrower aims and a more specific character 

than a library of general literature, and although its collection apper- 

tains to the subject of jurisprudence only, yet the publications upon 

this subject have become so numerous and expensive as to place it be- 

yond the means of any, except State libraries and those of associations 

in the larger cities, to approach completeness. This is shown, when we 

consider the least number of volumes which a law library must have in 

order to claim for itself any fair degree of fullness. 

Law books may be classified generally as follows: Reports; Treatises; 

Statute Law. The practice of reporting the decisions of the judges 

began in the reign of Edward I, and from that time we have a series of 

judicial reports of those decisions. In the time of Lord Bacon, these 

reports extended to fifty or sixty volumes. During the two hyndred 

and fifty years that have passed since then, nothing has been done by 

way of revision or expurgation; but these publications have been con- 
stantly increasing, so that, at the close of the year 1874, the published 

volumes of reports were as follows: English, 1,350 volumes; Irish, 175 

volumes; Scotch, 225 volumes; Canadian, 135 volumes; American, 2,400 

volumes! With respect to treatises (including law periodica!s and 

‘This rapid multiplication of the reports has claimed the attention of the British 
bar at various times in the past century, but no concerted action was taken for check- 

LE
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digests,) and without including more than one edition of the same work, 

it is safe to say that a fair collection would embrace at least 2,000 vol- 

umes. The statute law of England, Ireland, and Scotland is contained 

in about 100 volumes. The statute law of the United States, if confined 

to the general or revised statutes and codes, may be brought within 100 

volumes. If, however, the sessional acts be included, the collection would 

amount to over 1,500 volumes. It is thus seen that a fairly complete 

law library would embrace more than 7,000 volumes, which could not 

“be placed upon its shelves for less than $50,000. 

The foregoing list does not include books which relate to the Roman 

law, as received and adopted in continental Europe. It has long been 

a complaint in France that the reports of decisions encumber the law 

libraries. In the catalogue of M. Camus, annexed to his Lettres sur 

la Profession d’Avocat, edition of 1772, the titles of nearly 2,000 vol- 

umes of select books for a lawyer’s library are given, and not one of 

them had any reference to the English statute or common law. The 

addition of foreign law to the list would increase the total number of 
volumes to about 10,000, 

The expenditure necessary for the purchase simply of the annual law 

publications of the English and American press is so great that but few 

members of the profession and only the stronger libraries are able to 

keep up with the printing press in this regard. During the year 1874, 

there were published of reports as follows: English, Irish, Scotch, and 
Canadian, 22 volumes; American, 82 volumes; besides some 20 volumes 

of law periodicals, containing reports of cases not elsewhere reported, 

and several volumes of collected cases with valuable notes. There were 

also published of new treatises and new editions of old ones, English 

and American, upwards of 80 volumes; together with many volumes of 

digests, hand books, and works relating to the literature of the law, 

amounting in all to over 200 volumes, which would cost, at a low esti- 
mate, over $1,000. 

ing the evil until December, 1863, when, at a meeting of the bar of England, a com- 

mittee was appointed to consider plans of reform in the methods of law reporting. At 

that time there were in England, besides weekly serials, fourteen independent series 

of law reports. The profession was also embarrassed by the custom prevailing among 

judges of delivering oral opinions; so that the reporters acted not only as editors and 

digesters, but actually reported the words which fell from the lips of the court. The 
committee recommended that a set of reports should be prepared and published under 

the management of a council representing the whole bar. The recommendation was 

favorably received, and since the year 1866 the English reports have been published in 

asingle series, under the supervision of the Council of Law Reporting. 
The system of law reporting in New York has of late years been the subject of severe 

criticism on the part of the profession, and in March, 1873, acommittee was appointed 

by the Bar Association of the City of New York to prepare a plan of amendment. In 

this report the committee says: “From the year 1794 to 1873, a period of seventy-nine 
years, there were published in the State of New York alone 400 volumes of reports, more 

than one-third of the reports of Great Britain for five hundred and sixty-five years.”— 
Eprrors.
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A word at this point on the subject of the publication and sale of law re- 
ports may not be inappropriate. If there is any one thing more than an- 
other that has become burdensome to the profession, it is the rapid multi- 
plication of these publications and theirincreased price. If Lord Bacon in 
his time, with only sixty volumes of reports then published, felt the burden 
to be so great as to lead him to propose to King James [ tocompile a digest 
of the laws of England, “and that these books should be purged and re- 
vised, whereby they may be reduced to fewer volumes and clearer resolu- 
tions,” what shall be said of the grievance of the profession at the present 
day with upwards of 4,000 volumes in existence. The number of pages 
of reported cases in the English and American courts issued yearly is 
not less than 70,000. Add to these the yearly volumes of statute law 
and treatises and it is obviously only a problem of arithmetic to dis- 
cover the time when the walls even of our public libraries will no longer 
afford space for the load, and when some means must be adopted to 
compress or abridge the contents of these thousands of volumes. The 
rapid accumulation of case-law may be somewhat checked by a wise 
discretion on the part of the reporters. In many of our American 
reports, if the irrelevant matter were stricken out, arguments abridged, 
and repetitions expunged, the size of the volumes would be reduced 
more than one-third; while others are prepared with a discrimination 
that is commendable. Just what and how reporters should report, 
may be difficult to state. If, however, they would follow more closely 
the quaint counsel of Sidney Smith, perhaps there would be fewer and 
better reports. His advice was, “to think upon Noah and the ark, and 
be brief. The ark should constantly remind him of the little time there 
is left for reading; and he should learn as they did in the ark to crowd 
a great deal of matter into a very little space.” A writer has well said 
that “it is as true in law literature, in fact in all literature, as it is in 
finance, that much paper and poverty may co-exist.” Bach State 
should own the copyright in its judicial reports, and prevent any 
monopoly in their publication. ‘The people should be supplied with the 
decisions of the courts at reasonable rates. The prices of the current 
volumes of the American reports vary from $1.10 to $10 a volume. 
While the reports of the New York Court of Appeals are sold at the 
former, those of Louisiana sell at. the latter rate. “The Ohio State 
Teports are sold at $2.50, those of Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and 
Indiana at $4.50; the reports of the United States courts and of 
the several States, (other than those named,) sell at prices ranging from 
$4.50 to $8 a volume. The whole American bar is interested in the 
question of what makes this difference. It is one, however, that has 
been very clearly answered by Mr. W. 8. Scarborough, of Cincinnati, in 
the following words: 

In Ohio, the reporter is a salaried officer, and hence the reports are the property of 

the State, and are copyrighted, though in the name of the reporter, in favor of the 
State. The same is true of the reporter and the reports of the Court of Appeals of the 
State of New York. Those reports are, in terms, entered for copyright ‘in trust for
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the benefit of the people of the State.” In the highest courts of the other States, and 
in the Supreme Court of the United States, the reporter has either no salary or one 
admitted to be insufficient, and, under whatever limitations the legislature may choose 
to subject him, he gets his pay out of the reports. In all eases, before publication, he 
obtains a copyright in favor either of himself or his publisher. He never electrotypes 
or stereotypes, and is favorable to small editions. He knows that a certain, though 

limited, number of volumes will sell quickly, almost irrespective of price, and he gov- 
erns himself accordingly. Quite a portion of his edition is taken under some act or 
joint resolution, possibly of his own devising, at enormons rates, for the supply of State 

and Governme nt officials. Most of the copies so distributed, if not sold directly or 

indirectly to the profession by the recipients, are sure to be wasted and speedily to 
disappear; and in afew years the reports are out of print, and the reporter is at length 
induced, with apparent reluctance, and upon the payment to him of a considerable 

bonus, to get out another edition. 

A public law library may be defined as one which is accessible, either 
without restriction, or upon conditions with which all can easily comply, 

to every person who wishes to use it for its appropriate purposes. Un- 

der this definition the public law libraries of the United States may 
be divided into those of the State, county, association, and school. It 
may be proper to add, however, that besides the libraries included in 
the foregoing classification, there are many of a quasi public character, 

in the possession of the United States district courts and several State 
courts and judges, which are maintained at the public charge and for 
public uses, but are accessible only to their immediate custodians. 

STATE LIBRARIES. 

Hach State in the Union has a public library, located at the seat of 
government, maintained at the public charge and primarily for the use 
of members of the legislature, State officers, the courts and the bar. In 

most of the States, the collection of law books forms a department of 
the State library; in a few cases, however, the law books are contained 
in a separate library, called the Supreme Court Library. These libraries, 
by reason of their situation and public maintenance, have demands made 
upon them that others do not have. The controlling purpose of these 
libraries should be to obtain a collection of such books as may directly 
assist the legislature, State officers, and the courts to an intelligent dis- 

charge of their public trusts. They should be sufficiently full to enable 
the bench and the bar to verify all the authorities cited in the reports 
and treatises, and furnish the means of tracing the progress of jurispru- 

dence. In short, they should be as complete as it is possible to make 
them. 

The reports and statutes of the State in which they are situated should 

doubtless be among the earliest purchases. Following these, the reports 

of the United States courts should be ‘obtained. There is some differ- 

ence of opinion as to whether the reports of the several States, or the 

reports of the courts of England and Ireland, should rank next in order 

of purchase. If, however, the decision is to turn upon the measure of 

use of the volumes, preference must be given to the latter. The Scotch
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and Canadian reports are also needed to complete this most essential de- 
partment. The principal law magazines and treatises in American and 
English law, the best editions of the Roman or civil law, together with 
the most celebrated commentaries thereon, and a selection of the lead- 
ing works relating to the commercial law of continental Europe, should 

be found upon the shelves of these libraries. The statutes of the United 

States and of the several States, and of Great Britain, are also highly 

important. State papers constitute a most valuable acquisition to 

these libraries. Under this head may be comprised the legislative 

journals and documents published by the State and United States gov- 

ernments, congressional debates, the debates of constitutional con- 

ventions, and the proceedings of other important political bodies, inelud- 

ing the parliamentary (lebates, journals, and documents of Great Brit- 

ain and Canada. The state papers of the State and United States goy- 

ernments and Canada, form a collection of over 6,000 volumes, and those 

of Great Britain, 2,500 volumes. These publications are directly useful, 

and many of them quite necessary to economical and enlightened legis- 

lation, and a proper administration of the government. The recorded 

investigations and experience of the past, if accessible, supersede the 

necessity of re-in vestigation and suggest important lessons for the guid- 

ance of the legislator of the present day. 

Pains should be taken to collect the ephemera of jurisprudence. Among 

these may be mentioned civil and criminal trials, reviews of cases, 

arguments, opinions, essays upon law reform, and tracts upon a variety 

of subjects relating to the literature of the law. 

Witi reference to completeness, several of the State libraries already 

take high rank. In the department of reports, the libraries of New York, 

California, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and lowa are undoubtedly the 

most complete, while the largest collections of statute law and State 

papers exist in those of Massachusetts, Vermont, and New York. The 

matter of supplying deficiencies in reports and statutes has engaged 

the attention of several of the States under special grants there- 

for, as follows; Kansas, 1871 and 1872, $5,000; Indiana, 1871, $6,500 ; 

Michigan, 1873, $5,600; New York, 1874, $1,500; Rhode Island, 1875, 

$1,500; Wisconsin, 1875, $3,500; California paid, in coin, the sum of 

$14,500 for law books in 1869; and Iowa completed the English, Irish, 
and Seotch reports in 1871 and 1872, at a cost of several thousand dol- 

lars. The States of Maryland, Minnesota, Ohio, and Pennsylvania are 

also engaged in like efforts, though under more limited grants. The 

tendency among the States at the present time is to increase the yearly 

grant to their respective libraries. It is believed that this tendency 

exists in the case of every State except the State of Tennessee, which, 

by a recent act, has reduced the yearly grant to her library from $2,500 

to $500. ; 
Books are received into the State libraries from three sources, namely, 

(1) by purchase, (2) by donation, and (3) by exchange. In respect to the
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latter source, these libraries enjoy an advantage over all others. The 

system of inter-State exchanges is established upon a most reliable basis, 

viz, that of the publications of the States themselves; and these ex- 

changes have never been more regular and complete than at the present 

time. From this source the State library is supplied with the reports, 

statutes, and state papers of each of the several States and of Canada, 

and with the statutes and state papers of the United States; and, in 

return, furnishes these governments, for their libraries, with the like 

publications of its own government. Each State library receives about 

450 volumes yearly from this source. 

In order, however, that libraries may reap full benefits from this sys- 

tem, great vigilance must be exercised by those in charge. Upon this 

point the remarks of Mr. White, State librarian of Massachusetts, in his 
report for 1873, are most pertinent. He says: 

As our States and Territories multiply, and as practiced officials are, through politi- 

cal changes, often superseded in office by inexperienced substitutes, not knowing or not 
regarding their duty in this respect, it requires constant watchfulness and frequent 

correspondence to prevent our series of State publications from failing of completeness, 
The deficiency becomes almost hopeless, if such publications are not obtained soon 
after issued, as the supply becoming soon exhausted by a free distribution, the volumes 
needed to keep sets complete cannot be furnished without difficulty. 

Too much stress cannot be laid upon the importance of securing the 
law reports at an early day after their publication. Delay in purchas- 

ing not only increases the difficulty of obtaining them, but their price 

almost invariably advances with time; indeed, as a general rule, the 

best time to purchase a volume of reports, new or old, so far as price is 

concerned, is the present, and, if possible, before there has been such a 

lapse of time as would compel an order to be answered by the phrase 

“out of print.” They belong to a class of books whose purchase can- 

not be long delayed and the character of the library sustained. The 

courts and the profession look for every volume of reports at the ear- 

liest day after its publication. New treatises and new editions of old 

ones that are standard in their character are also imperatively demanded. 

There can be no delay, for every new decision is of immediate applica- 

tion. To this demand, entirely reasonable, the authorities of every 
library should respond to the extent of their power. 

COUNTY LIBRARIES. 

In nearly all, if not all the States, provisiou is made by law for the 

distribution of the reports, statutes, and state papers of the State to 

each of the counties therein, which, together with such books as are 

purchased by means of small grants from the county treasury, by 

order of the board of supervisors or of the county court, form what may 

be called a county law library, of which the county clerk is the custo- 

dian. This library is at the county seat, and exists for the use of 

county officers and the courts. These libraries cannot be expected to 

have a complete set of English and American reports and statutes, nor
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any very considerable number of text books. A complete set of the re- 
ports, statutes, and state papers of the State in which they are situated, 
with a few volumes of such treatises as are ordinarily used at nisi prius, 
will sufficiently meet the purposes of their establishment. To this ex- 
tent these libraries should aim to be complete, and in some of the States 
they have reached this standard.) 

LAW ASSOCIATION LIBRARIES. 

By reason of the rapid multiplication of law books, public law libra- 
ries have become a necessity. For the purpose of establishing and 
maintaining such libraries, associations have been formed in many Cities. 
Returns have been received from about thirty of these libraries, show- 
ing collections ranging from a few hundred to 20,000 volumes each. 
They are strictly reference libraries, with few exceptions, and are free 
to members of their respective associations, and also by courtesy to the 
bench, So far as the bench and the bar are concerned, the object of 
these libraries, especially in the larger cities, is identical with that of 
the State libraries, and the same classes of books should be found upon 
their shelves, with the exception of State papers and session laws. The 
general statutes and codes of the several States, however, are impor- 
tant and should be secured. - 

Several of these libraries are quite complete in their collections of re- 
ports and treatises. Among others the following may be mentioned as 
possessing very full collections: Library of the New York Law Insti- 
tute, Social Law Library of Boston, Library of the Law Association of 

St. Louis, Library of the Law Association of Philadelphia, Cincinnati 

Law Library, Library of the Baltimore Bar, and the Library of the Bar 

Association of the City of New York. It is believed that it would be 

difficult to find a citation illustrative of the common law in any Eng- 

lish or American law book which any one of the libraries named could 
not furnish the means of verifying. 

1 In Massachusetts, county law libraries, to be accessible and free to all the inhabit- 
ants of the several counties, were created by the act of March, 1842, which consti- 

tuted the counselors and attorneys of each county a corporation for the purpose of 

holding and managing said libraries under the general direction of the justices of the 
court of common pleas. By act of 1863, amendatory of act of 1859, the county com- 

missioners of the several counties are required to grant for the county library 

the entire amount received from clerk’s fees, provided the same does not exceed $400 

a year; if the fees exceed that sum one-fourth of the surplus is to be so allotted, 
but the whole grant shall not exceed $1,000 a year, except in the discretion of the com- 
missioners, who may make additional grants in accordance with the act of 1859. 
The law does not apply to the county of Suffolk. 

Imperfect reports from a few States of this class of libraries show that seventy-four 

of the libraries contained 66,600 volumes, ranging from 200 to 4,000 volumes, and mak- 
ing an average of 900 volumes each. In Illinois, according to the report of the super- 
intendent of public instruction for 1870, there were nearly 19,000 volumes in the court 
libraries — Eprrors. t
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LIBRARIES OF LAW SCHOOLS. ‘ 

Of thirty-eight law schools in the United States, twenty-one are in 

the possession of libraries ranging from 300 to 15,000 volumes each. 

The largest and most important library under this head is that of the 

Law School of Harvard University, which was begun by the purchase 

of the valuable collection of Mr. Justice Story, and has received from 

time to time large accessions from private contributors. Perhaps no 

library in this country has such a rich collection of works on early 

Roman law and the commercial law of continental Europe as this. 

Next in size and completeness is the library of the Law School of 

Yale College, which numbers 8,000 volumes. This library contains full 

sets of American, English, and Irish reports, and many valuable works 
in jurisprudence and international law. 

While it would be well for these libraries to have a complete set of 

the English and American reports, very few of the schools can afford 

the expense of procuring and maintaining a library upon so broad a 

foundation. Doubtless their object will be fairly met, if they contain 

the reports of the State in which they are situated, those of the Su- 

preme Court of the United States, and a selection of the principal 

treatises upon American and English law. 

A review of the catalogues of the law libraries of those countries 

which have adopted the common law, shows that no one is so rich in 

collections of books that appertain strictly to the law as our own. 

While the English libraries have, perhaps, more books relating to the 

early Roman law, and more of the earlier treatises upon the common 

law than the American, yet, in the department of reports, the Ameri- 

can libraries far exceed the English. A complete series of the English, 

Trish, and Scotch reports may, indeed, be found upon the shelves of 

several, if not all, of the public law libraries of England; but not one, 

not even the British Museum, has a complete set of the American 

reports. In this country, however, as has been shown, several libraries, 

State and association, have complete sets of the English, Irish, Scotch, 

and American reports, numbering more than 4,000 volumes. Again, 

the English libraries have comparatively few of the American treatises, 
and are very meagre in American statute law, while the American 

libraries have very full collections in these departments, and all of the 

principal English treatises, together with a complete collection of Eng- 

lish statutes. 
Some of the English libraries have been centuries in accumulating 

their treasures. The library of Lincoln’s Inn, of London, is the oldest 

library in the metropolis, and dates its beginning from the year 1497; 

that of the Middle Temple was founded in 1641, and the library of the 

Faculty of Advocates in Edinburgh was established in 1680. Our 

American law libraries are a product of the present century. Very 

few have had an existence of over fifty years. 

The enterprise that has characterized our national growth has been in
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no department more manifest than in that of our libraries. Public treas- 

ure, as well as private munificence, has contributed to make them what 
they are. While a lack of means is the obstacle universally encoun- 

tered by those who have the growth of libraries in charge, still there is 

such a general sense of their value, on the part both of the authorities 

and of the profession, as cannot fail to insure their progress. 

Principal law libraries in the United States, not including those of the General Government. 
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Alabama........-Mobile..........-. | Law Association ...-......-.s2220-----e---se-- | 1869) 3, 000 

California........Sacramento....... | Supreme Court.....-...20.20cceeeeeeeeeeeeeee teed 5, 600 
San Francisco......| Law Association ............22.22-22.-02s20e02 [eoeee.| 12,500 

Connecticut......New Haven....... | Law School of Yale College .....----.-2.---+---.| 1845 | 8, 000 
Minois ..........Bloomington ..... | Law Department Illinois Wesleyan University..| 1874 | 2, 000 

Chicago... ....... | Chicago Law Institute ..........-. .2..22s.-00- | 1997 | 7, 000 
Jacksonville .......| Morgan County.......--- ..---2-----0s-eeee-ees | 1874 | 2.500 
Mount Vernon.... Supreme Court, southern grand division.........)......| 3,500 
Ottawa ........... | Supreme Court, northern grand division ....... | 1849 | 4,500 
Springfield. ........ Supreme Court, central grand division ......... | 1837 5, 500 

Kansas ..........Leavenworth ......, Law Association ............ss02-s-e2+eeeereee> | 1866 | 2,200 
Kentucky........Lexington ........ | Law College, Kentucky University..........-.. | 1865) 9,201 

Louisville ........ | Louisville Bar........-20-ceceeesceeseeeeteeeses | 1880] 4,000 
Lonisiana........New Orleans...... | Law Association ........0.0.0ccecceeceeseeeees | 1855] 4,500 
Maine ...........Alfred .............| York County Bar Association ....00.0+0-. se++-[e---+-| 4,000 
Maryland........Baltimore..........| Baltimore Bar ........0-2sceseseeeeeeeeeeeeees | 1840] 7,000 
Massachusetts...Boston .............} Social Law Library.......--2.--eseeceeeeese+-++.| 1804 | 13, 000 

Cambridge........., Harvard University Law School ..........-..-. | 1817 | 15,000 
Middlesex ........ | Middlesex County .........-2-+s+e0esceseeseree | 1815 | 9,490 

‘ Pittsfield ......... | Berkshire Law Association.......----..--.-..-. | 1842] 2,000 
Bales cicncc uss. BAGOK OOMMGY Kees cecekg dnuues scien Vescactens | 1856 3, 300 

‘Worcester .........| Worcester County Law Aevociation...: ....... |...ss«| 9) 000 
Michigan ........Ann Arbor ....... | University of Michigan, Law Department ..... | 1858 | 3,000 

Detroit... 2... <.<|/SDOtOre BEM sa 2555 one ans ss ceeen eae eneneeeys toe 3, 544 

Missonri.........Kansas City .......| Bar Association ...........2s2+s-2eeeeeeeeee-ee+ | 1871 | 3,000 
St. Joseph... ..22<-| Bar Assootation --...04¢.50, Te | 1864 |. 2, 000 
St, Lopis'.c-.-.<2.,| Bee Assoolation’ $<.520 2s. --asseteoeseecs.s5ctk | 183g | 8, 600 
St. Lonis ..........| St, Louis Law School ..........0+-++-ssee--+22-| 1872 | 3,000 

New York eee Alpes ose) Aftorney General’a Offloe,..s..s--ccsecsscecsc 14880 |. 38 000 
JlBany fc.....2:-+-|'Gonrt of Ajppeals.-:..- 2-0-4 -S-acoacsecoceae-t | 1849 2, 000 
Belmont ...........| Allegany Connty.--..----+--0+ceeeeeceeeee eres | 1806 | 2,500 
Brooklyn 3-:: 22) 4.) Bar Asaotiation 20.20. 4.22, ogee tetera ccansss | 1850 5, 325, 

Buffalo ...... ...-..| Supreme Court, eighth judicial district..........| 1963} 5,250 
Clinton «...-+--.+..| Hamilton College Law School ...--+-.-++-+++++- | 1861 | 5,000 
Monticello. ....... | Sullivan CORN Gy nao ay ata nase see'aesncanesasns| SOON" San ee: 

-New York .........| Bar Association -..-..5..20.2.22-220- 000-000-554} 1870, 9, 077 

Now York.....-...] Columbia College Law School sss..-..---2-+----| 1860]. 4,500 
New Sea Law Institnte...-.-.c-cer++--sseneqessnneneeees+| 1608 | 90,0003 
New York.........| Supreme Court, first department, first judicial | 1852 2, 000 

| district. 
Rochester.......--.| Court of Appoals.......-2..2ssseeeeeeeeeseeeee++1 1849 | 9,000
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Principal law libraries in the United States, §c.—Continued. 
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New York. ......Schenectady .......| Fourth judicial district.............--..-...-----| 1866 2, 500 

Syracuse...........| Court of Appeals.............c---seeeese0--e++--| 1849] 8, 500 
RI cake bons ve avs CAROONE avis. ss) DY MOMOOUNMIOD osc cise wes ceocossecenscensese-| IB0T 6, 329 

Cleveland.......-..| Ohio State and Union Law College .......--..--.| 1856 3, 000 

Pennsylvania ....Harrisburgh .......| Dauphin County .......--..--.-+s0seeeee--++++-:| 1865 | 2,191 
Lancaster..........| Law Association ..............2--s0+-ec-+-seeees| 1854 4,700 

Philadelphia.......|"Law Association ...........2.2..-----+2-+-+++++-| 1802 | 8,500 

Pottsville..........| Schuylkill County........2......-2...22ee-+--2--| 1861 | 2,000 
Rhode Island ....Providence ........| State Law Library ...........----.----.--++--+--| 1868 5, 000 

PLGERG ce Genteestes E VIGOR) ss ->s<+<se--4+] SRPTOME COUN.~0 8022-5. 05 ences poe ne snow ones mn| ABD. 3, 000



CHAPT E.R VI. 

MEDICAL LIBRARIES IN THE UNITED STATES, 

BY J. S. BILLINGS, 
Assistant Surgeon United States Army. 

Extent oF MepicaL Literature —SEVERAL IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS — CaTA- 

LOGUING AND INDEXING — MEDICAL PERIODICAL LITERATURE — THESES AND INAU- 

GURAL ADDRESSES — FORMING A MEDICAL LIBRARY — ARRANGEMENT OF PAMPHLETS — 

NECESSARY WORKS OF REFERENCE. 

It is proposed in the following sketch to give some account of the 

resources available to the medical scholar and writer in the United States 

in the way of libraries which have been formed with reference to his 

special wants, and to make some remarks on the formation and care of 

such collections. 

Comparatively few persons have any idea of the amount of medical 

literature in existence, or of its proper use and true value, and the result 

is that the same ground is traversed over and over again. Cases are re- 

ported as unique and inexplicable which, when compared with accounts 

of others buried in obscure periodicals or collections of observations, 

fall into their proper place and both receive and give explanation. Old 

theories and hypotheses, evolved from the depths of the inner conscious- 

ness of men too zealous or too indolent to undergo the labor of examin- 

ing the works of their predecessors, re-appear, and are re-exploded with 

the regular periodicity of organic life; and even when literary research 

is attempted, it is too often either for controversial purposes, to serve 

the ends of prejudiced criticism, or to support a charge of plagiarism 
or else for the purpose of obtaining a goodly array of foot-notes, which 

shall imply that the subject is exhausted, and give a flavor of erudition 
to the work. This state of thi ngs is by no means peculiar to medicine, 

but its literature is certainly an excellent illustration of the maxim “The 

thing which has been is that which shall be, and there is no new thing 

under the sun.” 

The record of the researches, experiences, and speculations relating 

to medical science during the last four hundred years is contained in be- 

tween two and three hundred thousand volumes and pamphlets; and 

while the immense majority of these have little or nothing of what we 
call “ practical value,” yet there is no one of them which would not be 

called for by some inquirer if he knew of its existence. 

Hence, it is desirable, in this branch of literature, as in others, that in 
each country there should be at least one collection embracing every-
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thing that is too costly, too ephemeral, or of too little interest to be ob- 
tained and preserved in private libraries. 

When the great work of Mr, Caxton, the History of Human Error, is 

written, the medical section will be among the most instructive and im- 

portant, and also that for which it will be most difficult to obtain the 
data. 

There are a number of valuable private medical libraries in this coun- 

try of from four to ten thousand volumes each. Having been collected 

for the most part with reference to some special subject or department, 

they are the more valuable on that account. The majority of the med- 

ical schools also have libraries of greater or less value to the student. 

The collections relating to medicine and the cognate sciences, which 

are available to the public and are of sufficient interest to require no- 

tice in this connection, are those of Boston, Philadelphia, New York, 

Cincinnati, and Washington. No one of these indeed approaches com- 
pleteness, but each supplements the other to such an extent that it sel- 

dom happens that bibliographical inquiries cannot be answered by 

referring to them in succession. 

MEDICAL LIBRARIES IN BOSTON. 

The principal medical collection in Boston is that of the Boston Pub- 

lie Library, which now comprisesabout 11,000 volumes, for the most part 

standard works and periodicals, the latter containing files of the princi- 

pai American and foreign publications. There is no separate printed 

catalogue of the medical section nor of any of the medical libraries 

of Boston, which fact much impairs their practical usefulness. 

The Boston Athenzeum has about 5,000 volumes of medical works. 

The Boston Society for Medical Improvement has 1,000 volumes of 

bound periodicals. The Treadwell Medical Library at the Massachu- 

setts General Hospital contains about 3,542 volumes. Harvard Univer- 

sity Library, including the library of the medical school, has between 

5,000 and 6,000 volumes of medicine, including some of much rarity and 

value. 
A collection which gives promise of much usefulness is that of the 

Boston Medical Library Association, which, although only about a year 

old, already contains about 3,000 volumes and receives the most impor- 

ant medical periodicals. 

If the resources of Boston and vicinity in the way of medical litera- 

ture available to the student could be shown by a good catalogue indi- 

eating where each of the several works may be found, the practical 

working value of the collections would be greatly enhanced. The difti- 

culties in the way of accomplishing such a desirable result, although 

great, do not appear to be at all insuperable, and might be readily 

overcome by the conjoint action of the medical societies and of the 

libraries interested. The same remark will apply to the medical col- 

lections of New York and Philadelphia. ES 

“1 For statistics of the principal libraries of madical schools and societies, see table 

at the end of this article.— Eprrors.
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MEDICAL LIBRARIES IN NEW YORK. 

The library of the New York Hospital is the oldest and largest col- 
lection in the city, and now contains about 10,000 volumes. It is well 
housed ina building which although not fire proof is comparatively so. 
The books are conveniently arranged, and there is room for twice the 
present number. It receives about 100 current periodicals, but with 
this exception does not contain much recent literature. An alphabet- 
ical catalogue of authors was published in 1845; three supplement- 
ary catalogues have since been printed, and a fourth is now in the 
press. The one published in 1865 is a list of the donation of Dr. John 
Watson, consisting of 481 volumes of rare and valuable books. This 
library is for consultation and reference only, as no books are loaned, 
and is open daily, except Sunday, from 9 a. m. to 10 p. m. : 

The collection of the New York Medical Library and Journal Associa- 
tion now contains. about 3,500 volumes, and is mainly valuable for its 
collection of periodical literature. It receives about 95 current journals, 
No catalogue of this collection has been printed, 

The Mott Memorial Library is free and numbers 4,700 volumes.' 
The Academy of Medicine of New York. City has recently taken steps 

to purchase a building, with the intention of forming a library which 
shall meet the requirements of so important a, medical centre as New 
York, and valuable aid to this end from private collections is promised, 
notably from the library of Dr. 8S. S. Purple, which is remarkably com- 
plete in American medical periodicals and in early American medical 
literature. A large, well appointed, and well sustained medical library 
is much needed in the city of New York, and it is to be hoped that the 
effort referred to will be crowned with success. The library at present: 
numbers 3,000 volumes.? 

MEDICAL LIBRARIES IN PHILADELPHIA. 

The medical libraries of Philadelphia are large and valuable, and an 

‘This library was founded by the widow of the eminent surgeon, Valentine Mott, 
M.D., and is free for consultation and study to medical students and members of the 
profession, Additions to the collection are made annually by Mrs. Mott and her son; 
the latter manages its affairs. It has no permanent fund for its inerease.— Eprrors. 
*The Medico-Legal Society of New York, organized in November, 1872, began in 

1873 the formation of a special library. The following is taken from a circular pnb- 
lished by the president of the society in October, 1875: 
“The Medico-Legal Society of New York has voluntarily assumed the labor of 

organizing and maintaining a complete library of all accessible works upon medical 
jurisprudence —especially in the English, French, and German tongues. 

“There is not at the present time any notable collection of such works in the United 
States. The great law libraries in the city and State of New York, and indeed in the 
United States, have only a few standard works of this character, and there is no reason 
to suppose any change is likely to occur presently in this regard. The medical libraries 
of the nation are nearly as poor as are the law libraries in works upon medical juris- 
prudence, 

“The society, by a general resolution unanimously adopted, voluntarily assumed the
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interesting account of their history and condition is given by Dr. Rich- 

ard Dunglison.' 

The library of the College of Physicians has received large additions 

within the last few years, and is now the most valuable working collec- 

tion in the country, with the exception of that in Washington. It 

numbers more than 19,000 volames, receives about 80 current journals, 

and is rich in the early medical Hterature of this country. It is a ref- 

erence and consultation library to the public, and loans books to the 

members of the college. It is much to be regretted that it has no printed 

catalogue nor a catalogne of subjects in any form. It has about 5,000 

volumes of medical journals. 

The Library of the Pennsylvania Hospital, numbering 12,500 volumes, 

is the oldest medical collection in this country, having been begun in 

1763. The last printed catalogue, issued in 1857, is a classed catalogue 

with an index of authors, on the plan of the catalogue of the Library of 
the Medical Society of Edinburgh, and is a valuable work for reference, 

which should be in every public medical library. A supplement to it 

was issued in 1867. 

According to Dr. Dunglison, there is a remarkable absence of dupli- 

cation between this collection and that of the College of Physicians, and 

together they well represent the early medical literature of this country, 

especially of Philadelphia imprints. 

Since the Medical Department of the University of Pennsylvania has 

occupied its new buildings in West Philadelphia, a valuable foundation 

for a medical library, consisting of about 3,000 volumes, has been pre- 

sented to it by Dr. Alfred Stillé, provost of the university.” 

MEDICAL LIBRARIES IN CINCINNATI. 

In Cincinnati there is a small but valuable collection of medical books 

at the City Hospital. The Mussey Medical and Scientific Library con- 

obligation ‘on the part of each of its members, of contributing one volume per annum 
to this library. A membership, which has grown from a small listto upwards of four 

hundred in three years, and which bids fair to be the strongest, numerically, of any of 
the kindred societies, makes this means alone likely, in time, to furnish a collection of 

great value. Liberal contributions of money have also been made by individual mem- 
bers, which have been invested in volumes, obtained by correspondence with all the 

dealers and most of the librarians of such works throughout the world, 

“A catalogue of the names of all works ever published on these subjects is in course 
of preparation by members of the society, and is now far advanced towards comple- 
tion.” 

The annual reports of the society show that up to November, 1875, the contributions 

to the library had been 390 bound volumes, 121 pamphlets, besides $498 for the pur- 
chase of books.— Eprrors. 

1 Philadelphia Medical Times. Reprinted, 46 pp. 8°. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott 
& Co., 1871. 

®This library is thus characterized by the generous donor: 

“The collection comprises upwards of 3,000 volumes, including a considerable num- 

ber of pamphlets. The bulk of the library consists of American, English, French, and 
German periodicals. The other works are in English, French, and German, and are 

chiefly medical as distinguished from surgical.”—Eprrors.
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tains about 4,000 volumes and 2,000 pamphlets, and is at present a 
special deposit in the Cincinnati Publie Library. 

MEDICAL LIBRARY IN WASHINGTON. 

The Library of the Surgeon-General’s Office is deposited in the Army 
Medical Museum at Washington, but may be considered as the medi- 
cal section of the Congressional, or National Library, and is managed 
and catalogued in substantially the same manner as that collection. 
It now numbers about 40,000 volumes and 40,000 pamphlets, or, to state 
it in another form, about 70,000 titles. The library is intended to cover 
the entire field of medical and surgical literature, and is now an excel- 
lent foundation for a national medical library that shall be worthy of the 
name, and put the writers and teachers of this country on an equality 
with those of Europe so far as accessibility to the literature of the subject 
is concerned, 

It has been formed within the last twelve years, and is of course too 
young to contain many of the incunabula or the books noted as rare and 
very rare, which are the delight of the bibliomaniac; nor, indeed, has 
any special effort been made to obtain such. Yet there are few of the 
ancient authors whose works it does not possess, although not always 
in the most desirable editions. It is comparatively full in American, 
English, French, and German medial literature of the present century, 
and in works relating to surgery, pathological anatomy, and hygiene: 
Of the early medical literature of this country, that is, prior to 1800, it 
has but little. It possesses a few valuable manuscripts, the oldest of which 
is a fine copy of the Lilium Medicine of Bernard de Gordon, dated 1349.1 

CATALOGUING AND INDEXING. 

For the benefit of those who are not familiar with the practical work- 
ings of a large library, and who, therefore, do not appreciate the amount 

‘There are libraries belonging to several schools in which the Eclectic and Homeo- 
pathic theories of medicine are taught, the only one of the former reported being that 
of Bennett Medical College at Chicago, containing 500 volumes; and the largest of the 
latter class that of the Hahnemann Medical College at Philadelphia, which numbers 
2,000 volumes. The American periodical literature of neither of these schools is exten - 
sive. The following statement is from the pen of the dean of the faculty of the Eclectic 
Medical Institute at Cincinnati, also editor of the Eclectic Medical Journal. He thus 
sketches the bistory of the library of the institute : 
“Beginning in 1845, it was deemed an important object to secure a good medical 

library of books, both new and old, and as a nucleus of such, a private library was 
purchased, at a cost of $1,500. It was a singular collection of books, both old and rare, 
and yet, with a few exceptions, it was wholly worthless for the uses of the medical 
Student. The antiquary who desired to unearth old theories and crude methods of 
treatment would have been delighted with it. To this were added, from time to time, 
works of the present generation until, in 1853, some 3,000 volumes had been 
collected, when, the library room being required for enlargement of the college halls, 
the books were stored in a small room, and the college was without a library for five 
years. In 1858 changes in the building were again made, and the books were dusted, 
Some of them rebound, numbered, and catalogued, and made ready for use. But still the 
students were not inclined to use them, even with the aid of a nicely carpeted, lighted, 
and heated reading room, and, after two winters of disuse, the dust was allowed to
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of time and labor involved, the following account is given. — It will give 

no information to the skilled librarian, who will see at once many de- 

fects in the mode of recording—due in this case to the lack of cler- 

ical force. 

The working catalogue of this library is a card catalogue of the usual 

form; that is, each separate work, whether it be a pamphlet of two 

leaves or a cyclopzedia of fifty volumes, is catalogued on a slip of stout 

paper about 7 by 5 inches, giving under the name of the author the ex- 

act title of the work, the place and date of publication and the collation, 

that is, the number of pages or leaves, the size or form of the book, and 

the number of plates or tables. These cards are arranged in drawers, 

according to names of authors in dictionary order, anonymous works 

forming a separate class, 

From these cards was printed the catalogue of authors, which was 

completed in 1873, and makes two volumes, royal octavo, of about 1,200 

pages each, with a supplementary volume containing the anonymous 

works, reports, periodicals, and transactions. The cards from which this 

was printed were then distributed according to subjects, the subjects 

being arranged in dictionary order. This forms the subject catalogue. 

As new books were added a second card catalogue was carried on for 

them, which is known as the supplementary catalogue. 

The subject catalogue above referred to has been very greatly ex- 

tended by a process of indexing original papers in medical periodicals 
and transactions. The preparation of this index was begun January 1, 

1874, since which date every number of current foreign medical jour- 

nals and transactions has been indexed as soon as received. When a 

number of the London Lancet, for instance, is received, the librarian 

indicates in it by a slight pencil check the articles which should be in- 

dexed.. The journal is then handed to a clerk who indexes each article 

checked upon one of the catalogue cards. The top line is left blank for 

the subject. Next is given the name of the author, the title of the ar- 

ticle, literally transcribed, or if there be no title, one is made for it, and 

SRouEATINes GEL WEDS MA CusjARNsd 1d peach hull The Gre of 1670, whaueNy 
were fortunately consumed. 

“While thus somewhat unfortunate in our general library, we have to record 

marked benefit from a collection of books of a different character. In a medical col- 
lege there are often spare moments between lectures that students might improve, if 

books were at hand; and quite frequently study would be much facilitated if refer- 
ence could be made toa standard authority, even for a moment. Often some im- 

portant fact will have escaped the learner's mind, which, could he recall it, would 
make an entire subject plain and enable him to meet a coming examination, A mo- 
ment’s reference to an authority between lectures is sufficient, while without it there 
might be complete failure. Frequently an entire train of thought is arrested by the 
want of a single fact which is an initial point; the struggle of the mind to recall this 

fact is frequently sufficient to incapacitate it for the day. 

“A reading room furnished with several sets of the latest text books for reference 

was provided, and with most satisfactory results. The books were in constant use. 
“1 believe that these working libraries are to be commended in all higher schools.”— 

Eprrors.
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finally the abbreviated title of the journal, the year, the number of the 

volume, and the pagination. This mode of indexing is on the plan pur- 

sued in the Catalogue of Scientific Papers, 1800-1863, compiled and 

published in six quarto a the Royal Society of London. The 

number of the journal, witfthe cards thus prepared, is returned to the 

librarian, who indicates in pencil the subject under which each card 

should be distributed, and the cards go to the subject catalogue. The 

journal receives a red stamp showing that it has been indexed, is 

checked off on the register of periodicals received, and goes to the files. 

At first only foreign journals were thus indexed, it being known that 

Dr. J. M. Toner, of Washington, was preparing an index of American 

journals, which it is his intention to make complete to the year 1876. 

Upon inquiry, however, the work of Dr. Toner was found to be ona very 

different plan, as it includes all articles, whether original or copied, 

while on the other hand the titles of articles are much abbreviated. 

It has therefore been thought best to index ali journals, American and 

foreign, beginning with January 1, 1875. At the same time as much as 

possible is being done to index preceding volumes of important journals 

and transactions, of which about 1,000 volumes were indexed during the 

past year. This work will be continued as rapidly as possible. The fol- 

lowing statistics show the total number of what may be called regular 

medical. journals which have been established since the first, namely, 

Les Nouvelles Découvertes sur toutes les parties de la Médecine, Paris, 

1679, as well as the time and labor which the making of such an index 
will require: 
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From this table it will be seen that the library now contains about 75 per 
cent. of all that has been published in medieal journals. It would not 

probably be desirable to extend an index of these farther back than 1800, 

as the works of Ploucquet and Reuss fairly cover all medical periodical 

literature of any importance prior to that date. A few of the journals 

will be very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain; but these will be for 

the most part of little practical importance. Several medical officers of 

the Army, whose stations made it possible to send sets of journals to 
them without too munch inconvenience, have assisted in the work, and 

if this aid can be continued, it is hoped that the index will be completed 

in about two years. There is little doubt that it will then be printed, 
and it will form a valuable contribution to medical bibliography. 

Such an index is proposed in the preface to the Catalogue Raisonné 

of the Medical Society of Edinburgh, published in 1836, but Professor 

Maclagan states that nothing has been done in this direction. 

* The important part of a medical library, that which will give it char- 

acter and value, and for deficiency in which nothing can compensate, is 

its file of medical journals and transactions. The difficulty of obtaining 

and preserving these is in proportion to the importance of the matter. 

The majority of them are essentially ephemeral in character; small 

editions are published; they are rarely preserved with care, and even 

when attempts are made to preserve them by binding, it is often, and 

indeed usually, without sufficient attention to the collation, so that in 

examining files of old journals it will be found that at least one-half 

lack a leat, a signature, or a number. This fact causes much trouble 

and disappointment to the librarian, and must always be kept in view 

in the collection of this class of literature. In the attempt to make a 

complete collection of American medical journals for this library, it has 

been repeatedly found that what purported to be the volume or number 

wanting to complete a file was defective. It is probable that there is 

not a complete collection in existence at any one point, although there 

are two public and. at least three private collections in this country 

which are very full, those of the library. of the Surgeon-General’s 

Office; of the College of Physicians, of Philadelphia; of Dr. Toner, of 

Washington; of Dr«Hays, of Philadelphia, and of Dr, Purple, of New 

York. 

The rarest American medical journals are probably some of those 

printed in the West and South; for instance, the Ohio Medical Reposi- 

+ tory (182627) and the Confederate, States Medical and Surgical Jour- 

nal (186465). ‘ 

Another class of medical literature which is important to the libra- 

tian, and the value of which is usually underestimated, consists of med- 

ical theses and inaugural. dissertations. To. obtain complete series of 

these is even more difficult than to get journals, for the reason that they 

are more ephemeral, and because it is scarcely possible to ascertain what 

a ! Edinburgh Medical Journal, January, 1878, p. 585.
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have been published, or when the series may be considered complete. 

For a few schools, lists have been published of the theses presented by 

their graduates, such as Paris and Edinburgh, but even for Edinbargh, 

the only catalogue of the theses which the writer has been able to ob-’ 

tain, does not show when the regular printing of all theses ceased. Oal- 

lisen has been led into error in this way in his otherwise very complete 
Bibliographical Lexicon, in which he gives the titles of many theses 
which were never printed, notably of the Universities of Pennsylvania 

and Transylvania. The value of these theses is fourfold. As material’ 

for the history of medicine they may be taken to represent the theories | - 
and teaching of the school; they often contain reports of cases, or ac- 
counts of investigations made by the student under the direction of a 
professor, which are of much value, and they are necessary to medical 

biography, the more so as in most of the German universities a sketch 
of the life of the candidate is appended to the thesis. In addition to 
this, prior to the era of medical journalism, it was the custom for the 
president or one of the professors to add an introduction of ten or twelye 
pages to the dissertation, treating on some subject usually having no 

direct relation to the thesis, and forming the sort of paper which would 
now be sent toa medical journal. The number of these theses in exist- 
ence is very great; there are in the Library of the Surgeon-General’s 

Office about 40,000. * : 

A few words of advice to those who may be desirous of forming a* 
public medical library in connection with a medical school may be of 
some use; at allevents, they are the result of practical experience. The 

first thing is.to obtain works of medical bibliography, and a list of a few’ 
which will be found the most useful is appended. In addition to these* 
it will be necessary to make arrangements to obtain regularly as pub- 
lished ‘the catalogues of medical books issued or furnished by the fol- 
lowing booksellers : : 

In Boston, Scharnhof & Moeller, James Campbell; in New York City, 
Win. Wood & Co., L. W. Schmidt, B. Westermann & Co., E. Steiger, 
Stechert & Wolff, F. W. Christern; in Philadelphia, H. ©. Lea, Lindsay 
& Blakiston. 

The next thing is to take steps to obtain the current medical periodicals 

as completely as possible, and also the current ephemeral pamphlets, such 

as reports of hospitals and asylums, boards of health and health offi- 
cers, transactions of medical societies, addresses, ete. These ‘things, as 
arule, cannot be purchased, and while they may usually be had for the 

asking at the time of their publication, it will be found very difficult, if 
not impossible, to get them after a few years, or it may be only a few 
months, have elapsed. 

With regard to the purchase of books, 80 much depends on the amount 
of funds available that no general advice can be given Tho majority of 

large works, of which there is little danger that the supply will be ex- 

hausted for several years, should not as a rule be purchased at the time
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of their publication, unless they are wanted for immediate use. Ina 

year or two they can be obtained at a much reduced price. It will often 

be good economy to buy a lot of books in bulk, even although a number 

of duplicates be thus obtained, and this is especially the case at the 

commencement of the formation of a collection. On a small seale the 

same rule applies to the purchase of bound volumes of pamphlets. All 

duplicates should be preserved for purposes of exchange. It may seem 

hardly worth the trouble to preserve what most physicians would throw 

at once into the waste-basket, but unless this is done the library will 

never be a success. There need be no special haste about the disposal 

of duplicates, as they increase in value with age. 

PAMPHLETS, 

The pamphlets in the Library of the Surgeon-General’s Office have 

been disposed of in three ways: First, there are 760 volumes of bound 

pamphlets, mostly purchased in that condition, which are for the 

most part classified according to subjects; these volumes are num- 

bered consecutively. Second, about 2,000 pamphlets are bound in 

separate volumes. These are numbered as single volumes, and include 

those which are considered rare or especially valuable. The remainder 

of the pamphlets, including the majority of the inaugural dissertations 

of the German universities, are kept in file-boxes, These boxes are 

made of walnut, and the pamphlets stand in them with their title- 

pages looking toward the back of the shelf, the boxes being of widths 

suitable for octavos, quartos, ete. The box has no top, and the rear end 

slides in and out, and can be fixed at any point. Bach box will hold 
about 100 pamphlets. 

The boxes are arranged on shelves suited to their height, thus pre- 

venting the admission of dust. The front of the box has a ring, by 

which it can be pulled out, and presents an ample surface for labeling 

its contents.. By loosening the rear end, which can be done by a touch, 

and withdrawing it, the title of the work is before the examiner, and a 

pamphlet can be added or withdrawn without disturbing the others. 

When a pamphlet is required for use it is bound temporarily in stout 

covers, the backs of which are pressed. together by a strong spring. 

These covers have an enameled card on the side, on which is written in 

pencil the title of the pamphlet within. This can be readily erased to 

make room for the next. 

The theses of the schools of Paris, Montpellier, and Strasbourg are 

bound in volumes, following the usual arrangement for those schools. 

With regard to binding, it is believed that the advice of the Libra- 

rian of Congress is the best that can be given: “ Bind in half tur- 

key, and in most cases let the color be a bright red.” Binding in 

calf should not be used, except to mateh what has already been so bound. 

The binding in of covers and advertisements is an important point, and 

gives increased value to a volume so bound; indeed, it is sometimes im- 

possible to collate serial publications without the assistance of the covers.
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Following is a list of works which will be found especially useful 

for reference in medical bibliographical work, and which should be in 

every medical library. For additional titles consult Pauly, infra, pp. L 
to 15. 

ALLIBONE, 8. A. A critical dictionary of English literature and Brit- 

ish and American authors. 8 vy. Roy. 8°. Phila., 1863-71. 

ATKINSON, J. Medical! bibliography. 8. London, 1834. 

BrRuNET, J. 0. Manuel du libraire et de Pamateur de livres. Sme éd. 
Gv. Roy. 8°. Paris, 1860-65. 

CALLISEN, A. OC. P. Medlicinisches Svhriftsteller-Lexicon der jetzt 

lebenden Arzte, Wandiirzte, Gebartshelfer, Apotheker, und Natur- 

forscher aller gebildeten Vélker. 33 y. 8°. Copenhagen, 1830-45. 

HALLER, A. y. Bibliotheca anatomica. 2 v. 4°. Tiguri, 1774-77. 
— Bibliotheca chirurgica. 2 v. 4°. Berne, 1774-75. 

— Bibliotheca medicine practice. 4 v. 4°. Basilie et Berne, 177683. 

Pauty, A. Bibliographie des sciences médicales. 8°. Paris, "1872-74. 

PLovucqueEt, G. G. Literatura medica digesta; sive, Repertorium 

medicine practice, chirurgie atque rei obstetrice. Jv. 4%. Tubin- 

gi, 1808-9. 

Roy, OC. H. 4. Catalogus bibliothecee medic. 5 vy. 8. Amst., 1830. 

Wart, R. Bibliotheca Britannica; or a general index to British and 
foreign literature. 4v. 4°. Edinburgh, 1824. 

CATALOGUE raisonné of the Medical Library of the Pennsylvania Hos- 

pital, by Emil. Fischer. xxvi, 750 pp. 8°. Philadelphia, 1857. 

CATALOGUE of the library of the New York Hospital, arranged alpha- 

betically and analytically. 194 pp. 8°. New York, 1845, [With 

supplements to the same published in 1861, 1865, and 1867,] 

CATALOGUE of the library of the Surgeon-General’s Office, United States 

» Army, with an alphabetical index of subjects. 2 p.L, 454 pp. Roy. 

8°. Washington, D. C., 1872. 

CATALOGUE of the library of the Surgeon-General’s O lice, United States 

Army. 3v. Roy. 8’. Washington, 1873-74. 

CLASSED catalogue of the library of the Royal College of Surgeons of 

London. Ixii, 1171 pp. 8°. London, 1813. 

CaraLoGueE of the Royal Medical and Chirargical Society of London. 

vii, 762 pp. 8°. London, 1856. 
INDEX to the above. vii, 293 pp. 8°. London, 1850, 

BIBLIOTALQue impériale, département des imprimés. Catalogue des 

sciences médicales. Vols. 1 and 2. iii, 794 pp., 11.3; 778 pp, 11. 

Imp. 4°. Paris, 1857 and 1873. 
Rozier, Victor. Essai d’ane bibliographie universelle de la médecine, 

de la chirurgie, et de la pharmacie militaires. 234 pp. 8°. Paris, 

1862, 
DICTIONNAIRE des sciences médicales; biographie médicale. [Par A. 

ae las Jourdan.} 7v. 8 Paris, CL. F. Panckoucke, 1820-25.
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Reuss, J.D. Repertorium commentationum a societatibus litterariis 
» editarum. Tomes X-XYV. Scientia et ars medica et chirurgica. 6 y. 

4°, Gottingz, 1813~20, 
ENGLEMANN, WM. Bibliotheca medico chirurgica et anatomico-physio- 

logica, Alphabetisches Verzeichniss der medicinischen .... Biichet 
welche vom Jahre 1750 bis 1847 in Deutschland erschienen sind. 734 
pp. 8’. Supplement-Heft 184867, 350 pp. 8°. Leipzig, 1848~6s. 

CaTALOGUE of scientific papers, (1800-1863.) Compiled and published 
by the Royal Society of London. 6 y. 4°. London, 1867~72. 

Table of the principal medical libraries in the United States. 
\ . 

[For further information respecting the following and other medical libraries in the United States 
see general table of statistics elsewhere in this report.) 

v4) a2 
5 | 34 » Place. | Name. 3 | 82 

| 3} 37 
| z = 

: a\laz 

Gonpectiout .:.....New Hiiven..| Medical Institution of Yale Cae nn 1812, 2, 200 
Dist. of Columbia.. Washington .| Surgeon-General's Office, United States Army ......! 1265 | 240,000 

Georgia............Augusta.....| Medical College of Georgia ...........2)..-2-+.2+--.| 1831 5, 000 

Savannah ....) Savaunah Medical College .............22-..-+------| 1853 | 4, 000 
Minois ...... ....-.Chicago......) Chicago College of Pharmacy..........--2.+2+-+-2+-| 1859 | 2,500 
Kentucky. ......---Lexington .... Transylvania Medical College of Kentucky University eae 5,383 

‘ Lonisville..../ University of Louisville, Medical Department ......| 1837 | 4,000 
Lonisiana..........New Orleans | University of Louisiana, Meilical Department ......| 1831 | 2, 000 
Maine ..........-..Brunswick. ..| Medical School of Maino.........22....22...22-2--2.| 1820] © 4,000 
Massachusetts .....Boston ......| Harvard University Medical School.........-.......| 1782 | 8,550 

Boston...... | Medical Library Association of Boston...........0.. 1875 | 2, 500 
Boston.......| Treadwell Library, Massachusetts General Hospital ac 3, 542 
Salem......-.) Essex South District Medical Society .........-.....| 1803 | 2, 000 
Woreester...) Worcester District Medical Society. ....-2.2.2+-....| 1798 | 4, 000 

Now York .........Albany ......| Albany Medical College....-0..--2.-..:220000sesee+] 1839 4, 800 
New York ...| Academy of Medicine.................2---22-+s-----| 1846 | 3,000 

New York ...| Medical Library and Journal Association ...........| 1864 | 3, 500 
New York..:| Mott Memorial Free Medical and Surgical Library..| 1867) 4,700 
New York... New York Hospital..............css0eseceeeseeeeee.| 1796 | 10, 000 
Syracuse.....| College of Physicians and Surgeons.........--...--. 1872 2,000 

Utica ........| New York State Lunatic Asylum............2.....-| 1814 | 4,358 
Ohio .....2.........Cineinnati...) Cincinnati Hospital .......220.2.2.2.2.cceeceeeeeeees 1g70 |. 2,119 
+s Cincinnati ...| Medical College of Ohio..............2.22..22------5] 1819 | 5, 000 

Cleveland... | Cleveland Medical College ...-...-.-.-..2-2-+2+--+.] 1849 | 2,000 
Pennaylvania ......Philadelphia.| College of Phyicians,......2..++4 scsccecseccs cscs. 1989 | 18,753 

Philadelphia, | Hahnemann Medical College.........222.-2.+-.-+2+-| 1867 | 2,000 
Philadelphia | Pennsylvania Hospital........2.0000.22c2200¢ece+2s| 1763 | 12,500 
Philadelphia | Philadelphia College of Pharmacy ............-.---.| 1821 | 9,350 
Philadelphia | University of Pennsylvania, Medical Department ..| 1765 3,000 

Rhode Island ...... Providence ..| Rhode Island Hospital .................2..-2-2.2----| 1868 | 2,004 

* @ Phe library contains, in additiva to the bound yolu.nes, a collection of 40,000 phamphiets relating 
to medicine and surgery, -
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SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES IN THE UNITED STATES. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

In every general library, asa matter of course, are works on science, 

and usually a section devoted to science or its different subdivisions. 

Very few, however, have collections that are of much importance; and 

even in libraries of quite largo size (¢. g., over 50,000 volumes) the stu- 

dent may apply in vain for many works, that are the standard manuals 

in their departments. The rich literature involved in the publications 

of learned societies and other scientific periodicals also is almost wholly 

unrepresented, Even as a rule, judging from personal knowledge and 

the examination of a large number of catalogues, the scientific works in 

general libraries are, or at least have been, mostly school books, pre- 

pared in many cases by men unrecognized as scientific experts, and 

often far behind the dates of their title pages in information as to the * 

status of the science. This fault has to some extent been rectified 

since the publicatioa and popularity of the works of Huxley, Tyndall, 

Helmholtz, and a few others, but is still in a large degree perceptible. 

Among those general libraries in which more or less attention has been 

paid to the selection and acquisition of scientific works may be espe- 

cially mentioned the Library of Congress at Washington, (with which 

the Library of the Smithsonian Institution is incorporated,) the Boston 
Public Library, the Astor Library of New York, and the Peabody Insti- 

tute of Baltimore." Each of these is, however, deficient in many stand- 

ard works, and an active investigator who should wish to become ac- 

quainted with the literature of any subject would soon be arrested in his 

researches if obliged to depend on any one of them. The libraries of a 

few learned societies are, then, the chief sources of information, and 

to these the student must necessarily resort, if engaged in extensive 

‘These several libraries are especially mentioned because their contents are best 
known to the writer, and in any case they are pre-emiuent in wealth of scientific liter- 

ature. 
183
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bibliographical investigations. But the societies which ean afford the 

requisite facilities are extremely few, and the general libraries just al- 

Jaded to are far richer than most of the societies devoted to scientific 

subjects are in theirown branches. In fact, there are considerably less 
than a dozen which demand special notice. The objects of this article 

may be best subserved by a notice of the libraries of the several cities, 

beginning with and then diverging from Washington. 

SCIENTIFIC IeBRARIES IN WASHINGTON. 

Taken altogether, Washington probably affords almost if not quite as 

many facilities for the scientific student as does any other city on the 

continent. 

First is the General Library of Congress, which, inclading the collee- 

tion of books deposited by the Smithsonian Institution, is the largest 

in the country, and its efticient and untiring chief has been most assid- 

nous in his endeavors to make it worthy of its position as a national 

jibrary. It contains now over 300,000 volumes, and at least 60,000 

pamphlets. 

Next in wealth, and superior to any in its specialty, is the library of 

the Surgeon-General’s Office, which is almost exclusively devoted to 

works on the different departments of medical art and science and cog- 

nate branches, including chemistry. Its completeness may be inferred 

from the number of books, about 40,000 volumes and 40,000 pamphlets. 

Applied science is the specialty of the Patent-Office Library, and the 

standard works, at least on the various branches of science and their - 

technical applications, are tolerably well represented among the 23,000 

volumes on the shelves of the library. 

, _Aspecial astronomical library is possessed by the United States Naval 

Observatory ; if contains about 7,000 volumes, and has beea for some 

years under the direction of Prof. J. E. Nourse. 

A library, composed mostly of works on hydrography and geodesy, 

and related subjects, has been collected at the Uaited States Coast Sur- 

vey Office; it has about 6,000 volumes. 

A collection of works on meteorology and cognate branches has 

been formed by the Signal-Service Bureau of the War Department, aud 

contains about 2,900 bound volumes and 419 pamphlets. 

Thus, with all these libraries combined, the student of any branch of 

science may have tolerable facilities in this city for elaborating any 

given subject and reviewing its history, but there are many lamentable 

deficiencies. These are probably most evident in the department of 

natural history. In every branch of this science there are striking de- 

siderata; for instance, the opus magnum on mammals—Schreber and 

Wagner's, and many illustrated works on birds, reptiles, and fishes; in 

conchology, Kiister’s edition and continuation of Martini and Chem- 

nitz’s Systematisches Conchylien-Cabinet. and Sowerby’s Thesaurus 

Conchyliorum ; and some of the most, and too often the most, indis-
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pensable works on the classes of insects, crustaceans, worms, echinoderms, 

and polyps, as well as a number of classic works on plants, are nowhere 

to be seen inthe city. In fact, many of those works which are true text 

books for the scieutific naturalist cannot be here found, and conse: 

quently the student must either suspend his investigations (as several 

have done) and ultimately, perhaps, give them up in despair altogether, 

or inflict on the scientific world works whose imperfections redound to 

the discredit of himself as well as of the science of the country. A 

few years ago the case was far worse, and no branch of zodlogy, 

botany, or geology could be prosecuted with thoroughness in the city. 

Even the means for obtaining some idea of what had been effected 

for the several branches of science in more favored lands, through the 

medium of reports on progress, were unavailable, and some of those re- 

ports are still wanting in all Washington libraries. No work or paper 

of magnitude in any department of the natural sciences has been pub- 

lished by a resident of Washington without the aid furnished by libra- 

ries outside of the city, and even yet none relating to foreign animals 

or plants could be prepared without extraneous bibliographical assist- 

ance. The discredit neces sarily resulting from this state of affairs is 

mostly chargeable to the too meagre appropriations-for library purposes, 

in which respect there is a remarkable contrast between. our Govern- 

ment and the British, as well as other enlightened nations. 

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES IN BALTIMORE. 

Baltimore has no general first class library as yet, nor any special 

one of notable importance. It is, however, the seat of a rapidly grow- 

ing and well administered library, (that of the Peabody Institute,) 

containing now about 58,000 volumes, which in proportion to its size is 

well provided with works in different branc hes of science and especially 

on the natural sciences. For this selection it is chiefly indebted to the 

scientific proclivities and talents of its first and present librarians, Dr. 

J.C. Morris and Mr, Philip Uhler. In it are to be found some important 

works which are in none of the libraries of Washington. 

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES IN PHILADELPHIA. 

Philadelphia has several well equipped scientific libraries, chief of 

which are those of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia and 

of the American Philosophical Society. 

The academy’s library has about 30,000 volumes and 35,000 pam- 

phiets, chiefly relating to the several branches of natural history. It is 

unquestionably, as a whole, the most complete library in its special de- 

partment in the United States, and has very few rivals anywhere. The 

collection of periodicals is very good —if not quite as good as that be- 
longing to the Smithsonian Institution deposited in the Congressional 

Library — and all the classes of the several kingdoms of nature are well. 

represented on its shelves. WHspecially worthy of note are the sections 

.
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of ornithology and conchology; these are almost, if not quite, unsur- 

passed in extent and completeness. ‘The costly illustrated works which 

have been published in such profusion on those groups, and the rare 

opuscules and pamphlets, issued from time to time by amateurs and col- 

lectors, have been alike obtained. Extremely few works that would be 

likely to be ever called for are wanting, and it has been claimed that 

only two conchological publications are lacking. Although this is a 

rather extravagant claim, every student who has availed himself of the re- 

sources of the library will be prepared to admit its surpassing richness. 

The library of the American Philosophical Society, although much 

inferior in completeness to that of the Academy of Natural Sciences, is 

still good, containing about 20,090 bound volumes and 15,000 pamphlets. 

Among these are many of rarity and value. Every branch of science is 

tolerably well represented by the contents of its rooms, but in, no de- 

partment is there a full development of the literature of the subject. 

Among other special libraries in Philadelphia, those of the Franklin 

Institute and the Entomological Society are noteworthy. These, to 

some extent, sapplement those already mentioned, but neither is by 

any means complete. ’ 

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES IN NEW YORK. 

New York is less rich in bibliographical facilities for the scientific stu- 

dent than either Washington or Philadelphia, at least so far as publie 

libraries are concerned. The Astor Library, those of the scientific schools, 

(Columbia College in the city and the Stevens Institute of Hoboken,) 

that‘of the New York Academy of Sciences, (formerly the Lyceum 

of Natural History, in New York,) and that of the New York Museum 

of Natural History, collectively furnish considerable bibliographical 

resources for the literary scientist. The Museum of Natural History 

is gradually amassing a library which promises to be of considerable 
importance at a not distant future. It has acquired, through the lib- 

erality of friends, two colleetions which are rich in their specialties, 

the works on mollusks assembled by Dr. John Jay during a life of de- 

votion to conchology, and those relating to fishes, obtained at great ex- 
pense and with rare knowledge by Mr. J. Carson Brevoort. The first, 
purehased for the museum by Miss Wolfe, is perhaps only second (except, 

possibly, as to the quite recent literature) to the corresponding section 

in the library of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia; the 

second, obtained for the library through the liberality of Mr. Robert 

Stuart, is unequaled in the country, and there are extremely few 

ichthyological treatises which are not contained therein ; it is especially 

rich in inaugural theses and authors’ extras of articles originally pub- 
lished in periodicals. The other departments of the library are compar- 

atively poor. 
SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES IN NEW HAVEN. 

In New Haven there is no first class public library but that of Yale 

College. The many eminent scientists connected with the college and 

’
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the Connecticut Academy of Sciences (among whom may be especially 

mentioned Professors J. D. Dana and O. C, Marsh) have severally ae- 

quired libraries which collectively furnish the means for prosecuting 

bibliographical studies in great detail in almost every department of 

science. 

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES IN BOSTON, CAMBRIDGE, AND SALEM, 

Boston and Cambridge are well provided with public or semi-public 

repositories for scientitic bibliographical investigations. In Boston are 

three noticeable libraries. The Boston Public Library takes special care 

in the selection of scientific works, and ranks next to the Library of 

Congress in the number of volumes, (having 297,615 volumes March 
1, 1876, and about 181,000 pamphlets.) The American Academy of 

Arts and Sciences, during the almost century of its existence, (it was 

founded in 1780,) has accumulated a collection of about 16,000 volumes. 

and 2,000 pamphlets, and the several branches of science have been 

eared for. The Boston Society of Natural History has had for some 

time considerable means, (about $13,000 a year,') and its efficient libra- 

rians have brought its library up to a tolerable condition for general 

investigaiion, although it does not yet furnish the means for detailed 

bibliographical work, at least in most branches, like the Academy of 

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. In Cambridge the means for literary 

scientific researches are supplied by the good college libraries, supple- 

mented by the private collections of the professors. No exact data are 

at hand respecting the extent of the collections of works on the mathe- 

matical sciences, The natural sciences are known to be quite well repre- 

sented by works collected by the late Professor Agassiz and his son for 

their own use, and given to or deposited in the library of the museum of 

comparative zodlogy. . 

The neighboring city of Salem has a society Jibrary (that of the Essex 

Institute) which, although small, (comprising 30,655 volumes and 105,408 

pamphlets,) is, in proportion to its size, quite rich in scientific publica- 

tions, obtained partly in exchange for its own publications and partly 

through the customary means of acquisition. 

Those thus described are believed to be the only places or public 

society libraries in the country which could furnish the means for any- 

thing like exhaustive studies of the literature of any given scientific 

subject. There are, however, in a number of other places, public or 

semi-public libraries, which, to a greater or less extent, are enabled to 

administer to the needs of the student of a local fauna.or specific 

subject. Such are especially Albany, with its State Library and the 

Albany Institute; St. Louis and San Francisco, with their Academies of 

Sciences; Chicago, with its Public Library as well as the Chicago 

Academy of Sciences; Buffalo, with the Buffalo Society of Natural 

Sciences ; Charleston, with the Elliott Society of Natural History ; and 

‘A small portion of this sum is applicable for library purposes.
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New Orleans, with the New Orleans Academy of Science. ‘The libraries 

in these several cities, however, so far as can be inferred from published 

reports and hearsay, are very incomplete and partial in their scientific 

departments. In fine, the experience of the author in a number of cases 

has been that in no, instance could any bibliographical study on an 

extensive scientific subject be prosecuted to a satisfactory conclusion 

in any one city, although the means for so doing are best provided 

in Philadelphia; and in the present state of our libraries a visit to 

that place is necessary before concluding any such investigation. Next 

to Philadelphia, there is no very decided choice, in some respects 

Washington offering the most facilities, and in others Boston. An 

outlay of less than $5,000, fo be expended under a competent scientitic 

bibliographer, would, however, give either the decided predominance 

inevery department of scientific literature. Of the four principal cities, 

so far as the experience of the author has gone, the convenient resources 

of New York for research are the least effective. 

RECORDS OF PROGRESS. 

Among the most important and really indispensable works of refer- 

ence for the scientific investigator, and indeed for any student who de- 

sires to become familiar with the progress of science in its several 

branches, are the annual volumes in which are recorded the various 

contributions to the literature of science during the successive years. 

Yet, strangely enough, they are rarely met with in our libraries, and 

the existence of such annual epitomes of scientific literature is known 

only in part, and sometimes absolutely unknown, to our librarians. 

After visits to all the libraries in the city of Washington, the author is 

able to present only the present quite imperfect list of these valuable 

publications. Several of the series are entirely unrepresented in the 

libraries, and others only by fragments or odd volumes. In default of 

these annual reports, the labors of the investigator are not only much 

inereased by the necessity of examining in detail all the periodicals in 

which by any chance papers might be published; but the chances even 

then would be great that some article of importance might be over- 

looked. It is true that in previous articles on the same subject refer- 

ences may be given to the previous literature, but there is often no 

means of ascertaining to what extent bibliographical researches have 

been undertaken, and the previous investigator may have been more 

unfortunately situated with regard to means of investigation than the 

new one. A sine qua non, therefore, not only of a professed scientific 
library, but of every library that professes to administer to the needs of 

other than the elementary student, should be a complete collection of 
the annual records of scientific literature for each department of science. 

The cost is quite small, and if the series were present in at least the 

more important libraries of the land, fewer volumes marked by the 

almost absolute ignorance on the part of their compilers of the latest 

developments of science would be issued than at present. It is to be
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hoped that the following may be of use in. giving some idea of the 
character, scope, and extent of the series in question. The most 
serious defect in most of these is the lateness of issue, some being 

in publication several years behind the periods for which they are issued. 
While this is, of course, to be regretted, the length of time taken allows 
more for the elaborate and exhaustive collection of the literature of the 
respective years, and the present need of the student will be subserved 
to a great extent by the catalogues enumerated under the first head, 
which are issued with comparative promptitude, and give the titles of 

the academical publications as they severally appear. 

. GENERAL. 

BIBLIOTHECA Historico-Naturalis, Physico-Naturalis, Physico-Chemica et Mathemra- 

tica; odersystematisch geordnete Ubersicht der in Deutschland und dem Auslande aut 
dem Gebiete der gesammten Naturwissenschaften und der Mathematik neu erschien- 

enen Biicher, herausgegeben yon Dr. H. Metzger, Professor an der Forstacademie zu 
Miinden. Vierundzwanzigster Jahgang. 2 Hefte. Verlag von Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, in Gottingen, [1874~75.  8°.] 

Also issued by the booksellers B. Westermann & Co., with the follow- 
ing additional title printed on the cover : 

Bibliotheca Historico-Naturalis, Physico-Chemica et Mathematica. A classified cata- 
logue of all books on natural history, chemistry and mathematics published in Ger- 
many, England, France, Netherlands ete. ete. 1874, [2 parts.] Orders may be di- 

rected to B. Westermann & Co., foreign booksellers, 524 Broadway, New York. 

This publication, which is distributed gratuitously by the publishers, 

purports to give, in a classified manner, the works published -from year 

to year in the different departments of natural and mathematical sci- 

ences. Experience shows that it is quite a useful publication, which 

should be in every scientific library, but it is of comparatively little per- 

manent value; many titles are overlooked, and the titles given’ are 

often imperfect. The periodical is issued in two half-yearly parts: 

REPERTORIUM der Naturwissenschaften. Monatliche Ubersicht der neuesten Arbeiten 
auf dem Gebiete der Naturwissenschaften. Herausgegeben von der Redaction des Na- 
turforscher. I. Jahrgang. [Berlin, Ferd. Diimmlers Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1875.] 

[Quarto, issued in monthly parts of 4 leaves each, with two columns, numbered on 
each page, at 4 marks a year. ] 

In this new periodical are recorded the titles (and titles only) of the 

articles published in the prominent transactions and proceedings of sci- 

entific societies as well as in the se ientific magazines of all parts of the 
world. It, therefore, furnishes an excellent synopsis for the investigator, 

and to a considerable extent relieves him of the necessity of looking 

through numerous publications when in search of specific information. 

MATHEMATICS. ’ 

JAHRBUCH iiber die Fortschritte der Mathematik im Verein mit anderen Mathemati- 

kern herausgegeben von Carl Ohrtmann, Felix Miiller, Albert Wangerin. Fiinfter 

Band. Jahrgang. 1873.--Berlin, Druck und Verlag yon Georg Reimer. 1876, [8°.] 

This publication is devoted to the synopsis of the contents of works,
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ete:, in pure mathematics. These are analyzed under the following 
heads : 

Erster Abschnitt. Geschichte and Philosophie.—History and philosophy. 
Capitel 1. Geschichte.—History. 
Capitel 2. Philosophie.—Philosophy. 

Zweiter Abschnitt. Algebra.— Algebra. 

Capitel 1. Gleichungen.—Equations. 

Capitel 2. Theorie der Formen.—Theory of forms. : 

Capitel 3. Elimination und Substitution, Determinanten, Invarianten, Covarian- 
ten, symmetrische Functionen. 

Dritter Abschnitt. Zahlentheorie.—Theory of numbers. 
Capitel 1. Allgemeines.—General. 

Capitel 2. Theorie der Pormen.—Theory of forms. 
Capitel 3. Kettenbriiche.—Continued Fractions. 

Vierter Abschnitt, Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung und Combinationslehre.—Doctrine 
of probabilities and theory of combinations. 

Fiinfter Abschnitt. Reihen.—Series. 
Capitel 1. Allgmeines.—General. 

. Capitel 2. Besondere Reihen.—Special series. 
Sechster Abschniti. Differential- und Integralrechnung.—Differential and integral cal- 

culns, 

Capitel L. Allgemeines (Lehrbiicher ete.) —General (text books, ete.) 7 

Capitel 2. Differentialrechnung (Differentiale, Functionen von Differentialen, 

Maxima und Minima).—Differential calculus (differentials, functions of differ- 

entials, maxima and minima). ‘ 

Capitel 3. Integralrechnung.—Integral calenlus. 
Capitel 4. Bestimmte Integrale.—Definite integrals. 

Capitel 5, Gewéhnliche Differentialgleichungen.—Common differential eqnations. 
Capitel 6. Partielle Differentialgleichungen.—Partial differential equations. 
Capitel 7. Variationsrechnung.—Caleulus of Variations. 

Siebenter Abschnitt, Funetionentheorie.—Theory of functions. 
Capitel 1. Allgemeines.—General. 

Capitel 2. Besondere Funetionen.—Special functions. 

Alchter Abschnitt. Reine, elementare und synthetische Geometrie.— Pare elementary 
and synthetic geometry. 

Capitel 1. Principien der Geschichte.—Principles of history. 
Capitel 2. Continuitiitsbetrachtungen.—Analysis situs. 

Capitel 3. Elementare Geometrie. (Planimetris, Trigonometrie, Stereometrie,) — 
Elementary geometry (planimetry, trigonometry, gtereometry ). : 

Capitel 4. Darstellende Geometrie.—Descriptive geometry. : 
Capitel 5. Neuere synthetische Geometrie.—New synthetic geometry. 

A. Ebene Gebilde.—Plane forms, 
B. Riiumliche Gebilde.—Spherical forms. 

C, Geometrie der Anzahl.—Geometry of numbers. 
Neunter Abschnitt, Analytische Gsometrie—Analytival geometry. 

Capitel 1. Coordinaten.—Co-ordinates. 

Capitel 2, Analytische Geometrie der Ebene.—Analytical Geometry of planes. 
A. Allgemeine Theorie der ebenen Carven.—General theory of plane curves. 
B. Theorie der algebraischen Curven.—Theory of algebraic curves. 

C, Gerade Linie und Kegelschnitte.—Straight lines and conic sections. 
D. Andere specielle Curven.—Other special curves. 

Capitel 3. Analytische Geometrie des Ranmes.—Analytical geometry of space. 
A. Allgemeine Theorie der Pliichen und Raumeurven,—General theory of surfaces 

and spherical curves.
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B. Theorie der algebraischen Fliichen und Raumeuryen.—Theory of algebraic 

surfaces and spherical curves. ‘ 
C. Raumgebilde ersten, zweiten, dritten Grades.—Bodies of the first, second, and 

third grades. 
D. Andere specielle Raumgebilde.—Other special bodies. 

Capitel 4. Liniengeometrie.—Linear geometry. 
Capitel 5. Verwandtschaft, eindeutige Transformationen, Abbildungen.—Afinity, 

simple transformations, figures, 

The preceding is simply a reproduction of the table of contents of the 

first two parts of the fifth volume, The third (and last) part has not yet 

come to hand, and the first four volumes are at present inaccessible and 

cannot be found. ; 

PHYSICS, 

FORTSCHRITTE (Die) der Physik im Jahre 1870, Dargestellt von der Physikalischen 

Gesellschaft zu Berlin. XXVI. Jahrgang. Redigirt von Prof. Dr. B. Schwalbe, Ber- 
lin. Drack und Verlag von Georg Reimer. 1875. [8", xiv, 1021 pp.] 

The progress of physics in each year has, for more than a quarter of 

a century, been recorded under the auspices of the Physical Society 

of Berlin. The memoirs epitomized have been considered in the last 

complete volume (the revord for 1870) under the following heads : 

Erster Abschnitt, Allgemeine Physik.—General physics. 
1. Maass und Messen. —Measure and measuring. 

2. Dichtigkeit—Density. 
3. Molekularphysik.—Molecular physics. 

4. Mechanik.—Mechanies. 

5. Hydrodynamik.— Hydrodynamics. i 

6, Aérodynamik.—Aérodynamies. 
7. Cohiision und Adhiision.—Cohesion and adhesion. 

Zweiter Abschnilt. Akustik.—Acoustics. 

8. Physikalische Akustik.—Physical acoustics. 
9. Physiologische Akustik.—Physiological acoustics. 

Dritter Abschnitt. Optik.—Opties. ‘ 
10, Theorie des Lichts.—Theory of light. 

11. Fortpflanzung, Spiegelung und Brechung des Lichts.—Velocity, reflectioa, and 

refraction of light. 
12. Objektive Farben, Spektrum, Absorption.—Objective colors, spectrum, absorp- 

tion. 

13. Photom etrie.—Photometry. 
14. Phosphorescenz und Fluorescenz.—Phosphorescence and flnorescence. 

15. Interferenz, Polarisation, Doppelbrechung, Krystalloptik.—luterfereace, polar- 

ization, donble refraction, and erystaloptics. 

16. Chemische Wirkungen des Lichts, Photographie.—Ohemical action of light, 

photography. 
17. Physiologische Optik.—Physiological optics. 
18. Optische Apparate.—Optical apparatus. 

Vierter Abschnitt, Wiirmelebre.—Thermics. 

19. Theorie der Wiirme.—Theory of heat. 

20. Thermometrie und Ausdehoung.—Thermometry and expansion. 

21. Quellen der Wiirme.—Sources of heat. 

22. Anderang des Aggregatzustandes.—Change of mplecular structure.
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- .23. Specifische Wiirme.—Specifiec heat. 
24. Verbreitung der Wiirme.—Distribution of heat. 

Fiinfter Abschnitt. Elektricitiitslehre.—Electricity. 
25. Allgemeine Theorie der Electricitiit und des Magnetismus.—General theory of 

electricity and of magnetism. 

26. Electricitiitserregung.—Induetion of electricity. . 
27. Elektrostatik.—Electrostatics. 

28. Batterieentladung.—Discharge of batteries. © 
29. Galvanische Ketten.—Galvanic chains. 
30. Galvanische Messapparate.—Galvanometric apparatus. 
31. Theorie der Kette.—Theory of the chain. 
32, Elektrochemie.—Electro-chemistry. 

33. Thermoelektricitiit.—Thermo-electricity, 
34, Elektrische Wiirmeerzengung.—Heat produced by electricity. 
35. Elektrisches Licht.—Electric light. : 

36. Magnetismus.—Magnetisin. 
37. Elektromagnetismus.—Electro-magnetism, 

33. Elektrodynamik, Induction.—Electro-dynamics, induction. 
39, Elektrophysiologie—Electro-physiology. 

40. Auwendungen der Electricitiit,—Applied electricity. 

Sechster Abschnitt. Physik der Erde.—Physies of the globe. 

41. Meteorologische Optik.—Meteorological dptics. 

42. Meteorologie.—Meteorology. 

43. Erdmagnetismuas.—Terrestrial magnetism. 

44. Atmosphiirische Elektricitiit.—A tmospheric electricity. 
45. Physikalische Geographie.—Physical geography. 

CHEMISTRY. 

JAHRESBERICHT iiber die Fortschritte der reinen, pharmaceutishen und technischen. 
Chemie, Physik, Mineralogie und Geologie. _ Bericht iiber die Fortschritte der Chemie 

und verwandter Theile anderer Wissenschaften.—Fiir 1869.—Giessen. J. Rick- 
er’sche Buchhandlung, 1872. [8°] 

The reports for 1857 to 1869 have also a second title-page, viz: 

Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der Chemie und verwandter Theile anderer 
Wissenschaften. 

[ Fiir 1857-1860.] Von Hermann Kopp und Heinrich Will. 1858-62. 
[Fiir 1861-1862.] Unter Mitwirkung von Th. Engelbach, W. Hallwachs, A. 

Knop; herausgegeben von Hermann Kopp und Heinrich Wills. 1863. 
[Fiir 1863-1267.] Unter Mitwirkung von C. Bohn [1863-65]. Th. Engelbach 

[1863-67], A. Knop, [1863], Al. Naumann [1867], K. Zippritz [1867], herausge- 

geben von Heimrich Will, 1864-69, 

([Piir 1868.) Unter Mitwirkung von Th. Engelbach, Al. Naumann, W. Stiidel her- 
ausgegeben yon Adolph Strecker. 1870. J. Ricker’sche Buchhandlung. .. . 1872. 

[Piir 1869.] Unter Mitwirkung von A. Laubenheimer, Al. Naumaun, F. Nies, F. 

Rose ; herausgegeben von Adolph Strecker.—Fiir 186)—Giessen. J. Ricker’sche 

Buchhandlung. 1872, [Suppl. title, xxxvii, 1372 pp.] 

The literature of chemistry in the last completed volume’ at hand 

(published 1872) is epitomized under the following heads : 

Allgemeine und physikalische Chemie.—Gencral and physical chemistry. 
Krystallkunde.—Crystallography,
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Allgemeine theoretisch-chemische Untersuchungen.—General theoretic chemical in- 
vestigations. ; 

Thermisch-chemische Untersuchungen.—Thermo-chemical investigations. 
Electrisch-chemische Untersuchungen.—Electro-chemical investigations. 
Magnetisch-chemische Untersuchungen.—Magneto-chemical investigations. 

* Optisch-chemische Untersuchungen.—Optico-chemical inyestigations. 
Unorganische Chemie.—Inorganic chemistry, 
Sanerstoff.—Oxygen. 
Schwefel.—Sulphur. 
Selen.—Selenium. 
Chlor.—Chlorine. 

Jod.—lodine. 

Fluor.—Fluorine. 
Stickstoff.—Nitrogen. : 
Phosphor.—Phosphorus. 
Bor.—Borax. 

Kohlenstoff.—Carbon. 
Silicium.—Silicon. 

Metalle, Allgemeines.—Moetals, general. 

Kalium.—Potassium. 
Natrium.—Sodium. 

Lithium.—Lithium. 
Baryum.—Barium. 
Strontium.—Strontium. 

Caleium.—Caleium. 

Beryllium,—Beryllium (cerite metals), 
Mangan.—Manganese (Jargonium). 
Eisen.—Iron (ferrum). 

Chrom.—Chromium, 

Kobalt und Nickel.—Cobalt and nickel. 
Zink.—Zine. 
Tridium.—Iridium. 

Cadmium.—Cadmium. 
Kupfer.—Copper (cuprum), 
Blei.—Lead (plumbum), 

Ziun.—Tin (stannum). 
Titan.—Titanium. 
Bismuth.—Bismuth. 

Antimon.—Antimony (stibium). 
Uran.—Uranium, 

Molybdiin.—Moly bdenum. 

Tantal und Niob.—Tantalium and niobium. 
Vanadium.—Vanadium, 
Quecksilber.—Mereury (hydrargyrum). 
Silber.—Silver (argentum), 

Gold.—Gold (auram). 
Platinmetalle.—Platinum. 

Organische Chemie.—Organic chemistry. 
Allgemeines.—General. 

Cyanverbindungen.—Cyanides. 
Kohlenwasserstofte, Alkohole and deren Substitutionsproducte.—Hydrocarbons, 

alcohols, and substitute products. 
Aromatische Kohlenwasserstoffe und Verbindungen.—Aromatic hydrocarbons and 

their compounds. 
Aldehyde.—Aldehydes, 

13 5
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Acetione.—Acetones, 
Siiuren,—Acids, 

Amide und Nitride.—Amides and Nitrides. 
Organische Basen.—Organie bases. 
Kohlenhydrate und Abnliches.—Carbon hydrates and similar compounds, 
Kigenthiimliche Pflanzenstoffe und Pflanzenanalysen.—Peculiar products and 

analyses of plants. 
Pilanzenchemie und Pflanzenanalysen.—Vegetable chemistry and analyses of 

plants. 

Eiweisskérper.—Albumines. ~ 
Thierchemie.—Animal chemistry. . 

Analytische Chemie.—Analytical chemistry. 

Allgemeines.—General. 
Erkennung und Bestimmung unorganischer Substanzen.—Recognition and deter- 

mination of inorganic substances, 

Erkennung und Bestimmung organischer Substanzen.—Recognition and deter- 
mination of organic substances, 

Apparate.—A pparatus. 

Technische Chemie.—Teehnical chemistry. 
Metalle, Legirungen.—Metals, alloys. 
Metalloide, Siiuren, Alkalien, Salze.—Metalloids, acids, alkalies, salts. 
Schiesspulver, Spreng- und Ziindmaterialien—Gunpowder, material for blasting 

and percussion. 

Mértel, Cement, Thon, Glas.—Mortar, cement, clay, glass. 
Agriculturchemie.—Agricultural chemistry. 

Nahrungsmittel.—Food. 
Brennstotfe.—Fuel. 
Leuchtstoffe.—Iluminators. 

Pflanzen- und Thierfaser.—Animal and vegetable fiber. 
Fiirberei—Dyeing. 

Aineralogie.—Mineralogy. : 
Allgemeines.—General. 
Metalloide.—Metalloids. 
Metalle.—Metals. 

‘Telluride.—Tellurides, 

Arsenide.—Arsenides, 

Antimonide.—Antimonides. 
Sulfuride.—Sulphides. 
Oxyde.—Oxides. 

‘Oxydhydrate.—Oxyhydrates. 
Oxydoxydulhydrate.—Protoxyhydrates. i 

Silicate.—Silicates, i 
Silicate mit Basen R O.—Silicates with bases R O. 
Silicate mit Basen Ry O5.—Silicates with bases Ry O3. 
Silicate mit Basen R O und R; 03.—Silicates with bases R Q and Ry; O;. 
Wasserhaltige Silicaté—Hydrosilicates. 
Silicate mit Titanaten, Boraten u. s. w.—Silicates with titanites, borates, &c. 
Titanate.—Titanites. 

Tantalate und Niobate.—Tantalates and niobates, 
Molybdate,—Moly bdates. ‘ 
*Vanadinate.—Vanadinates, 

Wolframiate.—Wolframiates. a= 
‘ Phosphate.—Phosphates. 

Arseniate.—Arseniates, 
Nitrate.—Nitrates.
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Borate.—Borates, 
Sulfate.—Sulphates, 

Sulfate mit Carbonaten.—Sulphates with carbonates, 
Carbonate,—Carbonates. 
Fluoride.—F luorides. 

Chloride.—Chlorides, , 
Organoide.—Organoids. 

Unbekannte Mineralien.—Unknown minerals. 
Versteinerungsmittel.—Materials for petrifaction. 

Pseudomorphosen.—Pseudomorphs, 

Paragenesis.—Paragenesis. 
Chemische Geologie.—Chemical geology. 

Allgemeines.—General, 
Wasseruntersuchungen.—Examination of waters, 
Meteoriten.—Meteorites, 

JAHRESBERICHT iiber die Fortschritte anf dem Gesammftgebiete der Agricultur> 
Chemie. Begriindet von Dr. Robert Hoffmann, Fortgesetzt von Dr. Eduard Peters, 
Weiter fortgefithrt von Dr. Th. Dietrich, Prof. Dr. H. Hellriegel, Dr. J. Fittbogen, 
Prof, Dr. R. Ulbricht,... Elfter und zwilfter Jahrgang: die Jahre 1868 und 1869. 
Mit einem vollstiindigen Sach- und Namen-Register,—Berlin, Verlag von Julius 
Springer. 1871. 

This is a record of the progress of agricultural chemistry, the first 

volume of which (for 1858-1859) was published in 1860. It was originally 

and for the first ten years of its issue published in annual volumes; 

from 1860 to 1865 under the editorship of Dr. Robert Hoffmann, and from 

1866 to 1868 under that of Dr. Eduard Peters, but the last volume 

accessible to the present bibliographer contains a summary for the 

biennial period 1868 and 1869, ' 

JAHRESBERICHT iiber die Fortschritte der Pharmacognosie, Pharmacie und Toxi- 

cologie. Herausgegeben yon Med.-Rath Dr. Wiggers und Dr. A. Husemann,.,. 
Neue Folge des mit Ende 1865 abgeschlossenen Canstatt’schen pharmac. Jahres- 

berichts, 1[-7] Jahrgang, 1866[-1872]. 26[-zweiunddreissigster] der ganzen Reihe 

Jahrgang.—Gittingen. Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht’g Verlag’ 1867-[1873], [Jabres- 
bericht fiir 1872-1873, 660 pp.] ‘ 

This series interests not only the pharmacist, but also the vegetable 

physiologist and anatomist, as well as to some extent the systematist 

and likewise the zodlogist, the articles on the poisons and poison glands 

of venomous animals being epitomized. The literature is systematically 

recorded under three primary heads, viz: 

I. Pharmacognosie. 

Il. Pharmacie. : 

IIL. Toxicologie. 

JAHRESBERICHT iiber die Fortschritte der Thierchemie. Herausgegeben von Dr. 
Richard Maly. ... Dritter Band, fitr das Jahr 1871. Wien, 1875? Wilhelm 

Braumiiller, k.-k, Hof- und Universitiitsbuchhiindler, 

The reports of progress in animal chemistry of course concern the 

zodlogist as well as the chemist. The literature is discussed under the 

following heads:
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Capitel I. Eiweissartige Substanzen.—Albuminous substances. 

II. Albuminoide (dem Eiweiss nahestehende Stoffe).—Albuminoids (sub- 
stances resembling albumen). 

Ill. Kohlenhydrate.—Carbonhydrates. 
IV. Fette—Fats. 

Y. Andere Substanzen des Thierkérpers.—Other substances of the animal 

body. 

VI. Blut.—Blood. 
VII. Milch.— Milk. 

VILL. Harn.—Urine. 

IX. Speichel, Magen- und Darmverdauung u. s. w.—Saliva, gastric and in- 

testinal digestion, ete. 

X. Leber und Galle.—Liver and gall. 
XI. Muskeln.—Muscles. 

XII. Knochen.—Bones. 
XIII. Eier.—Eggs. 

XIV. Gesammtstoffwechsel.—Nutrition. 
XY. Fermente (Giihrang), Fiiuloiss u. s. w.—Ferments (fermentation), de: 

composition, ete. 

XVI. Pathologisches (Fieber, Eiter u. s. w.).—Pathological (fever, pus, ete.) 

ZOOLOGY. 

To the general record of progress in zoology are devoted two general 
reports and several on limited and special branches, e. g. anthropology, 
anatomy, ete. The general reports (one German and one English) 
should both be consulted, for although most of the memoirs are noticed 
in both, quite a large number are referred to only in one or the other: 
Each, too, has its special points of excellence. In some departments the 
German periodical is fuller and more satisfactory in its notices, and in 
others the English. The Eaglish work, however, exhibits one element 
of decided superiority to the German, and that is the more uniform repro- 
duction of the complete original titles of the articles reviewed. Both are 
quite full in their synoptical notices, and of late years, not only the 
numerous monographie works, but also the zoological contents of between 

200 and 250 periodicals, (in the Zoological Record for 1874, 238 are 
enumerated,) altogether aggregating between 30,000 and 40,000 pages, 
have been catalogued or epitomized. In both series, the literature of 
the several branches is reviewed by experts in such branches, and dis- 
cussed in a rigidly systematic order. 

ARCHIV fiir Naturgeschichte. 

{I-VI.] In Verbindung mit mehreren Gelehrten herausgegeben von Dr. Ar. Fr. 
Ang. Wiegmann, ausserord. Professor an der Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universitiit zu 
Berlin.—Erster [-Sechster] Jahrgang. Zweiter Band. [IV-VI. Bericht iiber die 
Leistungen im Gebiete der Naturgeschichte wiihrend der Jahre 1837-1839.]  Ber- 
lin, 1838 [-1840]. In der Nicolai’schen Buchhandlung. 

CVII-XIV.] Gegriindet von A. F. A. Wiegmann, In Verbindung mit Prof. Dr. 
Grisebach in Gottingen, Prof. von Siebold in Freiburg, Dr. Troschel in Berlin, 
Prof. A, Waguer in Miinchen und Prof. Rad. Wagner in Gittingen. Herausge-
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geben von Dr. W.F. Erichson, Professor an der Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universitiit zu 

Berlin. Siebenter [-Vierzehnter] Jahrgang. Zweiter Band. Berlin, 1841 [-1848), 
in der Nicolai’schen Buchhandlung. [8°.] 

[XV-XXI.]  Gegriindet von A. F. A. Wiegmann. Fortgesetzt von W. F. 
Erichson. In Verbindung mit [mehreren] herausgegeben von Dr. F. H. Troschel, 
Professor an der Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universitiit zu Bonn. Fiinfzehnter [-Einunda- 

zwanzigster] Jahrgang. Zweiter Band. Berlin, 1849, Verlag der Nicolai’schen 
Buchhandlung. [8°.] 

(XXU-XLL] Gegriindet von A. F. A. Wiegmann. Fortgesetzt von W. F. 
Erichson. In Verbindung mit Prof. Dr. Leuckart in Leipzig herausgegeben yon 
Dr. F..H. Troschel, Professor an der Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universitiit. zu Bonn.— 

Zweiundzwanzigster [—Hinundvierzigster] Jahrgang. Zweiter Band.—[XXII- 
XXUI. “Verlag der Nicolai’schen Buchhandlung” und XXIY-XLI] Berlin, 
Nicolai’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung. . . . 1857 [-1875]. 

This periodical is issued in numbers forming two volumes for each 

year, the first containing original memoirs, and the second the reports 

on the progress of the several branches of zodlogy. The dates on the 

title-pages are quite misleading, inasmuch as they indicate the year 

succeeding the period of progress recorded, but in reality the volumes 

of the record are sometimes not concluded for several years after. Thus, 

of the record for 1873 only the first of three parts has been received in 

Washington, and that only in September, 1875, although the completed 

volume, if former practice is followed, will bear the date 1874. 

Two volumes of the Archiv are published each year, the first. of 
which is restricted to original articles, and the second alone contains the 
record of progress. 

Bericht tiber die Leistungen in der Naturgeschichte der Vigel wiihrend des Jahres 
1874. [Report on the publications on the natural history of birds during the year 
1874.] Von August von Pelzeln in Wien. 

Bericht iiber die Leistungen in der Naturgeschichte der Siiugethiere wiihrend des Jahres __ 

1874. [Report on the publications on the natural history of mammals during the 
year 1874.] Von Troschel. 

Bericht iiber die Leistungen in der Herpetologie wiihrend des Jahres 1874. [Report 
on the publications in herpetology during the year 1874.] Von Troschel. 

Bericht iiber die Leistungen in der Ichthyologie wiihrend des Jahres 1874. [Report on 
the publications in ichthyology during the year 1874.] Von Troschel. 

Bericht iiber die Leistungen in der Naturgeschichte der Mollusken wiihrend des Jahres 

1874. [Report on the publications on the natural history of the mollusks during the 
year 1874.] Von Troschel. 

Cephalopoda. Brachiopoda. 
Cephalophora, ‘Tunicata. x 
Lamellibranchiata. 

The contributors to the volume for 1859, the last complete one at 
hand, on the other groups were as follows: 

Bericht tiber die Leistungen in der Naturgeschichte der Insekten wiihrend des Jahres 
1869. [Report on the publications on the natural history of insects during the year 
1869.] Von Friedrich Brauer in Wien. 

Orthoptera. Lepidoptera. 

Neuroptera. Aphaniptera. 
Coleoptera. Diptera. 

Hymenoptera. Hemiptera.
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Berieht iiber die wissenschaftlichen Leistungen in der Naturgeschichte der niederen 
Thiere wiihrend der Jahre 1868 und 1869. Zweite Hiilfte. [Report on the scientific 
publieations on the natural history of the lower animals during the years 1868 and 

1869. Second half.] Von Dr. Rud. Leuckart. 

Echinodermata. Protozoa. ‘ 

Coelenterata. 

* ZOOLOGICAL (The) Record, viz: . 

[y. 1-6.] The Record of Zodlogical Literature. 1864. Volume first. Edited 
by Albert C. L. G. Giinther, M. A., M. D., Ph. D., F. Z. S., ete., ete. Lon- 

don: John Van Voorst, Paternoster Row. M.DCCC.LXV. [#°.] 

[v-7-9.] The Zoblogical Record for 1870 [1871, 1872, and 1873], being volume 
seventh [eight, ninth, and tenth] of the Record of Zodlogical Literature. Edited 
by Alfred Newton, M. A., F. R.S. London: John Van Voorst. M.DCCC.LXXI. 

[v.10.] The Zodlogical Record for 1873; being volume tenth of the Record of 

Zodlogical Literature. Edited by Edward Caldwell Rye, F. Z. S., librarian to 
the Royal Geographical Society. Explorate solum: sic fit via certior ultra. 
London: John Van Voorst, Paternoster Row. M.DCCO.LXXY. [8% xxiv, 

543 pp.] 

In the last cited volume the literature is discussed in the order and 
by the authors indicated below. 

This record is published in annual volumes, bound in cloth, at the rate 

of a guinea a volume. 

Mammalia. By Edward Richard Alston, F.Z.S. 

Aves. By R. B. Sharpe, F.L.S., F.Z.S., &e. 
Reptilia. By A. W. E. O'Shaughnessy. 

Pisces, By A, W.E. O'Shaughnessy. 

Mollusca. By Prof. Eduard von Martens, M. D.,C. M. Z.S. 
Molluscoida, By Prof, Eduard von Martens, M. D., C. M. Z. 8. 

Crustacea. By Prof. Eduard von Martens, M. D.,C.M. Z.8. 

Arachnida. By the Rey. O. P. Cambridge, M. A.,C. M. Z.S. 

Myriopoda. By the Rey. O. P. Cambridge, M. A., C.M. ZS. 
Insecta. The general subject, by E. C. Rye, F. Z.S. 

Coleoptera. By E.C Rye, F. Z. 8. z 
. Hymenoptera. By E. C. Rye, F. Z.8. 

Lepidoptera. By W.F. Kirby, M.E.S., &e. 

Diptera, By E, C.Rye, F. Z.S. 
Neuroptera. By R. McLachlan, F. L. 8. 
Orthoptera. By R. McLachlan, F. L. 8. 
Rhynchota, By E. C. Rye, F. Z. 8. 

Vermes. By C. F. Liitken, Ph. D., F. R. D, A., &e. 

Echinodermata. By C. F. Liitken, Ph. D., F. R. D. A., &e. 

Coelenterata. By C.F. Liitken, Ph. D., F. R. D. A., &c. 

Protozoa. By C.F. Liitken, Ph.D., F. R.D, A., &e. 

ANATOMY. 

BERICHT iiber die Fortschritte der Anatomie und Physiologie im Jahre 1857[-1871]. 

Herausgegeben von Dr. J. Henle [1860—Dr. W. Keferstein] und Dr. G. Meissner, 
«.+ [1857-1868. Als besondere Abtheilung der Zeitschrift fiir rationelle Medicin. } 
... Leipzig und Heidelberg. C. F. Winter’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1858[-1872]. 

This series, which was so long the most complete review of anatomical 
Literature for the successive years, was, unfortunately for the convenience
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“ 
of investigators, brought to a formal close with the Bericht for 1871 

(“Mit diesem Bande schliessen wir die Reihe unserer Jahresberichte. 

Henle. Meissner”). It gives not only a quite full résumé of the papers 

published from year to year relative to human anatomy, but also those 

on comparative anatomy when involving the consideration even second- 

arily of the human organization; it further, under the head of aids to 

investigation (Hiilfsmittel), gives useful lists at least of works and 

articles on the microscope and microscopical manipulation. 

The contents of the last published volume are arranged under the 

following heads: 

Bericht iiber die Fortschritte der Anatomie im Jahre 1871. [Report on the progress 
of anatomy in the year 1871.] Von Dr. J. Henle. 

Allgemeine Anatomie.—General anatomy. 
Handbiicher.—Manuals. 
Hiilfsmittel.—Auxiliaries. 

Allgemeine Histologie—General histology. 

I. Gewebe mit kugligen Elementartheilen.—Tissues with spherical elementary 
particles, 

Il. Gewebe mit faserigen Elementartheilen.—Tissues with fibrous elementary 
particles. : 

Ill. Compacte Gewebe.—Compact tissues. 

IV. Zusammengesetzte Gewebe.—Complicated tissues. 

Systematische Anatomie.—Systematic anatomy. 
Bericht iiber die Fortschritte der Physiologie im Jahre 1871. [Report on the pro- 

gvess of physiology in the year 1871.] Von Dr. G. Meissner. 
Hand- und Lehrbiicher.—Manuals and elementary works. 
Erster Theil. Erniihrung.—Nutrition. 

Zweiter Theil. Bewegung, Empfindung, psychische Thiitigkeit.—Motion, sensa- 
tion, psychical function. 

Autoren-Register.—Index of authors. 

JAHRESBERICHT iiber die Leistungen und Fortschritte in der gesammten Medicin. 
(v. 1, Fortsetzung von Canstatt’s Jahresbericht.) Unter Mitwirkung zahlreicher 

Gelehrten herausgegeben von Rud. Virchow und Ang. Hirsch. Unter Special-Re- 
daktion yon [Dr. E, Gurlt und] Aug. Hirsch.—[I.-XI.] Jahrgang. Bericht fiir das 

Jahr [1866-]1874. Erster Band [-Zweiter Band]. Berlin, [1867—]1875. Verlag von 
August Hirschwald. 

In this series is incorporated a very full epitome of the researches in 

human anatomy and physiology for each year; in the last volume 278 of 

the large pages being exclusively devoted to the record of progress in 

those branches by the following gentlemen, viz: 

Descriptive Anatomie, Prof. Riidinger, Miinchen. 
Histologie, Prof. Waldeyer, Strassburg. 
Entwickelungsgeschichte, Prof. Waldeyer, Strassburg. 
Physiologische Chemie, Prof. Salkowski, Berlin, 
Physiologie—I: Allgemeine Physiologie, allgemeine Muskel- und Nerven-Physiologie, 

Physik der Sinne, Stimme und Sprache, thierische Wiirme, Athmung, Prof. Rosenthal, 

Erlangen. 
Physiologie—II: Haemodynamik und specielle Neryen-Physiologie, Prof. v. Wittich, 

Konigsberg, und Prof. Goltz, Strassburg.
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These reports on anatomy and physiology appear to be published in a 

limited (perhaps author's) edition, separate from the rest, under the 
title Jahresbericht iiber die Leistungen und Fortschritte in der Anato- 

mie und Physiologie. Unter Mitwirkung zahlreicher Gelehrten heraus- 

gegeben von Rud. Virchow und Aug. Hirsch. (See Bibliotheca histori- 

co-naturalis, physico-chemica et mathematica, XXIV. Jahrgang, 109.) 

JAHRESBERICHT iiber die Leistungen und Fortschritte im Gebiete der Ophthalmo- 

logie, herausgegeben im Verein mit mehreren Fachgenossen und redigirt yon Dr. 
Albrecht Nagel. ... [Erster-] Zweiter Jahrgang. Bericht fiir das Jahr [1870 und] 
1871. Tiibingen, [1872-]1873. Verlag der H. Laupp’schen Buchhandlung. 

In these reports is recorded the current literature relative to the eye, 

morphological and physiological as well as pathological, and conse- 

quently they will prove to be of service in directing the zodlogist as 

well as physicist in his investigations. The mode of treatment is exem- 

plified in the abstract of the table of contents of the second Jahres- 

bericht. 

Ophthalmologische Bibliographie des Jahres 1871, zusammengestellt von Prof. A. 
Nagel. 
Anatomie des Auges; Referent, Prof. G. Schwalbe. 
Entwickelungsgeschichte des Auges; Referent, Prof. W. Waldeyer. 
Physiologie des Auges; Referent, Prof. A. Nagel. 
Pathologie und Therapie der Augenkrankheiten. [By various. ] 
Namen-Register. 

Sachen-Register. 

ANTHROPOLOGY. 

ARCHIV fiir Anthropologie. Zeitschrift fiir Naturgeschichte und Urgeschichte des 
Menschen. 

[I-IIL] Herausgegeben von C. E. v. Baer in St. Petersburg, E. Desor in Neuen- 
burg, A. Ecker in Freiburg, W. His in Basel, L. Lindenschmit in Mainz, G. 

Lueae in Frankfurt am M., L. Riitimeyer in Basel, H. Schaaffhausen in Bonn, C. 

Vogt in Genf und H. Welcker in Halle. Unter der Redaction von A. Ecker und 
L. Lindenschmit. Erster Band [-Dritter Band]. Mit zablreichen in den Text 

eingedruckten Holzstichen und lithographirten Tafeln. Braunschweig, Druck 
und Verlag von Friedrich Vieweg & Sohn. 1866[-1863]. 

{IV-VIL.] Organ der deutschen Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, Ethnologie und 
Urgeschichte. Herausgegeben von C. E. v. Baer in St. Petersburg, E. Desor in 
Neuenburg, A. Ecker in Freiburg, F. y. Hellwald in Wien, W. His in Basel, 

L. Lindenschmit in Mainz, G. Lucae in Frankfurt am M., L. Riitimeyer in Basel, 

H. Schaaffhausen in Bonn, C. Semper in Wiirzburg, R. Virchow in Berlin, C. 
Vogt in Genf und H. Welcker in Halle. Redaction: A. Ecker, L, Lindenschmit, 
und der Generalsecretair der deutschen anthropologischen Gesellschaft. [ Vierter 

Band] -Siebenter Band. Mit in den Text eingedruckten Holzstichen und litho- 
graphirten Tafeln. Braunschweig, Druck und Verlag von Friedrich Vieweg und 
Sohn. [1870-] 1874. 

To this periodical, in addition to critical notices in the body of each 
volume, is attached a full and well considered notice of the literature of 

anthropology for the successive years (Verzeichniss der anthropologi- 

schen Literatur), in which the contributions to the various branches
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of the science are arranged under their authors’ names in alphabetical 

order. 

BOTANY. ‘ ‘ 

BOTANISCHER Jahresbericht. Systematisch geordnetes Repertoriam der b otanisshen 
Literatur aller Liinder. Unter Mitwirkung von Prof. Dr. Ascherson in Barlin, Dr. 
Askenasy in Heidelberg, Dr. Batalin in St. Petersburg, Dr. Engler in Miinchen, Prof. 

Dr. Flickiger in Strassburg, Dr. Focke in Bremen, Dr. Geyler in Frankfart am M., 
Prof. Dr. Just in Carlsruhe, Dr. Kalender in Kiln, Prof. De. Kanitz in Clansenburg, 
Prof. Dr. Kny in Berlin, Dr. Kuhn in Berlin, De. Levier in Florenz, Dr. Loew in Berlin, 

Dr. Lojka in Pesth, Dr. A. Mayer, Dr. H. Miiller (Thurgan), Oberlehrer Dr. H. Miiller 

in Lippstadt, Dr. Peyritsch in Wien, Prof. Dr. Pfitzer in Heidelberg, Dr. J. Schréter in 
Rastatt, Dr. Sorauer in Proskau, Prof. Dr. Strasburger in Jena, Dr. H. de Vries in 
Amsterdam, Prof. Dr. A. Vogl in Wien, Dr. E. Wanning in Kopenhagen, herausgege- 

ben von Dr. Leopold Just, Professor am Polytechnikam in Carlsruhe. Erster Jar- 

gang (1873). Berlin, 1875. Gebriider Borntraeger (Ed. Eggers), 

No volume of this has been seen by the writer; but, according to Dr. 
Farlow, the following authors have contributed on the respective sub- 

jects indicated : 

Physikalische Physiologie. Holliindische Literatur. Dr. H. de Vries. 

Technische Botanik. Prof. Dr. A. Vogl. 

Ungarische Literatur. Prof. Dr. Kanitz. 
Gefiisskryptogam. Dr. Kuhn. 

Morphologie der Coniferen und Gnetaceen. Prof. Dr. Strasburger. 
Hybridation. Entstehung neuer Arten, Dr. Focke, 

Moose. Dr. H. Miiller (Thurgau). 
Pharmaceutische Botanik. Prof. Dr. Fliickiger. 
Morphologie der Zelle.—Bacillariaceen. Prof. Dr. Pfitzer. 

Morphologie der Gewebe. Dr. Loew. 
Flechten. Dr. Lojka. 
Russische Literatur. Dr. Batalin. 
Italienische Literatur. Dr. Levier. 
Befruchtung und Ausstreuungs-Einrichtungen.—Verbreitungsmittel der’ Pflan- 

zen. Oberlehrer Dr. H. Miiller (Lippstadt). 
Systematische Monographieen und aussereuropiiische Floren. Dr. Engler. 

Algen. Dr. Askenasy. 
Morphologie der Monocotylen und Dicotylen. Dr. E. Wanning. 
Pilanzenkrankheiten. Dr. Sorauer. . 
Pilanzengeographie und europiiische Floren. Prof. Dr. Ascherson. 
Paliiontologische Botanik. Dr. Geyler. 
Chemische Physiologie. Prof. Dr. Just. ey 

Pilze. Dr. J. Schroeter. 
Bildungsabweichungen. Dr. Peyritsch. 
Schiidigung der Pflanzen durch Insekten. Dr. Kalender. 
Erniihrung niederer Organismen. Dr. A. Mayer. 

REPERTORIUM annuum literaturae botanicae periodicae curavit J.A.van Bemmelen, 
eustos bibliothecae Societatis Teylerianae —Tomus primus.—MDCCCLXXIL.—Har- 
lemi, Erven Loosjes, 1873. [8° Title, xvi, 223 pp.] 

In this repertory are enumerated the titles of the botanical contriba- 

tions to 101 periodicals of various kinds, as well as the floras and mono-
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graphic works, so far as they had been noticed in the periodical works 

published in 1872. No indications other than those furnished by the 

titles themselves are given of the contents of the articles, but references 

are given to bibliographical notices in various journals. The work, use- 
ful as itis, must be consulted with caution. Thus, under the head 

“America Septentrionalis,” the author, deceived by the ambiguous name 

adopted in the paper cited, has enumerated an article on the shells of 
the family Unionide (Lea, J., Naiades of North America) among the 

botanical memoirs relating to this continent. The compiler has adopted 

for his enumeration the classification employed by Dr. L. Pfeiffer in his 

Synonymia botanica locupletissima generum, sectionum vel subgene- 
rum, Cassellis, 1870. 

Morphologia Universalis. 
Morphologia cellulae. 
Morphologia telae (contextus cellulosi). 
Morphologia partium externarum. 

Morphologia Specialis. 

Thallophyta. 
Characeae. 

Muscoideae. 

Cryptogamae vasculares. 
Phanerogamae. 

Physiologia. 

Vires moleculares in plantis. 
Funetiones chemicae plantarum. 

Universales vitae conditiones plantarum. 
Mechanica erescendi. 

Motus periodici et externis stimulis excitati organorum plantarum. 
Sexualitas. 

Morphogenia (Entstehung der Planzenformen). 
Monographia. 4 

Plantae cryptogamae. 

Thallophyta. - 
Muscoideae. 

Cryptogamae vasculares. § 

Phanerogamae. 
Florae. 

Europa. 
Terrae arcticae. 
Rossia. 
Scandinavia. 
Dania. 
Britannia. 
Belgium foederatum. 

Austria. 
Germania. 

Gallia, 
Helvetia. 
Hispania et Lusitania. 
Italia. 
Tureia, 
Graécia,
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Asia. 

Archipelagus Malayanus. 
Africa. . 
America septentrionalis, 
America centralis et meridionalis, 
Australia Oveania. 

Opera argumenti mixti et generis universalis. 

Geographia plantarum. 5 
Palaeontologia (Generalia), 

Plantae sacrorum bibliorum et de plantis veterum critici. 
Horti botanici et musea varia. 
Methodus studii botanici. 
Collectio herbariorum. 
Microscopium. 

Bibliographia. 
Vitae botanicorum, 
Historia botanices. 

Botanica applicata. 

GEOLOGY. 

Revue de géologie. y 

Pour Vannée 1860 par M. Delesse, ... et M. Langel,... Extrait des Annales des 

mines, tome xx, 1861.—Paris. Dunod, éditeur,... 1861. 
Pour Vannée 1861 par M. Delesse, ... ef M. Laugel, ... Un extrait de cette 

revue a 6té publié dans les Annales des mines, tome ii, 1862.—Paris. Dunod, 
éditeur,. . . 1862. 

Pour les années 1862 et 1863 par M. Delesse,... et M. Laugel,... Un extrait de 
cette revue a été publié dans les Annales des mines, tome vi, 1864.—III. Paris 
Dunod, éditeur, ... 1865. 

Pour les années 1864 et 1865[-1871 et 1872]! par M. Delesse, ... et M. de Lappa- 
rent,... Un extrait de cette revue aété publié dans les Annales des mines, tome viii, 
1865 [ete }].—IV[-VIIL?] Paris. Dunod, éditeur, ... 1866[-1874]. 

The volumes of this series, as indicated on their title-pages, are re- 

printed in whole or part from the Annales des mines. The bibliography 

of the subject is given in tolerable detail, but the original titles of the 

memoirs analyzed are rarely reproduced with exactness. They are 

summarized under the following heads, being nearly those adopted by 

Dana in his Manual of Geology :” 

I. Préliminaires. 
Ouvrages de géologie.—Géneralités sur le globe. 

IL. Géologie lithologique. 

Etude des roches et de leur gisement.—Roches proprement dites et roches 
métalliferes, 

IIL. Géologie historique. 

Etude des terrains au point de vue stratigraphique et paléontologiqne.—Lois du 
développement des végétaux et des animaux qui vivaient pendant la forma- 

tion de ces terrains. 

‘Only the first six reports (for 1860 to 1867) are in a separate form in the Library 
of Congress. The rest are only known to the author from being included in the 
volumes of the Annales des mines. 

*“ La classification qui a 6té suivie dans cette revae est 4 peu prds colle da Minuel 
de géologie de M. J. D. Dana, et, comme les années précédentes, elle comprendra cing 

parties.” Revue pour 1871 et 1872.
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IV. Géologie géographique. ; 
Examen des cartes et des descriptions géologiques. —GSologie agronomique. 

V. Géologie dynamique. 

Etude des agents et des forces qui ont proluit des changeneats gSologiques, 
ainsi que de leur mode d’action. 

GE ILOGICAL (The) Record for 1874. An ascount of works on gevlogy, mineralogy , 
and paleontology published during the year. Elited by William Whittaker, B. A., 
F.G.S., of the Geological Survey of England. London: Taylor and Francis, Red 
Lion Court, Fleet street. 1875. [8°. xvi, 397 pp.] 

This record, of which the first and only volume yet published has 
but lately appeared, is designed to catalogue, and to some extent to 

summarize, the publications that from year to year appear relative to 

geology and the auxiliary, branches of science. One hundred and 
eighty-six periodicals or reports are recorded as having been examined 

for articles in addition to the monographs; “there are altogether more 

than 2,000 entries.” The titles of the respective articles are reproduced 

in the languages of the originals. The literature is arranged and dis- 

cussed under the heads below enumerated. 

Stratigraphical and descriptive geology. 
1. British Isles. W. Topley. 
2. Europe. G. A. Lebour. 
3. Arctic Regions. G. A. Lebour. 
4. America. G. A. Lebour, 
5, Asia. F. Drew. 

6. Africa. 

7. Australasia. R. Etheridge. 
Physical Geology. Prof. A. H. Green. 

1. Voleanic phenomena; metamorphism; underground temperatare; changes 
of level; formation of mountains. 

2. Denudation ; glacial phenomena. 
3. Rock formation. 

4. Cosmogony ; miscellaneous. 

Applied and economic geology. W. Topley. 

Petrology. F.W. Rudler. 
Meteorites. 

Mineralogy. F. W. Rudler. 
Mineral waters. 

Paleontology. 

1. Vertebrata. L. C. Miall. 
2. Invertebrata. Prof. H. A. Nicholson. 
3. Plants. W. Carruthers. 

Maps and sections. 

Miscellaneous and general. 
Addenda. 

Index. By H. B. Woodward, 

SPECIAL BIBLIOGRAPHICAL AIDS. 

All the branches of science, in addition to the annual records of prog- 

ress, have one or more notable bibliographies, which are indispensable 

te the student. The most important of these are immediately herein-
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after enumerated, and indications in most cases given of their rela- 
tive completeness and value. 

GENERAL SCIENCE. 

POGGENDORFF (J. C.). Biographisch-literarisches Handwérterbuch zur Geschichte 
derexacten Wissenschaften ; enthaltend Nachweisungen iiber Lebensverhiiltnisse und 

Leistungen von Mathematikern, Astronomen, Physikern, Chemikern, Mineralogen, 
Geologen u. 8. w. aller Vilker and Zeiten, gesammelt von J. C. Poggendorff, Mitglied 
der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, [2 vols.] Leipzig, 1863. Verlag yon 
Johann Ambrosius Barth. [8°.] 

Contents. 

Erster Band. A-L. [viii, 398 1., with 1584 columns. ] 

Zweiter Band. M-Z, [title, 357 1., with 1463 columns, 4 pp.J. 

This is merely a partial catalogue of the writings of the more promi- 

nent investigators, mainly of the physical sciences, accompanied, in most 

cases, by brief biographical data respecting the authors. 

REUSS (Jerom David). Repertorium commentationum a societatibus litterariis edi- 
tarum.—Secundum disciplinaram ordinem digessit J. D. Reuss, in universitate Georgia 
Angusta Philos. et Histor. litter. professor et sub-bibliothecarius, [etc.J]—[See eon- 

tents.]—Gottingae, apud Henricum Dieterich. [1801-1821. 16 vols. 4°. 46 Th. 
16 Gr.] 

Contents. 

(Tom. I-VI.] Scientia naturalis. 
Tom.I. Historia naturalis, generalis ef zo0logix. 1391. [2 p. L, iv, 574 pp.] 
Tom. II. Botanica et mineralogia. 1502. [viii, 604 pp.] 

Tom. III. Chemia et res metallica. 1803. [viii,221 pp.] 
Tom. 1V. Physica. 1805. [viii, 416 pp-] 
Tom. V. Astronomia. 1804. [viii, 548 pp.J 

Tom. VI. Oeconomia. 1805. [xvi, 476 pp.] [Varia.] 

Tom. VII. Mathesis; Mechanica; Hydrostatica; Hydranlica; Hydrotechnica ; 

Aérostatica; Paeumatica; Technologia; Architectura civilis; Scieatia nayalis ; 
Scientia militaris. 1808. [xiv, 514 pp.] 

Tom. VIII. Historia. Subsidia historica; (Gs0graphia; Chronologia; Monumenta 

veterum populoram; Inseriptiones; Numi et res numaria; Ars diplomatica ; 

Heraldica;) Historia universalis; Historia generis humani; Historia mythica ; 

Historia specialis; Asiw; Africe; Americe; Europe; Historia ecclesiastica ; 

Historia litteraria, 1810. [xii, 674 pp.] 
Tom. IX. Philologia; Lingue ; Scriptores Latini; Littera elegantiores ; Poesis ; 

Rhetorica; Ars antiqua; Pictura; Musica. 1810, [xii, 230 pp.] 
Tom. X-XVI._ Scientia et Ars medica et chirurgica. 

[X.] 1. Propwdeutica; Anatomia et Physiologia; Hygieine; Pathologia seu 

Nosologia generalis; Semeiotica. 1813. [xviii, 420 pp.] 
[XL] 2. Materia medica; Pharmacia. 1816. [xx, 423 pp.] 

| XII-XV.] 3. Therapia generalis et specialis. 
CXIL.] P. I. continens A, B,C. 1817. [xii, 364 pp.] 
CXIIL] P. IL. continens D, E, F,G,H. ©1818. [xii, 534 pp.] 

[XIV.] P. III. continens I-S. 1820. [xiv, 476.] 

[XV.] P.: IV. continens-T-Z. Operationes chirurgice ; Medicina forer- 

sis, legalis et politica. 1820. [xiv, 507.] 2
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[XVI] Ars obstetrica. 1821. 
Ars veterinaria, 

A most useful index to the contents of the transactions and other pe- 

riodical publications of learned societies, at least up to the end of the 

eighteenth century. The primary arrangement is by subjects, the clas- 

sification being a rigorous systematic one; but there are indexes of au- 

thors to the several parts. 

LONDON (Royal Society of). Catalogue of scientific papers. (1800-1863.)—Compiled 
and published by the Royal Society of London.—Vol. I [-Vol. VI]. London : 
printed by George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, printers to the Queen’s 
Most Excellent Majesty. For her Majesty’s Stationery O‘fice.—1857 [-1372]. 

Contents, 

Vol. I. 1857 [List of periodicals; A-Clu.—Ixxix, 960 pp.]. 
IL. 1868 [Coa-Gra.—iv, 1012 pp.]. 

Ill. 1869 [Gre-Lez.—v, 1002 pp.]. 
IV. 1870 [Lhe-Poz.—iy, 1006 pp.]. 

: V. 1871 [Pra—Tiz.—iv, 1000 pp.]. 
VI. 1872 [Tka-Zyl.—xi, 763 pp.]. 

This is, to some extent, complementary to the Repertorium commen- 

tationum of Reuss, and is a useful and indeed an almost indispensable 

auxiliary for the scientific investigator. All the articles published in 

periodical literature (the publications of scientific societies as well as the 

scientific magazines) are herein enumerated under the authors’ names 

in alphabetical order. A supplementary volume, it is understood, is now 

in press, which will include the contributions to the periodical literature 
published between 1863 and 1874. It is also contemplated to publish 

another series in the same form, combining all the articles. according 

to subjects. If this intention is completed, a collection will be thus 
formed which must necessarily be accessible, either through public 
libraries or private means, to every man engaged in active scientific 
research, 

MATHEMATICS, 

SOHNCKE (L. A.). Bibliotheca mathematica.—Verzeichniss der Biicher iiber die 
gesammten Zweige der Mathematik, als: Arithmetik, héhere Analysis, construirende 

und analytische Geometrie, Mechanik, Astronomie und Geodiisie, welche in Deutsch- 

land und dem Auslande vom Jahre 1830 bis Mitte des Jahres 1854 erschienen sind. 
Herausgegeben von L, A. Sohncke, weil. Prof. d: Mathematik in Halle—Mit einem 

yollstiindigen Materienregister.—Leipzig. Verlag yon Wilhelm Engelmann, ° 1354. 
(8°. xviii, 388 pp.] 

Quite a full catalogue of separately published volumes and theses, 

euumerated under authors’ names in alphabetical order, in five separate 

sections, viz: A. Mathematik im Allgemeinen und Avithmetik im Beson- 

deren (mathematics in general and arithmetic especially), B. Hihere 

Analysis (higher analysis), C. Construirende und analytische Geometrie
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(descriptive and analytical geometry), D. Mechanik (mechanics), und 
HE. Astronomie und Geodiisie (astronomy and geodesy). An alphabeti- 
cal index of subjects, under which authors’ names are mentioned, with 
references to the pages where the titles are given, is added. 

WOLFF (Emil Th.). Quellen-Literatur der theoretisch-organischen Chemie oder Ver- 
zeichniss der vom Anfang des letzten Viertheils des vorigen Jahrhunderts bis zum 
Schluss des Jahres 1844 ausgefiihrten chemischen Untersuchungen iiber die Eigen- 
schaften und die Constitution der organischen Substanzen, ihrer Verbindungen und 
Zersetzungsproducte. Mit steter Beriicksichtigung der Literatur der Chemie in ihrer 
Anwendungauf Agricultur, Physiologie und Pathologie aus den wichtigeren deutschen 

sund franzésischen Zeitschriften der Chemie und Pharmacie gesammelt, in systema- 
tische Ordnung zusammengestellt und mit ausfiihrlichen Sach- und Namenregistera 
versehen yon Emil Th. Wolff, Doctor der Philosophie.—Halle, Edouard Anton. 1845. 
[8°, xii pp., 202 1., with 808 columns.—Price, 2 Th.] 

ZUCHOLD (Ernst Amandus). Bibliotheca chemica.—Verzeichniss der auf dem Ge- 
biete der reinen, pharmaceutischen, physiologischen und technischen Chemie in den 
Jahren 1840 bis Mitte 1858 in Deutschland und im Auslande erschienenen Schrif- 
ten, Von Ernst Amandus Zuchold. Mit einem ausfiihrlichen Sachregister. Géttin- 

gen. Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht’s Verlag. 1859. [8°. viii, 342 pp. Price, 1 Th. 15 
Ngr.] 

The titles are arranged under the names of the authors in alphabeti- 

cal order, but an analytical index of subjects is added, under which the 

names of authors contributing thereto are specified, with reference to 

the pages of the body of the work. The work is useful, but very incom- 
plete. 

RUPRECHT (Rudolph). Bibliotheca Chemica et Pharmacentica.—Alphabetisches 
Verzeichniss der auf dem Gebiete der reinen, pharmaceutischen, physiologischen und 

technischen Chemie in den Jahren 1853 bis Ende 1870 in Deutschland nod im Aus- 
lande erschienenen Schriften. Von Rud. Ruprecht. Mit einem ausfiihrlichen Sach- 
register.—Gottingen, Vandenhoeck &-Ruprecht’s Verlag. 1872. [8°. Title, 125 pp.] 

A continuation of the preceding, and arranged aceording to the sama 
plan. 

ZOOLOGY.—(GENERAL.) 

AGASSIZ (Louis John Rudolph) and STRICKLAND (Hugh E.). Bibliographia Zoolo- 
give et Geologiw.—A general catalogue of all books, tracts, and memoirs on zoblogy 

and geology. By Prof. Louis Agassiz, corr. memb. Brit. Assoc. Adv. Se. &e. Cor- 
rected, enlarged, and edited by H. E, Strickland, M. A., F. G. 8. &e. [vol. I1V;]—(and 

Sir William Jardine, Bart., P. R. S.,E. & C.) [Vol. I-IV as below]. London: printed 
for the Ray Society. 1848 [-1854]. 8. 

Contents. 

Vol. I. Containing periodicals, and the alphabetical list from A to BYW.—1813. 

[1 p. 1., xxiii, 506 pp.] . 
Vol. I. Containing the alphabet ical list from CAB to FYF.—1850. [3 p.1., 492 pp.] 
Vol. III. Containing the alphabetical list from GAB to MYL.—1852. [3 p. 1, 
657 pp.J : a 

Vol. IV. Containing the alphabetical list from NAC to ZWI.—1854. [3 p. 1, 

604 pp.]
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This work in its time was of considerable use to zodlogists and geol- 

ogists who simply wished to ascertain what a given writer had published 

upon a subject and where it might be found. The articles are cata- 

logued in each case under authors’ names alone, and the articles of any 

given author are not arranged according to any uniform method, chro- 

nological or otherwise ; the titles also are often taken at second hand 

or in translated forms, the originals not having been accessible to 

the authors. This, therefore, at once indicates the absence of many 

works available for consultation. A critical examination amply con- 

firms this supposition. The work was originally prepared for Pro- 

fessor Agassiz’s private use, but was subsequently accepted by the Ray 

Society for publication, and Mr. Strickland, the editor, by his biblio- 

graphical ability and care has greatly increased the number of titles 

and otherwise improved the work, so that he should be treated as a 

co-author. <A catalogue of the publications of societies (Pars prima; 

acta societatum, diaria, et tractatuum syllogas continens) is prefixed to 

the alphabetical arrangement under authors, and is the model which 

the Smithsonian Institution has adopted for the catalogue of periodical 

works in its own library. The work has now been superseded by Carus 

and Engelmann’s Bibliotheca Zoologica. 

ENGELMANN (Wilhelm), Bibliotheca historico-naturalis. Verzeichniss der Biicher 
iiber Naturgeschichte welche in Deutschland, Seandinavien, Holland, England, 

Frankreich, Italien und Spanien in den Jahren 1700-1846 erschienen sind. Von 
Wilhelm Engelmann.—Erster Band. Biicherkunde. Hiilfsmittel. Allgemeine 
Schriften. Vergleichende Anatomie und Physiologie. Zoologie. Palaeontologie.— 
Mit einem Namen- und Sachregister.—Leipzig. Verlag von Wilhelm Engelmann. 

1846. [8°. ix, 786 pp.] 

Also entitled on opposite (left hand) title-page: 

Tndex librorum historiam naturalem spectantiam ab anno MDCC ad MDCCCXLVI 
in Germania, Scandinavia, Anglia, Gallia, Belgio, Italia atque Hispania impressorum, 

Edidit Guilielmus Engelmann.—Pars Prima, continens historiam naturalem in univer- 
sum, anatomiam et physiologiam comparatam, zoologiam, palaeontologiam.—Cum 

indice scriptorum et reram.—Lipsiae, sumptibns Guilielmi Engelmann. MDCCCXLVI. 
[ete.]. 

CARUS (Julius Victor) und ENGELMANN (Wilhelm). Bibliotheca Zoologica.—Ver- 
zeichniss der Schriften iiber Zoologie, welche in den periodischen Werken enthalten 

und vom Jahre 1846-1860 selbstiindig erschienen sind. Mit Einschluss der allgemein- 

naturgeschichtlichen, periodischen und palaeontologischen Schriften. Bearbeitet 
von J. Victor Carus, Professor der vergleichenden Anatomie in Leipzig und Wilhelm 

Engelmann. Zweiter Band.—Leipzig. Verlag von Wilhelm Engelmann. 1861, 
(8°. 1 vol. in 2, viz: x, 1-950 pp. ; xxiv, 951-2144 pp.] 

Also entitled on opposite (left hand) title-page: 

Bibliotheca Historico-Naturalis. Herausgegeben von Wilhelm Engelmann. Supple- 
ment-Band, enthaltend die in den periodischen Werken aufgenommenen und die vom 

Jahre 1846-1860 erschienenen Schriften. Leipzig. Verlag von Wilhelm Engelmann. 

1861.
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As indicated by the title-page, the last work is complementary and 
supplementary to that published by Engelmann in 1846 under the title 

Bibliotheca Historico-Naturalis. It is, however, far superior in every 
respect to the previous work. 

The series is one of the most complete and usefal of scientific bibliog- 
raphies, so far, at least, as the supplementary volume is concerned. It 
embraces not only the special works that have appeared since the year 
1700, but also all the memoirs and articles that’ have appeared in the 
numerous periodical publications of different countries. In the supple- 
mentary volume the primary arrangement is according to subjects under 

the following captions: 

NATURWISSENSCHAPTEN IM ALLGEMEINEN.—NATURAL SCIENCES IN GENERAL, 

I. Hiilfsmittel—Anxiliaries. 

IL. Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften.—History of natural sciences, 
IIL. Periodische Schriften.—Periodical writings. 

IV. Vermischte naturhistorische Schriften.—Miscellaneous natural history writ 
ings. 

Y. Naturhistorische Liinder- und Reisebeschreibungen.—Natural history of 
different countries and voyages. 

ZooLocin.--ZobLocy. 

A. Vergleichende Anatomie und Physiologie—Comparative anatomy and phy- 
siology. 

B. Vermischte zoologische Schriften,—Miscellaneous zodlogical writings. 
C. Thiergeographie. Faunen.—Animal geography. Faunas. 

D. Schriften iiber einzelne Grappen.—Writings upon special groups, viz: 

I, Wirbellose Thiere im Allgemeinon.—Invertsbrate animals in genoral 
If. Protozoa, 

ILI. Coelenterata. Polypi et medusie. 
IV. Echinodermata. 
Vv. Vermes. : 

VL. Arthropoda. 
VIL. Rotatoria 

VIII. Crustacea. 
IX. Myriapoda. 
X. Arachnida. 

XI. Insecta, 
XIL. Mollusca. 

XIII. Wirbelthiere im Allgemeinen.—Vertebrates in general. ‘ 
XIV. Pisces. 

XV. Reptilia et amphibia. 
XVI. Amphibia. 

XVII. Reptilia. 
XVIIL. Aves. 

XIX. Mammalia. 
XX. Homo sp. 

PALXONTOLOGIE.—PAL ONTOLOGY, 

I, Allgemeines und Vermischtes.—General and miscellaneous. 
IL. Petrefacten einzeluer Liinder und Orte.—Fossils of single lands and regions. 

AI. Petrefacten einzelner Schichten.—Fossils of single strata. 

45
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IV. Fossile Pflanzen.—Fossil plants. 
1. Im Allgemeinen.—In general. 

2. Einzelne Familien, Gattungen und Arten.—Single families genera, and 

species. 
Y. Fossile Thiere.—Fossil animals 

1. Im Allgemeinen.—In general. 
2. Einzelne Gruppen.—Single groups. 

A, Wirbellose Thiere im Allgemeinen.—Invertebrate animals in general. 

B. Protozoa. 

C, Polypi. 
D. Echinodermata. 

E, Vermes. 
F. Crustacea. 
G, Arachnida et insecta 

H. Mollusca, 
T. Wirbelthiere im Allgemeinen.—Vertebrates in general. 

K. Pisces. 
L. Amphibia et reptilia. 

M. Aves. 
N. Mammalia, 

Nachtriige. 

Sachregister. 

Autorenregister. 
ORNITHOLOGY. 

GIEBEL (Dr. Christoph Gottfried). Thesaurus Ornithologiae.—Repertorium der ge- 

sammten ornithologischen Literatur und Nomenclatur siimmtlicher Gattungen und 

Arten der Vigel nebst Synonymen und geographischer Verbreitung. Von Dr. C.G. 

‘ Giebel, Professor der Zoologie und Director des zoologischen Museums der Univer- 

sitiit in Halle—Erster Band. Leipzig. F, A. Brockhaus. 1872. 

Of this work, two volumes, in four half-volumes, have been published, 

viz: Erster Band, xi, 868 pp., 1872; Zweiter Band, vii, 788 pp., 1875. 

A third volume is proposed to complete the work. The numerous mis- 

takes and carelessness of execution render it a very unreliable work 

The bibliographical portion (Repertorium ornithologicum) occupies the 

first 252 pages of the first volume. The titles of papers are collected 

under twenty-three general heads, viz: 

I. Ornithologia generalis. Systema. Nomenclatura. 

IT. Opera periodica. 
III. Opera illustrata et collectiva. 

IV. Monographiw. Familie. Genera. Species. 

V. Pterylographia. 

VI. Anatomia. Physiologia. 

VII. Embryologia. 

VILL. Oologia. Nidologia. 
IX. Propagatio. 

X. Biologia. 
XI. Migratio. 

XII. Distributio geographica. 

XIU. Europa. 

XIV. Enropa Septentrionalis. Terre Arctic. 

XV. Britannia. 

XVI. Germania, Austria. (Hollandia.) 

XVI. Gallia (Belgium).
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XVIT. Europx Meridionalis (Hispania, Italia. Helvetia, Grecia. Tarcia. 
Insulie Mediterranez ), 

XIX. Russia. 
XX. Asia. 

XXL. Archipelagus Malayanus (Molucce. Philippine). 

XXII. Australia. Oceania (Nova Guinea. Nova Zolaugia’ Polynesia). 
XXII. Africa. 

XXIV-VI. America Septentrionalis, Centralis, Meridionalis. 

XXVII. Aves monstrosw, abuormes, hybridie. 

XXVIII. Paleornithologia. 

XXIX. Aves domestic et captive. 
XXX. Ornithologia agraria et venatoria. 
XXXI. Ornithologia vulgaris. 
XXXII. Collectiones. 
XXXII. Taxidermia. 

The manner in which articles are collected under these several heads 
makes it very difficult to know exactly where to look for many, and 

there is no index of authors. The work has been very generally and 
severely criticised by ornithologists; bat as there is no other at present 

of the same scope, it isa useful one. It must, however, be consulted 
with extreme caution. 

ICHTHYOLOGY. 

BOSGOED (D. Malder). Bibliotheca Ichthyologica et Piseatoria.—Catalogus van 

boeken en gesvhriften over de natuurlijke geschiedenis van de visschen en walvis- 
schen, de kunstmatige vischteelt, de visscherijen, de wetgeving op de visscherijen, 
enz. Bewerkt door D. Mulder Bosgoed, bibliothecaris van het Rotterdamsch Lees- 

kabinet.—Haarlem, de erven Loosjes. 1874. 

Also entitled : 

Bibliotheca Ichthyologica et Piscatoria.—Catalogue de livres et d’écrits sur Vhistoire 
naturelle des poissons et des cétacés, la pisciculture, les péches, la législation des 

péches, ete. Rédigé par D. Mulder Bosgoed, bibliothécaire du Rotterdamsch Lees- 
kabinet.—Haarlem, chez leshéritiers Loosjes. 1874. [8°. xxvi, 474 pp.] 

A tolerably full bibliography of ichthyology, but of minor value, in- 
asmuch as the articles are only enumerated under the authors’ names 

under a few very general heads, viz: 

I, NATUURLIJKE GESCHIEDENIS VAN DE VISSCHEN.—HISTOIRE NATURELLE DES POIS- 
SONS. 

a. Allgenicene werken.—Généralités, dictionnaires, encyclopédies, ete. 

b. Visschen von verschillende landen en werelddeelen, Enkele soorten.—Poissons 

de différents pays. Espéces séparées. 
¢e. De haring en haringachtige visschen.—Le hareng. 
d. De zalm en zalmachtige visschen.—Le saumon. 
é. De walvisch en walvischachtige dieren,—Les cétacés. 

J. Kunstmatige vischteelt.—Pisciculture. 

VisscneriEN.—Picuns. 

a, Allgemeene werken.—GSnéralités. 

b. Haringvisscherij—Péche du hareng. 
ce. Walvischvangst en reizen ter walvischvangst.—Péche de la baleine et journaux 

de baleiniers, 

d. Kabeljauwvisscherij.—Péehe de la morue.
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e. Kustvisscherij. Oostervisscherij en vesterteclt.—Péche cdtidre. Péche et culture 

des huitres. 

J» Riviervisscherij. Hengelkunst. Zalmyisscherij.—Péche fluviale. Péche a la 

: ligne. Péche du saumon. 

g. Tentoonstellingen van visscherij-voortbrengsclea, gereedschappen, enz.—Exposi- 
tions de prodtits et engins de péche. . 

h. Wetgeving op de visscherijon.—Législation des péches. 

i. Tractaten betrekkelijk de visscherijen.—Traités et conventions concernant les 
péches. 

k, Addenda. 

Alphabetisch register.—Table alphabétique. 

CONCHOLOGY. 

BINNEY (William G.). Bibliography of North American conchology previous to the 

year 1860. Prepared for the Smithsonian Institution by W. G. Binney. 

Part I. American anthors.—Washington: Smithsonian Institution. March, 1863. 

(Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, vol. V, article 1. 8°. vii,-650 pp.) 

Part I. Foreign authors.—Washington: Smithsonian Institution. June, 1864, 

(Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, 174, vol. IX, article 1. 8°. 3 p. 1., 306 

pp.) ; 

A quite complete and elaborate bibliography of all data relative to 
American conchology and conchologists, but very indigested, no 
uniform arrangement haying been adopted for the classification of the 
titles, and no complete index having been yet published, although long 
promised. 

ENTOMOLOGY, 

PERCHERON (A.). Bibliographie entomologique, comprenant Vindication par ordre 
alphabétique de noms d’auteurs (1°) des ouvrages entomologiques publiés en France 
et d l’étranger, depuis les temps les plus reculés jusques et y compris année 1834; 
(2°) des monographes et mémoires contenus dans les recueils, journaux et collections 
académiques frangaises et étrangdres; accompagnée de notices sur les ouvrages pé- 
riodiques, les dictionnaires et les mémoires des sociétés savantes; suivie d’une table 

méthodique et chronologique des matisres; par A. Percheron. [2tomes.] A Paris, 
chez J. B. Baillidre, [ete.]; & Londres, méme maison, [ete.] 1837. [8°. 2 vols. ] 

Contents, 

Tome premier. [xii, 326 pp., viz: A-Q.] 

Teme second. [2 p. 1., 376 pp., viz: R-Z, pp. 1-140; Anonymes, pp. 141-215; In- 

dication des dictionnaires, ouvyrages périodiques, et mémoires des sociétés savan- 
tes, les plus utiles & consulter, pp. 217-242; Table des articles, par ordre de 
matitre et de chronologie, pp. 243-372 ; Errata, pp. 373-376.] 

Quite a full and valuable work, but supplanted now by the Bibliotheca 

Entomologica of Dr. Hagen, to whom it evidently served as a model and 
basis for his work. 

HAGEN (Hermann August). Bibliotheca entomologica.—Die Litteratur iibr das 
ganze Gebiete der Entomologie bis zum Jahre 1862. Von Dr. Hermann August Ha- 
gen. [2 Biinde.] Leipzig. Verlag von Wilhelm Engelmann, 1862[-1863]. 8°. 7 
Thir, 20 Ngr. : 

Contents. 

Erster Band. A-M. [xii, 566 pp.] 1862. 
Zweiter Band. N-Z. Mit einem systematischen Sachregister. [1 p. 1., 512 pp.] 

1863,
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This is one of the most complete and carefully prepared of scientific 

bibliographies. The titles, when the authors are known, are primarily 

arranged under the names of authors in alphabetical order, and under 

each author’s name in chronological sequence. When initials or evident 

pseudonyms alone are given under such names, and where the authors 

are entirely unknown, the titles are arranged under subjects, viz: 1. All- 

gemeines und Vermischtes (general and miscellaneous) ; 2. Lepidoptera ; 

3. Bombyx mori; 4. Apis mellifica; 5. Vespa und andere Hymenoptera; 

6. Cochenille manna; 7. Schiidliche Insecten (injurious insects); 8. Lo- 

eusta; 9. Gryllotalpa, Gryllus, Blatta, Forficula; 10. Pulex; 11. 

Schidliche Diptera (injurious diptera); 12. Cimex; 13, Aphis; 14. 

Ameisen (ants), Termiten; 15. Meloé; 16. Maikiifer-Schaden ; 17. Hal- 

tica; 18. Dem Weinstock schiidliche Insecten (insects injurious to the 

vine); 19. Den Fruchtbiiumen schiidliche Insecten (insects injurious to 

fruit trees) ; 29. Dem Gemiise schiidliche Insecten (insects injurious to 

vegetables); 21. Dem Getreide schiidliche Insecten (insects injurious 

to grain); 22. Forstschiidliche Insecten (insects injurious to forests) ; 23. 

Den Biichern und Zeugen schiidliche Insecten (insects injurious to books 
and textile fabrics) ; Entomologische Vereine (entomological societies). 

An excellent synoptical reference is given to the authors who have 

treated of the various subjects connected with entomology, under gen- 

eral heads and numerous minor heads, viz: 1. Hiilfsmittel; Allgemeines 

(auxiliaries, general), under 17 heads; 2. Allgemeine Entomologie (gen- 

eral entomology), under 35 heads; 3. Specielle Entomologie (special 

entomology), under the names of the orders, families, ete., in systematic 

order; 4. Anatomie (anatomy), under 25 heads; 5, Physiologie (physi- 

ology), under 28 heads; 6. Biologie (biology), under 30 heads; 7, Nutzen 

durch Insecten (benefits from insects), under 44 heads; 8. Schaden 

durch Insecten (injuries from insects), under 47 heads. 

BOTANY. 

KRUGER (M.S.). Bibliographia botanica.—Handbneh der botanischen Literatur in 
systematischer Ordnung nebst kurzen biographischen Notizen iiber die botanischen 

Schriftsteller. Zum Gebrauche fiir Freunde und Lehrer der Pflanzenkunde. Von M. 
8. Kriiger. Berlin, Haude u.Spener. 1841. [8°. vi, 464 pp. Price, 2 Th.] 

,PRITZEL (G. A.). Thesaurus literature botanic omnium gentium inde a rerum 
Dotanicarum initiis ad nostra usqne tempora, quindecim millia operum recensens. 
Curavit G. A. Pritzel. Lipsiae, Brockbans. 19851. [4°. Title., viii,547 pp. Price, 14 

Th.; on writing paper, 21 Th.] 
- / 

A valuable bibliography, but mostly confined to special monographs 

and theses, and not including the periodical literature to any extent: 

it is consequently far less comprehensive than the corresponding 
werk of Carus and Engelmann for zoélogy, and even than Agassiz 

and Strickland’s work for zodlogy and geology. The titles of the works 

enumerated are arranged under the names of authors, in alphabetical 

order, and the contributions of each author in chronological sequence. 

This is followed by an analytical synopsis, in which the various essays
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are distributed under special heads and in rigorous systematic order. 

A second edition has been in part, and, perhaps, wholly published, 

although the writer has only seen the first three parts. 

ZUCHOLD (Ernestus Amandus). Additamenta ad Georgii Augusti Pritzelii Thesau- 
rum literaturae hotanicae collegit et composuit Ernestus Amandus Zuchold. [Ex 
annalibus societatis naturalis Halensis, quibus titulus est Jahresbericht des natur- 

wissenschaftlichen Vereines in Halle. (Berlin, 1853), seorsim impressum.] Halis, 

typ. express. Ploetzianis. [Lipsiae, T. O. Weigelin comm.] 1853. [8°. 60 pp. Price, 

20 Ngr.] 

As indicated by the title, a supplement to the first edition of Thesau- 

rus literature botanic, but of inferior value. 

PRITZEL (G, A.). Iconum botanicarum index locupletissimus. Die Abbildungen 

sichtbar bliihender Pflanzen und Farnkriiuter aus der botanischen und Gartenlite- 
ratur des XVII. und XIX. Jahrhunderts in alphabetischer Folge zusammengestellt 
von G. A. Pritzel. Berlin, Nicolai, 1955. [4°, Title, xxxii, 1184 pp. Price, 7 Th.] 
Zweite [Titel-] Ausgabe, daselbst. 1861. [4°. Price, 4 Th.] 

This work gives, under a systematical botanical arrangement, ref- 

erences to the plates of plants published in works of generally recog- 
nized merit. 

The subjoined table will show the principal societies and schools in 

the United States which possess libraries of a scientific character, and 

the extent of each library, as indicated by the number of bound vol- 

umes. In addition, the dates of organization of the several schools and 
societies are given, and, in the case of the latter, the number of mem- 

bers, and the number of pamphlets in the libraries, so far as reported. 

Several societies recently formed, having but the beginnings of libra- 

ries, are included, because they represent the development of new 
branches of science. 

A number of libraries that would be excluded from the table by a 

rigid system of classification have been admitted, in order to show, in a 

measure, the collections that have grown out of the necessities of the 

various applications of science,
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+ Table of the principal libraries of schools of science and scientific socicties. 

I.—SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS. .« 

(For additional statistics of these and other ornate libraries, see general tabte at the end of this 
volume. 

Sanus 3 
Place. Name. = & & g 

"83 
| Ay| 

Connecticut ...¢...New Haven..........| Sheflield Scientific School...............-..-| 1866 5,000 

Illinois ..........-.Urbana ............--) Illinois Industrial University ..........---.| 1868 | 10, 600 

Indiana..........--La Fayette...........| Purdue University........-....22s00.2..----| 1875 800 

Towa....,.....-.---Ames.........--.---.| Iowa State Agricultural College .........--.| 1868 3, 540 

Kansas ...-.-..---- Manhattan ...... ....) Kansas State Agricultural College........-.] 1860 3, 000 

Maine .............Orono.........-....-.| Maine State College of Agriculture and Me- | 1869 | 9, 200 
chanic Arts. 

Maryland..........Annapolis ...........| United States Naval Academy.......--.....| 1845 | 17,678 

Massachusetts .....Amherst.......-.---.| Massachusetts Agricultural College......--.| 1867} 1,800 
Boston..........-----| Massachusetts Institute of Technology .....| 1866 2, 500 

Boston........--..--.| Perkins Institution and Massachusetts Asy- | 1833 735 
| lum for the Blind. 

Cambridge...........| Botanival Gardens, (Harvard University) ...| 1864 2,500 

Cambridge,..........| Lawrence Scientific School........-++-..+-..] 1847] 9,500 
Canurages 2 ee Museum of Comparative Zoology .....--.--.| 1858 | 13,000 

Jamaica Plain .......| Bussey Institution, (Harvard University)...|......) 1,500 
Worcester ...........| Worcester County Free Institute of Indus- | 1868 1, 000 

trial Science. 

Michigan ..........Lansing ...... seen Michigan State Agricultural College...-.-.. 1857 | 4,200 
. Missouri...........Rolla se+tse+e++++--+-| Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy....| 1871 1,478 

New Hampshire ...Hanover ...... ......| New Hampshire College of Agriculture and | 1868 | 1,300 
| Mechanic Arts. 

Hanover .. ..........| Thayer School of Civil Engineering.........| 1862 2, 000 

New Jersey.....-..Hoboken.............| Stevens Institute of Technology .......-....| 1871 5, 000 

New York .........New York ...........| Botanical Library of Columbia College......| ......| 1,145 

New York ........---| School of Mines of Columbfa College ........| i864 7, 000 

; Schenectady ........ | Engineering School of Union College........| 1845 | 3,000 
Troy ......-, --.-.--.| Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute............| 1824 3, 000 

‘West Point ......... United States Military Academy.....-....-.| 1812 | 25,000 

‘Ohio ............--.Columbus............) Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical College ..| 1873 1, 000 

Pennsylvania ...... Philadelphia .... cal Wagner Free Institute of Science..........| 1835 | 15,000 

State College P. 0..../ Pennsylvania State College .............--. | 1859 | 3,200 

.
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II.—SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.! s 
[For additional statistics of these and other scientific libraries, see general table at the end of this volume.] ‘ 

| qo Pa as 
z He H S ey 

Place. | Name. e z 3 2 2 z 3 2 3 3 aus 
| g=/ 58 | a2 | ee | 22 | tmome 

A 58 BP 5 a4 = 
e |g z pecs = 

eter ee eee = 

Connecticut .. .....New Haven..........-.| American Oriental Soviety....-..--++-se+s+sseceeeeseeeeeseseecoeeeeeees] 1843 |-se.-2--2 | 3,500] 1,000 130 Joes AY 
New Haven..........-.| Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences ......+.-++---+++-0+++++-++ | 1799 120 70} wh @ $000 SS 

Dist of Coluisbia.. Washington ---........| Burean of Statistics =: --5.22. 5. 5-2.2-22- 2. cee. sapegaen ol----henaess| 1888 |sct- 25-2. 6, 000 3000; |edit ae 

Waslington ----1-:--<+| OonsESabvay OMlos. as. co2..50.0a.65-00<tpeseny «cee tive ee af ABR [sss “8000 Lessa | cok 
Washington ..co)-seo<} Deparmnint ot Agtlotil res 2: Soke oo cce sk oe an | ee 7,000 |..........]None--.| @i,500  S* 
Wasllington '21r-5.:. at MipeROMepetny- ees Sean Sas oe S shape Se 000 500 Sil esvaeeeees 

‘Wiabingtolw: <.-<c01+0,) Pate bOMda eet hogs oon gencost rose de -FsFead--ghngesseoe=-on-t| IBMP| acess] 8,000; bs, 2c <2] None | ke ema 
Washington .......---.| Signal-Office, United States Army .......---eeeeeeeecceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees| 1861 |..--2-.2..] 2,900 419 Cape ae Alene 
wamtington Joe Surgeon-General’s Office, United States Army ...---.-..0eceeceeeeeeeee-| 1865 |.-2+--2---] 40,000} 30,000 |.-..-.2--[eeeeeeee St 

Tinos -.--+2,2+-+sOMCAg0-eoneeesees seen} American Electrical Society .........-2+s-s2++ceeeeeceescecseeeeeseees.| 1874 110 400, |c2eeh ac desde eee ee 
Chicago............-.--| Chicago Astronomical Society .......----.+--.0--+++000+ceeeeeeeeeeeeees| 1863 150 654 5G £0 1,00 
Chicago eeeeeseeeee Chicago Academy of Sciences ....-2-cc-c2-sceeesceceenececeeesenesnse [-seee+] 2801 1,500] 1,000 |.-.eeeeen:] Noma SS 
Plitgago! c=. -c-- <2 2.427 ode born Obseryseuny sb rete! Gis Wlees poo dheg seuede- dete tantabvesnes| WBA peers: 300 200 0 (oe 
Normal .......-.--+----| Illinois State Natural History Society ...........22.c--ecsteeceeeececee-[eteees|oeeeeeeee 700 220 | None....| None. = 
Piers eee | State Board of Agrictlbdte -...-<.2-<sc1c0-++ ene SoS Sep seccsevssoc| I998 |anostes 1 801. |-.ssteeo.:|- see) None, R 

Tadinns ..-..- =.-0tichmond ........:.-.-| Selentific Asedolation. ........-:.ce-00-aesen<:sobovecch=ndpsecegecsens| 1878 61 128 98 | ste ee a 
Jowa.........------Davenport .......---...| Academy of Natural Sciences .....--.--2-s--eceseeceecceeeeceeteeeeee.| 1867 130 343 900 | oa Seemce 30 «6 

Dubuque ...........-..| Iowa Institute of Science and Arts .........222.20020 ceceeeeeeseeeeees-| 1869 50 1,500} — 2, 000 10 5e0 
Touisiana.......--.New Orleans. ..........| New Orleans Academy of Sciences ...........2.:2:-seeseeeceeeeseseeeee| 1853 wet} 3,600] 1,000 |... 200 
‘Maine s22222-c0n25.8a00.02-0>- soncees 2c 3a] Wetbeenpibabor ec 5 5.5 Se oe phew eda 2 eocee ccc ee ec oz aceee | 1008 400 400 300 500 |....-..20- 
Maryland..........Baltimore.......2-.+---] MarylandAcademy of Sciences...--..--.---------++2-+-0e+eereeeeeee-=-| 1868 300 600 800 Ia oiea tect aeeew eee 

Massachusetts ..... Boston ........-........) American Academy of Arts and Sciences. ..............-..-+-----se2---| 1780 195 16, 000 S008 te 11, 000 

Boston .......---..-----| Boston Society of Natural History ....-...Jececeeeeececeeeeeeeeseeeeeees| 1831 450} 10,000} 3,500 | None....| 13, 000 
+ Boston ............ ....! Handel aud Haydn Society '.:2200i0e---ccceeesceece wccceseseecozeeessee! 1815 600! 11,669! 10, 448 | 2.2.2... 900



Boston .... .------.----] Massachusetts Horticultural Society .-.--..-.--.---------------+++----.] 1829 1, 032 2, 800 300 | None... 1,000 

Cambridge. ...--.------| Observatory, (Phillips Library) --.--..----- +--+-+--0-+00----++-2+eee0--| 1847 | .-20. 2-2. 3, 000 | pop tiasss ease owe 

Salem...... ..---------<} Hssex Institutes. ...2..0002-c60sec Sendo eecoee cecenen ess sccceecsesennes| 1848 4280 | 30,655 | 105,408 | Many... 2,500 
Salom.........---.-----| Peabody Academy of Science .....-.--.---+.----+ s222eeeeceseeeee eens] 1868 |..22.2---.] “1,000 B00 |ccsiigiceP Sscteese 
Worcester ...-......---, Worcester County Horticultural Society ....--.-.......-------------.--| 1840 | 950 1,100 300 150 350 

Missouri.........-.St. Louis .....-.. ee Mondeiny of Rolense:a.. couse 3030, -o2c-2e~- sete -cadwapnatars oe Seet ease talt LODO | ccanscaees| 61> Rpt | comedmeey es seeeaaes| sapere 

New Hampshire ... Hanover .......----.--.| Shattuck Observatory of Dartmouth College......-------2----+-+-+++++-| 1854 |.---2.---- 750 120 20 | None. 
New Jersey.-...--.Mt. Holly nen Burlington County Lyceum of History and Natural Science .......-....| 1859 7 2, 000 500 25 100 

New York ........ Albany Sa AlUany Institute .....--,---//2--02ceenseecceneenesencereeseneeecceeesns| 1824 220 6,600 | 600 vols. |.-.-.-.--. 1, 000 
Albany sz. 52. 0:2 JE Dilley Observatory tscc~ sad. =< tee, 0+ ea wae cg nnc ot aeds sanieney eal SI BOO deere sees 800 250 | None... 3, 000 
Buffalo ....-..-..------| Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences ......-..2..-2.. 22-2++2-2+--02ee00+.| 1861 330 1, 500 700 | None....| None. 
New York ....-;-.-----] American Ethnological Society..-..-2-..-----2+--sé202-++-0+se00--eces:| 1842 |b..0-.-22- 300 1, 000 Fd Peete 
New York ..:..-...-.-.|-Amerioan Geographical Society .-...--....---.---.-2------s2ceeseceee.| 1852 |.--..--22-| 10,000 |..-...-.2. |. 2-22 seeee]-- see eee w 

New York ......-..----| American Institute of Architects. ........-.----+-----se+ceeereeeeeeeees| 1857 |....eeeeee GOBD | acess eh caesend. ioe 
New York ....-....-.-.| New York Academy of Sciences .....-..---.--------es-e-e--teenesee=e--| 1818 490 3,500 1,000 | None... 1,500 = 

Ohio sees inmate sene Cincinnati Society of Natural History ......--.-.--.-22+:ee0+eee+-ee2++-| 1870 160 900 Leite tena 0 

Colambus,...-----.---.| State Board of Agricultaré ..3:.-0..-2)--..s2+-secevusves.c0s-cceccne +s) 1860 10} 1,456 163 | None....] None. 
Pennsylvania ...... Allegheny ......---.--.| Observatory...--.+--+---22-2eeeeeeceees cenereseeseseeeemeesecceeseee:| 1860 |..22-2-- 45 101 $8 | -sdeenuced 

Harrisburg ............| State Agricultural Society.....-----.------eecee-eeeeeeceseeeecnereneene 1851 | 600 2, 000 200 | None... 100 oS 
Media .........-.-..--.| Delaware County Institute of Science .......--.----+22--+ee--eee---222-| 1833 200 1, £00 300 100 oF 

Pullatlelahias.+--g:..| Agademy of Watuval Selenees’.: <3 <t-<<.. 25 vpecaacesd eects 1812 900 | 30,000 | 35,000 | None... 1,800 & 
Pillisdalphin. ct American Philosophical Society .....----..-..---0s-eeseeseeereceneesees| 1743 482 | 20,000 | 15,000 | 100 vols.|.......--.  S» 
Phijadelphia .-2. -22--.| Mranikltn Thatitatess.--2-+s 2 +--2 zens cana <cavs edna eotsnscesnasec| ABE |s22scuSe| ~, 16/000]. 225250.) .csgeeeee | oueas een ee 
Philadelphia ...... :...| High School Observatory .......--------0------e-eerene-ce2ete nec eceeses|eoeeee| see eeeeeee 406 50 20 500 
Philadelphia .... ......| Pennsylvania Horticultural Society ..---------++-+-2+eeeeee eeeeee scenes | -eeeee 450 800 200 | None....| None. 
Wilkesbarre ...........| Wyoming Historical and Geological Society ......-..-+-.-2+.-++++++2+--| 1858 | 75-100 | 3,000 |.......-..|.----.----| None. 

Vermont.......-.--Derby ..-.-..----------| Orleans County Society of Natural Sciences ...-..---..-+--++--++--+--+ |eeeee|se es eeeeee 300 500 F008) eccscee 

Rpt oe es State Agricultural Socioty..----.-2s------+--2---se-ssncsnannnsseceeeos i | = 1,000 500 }......... | None. 

1 From a nnmber of scientific societies, which are presumed to possess libraries of greater or less importance, no reports have been received. Among these are the follow- 
ing: Academy of Natural Sciences, San Francisco, Cal.; Newark, N.J., Scientific Association ; Society of Natural History, Charleston, S.C.; Kansas Natural History Society, 
‘Topeka, Kans.; Society of Natural Sciences, Toledo, Olio; Kirtland Society of Natural Science, Cleveland, Ohio; Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Madison, Wis.; Anu Arbor 
Scientific Association, Ann Arbor, Mich. i 
{Library forms part of Yale College Library.  @Congressional appropriation. _b Does not include corresponding or honorary members. —_ ¢ Sheet and orchestral music. 

d Books and pamphlets, no 
= 
“a
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LIBRARIES IN PRISONS AND REFORMATORIES. 

BY THE EDITORS. 

I.—PRISON LIBRARIES. 

HISTORY OF PRISON LIBRARIES IN THE Unrrep Srares— NuMBER — How MAINTAINED 

—REGULATIONS VOR USE— CHARACTER — EXTENT OF USE— INFLUENCE. 

A majority of the convicts in the State prisons of the Northern and 

Western States can read; a large proportion both read and write, and 

many, before their incarceration, received higher instruction than is im- 

parted in the common schools. According to an official report! to the 

legislature of New York in 1867, the number of prisoners unable to read 

at the time of commitment varied from one-twentieth in Vermont to one- 

third each in Wisconsin and New York, (Sing Sing prison,) which two 

prisons contained the largest proportion of illiterate inmates. The 

report adds: 

Of convicts who give themselves in as able to read, from a fourth to a half cannot, 
as a general thing, do so without spelling out more or less of the words. 

The reports of the State Penitentiary for the Eastern District of Penn- 

sylvania, at Philadelphia, show that of the 7,092 convicts received in a 

period of forty-three years, beginning with 1829, 1,418, or 19.99 per cent., 

could neither read nor write; 1,124, or 15.85 per cent., could read; and 

4,550, or 64.16 per cent., could read and write. 

In the Southern States the proportion of illiterate convicts is consid- 

erably larger. Thus the warden of the North Carolina Penitentiary re- 

ported in February, 1875, that of the 455 prisoners but 75, or about 16.5 

per cent., could read. In the Mississippi Penitentiary one-fourth of the 

convicts are reported as making use of the library; while that in the ’ 

Virginia Penitentiary is used by one-third of the convicts. According 

to a report? made in 1874, the number of convicts in all the State prisons 

and penitentiaries proper, in 1873, was 18,520, From thirty-four prisons 

1 Report on the Prisons and Reformatories of the United States and Canada, made to 
the legislature of New York, January, 1867, by E. C. Wines, D. D., LL. D., and Theo- 

dore W. Dwight, LL. D., commissioners of the Prison Association of New York. As- 

sembly document 35, p. 231. 

* Transactions of the Third National Prison Reform Congress, being the third annual 
report of the National Prison Association of the United States. 8°, New York, Office of 

the Association, 1874, pp. 376, 382. 

2138
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statistics of the education of the prisoners were received and reported as 

follows, the percentages given being averages for the whole number: 

Percentage of prisoners who were unable to read, and of those who read with diffi- 

culty on their admission—prisoners, therefore, who were virtually illiterate, forty- 
eight; percentage of prisoners having a fair common school education, fifty-one; per- 
centage of prisoners haying a superior education, one, 

Deducting from the total number of convicts all unable to read, and 

making allowance for those who read but imperfectly, there still remains 

a large proportion of the American prison population that can and will 

read if an opportunity is afforded. Impressed by this fact, and actuated 

by the belief that the difficulties of prison discipline would be lessened, 

greater efficiency of administration secured, the moral sense of the pris- 

oners quickened and improved, and thus an important end of imprison- 

ment, the reformation of the criminal, rendered of easier attainment, 

many philanthropic men and women, distinguished by their efforts in 
behalf of prison reform, began at an early day a movement to furnish 

libraries to prisons. _ The collections thus made were designed to form a 

necessary adjunct to the Sunday and secular schools which, by the energy 
and perseverance of these philanthropists, were about the same time 

organized for the instruction of convicts, as well as to supply the intel- 

lectual and moral wants of those who did not need primary instruction. 

The first notice we find looking toward the formation of a prison 

library in our country is in a code of rules and regulations enacted by 

the inspectors of the Kentucky penitentiary as early as the year 1802. 

The following is the provision of the code on this subject: 

The convicts shall be encouraged to employ any leisure time in reading, and dona- 
tions of books will be thankfully received ; and the keeper shall take care of them, 
and procure a list with the names of the donors. 

It is not stated that any considerable collection of books resulted from 

this invitation. . 

Prison libraries owe their origin to the benevolence of individuals and 

societies, stimulated by the appeals of statesmen and philanthropists 

like Livingston, Seward, Sumner, Mann, Dwight, Bacon, Howe, Miss 

Dix, and a host of others who, forty years ago, devoted themselves to in- 

culeating correct views as to the purposes of imprisonment, eradicating 

the evils which beset prison administration, and ameliorating the con- 

dition of prisoners. Their efforts laid the foundations of many prison 

libraries, the beneficial influences of which were sooner or later recog- 

nized by legislators, so that now, in many of the States, the prison libra- 

ries receive a regular annual grant from the public treasury for their 

increase and maintenance. In 1845, after ‘four years’ personal study 
and observation of the penitentiaries, jails, and almshouses in the 
Northern and Middle States, with occasional visits to others adjacent,” 

Miss D. L. Dix made a report! in which will be found a thorough dis- 

‘ Remarks on Prisons and Prison Discipline in the United States. By D. L. Dix. 8% 
Boston, Munroe & Francis, 1845.
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cussion of the several questions of prison management, and much in- 
formation regarding the reformatory agencies employed. Respecting 
libraries, the report affords the following information : 

x Thomastown, Me.—The prison is deficient in a supply of books. 
Concord, N. H.—There is a small library, and each prisoner is supplied with a weekly 

temperance paper and a religious paper. 

Charlestown, Mass.—Some hundred volumes of books are in circulation, presented by 
several individuals from time to time, but chiefly purchased, first by the sum of $50 
sent by the mother of a life prisoner to herson to furnish him with proper read- 
ing. Books were purchased with this sum, and these he used for a time, and then put 
them into general circulation, that his fellow-prisoners might be benefited thereby. 
A donation of $50 was opportunely sent from New York by persons friendly to this 
important means of promoting good in prisons; the sum was expended as designed 
by the donors. At the last session of the legislature $100 were appropriated to add 
to the number and variety of works already in use. The additions to the library 
have for these several years past been made by the prisoners, who, on being discharged 
have often left the books which they brought with them, or which have been furnished 
by their friends. 

Auburn, N. Y.—The supply of books at this, as at other prisons, is quite inadequate 

to the wants of the prisoners. I think there were less than 350 volumes in a condition 
for use. 

Sing Sing, N. Y.—Books have been, through the efforts of intelligent persons interested 

in the reform of the prisons, contributed, and these, with the efforts of the officers, have 

aided in the improvement of the convicts. 

Trenton, N. J.—Some have received books, but there are too few belonging to the 
prison library to afford much advantage. 

Baltimore, Md.—The Maryland Tract Society has liberally proposed to establish a 
library of appropriate books for the use of the convicts, and much good is expected to 
result therefrom. f 

Allegheny, Pa.—The prison library is receiving additions from time to time. 
Philadelphia, Pa,—A well chosen library, established by the benevolence of Mr. J, 

Bacon, which is gradually increasing through the good offices of those who appreciate 
this mode of instructing the prisoners, is in continual circulation. 

Dauphin County Jail, Harrisburg, Pa.—Has a well chosen library. 

Philadelphia, Pa., County Jail—The prisoners are supplied with suitable work, and 
with books. 

The library of the State Penitentiary at Philadelphia was, as we have 

seen, begun by the gift of Mr. Bacon, in 1829; that at Sing Sing, N. Y., 

owes its origin to the benevolence of Governor Seward, who, in 1840, 

directed the officers of the prison to select books for the prison library 

to the amount of $300, which he paid; the library of the prison at Al- 

ton, Ill., was given in 1846, by the convicts in the Charlestown, Mass., 

prison. The following account of the donation is from Prison Disei- 

pline in America:! 

About a year ago, a clergyman from Alton, Ill., visited the prison and was reqnested 
by the chaplain to perform the evening service; after which he made a short address 
to the prisoners —a mark of attention from astranger which always gives them pleas- 
ure. He expressed his high gratification with the neatness, order, and contentment 
which prevailed there, and his particular delight in seeing the library, observing that 
they were much better off in this respect than the inmates of the State prison at Al- 

' Prison Discipline in America, By Francis C. Gray. London, John Murray, Albe- 
marie street. 8°, 1848. pp. 53,54. ‘
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ton, who had no books at all. The next d iy, as the chaplain was walking throagh 
one of the workshops, a prisoner having asked leave to quit his work and speak to 
him, told him that he had some books which he could spare and should like to send to 
the prisoners at Alton, if permitted, and so had some of his shopmates. The chaplain, 
having conferred with the warden, stated in the chapel, after evening prayers, that 
such an application had been made to him, and added, that if any prisoner had books 
which he wished to send to the Alton prison he might leave them in the adjoining 
room, on coming to prayers the next morning, He also sent word to his friend the 
clergyman, that if he would call at the prison the next day he would find some books: 
for Alton. The reverend gentleman went accordingly and took with him a largo silk 
handkerchief to carry off the books.. What was his astonishment to find, in the room 
adjoining the chapel, more than four hundred bound volumes, besides trasts aul 
pamphlets. The silk handkerchief would not do, and the prisoners requested permis- 
sion to make boxes to pack the books in. 

The prison libraries gradually increased in number, and in 1857, accord- 
ing to the report of Drs. Dwight and Wines, before quoted, there were 
in 13 prisons 20,413 volumes; being an average of 1,570 volumes to each. 
The largest prison library in the country at that time was that at Sing 
Sing, with 4,000 volumes, and the smallest reported was that of the Wis- 
consin State Prison, with 250 volumes. The report says: 

The legislatures of many of the States make a fixed annualappropriation for the in- X crease of the prison libraries. New York appropriates for her three prisons $950; 
Pennsylvania for her two, $450; Michigan, $300; Massachusetts, $200; Connecticut, $100; New Hampshire, $50 to $100; Vermont, $25. The legislatures of Ohio, Wisconsin, and other States appropriate for this purpose only on application by the prison author- ities, accompanied with a statement of the necessities, and the amount required to meet the same. 

According to the latest reports received at the Bureau of Education 
there are forty prison libraries in the United States, containing in the 
aggregate 61,095 volumes, being an average of 1,527 volumes to each. 
The largest library reported is that in the State Penitentiary at Phila- 
delphia, which numbers nearly 9,000 volumes, besides 1,000 school 
books: and the smallest, that in the State Penitentiary of Florida, 
which in 1873 reported 40 volumes. 

The legislatures of thirteen States make annual appropriations for 
the purchase of books, the amount varying in different States from $50 
to $800; five prisons report occasional appropriations ;” the libraries 
of the remainder receive additions from purchases made from visitors’ 
fees, earnings of prisoners, contributions, and by donations of books. 

The following abstract of the regulations respecting the use of books 
by the convicts in several prisons is taken from the report of Drs. 
Dwight and Wines: * 

In the prisons of Ohio and Wisconsin prisoners are not allowed a choice as to the books to be read by them, but are furnished, in the former once in two weeks, and the latter once each week, with such as the ofticers may choose to give them. In all the other prisons visited by us the convicts are allowed to select such books as may suit their taste. 
* * * * * * * 

The method of distributing the books to the prisoners varies in different prisons, In Massachusetts the following plan is adopted: The convicts are allowed to take out
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one book at a time, on Mondays and Saturdays, and they keep it a fortnight. If it is 
wanted for a longer period, permission must be obtained from the librarian. Each 
volume is numbered, and every prisoner has a catalogue and card, and puts down on the 
card the numbers of (say twenty to fifty) such books as he wonld like to read, so that he 

may be sure of securing some one. He lays his book, after he has read it, on the stool 

in his cell, with the card in the book, and the runner takes it and carries it to the 

assistant librarian, who changes the book and sends back another. .As the book is 
read the number is rubbed off the card, and another one placed in its steal. 

A somewhat similar method of distribution is pursued in the Eastern Penitentiary, 
Pennsylvania. The books are distributed every two weeks, and each applicant is al- 
lowed to take ont one large volume, or two of more moderate size. Every convict has 

in his cell a printed catalogue and a card-slate, on which he marks eighteen numbers, 
out of which the librarian is able to obtain some book that will suit his. taste, though 

not always the one that he would prefer. 
x A very different plan from either of the above is adopted in two of our New York 

prisons—those at Sing Sing and Clinton. There the prisoners come in squads or com- 
panies once in three weeks, and each one selects one or two volumes for himself of those 

that may be upon the shelves at the time. No doubt a good deal of time is con- 
sumed in this way, and the work might be done, is done in other prisons, in a mach 

shorter period. But it is av least doubtful whether it would be wise to change the 

method on this ground. There are obvious advantages, and those connected with the 
higher ends of prison discipline, in the mode of distribution practiced in these prisons. 

The coming of several hundred prisoners every three weeks into the chaplain’s oftice 
affords him the opportunity of becoming personally acquainted with them, and of 
dropping into their ear, perchance into their heart, many a wise counsel and exhorta- 
tion. These opportunities, we have reason to think, are gladly embraced and faith- 

fully nsed. 

At Auburn a plan is in use differing from either of the above, and, as it strikes as, 
inferior to both. Prisoners have the privilege of exchanging their books once a week. 
The chaplain sends a quantity of books to each shop, together with a list of the same, 

to the keeper; and thus the exchange is effected in the shop where they are at work. 
The objection to this is, first, that it limits the convict’s selection to a very small part 

of the library, and, secondly, that it must be a source of more or less disorder in the 
workshops. 5 

¥ The rule in all prisons is to examine books on their return; but it is enforced, as 

indeed all rules are, with different degrees of stringency. In the Wisconsin prison, if 
books —and they are carefully scrutinized when returned — are found soiled, dog-eared, 

or in any way marred or defaced, the offender is deprived of the privilege of the 
library for a certain time, which is longer or shorter according to the extent of the 
injury done to the book. All injuries to books are recorded for future refereace. . 
We are sorry to be obliged to report that in many State prisons, our own among the 

number, very inadequate provision is made for prisoners reading at night. In 
England, there is a gas-burner in every cell; in America, such an arrangement, we 
believe, is quite unknown. Lights, whether from gas or oil, are placed in the corri- 

dors, and very often at such a distance from each other that scarcely one prisoner in ten 

ean see to read. For about five months in the year, the convicts are locked in their 

cells from thirteen to fifteen hours a day. There are prisons (we wish the number 
were less) in which, during all these long and dreary hours, only those few prisoners 
whose cells happen to be near the lights can make any use of their books; all the rest 

being condemned to intellectual starvation, with ample stores at hand, as Tantalus 
was to eternal thirst, with the water reaching to his chin. Thus is left to the dark- 
ness of his cell and the deeper, sadder darkness of an ignorant, benighted mind, many 
a young man, who, if opportanity were afforded hindyof acquiring useful knowledge, 
might, despite his fall and its forlorn consequences, be awakened to hope, to cheerful- 
ness, to virtue. More than once have we heard bitter lamentations by convicts over
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their inability, from want of light, to occupy themselves in reading while locked in 
their cells during the long winter evenings. We look upon such deprivation as a 
hardship and a wrong; and we have known it to be, in many ways, most hurtfal in 

its consequences, .We think it no more than right, and certainly it would be good 
policy, that prisoners should have at least two hours of light for reading every night 
during the winter months. 

In the Ilinois Penitentiary at Joliet, a copy of the catalogue is kept in each cell, 
and the selections made from it by the convicts are written, by number, upon the 
library slate with which each cell is also provided. Taeso slates are collected once in 
ten days by the librarian, and the books are issued according to the selections, and 
placed in each cell while the men are at work, The convicts are allowed lights in 

their cells, and can read from the time of quitting work (which is 6 p. m. from Mareh 
to November, 4.45 p. m. the remainder of the year) until 9 o’clock p. m., and all day 
Sunday, except the time taken for chapel exercises, 

SELECTIONS OF BOOKS. 

The character of the books composing prison libraries in 1867 is de- 
scribed in the report last quoted : 

The character of the books composing the prison libraries is, as might be expected, 
quite miscellaneous. Works on religion, histories, biographies, travels, works on 

science and general literature, and standard novels (those of a sensational character 
being generally excluded) predominate. It is not strange that the preference should 
be given, in the majority of cases, to story books, magazines, and the lighter literature, 

but the reading of convicts is by no means confined to works of this character. His- 
tories, travels, biographies, and even treatises on science and philosophy, find many 
readers. This we found to be pre-eminently the case in the Massachusetts State Prison, 

where Humboldt’s Cosmos and other works of a no less elevated and philosophical 
character have been read through by many of the convicts. Indeed, the testimony is 
quite uniform to the effect that numbers of the prisoners are most evidently growing 

in useful knowledge ; and we think, from the evidence before us, that there is more 

reading, and that of a solid character, too, done by the convicts in our American State 

prisons than by any equal number of working people taken promiscuously in free 
society. On this subject, Mr. Cordier, of Wisconsin, says: “I really believe that no 

convict, unless he be a perfect idiot, leaves the prison withont having his mind im- 
proved, and without having gained some knowledge.” 

The library of the State Penitentiary at Philadelphia contained in 

February, 1875, exclusive of school books, 8,737 volumes, classifiel as 

follows: Religious, 701; instructive, 3,421; entertaining, 3,724; Ger- 
man, 839; French, Latin, ete., 52 volumes. 

The printed catalogue of the library in the Illinois Penitentiary shows 

that it contains a greater proportion than above of works that might 

be classed as “entertaining,” though a fair proportion of them are 

standard works of their class. 

USE OF LIBRARIES BY CONVICTS. 

That the libraries are highly valued by the prisoners is amply at- 

tested by the extent to which they are used. D.s. Dwight and Wines 

Say on this point : 

In all our State prisons, the proportion of prisoners who take out books is very large ; 

indeed, the general if not the universal rule is, that all draw books who are able ts
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read. We were anxious to ascertain whether the books so taken out are really read by 

the persons receiving them. The answers to our inquiries on this point were unanimous 
to the effect that such was undoubtedly the fact in the great majority of cases. On 
calling for the proofs of this, they were stated to be, first, the appearance of the books 
when returned ; secondly, observation of the prisoners in their cells; thirdly, their 
comments on the books; and, fourthly, questioning them on the subject matter of the 

volumes taken out. In reference to the second of the above named proofs, the Rev. 
Mr. Ives, of Auburn, remarked: ‘In passing through the galleries, I see the men al- 
most all engaged in reading. I have often been through on purpose to see what 
proportion were thts engaged, and have found ninety-seven*out of one hundred. In 

the shops it is the same, when their tasks are finished.” Wardens and chaplains of 
other prisons made substantially the same statement. Convicts in all the State prisons 
have considerable time which they can devote to reading if they are so disposed. 
Everywhere they bave the whole of Sunday, after deducting the portion spent in pub- 
lie worship and the Sabbath school, where such exists. Besides this, they have for 

reading, during the day and evening, on an average from two to four hours. In the 
New York State prisons, prisoners are allowed to take their library books to the work- 
shops and read in them after they have finished the task of the day; but nowhere 

else, as far as we could learn, even where task work is in vogue, except occasionally 
by special permission. In far the greater number of State prisons the convicts are 

not allowed to take or read secular newspapers, but the reverse of this is true as re- 
gards magazines. In Wisconsin, and we believe also in Missouri, both classes of pub- 
lications may be taken by the prisoners. 

; The average proportion of convicts “using the library” in 25 prisons, 

as reported in 1875, was nearly 78 per cent. The chaplain of the Sing 

Sing (N. Y.) Prison, in reporting that 99 per cent. of the convicts use the 

library, remarks : i 

You may think that we give a large proportion who use the library, for it is in fact 
larger than the proportion who read. But many who cannot read draw books and 
get their fellow convicts to read to them. 

The warden of the Illinois Penitentiary reported : 

To an average of 1,350 convicts, we issue constantly from 1,050 to 1,150 volumes 
Only one book is allowed to each convict. 

The library of the Kansas Penitentiary, with 1,500 volumes, reports 

a monthly circulation of 1,500 volumes. 

In the State Penitentiary at Philadelphia, with an average of 654 

convicts, (527, or 82.11 per cent. of whom use the library,) there were 

issued in the year 1874, 38,978 volumes, or nearly 74 volames to each 

reader during the year. 

The Western Penitentiary, at Allegheny, Pa., had, during the year 

1873, an “aggregate population” of 633. The 3,000 volumes in the 

library circulated as follows : 

The total number of books issued during the year was 12,340. Of these there were 

novels and romances, 3,812; histories, 1,525; travels and poems, 1,438; magazines, 

1,410; religious and scientific works, 1,254; biographies, 1,117; German, 709; mis- 

cellaneous, 1,575, 

INFLUENCE OF PRISON LIBRARIES ON CONVICTS. 

The remarkable extent to which prison libraries are used by convicts 

suggests at once the question: What influence does this reading exert
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ou prison discipline and on the character of the convicts? A few facts 

and conclusions, presented by men who have improved their facilities 

for personal observation and investigation outweigh while they coin- 

cide with the general opinions of those who have not enjoyed similar 

opportunities, and are more valuable than a volume of theories as an 

answer to this question. Drs. Dwight and Wines, in the report before 
quoted, say : 

We made it a point of special inquiry to ascertain the opinions of prison officers, 

both wardens and chaplains, as to the utility of libraries in prisons. With a solitary 
exception—that of Dr. Campbell, of the Western Penitentiary, Pennsylvania, who re- 
gards the library as “ of doubtful inflaence”—we found a perfect agreement among 

these officers in thinking a prison library a most important instrament of good. With 
singular unanimity they represent it as valuable in communicating useful knowledge 
to the prisoners ; in elevating their minds; in beguiling many a tedious and weary 

hour; in making them cheerful and contented; in affording them good material for 
reflection, and so diverting their minds from brooding over past offenses and meditat- 
ing schemes of fature mischief; in affording good topics of conversation with them ; 

in improving the discipline of prison; and in constituting one of the best and most 
effective of reformatory agencies. We quite agree, too, with Mr. Hill! in thinking it 

important that a prison libraty should contain many books which, while free from any- 
thing immoral or irreligious, are both interesting and entertaining. This will tend to 
create a taste for reading, to inspire a liking for other than sensual pleasures, and to 
give the mind cheerful subjects of thought, in addition to those of a more serious cast. 
A due mixture of books of this cheerful type, so far from interfering with reading of a 

more solid and even religious character, adds fresh zest to such reading. 

Mr. Gray writes as follows*-respecting the use of books in the Charles- 

town prison : 

There is a library in the prison, to the support and increase of which $100 a year are 
. appropriated from the earnings of the prison by law, and books are taken out and re- 

turned by the convicts once a week, Many prisoners also have books of their own in 

their cells purchased from their money in the warden’s hands. One of them is now 
reading Latin, and another studying Greek. 

Rey. B. I. Ives, chaplain of the Auburn (N. Y.) Prison, in his annual 

_ report for the year 1868, says: 

| As many as 95 percent. of the convicts draw books from the library, and many of 

them become great readers. There is nothing that so much aids in keeping up the dis- 
cipline of the prison as a good library. A man of extensive observation has well said: 
“One of the great instrumentalities for promoting the reformation of convicts is aju- 
diciously selected library. By affording them facilities for reading, their thoughts are 
not only diverted from the gloomy retlections natural to their condition, but they are 
led into channels of thought which will inevitably tend to elevate and inspire them to 

look to the future with higher hopes, more enlightened views of the world, and a 
greater respect for the community they may be thrown among when released from 
confinement.” 

Rey. D. A. Shepard, chaplain of the same prison in 1869, reports: 

The convicts make a great use of the books. If deprived of them for a single week, 
which unayoidably occurs at the quarterly exchange, they become restless, and more 
than ordinarily troublesome ; and, to prevent this, we circulate a large number of tracts 
during this interval. 

‘Crime: its. Amount, Causes, and Remedies. By Frederick Hill. 8°. London, 

1853. 

* ?Prison Discipline in America, p. 53. 

15 5
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Rey. Levi Smith, chaplain of the Clinton (N. Y.) Prison, says in his 
report for the year 1869: 

About nine-tenths of the men read more or less. Nearly all are eager for books. 
Some are very studious and seek works of science and other substantial reading. The 
library is therefore a great blessing. It relieves the loneline-s of the cell, controls and 
informs the mind, and induces quietude and contentment. 

The warden of the Iowa State Penitentiary, in his biennial report 
dated 1874, remarks : 

Among other incentives to good order is the prison library. The convicts able to 
read are urgently recommended from time to time to employ their otherwise idle time 
in reading the books found in the library. 

The report of the chaplain of the Kansas State Penitentiary, for the 
year 1873, says : 

The prisoners who can read are eager for reading matter; many use a portion of the 
small amount allowed them from their earnings to provide themselves with books and 
papers, and no less than seventy are regular subscribers for some magazine or journal, 

The report of the chaplain of the same prison for the year 1874 con- 
tains the following: 

A book is the prisoner’s companion; if it is good, it serves as a sedative in discipline 
and as a stimulant to the moral, mental, and physical well being of the prisoner. No 

instrumentality is more important in securing the ends for which prisons are estab- 
lished than a well selected and regulated library. 

The chaplain of the Western Penitentiary, at Allegheny, Pa., reports 

in 1873; 

The library is one of our most efficient agencies for instruction and entertainment. 
Its privileges are highly appreciated by the mass of the inmates. The books are well 
taken care of in the cells. Inno instance during the year has there been any depriva- 
tion of privileges of the library on account of abuse of its volumes. ALI books issued 

to the cells are carefully examined on their return to the library. In many instances 
extracts are copied and carefully studied for future service. 

Similar extracts might be multiplied did space permit. The testi- 

mony of prison officials as to the value and usefulness of the libraries 

is uniform. 

II1.— LIBRARIES OF REFORMATORIES. 

HISTORY, EXTENT, AND INFLUENCE. 

The first reform school in the United States was opened in New York 

in the year 1825, with nine inmates. It originated in the philan- 

thropic efforts of Edward Livingston, John Griscom, and others, who 

sought to arrest vicious youth on the road to prison and train them to 
become worthy members of society. The following year a similar school 

was opened in Boston, and in 1828 the House of Refuge was established 

at Philadelphia. In the first quarter of a century from the foundation 

of the school in New York there were but five others for a similar pur- 

pose in operation in the United States. 

In May, 1857, a convention of superintendents of houses of refuge and
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schools of reform was held in New York, when plans for the improve- 

ment of those institutions were discussed. Seventeen reformatories 

were represented, and the statistics presented showed, since 1825, 

20,658 inmates, 3,530 of whom remained under care. The average age of 

inmates on admission was 122 years and the number of pupils reformed 

was estimated at 75 per cent. 

In 1872 Mr. F. B. Sanborn, secretary of the Massachusetts board of 

State ciarities, estimated! the number of pupils in the reform schools of 

the United States the preceding year at 12,090, not including an equal 

number (estimated) in “strictly educational and preventive establish- 

ments.” He says: 

Perhaps the pereentage of worthy citizens trained up among ths whole 21,000 in 
preventive and reformatory schools would be as high as 75. 

From the very first, moral and intellectual instruction was reliedjon 

as among the most powerful means of reformation. 

Of libraries as an adjunct of education in the reform schools in the 

United States, no statistics appear to have been published before the 

year 1870, when the task was undertaken by the Bureau of Education; 

returns for the year 1863 were obtained from 26 reformatories, 18 of 

which reported libraries ranging from 160 to 2,500 volumes each, con- 

taining in the aggregate 20,545 volumes, The whole number of inmates 

up to that time had been 66,519, and the average for’the year 1868 

swas 7,463, rs 

For the year 1874, more or less perfect returns were received from 56 

reformatories. The aggregate number of inmates in 43 since their foun- 

dation was reported at 110,622; the aggregate number of inmates at 

date of report was 11,185, distributed among 49 schools; 40 reported 
libraries containing altogether 35,012 volumes; and 15 reported an ag- 

gregate increase of books during the year amounting to 1,945 volumes, 

Later returns from 49 houses of correction, houses of refuge, and 

other reformatory institutions under State, municipal, and corporate or 

private control, place the aggregate number of volumes in the libraries 

at 51,466, an average of 1,050 volumes to each. The largest library of 

this class is that of the New York House of Refuge, which numbers 

over 4,000 volumes. During the first forty-seven years of its existence 
this house received 14,275 inmates. The reports of officers of reforma- 

tories bear unvarying testimony to the benefits derived from libraries 

and reading rooms in the schools under their care, and where neither 

exists the deficiency is lamented. 

‘See paper on juvenile reformatories in the United States of America, in Transac- 
tions of the International Penitentiary Congress, held at London, July 3-13, 1872. 8». 

London, Longmans, Green & Co., 1872. See als» abssract of same}paperjin,R2port on 
the International Penitentiary Congress of London, by E. C. Wines,?D. D., LL. D., 

United States Commissioner. 8°. Washington, Government Printing-Office, 1873,‘pp 
115, 116,
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Rhode Island ...... Providence ........| State Penitentiary .-...--..-.-.222220+2-e¢seceeeneeeeeeeee] 1852 DET | MAIS) LOG co nsans- 2s acter seer! 250 90= hate 

Pexas, ...22+s-2-5-Humteville /$oec.—- 2.222210 2.2. sesnesaecanecaccnscesesstaavacs+ssas¥e-ccoasee| 1875|-------.] Granted by State to establish library_; SOON RS sos, $ 
| 

Vermont......----- Windsor .....22220.|.---2-00 seceeeeeenseeceeesceencesecesseeescessentescseaceae[ennees| 600] Yearly State grant... ..-......--2.--- 50 9 § 

Virginia ..........-Richmond .........] Virginia Penitentiary ..-...,.2..22-:2-e¢--eeeeeee eens ees | 1868 HOO) scchsecongeae cs 21ssseencesce set iecss| MOMOrsae<? Boos 

West Virginia .....Moundsvillo .......| State Prison .....--2.02...202-seceeesseceeecceereeeecceeee[ewwess| 500 |. ee eeeceeceeeee score cc eteeern erence ree; [ireeseeeees|eeereres SS 

Wiscousin ......2-- Wauputs..2... 02-2) ...02200 2 ssebse--1-- 2 eee een sereetencezscen ceserennnecesee| 1872 451-| Moarly: Stateigrant.-.25..---<<9-.2-2--ewencsrene 15) 

* Many prison officers give as date of origin of the library the year in which State aid was first granted. It is known, however, that in many prisons there were collections =. 
of books before State aid was given, contributed by benevolent societies and individuals, the dates of which gifts is has not been practicable to obtain. s 

a Also Sunday sehool library of 600 volumes. = 
} Also 500 Bibles and 500 seliool books. ‘Lhe total circulation of the prison library is 1,500 volumes per month. = 
¢ Also 1,000 school books. = = 
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PROFESSORSHIPS OF BOOKS AND READING. 

I.—BY F. B. PERKINS. 
Il.—BY WILLIAM MATHEWS, A. M. 

I—ON PROFESSORSHIPS OF BOOKS AND READING. 

PROFESSORS SHOULD TEACH A METHOD, NOT A SUBJECT— A PROPER ADDITIONAL 

COLLEGE PROFESSORSHIP — READING AS NOW MANAGED — METHODS AND MEN. 

METHODS, NOL SUBJECTS, TO BE TAUGHT. 

The first idea suggested by a demand for “ professorships of books 

and reading” is not unlikely to be this: that the department indicated 

is too large, or, rather, too indistinct, for the work of one professor; too 

much like Mr, Carlyle’s “ professorship of things in general.” But upon 

considering the subject matter of various perfectly regular and satis- 

factory professorships commonly existing, the reasonableness of this 

one will quickly appear. Indeed, some of these, when cited, will be 

seen to call for some explanation of an apparent pre-emption of the very 

ground claimed by the new settler. Thus, we have in abundance in 

collegiate institutions, professorships of “belles-lettres,” of ‘¢ English 

language and literature,” of “rhetoric and oratory,” of “modern lan- 

guages and literature,” all these separately or together. Do they not, 

or do not some of them, cover the very ground proposed ? 

To answer this inquiry will leave it unnecessary to do more than 

merely refer to other parallel cases of large subjects for professorships. 

Such are mental and moral philosophy, natural philosophy, theology, 

modern history, law. It is quite superfluous to describe the immensity 

of each of those fields of labor, and indeed the overwhelming nature of 
the themes of some of them. As to the suflicient importance of the 

proposed new subject, that will be referred to presently; but that it 

is not too large for a professorship, as professorships go, there can 

hardly be a doubt on a comparison with these cases. 

To recur to the suggested question of definitions. The partly synony- 

mous literary chairs above named may perhaps be described as follows : 

1. “Modern languages and literature” usually implies the study of 

German, French, Italian, or Spanish — not so often of other modern lan- 

guages —and this often in an elementary manner, with grammar, diction- 

ary, and the memorizing of conjugations, declensious, and phrases— 

mere primary school work, in fact. Even if the instruction goes further 

it is pretty sure to mean (very properly, of course,) only other modern 

languages than English. 
230
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2. “Rhetoric and oratory.” This line of teaching looks mostly to 
spoken rhetoric, and is commonly not greatly, if at all, concerned with 
the reading of books or with writing them. 

3. “English language and literature” of course excludes the study of 
other literatures, than our own, except in translations. The occupant 
ofachair with this title will, however, commonly instruct either in 
English composition, in the history of the Hnglish language, or in the 
history of English literature. All these are necessary, of course, and 
perhaps a sufficiently vigorous and accomplished man, in a sufficiently 
small institution, might undertake the proposed new department along 
with these, for they are not far distant from each other; but they are 
by no means the same thing, any more than the law and the gospel are. 

4, “ Belles-lettres” is about the same as what is still called in some 
institutions, “the humanities,” as what used to be called more than 
now, “ polite literature;” and the professor of these would seek to ae- 
quaint his pupils with poetry, fiction, and the drama, rhetoric and ora- 
tory, literary criticism, perhaps also with more or less of history, and 
perhaps of philology. And the same observation may be made as to 
annexing the proposed new department to this one as under the pre- 
ceding head. 

The new field, then, is not actually occupied, in any complete way, 
though doubtless some hints pertaining to it are more or less subjoined 
to some of the above enumerated courses of instruction. What will the 
new chair teach ? 

Not the-history of literature, nor any one literature, nor any one de- 
partment of literature, por the grammar of any language, nor any one 
language, nor language itself, nor any form of its use, nor even any 
particular form of thought. It is something higher than any of 

these; it is not any one subject, any one field of investigation, but 

itis a method for investigating any subject in the printed records of 

human thought. It might be compared with the caleulus in applied 
mathematics; it isa means of following up swiftly and thoroughly the 
best researches in any direction and of then pushing them further ; it 
seeks to give a last and highest training for enlarging any desired de- 
partment of recorded human knowledge. It is the science and art of 
reading for a purpose ; it is a calculus of applied literature, 

Before leaving this definition of the proposed new department of 
study, something should be said of the various printed courses of read- 
ing and similar manuals that are extant. These may be supposed by 
some to contain all that is necessary to enable any student to do well 
enough without any teacher. This, however, is not at all the case. 

Foreign treatises of the kind are practically worthless for American 
purposes and need not be examined; and those which we have are 
thoroughly incompetent for the work required. Watts on the Im- 
provement of the Mind, for instance, is quite obsolete. Pycroft’s 
book, of which an edition has been issued with additions by an 
American editor, contains some sensible suggestions, but it is thirty
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years old. Chancellor Kent’s, prepared still earlier, (in 1840,) for the use 

of the members of the New York Merevntile Library Association, is 
simply a list of books on a classified schedule of subjects, beginning with 

Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon, and ending with Knox’s Essays, 

Drake’s Literary Hours, Verplanck’s Essays, Irving’s Essays, under 

the title of Geoffrey Crayon, Dr. Channing’s Discourses and Reviews, 

Fisher Ames’s Works, Webster’s Speeches, and Everett’s Speeches. To 

most of the titles is appended a brief valuation of the books, and while 

the whole was a good and kind thing for the chancellor to do, and is 

far from foolish, it is heavy and conventional, and thirty-five years old. 

Knapp’s Advice in the Pursuit of Literature, like Chancellor Kent's, 

was made out with a view to the advantage of the New York Mercan- 

tile Library Association, to which it is dedicated. It consists of brief 

sketches of eminent authors and important literary eras, ancient and 

modern, with a good many poetical extracts. It is executed with a 

fair share of taste and discrimination, but it is forty-three years old. 

A number of lists of books recommended, with more or less suggestion as 

to order of reading, have been issued by publishers ; but these are only 

trade lists, with a variation. President Porter’s work, Books and Read- 

ing, issued only a few years ago, is a collection of solid didactic essays, 

but consisting largely, as every such treatise must of necessity consist, 

of generalizations, which are like army coats; they fit no one exactly, 

because they must fit almost anybody somehow. But no book can serve 

the purpose of a live man. 

THIS IS A PROPER ADDITIONAL COLLEGE PROFESSORSHIP. 

No better exponent of the accepted theory of college education will be 
found than the experienced, conservative, and thoughtful president of 

Yale College, to whose book on the subject under consideration refer- 

ence has just been made. In his inaugural, delivered October 11, 1871, 

he stated this theory in substance as follows: 

Our higher education (meaning our college, or, as President Porter 

wishes it could be first made and then rightly named, our university 

education) should be 

First. Conversant with the past, including— 

a, The doings of the past ; 

b. The record of those doings. 

Second. A learned education; that is, based to a liberal extent on 

learning, properly so called, and given at seats of learning. 
Third. Nevertheless, in appreciative and friendly relations with the 

thought and progress of the present. 

Fourth. Provident for the future, by sending out graduates having 

the best possible training, both intellectual and moral. To this end 

two rules (or parts of one rule) as to the method pursued are indis- 

pensable for observance, viz: . 

a. It is eulture, training, that is to be given rather than such and 

such quantities of knowledge. That is—
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b. The results to be sought for are not so much immediate ones as 

remote ones. ; 

Now, these heads of doctrine are as harmonious with the exposition 

herein made as if they had been worked out for the same purpose, in- 

stead of having been prepared without the remotest reference to or even 

knowledge of each by the author of the other, and four years apart. 

Read over once more the above four heads of President Porter's dis: 

course, and ask after each, “ Will the course on books and reading, as 

aboyé proposed, serve this purpose?” And the answer will be, “ Yes,” 

every time; and it will serve it, too, with a striking directness and 

effectiveness. 

But it may possibly be objected that there are enough kinds of profes- 

sorships already, The general question involved is important, being 

that of the progressive subdivision of departments of education ; and a 

brief exposition of it is in place here, since it involves the particular ques- 
tion of the proposed additional department. 

As the whole field for mental activity and the accumulated stores gath- 

ered in it increase, the number of different sorts of this activity increases. 

The extent of their separate departments in one sense diminishes; but 
no earnest specialist has ever found his field too narrow ; witness the 

story of the German philologist. This scholar, it is related, famous for 

profound researches on the third declension in Latin, approaching his end, 

and advising his son, also a promising philologist, warned him against 

attempting too much by alleging his own example. ‘Too late,” said 

the dying professor, “I have realized that I ought to have devoted my 

life exclusively to the dative case.” 

There has been a steady and interesting progress in what Mr. Her- 

bert Spencer calls “differentiation” in all the history of human learn- 

ing. Four centuries ago, in the early days of printing, a popular 

encyclopedia, or the book that then stood for such, instead of being 

twenty-one quarto volumes, like the Encyclopedia Britannica, or even 

ten large octavos like Chambers’s Cyclopedia, was one small quarto 

volume, with not so great an extent of reading matter in it as the Old 

Testament. And there was then really nothing so very absurd in a 

man’s professing all that was known. There is a well-known Latin 
phrase of that period which describes such a man: ‘ Qui tria, qui sep- 

tem, qui omne scibile, novit,”—i. e., “Who knows the three, the seven, 

in short, all that there is to know.” Now, this three and seven were 

the “trivium” and ‘ quadrivium,” or courses of three studies and of 

four studies, first three alone and then both together. The three 

were grammar, logic, and rhetoric, and the additional four were arith- 

metic, music, geometry, and astronomy. And in the small extent to 

which they were known at all, a quick-witted, talkative person (such as 

was the Admirable Crichton, for instance) might lecture ably enough 

for the period on the whole of them. Even these seven may, of course, 

be ranged as only three—lan guage, music, and mathematics, showing
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a still earlier stage of learning. But now we have, for instance, compo- 

sition, sacred rhetoric, homiletics, besides the three old departments of 

language, music, sacred and secular, instrumental and vocal, and dif- 

ferent departments of each, and so on. All the natural sciences have 

been added; the whole of mechanics, pure and applied; a number of 

industrial pursuits, even, and so on, until the number of separate de- 

partments of knowledge is such, and the extent of research in each has 

become such, that a pretender to know all the learning of to-day would 

either be hustled off to a lunatic asylum, or would be ticketed: with 

some keen descriptive jest, like those which paid off Lord Brougham 

for undertaking to know more than was practicable. “ Distinguished 

by vast and varied misinformation,” one of these said of him; and the 

other (imported from France, by the way) was to the effect that “if 

the lord chancellor (Brougham was then such) only knew alittle law, he 
would know a little of everything.” 

The extent of recorded knowledge, then, is now such that it is per- 

fectly hopeless to attempt to master it ail. Of works already printed 

there are, literally, millions. To this number are ‘added, includ- 

ing the printing world, i. e., Christendom, not less than twenty-five 

thousand new works each year. Also, probably five thousand volumes 

each year of magazines and reviews; also, a quantity of newspapers, of 

which numerals can only give a notion even less accurate and adequate 

than the foregoing roughly estimated, but not extravagant totals. There 

are said to be about five thousand in the United States, the hive of 

newspapers. Suppose we have as many as all the rest of the world; 

that gives a total of ten thousand. If only one in twenty of these is a 

daily, that gives a total of six hundred and thirty-four thousand dif- 

ferent newspapers issued a year. To read through a first class daily, 

would take a swift reader two hours. Suppose, however, it only took 

fiye minutes to read a book and one minute to read a newspaper; then 

he who should read all the current issues of the book and periodical 

press, (pamphlets are omitted, it will be observed, from this estimate, 

and no allowance made for reading up on past books,) would have to 

provide for the purpose five hundred and forty-four days of twenty-four 

hours each, every year; or more than thirteen hundred working days a 

year, of ten hours each. But if, instead of this one-minute and five-min- 

ute seale, we allow what it would really take to read each book and 

-paper; if we allow also for reading up the volumes issued since the 

first book with a date was printed, 1457 — restricting ourselves to the 

English language, omitting all but local periodicals, and making any 

other fair allowances that can be imagined — while the fanciful nature 

of the estimate is admitted, the mass of reading matter it covers is 

simply enormous; immeasurably beyond the acquiring powers of any 

one mind; a field superabundantly ample in size, as it is in significance 

of contents, to justify a technical professional guidance in examining it 

and selecting from it.
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READING AS NOW MANAGED. 

So far as ordinary readers are concerned, the priated records of past 
and present human knowledge and mental activity are thus a trackless, 

if not a howling wilderness, in which a guide, philosopher, and friend will 
find ample occasion for his services. The matter of reading is at present 

in a wholly unorganized, unscientific, empirical condition, like navigation 

before the use of the compass and the application of scientific astronomy, 

or like mining before the introduction of scientific geological and miner- 

alogical investigations and of scientific engineering. Hvery one digs 

wherever he fancies ; he may possibly find a deposit of gold, but he may 

find only mere barren rock or slag or dirt. Ov perhaps it may be still 

more aptly compared with the physician’s profession, in which famous 

and successful practitioners begin their lectures by saying, ‘‘ Medicine, 

gentlemen, is something that physicians know nothing about,” and in 

which an advertising quack, whatever his effect on the graveyard, will 

sella great many more doses to fools, and make a great deal more money 

out of them, than a conscientious and scientific gentlemen in treating 

people of good sense. 

The low comparative mérit of American literary and scholastic work 

as a whole, compared with that of England, France, and Germany, is 

another very important reason for scientific dealing with literature. No 

doubt our literature is improving; and no doubt we have many good 

writers and workers in various fields of thought. But every one who has 

had occasion to examine at the same time, as one does who is purchas- 

ing for a large library, the average issues of the American press and the 

English press, for instance, will be prompt to admit the great superiority 

of the average foreign article. In the lifetime of Mr. Hawthorne, there 

may have been but few English novel writers his equal, and but oneor two, 

ifany, his superior. But the best hundred English novels of any given 

year were then greatly better than the best hundred American novels 

of that year. There may not be a better historian now at work in Eng- 

land than Mr. Motley ; but the English historical books issued this year 

are collectively a great deal more useful and valuable than the American 

ones. And so on through most subjects ou which books are written. 

This is not an agreeable statement to make, but if is a state of things 

which requires to be fully understood and appreciated, if we are ever to 

escape it. It is not disgraceful, itis not discouraging; it is the perfectly 
natural and necessary and invariable experience of a new people with 

small money capital, handling vast unimproved lands, forced to do rather 

than to read. So that in fact it is only just now that we are coming to 

the social state where we are ready to produce a traine | literary class. 

Thus far we have not done it, whatever may have been the case with a 

few individuals, and we have had no business to doit. Ax, plow, steam 

engine, not pen and palette, have been thus far our proper implements ; 

and we have done a noble “spot of work” with them, Exactly now, at 

.
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the en. of our first national century, it is gool to sum and value just 
this total of attainments. And exactly such a scientific instruction in 
books and reading as is here discussed is one of the influences which 
will do most to correct our views, to raise our ambition, to bring us up 
to the present limits of attainment in knowledge and in thought, and to 
prepare us for extending those limits. Comparing our past with that of 
Europe, we have had at most’ two centuries and a half of literary ex- 
istence —the same length, by the way, as that of our political existence ; 
which is not true of any European nation. Now, roaghly speaking, our 
higher education system may be dated back to 1638, the origin of 

Harvard College. Compare this period with the duration of the corre- 

sponding institutions in Europe, where the date of foundation of the 
universities of Bologna, Paris, Oxford, and Cambridge is a matter of 
doubt; but where that of Bologna was existing in 1158; of Paris al- 

ready in 1250, when the Sorbonne was founded; where that of Prague was 

founded in 1348, and four more, at Vienna, Heidelberg, Cologne, and 

Erfurt, before the year 1400. Here we have the European nations, some 

of them rooted in a civilization already ancient, and having higher 

educational systems, now six and seven centuries old and more. Is it a 

discredit to us that, in our brief existence, and with our other work to do, 

we are not now as far forward as they in special scholarship ? Not at all. 

We are in advance of those nations in things enough. We have done 

more than might reasonably have been expected in the very direction 

under discussion. : 

Certainly, theinfluence of trained thinkers and studentsin directing the 

choice and yaluation of books, and times and modes of reading, will do 

much to cause a demand for better and better books, and thus to cause 

the appearance of better and better writers ; for if crude, silly, cheap, and 

easy writing is the only kind that people will buy, it is the only kind 

that can be produced except by rich persons—and the great works in 

literature have not, as an invariable rule, been produced by the rich. 

Another argument in favor of scientific guidance for reading is that 

we have, as a people, so little time for it. We are still deeply 

mortgaged to our lands; and, until we have developed from the earth a 

larger amount per man of permanent capital than yet exists, we shall, 

as a nation, continue to have but little time for reading. It follows, of 

course, that we need to use the more skilfully what time we have, 

These considerations have been meant to show the desirableness of 

the proposed instruction, in view of the condition of reading as actually 

pursued among us at present, and in view of our present educational 

attainments, But sach instruction is furthermore indicated with equal 

directness and clearness by the general present tone and tendency of 

the best public opinion in regard to educational systems of the higher 

class. That opinion has, at present, a distinct set towards the employ- 

ment of a thorough, systematic, and scientific training in lines of attain- 

ment other than scholastic. It is not meant at all by this to suggest
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anything about the question of relative values of subjects of education. 
Whatever these may be, the fact referred to is shown plainly enough in 
the recent growth of scientific and technological schools of various 
kinds; some separate, others in connection with some university organ- 
ization. We have professorships ofagriculture, of physical culture, of po- 
litical economy, of wsthetics, of mechanics, and so on, every one of them 
usefuland desirable. Andinlike manner itis in accordance with the spirit 
of the educational movement of to-day, that we should have professor- 
ships of books and reading; for the knowledge of what to read and how 
to read it is the indispensable completion and finish to any one of the 
previous or other courses of study in any university or high grade insti- 
tution of learning. No other department, in fact, could be contrived, 
so adapted to be the last symmetrizing and polishing process to a com- 
plete education. 

METHODS AND MEN, 

An instructor, if he is fit for his business, must adjust his methods to a 
great extent to suit his own gifts or deficiencies and those of his pupils. 
All that can be done here, therefore, is to make a few suggestions to 
show that there are many practical questions as to range and choice of - 
subject matter, and as to modes of procedure. 

As far as possible, the instructor should adapt his teaching to the 
peculiarities, if any, of his individual pupils. A good many of them will 
have no very marked peculiarities. For these, and in the beginning for 
all, the general course must be begun and followed. As one develops 
a strong love for metaphysics, another for historical sociology, another 
for military history, another for biography, and so on, each of these 
should be shown the relative value and capabilities of his chosen topic; 
Should be taught how to pursue that specialty without too much neglect- 
ing others, and how to take up along with it the related branches. As 
deficiencies in attainment appear, they should be put in course of cure. 
The tendency to reading for mere amusement should be carefully 
watched and limited. If inferior books are preferred, the pupil should 
not be too suddenly forced away from them, but should be gradually 
trained to like better ones. Especial care should be taken to habituate 
the student to the investigation and mastering of subjects, rather than 
to the mere reading of books; to teach him not to pile up lumber and 
bricks, but to plan and build an edifice. The various mechanical modes 

of retaining a hold on one’s reading should be recommended, and, if 
possible, put in practice, always permitting the student whichever, on 
trial, he finds best for his own mental habits. With one the vowel 
system, “Index Rerum,” will do; with another, a regular slip catalogue; 
while a third may prefer a system of commonplacing, without so much 
indexing, and a prodigy may any day rise up whose memory, “ wax 
to receive and marble to retain,” will enable him to cite, and perhaps 
to recite, volume and page without making a single note. Perhaps 
Some may like to try a mnemonic system, and if they do, they sould.
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The habit of making oral and written analyses and summaries of books 

and parts of them should be cultivated as far as possible. It is a great 

and wonderful secret to learn, that in many cases this practice of search- 

ing out the anatomy of works already created, transmutes itself, in 

time, into the power of creating other works, just as the profoundest 

knowledge of anatomy has belouged to the greatest sculptors. 

Reading can usually be for one or more of only three purposes, viz: 

1, Entertainment ; 

2. Acquisition of knowledge ; : 

3. Literary production. 

The first is hardly worth teaching; the object here being merely 

to train to good taste in selection and good sense in indulgence. The 

second is, or should be, pretty sufliciently practiced in the undergrada- 

ate and university course, though a skillful teacher in the proposed de- 

partment would greatly re-enforce the methodology of every class in the 

college. In fact, his course would coincide better with a professed 

course in methodology, by name, than with either of the partly 

synonymous courses referred to in the beginning of this paper; 

it would necessarily be based, if it was a correct course, upon a 

complete and detailed methodology. 

It is, however, the third sort of reading alone—that for literary pro- 

duction—which is the ideal of the scientific use of books, and the one 

for-which the course should primarily be modeled. It will be found 

easy to relax from its thorough work quite as often as desirable. All 

these suggestions, it will be seen, point towards making the student in- 

dependent of his teacher as soon as possible, for they tend to set him 

to doing his own thinking, and, indeed, his own acting, at the earliest 
practicable period. . 

A hygiene for the eyes, for the stomach, in fact for the whole economy 

of students, should be thoroughly taught; showing, for instance, how to 

manage artificial light ; how to get the most work out of the eyes with- 

out ruining them ; how to live so as to keep the brain in the best work- 

ing order, and so on. <A capacity for understanding how, and how 

much, a book is useful for the student, himself, and a habit of ascer- 

taining this with distinctness, should be taught; but this done, itds a 

question whether the maximum of literary power and accomplishment 

requires much more. It is better to try to bring something good to 

pass for one’s self than to be watching to see whether other people have 

done well or ill. 

The question of pursuing one’s reading into other languages, ancient 

or modern, will require various decisions ; so will that of using or of 

making translations. The use of reference books will often need to be 

taught ; and some enthusiastic student may be encouraged to begin to 

prepare some kind of reference book for himself, as a first essay in pro- 

ducing something from his reading. The work may be of intrinsi¢ 

value; andif itis not, it will be valuable to have made it. The relative 
and positive importance and value of our own and other literatures
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will require to be considered, and the bird of our country must not be 

let soar any higher than a due union of literary patriotism and of cos- 

mopolitanism may permit. The proper mode of reading periodicals and 

of newspapers should be carefully inculeated, for there is a proper as 

well as an improper mode of reading even newspapers. Here, the 

practice of making scrap books will properly come up for consideration. 

Without attempting to elaborate these and similar details into a com- 

pleted system, which would suit nobody except the maker, and probably 

not even him very long, this enumeration is sufficient to show that 

under this title of “books and reading” a good many practical questions 

would naturally arise, and that there is abundant material for establish- 

ing by this or an equivalent name a new department of our higher edu- 

cation, which shall take cognizance of important matters at present very 
little attended to. 

As everywhere else, if would make all the difference in the world 

about the success of the new course of study what manner of man should 

teach it. It would be easy enough to enumerate the qualifications of a 

literary archangel and then say, all these he should have. Practically, 

the best man must be got that can be had; that isall. But he should 
be not merely as good a scholar as possible, but he needs in a peculiar 

degree the gift of teaching and a union of conservative and progressive 

qualities. Some college professors are logs that have drifted into an 

eddy; incapables, whose friends have hoisted them into their chairs to 

get rid of the burden of them at the expense of a school; and others, 

of distinguished ability in their spacialties, have either no aptitude for 

instructing or no desire to instruct. But the professor of books and 

reading will be worse than useless unless he is a man who takes the full 

pleasure of instructing. For such a man, the nature of the subject, and 

its peculiar adaptation to the minds of young men of college age, will 

render his work a keen delight. He may range over the whole field of 

human history, knowledge, and activity; his teaching may be a system- 

atizing of all these, and at the same time a course of applied mental 

philosophy, as he stimulates and guides the various minds before him, 

and of morals, as he develops the ethical significances of all his themes. 

Such a discursive activity would not suit everybody; but for minds of 

a certain class—and that a very valuable class—it would be simply 

happiness. ;
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I].—PROFESSORSHIPS OF BOOKS AND READING. 

VALUE OF BOOKS AS A MEANS OF CULTURE — A PROPER COURSE OF READING— 

DIFFICULTY OF SELECTING — MANUALS NOT SUFFICIENT— COLLEGES SHOULD 

PROVIDE A PROFESSOR TO ASSIST THE STUDENT — OBJECTIONS TO THE PRO- 

POSED PROFESSORSHIP CONSIDERED. 

The value of books as a means of culture is at this day recognized by 

all men. Thechief allies and instruments of teachers, they are the best 

substitutes for teachers, and, next to a good college, a good library may 

well be chosen as a means of education. Indeed, a book is a voiceless 

teacher, and a great library is a virtual university. A literary taste is 

at once the most efficient instrament of self-education and the purest 

source of enjoyment the world affords. It brings its possessor into ever- 

renewing communion with all that is noblest and best in the thought of 

the past. The garnered and winnowed wisdom of the ages is his daily 

food. Whatever is lofty, profound, or acute in speculation, delicate or 

refined in feeling, wise, witty, or quaint in suggestion, is accessible to 

the lover of books. They enlarge space for him and prolong time. More 

wonderful than the wishing-cap of the Arabian tales, they transport 

him back to former days. The orators declaim for him and the poets 

sing. He becomes an inhabitant of every country, a contemporary of all 

ages, and converses with the wisest, the noblest, the tenderest, and the 

purest spirits that have adorned humanity. All the sages have thought 

and have acted for him; or, rather, he has lived with them; he has 

hearkened to their instructions; he has been the witness of their great 

examples; and, before setting his foot abroad in the world, has ac- 

quired the experience of more countries than the patriarchs saw. 

The most original thinkers have been most ready to acknowledge 

their obligations to other minds, whose wisdom has been hived in books. 

Doctor Franklin traced his entire career to Cotton Mather’s Essays to 

do Good, which fell into his hands when he was a boy. The current 

of Jeremy Bentham’s thoughts was directed for life by a single phrase, 

“The greatest good of the greatest number,” caught at the end of a 

pamphlet. Cobbett, at eleven, bought Swift’s Tale of a Tub, and it 

produced what he considered a sort of “birth of intellect.” The genius 

of Faraday was fired by the volumes which he perused while serving as 

an apprentice to an English bookseller. One of the most distinguished 

personages in Europe, showing his library to a visitor, observed that 

not only this collection, bat all his social successes in life, he traced 

back to “the first frane he saved from the cake shop to spend at a book 

stall.” The French historian -Michelet attributed his mental inspira- 

tion to a single book, a Virgil, he lived with for some years; and he 

tells us that an odd volume of Racine, picked up at a stall on the quay, 

made the poet of Toulon. Books not only enrich and enlarge the mind,
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but they stimulate, inflame, and concentrate its activity; and though 
without this reception of foreign influence a man may be odd, he can- 
not be original. The greatest genius is he who consumes the most 
knowledge and converts it into mind. What, indeed, is college educa- 
tion but the reading of certain books which the common. sense of all 
scholars agrees will represent the science already accumulated ? 

A well known American writer says that books are only for one’s idle 

hours. This may be true of an Emerson; bat how many Emersons are 

there in the reading public? If the man who gets almost all his informa- 

tion from the printed page, ‘needs a strong head to bear that diet,” what, 

must be the condition of his head who abstains from this aliment? A 

Pascal, when his books are taken from him to save his health, injured 

by excessive study, may supply their place by the depth and force of 

his personal reflection; but there is hardly one Pascal in a century. 

Wollaston made many discoveries with a hatful of lenses and some 

bits of glass and crystal; but common people need a laboratory as rich 

as Tyndall’s. To assume that the mental habits which will do for a man 

of genius will do for all men who would make the most of their faculties, 

is to exaggerate an idiosyncrasy into a universal law. The method of 

nature, it has been well said, is not ecstacy, but patient attention. 

“There are two things to be considered in the matter of inspiration ; 

one is, the infinite God from whom it comes, the other the finite capacity 

which is to receive it. If Newton had never studied, it would have been 

as easy for God to have revealed the caleulus to his dog Diamond as 

to Newton. We once heard of a man who thought everything was in 

the soul, and so gave up ail reading, all continuous thought. Said 

another, ‘If all is iu the soul, it takes a man to find it!” ~ It is true that, 

as Heclesiasticus tells us, a man’s mind is sometimes wont to tell him 

more than seven watchmen that sit above in a high tower;” but itis 

also true that the man will hear most of all who hearkens to his own 

mind and to the seven watchmen besides. 

No doubt books, like every other blessing, may be abused. “ Reading,” 

as Bacon says, “makes a full man;” and so does eating; but fulness, 

without digestion, is dyspepsia, and induces sleepiness and flabbiness, 

both fatal to activity. The best books are useless, if the book worm is 

not a living creature. The mulberry leaf must pass through the silk 

Worm’s Stomach before it can become silk, and the leaves which are to 

clothe our mental nakeduess must be chewed and digested by a living 

intellect. There are readers whose wit is sosmothered under the weight 

of theiraccamlations as to be absolutely powerless. It was said of Robert 

Southey that he gave so much time to the minds of other men that he 

never found time to look into his own. Robert Hall said of Dr. Kippis 

that he piled so many books upon his head that his brains could not 

move. 1 was to such helluwones librorum, or literary anacondas, who are 

possessed by their knowledge, not possessed of it, that Hobbes of 

Malmesbury alluded, when he said that had he read as many books as 

165
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other men, he would have known as little. There is in many minds, as 
Abernethy complained of his, a point of saturation, which if one passes, 
by putting in more than his mind can hold, he only drives out some- 
thing already in. It was one of the advantages of the intellectual giants 
of old, that the very scantiness of their libraries, by compelling them to 
think for themselves, saved them.from that habit of intellectual depend- 
ence,—of supplying one’s ideas from foreign sources,— which is as sure to 
enfeeble the thinking faculty as a habit of dram drinking to enfeeble 
the tone of the stomach. But though books may be thus abused, and 
miny fine wits, like Dr. Oldbuck’s, lie “ sheathed to the hilt in ponder- 
ous tomes,” will any man contend that such abuse is necessary? The 
merely passive reader, who never wrestles with his author, may seem to 
be injured by the works he perases; but in most cases the injury was 
done before he began to read. A really active mind will not be weighed 
down by its knowledge, any more than an oak by its leaves, or than was 
Samson by his locks. Great piles of fuel, which put out the little fires, 
only make the great fires burn. If a man is injured by multifarious 
knowledge, it is not because his mind does not crave and need the most 
various food, but because it “ goes into a bad skin.” His learning is 
mechanically, not chemically, united to the mind; incorporated by con- 
tact, and not by solution. 

Such being the value of books, how can the college student better 
spend his leisure time, beyond what is required for sleep, meals, bodily 
exercise, and society, than in reading? But what books shall he read, 
and howsshall he read them? Shall he let his instincts guide him in the 
ehoice, or shall he read only the works which haye been stamped with 
the approval of the ages? How may he acquire, if he lacks it, a taste 
for the highest types, the masterpieces, of literature? Are there any 
critical tests by which the best books may be known, and is there any 
art by which “to pluck out the heart of their mystery?” These ques- 
tions, if he is a thoughtful young man, anxious to make the most of his 
time and opportunities, will confront him at the very.threshold of his . 
college life. Of the incompetency of most students to answer them for 
themselves those persons who have watched them when drawing books 
from college libraries can have little doubt. Not to speak of the under- 
graduates who read merely for amusement, or of the intellectual epi- 
cures who touch nothing bat dainties, nib bling at a multitude of pleas- 
ant dishes without getting a good meal from any,— how few, even of 
the laborious and conscientious students who would economize their 
precious moments, read wisely, with definite purpose or plan? How 
many, ignorant that there is a natural order of acquirement,— that, for 
young readers, biography is better than history, history than philoso- 
phy, descriptive poetry than metaphysical,— vegin with the toughest, 
the most speculative, or the most. deluding books they can find! How 
many, having been told that the latest works in certain departments of 
knowledge are best, plunge at once into Mill, Spencer, Buckle, Darwin,
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and Taine !— books pre-eminently suggestive to well trained minds, but 
too difficult of digestion for minds not thoroughly instructed. There is, 

perhaps, no more frequent folly of the young than that of reading hard, 

knotty books, for the sake of great names,— neglecting established 

facts in science, history, and literature to soar into regions where their 

vanity is flattered by novel and daring speculations. 

Again, how many students read books through by rote, without inter- 

est or enjoyment; without comprehending or remembering their con- 

tents, simply because they have been told to read them, or because soms 

great man has profited by them! Who has not seen young men plod- 

ding wearily through bulky volumes of history or science, utterly un- 

suited to their aetual state of developnent, under the delusion that 

they were getting mental strength and illumination, when, in fact, they 

were only inflaming their eyes and wasting their precious time? An 

Heroic freshman, full of enthusiasm, and burning to distinguish himself 

by some literary conquest, fancies that it would be “a grand thing” to 

possess himself of universal history, and so he attacks the history of the 

world, in seven volumes, by M. Charles Rollin. He plodsthrough Hume, ~ 

Gibbon, Robertson, and other “ works which no gentleman’s library 

should be without,” journeying over page after page with incredible pa- 

tience, and with a scrupulous attention to notes, and, in in rare cases, to 

maps, that is morally sublime. No tome is too thick for him, no type too 

small; whether the author is luminous or voluminous, it is all the same to 

him: Years pass, perhaps the young man graduates, before the truth 

flashes upon him that the object of reading is not to know books bat 

things; that its value depends upon the insight it gives; and that it is no 

more necessary to remember the books that have made one wise than it 

is to remember the dinners which have made one strong. He finds that 

instead of enriching and invigorating his mind he has taken the most 

effectual course to stultify it. He has crammed his head with facts, but 

has extravted from them no wisdom. He has mistaken the husks of 

history for the fruit, and has no more assimilated his heterogeneous 

acquisitions than a millstone assimilates the corn it grinds. The corn 

wears out the millstone, giving it a mealy smell; and the books have 

worn out the student, giving him only the faintest odor of intellectual 

culture and discipline. Almost every college has its literary Calvin Ed- 

sons—living skeletons that consume more mental food ‘than the strong 

and healthy, yet receive from it little nourishment—remaining weak 

and emaciated on much, while the man of sound constitution grows 

. Vigorous on little. . 

© The difficulties of deciding what books to read are greatly multiplied in 

our day by the enormous number of volumes: that weigh down the 

shelves of our libraries. In the National Library at Paris it is said 

there are 800,000 separate volumes, or, according to a late writer’s-esti- 

mate, 148,760 acres of printed paper! The library of the British 

Miiseum, which contains over 700,000 separate volumes, is said to have
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forty miles of book shelves. And yet the largest library in the world 
does not contain over a quarter part of the books that have been printed 
since the time of Gutenberg and Fust, while new books are flying from 
the press as thick as snowflakes on a wintry day. Five thousand new 
publications are issued ina yearin England, and it has been ascertained 

that over ten thousand works, including maps, or a million volumes, are 
poured forth annually from the press of Germany alone. The Leipsic 
catalogue contains the names of fifty thousand German authors, and 

it is estimated that the time will speedily come when the number of 
German writers will exceed that of German readers. What reader 
is not appalled by such statistics? Who can cope with even the mas- 
terpieces of literature, to say nothing of the scientific and theological 
works, whose numbers are increasing in geometrical ratio? De Quincey 
calculates that if a student were to spend his entire life from the age of 
twenty to eighty in reading only, he might compass the mere reading of 
some twenty thousand volumes; but, as many books should be studied 
as well as read, and some read many times over, he concludes that five 

to eight thousand is the largest number which a student in that long 
life could hope to master. What realms of books, then, must even the 

Alexanders of letters leave unconquered!) The most robust and inde- 

fatigable reader who essays to go through an imperial library cannot 
extract the honey from one-twentieth of this hive; though he read from 
dawn to dark, he must die in the first alcoves. 

It is true that, in another view, the facts are not quite so discouraging. 
Newton said that if the earth could be compressed into a solid mass it 
could be put into a nutshell; and so, if we could deduct from the world 

of books all the worthless ones and all those that are merely repetitions, 

commentaries, or dilutions of the thoughts of others, we should find it 

shrunk into a comparatively small compass. The learned Huet, who 
read incessantly till he was ninety-one, and knew more of books per- 
haps than any other man down to his time, thought that if nothing had 
been said twice everything that had ever been written since the crea- 
tion of the world, the details of history excepted, might be put into 
nine or ten folio volumes. Still, after all deductions have been made, 
the residuum of printed matter which one would like to read is so great 
as to be absolutely terrifying. The use of books is to stimulate and re- 
plenish the mind, to give it stuff to work with,—ideas, facts, sentiments ; 
but to be deluged with these is as bad as to lack them. A mill will not 
go if there is too little water, but it will be as effectually stopped if there 
is too much. The day of encyclopedic scholarship has gone by. Even 
that ill-defined creature, “a well-informed man,” is becoming every year 
more and more rare; but the Huets and the’ Scaligers,—the Bacons, 
who “take all knowledge to be their province,” and the Leibnitzes, who 
presume “to drive all the sciences abreast”—must soon become as 
extinct as the megatherium or the ichthyosaurus. The most ambitious 

reader who now indulges in what Sidney Smith calls the foppery of
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universality, speedily learns that no individual ean grasp in the limits 

of a lifetime even an elementary knowledge of the many provinces of old 

learning, enlarged as they are by the vast annexations of modern dis- 

covery ; dnd, like Voltaire’s little man of Saturn, who lived only dur- 

ing five hundred revolutions, or fifteen thousand of our years, he com- 

plains, as he closes his career, that scarcely has he begun to pick up a 

little knowledge before he is called on to depart. 

For all these reasons we cannot but think that our colleges, while 

they provide the student with libraries, should also provide him with a 

professor of books and reading. It is not enough to introduce him to 

these quarries of knowledge; he should also be taught where to sink 

his shafts and how to work them. Mr. Emerson, speaking of such a 

professorship in one of his later essays, says, “I think no, chair is so 

much wanted.” Even the ripest scholar is puzzled to decide what books 

he shall read among the myriads thatclamor forhisattention. What, then, 

must be the perplexity of one who has just entered the fields of literature ! 

If in Bacon’s time some books were “to be tasted, others to be swal- 

lowed, and some few to be chewed and digested,” how much greater 

must seem the necessity of discrimination at this day, when the amount 

of literary pabulum has quadrupled and even quintupled! Is there 

not, then, an absolute necessity that the stadent who would economize . 

his time and make the best use of his opportunities, should be guided 

in his reading by a competent adviser? Will it be said that, according 

to the theory of a collegiate education, the studies of the curriculum 

will demand all his time; that he will have no spare hours for general 

culture? We reply that, as a matter of fact, whatever the theory, in 

no college does the student, as a rule, give his whole time to the regular 

lessons, however long or difficult, Unless very dull or poorly prepared, 

the student does find time to read — often several hours a day —and heis 

generally encouraged to do so by the professors. The question, there- 

fore, is not whether he shall concentrate all his time and attention upon 

his text books, but whether he shall read instructive books, for a defi- 

nite purpose and under competent direction, or shall acquire, without 
direction, the merest odds and ends of knowledge. 

We live in a day when it is the practice in every ealling to utilize 

things which were once deemed valueless. In some of-the great cities 

of Europe even the sweepings of the streets are turned to account, 

being sold to contractors who use them as dressing for farms. In the — 

United States Mint at Philadelphia the visitor to the gold room notices 

a rack placed over the floor for him to walk on; on inquiring its 

purpose, he is told that it is to prevent the visitor from carrying away 

with the dust of his feet the minute particles of precious metal which, 

in spite of the utmost care, will fall upon the floor when the rougher 

edges of the bar are filed, and that the sweepings of the building save 

yearly thousands of dollars. How much more precious are the minute 

fragments of time which are wasted by the young, especially by those
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who are toiling in the mints of knowledge! » Who can estimate the 

value to a college student of this golden dust, these raspings and parings 

of life, these leavings of days and remnants of hours, so valueless singly, 

so inestimable in the aggregate, could they be gleaned up and turned 

to mental improvement! Let us suppose that a young man, on entering 

college, economizes the odds and ends of his time so far as to read 

thoughtfully twelve pages of history a day. This would amount, omit- 

ting Sundays, to about three thousand seven hundred. pages, or twelve 

volumes of over three hundred pages each, in a year. At the end of 

his college course he would have read forty-eight volames,— enough to 

have made’ him master of all the leading facts, with much of the phi- 

losophy, of history; with the great, paramount works of English liter- 
ature; with the masterpieces (in translations) of French, German, 

Spanish, and Italian literature, and with not a little of the choicest 

periodical literature of the day. What a fund of knowledge, of wisdom, 

and of inspiration would these forty-eight volumes, well chosen, well 

understood, and well digested, be to him! ‘What a quickening, bracing, 

and informing study would even one great book prove! The histories 

of Hallam, Grote, Merivale, Mommsen, Milman, Macaulay, Motley ; 

Clarendon’s gallery of portraits, Gibbon’s great historic painting; any 

one of these might date an epoch in the student’s intellectual life. The 

thorough, conscientious study of any masterpiece of literature, Dr. ~ 

Johnson thought, would make a man a dangerous intellectual antagonist. 

Over and aboye all this, the student would have formed habits of self 

improvement and of economy in the use of his time which would be of 

more value than his acquisitions, and would influence his whole life. 

In saying this we do not forget that it is not well for the intellectual 

worker to be always in the harness, or to be a slave to the clock. We 

have no sympathy with those persons who, with a pair of compasses, 

divide the day into portions, allotting one portion and no more to one . 

thing, and another portion to another, aid who think it a sin to lose a 

minute. On the contrary, we believe there is profound truth in the say- 

ing of Tillier that “le temps le mieux employé est celui que lon perd:” 

Much of our education, even of our best education, is acquired, not only 

out of School, but out of the study, in the hours which morbid or 

mechanical workers consider lost. Deduct from our acquisitions all that 

is learned in seemingly idle hours, in times of recreation and social in- 

tercourse, and the residuum would be a heap of bones without flesh to 

cover them. Making, however, all deduction for necessary rest and 

relaxation, we still believe there are few students who cannot find time to 

read twelve pages a day. Are there not many who, through ignorance 

of what to read, and how to read, and even of the chief advantages of 

reading, waste double this time? 

Will it be said that it is enough for the student’ to read a few choice 

authors,—to absorb thoroughly a half-dozen or more representative 

books,—and that these he can select for himself? No doubt there are
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advantages in thus limiting one’s reading. So far as reading is not a 
pastime, but a part of the systematic cultivation of the faculties, it is 
useful only so far as it implies close and intimate knowledge. The mind 
should be not a vessel only, but a vat. A man may say that he has 
read Milton’s minor poems, if he has skimmed over them lightly as he 
would skim over the colamns of a newspaper, or if he dispatches them 
as a person boasted that he had gone through a geometry in one after- 
noon, only skipping the A’s, and B’s, and crooked lines that seemed to 
have been throwa in to intercept his progress; but he has not read them 
to any good purpose until they have fascinated his imagination and 
sunk into his memory, Really great books must be read and re-read 
with ceaseless iteration, must be chewed and digested till they are 
thoroughly assimilated, till their ideas pass like the iron atoms of the 
blood into the mental constitution; and they hardly begin to give 
weight and power to the intellect, till we have them so by heart that 
we scarcely need to look into them. It is not in the number of facts 
one has read that his intellectual power lies, but in the number he can 
bring to bear on a given sabject, and in his ability to treat them as data, 
or factors of a new product. It is hardly possible to censure too 
sharply what Sir William Hamilton calls “the prevailing  pesti- 
lence of slovenly, desultory, effeminate reading.” A great deal of the 
time thus spent is but the indulgence of intellectual dram drinking, 
affording a temporary exhilaration, but ultimately emasculating both 
miud and character. The Turk eats opium, the Hindoo chews tobacco 
and betel nut, the civilized Christian reads; and opium, tobacco, and 
books, all alike tend to’ produce that dizzy, dreamy, drowsy state of 
mind which unfits a man for all the active duties of life. But true as all 
this is, ‘the man of one book,” or of a few books, is, we fear, a Utopian 
dream rather than a reality, in this nineteenth century. The young 

man who has a keen, vigorous appetite for knowledge, and who would 

be abreast with his age, will never be content to feed on a few choice 
authors, even though each be a library.. He knows thatas the Amazon 
and the Mississippi have hundreds of tributaries, so it is with every 
great stream of knowledge. He sees that such are the interrelations 
and overlappings of science that, to know one subject well, it is neces- 
sary to know something of a thousand others. Herecognizes, sooner or 

later, the fact that, as Maclaurin says, “ our knowledge is vastly greater 
than the sum of what all its objects separately could afford; and when 

a new object comes within our reach, the addition to our knowledge is 

the greater the more we already know; so that it increases, not as the 

new objects increase, but in a much higher proportion.” Above all, he 

knows that, as in our animal economy it is a disastrous policy to eat ex- 

clusively the nitrates which contribute to the muscles, the phosphates 
which feed the brain and nerves, or the carbonates which develop 
fat, so we starve a part of our mental faculties if we limit our mental 

diet to.a few dishes. The intellectual epicure who would feed on a few
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choice authors is usually the laudator temporis acti,— the indiscriminate 
eulogist of the past; and this, of itself, renders worthless all his recipes 

for mental culture, and cuts him off from the sympathy of the young. He 

is forever advising them to read only classic authors,—which would be to 

live in an intellectual monastery. It is quite possible to feed a young 

man with too concentrated a diet. It has been truly said by a wise 

teacher that if there is one law more sure than another in intellectual 

development, it is that the young must take their start in thought and 

in taste from the models of their own time; from the men whose fame 

has not become a tradition, but is ringing in clear and loud notes in the 

_ social atmosphere around us. 

There are some persons, no doubt, who are opposed to all guidance 

of the young in their reading. They would turn the student loose into 

a vast library and let him browse freely in whatever literary pastures 

may please him. With Johnson they say, ‘* Whilst you stand deliber- 

ating which book your son shall read first, another boy has read both; 

read any thing five hours a day and you will soon be learned.” Coun- 

sel, advice’in the choice of books, they condemn as interfering with the 

freedom of individual taste and the spontaneity which is the condition 

of intellectual progress. “ Read,” they say to the young man, * what you 

ean read with a keen and lively relish; what charms, thrills, or fasei- 

nates you; what stimulates and inspires your mind, or satisfies your 

intellectual hunger; ‘in brief, sir, study what you most affect.” No 

doubt there is a vein of wisdom in this advice. It is quite possible to 

order one’s reading by too strict and formal a rule. A youth will con- 

tinue to study only that in which he feels a real interest and pleasure, 

constantly provoking him to activity. It is not the books which others 

like, or which they deem best fitted for him, that he will read and read 

with profit, but the books that hit his tastes most exactly and that sat- 

isfy his intellectual cravings. No sensible educator will prescribe the 

same courses of reading for two persons or lay down any formal, cast 

iron rules for the direction of the mental processes. That which is the 

most nutritious aliment of one mind may prove deleterious and even 

poisonous to another. 

To some extent, too, the choice of books may be left to individual 

taste and judgment. There are some minds that have an eclectic qual- 

ity which inclines them to the reading they need, and in a library they 

not only instinctively pounce upon the books they need, but draw at 

once from them the wost valuable ideas as the magnet draws the iron 

filings scattered through a heap of sand. But these are rare cases and © 

can furnish no rule for general guidance. To assert that a learned and 

judicious adviser cannot help the ordinary student in the choice of 

books, is to assert that all teaching is valueless. If inspiration, genius, 

taste, elective afiinities are sufficient in the selection and reading of 

books, why not also in the choice of college studies? Why adopt & 

cewriculum? The truth is, the literary appetite of the young is often
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feeble, and oftener capricious or perverted. While their stomachs gen- 

erally reject unwholesome food, their minds often feed on garbage and 

even poison. The majority of young persons are fund of labor saving 

processes and short cuts to knowledge, and have little taste for books 

which put much strain onthe mind. The knowledge too easily aequired 

may impart a temporary stimulus and a kind of intellectual keenness 

and cleverness, but it brings no solid advantage. It is, in fact, ‘the 

mnerest epicurism of intelligence,—sensuous, but certainly not intellee- 

tual.”. Magnify as we may the necessity of regarding individual pecu- 

liarities in education, it is certain that genius, inspiration, or an affinity 

for any kind of knowledge, does not necessarily exclude self knowledge, 

self criticism, or self control. As another has said, “If the genius of a 

man lies in the deyelopment of the individual person that he is, his 

manhood lies in finding out by study what he is, and what he may be- 

come, and in wisely using the means that are fitted to form and perfect 

his individuality.” 
Will it be said that there are manuals or “ courses of readings,” such 

as Pycroft’s, or President Porter’s excellent work, by the aid of which 

an undergraduate may select his books without the aid of a professor? 

We answer that such manuals, while they are often serviceable, can 

never do the work of a living guide and adviser. Books can neyer 

teach the use of books. No course of reading, however ideally good, 

can be exactly adapted to all minds. Every student has his idiosyn- 

crasies, his foibles, his “stond or impediment in the wit,” as Bacon 

terms it, which nfust be considered in choosing his reading matter,,so 

that not only his tastes may be in some degree consulted, but “ every 

defect of the mind may have a special receipt.” 

A professor of books and reading should be a man of broad and 

varied culture, with catholic tastes, a thorough knowledge of bibliog- 

raphy, especially of critical literature, and much knowledge of men; 

one who can readily detect the peculiarities of his pupils, and who, in 

directing their reading, will have constant reference to these as well as 

to the order of nature and intellectual development. While he may pre- 

pare, from time to time, courses of reading on special topics, and 

especially on those related to the college studies, he will be still more 

useful in advising the student how to read most advantageously; in 

what ways to improve the memory ; how to keep and use commonplace 

books; when to make abstracts; and in giving many other hints 

which books on reading never communicate, and which suggest 

themselves only to one who has learned after many years of experience 

and by many painful mistakes the secret of successful study. He will 

see that the young men who look to him as their guide read broadly 

and liberally, yet care ‘ maultum legere potiis quam multa.”” He will see 

that they cultivate “the pleasure grounds, as well as the corn fields of 

the mind ;” that they read not only the most famous books, bat the best 

reputed current works on each subject; that they read by subjects and
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not by authors; perusing a book not because it is the newest or the 
oldest, but because it is the very one they need to help them on to the 
next stage of their inquiries; and that they practice subsoil plowing 
by re-reading the masterpieces of genius again and again. Encouraging 
them to read the books they “do honestly feel a wish and curiosity to 
read,” he will teach them to discriminate, nevertheless, between true 
desire, the monition of nature, and that superficial, false desire after 
spiceries and confectioneries, which, as Carlyle says, is “so often mis- 
taken for the real appetite, lying far deeper, far quieter, after solid 
nutritive food ;” and, discouraging short euts in general, he will yet 
often save the student days of labor by pointing out some masterly 
review article in which is condensed into a few pages the quintessence 
of many volumes. Perhaps one of the greatest services which such a 
teacher might perform for the undergraduate would be in showing him 
how to economize his reading —how to transfer or inspirit into his brain 
the contents of a good book in the briefest time. At this day, the art 
of reading, or at least one of the arts, is to skip judiciously,—to omit all 
that does not concern us, while missing nothing that we really need. 
Some of the best thinkers rarely begin a book at the beginning, but 
dive right into the middle, read enough to seize the leading idea, dig 
out the heart of it, and then throw it by. In this way a volume which 
cost the author five years of toil, they will devour at a night's sitting, 
with as much ease as a spider would suck the juices of a fly, leaving the 
wings and legs in the shape of a preface, appendix, notes, and conclusion, 

_ fora boiled joint the next day. Itis said that PaAtrick Henry read 
with such rapidity that he seemed only to run his eye down the pages 
of a book, often to leap over the leaves, seldom to go regularly 
through any passage;-and yet, when he had dashed through a vol- 
ume in this race-horse way, he knew its contents better than any- 
body else. “Stories similar to this’ of “the forest-born Deinosthenes” 
are told of some of his contemporaries. Wonders are recounted of: 
their powers of perusal; how Johnson would swoop down upow his 
prey like the eagle, and tear out the heart of a book at once ; how 
Burke, reading a book as if he were never to see it again, devoured two 
octavo volumes in .a stagecoach; and how package after package of 
these sweet medicines of the mind were thrown in to Napoleon on the 
island of St. Helena, like food to a lion, and with hoe presto dispatched. 
It is said that Coleridge rarely read a book through, but would plunge 
into the marrow of a new volume, and feed on all the nutritious matter 
with surprising rapidity, grasping the thought of the author, and fol- 
lowing out his reasonings to consequences of which he had never 
dreamed. Chief-Justice Parsons of Massachusetts, who, according to 
Chief-Justice Parker, “knew more law than anybody else, and knew 

more of other things than he did of law,” read books with a similar 
rapidity, taking in the meaning not by single words but by whole sen- 

tences, which enabled him to finish several books in a single evening. —
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Thierry, the historian, tells us of himself that from the habit of devour- 

ing long pages in folio, in order to extract a phrase and sometimes one 

word among a thousand, he acquired a faculty: which astonished him,— 

that of reading in some way by intnition, and of encountering almost 

immediately the passage that) would be useful to him,— all the vital 

power seeming to tend toward a single vital point. Carlyle devours 

books in the same wholesale way, plucking out from an ordinary vol- 

ume ‘the heart of its mystery” in two hours. It is absurd, of course, 

to suppose that every man,—aboye all, that young men,—will be able 

with profit-to dash through books as did these great men; but all stu- 

dents can be taught how, by practice, to come nearer and nearer to sueh 
a habit. It is a miserable bondage to be compelled toread all the words 

in a book to learn what is in it. A vigorous, live mind will fly ahead 

of the words of an author and anticipate his thought. Instead of pain- 

fully traversing the vales of commonplace, it will leap from peak to peak 

on the summit of his ideas. Great quickness, acuteness, and power of 

concentration are required to do this; but it is a faculty susceptible of 

cultivation and measarably attainable by all. The first thing to be 

learned by every student is how to read. Few know how because few 

have made it a study. Many read a book as if they had taken a sacra- 

mentum militare to follow the author through all his platitudes and 

twaddle. Like the American sloth, they begin at the top of the tree 

and never leave it till they have devoured all of which they can strip it, 

whether leaves or fruit. Others read languidly, without re-acting on 

the author or challenging his statements, when the pulse should beat 

high, as if they were in battle and the sound of the trumpet were in 

their ears. A reader who knows. the secret of the art will get through 

a book in half the time, and master it more thoroughly than another 

who, ignorant of the art, has plodded through every page. 

A word, in conclusion, toaching the cost of such a professorship as 

we have advocated. In the leading colleges we believe there should be 

a chair of “books and reading” specially endowed; but in the smaller 

colleges it’ duties might be discharged by the professor of English liter- 

ature, or by an accomplished librarian.



CHAPTER X. 

LIBRARIES OF THE GENERAL GOVERNMENT. 

BY THE EDITORS. 
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PARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, ITs Burravs, GOVERNMENT HosprtaL FoR THE 
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ERNMENT: Sotprers’ Homu, Mruitary Posts, Navionan HoME For DISABLED 

VOLUNTEER Sotpimrs, NavaL AND MercuHANT VESSELS. 

INTRODUCTION, 

The libraries of the General Government have grown out of the exi- 

gencies of its administration.. Before the Government was removed 

from Philadelphia to Washington, members of Congress and the execu- 

tive officers of the several departments were obliged to avail them- 

selves of the courtesy of a proprietary library. The new Capitol offered 

no such facilities. The Library of Congress was therefore begun, and 

has grown, as needs required, untilit now numbers over 300,000 volumes 
and 60,000 pamphlets. 

As the business of administration increased, and its cares were 

divided by the creation of new departments, a reference library for each 

was found necessary for the proper conduct of business. In like man- 

ner, it became essential from time to time to form libraries in a number 

of the bureaus of the departments. With three or four exceptions, 

these libraries have been formed with reference to the special duties 

devolving on the respective bureaus. 

The establishment of the Naval School at Annapolis and the Military 

Academy at West Point necessitated libraries in each. 

The subjoined notices, several of which have been prepared “by the 

librarians in charge of the collections named, will show the growth 

and importance of the libraries referred to, as well as of some not so 

directly connected with the Government, such as those at military gar- 

risons and, arsenals, at the several navy yards and marine hospitals, and 

on board ships of war. 

Small collections of reference books are also found in the principal 

custom houses and mints, and at the places of holding the United States 

district courts. 
252 3
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THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, OR NATIONAL LIBRARY, 

BY A. R. SPOFFORD, 
Librarian of Congress. 

The Library of Congress had its origin in the wants of our National 

Legislature for books and information. Its establishment, like that of 

some of the government libraries of other countries, was almost co-eval 

with the existence of the Government in a permanent form, the origin 

of the Library of Congress dating from the year 1800, about the time of 

the establishment of the seat of Government at Washington. 

The Continental Congress, assembled at Philadelphia during the 

period of the Revolution, represented a government consisting of a mere 

league of colonies, without central power or authority ; and it was de- 

pendent for library aid upon the chance researches of its members, and 

the gratuitous use of books tendered them by the Library Company of 

Philadelphia. Thus it formed no library of its own, and after the adop- 

tion of the Constitution in 1789, while the controverted question of the 

ultimate seat of government remained unsettled, there was little motive 

to enter upon the collection of a permanent library. 

The first appropriation made by Congress for the purchase of books 

was on the 24th of April, 1800, in the fifth section of “An act to make 

further provision for the removal and accommodation of the Govern- 

ment of the United States.” This act appropriated the sum of $5,000 

“for the purchase of such books as may be necessary for the use of Con- 

gress at the said city of Washington, and for fitting up a suitable apart- 

ment for containing them, and placing them therein.” The selection of 

books was devolved upon a joint committee of both Houses of Congress, 

to be appointed for that parpose. And the statute provided: 

That said books shall be placed in one suitable apartment in the Capitol in the said 
* city, for the use of both Houses of Congress, and the members thereof. 

FOUNDATION AND HISTORY OF THE LIBRARY. 

Congress met in October, 1800, at the city of Washington, for the first 

time. In the unfinished condition of the original Capitol, the two 
Houses, with the Supreme Court, were all crowded into the north wing 

of the new building, and little was done for the aceommodation of the 

nascent Library of Congress. At the next session, which convened un- 

der the presidency of Thomas Jefferson, in. December, 1801, that officer 

appears to have taken an earnest interest in the library, and, at bis sug- 

gestion a statement was made, on the first day of the session, respect- 

ing the books and maps purchased by the joint committee of Congress. 

A special committee was appointed at this session on the part of both 

Houses to take into consideration the eare of the books, and to make a 

report respecting the future arrangement of the same. This report, 

made to the House by Jolin Randolph, of Virginia, December 21, 1801,
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formed the basis of “An act egncerning the library for the use of both 

Houses of Congress,” which was the first systematic statute organizing 

the Library of Congress, and which still continues substantially in force. 

This act of organization, approved January 26, 1802, located the Li- 

brary of Congress in the room which had been occupied by the House of 

Representatives. It empowered the President of the Senate and the 

Speaker of the House to establish regulations for the library. It created 

. the office of Librarian, and vested his appointment in the President of 

the United States, requiring him to give bond for the safe keeping of 

the library and the faithful discharge of his trust. It further restricted 

the taking of books from the Library of Congress to the members of the 

Senate and the House of Representatives, together with the President 

and Vice-President of the United States. This regulation was subse- 

quently extended so as to invest with the privilege of drawing books 

from the Library of Congress the heads of Departments, the judges, 

reporter, and clerk of the Supreme Court and of the Court of Olaims ; 

the Solicitor of the Treasury; the disbursing agent of the library; the 

Solicitor-General and Assistant Attorneys-General; the Secretary of 

the Senate, and the Clerk of the House of Representatives; the Chap- 

lains of both Houses of Congress, the members of the Diplomatic 

Corps, and the Secretary and Regents of the Smithsonian Institution 

resident in Washington. 

The disbursement of fands for the purchase of books is under the 

direction of a joint committee of both Houses of Congress on the Li- 

brary, consisting of three Senators and three representatives, who also 

have power to make all regulations not inconsistent with law in rela- 

tion te'the Library of Congress, or either of its departments. 

. ‘ Inthe early years of the library there was little occasion for official 

work with a view to its wider usefulness; and the care of the few 

books accumulated (which amounted only to 3,000 volumes up to the 

year 1814) involved but little time or trouble. Hence, the earliest libra- 

rian placed in charge of the books was, in the case of each Congress, 

the Clerk of the House of Representatives for the time being, who 

employed an assistant to take the immediate care of the books. The an- 

nual appropriation for the purchase of books during these early years 

was only $1,000. 
On the 25th of August, 1814, the Capitol was burned by the British 

army, Which invaded and held possession of Washington for a single 

day, and the Library of Congress was entirely consumed with it. During 

the following month, Ex-President Jefferson, then living in retirement 

at Monticello, and overtaken by pecuniary embarrassment, tendered to 

Congress, through the Committee on the Library, his private collection 

of books, as the basis for a new Congressional Library. The offer was 

to furnish the books (numbering about 6,700 volames, of which a mauu- 

script catalogue was submitted) at cost, and to receive in payment the 

bounds of the United States, or such payment as might be “ made con- 

+
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yenient to the public.” This proposition was favorably reported from 
the committees in both Houses of Congress, but excited earnest debate 
and opposition. The final vote in the House upon the passage of the 
bill authorizing the purchase, at the price of $23,950, was 81 yeas and 
71 nays. 

On the 21st of March, 1815, Mr. George Watterston was appointed 
Librarian of Congress by President Madison, and a room in the building 
temporarily occupied by Congress was appropriated for the reception 
of the Jefferson library. A catalogue of the collection was printed the 
same year (1815) in a thin quarto of 210 pages, which is little more than 
a rough finding-list of an imperfect character. It is noteworthy that 
on the title page of this volume the collection is styled ‘The Library 
of the United States,” instead of the Library of Congress, which lat- 
ter designation has since been generally employed. 

At the next session of Congress, the library was removed from this 
temporary building (which was the Post-Oftice Department of that day) 
to the brick edifice on Capitol Hill whieh had been erected as a tem- 
porary home for C ongress, until the Capitol should be rebuilt upon the 
old site. The annual appropriation for the purchase of books was raised 
to $2,000 a year in 1818. This continued until 1824, when the sum of 
$5,000 was appropriated; and the same amount continued the average 
aunual appropriation for twenty or thirty years thereafter. The annual 
accessions of books under this modest appropriation were not great, al- 
though the selections were generally judicious, and resulted in bringing 
together a library formed with a view to the highest utility, and with 
Some general unity of plan. In the year 1824, the library was finally 
removed to the central Capitol building, which had been completed, 
where an apartmeut 92 feet in length by 32 feet in width (still oecupied 
as the central library hall) was fitted up to receive the books. 

There the library continued to grow, slowly but surely, until it had 
accumulated, by the year 1851, 55,000 volumes of books.. On the 24th 
of December of that year the calamity of a second fire overtook the 
Library of Congress. <A defective flue, which had been neglected, and 
was surrounded with wooden material, communicated the flames to the 
adjoining shelving, and the entire library, then, as now, occupying the 
western front of the Capitol, was soon wrapped in flames. ‘The fire 
occurring in the night, its extinction was attended with great delay, so 
that ouly 20,000 volumes were saved from the flames, These, however, 
embraced the more valuable portion of the library at that time, includ- 
ing the whole of the department of jurisprudence, American history 
and. biography, and political science. But the important divisions of 
geography, voyages and travels, English and European history, fine 
arts, nataral history, poetry, the drama, &e., were entirely destroyed. 

Starting anew in 1852 with the little nucleus of 20,000 volumes, the 
Library of Congress soon arose from its ashes, and has since continued 
to grow in a greatly accelerated ratio. The Congress of that day took
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a wise and liberal view of the situation, and appropriated at the same 

session the sum of $72,500 for the recon struction of the library rooms, 

and $75,000 additional for the immediate purchase of books. The 

library hall, under the superintendence of Thomas U. Walter, esq., 

Architect of the Capitol, was rebuilt in fire proof material, the walls, 

ceiling, and shelves being constructed of solid iron finished in a highly 

decorated style. 
The Library of Congress thus furnished the first example of an inte- 

rior constructed wholly of iron in any public building in America. 

The liberal appropriation made by Congress for books soon began to 

show its fruits in the acquisition of multitudes of volumes of the best 

literature in all departments ; and many expensive art publications, sets 

of periodicals, and valuable and costly works in natural history, archi- 

tecture, and other sciences were added to its stores. By the year 1860 

the library had grown to about 75,000 volumes. 

Soon after the outbreak of the civil war in 1861 the regular appropria- 

tion for the purchase of books was increased from $7,000 to $10,000 per 

annum, the great cost of imported books rendering it very difficult to keep 

up with the current literature of value and to continue to supplement 

the deficiencies of the collection within the limits of the former meagre 

appropriation. 

THE SMITHSONIAN LIBRARY. 

In the year 1866, the Library of Congress received a most important 

accession in the transfer to its shelves of the whole collection of books 

gathered by the Smithsonian Institution, and representing twenty years’ 

accumulation since its establishment. This collection was a most valu- 

able complement to the library already gathered at the Capitol, being 

well supplied with books in the natural and exact sciences, and quite 

unique in the multitude of publications of learned societies in all parts 

of the world and in nearly all of the modern languages. With this 

large addition (uumbering nearly 40,000 volumes) the Library of Con- 

gress became at once the most extensive and valuable repository of ma- 

terial for the wants of scholars which was to be found in the United 

States. By the terms of transfer of the Smithsonian Library, Congress 

became its custodian during such time as the Regents of the Smith- 

sonian Institution should continue the deposit, it being stipulated that 

the expense of binding and cataloguing of all books should be defrayed 

by Congress in return for this valuable and annually increasing addi- 

tion to its stores. This arrangement, while it relieves the funds of the 

Smithsonian Institution from an annual charge in maintaining a library, 

secures to the National Library an invaluable scientific department with- 

out material cost ; and the deposit, supplying as it does a much larger 

library of use and reference to the scholars of the country than is to be 

found in any one body elsewhere, is likely to be a permanent one.
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- THE FORCE LIBRARY. 

In the following year (1867) Congress became the purchaser of a very 

extensive historical library, formed by the late Peter Force, of Wash- 

ington. This collection represented nearly fifty years of assiduous 

accumulation by a specialist devoted to the colleetion of books, pam- 

phlets, periodicals, maps, manuscripts, &e., relating to the colonization 

and history of the United States. This purchase, which was effected at 

the price of $100,000, included, besides nearly 60,000 articles (or titles) 

in books, pamphlets, and manuscripts, the entire unpublished materials 

of the Documentary History of the United States, a work to which Mr. 

Foree had dedicated his life, and nine folio volumes of which, embrac- 

ing a portion only of the history of the revolutionary period, had been _ 

published. This wise and timely purchase saved from dispersion one of 

the most valuable private libraries ever gathered by a single hand, and 

has treasured up in a national fire proof repository multitudes of orig- 

inal political and military papers, and historical documents, which are 

unique, and throw much light upon our revolutionary history, as well as 

upon that of subsequent periods. 

By the accessions of succeeding years, the department of American 

history has been still further enriched by assiduous care in selecting 

from catalogues at home and abroad, and purchasing at every important 

auction sale whatever works were not already in the Library of Congress 

illustrative of the discovery, settlement, history, topography, natural 

history, and politics of America. , 

e THE LAW LIBRARY. 

The law department of the Library of Congress was constituted by 

act of July 14, 1832. Prior to that time the whole collection had been kept 

together ; but the wants and convenience of the justices of the Supreme 

Court of the United States would, it was found, be greatly promoted by 

removing the department of jurisprudence into a separate room 

more conveniently accessible to the court and conference rooms of that 

tribunal. By the same act the Librarian of Congress was required to 

take charge of the law library, which was made a part of the Library 

of Congress, subject to the same regulations as the general library, except 

that the justices of the Supreme Court were empowered to make such rules 

for the use of the same by themselves and the attorneys and counsellors 

of said court during its sessions as they should deem proper. The an- 

nual appropriation for the purchase of law books was fixed at $1,000, 

and a special sum of $5,000 was twice appropriated to enrich the law 

department, which, at the time it was set apart, consisted of only 2,011 

volumes. From 1850 to the present time the annual sum appropriated 
for law books has been $2,000. The law library was first placed in a 

room adjacent to the main collection, on the same floor. Removed in 

1848 to the floor underneath, near what was then the Supreme Court 

17z
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room, it was finally lodged in the Supreme Court room itself in De- 

cember, 1860, the court having been transferred to the former Senate 

chamber on the upper floor. 

The Law Library of Congress is rich in the English and American re- 

ports, of which it possesses full sets, nany of them being in duplicate. In 

civil law it contains all the leading works, and many of the more obscure 

collateral treatises. In the statute law of the several States, and of the 

chief foreign nations of the globe, it is well equipped; its collection of 

treatises in every department of the common law and miscellaneous law 

literature, both in English and French, is large, though far from com- 

plete; while its collection of sets of all important law periodicals, 

whether English, French, or American, surpasses that of any other 

library in the United States. It now numbers upwards of 35,000 vol- 

umes, exclusive of works on the law of nations and nature, and the 

journals and documents of legislative bodies, which form a part of the 

general Library of Congress. 

EXTENT AND CHARACTER OF THE COLLECTIONS. 

It may be said that the central idea of a library for the use of a legis- 

lative body should be completeness in the two departments of jrrispru- 

dence and political science. Yet a library adequately contributing to 

the enlightenment of the legislators of a nation must necessarily em- 

brace much more than this. There is, in fact, no department of science 

or literature which may not require at any moment to be drawn upon to 

lend its aid. Further than this, as the Library of Congress is also freely 

open for the use and reference of the much larger public, resident or 

temporarily sojourning at the seat of Government, it must inevitably, 

by the mere law of growth, become sooner or later a universal library, 

in which no department shall be neglected. While, therefore, the im- 

portance of rendering it approximately complete in books relating to 

law and government has been kept steadily in view, it has also been 

assiduously enriched in other directions. Its accumulation of authori- 

ties in English and European history and biography is especially exten- 

sive. Its collection of periodicals is very rich, and there are few Eng- 

lish or American reviews or magazines of any note of which com- 

plete sets are not to be found upon its shelves, An admirable selection 
of the more important literary and scientific periodicals published in 

France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and other countries of Europe, is 

also to be found here. 

As the library of the American people, supported and constantly en- 

larged by taxation, it is eminently fitting that this library should not 

only be freely accessible to the whole people, but that it should furnish 

the fullest possible stores of information in every department of human 

knowledge. While, therefore, more particular attention has been de- 

voted to rendering the library complete in jurisprudence, history, and 

Americana, there is no department which has been neglected in its
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formation ; and it is, accordingly, becoming measurably complete in 

many directions which, were it merely the Library of Congress and for 

the sole use of a legislative body, would not receive special attention. 

As one example, it may be stated that this library contains much the 

largest collection of the county and town histories of Great Britain and 

of genealogical works, to be found in America. 

The present numerical extent of the Library of Congress may be summed 

upin saying that it contains 300,000 volumes, besides about 60,000 pam- 

phlets. But this estimate by enumeration, although commonly the first 

item asked for, is very far from constituting a practical test of the value 

of any library. Non multa, sed multum applies with strict pertinence to 

the intellectual wealth stored within the alcoves of a great library. 

And with regard to the careful selection and winnowing of books, so 

that we may be sure to have the best on any given subject, no matter 

what other collection contains the most, it may be said that it has been 

the steady aim to secure for the Library of Congress the most compre- 

hensive materials which can be contributed to the enlightment of read- 

ers upon every theme that interests men. Further than this, sugges- 

tions of books wanting in the collection have been welcomed from all 

‘quarters, and whenever found worthy of incorporation in the library, 

they have been procured. 

THE CATALOGUE, 

The catalogue system of the Library of Congress is substantially that l 

adopted in most great and rapidly growing public libraries. ‘The card 

eitalogue is kept constantly complete to date by incorporating daily the 

titles of works added to the collection. The printed catalogues, how- 

ever, comprise two divisions—an alphabetical catalogue by authors’ 

names, and a classed catalogue by subjects. The annual catalogues of 

accessions to the library, which were published in a series of bulky 

volumes from 1867 to 1872, have been discontinued;.on account of the 

great cost of producing them in comparison to their utility, and will be 

replaced by a more frequent issue of the general catalogue, embracing 

the whole contents of the library, pamphlets included, which latter 

were omitted from the annual catalogues for economical reasons. The 

next general catalogue, complete to the year 1876, will fill four or more 

royal octavo volumes, and in it will be embraced the feature of record- 

ing full collations of every book and pamphlet, including publishers’ 

names, first introduced in the catalogues of this library iu 1867. A cata- 

logue of the more important accessions of the last three years 1873-1875, 

accompanied by an index to subjects and titles, was recently issued. 

A labor recently undertaken in connection with the catalogue system 

“of the library, and by authority of Congress, is the preparation of a 

complete index of topics to the documents and debates of Congress. 

This is a work of vast extent, embracing the contents of about 1,600 

volumes, including the Annals of Congress, the Register of Debates, the
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Congressional Globe and Record, the journals of the Continental Con- 

gress, the complete set of congressional documents, (including the par- 

tial reprints in the American State Papers,) the Statutes at Large, &c. 

Considering the great extent and rich material of the documentary his- 

tory of the Republic, the most of which has been completely buried from 

view by the want of any index or other key to unlock its stores, this 

task, when completed, may be expected to yield valuable fruit in bring- 

ing to light the sources of our political history, as well as furnishing an 

important aid to the legislative, executive, and judicial officers of the 

United States. : 

THE COPYRIGHT DEPARTMENT. 

Tt remains to consider, briefly, one distinctive field of the operations 

of the Library of Congress, namely, its copyright accessions. By an 

act of Congress approved July 8, 1870, the entire registry of copyrights 

within the United States, which was previously scattered all over the 

country in the offices of the clerks of the United States district courts, 

has been transferred to the office of the Librarian of Congress, The 

reasons for this step were threefold: 1. To secure the advantage of one 

central office at the seat of Government for keeping all the records re- 

lating to copyrights, so that any fact regarding literary property can 

be learned by a single inquiry at Washington. 2. This transfer of 

copyright business to the office of the Librarian of Congress adds to the 

registration of all original publications the requirement of a deposit of 

each publication entered, in order to perfect the copyright. This secures 

to the library of the Government an approximate ly complete representa- 

tion of the product of the American mind in every department of printed 

matter. The resulting advantage to authors and students of being cer- 

tain of finding all the books which the country has produced in any 

given department is incalculable. 3. The pecuniary fees for the record 

of copyrights are now paid directly into the Treasury, instead of being 

absorbed, as formerly, by the clerical expenses in the offices of the dis- 

trict clerks. 
The average number of copyright entries is not far from 12,000 per 

annum, As two copies of each publication are required to be deposited 

in the library as a condition of perfecting copyright, the annual receipts 

under this head amount to nearly 25,000 articles. Of this large number, 

however, one-half are duplicates, while a very large share are not books, 

but musical compositions, engravings, chromos, photographs, prints, 

maps, dramatic compositions, and periodicals. Yet there is, even in the 

accumulation of what some critics might pronounce trash, an element 

of value which will receive increasing illustration in the future. By 

the constant deposit of copyright engravings, photographs, wood-cuts, . 

chromos, and other objects of art, the library must in time accumulate a 

large and attractive gallery of the fine arts, richly worthy of attention as 

representing the condition and progress of the arts of design at different 

periods in the United States. 

’
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By the required deposit, also, as a condition of the copyright, of every 

book and periodical on which an exclusive privilege is claimed, there 

will be gathered in a permanent fire proof repository the means of tracing 

the history and progress of each department of science or literature in 

this country. Asa single example of this, consider how great a benetit 

it must be for those who are interested in the profession of education 

to be secure of finding in a national library a complete series of school 

books produced in all parts of the United States for the period of half a 

century. What seems trash to us to-day may come to-morrow to have 

a wholly unsuspected value; while that which is worthless to one reader 

may contribute a very solid satisfaction to another. 

There should be in every nation one great library, and that the prop- 

erty of the whole people, which shall be inclusive, not exclusive, in its 

character; which shall include nota selection merely, but all the pro- 

ductions of the intellect of the country, year by year, as they appear 

from the press. Thus only will our National Library be fitly repre- 

sentative of the country; thus only will it discharge its funetion 
as the custodian and transmitter to future generations of the whole 

product of the American press. No one who is familiar with the * 

tendency to disappear, or the rapid consumption, so to speak, which 

overtakes so large a portion of the books that are issued; no one who 

has sought in vain for a coveted volume, which has become almost lost 

to the world from the small number of copies printed} and the swift de- 

struction through the accidents of time, can fail to appreciate the value 

of a collection thus truly complete and national. 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES LIBRARY. j 

This library is attached to the Clerk’s office of the House. There was 

a collection of public documents as early as 1789, which formed the 

nucleus of the present library. The dooks are almost exclusively of a 

legislative and executive character, and are particularly for the use of 

the members of the House. They are subject to the order of the mem- 

bers, but are not to be taken from the city. The library is in charge of 

a librarian appointed by the House. Including duplicates, the library 

numbers 100,000 volumes. 

UNITED STATES SENATE LIBRARY. 

The library of the United States Senate was begun as a regular library 

in 1852, though it was established as a repository of public documents and 

State papers in 1789. It was at first attached to the office of the Secre- 

tary of the Senate. The collection consists entirely of public documents. 

It contains a complete set of State papers, beginning with the first pub- 

lished by Gales & Seaton, and the manuscript journals of the Senate, 

from the first session, held at New York, beginning March 4, 1759. 

The library numbers 15,000 volumes,
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EXECUTIVE MANSION LIBRARY. 

The library of the Executive Mansion dates back to the administra- 
tion of President Madison, and is simply a miscellaneous family library, 
containing, however, in addition to miscellany, a number of executive 
doeuments for special reference for the use of employés. Small addi- 
tions are made from time to time from the contingent fund. 

The number of volumes in the library is 1,453. The first appropria- 
tion for its inerease was made in 1850, and amounted to $2,000. 

THE LIBRARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE. 

BY T. F, DWIGHT, 
Librarian of the State Department. 

This library has been growing from the time of the organization of 
the Government; its foundation may be dated from the resolution of 
Congress of September 23, 1789, which made it the “duty of the Secre- 
tary of State to procure, from time to time, such of the statutes of the 
several States as may not be in his office.” Although it cannot be said 
that the idea of forming a miscellaneous library was contemplated, yet 
the fact possesses considerable interest that this resolution was the first 
authorization of a collection of books by the Congress of the United 
States. 

The real character of the library was determined by the necessities of 
the service. After the organization of the Department of State, a 
demand was created for works on the law of nations, diplomatic his- 

tory, and cognate topics, which led to the gradual accumulation of 

American and foreign histories, voyages, treatises on political seience, 

political economy, and works affording liberal information on the sub- 
jects of investigation of the Department. 

Few data have been preserved respecting the growth of the collection. 
Two subject catalogues, issued in 1825 and 1830, furnish the only records 
of its early history. The first, a small octavo, covers sixty-eight 

pages, and accounts for eight hundred and seventy-five titles in three 

thousand volumes. The second, of one hundred and fifty pages, small 

octavo, Shows an increase within five years to about thirteen hun- 

dred titles in four thousand six hundred volumes. Since the date of 

the latter, an accurate statement of the increase cannot now be furnished. 
It is estimated that there are at present about six thousand titles in 
twenty-three thousand volumes. Of these, there are, in English titles, five 
thousand; in French, Italian, and Spanish, one thousand. 

This estimate, of course, does not include the large and valuable col- 
lection of newspapers nor the publications of Congress. Of the former 
there are four thousand seven hundred and fifty bound volumes, com- 
prising files of the principal journals of the United States and Europe, 
preserved from an early date by the Department. There are of English
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papers alone seven hundred volumes; the files of South American and 

West Indian journals could hardly be duplicated. The library possesses, 

also, complete sets of the most important reviews and magazines. Of 

congressional publications, it has a quite full, though not complete, 

collection. In documents relating to foreign affairs, it is naturally rich. 

In the peculiar province of the library may be noted, briefly, works 

on the law of nations, commentaries and dissertations, diplomatic 

usages and formularies, collections of treaties and negotiations, foreign 

statutes and digests, reports of cases of common, eivil, and municipal 

law at home and abroad, state papers, and treatises on the principles 

of law. Here are Rymer’s Foedera, Dumont’s Corps universel diplo- 

matique and Négociations touchant la paix de Munster, ete. 

The resolution of Congress of 1789, before referred to, is still in force, 

and the library duly obtains the published acts of the legislatures of 

the States and Territories. This collection is one of great importance, 

numbering six thousand seven hundred volumes. : 

Although the purchases have been mainly regulated by necessity, 

the library has accumulated through long years of slow but steady growth 

many works of miscellaneous literature, embracing the standard English 

and Continental writers in the best editions and in appropriate bindings. 

Among them are many rarities to attract the bibliophile in the shape of 

editiones principes and specimens from celebrated presses, such as Basker- 

ville, Elzevir, and Pickering. Foremost among the works relating 

tothe early history of the American continent isa copy of the first 

eight parts of De Bry’s Great Voyages, the Latin versions, mostly of 

the first impressions, in excellent condition, Here are also copies of Gar- 

cia, Barcia, Herrera, and Torquemada. Of collections of voyages, the 

library possesses Hakluyt, Navarrette, Churchill, Barney, and Pinker- 

ton; and of special travels by sea and land, the relations of the most 

notable from the time of Nearchus to the present day. In biography 

and history, the Jibrary is even more full; in these classes its real 

strength lies. Among them may be found the first French and second 

English editions of Bayle, the first edition of the Biographia Britannica, 

the quarto series of old chronicles edited by Douce, Ellis, and others, 

and Petitot’s collection of French historical memoirs. These neces- 

sarily brief references afford but little information of the extensive his- 

torical material the library contains, not only of systematic histories of 

the principal nations of the world, but of rarer works, memoirs of special 

periods and princely houses, the secret histories of courts that have 

more or less relation to diplomatic affairs, collections of traets and pub- 

lie documents and of historical dissertations. 

The departments of lexicographical and statistical works are very full, 

to, meet the requirements of the general work of the Department. 

The library possesses large stores of pamphlets, made up for the 

most part of the publications of foreign governments relating to the 

intercourse of nations, commerce, and finance,
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The preparation of a complete catalogue has been for some time 

past in contemplation; but for various reasons the work has been 

delayed. Since the removal of the books to the new building occu- 

pied by the Department of State, a card catalogue has been under- 

taken, on a very comprehensive plan, to supply the need of a thorough 

analytical index to the working material of the library; and good 

progress has been made. The work is of considerable importance, as 

the beginning of a systematic bibliography of international law and 

diplomacy. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 

A small reference library was begun in this Department as early as 

1803, but not till 1867 was any considerable collection of general litera- 

ture acquired and made accessible to the employés of the Department. 

The library now numbers 8,450 volumes, a large part of which is com- 

posed of works on biography, history, and fiction. Books can be drawn 

" daily, except Sundays, by employés. 

BUREAU OF STATISTICS. 

This library was begun in 1866, when the Bureau was established. 

A few works, chiefly annual publications of a statistical character, 

haye, from time to time, been purchased for the Bureau; but the 

additions to its library consist. chiefly of the statistical publications of 

foreign governments, official documents of the United States and of 

various State and municipal governments thereof, and reports of cham- 

bers of commerce and other associations. The library now contains 

about 6,000 volumes, of which upwards of 1,100 are in foreign langue ges, 

including French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, German, Dutch, Scan- 

dinavian, Bohemian, Hungarian, and Russian. “There are also about 

2,500 unbound pamphlets. The library is used chiefly by the officers 

and clerks of the Bureau in compiling statistics. 

FIRST AUDITOR’S OFFICE. 

The nucleus of this library was formed in 1789, It is composed 

almost exclusively of legal works and public documents. It is only 

for the use of employés, for reference, and contains 2,000 volumes. 

LIGHT-HOUSE BOARD. 

The library of the Light-House Board was begun in 1852, and consists 

mainly of scientific treatises needed for reference by the employés of 

the office. For a small library it possesses an unusually large number 

of valuable books, among which are Annales de Chimie and Annales de 

Chimie et de Physique, 261 volumes, from 1789 to 1872, early copies 

of which are not known to be in any other library in the country } 

Péclet’s Traité de la Chaleur; Bélidor’s Science des Ingénieurs, printed 

1729; Stephenson’s Bell Rock Light-House ; and Smeaton’s Eddystone 

Light-House, 1793. The library numbers 1,500 volumes.
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OFFICE OF THE SUPERVISING ARCHITECT. 

This small library was began in 1858, and consists almost entirely of 
technological works required for purposes of reference in the duties of 
the office to which it belongs. It numbers 250 volumes. 

UNITED STATES COAST SURVEY. 

The library of the United States Qoast-Survey Office contains about 
3,000 volumes. The collection is the growth of years, receiving its aec- 
cretions from donations, exchanges, and purchase. It is restricted 
mainly to such scientific works, journals, and periodic als as are neces- 
sary and useful in the prosecution of the work committed to the officers 
and other employés of the Coast-Survey, 

The library contains works on mathematics, astronomy, and geodesy, 
topography and hydrography, navigation and engineering, chemistry, 
physics and mechanics, geology, meteorology, electricity and magnet- 
ism; also scientific journals, and the proceedings of societies, astro- 
nomical and philesophical, both at home and abroad. 
Among the foreign periodicals may be found Poggendorff’s Annalen der 

Physik, Dingler’s Polytechnic Journal, Comptes Rendus, Peters’s Astron- 
omische Nachrichten, Bulletin de la Société de Géographie, Petermann’s 
Mittheilungen, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, Memoirs 
of the Royal Astronomical Society. 
Among the American periodicals are the American Journal of Science 

and Arts, Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science, Reports of the Smithsonian Institution, and Journal of the 
Franklin Institute. 

DEPARTMENT OF WAR. 

This library was begun when Lewis Cass was Secretary of War, in 
1832. It consists largely of works on military science, though it likewise 
possesses valuable collections on law, history, and biography, together 
with public documents. It also contains all the Government medals, 
and is well supplied with valuable maps and charts showing the seiges 
and plans of battles of many European wars, and also of our own wars, 
Books may be drawn only by officers and employés of the Department 
and officers of the Army whenin Washington. It is open once a week 
for delivery of books.. The library contains 13,000 volumes. 

ARTILLERY SCHOOL. 

The library of the artillery school at Fort Monroe, Va., for the instrue- 
tion of officers of that arm of the military service, was begun in 1824. It 
had its origin in a gift of 300 volumes of professional works by Colonel 
B.S. Archer, inspector-general, United States Army. 

The library has been increased from time to time by presentation of 
duplicates from the library of the United States Military Academy at 
West Point, and by purchase. It contains upwards of 2,500 yolumes.
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BUREAU OF- ORDNANCE. 

This library was begun in 1838, and consists of valuable works on 
military tactics, engineering, pyrotechny, military and civil law. It 
contains 2,200 volumes. i 

OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL. 

The library of this Office is made up almost entirely of public docu- 
ments. It has, however, a fall and complete collection of manuscript 
reports of the military history of the late civil war, from 1860 to 1865, 
including those of the late confederate government, and all official cor- 
respondence relative to the war, which is now in progress of publica- 
tion, It numbers 1,700 bound volumes, 

OFFICE OF THE SURGEON-GENERAL. 

A fall description of this library, which now numbers 40,000 volumes 
and 40,000 pamphlets, will be found in Chapter VI of this report. 

SIGNAL OFFICE. 

The library of the United States Signal Office was begunin 1871. The 
books are entirely of a scientific character, consisting of works on 
meteorology, telegraphy, cipher and military signaling, and examples 
of messages in different ciphers. Exclusive of maps, charts, and pam- 
phiets, the library contains 2,900 volumes. It exchanges with twenty- 
one different institutions. More than 500 tri-daily maps and bulletins 
have been sent out to foreign societies since 1874. 

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY. 

The library of the United States Military Academy was begun in 1812, 
Its growth from its establishment cannot be ascertained, the records 
and many books having been destroyed by the fire of February 19, 1838. 
The additions by decades have been: 

Vols. 
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Present number of volumes, 25,000; of pamphlets, about 800; manu- 

scripts, 28. There is a printed catalogue. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY. 

The library of this Department comprises historical, legal, and seien- 
tifie works, especially those which relate to naval affairs. It is used for 
reference, and is accessible to employés and officers of the Navy. Books 
are purchased from the contingent fund. This library receives works 

occasionally, on nautical affairs, from officers at foreign stations. It 
numbers 4,000 volumes.
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BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 

This library consists chiefly of medical and scientific works ; is used 

only for reference in performing the duties of the Office; and numbers 

1,000 volumes. 
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION, 

The library of the Bureau of Navigation is made up chiefly of scien- 

tific works on navigation and nautical astronomy ; is used only for refer- 

ence; and numbers 1,250 volumes. 

HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE. 

This library, numbering 7,000 volumes, was begun in 1867. It con- 

sists largely of hydrographie, meteorologic, and nautical works, together 

with numerous maps and plates. The collection is chiefly for reference. 

It supplies public libraries at home with its publications, and exchanges 

with hydrographic offices, geographical and other scientific societies. 

NAVAL OBSERVATORY. 

BY PROF. J. H. NOURSE, U.S. N., 

Librarian United States Naval Observatory. 

*  Onthe founding of the Observatory, 1843, Lieut. James M. Gilliss,U.S. 

N., visited the chief observatories in Europe in reference to the con- 

struction of the buildings and the purchase of the instruments to be 

used in making astronomical and meteorological observations. 

To the proper success of the institution Lieutenant Gilliss judged 

the formation of a scientific library also to be essential; he there- 

fore submitted for the approval of the Navy Department the selection 

and purchase of such standard works directly related to astronomical 

operations as should form the basis of an adequate collection. He 

consulted the eminent astronomers, Airy, Schumacher, Eneke, and La- 

mont, in reference to this object; being guided also by t he catalogue of 

the library of the High School Observatory of Philadelphia, at that date 

almost the only observatory existing in the United States. 

Lieutenant Gilliss’s selectionsembraced 700 volumes of English, French, 

and German standard publications which he purchased at London, Paris, 

and Leipzig. He reported to the Secretary of the Navy “that much 

interest had been evinced in the success of the Naval Observatory by 

the distinguished savants whom he had the honor to meet; that in token 

of their gratification at the establishment of an institution by the United 

States where science would be prosecuted, contributions had been made 
_ by the Royal Society, Royal Astronomical Society, the Astronomers 

Royal at Greenwich, Berlin, Brussels, and Munich, and the Astronomers 

at Cambridge, Dorpat, Prague, and Oxford ; by the English Aamiralty, 

the Honorable East India Company, the Hydrographer of the Royal 

Navy, and by various authors of repute, and that the Observatory had 
been placed on the list of correspondents to receive from that date the 

following publications: The Philosophical Transactions, the Memoirs of
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the Royal Astronomical Society, and the Astronomical Observations of 

Greenwich, Cambridge, Oxford, Edinburgh, Dorpat, Munich, Prague, 

Brussels, Hamburg, Madras, and Berlin.” 

The basis of a library adapted to the legitimate purposes of an astro- 

nomical institution having been thus secured, accessions have been 

received from the date of its founding, to a very limited extent, by pur- 

chase, but largely by exchanges with the most noted institutions at home 

and abroad. These exchanges are effected through the oflices, chietly, 
of the Smithsonian Institution. The resident legations respond very 

cordially, also, in forwarding volumes to foreign public institutions. It 
is worthy of note that the expenses of preparing and publishing the an- 

nual volumes of the Observatory are largely returned by the exchanges 

received, which are here building up a scientific treasury of an astro- 

nomical, mathematical, and geodetic character for public use. 

The collection, which is approaching 7,000 volumes, while directly 

promoting the daily work of” the institution, has always been, and re- 

mains, available for use by the superintendent of the Nautical Almanac 

and by officers of the different branches of the Government, when em- 

ployed on astronomical or geodetic duty, such as surveys of our boun- 

dary lines or of our lake or sea coasts which involve astronomical * 

observations, the determination of differences of longitude by telegraph 

lines, ete. It is, perhaps, unnecessary to add that the library has always 

been available for the work of individual astronomers and scientists, 

also, from whom frequent calls continue to be made for information from 

its archives. A copy of its anuual publication is forwarded to the libra- 

ries of the separate bureaus of the Government, as well as to our owu 

observatories and scientific institutions, including each State library, 

and the libraries of our chief colleges. A copy is also sent to sach 

individuals as furnish evidence of their ability to appreciate, or of their 

being themselves engaged in, practical astronomical work. 

UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY, 

BY PROF. THOMAS KARNEY, 

Librarian of the United States Naval Academy. 

A short time after the establishment of the Naval School at Annapo- 

lis, Md., in 1845,“the Navy Department transferred to it a number of 

volumes which had been in use in United States ships of war for purposes 

of instruction and in navy yards; which collection, with small additions 

made to if from time to time between 1845 and 1851, constitutes the nu- 

cleus of the present library. % 

A board of officers was detailed by the Navy Department in October, 

1849, toframea code of regulations for the reorganization of theinstitution. 

On the Ist of July, 1850, these regulations went into operation, the name of 

the institution having thereby become the United States Naval Academy. 

Beginning with 1851, and onward thereafter; important additions 

were made to this inconsiderable collection, so that in 1855 it contained
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4,751 volumes, in 1865, 9,598 volumes, and in 1875, 17,673 volumes; in 

addition to which it possesses 26 manuscripts, 705 pamphlets, a set of 

the United States Coast Survey Charts, a set of the British Admiralty 

Charts, and others. 
In making additions to the library, the chief aim has always been to 

rengler the largest possible aid to the several departments of instrue-* 

tion, and especially to make the professional collection equal to all exi- 

gencies. The library possesses a very large number of the most ap- 

proved treatises on all naval subjects published here, in Great Britain, 

or in Continental Europe. Every new publication of this sort, when of 

merit, is speedily added to the collection. 

The total amount of money applied to the increase of the library is 

estimated at $35,180. 
In the summer of 1860 a catalogue was printed and. published, in- 

dicating the possession, on the 30th of June of that year, of 8,548 

volumes. 
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, : 

The library of this Department was begun in 1862, and consists chiefly 

of public documents, but a small portion of it ‘being general literature. 

' It is used only for reference by the employés of the Department. ‘The 

number of volumes is 6,000, t 

| DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 

The library of the Interior Department was begun in 1850. It has 

been increased from year to year by means of the contingent fund, In 

, 1874, 1,027 volumes were added. It is a library of miscellaneous litera- 

ture, and open to the employés of the Department. The collection em- 

braces many works of value and interest. The number of*yolumes is 

5,589, There is a printed catalogue of the hbrary. 

Since January, 1875, statistics of the circulation have been carefully 

kept, and an abstract of the result will be found elsewhere in this report 

BUREAU OF EDUCATION, 

The formation of this library was.begun in 1870. It contains about 

5,000 bound volumes, consisting mainly of works relating to education, 

and nearly 15,000 educational journals and pamphlets. The depart- 

ments of American, State, and city reports on public education, and of 

catalogues and reports of American colleges, schools of science, and pro- 

fessional schools and academies, are very complete. The library also 

possesses ‘a large collection of reports of reformatory and charitable 

institutions in which schools are maintained, 

There are full sets of reports on education from Great Britain and 

Ireland, Germany, France, Austria, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, 

Italy, Sweden and Norway, the British Colonies, Brazil, and the Ar- 

gentine Republic; and pretty full, though not complete, sets from Den-
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mark, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Turkey, Russia, Egypt, Chili, Mexico, 

Eeuador, and the United States of Colombia. Recently a large acquisi- 

tion has been made of the catalogues and reports of American public 

libraries, comprising some 500 of the former and 700 of the latter. The 

library also contains probably the largest and best collection of current 

“American periodical literature relating to education to be found inthe 

United States, and regularly receives the more important foreign edu- 

cational periodicals. 

ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE. 

The hospital possesses two libraries: the first, a small medical library 

of 200 volumes for the use of the medical officers ; the second,-a general 

library of 1,200 volumes for the use of the patients. Both were began 
at the opening of the hospitalin 1855. Abont one-fourth of the patients 

use the general library. The library is sustained partly by the General 

’ Government and partly by contributions. 

GENERAL LAND-OFFICE, A 

The library contains 599 volumes, composed entirely of law books 

and documents relating to public lands. Charts and maps of all the 

surveys in the country may also be found in this library. 

NATIONAL DEAF-MUTE COLLEGE. 

BY PROF. E: M. GALLAUDET, PH. D., LL.D., 

President of the National Deaf-Mute College. 

The nearness of the great libraries of the Government makes it 
unnecessary for this library to emulate those of other colleges. About 

1,200 volumes have been collected, on miscellaneous subjects, mainly 

such as would be often consulted as books of reference by professors 

and students. 

" The college has, however, recently secured a very important collection 

of works relating to the instruction and treatment of the deaf and dumb, 

surpassed in extent and value, it is believed, only by the library of the 

brothers Guyot, eminent teachers of the deaf and dumb in Holland. 
This collection was gathered by the late Charles Baker, Ph. D., who 

was for the period of forty-five years head master of the Yorkshire 

Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, at Doneaster, England. Dr. Baker 

has for many years been recognized as one of the ablest teachers of 

deaf-mutes in the world, He has published many educational works 

of value, and was eminently successful in his management of one of the 

most flourishing of the British institutions for deaf-mutes. In the course 

of a life full of engrossing official labors, Dr. Baker found time to col- 

lect more than 600 volumes concerning the deaf and dumb. Among 

these are found works in Latin, Spanish, Italian, French, German, and 

Dutch; besides very many in English. From the sixteenth century on 

through the seyenteenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth, these volumes —
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were published; among the earlier being found works of Jerome Car- 
dan, Juan Pablo Bonet, John Bulwer, William Holder, John Wallis, 
Kenelm Digby, George Sibscota, George Dalgarno, and John Conrad 
Arnman. 
Those who may be desirous of consulting the Baker Library, will be 

interested to know that in the annual report of the Columbia Institution 
for the Deaf and Dumb, for the year ending June 30, 1875, a complete 
list of titles may be found. 

It is the purpose of the officers of the institution to publish hereafter 
a full descriptive catalogue of the collection. 

PATENT-OFFICE LIBRARY, 

BY W. P. TAYLOR, 

Librarian of the Patent-Ofice Library. 

This library may be said to have been founded by the act of Congress of 
March 3, 1839, appropriating $1,000 from the patent fund for the pur- 
chase of “necessary books” for the use of the Patent-Office. Designed 
as a collection for reference in the examination of applications for pat- 
ents, in order to determine the question of novelty of invention, as re- 
quired by law, it has grown mainly in the direction of technological 
publications, including full sets of many of the periodicals devoted to 
special industrial arts, and all the more important treatises on machines, 
arts, processes, and products in the English, French, and German lan- 
guages. Prominent among such works, the library contains a series 
of the English patents from their beginning, continuing to date, 
numbering upwards of 2,600 volumes, text and plates; a series of the 
French patents, as published, numbering some 180 volumes of text, and 
as many of plates; and others less voluminous, as the patents of Bel- 
gium, Austria, Italy, ete. The library contains also a large number of 
encyclopedias of every description, while the transactions of engineer- 
ing and other societies, a few of the best reviews, scientific periodicals, 
and works on science of a somewhat general character, have considera- 
bly extended the scope as well as the size of the collection. 

It now contains about 23,000 volumes, and still adhering to its orig- 
“inal purpose is believed to preserve the character of the best technolog- 

ical library in the country. It is a useful resort for the study of the 
applications of science to art in every department and in all kinds of 
practical or utilitarian investigation. It labors under the great disad- 
yantage of want of room, which restricts convenient display, and which 
must very soon arrest either its growth or its availability unless relieved 
by some extension. 

The books are freely open to consultation in the library hall by all 
_ persons, but can be taken out only by employés in the discharge of 

their official duties. The library is largely used by inventors, their at- 
torneys, and all interested in patent business, as well as by men of
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seience in pursuit of special information. The number of persons using 

it annually cannot be accurately stated, but must amount to several thou- 
sand, 

No special appropriations for the increase of the library have been 

made for many years, but it has been sustained by the precarious sup- 

ply derived from the general contingent fund of the Office. 

In regard to the distribution of the published patents: By joint reso- 

lution of January 11, 1871, 150 copies of the specifications and drawings 

are authorized to be gratuitously supplied to the capitol of every State 

and Territory freely open to the public, and to the clerk’s office of the 

district court of each judicial district of the United States. The Com- 

missioner is further authorized to supply at cost a copy of the same to 

any public library which will pay the expenses of transportation and 

binding and preserve the volumes under proper custody for convenient 

access to public inspection. 

The Official Gazette is published and sold at the price of $6 per annum, 

each member of Congress being entitled to one copy for himself and to 
eight copies for distribution to public libraries only. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. 

Although a small collection of law books had been made in the Office 

of the Attorney General as early as 1831, it may said that the library 

of the Office owes its origin to the efforts of Mr. Caleb Cushing, who, 

while Attorney-General, in 1853, made extensive additions of standard 

treatises on American and foreign law. It has since steadily inereased, 

and now forms an excellent collection of American, English, and Span- 

ish-A merican law books, including valuable works on Roman law. Con- 

gress appropriates $3,000 yearly for the purchase of books. The library 
numbers 12,000 volumes. 

OFFICE OF SOLICITOR OF THE TREASURY. 

This library was begun in 1843 by the appropriation -therefor of $250 

. by Congress. It consists almost wholly of law books and official docu- 

ments for reference, and numbers 6,000 volumes. ‘ 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 

BY J. B. RUSSELL, 
Librarian of the Department of Agriculture. 

The library of the Department of Agriculture contains about 7,000 

volumes, and is annually increased by an appropriation of $1,500 by 

Congress, and by the exchange of its annual and monthly reports with 

various agricultural and philosophicul societies in Europe. In the sub- 

jects of agriculture and natural history, and their kindred branches of 

botany, geology, entomology, and chemistry, this library is undoubtedly 

the most complete on the continent.
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The library contains nearly complete sets of the annual reports on 

agriculture and geology of the different State boards of agriculture in 

all the principal States for the last twenty years; also the transac- 

tions of the Linnwan and Royal Societies of London; Curtis and 

Hooker’s Jonrnal of Botany, from 1787 to the present time ; Sowerby’s 

English Botany, in 9 volumes; the splendid work of Ettingshausen and 

Pokany, Der Naturselbstdruck, in 7 volumes folio, a present from the 

Emperor of Austria; the reports of the chief agricultural and horti- 

cultural societies of Europe and Australia, and the principal scientific 

journals of Europe. 
Of the annual reports of this Department 230,000 copies were printed 

annually for ten years for distribution through members of Congress 

and otherwise to agricultural societies; for 1872 and 1873, 125,000 copies 

only. Of the monthly reports, respecting the prospect for the crops of 

the current season, 25,000 copies are published and distributed through- 

out this country and Europe. 

SUMMARY. 

The foregoing libraries of the General Government number, according 

to the latest reports, in the aggregate, 656,070 volumes and 116,505 

pamphlets; the latter but imperfectly reported. 

* Following will be found notices of lidraries for the use of soldiers and 

seamen, which are encouraged and aided by the General Government, 

but are mainly supported by their beneficiaries and by the benevolence 

of societies and individuals. 

LIBRARIES FOR SOLDIERS AND SAILORS. 

SOLDIERS’ HOME. 

This library was begun in 1850, and contains 2,500 volumes. It re- 

ceived some accessions from hospitals at the end of the war, in 1865, 
but has been chiefly maintained from the soldiers’ fand. Attached to 

it is a reading room furnished with the leading newspapers and peri- 

odicals. 5 
ee LIBRARIES OF MILITARY POSTS. 

By a wise provision of the Army Regulations, libraries have been in- 

stituted and are maintained at each military post. Some of these are 

of very considerable value. Being purchased from savings aceruing 

from rations, and each company of a regiment owning a pro rata share, 

the library of a post is dispersed as the companies go to different stations. 

As the Army was suddenly increased in 1851, the attention of phi- 

lanthropic men was newly awakened to the intellectual needs of the 

soldier, and the United States Military Post Library Association, of 
New York, was organized in that year to supply reading for him 

The aims of this association have met with a great degree of success. 

The soldier on our most remote frontier is now, through this agency, 

regularly supplied with the best reading. . 

18 E
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The report of the association for the year 1875 presents the following 

facts: 

Number of books of history, travel, fiction, ete., forwarded to Army posts, 4,672 ; nnm- 

ber of religious papers to Army posts, 80,000; secular papers to Army posts, 178,000 

magazines, 9,875 ; 18mo publications of the association, 7,000; pamphlets forwarded, 
2,625; number of literary commissions transacted for Army posts, officers, chaplains, 

and soldiers, 2,750; value of transportation furnished by United States Government, 

$2,500; value of books purchased for United States military posts, $2,900; value of 
books donated to United States military posts, $2,000; valve of periodicals purchased 
for United States military posts, $10,600 ; value of periodicals donated to United States 

military posts, $4,200, 

Of our receipts during the year, abont $15,000 have come from the Army itself, largely 
from the reading associations of the enlisted men. * é 

* x * * * * * 
At the kind suggestion of Mr. William Libbey, of this city, a plan was matured dur- 

ing the year, similar to the loan library system of the American Seamen’s Friend So- 
ciety, for the collection of about 75 volumes of special books, in a neat library case, to 
meet the wants of such men as were disposed to make use of them. 

The books are of a very readable character, comprising some of the best works in our 

Janguage, and including selections from the best authors in prose and poetry. There 

is a sufficient admixture of religious and temperance books; also, some works of his- 
tory, popular science, travel, fiction, ete., purely secular. 

Mr. Libbey sent, in his own name, and paid for, the first ten of these libraries, at a 

cost of $500, Twenty-two libraries have thus far been sent to various stations, and are 
now 10 service. 

Libraries are found at nearly every post and garrison, from the most 

remote, at Sitka, in Alaska, to the oldest military post in the United 

States. The one first named, the only library in Alaska, contains about 

600 volumes. The largest miscellaneous military library is that at Port 

Columbus, N. Y., which contains over 2,500 volumes ; that at Willet’s 

Point, N. Y., has an aggregate of 2,300 volumes; that at Fort Warren, 

Mass., contains nearly 1,500 volumes ; those at Fort Wayne, Detroit, and 

at Omaha Barracks, Nebr., number about 1,200 volumes each. 

Reports have been received from 78 garrison and regimental libra- 

ries, which contain in the aggregate 32,306 volumes.. Of these libra- 

ries, 36 contained from 300 to 2,556 volumes each. 

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY. : 

At the headquarters of the Army at Washington, D. C., there is a 

library of considerable value, the formation of which was begun by 

General Grant when General-iu-Chief of the Army, and to which im- 

portant additions have been made by General Sherman, It contains 
1,300 volumes. The books have been selected with careful attention to 

the purposes for which such a collection is needed. 

NATIONAL HOME FOR DISABLED VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS, 

The four branches of this Home, situated at Togus, Me., Hampton, 

Va., Dayton, Ohio, and Milwaukee, Wis., contain about 17,000 volumes, 
mostly contributed by individuals, The expenses of administration are 

paid from the geuveral funds, from which, in some instances, purchases of 

books have also been made. At the Milwaukee branch, a catalogue of
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the library was prepared and printed in 1875. At the central branch, 

Dayton, a history of the home and of Guépin of Nantes have been 

published by the Historical and Monumental Society, the members of 

which, 1,500 in number, are inmates of the Home. At the central 

branch are two libraries, described by the chaplain as follows: 

The Putnam Library was established July 4, 1353, and contains 3,000 volumes, com- 

prising history, biography, travels, and many valuable works on art ; also a fine collec- 

tion of books on arciitecture, ancient and modern, complete works of the best novel- 
ists of America and foreign lands. The library, though small, is one of the most select 
and valnable anywhere to be found, and is entirely the gift of Mrs. Mary Lowell Put- 
nam, of Boston, Mass. This library is valued at $12,000. 

Mrs. Putnam has also presented about 200 paintings, chromos, lithographs, and other 
pictures, which adorn the walls of the library hall. 

The Thomas Library, which oceupies the sams hall, was established in October, 

1869, and contains 5,100 volumes, principally made up of history, travels, biography, 

and the better class of light literature; it is valued at $7,500. With very few exceptions 
these books have been given by the soldiers who served under Maj. Gen. George H. 
Thomas, in whose honor the library is named. Abont two hundred of the best news- 
papers of the land, secular and religious, come regularly to the reading room; also the 
leading magazines and pictorials are regularly received. 

The annual report of the secretary of the board of managers of the 

Home for the year 1875, presents the following information: 

The libraries of the several Homes have steadily increased, both in size and value, 

during the year. The central branch reports the largest increase, owing mainly to 
the continued thoughtfulness of its kind patron, Mrs. Mary Lowell Putnam, of Boston. 
The use made of these libraries is evidenced by the fact that 50,426 volumes were 

taken out and read during the past year, not ineluding the hundreds of valuable works 
of reference, ete., daily consulted, but which, by the rules, cannot be taken from the 
library rooms. 

The reading rooms, which are large, well furnished, and beautiful halls, are supplied 
with all the leading newspapers and magazines of this country (mostly presented by 
the publisaers) and some of the more prominent onesof England, France, and Germany. 
The rooms are always crowded, both day and evening, and the papers read until they 

are sometimes literally worn out in the handling. The following table will show the 
number of volumes in each library; the increase during the’ year; the number of 
papers and magazines received; and the number of books taken out and read at each 
branch during the year: 
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The number of inmates November 30, 1875, was 4,040, of whom 

3,694 were able to read and write.
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LIBRARIES ON NAVAL AND MERCHANT VESSELS. 

The wants of our sailors as well as of our soldiers in respect to libra- 
ries are also provided for, partly by Government, but mainly by volun- 
tary effort. Each of the navy yards and several of the marine hos- 
pitals have a library, the largest, that at the Brooklyn navy yard, 
containing about 4,500 volumes. Seven libraries of this class reported 
contain an aggregate of 11,506 volumes, the number ranging from 
400 to 4,500 in each. Afloat, the sailor is also furnished with suitable 
reading. The subjoined statement by Commodore Ammen, U.S. N., 
will indicate what is done in this way by the General Government ; 
the interesting sketch of the operations of the American Seamen’s 
Friend Society of New York, by Rev. H. H. McFarland, and the notice 
of the work of the Pennsylvania Seamen’s Friend Society of Philadel- 
phia, will indicate what is done by those societies. The Protestant Epis- 
eopal Church Mission Society for Seamen, of New York, expends $500 
annually for books which are donated to sailors and ships. 

LIBRARIES ON SHIPS OF WAR. 

Three thousand dollars are annually appropriated to purchase and 
maintain ships’ libraries. 

All vessels of war in commission, about forty at this time, as well as 
the different shore stations, eight in number, are furnished with libraries. 

The number of volumes contained in ships’ libraries varies with the 
rate of the vessel, flag-ships having additional books. In general they 
number as follows: For flag-ships, 124 volumes; second rate, 85; third 
rate, 48; fourth rate, 36. 

The books are all either professional or necessary adjuncts to enable 
the commanding and other officers to perform their duties intelligently. 

Sailing directions, nautical and astronomical works, charts, and other 
information necessary to the practical work of navigation, are not 
included in the library. 

Vessels of war of all sizes usually make an assessment on officers and 
men, sealed on relative pay, and purchase the current literature of the 
day, embracing, in large vessels, several hundred volumes, which are 
issned and turned in, and, upon the expiration of the cruise, divided 
among the subscribers. 

LIBRARIES OF THE AMERICAN SEAMEN’S FRIEND SOCIETY. 

BY REY. H. H. MCFARLAND, 

It is impossible to determine the beginnings or trace the early results 

of furnishing books, for use by their crews, to sea- going vessels in the 

ports of the United States. Probably a few ship owners, from philan- 

thropic or other motives, had long done this to some extent, but no sys- 

tematie work had been attempted in this country until the year 1859,
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when the American Seamen’s Friend Society began to place its loan 

libraries for seamen upon American and provincial vessels sailing from 

New York and Boston. It is a distinctive feature of this system that 

the books are loaned, not given, to the crews, and that pains are taken 

to secure from some person in charge of each library, either upon the 

vessel’s return to port or through prior correspondence, a record of its 

reading and usefulness. Effort to secure this is in large measure suc- 
cessful. 

These libraries are put up in portable wooden cases, 26 by 13 inches 

in size, consecutively numbered, at a total expense of $20 each — the 

funds being provided by voluntary contributions to the society’s treasury 

for this specific purpose,—and contain, on the average, thirty-five vol- 

umes, always including the Sacred Scriptures, unless it is ascertained by 

inquiry that the vessel is already supplied therewith. Accompanying 

the Scriptures are five or six carefully chosen religious books and a 

selection of miscellaneous volumes. 

Contributions for these libraries are received from Sabbath schools, 

churches; and individuals from a wide area of country. The growth 

in this department of the society’s operations has been continuors. 

In 1859-60, 10 libraries were sent out; in 187475, 454; a total to 

May 1, 1875, of 5,233.  Reshipments of these libraries to the same 

date amount to 3,773, the books in all cases being inspected and 

refitted before such reshipment. The number of volumes issued has 

been 228,256, and the number of seamen to whom they have been avail- 

able, so far as known, is 212,726. They are placed upon vessels (mainly 

upon sailing vessels) voyaging to all parts of the globe. The whole 

number furnished to United States naval vessels and hospitals to May 

1, 1875, is 846, containing 30,156 volumes; and the total number of men 

on these vessels, to whom they have been accessible, is 96,102. 

These books are now widely and earnestly sought for by seamen, Ex- 

perience enables the society to adapt its selections to their tastes and 

requirements with judgment, and every year adds testimony that they 

are carefully read and thoroughly appreciated, 

It would be difficult to overstate the results of this enterprise 

from an educational, a reformatory, or a religious point of view. The 

libraries are composed, for the most part, of books in the English lan- 

guage, but visitation by the agents of the society, and the inclusion, 

in each, of one or more books in German, Spanish, Swedish, French, 

Italian, Danish, or other European tongues, secures some fitness in read- 

ing matter to the respective nationality of every crew. And among 

certain classes of seamen, the whole tone of sailor life has been im- 

proved, as shown by the lessening of profanity and intemperance ; the 

awakening and culture of a sense of manhood; as well as by the begin- 

ning and growth of Christian faith. It will not be doubted, moreover, 

that among these classes there has been a general elevation of the stand - 

ard of discipline, with benefit to all interested.
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Such results, though as yet partial, can only be comprehended by a 

knowledge of the condition and surroundings of the common sailor in 

the past. In the United States, as in other countries, these have been 

such that the sailor, in maritime cities, has been dreaded by all other 

classes like a pestilence. Habitually dissipated and often riotous when 

on shore, abusing his physique to such a degree that a generation of 

common seamen has ordinarily passed out of existence in each twelve 

to fifteen years, it was the exception and not the rule, two generations 

since, when one of them could read or write. Thus, with both mental 

and moral powers unexercised, his position among bis fellow men was, 

practically, that of an outcast. Satisfying evidence affords ground 

tor belief that a change is taking place among these men, under the 

force of enlightened Christian effort, and in it these loan libraries are 
performing a most salutary and important part. 

The iuterest felt in the society’s work in other countries is shown by 

the gift to it in 1874 of £300 in gold, ($1,626,) by the Countess of Ab- 

erdeen, in Scotland. This sam was forwarded to send out and to keep 

afloat, through the society, one hundred libraries in memory of her son, 

George, sixth Earl of Aberdeen, for more than three years a sailor on 

American vessels, and lost at sea, six days out from Boston, Mass., 

January 27, 1870, while first mate of the schooner Hera of that port. 

PENNSYLVANIA SEAMEN’S FRIEND SOCIETY. 

This society began its operations in the year 1861. Its work is akin 

to that of the sister society of New York, but with more reference, per- 

haps, to the supplying of vessels entirely mauned by foreign sailors. It 

has, during the fifteen years of its existence, supplied sailors with more 

than 50,000 volumes of suitable books. Many entire libraries in the 

Danish, Swedish, French, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, Spanish, German, 

Norwegian, and Russian languages have been sent out. In addition to 

this, ninety-four United States vessels, one naval asylum, and one naval 

hospital have been furnished with libraries by the society. 

J



CHAPTER. XI. 

COPYRIGHT, DISTRIBUTION, EXCHANGES, AND DUTIES. 

BY THE EDITORS. 

LEGISLATION RESPECTING COPYRIGHTS — DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC DOCUMENTS AT 

HOMB— EXCHANGE WITH FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS— Tits SMITHSONIAN SYSTEM OF 

EXCHANGE — LEGISLATION RESPECTING DUTIES ON BOOKS IMPORTED FOR PUBLIC USE. 

LEGISLATION RESPECTING COPYRIGHT. 

The first formal acknowledgment of copyright by law in America 

was an act of the State of Connecticut in January, 1783, followed, 

in March, 1783, by a law passed by Massachusetts for “securing to 

authors the exclusive right and benefit of publishing their literary pro- 
ductions for twenty-one years.” These were local acts, confined to State 

limits. Tne Congress of the Confederation, May 27, 1783, recommended 

to the several States to secure to authors or publishers of new books 

the copyright of such books for not less than fourteen years. Virginia, 

in 1785, and New York, in 1786, passed laws securing exclusive rights 

to authors. 

These rights were, of course, limited to the State within which the 

author resided. But when the Constitution which consolidated the 

States into a nation came to be formed, its framers incorporated into it 

a clause which forms the foundation of all the legislation of Congress 

on the subject and of all exclusive rights to literary property. This 

provision of the Constitution (art. I, see. 8) confers upon Congress the 

power “to promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing 

for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their 

inventions and discoveries.” The first legislation under this power was 

the act approved May 31, 1790, “An act for the encouragement of learn- 

ing, by securing the copies of maps, charts, and books to the authors 

and proprietors of such copies, during the time therein mentioned.” 

The act of May 31, 1790, gave to the author (being a citizen of the 

Un:ted States) of any book, map, or chart the sole right to print or sell 

his copyright work for the term of fourteen years. At the expiration 

of that time, the author, or his heirs, might extend the copyright four- 

teen years longer. Certain conditions were required for securing copy - 

rights, and penalties attached to their infringement. 
279
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An act supplementary to this act to secure copyrights, approved April 

29, 1802, extended the privilege of copyright to persons who should in- 

vent, design, etch, ete., any historical print or prints. The penalties for 

infringing on copyrights were increased, and persons professing to have 

secured a legal copyright but failing to comply with the required terms 

were subject to a fine of 3100. 
The foregoing acts were repealed February 3, 1831, and by the act 

then passed the term of copyright was extended to twenty-eight years, 
with the privilege of renewal for the further term of fourteen years, on 

condition that the author, or his widow or children, should, within two 

mouths from the date of renewal, publish a copy of the record in ore 

or more newspapers for the space of four weeks. Information must 

also be given of the copyright secured, by inserting in each copy of the 

book, map, chart, ete., on the title-page or page following: “ Entered 

according to act of Congress,” ete. 
By act of August 10, 1846, it was directed that the author of any 

book, map, print, ete., for which a copyright was secured, should for- 

ward, within three months after publication, one copy each to the libra- 
vians of the Smithsonian Institution and Congressional Library, for the 

use of said libraries. 
By act of March 3, 1855, all book s, maps, charts, and other publica- 

tions entered for cop yright and required to be deposited in the Library 

of Congress and Smithsonian Institution were allowed to be sent 

through the mails free. 

The act of August 18, 1856, gave to the proprietor of any dramatic 

composition (copyrighted) the exclusive right to print or perform it 

upon the stage during the whole period for which the copyright was ob- 

tained ; the penalty for violation to be, for the first performance, $100, 

and for every subsequent performance, $50. 
By act of February 18, 1861, appeals or writs of error are allowed 

from decisions of circuit couits in copyright cases to the Supreme 

Court of the United States, without regard to the amount in contro- 
versy. 

By act of March 3, 1865, photographs may be copyrighted upon the 

same conditions and to the same extent as prints and engravings. 

By act of July 8, 1870, all records and other things relating to copy- 

rights, and required to be preserved by law, were placed under the con, 

trol of the Librarian of Congress, to be kept and preserved in the Con- 

gressional Library, and the librarian is charged with the immediate care 

and supervision of. copyright matter, and is required to perform all 

acts and duties touching. copyrights which had previously been in 

charge of the clerks of the district courts of the United States, And 

further, no person is entitled to a copyright, unless he shall, before 

publication, deposit in the mail or deliver to the Librarian of Congress 

a printed copy of the title of the book or description of the article for 

which he desires a copyright, and within ten days of the publication
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thereof forward two copies of such copyright book or other article, 

addressed to the Librarian of Congress; and a copy of every subsequent 

edition wherein any substantial changes are made. In de fault of such 

deposit in the Library of Congress, said proprietor is liable to a penalty 

of $25, to be collected by the Librarian of Congress in the name of the 

United States. 
No right of action for infringement of copyright can be maintained, 

unless the author shall have given notice, in the several copies of every 

edition of his copyright, by inserting the words “ Entered according 

to act of Congress,” ete., or, at his option, the word Copyright,” to- 

gether with the year the copyright was entered, and the name of the 

party by whom it was taken out. 

DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC DOCUMENTS. 

In December, 1813, Congress ordered that a copy of the public jour- 

nals and documents of, that and every succeeding Congress should be 

sent to each college, university, and historical society in the United 

States ; in 1814, the American Antiquarian Society, at Worcester, Mass., 

was added to the list ; in 1817, one set of State Papers was directed to 

be sent to each college and univers ity ; in 1819, a copy of Seybert’s Sta- 

tistical Annals was to be sent to each univer sity and college; in 1820, 

a copy of the journal of proceedings of the Convention which formed 

the Federal Constitution was directed to be sent to each college and 

university; in 1822, the returns of the fourth census were distributed 

to the same institutions; in 1828, a copy of the secret journals of the 

old C ongress, of Pitkin’s Statistics, and Seybert’s Statistical Annals, 

to each State library, and to one incorporated athenzum in each State; 

in 1830, a copy of the Diplomatic Correspondence of the Revolution to 

each institution and library before mentioned; in 1832, the returns of 

the fifth census and compilation of congressional documents, as before 

mentioned; in 1833, Van Zandt’s Statistical Tables, and Documentary 

History of the Revolution, were ordered distributed ; in 1834, similar 

distribution of the diplomatic correspondence from 1783 to 1789 was 

made; in 1841, a Catalogue of the Library of Congress, and the returns 

of the sixth census were distributed ; in 1844, maps and charts of the 

Survey of the Coast of the United States, as before mentioned, and to 

foreign governments; in 1815, the History of Oregon, California, and 

other, Pacific Territories, as before mentioned ; in 1846, Little & Brown's 

edition of the Laws and Treaties of the United States, as before men: 

tioned, and to each navy yard; in 1849, the Official Register for each 

year to each State and Territory; in 1845 and 1850, a copy of the Re- 

port of the Wilkes Exploring Expedition to each State and Territory 

then or thereafter to be organized ; in 1850, 300 copies of the Annals of 

Congress to literary institutions and public libraries; in 1851, the works 

of Alexander Hamilton and of John Adams, a copy to each Department 

library, library of each State and Territory, and one copy each to 120
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colleges and literary institutions designated by the Committee on Li- 

brary; in 1854, a similar distribution of the works of Thomas Jefferson 

was ordered, 300 copies to colleges and literary institutions. 

In March, 1857, the Clerk of the House of Representatives was 

directed to furnish such public library in the district of each Member 

and Delegate as be may designate, with the following works, to wit: 

Gales & Seaton’s Register of Debates, Congressional Globe and Appen- 

dix, Public Land Laws, Instructions and Opinions, Elliott’s Debates, 

Diplomatic Correspondence, Opinions of the Attorneys-General, in five 

volumes, Finance Reports, Gales & Seaton’s Annals of Congress, John 

Adams's Works, Jefferson’s Works, Hickey’s Constitution, and Mayo & 

Moulton’s Pension and Bounty Land Laws. 

InJune, 1858, the compilation of congressional documents was ordered, 

under the head of American State Papers, to be continued to March 4, 

1859, ... 700 copies to be placed in the Department of the Interior, 

for distribution to public libraries in the several States and Territories, 

In March, 1861, one set of the Works of John Adams and four sets of 

the American State Papers were directed to be distributed to the insti- 

tutions described by law, on desiguation of the Members of Congress; 

it was also ordered that, of the American State Papers, . . . one copy 

be deposited and kept in the State and territorial library of éach State 

and Territory. 

In February, 1866, the Joint Committee on Library was directed to 

distribute copies of the Writings of James Madison, published by author: 

ity of Congress, . . . to libraries of the several States and Territories 

of the Union, and to such colleges and public libraries as the Committee 

on Library might designate. 

In June, 1866, the Secretary of the Interior was directed to distribute 

the surplus copies of the American State Papers as follows: One copy 

of each of the seventeen volumes. to such public and college libraries as 

the Joint Committee on Library may designate. 

» In January, 1871, the Commissioner of Patents was directed to fur. 

nish a complete set of the specifications and drawings of the Patent 

Office to any public library which will pay for binding the same into vol- 

umes, to correspond with those in the Patent-Office, and will provide 

proper custody for the same, with convenient access to the public. 

In February, 1871, the Secretary of the Interior was directed to dis- 

tribute surplus public documents on hand, to supply any loss or defi- 

ciency there may happen to bein . . . State or territorial libraries. 

In May, 1872, copies of plates of the Official Gazette, of Patent-Office 

abstracts, of drawings of patents, ete., were directed to be sent, one 

copy each, to eight such public libraries as each Senator, Member, and 

Delegate of Congress shall designate. 

In June, 1874, the Secretary of State was directed, at the close. of 

every session, to distribute pamphlet copies of the acts and resolves of 

that Congress, and afterwards copies bound, as follows: To all the
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Department libraries, . . . Military Academy, Naval Academy, Brook- 

lyn Naval Lyceum, Naval Institute at Charlestown, Mass., and Smith- 
sonian Institution. In addition to the above, ten thousand pamphlet 

copies are to be distributed among the States and Territories, in pro- 

portion to the number of Senators, Representatives, and Delegates in 
Congress to which they are at the time entitled. 

There are 372 Senators, Representatives, aud Delegates in the Forty- 

fourth Congress. The number of institutions that have been designated 

under the law to receive regularly the public documents is 229, of which 

111 are public libraries, 103 are those of colleges and academies, and 

10 those of historical societies, as shown by the records of the Depart- 

ment of the Interior. There should be, therefore, 143 additional deposi- 

tories designated. One State and three Territories have each a greater 

number of depositories than the aggregate number of Senators, Repre- 

seitatives, and Delegates. New Hampshire has an equal number; 

Louisiana, with eight Senators and Representatives, has but one desig- 

nated depository, namely, the State University at Baton Rouge. 

In view of the fact that, so far as known, no library’ in the United 
States, neither the Library of Congress, that of any State or Territory, 

nor any other public library, contains a complete set of the publie dov- 

uments of the General Government, it may be regarded as unfortunate 

that the provisions of the law are not availed of to the fullest extent. 

| Fifty years hence it should not be as difficult for the student to find all 

the public documents of the present as it is for an investigator to-day 

| to discover the records of a half century ago. 

The following are the provisions of law at present regulating the dis- 

tribution of public documents: : 

The Secretary of the Interior is charged with receiving, arranging, and safe keeping 
for distribution, and of distributing to the persons entitled by law to receive the same, 
all printed journals of the two Houses of Congress, and all other books and docu- 
ments of every nature whatever, already or hereafcer directed by law to be printed or 

purchased for the use of the Government, except such as are directed to be printed or 
purchased for the particular use of Congress or of either House thereof, or for the par- * 
ticular use of the Executive or of any of the Departments, and any person whose duty 

it shall be by law to deliver any of the same, shall deliver them at the rooms assigned 
by the Secretary of the Interior therefor. 

The publications received by the Secretary of the Interior for distribution shall be 
delivered oat only on the written requisition of the heads of Departments, Secretary of 
the Senate, Clerk of the Honse of Representatives, Librarian of Congress, and other 

officers and persons who are by law authorized to receive the same, except where by 

law the Secretary of the Interior is required, without such requisition, to cause the 
same to be sent and delivered ; and in either of such cases it shall be the duty of the 
Secretary of the Interior to canse the same to be sent and delivered, the expenses 
thereof, except when otherwise directed, to be charged on the contingent fund of the 
Department. 

The copies of journals, books, and public documents which are or may be authorized 
to be distributed to incorporated bodies, institutions, and associations within the States 
and Territories, shall be distributed to such bodies as shall be designated to the Secre- 

tary of the Interior by each of the Senators from the several States respectively, and 
by the Representatives in Congress from each congressional district, and by the Dele-
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gate from each Territory. The distribution shall be made in such manner that the 
quantity distributed to each congressional district and Territory shall be equal; except 
that whenever the number of copies of any publication is insufficient to supply there- 
with one institution, upon the designation of each member of the Senate and House 
of Representatives, the copies at the disposal of the Secretary may be distributed to 

such incorporated colleges, public libraries, athen w#ums, literary and scientific insti- 
tutions, boards of trade, or public associations, as he may select. 

The selection of an institution to receive the documents ordered to be published or 
procured at the first session of any Congress shall control the documents of the entire 

Congress, unless another designation be made before any distribution has taken place 
under the selection first made. Where the same work is printed by order both of the 
Senate and House of Representatives, the duplicates may be sent to different institu- 
tions, if so desired, by the member whose right it is to direct the distribution. And 

the public documents to be distributed by the Secretary of the Interior shall be sent 

to the institutions already designated, unless he shall be satisfied that any such insti- 
tution is no longer a suitable depository of the same. Congressional journals and pub- 
lie documents, authorized to be distributed to institutions on the designation of mem- 
bers of Congress, shall be sent to such libraries and institutions only as shall signify a 

willingness to pay the cost of their transportation. 

So many copies of the public Journals of the Senate and of the House of Represent- 
atives shall be transmitted by the Secretary of the Interior to the executives of the 
several States and Territories as shall be sufficient to furnish one copy to each execu- 
tive, one copy to each branch of every State and territorial legislature, one copy to 
each university and college in each State, and one copy to the historical society incor- 

porated, or which shall be incorporated, in each State. Fifty copies of the documents 
ordered by Congress to be printed shall be used for the purpose of exchange in foreign 

countries; the residue of the copies shall be deposited in the Library of the United 
States, subject to the future disposition of Congress. 

Whenever there are in the custody of the Department of the Interior any sets 

of the documents of any session of Congress, or other documents or odd volumes, not 

necessary to supply deficiencies or losses that may happen in the Library of Congress, 

or in that of either of the Executive Departments, or in State or territorial libraries, 
the Secretary of the Interior shall distribute the same as equally as practicable to the 

several Senators, Representatives, and Delegates in Congress for distribution to public 
libraries and other literary institutions in their respective districts. 

All such books and documents, when received at the proper o ffices, libraries, and 
other depositories, as provided by law, shall be kept there and not remoyed from such 

_ Places.t 

EXCHANGE WITH FOREIGN GOVERNMEN'S. 

By an act of July 20, 1840, the Librarian of Congress was authorized 

to exchange duplicates in the library for other books or works; and in 

the same manner to exchange documents. It was also ordered that 

thereafter 50 additional copies of documents printed by order of either 

house of Congress be printed and bound for the purpose of exchange 

with foreign countries. 

An act of March 4, 1846, directed the Librarian of Congress to pro- 

eure a complete series of reports of the United States courts and of the 

laws of the United States, and transmit them to the minister of justice 

of France, in exchange for works of French law presented to the United 

States Supreme Court. 

June 26, 1848, the Joint Committee on the Library was authorized to 

+ Revised Statutes of the United States, 1373-74, pp. 82, 83. :
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appoint agents for exchange of books and public documents. All books 
transmitted through these agents of exchange, for use of the United 

States, for any single State, or for the Academy at West Point, or the 

National Institute, to be admitted free. 

A resolution of June 30, 1848, ordered that the Joint Committee on 

the Library be furnished with 25 copies of the Revolutionary Archives ; 

25 copies of Little & Brown’s edition of the Laws of the United 
States; 7 copies of the Exploring Expedition then published, and an 

equal number of subsequent publications on the same subject, for the 
purpose of international exchange. 

A joint resolution of March 2, 1849, directed that two copies of certain 

volumes of the Exploring Expedition be sent to the government of Rus- 

sia, in lieu of those which were lost at sea on their passage to that 

country. The Secretary of State was also directed to present a copy of 

the Exploring Expedition, as soon as completed, to the government of 

Ecuador. 

By the act of August 31, 1852, the act of 1848 regulating exchanges _ 
was repealed. 

August 18, 1856, the Secretary of State was authorized to purchase 

100 copies each of Audubon’s Birds of America and Quadrupeds of 

North America, for exchange with foreign governments for valaable 

works, ; 

March 2, 1867, it was ordered that 50 copies of all documents printed 
by either house of Congress, or by any Department or Bureau of the 

Government, be placed with the Joint Committee on the Library, to be 

exchanged for foreign works, which shall be deposited in the Library of 

Congress. o 3 

In each succeeding year an appropriation has been made for the pur- 

pose of international exchange. 

THE SMITHSONIAN SYSTEM OF EXCHANGES. 

BY PROF, THEODORE GILL, M.D., PH. D. . 

The want of some system of intereommunication between the socie- 

ties of this and other countries had long been felt,on account of the 

difficulty, as well as expense, attending the transmission of articles 

between them, and the scientific literature of neither was well repre- 

sented in any one place. The consequence was that discoveries were 

heralded as new, and species of animals, plants, and minerals described 

as previously unknown, when in fact they had been treated of years 

before. 

Attempts had been made from time to time to supply the want, and 

notable was that of M. Alexandre Vattemare, a Freuchman, who, about 

twenty-five years ago, advocated a system of interchange of publications 

and works generally between the governments and public institutions of 

| Europe and America. . Being adopted, the system was for a time and to
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some extent successful, but it did not meet all the difficulties. It, how- 

ever, proved the feasibility of the task, and kept awake the desire to 

have in active operation such an interchange. At this juncture, to sup- 

ply the want thus experienced, the Smithsonian Institution offered its 

services as a medium of exchange between the societies of America 

and Europe. 

Of course, the expense attending such an exchange must necessarily 

be considerable, and the Institution voluntarily incurred this expense, 

inasmuch as it thereby became instrumental in the increase and diffusion 

of knowledge. This expense was chargeable (1) to hire for clerical and 

laborers’ work to be employed in the handling of the exchanges; (2) for 

the remuneration of agents in the centres of the Old World from which 

packages should be distributed to provincial parts; and (3) to carriers’ 

charges. The carriers’ charges have been, howe ver, greatly diminished 

by the liberality of the several companies, and especially the great 

steam lines. In time, almost all of the oceanic steamers, (those between 

America and Europe, and those between the eastern and western ports 

of the continent,) extended facilities for transportation, either for a 

definite number of cubic feet of space or for an unlimited extent. 

The system adopted by the Smithsonian Institution was begun early 

in its history, and was in full activity as early as the year 1851; it 

very soon became the chief means of communication between the 

learned societies of America and Europe, and other parts of the world. 

It has gone through practically two phases of execution, one having 

regard to completeness of invoice and the other to speediness of inter- 

course. f 

In 185t and succeeding years, ciremars were issued to the different 

societies and active scientific investigators in the United States offering 

its services to them for the transmission of packages to Europe, and 

advantage was taken of the offer by a large number. 

The rules then adopted and since adhered to required (1) that all 

parcels should be delivered free of cost to the Institution in Washing- 

ton; (2) that each one should be legibly addressed, and the name of 

the donor be also indicated thereon; and (3) that a separate invoice 

should be sent apart from the package. ; 

The Smithsonian system, as finally perfected about 1860, was organized 

upon the following plan: The packages from America for Europe were 

made up once or twice a year, 

A room about 75 feet long and more than 30 feet in width, as early 

as 1850, was devoted to the business connected with the exchanges. 

This room was fitted up with bins, shelves, and boxes, a separate space 

being allotted to each country and institution. 

A special invoice blank was printed for each transmission. On one 

side of this were printed the titles of the Smithsonian publications'sent. 

Blanks was left for the titles of the other works to be sent to the same 

society, us well as for the address of the society, and on the other side
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was given a list of all the institutions and private individuals who 

had given notice of their intention to send works to their. foreign 

correspondents. These blanks were duly filled up by the inser‘ion of 

the additional articles to be sent on one side, and on the other by checks 

made against the margins of the names of the societies and individuals 

sending, and the number of packages sent by these societies and indi- 

viduals, These invoices were all numbered with a current. series of 

numbers corresponding with a numerical list of the societies in corre- 

spondence,nd their return requested as receipts or vouchers for the 

articles sent. 

A reasonable time before a shipment was to be made, the Amer- 

jean correspondents were notified of the date, in order that they 

might forward to Washington such articles as they desired sent abroad. 

Upon request, lists of the societies in correspondence with the Institu- 

tion, or of those engaged as specialists in various departments of 

science, in the order of their importance, were forwarded to those 

desiring to send, for their guidance in the selection of addresses. 

The institution also assumed the burden and responsibility of receiving 

in bulk editions of the works of its correspondents to be forwarded to 

those institutions abroad where they would be most useful; always 

qaking care, however, that the shipment should be in the name of the 

person originally consigning, aud that he should receive credit therefor. 

For a few years, shipments have been made more frequently than 

before, to avoid long and sometimes vexatious delays. 

When the system was first adopted, three agents were appointed in 

Europe to distribute the packages sent, viz, one each in England, France, 

and Germany. As the system has been perfected, and the sphere of 

its operations widened, the number of agents has been increased, and 

at present there is one or more in every principal country in Europe, and 

in Australia. 

As the result of the system of international exchange thus briefly 

outlined, it need only be stated that both, or rather all, the continents 

have been benefited to an extent which can be appreciated only through 

a knowledge of the conditions of scientific activity and the degree to 

which original contributions to science are made to scientific societies, as 

well as the difficulty of obtaining the publications of those societies ex- 

cept through interchange. The number and diversity of such institu- 

tions may be dimly conceived when it is known that there.are 2,000 out- 

side of America which are in communication with the Smithsonian In- 

stitution. 

By the favor of foreign countries, as well as of the United States, 

the custom dues are remitted on all exchanges made through the Institu- 

tion., By the liberality of the numerous steamship lines, which grant 

free room for parcels thus forwarded, another large. element of expense 

is eliminated. Thus many institutions in this and in foreign countries 

which otherwise could not afford the means of interchange, and could
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not overcome the difficulties which would intervene in direct communica- 

tion, are beneficiaries of the system, and receive services which are not 
only gratuitous, but in part paid for out of the funds of the Institution ; 

the cost of the system being, of course, chargeable to every package 

which passes through its agency. 

The following tables, compiled from the annual reports of the Smith- 

sonian Institution, will give the data respecting the exports of,books, 

&c., on its own behalf and that of others, to foreign institutions, (Tab'e 

A,) and the returns from them to American institutions, (Table B.) In 

considering them, if must be recalled that the boxes are sent to several 

agents, each box containing packages for several societies, ete., (given 

under the heads “ Addresses” and “ Pyckages.”) Some of these pack- 

ages contain, besides the exchange for the society itself, other pack- 

ages for its members, etc.; hence the number of ultimately separable 

packages is very considerable. The European agent sends his packages 

as he receives them, and these may likewise severally contain a num- 

ber of inclosures for different persons ; much the smaller portion of these 

are for the Smithsonian Institution. The figures indicating the deposits 

in the library will give some idea of the aggregate. 

Taste A.—Packages sent to foreign countries 

a Goh | gia, [a Sey 
is ae ies] 3 | ge °3 

Year. So | Ss eel 2, | & Soa 
sia) 412 |i | a [es |et |e | 2 |e) es] 8 

| \Ou. st.| Lbs. 
RCE CSL Sabb ate eacue Wuscsellya ale Se Hesse ea re ec eeeeleecnree(es erae 

FOSL. .nccnnccvccsancecncrencrersccccccncese mL 500 40 RIO: | TOFD |e vnse| woenesceue 

BBGR. 2. cee be nce e ences nnetanencccececcess 362 | 572 | 46 263 | 9,885} 8,146 | .........0- 

TBSB 2. cece ec ccesewececeeececcccesocecees 382 625 | 48 392 | 12, 200 | 3,854 | Ae 

B54... 2. ace en nescence ee ccseecswnneesecene 375 506 | 38 ]........| 9, 791 | 2,816 | $1,600 00 

DOGS... ease nececennemeeesrternccccoceecnes| 418 825 | 33 358 | 10, 481 2, 712 1,103 23 

TBSG. 2. ne eweecceeneecnneecensscncccsscceces! ou 1,251 | 70 586 | 18, 271 3, 510, 1, 600 00 

VBST 2. ce ence enc c cece crane ce cnnnncecncnces 505, 965 | 40 384 | 14,248 | 3, 397 2,500 00 

MOOS oneeree teccsnceecccenciteesteccsnen] 525 | | 993'| 36] — ere!’ 90) 674 |- 4.4051 <1, 500 00) 
VRBO E cece ee eee ese te cece teem eeeeeeee 825 | 2725] 82 1, 054 29,480 | 5, 337 1,500 00 

1860. ...0..- 2. ee eee ewes ee ene eet eeencecnceee 525, 1,092: 61 67 20, 029 | 3, 130 2, 141 86 

FOBD ow oon obs coeen sere eS scene cnsnccsacnees 665, 1,099) 73 625 | 16, 958 | 3, 627 793 07 

TOGR. 2. inn de teesecn Teececenaceccnee ce ceeees 846 1,203 | 114 1, 006 | 28,836) 1,944 1,550 32 

Bes cats ccas oligr nes elt taes ee 783 | 1,426 | 6t| 447 | 10,286 | 3,316 | 1,357 76 
1864. .......ence seen cn ceeecncenceseenseccees, i 843 | 1,011 | 63 546 | 20,500 | 3, 462 2,753 76 

WWOS... rence reccenecnccescnscccccacensecs 783 1,176) 77 557 | 18, 630 | 2,563 1, 453 63 

MUON HEL Ste een elo cae neg eeateard 827 | 1,170! 83 571 | 18,050 | 4,137] 2,009 33 

BIBT onsen cccnnss cn caccccutercvccercesceesss}) 1001 | 1,190) 113 | 975 | 22,523 | 6,016 3,507 87 

PR aia asce odes scones Sacnnweas Uceein nash MON el Beh | 104 | 1,057 | 31,171 | 6,054 | 2,801 a4 

FOOD occ i cc. conc cccccness ceccsccnsecccevccens) 1,580.) J, 734 | 112} 1,033 | 23, 376 | 5, 220 4, 860 94 

VEU. 0. ccnnensccceecccsecrcrcenccceccccsees| 1,425 1,305 | 121 | 1, 189 | 31,383 | 6,481 4,165 62 

RI ate ael onc ys Chanede esnigeescecas|’ Leaea eaneye | ette | S77 28, 950 | 7,730 | 4,201 50 

FORRSiae bs oases ec nncccnccccssscesecetoesl ASE 2, 561 | 179 | 94 | 26, 850 | Saez 5,870 32 

BETS. oe. ee cneerceeseeapeccseteceseses-s| 1,856') 2, 735 196 | TATE 44,396 | seve'san)) 6, 2000 

WONG rah a erscee aca etpeckaasaesces|  Goscssa fecal 131 | 933 | 27,990 |........] 5,580 89
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Tanre B.— Packages received from foreign countries. 

| Packages for | 
| domestic| For Smithsonian Library. 
| distribution, 
pate | sai va asia 

Year, | 2 5 
| 2 2 

LBs so cl puafaulie lee 
hoe ele gs . 3 
\s | 2 2 2 2 | 43 = S ° = 2 
14} a | 5 & a a 

TBO pip g dings As Rivppeindthn es sea Rertiege Ree | vont 470 asl dad 1,094 
TERI Pe fe eit wal phn ans atta eed sce ee | peste a 54g 618 shake 1, 167 
FOOTE oo 2s ts te csua geen eureta eee ta eee reeee SAE hs Gani Dealo Lar age 1,700 5, 336 
HUET RBA tees rece pe 1, 052 | 1,440 | 991 125 | 2,556 
MiSs obese Ria ecaks2 <o0e tsi ese Reh Pa RS eer | Heeene (om feet Gea ee da ao | 2, 828 
ABSS Sa. -p wowoanscater ox abas obat 1x cto dasgdgh commen sera S| ai aaree |g. Loe Meee ee 26) 2,770 
Or le eicaill graeme aa eee | eenanet 3,330 
SRE eee eee TT iat coded csedetes | auees| 1h) Sena Re TAD ase) et a 
ISSA SERNA AA SE Re ee one 723 | 1,695 122 | 9,540 
TBS cscseh aL ee es oss] 1,938 | 1,082) 2, 540 40 | 3, 602 
BOO =n 250+ ones onions tte shot cropmapcosatneenee dhl 335 | ee 1271 | 4,180 220) 5,671 
TRUE esate sce ves Cac aac aee areheen 1 gece olene ae toe aes | a4} 1,406 | sat) 1,945 120} 2, 88H 
pagal Ae ed) ME) eR the ae SENSED [ic sae he | ene ae eee 55} 5,035 
TBR ei cssek Vy titk Ad Ee ee ee | 273 1 522 | oe | 3,479 200 4,589 
TBO a wes ncsnest pangs cose = sj-cpee-siegeni weet o-maageno pa aee| sie 2, 754 109) 3, 686 
TROD Se Wests s 0a to aaeigcee sees ee canny ya sepssieesere <n copelmao 1 OGL. CTBT Iam iss | 4,206 
WROD TEINS, vsteaevata nis lontnncesatont atinanteeterseul meat Da aD 1,213 | 4, 509 1ai| 5,87 

FT pea pee RAEe en ne CM YAR rue UU 1/200) mt 1,857 | 3, 946 328 | 5,838 
Tbe eMac fe snh keep pala. nds Bab Ae ese cae eaten ae 2894 | 1,770) 3,005) 134) 5, 509 
1869... seoesettetirentstesseeesiceneeneeecetsneeees} SOL | 4,130 | 1,234) 4,089 32) 5,555 
AQ ahs Se cates ss cakes Seles as ee pence 367 | 3,705 | 1,113 | 3,890 179 | 5,182 
HEP Ls 0c, acne eA SS Ra some Secrest penta ete 936 | 3,579 82) 4,597 
BTR IMT AAT CUE SE I | gz | 4,035 | 1,262 | 4,502 198 | 5, 902 
TSB eos ee cee eee eee eeeeceetee cee teceeee teste ees | ten) an | 8389 | 4,354 454) 5,607 
WETS Pe fata dase sete aon tenons: f-sag-spotae eee ai. arn aR 863 | 4.521 | 162) 5,546 

i | | | 

The regulations for the preparation of exchanges are now as follows : 

1. Every package, without exception, must be enveloped in strong paper and secured. 
so as to bear separate transportation by express or otherwise. 

2. The address of the institution or individual for whom the package is intended 
must be written legibly on the cover, and the name of the sender on one corner of the 
same, 

3. No single package must exceed the half of a eubic foot in bulk, 

4, A detailed list of addresses of all the parcels sent, with their contents, must ac- 

company them. 

5. No letter or other communication can be allowed in the parcel, excepting such as 
relates exclusively to the contents of the package. 

6, All packages mnst be delivered in Washington free of freight and other expenses. 
7. Every parcel should contain,a blank acknowledgment, to be signed and re- 

turned, either through the agent of the institution, or, what is still better, through the 
mail, to the sender, Should exchanges be desired for what is sent, the fact should be 

explicitly stated on the list of the contents of the package. Much disappointment is 
frequently expressed at the absence of any return in kind for transmissions; but un- 

less these are specifically asked for they will fail in many instances to be made. It 

19k
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will facilitate the work very greatly if the number corresponding to the several ad- 
dresses in the Smithsonian printed catalogue! be marked on the face of each parcel ; 
and for this purpose a copy of the catalogue will be forwarded to all who apply for 
it. Specimens of natural history will not be received for transmission unless with a 
previous understanding as to their character and bulk. 

8. Unless all these conditions are complied with, the parcels will not be forwarded 
from the Institution; and, on the failure to comply with the first and second conditions, 
will be returned to the sender for correction. 

LEGISLATION RESPECTING DUTIES ON BOOKS IMPORTED FOR PUBLIC 
USE. 

By act of July 4, 1789, a duty of 5 per cent. was imposed upon all 
imported books, maps, charts, and philosophical instruments, in common 
with nearly all other imported articles. 

August 10, 1790, books owned by persons coming to reside inthe 
United States and philosophical apparatus especially imported for a 
seminary of learning were exempted from duty. 

April 27, 1816, all books, maps, charts, philosophical apparatus, statu- 
ary, paintings, drawings, ete., imported for literary purposes or for any 
seminary of learning, were declared free of duty. 

The act of May 22, 1824, imposed a duty on all books printed previous 
to 1775; also on all books printed in other languages than English, four 
cents per volume, except those printed in Latin and Greek, on whieh the 
duty was fixed at 15 cents per pound when bound, and 13 cents when 
unbound. On all other books, when bound, the duty was fixed at 30 
cents per pound; when in sheets or boards, 26 cents per pound. 

The act of May 19, 1828, provided that the duty on imported Greek 
and Latin books, printed previous to 1775, should not be more than four 
cents per volume, 

September 11, 1841, all books, maps, charts, philosophical apparatus, 
statues, engravings, paintings, drawings, specimens of natural history, 
ete., imported for the use of the United States, or by order and for use 
of any institution of learning, were declared exempt from’ duty. 

The act of August 30, 1842, imposed a duty on all imported books 
printed in the English language,when bound, 30 ceats per pound ; in 
sheets or boards, 20 cents per pound: Provided, that if any sach book 
had been printed or published abroad more than one year and not re- 
published in this country, or had been printed and published abroad 
more than five years before such importation, the daty should be one- 
half the above rates. On books printed in other languages than English 
the duties were fixed as follows: On books printed in Latin and Greek, 
when bound, 15 cents per pound; unbound, 13 cents per pound ; books 
printed in Hebrew, when bound, 10-cents per pound; unbound, eightcents 
per pound ; books printed in all other foreign languages, when bound or 
in boards, five cents per volume; when in sheets or pamphlets, 15 cents 
per pound. The editions of works in the Latin, Greek, Hebrew, or Bn- 
glish languages which were printed forty years prior to the date of 

eae em eme ence Catia aaa ae
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importation, to pay a duty of five cents per volume; all reports of legis- 

lative committees appointed under foreign governments, five cents per 

volume; polyglots, lexicons, and dictionaries, five cents per pound ; 

books of engravings, bound or unbound, and maps and charts, 20 per 

cent. ad valorem. Nevertheless books, apparatus, paintings, ete., im- 

ported in good faith for literary purposes and fur use of institutions of 
learning, should be admitted free. 

July 30, 1846, a duty of 10 per cent. ad valorem was imposed on im- 

ported books, magazines, pamphlets, newspapers, ete., bound or unbound, 

and upon maps and charts. 

The act of March 29, 1848, remitted all duties upon books, maps, and 

charts, imported by authority of the Joint Library Committee of Con- 

gress for use of Congressional Library, 

June 26, 1848, it was enacted that all books transmitted through the 

agents of exchange for the use of the Government of the United States, 

or of any government of a State, or of its legislature, or of any depart- 

ment of the Government of the United States or of a State, or of the 

Academy at West Point, or of the National Institute, shall be admitted 
duty free, 

August 12, 1848, it was ordered that thereafter all books, maps and 

charts, apparatus, ete., imported in good faith for use of colleges, schools, 

or literary societies, should be free of duty. 

The act of January 26, 1849, provided that after June, 1849, all 

books, maps, charts, mathematical and nautical instruments, and philo- 

sophical apparatus, imported for use of the United States, should be iree 

of duty. 

June 30, 1864, the duty on imported books, periodicals, pamphlets, 

blank books, bound or unbound, and all printed matter, engravings, 

illustrated books and papers, and maps and charts, was fixed at 25 per 

cent. ad valorem; and the duty on philosophical apparatus and instra- 

ments imported for the use of any institution of learning at 15 per cent 
ad valorem. 

The act of July 14, 1870, still in force, exempts from duty ali imported 

books which have been printed and manufactured more than twenty 

years. 

June 5, 1872, it was enacted that on and after August 1, 1872, the 

following imported articles shall be exempt from duty, viz: Books 

which shall have been printed more than twenty years trom the date of 

importation; books, maps, and charts imported by authority for the 

use of the United States or for the Library of Congress ; books, maps, 

and charts specially imported (not more than two copies in any one 

invoice) in good faith for the use of any society, literary or religious, or 

by order of any college, school, or seminary of learning in the United 

States; professional books, the property of persons arriving in the 

United States; books, or libraries, or parts of libraries in use of per- 

Sons or families from foreign countries, if used abroad by them not less 

than one year, and net intended for other persons, nor for sale.



CHAPTER XI 

STATE AND TERRITORIAL LIBRARIES. 

BY HENRY A. HOMES, LL. D., 
Librarian New York State Library. 

ORIGIN AND EARLY HISTORY —GROWTH — STare GRANTS— AID BY GENERAL GOVERN- 

MENT — EXCHANGES — PRESENT NUMBER AND CONDITION — AIMS. 

The existence of libraries at the seats of government in ancient and 

modern times, is a fact so common as to indicate that there are reasons 

permanently operating which lead to their establishment. Beginning 

with the libraries of the kings of Assyria, carved on stone or clay, or 

of the Ptolemies at Alexandria, written on papyrus or parchment, we 

mmay trace government libraries forward through Constantinople and 

Rome, till we find them flourishing as one of the chief glories of the 
capitals of modern Europe. 

The example of the Old World could not be rapidly followed in the New. 

Ta America, under the administration of foreign governors, ruling over 

colonies in the spirit of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, there 

was little to favor the growth of libraries in connection with the govern- 

ment. In the British North American colonies, it was not till after the 

Revolution, and more than thirty years after the formation of theConstitu- 

tion of the United States, that any general tendency was manifested to 

establish libraries as a constituent part of the State system. There 

were, indeed, in the older States collections of the laws and legislative 

proceedings of the State, preserved in one or two legislative libraries, for 

which librarians were chosen each session, and intended solely for the 

use of the members of the legislature. There were, moreoyer, in the 

offices of the governors and of the heads of departments, books pur- 

chased on account of temporary official necessities, or which had been 

presented by sister States or foreign governments or individuals, which, 

having accumulated, waited for some special care to be exercised to 

render them available for public use. 

These collections became most naturally the foundation upon which 

to organize State libraries ; yet other causes to which we shall presently 

refer operated to give a definite impulse to the measure. As to the fact 

that such collections existed, the records of Pennsylvania show that there 

was a library at its capital as early as 1777, and resolutions respecting 

it were passed in 1781. New Hampshire also has claims to the posses- 
sion of one before the Revolution. Probably when the records of the 

292
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older States come to be examined with this point in view, each of them 

will be able to supply documentary evidence of the early existence of such 

collections, which were occasionally referred to as the library of the State. 

That of Pennsylvania was not formally established till 1816, when three 

libraries at the state-house were by a law incorporated into one; nor was 

the library of New Hampshire organized till L818. Tennessee, a compara- 

tively new State, is reported to have had a library of 8,000 volumes at 

its capital, without any evidence to show that it had been created by 

law ; for it was not till 1854 that its legislature voted to establish a State 

library. Vermont, in providing for a librarian in 1825, required him to 

take charge of all the books and documents then existing in the state- 

house. ‘These instances are sufficient to illustrate the fact of the accu- 

mulations of books at the capitals previous to the definite organization 

of the State library. 

The most noticeable of the causes which led to their formation was 

a resolution of the State of Massachusetts in 1811, requesting its secre- 

tary of state to correspond with the proper officer of the several States 

for the purpose of securing an annual exchange of statutes for the use 

of the executive and legislative departments and to offer three sets to 
each of the States that should agree to forward their statutes in return. 

The proposition was favorably received, and then commenced the sys- 

tem of exchanges new existing between the States which created the 

foundations of State libraries. Yet it was not till 1826 that even 

Massachusetts established a State library “for the use of the legisla- 

ture ;” the act required the collection from the public offices into one 

place, and the purchase of “such books, maps, and charts, works of 

science and the arts as may tend to illustrate the resources and means 

of internal improvement of the Commonwealth or of the United States.” 

The plan of Massachusetts was forwarded, and a further impetus given 
by a law of Congress of December 27, 1813, ordering one copy of each 

of the journals and documents of Congress to be given to the executive 

departinent of each State. 

South Carolina had a legislative library in 1814. New York estab- 

lished a library in 1818, declaring that its object was to found “a pub- 

lie library for the use of the government and of the people of the 

State,” and it has since that time continued annually to make 

appropriations for its enlargement. Ohio owed the creation of its 

library, in the same year with that of New York, to the action of 

Governor Worthington, who purchased, in 1817, in Philadelphia, with 

the money of the contingent fund, a large number of books, and on his 

recommendation, the next legislature organized a library. The period 

from 1816 to 1819 included the organization of five State libraries, in 

Hlinois, New Hampshire, New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, the whole 

number of States being twenty-two. Between 1824and 1829, seven libra- 

ries were created,—in Indiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, Missouri, New 

Jersey, Vermont, and Virginia,— with twenty-four States in the Union 

From 1836 te 1840, eight State libraries were established.
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No period has been so remarkable for the increase of State libraries, 

and of the number of books in them, as that of the last twenty-five 

years. During this time, one State after another has adopted the poli- 

ey, until at the present moment there is such alibrary inevery State and 

Territory. The. Territories organized within the last thirty years have 

been provided on their organization with such libraries. Congress ap- 

propriated $5,000 in 1836, for the purchase of a library for Wisconsin Ter- 

ritory “for the useof the legislature and the supreme court.” The Terri- 

tory of Oregon had an appropriation from Congress in 1848, of like 

amount, for the same purpose. In 1850 New Mexico received an appro- 

priation of $5,000, and in 1854 $500 additional, for her territorial library ; 

which in 1853 numbered about 2,000 volumes, comprising the standard 

text books on the various branches of common and civil law and eqnity, 

the reports of the United States and the State courts and thecodes of the 

several States and Territories, besides a number of congressional doeu- 

ments. The library then contained the manuscript records of the Terri- 

tory, dating back more than three hundred years. This collection of 

records is probably the oldest in the United States.! Indeed it came to 

be the rule to appropriate in the act organizing a territorial government 

funds for the purchase of a library. It was a recognition by the most 

enlightened body in the nation of the value and necessity of a library 

for the welfare of new communities, that they might be developed and 

sustained under wise laws. 

With the accumulation of books at the capitols and state-houses, as 

the result of their interchanges of statutes and the journals of the leg- 

islatnres, the necessity of a library organization for their control was 

still further impressed upon the minds of the legislators by the resolu- 

tions of South Carolina in 1844, which were communicated to the States, 

proposing an additional exchange, that of the reports of the judicial 

decisions of each State. The proposition has been accepted by all the 
States. : 

Among the causes operating to stimulate the development of State 

libraries, the disinterested and zealous exertions of Alexandre Vatte- 

mare, of France, shoutd not be overlooked. His addresses and appeals, 

made personally to the legislatures of many of the States, in favor of 

international exchanges of State publications and duplicate works with 

the states and cities of Europe, awakened a hopeful readiness to carry 

out his special plans, and stimulated measures for the increase of State 

libraries. Washington Irving declared the scheme to be “worthy of 

the civilization of the age,” especially on account of its tendency to ger- 

minate libraries promptly and without loss. Sixteen States accepted 

the obligations and expenses of this system of international exchanges, 

in a greater or less degree. The management was conducted at Paris; 

by M. Vattemare, until his death, which occurred in 1864 

‘Bl Gringo; or, New Mexico and her People. By W. HL H. Davis, New York: Har- 
per Bros., 1857,
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The plan did not continue to be sustained, during the whole of this 
period, by all of those Stites that engaged in it, some of them soon de- 
clining to contribute annually to the necessary expenses. This aban- 
donment was not merely because the classes of books received were 
chiefly in foreign languages, but because that, irrespective of their value, 
it cost more to bind them than the whole sum the legislature was dis- 
posed to allow annually for the increase of their libraries. Yet, as early 
as 1856, M. Vattemare had sent from France alone 100,009 volumes, 
besides those which he had secured from other states of Burope; and 
had received in return 80,000 volumes from this country. The exchanges 
carried on by M. Vattemare operated in many ways to develop and 
vivify intellectual and sympathetic relations between the people of the 
Old and New World. Since his death, the system bas been pursued on a 
more efficient and practical basis by the Smithsonian Institution, which, 
through its various agencies abroad, 1s very successfully facilitating 
exchanges, not only between States, but between societies and individ- 
uals. 

In these remarks on the origin of our State libraries, if has not been 

au object to give the history of all or of any one of them. The casual 
notice of particular libraries has been simply for the parpose of illustra- 
ting the general facts which appertain to the origin of allof them. The 

materials are accumulating in the reports of the libraries of each State, 

which will require, ultimately, to be embodied in a general history. Nor 

has there been occasion to speak of the origin of the National Library, 

the Library of Congress, with its 300,000 volumes. Its aims and scope 
are the same, but on a larger and more comprehensive scale, in propor- 

tion as its means are larger. Its rapid development is most gratifying 
to our hopes and pride. 

CONDITION, ; 

Having spoken of the origin of our State libraries, we proceed toa 

general brief statement of their character and conditien. 

The annual increase of books in the libraries is from purchases, ex- 

changes, and gifts. The fands for purchases are chiefly from the an- 

nual appropriations made by the legislatures of the several States. 
There is a tendency to a moderate increase in the amount of these ap- 

propriations. In four or five of the larger States it may average from 

$1,500 to $4,000 a year, while in the greater number the average would 
not be over $500. In California the annual receipts from the State are 

about $7,000; a fee of $5 is taxed upon each commission issued by the 

governor, and $5 is deducted from the compensation of each member 

of the legislature and paid into the library fund. In Nevada, the library 
fund is derived in part from fees paid in the public offices and from 

licenses to attorneys to practive. In some of the States a portion of 

the fund comes from the sale of volumes of the statutes and law 
reports. 

The inerease from exchanges consists of the official publications of the
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United States and of the forty-six States and Territories with each other. 
The provineesof the Dominion of Canada enter into the system of exchange 
with some of the States in a liberal spirit. These exchanges add several 
hundred volames each year, although all of the States are not equally uni- 
form in sustaining the system. Massachusetts, New York, and Penn- 
sylvania report that they have exchanges with all the States and Terri- 
tories. It is the custom of some States to place at the disposal of the 
authorities of the library an additional number of copies of its publica- 
tions, for exchanges with societies and individuals at home and abroad. 

The increase from gifts, irrespective of exchanges, has not as yet been 
large from any one person, but the aggregate of the donations annually 
made by the citizens is considerabie. It averaged for the last four 
years for the State of New York 250 volumes a year, exclusive of pam- 
phlets and gifts from societies. 

The proportion of the library funds devoted to purchases for the law 
departments is in most of the States from one-quarter to one-half of the 

whole amount; of course varying in successive years according to cir- 

cumstances. The proportion of books in the law departments is from 

one-sixth to two-thirds of the whole number. When State doeuments 

are included in the count with the law books, it of course swells the 
number in that department, and in the same measure reduces the num- 

ber counted in the general library. In some States the la w library is 

recognized as a branch of the State library, and has its separate apart- 

ment. In Texas and Indiana the law library is the library of the su- 

preme court. The proportion of books of law to those of all other 

classes is gradually changing, and the libraries are becoming more com: 

prehensive in their character with time and the increase of the States 

in wealth and population. It was natu rally one of the first objects of a 

State library to provide works of reference on law, as the court rooms 

of the highest courts in the State are at the capitols, and both the judges 

and the advocates being separated from their own libraries derive the 

greatest advantage from them. In Wisconsin and Iowa the purchases 

of books are almost entirely for the law libraries, but the legislatures at 

the same time make liberal annual appropriations to the State histori- 

eal societies for the purchase of books of a general character. lu this 

way the library of the Historical Society of Wisconsin has already 

reached 60,000 yolumes, including pamphlets. 

The general department of the State libraries includ es for the smaller 
libraries chiefly State papers, with the most necessary encyclopedias, 
aud works of reference on statistics, political economy, and history, for 

the use of the legislature, a minimum portion of modern light literature, 

and incidental additions of a miscellaneous character. The larger li- 

braries employ their larger appropriations in the purchase of books 

from a wider range, aiming not to supply the direct needs of the legis- 

lator only, but to respond to the requirements and tastes of a culti- 

vated people, looking forward to such measure of completeness in every
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department as the means at their disposal may allow. An opinion of 

the character of one library is expressed in a report from its librarian, 

in which he “congratulates the legislature on the number of works 

to be found in the library adapted to the wants of the agriculturist, the 

merchant, the banker, and the statesman.” Another report says, “* The 

library is specially designed to contain books on legislation, government, 

politics, history, statistics, and political economy.” A third report ob- 

serves, “A glance over the purchases will show that the mechanic’s and 

engineer’s call can now be gratified.” 
Notwithstanding the laws establishing State libraries declare that 

they are for books, manuscripts, and maps, the libraries are most of 

them too young to have collected largely of the two last named arti- 

cles. The largest collections of manuseripts are in the oldest libraries, 

as might be expected. Many libraries do not report any manuscripts. 

Where they do exist in the libraries, there is abundant evidence that 

they are constantly contributing materials for personal and town history. 

State libraries are in some cases also the museums of natural history 

of the State, and contain the manufactures, dresses, aud antiquities of 

the aborigines. Others possess portraits and busts of distinguished 

citizens, with coins and medals. 

Each State library is emphatically a reference library, and not for the 

circulation of the books. Exception is uniformly made in favor of the 

heads of departments, the judges of the highest courts, and of the 

menmbeys of the legislature during the sessions, who are allowed to draw 

books under special regulations. In some States, other classes, as the 

superintendents of public institutions, the officers of the legislature, - 

and the like, are allowed to draw books. Books which are important on 

account of their being in frequent demand or of their rarity are not 

permitted to be taken from the capitol by any person. The use made 

of the libraries is at present greatest during the sessions of the legisla- 

ture and the terms of the courts. But such is the pressure of business 

during the legislative sessions, that few can find time for researches 

connected with general principles, and members are obliged to limit 

themselves too frequently to such facts as they can gather from statis- 

tics and State documents. Information to be derived from State, county, 

and town maps and charts is in demand at all times. 

State libraries are.free to all persons without exception, who have 

the privilege of reading any book for which they may inquire. When 

situated in large cities, they are much frequented by the residents and 

the students of educational institutions, especially if there is no other 

public library. The public have not the right in the New York State 

law library to occupy the tables appropriated to the members of the 

bar. The libraries are open every day, except on holidays, during the 

sessions of the legislature, from 9 in the morning till late in the after- 

noon. Most of them are in the same manner open during the whole of 

the year, at least during a part of the day. The facilities for reading
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in the British Museum are generally commended, yet any person de- 
siring to read there must apply in writing to the principal librarian, 
specifying his “description” and place of abode, and accompany bis 
letter with a written recommendation from some other person. There- 
upon he receives a ticket, giving him the privilege for six months. Under 
such restrictions the room has its hundred thousand of readers in a year. 
With us there are no restrictions to repulse any person decently clad 
and of good behavior from using a State library. 

At their first organization, State libraries were frequently left under 
the control of an existing State officer, as the governor or the secretary of 
state. The direction and control are now usually assigned to a number 
of persons, designated as commissioners or trustees, who are either cer- 
tain State officers, with the librarian, as in Pennsylvania, or are chosen 
or appointed to the office, aud are to remain till their successors are 
appointed, or are gradually changed after a term of several years’ service, 
In California the supervising board was composed of the judges of the 
supreme court, with the governor. In New York the regents of the 
university are the trustees. The changes in the method of administra: 
tion, as the libraries grew in value and importance, have always been 
for the purpose of securing a steady, watchful, and permanent control 
of its interests. The librarians are either appointed by the governor or 
the trustees, or are chosen by the legislature for a term of years. In 
Massachusetts, while there is a board of trustees, the secretary of the 
board of education is librarian. 4 H 
Annual reports are made to the legislature, either by the commis- 

sioners, trustees, or librarians, regarding the condition of the library, 
its income, expenditure, and progress. The salaries of librarians and 
other expenses of the library are provided for by appropriations, addi- 
tional to those made for the purchase of books. The librarians in at 
least five of the States are women—in Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, Michi- 
gan, and Tennessee. The purchases of books, as reported by twelve 
libraries are represented as being made in six of them by the librarian 

“and in the other six by the trustees. Yet the same statistics do not 
define who makes the selection of the books or the devision upon the 
selection, 

The measure of care taken for the safe keeping of the books is an 
important element as regards all libraries. Oar State libraries are, as 
we have observe, reference libraries, and the privilege of drawing 
some classes of books is limited to a small.number of persons; but in 
1858 Ohio was extending the privilege to clerks both of the legislature 
and the departments, to ex-officers of State, the officers of its public 
institutions at a distance from the capital, and to others. Colorado has 
a similar provision for books to be taken to remote counties and retained 
for six weeks. Wisconsin once extended the privilege to attorneys. 
Many of ‘the libraries, after suffering greatly from the loss of books in 

the periods when the application of the rules or the rules themselves
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were lax, have assumed a necessary stringency, for the purpose of pro- 

tecting the property of the State and securing the greatest degree of 

usefulness from the library. The librarian of Minnesota reported, in 

1860, that out of a large number of volumes which had been regarded, 

as lost, two hundred of them had been recovered in a single year by 

faithful exertions. They had disappeared under the “order system” 

chiefly. The librarian’s report for Pennsylvania for 1873 refers to a 

time when the library suffered from that “order system which was in, 
vogue for a few years, and which of itself would deplete any library in 

this or any other community.” The ‘ order system” referred to is a 
custom which not unnaturally springs up in the use of a library, though 

it may not be provided for in the regulations, by which those who enjoy 

the exceptional privilege of drawing books give an order to a friend or 

an acquaintance to draw a book in their name or on their responsibility. 

On account of frequent loss of books from this usage, Pennsylvania has 

prohibited the acceptance of such orders by the librarian. Tennessee, 

for the same reason, in 1871 forbade the librarian to receive any orders 

for books to be taken out by others than those legally authorized, 
In 1857, the commissioner of the Vermont library having reported 

an “immensely large list of missing volumes,” the legislature imme- 

diately placed the library under the control of trust ees, and in fourteen 

years the library had trebled in size. Ohio specifically declares in her 

laws that whoever, being a privileged person, gives an order to any 

other person not having such privilege, shall forfeit all right to take 

books from the library. 

The number of volumes in all the State and territorial libraries, 

not including pamphlets, according to the latest returns, is 833,219. 
Within twenty-five years the number has nearly quadrupled. In 

the same period in Europe the ten principal libraries have doubled 

their number of volumes, an increase still greater than in our own 

libraries if we consider their great size at the beginning of the. 

period. The interest taken in these institutions in our own as well as 

in foreign lands is illustrative at the same time of the intellectual activ- 

ity and the material enterprise of the age. If the number of volumes 

had simply been doubled instead of being quadrupled in twenty-five 

years, it would have still constituted a very gratifying increase. Cou- 

sidering how recently they became States, the readiness of some of the 

Western States to build up stroug libraries surpasses the zeal of others 

at the Hast. ; 
The libraries are very unequal in size, beginning with the thousand 

volumes of the library of a newly organized Territory, till we reach one 

of 95,000 — that of the State of New York. Ten of the whole number 

have over 30,000 volumes each. The sizeof the library depends in part 

upon the length of time it has been organized, in part upon the popula- 

tion and wealth of the State, and in part upon the vicinity of other 

large libraries. It is especially worthy of notice that only four of the
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State libraries are in cities having a population of over fifty thousand, 

according to the census of 1870. Of the forty-six State and territorial 

libraries, therefore, it follows that forty-two of them are in rela- 

tively small cities. Yet as the State capitals are the most central 

towns of the State for facility of access to the citizens, and 

are the towns most frequently visited by them for purposes 

of business, institutions of the character which State libraries should 

aspire to become, can nowhere else be more properly established for 

their highest utility and security. At the centres of population in the 

great cities, large and rapidly increasing libraries are already estab- 

lished. Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Washington, at the East, 

rival each other in their libraries of reference; while Chicago, Cincin- 

nati, St. Louis, and San Francisco at the West, give promise of a 

worthy competition. But their enlargement from the outset is in be- 

half of all the wants possible to the human mind, and they have not the 

* special aims of a State library; while as our capitals are destined with 

the lapse of years to become large centres of population, like the capi- 

tals of Europe, they have the same motives to be also comprehensive 

in their additions to their libraries as have the cities we have mentioned. 

Where the capitol is in a city already possessing large libraries, it is 

feasible to build up its State library in directions suited to its more spe- 

cific aims. The Massachusetts State library, having already in the vi- 

cinity of its state-house libraries containing an aggregate of about 

800,000 volumes, may wisely leave the purchase of books on science, 

art, and literature, to those libraries, and limit its own purchases to State 

history, political economy, and legislation, and thus avoid duplicating 

the works already collected in those libraries. But where the popula- 

tion is one which has lately settled, and there is no other library of ref- 

erence within the State, there is no limit to the branches of knowledge 

from which books may be selected, except the want of funds with which 

to purchase, or the decision of the authorities. 

When we reflect upon the late rapid development of the State libra- 

ries, the character of the books collected, and the interest with which 

they are cherished by the people, their condition is one of great encour: 

agement. The deficiencies in the largest of them in every branch of 

knowledge are recognized by their friends, and they only wait for op- 

portunities to fill them up. And if in any of the older States there is 

a backwardness to appreciate their claims and their importance, the 

ardor manifested by the younger members of the family of States to 

buildup the State library will not be without its effect to stimulate 

them to similar enterprise. 
AIMS, 

After this brief view of the origin and condition of our State libraries, 

it remains to consider in the remaining observations their aims, com- 

bining some practical reflections on their administration and enlarge-
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ment.. There may be nothing in these remarks which has not been ex- 
pressed on different occasions by the officers of State libraries, yet there 
certainly will be an advantage in grouping these views together. 

Our State libraries come into view first in order of time prominently 
as libraries of the statutes, journals of the legislatures, and State docu- 
ments, As regards the aim of a State library in this branch of its col- 
lections, it cannot fail to be remembered that these libraries are the only 
places in each State where it can be supposed that an untiring assiduity 
will be exercised to secure complete sets of all the publications of the 
State, and, as far as possible, of the several States. In the apartments 
called the senate and assembly libraries of s uch States as retain them, 
only the sta tutes of the State and the later journals and documents of 
the legislatures are preserved. It is impossible to keep the sets com- 
plete under a system where the librarian is chosen solely for the actual 
session of the legislature, and has hardly time to become acquainted 
with his library, or to learn that a deficiency exists, except from inqui- 
ries made after an absent volume. It requires the most watchful exer- 
tions to make the sets of State publications tolerably complete. It has 
been affirmed that there is not a State in the Union, unless it may bea 
State lately admitted, which is in possession of a complete set of its own 
publications. In 1858 Ohio did not possess one, and Vermont did not 
in 1871. Massachusetts reports that some of the papers known to have 
been printed by the State are hopelessly lost. 

No libraries except State libraries will collect with any perseverance 
the documents of the other States. In view, therefore, of the frequency, 
even within the short period of our national existence, of the destruction 
of libraries by fire, and in view of the occasional calam ity of war, it is 
under a system of exchanges existing between States, more surely than 
in any other way, that each State has a chance for the complete preser- 
vation of its official history d uring a succession of centuries. Although 
forty-six States and Territories may be co-operating simultaneously in 
preserving the same documents of each State, the accidents of time will 
continually be reducing the number of ‘sets existing ; and how few com- 
plete sets, if any, would remain at the end of three hundred years! 
Frequently yonly unique copies are found to exist of works whieh 
three centuries since were printed to the extent of thousands of copies. 
Of ninety-six of the works printed by Caxton four hundred years since, 
thirty-five of the extant copies are unique. ,How many of these laws 
and debates at the end of a similar period would be extant to testify to 
the facts of the history of each State ? 

A State library will, of course, make it one of its special aims to eol- 
lect works on American history in general just so far as the means at 

its disposal will admit. But of all the purposes for which it exists, 
none responds so directly to the wants of the largest number of the 
citizens of a State as to aim to collect all the materials accessible to 

illustrate the history of the State, its counties, its to ns, and its citi-
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zens. The authorities of the library will therefore be attentive to se: 
eure all local histories and biographies, manuscript collections of the 
papers of its eminent citizens, the official proceedings of all counties 
and towns, reports of all societies, charitable, commercial, manufactur- 
ing, military, and secret, and as many of the newspapers printed in the 

State as can be obtained, with its almanacs, and business and town di- 

rectories. To these will naturally be added works in science and the 

arts which relate more particularly to the productions of the State. An 
honorable historic consciousness will be promoted by securing works of 

merit of all kinds written by citizens of the State. 
Much might be said regarding the value of the different classes of 

books just mentioned, a value which grows with successive years. We 
will, however, single out from among them for particular notice the class 
of newspapers. For many towns and counties they are the only printed 
record of the earliest facts of local history. Their value in libraries’ is 
already recognized in our Western States. The Indiana State Library 
receives twenty-eight newspapers as an annual gift; Minnesota was 
receiving forty in 1862, and Ohio receives twenty-eight. The New Jer- 
sey library invites donations of the same kind. There can be little 
doubt that the publishers of a large proportion of the newspapers of 
any State would preserve and give to the State the file of each year, on 
the single condition that it should be promptly bound and made accessi- 
ble to the public. It would be equitable and useful to provide by stat: 
ute that each publisher sending a newspaper should receive a copy of 
the laws of the session. 

Tt would also bea beneficial measure that the librarians of town and 
incorporated libraries should be required, by statate, to send a copy of 
their annual and other printed reports and printed catalogues to the 
library of the State. The documents would thus be permanently 
preserved, would give publicity to the existence and character of the 
libraries, and facilitate the preparation of tables of statistics of all the 
libraries of the State. 
Town directories and guides, after the lapse of a year, can be obtained 

at almost no expense, and when a series of a few decades of years lias 
been collected, the experience of libraries shows that they ate very fre- 
quently referred to as indispensable in many historical researches. 

Unique collections, such as the manuseript papers of governors and 
other State officers, memorials of early settlers and prominent citizens, 
are to be sought for, both for their intrinsic value as records of the past, 
and also for the distinction the possession of them gives to the library 
beyond that of its printed volumes. 

It might be provided by law with advantage to the public that the 
heads of departments coald transfer to the custody of the State library 
manuseripts not wanted in their departments as matters of record, but 
the preservation of which might be desirable for historical reference. 
The legislature of New York, in 1847, passed a resolution directing the
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secretary of state to deliver to the State library all such documents of 
historic interest relative to and connected with the annals of the State 
“as he might deem desirable and proper to be so transferred.” The 
S:ate librarian, under proper regulations, might become keeper of the 
rolls and records of the State and of all documents of early dates that 
should be transferred to the library from any department. 

It would be a wise undertaking for each library to aim to enrich itself 
by selecting one or two subjects, which should not be of too great scope, 
and making a special collection of books on those subjects. The topics 
might be such as the writings and memorials of an eminent author, a 
branch of mining, the telegraph, and the like. Persons interested in 
such topics would soon learn of the existence of one place where they 
could depend upon finding everything written upon these subjects. 

A State library should be abundantly supplied with the means of 
furnishing teachers of schools, town library committees, and librarians, 
with information regarding the character of books desirable to be pur- 
chased. All forms of guides to reading, guides in the selection of books 

and comprehensive catalogues of select books should be secured, and 

the librarian should qualify himself to aid in that direction. The de- 

partment of instruction of Illinois has this year published a very valu- 

able list of books with explanatory notes, as a guide in the selection of 

books for school districts and town libraries.! It is a good example of a 
part of the work to be done, and of the kind of aid which may be given 
in connection with each State library. 

The expense must be incurred afresh and continually of purchasing 
the, latest editions of encyclopedias, annual registers, and statistical 
works generally, as rapidly as they are published, notwithstanding 
earlier editions are upon the shelves of the library.. In matters con? 
nected with legislation and for all researches, the freshest statistics and 
reports are alone satisfactory to the investigator. The earlier editions 
do not become useless; they will always serve to mark the development 
of thought and the progress of science up to the date when they were 
published, and they contain information excluded from new encyclope- 
dias by the pressure of fresh materials. 

It. will be readily conceded that a State library should possess all: 
works pertaining in any way to the history of the State; for it is 
evident that the productions of the press of each State: illustrate in 
miny ways its history, being usually the work,: either intellectually 
or materially, of its own citizens. Any reasonable method of secur. 
ing one copy of each of such publications for the State library is 
worth considering. At present two copies of every article for which a 
copyright is demanded, must, by law, be deposited in the Library of 
Congress. Might it not as well be provided that one of these two 
copies should be deposited in the State library of the State in whieh it 

'Ciccular No. 31, Department of Public Instruction, Springfield, Ill, December 25, 
1374, p. 133.
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is published? It can hardly be a necessity that two copies of each 

publication should be retained in the same library, one for use in the 

library, and the other for the sole purpose of keeping the material 

record of copyrights complete. It is probable that at the end of a long 

period of years, a much larger number of these publications would be 

in existence as a record of the past if they had been officially preserved 

in two places than if they had only been preserved in one, thus depend- 

ing for their safety upon a single contingency. The convenience of 
access to the public, the reasonable claims of the State in which the 

work originates, the benefit to authors and publishers, and its advan- 

tages for the completeness of State history,— all these motives recom- 

mend the plan as preferable to the existing arrangement. During the 
last year, 14,000 articles were copyrighted at the Library of Congress, 

making, at two copies each, 28,000 articles deposited in the Library. 

The deposit in the library of the State in which the work is published of 

one-half of this gross number, by the publishers, or by the Librarian of 

Congress, would both relieve the National Library of whatis now, in many 

respects, an incumbrance, and work greatly to the advantage of each 

State. The trustees of the New York State Library made a similar sug- 

gestion in 1858, asking forthe passage of a law requiring ‘‘ authors who 

obtain a copyright of their works, to deposit a copy in the State library 

of the State in which such copyright was entered.” This suggestion 

was made before the late change in the law of the United States. 

Just so far as it is evident to an observing public that the books and 

manuscripts in a State library are guarded with a scrupulous care for 

their safety, it may be expected that it will be preferred by generous 

citizens before other institutions as the one to which they will be glad to 

Vequeath their libraries, or to give or intrust on deposit manuscripts 

and works of value. At the date when the British Museum contained 

514,000 volumes, 218,000 of them had either been bequeathed or pre- 

sented to it. These donors have thus acquired a more enduring and 

honorable fame for their names than they would have secured by the 

erection for themselves of costly mansoleums. The disposition of our 

men of wealth to endow public institutions at their death or during life 

is so prevalent among us as to be the source of just pride. Trustees 

of libraries, sensible of the importance of such collections, ean hardly 

avoid directing the attention of citizens to this method of rendering 

their wealth useful to their country. But in speaking of the condition 

of our State libraries, we have referred to the fact that in the early 

stages of organization serupulous care for the safety of the books was 

not exercised, and the libraries suffered frequent and large losses. 

This evil has, however, been already remedied in most libraries by 
providing for a more efficient supervision, and for more stringency 

in the regulations regarding the loan of books. The relaxation of 

these regulations should not be left to depend upon the discretion 

or good will of the librarian, but should be controlled. for special
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cases by the superior authorities. It seems like an unjustifiable disre- 
gard of the interests of a library that a book, either unique or of great 
value, perhaps the gift of a citizen, should be delivered into the hands 
of a total stranger. Any gentleman, informed by the librarian of the 
cireumstanees, would feel the propriety of making himself known to 
him through an introduction from another person. 

Of course the public has at all times the freest access to the apart- 
ments of a State library ; and one evidence which it ean give to those 
who might be disposed to be donors to it of the security of the books 
deposited there, is that the cases are protected with wire or glass doors 
and locked. In Ohio the cases have glass doors; in New York they 
have wire doors; in Massachusetts the front of the aleoves is closed 
with glass. The advantage of extending the protection to each case 
instead of to the alcoves is, that it gives to the visitor the privilege of 
access to the alcoves and of reading the titles of the books. It is as 
important to keep books safely as to purehase good ones. The person 
in charge of the library of the British Museum has the significant 
title of “keeper” of the books. 

* State libraries exist for the benefit of the whole State, and the ex- 
penditure for them is from the treasury of the State. As they are 
not designed for the special advantage of the cities where they are 
situated, it is not a part of their object to provide the current literature 
for the convenience of the citizens. It would be an undesirable result. 
if, by great facilities of this kind, the inhabitants of the capital should 
be backward in establishing free publie libraries for themselves, or if 
they should be drawn away from sustaining by their contributions ex- 
isting social and subscription libraries. Works of fiction and light 
literature will naturally have the smallest place in a State library, 
unless the means at the disposal of the trustees should be abundant 
enough to make a collection of all works by American authors, as part 
of the history of the country. . 

The function of selecting the books to be purchased is an important 
one. The relative value for reference purposes of a book proposed, 
whether ancient or modern, is the prominent point to be considered, 
It is comparatively easy to select the most obviously indispensable refer. 
ence books, and those relating to State history. With the present 
State of things, in a majority of these libraries, modern works, whether 
in history, science, or general literature, will be inquired for a hundred 
times where a work of more ancient date will be inquired for onee. It 
is true that the need for works of all classes, periods, and languages 
is sure to be felt after the usual changes in the character of the popu- 
lation and the increase of wealth in the State,— already the capitals of 
at least twenty of the States are the seats of universities, colleges, or 
professional schools. But when the purchases ‘first enumerated have 
been made, there may be a very limited fund remaining from the State 
Appropriation ; hence the services of persons capable of making that 

20 & ‘
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selection, of books which on the whole, in view of the moderate means at 

command, will be the most useful, are of great importance. We must 

recognize that the selection is to be made from a list of works which, 

besides including the millions of books printed in past years, is increas- 

ing in all languages at the rate of more than thirty thousand annually, 

It is a task of great responsibility, involving many perplexing questions ; 

and as the productions of the press are likely to increase in the same, 

if not greater, ratio in coming years, and certainly in greater proportion 

in the United States, the necessity of discriminating judgment in making 

purchases presses with stronger force. A man of education and eulture 

acting as librarian, with an experience of several years, ought to be com- 

petent to suggest to his trustees the books which it would be most desir- 

able to place on the shelves of the library. Receiving from them general 

principles to guide him in his selections, he should make to them regular 

reports of his proceedings, and thereupon may receive special instrue- 

tions. With this mode of co-operative support, he could not fail to make 

satisfactory purchases from the various sources of supply. This remark 

does not apply to a purchase involving a large sum. The trustees and 
librarians are in a very favorable position for obtaining the aid of the * 

best minds in the State to furnish lists of books desirable to be pur- 

chased in special departments. 

Experience in his profession, a protracted connection with the library> 

anda genuine love of books, enhance the value of a libyarian’s services ; 

and make it essential for the best interests of the library, that his rela- 

tions to it should not be interrupted for mere political considerations. 

Practically the long continuance of a librarian in his office in the sery- 

ice of the State is more likely to be cut short by his withdrawal on 

account of an insufficient salary. 

In all that we have hitherto said of the aims of State libraries, the pur- 

pose has been to specify such as relate to them peculiarly, as compared 

with other libraries, and in their comparatively incipient and undevel- 

oped state. Wehave not and could not overlook their higher and more 

general object, which can be no less than to collect and preserve for the 

present and future use of their communities whatever can be obtained 

of the printed or manuscript record of what man has thought and done 

in past ages, and of what he is now doing. Books are the chief monu- 

ments of the operations of the human intellect. In the language of 
Milton, “ Books are not absolutely dead things, but do contain a potency 

of life in them, to be as active as that soul was whose progeny they 

are. . . . A good book is the precious life-blood of a master spirit, 

embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life beyond life.” In the 

spirit of this thought, we affirm that the general aim of a State library 

should be regarded as being as comprehensive as the whole range of 

human knowledge, and should therefore include collections as complete 

as may bein all history, philosophy, science, and art. 

It is not going beyond what we have a right to hope for, that State
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libraries should also haye, in a separate department, museums of history, 

natural history, and archeology, embracing medals, coins, sculpture, 

armor, models of inventions, and portraits. That which has been an 

exceptional incident in the history of some of these libraries might well 

become the rule for all of them. The cost of the library and of its 

museums, gradually enlarged during a long succession of years, is as 

nothing compared to their utility. The impressions received in studying 

such collections may frequently determine a citizen upon a course of 

study and investigation that shall benefit the world and redound to 

the honor of the State. 
Tt is too true that the great majority among us are at present chiefly 

engrossed by the necessities or the temptations of material industry. 

But it will not always be so. With the progress in mechanical inventions 

and in scientific appliances, the accumulations of wealth will be rapid. 

There will soon be a population of millions in most of the States. Fam- 

ilies will enter upon life in the enjoyment of the rewards of industry, 

having an abundance of leisure. There will be an ever increasing * 

number, eager to compare the wisdom of the past with that of their 

own times, eager to trace the steps by which their State has risen to its 

eminence, and to seek truth and knowledge for their own sakes. 

It should not be regarded as a mere dream of the future to expect 

that the hundreds of millions who will be living one day under the 

protection of our institutions may surpass in intellectual character and 

culture the highest forms of Athenian life, and that this culture will be 

participated in, not merely by an aristocracy, but by the whole mass. 

Even within afew score years a people will inhabit our plains who 

will judge of us and of the degree of our civilization by the provision 

we had made for them in laying broad and deep the foundations of 
both libraries and museums. If in monarchies these institutions have 

been the most useful and the richest boon from kings to their subjects, 

why should republican governments, acting for the people, be less for- 

ward to endow their capitals with such valuable monuments of civili- 

zation? We may reasonably hope that the representatives of the peo- 

ple will be so sensible of the grandeur of their mission that they will 

be ready to support such institutions. They would not be on a basis 

more broad than is the existing British Museum. Each would easily be 

managed by the same trustees, in the same manner as is the Library 

and Museum of Natural History of the State of New York. States are 

most competent to effect in such schemes what individuals and societies 

cannot afford to do, except in a limited degree ; and even when the latter 

attempt it, they do not always assure exemption from loss or destruction 

of the treasures under their charge. 

In carrying out these general aims, particularly as regards the library, 

its character will be naturally shaped by its trustees, in view of the 

situation of its capital, the peculiar manufactures, products, and com- 

merce of the State, and the funds at their disposal. These trustees, in
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their zeal, and as intelligent friends of the libraries, may, at times, con- 

template with feelings of disappointment the fact that the collections 

are not used in proportion to their value; that the multitude are so en- 

grossed with industrial and commercial occupations or pleasures that 
the library, however well supplied with books, and however choice its 
treasures, is not frequented for scientific or historical research as they 

think it should be. In these circumstances they must console them- 

selves with the thought that, besides the present good which they are 

accomplishing, they are accumulating a wealth of information, for 

which coming generations will be grateful when the demands of material 
industry shall be less pressing. The value of these libraries is both imme. 

diate and prospective. They are not to be tried by the present amount of 

use which is made of them, or the absolute need which is felt for them, 

but by the good which they augur for the future, when each capital is the 

seat of government of a State containing millions of inhabitants, many 
of whom will be interested in the completeness of the history of their 
State, its lands, its towns, its distinguished citizens, and when its most 
cultivated men are resorting to them to enjoy intercourse with the best 
minds of all ages. They are now but the centers around which are to 
be collected the records of the past and the future, whose value is to 
be enhanced in proportion to their completeness. 

In the days of the Roman republic its first public library was estab- 

lished in the temple of liberty. Our State capitols are our temples of 

liberty, in which it well becomes the representatives of the people to 
sustain such an institution as the State library, not merely in behalf of 
material ends and legislative necessities, but for the cultivation and. de- 
velopment of the most serious studies and the highest thought on 
themes of science and of social and political life.
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In the attempt to collect the most recent statisties which should ex- 
hibit the intellectual condition of the United States, it was impossible 

to overlook so important an illustration of the subject as would be of: 

fered by a view of its historical societies. From the facts shown in the 

statistical tables, and from those which we have gathered from other 

sources, it is evident that diligent workers in preserving the history of 

the nation have been numerous, and that whatever neglect there has 

been in the pursuit of science or literature, we cannot be said to have 

equally neglected our own history. 

During the past one hundred years of our national life, the historical 

spirit could not fail to be awakened; the degree of its development, as 

compared with the colonial period, has depended in no small measure 

upon the freedom of the people under our republican institutions. 

Where there are no political or social restraints upon the opportunities 

for co-operation, the historical spirit will effectively develop itself at an- 

early stage in the life of the commonwealth. 

In proof of this, we find that since the organization of the govern- 

ment in 1789 under the Constitution, there have been formed more than 

one hundred and sixty historical societies, the greater number of which 

have perpetuated their organizations. The object of these societies has 

. been essentially the same, to collect and diffuse the materials of Ameri- 

can history. It was declared by the first one of the historical societies, 

organized in 1791, and afterwards ealled the Massachusetts Historical 
312
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Society, that its object was “ to collect, preserve, and communicate ma- 

terials for a complete history of the country.” No limitation of aims 

was made in behalf of the State, or of New England. Later, in 1804, 

the New York Historical, and, in 1823, the New Hampshire Historical 

Societies were organized, each “ for the purpose of discovering, procur- 

ing, and preserving whatever may relate to the natural, civil, literary, 

and evclesiastical history of the United States, and of this State in par- 

ticular.” Societies formed at a later period, in defining their object, 

either give the State precedenca of the United States, or omit the 

United States entirely. Thus the Historical Society of Pennsylvania 
declares its single object to be “ the elucidation of the civil and literary 

history of the State.” We think, therefore, notwithstanding the more 

comprehensive schemes set forth*by the earlier societies, that it has 

come to be their object generally, to collect the materials for the history 

of the State, county, or town where the society is situated, and then, as 

circumstances may favor, of the United States and the individual States. 

The principal means employed for accomplishing the object aimed at 

have been the establishment of libraries, the collection of manuscripts, 
the forming of museums of historical memorials and of the natural his- 

tory of the region, and the printing of historical documents. Their pur- 

pose has been to collect and to render accessible to the publie the ma- 

terials for history, but not to write history under the sanction of the 

societies. 

The libraries formed by these societies, for the use of their members 

and all other accredited persons, are alone a fair evidence of their earnest- 

ness, When we consider that the works collected in them relate chiefly 

to American history. The number of volumes known to be contained 

in them amounts, as far as can be gathered from the reports received, to 

more than 482,000, and more than 568,000 pamphlets. The books are 

solely for reference. Additions are continually made, but with no pur- 

pose of building up a large library, unless it should consist of historical 

works. In some towns and cities, however, the library, for purposes of 

convenience, is also made miscellaneous inits character for more general 
uses. 

The zeal of the members in securing and preserving historical manu- 

scripts is sufficiently illustrated by the fact that the Massachusetts His- 

torical Society has collected a thousand volumes of such manuscripts ; 

and the New York Historical Society counts 15,000 single manuscripts ; 

while the number possessed by all the societies is reported at 88,771, be- 
sides 1,361 bound volumes. These manuscripts relate to every period 

since the founding of the colonies. During many years the apartments 
of these two societies, of the American Antiquarian Society at Worcester, 

Mass., and of one or two other societies, were the only places that offered 

for the especial and safe deposit of manuscripts, the State libraries not 

having been generally organized. The States of Maryland and Georgia 

have made the libraries for their State societies places of deposit of valu-
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able State historical records, The younger State societies manifest an 

ardor in this direction, which indicates that they are managed by the sons 

of worthy sires. The character and subjects of the manuscripts collected 

may be inferred from the contents of the publications of the societies, 

of which we shall soon speak. The whole number of manuscripts in 

their libraries exceeds that of those which are to be found in the State 

libraries, if we exclude the official State records in the latter. 

In addition to books and manuscripts, the societies have formed 

museums, and have sedulously collected in their halls memorials of the 

aborigines, of their arts and customs, relics of the prehistoric races, 

and of the founders and early settlers, with portraits of distinguished 

citizens, and cabinets of coins. Some of them have extensive collec- 

tions in natural history. In these respects they resemble, as far as our 

circumstances will permit, the archeological societies which exist in so 
‘many of the counties of Great Britain. 

The large number of volumes thus far published by our historical 

societies is a most substantial proof of the efficient industry of their 

members. The number of printed pages issued by them, chiefly dur- 

ing the last seventy-five years, is equal to more than three hundred 

volumes of three hundred and fifty pages each. A detailed deserip- 

tion of their contents here would be impossible. They include town 

and church histories, town and parish records, journals and correspon4d- 

ence of the Revolution, private diaries, biographies, genealogies, deeds, 

wills, and family papers of citizens, illustra.ions of aboriginal life and 

history, annotated reprints of rare aud early books relating to America, 
and other similar materials. 

The incidental operations of the societies are to meet during the year 

with more or less frequency for the discussion of subjects of historical 

interest, to provide for the delivery of an annual public historical dis- 

course, and to secure popular courses of lectures on historical and sci- 

entific subjects, rather than on themes of society and literature. Some 

of the discourses delivered on their anniversary occasions —three at 

least of which have been given by men who have been Presidents of 

the United States —will long remain monuments of patriotic eloquence 

and witnesses to important truths in our history. 

The societies have, moreover, at different times in several Sfates, 

been active in calling the attention of State legislatures to measures for 

the preservation and publication of the early public records of their 

States. These efforts have resulted in securing not only the printing of 

the colonial records in the State archives, but have led some States to 

procure copies of such documents as were to be found in the record 

ottices of the states of Europe. In a few years we may expect that all 

such papers, existing either at home or abroad, will have been printed 

for public use. In the meantime other States, or their State societies, 

have obtained and printed calendars of the contents of such documents 

as could be found.in England,
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Membership in the societies is generally secured by the vote of a ma- 

jority; sometimes by the payment of an annual tax; in other societies 

it is restricted by the negative vote of a small minority. The resident 

members, residing in the town, county, or State, have alone the right to 

vote. Some societies are managed entirely by an executive committee. 

The number of members does not appear to be fixed and limited in more 

than three societies. The Massachusetts society was at first organized 

}on this prjnciple, and limited to thirty members, latterly increased to 

one hundred. The American Antiquarian Society, organized within the 

same State a score of years after, adopted the same principle. The 

Maine Society, a daughter of Massachusetts, organized in 1822, did not 

depart from the mother’s example. But whatever may be the advan- 

tages supposed to inhere in a limited membership, the fact that the 

practice has not been adopted by other societies, is evidence of a decided 

preference for an enlarged membership, not fixed by law. The number 

of members of the several societies ranges from fifty to over one thou- 

sand, the largest inembership being usually in the largest cities. The 

aggregate membership of all the societies, according to the latest re- 
turns received, is 27,244. 

The income of most of the societies is derived from an initiation fee 

of $3, $5, or $10, and an annual tax of from $1 to $5 on each member. 

In many cases the annual dues constitute the sole regular income of a 

society. Life memberships are encouraged. The expenditures of the 

societies are defrayed from these sources, or by extraordinary subscrip- 

tions—special permanent funds created by the gifts of the members 

and their friends, and in a few cases by annual or special grants from 

the State legislature. The Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin State socie- 

ties receive, the first, $2,500, the second, $500, and the last, $7,000 a year 

from the State treasuries, which sum is used for the purchase of books, 

for salaries, and other expenses. The Tennessee and some other societies 

are provided with apartments in the State capitol. The value of the 

lands, edigces, and permanent funds of all the societies approaches 

$2,000,000; the amount reported, not including all the societies, is * 

$1,674,973.38. It would not be reasonable to name a lower sum than 

another million of dollars to represent the value of their libraries, man- 

uscripts, and museums; although it is next to impossible to make a 

pecuniary estimate of the amount. 

The meetings of the societies are either annual, semi-annual, quarterly, 

monthly, or twice a month during six to nine months of the year. 

Most of the societies whose names are given in our list may be classed 

as either State or local societies. State societies have been formed in 

twenty-two of the thirty-seven States, although one or two of them can 

hardly be said to exist at present. From the prominence which the 

State societies give to the history of the State in their plans, they are 

properly entitled to bear the name of the State which they represent.
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They generally have the seat of their operations at the capital of the State 

or in the largest city. 

The local societies, named after a town, county, or district, limit 

themselves to the history of the region indicated by their name, and 

do not generally attempt to embrace the larger purposes of the State 

societies. Very few of them have combined with their plans for collect- 

ing their own civil history, the study of other branches of history, or 

science, They are not afliliated in any way with State societies, except 

in Michigan, where incorporated local societies are required to report 

annually to the State society, and to send to it copies of papers whieh 

have been read before them. They frequently have libraries and mu- 

seuins for the preservation of historical relics. Both classes of societies 

oceasionally embrace in their plais other aims than American history. 

The New York and Maryland societies have galleries of paintings, and 

the former a collection of Egyptian antiquities. The Long Island So- 

ciety has a collection of paintings. The Georgia Society has a general 
library and reading room, 

There are at least nine historical associations engaged in the work 

of preserving the history of as many of the ecclesiastical denomina- 

tions of the country, and most of them have formed libraries for the 

purpose.! 

During the last twenty-five years, aud more especially during the 

last ten years, there has arisen a spontaneous and widely spread en- 

thusiasm to form associations of pioneers and old residents for the 

purpose of cherishing the memory of the first settlers and preserving 

incidents connected with the early settlement of different counties and 

towns. These continue for a series of years to have annual addresses, 

or to publish occasional historical papers of great interest for the 

locality. The earliest association of this nature was the Old Colony 

Club, founded at Plymouth, Mass., in 1769, by which was inaugurated 

the custom of celebrating Forefathers’ Day by an annual discourse: 

As adjuncts to the societies peculiarly historical should be counted the 

* ethnological, numismatic, philological, geographical, and_ statistical 

societies. They are all contributors, in a greater or less degree, to the 

civil and political history of the country, or to the history of the native 

races. The several printing clubs, engaged in printing small editions 

of rare historical books, freshly annotated, or of unpublished manu- 

scripts, have performed an important service. Their enterprises have 

'An effort was made to collect the statistics of the diocesan libraries of the 

Protestant Episcopal Church, and from a few registrars returns were received showing 

that in nine such collections there are 730 volumes, 14,924 pamphlets, and 259 manu- 

seripts, the books and pamphlets mainly consisting of diocesan journals, proceedings 
of conventions, and other periodical and fugitive literature relating to the church. No 

description of the manuscripts was given. These collections will, in time, become valu- 
able to the student of ecclesiastical history. 

Rev. William Stevens Perry, D. D., of Geneva, N. Y., is custodian of the Church 

Archives, which “ consist of 500 volumes of most valuable manuscripts.”— Eprronrs.
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not been conducted with a view to peeuniary advantage. The numer: 
ous New England societies at the West and South, awaken an interest 
in historical studies, by the frequent annual discourses which are deliv- 
ered under their auspices, in which the virtues and errors of the fore- 
fathers are discussed for the benefit of the present generation. 

VALUABLE RESULTS. 

From the statements we have made regarding the character and con- 
dition of the historical societies, no one would hesitate to conclude that 
they have already accomplished a great work or to infer, from the rec- 
ovds of their operations during three-score years and more, that results 
of still greater importance will follow. The value of their labors is 
not likely to be overestimated ; and a perusal of the details of the his- 
tory of many of the societies can alone give an idea of the patient devo- 
tedness and affection for their object of many members during a long 
series of years. They have steadily pursued their patriotic impulses 
as though they were yielding obedience to the behest of the most exalted 
virtue. It has been by the exhibition of this disinterested attachment 
to their cause, which it is a pleasure to contemplate, that they have 
obtained so many valuable contributions from their own members, from 
the public, and the State. 

The libraries and museums of the societies, besides increasing in size, 
will, with the lapse of years, have an increasing value for the public. It 
has only been by gradual, slow additions to their funds, that any of 
these societies have been able to secure convenient apartments and a 
curator, so that their collections, the gifts of members and friends, could 
be accessible to more than a very limited number. In the future, with 
the possession of suitable edifices, open under charge of officers, these insti- 
tutions will be useful to the community in a degree hitherto unknown. 
The libraries will be more complete on their special subjects ; their rare 
manuscripts, increased in number, will be found in the places where 

they are most needed. The guarantee which their halls will offer for 
the safety and care of manuscripts and historical relies will be appreci- 
ated, and citizens will be glad to deposit in their archives the treasures 
which they possess and thus save them from destruction. How many 
valuable documents have already been lost from the absence of such soci- 

eties?) How many have already been saved by their existence? Memo- 
rials of founders, pilgrims, and settlers, as well as of ancient customs, are 
destined to be regarded with a growing interest ; and when the period 
shall have come that not an uncivilized Indian remains, every material 
vestige of the race will be gazed at with admiration. Already the 

exhumed arrow-heads, hatchets, and sculptured stones, which had been 
quietly noticed for scores of years as memorials of existing races of 
Indians, have acquired a fresh value since we have been led to attempt 
to discriminate which of them may have been wrought thousands of 
years since by races not yet identified.
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While the “discovery and}preservation ” of manuscripts and memori- 

als is a prime motive for the existence of these societies, their efforts in 
that direction do not present themselves so prominently to the appreci- 

ation of the public as do those historical volumes by which they ‘¢com- 
municate and diffuse” a knowledge of the documents which they have 

collected. In the three hundred volumes published by them, to which 

we have already referred, there are to be found copies of many unique 

nianuscripts, which were, of course, difficult of access. By the multi- 

plication, through the press, of hundreds of these copies, even if the 

manuseript itself were lost, an easy acquaintance with its contents is 

secured to investigators. + Many a rare volume also, the purchase of which 

might cost half a year’s income to a poor student, when reprinted by a 
society, is put within jhis‘reach in every library. Both the manuscript 

and the rare book}have thus the opportunity to carry down the stream 

of time the record first made hundreds of years ago. 

A special illustration of the value of these publications is offered in 

the thirty-five volumes published by the New England Historic-Genea- 

logical Society. Before its {formation in 1845, the whole number 

of American genealogical; histories was not more. than thirty. They 

now number more than four hundred, and the later histories are incom- 

parably more thorough and complete. There is every reason to suppose 

that the work will be prosecuted till the genealogical story of a great 
portion of the early settlers of New England shall have been written 

and published. In sueceeding years it may be found that these facts 

will have a value beyond anything designed in their compilation, by 

enabling the man of science to trace the influences of varied climate 

and education, of the laws of hereditary influence, and the comparative 

ability of different nations, from a larger number of similar facts than 

was ever before collected. Family history in the past has had for its 

object to trace the pedigree of successful families in a single line of de- 

scent. Few genealogies have attempted to give the affiliations and 

ramifications of all the descendants of a common ancestor for many 

generations. In this respect the pursuit is not a minister to pride, but 

has a tendency to promote a sense of republican equality. It is not 

necessary to have in one’s veins “the blood of all the Howards” to se- 

cure an interest in our genealogical relations. 

The influence of the historical societies in securing the preparation 

and publication of town histories has been remarkable. More than two 

hundred have been published in the last thirty years. The thirty town 

histories of New Hampshire have all been prepared since the formation 

of its society in 1823. All these histories have an exactness and 

thoroughness not to be found in those of early date. The larger por- 

tion of them are written by those who are members of historical socie- 

ties, and who are indebted to the collections in their libraries for their 

most important facts, for materials without which it would have been 

impossible to perfect their works. The fact that four of the New
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England States! have authorized towns to tax themselves to procure 

the publication of town{histories is an evidence of the stimulus which 

has been imparted to the undertaking by these societies. 

The compilation of a town history is not an undertaking that can be 

begun and finished in a few months, Consequently, since the enact- 

ment of State laws authorizing towns to incur the expense, although 

the number of histories published by them is already considerable, yet 

the results expected to follow from the power of taxation must neces- 
sarily be developed gradually. Authors of histories need time and ap- 

portunity to collect,{digest, and develop their materials. 

The course pursued by the towns that authorize the publication of 

their town histories is, to take a vote upon the subject at the annual 

town meeting, the call for the meeting having specified that the subject 
will be introduced. A committee of publication is nominated and 
chosen, and this committee selects a gentleman to prepare the history 
under its general direction. An appropriation at that or a subse- 
quent meeting is made to cover the expense. 

A few details of some specific cases are subjoined as illustrations of 

the method pursued. The town of Pittsfield, Mass., for example, in 

full town meeting, on the proposition by a citizen, appointed a committee 
of five to write a history of the town, with authority to select an editor. 
The committee chose Mr. J. E. A. Smith to compose the history and té 
arrange the materials, itself giving general directions and aiding in 
the work, The town made at the same meeting the necessary appro- 
priation of money for the expense to be incurred. The first volume, con- 
taining 518 octavo pages, was stereotyped and printed in 1869, and the 

town retains the copyright. The history reaching only to the year 1800, 

a second volume is to follow speedily. The town of Warwick, Mass., chose 
a committee of seven to adopt such measures as they might deem expe- 

, dient for the publication of the manuscript of J. Blake’s history. The 

call for the annual meeting contained a notification that the question 

of an appropriation for this purpose would be introduced, and at the 

meeting it was voted to publish it, and the same committee was em- 

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, and Massachusetts : 

Maine.—“Cities and towns may raise money for the purpose of procuring the writing 

and publication of their histories.”—Rev. Stat., 1371, tit. I, sec. 36. 

New Hampshire.—“Any town, at a legal meeting called for the purpose, may author- 

ize their selectmen to contract with some person to prepare and publish the early 

history of such town, at the expense of the town, under such restrictions and regula- 
tions as such town shall preseribe.”—Laws of 1868. 

Vermont.—* Any town, at their annual March meeting, may authorize their select- 

men to contract with some person to prepare and publish the early history of such 

town, at the expense of the town, under such restrictions and regulations as such town 

shall prescribe.”—G@en. Stat., 2d ed., 1370, tit. LX, sec. 91. 

Massachusetts.—Towns ‘may, at legal meetings, grant and yote such sums as they 
may judge necessary for the following purposes: For . . . procuring the writing 

and publishing of their town histories.”—General Statutes, 1860, chap. 18, sec. 10,
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powered to borrowsthe money necessary. The history of the town of 
Northfield, Mass., was printed in 1875, by Mr. Munsell, of Albany, in 
a volume of 630 pages, much of it in fine type. The town paid $4 
a copy for 320 copies, out of an edition of 500 copies. The authors 
received as their share 125 copies. The inhabitants had the privilege 
of purchasing copies from the town at $1 each. No others can obtain 
the work, either from the town or the publisher, except at an advanced 
price. The history of the towns embraced in the original township of 
Reading, Mass., prepared by Hon. Lilley Eaton, was published in 1874 
by the authority and at the expense of the town of Wakefield, one of 
the towns included, through the agency of a committee appointed for 
the purpose after his death, The town of Bradford, Vt., employed the 
Rey. S. MeKeen to write and publish the history of the town. The 
town owns the edition, and sells copies of it at a fixed sum, on applica- 
tion being made to any one of the selectmen. The Middlebury Histori- 
cal Society of Vermoit embarked in the enterprise of securing histories 
of all the towns of Addison County. As one result of its exertions, 
the town of Shoreham made an appropriation for the completion and 
publication of a history, and appointed the Rey. J. F. Goodhue, a former 
citizen, to compile it, under the superintendence. of a committee. He 
came and took up his residence there until he had completed a work 
which he had formerly prepared, and the committee published it. It 
bears on the title-page, “ Published by the town.” The history of 
Winchester, Conn., by J. Boyd, was published by him, but with pecu- 
niary aid in the undertaking from the town. The town of Barnstead, 
N. H., having declined to bear the expense of printing a history prepared 
by R. R. Caverly, he was afterward enabled to publish it through aid 
received from individual citizens. 

Theprefaces to C. Hudson’s two histories of Lexington and Marlborough, 
Mass., as well as the preface to the history of Pittsfield, prepared by > 
the town committees, give ample details of the method of procedure of 
the authorities in these particular cases. As regards the regulations 
for the disposal and distribution, by sale or otherwise, of the copies of 
these histories, the practice varies in different towns. The histories 
themselves, in the prefaces, give very little information on the point. 

The members of historical societies individually have, besides, pub- 
lished many historical monographs, biographies, and genealogies, as the 
bibliographical records in their archives show. Their labors, also, as 
editors of historical magazines supported by subscription, deserve men- 
tion, Though these periodicals have had but a few years of life, they 
have been convenient depositories for historical studies and the waifs of 

history, and have aided to sustain an interest in the subject. 

‘As showing’ the impulse given to historical research, it may, be mentioned that 
since 1858, the year in which the law was enacted, histories of the following named 
towns in Vermont, besides those above mentioned, have been published : Bennington, 
Cornwall, Danby, Fairhaven, Middlebury, Middletown, Montpelier, Pawlet, Reading, 
Rutland, Salisbury, and Wells.— Eprrors.
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The historical fervor stimulated by the operations of the societies in 

the Atlantic States, has been manifested in a remarkable degree in the 

Western States. Several of them have commenced their life as States 

with the organization of a historical society. The Minnesota society 

was created by an act of its first territorial legislature. Such organiza- 

tionsareatestimony tothe high grade of civilization with which these new 

communities enter the family of States. They constitute the first em- 

bodiment of their men of culture, eager to achieve something for the 

common weal outside of the direct necessities of domestic and civil 

life. These pioneer founders from the Atlantic States saw that they 

had not only to preserve the memory of the French and early settlers, 

but that they were in the presence of the monuments of departed races, 

which, though already abraded by the hand of time, were certain to be 

more rapidly effaced by the hand of man. They felt the need of insur- 

ing protection for them, by co-operative action, that their history might be 

the better investigated. It is especially in those States that the legis- 

latures have encouraged the societies by annual grants of money, free 

apartments, (devolving upon the society the care of the State library,) or, 

as in Michigan, have provided for the care of the collections of the State 

society in the State library. 

While the history of any nation has a positive value to the world, 

that of the United States has a special importance, on account of the 

character of our institutions. It is probable that this history will be 

preserved with a completeness unparalleled in the annals of any people. 

It is one of the first attempts ever made to chronicle events contempo- 

raneously with the beginnings of life of the municipality and the State. 

These events are recorded, not merely in relation to matters of govern- 
ment and war, but of education, morals, and religion. The knowledge 

will be perpetuated of the character and acts of the numerous races and 

families from all quarters of the globe who, under novel conditions, 

commenced social and political life in the counties and towns of which 

the totality of the nation consists. These records continued through 

centuries will furnish most trustworthy facts for statistical tables to 

illustrate the laws affecting these relations. It is to this important work 
that each active historical society is a substantial contributor. 

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE. 

With this abundant evidence before us of the character and value of 

the work of the historical societies, it is none the less accordant with 

our progressive natures to be inquiring whether by any means they can 

be rendered more effective and useful. As regards the State societies, 

we think the answer to the question may be safely left to their own in- 

telligent action, stimulated by the example of kindred societies among 

us. The object which they have in view is broad enough to occupy them 

permanently. We hopefully predict that before ten years shall have 

elapsed there will be a society of their especial scope in every State. 

215
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In regard to the local societies, however, which have been formed in 
so considerable numbers, and which will continue to be formed in a ratio 
surpassing that of any former period, there are good grounds for in- 

quiring whether their specific object might not be attained equally well, 

and other important advantages gained at the same time, by enlarging 

their aims. Why should they not, instead of limiting their pursuit to 

their own localities, embrace the history of all ages and peoples? Why 
should the incipient impulse to co-operate in some useful investigation 
be restrained at. the beginning to the scenes and events immediately 
at hand? Were these local societies organized for the pursuit of history 
in all its branches, civil, political, educational, and religious, as wide as 
the world, we might expect there would be such a variety of interesting 
themes to discuss, that frequent meetings could successfully be main- 
tained throughout the year. 

Studies in general history, pursued in local societies, would insure for 
those engaged in them the most healthy mental discipline, and eduea- 
tion of an ennobling nature. The history of man in all relations is 
an inexhaustible study, ever fresh, and expanding with civilization. It 
should produce a continual enthusiasm in these societies to be studying 
in conjunction with their local aims, the relations of the past with the 
relations of progress in different nations, to be observing the evidences 
of a divine moral order in the world, and the laws which affect the 
development of humanity. Our future statesmen, aglow with aspira- 
tions for a wise and beneficent government, need to be familiar with the 
history of other nations as well as of their own; to be able to compare 
ancient and modern republics; and linked as we are with the past, tu 
judge what may be the limits to the maxim that history is philosophy 
teaching by example. From historical societies on such an expanded 
basis, we might hope there would be produced a generation of legisla- 
tors with a scientific faculty to predict consequences; men who, im- 
pressed with a sense of the difficulties of enacting wise laws, would 
possess the wisdom to confront those difficulties. 

To these observations on the question of enlarged plans for local so- 
cieties, we venture to subjoin the further inquiry whether most county 
and town societies might not, with incalculable advantage, combine 
with historical research the study of science, art, and natural history ? 
Every locality already has its military, fire, debating, literary, social 
or charitable society. It is ineredible that there should be so few 
simply for the pursuit of knowledge to the acquisition of which all men 
are so naturally impelled and in which they manifest so deep an inter- 
est. The same motives, which dispose some of the leading minds of a 
place to associate for the sake of preserving its history, must be operat- 
ing in the minds of others, their neighbors, to desire to acquire and 
communicate knowledge in other forms. On the part of those inter- 
ested in history it should be regarded as a strong reason for extending 
the scope of their society, the consideration that when confined to a
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single subject it will depend for its permanence on the activity of two 

or three members. It does not afford a basis sufficient for the active 

co-operation of more than a small portion of the cultivated minds of 

the place; the topics either soon become exhausted as matters of con- 

tinual research, or the information is meagre and accumulates slowly, 

and the popular interest diminishes. The meetings cease to be attended 

and the society either dies of inanition or languishes while standing 

in the way of a new organization on a more comprehensive plan. 

it may be urged as an objection that some of our societies have com- 

menced with the title of “historical and philosphical,” and have not 

been remarkably successful. Others, however, have tried the plan of 
conjoined aims, and congratulate themselves on the result. The Essex 

Institute, of Salem, Mass., was formed in 1848 from the union of a county 

historical and a county natural history society, and organized on a popu- 

lar basis of large membership, having at the present time four hundred 

and eighty members. With the aid of historical and scientific workers 

it is prosecuting both branches with an efficiency, as-sliown by its pub- 

lications, which must compel imitation. The Albany Institute, New 

York, has been perpetuated with varying fortunes for forty-six years, 

and has four departments of research, physical science and the arts, 

natural history, history, and general literature. It has at no time been 

so promising an organization as at the present, when it has been ex- 

tended toa membership of two hundred and four. A similar successful 

society is the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool, England, 

founded in 1846, which has over two hundred members, and has pub- 

lished twenty-eight volumes of its transactions. The subjects treated of 

in these conform, in fair proportion of literature, history, and science, to 

the name of the society. One motive assigned in its constitution for 

organizing the society, “to modify the local tendency to the pursuit of 

commerce,” is capable of receiving a wider application. 

We have purposely alluded to the large membership in these three 

societies, because a late scientific writer, speaking of the frequent fail- 

ures of the learned societies of the United States, declares that they 

have died from ‘‘a constant enlargement of the range of membership, 

and consequent lowering of the tone of the society.”' And yet we draw 

from this same writer the two facts that the membership of the leading 

English societies ranges from four hundred to one thousand or several 

thousand members, and that the annual tax on each member is from 

two to four guineas. We should infer from these facts that, by a large mem- 

bership, an abundant income is secured for the purposes of a society, and 

that the original papers of the men of science who are joined with them 

can be published, and the expense of their investigations provided for. 

A large membership secures friends, an audience, an income, and ele- 

vates the purposes and aims of all. Some aid by active efforts, some by 

pecuniary help, and all by the sympathy of a common purpose. Mem- 

an ree ! North American Review, October, 1874.
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bership is not a reward of merit, acquired for achievements in literature 

or science, but an encouragement and a stimulus both to the less 

learned and to the most learned. It ought not to be difficult to com- 

bine the man of research with the intelligent aspirant for knowledge, 

who educates himself for similar researches by means of the companion- 

ship. To the man of science or invention it must be desirable that he 

should have the encouragement of a listening audience, and be brought 

in contact with men of varied pursuits, outside of his specialty. It 

affords him an opportunity at least to utter his words of scientific trath 

before his fellow-citizens. To make an addition to the sum of human 

knowledge, or to diffuse and inspire a love of it, may be of equal impor- 

tance to humanity. 

In suggesting this combination of varied objects of pursuit, we are 

not, of course, supposing that academies of scientists can be founded 

everywhere; but we cannot resist the belief that in most counties and 
towns there will be found a sufficient number of men of education, of all 

professions, occupations, and opinions, disposed to unite for the mutual 

pursuit of ‘history, science, and the arts; and that they will engage in 

it, not in a spirit of exclusiveness, but of benevolence, aiming to develop 

a love for the most elevated and accurate forms of knowledge. It should 

be easy, ina multitude of places, for associations formed with these 

blended purposes, to sustain twice a month, or even weekly, during a 

large part of the year, meetings for the purpose of listening to papers, 

original or compiled, from members or invited speakers, or for the dis- 

cussion of any topic introduced. By some such method as this, local 

societies would become schools of thought and learning for the active 

members of the community in hundreds of our towns and cities. There 

might naturally follow a union of the societies of a State under a gen- 

‘eral society for the publication of such papers as might be deemed 

suitable. 
The extensive formation of such societies throughout the land, seems 

so full of promise and so potent for good, as to justify the establishment 

of a national society for the organization of associations for the pursuit 

of knowledge. Such a soviety might initiate efforts which would have 

the cordial support of co-workers in every State of the Union. The 

original name of our oldest learned society, the American Philosophi- 

eal, of which Franklin was the first president, was “ The American 

Society for Promoting and Propagating Useful Knowledge.” The title 

is an indication of the expanded and benevolent designs of its founders. 

This society had, also, its standing committee on history and commerce. 

If the Smithsonian Institution, founded “ for the increase and diffusion 

of knowledge among men,” should be able to incorporate, with its pres- 

ent benefactions to science, the support of an agency for encouraging 

such societies as have been described, it might be hoped it would not 

be a departure from the spirit of its founder. It would be an agency, 

by whatever association it should be controlled, for introducing and
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promoting a plan for enlisting tens of thousands in the direct study of 

science, art, and history. Such societies would be the means of educat- 

ing many communities to a loving appreciation of scientific investiga- 

tions, and of correct views of human history. ‘They would contribute 

incaleulably to the progress of American society and to the happiness 

of millions. 

While we dwell with wonder and pleasure on the historic picture of 

our national growth during a century, we need to remember that it does 

not become us to rest satisfied solely with recording its details. If we 

have received a goodly heritage from those who have preceded us, we 

must not only bequeath it unimpaired, but strive to.add to its value for 

the advantage of those who come after us; and so “hand on the torch 

of light,” that the future may excel the past in brillianey.! 

IL—GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS RESPECTING HISTORICAL 

RESEARCH. 

IMPORTANCE OF COLLECTING AND PRESERVING MATERIALS FOR HISTORY —NEED OF 

CULTIVATING A SPIRIT OF HISTORICAL RESEARCH —PRIVATE COLLECTORS AND THEIR 

BENEFACTIONS TO THE PUBLIC—A HISTORICAL DEPARTMENT IN GENERAL PUBLIC 

LIBRARIES. 

The functions of the historical library, and its importance and use- 

fulness, especially in this country and at this time, constitute the sub- 

ject of these few pages. The chief object and purpose of such a library 

is the ; 
. 

COLLECTION AND PRESERVATION OF HISTORICAL MATERIALS. 

The greatest difficulty encountered by the student of history is the 

want of contemporary materials. These are of so much greater value 

than oral traditions or histories written after the event that they are 

the great object of search on the part of one who wishes to get at the 

truth concerning the past. The history of the ancient nations of the 

East has been almost entirely rewritten since the discovery of the key 

to the mysterious languages in which their annals were embalmed. 

And whenever it has been possible to confront tradition with contem- 

porary documents, the result has been such as to justify the utmost 

caution about believing anything as a matter of history which is un- 

supported by indubitable contemporary evidence. 

But the lack of such evidence for almost all history is lamentable. 

Within the narrow scope of our own national existence one would hardly 

adopted resolutions recommending that a national historical convention should be held 
during the Centennial anniversary of 1576, and that all the historical societies of the 
¢ountry should participate in it. If such a convention should be held, it would 
certainly be a favorable time to consider all plans which might be proposed to ren- 
der town and county historical societies more permanent and enduring, and among 
them the plan suggested in this paper might find a place. 

¢
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believe, who had never attempted to find it, how scanty is the material 

available for anything like a detailed, or even a discriminating gen- 

eral history. Just now the Centennial of our independence is call- 

ing attention to the history of one hundred years ago; and no fact 

connected with that history is more striking than the dearth of mate. 

rials from which it could be constructed. And when we go back to 

colonial times, to the settlement of the country, our most interesting 

historical period, the case is still worse ; hundreds of matters are now 

the subjects of the widest differences and the sharpest disputes which 

would be readily elucidated by the production of such contemporary 

documents as once existed but have now disappeared, 

All writings pass through three stages, which may be called the new, 

the old, and the antique. In the first stage they have a value growing 

out of their connection with present interests; in the third stage they 

have a still greater value as curiosities and relics of the remote 

past; in the second stage, between these two, they are at their lowest 

point of interest and value. This year’s almanac serves a present use, 

and is valued accordingly ; “last year’s almanac” is a synonym for what 

its utterly worthless; but an almanac a century old is often worth its 

weightin gold, It isin this second stage that most books and other docu- 

ments drop out of sight and out of existence. There is not virtue enough 

in them to carry them through this purgatory, and they slip into per- 

dition. Nor is it only those that are without value which are thus 

destroyed ; many of the most valuable come to an untimely end through 

the ignorance and carelessness of those into whose hands they fall. 

And here is indicated one of the chief departments of the work of 

the historical library, namely, the protection of old documents until 

they become antique. It is a snapper-up of unconsidered trifles, 

and does not disdain to gather even the bubbles which float on the stream 

of current history, prizing them as the world will one day prize the 

gems into which they shall be transformed by the magic of time. There 

are thousands of printed documents of one kind and another which few 

persons think of saving, but which, if preserved systematically and ar- 

ranged in sets, become valuable for purposes of reference in a very few 

years. And this is a kind of work requiring painstaking and patience 

rather than the expenditure of much money. The breaking up of. pri- 

vate collections is the great opportunity for the historical library, which 

should always be on the alert for such chances. No scrap should be 

allowed to go into the remorseless jaws of the paper mill which con- 
tains anything for which a judicious librarian would give more than the 

regular price per pound ; and it is to be lamented if on the division of 
an estate books and papers of no special value except to the connoisseur 

go into the hands of those who will not protect them from speedy de- 

struction. 

One hundred years ago there were doubtless many copies of the 

a
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various writings of Cotton Mather and Roger Williams in private hands 

in New England. They passed into the ownership of men to whom 

theological pamphlets were of no interest, and who, therefore, allowed 

them to go to destruction, a few copies only having come down to us, in 
fragmentary condition, to be among the greatest desiderata of the bibliop- 

olist and the historical library. The simple existence in a community of 

an historical library will do much to preserve valuable material for 

future history from destruction. Many public spirited persons will sac- 

rifice what little profit they might derive from the sale of old paper, and 

present their pamphlets, ete., to the library ; while many others, receiv- 

ing their first intimation of a value in such things, will be careful of them 
in their own interest, which is the next best thing to turning them in 

for the public good. 

But beyond this, each historical library should have a certain geo- 

graphical field of operations, within which it should aim to make 

thorough work of the collection of historical matter, and it should leave 

out nothing which can ever become useful as material for, or illustration 

of, the history of that locality. In this respect many of our historical 

libraries may be charged with laxity. They either make no pretense to 

collect materials for the history of to-day, or, if they do attempt it, it is 

not done with any thoroughness. They are occupied in collecting 

what ought to have been preserved in previous years, and while they 

thus laboriously correct the mistake of those who neglected to preserve 

their own annals they are committing the same mistake with reference 

to the present. It is the old tendency to build monuments to the mem- 
ory of the prophets whom our fathers stoned, while, with equal shortsight- 

edness, we stone the prophets of our own day. To be definite, the follow- 

ing might be prescribed as some of the lines on which an historicah 

library should work on its own special field: 

First. It should secure a copy of every book or pamphlet printed im 

that field, or written by a resident of it and printed elsewhere. 

Second. It should keep a file of every newspaper and_ periodical 

published within those limits of which files are not kept in some other 

public library. : 

Third. It should find room for, and arrange systematically, such 

ephemeral productions as playbills, programmes, political posters, elec- 

tion notices, and even printed ballots, all of which will some day be of 

value as illustrating the public manners of the people. 

Fourth. It should secure as many as possible of the private, or at 

least semi-private, diaries and letters of deceased persons of prom- 

inence within its field; it being, of course, well understood that such 

documents deposited in the library will not be open to common public 

use, but kept under discreet surveillance, and made public only under 

such restrictions as are imposed by good taste and strict propriety. 

By persistent efforts at collecting on these general principles, and by 

conducting the library in such a way as to make its value and utility
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popularly understood, in a few years a collection may be made which 
will be worth, in money, much more than it has cost, and which will 

have a far greater value of a kitid that cannot be estimated in dollars 

and cents. Supposing a collection of this kind had been made in one 

of the States of the Union covering a period of twenty-five years at the 
close of the last century, what an immense assistance it would now be 

to the historian of that period, and especially of that State. And yet 
is there any reason to doubt that the history of the times in which we 

live will be of equal interest to the historical student of a century 

hence? Whatever may be the course of events and the progress of 

the race in the centuries to come, no one can doubt that the nine- 
teenth century will be always looked back to as an eraof rare historical 

importance, a formative period; and hence we should endeavor to see 

the things of to-day in the light of the ages to come. To do so fully is, 

of course, impossible, but we may at least approximate to this concep- 

tion of the present, our familiarity with which breeds contempt for 

it. The ancient nations, led either by a high sense of the prospective 

value of the present, or by a fine form of the instinct of self preserva- 

tion, lavished time, labor, and money without stint on the magnificent 

memorials they left of their lives, conquests, and heroes. Furnished as 

we are with so simple and easy a mode of erecting memorials of our 

times through the means of literature, if becomes us to emulate them. 

But the historical library renders other services besides the preservation 

of materials for history. Prominent among its functions is that of 

CULTIVATING A SPIRIT OF HISTORICAL RESEARCH. 

Nearly all the tendencies of our national and social life are opposed 

to such a spirit. The eye of America is fixed on the future. Her atti- 

tude is well described in the language of Paul: “ Forgetting those 

things which are behind and reaching forth unto those things which 

are before.” To the first settlers in the New World the past represented 

simply a state of things from which they had escaped, and for which 

they had neither regrets nor respectful memories. Their golden age 

was emphatically before them, and as they put their hand to the plow 

in the virgin soil of a new continent, they were not tempted to look 

back. Rejoicing in their freedom to devise their own ways, they turned 

the leaf in the book of history, and as they inscribed the record of their 

conquests on a new page, they scorned to turn back the leaf in search 

of precedents. What more natural than that they should have imbibed 

the spirit of iconoclasm, and that that spirit should have descended to 
their posterity in even exaggerated proportions. 

Probably no people ever drank so deeply of that spirit as we have 

done; it has entered into our very being and been manifested in every 

department of public and private lite. The name “ Yankee notions,” as 

a commercial term, is a tribute to the restless inventiveness which ean- 

not be satisfied with the old ways of doing ‘things, and constantly pro-
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duces new, if not always better. Nor is American inventiveness equal 

to the task of supplying the American demand for novelties. We have 

furnished the best market for those of other lands. No other nation 
has been so ready and even eager in obedience to the dictates of 

fashion. Not less characteristic of this feature of the national character 

are the demands in literature. The newspaper and the novel have been 

the staple of our reading, and it has required but a small community to 

sustain a daily paper and several news stands. The book store inde- 

pendent of the news stand is much slower in finding room for itself. 

And even into the sacred domain of religion, where, if anywhere, should 

be found conservatism and the historic spirit, has this craving for 

progress and change penetrated. 

These are straws on the surface of the-current which show its direc- 

tion and its speed. They are certainly sufficient to alarm those who 

believe that there is safety only in old paths. hey are sufficient 

to make all thoughtfal persons desire to see employed whatever 

measures are practicable to check this current and prevent its ex- 

cessive flow. The occurrence of the Centennial of American indepen- 

dence is to be rejoiced in as an influence in this direction. Especially 

is it gratifying to see with how much heartiness the people generally 

are entering into its observance. It will prevent our being cited as-a 

convincing evidence that republics are ungrateful. But it is to be 

feared that, after carrying out this celebration in the American way of 

doing with all our might whatever we do, we shall drop back into the 

old forgetfulness and disregard for the past. We need a more thorough 
imbuing with the historic spirit than we shall get from such a brief glow 

of patriotic ardor. This spirit is needed, in the first place, to give 

character and stability to our governments, national and local. It is 

needed also to counteract the influence of mischievous reformers, so 

called, in all departments of social life. The American feeling of inde- 

pendence from the control of the past furnishes an excellent foundation 

for most radical and ruinous ideas as to the social relations. Nothing 

will do more to show the emptiness and the danger of such ideas than a 

knowledge of history nor to make people cautious about admitting them 

than the disposition to judge things by their fruits, which is so closely 

allied with the historic spirit. 

Again, this spirit is needed to give to the national character more of 

strength, symmetry, and fixedness. The American, as he is caricatured 

by his neighbors among the nations, is conceited, yacillating, and sor- 

did. While we are not likely to ask for the gift of seeing curselyes as 

others see us to the extent of accepting these caricatures as true rep- 

resentations of the American character, to give us more steadiness 

of purpose, to make us less eager in the pursuit of material good, and 

to inculcate in us that humility which is the secret and the foundation 

of true greatness, nothing is better fitted than the study of history and 

the cultivation of historical tastes.
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It is now time to consider the question, how does the historical li- 

brary operate in the cultivation of such a spirit? In the first place, by 

furnishing material it makes the study of history easy and pleasant, 

and thus promotes the increase of historical literature, and of historical 

allusions and historical accuracy in all kinds of literature. Again, it 

attracts visitors by its exhibit of curiosities, whether in the way of books 

or of other objects of interest, and by its whole atmosphere, as well as 

by the special interest aroused by the sight of particular objects, tends 

to create and develop historical tastes in those visitors. Aud just 

here a few words may properly be said as to the propriety and utility 

of a collection of relics in connection with an historical library. There 

can hardly be a doubt, on the one hand, that such a collection will do 

much to quicken the interest, especially of young persons, in historical 

subjects, nor, on the other hand, that relics are often the means of in- 

euleating mistaken notions and doing more harm than good. Historical 

curiosities naturally divide themselves into two classes: first, those which 

illustrate the manners and customs of ancient times and extinct races, 

and, second, those which have no value beyond that imparted to them 

by their adventitious connection with some historical event. In the first 

class would be included Indian weapons and implements, and whatever 

articles were used by the people in any walk of life in previous times, 

that differ from those now used. In the second class would fall such relies 

as a piece of the stone on which John Smith’s head was laid when he was 

saved by Pocahontas, or a chip from a spar of Paul Jones’s flag-ship. 
Sometimes objects belonging in the first class are made of additional 

interest by placing them also in the second; thus, an Indian war elub 

gains greatly by being labeled Powhatan’s war club, and a quaint 

looking piano of the last century by having belonged in the Wash- 

ington family. The two classes are, however, quite distinct, and in view 

of the contempt into which relics of the second class have fallen, in the 

estimation of most persons of good judgment, a contempt into which 

they have well nigh dragged the other class of historical curiosities, it 

is not too much to advise that this second class be rejected, with very 

few exceptions, from every public collection, and that objects belonging 

to the first class be not given the character of relics of special persons 

or particular events without the most absolute certainty as to the truth 

of their claims. Purged of the relic element, a collection of historical 

curiosities will commend itself to all as of great value in the study of 

history, and as a useful if not necessary adjunct to the historical library. 

Nor will the influence of the historical library in cultivating the his- 

toric spirit be confined to those who visit it and examine its treasures ; 

but it will be extended in some degree to all who see the place and know 

of its uses, and to all who even hear of its existence. If the rooms were 

never opened to the public, it would still exercise the same influence for 

good that is ascribed to statues and monuments in public places, link- 

ing the past to the present, aud reminding a busy generation that there
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is such a thing as history ; and just as far as this influence goes, it will 

be in favor of intelligent conservatism in politics, society, and morals. 

Nothing has thus far been said of private historical libraries, but this. 

is a part of the subject which should not pass unnoticed. The best, not 

the largest, but the most complete, historical libraries in the country 

are, or have been, private collections. Indeed, it is doubtful whether this 

is not necessarily so, for it is very rarely, if ever, that a man can be 

found who will employ those rare faculties and accomplishments that 

go to make up a good book collector so assiduously and untiringly on 
behalf of a public institution as for his personal gratification. In fact, 
the finest scent for historical and literary treasures, and the true genius 
for accumulation, are so closely allied to a desire for the gratification to 
be derived only from personal possession, that it would be contrary to 
nature to find them apart from an opportunity for the indulgence of this. 
desire. Nor need we wish it were otherwise. We may in thoughtless 
moments condemn the conduct of the individual collector who competes 
successfully with the public library in the gathering of literary treas- 
ures, and guards them so jealously when obtained that they seem to be 
of no use to himself or any one else. But when we consider that these 
treasures are thus at least preserved, that they are likely to be so classi- 
fied and arranged as to enhance their value, and that the probabilities. 
that the collection will finally become a public one ure so great as to 
amount to a certainty in most cases, we shall be more likely to rejoice 
in the efforts of the collector and count him a public benefactor. 

The Prince Library, in Boston, which is the finest collection extant of 

Puritan annals, the Peter Force collection of historical publications, in 

the Library of Congress at Washington, the library of James Lenox, 

of New York, soon to be accessible to the public by the munificence of 
its owner, and that of the late J. Carter Brown, of Providence, are fine 
examples of what can be done by individual enterprise and skill in library 

making. There are many instances throughout the country of similar 

success in collecting, followed by similar results for the public good. 
Even when one of these private collections is dispersed, it is generally 
the case that the books are better in some respects, such as binding and 
the completeness of sets, than when they went into the collection, so that 
it can at least be said that there is little danger of any loss to the world 

arising from the gratification of the tastes of the collector. 

Thus have been briefly indicated a few of the chief points in favor of 

historical libraries. Do we not find here sufficient reason why their for- 
mation should be encouraged and their use by and influence over the 
public increased by way of available means? Most, if not all, of our 
public historical libraries belong to societies, and are the result of the 
voluntary efforts of individuals thus associated, not for their own emol- 
ument or enjoyment, but for the good of the public and of posterity. 
With few, if any, exceptions, these societies admit the public to the use 
of their libraries for legitimate purposes, without restrictions beyond
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those employed in other public libraries. Hence it would seem proper 

for the cities and States interested in these libraries, and profiting by 

their existence, to make generous appropriations of funds to aid them 

in the purchase of valuable historical matter and to assist in their main- 

tenance as public libraries? Such appropriations have sometimes been 
made; they ought to be more common. 

A word should also be said in favor of the establishment of an histori- 

eal department in general public libraries where no special historical 

library exists; not merely a department of general history, but one 

which shall do for the locality the work described in the former part of 

this paper as that of an historical library in its special geographical field. 

This department can be conducted in connection with the other depart- 

ments of a general library at a slight expense of money and of time; 

and no public library which is the only literary centre of a community 

ought to neglect it. As has been intimated, the productions of the pen 

are the best memorials. Stately halls and solid monuments of stone 

will survive the shocks of but a few centuries. Books come nearer to 

immortality than any other production of man’s skill or labor. 

IIL—SKETCHES OF INDIVIDUAL SOCIETIES 

In ALABAMA, Catirornta, CoNNECTICUT, DeLaware, GeorGta, ILLINOIS, INDIANA, 

Towa, Kentucky, Marne, Mary.anp, Massacuuserrs, MicntGan, MINNESOTA, 

Missourr, New Hampsnuire, New Jersey, New York, Onto, OREGON, PENNSYL- 

vanta, RuopE IsLanp, SoutH CaroLia, TENNESSEE, TEXAS, VERMONT, VIRGINIA, 

West VirGrnia, WISCONSIN. 

The subjoined sketches, compiled from answers to inquiries sent to 

the officers of the respective societies, and from printed reports of the 

societies, contain specific information, most of which could not be pre- 
sented in tabular form. 

ALABAMA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, TUSCALOOSA, ALA. 

This society, organized in 1851, was inactive during the late war, and 

has been revived only within the past year. The terms of membership 

are election and payment of an entrance fee of $10. There are 50 

members. Meetings, with discussions and addresses, are held yearly. 

The society has published a few pamphlets on local history, but none 
of these are for sale or exchange. 

The library contains 250 bound volumes and a small collection of 

pamphlets, all of which have been obtained by gift and exchange. 

The society has neither building nor funds, and its collections are, for 

the present, deposited in the library of the University of Alabama, at 

‘Tuscaloosa, 

Dr. James Guild, president; W.S. Wyman, secretary. 

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, 

This society was founded in August, 1850, by the pioneers who arrived 

before January 1, 1850. The number of members is about 1,300. It has
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a permanent fund of $250,000 and an annual income of $15,000. James 
Lick, of San Francisco, has given about $1,000,000 to the society. The 
greater portion of this, however, is in expectancy ; the society being 
residuary legatee. 

The library, which is free to the public, contains 2,500 volumes per- 
taining to the history of the Pacific coast, 1,500 pamphlets, and 1,000 
manuscripts. About thirty American and twenty foreign periodicals 
are taken; also twenty-five daily, ten weekly, twenty monthly, and four 
quarterly publications. The specialty of the library is to collect and 
preserve all books and manuscripts pertaining to the settlement and 
history of the Pacific coast. The society has also a mineralogical cab- 
inet. 

The society owns the library huilding, which is fire proof and cost 
$25,000. The yearly cost of administration is about $3,500. The fiscal 
year begins July 7,the anniversary of the raising of the American flag 
on the Pacific coast in 1846. 

Lewis R. Lull, librarian. "4 

TERRITORIAL PIONEERS OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 

This society, organized November 10, 1874, limits its membership to 
those citizens who resided in the Territory of California prior to Sep- 
tember 9, 1850, the date of its admission into the Union. The terms of 
membership are the payment of an entrance fee of $5 and an annual 
subscription of $6. The payment of $75 constitutes a life member. 
The present number of members is 386. The meetings for discussions 
and addresses are held monthly; regular meetings quarterly. 

The first volumes of the society’s proceedings are in preparation, and 
will be exchanged as soon as published. Papers not in print are: Early 
History of the Drama in California, and a paper read before the associa- 
tion, by Hon. John C. Birch, on Theodore D. Judah, the man who proved 
the practicability of the Pacific Railroad, and the early history of that 
enterprise. 

The special objects of the society are: First, to compile the early 

history of the Pacific coast ; second, to form a library for the diffusion of 
useful knowledge; third, to form a cabinet of minerals and geological 
curiosities ; fourth, to study literary and scientific subjects by means of 
lectures, ete. 

The library contains 530 volumes, mostly of an historical character, 

about one-eighth of which have been purchased, and the remainder 
given by members of the association. The library is free to the public. 

The society owns no property other than its collections. Its annual 

income is nearly $2,000, derived from membership dues. 

James M. McDonald, president; Emory L. Willard, secretary. 

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY, HARTFORD, CONN. 

The society was incorporated in. 1825. There has been no recent 

enumeration of members. Membership is not limited. Resident mem-
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ders pay $3 on admission, and $2 annual assessment. No payments 

are called for from honorary or corresponding members. The fiscal 

year begins in June. Meetings are held monthly, from September to 

May, inclusive, but there is no established course for discussions and 

addresses. . 

The publications of the society are Collections of the Connecticut 

Historical Society, Vols. I and IL; price $2 a volume. Vol. IIL is in 

press. 
The specialty of the library is American, State, and local history. 

The number of bound volumes is about 16,000,obtained by gift, pur- 

chase, exchange, and deposit. The number of unbound pamphlets is 

about 20,000. There are several thousand manuscripts, mainly of revo- 

lutionary and ante-revolutionary times, including the manuscripts ot 

the first and second Governors Trumbull, the Wolcott papers, Silas 

Deane’s correspondence, and the Wadsworth correspondence. The col- 
lection of publications of kindred societies is tolerably large. There is 

no printed catalogue, but a manuscript card catalogue, and a manu- 

script finding list of printed books. 

The printed books in the library are accessible to all members, and, 

at the discretion of the executive committee, to visitors who are not. 

members. Access to the manuscript collection can be had only by vote 

of the executive committee. 

The society has the right of permanent occupancy of a wing of the 

Wadsworth Atheneum, which is nearly fire proof. Besides its collec- 
tions it has no property, but has a permanent fund of $9,000, the in- 

come from which and from the annual dues of members amounts to 

about $1,500 annually, The library is exempt from taxation. 

The bibliography of works produced by members of the society has 

not been printed. It comprises several hundred titles. 

J, Hammond Trumbull, president; Charles J. Hoadley, secretary. 

AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY, NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

The library of the American Oriental Society was founded in 1843, 
and is at present kept in the library of Yale College, at New Haven, 

but is liable to be removed to any other place that may in future become 

the headquarters of the society. 

The fiscal year begins in May. The increase in the library during 

the year ending May, 1874, was 75 books and 75 pamphlets, all received 

by gift or exchange. The number of volumes is 3,175; number of 

manuscripts, 130. The specialty of the library is Oriental literature. 

It is both a circulating aud reference library, and is for the use of mem- 

bers of the society, but is also freely opened to scholars desiring to use 

it. There is no printed catalogue, but a manuscript card catalogue, 

complete but unarranged. 

The librarian is chosen at the annual meeting of the society in Bos- 

ton, and is responsible to the board of directors of the society. 

Addison Van Name, librarian.
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NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

This society was organized in November, 1862, The number of mem- 
bers is 42; 24 life and 18 annual. Membership is not limited. The 

payment of $50 constitutes a life member, $5 an annual member. 
Meetings are held bi-monthly; and papers are read in the months of 
December, January, February, and March. 

The only publication of the society is Papers of the New Haven 
Colony Historical Society, Vol. 1; price $3. For sale at the rooms of 
the society. 

The object of the society is to collect and preserve whatever objects 
of any kind “ may be connected with or may illustrate the local history 
of the towns included within the ancient New Haven Colony.” Also, 
to secure traditions, ‘encourage historical and antiquarian research, 
and disseminate historical information.” The number of volumes in the 
library is between 400 and 500. No attempt has been made to estab- 
lish a library in the prope r sense, and the books and pamphlets in pos- 
session of the society have been received by gift and exchange. 

The society owns no building and has no property besides its collec- 
tions. Its annual income is from $100 to $200, derived from member- 
ship fees and a small fund. There is no permanent fund; the sum of 
$1,200 is invested, but may be expended at any time. The collections, 
which are free for reference, are kept in the City hall. 
Among the works by members of the society are: History of the 

Protestant Episcopal Church in Connecticut, two volumes, aud Life 
of Samuel Johnson, first president of Columbia College, by Rev. E. E. 
Beardsley ; Genesis of the New England Churches, by Rev. Leonard Ba- 
con; sundry volumes of Historical Collections, by Jno. W. Barber; Life 
of Admiral Foote, and other books, by Prof. James M. Hoppin; The 
Holy Land, by S. D. Phelps. 

Rey. E. E. Beardsley, president ; Rey. William G. Andrews, secre - 
tary. 

NEW LONDON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, NEW LONDON, CONN. 

This society, incorporated July, 1870, and organized in 1872, has 
about 250 members. The payment of $20 constitutes a life member; of 
$1 per annum, an annual member. Yearly meetings are held, at which 
addresses are delivered. 

Besides the library, the society has a museum of historical relies, 
Indian and other aboriginal curiosities. The number of bound volumes 
in the library is 200; of unbound pamphlets, 500; of manuscripts, 50. 
All of the books have been obtained by gift. There is no catalogue. 
The library is free to members and the publie. 

The society owns no property other than its collections, and its only 
income is from membership dues, and contributions. 

Hon. L. F. 8. Foster, president; W. H. Starr, secretary.
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DELAWARE HISTORICAL SOCIETY, WILMINGTON, DEL. 

The society was organized in May, 1864, and has about 75 active, 

besides life and honorary members. Membership is not limited; the 

terms are election and payment of dues. Meetings for discussions and 

addresses are held monthly ; there are also special addresses at appointed 
times. 

The specialty of the library is State history. The number of bound 

volumes is 450; of pamphlets, 500, and manuscripts about 100. The 

library has no fund, and is mainly dependent upon gifts and exchanges 

for its increase. The yearly income is about $250, The amount paid 

for books, periodicals, and binding is about $100 a year. The society 
owns no property other than its library. 

Joseph R. Walter, corresponding secretary. 

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, SAVANNAH, GA, 

This society was organized in December, 1839. The number of mem- 

bers is 400. There is no limit tomembership. The terms are, payment 

of an initiation fee of $5, and of an annual subscription of $5. Meet. 

ings are held monthly. 

The publications of the society are: Collections of the Georgia 

Historical Society, Vols. I, II, and III, price of Vols. II and III, 
$3 each; Vol. I is out of print; Wilde’s Summer Rose, price $1.50; 

and a number of fugitive publications in pamphlet form. There is 

also, in pamphlet form, Part 1 of a third volume of collections on the 

Indians of Georgia; but the volume was never completed, and another 

one, entitled Vol. Il], was published in 1873, containing letters of 

Oglethorpe and Wright. The price of the part of a volume is $1. 

These publications are for sale at the library in Savannah, and are for 

exchange on the usual terms. 

The number of bound volumes in the library is 9,326; of unbound 

pamphlets, 2,073; of manuscripts, 100. The department of American 

and State history is the most complete. The manuscript collection, 

though not large, contains some valuable records. Among these is the 

record of the: proceedings of the trustees of the colony, and a large 

mass of material procured by the State of Georgia, through an agent 

sent to England for the purpose, from the public records and state 

paper offices in London, and deposited in this library by order of the. 

legislature. There are also other manuscripts relating to ante- 

revolutionary history. 
A reading room is connected with the library, and besides a number 

of daily papers on file, the society subscribes to nine weeklies, twenty 

monthlies, and nine quarterlies, Americanand foreign. 

Exchanges of the society’s publications are made with most of the 

kindred societies in the United States and a few foreign. 

There is no printed catalogue. About five-sevenths of the collec-
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tions have been purchased, and two-sevenths reveived by gift. The 

yearly accessions to the library average 600 volumes. 

The building occupied by the society was presented to it by Mrs. W. 

B. Hodgson and Miss Welfair, and is valued at $50,000. The society 

also owns a building originally oceupied by the library, valued at $12,000, 

Its annual income is $5,000, derived from rents, and dues of members 

The library has always been exempt from State tax, and in 1868 was 
exempted from city tax. 

The librarian receives a salary of $1,000, and the treasurer receives 

commissions on collections. The annual cost of administration is $1,250. 

The average annual expenditure for books is $800; for periodicals, $250 ; 
for binding, $100. 

The following works are by members of the society: Historical 

Sketch of the Chatham Artillery; Historical Sketch of Tomo-chi-chi, 

Mico of the Tamacraws ; Antiquities of the Southern Indians, particu- 

larly the Georgia tribes, all by ©. C. Jones, jr.; Wilde’s Summer Rose ; 

or, the Lament of the Captive, by Anthony Barclay ; Life of George M. 
Troup, by Edward J. Harden. 

Hon. H. R. Jackson, president; W. Grayson Mann, corresponding 

secretary. 

CHICAGO HiSTORICAL SOCIETY, CHICAGO, ILL. 

The library of this society was begun in April, 1856, and before its 

destruction in the great fire of 1871 contained 17,000 bound volumes 

and 95,000 pamphlets, not including duplicates. It had a fund of $17,000, 

and owned real estate valued at $50,000. The building was considered 

fire proof throughout, but both building and library were entirely de- 

stroyed. 

The society has lately resumed active operations under very encour- 

aging circumstances. The number of members is about two hundred. 

There is a special fund of $27,000, and a general fund of $17,000. The 

new collection numbers wbout 300 bound volumes and as many pam- 
phlets. 

B. F. Culver, secretary. 

INDIANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

The society was incorporated in January, 1831, For a number of years 

previous to 1873 it remained in a state of inaction. In the month of Octo- 

ber of that year a public meeting was held at Indianapolis, for the pur- 

pose of re-organizing the society and placing it in a working condition 

on a permanent basis. The regrlar meetings are to be held at Indian- 
apolis in January of each year. 

The object of the society is to collect materials relating to the natural, 

civil, and political history of Indiana. The collection of books is valua- 

dle but not large, numbering only about 2,500 volumes. 

John B. Dillon, secretary. 

228 ,
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IOWA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, IOWA CITY, IOWA. \ 

The society was organized January 30, 1857, and is connected with 
the State University. The fiseal year begins January 1. The number 
of members is 350. Membership is not limited; the conditions are the 
payment of an initiation fee of $3 and an annual subscription of $1. 
Meetings for discussions and addresses are held yearly. 

The publications of the society are the Annals of Iowa, a quarterly, 
begun in 1863. The sabscription is $1 a year; back numbers 50 cents 
each. These are exchanged with other historical societies, excepting 
the numbers for 1864, which are out of print. 

The specialty of the society is the collection of facts relating to the 
early history of Iowa, and of the newspapers of the State. 

The number of bound volumes in the library is 3,773; of unbound 
pamphlets, 4,531, and of manuscripts, 233. The entire collection has 
been received by gift. The manuseript collection consists mainly 
of biographies of eminent persons, now or formerly citizens of Iowa, 
of historical narratives relating to the early settlement of the State, 
and of military history relating to the late war. The newspaper 
collection embraces files of most of the principal weekly newspapers 
of the State, from the foundation of the society to the present time. 

There is a considerable collection of the publications of kindred sovie- 
ties. 

The society owns no building nor property other than its collections, 

Its yearly income is about $520, including a grant of $500 from the 
State. 

William G, Hammond, president; Frederick Lloyd, corresponding 
secretary. 

HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY OF MASON COUNTY, MAYS- 

VILLE, KY. 

This society was organized April 8, 1875. Membership is not limited. 
Members pay a yearly subscription of $2. Meetings are held quarterly. 
The object of the society is the “elucidation of local history and the 
cultivation of physical science.” 

There is as yet no library. In May, 1875, was celebrated the centen- 

nial of the settlement of Mason County, and the addresses, letters, and 

reminiseenees which that occasion called forth have been preserved 

and form really the basis of the historical department. Collections of 

Indian antiquities and geological specimens have been begun, and so 
» far consist entirely of gifts. 

John G. Hickman, president; Dr. Thomas E. Pickett, corresponding 
secretary. 

BANGOR HISTORICAL SOCIETY, BANGOR, ME. 

The society was incorporated March 4, 1864. The library, which is 
free and used entirely for reference, contains about 50 volumes, 100
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pamphlets, 100 to 150 manuscripts, and 30 or 40 volumes of newspapers. 

The increase is entirely from gifts. The contributions of money average 
about $25 a year. 4 

Hon. John E, Godfrey, president; Elnathan F. Duren, secretary. 

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY, BRUNSWICK, ME. 

The society was organized in 1822. Its membership is limited to 100, 

the present number. The admission fee is.$10. Two meetings are held 

each year. At the annual meeting there are public addresses, and at 
the winter session papers and discussions. 

The publications of the society are: Collections, first and second series, 

in one volume; the first one the Discovery and Documentary His- 

tory of Maine. Two volumes of documentary history are in progress, 

partly printed, (April, 1875.) A specialty of the society is the collection 

of Indian relies and relics of the early history of the country. 

The library contains 3,600 bound volumes, 3,600 unbound pamphlets, 

over 1,000 manuscripts, and 150 bound volumes of newspapers... Works 

relating to American history form the larger part of the collection. The 

books have been obtained chiefly by gift and exchange. The perma- 

nent fund amounts to $10,006, yielding a yearly income of six to seven 
hundred dollars. 

Rev. A. S. Packard, librarian. @ 

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY, BALTIMORE, MD.' 

The society, organized January 27, 1844, places no limit to its mem- 

bership, which is now 200, The terms are the payment of $5 per annum. 

Meetings are held on the second Monday of each month, except during 

July, August, and September. 

The publications of the society, so far as known, are: A Brief Account. 

of the Settlement of Ellicott’s Mills, by Evan T. Hllicott, 1865; The 

Maryland Historical Society in Memory of George Peabody, 1870; A 

Lost Chapter in the History of the Steamboat, John H. B. Latrobe, 1871; 

The First Steamboat Voyage on the Western Waters, John H. B. La- 

trobe, 1871; Narrative of a Voyage to Maryland, by Father Andrew 

White, S. J., with an Account of the Colony from 1635 to 1677; The 

Lords Baltimore, John G. Morris, D. D., 1874. Such of these as are 

still in print are for sale by the publisher and are exchanged with kin- 
dred societies. 

The library contains 15,009 bound volumes, about 800 pamphlets, and 

544 manuscripts. About 900 volumes relate to American and local 

history. The manuscript collection embraces manuscripts of the Mary- 

land Proprietary and State papers from 1637 to 1776, contained in 11 

portfolios, and other manuscripts not arranged and belonging to this 

period; ‘Gilmor’? Maryland papers, covering portions of colonial his- 

1 Farther information respecting this society will be fonnd in Sketches of the Public 
Libraries of Baltimore, in Chapter XX XVII, Part I, of this report.
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tory and containing many valuable documents concerning the French 

war and Mason and Dixon’s line; the Stevens Index to the Maryland 

documents in the state paper office, London, from 1626 to 1780; the 

“Gist Papers” and the “Purviance Papers,” which are replete with 

original letters of historical value concerning the revolutionary period. 

Among the pamphlets are some, of very early dates in American history, 

which are extremely rare. Eight American and four foreign periodi- 

cals are taken regularly. The collection of publications of other his- 

torical societies in this country is nearly complete. The library is free 

to the public. The number of persons using it in the course of the year 
is estimated at 500. 

The society owns its building and has a permanent fund of $20,000, 

Its yearly income is $2,500, the sum of $1,500 being derived trom invest- 

ments, and $1,000 from membership dues. The cost of administration 

averages $1,500 a year. The librarian receives a salary of $500. 

John H. B, Latrobe, president; Rev. E. A. Dalrymple, corresponding 
secretary. 

BOSTON NUMISMATIC SOCIETY, BOSTON, MASS. 

This society was founded in 1860, and has thirty active, besides seven 
honorary and thirteen corresponding members. Meetings are held 

monthly. The specialty of the society is its cabinet of coins, of which 
there are 1,000. The library contains about 50 bound volumes and 100 

pamphlets. The society publishes the American Journal of Numismaties. 

It has a permanent fund of $500, and au annual income of $50. 

President, Jeremiah Colburn ; seeretary, William S. Appleton. 

CONGREGATIONAL LIBRARY, BOSTON, MASS." 

This library was begun in 1853, by the American Congregational ‘As. 

sociation, whose object is to maintain in the city of Boston a Congrega- 

tional house for the meetings of the body and for the furtherance of its 

general purposes; to found and perpetuate a library of books, pam- 

phlets, and manuscripts, and a collection of portraits.and relics of the 

past; and to do whatever else, within the limits of its charter, shall 

serve to illustrate Congregational history and promote the interests of 

the Congregational charches. The association is composed of members 

of orthodox Congregational churches, paying each $1 or more into its 

treasury. Meetings are held annually in May. 

The library contains 22,895 bound volumes, 95,000 pamphlets, and 550 

manuscripts, besides 26 bound volumes of manuscripts. The increase 

during the year ending May, 1875, was 4,735 volumes. It is free to the 

public as a reference library, The specialty of the library is Congrega- 

tional history. 

There is no income for library purposes, except for the payment of a 

librarian and assistant. The library has no available endowment fund, 

“1 Purther information respecting this library will be found in Sketches of Public 

Libraries of Boston, Chapter XXXVIII, Part 1, of this report
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but owns its building, which has a capacity for 80,000 volumes, and with 

the land is valued at $500,000. 

Rev. Isaac P. Langworthy, secretary and librarian. 

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY, BOSTON, MASS.! 

The society, organized in 1791, and incorporated in 1794, is by its 

charter limited to 100 members. The present number is 99. Member- 

ship is by election, and regular or resident members must be citizens 

of the State. The fiscal year begins April 1. Meetings, for discussions 

and addresses, are held monthly. ' 

The publications of the society are Collections, in 41 volumes, and 

Proceedings, in L0 volumes; sold at the rooms of the society. 

The library numbers 23,000 bound volumes, 45,000 pamphlets, and 

1,000 bound folio volumes of manuscripts, rich in colonial and revolu- 

tionary papers. The specialty of the society is American history, gen- 

eral and local. The collection of publications of kindred societies is 

large and complete. The larger proportion of the library has been re- 

ceived by gift. The accessions average 500 volumes a year. The library 

it used both as a reference and circulating library, by members aud 

scholars. Besides the printed catalogues, dated 1796, 1811, and 135960 

there is a manuscript card catalogue, and a catalogue of the pamphlets, 

maps, and works of art. 

The society owns its building, which is valued at $160,000, has a per- 

manent fund of $150,000, and a yearly income of $15,000, derived from 

membership dues, interest on funds, and rent of the building, 

The librarian is chosen by the society. None of the officers receives 
a salary. 

Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, LL.D., president; Rev. Chandler Rob- 

bins, D.D., corresponding secretary. I 

NEW ENGLAND HISTORIC-GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY, BOSTON, MASS.! ' 

This society, organized in January, 1845, and incorporated in Mareh 

of the same year, has 358 life members and 452 resident members, mak- 

ing 840 active members, besides which there are 12 honorary and 305 

corresponding members. Membership is by election and is not limited. 

The requirements are the payment of an admission fee of $5 and of a 

yearly subscription of $3. The payment of $30 constitutes a life mem- 
ber. Meetings, with discussions and addresses, are held on the first 
Wednesday of each month, July and August excepted. 

The publications of the society are: The New England Historical and 

Genealogical Register, 28 volumes, completed, and two quarterly num- 

bers of the twenty-ninth volume, issued, at $3 a year; annual addresses 
or proceedings since 1862, in pamphlet form, and occasional addresses 
and papers before and since; and a discourse on the twenty-fifth anni- 

GihBaethae Jntoempilen, peepoatng Sain, wedleig will UE Rand Ae Ghoti aE 
Libraries of Boston, Chapter XXXVIII, Part IL, of this report.
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versary of ineorporation, by Rey. E. I’. Slafter. None of the publica- 
tions, except the Register, have been sold. The society can supply the 
Register since 1869, with odd numbers since 1865, but bas none of the 
rest for sale. All of the annual proceedings and other publications are 
out of print, exeept those from 1863 to 1875, inclusive. 

A specialty of the society is the collection of historical relics relating 
to New England history. 

The number of bound volumes in the library is 12,337; of pamphlets, 
40,414; of manuscripts, about 40,000. The specialties of the library are 
local history, biography, and genealogy, which, together, comprise 

about two-thirds of the library. The books have, with very few excep- 
tions, been received by gift. The collection of the publications of kin- | 
dred societies in the United States is quite complete. There is no 

printed catalogue. The library is almost exclusively for reference, and 

is free to all who desire to use it. It is daily consulted by an average 
number of 40 persons. 

The yearly accessions during the last three years have averaged 4,936 
works. The average increase for the last thirty years has been 411 vol- 
umes, 1,347 pamphlets, and 1,300 manuscripts each year. 

The librarian and assistant librarian receive $1,000 and $312 a year, 

respectively. 

The society owns the building it occupies, which was purchased by 

members for $40,000. It has, also, several funds, as follows: The 

Bond fund, $475.87, for the purchase of books; the Barstow fund, $1,000, 

for binding; the Towne fund, $3,595.23, for printing biographies of de- 

ceased members; the life fund, $8,247.74, being the money received for 

life membership, which is required to be invested; and the librarian’s 

fund, $11,000, contributed by members for. the support of a librarian. 

The permanent fund of the society is $76,000, of which the sam of 

$50,000 is invested in the building. The annual income is $2,887.42, of 

which the sum of $1,323.75 is derived from admission fees and assess- 

ment of members, $616.67 trom the life membership fund, and $947 from 
the librarian’s fund, 

~ Such manuscripts and books as cannot be duplicated are kept in a 

fire proof vault. 

Members of the society have during each year in its history produced 

valuable works, but they are too numerous for a list to be given here. 

Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, president; Rev. Edmund F, Slafter, corre- 
sponding secretary. 

UNIVERSALIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY, COLLEGE HILL, MASS. 

This society was organized in 1834. Membership is dependent merely 

upon signing the constitution, and the number of members is unknown. 

The object of the society is “ to collect and preserve facts belonging to 

the history and condition of the doctrine of Universalism, togethér with 

books and papers having reference to the same subject.” Yearly meet- 

ings are held.
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The library contains about 1,500 volumes, of which number about 
three-fourths have been purchased, and the remainder received by gift, 

The average yearly increase is about 50 volumes. The collection em- 

braces not only works in favor of the Universalist faith, but the more 
important ones against it, especially such as are in any way distinguished 
as marking a point in the history of Universalism or eliciting any con- 
troversy. 

The library is free to all. It occupies a part of Tufts College library 
room. The income is indefinite, being derived wholly from collections 
and gifts. 

_ Prof. Thomas J. Sawyer, secretary. 4 

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY, DEDHAM, MASS. 

This society, organized in 1859, has 43 members. Membership is by 
election, and is not limited. Quarterly meetings are held, at which 
there are discussions and oceasional reading ef papers. 

The object of the society is “the collection and preservation of books, 
pamphlets, and mementos relating to the earlier histery of the New 
England colonies, and especially the town of Dedham, and the prepara- 
tion of historical papers relating to the early history of the town.” 

The library contains, 500 volumes, about 300 pamphlets, and 50 manu- 
scripts, all of whick have been given. The average yearly increase is 
about 25 volumes. 

The society has no building; the library is kept in the county court 
bouse in Dedham. Theinceme is about $50 a year, derived from assess- 
ments on members. 

H. O. Hildreth, president ; Rev. Carlos Slafter, corresponding seere- 
tary. 3 

GLD RESIDENTS’ HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION, LOWELL, MASS. 

This society, organized in November, 1868, admits to its membership 
any person who was a resident of Lowell at the time of the organiza- 

tion of the city government, May 2, 1836, or prior to that date, or who 

has resided in Lowell twenty-five years and attained the age of forty- 

tive. The present membership is 200. Meetings are held quartesly. 

The society published, in 1874, Contributions of the Old Residents’ 
Historical Association. 

The objects of the society are to “collect, arrange, preserve, and from 
time to time publish, any facts relating to the history of the city of 
Lowell, as also to gather and keep all printed or written documents, as 
well as traditional evidence ef every deseription, relating to the city.” 

The society has no library, but possesses a small collection of pam- 
phlets and manuscripts, less than 300 in all, relating entirely to the 
history of the city since 1824, It bas a permanent fund of $400, and
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an annual income of $200, derived from members’ subscriptions. No 
salaries are paid. ‘ 

Alfred Gilman, secretary. 

PILGRIM SOCIETY, PLYMOUTH, MASS. 

This society, organized in 1820, requires no conditions for member- 
ship, except the payment of an entrance fee. The number of mem- 
bers is 5,000, Meetings are held twicea year. A specialty of the society 
is a cabinet of relies of the pilgrims, 1620. 

The library contains 2,000 bound volumes, 2,000 pamphlets, and 200 
manuscripts, all of which have been donated. The collections are free ' 
to the publie. 

The society owns its building, valued at $8,000, and a number of 
pictures and engravings, besides its other collections. Its permanent 
fund is $700, and its annual income $1,200, derived from entrance fees 
and assessments on members. None of the officers receives a salary. 

William T. Davis, president; William S. Danforth, secretary. 

; ESSEX INSTITUTE, SALEM, MASS. 

The Institute was formed by the union of the Essex Historical Society 
(incorporated 1821) and the Essex County Natural History Society; (in- 
corporated 1836,) and was organized under a charter granted in 1848, 
The number of members is not limited, and is at present 480. The 
membership fee is $3 a year. The fiscal year begins on the second 
Wednesday in May. Regular meetings, with discussions and addresses, 
are held on the first and third Mondays of each month; besides, there 
are field and other special meetings. The publications of the society are 
Historical Collections of Essex Institute, 11 volumes, $3 a volume ; 
and Bulletin of Essex Institute, $La year; for sale at the rooms of 
the society. 

The specialty of the society is eollecting materials to illustrate the 
history of Essex County. The library contains 30,655 volumes, 105,408 
pamphtets, and 160 bound. volumes of manuscripts, besides a sufficient 
number unbound to make about 100 volumes more. There ave also 
about 120 log books. Besides its historical eollection, the society has a 
musical library and a museum containing a large number of antiquar- 
an and historical relics, paintings, engravings, etc., and an extensive 
scientific collection. All have been obtained by gift and exchange, 

The collection of publications of kindred societies in the United States 

is nearly if not quite complete. There is no printed catalogue, but card 

and box catalogues in manuscript. The library is chiefly for reference, 

but has a small circulation. It is free to members and students. 
The society owns a small building reconstructed from the first meet- 

ing house of 1634, and has invested funds amounting to $10,000. The 

yearly income is $2,500. None of the officers receives a salary. 

Henry Wheatland, president; A. S. Packard, jr., and George M. 

Whipple, secretaries,
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY, WORCESTER, MASS. 

This society, organized in 1812, limits its American membership to 

140, but does not limit the number of foreign members... Members must 

be nominated by the council and elected by the society. The present 
number is 140, The fiscal year begins October 22. Two meetings are 

held annually: one at Boston in April, the other at Worcester in Octo- 

ber. 

The publications of the society are Archieologia Americana,! Vol. I, 

'The American Antiquarian Society has devoted the fifth and sixth volumes of its 
Arehwologia toa republication of the History of Printing in America, by Isaiah Thomas, 
LL. D., its first president and prominent founder, 

The original work came from the press in 1810. Mr. Thomas, some years later, formed 

the design of issuing a new edition, for which he gradually made preparation in an 
interleaved copy. Thus many corrections and additions, and also some curtailments 

and some changes of position, were provided for. It was a fayorite purpose with him 

to Attach to the new edition as complete a list as practicable of publications prior to 
1776 in what is now the United States; and he bestowed a good deal of labor on the 

collection of titles, which he desired to arrange under the names of their printers or 
publishers. 
As Mr. Thomas never found time to complete his revised copy for the press, he left 

his materials to the American Antiquarian Society to be used at its discretion. And 

now the work of republication has been carried out, preserving, so far as it could well 

be done under a change of times and circumstances, the identity of the author's plan 

and method of execution. 
Two important changes, however, have been made: First, in omitting bis preliminary 

account of the beginning and progress of the art of printing in the Old World; second, 

in arranging the titles of American publications prior to the Revolution chronologi- 
eally instead of under the names of printers or publishers. 

The account of printing in the Old World was regarded as requiring too much modi- 

fication and enlargement, in order to adapt it to the present state of information on 
that subject, and as not essential to the special purpose of presenting a history of the 
art in this country. It was also decided that a chronological arrangement of the list 
of publications would render that portion of the work more convenient and useful for 
general reference, and also cause it to serve as an exposition of the character and 

condition of American literature at each particular period, at the same time denoting 
elearly its changes and progress. These points are desiderata which ordinary cata- 
lognes do not provide for; and the historical inquirer who wishes to know what.was 

written and printed ata particular time, and what were then the subjects of public 
interest and discussion, has heretofore had no such ready source of information as a 
list of contemporary publications will supply. 

The reduction of titles gathered from miscellaneous sources, and but partially 
susceptible of being verified by collation, to a consistent and trustworthy cata- 
logue that should not swell the size of the second volume beyond reasonable propor- 

tions as compared with the first, has been the cause of much delay. The revision and 
extension of the list had been undertaken by 8. F. Haven, jr., M.D., and was carried 

forward by him assiduously till the breaking out of the late war, when he entered the 
Army as surgeon, and lost his life at the battle of Fredericksburgh. Since the purpose 

of publication was resumed, the task has fallen upon the chairman of the committee 

haying charge of the printing. 

With such a mass of material, much of which had never before been catalogued in 

any regular way, if at all, errors and omissious must be expected to occur; but if may 

be claimed that the foundation has been laid of a work which it will be comparatively 

éasy to mature and complete. 

If all persons who are cognizant of publications that have been omitted will send
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1820, $3.50; Vol. II, 1836, 9; Vol. TI, 1857, $4; Vol. IV, 1860, $3 50; 
Vol. V, 1874, $4; Vol, VI, 1875, $4; and Proceedings of the society from 
November, 1813, to date; for sale at the rooms of the society, with the 
exception of the Proceedings for October, 1814, August, 1820, and 
August, 1831, which are out of print. 

The society has, besides its library, collections of Indian implements, 
revolutionary and ante-revolutionary relics, coins, paper money, ete. 

The number of bound volumes in the library is 60,497. It is especi- 
ally rick in American history, including local and personal history, and 
early newspapers. The manuscript collection is large and varied. The 
Matherand Bentley manuscripts are the most notable. The collection 
of periodicals embraces many early American periodicals and some early 
foreign ones, with considerable modern magazine literature, and a large 
number of ephemera. The yearly accessions to the library for the last 
five years have avefaged 1,500 books and 6,700 pamphlets. No printed 
catalogue has been issued since 1837, There is, besides this, an office 

catalogue, interleaved, The library is free to the public for reference, 

but books can be taken from it only by special permission of the council. 

The society owns a building worth from $25,000 to $30,000, and has 

seven funds for specified purposes, amounting in the aggregate to 

$80,303.20, and yielding a yearly income of $5,800, 

S. F. Haven, librarian. ‘ 

HOUGHTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY AND MINING INSTITUTE, 
HOUGHTON, MICH. 

This society, organized in March, 1866, has for its object “ to procure 

and preserve whatever may relate to general history, but more especially 

& memorandum of them to the society, such deficiency may be supplied by the addition 
of supplementary pages. 

The unexpected size of the catalogue, even after compression and the adoption of a 
smaller type, has caused the two volumes to be unequal in size, though not more 
unequal than is often the case with other publications. 

The text of Vol, I is preceded by a memoir of the author, prepared by his grandson, 
Hon, Benjamin Franklin Thomas; and brief notices of printing in Spanish, French, Duteh, 
and Portuguese America come before the principal subject of the work—the history 
of printing in English America, now the United States. A brief reference to the intro- 
duction of the art in Nova Scotia and Canada is placed at the end. The appendix con- 

tains a paper on printing in Mexico and Pern by Hon. John R. Bartlett, of Rhode 
Island, and some collateral matters of interest that could not suitably be inserted in 

the body of the book, The number of pages in this volume is 510. 
In Vol. II the first portion (pp. 1-204) is devoted to a history of newspapers and 

other periodicals, and is followed by a biographical list of booksellers in the colonies, 
from the first settlement of the country to the commencement of the revolutionary 

war. The appendix includes a variety of notes, and a list of magazines and news- 

papers published in 1810, when the original edition was issued, which Mr. Thomas 
says he prepared with much care and labor. The catalogue of ante-revolutionary 
publications and the index complete the volume, making 666 pages of text and 48 
pages of index, or 204 more than Vol. I. The work is published in two forms: 
first, as Archwologia, Vols. V and VI; second,.as History of Printing in America, 
Vols. Iand Il.—S. F. H.
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to the natural, literary, and ecclesiastical history of the counties, towns, 

villages, mines, and mining companies on and contiguoas to Lake Supe- 

rior.” Membership is not limited, and the only requirements are election 

and payment of $5. The present number of membersis forty-five.. Meet- 

ings, for discussions and addresses, are held monthly from November to 

May. A specialty of the society is to collect specimens of minerals and 

procure all evidences of aucient mining in the surrounding region. 

The namber of bound volumes iu the library is 1,266; of pamphlets, 

320; of manuscripts, 35; all of which have been obtained by gift. The 

nivuuscript collection consists principally of papers read at the society’s 

meetings. 

The society owns no property, other than its collections. None of the 

officers receives-a salary. : 

R. Shelden, president ; James B. Sturgis, corresponding secretary. 

MICHIGAN STATE TIONEER SOCIBTY,! LANSING, MICH. 

This society organized in April,1874; has 236 members. There is no 
limit. to membership, and the only requisite is the payment of $1 a year. 

There is one annual meeting, on the first Wednesday in February. 

The specialty of the society is State and local history, and biography. 

It is entirely dependent on contributions for the increase of its library, 

which consists at present of 2 bound volumes, 26 pamphlets, and 91 

manuscripts. By grant of the State legislature the society has an in- 

come of $500 a year for the years 1875 and 1876; beyond this its income 

is derived solely from dues of members. The collections are now by law 

deposited in the State library, in care of the State librarian, but are to 

be transferred to rooms in the State capitol, when that building is fin- 

ished. 

Oliver C. Comstock, president; Ephraim Longyear, corresponding 

Secretary. 

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, ST. PAUL, MINN. 

This society, organized November 15, 1849, admits any respectable 

resident of Minnesota to membership on payment of $25. There are at 

present 180 active, 53 corresponding, and 25 honorary members, making 

a total of 258. Regular meetings are held monthly, and occasionally 
special meetings are called for the delivery of addresses or the reading 

of papers. 

The publications of the society are two volumes of Collections, and 

two parts of a third volume relating to the history of Minnesota, which 

may be obtained by exchange. 

The objects of the society are to collect and preserve material relat- 

_ing to the history, antiquities, and statistics of Minnesota, the North- 

west, and, generally, of America; to rescue from oblivion the mémory of 

‘County pioneer societies have been organized in many cou aties in the State, thir- 
teen of the most important of which have become tributary to the State society.— 
Eprrors, ,
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its early pioneers, and to obtain and preserve narratives of their exploits, 

perils, and hardy adventures ; to preserve memorials of its Indian tribes, 

their customs, religion, and history, and to publish, from time to time, 

the result of its efforts in collecting historical information concerning 
Minnesota. 

The library contains 6,411 bound volumes, 9,372 pamphlets, and sev- 

eral hundred manuscripts; nearly all of which have been obtained by 

gift. For the past ten years there has been an average yearly inerease 
of 233 bound volumes. The specialty of the library is Minnesota history, 

The collection in this department is claimed to be “absolutely com- 

plete,” containing “ every work bearing directly or indirectly on what is 

now Minnesota.” The manuscript collection relates wholly to Minnesota 

and the Northwest. The most valuable portion consists of the journals, 

diaries, and letter books of traders and Army officers, belonging to a 

period many years before the territory was organized. The collection 
of publications of kindred American societies is quite full. There is no 

printed catalogue. The library is only for reference, and is free to all. 

The society has no building, but owns two lots worth $15,000, on 

which it is proposed, at some future day, to build. It has a permanent 

fund of $1,200 and an annual income of $2,500, derived from a State 

grant. The only salary paid is $1,500 to the librarian. The library and 

collection of pictures, Indian curiosities, ete., are kept in rooms furnished 

by the State in the capitol. The building is considered fire proof, and 

the sqviety has also a large fire proof vault for the protection of works 

of especial rarity and value. ‘ 

Robert O. Sweeny, president; J. F. Williams, secretary and librarian. 

MISSOURI HISTORICAL SOCIETY, ST. LOUIS, MO. 

This society, organized in 1866, has 200 members. The terms of mem- 

bership are the payment $5 initiation fee and $5 yearly dues. Meetings 

for discussions aud addresses are held monthly. 

The objects of the soviety are: the establishment of a library and a 

eabinet of antiquities, relics, etc.; the collection of manuscripts and 

papers possessing historical value; to provide for the complete and 

scientific exploration and survey of such aboriginal monuments as exist 

within the limits of the State and the Mississippi Valley ; and, in par- 

ticular, to collect and preserve such historical materials as shall serve 

to illustrate the settlement and growth of the city of St. Louis, State of 

Missouri, and Mississippi Valley. 

The number of bound volumes in the library is 150; of pamphlets, 

200; of manuscripts, about 50. The collection is free to the public for 

reference. 

The society has no building, but owns a lot valued at $10,000. The 

annual income is about $1,000, derived from initiation fees and member- 

ship dues. 

John B. Johnson, M. D., president; W. H. H. Russell, corresponding 

secretary.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY, CONCORD, N. H. 

This society was organized in 1822, and has 144 resident active mem- 

bers. Membership is not limited. The terms are, election and pay- 

ment of an initiation fee of $5, and of such annual tax as may be levied, 

not exceeding $3, The fiscal year begins the third Wednesday in June. 

The regular meetings of the society are held quarterly, at which histori- 

eal papers are usually read ; and an address is delivered annually. — . 

The publications of the society are: Collections, 8 volumes; for sale 

at. $2 and $2.50 each, except three volumes now out of print. The so- 

ciety has also seven volumes of Provincial Papers of New Hampshire, 

published by the State and given to the society. for sale; price, $5 a 

volume. : 

The specialty of the library is the history of New Hampshire. The 

number of bound volumes is about 5,000, No enumeration has been made 

of pamphlets and manuscripts. The correspondence and other manu- 

seripts of Daniel Webster have recently been given to the society, 

and are deposited in its library. The collection includes most of the 
publications of other historical societies. Nearly all the books have 

been received by gift. The library is dependent for its increase on gifts 

and.exchanges. The yearly accessions average 300 volumes and 500 

pamphlets. There is no printed catalogue. The library is free to the 

public. 

The society has a permanent fund of $1,889, and owns a building 

valued at $5,000. The income of the society is about $300 a year, de. 

rived from interest on permanent fund and assessments on members. 

None of the officers receives a salary. 

Hon. Charles H. Bell, president; Nathaniel Bouton, D. D., corre- 

sponding secretary. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY, CONTOOCOOK, N. H. 

This society was organized November 19, 1873, and has 34 members. 

The conditions of membership are election by unanimous vote and pay- 

ment of $4a vear. Meetings are held quarterly. 

The publications of the society are: Who invented the American 

Steamboat? by’ W. A. Mowry; 8°, pp. 28; and An Exposition of 

the Philomathie Club, orgauized at Hopkinton, N. H., November 19, 

1859, with a catalogue of the curious and antique articles in its posses- 

sion, by Rey. Silas Ketchum; 8°, pp. 388. These are for sale by the 

society, and are also for exchange. Publications of the society not in 

print, are: Historical Collections of the New Hampshire Antiquarian 

Society, prepared and compiled under the direction of the Historical 

Committee ; Vols. I and II, (one such volume is prepared each year,) 

and one volume of Scrap Collections, historical and biographical. 

Besides its library, the society makes a specialty of collections, which 

number as follows: 1, Allimplements and manufactures which illustrate
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earlier periods, 550; 2. Implements and antiquities of the North A meri- 

ean Indians, 166; 3. Coins, ancient and modern, foreign and domestic, 

657; 4, Geology, mineralogy, and metallurgy, 1,500; 5. Natural history, 

1,226; 6. Foreign curiosities, 328. 

The specialty of the library is books and pamphlets printed in, or re- 

lating to, New Hampshire, and by New Hampshire authors, and of these 

there are 806. The library contains, altogether, 2,028 bound volumes, 

4,300 pamphlets, 1,512 manuscripts, and 6,696 newspapers. The 

pamphlets and newspapers are from all parts of the world, and are in 

twenty-five different languages. he manuscript collection comprises 

historical papers dating from 1692 to 1820, of which there are 500; the re- 

mainder comprises addresses, sermons, literary papers, old account 

books, ete, The books and other collections have been acquired prin- 

cipally by gift. The library is free to the public for reference. 

The society owns no building and has no permanent fund. Its yearly 

income is $346, besides gifts. None of the officers receives a salary. 

Darwin ©. Blanchard, president ; Rev. Silas Ketchum, secretary ; H. 

A, Fellows, curator and librarian. 

NASHUA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, NASHUA, N. H. 

This society, organized in 1870, has 61 members. The terms of mem- 

bership are election and payment of $3. Business meetings are held 

once in three months; meetings for addresses and reading of papers, 

on the second Monday of each month. 

$ Besides its library, the society has a cabinet of minerals and a col- 

lection of historical relics of local interest. The library contains 

between 100 and 200 bound volumes, 25 pamphlets, and 25 manuscripts. 

Nearly all of the books have been given, also the collections with the 

exception of three cabinets of minerals, which were purchased. The 

library is free to the public for reference. 

The society owns no property. Its annual income is about $100, 

derived from assessments of members, There are also occasional gifts. 

No salaries are paid. 

O. C. Moore, president; Henry B. Atherton, corresponding secretary. 

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, NEWARK, N. J. 

This society, organized in February, 1845, has 519 members. The 

conditions of membership are election and, for resident members, the 

payment of $5 admission fee and $3 a year. Life membership may be 

secured at any time after admission by the payment of $25. Regular 

meetings for discussions and addresses are held in January and May. 

The fiscal year begins January 1. 
The publications of the society are: Collections, Vol. I, $4; Vol. I, 

$1; Vol. III, $1.50; Vol. IV, $2; Vol. V, $2.50; Vol. VI, $2, and supple- 

ment thereto, $1.50; and the Proceedings of the Society in 13 volumes, 

$1.50 each. These are for sale in Newark, and are exchanged with other 

sovieties and with individuals. Besides its library, the society has a
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cabinet of articles more or less rare and curious, relating to historical 
events and personages. 

The library contains 6,100 bound volumes, 5,200 pamphlets, and 2,500 - 
manuscripts. Its specialty is New Jersey history; and about 600 vol- 
umes, nearly all the manuscripts, and 200 bound volumes of newspapers 
refer directly to this. Its list of publications of other historical societies 
inthe United States is quite complete. The books and other collegtions 
have, with a few exceptions, been received by gift. The yearly accessions 
average about 20) books and 250 pamphlets. The library is free to the 
public for reference. 

The society has no building, but ewns a lot selected for building 
worth $10,000, and invested funds, making altogether a permanent fand 
of $12,000. The yearly income is $1,900, derived from membership dues 
and sales of publications. 

Henry W. Green, president; W. A. Whitehead, corresponding secre- 
tary. 

PASSAIC COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, PATERSON, N. J. 

This society was organized in 1867, and has 50 members. The only 
condition of membership is the payment of $1 initiation fee for men, 
and 50 cents for women, and the same for yearly dunes. Meetings for 
discussions and addresses are held monthly. 

The library comprises 300 bound volames, 100 pamphlets, and 5 
manuscripts, all of which have been given. No additions have been 
made for the last two years. The catalogue is in manuscript. The — 
library is free to the public for reference. 

The annual income of the society is about $25. No efforts are made 
to collect dues of members. 

The works produced by members of the society are Historical and 
Statistical Memoranda, relating to Passaic County, N. J., and Roads 
and Bridges in Passaic County, N. J., both by William Nelson, libra- 
rian of the society. Of the first, only 20 copies were published; of the 
second, only 100 copies. 

John J. Brown, president; Henry Waters, secretary. 

VINELAND HISTORICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY, VINELAND, N. J. 

Organized in 1864; has 50 members. The only requirement for mem- 
bership is the payment of $1 initiation fee. Meetings for discussions 
and addresses are held monthly. 

The library contains 200 bound volumes, 40 pamphlets, and 25 man- 
uscripts, all donations. The manuseript collection consists of essays, 
relating to the early history and geological formations of South Jersey 
Besides its library the society has collections of local curiosities and geo- 
logical specimens, all of which have been given. 

The society owns a small building, the first one built at Vineland, 
valued at $100, and two village lots worth $500. The income is varia- 
ble, being derived entirely from gifts. 

David W. Allen, corresponding secretary.
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ALBANY INSTITUTE, ALBANY, N. Y. 

. The library of the Albany Institute was founded in 1793 by the So- 
ciety for the Promotion of Agriculture, Arts, and Manufactures. The 

institute itself was organized in 1824, and incorporated in 1829. The 

conditions of membership are election and for resident members the 

payment of $5 perannum., The number of members is 204. Meetings 

are held semi-monthly daring nine months of the year. Addresses are 

made and papers read at each regular meeting. ‘ 

The publications of the society are: Transactions, 7 volumes, $2.50 

a volume, and one volume of Proceedings. But few complete sets 

Temain in the hands of the institute; some of the volumes may, how- 

ever, be had by exchange. 

In addition to its library, the society has collections in natural his- 

tory, which were formerly of considerable value, but are now over- 

shadowed by the neighboring State Museum of- Natural History; also 

a collection of specimens of woolen cloths manufactured early in the 
present century. 

The library contains 6,000 bound volumes, 600 volumes of pamphlets, 
and a few manuscripts. The specialty of the library is local American 

history. The collection in this department includes the De Witt 

Clinton newspaper files, 48 volumes. The collection of publications 

of kindred societies embraces not only those of American but of 

some of the principal societies of Europe. The books and other collec- 

tions have been obtained principally by gift. The accessions to the 

library average about 50 volumes a year. <A printed catalogue was 

issued in 1855; alphabetical, authors and subjects in the same alphabet, 

with a brief classed catalogue as supplement. There is a manuscript 

catalogue of the pamphlets, maps, etc. The collections are open to 

members of the institute, who may draw books at pleasure. 

The society owns neither building nor property. Its yearly income 

is about $1,000, derived from membership dues. The only salary paid 

is to the librarian, $200. No special precautions are taken to preserve 

the collections from fire. 

Numerous works have been produced by members of the society. 

Among them are Joel Munsell’s Annals of Albany, 10 volumes, 12°, and 

Historical Collections, 3 volumes, large 8°, Beck’s Medical Jurispru- 

dence, and other works. Want of space forbids an extended list. 

J.V.L. Pruyn, LL. D., president; Leonard Kip, corresponding sec- 

retary. 

CAYUGA COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, AUBURN, N. Y. 

This society, organized March, 1876, has a vice-president in each 

town in the county. Persons may become members of the society by 

paying $1 admission fee. 

Charles Hawley, president; B. B. Snow, secretary.
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LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

This society, incorporated April, 1863, has for its objects: 1. The 

collection of a general library of reference, especially complete in every- 

thing which relates to American history ; composed in part, also, of 

extensive and finely illustrated works of a class not embraced in cireu- 

lating libraries, or usually found in private collections. 2. The collee- 

tion and publication of manuscripts and original matter not before 

printed upon the history.of this country. 3. The collection of histor- 

ical paintings and engravings, relics and memorials. 4. The formation 
of a museum of natural history, illustrating the fauna and flora of Long 
Island. 

The membership is about 1,100; one-third being life members and 
the remainder members by annual subscription. The conditions of 
membership are payment of $5 initiation fee and $5 annual dues; and 
for a life membership $50, including fee aud annual dues. The general 
meetings of the society are held on the second and fourth Tuesday 
evenings of the month, from November to May, when papers of a his- 
torical, literary, or scientitic character are presented. Two committees 
have recently been appointed —one to be called the archeological and 
nunmismatic committee, the other the historical and geographical com- 
mittee — and it is proposed to hold regular meetings of each, for the 
discussion of appropriate topics. There is also a committee on fine arts 
and one on natural history. The latter holds monthly meetings, at 
which appropriate papers are read. 

The society possesses a number of paintings, mostly portraits of his- 
* torical personages, many interesting relics aud memorials, aud a col- 
lection of coins, several hundred in number, some of them rave and of 
much value. The museum of natural history contains classified speci- 
mens representing the natural history of Long Island; and it is in- 
tended to make this complete as a local collection. 

The library contains 26,000 bound volumes, 25,000 pamphlets, and a 
large collection of manuscripts, not enumerated, among which are the 
Laurens Papers, 5 folio volumes, containing the correspondence of Heury 
Laurens, president of the Continental Congress, and other eminent men 
of the period ; 123 original letters of Washington, never yet printed; a 
collection of Dutch manuscripts of the time of Stuyvesant; and papers 
relating to Long Island, New York City, and vicinity, from the period 
of the Dutch government to the present time. The library is especially 
strong in American local history and family genealogy. ‘The other his- 
torical departments, especially of French and English history and biog- 
raphy, are well furnished, and constant additions are being made by 
purchase and gift, A department of works relating to Egypt, the Holy 
Land, and Greece, has been founded by two ladies; and a department 
of American biography by another. There is also a medical depart: 
ment, established by members of the King’s County Medical Society, to 
which was added in 1869 the entire library of an eminent Brooklyn 
physician, lately deceased. : 

23 E
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One hundred and fifty quarterly, monthly, and weekly periodicals and 

the principal daily newspapers are regularly received. 
A separate room is provided for ladies, but all the rooms are open to 

them. 

It is a plan of the society to publish valuable original manuscripts as 

they come into its hands, and as it becomes possessed of the necessary 

funds. It has published two volumes, as follows: Journal of a Voyage 

to New York, and a Tour in Several of the American Colonies, in 1679- 

80, by Jasper Dankers and Peter Sluyter, translated from a Dutch 

mauuscript in the society’s collection, octavo, pp. xlvii, 440; aud The 

Battle of Long Island, with Connected Preceding Events, and the subse- 

quent American Retreat; narrative by Thomas W, Field, with authentic 

documents; octavo, pp. ix, 550. 

The society now occupies rented rooms, but owns a valuable lot, on 

which it purposes to build a large and handsome building as soon as 

the necessary funds ean be secured, and for this purpose a committee 

has recently been appointed. The society has a permanent library fund 

of $54,000, and a yearly income of $10,000, derived from interest on in- 

vestments ad dues of members. 
President, Richard 8. Storrs, D. D.; corresponding secretaries, (home) 

T. Stafford Drowne; (foreign) J. Carson Brevoort. b 

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY, BUFFALO, N. Y. 

The special object of this society, which was organized in 1862, is to 

« procure and preserve historical material relating to Western New York 

and its inhabitants, whites and Indians, from the earliest period.” The 

number of members is 746. The terms of membership are, for resident 

members the payment of $5 annually ; for life members, payment of 850. 

Regular meetings are held monthly, and additional historical club meet- 

ings every two weeks during the winter. At all the meetings addresses 

are delivered or papers read. The fiseal year begins January 1. There 

are committees on statistics, local history, and Indian reminiscences, 

The society has published nothing as a society ; but papers contrib- 

uted by its members have been in some instances published in pam- 

phlet form, These may be obtained in exchange from the society. 

The library contains 4,658 volumes, 4,430 pamphlets, and 130 manu. 

seripts. Its specialty is local and Indian history. The manuscript 

collection embraces the records, journals, and correspondence of the 

Holland Company, biographical sketches, letters and journals of early 

settlers, city records, ete, There is no printed catalogue, but mann- 

script catalogues, full and complete, of the books, pamphlets, manu- 

scripts, relics, and curiosities. The accessions to the library average 470 

volumes a year. Nine-tenths of all the collections have been given, 

The library is free to the public for reference, daily, Sundays excepted. 

The society owns no building, but has a permanent fund of $5,784, 

and an annual income of $1,500, derived from membership dues and in-
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terest on fund. It is exempt from taxation by the law of the State. 
The only salary paid is to the librarian, $600, The building oceupied 
by the society is completely fire proof. 

James Sheldon, president; George S. Armstrong, corresponding sec- 
retary and librarian. . 

AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

The society was organized November 19, 1842, by Hon. Albert Gal- 
latin and a few other gentlemen. The present number of members is 100. 
Resident members pay on election ‘an initiation fee of $5 and the same 
amount as annual dues. Meetings are not held at stated periods, but 
are called as papers are prepared. There are ten special committees of 
five members each, viz: On North America; on Central and South 
America; on Northern and Middle Europe; on Southern Europe; on 
Asia and the East; on Africa; on philology; on the American Indians: 
on stone, earthen, and metallic relics, ete.; on books, pamphlets, ete. 

The society has published Transactions of the American Hthnolog- 
ical Society, 2 volumes, 1845 and 1848, $4 per volume, which ean be 
had on application to the treasurer of the society. Part 1 of Volume 
IIL of the Transactions was printed, but nearly all the copies were 
destroyed by fire, and it has not been reprinted. The society has 
printed bulletins at intervals. Arrangements had been made forthe pub- 
lication. of the Squier and Davis materials, but these were relinquished 
to the Smithsonian Institution, and became No. 1 of its quarto series. 
Since then most of the ethnological publications have been printed by 
the Smithsonian Institution, by Congress, or by book publishers for the 
respective writers. 

The library consists of 1,000 bound volumes and pamphlets and a few 
manuscripts. Most of the books are in the library of the New York 
Historical Society, where an alcove is to be set apart for them. The 
manuscripts cousist of papers relating to ethnology, vocabularies, ete. , 
including “Vocabulario en lengua Cacchiquel, de Villacana,” in 1692, 
which has a preface entitled “ Arte de lengua Cacchiquel,” ete. The 
collection of publications of kindred societies includes some of the pub- 
lications of the Smithsonian Institution, the Antiquarian Society, the 
Philosophical Society, the Royal Geographical Society, the Asiatic So- 
ciety, and the Geographical Society of Brazil. Most of the books have 
been obtained by gift and exchange. In Volume LI of the Transactions, 
published in 1848, is a short list of books then belonging to the society, 
but no regular printed catalogue has been issued. The library is solely 
for reference, and is accessible only to members and students of ethnology. 
There is also a cabinet of Indian relics, 

The society has no funds except $50, known as “ the Alofsen fund.” 
Its annual income covers current expenses only. : 

The list of works produced by members of the society is too long for 
insertion, including the writings of Humboldt, Agassiz, Lepsius, Pres-
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eott, Ticknor, Bancroft, Dr. Francis Lieber, Du Chaillu, Cardinal Wise- 

man, Schoolcraft, Sir Gardiner Wilkinson, and many other eminent 

authors. 
Alexander J. Cotheal, president and treasurer; Piof. Charles Rau, 

corresponding secretary. : 

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY,’ NEW YORK, N. Y. 

The library of this society contains over 10,000 bound vclumes relat- 

ing to its special field, about 4,000 pamphlets, 3,000 maps and charts of 

all countries, and about 1,000 manuscripts, consisting mainly of ad- 

dresses and reports. he library has been collected and purchased from 

time to time since the organization of the society by its various officers. 

The accessions average 1,000 a year. There is as yet no catalogue. 

The library is used only, by members, of whom there are 1,800. 

The income of the society, derived solely from dues and life member- 

ships, varies from $10,000 upwards, and is all expended in the practical 

working of the society. 

Alvan 8. Southworth, secretary. 

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCHAOLOGICAL SOCIETY, NEW. YORK, 

N. Y¥. 

A few gentlemen of New York City, interested in the study of coins 

and antiquities, founded this society in 1857, The number of members 

is now 100. The terms of membership are payment of 85 initiation 

fee and $5 annual dues; or for a life member, $30. The number of hon- 

orary members is limited to 50. Regular meetings are held on the third 

Tuesday of November, January, March, and May in each year. 
The American Journal of Numismatics, now in its tenth volume, pub- 

lished by this society for four years, has been transferred to the Numis- 

matic Society of Boston, Mass. 
The library, which is for the use of members only, contains about 

1,800 books and ‘pamphlets, of which there is, as yet, no catalogue; but 

one is in preparation. The cabinet contains from 4,500 to 5,000 coins 

and medals, There are specimens of nearly all the ancient coins, except 

the Hebraic; and there is a fair representation of Oriental, medieval, 

and modern coins; also of American coins of the colonial and revolu- 

tionary periods. 

The society has a nominal permanent fund of $300, and its yearly 

income is only suflicient to cover current expenses. No salaries are 

paid. 

Prof. Charles E. Anthon, president; William Poillon, secretary. 

AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

This society does not limit its membership, and has at present 40 active 

members. The fees are $2 a year. Meetings, at all of which there are 

, 1 Purther information respecting this society will be found in Sketches of Public 
Libraries in New York City, in Chapter XXXVIII, Part VII, of this report.
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discussions and addresses, are held monthly, and frequently semi-month- 

ly. A. special committee has in charge the formation of a phonetic alpha- 

bet adequate to the needs of all living languages. 
The library, the extent of which cannot be ascertained, has been ob- 

tained entirely by donation. 

The yearly income of the society is very small, and is derived solely 

from membership dues. ‘ 

Rey. Aaron Lloyd, president ; David P, Holton, M. D., secretary. 

GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SocrEty,! NEW YORK, N. Y. 

This society, organized March 16, 1869, has a membership of 250, 

The terms of membership are election, and, for resident members, pay- 

ment of $10 initiation fee, and $5 annual subscription until the sam of 

$50, with interest, has been paid. The payment of $50 at one time con- 

stitutes a life member. Meetings are held twice a month, except during 

the summer; addresses are delivered about once a month. 

The society publishes quarterly the New York Genealogical and Bio- 

graphical Record. Four numbers form a volume Six volumes have 

been published, beginning January, 1870. The price of the first volame 
was $1; the others are $2 each. 

The library contains 862 bound volumes, 2,687 pamphlets, and 97 

manuscripts. The whole collection relates to local history, its specialty 

being local genealogy and biography. The only catalogue is a manu- 

script list of books kept by the librarian. Most of the books have been 

obtained by gift. The yearly increase, since the first year of the forma- 

tion of the library, has averaged 200 volumes and pamphlets. The 

library is exclusively for reference, and is accessible-only to members 

and persons introduced by them. 

There is a small invested fund, derived from life memberships. Its 

yearly income is about $500, from dues and interest, besides subserip- 

tions to and sales of the Record. The latter are applied, as fast.as 

received, to the expenses of priuting and publishing the Record. There 

are no salaried officers. 

Edward F. De Laneey, president; Charles B. Moore, corresponding 

secretary. 

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY,” NEW YORK, N. Y. 

This society has in its library 60,000 bound volumes. About one-half 

its newspapers, extending from 1704 to 1875, are bound, and when the 

binding is completed the collection will number 4,500 volumes.: The 

pamphlets have not been enumerated, but are said to weigh from two 

to three tous. These are to be arranged gradually in chronological 

77 Paschor intetaintion vespeullag this eousyawi Ub Hund Th Mesa OF PAblle 
Libraries-in New York City, in Chapter XXXVIII, Part VU, of this report. 

?An extended sketch of this society will be found in Sketches of Public Libraries 
n New York City, in Chapter XXXVIII, Part VII, of this report.
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order, by subjects. The manuscript collection embraces the Gates? 
Steuben, Colden, Duer, Lord Sterling, and Gen. Lamb papers, besides a 
large miscellaneouscollection, which cannot be enumerated in its present 
condition. The librarian is preparing a calendar catalogue of the whole 

The society has 2,000 members. It has no permanent fund, and the 
amount and sources of its yearly income are not stated. 

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY,!' CINCINNATI, OTTO. 

This society was established in 1831, and, after a period of inaction, 

was revived and re-organized in 1868. Only residents of the State of 

Ohio may become corporate members. The terms of membership are 

election and payment of an initiation fee and an annual subscription 

of $10 each. The payment of $100 constitutes a life member. The 

present number of members is 83. The fiscal year begins the first 

Monday in December, when the annual meeting is held. Other regular 

meetings are held each year as the executive board my determine. 

The object of the society is the “collection and preservation of every- 

thing relating to the history and antiquities of America, more especially - 

of the State of Ohio, and the diffusion of knowledge concerning them.” 

The library is composed exclusively of works on American history, and 

contains 5,413 bound volumes, 17,393 pamphlets, and 35 volumes of 

manuseripts. Nearly the entire collection has been presented. Both 

books and pamphlets are fully catalogued. The library is used by 

members of the society both as a reference and circulating library. 

There is also a cabinet of Indian curiosities and mound builders’ relies. 

The society has no building, but occupies rooms in the Cincinnati 

College. It has a permanent fund of $8,735, and a yearly income of 

$1,265. All amounts received for life memberships are funded, and only 

the interest thereof can be expended. 

Gen, M. F. Force, president ; Robert Clarke, corresponding secretary. 

WESTERN RESERVE AND NORTHERN OHIO HISTORICAL SOCIBTY, 

CLEVELAND, OHIO, 

The object of this society, organized in May, 1867, is to “discover, 

procure, and preserve whatever relates to the history, biography, gene- 

alogy, antiquities, and statistics of the Western Reserve, the State of 

Ohio, and the Northwest.” The membership is 145. The payment of 

$100 constitutes a life member; of $5 a year an annual member. The 

fiscal year begins the second Tuesday in May. Meetings are held only 

when called. 

The society has issued a number of publicatious relating to the early 

history of Ohio and Michigan, none of which is for sale, but they are 

exchanged with kindred societies. 

An. extended sketob of this society will be found in Sketches of the Public Libraries 
of Cincinnati, in Chapter XXXVIII, Part VI, of this report.
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The library contains 2,275 bound volumes, 3,500 pamphlets, and 150 

manuscripts. A general catalogue of the books and an index of manu- 

scripts are being prepared. The library is open to members and persons 

who have special permission. 

A specialty of the society is its museum of antiquities, principally 

relating to the West, and including a fine collection of curiosities taken 

from the mounds on the Mississippi River near Memphis. The museum 

has recently been enriched by a collection of Babylonian and other 

Oriental antiquities. 

The society has a permanent fund of $10,000, and a yearly ineome 

of $1,000 to $1,200, derived from interest on fund, dues, and gifts. The 

librarian is the only salaried officer. 

Col. Charles Whittlesey, president ; C. C. Baldwin, corresponding sec- 
retary. 

LICKING COUNTY PIONENR HISTORICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY, 

LICKING, OHIO. 

This society, organized May 1, 1867, has 350 members, of whom 156 

are active, 74 corresponding, 81l honorary, and 39 antiquarian. There 

are no conditions of membership, except for active members a residence 

of thirty. years. There are no fees or assessments on members ; meet- 
ings are held annually, at which papers are read. 

The society has published nine numbers of the Licking County 

Pioneer Pamphlets, for sale by R. Clarke & Co., Cincinnati. 

A specialty of the society is its cabinet, containing a collection of 

mound builders’ relics, Indian relics and implements, petrifactions, 

mninerals, old coins, and other curiosities. 

The library contains 200 bound volumes. the same number of pam- 

phlets, and 250 manuscripts, the last relating entirely to pioneer and 

ladian history and works of the mound bailders. The specialty of the 

library is local, espavially pioneer history and biography. Tae larger 

proportion of the books and collections has been. presented. The 

yearly accessions to the library average 25 books and 30 pamphlets ; 

to the cabinet, 100 relics and specimens. The library is free to the — 
public. 

The society owns no property, and its income is entirely from gifts. 

None of the officers receives a salary. 

P. N. O’Banon, president ; ©. B. Giffin, corresponding secretary. 

FIRELANDS HISTORICAL SOCIETY, NORWALK, OHIO. 

This society, organized July 4, 1857, limits its membership to residents 

of the Firelands, The terms of membership are the payment of 25 

cents yearly. There are nearly 700 members. The meetings are annual 
and quarterly. 

Eleven volumes of the Firelands Pioneer haye been published, the
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first in 1858, the last in 1864. The last five volumes can be had at 
50 cents each, unbound, or $3.50 for the five, bound in one volume. 

The object of the society is to collect and publish historical facts, es: 
pecially such as relate to pioneer life in the State. The library con- 
tains about 50 bound volumes, 100 pamphlets, and 50 manuscripts. 
There is also a small cabinet of Indian and other relics. The collections 
have been obtained entirely by gift and exchange. The library is for 
the use of members. 

The.society has no property; and its income, derived from member- 
ship fees and sale of the Pioneer, is small and irregular. 

Philip N. Schuyler, president ; Samuel E. Carrington, secretary. 

TOLEDO HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY, TOLEDO, OHIO. 

This society, organized in 1871, has 35 members. ‘The only require- 
ment for membership is the payment of $3 a year. Meetings for discus- 
Sions and addresses are held monthly. 

The number of volumes in the library is not stated, but the yearly 
accessions are said to average about 100 volumes. Collecting Indian 
relies is made a specialty. All the books and curiosities have been ob- 
tained by gift. 
The society has neither building nor permanent fund. Its income 

is derived solely from initiation fees and members’ dues. 
E. H. Fitch, president; Rev. H. M. McCracken, secretary. 

PLONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY, ASTORIA, OREG. 

The objects of this society, which was organized in 1871, are “to col- 
lect, collate, and have published, sketches of the early discovery, settle- 
ment, and settlers of the country, to Golleet and preserve all records of the 
past and present history of Oregon and its several subdivisions, ... and 
to establish a public library and reading room.” Membership is limited 

to persons “who arrived upon this coast or were born in the country 
prior to January 1, 1851.” Members’ dues are at the rate of 12} cents 
a month. There are 171 subscribing and 67 corresponding and honorary 

members, making a total of 237. Two meetings are held during the 

year, at both of which papers are read. ' 

The library is for the use of members only, and contains about 600 

volumes and 100 manuscripts, all of which have been obtained by gift. 

The income of the society is derived from members’ dues and contri- 

butions. None of the officers receives a salary. 

Two members of the society, Hon. J. Gwin Thornton and W. H. Gray; 

have written, jointly, a History of Oregon. 

T. P. Powers, president; W. H. Gray, corresponding secretary. 

OREGON PIONEER ASSOCIATION, BUTTEVILLE, OREG. 

The objects of this association are “ to collect, from living witnesses, 
facts relating to the pioneers and history of the Territory of Oregon.”
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It was organized October 18, 1873, with 45 members; it has now a mem- 

bership of 485, limited to persons who settled in the original Territory 

of Oregon prior to January 1, 1853. The terms of membership are 

payment of $1 admission fee, and the same amount as yearly subscrip- 

tion. Women may become members without payment of fees. Regular 
meetings are held once ayear.— - 

The association publishes its proceedings yearly, with historical 
sketches, in pamphlet form, about 100 pages, for sale and for exchange 
with other societies. : : 

The library rooms are not yet opened, and there is no report of the 

number of volumes. A small manuscript collection relates entirely to 

the history of the Territory, from the discovery of the Columbia River 

to the admission of Oregon into the Union. 

The association is to occupy rooms in the State house at Salem. Its 

yearly income is $1,000, derived from fees, dues, and gifts. There are 
no salaried officers. 

John W. Grim, president; W. H. Rees, corresponding secretary. 

HAMILTON LIBRARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIHTY OF CUMBERLAND 

COUNTY, CARLISLE, PA. 

This society was chartered in April, 1874. The payment of $20 se- 
cures'a life membership; of $50 a perpetual membership. Meetings 
are held monthly. 

The library contains 500 bound volumes and 100 pamphlets. The 
society has no building, but owns a lot valued at $2,000, and has besides 

a permanent fund of $2,000. None of the officers receives a salary. 
W. H. Cooke, M. D., president; Capt. J. T. Zug, secretary. 

LUTHERAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY, GETTYSBURG, PA, 

The chief object of this society, organized in 1846, is the collection of 

the publications of Lutheran ministers in this country, and of all such 

documents as may illustrate the history of the American Lutheran 

Church. No account is kept of the membership. Any contribution to 

the treasury constitutes the giver a member. Meetings are held bi- 

ennially, and addresses are delivered on these occasions, 

The library contains 359 bound volumes, about 1,000 pamphlets, and 

a manuscript collection, consisting of the original archives of the Gen- 

eral Synod and of several district synods. Nearly all the books have 

been presented. The yearly accessions average about 20 volumes and 

50 pamphlets. The catalogue is in mauuscript. The library is free to 

all who desire to use it. 

The income of the society is derived solely from collections at its reg- 
ular meetings. 

Charles A. Hay, curator. .
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DAUPHIN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, HARRISBURG, PA. 

This society, organized in May, 1869, has 66 members. The only con. 

. dition of membership is the payment of $3 a year. 
The library contains 100 bound volumes, over 200 pamphlets, some of 

them of great value, 510 manuscripts, and 100 bound volumes of news- 

papers, among them the Carlisle Gazette, the first paper published west 

of the Susquehanna, dating from 1786. The books have not yet been 

catalogued. The use of the library is restricted to subscribers. The 

yearly income of the society is $200, derived from subscriptions, 

A. Boyd Hamilton, president; George W. Buchler, corresponding 

secretary. 

LINNASAN SCIENTIFIC AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY, LANCASTER, PA. 

This society was organized in 1862. Its membership embraces 20 

active, 10 contributing, 25 corresponding, and 2 honorary members, 

making a total of 57. 

The library contains 500 bound volumes, 800 pamphlets, and 417 man- 

uscripts. Besides its library the society has other large collections, which 

are insured for $2,000, but cost three or four times that amount. The 

yearly income is $100. 

J. Stauffer, secretary. 

MORAVIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY, NAZARETH, PA. 

The special objects of this society, which was organized in 1857, are 

thecollection of works relating to the Moravian Church and the preserva 
tion of relics illustrative of ancient Moravian history. Membership is 

secured by the payment of $1 a year, or for a life membership a fee of 

$20. The number of members is 215. Meetings are held quarterly. 

The society has published Transactions of the Moravian Historical 

Society, in nine parts, price $l each, 

The library comprises 1,039, bound volumes, 2,050 pamphlets, and 94 

manuscripts, all of the last relating to Moravian history. The yearly 

accessions to the library average 23 volumes; to other departments, 17 

volumes... All the collections have been presented, 

The society owns no building, but has a fund of $337, and a yearly 

incoine of $275, derived from contributions. 
The following works are by members of the society: Memorials of 

the Moravian Church; Bethlehem Seminary Souvenir; Nazareth Hall 
and its Reunions, by William ©. Reichel; Life and Times of David 

Zeisberger, and Moravian Manual, by Edmund de Sehweinitz; Mora- 

vians in North Carolina, Levin T. Reichel; Sketches of Moravian 
Life and Character, James Henry; History. of Bethlehem, John Hill 

Martin; Register of Moravians, 1727-54, A. Reinke. 

E. T. Grunewald, librarian.
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AMERICAN BAPTIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

This society was organized in 1861. Its object is to establish and 

maintain in the city of Philadelphia a library of books and manu- 

scripts relating to the history and doctrines of Christians in every pe- 

riod and of every name, especially those maintaining Baptist principles. 

The only condition of membership is the payment, at one time, of $10. 
The numberof membersis 119. Meetings are held monthly. 

The library comprises 9,315 bound volumes, 13,000 pamphlets, and 

1,263 manuscripts, obtained by purchase in Europe and by gift. The 

accessions to the library average 500 a year. There are two printed 

catalogues, of 1872 aud 1874. The library is free to the public for ref- 

erence. Members may borrow books, except such as are very rare and 

valuable, but manuscripts cannot be removed from the rooins. 

The society owns no building. It has a permanent fund of $500, and 

its yearly income, derived from donations, averages $300. The library 

is fully insured. 

Howard Malcom, D. D., president; James M. Pendleton, D. D., corre- 

sponding secretary, 

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, PHILADELPHIA, PA.’ 

This, the mother society in America, and once the center of science 

of the United States, was organized May 25, 1743, and celebrated its 

centennial in 1843. Its membership is limited to men who have distin- 

guished themselves in some department of science or the arts. All are 

members alike; there is no distinction of honorary or corresponding. 

Members residing within ten miles of the hall pay $5 annual fee. Only 

paying members can yote, and none can vote who has not paid his 

dues and been present at one meeting daring the year. The present 

number of members is 482. Meetings are held on the first and third Fri- 

day of each month, except May, June, July, and August, when they are 

held on the third Friday only. 

The publications of the society are: Proceedings, octavo, published in 

January and July, sent free to all members and corresponding societies, 

(not for sale ;) and Transactions, quarto, subscription price $5 a volume, 

published occasionally and sent free to a portion of the corresponding 

societies ; sold also to applicants, at $5 each. Some early numbers of 

the Proceedings are out of print, also the last half of volume six, Trans- 

actions, old series. 

The society has a cabinet of curiosities, chiefly antiquarian, and Poin- 

sett’s Mexican collection. Its minerals are deposited in the Academy 

of Natural Sciences at Philadelphia. 

The library contains 20,000 volumes, 15,000 pamphlets, and over 100 

volumes of manuscripts, most of them dating from the last century, and 

“1 Additional information respecting this society will be found in Sketches of Public 
Libraries in Philadelphia, Chapter XXXVIII, Part VIL, of this-report.— Eprrors.
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including Franklin’s manuscript letters, records of expenses during the 

revolutionary war, Zeisberger’s Indian vocabularies, and others equally 

valuable. The historical collection is large, but there is little relating 

to local history. All departments of knowledge are represented, but 

there is a lack of modern books. There is a complete series of Philo- 

sophical Transactions of the Royal Society and French Academy, and 
nearly or quite complete series of the publications of all other learned 

societies previous to 1840 and many since. 

Most of the collections have been presented. The accessions to the 
library average 400 volumesa year. A. catalogue was published in 1824. 

In 1863 was printed the first part, in 1868 the second part, and in 1876 

will appear the third and last part of the complete catalogue. There 

is also a manuscript catalogue raisonné, The library is free for refer: 

ence to persons introduced by members or otherwise suitably recom- 

mended. Members can borrow books, giving bond for their safe 
retarn, 

The society owns a building the value of which is variously estimated 

at from $80,000 to $120,000. Its yearly income, amount not stated, is 

derived from rents, interest on investments, and members’ dues. The 

only salaried officer is the librarian, who receives $700 a year. The 

treasurer receives a commission on the funds in his hands. 

Memoirs published by members of the society may be found in the 

6 volumes, old series, and 15 volumes, new series, of the Transactions, 

and the 14 volumes of the Proceedings. In late years the society has 
published large and costly memoirs. 

J. P. Lesley, fourth secretary and librarian. 

FRIENDS’ HISTORICAL SOCIETY, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

The chief object of this society, which was organized in December, 

1873, is to collect and preserve books, papers, manuscripts. letters, and 

relics illustrative of the history of the Society of Friends. Members, 

of whom there are 41 active, besides several honorary, are required to 

pay an entrance fee of $5, and the same amount as yearly subscription. 

Members paying $50 at one time are released from further dues. Meet- 

ings are held on the first Wednesday in each month. 

The society has published A Sketch of the Life and Character of 

Jobn Fenwiek, by John Clement. 

The library contains about 500 bound volumes, a collection of pam- 

phlets not enumerated, and a large number of manuscripts, composed 

mainly of the correspondence of noted members of the Society of Friends, 

and including atitograph letters of Washington, La Fayette, Jefferson, 

Patrick Henry, all the. Presidents of the United States, and many other 

noted persons of this country and Europe. The collection of local his- 

tory is especially full and interesting. The society has also on deposit 

the record books, letters, manumission papers, bound volumes, and 

pamphlets constituting the entire history of the Pennsylvania Abolition
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Society, from the day of its inception one hundred years ago. The 

library is entirely the result of donations. It is closed during the 

months of July and August, but for the remainder of the year is free 

to the public for reference. No catalogue has, as yet, been prepared. 

The society has neither building nor endowment. Its annual ineome, 

derived {rom members’ dues, is about $200. None of. the officers re- 

ceives a salary. The library, for the present, occupies rooms in the 
building of the Pennsylvania Historical Society. 

William J. Jenks, president; Nathaniel E. Janney, secretary. 

GERMAN SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

This society, organized in 1764, began its library in 1817. The terms 
of membership are payment of an initiation fee of 85 and a yearly sub- 
scription of $4. The number of members is 1,000. Meetings are held 
quarterly. 

The society makes a specialty of collecting books and pamphlets 
illustrative of German immigration, also German books printed in the 
United States. The library contains 16,000 bound volumes, of which 
about one-half are in the German language. Most of the books have 
been ; resented. The accessions average 300 volumes a year. -There is 
no catalogue. A partial list of the historical works is contained in the 
society’s report for 1873. The library is free to members of the society 
and accessible to others on payment of $5 annual subscription. 

The society owns a building valued at $65,000. Its yearly income 
is $1,000, of which the sum of 8700 is expended for books and binding, 
and $300 for salaries and incidental expenses. 

A. Loos, librarian. 

THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA, PA.! 

This society, organized in 1824, does not limit its membership; for 
which the only requirement is a yearly contribution of $5, or for life 
membership payment of $50. The number of members is 600. Four 
stated and four occasional meetings are held during the year, at all 
of which there are discussions and addresses. 

The society has published the following works: Braddock’s Expedi- 
tion ; Contributions to American History; Record of Upland Court ; 
Minutes of Committee of Defense of Philadelphia, 131314; Memoirs 
of the Society, Vol. 1; Correspondence of Penn and Logan, 2 volumes ; 
History of New Sweden, by Acrelius; Historical Map of Pennsylvania. 
These volumes are published, at $3.50 each, by a publication fund the 
subscription to which for life is $25. Subscribers have the right to 
purchase back volumes at $2.50 each. The society exchanges with other 
historical and learned societies in this country and in Europe. : 

‘Further information respecting this Society will be found in Sketches of the 
Public Libraries of Philadelphia, in Chapter XXXVIII, Part VIII; of this report.— Ept- 
TORS.
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A specialty of the society is its collection of portraits, paintings, and 

engravings of historical interest, and of Indian and other antiquities. 

The library contains 16,000 bound volumes, 30,000 pamphlets, and 

25,000 folios of manuscripts. The collection of local history contains 

614 volumes, and of family history 223 volumes. About one-thirtieth 

of the books has been purchased, the remainder received by gift and 

exchange. For the last four years the accessions to the library have 

averaged 800 volumes a year. There is no catalogue, either printed or 

manuscript. A catalogue of the paintings, and other objects of inter- 

est, was published in 1872, The library is free to the public for reference, 

The society owns no building. It has permanent funds as follows: 

Publication, $23,000; library, $5,000; binding, $3,300; building, $13,000; 

legacies, all of which are held as permanent funds, $6,000; making a 

total of $50,300. The yearly income is $3,400, derived from members? 

dues and subscriptions. The only salaried officer is the assistant libra- 

rian, who receives $900 a year. 

The building occupied hy the society is considered remarkably secure, 

and some of the rooms ure entirely tire proof. In these are kept the 

manuscripts, rare books, and valuable collections. 

John W. Wallace, president; John W. Jordan, corresponding sec- 

retary. 

NUMISMATIO AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

The membership of this society, instituted in 1857, is limited to 150. 

Its library contains about 3,000 books and pamphlets and about 100 

manuscripts, relating-almost exclusively to numismati¢ and antiquarian 

subjects. Its cabinet of coins and medals, including many very ancient, 

numbers 7,100, and its cabinet of antiquities contains 450 relies. It 

has also collections of engravings, autographs, maps, and miscellaneous 

objects of value and interest. None but members of the society have 

access to its library and collections. 

The society has a permanent fund, but neither that nor its annual 

income is made public. 

Heli K. Price, president; Henry Phillips, jr., corresponding secretary. 

PRESBYTERIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY, PHILADELPHIA, PA, 

The organization of this society in May, 1852, was due primarily to 

the efforts of Samuel Aguew, of Philadelphia. Its objects, as declared 
by its charter, are to form and maintain a library and to collect and pre- 

serve historical facts’concerniug the Presbyterian Church in the United 

States. Any person may become a member by the payment of $1 a 

year. The payment of $10 constitutes a life member. The yearly 

meeting of the society is held in Philadelphia the first Tuesday in May. 

The library contains 7,000 bound volumes, about 20,000 pamphlets, 

over 100 manuscripts, 300 volumes of newspapers; and 200 volumes of 

magazines and reviews. Its specialty is Presbyterian history and litera-
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tare. The collection of family history is especially noteworthy, and 

contains many works of rarity and great value. The additions average 
from 500 to 600 volumes a year. A partial catalogue was printed a few 

years ago, but there is no catalogue of the present library. 

The society has neither permanent fund nor stated income, and is 

supported entirely by donations. No salaries are paid. 
Rev. John B. Dales, secretary. 

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, WILKESBARRE, PA. 
ie F 

Organized February 11, 1853. Members can be elected only, by 

unanimous vote. The present number is from 75 to 100. Meetings, 

with addresses, are held monthly. 

The library contains 3,000 volumes, mainly historical and _seientifie 

works, obtained by purchase and gift. Its specialty is the history of 

Wyoming Valley. The only catalogue is in manuseript. The library is 

only for reference, and is free to the public. 

The society has a good geological collection, a cabinet of Indian euri- 

osities, over 7,000 coins, a number of autographs, and many relics and 

objects of interest relating to the history of Wyoming Valley from its 

earliest settlement by the whites. 

The society has no building, but owns a lot in the city of Wilkes- 

barre worth at least $10,000. It also owns the Wyoming Monument 

and grounds. Its annual income is derived from subscriptions. None 
of its officers receives a salary. 

Harrison Wright, secretary. 

NEWPORT HISTORICAL SOCIETY, NEWPORT, R. I. 

This society, organized February 14, 1853, and incorporated Novem- 

ber 21, 1854, has about 100 resident, besides many corresponding and 

honorary members. The terms of membership are payment of $3 

entrance fee and a yearly subscription of $1. The yearly meeting of 

the society is held March 18, the anniversary of the incorporation of 

the first settlers of Rhode Island into a body politic. Regular meetings 

are also held on the third Tuesday of February, May, August, and 

November. There are several addresses in each year, and discussions 
at every meeting. 

The object of the society is “to colleet and preserve the ancient man- 

uscripts, monuments, and records, which illustrate the history of the 

southern part of the State, and also whatever else relates to the topog- 

raphy, antiquities, and the natural, civil, and ecclesiastical history of 

the State of Rhode Island.” The library contains 200 bound yolumes, 

460 pamphlets, and 22 manuscripts, all of a. historical description, and 

obtained chiefly by gift. The manuscript collection includes letters and 

papers relating to the trade of Newport, a record of the Newport post 
office from 1753 to 1775, a record of the admiralty court of Rhode
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Island from 1753 to 1760, and other papers of interest and value. The 
library is accessible to any one interested in historical subjects. 

The society has also a collection of Indian and local curiosities and 
antiquities. It has neither building nor endowment, and its yearly in. 
come is derived from members’ dues and occasional contributions. 

Dr. David King, president; George ©. Mason, corresponding secre- 
tary. 

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY, PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

Organized in 1822; membership 150. No person is eligible as a resi- 
dent member who does not, at the time of his election, reside in the 
State of Rhode Island. The terms of membership are payment of $5 
admission fee, and $3 annual subscription. Meetings are held quarterly. 

The publications of the society are: Roger Williams’s Key into the 
Language of America, $1; Gorton’s Simplicitie’s Defence against 
Seven-Headed Policy, $2.50; Potter’s Early History of Narragan- 
sett, $2.50; Callender’s Early History of Rhode Island, $2.50; Staples’s 
Annals of Providence, $10, (rare;) Stone’s Arnold’s Canada Expe- 
dition, Revolutionary Correspondence, and Edwards’s History of Bap- 
tists in Rhode Island, $3; Occasional Addresses by Gammell, Durfee, 
Greene, Potter, Parsons, Arnold, Hall, and Sarmiento, 50 cents each ; 
Annual Proceedings, 1872, 1873, 1874, $1 each; for sale and exchange 
by the society. 

Besides its library the society makes a specialty of aboriginal and 
other antiquities, paintings, and engravings. 

The library contains 6,000 bound yolumes, 35,000 pamphlets, and 
7,500 manuscripts, the latter consisting largely of historical and ge- 
nealogical papers. The collection of publications of kindred societies 
comprises several hundred volumes and pamphlets. The library is free 
for reference. It has been obtained mainly by gifts. The accessions 
average from 1,200 to 2,500 volumes a year. 

The society owns its building and grounds, worth $30,000. These are 
subject to municipal taxation. There is a permanent fund of $524.84, 
and the average yearly income is $300, derived from entrance fees and 
members’ dues. There are no salaried officers. 

Edwin M, Stone, librarian. 

SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, CHARLESTON, S. C. 

This society, organized in 1854, had, owing to want of funds, made 
searcely the beginning of a library when its operations were suspended 
on account of the late war, and it has been only recently revived. It 
has now 50 members. The terms of membership are payment of $2 a 
year. Meetings are held quarterly. 

The society has published Historical Collections, Vols. I, 
‘Vol. LIT is now out of print. ‘ 

No report is made of the number of volumes in the library. The
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manuscript collection is quite valuable, relating chiefly to colonial and 

revolutionary history. The larger part of it consists of the papers of 
Henry Laurens. , 

I’, A. Porcher, president. 

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF TENNESSEE, NASHVILLE, TENN. 

Organized in 1855; re-organized in May, 1874. The terms of member- 

ship are payment of an admission fee of $3, and a yearly subscription of 
$2. There are 100 active, besides honorary members. Regular meetings 

are held bi-monthly. Discussions and addresses are only occasional. 

The object of the society is to collect and preserve historical facts 

concerning the discovery, exploration, and settlement of Tennessee and 

adjoining States, and facts illustrating the history and characteristics 

of the Indian tribes. It has a valuable collection of Indian antiquities, 

a cabinet of coins and minerals, and quite an extensive museum of arti- 

cles of historical interest, including a large number of portraits of the 
historical characters of the State. 

The library comprises about 1,000 bound volumes, from 400 to 500 

pamphlets, and ‘about 1,500 manuscripts, none of which are yet system- 

atically arranged, so that no description can be given. The larger part 

of the collection, however, relates to local history. The widow of Pres- 

ident Polk has appointed the society custodian of Mr. Polk’s correspond- 

ence and manuscripts after her death. Nearly all the books have been 

obtained by gift, and with the other collections are accessible at all 

times to members, and to others on application to the president or sec-. 

retary. 

The society has no building, but, by act of legislature, oceupies per- 

manently rooms in the State capitol. It has no permanent fund, and 

its yearly income is from $200 to $300, derived from admission fees and 
regular dues. None of the officers receives a salary. 

Colonel Ramsey, president of the society, has published a large and 

valuable work entitled Annals of Tennessee; and Col. A. W. Patnam, 

late vice-president, a History of Middle ‘Tennessee. 

Col. J. C. M. Ramsey, president; Gen, G. P. Thraston, corresponding 
secretary, 

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF GALVESTON, TEX. 

This society, established in August, 1871, requires, as a condition of 

membership, the possession of ** more than ordinary literary attain- 

ments.” The number of members is 30. Meetings are held monthly. 

The library consists of 20 bound volumes, 6 pamphlets, and 109 man. 

uscripts; nearly all relating to local history, and all acquired by gift. 

It is free for reference. 

' The society owns no building. Its yearly income is about $150, de- 

riyed from assessments upon members. 
Hon. A. M. Hably, president ; secretary, D. G. Herbert. 

24 EB
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MIDDLEBURY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, MIDDLEBURY, VT. 

Organized November, 1843. The number of members is 25. Mem- 
bership is by election, and only residents of Addison County are eligible 
as active members. An address is delivered on the anniversary of the 
landing of the Pilgrims. 

The specialty of the society is New England and local history, es- 
pecially of the towns of Addison County. The collections consist of a 
few books and manuscripts, and aboriginal and military relics ; all 
obtained by gift or exchange. 

The following works have been published by members of the society : 
History of the Town of Middlebury, to which is prefixed a statistical 
and historical account of the county, by Samuel Swift, 1859; History of 
Salisbury, John M. Weeks, 1860; History of the Town of Shoreham, Rey. 
Josiah I’. Goodhue, 1861; History of the Town of Cornwall, Rev. Lyman 
Matthews, 1862; History of the Town of Fairhaven, Andrew N. Adams. 

Hon. John W. Stewart, president; Philip Battell, secretary. 

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY, MONTPELIER, V1. 

This society was incorporated in 1838, and has been continued with 
varied success. It has experienced several misfortunes, which culmi- 
nated in the burning of nearly its entire collections at the time the 
State house was destroyed, in January, 1857. From that time to the 
present it has prospered, and during the past year unusually large ad- 
ditions have been made to its collections. 

* The terms of membership are payment of $2 admission fee and $1 as 
yearly subscription. The number of members is about 100. Regular 

meetings are held yearly. - 
The society has published two octavo volumes of Collections, over 500 

pages each, $3.50 per volume ; and is also interested in the publication of 
the Records of the Governor and Council of Vermont, 1775 to 1791, of 
which three volumes have been published, uniform with the Collections, 
and at the same price. These are for sale by the librarian, or forexchange 
with kindred societies. 

The specialty of the society is American, and more particularly State 

history. The library comprises about 5,000 bound volumes, 3,000 pam- 

phlets, about 500 manuscripts, and a very valuable newspaper collection, 

including a complete file of the Richmond Whig during the late war, 
and other records of that period. The manuscripts relate principally to 
State history. There is also a small museum of curiosities. The society 

relies almost entirely upon contributions for the increase of its library, 

A catalogue is in course of preparation. 

The society has no building, but occupies rooms in the State house, 

granted by the legislature for that purpose. It has no permanent fund. 

Its income, derived from State aid aud members’ dues, averages $300 a 
year. 

W. H. Lord, D. D., president ; Hiram A. Huse, secretary.
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SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY, RICHMOND, VA. 

Organized May 1, 1869; re-organized August 14, 1873. The number 

of members is 700. The only condition of membership is the payment 
of a yearly subscription of $3. The payment of $50 constitutes a life 
member. The society meets once a year, when an.address is delivered. 

The society has as yet published nothing save a series of papers in the 
Southern Magazine, monthly, from January, 1874, to July, 1875, inelu- 

sive. The society began, in January, 1876, the publication of Southern 

Historical Society Papers, which will be continued monthly. 
The main object of the society is to “ gather material for a true his- 

tory of the late war between the States ;” and its efforts have thus far 
been chiefly directed to securing authentic official reports published on 
both sides. The library contains 125 bound volumes, 200 pamphlets, 
and 1,300 manuscripts, of which 200 are ofticial reports of battles, 100 
are essays on war matters, and 1,000 papers of Confederate departments. 
Nearly all of these have been presented. There is no printed catalogue, 
but one partially completed in manuscript. The library is accessible to 
all persons in search of historical information. 

The society owns no building, but occupies rooms in the State capitol. 

It has no permanent fund, but receives from W. W. Corcoran, of Wash- 

ington, $500 a year. The yearly income from members’ dues is about 

$2,000. Ihe only salaried officer is the secretary, who receives $1,200 

a year. : 
Works have been published by members of the society as follows: 

Narrative of his Campaigns, by General J. E. Johnston; Life of Stone- 

wall Jackson, by Rev. R. L. Dabney; Personal Reminiscences, Anee- 

dotes, and Letters of General R. BE. Lee, by Rev. J. W. Jones; Life of 

Lee, Life of Stonewall Jackson, Wearing the Gray, and a number of 
romances, by John Esten Cooke; The Campaign of 1864, by General J. 

A. Early; The Chancellorsville Campaign, by Col. William Allan and 

Maj. Jed. Hotchkiss; Pickett’s Men, by Col. Walter Harrison; Siege 
of Savannah, by Col. ©, ©. Jones, jr. 

Gen. J. A. Early, president ; Rey. J. W. Jones, secretary. 

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, RICHMOND, VA. 

The history of this society is briefly summed up as follows: Organ- 
ized as the Virginia Historical and Philosophical Society, December, 
1831; chartered March, 1834; dormant from 1837 to 1847; re-organized 
January, 1848; suspended during the late war; resuscitated in 1867. 
The number of members is 264. Any one may become a member by the 

payment of $5 a year, and a life member by the payment of $50. The 

society holds a yearly meeting, at which an address is delivered. 

The publications of the society are: Collections of the Virginia His- 

torical and Philosophical Society, pp. 87, 1833; The Virginia Historical 

Register, a journal issued quarterly during the years 1848-53; An Ac-
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count of Discoveries in the West until 1519, and of Voyages to and 
along the Atlantic Coast of North America from 1520 to 1573; An 

Address on the Life of Hon. B. W. Leigh; The Virginia Constitution 
of 1776; The Virginia Historical Reporter, volume I, part 1, 18543; part 

2, 1855; part 3, 1856; volume II, part 1, 1860 ; Washington’s Private 

Diaries; Letters of Thomas Nelson, jr., governor of Virginia. Of all 

these, excepting the first two and the first part of volume I of the Vir- 
ginia Historical Reporter, the society has copies for exchange. 

The specialty of the society is Virginia history. The library contains 

8,000 bound volumes, over 1,000 pamphlets, and 33 manuscripts; also, 

a collection of autograph letters. The books have been obtained chiefly 

by gift. The yearly accessions average from 100 to 200 volumes and 

pamphlets. Any one may obtain access to the collections by applying 
to the librarian. 

In addition to the library there is a collection of historical portraits, 

a cabinet of geological specimens, medals, and a number of colonial and 
revolutionary relies. 

The society owns no building, and its endowment fand of $5,000 was 
lost during the late war. Its yearly income is only $500 to $1,000, ow- 
ing to irregularity in collecting members’ dues. None of the officers 
receives a salary. 

The following works have been published by the late Thomas H. 
Wynne, member, and formerly corresponding secretary, of the society : 
Williamsburg Orderly Book; The Westover Manuscripts; Memoirs of 
the Bolling Family of Kogland and Virginia; The Vestry Book of 
Henrico Parish, with account of St. John’s Church; Narrative of Col. 
David Fanning of the Revolution. Works have been produced by other 
members of the society, but no list of them has been prepared. 

Hon. Hugh Blair Grigsby, president; R. A. Brock, corresponding 
secretary. 

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF ROANOKE COLLEGE, SALEM, VA. 

This society was organized in 1875, and has for its object the collec- 
tion of facts relating to the political, religious, and social history of Vir- 
ginia, and of the adjacent and Southern! States. The number of active 
members is limited to 25, and there are at present 16. Membership is 

by election, and payment of an entrance fee of $1. Meetings for discus- 
sions and addresses are held monthly. 

The library contains 500 bound volumes, 250 pamphlets, and about 50 
manuscripts, the latter bearing especially upon the later history of Vir- 
ginia. The larger part of the collection has been presented. 

The society has neither building nor funds. Its yearly income is $100. 

None of the officers receives a salary. 
Dr. J. J. Moorman, president; Wim. McCauley, corresponding secre- 

tary.
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: WEST VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, MORGANTOWN, W. VA. 

The object of this society, which was established in September, 1869, 

is to procure and preserve whatever relates to history of West Vir- 

ginia. The terms of membership are payment of an initiation fee of 

#2, and a yearly subscription of $1. The present membership is 270. 

Meetings, at which there are discussions and addresses, are held twice 

a year. 
A special committee has been appointed to investigate the truth of 

the reflection by Bancroft upon the conduct of General Andrew Lewis 

at the battle of Point Pleasant. 
The collection comprises about 20 bound volumes, a collection of man- 

uscripts relating chiefly to the early history of West Virginia, and a 

collection of newspapers dating from 1753 to 1865; all of which were 

presented. 

The society has neither building nor endowment. Its yearly income 

is $200, derived from members’ dues, The only salary paid is to the 

recording secretary, $25 a year. 
Hon. Charles J. Faulkner, president; George ©. Sturgiss, correspond- 

ing secretary. S 

WISCONSIN STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY, MADISON, WIS. 

Organized January, 1819; reorganized January, 1854, Tt has about 

50 active, several hundred corresponding, and a few life and honorary 

members. The terms of membership are, for life members, payment of 

$20; for active members, $2a year. Meetings, at all of which historical 

papers are presented, are held quarterly. 

The society has published six volumes of reports and collections, and. 

several annual addresses in pamphlet form. None of these are for sale, 

but are exchanged with kindred societies, libraries, and individuals. 

The specialty of the society is the history of Wisconsin and the North- 

west, including Indian history. The library contains 33,347 bound vol- 

umes, 31,653 pamphlets, and over 390 manuscripts. Though mainly 

devoted to American history, it possesses a very respectable collec- 

tion of European history, and of general and scientific literature. The 

manuscript collection consists chiefly of papers of local interest, de- 

signed for future publication. The society receives regularly 185 peri- 

odicals, and has quite complete sets of the leading periodical publica- 

tions of this country aud Great Britain. The library is especially rich 

in American local history. Its department of New England local history 

is probably larger than ean be found elsewhere outside of New England. 

There is also a large collection on American genealogy. The sets of pub- 

lications of kindred societies are very complete. Nearly all the books, 

newspapers, and magazines are bound, also a considerable portion of 
the pamphlets. A printed catalogue was issued in 1873, in two volumes, 

octavo— Vol. I, pp. 639; Vol. If, pp.719—and a supplement in 1875, A
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supplement is to be issued every two years hereafter. About half the 

books have been purchased, and the remainder obtained by gift and ex- 

change. The yearly accessions to the library average about 3,000 vol- 
umes and pamphlets. The library is for reference only. 

There is also a gallery of paintings and a cabinet of curiosities, antiq- 

uities, and revolutionary relics. The collections are free to the pub- 

lic. The society owns no building, but occupies rooms in the State 

capitol. It has a binding fund of about $4,000, which will probably 
not be drawn upon until the principal reaches $10,000. Its yearly in- 

come is $3,500, a grant from the State, for the benefit of the library, 

which does not include salaries, stationery, and other incidental ex- 
penses, which are also paid by the State. The yearly dues of members 
and donations all go to the binding fund. The corresponding secretary 
receives $1,200 a year; the librarian, $1,600; the assistant librarian, 
$720; the cabinet keeper, $400, and the janitor, $1.75 per day, all paid 
by the State ; and an assistant, $500, paid out of the yearly State grant. 

Hon. Alexander Mitchell, president; Lyman C. Draper, corresponding 
secretary. 

HISTORICAL SOCIETIES IN THE UNITED STATES. 

The American Ethnological, Geographical, Oriental, and Philosophi- 
cal Societies, the Albany (N. Y.) Institute, the Essex Institute, Salem, 
Mass., and the Wyoming Historical and Geological Society, Wilkes- 

barre, Pa., which appeared in the list of scientific societies accompany- 
ing Chapter VII, have been included in this table also, because they sus- 
tain a pecaliar and intimate relation to historical research in special di- 
rections, and their libraries comprise valuable historical collections. 

°
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New Haven........---.| American Oriental Society ...-.....--+<:e+sc-seecceeeseeeseeeeeesseceee] HB [esses] 3,500 1,00 | 10 vee 
New Haven............| New Haven Colony Historical Society...-.....-2+.sesse1+e2sse22ee+3++-| 1862 | 42 450 |.---s-4+2-] 0} 100-20 
New Loudon. ..........| New London County Historical Society ....22.:c:.2-e2c0¢s:-c-sea02-.| 1872] 950 200 500 | 50 [oseaseaae Se 

Delaware ..........Wilmington ...........| Historical Society of Delaware.............-.2.:ssseececeseneceeesesees| 1864 5 400 | 500 100 2 OS 
Georgia. ..--- eee Savanna eeeeeeeeeee) Georgia Historical Society ....2...ic...c--+-2sessececeeeeeneceeseeeees | 1839 | * 400 | 9, 326 | 2073 | 100 5,000 «= 

Illinois ........-.--Chicago....:-.......--.| Chicago Historical Society .........1.22:s00000:200eeeeeeceeeeseeeeesee.| 1806 200 300 300 toc.sesazes|= 4,40 ee 
Tian eee eneTadhanapols on -- Inilians Historical Soolety :a2s0c7:.222:<25-2055556cesecetetscccaracstocs| MBBL |fescs-c2] 9000 |-coectes.|ieceessesleanccangs oe 
Towa. ...--.--------Towa Gity..-s--s-+++2+1) State Historical Society .-.-+0-ctcsteeeetesseeeeeteeeeesestee cesses) HOT 330] 3,773} 4,531 | 233 520 Sh 
Kentucky .........Maysville...........-..| Historical and Scientific Society of Mason County ............-.--.--- | 18% |--.---.-.. CM Rerrereehteerrerty Nicer 

Maine .-........---Bangor ---:-.-.:.-..2-.| Bangor Mistorieal Society... ...2.0...222222052222.c0t02 sececescctsono] UBBE | ..-.-- 22. 50 os 125 0 
ee Maine Historical Society...<...---.<--255 0cceceecececeesceetesceocses.| 1822] 100| 3,600} + 3,600, 1,000 | + 600-700 S 

Maryland ..........Baltimore..............| Maryland Historical Society.--/2...2...2.2252.2-.cb.csecsesseseseseees i 200 | 15, 000 800 | 544 2, 500 = 
Massachusetts .....Boston.........--.-----/ Boston Numismatic Society ».../.....2:..2c020c-cccececeeeegeceeeee see] 1860 50 50 yoo} (0 0 

Boston........-.---.-- | Congregational Library <.2..22:2..ii-.sciissssccdcesseiscceesscescce.| 1853} 9,230] 29/895 | 95, 000 580 |racarensse 
Boston..............--.| Massachusetts Historical Society........-..2...2.2--+2+-cseceeeeeceeee.| TOL 99 | 23, 000 45,000 1,000 vols. 15, 000 R 

Boston.......+++-+-+-+.| New England Historie.Genealogical Society... .e+-ss+sesseeeeseeeee: 1845} 1,157 | 12,337 | 40,414 | 40, 000 207 & 
* College Hill. ......-.--.| Universalist Historioal Society... ......4...5.....----<<<ccece-ca0--2---| 23# fede.--=.| 4,600 | .-25.. |p ce e, = 

Dedham ............--.] Dedham Historical Society .....--...+escesecsesseslecssesseeeneceeee ees] 1859 43 500 300 50 50 
Lowell ...........-+---.| Old Residents’ Historical Association .........22.2222222ss2eseeeeeeee=-| 1868 200 0 250 | iw 200 
Pip wlonthsoc 55 ss <2} SGM ROONY 225. (cesses osda sear Sop otsnghs tasne nea dedscrwSnes <p EEO 5, 000 2,000 2, 000 200 1,200 
heleste ze. ip 5 ame 6 265 oc ce No a Se eh eed oe 480 | 30,655 | 105, 408 | 200 vols. 2, 500 
‘Wesvester.<.<.......04 Ametoan Antiqnariad Seeislys. se. ce ce 140 | 60,497 |.22.....] ® 5,50 

aA small collection. b A large number. s Also 26 bound volumes of manuscripts. oO
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Michigan ..........Houghton ...... col Houghton County Historical Society and Mining Institute ........-.--.| 1866 45 1, 266 320 | 35 125 = 

Tanéing' 122212 55.2....| Seatewisheer Sectety ¢.2-27 -5-525-5- 20525) o2 saci 8s eee SOT 236 2] 26 91 Bm oS 
Minnesota ..-...--.St. Paul eee Minnesota Historical Society ....--..-.. 02-02 0211.02.20 -2ee se ecetee ess] 1849 258 6,411) 9,372 (a) © 2,500 SS 

Missouri!..........St. Louis ..............| Missouri Historical Soctety..........-0:s0ccseceseeceeseeesesterseees-y| 1866] 200 150 | 200 | so} 1,000 ty 
‘Mew Hampshire :.. Concord <i.-..-.......| New Hampeliine Historical Sooidty.t..... ...icc.casseesieacicsta.{ tepa| 24h | 6,000 [22 encte-|.-ccsnuce. 30 & 

Contoocook .......-.--.| New Hampshire Antiquarian Society.........222-...2. 0 2-seeee2e-+-+-+| 1873 34| 9,028 = 1,58 a6 0COS 
Nashiua}i..-: :....225..| Nashas HistoriostGeotetys<..22/...000. 00 (..sect ho 52 cteiet ee aes 2222] 1870 61 150 25 25 | 1000 «3, 

New Jersey........Newark .............. | New Jersey Historical Society ......-.........-22-0ss-c00c--+eceee--oe-| 1845 519 6,100 | 5, 200 | 2, 500 | 1,900 $3 

5 Paterson.............-.| Passaic County Historical Society ..-........--..-+.--+-++-+s++-+++-++++| 1867 | 50 300 100 | 5 RS es 
Vineland sesteeeeeeeees| Vineland Historical and Antiquarian Society ........-..----------+---.| 1864 | 50 200 40) 25 o & 

Bow Work 5555525 Atay 20: <2 5c: 2 | bay Tans bate oo 2s2 22 sacs ccss eS 2ak cc ise ee ete neeeeeeesSe | TE 204 6, 600 sone] ) 1,000  & 
Aubarn ti le20.iLc2.| Cayuga Coutityiistorical Sowleby-* 222-2 2s «oe alesse. cnet seer £55501| SENG oon d0 |e 0s -dedelv ene stiep.|ae-a-- 858s [ceo eeem mas & 

Brooklyn ........-.....| Long Island Historical Society ........2.---+-2---s02 ceseesstesecseese-| 1863 1,050 | 26, 000 | 25, 000 (c) 10, 000 

Baffulo ..............-.| Buffalo Historical Society --....-.----.--+0-00---0eeeeceeeeeeeseeetees| 1862 746 4,658) 4,430 130 1,500 $ 
New York .............| American Ethnological Society: .........2..2...-..eceeeccee ees cee seeeee| 1842 100 300 1, 000 10 |-523 cecase = 

‘New York --.---.<.:::| Atmevioan Geographical Society <.2-2<sis2e02sszcceeessesizsttcicczsss.| 1059 | 4, 800-|- 10, 000 | 4,000} 1,000 | * 10,000 &, 
Now Fork oeseseeeeee| American Numismatic and Archeological Society..--...-..--+.-+--+-+-) 1857 100 900 000). a5cse¥-b sercekonk 

New York .............| American Philological Society ........--2:222c----esdeseestsececosesees-| 1869 40 reas ree > ousavaeg. isaeecee a 
New Vork’.....0..022.:| New York Genealogical and Biographical Society ..-....---.-----------| 1869 250 1,500 1,500 97 | 500 8 

New York .............| New York Historical Societyew0...-.--..-.-+-c00-s-rqere-seeeeeeneonee| 1804 2,000} 60,000} 12,000) (c) |...-...--. s 
Ohio gba us craic ap =< OUNBMUMIRee caso. 2-1 Historical and Philosophieal Society of Ohio ....-...-....---------.----| 1831 83. 5, 413. 17, 393 | 35 vols. 1, 265 

Cleveland..............| Western Reserve and Northern Ohio Historical Society...........----.| 1867 145 2,275 3, 500 | 150 1, 100 : 
Newark ...............| Licking County Pioneer, Historical, and Antiquarian Society.....-....| 1867 250 200 200 | 250 0 
Norwalk...........-.-.| Firelands Historical Society........-..---..2.2-22.2-220-22eee sees sees | 1857 700 50 200. |--22-e2e- - 50 

Te Toledo Historical and Geographical Society............-.--+-+--++-+++-| 1871 BB |. .s550008. 400 |...s. zene eeetcate 

Oregon .........-..Astoria................| Pioneer and Historical Society of Oregon .....-...-.-.---.--.+-+++-+22+| 1871 237 600 | aandon 1007 | Senenscue 

Battoville ..........-.,| Oregom Piuneer Association ...0.5.....0622,62.:0s2 set daseceseceseeedbee| 1873 485'|.2.-.5206.| ee ee 1,000



Pennsylvania.....-Carlisle.....-----------] Hamilton Library and Historical Society of Cumberland County..--...| 1874 |.......--- 500 | 100 | 2.2.50. 22 efee wee ete 

Gettysburgh. ..........| Lutheran Historical Society .........:-.-.222+sceeeececeeeseseceeseeee-| 1846 [oe eee 259 | $)0005|5.-.2.588 20 
Harrisburgh. ..........| Dauphin County Historical Society...... .....--.2---2--c2eeeeeee esses | 1869 66 200 200 510 200 

Lancaster ........----.| Linnean Scientific and Historical Society.........--..-22e.--+-+-+2-++-| 1862 57 500 800 417 100 
Nazareth .......--.----] Moravian Historical Society....-----------eseeossssieeseeeteeseseseee-| 1857} 215] 1,030] 2, 050 4 215 
Philadelphia ...........| American Baptist Historical Society .........--s2e-+eeeeeee2e00-e+2++-| 1861 | 19} 9,315 | 13,000] — 1, 263 300 
Philadelphia .........-.| American Philosophical Society..........+-.2.2+ssseee000--+ ceeseeeess| 1743 482 | 20,000 | 15,000 | 100 vols. |.......... 
Philadelphia...........| Friends’ Historical Association. ..............+00010000cccreeeeeeeeee+ | 1873 4 500) |.222.ccc > Ce) 200 a 
Philadelphia ...........] German Society of Pennsylvania .....-.-----------eeeeeeseeeeeeeesee- | 1764} 1,000] 16,000 | ....2222.}..2...2---| 1,000 & 
Philadelphia...........| Historical Society of Pennsylvania ..........2...--2-e.22-seeeeeeeeee-| 1824 600 16,000 | 30,000 | 25,000 | 3, 400 s 
Philadelphia ..........] Numismatic and Antiquarian Socicty.........--.-.--e---22e00---ee-2=-| 1857 150| 1,500 | 1,500 100)|/3.2.ee reer 
Philadelphia...........| Presbyterian Historical Society ..........222222sseeeeseeceeeeeeeeeeeee | 1852 ]...-...-.-] 7000] 20,000 100: |<. ae 
Wilkesbarre ...........| Wyoming Historical and Geological Society........-..2---.s222+2++----| 1858 85:|>-'5, 000)|.-2 eee ee 0 

Rhode Island ...... Newport. .......t:+---.| Newport Historical Society ......2222.22s:ceee0deecceceeseneseeeeeeeee| 1853 100 200! 460 9 | a 
« Providence ..........-.| Rhode Island Historical Socioty....-. 2.0.0. ..--2----eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-| 1822 150| 6,000} 35,000} 7,500 4640S 

South Carolina.....Charleston, ...........| South Carolina Historical Society ........-2-+.--ss2-0e0eeeeeceeeeeseee | 1854 Ot xetads si) 0. ae staltaees chee oe home 
Tennessee ...----- Nashville --eeeeseee000| Historical Society of Tennessee..............0seeesseeeeeeeeeeeeee ees | 1855 100 a 500 | 1,500 30 8 

Texas ...........-.Galveston..........-.-.| Historical Society of Galveston ......-..--.ceese--ceseeeeeeceeeesceeees| 1871 30 20 | 6 100 150g. 
Vermont...........Middlebury.........--.| Middlebury Historical Society..:.......22s2s2ss2eeeseeseseeseeeeeeeeee-| 1843 951) ay ies: ees aise ee 

Montpelier ............| Vermont Historical Society ......2..-0cccccceeeseeeeesececeeceseeveree:| 1838 100 | 3, 000 500 | 
Virginia...........Richmond .......-.....| Southern Historical Society «2.0.0... ...0scccccccceseseeeseeeeeeseeees| 1869 700 125 200} 1,300} 9,500 © 

Richmond .........-.-.| Virginia Historical Society........---e-seeeeeseseceeeeeseeeeeeeeeeeees| 1881 264/ 8,000) — 1, 000 33 | 500-1, 000 q 
Salom............--++-.| Historical Society of Roanoke College......2.-2.ee--c-seeeeeeeseeeeeee.| 1875 | 16 500 | 250 50 | 100 == 

‘West Virginia ..... Morgantown .........-.| West Virginia Historical Society... ....222...2.000-2seeeeeeeeeeee-e+!] 1869 210 20) eee | ae oo 
Wisconsin .........Madison .....-...-..--.| State Historical Society .....22.....00sesee-ceeeeeceeseeeeeerecerseeeee| 1849 50 | 33,347 | 31,653 300 3,500 Sy 

it eS = oie Chips Sect ata cO8 tg TE, Se Seb eon doee nae 27,244 | 482,041 | 568,801 | ¢88, 771 |.......... a 

@ Several hundred. 6 A small collection. ce A large number. : co and collections inconsiderable. e Besides 1,361 volumes of manuscripts. = 
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YOUNG MEN’S MERCANTILE LIBRARIES. 

BY F. B. PERKINS, f 
Boston Public Library. 

ORIGIN AND EARLY HISTORY—APPRENTICES’ LIBRARTES—ATILEN. BUMS —YOUNG MEN’S 
ASSOCIATIONS AND INSTITUTES—EpucationaL ADJUNCTS— POPULAR LECTURES — 

CHARACTER OF COLLECTIONS — BUSINESS MANAGEMENT — FUTURE PROSPECTS —Sta- 

TISTICS, 

The first libraries in this country which were in any sense public were 

those of the colleges; with a college there was always a library, and it 

could be used more or less by a certain portion at least of the not very 

great number of men scholarly enough to require such aid. 

Dr. Franklin’s establishment of the Philadelphia Library, in 1731, may 

in like manner be reckoned the beginning of the period of proprietary 

libraries, owmed by shareholders, and if used by others, only so used by 

favor. Even as thus limited, these libraries were calculated for much 

wider usefulness than college libraries. 

* The young men’s libraries mark a further step in cheapening and pop- 

ularizing knowledge. They were neither to be exclusively for the learned 

like those of colleges, nor practically confined to the few who could invest 

a significant sum of money in becoming owners of a collection ; but 

were adjusted to the requirements of that much more numerous class 

of persons who were not permanently established citizeus and who could 

not afford more than a small annual fee. 

Last comes the full development of the American administrative prin- 

ciple in libraries, that of supplying all at the common expense of all, 

yet gratuitously to each. A free town library, according to this defini- 

tion, seems to have existed in New York as early as the year 1700, 

when the Rey. John Sharp, chaplain to the Earl of Bellamont, governor 

of New York, bequeathed his books to the city for a publie. library. 

After many years of neglect and misuse, this collection, however, be: 

came fused with the proprietary Society Library; the time was too 

early for the liberality of the project. Again, Governor Clinton, of 

New York, in his message in 1827, suggested the establishment of free 

school district. libraries in that State, which were subsequently imi- 

tated elsewhere; but this movement did not bring out adequately the 

best capabilities of a public free library system, being, indeed, mainly 
378
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for children. Thus it remains to date the practical establishment of the 

real public free library system from the origin of the Boston Public 

Library. 

While these four successive classes of libraries exhibit each a constant 

and decided advance in liberality of plan and in capacity of usefulness, 

none has become obsolete, but all four remain alive together, suiting 

and benefiting different classes, each in its own way. 

Some such preliminary statement as this seemed necessary, in order 

to show clearly what is the appropriate place and the distinctive ebar- 

acter of the so-called “mercantile libraries.”?. These are enumerated by 

Mr. Jewett! in a more general class, which he calls “social libraries.” 

This class of “social libraries” includes, he says, “atheneums, lyceums, 

young men’s associations, mechanics? institutions, and mercantile libra- 

ries.” And he says in the next paragraph, “In some States, almost 

every town has, under some name, a social library.” 

‘As distinct from the other “social libraries,” the mercantile libraries 

may be described as primarily for the use of merchants’ clerks; second- 

arily, also, for all general readers. They are established in large towns ; 

are not free nor owned in shares, but are open to all on payment of a peri- 

odical fee; and they are managed by the business part of the community, 

most commonly by the clerks. Probably the “ apprentices’ libraries” 

might with sufficient propriety be considered under the same head, at 

~least so far as professional matters relating to libraries are concerned, 

but they are not at this time specifically discussed. Libraries, however, 

called by such names as “ young men’s institute,” ‘* young men’s asso- 

ciation,” “lyceum,” ete., so far as their character, purposes, and man- 

agement are like those having the word “ mereantile ” in their title, are 

naturally reckoned with them. Those of the Young Men’s Christian 

Associations are not so included. 

Mercantile libraries as a class grew up as part of the great educational 

movement of the second quarter of this century ; a movement pretty 

distinctly visible in the history of the period, and to which also belongs 

the establishment in England of the ‘mechanics’ institutious,” of the 

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, ete.; and in this country 

the important series of educational movements which first received 

their main impulse about the year 1837. Our two oldest mercantile 

libraries are, that of Boston, established March 11, 1820, and that of 
New York, whose foundation was determined on November 9 of the 

same year. Inthe next year the Philadelphia Mereantile Library (now, 
however, become a stock concern) was started. The Albany Young 

Men’s Association and the Detroit Young Men’s Society were founded 

in 1833; the Troy Young Men’s Association in 1834; the Cincinnati 

Young Men’s Mercantile Library and the Buffalo Young Men’s Asso- 

ciation in 1835; the Hartford Young Men’s Institute (the successor of 
the old proprietary Hartford Library Company, which was in existence 

‘Notices of Public Libraries in the United States, page 189. ra
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before 1795) in 1833; the Baltimore Mercantile Library in 1839; and so. 
on, toa total number which cannot be stated with accuracy, but which is | 
not less than thirty, and might be made much larger by relaxing the 
definition a little. The youngest of them all to be baptized with the 
good old name of ‘“ mercantile library,” it is believed, is that at Gal- 
veston, Tex., which was founded in the fall of 1870, and whieh in 1873 
became a free public library. Another of the youngest of them, the 
Brooklyn Mereantile Library, founded in October 1857, is one of the 
most energetic and flourishing. This list is not, of course, offered as 
complete, but only to show the dates of establishing some of the prin- 
cipal mercantile libraries. 

It is probable that any publie library founded now is decidedly more 
likely to be organized as a free town library, open to all without any 
payment, than as a subscription or yearly fee library. It does not now 
seem likely that many additional libraries will be joined to the existing 

class of mereantile libraries. There are even a few cases that indicate 
a decrease in their number as not improbable. Such are those of mer- 
cantile libraries whose revenues and strength of position generally have 

been materially impaired by the establishment of a free public library 

in the same community. It would not be difficult to prove that such im- 
pairment may probably be avoided, on the obvious principle of using 

business like ways of dealing with the emergency —a doctrine peculiarly 
appropriate to institutions managed by business men. Without elabo- 
rating in this place any details of a scheme for this purpose, it will do 

to suggest that the great free public libraries do not exterminate but 

rather tend to multiply the small business “ cirenlating libraries,” of a 

few hundred volumes each, which newsdealers, booksellers, fancy goods 

dealers, and the like, so often manage. And if this be the case, it is 

quite certain that the mercantile libraries, if managed on the same 

principle, need not fail any more than their smaller neighbors. That 

prineiple is, to meet the business demand for reading. ‘This requires 
two things: first, to use the main efforts of the library in supplying 
books that people want to read; and second, to permit such modes of 

paying (cash payments only are meant) for the’use of the books as the 

customers of the library may like best. Such management makes a 

pork business successful; so it does a bookselling business; so it does 

the small trading circulating libraries; and if this be true, much more 

would it make the mercantile libraries successful, co-operating as it 

would with the comparatively powerful position and influence which 

they already possess. | 
In the meanwhile, however, the majority of our mercantile libraries 

are, like the largest and most valuable and useful of them, the New York 

Mercantile Library, the only important public circulating libraries in 

their respective towns, and while nominally, in some sense, pertaining to~ 

the mercantile class, or to the young men, generally, they are in fact open 

to anybody who pays the moderate annual fee; and they doa great and 

indispensable service to the interests of literature.
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The intimate original connection of the mercantile or young men’s 

libraries with the general educational movement of the second quarter of 

this century was most evident in the feature, common to all the earliest 

of them, and still retained to a considerable extent, of a school, or at least 

an educational, department. This consisted most frequently of classes in 

such studies as book-keeping, arithmetic, writing, and modern languages. 
Sometimes gymnasiums, or classes in athletic exercise, were added. 

The usual reading room has, in some eases, a chess room attached. 

In some instances, cabinets of minerals, coins, or other objects of inter- 

est have been begun, according to the tendency to the study of natural 

science at the period when the young men’s libraries began. Classes 

or societies for debate, and for exercises in declamation and composition, 
have sometimes been formed. Thus these institutions, instead of being, 

like the earlier proprietary libraries or the later free public libraries, 

confined to the single function of furnishing books to readers, were 

planned rather like a sort of business college, as if to furnish a general 

higher education to those who had not been able to go as far as desira- 
ble at school. The courses of lectures in connection with the mercantile 
libraries, which have been a nearly constant feature, and are even 

more prominent than any of those just enumerated, arose from this same 
original school or collegiate character ; for when these libraries began 

to be established, the public lectures, or “lyceum lectures,” as they 
used to be and still are sometimes called, were supposed to be not mere 
entertainments, as most of them now are, but actual courses of instrue- 

tion, relatively as much so as the ‘ Lowell lectures” at Boston. Asthe 

publié demand changed, however, and as the lectures in the market be- 

came gradually mere amusements, the libraries came to make use of 

them no longer as parts of their school system, but as means of re- 

inforcing their finances. For a certain period, the annual course of 

lectures was relied on as a source of income just as regularly and just 

as safely as the payment of the regular subscriptions ; and other amuse- 

ments, such as concerts, for instance, were sometimes interspersed with 
them. Of late years, the annual reports, however, show a very notice- 
able diminution of profit, andin a good many eases a loss from this bus- 
iness, insomuch that a considerable number of these libraries no longer 

organize courses of lectures regularly every winter, but confine them- 

Selves to seizing any occasional good opportunity to provide a single 
lecture or a special series. The rest of these school departments, as the 
classes for special instruction, the gymnasiums, chess rooms, and debat- 
ing societies, in some instances still continue, and are of considerable, 
though it cannot be said very extensive, service. 

The nature of the collections of books in these libraries varies greatly. 
Some of them founded on old and solid libraries, or commanding consid- 

erable means, are of much positive value, at least for general culture, 

though there is probably not one which has a complete apparatus for 

investigating any single branch of knowledge. To a predominating
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extent they are primarily, as they must necessarily be, collections of 

popular literature. 

The conditions on which their books are used, the modes of register- 

ing the names of borrowers, and the delivery and return of books, the 

details of service and business, present no special points for discussion, 

being like the corresponding parts of the administration of other cir- 

culating libraries, and modified in individual cases rather by the char- 

acter of the management than by the designation of the institution 

itself. 
The chief difficulty felt by these libraries —it may pretty safely be said 

by alllibraries—is wantof money and of efficientaid from the public. For 

this want there is, however, one clearly manifestreason peculiar to young 

men’s libraries. They are conducted by rapidly changing boards whose 

members are often mere youths. Their affairs are taken in hand once 

a year, and reported toand dealt with bya meeting of the members, whose 

votes, east during an exciting canvass for officers of the library, may, 

and frequently do, decile the general policy and detailed measures of 

the library for the coming year. Such methods. do passably well in 

associated enterprises, conducted by experienced business men, and, 

indeed, no one who knows the history of the young men’s libraries can 

fail to admire the remarkable degree of good sense and good business 

management with which they have been conducted. Yet there is some- 

times a good deal of troublesome and not very handsome intriguing at 

the annual elections to oust one party or person, or to introduce another, 

Sometimes the executive force is changed in a similar manner. Some- 

times, on the other hand, there is too much apathy, and the machine 

moves only in a Slow and rusty way in the hands of managers disin- 

clined or unable to give it the requisite care and energy. And it is 

natural and unavoidable that the older citizens, when applied to, as they 

are from time to time, for money with which to enlarge such a library, 

should hesitate to intrust an important property in personal or real 

estate, or both, wholly to sugh a collection of young people. Accord- 

ingly, where such measures haye been accomplished, it has in some cases 

at least, been by means of associating a body of older men with the 

younger ones, with a special control over the merely property interests of 

the library. Such a double organization is that of the New York Mer- 

cantile Library Association, where the library itself and its conduct are 

in the hands of the merchants’ clerks, while its real estate business 

and the income of the same are controlled by the Clinton Hall Associa- 

tion, which consists of old and conservative men of business. This sort 

oti May and December conjunction causes more or less friction, but, on 

the whole, the institution gets along remarkably well; and while nobody 

dreams that the young men want to do anything wrong or foolish, the 

presence and authority of the old ones make it reasonably certain that 

they could not if they did, at least to a fatal extent. 

For increasing the prosperity and usefulness of the mereantile libraries, 

none but general methods can be suggested, namely, to push them as
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energetically and wisely as possible. Tha friends of institutions estab- 
lished with forms and habits of their own, do not often relish the idea 
of changing them. It is, accordingly, not worth while to seek any 
changes in such mercantile libraries as are meeting with reasonable 
success. Where, however, the prospects of a mercantile library are not 
so encouraging as might be desired, the present state of public senti- 
ment warrants the belief that a revival would not improbably result 
from changing it into a free public library. This ean always be done im 
such a way as to respect and preserve the traditions of the older insti- 
tution. And while, on the one hand, there might be some detriment 
from the change, there doubtless would be, on the other, an advantage 
so great as to be decisive wherever it could be fully secured. This advan- 
stage is the identifying the ownership of, responsibility for, and interest in 
the library, not with any one class, no matter how intelligent and re- 
spectable, but with the whole community. This, of course, points to 
putting the library on exactly the same basis as other municipal con- 
cerus ; indeed, it makes the library a part of the government; a part 
surely more creditable and worthy of encouragement than the jail or 
the poorhouse. 

[Following will be found tables of Mercantile, Young Men’s Associa- 
tion, and Young Men’s Institute Libraries, showing the date of organi- 
zation of each and the number of volumes in each, according to the 
latest returns. 

Most of the athenzums, mechanics’ institutes, and apprentices’ libra- 
ries are similar in character and purpose, in many respects, to the classes 
above mentioned, and it has been thought proper, therefore, to add the 
statistics of the more important of these. Further details respecting 
all of them will be found in the general table of statistics in Chapter 
XXXIX of this report.—Eprrors. | 

Mercantile Libraries. 
pe LL eta pi UI a Lee 

| \3 a 
1’ : 2 Place, | Name. \3a) 38 

| jo@hes | z Be 
| a | 4a” 

Arkansas .......---Little Rock ..........| Mereantile Libtary -esecesessceceecesseeeee] 1207 | 9,084 
California..........San Francisco....... | Mercantile Library ........0......051........| 1853 | 41, 563 
Minois ...... -.+..-Peoria........-.-..4 | Meneantile Library ...ccseceeeeesteeeseeee| 1895] 9, 155 
Maine...........-.-Dexter ..........+++.| Mercantile Library 2..ccccc00000ccec2ee000.| 1867] 650 

Portland ........-.-.| Mercantile Library ..-......2.0e0e.c0e soeee-| 1831 | 5, 08! 
Maryland .........:Baltimore............| Mereantile Library ~.......c0025s.sce-seee-0] 1830} 31,088 
Massachusetts .-.::Bostom. :..+...+..... | Mereantile Library ...........2ee00s/s200+-.|-1820 | 21) 500 

Missouri ...........Hannibal ............| Mercantile Library ......00..0::4..20.--2.-] 1871 | °2, 219 
St. Louis.............| Mercantile Library .....-..-...c0002.--2..+.| 1846] 42,013 

New Hampshire ...Portsmouth..........| Mercantile Library ..........0-..-2...-.--.-| 1852] 2,000 
New York .........Brooklyn .........-..| Mercantile Library ...........0se2-220----| 1857 | 50,957 

New York...........] Mereantile Library Sessstseeeesesceneee esse] 1820 } 160, 613 
Ohio ...............Cincinnati ...........| Young Men's Mercantile Library ...........| 1835 | 36, 193 
Pennsylvania ......Philadelpbia.........| Mereantile Library eae 1e2i | 15, 66% 

Pittsburgh.......... | Young Men’s Mercantile Library ..... seve] TAT | 13, 018
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Young Men’s Associations. 

e [Sy 
“a ye 

Place. Name. ct 25 
3s 52 
a A 

Connecticnt........Hartford......--...-.] Young Men's Institute.........-..-----++-++-| 1838 | 24, 000 
New Haven..........| Young Men’s Institute. ..........--..-+++-+.| 1886 | 10,000 

Georgia............ Atlanta ..............|. Young Men's Library..........----2:--++-+-| 1867 | 4,510 
: Augusta .........---.| Young Men’s Library Association..........-| 1848 | 4, 400 

Towa.......s..-----Dubuque ....--.---.] oping Mon’s Library.....--..--+-+----+--++] 1866] 8, 000 
Michigan ..........Detroit ...........--.| Young Men's Society ......--------+-+ --+-| 1833 | 12,790 

New York.........Albany ............-.| Young Men's Association .............--.--.| 1833 | 13, 000 
Buffalo............--.| German Young Men’s Association ...-...--.| 1841 4, 680 

Buffalo...............| Young Men’s Association ....---.-------.---| 1835 | 27, 597 

Troy ..........-+.----|, Young Men’s Association ........-.---------| 1834 | 21, 424 

Ohio .........-..---Norwalk ...........-.| Young Men’s Library............-----++----| 1866} 4,300 

Wisconsin .........Milwaukeo......-....| Young Men's Association ....-+2---++---++} 1817 | 15,000 

Atheneums. 

< ig ES aa Ee EEPROM 
| 5 ° 3 

wo| Be 
‘ Place. | Name. 34/38 

| lg "| 28 
| iA ee 

Maine ............. Rockland ............| Athemwmum ........--22+---002--eeeeee scenes | 1850 4, 000 

Y Bac e..e<-00s2-+++.| -Adhenestion sessestenweeeeeeees crnseeceseen 1s44| 2,261 
Massachusetts .....Blackstone............ Athenwum and Library Association........) 1856 3, 000 

Boston-.............| Atheneum ...c022.. 0.22.00 eevee nso] BOTT 105; O00 

Boston ...-.-..++++-+-| Atheneum, (Dorchester).:.....-..+-+022=---| 1857] 3,657 
Boston.........-...-.| Athenwum, (Rosbury).....-..-.------.-----| 1848 | 8, 700 
Nantucket..--.------ Atheneum ee cc eet 1834 4,903 

BPG ati elon s case -5 7] UAT HOURE UU vata cos cw evs <= spose soe onpaiveinnee|) LOD. 3, 782 

Pittsfield ..........-.| Berkshire Athenwum...............---..++-| 1871] 18,000 
ADAM LIOR geb apes ca] A ERGMNCOM 90 anen-neniedewsnseeeneeseneess| 1610 |’ 90) 000 
Westfield ........-+2.) Athem@um 2.0.0 0-2+eeseeseeeeeeee settee | 1864 | 7,306 

Minnesota .........Minnoapolis .......- | Athemmum ......-..---.20000+ eseeeeeeereees| 1859 | 4,670 

‘New Hampshire ...Portsmouth..........| Atheneum ae ce ey 1si7 | 11, 607 
New York .....-..-Rochester.......-..... Athensum and Mechanies’ Association.....| 1829 | 21, 000 

Pac. ieee tN aac] RCMORMII esas lack cnsaceowenstlsss5caane~>+] Die I Game 

Pennsylvania ......Lancaster ...........| Athensum and Historical and Mechanical | 1860 | 4, 000 
Society. | 

Phijadelphla.---.c-2:| Athenmam ..-c.....;c.recoce-eaeseeeee-see] 1814)|” 90,000 

Rhode Island ....,.Providence ..........| Atheneum Spied Rpnaonsmosnn'n< acess skensas| UE page ua 

‘Tennessee .......-.Columbia ............) Atheneum ......0++s2++++seeeee eeseeeeeeeee| 18DR 12, 000 

Vermont..........-St. Johnsbury........) Athenmum ............0-.--2-eeeceeeeese--| 1870 | 9,200 

Windsor .----se--++5) Atheneum Pee tere nese maecsal 1847 | 3,050
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Mechanics’ and Apprentices’ Libraries. 

as % | g |, 
u 

Place. Name. Sa| 38 

| ae 
A 4 

California..........San Francisco........| Mechanics’ Institute...... .......----:.-.-.| 1855 | 24, 108 

Maine .........-... Lewiston ............| Manufacturers’ and Mechanics’ Library ....| 1861 5, 300 

Portland ...........-.| Mechanic Apprentices’ Library...........-.| 1820} 4,200 
Massachusetts .....Boston. ..............| Mechanic Apprentices’ Library.............| 1820 4,500 

Lowell. .....-..-.---.| Middlesex Mechanics’ Association..........| 1825 | 12, 782 

Salem.......-.--..--.| Charitable Mechanic Association .....-...-.| 1820 4, 000 

Worcester ........-..| Worcester County Mechanics’ Association..| 1842 4, 450 

Michigan ..........Detroit...............| Mechanics’ Society ...2.56.......000..<s02+.| 1820 3, 500 

New Hampshire ...Portsmouth....,.....| Mechanics’ Association.....................| 1826 2, 600 

New York ........ Buffalo...............| Mechanics’ Institute...............ceeeeeee- | 1865 4,504 

New York ...........| Apprentices’ Library ...............-....---| 1820 | 53, 000 

Pennsylvania ......Lancaster............| Mechanics’ Library ............--.-0.s2..00.| 1828 4, 000° 

Philadelphia....,....| Apprentices’ Library Company.............| 1820 | 21,000 
Philadelphia ........./ Mechanics’ Institute of Southwark..........| 1852 3, 550 

Rhode Island ...... Newport............-| Mechanics’ and Manufacturers’ Library As- | 1791 3, 000. 

sociation. 

Providence...........| Association of Mechanics and Manufacturers) 1821 6, 750 
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CHAPTER XV. 

THE LIBRARIES OF YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS, 

BY CEPHAS BRAINERD. 

YouNG MEN’s CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS — THEIR NUMBER AND MEMBERSHIP — NUMBER 

AND EXTENT OF LIBRARIES AND READING ROOMS— PURPOSES — CHARACTER OF READ- 

ING— GERMAN ASSOCIATIONS — CATHOLIC YOUNG MEN’S ASSOCIATIONS — STATISTICS, 

LIBRARIES OF YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS. 

The first Young Men’s Christian Association in the United States was 
organized at Boston, Mass., in 1851. There are nov, according to the 
latest returns received, 478 associations, with an aggregate membership 
of 62,180, One hundred and eighty associations, with an aggregate 
membership of 43,612, report libraries containing altogether 164,188 
volumes; 139 report libraries valued in the aggregate at $227,268; 201 
report reading rooms, with an aggregate average attendance of 9,145 
readers daily. 

The largest library reported is that of the Association at Washington, 
D. C., which, together with that of the Washington Library, deposited 
in the same rooms, contains about 15,000 volumes. 

Theactive membership of these associations is almost wholly composed 
of young men, a majority of whom are clerks and artisans. The man- 
agement is in the hands of a small body of Christian men, who seek, 
through the agencies of the associations, the moral, mental, and social 
elevation of those who come within their reach. These societies have 
been steadily growing in numbers and influence for the last quarter of 
a century, and notably since 1865. ‘Two and one-half millions of dollars 
have, within the last ten years, been permanently invested in fifty-one 
association buildings and some fifty building funds. Seventy-five 
trained men are now constantly employed in their executive work and 
administration. They are not isolated societies, but are connected in 
State organizations, and finally in a single co-operative agency, which 
embraces the English speaking part of the continent. Through these 
general combinations, by means of committees and paid agents, they are 
united in efforts to increase the power of existing associations and to 
form new ones. While the moral welfare and advancement of the mem- 
bership are sought most earnestly, and as a paramount object, the 
agencies for education are not neglected. There is scarcely an associa- 
tion which does not have its annual course of lectures, while those in 
the larger towns and cities sustain classes in those branches of practical 
knowledge which are especially available in business pursuits. The 
greater proportion of the libraries are circulating libraries, but two of the 
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largest are used simply for reference and reading in the library room. 
The small collections of 100 volumes and less are composed almost 
wholiy of books of biblical reference for the use of the members of the 
association aud the Sunday school teachers of the community. 

In the purchase of books the first aim of an association is to supply 
the means for Bible study, and this portion of their collections is always 
in advance of the other. They then seek to obtain books most useful 
to the young men who frequent their rooms, in the line of their business 
employments. _ They then add histories, biographies, travels, poetry, and 
those works of fiction and general literature which are not considered 
objectionable. 

The use made of these books may be illustrated by the statistics of a 
reading and reference library of about 10,000 volumes for the year 1874, 
(exclading therefrom the use of dictionaries and encyclopedias :) His- 
tory, 114 per cent.; biography, 4 per cent.; travels and geography, 34 
per cent.; Bibles and biblical works, 6 per cent.; theology, 3} per cent. ; 
general literature, 18 per cent.; poetry and the drama, 7 per cent.; fic. 
tion and tales, 293 per cent.; arts and sciences, 17 per cent. These 
figures indicate unmistakably a decided preference for the better class 
ofreading. They offer a fair example of the reading in all the libraries. 

It is believed that the library of the New York Association, which 
embraces 10,552 volumes, is the most valuable of its class in the coun- 
try, The books have been selected with the utmost care, are of the best 
English editions, when those have been obtainable, and are, for the 
most part, excellently bound. This collection is quite complete in stand- 
ard history and theology. Much attention has been given to the depart- 
ment of art, particulazly in the matter of engraving, and the progress of 
that art is illustrated by a series of 8,000 engraved portraits begin- 
ning at a very early period and brought down to the time when the art 
reached its most perfect development. The library room of this associa- 
tion has shelves for 25,000 volumes, 
The reading rooms of the associations are always free to the general 

public. Some are particularly complete in the various departments of 
periodical literature. 

It is considered of the first importance that both the libraries and 
reading rooms should be kept open at hours when they will be con- 
veniently accessible to the young men of the community. Someofthem - 
are open during a large portion of each Sunday, though this is far from 
being an invariable practice among these societies. 

In no ease are these collections of books mere libraries; they do not 
Stand alone, but are part of a complex machinery, all of which has a 
unity of design in seeking, largely by the personal effort of individu- 
als, the elevation and best welfare of the young men of the community. 

The library of the young men’s christian association is, in many 
towns, the only one open to the public, and hence it has been the aim 
of those who are active in the association movement to encourage and 
foster every exhibition of the book gathering spirit.
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{Of the 478 associations before mentioned 23 are known as German 
Young Men’s Christian Associations, their membership being composed 
of persons of that nationality. 

Besides these, there are in the United States a number of Catholic 
Young Men’s Associations which possess libraries and reading rooms for 
the use of their members. The statistics of these are but imperfectly 
reported, there being as yet no central organization like that of the 
Young Men’s Christian Associations. The oldest of these associations 
reported is that known as the Catholic Philopatrian Literary Institute 
of Philadelphia, which was organized in 1850. Among the largest are 
those of the Catholic Institute, Cincinnati, Ohio, organized in 1860, and 
the Catholic Library Association of Fort Wayne, Ind., organized in 1871, 
which contain 3,000 volumes each. : 

Reports from nine Catholic associations show that they possess lilra- 
ries containing, in the aggregate, about 18,000 volumes, 

Following will be found a table showing the date of organization and 
number of volumes in library of the more important associations of both 
classes before mentioned. The statistics of others will be found in the 
general table in Chapter XXXIX of this report.— EDITORS. | 

Table of principal libraries of Young Men’s Christian Associations and Catholic Young 
Men’s Associations. 

| mn ay 
| x lye] a Place. | Name. |3 6) 38 
| |3 "| 83 

(aoe Se ee 
California..........San Francisco ...... | Young Men's Christian Association ....2...) 1853 5,000 
Dist. of Columbia. Washington ........ | Washington City Library. .....2..2.2- +--+.) 1863 | 15,000 
Ulinofs.....-...---.Chicago.........-... | Young Men's Christian Association ........| 1867 | 9, 670 
Indiana..........:-Fort Wayne..........| Catholic Library Association ......-....2..| 181] 3,C00 
Massachusetts.....Boston.............. | Young Men's Christian Association ........| 1851 | 4,785 

Boston .......-...--- | Young Men's Christian Union...........- | 1852 | 3,635 
New Jersey........New Brunswick .... | Young Men’s Christian Association ........| 1868 | 3,000 

Trenton ............ | Young Men’s Christian Association ........| 1856 hi 3, 404 

New York .......-,Albany ............. | Young Men’s Catholic Lyceum......2......| 1871 | 2,000 
Albany ...........-. | Young Men’s Christian Association .-......) 1857 | 2,000 
Brooklyn ........... | Young Men's Christian Association ........) 1854 | 8,000 

Hilinfra:.ca/oo8s-. | Young, Men's Christian Association ........| 1858 | 5,200 
New York .......... | Young Men’s Christian Association ........| 1852 | 10,552 

. Ohio ....-.......-+Cineinnati ....-..-.. | Catholic Institute.....-.eeeeeeeeeeeseeeses | 1860 | 9,000 
Pennsylvania......Bethlehem.......... | Young Men’s Christian Association ........| 1867 | 2,000 

Erie ......--..4+++- | City Library, Young Men’s Christian Asso- | 1867 | 5,050 
ciation. 

Hairisburgh ........ | Young Men's Christian Association ........| 1855 | 2, 100 
Lancaster .......... | Young Men's Christian Association ....... | 1872 3, 000 

Philadelphia........ | Catholic Philopatrian Literary Institute... | 1850) 2, C00 
Philadelphia......-. | Young Men's Christian Association ....... | 1854) 5,310 | 

Williamsport ....... | Young Men’s Christian Association ........| 1866 | 2, 000 
Rhode Island ......Bristol........--..-- | Young Men’s Christian Association ........) 1863 | 2,070 

Providence ......... | Young Men's Christian Association’........| 1853 | 4,000 
Tennessee .........Nashyillo ........-.. | Young Men's Christian Association ........| 1870 | 4,500 

Virginia ...........Richmond .......... | Young Men's Christian Association ........| 18% | 3, 600 |
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FREE LIBRARIES, 

BY J. P. QUINCY. 

RELATION OF THE CITIZEN AND THE STATE TO FREE LIBRARIES — INCENTIVES TO THOR- 

OQUGH READING — SELECTION OF BOOKS— USE AND ABUSE OF FICTION—VALUE OF 

SPECIAL AND COMPLETE CATALOGUES — EDUCATIONAL INFLUENCES AND ADVANTAGES 

—INDIVIDUAL ENDOWMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS. 

The free library, regarded from the alcoves by those responsible for 
their supply and arrangement, necessarily suggests studies in the details 

of administration. The citizen for whose convenience this wonderful 

institution has come into being, as he presents his card at the desk and 

summons the author whose instruction he needs, as naturally considers 

the central principle which it illustrates and the subtile influences it is 
already diffusing in the world, 

There are certain eminent philosophers who have emphatically an- 

nounced that the sole duty of the state is to administer justice. Legis- 

lation should not attempt to improve and uplift the citizen, but be satis- 

fied in providing him with a policeman and a penitentiary. They assure 

us that private enterprise will best furnish the community with what- 

ever civilizing and ennobling influences it may lack. Even the public 

school, we are told, is a blunder of which the logical outcome is a state 

church, with an annual item of ‘faggots for heretics” to be assessed 

upon all tax-payers. It would not be wise for any moderate dialectician 

to question the construction of the syllogisms which have brought 

really great men to these dismal conclusions; but I have sometimes 

thought that it would be pleasant to take an evening walk with one of 

them (Mr. Herbert Spencer, for instance) through the main street of a 

New England town, and see if he would recognize any tendency to the 

evils that he had predicted. He would be shown the ancient barroom 

(happily closed) which an unfettered private enterprise dnee provided . 

as the sole place of evening resort. Some of the older: inhabitants 

might be summoned to give their recollections of this central rallying 

place. It was the social exchange of the community, every night ablaze 

with light, inviting all male passers-by to try the animal comforts of 

spirits and tobacco. Even persons of local respectability, having no- 

where else to go, were wont to stray in and stupefy themselves into 

endurance of the vulgar jests of the barkeeper and the chorus of brutal 
389 
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talk that must prevail when whisky is abundant and women are left 
out. Our distinguished thinker would learn that this tippling house 

had been closed by the fiat of a government which no longer permits 

the open bar to flaunt its temptations in the face of men; and not only 

was the liberty of the liquor dealing citizen thus outraged, and his 

private enterprise remorselessly put down, but this same government 
(going on from bad to worse) audaciously exceeded its proper functions 
by opening a spacious library, heated and lighted at the general cost. 

Instead of the barkeeper and his satellites, we find modest and pleasing 

young women dispensing books over the counter. Here are working. 

men, with their wives and daughters, reading in comfortable seats or 
selecting volumes to make home attractive. If we should estimate in 
dollars the saving to the community of that government action which 

theorists have condemned, the result would be most gratifying. To the 

moral advance which in this case had been initiated by substituting a 
public institution for a private enterprise, there would be no want of 

fervent testimony. .Of course one could not ask an inexorable logician 

to abandon those compact formulas about the limits of state action, 
which are the best of labor saving inventions to all who can accept 

them, We could only set against the philosopher’s reasoning what a 

poet has called ‘the unreasoning progress of the world ;” and we may 

rejoice that no American citizen who has studied the actual workings 

and perceived the yet undeveloped capabilities of his town library is 

likely to be disturbed by the deductions of a merely verbal logic. He 
is familiar with at least one form of this dreaded government interfer- 

ence, which not only expresses the collective will of the people, but 

constantly tends to inform and purify its sources, 

The diminution of human effort necessary to produce a given result is 

nowhere more strikingly exhibited than in one of our free libraries. One 

is tempted to parody the Celtic paradox, that one man is as good as 

another and a great deal better too, by saying that a public library is just 

as good asa private one, and for the effective study of books has decided 

advantages over it. A student is much more apt to fix and record 

the results of reading if the book is not owned. The volumes which 

stand on his private shelves may be mastered at any time, which turns 

out to be no time, or rather they need not be mastered at all, for there 
they are, ready for reference at a moment’s notice, but the books bor- 

rowed for a few weeks from the public library he is compelled to read 

carefully, and with pen in hand. The one secular institution which 

encourages self-development as an aim should be especially favored in 

the times upon which we have fallen. Who has not had moments of 

skepticism touching the solid advantages to humanity of the mechanical 

triumphs our generation has seen? They have created a host of new 

desires to be gratified, of unimagined luxuries to stimulate the fierce 

competitions which thrust the weakest to the wall. But we cannot help 

entertaining Mr, Mill’s painfal doubt whether all the splendid achieve-
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ments of physics and chemistry have yet lightened the toil of a single 

human being. We read that the railroads are rapidly extending the 

cattle plague and the cholera, and that Mr. Adams told the Comte de 

Paris that, had the ocean telegraph been laid a few years earlier, the 

frightful calamity of a war between England and America could not 

have been avoided. If we would bind these Titans in wholesome service 

to the higher interests of our race, it must be done by a commensurate 
expansion of the means of popular education. It will not do to ignore 

the fact that their advent has greatly increased the difficulties of main- 

taining a healthy political system. It is only by constantly extending 
knowledge that we may take good heart, and accept the situation. The 

best use to which we can put the stage coach of our ancestors is to carry 

us to the railroad, and we-can best employ their precious legacy of the © 

free school as a conveyance to the free library. 

There is one question concerning the functions of free libraries upon 

which different opinions are held by estimable persons. Should an in- 

stitution, supported by tax-payers to promote the general interests of 

the community, hasten to supply any books which people can be induced 

to ask for by unscrapulous puffs with which publishers fill the papers ? 

It must, of course, be admitted that there may be good reasons why 

the libraries of wealthy cities should preserve single copies of every- 

thing that comes to hand. Silly, and even’ immoral, publications may 

offer illustrations to the student of history, and give him valuable aid 

in reproducing the life of the past. But the smaller libraries, which 

cannot aim at completeness, have not this excuse for neglecting to exer- 

cise a reasonable censorship upon books, and for seeking only to adapt 

their supplies to a temporary and indiscriminating demand. Surely a 

state which lays heavy taxes upon the citizen in order that children 

may be taught to read is bound to take some interest in what they read ; 

and its representatives may well take cognizance of the fact, that an 

increased facility for obtaining works of sensational fiction is not the 

special need of our country at the close of the first century of its inde- 

pendence. 

Physicians versed in the treatment of those nerve centres, whose 

disorder has so alarmingly increased of late years, have testified to the 

enervating influence of the prevalent romantic literature, and declared 

it to be a fruitful cause of evil to youth of both sexes. The'interesting 

study of the effects of novel reading in America, to be found in Dr. 

Isaac Ray’s treatise upon Mental Hygiene, should be famillar to all 

who are responsible for the education of our people. Senator Yeaman, 

in his recent work upon government, exclaims: 

The volumes of trash poured forth daily, weekly, and monthly, are appalling. Many 
minds, which, if confined to a few volumes, would become valuable thinkers, are lost 

in the wilderness of brilliant and fragrant weeds. 

It has been very hastily assumed that if our young people cannot 

obtain the sensational novels which they crave, they will make no use
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of the town library. But this is not so. Boys and girls will read what 

is put in their way, provided their attention is judiciously directed, and 

the author is not above their capacity. I am, fortunately, able to ad- 

duce direct testimony to a truth which will appear self evident to many 

who are thoroughly in sympathy with the masses of our people and 

have studied their requirements. 

There is a free library in Germantown, Pa., sustained by the liberality 

of a religious body, and frequented by artisans and working people of 

both sexes. It has been in existence for six years, contains at present 

more than 7,000 volumes, and takes the extreme position of excluding all 

novels from its shelves. A passage from the report for 1874, of its 

librarian, Mr, William Kite, is commended to the attention of those who 

affirm that libraries have no interest for the masses of our people unless 

they administer sensational fiction in heroic doses : 

In watching the use of our library as it is more and more resorted to by tha younger 
readers of our community, I have been much interested in its influence in weaning them 
from a desire for works of fiction, On first joining the library, the new comers often 

ask for such books, but failing to procure them, and haying their attention turned to 
works of interest and instruction, in almost every instance they settle down to good 

reading and cease asking for novels. Iam persuaded that much of this ¥itiated taste 
is cultivated by the purveyors to the reading classes, and that they are responsible for 

an appetite they often profess to deplore, but continue to cater to, under the plausible 
excuse that the public will have such works, 

A letter from Mr. Kite (dated November 11, 1875) gives most gratify- 

ing statements concerning the growth and success of the Friends’ Free 

Library. I take the liberty of quoting the following extracts, as bearing 
upon the matter in hand: 

, As to the question of inducing readers to substitute wholesome reading for fiction, 
there is no great difficulty about it. It requires a willingness on the part of the care- 
takers to assume the labor of leading their tastes for a time. A very considerable 
number of the frequenters of our library are factory girls, the class most disposed to 
seek amusement in novels and peculiarly liable to be injured by their false pictures of 
life. These young people have, under our State laws, an education equal to reading 
average literature. . . . According to our gauge of their mental calibre, we offer 
to select an interesting book for them. They seem often like children learning 
to walk; they must be led awhile, but they soon cater for themselves; we have - 
thought but few leave because they cannot procure works of fiction. . . . We 

receive great help, in rightly leading our young readers, from our juvenile department. 
Perhaps the name hardly conyeys the nature of the books, for it contains many works 

intended to give rudimentary instruction in natural history and science, and does not 

contain children’s novels, Sunday school or others. It is safe to say that relaxation in’ 
the sense spoken of us belonging to novel reading is obtained by our readers in the use 
of books of travel, of which we have a rich collection. 

In further illustration of what seems to me to be the better American 
opinion upon the matter-under consideration, I quote from the last report 
(1875) of the examining committee of the Boston Public Library. That 
committee was composed of well known and responsible men, who may 
be presumed to have given due consideration to the language they 
sanction. The italics in the following extract are mine:
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There is a vast rauge of ephemeral literature, exciting and fascinating, apologetic of 
vice or confusing distinctions between plain right and wrong; fostering discontent 
with the peaceful, homely duties which constitute a large portion of average men and 

women’s lives; responsible for an immense amount of the mental disease and moral 
itregularities which are so troublesome an element in modern society —and this is the 

kind of reading to which multitudes naturally take, which it is not the business of a town 

library to supply, although for a time it may be expedient to yield to its claims while 
awaiting the development of a more elevated taste. Notwithstanding many popular 

notions to the contrary, it is no part of the duty of a municipality! to raise taxes for 

the amusement of the people, unless the amusement is tolerably sure to be conducive 
to the higher ends of good citizenship. . . . The sole relation of a town library to 
the general interest is as a supplement to the school system; as an instrumentality of higher 
instruction to all classes of people. 

No one has ever doubted that the great majority of books in a free 

library should be emphatically?popular in their character. They should 

furnish reading interesting and intelligible to the average graduate of 

the schools. And there is no lack of such works. The outlines of the 

sciences have been given by men of genius after methods the most sim- 

ple and attractive. History and biography in the hands of competent 

authors fascinate the imagination and givea healthy stimulus to thought. 

The narratives of travelers, beautifully illustrated as they so often are 
at the present day, are thrilling enough to gratify that love of wild 

adventure which is at times a wholesome recoil from the monotonies of 

civilization. Some of the great masters of romance interest, and at the 

same time elevate and teach. What theologian has shown the power 

of secret sin to inthrall the human heart as Hawthorne has shown 

it in the Scarlet Letter? Can Milton’s noble Ode on the Morning of 

Christ’s Nativity reach the average ear like the lovely Christmas 

Carol of Charles Dickens? Few persons could think it desirable to 

exclude all fiction from their town library. But it is one thing to admit 

certain works of imagination of pure moral tendency, which have proved 

their vitality by living at least a year or two; it is quite another thing 

to assume that the town library is to be made a rival agency to the 

book club, the weekly paper, the news stand, and the railroad depot, for 

disseminating what are properly enough called ‘“ the novels of the day.” 

Granted that fiction is an important ingredient in education, it is not 

the ingredient which és especially lacking in American education at the 

present time, and which the public funds must hasten to supply. 

It may be thought that I am taking needless pains to emphasize 
Views which all leaders of opinion willingly accept. Unhappily this is 
not the case. A gentleman, whose honorable military services always 

secure him the public ear, declared, in a recent address, that free libra- 
ries should distribute the literature known as “dime novels,” seeing 
that these productions, although “highly sensational,” are “ morally 
harmless.” The fallacy, as it seems to me, is almost too transparent for 
exposure. Morally harmless to whom, and under what circumstances ? 
Many physiologists believe that, to certain persons at certain periods of 
life, the moderate use of alcoholic stimulants is not only morally harm- 

.
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less but physically beneficial. Would it be well, then, for our towns, at 
the collations some of them give to parents and pupils at the end of the 
school year, to place plentiful supplies of wine and spirits upon the 
tables? Nobody will deny that an occasional dime novel may be mor. 

ally harmless to the middle aged mechanic at the close of his day of 

honest work. He is amused at the lurid pictures of the every-day 
world he knows so well, takes care to put the book out of the way of 
his children, and finds himself none the worse for his laugh over the 
bloody business of the villain and the impossible amours of the heroine. 

But. now let us look at the testimony of Jesse Pomeroy, the boy mur- 

derer, at present under sentence of death. Mr. J.T. Fields, in a lecture 

of which T find a notice in the Boston Journal, (December 14, 1875,) 

reports a conyersation held with this miserable youth : 

Pomeroy, in the course of the interview, said that he had always been a great reader 
of blood and thunder stories, having’ read probably sixty “ dime novels,” all treating of 
scalping and deeds of violence. The boy said that he had no doubt that the reading 
of those books had a great deal to do with his course, and he would advise all boys to 
leave them alone. 

If it is held to be the duty of the State to supply boys and girls with 

dime novels, and the business of the schools to ‘tax the people that 

they may be taught'to read them, public education is not quite as de- 
fensible as many persons have supposed: 

It would be foolish to draw any definite line respecting the selection 

of books for free libraries, and to declare it worthy of universal adop- 
tion. The gentlemen of the Boston committee, while proclaiming the 

principle which these institutions should embody, imply that it is pro- 

visionally expedient to furnish the literature whose tendencies they so 

unequivocally condemn. I am not concerned to dispate their conclu- 

sion. The question deserves very grave consideration, and its decision 

may wisely differ in different communities. Libraries already organized 

may for.a time be fettered by precedents that were hastily established. 

It may be best that their managers should not directly oppose existing 

prejudices, but should gradually gain such spots of vantage ground as 

may be held against unreasonable attacks. Some of our librarians have 

already entered upon an important line of duty, aud offer wise guidance 

to their communities in the art of effective reading. The efforts of Mr. 

Winsor and other pioneers in this direction should be met in a spirit of 

thorough and cordial appreciation. They have recognized the fact 

that they are not servants to supply a demand, but that (within limits) 

they are responsible for the direction of a new and mighty force. It 

is to be hoped that the directors of our smaller libraries will gradually 

attain conceptions of public duty which will prevent them from court- 

ing a temporary popularity by hastening to supply immature and unreg- 

ulated minds with the feverish excitements they have learned to crave. 

There is a silent opinion ready to sustain those who will associate with 

the town library an atmosphere of pure ideas and generous traditions.
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We cannot evade a responsibility which has been placed upon us of 

this passing generation. One of the most promising institutions yet 
born into the world must be bequeathed to our successors as an instru- 

ment always working in the direction of moral and social development. 
As not without connection with tae subject just dismissed, I desire 

to protest against the very common assumption that the number of 
books a library circulates serves to measure its usefulness to the com- 
munity sustaining it. Even if we reach this conclusion by reckoning 

only the works of real value which are called for, it may be wholly fal- 
lacious. If such a test is to be recognized, the noble work that has been 

done in cataloguing will often appear to be superfluous. Iam sure that 

many persons consulting the Boston Public Library will agree with 
me that its peculiar advantage lies less in the great number of its books, 
than in the fact that exhaustive catalogues guide the student to just the 
book he wants; he is not compelled to swell statistics of circulation by 
taking oyt ten books that were not wanted in order to find the volume 
of which he stands in need. A little reflection will make it evident that 
the circulation credited to a free library may throw very faint light upon 
the one important question of the manner and spirit in which its privi- 
leges have been used. To set everybody to reading in all leisure hours 
is not necessarily the best thing that the institution can do for us. Much 
of its highest usefulness must reach the tax-payer indirectly, and 
through vicarious channels. Our people are an exceptionally good 
medium for the transmission of intellectual force. The free library will 
benefit many of its supporters through the minister’s sermon and the 
physician’s practice ; the editor’s leader will lead toward sounder con- 
clusions; the teacher will learn, not only something worth communi- 
cating, but the best methods of imparting knowledge orally to opening 
minds. An educational centre may confer no slight blessing upon out- 
lying dependencies by leading to the recovery of the lost art of conver- 
sation, as quickening as vulgar personal gossip is enfeebling to the 
human mind. It is plain that no attainable statistics will measure the 
work of the town library. There are no figures that will tell us, even 
approximately, what portion of the intelligence of the community would 
have lain dormant without it. How many individuals of exceptional 
capacity have been encouraged in thinking and acting more wisely than 
the mass of their fellow-citizens, we can never know. We must take for 

granted what is incapable of direct demonstration. But it is important 
to remember that as intellectual effort is kindled fewer books may be 
wanted. Excessive indulgence in miscellaneous reading is soon found 
to be incompatible with any real assimilation of knowledge.  Statisties 
are desirable so long as we do not credit them with information which 
they cannot give. It is certainly possible that the usefulness of a free 
library may increase in inverse ratio to the circulation of its books. 

It is yet too soon to estimate the wonderful results to which this gift 

of literature to the masses of the people is destined to lead. It will
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act and react upon our successors jn ways that we can scarcely antici- 

pate. Mr. Froude has contended that the transition from the old indus- 

trial education to the modern book education is not for the present a 
Sign of what can be called progress. But this is only saying that all 

fruitful principles bring temporary disorder in their train. Something 

may be urged in behalf of the discipline that went with apprenticeship, 

when contrasted with the smattering of unvitalized knowledge which 
was all that some of the earlier experiments in public education seemed 

able to supply. But the moment the public school is supplemented by 

a public library, its capacity is increased an hundredfold. And this 

should be recognized by some modification of the ends at which our earlier 

schools, the schools of the masses of the people, direct their energies. 

When good books could be obtained only by the wealthy, there was 

some excuse for crowding a child’s memory with disconnected scraps of 

knowledge. But now that the free library is opened, sounder methods 

are demanded. The miscellaneous examining must give place to a train- 

ing that tends to develop the reflective and logical faculties of the mind. 

Our classical schools, the schools of a small class, defend their narrow 

course of study with the plea that it is their special work to fit for the wider 

opportunities of college. It is fast becoming the work of the schools 
of our governing majority to fit for the people’s college, the town library. 

Many years ago, Macaulay declared the literature then extant in the 

English language of far greater value than the literature extant in all 

the languages of the world three centuries before. The noble contri- 

butions that this literature has received during the last score of years 

throw a new emphasis upon the statement. When our public instrue- 

tion gives the power of reading English with ease, and of writing it 

with some knowledge of the delicacies of its vevabulary, when it is 

perceived that its true end is to facilitate and systematize the use of pub- 

lie books, the cost of popular education will be repaid in a social advance- 
ment which now seems in the dimmest future. 

The free library will tend to establish some better proportion between 

the work which must be done in America and the means provided to do 

it. It will give the man of origirality an opportunity of finding the 

sympathy and support which are somewhere waiting for him. Under 

its hospitable roof the pamphlet may again assume a ministry of instrue- 

tion not held of late years. Much valuable investigation is done by 

men who have neither the time to write books nor the money to publish 
them. Let them remember that a few hundred copies of a pamphlet 

are cheaply produced, and, distributed among the free libraries, will 

reach those who are prepared to take an interest in the matter discussed, 

It is no slight privilege to secure that small circle of sympathetic read- 

ers whd can be picked from the crowd in no other way. And these 

publications, when good work is put into them, are no longer ephemeral. 

Bound into volumes, and catalogued under the subjects of which they 

treat, they remain to shed whatever light may be in them upon difficul-
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ties with which the world is tormented. The politician, trammeled, it 
may be, with the fetters of his party, the journalist, not always emanci- 

pated from allegiance to temporary expediencies, easily reach the gen- 

eral ear. A new means of communication with the people is opening 

for the independent thinker who may in the end direct them both. It 

will not be the least service rendered by the free library if merf of moral 
force, Who may hold unpopular opinions, are able to touch the pores 

through which the public is receptive. 

It is to be hoped that each free library will gradually become the 

centre of the higher life of its community, and will successfully. appeal 
to private liberality for an increasing attractiveness. A few wealthy 

men have already seen that there is no surer way of benefiting their 

neighborhoods than by providing permanent library buildings, capable 
of giving the pleasure and education which fair forms and beautiful col- 

oring afford. It were well to set apart some room in such an edifice for 

the display of pictures and other works of art, and to establish the cus- 

tom of lending objects of interest for free exhibition. The usage of giv- 

ing the first and best of everything to the sovereign is too good to aban- 

don to the “effete despotisms of Europe.” It will bear transplanting. 

Why should not every one of us acknowledge gracefully the claims of 

the general public? When the prosperous citizen treats himself to a- 

work of art, let it tarry amonth at the town library on the way fo its 
private destination. It will give its possessor a healthier enjoyment for 

subjection to this popular quarantine. And not the wealthy alone, but 

all classes of the community should be encouraged to give some service 

to their library. When the state bestows a privilege, it creates an obli- 

gation which it is courteous to acknowledge. Any one who takes a few 

good newspapers, or can borrow them of his neighbors before they are 

used for kiudlings, may make a valuable gift to his town library. By 

giving a few moments every evening any one can prepare and index a 

scrap book which will always be associated with its donor as a volume 

absolutely unique, and of permanent interest. Mixed with masses of 

foolish and frivolous matter, much of the best thought of the day finds 

its way into the newspapers. Finance, free trade, the relations of capi- 

tal and labor, and other important subjects of research, are illustrated 

not only by the essays of able journalists, but by the crisp correspond- 

ence of active men whose busivess brings them face to face with the 

short-comings of legislation. The millionaire who, by spending thou- 

sands, should present the four Shakspere folios to his town library, 

would be thought to have honorably connected his name with the insti- 

tution; but-the man or woman who gives four folio scrap books filled 

with the best contemporary discussions of a few great topics of human 

interest, is a far more useful benefactor. 
To the statesman, to the student of history, as wellas to the general 

reader, the work will gain in value as the years go by. It seems doubt- 

ful whether the multitudinous records of the times that are thrown 
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daily from the press can be accommodated within the walls of any 
institution. But to preserve judicious selections, capable of easy refer- 

ence, will always be a high form of literary usefulness. 

When Thomas Hobbes declared that democracy was only another 

name for an aristocracy of orators, he never conceived of a democracy 
which should be molded by the daily journal and the free library. To 

this latter agency we may hopefully look for the gradual deliverance of 

the people from the wiles of the rhetorician and stump orator, with their 

distorted fancies and one-sided collection of facts. As the varied 

intelligence which books can supply shall be more and more wisely 

assimilated, the essential elements of every political and social question 

may be confidently submitted to that instructed common sense upon 

which the founders of our Government relied. Let us study to perfect 

the workings of this crowning department in our apparatus for popular 

education. Unlike all other public charities, the free library is equally 

generous to those who have and to those who lack. It cares as tenderly 
for the many as for the few, and removes some of those painful con- 

trasts in human opportunity which all good men are anxious to rectify
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Nowhere does the publie library system find a better field than in 
those communities which are largely engaged in manufactures. The 
density of the population, the seareity of books in private ownership, 
the dreariness and the dangers of boarding house life, the generally un- 
employed evenings of most of the people, offer conditions eminently 
suited to give a public library success and usefulness. These facts 
have been recognized early in the history of most of our manufacturing 
towns, and attempts have been made to establish libraries on some publie 
or semi-public basis. our classes of libraries have resulted from these 
attempts. 

I. MILL LIBRARIES, 

Some of the larger manufacturing corporations have established 
extensive libraries for the use of their employés. That of the Pacific 
Mills, in Lawrence, Mass., is a good example of this class. To its 
establishment the corporation contributed generously, but it is now 
maintained by a contribution of one cent a week from each employé, 
This assessment is deducted from the wages by the paymaster, in 
accordance with an agreement entered into by each employé on entering 
the service of the corporation, and as the average number of hands 
employed is from four thousand to four thousand five hundred, the sum 
thus realized is sufficient to support the library. It is open every 
evening for the drawing of books, and for the use of its well furnished 
reading room. The library now contains some 6,000 volumes, and 
while there is sufficient light reading to furnish entertainment for those 
who seek nothing more, there is also a large and growing accumulation of 
the best books in all departments of literature which are adapted to 
the needs of a circulating library. No one familiar with the workings 
of this great mill can fail to see the benefit of the library in cultivating 
among the operatives literary tastes and unbitions, and an esprit du 
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corps of great value to all the interests of the corporation. The same is 
true of the many other instances of libraries of this class.! 

Il, SOCIAL LIBRARIES. 

Libraries of this class are not peculiar to manufacturing towns, as 

they have been nowhere else so successful as in the large cities, where 

they are, in most cases, known as mercantile libraries. But the manu- 

facturing towns have nearly all had their library societies, which liave 
filled an important place in the cultivation of literary tastes, and in pre- 
paring the way for the more modern system of free libraries. Most of 

the present free libraries have, in fact, been formed on the nucleus fur. 
nished by a social library, and would probably have never come into 
existence without the spur to public effort which is found in the gift of 
such a nucleus. Social libraries seem now to have had their day, and, 
even where they have not been superseded by free libraries, are appar- 
ently losing ground in the presence of the general expectation of better 
things. 

Ill, ENDOWED FREE LIBRARIES. 

To the honor of the men who have labored at the foundation of our 

great manufacturing interests, and have received large wealth as their 

merited return, it is to be observed that they have, in many instances, 

spent this wealth with a liberal hand for the benefit of the people: 

Their benefactions have often taken the form of a gift or bequest for 

the establishment or support and eulargement of a public library. 
What could be a better use of wealth acquired by the application of 

superior skill and intelligence to manufactures, than to employ it in dif: 

‘The following from O. A. Archer, librarianof the Blackinton (Mass.) Library, affords 
another illustration of the good a public library will do in a community largely com- 
posed of operatives in manufactories : 

“On first settling in the village, about eighteen years ago, I found a large number 

of men and boys who had nothing to read, and they spent their evenings in lounging 

at the village store. I offered to loan them books from my private library, which offer 
was eagerly accepted. The demand was soon greater than the supply, and I determined 

to commence collecting a library for the use of the public. A small sum was raised by 

subscription in the outset, and although our additions have not since been large, we 
have kept the library in good condition, and have managed tu obtain from time to time 
such new works as the character of our readers seemed to demand. 

“The patrons of the library are mainly operatives, who, after a day of toil, require 
reading largely of a light character,as a means of relaxation ; hence a large part of our 
hooks are of the best class of fiction. The average factory girl takes amazingly to 

Mary J. Holmes, Marion Harland, and the like, while many of the men read Irving, 

Scott, Dickens, and Thackeray, Books of travel are favorites, especially with the 
young folks, while the works of Miss Aleott and Sophie May are in great demand. In 
order to make a library in a given locality of real service to the people, much discrim- 
ination is needful in selecting books that will be read. A thousand volumes of Greek 
and Roman classics, or scigntifie works, would be of very little use in a small factory 
Village. Still, the aim with us is to get the best of every class, and gradually work 
in books of a higher class, as the demand. for them is created.” — Eprrors.
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fusing intelligence among those who have contributed to its accumula- 

tion by honest toil? Such things as these are the most serious obsta- 

cles in the way of those who would array labor against eapital as 
against a natural enemy. 

In a few cases a bequest has furnished all the means for the establish 
ment and support of a library, making it a free gift to the people. That 

beneficence is doubtless better directed which is so applied as to make 
its usefulness and availability depend on more or less effort on the part 
of the beneficiaries. Thus, the gift of a building will stimulate effort in 
the matter of furnishing its shelves with books ; or the supply of books 
in one important department will excite ambition to. keep the other de- 
partipents up with it. A town which makes the liberality of individ- 
uals a reason for not doing anything in its public capacity in any depart- 
ment of education or progress, is sure to fall behind those which act on 
the principle that effort to procure a good thing greatly enhances its 
value. 

IV. PUBLIC FREE LIBRARIES. 

This expression is used for want of a better to characterize those 
libraries which are maintained as a part of the regular educational Sys- 

| tem, free to all, and supported by taxation. This is without doubt the 
character of the public library of the future, the outcome of all the 
experiments of the past. Only twenty-five years have elapsed since 
the bill permitting the laying of rates for the maintenance of public 
libraries passed the British Parliament, and a similar one was adopted in 
the Massachusetts legislature. Many of the States have enacted laws 
encouraging the establishment of public libraries, and every year adds 
to the number. 

That the large manufacturing towns, both in England and in this 
country, have been among the first to avail themselves of the privilege 
of supporting a public library at the public expense, shows the special 
adaptedness of the system to such communities. Probably no Ameri- 
can town or city can show so good a record of unanimity in this matter 
as did the city of Manchester, England, which voted to lay a rate for 
library support by a majority of almost exactly one hundred to one. It 
should be stated that the library at Manchester was not established by 
rates alone, but enjoyed a generousendowment. The public libraries of 
Manchester, as the institution with its branches is called, are in the very 
front rank of success and usefulness, their yearly circulation now being 
not far from half a million of volumes. 

Let it be admitted, then, that this is the form which public libraries 
should take to achieve the highest success, especially in a manufac- 
twing community, and let #11 efforts to promote their establishment be 
made in the direction of inciting, encouraging, and helping the people 
to help themselves in this matter. Leaving this branch of the subject, 
which is of too general application to be dwelt on at length in this 
paper, it will next be in order to consider some of the details of library 
administration in manufacturing towns.
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BUILDINGS. 

Tn an industrial community the library should be placed where it will 

be the most likely to attract the attention and induce the visits of the 
large class who would not go far in search of it. The corner of impor. 

tant streets in the heart of the town is the proper place for it. The 

natural desire to remove it from the bustle of business and place it in 

some quiet, secluded spot should be sacrificed to more practical consid- 

erations when there is a conflict. Forthe same reason it is doubtful 

whether it is wise to maintain so high a standard of excellence in the 

construction of a building as has generally been done. While esthetic 
considerations should not be lost sight of, and the building should by 

no means be unsightly, it is more important that it should be practi- 

cally adapted to its uses, and its capacity not be reduced to small limits 

on account of the expensive style of the work. In many places the 

desire to secure an elegant building according to the conventional stand. 

ards has caused the long postponement of the erection of any building 

at all, while in others the expense of the work when done has seriously 
impaired the resources available for books and the support of the library: 

The library is more than the building, and must not be sacrificed to it. 

The attempts at adherence to the Gothic or any other ancient style of 

architecture in buildings for modern public libraries have not been sue- 

eessful, and cannot be in the nature of the case. At the same time, the 

expense attending such attempts is unduly large. Another point in- 

volving large expense has been the desire to put up absolutely fire proof 

structures. This matter is of importance where the preservation of 

rare and costly books is concerned, but in regard to such libraries as 

we are considering there is little occasion for solicitude, as the books 

can generally be readily replaced, and insurance, which can be had at 

low rates, will furnish all needed security. In one of the cities of New 

England, there is a library built at a.cost of nearly $100,000, which is 

a model of substantial elegance and architectural beauty, but which is 

admitted to be practically unsuited to the requirements of the case. 

Had one-half of the money been expended in a plain structure contain- 

ing rooms arranged throughout primarily with reference to use and con- 

venience, probably it would have furnished better and ampler accom- 

modations than the present building ; while the rest of the money; 

invested as a book fund, would at once place the library on an inde- 

pendent footing. 
Especially, in such communities as we are now considering, is it a 

mistake to have the library on the second floor, surrendering the ground 

floor to other uses. The same arguments which favor placing the build- 

ing in a central situation, easy of access, apply equally to this point. At 

least the reading room and the circulating department should be on the 

street level. The main library may be placed on the second floor, and 

reached (for use in the room) by a separate entrance, while a few thou- 

sand volumes of the books most called for are kept in the delivery room
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below, which should communicate with the library by easy stairs or a 
dumb-waiter. In small libraries, two attendants could do all the work 
by this arrangement as well as though the delivery of books were done 

in the library proper, as is the case in too many of our public libraries; 

where it almost, if not quite, prevents the use of the library room for 

purposes of study. The great desideratum is, that in making the plans 

fora library building, the internal arrangements should be devised by a 

person practically acquainted with the workings of such a library as the 

building is intended to accommodate, and not by architects or building 

committees without such experimental knowledge. 

GENERAL MANAGEMENT. 

In a manufacturing community it isa matter of great importance and 

of no less difficulty to so conduct the publie library that it shall be a 

favorite resort of all classes. It must neither repel the masses by high 

standards and an atmosphere of dignified respectability which will give 

it the odor of aristocracy, nor lose its hold on people of culture and re- 

finement by descending to low standards and becoming the meeting 

place of a disorderly rabble. Where the artisan and laboring classes 

are in the majority their interests should be looked after more jealously 

than those of any other class, but it may, with proper care, be done in 

such a way that both of the extremes mentioned will be avoided. Good 

order, decorum, and cleanliness may be enforced without the employ- 

ment of severe and obnoxious restrictions. People disinclined to these 

virtues may be dealt with firmly but kindly, and the library become the 

means of introducing a wholesome reform into their lives in all depart- 

ments. The simple keeping of library books in clean paper covers is 
worth more than a little for its educational influence. Few persons will 
detect themselves soiling a clean book without experiencing a sense of 

shame salutary in its tendency; while the receiving a book from the 

library in a soiled and dilapidated condition will do little to instil that 

respect for the very outside of a book which ought always to be felt. The 

expense of re-covering the books as often as they are soiled and worn is 

but little; on the average they will need covering once for every ten 

times they are drawn, and the whole cost of covering will not exceed 
one cent each. : 

The character of the attendants and their bearing towards the patrons 

of the library deserve close attention in a library having a large con- 

Stituency of comparatively uncultivated people. ‘Lo the good breeding 

and knowledge of books which will make them acceptable to tlie literary 

portion of the community, they should add that affability, kindness, and 

Sympathy with even the poorest attempts at culture which will make 
them useful and agreeable to all. When the library is thronged with 

applicants for books, so that special attention to one will wrong others, 

the work must of course be done in a mechanical manner, with a view 

to rapidity of execution rather than anything else. But even then
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courtesy and politeness should not be forgotten, and when there is 

leisure for it, applicants for books should receive the best assistance 

the attendants can render in the form of information not furnished by 

the catalogues, or general aid in making selections. Even the subor- 

dinat e attendants, so far as they stand between the books and the people, 

should have at least a taste for books and an appreciation of their 

own position. Cheapness is not the most desirable quality in library 

work. 

CATALOGUES. 

The only thing to be said on this point that has special reference to 

industrial communities is to insist on the catalogues being made with 

an eye not to bibliographical and scholarly excellence alone, but also 

and especially to the wants of the comm on people. Nothing further is 

necessary than to refer to the recent class lists of the Boston Public 

Library as models of catalogues which meet this requirement. Under 

the name of each author is given a brief account of the person, and 

under each subject title of importance we have not ouly a list of the 

works on the subject, but also a note gi ving hints as to their compara- 

tive yalue and special excellencies, and referring to review articles and 

other sources of further information. 

DETAILS OF MANAGEMENT. 

With the shifting population of a manufacturing town it is necessary 

that some efficient means be employed to protect the public library 

against the loss of books by loans to irresponsible persons. ‘The means 

employed for this purpose are various. Sometimes a deposit of money 

equivalent to the value of the books borrowed is required from all per- 

sons not possessing busin ess repousibility and credit. A more common 

system is that in use in Manchester, England, and in many places in 

this country, by which every borrower is required to deposit a certificate 

signed by some well known and responsible person guaranteeing the 

library against loss. The advantages of this system are found in its 

entire impartiality, the lightness of the burden imposed by it on appli- 

cants, and the almost perfect security it affords when well carried out, 

In all places: where it has been tried it seems to have given great sat- 

isfaction. Another system well adapted to manufacturing communities 

is that in which the guarantee certificates are signed not by respectable 

citizens at large, bat by the members of a regularly constituted board 

of reference, consisting of the clergymen, school boards, and city offi- 
cials. In this case the certificates are not genuine guarantees against 

loss, but simply evidences of the acquaintance of the person signing 

with the applicant and the facts cited in the form of application. 
This system has worked well and given good satisfaction in places 

where it has been tried, thongh it would seem to be inferior to the 

other in some respests. The difficulties arising fron frequent changes
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of residence without notice being given at the library, require that a 
new registration should be occasionally made. 

Experience shows that the losses of books by public libraries are due 

to the carelessness far oftener than to the wrong intent of borrowers. 
The few cases of attempt to defraud which a librarian meets with are 

comparatively easy to deal with, but the carelessness which causes so 

many delinquencies is the source of continual difficulty, and is the 

greatest trial of the librarian who strives after accaracy and method. It 
is probable that if figures could be compared on this point, it would be 

seen that the people in manufacturing towns are more readily subjected 
to library discipline, if the expression may be used, than those whose 

business and daily lives are less a matter of routine. The employés in 

our large mills and other establishments learn habits of regularity and 

punctuality, and also of obedience to rules, which are wanting in many 

classes of our population. But in manufacturing towns more need 

exists of precautions to guard against losses through removals, as such 

removals are very frequent. To show how unstable is this population, 

the fact may be cited that one of our large corporations, employing four 

thousand hands, reports that it employs and discharges every year a 

number equal to or even greater than the whole number employed. 
Such a state of things as this demands of the public library two things : 

first, the best possible system of keeping account of the books loaned ; 

and, second, constant vigilance and promptness in the carrying out of 

the system. The system of recording loans by means of separate slips, 

one for each entry made, kept in numerical order in a drawer haying 

compartments for the separate days, which system was first introduced 

in the Boston Pablic Library, and has now been adopted either with or 

without some modifications in nearly all the leading libraries, has 

proved to be far superior to any other yet employed. Its great excel- 

lence is in the fact that the retention of books over time is shown by 

the record, without the least expenditure of time or labor in searching 
for such facts, making it possible to serve a notice by mail on persons re- 

taining books over time within twenty-four hours after they become due. 

If the mail notice, in any case, should fail to reach the party addressed, 
the fact would soon be known to the librarian, and a messenger put on 

track of the book within a very few days, by which means, books bor- 

rowed by persons who have even moved out of town can generally be 

recovered, 

Another recommendation of such a system as this, is found in the fact 

that it will inspire in the patrons of the library a respect for its rules and 

management, which will be most salutary and useful. Buteven such a 

system is of little value if its administration is not as faithful and ener- 

getic as the system is thorough. Left to young and incompetent assist- 

ants, it will break down under the weight of errors in the record, and 

consequent difficulties with borrowers. Except where a thoroughly eom- 

petent assistant can be employed to take charge of this department, the
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chief officer of the library should give it his constant personal super- 
vision. In the case of such libraries as we are now considering, the 
circulating department should be recognized as altogether the most 

important, and the best talent employed in the library should be 
devoted to its care and improvement. A great deal will be gained in 
the direction of interesting the public in the library and in its intelligent 
use, if it is made apparent that the management of the library is ae- 
tively in sympathy with the popular department, and makes that the 
object of its chief solicitude. If, on the other hand, the librarian with- 

draws himself to the seclusion of a private office, and devotes his efforts 

to the collection and building up of a library which shall conform to 

his personal ideas of excellence rather than to the wants of the commu- 
nity, gratifying his own tastes as he would in regard to his own private 
library, the institution will: certainly fail of doing the work it ought, 

above all else, todo. And this brings us naturally to the consideration 
of the 

CHOICE OF BOOKS. 

No question connected with public libraries has been so much dis- 

cussed, or is of such generally recognized importance, as that of the 

kinds of reading to be furnished. On the one hand, all kinds of arga- 

ments—from the political one, that it is not in the province of gov- 

ernment to furnish the people with mere recreation, to the religious 

one, that it is wicked to read novels—have been urged against the 

admission of any but the very highest order of fictitious works; 

while, on the other hand, the sweeping assertion is made by some 

that the public library cannot refuse to supply whatever the public 

sentiment calls for. The mean between these two extremes is doubt- 

less the true view of the case. The managers of the public library 

are no less bound to control and shape the institution in their charge 

so as to produce the best result than are the managers of the school 

system, To say that calls for books should be accepted as the indi- 

cations of what should be furnished, is to make their office a merely 

mechanical and perfunctory one. ‘In such communities as we are espe- 

cially considering, adherence to such a principle as this would make 

the library a mere slop shop of sensational fiction. But in avoiding the 

Scylla of unlimited trash, the Charybdis of too high a standard must be 

_ equally steered clear of. Those who depreeate the free supply of such 

fictitious works as the public demands, are generally in favor of the entire 

exclusion of fiction of a sensational east, a course which will unavoid- 

ably result in alienating from the library the very class most needing 

its beneficial influence. The old recipe for cooking a hare, which begins 

with “first catch your hare,” may well be applied to the process of ele- 

vating the tastes of the uneultivated masses. Let the library, then, 

contain just enough of the mere confectionery of literature to secure the 

interest in it of readers of the lowest — not depraved —tastes; but let 

this be so dealt out as may besf make it serve its main purpose of a
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stepping stone to something better. To be more definite, we would 

recommend that the library contain one or two sets of the works of that 

galaxy of female authors whose names always appear in the focus of 

such a discussion as this, and of their compeers of, the other sex; while 

such authors as Mrs. Craik, Mrs. Stowe, Mrs. Whitney, Miss Alcott (we 
purposely mention these rather than the masters of fiction, as better 

adapted to replace the others) are duplicated to a much greater extent. 

Then by care in the matter of advising readers whose most desired 

books are “all out,” very much may be done to give them an introdue- 

tion to these writers, who will, in many cases, win them to a higher’ 

level of reading. 

This result will also be furthered by such an arrangement of the 

catalogue that books of an inferior order cannot be looked for with- 

out encountering the titles of those of greater value. This is one 

of the strongest arguments against furnishing a separate catalogue or 
list of works of fiction; that it makes it possible for a reader to forget 

that the library contains anything else. 

It will naturally be made a leading object of the public library in an 

industrial community to furnish scientific and mechanical books adapted 

to assist artisans in their special callings, particularly in fitting them - 

selves for advancement and promotion, and improving the quality of 

their work. Just at this time, when special efferts are being made to 

save to the country the large sums annually sent abroad to remunerate 

foreign workers in the arts of design, by thorough and wide spread in- 

straction in those arts among ourselves, all works which can be had 

bearing on these and kindred subjects will be sought. Facilities should 

be furnished for the making of copies from books of engravings, ete., and 

the freest use of all works on the fine artsallowed that is consistent with 

their proper preservation. But there is little need of dwelling on points 

so obvious ; and we will turn to another not so generally recognized — 

the importance of providing, even in manufacturing communities, for lib- 

eral literary culture. We ought to have said especially in manufacturing 

communities, for there is greater need here than in those places in which 

private libraries abound, and the English classics at least are to be found 

in nearly every house. After all that can be said, the real mission of 

the public library is to farnish, not recreation, not the means of earning 

a better living, but culture ; and whatever we have said as tu its mission 

being limited by the wants of the people must be understood to mean 

by their real wants, not their fancied ones. ‘ Culture,” says Matthew 

Arnold, “is indispensably necessary, .. . . the poor require it as much 

as the rich, .... and culture is reading; bat reading with « purpose 

to guide it, and with system. He does a good work who does anything 

to help this; indeed, it is the one essential service now to be rendered to 

education.” This is the service rendered by the public library if it 

not only supplies books, but educates the people in their use. And no- 

where is there more occasion to give prominence to this latter function 

of the library than in manufacturing communities.
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What shall the public library do for the young, and how? is a question 

of acknowledged importance. The remarkable development of “juvenile 

literature” testifies to the growing importance of this portion of the com- 

munity in the eyes of book producers, while the character of much of 

this literature, which is now almost thrust into the hands of youth, is 

such as to excite grave doubts as to its being of any service, intellectual 

or moral. In this state of things the public library is looked to by some 
with hope, and by others with fear, according as its management is 

apparently such as to draw young readers away from merely frivolous 

reading, or to make such reading more accessible and encourage them 

in the use of it; hence the importance of a judicious administration of 

the library in this regard. 

One of the first questions to be met in arranging a code of rules for 

the government of a public library relates to the age at which young 

persons shall be admitted to its privileges. There is no usage on this 

point which can be called common, but most libraries fix a certain age, 

as twelve or fourteen, below which candidates for admission are ineligi- 

ble. Only a few of the most recently established libraries have adopted 

what seems to be the right solation of this question, by making no re- 

striction whatever as to age. This course recommends itself as the 

wisest and the most consistent with the idea of the public library on 

many grounds. 

In the first place, age is no criterion of mental condition and capacity. 

So varying is the date of the awakening of intellectual life, and the ra- 

pidity of its progress, that height of stature might almost as well be 

taken for its measure as length of years. In every community there are 

some young minds of peculiar gifts and precocious development, as fit 

to cope with the masterpieces of literature at. tern years of age, as the 
average person at twenty, and more appreciative of them. From this 

class come the minds which rule the world of mind, and confer the 

greatest benefits on the race. How can the public library do more for 
412
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the intellectual culture of the whole community than by setting forward 

in their careers those who will be the teachers and leaders of their gener- 

ation? In how many of the lives of those who have been eminent in 

literature and science do we find a youth almost discouraged because 

deprived of the means of intellectual growth. The lack of appre- 

ciation of youthful demands for culture is one of the saddest chapters in 

the history of the world’s comprehending not the ligut which comes 
into it. Our public libraries will fail in an important part of their 

mission if they shut out from their treasures minds craving the best, 

and for the best purposes, because, forsooth, the child is too young to 
read good books. 

Some will be found to advocate the exclusion of such searchers for 

knowledge on the ground that precocious tastes should be repressed in 

the interests of physical health. But a careful investigation of the facts 

in such cases can hardly fail to convince one that in them repression is 

the last thing that will bring about bodily health and vigor. ‘There 

should doubtless be regulation, but nothing will be so likely to conduce to 

the health and physical well being of a person with strong mental crav- 

ings as the reasonable satistaction of those cravings. Cases can be 

cited where children, having what seemed to be a premature develop- 

ment of mental qualities coupled with weak or even diseased bodily 

constitutions, have rapidly improved in health when circumstances have 

allowed the tree exercise of their intellectual powers, and have finally 

attained a maturity vigorous alike in body and mind. ‘This is in the 

nature of a digression, but it can do no harm to call attention thus to 

the facts which contradict the common uotion that intellectual precocity 

should be discouraged. Nature is the best guide, and it isin accordance 

with all her workings, that when she has in hand the production of a 

giant of intellect, the young Hercules suould astonish observers by feats 

of strength even in his cradle. Let not the public library, then, be found 

working against nature by establishing, as far as its influence goes, a 

dead level of intellectual attainments for all persons below a certain age. 
But there is a much larger class of young persons who ought not to 

be excluded from the library, not because they have decided intellectual 

cravings and are mentally mature, but because they have capacities 

for the cultivation of good tastes, and because the cultivation of such 

tastes cannot be begun too early. There is no greater mistake in morals 

than that often covered by the saying, harmless enough literally, Boys 

will be boys.” This saying is used perhaps oftener than for any other 

purpose to justify boys in doing things which are morally not fit for 

men to do, and is thus the expression of that great error that immorali- 

ties early in life are to be expected and should not be severely depre- 

cated. The same misconception of the relations of youth to maturity 

and of nature’s great laws of growth and development, is seen in that 

common idea that children need not be expected to have any literary 

tastes ; that they may well be allowed to confine their reading to the
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frivolous, the merely amusing. That this view is an erroneous one 

thought and observation agree in showing. Much like the caution of 

the mother who would not allow her son to bathe in the river till he had 

learned to swim, is that of those who would have youth wait till a cer. 

tain age, when they ought to have good tastes formed, before they can 

be admitted to companionship with the best influences for the culti- 

vation of them.’ Who will presume to set the age at which a child may 

first be stirred with the beginnings of a healthy intellectual appetite on 

getting a taste of the strong meat of good literature? This point is one 

of the fitst importance. No after efforts can accomplish what is done 

with ease early in life in the way of forming habits either mental or 

moral, and if there is any truth in the idea that the public library is 

not merely a storehouse for the supply of the wauts of the reading pub- 

lic, but also and especially an educational institution which shall create 

wants where they do not exist, then the library ought to bring its in- 

fluences to bear on the young as early as possible. 

And this is not a question of inducing young persons to read, but of 

directing their reading into right channels. For in these times there 

is little probability that exclusion from the public library will prevent 

their reading. Poor, indeed, in all manner of resources, must be the 

child who cannot now buy, beg, or borrow a fair supply of read- 

ing of some kind; so that exclusion from the library is likely to be 

a shutting up of the boy or girl to dime novels and story papers 

as the staple of reading. Complaints are often made thai public libra- 

ries foster a taste for light reading, especially among the young. Those 

who make this complaint too often fail to perceive that the tastes in- 

dulged by those who are admitted to the use of the public library at the 

age of twelve or fourteen, are the tastes formed in the previous years of 

exclusion. A slight examination of facts, such as can be furnished by 

any librarian of experience in a circulating public library, will show how 

little force there is in this objection. 

Nor should it be forgotten, in considering this question, that to very 

many young people youth is the time when they have more leisure 

for reading than any other portion of life is likely to furnish. At the age 

of twelve or fourteen, or even earlier, they are set at work to earn their 

living, and thereafter their opportunities for culture are but slight, nor 

are their circumstances such as to encourage them then in such a work. 

We cannot begin top early to give them a bent towards culture which 

shall abide by them and raise them above the work-a-day world which will 

demand so large a share of their time and strength. The mechanic, 

the farmer, the man in any walk of life, who has early formed good 

habits of reading, is the one who will magnify his calling, and occupy 

the highest positions in it, And to the thousands of young people, in 

whose homes there is none of the atmosphere of culture or of the appli- 

ances for it, the public library ought to furnish the means of keeping 

pace intellectually with the more favored children of homes where good
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books abound and their subtle influence extends even to those who are 

too young to read and understand them. If it fails to do this it is hardly 

a fit adjunct to our school system, whose aim it is to give every man a 

chance to be the equal of every otber man, if he can. 

It is not claimed that the arguments used in support of an age limi- 

‘tation are of no foree; but it is believed that they are founded on ob- 

jections to the admission of the young to library privileges which are 

good only as against an indiscriminate and not properly regulated ad- 

mission, and which are not applicable to the extension of the use of the 

library to the young under such conditions and restrictions as are re- 
quired by their peculiar circumstances. 

For example, the public library ought not to furnish young persons 

with a means of avoiding parental supervision of their reading. A reg- 

ulation making the written consent of the parent a prerequisite to the 

registration of the name of a minor, and the continuance of such con- 

sent a condition of the continuance of the privilege, will take fiom 

parents all cause for complaint in this regard. 

Neither should the library be allowed to stand between pupils in school 

and their studies, as itis often complained that it does. To remove this 

difficulty, the relations of the library to the school system should be 

such that teachers should be able to regulate the use of the library by 

those pupils whose studies are evidently interfered with by their mis- 

cellaneous reading. The use of the library would thus be a stimulus to 

endeayor on the part of pupils who would regard its loss as the probable 

result of lack of diligence in their studies. 

Again, it must be understood that to the young, as to all others, the 

library is open only during good behavior. The comm on idea that chil- 

dren and youth are more likely than older persons to commit offenses 

against library discipline is not borne out by experience ; but were it 

true, a strict enforcement of rules as to fines and penalties would pro- 

tect the library against loss and injury, the fear of suspension from the 

use of the library as the result of carelessness in its use, operating more 

Strongly than any other motive to prevent such carelessness. 

If there are other objections to the indiscriminate admission of the 

young to the library, they can also be met by such regulations as read- 

ily suggest themselves, and should not be allowed to count as argu- 

ments against a judicious and proper extension of the benefits of the 

library to the young. : 

CHOICE OF BOOKS. 

But when the doors of the public library are thrown open to the 

young, and they are recognized as an important class of its patrons, the 

question comes up, What shall the library furnish to this class in order 

‘to meet its wants? If the object of the library is understood to be simply 

the supplying of the wants of the reading public, and the young are consid- 

ered as a portion of that public, the question is very easily answered by
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saying, Give them what they call for that is not positively injurious in 

itstendency. Butif we regard the public library as an educational means 

rather than a mere clubbing arrangement for the economical supply of 

reading, just as the gas company is for the supply of artificial light, it 

becomes of importance, especially with reference to the young, who are 

the most susceptible to educating influences, that they should receive 

from the library that which will do them good; and the managers of the 

library appear not as caterers to a master whose willis the rule as to what 

shall be furnished, but rather as the trainers of gymnasts who seek to 

provide that which will be of the greatest service to their men. No 

doubt both these elements enter into a true conception of the duty of 

library managers; but when we are regarding especially the young, the 

latter view comes nearer the truth than the other. ‘ 

In the first place, among the special requirements of the young is 

this, that the library shall interest and be attractive to them. The 

attitude of some public libraries toward the young and the uncultivated 

seems to say to them, “ We cannot encourage you in your low state of 

culture; you must come up to the level of appreciating what is really 

high ‘toned in literature, or we cannot help you.” The public library 

being, however, largely if not mainly for the benefit of the uncultivated, 

must, to a large extent, come down to the level of this class and meet 

them on common ground. Every library ought to have a large list of 

good juvenile books, a statement which at once raises the question, What 

are good juvenile books? This is one of the vexed questions of the literary 

world, closely allied to the one which has so often been mooted in the press 

and the pulpit, as to the utility and propriety of novel reading. — But 

while this question is one on which there are great differences of opin- 

ion, there are a few things which may be said on it without diflidence or 

the fear of successful contradiction. Of this kind is the remark that 

good juvenile books must have something positively good about them. 

They should be not merely amusing or entertaining and harmless, but 

instructive and stimulating to the better nature. Fortunately such 

books are not so rare as they have been. Some of the best minds are 

now being turned to the work of providing them, Within a few months 

such honored names in the world of letters as. those of Hamerton 

and Higginson have been added to the list which contains those of 

“Peter Parley,” Jacob Abbott, “ Walter Aimwell,” Elijah Kellogg, 

Thomas Hughes, and others who have devoted their talents, not to the 

amusement, but to the instruction and culture of youth. The names of 

some of the most popular writers for young people in our day are not 
ranked with those mentioned above, not because their productions are 

positively injurious, but because they lack the positively good qualities 

demanded by our definition. 

There is a danger to youth in reading some books which are not open 

to the charge of directly injurious tendencies. Many of the most popu- 

lar juveniles, while running over with excellent “ morals,” are unwhole-
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some mental food for the young, for the reason that they are essentially 

untrue. That is, they give false views of life, making it consist, if it be 

worth living, of a series of adventures, hair-breadth escapes; encounters 

with tyrannical schoolmasters and unnatural parents; sea voyages in 

which the green hand commands a ship and defeats a mutiny out of 

sheer smartness; rides on runaway locomotives, strokes of good luck, 

and a persistent turning up of things just when they are wanted,—all of 

which is calculated in the long run to lead away the young imagination 

and impart discontent with the common lot of an uneventful life. 

Books of adventure seem to meet a real want in the minds of the 

young, and should not be entirely ruled out; but they cannot be included 

among the books the reading of which should be encouraged or greatly 

extended. In the public library it will be found perhaps necessary not 

to exclude this class of juvenile books entirely. Such an exclusion is 

not here advocated, but it is rather urged that they should not form the 

staple of juvenile reading furnished by the library. The better books 

should be duplicated so as to be on hand when called for; these should 

be provided in such numbers merely that they can occasionally be had 
as the “seasoning” to a course of good reading. 

But the young patrons of the library ought not to be encouraged in 

| confining their reading to juveniles, of no matter how good quality. It 

is the one great evil of this era of juvenile books, good and bad, that 

| by supplying mental food in the form fit for mere children, they post- 

pone the attainment of a taste for the strong meat of real literature; 

and the public library ought to be influential in exalting this real litera- 

ture and keeping it before the people, stemming with it the current of 
trash which is so eagerly welcomed because it is new or because it is 
interesting. When children were driven to read the same books as their 
elders or not to read at all, there were doubtless thousands, probably 
the majority of all, who chose the latter alternative, and read but very 
little in their younger years. This class is better off now than then by 
the greater inducements offered them to mental culture in the increased 
facilities provided for it. But there seems to be danger that the ease 
and smoothness of the royal road to knowledge now provided in the 
great array of easy books in all departments will not conduce to the 
formation of such mental growths as resulted from the pursuit of 
knowledge under difficulties. There is doubtless more knowledge; but 
is there as much power and muscle of mind? 
However this may be, none can fail to recognize the importance of 

setting young people in the way of reading the best books early in life 
And as the publie library is likely to be the one place where the masters 
of literature can be found, it is essential that here they should be put 
by every available means in communication with and under the influence 
of these masters. 

It only remains now to say that, as we have before intimated, the 
public library should be viewed as an adjunct of the public school sys- 

275
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tem, and to suggest that in one or two ways the school may work 

together with the library in directing the reading of the young. There 

is the matter of themes for the writing of compositions ; by selecting 

subjects on which information can be had at the library, the teacher 
ean send the pupil to the library as a student, and readily put him in 

communication with, and excite his interest in, classes of books to which 

he has been a stranger and indifferent. Again, in the study of the his. 

tory of English literature, a study which, to the credit of our teachers 

be it said, is being rapidly extended, the pupils may be induced to take 

new interest, and gain greatly in point of real culture by being referred 
for illustrative matter to the public library.



CH A Ph aR Ke. : 

HOW TO MAKE TOWN LIBRARIES SUCCESSFUL. 

BY F. B, PERKINS, 
Boston Public Library. 

BUSINESS CAPACITY AND MANAGEMENT ESSENTIAL — MATERIAL — CHOICE AND PUR- 

CHASE OF BOOKS — PERIODICALS — DETAILS OF MANAGEMENT — CaTaLoGurs — REG- 

ISTRATION — LIBRARY MANNERS — MAINTENANCE —WOMEN AS LIBRARIANS — Exncu- 
TIVE DUTIES. - 

To begin with, businesslike management is the whole story. 
A public library for popular use should be managed not only as a lite- 

rary institution, but also as a business concern. The business depart- 
ment of educational and literary institutions is too oftei overlooked or 
nndervalued. Yet it is vain to expect the solid and permanent success 

of such institutions without good business management. Perhaps this 
truth may not be so fully recognized in the case of libraries as in that 
of other institutions for mental improvement; but those who are familiar 
with the inside history of great charities and missionary, and educa- 
tional enterprises — Bible and tract societies, for instance — know very 
well that neither faith nor works (in the religious sense of the words) 
would keep them going very long without accurate bookkeeping, reg- 
war hours, and eflicient business supervision, 

The success of the Methodists has been confirmed in extent and deter- 
mined in character as much by the extraordinary abilities of John 
Wesley, the business man, as by his energy and zeal as a preacher of 
God’s word. The commercial success of the Methodist Book Concern, 
which is a kind of financial heart in the organization of this powerful 
and peculiarly practical religious denomination in the United States, is 
a direct legacy from the practices of Mr. Wesley, and a living proof this 
day of the importance of the considerations here urged. 

In like manner the prosperity of a college — more particularly of a 
young one—depends as much on its business management as on the 
literary attainments of its faculty. A really able business man might 
make a new college successful where learning and studious research 
alone might even sink it. There are a few cases where our colleges 
have become so large and rich that they have taken on what may be 
called a proper organic life. Harvard or Yale, for instance, lives on so 
large a seale that, like a strong nation, either could long withstand bad 
management, for the reason that no one man ean quickly wreck so large 
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and strong a life; and the vitality of the whole, outlasting the one 
weak member, makes up, after he is dead or dismissed, for the harm he 
does while in office. 

A great library may for a time withstand very poor business manage. 

ment; because its great accumulation of permanent literary treasures 

may be growing more valuable from year. to year, even without addi- 
tions, and this value will outlive any one man. Bat a small library, 

which is not a treasure house for scholars, but rather a drinking basin 

for wayfarers, depends, if not even from month to month, certainly from 

year to year, upon the continual watehfulness, tact, and alertness with 

which not the wishes of learned men, but the public demand for enter- 

taining reading, is understood and met and gratified and managed. A 

great lake has its natural sources of supply; the pitcher on the table 

must be filled every day. The large library is valuable for what it has 
in it; and to a considerable extent its collections remain valuable even 

though its revenues be scanty, its staff weak or incompetent, its man- 

agement illiberal, discourteous. But the small circulating public library, 

like a retail shop, depends upon prompt gratification of the demands of 

the day. It is not valuable for what it has, but it must keep itself 

interesting by getting what it has not. It cannot wait for the resort of 

scholars and students ; it must attract readers for pleasure, rest, and 

amusement. It is not old learning, but new entertainment, that it must 

furnish; as well as learning, it must have popularity ; as well as instruc? 

tion, it must, primarily, furnish entertainment; while waiting for the 

scholarly few, it must attract the many, and even the ignorant, frivolous, 
and thoughtless, 

Under this general doctrine, it is not difficult to state some of the 

chief points which must be regarded in so organizing and conducting a 

town library as to make it successful, These belong under three heads, 

yiz: material, management, and maintenance. 

I. MATERIAL; OR, CHOICE OF BOOKS. 

The first mistake likely to be made in establishing a public library is 

choosing books of too thoughtful or solid a character. It is vain to 

go on the principle of collecting books that people ought to read, and 

afterwards trying to coax them toread them. The only practical method 

is to begin by supplying books that people already want to read, and 

afterwards to do whatever shall be found possible to elevate their read- 

ing tastes and habits. Most of those who read are young people who 

want entertainment and excitement, or tired people who want relaxation 

and amusement. For those who do not read, it is desirable that the 

habit of reading should be formed. A habit of reading is more neces- 

sary than any particular line of reading, because it is the one indis- 

pensable previous requisite ; and to form the habit, easy reading — that 

is, reading such as people want, such as they enjoy — must be furnished 

first, and afterwards that which requires more effort.
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There is a good deal of fear and dislike among certain classes of 

serious people, of novels and *“ trash.” This feeling is to a certain ex- 

tent well founded. There is no doubt that the scoundrelly- books. of 
which Jack Sheppard is the best known, have done a good deal of 

harm. Nor willany mind well grounded iu the old fashioned modesty of 

English Christians, ever give in to the folly of the modern French 

notion that literature, and art too, have nothing to do with morals; and 

that anything that can be represented is a proper subject for representa- 

tion to all, either in picture or in print, anda proper subject for con- 
templation by all. Itcannot be too much regretted that some American 

men and women, otherwise apparently of decent enough character, and 
publishers who would express the utmost indignation at any imputa- 

tions on their respectibility, are of lute years yielding to the temptation 

to introduce this element into our cleaner literature. No contempt ear 

be too indignant, no anger too bitter, for the folly, if not the crime, of 

such systematic befouling of minds for the sake of gain. 

All such baneful literature should be as inexorably excluded from the 

publie library as arsenic and laudanum and ram should be refused to 

children. This criterion is not difficult to apply, and it is demanded by 

all considerations of Christian civilization. It should exclude such 

books us Rabelais, the Decameron, the Heptameron, the Gontes drola- 

tiques of Balzac. and such rascally French novels as Fanny and the 

Woman of Fire, all which books are sold in English translations for 

money by otherwise respectable American publishers. It should also - 

exclude the thief books and other fictions provocative of crime, so many 

of which are also sold by respectable publishers. 

Few, indeed, are those who will object to this exclusion of ribald and 

immoral books from public circulating libraries. Indeed, even this 

brief statement of the case is made not so much because it is needed as a 

precaution, as in order to clearly define the line beyond which readers 

must not be indulged, and up to which they should be. The line is that 

of immorality, and it permits silliness. 

“Silly reading,” “ trash,” at least what is such to many persons, must 

to a considerable extent be supplied by the public library. And those 

who intend to-organize a library for the public, for popular reading, 

_ and who intend to exclude such “ trash,” might as well stop before they 

begin. But what is trash to some, is, if not nutriment, at least stimulus, 

to others. Readers improve; if it were not so, reading would not be a 

| particularly useful. practice. The habit of reading is the first and in- 

dispensable step. That habit once established, it is a recognized fact 

| that readers go from poorer to better sorts of reading. No case has ever 

been cited where a reader, beginning with lofty philosophy, pure religion, 

profound science, and useful information, has gradually ran down in his 

reading until his declining years were disreputably wasted on dime 

hovels and story weeklies. The idea is ridiculous, even onthe bare 

Statement of it. But the experience of librarians is substantially unan-
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imous to the contrary: that those who begin with dime novels and 
story weeklies may be expected to grow into a liking for a better sort 
of stories; then for the truer narrative of travels and adventure, of biog- 
raphy and history, then of essays and popular science, and so on up. 
ward. 

If those who cannot make use of any better reading than novels and 
stories and jokes are not furnished with these, they will not read at all, 
and this is a worse alternative. And to exclude such reading from a 
public library will, in general, reduce the extent of its use to one-quar- 
ter of what it would otherwise be. The records of our libraries show 
that about three-fourths of the reading in them is light reading, and 
but little alteration in this proportion results from the greater or less 
proportion of novels and other light books to the whole collection.! 

In thus arguing for a policy of indulgence and help to the immature, 
it is not, however, intended to recommend any neglect or injustice 
towards the strong, who are capable of enjoying better things. Equally 

indispensable with milk for babes and thin broth for the feeble, is strong 

meat for men. By the side of the stories should be as good.a supply of 

reference booksand of solid standard literature as the means of the library 

will allow. A good English dictionary, a good general encyclopedia, 

a biographical dictionary, a chronological work or two, a good atlas, 

a gazetteer, and such further and more special books of that sort as can 
be afforded, should be among the very first to be obtained. 

Along with the books, there should always be supplied as large a 

number of periodicals as possible, and these, like the books, should 

range “from grave to gay, from lively to severe,” and should be 

so assorted as to suit every class of the community. Scientific, me- 

chanical, professional, agricultural, or other specialist periodicals can 

usually be afforded by a public library in greater numbers than by 

a private citizen, and in a population so intelligent as ours, it is pretty 
certain that there will be in every community some in one or another 

line of life who will be gratified and also benefited by such a supply. 

Among the lighter class of these periodicals should be as liberal a 

proportion as practicable of the literary, and particularly of what may 

be called the picture book magazines and newspapers, both for adults 

and forthe young. For reading these periodicals, a reading room should 

be connected with the library where possible; where it is not, they may 

be circulated as books, but for shorter periods and under more stringent 

guards, because they are so much more liable to loss and injury. 
These two halves of the right doctrine being laid down, namely, about 

light reading and reference books, the list of books to be bought must 

of course be left to the wisdom of the managers of the enterprise. 

Great assistance can, however, almost always be obtained by consult- 

ing some professional librarian, if such is accessible, and particularly 

~ 1 For statistics showing the coinparative circulation of different classes of books in 
some public libraries, see Chapter XXXVI, Library Reports and Statistics.— Ep1rors
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if one be selected who has managed, or helped manage, a successful 

library. 

In purchasing the books, care should be taken to make use of a fair and 

healthy competition among the booksellers. The natural temptations 

of a private bargain or a monopoly, might sadly decrease the number 

of volumes supplied per dollar, or might seriously injure the average 

value of works selected. By. obtaining bids from several substantial 

houses it can readily be seen who will deal on the best terms. An in- 

telligent agent can often make advantageous purchases in person, but 

a small library cannot afford to pay for such services. If there be time, 

second hand stocks can frequently be searched to advantage, and 

auction sales attended ; but in this case the risk of getting defective or 

overworn volumes must be guarded against. It will probably be well 

to deal directly with firms whose lists are so extensive as to afford a 

considerable number of the books required, as such direct dealing should 

be made to save one or more profits. A judicious economy, by these and 

other means, will be found a very popular feature in starting a library, 

asits constituents are certain to be gratified if a large number of vol- 
umes are furnished for the money. 

Il, MANAGEMENT; OR, ORGANIZATION AND SERVICE. 

First, as to the mechanical part. Here, as before, the business doc- 

trine should be applied.- That is, all the mechanical details of the in- 

ventory or record system, the shelving, and the receipt and delivery ot 

goods, viz, books, should be, first, thorough ; and second, simple. 

Even the smallest public library will require, however, something like 

the following set of records : : 

1. Daybook and ledger. 

2. File of book invoices, to be kept separate from other vouchers. 

3. Accession list. This may also serve as a shelf list, until the library 

becomes too large. 

4. Catalogue. 

5. Record of delivery and return of books. 

Other lists and entries of various kinds will be found necessary from 
time to time, such as letter books and lists of books sent to binder. A 
few specifications will be useful under the above five heads: 

The daybook and ledger should be kept by whoever is responsible for 

the receipt and disbursement of the funds of the library; and should 

show the whole of its business in exact detail. to a cent by balancing 

accurately from quarter to quarter and year to year like the books of 

any other properly managed business; and they should contain the 
materials not only for drawing off the usual accounts for a trial balance 
and balance sheet, but for special library accounts such as fines. Receipts 
for fines and other petty cash business should be noted in full by the 
librarian invariably at the moment of transaction, and this daily record 
duly posted and preserved itself besides.
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This sort of retail business accuracy will be found from year to year 
a very great help to the popularity of the library, at least among people 
who are habitually careful, who own property, who ean greatly assist the 
institution if they choose, and who will be much more inclined to do so 
if they can see not only that a good deal is done with the money spent, 
but exactly how every cent is spent. 

The file of invoices or receipts for books bought should be numbered 
in the order of the purchases, and this file will thus show when and 
where each purchased volume in the library was procured. 

’ The accession catalogue is, in fact, an inventory of goods in the order 
of purchase. In it should be entered, tirst, the first book or lot of books 
bought or presented ; second, the second book or lot, and so on, with 
references to corresponding invoices and other requisite facts, thus con- 
stituting a history of the origin of each accession to the library. The 
items required in this accession catalogue are : 

1. An aceession number, beginning with 1, and ending with a num- 
ber for the last volume added, which last number will of course show, 
not how many volumes are in the library now, but how many have been 

put in; deduct those lost or unaccounted for at the periodical exami- 

nation, and the remainder is the actual number ot volumes in the 
library. In the case of a set or series, one line in the accession cata- 
logue will accommodate the whole; as, ‘201 to 332. Edinburgh Review.” 

2. Invoice number, referring to the invoice. in which the book is 
charged. 

3. Date of receipt of book. 

4. Title, (very short.) 

5. Remarks. Names of donors may be entered here. 

Other items are often added, but these will serve the purpose, as the 

additional ones are such as must be sufficiently entered elsewhere. 

The book used may be ruled and headed by hand or made to order. 

The latter will be necessary where the number of books is considerable ; 

for a few hundred, or even a thousand or two, the former may serve. 

The following form is a speeimen + 

Peet | 
#2 | 2 Rate ote | Title of book. | Remarks. 

Sip SPA we bine Ye HHH eet io in ae al 
1 | 1 | 1875, Jan. | Webster's Dictionary.........-2+2.s.e-ssesesees 

2 to 11 | Gift. 1875, Jan. 2 | Chambers’s Cyclopmwdia ....2.../...........-..-../ Frome Hon. J. Smith. 
RQ | 2 | 1875, Jan. 4 | MRN@? Wsdewereeadtes ta wavet works bpp ts 

pete Ma ee eee oe 

Catatogue—Hardly any details can here be given on this subject, 
whieh runs easily into an astonishing number of petty rules, and admits 

of a great variety of opinions and practices. 

A small library can be competently catalogued in a shorter and sim~ 

pler way than a large one.
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In proportion as the library becomes large, valuable, and frequented, 

the librarian will find a card catalogue for his own official use more and 

more indispensable. 

The catalogue can be sufficiently well vrinted at the nearest printing 

office usually, even (with a little ingenuity and good will on the part of 

the foreman) if it is a country newspaper office without the usual requi- 

sites for book work; and it is on every account best that this, like all the 
other business of the library, should be done at home as far as possible. 

It is indispensable, practically, that the alphabetical method of éata- 

loguing, and not the classification method, should be followed, for the 
plain reason that the English alphabet is a key whose use is familiar to 

a great many more people than the use of any classification by subjects 

or scheme of universal knowledge. 

It is extremely desirable that books should appear in the catalogue 

three times — that is, in three different places in the alphabet — viz: at 
1, The anthor’s name. —, 

2. The title of the book. 4 

3. The subject of the book. 

The reason of this is that the customer of a library, unless one of those 

helpless nuisances who come in with a feeble grin, and say, “I want a 
nice book,” will want either — 

1. Such a one’s book. (For instance, “I want to get Mr. Darwin’s last 

work; I don’t remember the name exactly.”) 

2. A book called so and so. (For instance, “1 want to get Hece Homo.”) 

3. Something about such and such a subject. (“Can't you give me 

something about women’s rights ?”) 

+ For novels, histories, biographies, and some other sorts of books, the 

third item is not necessary. If one of the three must be omitted, it 

should be the third. Twoentries for each book should be retained, unless 

in extremity of necessity ; and, if but one can be had, it should be the 

author’s name, and, of course, the title of an anonymous book. 

The titles, on the principle of the smaller the simpler, need not be 

more than about twice as long as those in the accession catalogue. They 

need give only author’s name,’a very short title, number and size of 

volumes, place and date of publication, and shelf mark; for instance : 

McLennan, J. F. Primitive marriage. 12mo. Edin, 1865 ......2....2-2.-2----3. 25 

The second or title entry for this book would be thus, being still 
shorter than the main entry : 

Primitive marriage," J. FP. Molbennan :..-2. 2... Vdncws scs¥ecossheneclecslens econ, 20 

And the third or subject entry would be under the head of Marriage, 

with other books on the subject, thus: 

Marriage. : 

=) Chrey, M. ‘Domestic-pappiness;. 2c... +. coset sees. ca chteseuwen «nese @er oe 

= McLennan; J: F.: ‘Primitive marriages: 245.0 -.0..a6s4 Yoesea teens kek RRO 
fra, Woolsey, T. Dy! Divorop: .W.6sdveitea days oes mebha we lleuasaabecebitay aelee ule OO 

The “3, 25” at the right-hand margin means that the book is to be
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found in place No. 25, on shelf No.3,‘ Edin.” means Edinburgh. Four 
letters are almost always enough to show where the book was published, 

One style of type in a catalogue is twice as good as two. If there 
is no card catalogue, the librarian should enter the accession number of 

each book in a copy of the printed catalogue kept for the purpose. 

This preserves an easily traced history of the book by reference from 

the book itself or the catalogue, to the accession catalogue, and from that 
to the files of invoices and letters. 

Each book, before being circulated, should be permanently identified 

by marks on it as the property of the library, as having entered the 

service at a particular time, and as belonging in a particular place, 

This is commonly to be accomplished by the book plate, securely gum- 

med or pasted inside the cover, aud containing the library seal or other 

device, the accession number, the shelf mark, and the date of accession, 

These items may be written in, if desirable; and when a book is rebound 

they should be so recorded as to be sure to get into it again when it 
gets its new coat on. 

An embossing stamp, to strike the name of the library into the tex- 

ture of title pages, plates, and any other requisite parts of the volume, 
is very useful. 

Brown paper covers are probably desirable in small libraries, but it 

would be better if people would use the books so politely as not to 

require them, There seems to be an increasing notion with librarians 

that to circulate the books without these dingy overcoats of itself makes 

people use them more carefully. The experiment is very easily tried, a 

small label being put on the back of the volume to show its shelf mark. 

So much for what might be called the inventory department, which 
includes the means of identifying the property of the library, of tracing 

its history, and determining its place on the shelf. The next point is 
very naturally that for which the book has a place on the shelf, namely, 

how to get it off, keep track of it while away, and get it safe back. 

This includes the registration and delivery service. 

Neither of these would be required if everybody would do right. As 

it is, however, there are a certain number of thieves, book mutilators, 

and careless persons (besides accidents) who would seriously diminish 

the extent and value of the library if precautions were not taken against 

them. A list must therefore be kept, either in an alphabeted book or 

(a better plan) on slips or cards, like a card catalogue of books, of all 

those who are entitled to use the library, and each such person should 

receive a card certifying to such right, to be shown and stamped 

if necessary (and it will be necessary where much business is done) 

whenever a book is taken away or brought back, 

Books may be delivered in numbers and for periods as may be pre- 
scribed, to persons thus registered only. What is called the ‘ledger 

system” may do for small constituencies, to record deliveries and returns
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of books; that is, one page or part of a page may be devoted to each 

taker, in a ledger for the purpose, and, when such taker receives a book, 

the shelf mark and date may be entered on that page. A still more 

compendious fashion is, however, found to serve every purpose of both 

registration and delivery in circulating libraries (which are wholly busi- 
ness speculations) in our large cities, to wit: as each successive cus- 

tomer comes up, his name and address are written on a dated page, 

daybook fashion, and the accession number of the book, and the num- 

ber in that day’s issues, opposite it. The numbers of the month and day 

and this same issue number, are noted inside the cover of the book, and 

that is all. This, with the additional requirement of a deposit when- 

ever necessary, would very likely serve the turn perfectly well, and if 

it should be found insufficient or be outgrown, a more elaborate plan 

could be substituted. All it requires is a large blank book. with a date 

column at each side of the page, and if Mr. John Smith takes out Me- 

Lennan’s Primitive Marriage, the entry in the blank book would be by 

the accession number thus: “1875, Feb. 28, 130, J. Smith, 53 Con- 

gress st., 2,346,” and inside the cover of the book, “2 | 28] 130.” If 

the book is reported lost, the accession catalogue, No. 2,346, shows at 

once what the book was, and the invoice column will show where to 

look for its cost, and therefore what Mr. Smith should pay, And if it 

is returned, the “2 | 28 | 130” in it shows where to look in the ledger in 

order to check the book as returned, viz: it was the 130th book delivered 
on the 28th day of the second’ month; and, also, if kept too long, how 

many days’ fine is due. Andif nothing is heard from Mr. Smith, the 

ledger also shows where to look for him, viz: 53 Congress street. 

Whenever the extent of the business done makes it necessary, a sys- 

tem as elaborate as that employed for the 80,000 persons who use the 

Boston Publie Library may be applied; but the smaller the simpler. 

Supposing the machinery of the library thus set up and ready for 

operation, we have next to consider how it should be operated. The 

principles which make any ordinary business successful, are, if possible, 

still more closely applicable here than in laying in the stock to be fur- 

nished, or in preparing the mechanism for furnishing it. A sour face, 

gruff and disobliging manners, sharp or contemptuous answers, con- 

tentiousness, slowness to give information or to wait on customers, will 

promptly and deeply wound the usefulness of the library. Many ladi- 

crously foolish questions are put to librarians, and it sometimes almost 

seems as if the unreasonable and the scolds resorted by preconcerted 

agreement to the librarian’s desk to plague him with their complaints, 

their fault finding, their impertinence, and their sneers. But it will not 

do for a salesman to give way to the Old Adam any more than for a 

Christian ; nor will it do for a librarian. Perfection is hardly to be ex- 

pected, but it should be followed after; and a perfect librarian is bound 

to be courteous and kind, attentive and accommodating, not only to the 

polite and considerate, but also to the evil and the unthankful.
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At the same time, all rules and regulations must be steadily, though 
civilly, enforced, not as an exertion of the librarian’s authority, but as a 
law which both librarian and borrower must equally obey. Fines must 
sometimes be collected, and the delivery of books refused in conge- 
quence of non-payment or other delinqueney. All manner of attempts 
to obtain illegal privileges, to avoid complying with regulations, to de- 

fraud the library of books or of money, must be met, though fortunately 

not so frequently ina small community as in alarge one; and this enforce- 

ment of law and resistance to imposition, as well as the regular library 

service for good citizens, it is the librarian’s duty to perform not merely 
with justice and accuracy, but with conciliating kindness. The library 

ought not only to give out and take back books, but it ought to keep 

all its friends and to make new ones. It is very true that Moses him- 
self, with all his meekness, would find to-day, if he were running a 

public circulating library, more Korahs, Dathans, and Abirams to im- 

pute bad sentiments and manners to him, than of old troubled the camp 

of Israel. But such is society; and those who cannot meet detraction 

with courtesy, and the detractors themselves with civility and attention, 

are not fit to be politicians, missionaries, or librarians. 

It will be found a great convenience to have in the sight of borrowers 

a shelf of the last twenty or fifty new accessions to the library, and, 

where it is safe, to permit the borrowers to examine these. In some 

communities, theliberty could not be Safely granted, but where it is, the 

serutiny will save a great many questions and a good deal of trouble. 

There should be a public book or other open record for entering the 

names of books wanted which are not in the library, and these should al- 

ways be got if possible; duplicates of books eagerly sought for should be 

obtained to the utmost extent that the means of the library will permit; 

and the same of popular periodicals. These two instances come un ‘er 

the general rule, that, so far as circumstances permit, the library should 

do whatever is asked of it. 

The duties of the public in dealing with the library must not be en- 
tirely passed over. If the friends of the library clearly’ understand 

these duties, and habitually use their influence to promote the observ- 

ance of them, a public sentiment will gradually be created and maiu- 

tained which will be a great encouragement and assistance to the 

institution on all hands, and an important confirmation of its popularity 

and success. , 

Unreasonableness is the only fault which people need to guard against 

in dealing with a library. I am unreasonable if I complain and find 

fault upon finding that some one else has the book I want; or upon 

being required to specify what book I want in the regular way ; or upon 

being confined to just such privileges as everybody else enjoys; or upon 

being ‘required to pay a fine for keeping a book too long, or for return- 

ing it in an injured condition; or upon being required to pay for it if I
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spoil it or lose it. So Iam if I plague the librarian by trying to make 

him (or her) pick out books for me instead of doing it myself; as Bel- 

shazzar first required Daniel to tell him what his dream was, and after- 
wards what it meant. 

These specimens will sufficiently show what ought not to be done by 

the public, and these, as well as all other wrong-doings, will be prevented 

by observing the one plain rule of considerate courtesy in dealing with 

the library. This rule, while it will prevent injustice and undeserved 

annoyance, will, at the same time, permit that free criticism and sug: 

gestion that all may justly practise, which is not merely the right of 

the public, but a favor to the library, and which every judicious friend 
of the institution will welcome. 

Ill. MAINTENANCE. 

The circumstances of the case must determine how each library is 

(financially) created and maintained. But there is one excellent prac- 

tical rule, already proved healthy and eflicient in its application to 

common schools, which ought to be applied to public libraries as far as 

possible. It is this: That the community as such (that is, by public 

money, not through fees paid to the library) should pay something for 

its privileges. Unrestricted gifts to the public, like unrestricted charity + 

to paupers and beggars, are almost certain to be undervalued if not 

abused. In our best school systems, the receipt of the State money by 

a town for school purposes depends more or less on the energy with 

which the town raises money of its own. God helps those who help 

themselves. The state finds it safe to imitate the divine exaniple in 

this particular; and so in the case of libraries. A State grant for the 

purpose, to depend on the raising of a proper yearly amount by the 

town, is the most American, that is, the most direct and effective, 

method of promoting the library department of our systems of publie 

education. On precisely the same principle, private gifts for the same 
purpose should be upon the same condition. This plan secures not only 

beginning bat continuance; not only birth but healthy life. It is com- 

paratively easy to produce a revival, either in religion or literature, aud 
thus to found a church or a library; the real task is to maintain it 

in its proper growth and health afterwards. 

Atany rate, itis desirable that a fair sum should be raised yearly for 

the support of a public circulating library by the community which uses 

it; for this recurring exertion will keep the public attentive, will incite 

the tax-payers to get some reading for their money, and will in every 

Way maintain the inestimable American practice of making the individual 

citizen mind his own (public) business, by watching, managing, and using 
what he owns and pays for. 

Tn the not unusual case, however, where a cértain sum of money can be 

had to set the library going, without any certainty about the future, an 

obvious policy should be pursued in hopes of establishing a permanent
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public support. It is this: to reserve as much as is safe from the first 

expenditure, and to apportion this reserve, for a year or two years, so as 

to furnish during that time a good supply of fresh books as they come 

out. When this reserve is exhausted, if the community has not by that 

time learned to value its fountain of reading enough to maintain it by 

the necessary yearly tax, it is a community where probably a library 

is misplaced, or at least impracticable. 

As large a proportion as practicable of the yearly income of the libra- 

ry should be invested in books. 

The least satisfactory feature of our present library systems is the 

excessive proportion which the annual cost of administration bears to 

the whole annual expenditure for the library. This state of things should 

be remedied as soon as possible by means of mechanical appliances in 

library service, of better arrangements of book rooms, and by other suf- 

ficient contrivances of that American ingenuity which has thus far done 

pretty well in devising means of escape from much greater difficulties, 

Women should be employed as librarians and assistants as far as possi: 

ble, as the nature of the duties is, to a great extent, and in many cases, 

suited to them. ‘ Where the work is too heavy, men must be employed 

instead. Precautions will sometimes be needed against curious troubles 

arising from the fact that women in such places often do not get along 

with other women as well as men do. A good board of trustees, or other 

supervisory authority, can, however, remedy this sort of friction by ad- 

mouition, or, if necessary, by a change in the service. It is worth while 

to try several different librarians or assistants, if the additional trouble 

results in discovering exactly the right one at last; and it will be found 

an excellent motive in the librarian’s own breast to be clearly aware that 

actual success, as well as formal good behavior, is required in order to 

continuance in office. 

Wherever the librarian, or some other competent person in or out of 

the library board, is able and willing, a yearly or occasional lecture, 

course of lectures, or other public performance, and perhaps special 

courses of lessons, may result in benefit to the library. But it has not 

been found that it is worth while to have such operations obligatory all 

the year, or every season. Good opportunities should be seized, and, 

in their absence, efforts should not be wasted. 
The natural division of associate enterprises into executive and ad- 

visory departments is as necessary in a successful library as in an 

insurance company, a bank, or a government. If the librarian is com- 

petent, he should be the trusted executive of the library, and behind 

him should stand a board of trustees or directors, or other consulting 

and legislative body. If he is not competent, the president of the board, 

or some other member of it, formally or informally appointed, should 

act. Such executive should be allowed, under full responsibility, ade- 

quate powers. Unless there is some reason to the contrary, the libra- 

rian should act as secretary to the board, as in that place he can inform, 

suggest, and advise, as cases may require.



CHAPTER:Xx. 

READING IN POPULAR LIBRARIES. 

BY JUSTIN WINSOR, 
Superintendent of the Boston Public Library. 

HARACTER OF READING CONSIDERED— PASTIME READERS— NATURAL TENDENCIES OF 

READING TOWARDS ELEVATION OF TASTE — OPPORTUNITIES OF LIBRARIANS — YOUTH- 

FUL READERS. 

People who look wise, and shake their heads, and talk about public 
libraries being after all not an unmixed good, are the greatest encomiasts 
which the system has, because they imply that they differ from most 
_people, and that the practice of imputing unqualified good to libraries 
prevails, when nobody thinks of assigning such a condition to the pul- 
pit, the bar, dr trade. 

These censorious flatterers refer to the character of the reading that is 
put into such libraries and is drawn from them by the mass of readers, 
and they estimate the value of that reading wholly from their own wants 
and predilections, and without any regard to the immense variety of 
minds and character which fortunately makes up communities. 

If the good influences largely predominate, most advocates of libraries 
will be content, and they are not altogether strenuous that the good 
should be positive in all cases, being quite happy if a negative benefit 
is brought about. : 

It is a very easy matter to form a library to suit the wants of specific 
conditions of people; but it is not so easy to gather such books as will 
afford the greatest and most varied interest to all sorts of readers, 
What will harm some will work no harm to others, though it may do 
them no more good than to grant them a pastime, and it is with this 
object that three-quarters .of the reading of people not professedly 
bookish is carried on; and whether it be desirable or not, the pastime 
readers are the most of the people to whose wants public libraries of 
the popular sort minister. 
Books can neither instruct nor amuse if they are not within the eom- 

prehension, or it is perhaps better to say, within the literary sense of 
their readers. One may understand a book, but it does not allure him 
from other things, unless it responds to his intellectual wants, or rans 
upon the plane of his mental training. When we consider the vast 
multitudes of people who are destitute of literary culture—and they 
may be none the worse citizens, and many even may be bright think- . 
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ers—we need not be disappointed that so many read what, in a literary 

sense, are poor books; and that so few read for other reasons than to 

refresh themselves after sterner work. 

It is not very considerate to establish anything like a fixed standard 

of good for all people, whether in dietetics or literature. There is doubt- 
less a universal goodness in literature as- bread is in diet; but no one 

wants to live on bread solely, and it is the variety, and to a consider- 

able extent, condiments and relishes in food and in books, that give 

health to the appetite and vigor to the digestion. These critics cannot 

understand why the epicure eats the trail with the woodcock. They 

call what is unpalatable to them or mawkish to their ideas trash, for- 

getting that this much abused word represents a quality which is not 

positive, but only relative, and is like the freezing point, which depends 

upon the substance to be frozen. Water is useful and iron is useful, 

but they solidify at such different temperatures that they are not equally 

useful in the stomach. 
This doctrine of the average mind and procrustean lengths in educa- 

tion, is unfortunately one that cannot easily be discarded in our schools, 

where a few teachers are to instruct many scholars; but in libraries, , 
where the teachers are dumb, and are not annoyed by whispering, each 

reader can have his own mentor, and there is not a littld gratification 

in the emancipation from rale which is thus produced. There is also 

some significance in the up and down traveling of the trash point ac- 

cording to the quality of the pupil. : 

Thus it is: A spurns as trash what elevates B, who looks down on 

the highest reading C is capable of, and s» on till you get down to the 

mere jingle that amuses a half idiot, who is happy because he can un- 

derstand something above the caterwauling of the roofs. If this prin- 

ciple is understood, the whole question lightens up. It is by no means 

to be inferred that, however we take things, we must leave them as we 

find them, Librarians do not do their whole duty unless they strive to 

elevate the taste of their readers, and this they can do, not by refusing 

to put within their reach the books which the masses of readers want, 

but by inducing a habit of frequenting the library, by giving readers 

such books as they ask for and then helping them in the choice of books, 

conducting them, say from the ordinary society novel to the historical 

novel, and then to the proofs and illustrations of the events or periods 

commemorated in the more readable of the historians, Multitudes of 

readers need only to be put in this path to follow it. This can be satis- 

factorily proved by statistics in any well administered library where the 

records of circulation are kept in a way to be a guidance rather than _ 

an obstacle to the librarian. 
But the proofs do not show all, and only the librarian knows what 

allowance must be made for several interfering influences. Most of the 
frequenters of a popular library drop off when you have begun to have 

the most effect upon them, because they have attained an age when 
.
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business first begins to engross their attention, and they confine their 
reading to a newspaper on week days and to a chance number of a peri- 

odical on Sundays. Librarians know that if these influences can be 

resisted, and the young man can continue to frequent the library, 

he can be helpfully advanced in his reading. Again, every year many 

young readers begin their experiences with the library. They find all 

the instructive reading they ought to have in their school books, and 

frequent the library for story books. These swell the issues of fiction, 

but they prevent the statistics of that better reading into which you 

have allured the older ones, from telling as they should in the average. 

A reasonable conclusion, then, is, that the mass of readers in popular 

libraries crave pastime only; but they can be made to glide into what 

is commonly called instructive reading quite as early as it is good for 

them. 

28 E



CHAPTER: XX. ! 

ART MUSEUMS AND THEIR CONNECTION WITH PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

BY PROF. H. 8, FRIEZE, LL.D., 
University of Michigan. 

WHAT HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE— AMERICA BEHIND OTHER COUNTRIES IN ART EDUCA- 

TION — MUSEUMS OF ART SUBSERVE NATIONAL INDUSTRIES — INFLUENCE ON ARCHITEC- 

TURE — RECREATION — EDUCATIONAL AND REFINING INFLUENCE—ART MUSEUMS 

PRACTICABLE IN LARGER TOWNS — MAY BE COMPARATIVELY INEXPENSIVE — VOLUN. 

TARY EFFORT—CONNECTING ART MUSEUMS AND LIBRARIES—PLACES TO OBTAIN 

AND COST OF COPIES OF WORKS OF ART. 

WHAT HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE. 

The collection of paintings and statuary connected with the Library of 

the Boston Atheneum has for many years formed one of the principal 

attractions of that city, and has been a source of instruction and improve- 

ment both to the inhabitants and to thousands of visitors from abroad. 

It has been the school in which many American artists have received 
their first impulses and their earliest inspirations. 

The writer of this ‘article owes his first impressions of the power of 

painting and sculpture to his occasional visits in early life to this gal- 
lery; where the Apollo, the Laocodn, and the Diana first opened his mind 

to the wonders of ancient sculpture, and the Cleopatra of Guido, the 

Flora of Titian, and the masterpieces of Washington Allston, became 

indelibly fixed in hismemory, Many an American traveler, while enjoy- 

ing the lavish wealth of ancient and modern art displayed in the great gal- 

leries of Europe —absorbing, as they do, the greater part of the tour- 

ist’s time, and contributing more than anything else to the pleasure of 

travel—looks back with gratitude to the comparatively small and hum- 

ble art museum of the Boston Atheneum as the training school to 

which he owes in a great degree his power to appreciate the rich treas- 

ures of sculpture and painting in the Old World. 

Not that other collections, or occasional exhibitions of a kindred char- 

acter in other cities, especially in New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and 

Chicago, have not also done much for the improvement of our national 

taste; but the gallery of the Boston Atheneum was the earliest Ameri- 

can collection of works of art designed to form a permanent exhibi- 
tion possessing a high degree of excellence. It is also the only art 

museum in our country connected with a public library; and on this _ 

account claims particular notice in an article on this subject. 
434
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WE ARE BEHIND OTHER COUNTRIES IN ART EDUCATION. 

It is a matter of surprise that the idea of establishing museums of 

art, whether or not in connection with public libraries, has not been 

adopted more generally by the cities of our land, or, at least, by private 

corporations of citizens. We entertain a just pride in the excellence of 

our popular education, especially as compared with the state of popular 

education in England. During the last decade, however, England has 

been making rapid progress in educational work of every kind, and es- 

pecially in opening to her youth of every class and rank facilities for 

the study of art. In this direction she is decidedly in advance of us. 

She has opened museums of industrial and fine art in connection with 

free libraries as a new and legitimate instrumentality for educating and 

elevating the people. Already the beneficial effects of this movement 

are perceptible, not only in the improved tastes and manners of the 
large numbers who visit the museums and libraries for the purposes of 

study, reading, and recreation, but also in the improved training of 

young persons for the arts and trades. 

THEY SUBSERVE THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIES. 

For this subject has also its economical aspect; and the growing 
superiority of continental manufactures, especially of those fabrics 

whose value depends largely on excellence in design acquired by the 

workmen of the continental nations in their schools of art and design, 
has awakened England to the importance of opening similar opportt- 

nities to her youth, and of thus affording to her manufacturers the 

means of competing successfully with France, Germany, and Switzer- 

land. Asan illustration of the estimate put by some communities on 

the practical and economical value of art study the example of the Swiss 

canton of Berne may be cited. In this canton the art of carving in wood 

is recognized as a branch of national industry, and is accordingly fostered 
by the public authorities. Thus, such of the youth as exhibit remark- 

able gifts for art are educated at the public expense in schools of de- 

sign either at home or abroad; and thus the greatest possible amount 

of taste and skill is acquired by the inhabitants of the Bernese moun- 

tains and valleys for, the production of those tasteful works in wood 

carving, those elegant articles of furnitare, figures of animals, and 

artistic ornaments in wood, which have made their way throughout 

the world, and which yield no small return to the ingenious skill of these 

secluded mountaineers. 

No argument, indeed, should be needed at the present day to prove 
that esthetic culture, at least to some extent, that some degree of 

development in the way of artistic taste and skill, is necessary to the 

progress and perfection even of the industrial arts. Not only the 

builder and the engineer, but the mechanic, the calico printer, modelers, 

designers, workinen of almost every kind, are better prepared for good
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and successful work by some acquaintance either with the principles 
of art or with works of art. 

And so, a due regard even to the material interests of the nation, and 
to the successful prosecution of our national industries, should awaken 
in every community a lively interest on this subject. We should not 
rest contented with a state of culture in this direction inferior to that 
which has been attained by England, and far inferior to that enjoyed 
by some of the nations of the Continent. 

THE NATIONAL ARCHITECTURE WOULD BE IMPROVED. 

Among the most direct advantages to be expected from the founding 
of popular museums of art, is the improve ment of the national taste in 
architecture and architectural decoration. And certainly there is noth- 
ing in our external civilization which more emphatically calls for im- 
provement. It isa frequent criticism, and altogether too just, that many 
of our professed architects, some would say a majority of them, are im- 
perfectly acquainted both with the principles of construction and of 
architectural propriety. If the buildings which are erected according 
to their plans do not fall upon our heads, they will stand too often as 
unsightly monuments of a vicious taste. But so long as the people at 
large remain without the means of art culture and of «esthetic develop- 
ment; without access to those forms of true symmetry and beauty, and 
those models of excellence in every art which it is the aim of a museum 
to bring together, there will be no demand or vocation for the génuine 
architect; because the people, that is the employers, will in general 
determine the style of their dwellings and public buildings, and will 
accept only the designs which square with their own tastes. Corpora- 
tions and building committees do not, on the whole, exhibit a judgment 
superior to that of the community which they represent. The architect, 

therefore, must often modify his design to meet their requirements. 
As arule he can carry out no plan which rises above the level of 

their intelligence. Hence, in the too general lack of the right kind 

of knowledge, and of the correct standard of taste, almost every 

village and city is disfigured more or less with architectural mal- 

formations. Hence, our “ Carpenter’s Gothic,” ‘Carpenter’s Dorie,” 
and our crude combinations of Romanesque and Byzantine, and Greek 
and Gothic; and hence the nondescript designs, consisting of incon- 

gruous reminiscences of all styles, foisted upon us as “original” Ameri- 
ean architecture, which, perhaps, in truth it may be called. A more 

correct taste, however, is beginning to make its way, though it is still 

in advance of the times. Immense sums are still expended upon piles of 

brick, iron, stone, stucco, and wood, whic! have absolutely no architect- 
ural character butthat which is akin to the meretricious rococco style of 

two centuries ago; structures which, if they escape the fire, will be looked 

upon hereafter as painful deformities, though, perhaps, too costly to be 

pulled down. They abound in incongruous members, false combina-
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tions, inapposite decorations, multiplied and jumbled together for the 

sake of vicious display and foolish expense. Millions have been thrown 

away in this vulgar parade of costly building; mostly, however, in 

the direction of domestic architecture, for excessive outlay on public 

buildings is not in general the tendency of our times. We have not 

yet reached the period when the patriotism of citizens will lead them to 

be more ambitious for the sumptuousness of civic buildings than of 

their private dwellings. 
Now the correction of such errors of judgment is to be found in a 

more general cultivation of art. Men of-genius should find in the uni- 

yersities and polytechnic schools of the country every needful help toa 

complete education in the principles of architecture and of the other 

arts which are inseparable fromit. Then the taste of the public must be 

cultivated in the same direction, though not necessarily to the same 

degree, by the employment. of kindred means. Otherwise, well educated 

architects will find little employment, will have but little influence, and 

will be set aside for those of superficial attainments, whose ideas will be 

more in harmony with those of the community. 

It was the cultivating influence of such men of true art as Adam Craft, 

Peter Fisher, and Albrecht Diirer, which led the citizens of old Nurem- 
berg to adopt that simple, elegant, and substantial domestic architecture, 

which has been lately reproduced in the residences of the new and 

beautiful Marien street of the modern part of that interesting city. 

This old architecture, so truthful, so free from sham, and from flashy 

display, has been adopted for the new city because none has been found 

so appropriate to the place, and nothing in itself superior, if equal. 

If we are to have types of architecture truly original and American, 

and worthy of our country, and destined to endure, they are to grow 

up in various localities, under the influence of the peculiar circumstances 

of the place, its climate, its native materials, and particular wants; all 

controlled by the tastes both of architects and communities thoroughly 

imbued with the principles of genuine art. 

But while econumical considerations would of themselves justify the 

founding of art museums for the benefit of the public at the public ex- 

pense, these are by no means the only arguments in favor of their estab- 

lishment. 

INNOCENT AND IMPROVING RECREATION. 

Most of our principal cities are laying out large sums on parks and 

pleasure grounds, for the purpose of affording better opportunities to 

their crowded populations for healthful recreation and enjoyment. And 

here, too, a large share of attention is most properly bestowed on art 

in the direction of landscape gardening. The gratification of the eye 

and of the «esthetic sense here also is not neglected. But all this ex- 

penditure is lost to most of the people for one-half of the year on account 

of our long winters. Yet if the principle of providing at the public ex-
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pense for the innocent recreation of the citizens is recognized as correct, 

some elevating means of enjoyment should be afforded for the winter 

as well as for the summer months. What an unfailing resource is the 

Louvre or the London gallery in the hours when recreation is needed, 

and when an inclement sky forbids all out-door enjoyment! Such a 

resource, no matter though it be on a smaller scale, is within the reach 
of every considerable city in our land. 

EDUCATIONAL AND REFINING INFLUENCE. 

« But above all, there is the educational advantage. We are willing 
to be taxed for the support of common schools ; some States tax them- 

selves for universities ; almost every city is taxed for one or more high 

schools, and many for the support of public libraries. But the same 
mind that finds its aliment in schools, and books, needs also for one of 

its best faculties the nutriment afforded by the creations of the artist. 

Without this aid’ that faculty remains dormant. Its power to enhance 

the value of individual and social life is lost. Now, can avy just reason 

be given why the esthetic faculty should be left out of our plans for 

public and popular education? why money should be expended for in- 

structive books, and not also for instructive and elevating works of 
art?! 

1 The following extract from a letter by the late Jobn Stuart Mill, in 1869, to a com- 

mittee of the American Social Science Association, (Journal of Social Science, No. 5, 

1873, pp. 187, 138,) is given because of its pertinence to the subject under discussion, 

though it was written especially to encourage art education in public schools : 
“The multiplication of casts of the finest works of ancient sculpture, is very useful 

as one among many means of educating the public eye. Both in art and in nature, a 
certain degree of familiarity is necessary, not merely to the intellectual appreciation, 
but to the enjoyment of the higher kinds of beauty. Every one who takes pleasure in 
asimple tune, has the capacity of fully enjoying Weber and Beethoven, but very often 

he derives little or no pleasure from .a first hearing of them. It is a great mistake to 
think that children are not benefited by living and growing up among models of beauty. 

They are, on the contrary, more benefited than any one else, though not, at the time, 
conscious of the benefit. I can trace a great influence in my own development to the 
accident of having passed several years of my boyhood in one of the few old abbeys 
which are still inhabited, instead of a mean and graceless modern house, and having at 
the same time and place been familiar with the tapestries from Raphael’s cartoons, 
which peopled my imagination with graceful and dignified forms of human beings. 

“There is a great want of this training of the perceptions and taste in our modern 

societies, but itis not by any one help or stimulus that the want can be supplied. The 
great desideratum in America, and, though not quite in an equal degree, I may say in 
England too, is the improvement of the higher education. America surpasses all 

countries in the amount of mental cultivation which she has been able to make uni- 
versal; but a high average level is not-everything, There are wanted, I do not say a 
class, but a great number of persons of the highest degree of cultivation which the 

accumulated acquisitions of the human race make it possible to give them. 

“From such persons, in a community which knows no distinctions of ranks, civiliza- 

tion would rain down its influences upon the remainder of society, and the higher fac- 
ulties having been highly cultivated in the most advanced part of the public, would 

give forth produets and create an atmosphere that would produce a high average of 

the same faculties in a people so well prepared, in point of general intelligence, as the 

people of the United States.”—Epirors,
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FEASIBILITY OF FOUNDING. ART MUSEUMS IN THE LARGER TOWNS. 

Many, perhaps most of our citizens, will at first give but little heed to 

the idea of public and free museums of art, partly because the idea is 
new, or at least foreign, and partly because it will seem impracticable. 

But when it shall be understood how easily the project can be realized ; 

with what comparative facility and at what moderate expense the 

objects necessary for an interesting and very complete museum can be 

obtained, we may hope that many, if not all, of our principal cities will 

lay the foundations of such collections. 

EXAMPLES OF MUSEUMS CONSISTING OF CUPIES OF ART WORKS. 

Some of the most interesting museums in the world, some of those 
most valuable at once for the artist, the scholar, and the tourist, consist 
mainly of copies; copies, made in plaster or other material, of the great 

masterpieces of statuary, and well executed copies of the great painters. 

To these are sometimes added collections of engravings and photographs. 

As examples of such, I may point to the new museum of Berlin, the 

jarge museum of statuary and painting at the Sydenham palace, and 

. the fine gallery of copies of the old masters from every part of Europe 

gathered together in the Exposition building at Paris. 

INEXPENSIVE, IF ESTABLISHED BY CLTY GOVERNMENTS. 

Now, for any of our cities containing fifty thousand inhabitants, I 

might say even twenty-five thousand, it would require an addition to 
the school tax scarcely appreciable, to raise the small amount of money 

necessary for the nucleus or first beginnings of a gallery of this kind ; 

and an annual outlay still smaller would secure its growth and comple- 

tion. Such an institution once established in any place would gradually 

accumulate, by donation and otherwise, original works of art as well as 

copies; and it would also in many eases become the depository of his- 

torical, archeological, and ethnographical objects. Such has been the 

result in the few experiments of this-kind which have already been 

tried in our own land. 

COULD BE ESTABLISHED BY VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS. 

Even independently of any municipal action in aid of such objects, 

it would seem to be one of the most attractive and useful enterprises 

for the general good which could be presented to the public spirit aud 

local patriotism of the wealthier class of citizens. How easily and with 

how little inconvenience to themselves, financially, could men of means 
by organized effort promote this most desirable object. They would 

thus become public benefactors and would greatly increase the attract- 

iveness of the places in which they reside. They would supply one of 

the most painful deficiencies of our American cities —the want of what
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we may call internal or intellectual interest. For a city like most of 

those of our country, without scientific museums and treasures of art, 

however beautiful externally, contains but little to interest and detain 
the stranger. In an hour or two he easily takes in all that is worth 

seeing in the way of public and private buildings, and passes on his 

way without any disposition to make a second visit. He finds no food 

for the mind; nothing to make a lasting and pleasing impression upon 

his memory. Every one experiences this baldness of American cities as 

compared with European. It arises, of course, in part, from the lack of 

old historical: associations; but certainly in no small degree from the 

want of scientific and art collections. 

ECONOMY OF CONNECTING MUSEUMS AND LIBRARIES, 

The propriety of connecting such museums, if established at all, with 

public libraries, is too obvious to need any lengthy discussion. Their 

aims are kindred, indeed identical. Both are designed to promote the 

intellectual culture of the people.) Their association under one roof 

would naturally follow from their internal relation. It is evident, too, 

that the placing of the museum and library in one building would sub. 

serve the public convenience by saving time and trouble to visitors; 

and that thus both would be much more frequented than if they were 

situated in separate localities; and so both would accomplish much 

more effectually the purposes of their institution. 

Considerations of economy also favor this connection. A library 

building can be easily planned in such a manner that an upper floor, 

1 The creation of art museums in many of the British free libraries has been attended 
with the happiest results. One feature of tho plan there is the loan of works of art by 
the patrons of the library and museum. Mr. Emerson, in an essay on Domestic Life, 
(Society and Solitude, pp. 117,118,) advocates the. formation in a similar manner of 

art mnseums in connection with American public libraries : 
“TI do not undervalue the fine instruction which statues and pictures give. But I 

think the public museum in each town will one day relieve the private house of this 
charge of owning and exhibiting them. I go to Rome and see on the walls of the 

Vatican the Transfiguration, painted by Raphael, reckoned the first. picture’in the 
world; or in the Sistine Chapel, I see the grand sibyls and prophets, painted in fresco 
by Michael Angelo—which have every day now for three hundred years inflamed the 
imagination and exalted the piety of what vast multitudes of men of all nations! I 
wish to bring home to my children and my friends copies of these admirable forms, 
which I can find in the shops of the engravers; but Ido not wish the vexation of 
owning them. I wish to find in my own town a library and museum which is the 
property of the town, where I can deposit this precious treasure, where I and my ecbil- 
dren can see it from time to time, and where it has its proper place among hundreds 
of such donations from other citizens who have brought thither whatever articles they 

have judged to be in their nature rather a public than a private property. 
“A collection of this kind, the property of each town, would dignify the town, and 

we should love and respect our neighbors more. Obviously, it would be easy for every 
town to discharge this truly municipal duty. Every one of us would gladly contribute 

his share; and the more glad!y, the more considerable the institution had become.”— 
Eprrors.
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admirably lighted for galleries of painting and statuary, can be made 

available for this purpose, at very little additional expense. At the 

same time the current expenses of library and museum, for obvious 

reasons, would be considerably less when combined than if established 

in different localities. 

WHERE ART WORKS OAN BE OBTAINED, AND AT WHAT COST. 

Ladd a few examples of the prices for which certain works of art can 

be purchased, in order to illustrate the feasibility, in a financial point 

of view, of founding such art collections as are here advocated. Among 

the casts of statuary first placed in the new museum of Berlin, and 

forming the nucleus of that collection, are the copies of the famous 

statues from the ancient temple of Aigina, now in the Glyptothek at 

Munich. These groups may be said to form the beginning of Grecian 

sculpture in its higher development. The figures, which are of the size 

of life, are fifteen in number. Exquisitely finished copies of these can 

now be had from the Royal Polytechnic School at Munich, more pertect 

than those in the Berlin Museum, at $55. The [ioneus, the best statue 
in the Glyptothek, is copied for $28. Other important works can be 

obtained from the same department of the Munich Polytechnic School 

at equally moderate prices. At the Moulage, in the Museum of the 

Louvre at Paris, the Apollo Belvedere, copied with great exactness, is 

sold for $30; the Augustus robed, for $24; the famous Aristides of the 

Naples Museum, at the same price ; the colossal group of Laocodn and 

his sons, for $80. At this establishment, indeed, very many of the 

most valuable statues and groups, ancient and modern, can be obtained 

at similar rates. Admirable copies in bronze, mostly reductions of 

different sizes, approved by the best artists of Europe, can be obtained 

from the well known works of F. Barbedienne in Paris. The prices are 

moderate for this material. The Venus of Milo, of half the original size, 

costs $140; other figures in proportion. 

Then the reductions made in plaster, terra cotta, and other material, 

exceedingly perfect, and quite inexpensive, afford a good opportunity for 

supplementing a collection which cannot at first be made complete with 

copies of the full size. Such reduced copies, as well as busts of the life 

size, made under the sanction of the French National School of Fine 

Art, can be obtained at very reasonable prices from A. Desachy, who 

superintends the work of casting for the Academy of Fine Arts, the 

average cost of busts of historical personages beiug $3; that of reduc- 

tions of half the life size, about the same. At the same institution are 

to be found also copies of statues of the original size, at prices corre- 

sponding to those at the Louvre. The small reductions in terra cotta, 

mostly of classical statuary, made at Naples by Giovanni Mollica, are 

exceedingly perfect. The entire collection embraces nearly one hun- 

dred and fifty pieces, consisting of groups, statues, and busts. Properly 

‘arranged in cases, they form a very valuable and attractive addition to
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any museum, and are useful even to artists. The statues have an aver- 
age height of one foot. The material is durable, and the color is very 
agreeable to the eye. The cost of the entire collection is about $185, 

At Copenhagen, at the establishment of Bing & Grondahl, reductions 
of all the works of Thorwaldsen on a similar scale to that of the terra 
cottas above mentioned, but cast in biscuit, an exceedingly hard and 
durable material, and capable of very delicate finish, can be obtained at 
prices quite as reasonable for the relative cost of the material and labor; 
for example, the group of figures on the pediment of the church of 
St. John the Baptist is sold at about $55, and the celebrated group of 
Christ and the Apostles, at $72. 

Copies of paintings exactly representing the originals, in oil colors, 
are, of course, more expensive. Good artists will furnish copies of most 
of the masterpieces in the galleries of Florence, containing one figure 
of the life size, at about $100, and others at proportionate rates. 

I need not add here any particulars as to the importance of engray- 
ings and photographs; their relative cheapness, and the unlimited facili- 
ties they afford for bringing together correct and beautiful representa- 
tions of works of art in all its departments, and of supplementing the 
galleries of museums which may not possess the means of purchasing 
many expensive productions,



CHAPTER X20rr. 

FREE TOWN LIBRARIES. 

BY THE EDITORS. 

FREE TOWN LIBRARIES DEFINED —THE OUTGROWTH OF SOCIAL AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES, 

—EarLy SOCIAL LIBRARIES—EARLY FREE TOWN LIBRARIES—STATE LAWS AND 

REMARKS THEREON — IN New HaMpPsHirRE Massacnuserrs —Matnr— VERMONT— 

Ouro — WIsSconsIN — Connecticut — Iowa— InpIANa— ILLINOIs — TEXAS — VOTE 
ON LIBRARY TAX IN THIRTY-SEVEN TOWNS IN. ILLINOIS, Iowa, AND MASSACHUSETTS — 

PATRONYMIC LIBRARIES. 

Free town libraries, as here considered, comprise those partly or 
wholly supported by a direct or indirect tax, or by municipal grants 

under authority of a general State law; and do not include that class 

represented by the Astor Library in New York, the Peabody Institute 

in Baltimore, the Peabody Library, Peabody, Mass., which, though free, 

derive their entire support from the endowments of individuals, 

Several such libraries have existed for nearly fifty years, but, as a 

class, they have been formed within the last half of that period, and are, 

generally speaking, the outgrowth of social libraries — some of which still 

existing are nearly a century old—and of the public school libraries that 

flourished in many of the States a quarter of a century ago, and which 

in some of the States still form an important and influential factor in 

education. They are designed to furnish to all without cost the means 

for instruction and recreation which the social libraries provided for 

their members only, and to perform the functions of public school 

libraries in the education of the people; and are so planned as to avoid 

certain difficulties which the latter met and could not overcome. 

During the first half-century after the Revolution, social libraries held 

an important place among the resources for culture of the American 

people. Books were in all respects relatively infinitely more difficult to 

get then than now, and the collections of the book clubs and social 
libraries, insignificant as they may seem to us, were in those times held 

in no mean estimation. It is impossible now to ascertain accurately 

how many books were contained in the public libraries of all classes in 

the United States in the year 1800, for all traces of many of the smaller 
collectionsare lost, but the most thorough investigation enables us to say, 

with reasonable certainty, that there were, in that year, not more than 

80,000 volumes altogether in the public libraries, or about one volume 
to seventy persons. Such glimpses as we can catch of the early social 

445
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libraries are interesting, and indicate that the value of public collec. 

tions of books was fully appreciated. 

The following articles of association present briefly and pointedly the 

reasons for forming a social library in Maine seventy-five years ago: 

Casting, November 17, 1801, 

It is proposed by the persons whose names are here subjoined to establish a social 
library in this town. It is greatly to be lamented that excellent abilities are not 
unfrequently doomed to obscurity by reason of poverty; that the rich purchase almost 

everything but books; and that reading has become so unfashionable an amusement 
in what we are pleased to call this enlightened age and country. 

To remedy these evils; toexcite a fondness for books; to afford the most rational 
and profitable amusement; to prevent idleness and immorality ; and to promote the 
diffusion of useful knowledge, piety, and virtue at an expense which small pecuniary 

abilities can afford, we are induced to associate for the above purposes; and each 
agrees to pay for the number of shares owned and annexed to his name at five dollars 
per share. 

Thirty-five names are subscribed to the articles. About the year 1827, 

the shares were all transferred to the town of Castine, which has regu- 

larly granted money since that time to support and increase the library, 

A yearly tax of twenty-five cents on each poll is assessed, and the avails, 

amounting to about $75 each year, are used to buy new books. The 

wages of the librarian, cost of repairs, and incidental expenses, amount- 

ing to an equal sum, are paid by the town. The library now numbers 

more than 1,700 volumes, is free to all the inhabitants, and, according 

to the last report, about one thousand borrowers were registered. 

In the year 1803, the pioneer settlers of Ames, Athens County, Ohio, 

met to consider the subject of roads; that disposed of, their intellectual 
wants were discussed and it was decided that a public library would 

best meet their needs. Money was almost unknown in the infant settle- 

ments of Ohio in those days, but sufticient to make the first purchase 

of books was raised during the year, by dint of great industry and self: 

denial. The late Hon. Thomas Ewing, then a boy of fourteen, was a 

contributor to the fund. He writes:! 

The neighbors in our and the surrounding settlements met and agreed to purchase 
books and to make a common library. They were all poor, and subscriptions small, 

but they raised in all about one hundred dollars. All my accumulated wealth, ten 

coon-skins, went into the fund, and Sqnire Sam, Brown, of Sunday Creek, who was go- 

ing to Boston, was charged with the purchase. After an absence of many weeks, he 
brought the books to Capt. Ben. Brown’s, in a sack, on a pack horse. I was present at 

the untying of the sack and pouring-out of the treasure. There were about sixty 
volumes, I think, and well selected ; the library of the Vatican was nothing to it, and 

there never was a library better read. This, with occasional additions, furnished me 

with reading while I remained at home. : 

The preamble to the articles of association adopted February 2, 1804, 

sets forth that— 

considering” the many beneficial effects which social libraries are calculated to pro- 

duce in societies where they are established, as a source both of rational entertainment 

“1 History of Athens County, Ohio. By Charles M, Walker. Cincinnati, Ohio, Robert 
Clarke & Co., 1869, p. 399.
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and instruction, we, the subscribers, wishing to participate in those blessings, agree to 

form ourselves into a society for this purpose, under the title of the Western Library 

Association in the town of Ames. 

This library, sometimes distinguished in later years by the title “Coon 

Skin Library,” prospered during along period and exercised a marked 

influence on the intellectual habits of the community. Among its pa- 

trons were Judge Ephraim Cutler, to whom the friends of education in 
Ohio were largely indebted for the common school law enacted in 1825, 

and many other men distinguished in the history of the State. An aged 

citizen of Athens County, Ohio, who in early years enjoyedits privileges, 

wrote in September, 1875, as follows: 

Althongh this time honored library has now gone down, and really bas no claim to 

present existence, it did in its day perform a noble mission in the dissemination of 
knowledge. 

A social library, the first in the north western territory, was formed at 

Cincinnati in March, 1802. A notice of it will be found in the sketeh 

entitled Public Libraries of Cincinnati, in Chapter XXXVIIL, Part VI, 

of this report. 

The public school libraries described in Chaper Ii of this report are 

practically free to all the inhabitants, and derive their support fiom 

taxation and State grants; they were, therefore, really the pioneers and 

progenitors of the important and rapidly growing class of free town 

libraries. In Massachusetts the school libraries did not, as we have 

seen, meet the wants of the people,' but they served to help prepare 

the way for the town librari¢s which have multiplied and increased so 

rapidly in that State during the last twenty-five years. 

Free town libraries appear to have been formed in some places by 

the towns assuming the power to levy taxes and grant money before 

the enactment of any general State law authorizing the levy of a tax 

for that specific purpose. Thus the town of Orange, Mass., in 1846, 

five years before the enactment of the general law empowering towns 
to levy a tax for libraries, voted $100 to establish a town library, 
and has since that time always paid the librarian and the incidental 
expenses of the library, besides granting occasional sums to buy new 
books. The shares of the Social Library of Castine, Me., became the 
property of the town about the year 1827, while the State law author- 
izing towns to levy a tax for library purposes was not enacted until 
184. The town of Salisbury, Conn., also voted money to a library at 
an early period,’ though the State law authorizing grants by towns to 
libraries was not enacted until 1869. In some instances special laws 
have been enacted, giving certain cities and towns power to establish a 
free library by taxation. All these facts pointed to the desirability of 
seneral legislation empowering towns and cities to raise money for 
library purposes, 

NEW HAMPSHIRE. 

New Hampshire gained the honor of leadership by enacting a law in 

1 Ante, p. 42. e Rae 2See ante, p. 45, note. ee
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1849, authorizing towns to grant money to establish and maintain pub- 

lic libraries, the amount of such grants being fixed by the voters of the 

respective towns. Libraries so formed and maintained are exempt from 
taxation. 

Before the passage of this law the town of Peterborough had, by a 

vote of April 9, 1833, established a town library, and in that year set 

apart from its share of the bank tax, the proceeds of which are distrib. 

uted among the towns of the State to be used for literary purposes, 

$66.84 to buy books. The grants for books have been continued from 

year to year since that time, except for the year 1862, in varying sums, 

the largest in any one year being $150, and the whole amounting, up 

to the year 1876, to $1,762.25. Besides this sum, the town has regularly 

paid for the care of the library from fifty to one hundred dollars a year. 

The library numbers nearly 4,000, aud circulates about 9,000 volumes 

a year. 
Thirteen town libraries in New Hampshire received grants to the 

whole amount of $7,510 in the year,1874~75. They contained alto- 

gether 51,842 volumes, and the aggregate circulation reported was 
191,601 volumes, or nearly 370 per cent. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 

As we have already seen, at least one town in Massachusetts assumed 

the power to grant money in aid of a town library as early as 1846, 

though no statute authorizing such grant then existed. In 1847, the 

late President Wayland, of Brown University, desired to help the town 

of Wayland, Mass., to a town library, and gave $500 on condition that 

an equal sum be raised in the town by subscription for the same pur- 

pose, which was done, and the gift accepted at the town meeting March 

6, 1848. At this point, the question arose whether the town could, in 

its municipal capacity, grant money to buy books and support a town 

library. The right of the town to compel tax-payers to pay money for 

this object was doubted by the friends of the project, and they recom- 

mended “ that it be optional with the individual tax-payers either to pay 

or not to pay their respective assessments for said item.” By common 

consent, measures were taken to prepare a building and purchase books, 

and early in August, 1850, the library was opened to the public. A 

citizen of Wayland had suggested to a member of the legislature 

during the session of 1850 to procure the enactment of a State law 

authorizing any town to grant aid to a town library, but no such action 

was taken. 

The next year Rev. John B. Wight, a member of the legislature from 
Wayland, familiar with the doubts that existed as to the powers pos- 

sessed by towns in respect to libraries, introduced a bill which became 

a law May 24, 1851, authorizing any city or town to grant a sum not to 

exceed one dollar for each of its ratable polls the first year, and not 

exceeding twenty-five cents for each of its ratable polls yearly there-
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after, for the establishment and maintenance of a public library. By 

an amendment enacted in 1859 the limit of twenty-five cents for each 

poll yearly for the increase and maintenance of the library was changed 

to fifty cents. An act of May 9, 1866, authorizes any town ata legal 

meeting to grant any necessary sum for the establishment, maintenance, 

or increase of a public library therein and for necessary buildings. 

Branch libraries may be established and maintained in the saihe man- 

ner, Any town may receive, hold, and manage any devise, bequest, or 

donation for the establishment, increase, or maintenance of a public 

library within the same. 

An act of June 10, 1870, provides that — 

Any town, at a lawful meeting, having an article in the warraut for the purpose, 

may authorize a village or district in such town, containing not less than one thonsand 

inhabitants, the limits of which shall be accurately defined, to organize under such 

name as may be authorized by such town, for the purpose of . . . establishing 

and maintaining public libraries. 

| An act of May 23, 1873, empowers any city or town to make grants 

to a free reference library within its limits. 

A State law provides that the net proceeds of licenses for keeping 

dogs shall be paid yearly towards the support of public schools or town 

libraries, and in many towns the money is used for the latter object. 

‘Thus, of twenty-seven free libraries in Worcester County, including the 

Publie Library of the city of Worcester, teu received aid from this source 

in the year 1874~75, amounting altogether to $5,386.18; twenty four 

received in all $23,793.50 from municipal grants and taxation, making 

the income from these two sources $29,179.68, or a little more than ten 

per cent. of the amount, $284,754.10, raised by taxation that year in the 

same towns for the support of public schools. 

According to returns published in the report of the secretary of the 

Massachusetts board of education for the year 1872, there were in 1860 

forty-five free public libraries in the State, containing 201,706 volumes, 

with yearly additions of about 22,000 volumes, and a circulation of 

nore than 500,000 volumes a year; six years later, fifty libraries, with 

345,588 volumes, were returned, the yearly additions being reported at 

about 20,000 volumes, and the number lent to readérs at 886,172 vol- 

umes; in 1872, there were reported eighty-two libraries, containing 

564,479 volumes; the number of volumes added in 1871 was 50,130, and 

| 1,345,179 volumes had been lent to readers. 

Of the free town libraries in Massachusetts, (not including any 

that are wholly supported by private endowments,) ong hundred and 

twenty-seven reported for the year 187475 a total income of $273,861 

from municipal grants and taxation. These libraries numbered alto- 

gether about 920,000 volumes, had added more than 132,000 volumes 

within the year, and 3,026,000 volumes had in the same time been taken 

out by readers. It appears by comparison of the above returns that in 

fifteen years the number of free town libraries has been nearly trebled 5
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the number of volumes much more than quadrupled; that the yearly 
additions have increased more than sixfold; and that more than six 
times as many books were taken out by readers than nine years before, 

p MAINE, 

Any s city, town, or plantation” in Maine may, under an act dated 
April 20, 1854, grant a sum not exceeding $1 on each of its ratable polls 
to establish a public library; and a sum not exceeding 25 cents on each 
poll yearly thereafter for its increase and maintenance. 

Hight public libraries under this act received altogether aid to the 
amount of $2,985 last year, when they contained in all 33,534 volumes, 

and reported an aggregate yearly circulation of 97,700 volumes. 

f VERMONT’. ! 

Between 1854 and 1865 no original legislation looking to the forma- 
tion of free town libraries was enacted, but in the latter year the Ver- 

mont legislatare empowered towns to grant money for the establigh- 

ment and maintenance of such libraries. The law was repealed in 
November, 1867, and a new enactment made authorizing any city, 

town, or incorporated village to grant a sum not exceeding one dollar 
on each ratable poll for the foundation, and fifty cents on each ratable 

poll yearly thereafter, for the increase and maintenance of a library 
free to all the inhabitants. 

Four libraries of this class reported an aggregate income for the year 

1874~'75 of $2,500 from taxation. They numbered 16,200 volumes, and 

circulated in that year 56,700 volumes. 

OH10. 

Under an act dated February 24, 1868, any city of the second class is 

empowered to levy a tax not exceeding one-half a mill on the dollar 

yearly for a publie library and reading room, provided that suitable ae- 

commodations be furnished without expense to the city, An act dated 
March, 1875, empowers any city or incorporated village to establish and 

maintain a free public library and reading room. The amount of the 

yearly grant for this purpose appears to depend on the discretion of 

the municipal authorities. 

Of the free public libraries in Ohio reporting for the year 1874275, 

nine contained, in all, 144,084 volumes; 815,373 volumes were lent to 

readers within the year, and the aggregate income from taxation was 

$62,600, 

An interesting sketch of the very successful Public Library of Cincin- 

nati will be found in Chapter XX XVIII, Part VI, of this report. 

i WISCONSIN. 

An act of March 6, 1868, empowers towns to raise by taxation a sum 

not to exceed $150 in any one year for the purchase of books for town
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libraries ; and an act of March 21, 1872, authorizes cities and villages to 
levy a tax not exceeding one mill on the dollar for the establishment and 

maintenance of free public libraries and reading rooms. 

Four libraries organized under the law received a total income from 

taxation in the year 1874~75 of $4,400; three of them contained alto- 

gether 6,200 volumes ; and their aggregate cireulation for the year was 

27,000. The fourth was not opened until December, 1875, and no report 

of its circulation since has been received. 

Itis gratifying to know that there is a revival of interest in libraries 

in Wisconsin, and there is every prospect that the unfortunate expe- 

rience undergone by the school libraries will not be repeated in. this 

later plan to advance the intelligence and happiness of the people. 

CONNECTICUT. 

The town library law of ‘Connecticut, enacted Tulf8, 1869, empowers 

“towns, boroughs, and cities” to levy a tax of one dolla on each poll 

and fifty Gents yearly on each poll thereafter, to establish and. maintain 
public libraries. 

Four libraries, to which town aid was granted in the year 187475, 

received a total of $1,110. They contained altogether about 15,000 

volumes, and reported an aggregate circulation during the year of 
about 37,000 volumes. 

It is probable that the social libraries in the smaller villages, the con- 

siderable number of libraries in the larger towns which derive their 

support from individual endowments, and the attention paid to schoo] 

libraries within the last few years, have to some extent diverted atten- 

tion and effort from the plan of free town libraries, which has enjoyed 

such wonderful success in the neighboring State of Massachusetts. 

rOWA. : 

An act dated March 30, 1870, made it lawful for any city of the first 

or second class to raise money for a free public library, by a tax not 

exceeding one half a mill on the dollar, provided that a suitable build- 

ing be first presented to the city for library purposes. A more liberal 

enactment of March 20, 1872, provides that any city or incorporated 

town may levy a tax not exceeding one mill on the dollar in any one 

year for the purpose of procuring books for a free public library, and 
may receive donations for a library. ; 
One public library established under this law in January, 1873, 

received $1,000 from taxation in the year 1874~75. It numbered 914 
volumes, and nearly 12,000 volumes were taken out by readers during 
the year. 

There are a number of prosperous subscription or social libraries in 
the State, but the plan of free libraries supported by tax does not seem 
as yet to have attracted public attention and interest.
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INDIANA. 

The first public library in Indiana appears to have been the Vincennes 

Library, established in the town of the same name in the year 1807, 

among the incorporators of which was General W, H. Harrison, after 

wards President of the United States. It still exists and numbers about 

2,000 volumes. 
In 1852 a la w was enacted for the establishment and maintenance of 

a free library in each county. It provided that 10 per cent. of the 

proceeds of all land sold by the county as its property, in the town 

where the county seat is situated, and 10 per cent. of all donations 

made by any town to secure the establishment of the county seat 

therein, should form a fund from which yearly grants migbt be made 
by the county commissioners to buy books and pay the necessary ex- 

penses of maintaining at the county seat a public library free to all 

inhabitants of the county. 

A number of libraries was established under the law, and some of 

them still remain; but the reports are not encouraging as respects their 

usefulness. Of the eleven returned in 187475, only three report funds, 

which amouns in the aggregate to $7,361, yielding a total income of 

$1,217.90 a year. The eleven contain 12,916 volumes; only seven fur- 

nish reports of circulation, from‘which it appears that but 3,710 vol- 

umes, or a little more than twenty-eight per cent., were taken from the 

shelves during the year, a striking and painful contrast to the use made 

of the free public libraries of the same State, the circulation of which 

for the same year was more than 625 per cent. 

In a number of towns in Indiana, and a few in other States, free libra- 

ries for workingmen have been established through the liberality of the 

late William Maclure, of Philadelphia, whose gifts and bequests tor this 

purpose amounted to about $150,000, in sums of from $400 to $500 for 

each library. With twoor three exceptions, these libraries have been un- 

fortunate, and many of them have become extinct. Seventeen of them 

in Indiana reported in all 11,495 volames in 187475, with a total cireu- 

lation of 13,380 volumes. Only two reported a yearly income, which, for 

both, amounted to but $110. The administrator of the estate writes: 

‘As all the funds of the estate have been expended, and as there is no mode of foreing 

the societies to carry out the intention of the testator, the libraries will probably be 

lost. t 

By an act approved March 3, 1871, the board of school commission- 

ers of any city is authorized to levy a tax not exceeding one-fifth of a 

mill on each dollar of the taxable property in-any one year for the 

establishment and support of free public libraries, to expend the funds 

so realized, and to make all proper regulations respecting the library, 

An act dated 1873 provides that any city incorporated under the law of 

the State may, by a two-thirds vote of the common council, raise bya 

tax of not more than two mills on the dollar, in any one year, money to 

be used in helping to maintain a free public library.
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Three free public libraries in Indiana, organized under the above 
provisions, contained, in 187475, 25,585 volumes, and 159,558 volumes 

were lent to readers from two of the libraries; the third, opened in June, 

1875, did not report statisties of circulation. Altogether they received 
$18,700 from taxation. 

ILLINOIS. 

A law enacted March 7, 1872, provides for the establishment and 

maintenance of free pubiie libraries and reading rooms in incorporated 
cities, villages, and townships. Cities containing more than 100,000 in- 

habitants may raise money for this purpose by a tax not exceeding one- 
filth of a mill yearly on the taxable property ; cities of less than 100,000 
inhabitants may levy a tax not exceeding one mill on the dollar yearly; 

and villages and townships a yearly tax not exceeding two mills on the 

dollar. In cities the libraries are to be managed by a board of nine 

directors, appointed by the mayor with the approval of the city council, 
one-third to hold office one year, one-third two years, and one-third three 
years; the directors are to be “chosen from the citizens at large with 
reference to their fitness for such office;” and not more than one mem- 
ber of the city council shall be at any one time a member of the board. 

In villages and towns the directors are elected by the legal voters. 
Thirteen free libraries, organized under the above law, received in 

all, in the year 1874-’75, the sum of $74,742.92 from taxation; they 
numbered altogether 76,595 volumes, and 301,538 volumes were lent to 
readers within the year. One other library, at Joliet, was known to be 
in process of formation in’ February, 1876, and there are probably others 
from which no information has been received. 
The activity manifested in the short period since the enactment of the 

law, indicates that Illinois will soon take a high position among the 
States that maintain free public libraries for the benefit of all the peo- 
ple. 

TEXAS. 

The frontier State of Texas is the pioneer in the free library move- 
ment in the Southern States, her legislature having passed a law, ap- 
proved February 26, 1874, authorizing any incorporated city in the State 
to establish a free library, and grant such part of its “revenues for the 
management and increase thereof as such city may determine by the 
action of the municipal government of the city.” 
The free Public Library of Galveston, organized under the above law, 

receives $3,000 a year from the city. In 1875 it numbered 10,000 
volumes, and 12,500 volumes were taken out by readers. 

TOWN LIBRARIES AND TAXATION. 

It is plain that the permanence and usefulness of a public library sup- 
ported by a general tax depend on the willingness with which the bar- 
den of taxation is taken up and borne by voters and tax-payers. Itis
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therefore, desirable to know their sentiments on this subject in com. 
munities where libraries so sustained exist. With this view, inquiries 
were sent to a number of towns where such libraries have been 
formed, asking, first, the number of legal voters in the town; second, 
the number voting for the library tax; and, third, the number voting 
against it. Replies were received from thirty-seven towns in three dif. 
ferent States— Illinois, Iowa, and Massachusetts. 

In thirty-two towns the vote for was unanimous, or nearly so, no neg: 

ative votes being recorded. Of these towns, twenty-seven reported in 
the aggregate 26,304 legal voters; five of the towns did not report the 

number of voters. In five towns, containing altogether 3,702 legal 
voters, there was opposition shown by 515 votes against to 1,730 for the 
tax, being a majority of 1,215 in favor of the libraries. 

The fact that so little opposition was Shown in the representative 
towns to which the inquiries were sent, is sufficient proof that free 
libraries, according to present indieations, are not destined to fail from 
lack of publi¢ support and sympathy. 

PATRONYMIC LIBRARIES. 

The Astor znd the Peabody Libraries have been already mentioned as 
representatives of a certain class of free libraries. The princely munifi- 

cence of such gifts as those of Peabody and Newberry, the former ap- 

proaching two millions of dollars and the latter exceeding that sum; of 

Lenox, the value of which cannot yet be estimated ; of the endowments 

of the Astors and of Dr. Rush, each of which approaches a million dollars, 

rightly attract the widest public attention. That four of the largest of 

these magnificent endowments have been made or have become available 

within the last twenty years, and three of them within the last five years, 

proves that the liberality of Américans is increasing in as remarkable a 
ratio in this direction as in any other. 

But even these gifts within the last quarter of a century are not all 

which may excite the just pride and emulation of Americans and stim- 

ulate the hopes of the friends of culture. In the single State of Massa- 

chusetts within the period last named, not less than sixteen patronymic 

libraries have been established that owe their origin to the benefactions 

of those whose names they bear. The aggregate sum thus given is more 

than $320,000; they contain altogether about 100,000 volumes; last 

year more than a quarter of a million volumes went out to their read- 

ers, and nearly 4,000 new volumes were placed on their shelves. | 

It is to be remembered, too, that not all these benefactors are dead; a 

number still live to bless their fellow-citizens by their deeds of benevolence. - 

Neither is it to be forgotten that such beveficence is not bounded by any 

lines of geography. An example only can be given of one State, because 

of the number. The new States have such benefactors; they are found ° 

on the slope of the Pacific, and in the farthest South, as well as in the 

Middle and Eastern States.
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In many instances the buildings for these libraries have been finished 

under the personal superintendence of their donors; the books have 
been selected and placed on the shelves under their inspection, and 

then the keys have been given to the public. More than this, the foun- 

der has often paid for the service of caring for the books, and lending 

them to all citizens who choose to read, and also for placing new books 

in the library as needed. 

For the following interesting sketch of the Bryant Library we are 

indebted to Mr. O. C. Gardiner, of New York: 

Mr. William Cullen Bryant has established a free library for the benefit of the people 
of his native town, (Cummington, Mass.,) at a cost of some $25,000. It includes a site 

of thirteen acres of land, with a stone building for the library, 30 feet by nearly 50, of the 
granulated hard mica slate found in abundance near it. It is a chaste, neat structure ; 

the library 39 feet in height, with three sides filled with shelves for the books, which 

form the active loan part of the library, with a gallery across the whole width of the 

building, over the entrance, for books of reference. The gift includes also a two story 

and attic cottage, built of concrete, for the use of the librarian, a barn, outbuildings, 
and a commodious shed for the horses and carriages of those who visit the library. It 

was opened to the public about three years ago, and received a charter from the State 

in the present year, 

The library contains nearly six thousand volumes, and is probably one of the choicest 
collections for a small popular library to be found in the country. It was selected by the 
donor and the late George P. Putnam, with a supplementary selection by Mr. Bryant 
during the last two years. The library is shelved in thirteen sections or divisions — 

theology, religion, and philosophy ; education and text books ; history and biography ; 

voyages, travels, and geography; political and social science; rural and domestic 
economy; science; fine arts; poetry and belles lettres ; fiction ; juvenile books; books 
of reference, and miscellaneous. 

The distance from Mr. Bryant’s summer home to the library, one mile and a half, has 
been made easy by opening a new carriage road, to avoid the sharpest declivity of the 

hill, for the common benetit of himself and neighbors. In this and another carriage 
road along the ridge, to promote easier access to the library and to the two villages, 
he has expended about $3,500. x 

Thus, the library and the improvements around it at Mr. Bryant’s hand will aggre- 
gate between $25,000 and $30,000, The library is free to the people of Cummington, 

while its benefits are extended to the surrounding towns within certain limits, at a 
small yearly charge for the improvement of the library.



CHAPTER XXIII. 

FREE READING ROOMS. . 

BY WILLIAM C, TODD. 

INFLUENCE OF PERIODICAL LITERATURE —ItTs SPECIAL VALUE — READING ROOMS. IN 

: crtres— IN rowns— Coorrer Unton, New York —Newsuryrort, Mass, : 

Free reading rooms, containing the leading newspapers and magazines 

of the day, have begun to be recognized as important means of public 

- education, and without a doubt will receive far more attention in future 

than they have in the past. They should go hand in hand with free 

schools and free libraries. 

Of all the wonderful changes in the last century none is more marked 

than those of the newspaper and periodical. The little sheets, of some 

of which fae similes have recently been published, that told the*tpeople 

in 1775 of Lexington and Concord, were local in influence and circula- 

tion; the same man was generally the editor and printer. Perhaps it is 

a mistake to say they told of the first British attack, as the exciting 

news of that day went from mouth to mouth long before it appeared in 

print. Of these journals, Dr. Franklin, in bis autobiography, says, 

“There are, at this time (1771) not less than twenty-five.” Hevalso 

erroneously states, strange as it may seem, that the paper established 

by his brother at Boston, in 1720 or 1721, was the second that appeared 

in America. If up to the time of the American Revolution the news- 

paper had exerted any influence on our history, it was comparatively 

unimportant. 

The prominence of the newspaper is one of the most characteristic 

features of the present age. The most remarkable discoveries and in- 

ventions of the past century have combined to render it a more com- 

plete agent for diffusing information.and molding public opinion. It is 

the daily mirror of the world’s events. é 

Indispénsable as are newspapers to the business of the world, they, 

with the numerous magazines that have been started, nearly all during 

the present century, are equally necessary to education. A nation with 

many papers and magazines must be well informed; their circulation can 

almost be taken as an exponent of its intelligence. Not only does a 

first class journal contain a record of events, but the best thought of 

the day. What a noted man to-night may say to a small audience, to- 

morrow will be read by millions all over the land. The substance of 
460
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whole volumes is published frequently long before its appearance in 

book form. Recently such books as Schl iemann’s Troy and its Remains» 

with copious illustrations, Proctor’s Lectures on Astronomy, Tyndall’s 

on science and religion, Huxley’s on the origin of life, and Agassiz’s at 

the Anderson School, have appeared in a daily journal, costing a trifling 

sum, and have furnished instruction and delight to hundreds of thou- 

sands who would otherwise have remained ignorant of these works. 

The commander’ of our forces in a battle during the Mexican war 

stated to me that he could not have won his victory, and would have 

been led into an ambush, but for the clear idea of the locality gained 

from a map published in a newspaper. 

So great has become the demand for periodical literature, and so well 

understood its influence, that the best intellect is employed to produce 

it. Many brilliant writers of modern times have first become known 

through newspapers and magazines, and have continued to use this 

means of addressing the public. The essays of Macaulay first appeared 

in the Edinburgh Review, Bryant’s Thanatopsis was first published in 
the North American Review, and Dickens became famous by his 

Sketch es by Boz in the London Morning Chronicle ; and nearly all his 

subsequent writings were for periodicals, his Household Words gaining 

a circulation in 1853 of 90,000 in London alone. Bryant has for years 

edited a paper, and Longfellow, Low ell, Whittier, Holmes, and others, 

the best known of our poets and prose writers, constantly contribute to 

periodicals. Much of the best poetry, romance, biography, criticism, 

discussion of every subject, and information on every topic appears in 

our newspapers and magazines, and scholars and men of science, as well 

as general readers, must read them or be left behind. 

Beautiful, accurate, striking illustrations, essentially a modern fea- 

ture of our periodical literature, attract attention and make clear what 

night otherwise be less perfectly understood. The influence of one of 

our best illustrated magazines over children and adults, in instruct- 

‘Brig. Gen. B. “Alvord, now Paymaster-Goneral, U.S. A., and at the time men- 
tioned a captain in the Fourth Infantry. In an interesting letter to the Commissioner 
of Education, describing the affair, he says: 

“Your reason for wishing me to write it out was the emphasis I gave to the value 
of my possession of a good map of the ground, published in the New York Herald, on 

the occasion of the more important battle of Cerro Gordo, fought previously on the’ 
1sth April, 1847, under General Scott. I must premise that if there were advantages 

in this particular case from newspaper accounts and maps of that war, it must be 
remembered that the enemy in that war could not benefit by them from their remote- 

* ness and the difference of language. As a general rule, there can be no doubt that 
much inconvenience is felt by military commanders from publications in newspapers 

in the midst of active operations.” : 
After a detailed description of the fight, and showing the use of the map, Genera 

Alvord adds : 

“On reaching the city of Mexico I told General Scott that we had reversed his 
operations at Cerro Gordo. But none of the official reports ever alluded to the pos- 
session by us of that map of the field which, at a critical moment, proved quite inval- 
uable.”—Eprrors.
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ing and amusing them, it would be hard to measure. So necessary 

are newspapers and magazines that it is difficult now to see how the 

people could keep abreast the times without them. 

As a means of influencing the popular mind there can be no doubt 

newspapers are now more powerful than books, and have for some 

years been, to an extent, superseding them. Everybody reads the 

newspaper; the book readers are comparatively few. -Let any one 

make inquiries on this point, and he wiil be surprised to learn how 

many of great intelligence (especially business men) do not read one 
volume a year. Some of our journals have from 50,000 to 100,000 sub- 

seribers, and each copy probably has, on an average, five readers—one 

of the oldest editors of New England estimated ten—so that every 

issue speaks to a quarter or a half million readers. Rarely does a 

volume attain a sale of 5,000 copies, and it has but few, if any, more 

readers than a copy of a newspaper. On a living question, like the eur. 

reney or tariff, a book can discuss the facts and arguments up to its 

publication, but there it must leave the subject. A newspaper returns 

to itday after day, meets difficulties, presents new arguments and new 

facts as they are developed, and influences the minds of its readers by 

persistency if not by reason. Hence every party in politics and in re: 

ligion, every branch of science, every idea seeking root in the minds of 
men, may do without its books, but never without its periodical. 

Granting the necessity of the newspaper and magazine, the practical 
question arises, How shall the popular want be met? 

There is but one way, and that is by reading rooms. The masseshave 

not the means, if they had the inclination, to bay many papers and naga- 

zines. One paper and one magazine do not suffice. Many papers and 

magazines from different sections, representing different phases of 

thought, are demanded, some for instruction, some for amusement, and 

the expense is serious, even for persons of means. In all but the 

larger centres of population, too, it is generally impracticable to obtain 

any but local journals unless for regular subscribers. 

Our public school system has made our people generally intelligent, 

and created a taste for reading. To gratify that taste, public libraries 

have been established within a few years in many of our large cities and 

towns, and the increase in such institutions is one of the most encour- 

aging signs of the times. To many of these admission is by membership, 

fee, or introduction, but there are reasous for believing that in a few 

years public, libraries, free to all, will be found in every city and hamlet 

in the land. . 

Not a few of the arguments for free libraries apply also to free 

reading rooms. Young Men’s Christian Associations, in many of our 

cities, have aimed to supply the demand, and have done useful service. 

The institution needed is a room supplied with the leading daily and 

weekly papers, and with magazines, open to all classes of both sexes, 

day and evening, so that those who have but a few moments of leisure
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as they go to and from their daily toil, as well as persons with hours at 
their command, can use it. 

Just such institutions as are needed in all our towns are found in seve- 

ralof them, and the result has exceeded the most, sanguine expectations 

of their friends. The best known of the kind, though of course larger 

and more complete than can be expected in most other places, has been 

established in New York City, by the munificence.of Peter Cooper. One - 

who visits that reading room will find it filled with readers, for the 

most part of the laboring classes, eagerly perusing the papers and maga- 
zines. 

The librarian of the Cooper Union writes : 

We have. 318 papers and periodicals on file, and about 100 magazines in different 

languages, besides the books (about 12,000 volumes) on the shelves, which are given to 
readers on written application. The rooms are open from 8 a. m. to 10 p, m., and were 
visited last year by 581,798 persons. This will give an idea of the influence exerted on 
the community. The class of readers is that of persons in the humbler walks of lite. 
The Cooper Union is the largest reading room in the United States, if not in the world. 

In 1855 a free library was opened in Newburyport, Mass., by private 

benevolence, and among the subsequent donations was one of $15,000 

by George Peabody, a former resident. In 1870 a gentleman offered 

to give a fund to supply a reading room with papers and magazines, if 

the directors would provide suitable accommodations. This was done, 

and for five years the reading room has been a complete sttccess. The 

room is frequented by ladies and gentlemen equally, by the richest and 

poorest, and is felt to be one of the best intellectual and moral influences 

of the city. The superintendent thus speaks of it: 

Ever since its establishment, July 1, 1870, the number of visitors has constantly in- 
creased, Side by side the merchant, the minister, physigian, factory boy, and factory 

girl have read the news. In the depressed condition of business of the last three 
years the benefit to the community of the reading room has been most clearly shown. 
Two well warmed, lighted, and carpeted rooms, made attractive by flowers and in 

other ways, and supplied with about seventy daily and weekly papers and magazines, 

adapted to various tastes and degrees of culture, have been a help to the public such 
as benevolence in the form of no other charity could have offered. The direct benefits 

are readily seen. The free access to papers, magazines, maps, directories, bulletins of 

stocks, the latest shipping intelligence, from a luxury has grown into a necessity with 

the reading and business community. 
The indirect influences have been, too, most marked. The bringing together of 

both sexes and all classes has worked well for that portion of the community most 
needing help in softening their manners, drawing them from street temptations, and 
giving them higher aims; and particular instances are known where the result has been 
most happy. 

Why cannot such reading rooms be established everywhere, either as 

adjuncts of free libraries or independent of them? Much as they are 

needed in the city, they are equally so in the country, where fresh read- 

ing is often difficult to obtain, and life has so few attractions that the 

young are anxious to seek the overcrowded cities. Books contain the
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ripe wisdom of the past, but the constant craving for the pew must at 

the same time be satisfied. Over $11,000,000 were given in 1873 for 

education by private benevolence, and Americans will cheerfully give 

to free reading rooms when the necessity is felt. As the friends of 

education have pressed the claims of free schools and free libraries, let 

them also urge those of free reading rooms, so that soon all three may 
» be found everywhere to the remotest hamlet of the land. 

‘



CHAP DPHR XPV: 

LIBRARY BUILDINGS, 

BY JUSTIN WINSOR, 
Superintendent Boston Public Library. 

Sire — DestGN— Economy, OF SPACE —FURNITURE— NUMBERING OF CASES— LABOR 

SAVING DEVICES — STATIONS OF OFFICERS — UNPACKING ROOM — CATALOGUE ROOM — 

BINDERY — EXTRA WORK ROOMS — BRANCH LIBRARIES — RoOM FoR GRowTH — News- 

PAPER AND DUPLICATE ROOM— ROOM FOR PATENT SPECIFICATIONS — CABINETS — 

STUDENTS’ ROOM— PAMPHLET ROOM — STOCK ROOM —JANITOR’S QUARTERS — TOILET 

ROOMS — PLANS AND DESCRIPTION, 

To have a good library building, a sufficient area should be secured to 

leave it detached on all sides, and to provide for future additions. Its 

plan of administration should be decided upon, and in accordance with 

that its book rooms, public waiting rooms, official and service quarters 

should be planned to fall into the most convenient relations one to the 
other. Describe this to the architect, and ask him if he can build his edi- 

fice around these quarters without disturbing size or relative position. If 

he complains that the public apartments do not give sight of the books, 

and that he must fail of half his effects if he cannot have handsome 

bindings and vistas of shelving, tell him to fail ; that the public wants 

books to read, not to look at. If he says that your $100,000 will not 

build anything but an ordinary building, and that he cannot elevate 

the esthetic conceptions of people who look at it unless he can spend 

$200,000, tell him that $7,000 worth of books annually purchased with 

the income of that extra $100,000 will be more than a match in the long 

run for his flutings and bas-reliefs in the production of csthetic effects. 

We have too many of these architectural enormities in library struc- 

tures already. Witness the public libraries of Boston and Cincinnati, 

the Astor in New York, and among the smaller ones that of Springfield, 
Mass. 

Men do not erect a building and decide afterward whether it shall be 

a playhouse or a hospital; and yet these two are not more awkwardly 

interchangeable than the two kinds of library buildings needed, say 

by an antiquarian society and a municipality; still committees go on 
and build a building, leaving the question an open one whether their 

library shall be of one sort or another. 

The traditional form of a large library, of which we have examples in 

all the libraries named above, has come down to us with other old mo- 

nastic ideas, when the monks were the only users of books, and when 
465 
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the seclusion of aleoves comported with their literary habits, and gaye 

convenient access to the books shelved about the recluse. The alcoye 

system, arranged about a central area, where the books are also to be 

used, is to this day the most convenient plan where a collection is de. 

voted to a small or solely scholarly use, and where, as is the case with 

scientific societies or other bodies of specialists, their members are 

allowed unrestricted access to the shelves. The alcoves being at the 

end of radial lines from the central tables, and each alcove carrying out 

the same principle in relation to its own central table, the service of the 
library, whether performed by one’s self or by deputy, requires the mini- 
mum of time and strength. 

A like economical principle needs to be preserved, when we come to 
change the character of the library to that of a great collection to which 

multitudes have access, and but few are personally known to the libra- 

rians. Such a state of affairs, it needs no argum2nt to show, involves the 

shutting oat of the public from the shelves. Rapid interecommunication 

has brought users of books to focal points in the world, where great 

libraries exist. The spread of literature has enlarged the bookish classes 

among stationary populations. Hence the new development of enormous 

use which great free libraries are making. Masses are impatient of delay 
and need to be served quickly in order to be kept happy; and to accom- 

plish it the page who goes for a book must not be obliged to sean titles 

along a shelf, or series of shelves, but must find a book at once by its 

number in its proper place. Thus to insure a certainty of the book 

being in its place, it is necessary to exclude the public from the shelves 

for the reason that most prowlers among shelves do not restore books 

they have taken down to the exact place from which they took them. 

These facts indicate the conditions which should be imposed upon an 

architect in building a great modern library: viz, that the service cannot 

be performed by the readers, but must be performed by officials; that 

there is one point of contact between the readers and officials, which 

is the delivery desk, where the books are charged to the borrowers; 

and that this delivery desk must be placed in the most convenient rela- 

tions both to the reading tables and to the books, or, in other words, 
between them. 

In the plan of a central area for the readers, with surrounding alcoves 

shut off from public approach, this is not the case; for the pages who fetch 

the books travel around the public and make the average distance to 

be run and the delay consequent fully double what it would be if the 

point of delivery were midway between the public and the books. 
The main idea of the modern public library building is, then, com- 

pact stowage to save space, and short distances to save time. This has 

been carried out in the new building in Roxbury, which is one of the 

branches of the Boston Public Library. Here we have a book room 27 

feet wide by 55 feet long and 24 feet high; the desk of delivery being 

midway on one of the longer sides, just without a door which opens
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into a waiting apartment. In the first place, the bottoms of the 

windows are 8 feet from the floor, giving an unbroken wall shelving 

around the room. Then two rows of ten double-faced cases, each 8 feet 
high, are placed, standing crosswise, in the room, leaving a middle 

passage and two side passages 2 feet 6 inches wide along the length of 

theroom. The passages across the room between the faces of the cases 

are at present 3 feet 6 inches wide. When required, lay a Hyatt light 

floor on top of these cases, after having moved them together till your 

3 feet 6 inches cross passages are reduced to 2 feet 10 inches, except the 

one just back of the delivery, which is thus widened to receive the stairs. 
Repeat the same cases‘and shelving (only the windows will break 

the wall surface) on this floor, and again on a third floor, when required, 

deriving now additional light from a lantern on the roof. 
In this way your room (27 x 55 x 24) will give you three stories of 8 

feet each, less the thickness of two glass floors, and will hold a hundred 

thousand volumes, all within a shorter distance of the delivery by far 

than any hundred thousand volumes are placed in any other library. 
The cases are divided into sections not over 3 feet long. There are 

no lengthwise partitions separating the two faces, but a bead on the 
uprights keeps the shelves from touching at the back by its thickness, 
allows a passage down for dust, and makes a current of air, which 

is necessary to leather bindings, since they deteriorate in a stagnant 
and foul atmosphere. The shelves are supported by common ring-head 
screws, Such as are used for “ picture eyes,” which are easily moved as 
required. In cases 8 feet high, including base and cornice, you can 
get nine shelves, including that formed by the base, but all of these 
will not ordinarily be required, unless the shelves below the breast-level 
are kept so near together that the books must be pushed in on 
their fore edges, which does not hurt small books, gives better stowage, 
and enables the pages to read the shelf numbers on the bottom of the 
backs without stooping or kneeling. If the books are kept in this way, 
it is better that the shelves, from the base up to the level of the breast, 
should recede, one by one, an inch each, counting upon having the 
shelves on which the books stand upright 8 or 9 inches wide. 

The cheapest and most easily adjusted arrangement for making books 
stand perpendicular on the shelf, is a block of hard wood; two of which 
can be made out of a cube of 6 inches each way by dividing it diagonally. 
They should be shellacked, when first made, to prevent checking. 

For numbering, give a number from 1 upwards to each face of the 
cases, and paint this number in large figures over the middle of the 
case ; put secondary numbers, 1, 2, 3, &c., over the tops of the ranges, 
(or spaces between uprights.) Then number your shelves from the bot- 
tom up, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 —painting the proper figure on each shelf 
edge, range by range. Your shelves are now easily designated: 3825, 
for instance, meaning the 38th case, the 2d range, and the Sth shelf; 
and it has the advantage that shelves 1725, 2325, ete., will always be
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in the same relative position in the 17th, 23d, cases, ete. Next num. 

ber your books on the shelf in the order in which they stand, and book 

No. 5, so marked, will be designated 3825.5, which means 5th book, of 

the 5th shelf, of the 2d range, of the 38th case; and if the 5th book 

(or title) has several volumes, any particular volume will be designated 
by its proper figure after a second dot; as, for instance, for a third vol. 

ume of the above book, 3825.5.3. A number arranged in this way con- 

veys to the attendant the exact position of the book before he leaves to 

fetch it, and he can almost find it in the dark; he certainly could if all 
the books on the shelf were in their places, and none had more than one 

volume. 

This is on the supposition that all the cases.are uniform, which is de- 

sirable, as thus the contents of two cases can be transposed bodily, with- 

out alteration of numbers, except so far as transposing the case numbers 

on the cases themselves. This is sometimes of importance, since the 

books in a case near the delivery may in time cease to be much used, 

while the fresher books in a more distant case take their place in com- 

mon demand. If a transposition takes place, then much time will be 

saved in the service. It may break temporarily the order of position, 

but as other classification requires a similar change, the change of all 
becomes, in the end, like that of the rear ranks of a platoon stepping to 

the front, while the foremost fall back, and order is re-established. 

Of course there will be books of exceptional sizes which must be 

accommodated with cases and shelving to fit. 

In the case of very large libraries, some partially automatic system of 

fetching books will naturally follow. The number of the book can be 

struck by the desk attendant on a keyboard, and be shown in a signal 

frame, within sight of all the stations of the pages. The proper page will 

find the book, deposit it in one of a succession of boxes journeying on 

an endless band towards the delivery, where, as it goes around the barrel 

to return below, it will throw out upon a cushion the volume in question 

or a card containing its number, which indicates that the book is not in 

its place. These same boxes are used for returning the books to the 

shelves after assortment, their procession being reversed. If this 

latter service needs to be supplemented, trucks should be used of two 

or three stories each, resting on four wheels, one at each end and two 

at the center, which, being a trifle larger than the end ones, serve as 

a pivot, on which the track can be easily guided through the narrow 

passages. 
The Boston Pablie Library, for many years before the establishment 

of its six branches, (at distances of from one to five miles from the cen- 

tral building,) consisted of two separate libraries in one edifice; and they 
still exist, one having the higher classifications of books, and the other 

the more popular literature. This dual system has the disadvantage of 

making the habitual frequenter of one of the departments prone to 

overlook the other, for the two of necessity somewhat overlap, and
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poth need to be examined in many instances of inquiry; but its great 

advantage is that it separates in large measure the mere pastime 

readers from the studious ones, and insures such order and quiet 

in the higher department as would not be possible if the two were made 

one, beside collecting and putting under better observation the bor- 

rowers of the more expensive books. 

But in order not to repel from the lower department adults and girls, by 

reason of the contact they must have with crowds of boys, particularly 

at hours between schools, it would be well to confine the boys in their 

approach to the desk merely to one side of a rail, as they need to be dealt 

with by the same officials, since as messengers of adults the record of 

the loans they need to cancel or make afresh must be made at the same 

desk. This could not be satisfactorily arranged if they were confined 

to a separate waiting hall and used an entirely separate delivery. 

The official headquarters of a library should be situated as nearly 

as possible in the center of the system, so that the controlling power 

shall come with the shortest possible delay into relations with every 

part, whether devoted to the staff or the public; and there should be 
every convenience of dumb-waiter and speaking tube to bring all parts 

into easy communication. 
In enumerating further the variety of apartments necessary to the 

thorough appointing of a great library, mention must be made of 

many that can be dispensed with or embodied with others in lesser in- 

stitutions. 

Books received in cases should be unpacked in an apartment adjoin- 

ing an elevator by which they are raised,to the catalogue room. This 

should be a large hall, with stalls about the circumference, the head of 
this department being situated on araised platform in the middle, where 

he can control every section. These stalls should be occupied in sue- 

cession by the different attendants through whose hands the books sue- 

cessively pass in their processes of fitting them finally for the shelves. 

Trucks on tramways, or some other means of passing quantities of books 

on from stage to stage, should be provided. 

The order of these stalls (and in large libraries each will be occupied 

by several attendants under one head) will fall more conveniently in a 

sequence which shall assign H (see plan! of main story) to the ordering 

clerk, who makes out the lists of books to be ordered, dispatching these 

lists to the library agents, keeping records of them, and who watches 

the publication of all serials to see that successive numbers are promptly 

supplied. This stall should have room for a small bibliographical appa- 

ratus, and be provided with ample room for pigeon-holes, and other 

conveniences for assorting, as the details of the work are numerous. 

To this department all books received are first committed, so that the 

order lists may be checked and the books marked for their proper destina- 

tion. 

In G the work of collation should be done, and the collator of each 

book should be required to pat his initials in a given place in it. 

‘The plans here referred to will be found on pages 473-5. a eee
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In F the accession catalogue is kept and each book is entered, and 

acquires a consecutive number, which is attached to it, with the date, 

In £ such as need to be bound are arranged for the bindery, entered 

on schedules, and dispatched to the binder, and, when received back, 
are pushed on with the rest. 

In D the pasting in of the proper book plates, (showing purchase by 
fund, acquisition by gift, ete.,) and impressing the library stamp, take 

place. 

In ¢ (and B, A, M, L, ete., according as the space is required, and 

the different departments of thelibrary have the cataloguing assigned to 

different attendants) the books are catalogued. These stalls, as well as 

H, should be in convenient proximity to an adjacent apartment devoted 

to the working bibliographical apparatus and to the cases of the official 

card catalogue; or these may be arranged in the middle of the hall, as 
in the plan. 

In kK (if that comes next) the custodian of the shelves should deter- 
mine the position of the books on the shelves, give them shelf numbers 

accordingly, and enter them in the shelf lists, which are used in the 

periodic examination of the shelves by this officer, and which constitute 

in some degree a classed catalogue of the library. This officer takes from 

the books the cards which come in them from the cataloguers, and marks 

both on them and on the book the shelf number which he has given the 

book. He delivers the cards to the alphabetizers, who put them in their 

proper places in the official and public card catalogues, (they are made 

in duplicate,) and the books to boys, who on trucks wheel them away 

to their shelves. . 

If the cards are printed, as is the case in the Boston Public Library, 

other work intervenes growing out of such substitution for manuscript 

which need not be deseribed here. 

There should also be an extra workroom, where any work of unusual 

extent, such as a large donation or extraordinary purchase, can be man- 

aged without ‘interrupting the processes of the ordinary service in the 

catalogue room, 

If the library has branches, communicating daily with the central 

department, the business of receiving and dispatching the boxes that 

go between, answering the branch librarians’ réquisitions and trans- 

mitting the books and periodicals designed for the branches, should be 

in charge of an officer, who will need considerable space for the details 

of his work, conveniently situated for the access of the expressmen. 

This officer will also attend to the express-service of the library, which 

grows with the collection, and pertains to the distribution of catalogues 

the receiving of exchanges, and all other packages, other than from the 

library’s agents. 

Every great library will find it of importance to have a considerable 

area reserved for contingent growth, in which large collections, bought 

or received as gifts, may be kept separately when desirable; and the
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possibility of giving them such seclusion-from the bulk of the library 

will often decide the question of benefaction, when the claims of other 

libraries, which cannot so provide a separate space, are under consid- 
eration. 

The officer in charge of the circulation of the library should have his 

station separated only by a rail or counter from the public whose serv- 

ing he is to look after, and with whom he can thus more readily hold 

the necessary communication. It would be well that the public card 

catalogue should also be under his immediate supervision, as he will 

need constant access to it, in assisting readers in finding or choosing 
books. 

A newspaper room and duplicate room ean profitably be made one 

and the same, reserving the lower spaces for newspapers, and the upper 

spaces, where from their distance from the floor large volumes like 

newspapers will be inconveniently shelved, for duplicates. This room 

should have conveniences for the attendant to do the work of assorting 

and collating newspapers for the binder, and should have tables for 

consulting them. Newspapers are best kept on their sides, not over 

three volumes on a shelf; but if kept on end, the uprights should not 

be over 18 inches apart, and then jacks should be used for holding the 

volumes up, if the spaces are not nearly full. If a library is going to 

make a newspaper collection, it should be remembered to make the 
space for it ample. 

If the library is furnished with the patent specifications of Great 

Britain, France, and the United States, an apartment at least 30 feet 

square should be provided for the present extent of these collections, 
and for the next ten years’ growth, which amounts to about one hun- 
dred and fifty large volumes annually. A counter shelf, for consuiting 
the volumes for brief examination, should run in front of the shelves, 
while tables are provided for the centre of the apartment. 

Cabinets for holding the rarities of the collection, large volumes, and 
portfolios of engravings, and maps, should be kept in an apartment 
where they can have the constant supervision of a custodian. 

A large room with stalls, or a series of small apartments with tables 
and shelf conveniences, should be provided for students making pro- 
tracted investigations, and wishing to keep the books they use at their 
desks from day to day. The officer in charge of this room should see 
that in such cases dummies are put on the shelf in the place of the 
books thus appropriated, to show where they are, if wanted by others. 

A large room, with tables and shelf conveniences, should be appropri 
ated to the assorting of pamphlets, and making up volumes of+them 
for the bindery. These volumes, when bound and catalogued, pass into 
the general catalogue, so that this room should be conveniently near the 
catalogue room and the official card catalogue, as the curator must have 
constant recourse to these apartments in his work. 

In connection with the reading room for periodicals there should be
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an ante-room, in which the back numbers of magazines are pigeon. 

holed until they are prepared for the binder, and when bound they are 

passed on, like other books, to stall 1 of the catalogue room. 

The circulating department should have a room where the work of 

inspecting books needing repairs or rebinding, (and the covering, if 

practiced,) can be done, and where they can be scheduled for the bind- 
ery, and received and manipulated when returned from the binder. 

A stock room will also be necessary for storing catalogues and doeu- 
ments of the library, blanks, stationery, ete. 

The janitor will need living quarters and store rooms for his supplies, 
ete. 

It is desirable in a large library to have a bindery in the building, 

which should be amply provided for. 

Appropriate toilet rooms, with washing arrangements, water closets, 

and wardrobes should be provided ; and for each sex, if women are also 
employed on the staff. 

PLANS FOR A LIBRARY OF ONE MILLION VOLUMES’ CAPACITY,! 

The main Book Room, marked A, is to have seven stories, with 

glass floors between and a glass roof, each story 8 feet in the clear; the 

walls to be shelved; the cases, double faced, to stand on each floor in 

rows, with passage 2 feet 10 inches between; spiral stairs to connect 

the floors; dumb-waiters and inclined planes, with stations on each 

floor, to deliver the books at the space marked F', whence pages are to 

take them to the Delivery Counter at ©. 

The section for Popular Books, B, is to be similarly arranged, but 

of only two stories, while the five stories above B, extend over the 

Popular Delivery Room as shown in K, (second-floor plan,) and so 

connect also with the room A on each story, forming a component part 

of the same. A spiral staircase somewhere near the passage D should 

render these upper stories readily accessible from the Delivery ©, while 

additional staircases will render the second story accessible to the pages 

attending the Delivery G. The Students’ Room is intended for tables 

for such as make protracted investigations, and need to have the books 

they use kept from day to day. A side entrance is arranged for such 

as visit the library for popular books only, and the noise attending the 

larger concourse of such readers is kept apart from the greater quiet of 

the more studious frequenters of the General Delivery Room. An 

attendant at 2 would have oversight of the rooms on either hand, the 

popular reading room being given to the more commonly used of the 

magazines of the day for old and young. The General Delivery Room 

is the main consulting room of the more permanent collection of the 

books, and should have tables for readers and the cases for the public 

1 The accompanying plans are the joint production of Mr, ‘Winsor and the architects 

Sturgis and Brigham, of Boston, Mass.— Epirors.
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catalogues. Additional light should be provided by wells in the floor 

above. These wells could be made circular, with reading shelves on 
their rails. 

The Catalogue Room is developed to the requirements of a large work- 

ing force. It should, however, have connection with the space C by adoor. 
The stall H should open on the elevator, so that books ean be directly 
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received from the Unpacking Room below. They then pass from stall 
to stall round the room, a separate process being gone through with in 
each, until they are at last put upon trucks to be wheeled to their 
destined shelves. A Librarian’s Room is ordinarily placed to best 
advantage in the center of the system, but a sub-executive officer 
Stationed in the center of the Catalogue Room will exercise the needful 
personal supervision of the whole establishment, leaving the head of 
so large a library the greater freedom for superior direction. It would
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be well to connect his secretary’s office with his own without necessi- 
tating passage through a public hall. The Reading Room on the second 
floor is for the higher and less popular periodicals, which are delivered 
at the counter, while the back volumes, which have been shelved ag 
books, are reached by the passage N in the Book Room L. There should 
also be a door at O for access to the upper floors of K. A door at P 
should give access to the Newspaper Room. Bound volumes of news- 
papers can be delivered through the door P over the counter in this 
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room, for use on the tables in the Reading Room. With this arrange- 

ment there will be no occasion for the public use of the space adjacent 

to the Newspaper Room, (marked Hall,) which could be converted 

into another contingent apartment. The elevator should also open into 

the Newspaper Room. A door for official use should open from the Pat- 

ent Specifications room to the Book Room K. In the basement plan the 

Transmitting Room is intended for the express service of the library,
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which, if it has a system of branches, needs considerable space. This 

work could, however, be done in the Unpacking Room if the bindery 

should require, as it probably would, the space. The apartment marked 

Pamphlets would probably have to be extended over the adjacent 

Cellar, and the whole building should stand high enough on its founda- 

tions to give the basement both light and dryness throughout. It is 

not unlikely that the range of rooms on the other side of the building 
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will be needed for library purposes, and there would still be room 
enough in the Boiler Room and under the entrance steps for fuel. There 
needs to be distinct accommodation for wardrobe and toilet use for the 

two sexes of the library service. The Storage Rooms X and W might 

be devoted to this use in connection with the adjoining water-closets, if 

they are light enough. Otherwise, such arrangements could be made on 
the side of the porch, that entrance being made the official entrance of 
the library staff.



CHAPTER XXV 

THE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES,! 

BY WILLIAM F. POOLE, 
Librarian of the Ohicago Public Library, author of Index to Periodical Literature, de. 

GENERAL STATEMENTS, AND CONSIDERATIONS —PRELIMINARY STEPS IN ORGANIZA- 

TION—SELECTION OF BOOKS—PURCHASE OF BOOKS— ROOMS — SHELVING —Drsk 
AND COUNTER — LIBRARIAN — CATALOGUING — COVERING BOOKS — BINDING — Sramp- 
ING AND LABELING — CLASSIFICATION — ARRANGEMENT — SHELF MARKS— TaGs— 

SHELF LIsts—CaRD CATALOGUE—FINDING Lists—MetTuops or DerLivery— 

REGISTER OF BOOKS BORROWED—RECORD OF CIRCULATION—EXAMINATION OF 
LIBRARY — CONCLUSION. 

The librarians of city libraries are constantly receiving letters from 

communities where no publie library exists, or where a new one is in 

progress, inquiring into the methods by which such a library may be 

organized and conducted. Such information, when it is directed to 

‘ specific points, is freely given; but in the midst of pressing official 

duties, it is often a severe tax upon a librarian’s time to answer these 

inquiries. It is also impossible, in the brief space of such a reply, and 

without knowing the resources at command and the special conditions 

of the enterprise, to give much useful instruction. Many persons have 

written about public libraries, but there is no treatise giving that 

rudimentary and practical information which is needed, and to which 

the parties making these inquiries can be referred. In view of the 

pressing necessity that appears to exist, the writer has prepared the 

following paper, embodying some practical suggestions on this subject 

which, it is hoped, will partially supply the want that has been named 

The term “public library” has come to have in our country a re- 

stricted and technical meaning. The Library of Congress, the Boston 

Atheneum, and the Astor Library are, in a general sense, public 

libraries ; but they are not the class of institutions we are to consider, 

In the Library of Congress, the Senators and Representatives and the 

chief officers of the Government are the only persons who enjoy its full 

privileges. By courtesy, the public are allowed to use its books on the 

premises. The Boston Atheneum is a stock company, and only pro- 

prietors and those whom they introduce enjoy its benefits. The Astor 
Library, though accessible to all persons for reference only, was founded 

and is maintained by private munificence? The public has never con- 

tributed to its support, and has no voice in its management. Free 

libraries and free town libraries have existed in Europe for three cen- 

ie ‘Copyright. 1876. By William F. Poole. _ 
7
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turies; but they are libraries for scholars and not for the masses of the 
people, and are not supported by popular taxation. The Free Library of 

Hamburg, in Germany, was founded chiefly from monastic collections 

in 1539, and in 1869 had 190,000 volumes and 5,000 manuseripts; but 

during that year only 4,000 volumes were taken out. The Free Library 

of Frankfort-on-the-Main, with 84,000 volumes, issued 2,000; and that 

of Leipzig, with 113,000 volumes, issued 1,500. The books which these 

libraries contain are not of the class which interest the people at large 

The “public library” which we are to consider is established by state 

laws, is supported by local taxation and voluntary gifts, is managed as 

a public trust, and every citizen of the city or town which maintains it 

has an equal share in its privileges of reference and circulation. It is 

not a library simply for scholars and professional men, as are the libra- 

ries which have been named, but for, the whole community— the me- 

chanic, the laboring man, the sewing-girl, the youth, and all who desire 

to read, whatever be their rank, intelligence, or condition in life. it is 

the adjunct and supplement of the common school system. Both are 

established and maintained on the same principles—that general educa- 
tion is essential to the highest welfare of any people; and, consid- 

ered simply as a question of political economy, it is better and cheaper, 

in the long run, to educate a community than to support prisons and 
reformatories. 

It is now about a quarter of a century since the first institution of the 

kind existed. The idea originated in Massachusetts and England nearly 

at the same time, the Massachusetts enterprise having a slight priority. 

These libraries now number several hundred, and their number is rap- 
idly increasing. Their surprising development within the last few years 

is one of the most interesting features of educational progress in our 
time. In England these institutions are called “ free libraries.” It will 

be the purpose of this paper to state somewhat in detail, and in the 

simplest manner, the methods and plans of procedure which experience 

has tested in the establishment and arrangement of a public library. 

PRELIMINARY STEPS IN ORGANIZATION. 

The first question to be considered is this: Is there a statute of the 

State which authorizes a tax to be levied for the support of a public 

library? Without a legal authority for taxation, a public library of this 

kind is an impossibility. Active operations must be delayed till such a 

law is enacted. Ifa petition, supported by the influence of the local 

representative, be sent to the legislature, a public library act can proba- 
bly be obtained. 

In Massachusetts, cities and towns are authorized to lay any tax they 

See fit for the support of a public library. In Ohio, cities may lay a tax 

of one-fifth of a mill on the dollar valuation for the purchase of books. 

Salaries and running expenses are paid out of the local school funds 

Boards of education in Ohio have the control of public libraries, appoint-
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ing, however, for their more immediate supervision, a board of managers, 
whose powers are scarcely more than that of acommittee. Managers can 

make recommendations and nominate the employés of the library, but 

can make no appointments and vote no money. All their action may 

be supervised and reversed by the board of education. ‘The board of 

managers so constituted,” says the statute, ‘shall at all times be under 

the control of the board of education, both as to their authority and 

tenure of office.” The statute of Indiana is similar to that of Ohio. The 
obvious objection to this system is that the real control of the library is 

with a board of many members who were appointed for other duties, and 
have not the time or inclination to make themselves familiar with the 

details of library management. They are required to vote upon subjects 

on which they have little or no practical knowledge. The library statute 

of Illinois in a measure obviates this objection. It creates an independent 

board of directors, who have full control of all the affairs of the library 
and of its funds. This board is appointed by the mayor and confirmed 

by the city council. In cities of less than 100,000 inhabitants, a tax of 

one mill on the dollar may be levied, and in cities of more than that 

population one-fifth of a mill. This tax would give in Chicago an in- 

come of $65,000 a year to the library. The city council may, however, 

cut the levy down to a sinaller sum than the law allows as a maximum, 

The income of a library, be it larger or smaller, should be uniform, and 

not subject to the vote of a department of the city government which is 

liable to have fits of liberality and economy. None of these statutes 

has any validity unless accepted by the city or town. 

It seems hardly necessary to remark that a board of directors should 

be selected from the most intelligent, cultivated, and influential citizens 
of the community. It is very desirable also that a liberal private sub- 

scription and partial endowment, if possible, should be made at the 

outset with which to make the first purchase of books. The regular 

tax levy will not be sufficient for this purpose unless it be allowed to 

accumulate for several years; while it will be sufticient to meet the 

running expenses from year to year and keep the library supplied with 

new books. Communities are impatient when taxed year after year 

without seeing the results. There is danger, if a tax be laid, and the 

opening of the library be postponed for a long period, that the interest 

in the enterprise will decline and the citizens withdraw their consent to 

be taxed. Never buy books on credit; never embarrass the library by 

anticipating its income; and do not open to the public till there are 

books enough on the shelves to make, in your community, a respectable 

collection. 
If there be a stock, or subscription library in the town, or a literary 

society possessing books, bring such motives and arguments to bear upon 
their owners that they will present them as the foundation of a public 

library. One well furnished and thrifty library in a town, under good 

management, is much more serviceable to all concerned than several
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small and scattered collections. Before any selection of books is made 
it is well to give a general and urgent invitation to the citizens to send 
in, as donations, sach books as they can spare from their household 

libraries. Every family has books and pamphlets which they have 

read, and. which thrifty housekeepers can spare without feeling that the 

gift is a sacrifice. This general contribution will furnish a large amount 

of excellent reading, and will save the expense of purchasing these 

books. . 

SELECTION OF BOOKS. > 

After all the donations have been made, the bulk of the library must 
be carefully selected by the directors, or their library committee, and 

purchased with ready money. There was probably never a board of 

intelligent gentlemen appointed for such a service who did not suppose, 
when they first came together, that the selection of books for the library 

would be one of their simplest and pleasantest duties. They soon find, 
however, that it is anything but an easy and harmonious task. The 
more varied and pronounced the individual qualifications of the several 
members, the more difficult the selection often becomes. If they start 
out with different theories of what the library shall be, agreement upon 
any selection of books is well-nigh impossible. Even without a confliet 
of theories, committees usually find, after they have made some progress 
in the work, that they have not that knowledge of books, editions, and 
prices, outside of their own line of reading, which will enable them to 
make a selection in the various departments of literature, science, and 
art, which will be even satisfactory to themselves; and they are very 
glad,to turn their lists over to an expert for revision and completion. 

There are, however, some general principles by the observance of 
which a committee can make an excellent selection of books for a library. 
They must first divest themselves of the idea that their own individual 
tastes must be represented in the selection, except so far as their tastes 
harmonize with those of the public at large. The wants of the great 
masses of the public must be kept constantly in view. One of the pri- 
mary objects of a public library is to furnish reading for all classes in 
the community, and reading which shall be adapted to their various 
capacities. The masses of the public have very little of literary culture, 
and it is the purpose of a public library to develop it by creating in 
them a habit of reading. As arule, people read books of a higher in- 
tellectual and moral standard than their own, and hence are benefited 
by reading. As their tastes improve they read better books. Books 
which are not adapted to their intellectual capacity they will not read. 
To meet, therefore, the varied wants of readers there must be on the 
Shelves of the library books which persons of culture never read, al- 
though it is quite probable they did read such books in some stage of 
their mental development. Judged from a critical standpoint, such
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books are feeble, rudimentary, and perhaps sensational; but they are 
higher in the scale of literary merit than the tastes of the people who 
seek them ; and, like primers and first-readers in the public¢ schools, 
they fortunately lead to something better. 

The wants of the young must also be considered. If a habit of read. 
ing is not acquired in youth, it is seldom developed in later life. The 

press of our day teems with entertaining and instructive books for the 

the young} which are not simply stories, but-books of travel, biography, 
natural history, and elementary science. Especial mention has been 
made of these classes of popular literature because they are foreign to the 
mature and cultivated tastes of committees, and hence are likely to be 
overlooked. They need not be reminded that their selections should 

include the standard histories of our own and of foreign countries, biog: 

raphies of eminent men, the best voyages and travels, the latest and 

most authoritative works on the arts and sciences, political economy, 

and social and political science, a good selection of poetry and the 

drama, ete. These are subjects which would suggest themselves to any 

committee. The wants of the more cultivated persons in the community 

should also be attended to. If the real wants of all classes are kept in 

view, the committee will not be likely to make an injudicious selection, 

The catalogues and finding lists of some of our larger libraries will be of 

great service to committees in making their lists. 
In making the first lists for purchase, it is desirable, in case the funds 

at the disposal of the committee are limited, to select such works as 
will come into immediate use, and to postpone the purchase of expen- 

sive books which are rarely called for to a later period. The first de- 

mand in a public library is for its popular books; the demand for tech- 

nical works and those of a higher and more scholarly grade comes 

later. There should be made, however, at the start, a collection of 

encyclopedias, dictionaries, gazetteers, and scientific compendiums, 

which should be accessible in the library as works of reference, and not 

to be taken out. The extent of this collection will depend on the means 

available for this purpose; but no library, however small, can dispense 
with such books of reference, 

Many of the books desirable for a circulating library can be obtained 

in the best and cheapest form in collections; as Bohn’s libraries, the 

Tauchnitz collection of British authors, Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia, 

Constable’s Miscellany, Murray’s Family Library, the Library of Enter- 

taining Knowledge, Jardine’s Naturalist’s Library, the Traveler’s Li- 
brary, Knight’s Weekly Volumes, Weale’s Rudimentary Series, and sey- 

eral other similar collections. If any or all of these collections be or- 

dered, care must be taken that the titles contained in them are stricken 

from the other lists; for, otherwise, these works will be duplicated. The 

Tauchnitz collection is very desirable, as it contains the works of nearly 

all the popular English authors, as Dickens, Thackeray, Mrs. Craik, 

George Eliot, Carlyle, Macaulay, Shakspere, and many of the lighter
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authors. It is printed and bound at Leipzig in about 1,300 volumes, at 
avery Small cost, and obviates the purchase of these writers in more 
expensive editions. Of this collection and of Bohn’s libraries selections - 
may be made. Weale’s Series is also cheap and very desirable, as it 
gives practical information as to trades, processes in the arts, and the 

elements of science. These volumes are always much sought for in 

libraries. The science of Lirdner’s Cyclop lia was good authority some 

years ago, but is not up to the standard of the present day. — [t is not, 

however, obsolete; and these volumes, especially those relating to his- 

tory and biography, are still read with interest and profit. 4 

Is it desirable to purchase duplicates of popular books? That depends 

on circumstances, In a small library, with limited means, it may be 

better policy to have a larger selection of good books than to duplicate 

those which are most in demand. In the larger libraries the practice of 

duplicating popular books is universal. They do not attempt to supply 

the first and temporary demand for a new book; but the permanent 
demand for a book of real merit they do endeavor to supply. Sach a 

number of copies is purchased at first as will be likely to be in constant 
use after the temporary interest in the book has subsided. If attention 
and good judgment be given to this matter, a library need have but few 
useless duplicates. 

A well selected and judiciously purchased circulating library, with 
such works of reference as are needed, will cost, on an average, $1.25 
a volume. A library of 10,000 volumes will cost $12,500. A large 
portion of these will be imported in substantial morocco binding, and 
the American books will be chiefly in muslin binding. A committee, 
therefore, knowing the amount of money it has to expend, may know 
the number of volumes it will buy. Such a collection will contain books 
which*cost ten times as much a volume as the general average price. 

PURCHASE OF BOOKS. 

The lists of books to be purchased having been made, the next ques- 
tion is, how shall they be bought? As a rule, it is best to make all 
purchases of English books in London, and of French and German books 
in those countries, because better editions can.there be procured, and at 
cheaper rates, than in this country. The binding, also, can be done in 
a better and more durable style abroad than in this country, and at half 
the cost. By the revenue laws of the United States, books for public 
libraries can be imported duty free. The method is to employ skilled 
and reliable agents in London—and there are several such agents who 
make this business a specialty—who will buy books in that market, they 
having no stock of their own, at the lowest cash price, will cause them 
to be bound, and will ship them directly to the library, invoicing them 

at the original cost price, and charging a reasonable commission for their 

Services. In France and Germany, though the customs of the trade are 

Somewhat different, the method is much the same, All the large: li- 
3LE
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braries in this country buy their books in this way, and find it greatly 
to their advantage. The smaller libraries, when they make their orig. 
inal purchases, or make considerable additions, can do the same. Ap. 
plication to any of the principal libraries will furnish the information 
that is needed for securing all the advantages of making purchases in a 
foreign market. Separate lists must be prepared of the American and 
foreign orders; and each, for convenience of consultation, should be 
arranged in alphabetical order under the names of authors. The foreign 
invoices will come arranged in the same order. 

As to the purchase of American books, arrangements can be made 
with a bookseller to furnish the current American books at a certain 
rate per cent. from the trade discount. By current American books is 
meant such works as are on the latest lists of American publishers, 
and not subscription nor special books. Special books are those on 
which the usual discounts are not given 3 they are often published on 
account of the author, and are indicated as “special” in the lists, It 
is well to offer a written proposal in this form to different booksellers 
to fill up the blank left for the rate of discount. ‘Till recently it has 
been customary for enterprising booksellers to fill up the blank with 
discounts ranging from 25 to 35 per cent. Some contracts have been 
made as low as 40 per cent. discount. In the summer of 1874, the book- 
sellers of the country, at a convention at Put-in Bay, entered into a 
combination by which the discount to libraries was cut down to 20 per 
cent. That combination still exists, and nearly all the leading houses 
have gone into it. There was no exigency, except their own pecuniary 
interests, which required such a combination, and it is one which 
no library is bound to respect, provided anybody outside of it can 
be found who will furnish books at the old rates. Publishers have not 
reduced their discounts to the trade, and except for this combination, 
books could be bought by libraries as cheaply as formerly. Some of 
the rules adopted by the Put-in Bay conyention were needed and were 
judicious ; but the one relating to libraries was a blunder, because it was 
suicidal. No other influence is doing so much in cultivating a taste for 
reading and a desire to own books as public libraries, and they are 
the most efficient mode of advertising good books without expense to 
the publisher or the trade. More books are sold, and private cireulat- 
ing libraries do a better business, where there is a public library than 
where there is none. The largest discounts should, therefore, be made 
to libraries, 

Arrangements can also be made with the bookseller who supplies the 
current publications to supply special and subscription books at rates 
considerably below the trade prices. Rare books and books out of 
print—and this class includes a large portion of American history and 
biography —must in each instance be matters of special agreement as 
to price. Let the person who supplies the general list furnish these 
books, when he will do it at fair prices ; but the committee must be free
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to reject any of the books offered the price of which seems to them 
too high. This part of the purchase calls for considerable knowledge 

and tact on the part of the committee. If the books are ordered of 

second-hand dealers, (and none others keep them in stock,) they will cost 

twice as much as if collected in a more judicious way. These books are 

constantly appearing in the auction sales in New York and other cities. 

The auctioneers will send their sale catalogues to any library which makes 

the request for them in season to send orders. There are responsible 
men who make it a business in the large cities to attend these sales 

and buy books, charging a commission of five per cent. on the amount 
of the purchases, and giving the library the benefit of their experi- 
ence as to prices, editions, condition of copies, ete. The books bought 
will be billed and shipped by the auctioneer direct to the library. As 
auction sales are for cash, it is necessary that prompt remittance should 
be made. There are a few auctioneers of such established reputation 
for integrity that it is safe to send orders direct to them, and they will 
bid honestly and charge no commissions; but as a rule, itis better to 
employ an agent, limiting the bids in some instances, and in others 
authorizing him to use his discretion. An application to any experi- 
enced librarian will give the needful information as to responsible agents 
in New York and elsewhere. 

The writer is well aware that the foregoing recommendations as to the 
purchase of books will not meet with the approval of some persons en- 
gaged in the book trade, especially those who import books for libraries. 
These suggestions will appear to them penurious and niggardly. The 
writer has often had this inquiry addressed to him by gentlemen engaged 
in the foreign trade: “If libraries import their own books, how is our 
business to live?” He replies to this inquiry that he is not now writing 
for the information of importers, but in the interest of libraries who are 
purchasers. The suggestions here given are based on an experience of 
more than twenty-five years in purchasing books in our own and the 
foreign markets. 

ROOMS. 

The plan of a building or the selection of temporary rooms for the 
library is one of the first questions which engages the attention of a 
board of directors. If the board has ample or special funds for this 
purpose, it will, of course, consider where and what sort of build- 
ing shall be erected. Its location should be as central as possible, and 
a lot should be secured much larger than the present wants of the 
library demand. The plans should be made with reference to the 
future enlargement of the building. Libraries, by a constant accretion 
of books, increase more rapidly than is generally supposed. A library 
Starts with 10,000 volumes, and has an annual accession of 5,000 vol- 
umes; in twenty years it will have 110,000 volumes, and long before 
that period has elapsed the original building will be wholly unsuited 
toits use. Nearly all the large libraries of our country have passed, or
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are passing, through this experience. A library of 100,000 volumes 
needs not only a larger building than one of 20,000 volumes, but-a differ. 
ent kind of building. It is, therefore, a risky undertaking for a board 

of directors, in the first stage of their enterprise, to erect a building, 

even if they have special funds for the purpose. It is prudent for the 

directors to make haste slowly in this matter, toinvest their money and 

allow it to accumulate until the library has developed its wants in tem- 

porary quarters, and they have had more experience in these matters, 

The construction of library buildings is a larger theme than can be dis- 

cussed in the limits of this paper. No library board should attempt 

such an enterprise without taking counsel of some one who has made 

the subject a special study and has had experience in library manage- 
ment. 

There have been few public libraries in this country which had the 

means for erecting a library building in the early stage of their exist- 

ence. They are usually cramped for means to buy the books which are 

needed at the outset. Rooms of peculiar architectural design are not 

required for the original occupation and organization of a library. The 

essential requirements are a central location, easy access, ample space, 

and sufficient light. The space for the library and reading room should 

be, if possible, on the same floor. The lower floor, if all the other con- 

ditions are secured, isthe most desirable. But the second floor in build. 

ings designed for mercantile purposes can be obtained at a cheaper rent, 

and for that reason may be preferred. The light there is often better 

than on the lower floor. 

A reading room, in which the current periodicals are kept, is a neces- 
sary adjanet of a public library. Whether newspapers should be kept 

on file is a question which each board must settle for itself, The literary 

and illustrated weeklies may be included with periodicals. The local 

and the leading newspapers of American and foreign cities are usually 

supplied in reading rooms, but the custom is not universal, it being 

thought in some libraries that the expense of these newspapers could 

be better applied to other purposes. In reading rooms where not a 

large number of periodicals is taken and experience shows that they 

are not stolen, they are usually placed on tables, where readers can con- 

sult them without application to the attendant. Where there are many 

readers and a large number of serials is taken, experience has shown 

that it is better to place them in pigeon-holes behind a counter, to be 

delivered by an attendant. The applicant writes the title, or the num- 

ber from a printed list, on a slip and sigus his name and residence. The 

slip is placed in the pigeon-hole as a voucher, and remoyed when the 

periodical is returned, At first sight this seems a slow and cumbrous 

process, but practically it saves the time of the applicant and the attend- 

ant. When several hundred serials are laid upon tables and handled 

by every comer, it is not easy to find the one that is needed, or to ascer- 

tain whether it is in the hands of a reader. A superficial area of 1,200 

square feet will be sufficient space for fifty readers at one time.
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A room well lighted and with a superficial area of 2,000 feet will 

accommodate a library of 20,000 volumes, with sufficient space for 

counters and the delivery of books. A library of 40,000 volumes will 

require double the space. In selecting rooms it is well to provide at 

least three times the space and shelving required for the close stowing of 

books actually possessed. The rule is that every hundred square feet 
| will contain 1,000 volumes. 

The reading room should be a separate apartment from the library 

room. Both should be well lighted on two sides, the north light being 

the most desirable. 
SHELVING. 

The common mode of building the bookeases against the walls is not 

an economical arrangement of space, and scatters the books too much. 

The problem is to economize space and bring the books as near as possi- 

ble to the counter from which they are to be delivered. The time and 

steps of the attendants are saved by shortening as much as possible the 

distance they are required to go for books. This is done by construct- 

ing cases open on both sides and placing them at right angles to the 

wall, and yet so far distant from the wall at which the light enters that 

there is a free passage around them. The length of the cases will 

depend on the space available. They may be from 10 to 13 feet long. 

Five feet between these cases is sufficient, and they should be placed to 

the best advantage with reference to the light. By leaving a space of 

24 or 3 feet between the ends of the cases and the wall, there will be 

suflicient cross light for cases which stand between windows and do not 
receive the light direct. 

The cases should not be so high but that a person of full stature can 

reach the books on the top shelf without steps. Their general dimen- 
sions may be as follows: Base, 4 inches; space for books, 7 feet 6 
inches ; cornice and finish, 8 inches; total height, 8 feet 6 inches. The 

depth of the cases need not be more than 16 inches. A thin paneled 

partition passes through the middle of each case separating the books 
on the two sides. The shelves will be 74 inches in width, and 
their length must not be more than 3 feet 6 inches. The shelves must 

be all of the same length, so that they will fit in any locality. They 
must also be movable, in order that they may be adjusted at any dis- 
tance from each other. This is best attained by supporting them on 
pins, the square heads of which, ent into the under side of the shelf, 
are out of the way and not seen. The holes for the pins, three-eighths 
of an inch in diameter, one inch from the outer and inner edge, and one 
inch apart from centre to centre, are bored in the standards by machinery 
when the stock is prepared. The pins, of hard wood, are also made by 
machinery. A skilful mechanic who has machinery will take a contract 
to make such cases as cheaply as if the shelves were fixed. Some wood 
harder than pine should be used for the cases, though the partition panels 
may be made of pine. Ash is an excellent wood for this purpose, and
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in some parts of the country is as cheap as pine, though the working is 
somewhat more expensive. Whatever wood is selected, use no paint, 
but varnish with three or four coats, and rub down and finish the ends 
and cornices. 

Plate I. 
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A lateral view of the case described is shown in Plate I, a; an inside 
view of the end standard, showing the partition, shelves, and pin holes, 

is seen in}. In ca section of the standard and pin supporting the shelf 

is shown; in d, the end of the shelf, with the notches cut out to receive 

the head of the pin; in e, the under side of the shelf, showing the same. 

In f the pin is shown edgewise and flat, and in g the shelf and the pins in 

place. The ends of the cases should be paneled, The partition need not
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be thicker than half-inch stuff. The front edges of the shelves should be 
rounded, as sharp edges will cut the binding of the books. No glass 
or wire doors are needed in front of the cases, as the public does not have 
access to them. 

The cases which have been described will hold only octavos and 

smaller volumes, and these comprise nineteen-twentieths of the volumes 

of a circulating library. Other provision must be made for quartos and 

folios. If cases were made deep enough to accommodate all,sizes, they 

would be expensive and cumbersome. It is better, therefore, that books 

larger than royal octavos should be kept by themselves in cases pre- 
pared especially for them , even if it separates some books from others of 
the same Class. One or more wall cases with a ledge may be provided 
for these books. Below the ledge the depth may be 16 inches, which 

will take in folios, and above the ledge 104 inches, which will ac- 

commodate quartos. These wall cases will be of the same height, 
general construction, and finish as the other cases. If bound newspa- 
pers are kept, cases of even greater depth than these must be made 
One advantage in constructing cases in the manner described is, that if 
the library has occasion to change its quarters, its entire furniture and 
equipments may be removed and set up without reconstructing. 

DESK AND COUNTER. ‘ 

In the further arrangement of the library room there should be a desk 
at which books are returned, and a counter over which the books are 
applied for and delivered. The extension of the desk and counter, with 
such side railing as is necessary, will shut out the public from contact 
with the bookcases. There should be a space of 6 feet between the 
counter and the ends of the bookcases, and 8 feet between the desk and 
the bookcases, in order that there may be room for a table on which 
to place the books received. The desk should be 6 feet long, 3 feet wide, 
with a flat top, and 3 feet 8 inches high. It should have drawers on the 
inside, and an iron railing on the outer edge, with an opening 18 inches 
wide at one side of the front, through which books are received. The 
register, hereafter to be described, stands on the top of the desk, and 
the iron railing is to protect it. The opening is at one side in order to 
give space to work the register. The front line of the desk will, there- 
fore, be thrown 3 feet in front of the line of the counter. The counter 
will be 2 feet wide on the top, 3 feet 6 inches high, and may have shelves 
on the inside. Its length will depend on the amount of business to be 
done. It should be at least 16 feet long, and twice that length may be 
needed. The Chicago Library has 80 feet of counter, and that space is 
often filled. 

If there be a large circulation, the business of the library will be 
greatly facilitated by having, instead of a single desk for the return-of 
books, two desks, or rather a double desk, 12 feet long, each half of 
which will have its own register. At one of these desks men will return
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their books, and at the other women. The delivery room, for this pur. 
pose, will be divided into two parts by a rail extending from the middle 
of the double desk to the opposite wall, and the different sexes will 
enter this room by different doors. There will with this arrangement 
be two counters extending right and left from the double desk, the 

women being supplied with books at one and the men at the other, 

This arrangement also better accommodates the women, as they are not 
incommoded by mingling with the mass of applicants of the other sex, 
Twice as much work can be done with two registers as with one. This 
subject will be further explained under the head of “Arrangements.” 

Plate IL. 
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In Plate II is shown the general double arrangement which has been 

described. The number of bookeases, the length of counters, and the 

size of the delivery apartments will depend on the size of the library, 

and may be enlarged as the library increases. Shelves for catalogues 

may be placed on each side of the central rail, or wherever the light is 

most favorable. 
LIBRARIAN. 

Even before the lists of books to be purchased are made and a place 

is provided for their reception, the board will have received a score of 

applications for the position of librarian. Every one of these applicants 

is abundantly qualified (in his or her own opinion) for the duties, and 

will furnish'many testimonials to sustain this claim ; and yet probably
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not one of them has had any experience ia the work. The directors, if 
they use the same good judgment which they apply to their own private 

business, will appoint a person who has had experience ; and such a per- 

son can be obtained at a moderate salary if inquiries be made at some 

of the large libraries where young persons of both sexes have been regu- 

larly trained. The local prejudice that the librarian must be a resident 

is absurd, and one which the individual members of the board do not 

observe in conducting their own affairs. The business of a librarian is 

a profession, and practical knowledge of the subject is never so much 

needed as in starting a new enterprise. If a person of experience can- 

not be found, the best material that offers, resident or otherwise, must 

be taken. Persons who have failed in everything else are usually the 
local applicants for the position. Broken down ministers, briefless law- 

yers, unsuccessful school teachers, and physicians without patients, 

especially, are desirous to distinguish themselves as librarians. The 
same energy, industry, and tact, to say nothing of experience, which 

insure success in other avocations are quite as requisite in a librarian 

as book knowledge. A mere bookworm in charge of a public library, 

who has not the qualities just named, is an incubus and a nuisance. 

RECEIVING AND ENTERING BOOKS. 

The librarian, whoever or whatever he or she may be, is appointed, 

and the books begin to arrive. The first duty of the librarian is to com- 

pare the books with the invoices and the original order, (of which a copy 

should be recorded,) and certify to the accuracy of the invoices, if they 

be found correct. The books must then be collated to ascertain if they 

be complete copies and that no signatures be missing or transposed. 

Thcomplete copies must be returned. The books must then be entered 

in the “accession catalogue,” which is usually a folio volume with printed 

headings and ruled especially for the purpose. This record furnishes a 
perpetual history of every book that comes into the library, and gives 

the date, accession number, author, title, place where published, date 

when published, number of volumes, size, number of pages, binding, of 

whom procured, and cost. If the book be presented, the word “ gift” is 

written in the cost column. Specimen forms of this accession book can 

be had by applying to any experienced librarian. Every work entered 

has its accession number. These follow each other in numerical order. 

The accession number is written in some fixed plaee in every volume— 

usually on the back of the title page—so that immediate reference can 

be had at any time to its history, as recorded in the accession catalogue. 

It isa serious mistake for a library to put its books into circulation 

without having first entered them in the accession catalogue. The mis- 

take, if made, will be discovered when it is too late to rectify it. 

CATALOGUING. 3 

The next process is to catalogue the books on cards. The cards will 

be ruled to order and may be of any size or shape desired, but the size
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most used, and the one recommended, is 54 by 24 inches, of fine cal. 
endered paper, folio post, twenty-six pounds to the ream. Some 
libraries use a much thicker paper, which is more expensive, takes more 
space, and has no advantages over the quality named. The British 
Museum and some other libraries use a thinner paper. Every work 
must be catalogued under its author or under the first word of the 
title not an article, in case the author be not known. It must also be 
catalogued under its subject, or, if it be a work of fiction, under its title, 
Two cards must, therefore, be written for each work, and more if they 
be required; the purpose of the cataloguing being to show what the book 
is, who is its author (or authors), what it contains, and its imprint. If 
the title be long, it is abridged. The place and date of publication, the 
size, the number of volumes, and the accession number must be given 
in every instance; and cross-references, when necessary, must be made. 
There are many technical rules for cataloguing which should be 
thoroughly mastered before one undertakes to catalogue a library, and 
yet are too extended to be set forth in this paper. The modern rules are 
based on the system used at the British Museum. The rules prepared 
from that system by the late Prof. C. C. Jewett, for the Smithsonian 
Institution, and since printed with some improvements by the Boston 
Public Library, have been till recently the best code that was procura- 
ble in this country. The “ Rules fora Dictionary Catalogue,” lately pre. 
pared by Mr. Charles A. Cutter of the Boston Atheneum, and forming 
Part II of this report, is now the most complete and authoritative treatise 
on the subject extant. 

The inexperienced librarian will find the cataloguing of his books the 
most difficult part of his undertaking, even after he has made a diligent 

theoretical study of the subject. He will find after he has made consid- 
erable progress that much of his work is useless, and scarcely any of it 
correct. It is good economy to employ, temporarily, skilled and profes- 

sional cataloguers to do the work and to train an inexperienced libra- 
rian in this and other duties of his profession. There are ladies in the 
eastern cities who have had much experience in cataloguing, and who 

devote themselves to this specialty. Their services can be temporarily 

secured for this purpose; and they are also skilled in library manage- 

ment. The writer will be happy to furnish to any committee the names 

and addresses of several ladies who are not surpassed in their qualifica- 

tions for such work, and whom he has employed in cataloguing. 

The cards being prepared may be left for the present in the work, next 

to the title page, or in the first volume when there are several volumes. 

The leaves of every volume must be carefully cut, if this has not already 

been done by the binder. 

COVERING BOOKS. 

The question will arise whether the books should be covered with 

paper. This has been a general practice, and, though still kept up in
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some of the older libraries, is becoming the exception rather than the 

rule. The practice of the writer is not to cover the books, because the 

covering is expensive, troublesome, and quite as much an injury as a 

protection to a book. A book covered with paper is likely to need 

rebinding sooner than if it be not covered. It is the sewing and the 

bands which attach the book to the covers that first give way. Paper 

will protect the covers, but these, even if they be only of muslin, will 

outlive the sewing and the bands. If a book be covered with paper on 

a damp day, the paper shrinks on a dry day and strains the binding at 

the bands. Books are covered that they may be cleaner and more pre- 

sentable ; but paper takes dirt more readily than muslin, and when a vol- 

ume has been out once or twice its condition is anything but presentable. 

Books covered with paper may be bound with less finishing and with- 

out lettering. The expense thus saved is more than offset by the cost 

of continual re-covering. Books lose their individuality by being coy- 

ered; and cases of books, with simply shelf marks and no titles, are 

unserviceable for the purpose of reference, as well as unsightly. 

BINDING. 

For binding, morocco is the best material and éalf is one of the poorest. 

The genuine morocco (which is a goat-skin) has a long and tough fibre, 

which makes it durable; the calf has a fine ‘and close fibre, which 

cracks when it has stood on the shelves a few years. Sheep, bark tanned 

and unsplit, is also a durable material, and the less coloring matter and 

finish applied to it, the better its enduring qualities. Skivers, or split 

sheep-skins, and base imitations of morocco should be avoided. Rus- 

sia leather should be used only on very large volumes, and the article 

supplied to book-binders in this country is usually a fraudulent imitation. 

Libraries cannot afford to indulge in luxurious binding. Good material, 
strong sewing, and a moderate degree of skill and taste in finishing, are 
all they can pay for, No part of a librarian’s duties is more annoying 

than superintending the binding. He sees so much of what is unwork 
manlike and lacking intelligence in the common work of book-binders 
that his patience is severely taxed, and he has a chronic feeling that he 
is imposed upon, as he usually is. Hence the principal libraries main- 
tain binderies of their own, and employ persons who are skilled in 
library work, The difficulty and expense of having good binding done 
in this country is the reason why as muck binding as is possible should be 
done abroad. The binding of London, Paris, Copenhagen, and some 
parts of Germany, (but not Leipzig,) is excellent, and is done at one- 
half, and even less, than the prices charged here. 

STAMPING AND LABELING. 

Before the books are placed on the shelves, they must be stamped 
With the name of the library on their title pages, and elsewhere in the 
Volumes, if it be thought desirable. This may be done with a hand-
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stamp, in black or fancy colored ink; or it may be done with an emboss- 
ing-stamp. There are vuleanized rubber stamps now made which give. 
an excellent impression and are cheaper and more easily worked than 
the metal stamps. An official label must also be prepared and pasted 
on the inside of the cover. If the town or city has a seal, it is well to 
place this on the label, with the name of the library. There may be a 
blank line in the upper left-hand corner for the shelf mark of the volume, 
and a blank line at the bottom, in which to write the date the volume is 
received. This work being done, the books are ready for the shelves, 
and the next question to consider is their 

CLASSIFICATION, 

A system of classification must first be fixed upon. This will be 
simple or elaborate, as the occasion may require. A large library needs 
@ more minute classification than a small library, and a library of refer- 

ence than one of circulation. “A classification like the following may be 

sufficient for the class of circulating libraries we are considering: His- 

tory, biography, voyages and travels, poetry and drama, English mis- 

cellanies, English prose fiction, juveniles, polygraphy, collected works 

of English and American authors, German literature, French literature, 

Spanish literature, Italian literature, ete., language and rhetoric, fine 

and practical arts, natural history, physics and natural science, political 

and social science, education, religion, law, medicine, and serials. This 

does not profess to be an exhaustive or scientific classification, but it 

will meet the practical wants of the class of libraries in question. 

ARRANGEMENT. 

In arranging the books under these general classes, each class must 

be further subdivided. History, for instance, must be separated into 

ancient, English, American, French, German, ete, Ancient history must 

be divided into general, Greek, Roman, Jewish, ete. English history 

must be ¢lassifiéd under general and special. And this arrangement 

will bring together the works on the different periods, as the Norman 

Conquest, the Revolution of 1640, the Revolution of 1633, ete. The 

works on Scotland, Ireland, and British India will be brought together. 

French history will be treated in the same manner. The wbrks in the 

English language on the other countries of Europe are not so numerous 

as to require so minute a classification. In American history, the works 

relating to the discovery and early explorations of the continent, and 
accounts of the aboriginal inhabitants will fourm the first subdivision. 

The general histories of the United States will follow, then the war of 

the Revolution, the war of 1812, the Mexican war, and the war of the 

Rebellion. On each of these topics there are many publications. The 

general and local histories of each of the States must be arranged to- 

gether, and it is convenient to place them in the order of the Eastern, 

Middle, Southern, and Western States. The histories of Canada, Mex-
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ico, Central America, and South America will complete the arrangement 
relating to America. 

It is well to separate Biography into general and individual. Indi- 

vidual biography may be subdivided into ancient, American, English, 

French, German, ete. These subdivisions may be arranged alphabet- 
ieally under the names of the persons whose lives are treated. This will 

bring the several lives of Washington, Franklin, Napoleon I, Frederick 
Il, ete; together; and any life desired can be readily found without 

referring to the catalogue for the shelf mark. Poetry, drama, English 
prose fiction, and English miscellanies may also be arranged alphabet- 

ically by authors. By these arrangements attendants learn very readily 
the location of books, and associate the titles of books with their 
authors. Sculpture, painting, drawing, and architecture will be sepa- 
rated in the arrangement of the Fine Arts; and so with the practical 
arts, natural history, physics and natural science, political and social 
science, religion, ete. In short, this subdivision must extend through 
all the classes named. Collections like Behn’s libraries, the Tauchnitz 
collection, ete., although they contain works on different subjects, had 
better be kept together, and arranged in alphabetical order by authors, 
in the class of Polygraphy. From the detailed illustrations which have 
been given, a librarian of intelligence, even if he has had little or no ex- 
perience, ought to be able to arrange his books in a manner that shall be 
practically satisfactory. 

Ample space should be left for additional works in every department, 
and no bookease should have more than half the books it will contain. 
qn history, biography, voyages and travels, and science more than half 
the space should be left empty. Even then the librarian will soon haye 
occasion to regret that he did not leave more space for accessions. The 
cases for fiction and juveniles will be the last to be crowded, for the rea- 
son that so many of them are constantly out. : 

The classes of books which are most called for should be placed in 
the cases which are nearest to the point of delivery, and those most 
unfrequently called for in the most remote cases. About three-fourths 
of the circulation will be prose fiction and juveniles, Place these books 
in the most accessible position. 

SHELF MARKS. 

Every book must have a shelf mark which will indicate its place on 
the shelf, and distinguish it from every other book in the library. 
There are several methods of applying shelf marks in use, each one of 
which has its own advocates. We have only space to describe a few of 
these plans. One is to designate the cases by the letters of the alpha- 
bet, numbering the shelves in each case, and numbering the works 
consecutively as they stand on the shelves. ‘By this plan, the shelf 
mark “A, 24, 10-2” would mean “Oase A, 24th shelf, 10th work, 
2d volume.” Another plan, which is called the decimal system, desig- 
nates the cases by letters, as before, and numbers the upper shelf of
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the left-hand tier 11, and those below it 12, 13, 14, ete. The upper shelf 
of the second tier is numbered 21, and coming down with 22, 23, 24, 

ete. The top shelf of the third tier is 31, the fourth tier 41, ete. The 

number, whatever it is, indicates by the first figure the tier, and by the 

second the shelf. For instance, “A, 56” indicates “Case A, fifth tier, 

sixth shelf from the top.” As there are not usually more than eight 
shelves in a tier, the numbers 1 ta 10, 19, 20, 29, 30, 39, 40, ete., are 

discarded, The advantage of this plan is that the shelf mark’ directs 

the attendant readily to the shelf. There is still another application of 

the decimal system. The designation of cases by letters is omitted, 

The upper shelf (or the lower shelf may be selected, if it be preferred) 

of the first tier is numbered 111, the next 112, ete.; the upper shelf of 

the second tier, 121; of the third tier, 131, ete. The first figure indicates 
the case, the second the tier, and the third the shelf. If any plan of 

numbering the shelyes be adopted, this is probably the best. 

The writer of this paper, however, for reasons which will be 

presently stated, bas not adopted the plan of numbering shelves 

in a circulating library, while he has used it as the best device 

in a reference library. He prefers for a circulating library the plan 

of designating the cases by the letters of the alphabet; giving the books 

in each case a numerical order, and reserving sufficient numbers for 

the insertion of future accessions in their proper classified arrange- 

ment. The books, therefore, do not stand permanently on any particu- 

lar shelf, but in a fixed numerical order. As accessions come in to 

fill more space, the books are moved forward. This arrangement gives 

the librarian greater freedom in the management of his books than if 

he numbered the shelves and gave each volume a fixed place. Du- 

plicates can be added or withdrawn and new books inserted without 

disturbing the arrangement, and the space can be more economically 

utilized. It is impossible in a rapidly growing library to allot the 

vacant spaces for future accessions on the rigid plan of numbering 

shelves without soon finding that too little space has been left in some 

instances and too much in others. It is not claimed that the writer's 

or any other plan will provide for indefinite expansion. The time 

will arrive when there must be an entire and radical re-arrangement. 

For instance, a library starts with ten thousand volumes, and in a 

few years it has grown to fifty thousand, Before it attains this size 

it will have outgrown its original quarters; and a change of rooms 

is a favorable occasion for making a general re-arrangement and a more 

minute classification, Care must be taken that sufficient numbers are 

left for future accessions. The mistake usually made is that too few 

numbers are reserved. In general, it is well to use, at first, not more 

than one-third of the numbers. In local history, and some other de- 
partments which grow rapidly, even a larger proportion of the numbers 

should be left vacant, At the end of each subdivision leave twenty, 

thirty, or fifty numbers, as the case may seem to require. Considerable 

judgment must be used in making the proper allotment.
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TAGS. 

Before the actual numbering is begun tags must be attached to each 
yolume. Many more tags should be printed for the cases which con- 
tain the popular books than for other cases. Tags of this form and size 

po ee | | A | A 

anal Ae ea 
may be prepared by the printer, and all the different sorts worked on 
asingle sheet, to be afterwards cut up. Three sizes, with the case letter 
inserted, may be printed, which will fit volumes of different thickness. 
Place the tag about the middle of the back. If placed near the bottom 
it will be defaced by readers in holding the book. The paper for the 
tags must not be thick or heavily sized, in which case it will not stick. 
If the tags curl up when the paste is applied the paper is too thick or 
not porous enough. The paper should have a little sizing, for it is 
necessary to write upon it. It is exceedingly annoying to the librarian 
to find his tags peeling off. The best material known to the writer for 
sticking on tags is fresh binders’ paste, and yet this does not fully 
answer the purpose. Shellac dissolved in alcohol will make the tags 
adhere more securely, but there is too much trouble in working it. The 
person who will suggest or invent a better material than binders’ paste 
will confer a favor on the profession. In a library of large circulation 
the time of one person is mostly occupied in putting on tags. The glaze 
on the backs of books, which prevents tags from sticking, can some- 
times be removed by alcohol or muriatic acid. The number of the work 
is placed in the middle space of the tag; and if it be in more than one 
volume, the number of the volume is plaeed in the lower space. If there 
be more than one copy of the work, the first copy is marked a, the 
second b, ete.. The same shelf mark is placed on the library label of 
the inside cover, on the back of the title page, and on the upper right- 
hand corner of each catalogue card. The catalogue ecards, when they 
have received their shelf marks, will be removed from the volumes. 

SHELF LISTS. 

The shelf lists are an inventory of the contents of each case, and 
hence of the entire library. They give the shelf number of each work, 
the author, a brief title, the number of yolumes, and number of copies, if 
more than one. If the library be large it is well to keep the shelf list of 
each case in a separate book, or, if on loose sheets, in portfolios or 
“binders.” If the library be small, they may, when completed, be bound 
in one or more volumes. The paper will be ruled with a head-line, 
above which will be written the case letter, and perpendicular lines for 
the several particulars which have been named. The numbers 15243)
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4, 5, 6, ete., will first be written down the page, one number on each 

line; and such numbers as have, for the time, no books to-represent 

them will be left blank for future additions. Only very brief titles need 
be inserted in the shelf lists, with the surnames and initials of the 

authors. 
CARD CATALOGUE. 

The catalogue cards, having received the shelf marks and been re. 

moved from the volumes, will be arranged alphabetically, and placed on 

their edges in drawers or boxes. When this is done the librarian has 

a complete card catalogue of his books. If it be thought necessary to 

print a catalogue immediately, these cards will serve as “ copy” for the 

printer. It isnot necessary to transcribe them. Libraries, however, are 

usually opened to the public before many of the books ordered have 

been received, and with their shelves much less fully supplied than they 

will be a few months later. It is not well to print a catalogue, whieh is 

expensive, until the library has attained a desirable degree of complete: 

ness. In the meantime some substitute for a printed catalogue must be 

supplied. In a small library an alphabetical list by authors can be 

written up from the card catalogue, with the shelf marks, and posted 

in the rooms. If the collection be large and the book borrowers many, 

this plan will not be sufticient. 

FINDING LISTS. 

Another substitute for a printed catalogue is finding lists, which may 

be printed at a small expense, with brief titles and double columns on 

an octavo page. These finding lists are readily purchased by the public 

at the cost price, and practically are no expense, except for the copies 

used for consultation in the library. Such finding lists have been used 

for two years in the Chicago Public Library, and more than ten thou- 

sand copies have been sold at the cost price. The lists include the titles 

of 49,000 volumes. The circulation based on this compilation has been 

during the last twelve months more than 400,000 volumes, and an aver- 

age of 1,366 volumes has been given out a day. These finding lists 
are sold to the public for ten cents a copy, the price at which they are 

furnished by the printer. The actual cost is about twenty-five cents a 

copy ; but the printer, in consideration of the privilege of inserting un- 

exceptionable business advertisements at the beginning and end of the 

volume, can afford to furnish them at the price named. Three editions 

have been issued, each of which contained the titles of all the books 

received at the date of publication, When the collection of books is 

more complete it is the intention to print a catalogue of the library. 

The plan of these finding lists may be of interest to some librarians. 

They are made, with very little trouble, from the shelf lists; and hence the 

arrangement follows the general classification of the library : as history, 

biography, voyages and trayels, ete. History is subdivided into anciert 

history, Greece, Rome, Jews, England, France, ete. Biography, poetry,
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and fiction are arranged alphabetically. The several sciences and prac- 

tical arts have each a separate arrangement, and there is a general index 

to the several subdivisions. The size of the type is brevier, and the 

paper used is a calendered and well made Manila paper, which costs 

ouly one-half as much as a good book paper of the same weight and 

thickness; and for use on the library tables will stand six times as much 

wear. The paper has a pleasant tint, and makes a very neat volume. 

The printer will hardly need to be told that the paper must be worked 

dry. . 
CATALOGUE. 

The librarian should have in view the printing of a regular catalogue, 

and at as early a day as is practicable. If the books intended for imme- 

diate purchase have been received, it is well to print the catalogue 

before the library is opened to the public. The public at large and 

committees often do not appreciate the amount of work there is to be 

done in getting a library ready for use. ‘Lhey do not see why books 

received at a library may not be given out as soon, and with as 

little formality, as in a bookstore; and hence they are impatient, and 

demand that the library should be opened before it is ready. It is often 

necessary to yield to this pressure and adopt a substitute for the regu. 

lar catalogue. When the time for printing arrives, the first question 

vill be: “What style of catalogue shall we print?” An inspection of 

the latest catalogues which have been issued by the best public libraries 

) will farnish a great variety of styles, and the compilers of each will 

daim that theirs is the best. Some are in single columns, and some 

are in double columns. Some are in readable type, and some are in 

type which many persons cannot read without painful exertion. or 

the use of a magnifying glass. None have full titles, but some have 

titles so extended that they fill one, two, or three lines as the case may 

be; and others have titles so abridged that they come into one line. 

The points on which these catalogues differ are too numerous to be 

even mentioned, much less discussed. A few general principles may be 

suggested which will aid in determining the style of catalogue to be 

selected. A catalogue of a library is expensive in any form or style, 

and if the collection be rapidly growing must be susperseded in a few 

years by a new and more complete edition. But few copies will be sold 

tothe public if offered at the cost price. A large edition will not be 

needed; for a library of 10,000 yolumes, 500 copies will be enough, and 

750 copies for a library of 20,000 volumes. Its chief use will be by 

readers and book borrowers in the library, and for exchange with 

other libraries. If a subscription for copies be circulated before the cata- 

logue is printed, a considerable number of copies may be sold. As the 

edition is small, the main cost will be for composition” or type-setting, 

and not for paper; hence there will be no economy in using small type. 

The writer prefers brevier type, and a. single column, on a common 

octavo page. Very few titles require more than asingle line. There is 

3E
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no economy in using double columns, on a royal octavo page, with 
smaller type, and the matter is less clear and legible. Nothing is saved 

in expense by omitting from the subject-reference the place and time of 

publication, the size and number of volumes, an omission which is made 

in many catalogues. In subjects like geology, chemistry, and natural 
history, which are rapidly advancing, the edition and date of the pub. 

lication is of much importance. The eye more readily takes the names 
of authors and subjects in lower-case letters than in small capitals, unless 

the lines turn. The turning of lines is to be avoided, as a matter of | 

economy ; but if the lines frequently turn, it is better to use a full-faced 

lower-case letter than small capitals. The plan of catalogue with refer- 

ences under the authors and subjects, in one alphabetical arrangement, 

is the one which is now almost universally used, and is preferable to the 

classified plan. The principles of this plan have already been treated 

briefly under the head of “ Cataloguing.” 

If a library has plenty of money to spend on a catalogue, and the 
librarian ‘is ambitious to make a contribution to the art of bibliography, 

he needs different instructions from those which have been given. There 

are many technical points connected with the subject, which, for want 

of space, cannot be discussed here. The librarian who has not expe- 

rience will take counsel of some one who has, when questions of diffi- 

culty arise. 
METHODS OF DELIVERY. 

Our attention thus far has been directed to the collection, preparation, 
arrangement, and cataloguing of the books, with reference to their future 

use by the public. We are now to consider the methods by which the 

public may have access to the books. 

A code of regulations or by-laws, defining the qualifications of book 

borrowers, and the conditions on which books shall circulate, must be 

adopted by the managing board. Application should be made to existing 

libraries for their by-laws, blanks, and other forms for doing business. 

In a library supported by public taxation every resident must have an 

equal opportunity to use the books. There must also be some security 

or guarantee that the books loaned will be well treated and returned 

promptly. If books be given out without some such regulations, the 

library will soon disappear. “The custom in the English libraries is tha 

the book borrower shall make a money deposit, or file a written guar- 

antee signed by a responsible taxpayer, stating that he will be respon- 

sible for the return of the books taken or fines incurred by this person, 

and will make good any injury or loss the library may sustain in conse- 

quence of this certificate. This is a wise and judicious provision, and is 

now generally adopted in this country. There is in every large commu- 

nity an unsettled and roving population, who cannot safely, on their- 

own responsibility, be intrusted with books; and yet they are persons 

who desire and ought to read. With the guarantee of their employers, 

landlords, or other known persons with whom they have business, they
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become trustworthy and diligent readers. The fact that some person 

whose good opinion they desire, and who will be informed of their delin- 

quency if it occurs, is responsible for them, will induce them to return 

vooks and pay fines; which they would not do from a sense of duty and 

personal self respect. In some of the Eastern libraries, in lieu of a 

written guarantee, the names of one or two known citizens are required 

to whom application can be made as to character and responsibility, if 

it be required. The city police make these inquiries. One library re- 

| ported that the police made three thousand of these inquisitorial visits 

jn a single year. Few public libraries are so fortunate as the one 

alluded to, in having the city police at its beck and call. Without such 

a police visitation, a simple reference amounts to little; whereas the 

written guarantee is sufficient, and spares book borrowers the annoyance 

and mortification of being inquired after by patrolmen. Blank forms of 
guarantee are issued by the library, and when returned filled with a 

responsible name as guarantor, the applicant signs his or her name and 

residence on the register, with the name and residence of the guarantor. 

A register number is given, and a library card is issued, on which are 

the register number, name, and residence of the person. This card en- 
titles the holder to draw books from the library. 

The names of all registered book borrowers will be indexed with reg- 

ister number, residence, and name of guarantor. The most convenient 

form of indexing is on separate cards, to be arranged alphabetically in 

drawers or boxes, like the catalogue cards. The names of guarantors will 

also be indexed in the same manner, with the names of persons guaran- 

teed. In case a guarantor fails to respond to his obligation, all the cards 

guaranteed by him are to be canceled, and the persons so guaranteed 

notified. The register in which book borrowers record their names is a 

book especially prepared and ruled for this purpose, with printed head- 

lines, and’a promise that the undersigned will observe the rules of the 
library. One row of figures, 1, 2, 3, 4,5, ete., may be printed against 

each line on the page, which will aid in obviating errors in numbering. 

The left-hand figures may be filled in with apen. If two such registers 
are kept, one for men and the other for women, the former will use only 

the odd numbers and the latter the even numbers. The register number 
of any card will then show whether it be a man’s or a woman’s card, and 

where the ticket of a book charged may be found; as will appear more 
clearly after the method of charging books, which we are now to con- 

sider, has been explained. 

REGISTER OF BOOKS BORROWED. 

The account with book borrowers may be kept in ledgers, several 

accounts being on a page, and in as nearly alphabetical order as possible. 

Tn a small library, where few books are taken, and where the borrowers 

are nearly the same from year to year, and are known to the librarian, 

there is, perhaps, no better plan than the ledger system. Delinquent
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books, however, can be ascertained only by examining every account, 

In libraries of larger circulation this plan has been found to be eumber, 

some and dilatory, and has gone out of use. Several plans have been 

devised to take the place of ledgers, in all of which the book is charged 

on slips of paper of uniform size. It is not practicable in the limits of 
this paper to describe all these plans. <A few of their peculiarities wil] 
be touched upon and a full description given of the plan which the writer 
uses and recommends. 

We will suppose that a library has ten thousand book borrowers. The 

same number of stiff cards (say 4 by 6 inches) are provided and arranged 

in ten boxes, which are designated A, B, C, D, E, etc. Five of these 

boxes, each containing one thousand cards, are placed on a table at the 

right, and five at the left of the person who attends to the register, 

Hach ecard is marked in numerical order in its box, and is inseribed with 

the name and residence of a borrower, and such other particulars as the 

rules require. The order of names at first may be alphabetical, but as 

old names drop out and new names are added, this order is soon dis- 

turbed. Each borrower knows his box and number. Behind each of 

these cards the account of the borrower is kept, but on a different slip, 

The library furnishes blank slips, on one of which the borrower writes his 

register number, the title or shelf mark (as the rules may require) of the 

book returned, and of the book or books desired, and hands it, with the 

book returned, to the person in charge of the register, who checks off 

the book returned, and passes the slip to an attendant to get the book 

wanted. Both slip and book are handed to the person at the register, 

who removes the old slip from behind the register card, examines it, 

puts the new slip in its place, and delivers the book to the borrower, 

This is the plan of the New York Mercantile Library. The most im- 

portant objection to it is that it does not readily show the delinquents. 

These can only be ascertained by examining every slip in the boxes. 

Another and better plan is that of the Boston Public Library. Printed 

slips are provided, on which the applicant writes his name and resi- 

dence and the shelf marks of such books as he desires, The slip, with 
the person’s card, is taken by an attendant, and the first book on the list 

which is in is delivered, the other shelf marks are erased, and the slip 

is retained as a voucher for the book. The date of the delivery is also 

stamped upon the person’s card, All the slips of the day are arranged 
alphabetically, and are placed by themselves in one of the compartments 

of a drawer, which compartments are num bered with the several days of 

the month. The book is returned with the person’s card, which, bearing 

a date, shows the compartment in which the corresponding slip can be 

found. The slip is.remoyed, and the date on the card is stamped out. 

Slips remaining incompartments more than fourteen days are delinquent, 

and the parties can readily be notified. The facility with which delin- 

quents can be ascertained is one of the merits of the system. 

The plan which is in use at the Chicago Publie Library is in its main
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features the system just explained, bat with some modifications, which 

were first applied by Mr. William I. Pletcher, now of the Watkinson 

Library, of Hartford, Conn., and formerly one of the writer’s assistants 
in the Boston Atheneum. Without modification, so rigid a method 
would not be practicable in a Western library. Applicants are ‘not 
required to fill printed blanks, and are not limited to any specific method 
of applying for books, They may do it verbally, or they may give a 
list of shelf marks of such books as they desire; and often they need 

and receive assistance from the attendants in selecting their books. They 

usually apply with a list of shelf marks. The first one found is crossed off 

and the list returned. All the writing for the registry is done by the at- 

tendant, which saves the applicant this trouble and secures a more legi- 

ble record. For the register, plain slips of uniform size (2 by 24 inches) 

and “blocked,” that is, attached by glue at one end, are provided. The 

attendant writes on the slip the register number of the applicant’s card, 

the shelf mark of the book taken, the date, and the attendant’s initial, 
that each one may be held responsible for hisown work. The slip when 
prepared will read as follows: 

; 175,259 

G. 534 E 

5—24 

M 

The date is also stamped on the back of the applicant’s card. Tae slip 
is separated from the “block” and dropped into a box. Before the 
(ay’s work is closed, all the slips of the day are arranged in the numer- 
ical order of the register numbers, and placed together in the proper 
compartment of the registry box, which stands upon the desk. This box 
is 20 inches long, 10 inches wide outside, and 1} inch deep inside. 
The box and its partitions are made of one-half inch black walnut. 
Lengthwise, on the right-hand side, are two partitions with a space 21 
inches in the clear between them, into which the slips of each day are 
placed on edge, with blocks which are free to slide through the space 
between them. These blocks, which are not as high as the slips, have 
each a projection of half an inch over the side of the box, on which are 
placed the days of the month. There are thirty-one blocks, and each 
has its own date. The end block is secured by a wedge. If the
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average circulation be not over 600 volumes a day, the right-hand 
space will contain all the slips, with their proper blocks. If the cir. 

culation exceed this number a portion of the second space can be 

used. As each new day’s slips are added, those remaining in the com. 

partment with the oldest date are one-day delinquent, and are removed 

to the second space, where the delinquent slips are kept. It is eus. 

tomary to let the delinquent slips stand for six days in the registry 

box, and such as then remain are removed, copied into a book, and 
delinquent notices are sent. If the books are not returned in a week, 

notices are sent to the guarantors; printed postal cards are used for this 

purpose. The mode of returning books is the same as already described, 

No book will be delivered on a card until the date is stamped out. Two 

hundred books have been received at one register, the slips found, re. 

moved, and the cards stamped in one hour. If no time were lost in ad- 

justing fines and answering questions, a larger number could be received. 

With two registers 400 books can be received in au hour. The limit of 

business that can be done at a circulating library is determined by its 

capacity of receiving books, and not of delivering them. Any number 

of books can be delivered if there be sufficient counter space, sufficient 

attendants, and sufficient books. With one register only about 2,000 

books can be taken in during the hours of one working day. That cireu- 

lation has seldom been reached in this country, except in the Chicago 

Library, where 2,631 volumes have been taken in on one day and with- 

out difficulty, as it has three registers. The third register, for youth, has 

been provided with a separate desk and counter, where only cards 

stamped “Juvenile” are received, and such books are delivered as are in- 

quired for by the young people. The actual record of volumes delivered 

at the library (and the same numbers were received) in one day, was as 

follows: Men’s register, 1,128; women’s register, 781; juvenile register, 

422; total, 2,631. ‘ 
In Plate III, the drawing a shows a top view of the register of circula- 

tion, with its compartments, blocks, and slips in place. In the right- 

hand compartment only the work of eight days is shown instead of 

twelve, the working days of two weeks. The dates 19 and 26 were Sun- 

days and show no slips. The delinquent slips are kept in the middle 

compartment, andthe drawing should have shown the work of six 

instead of three days. In the drawing D is shown a section through the 

right-hand compartment on wx. A side-view of one of the blocks is 

seen at ¢, and a slip with register number extending above it. 

RECORD OF CIRCULATION. 

The librarian will of course keep a daily record of the circulation. It 

is desirable also that he should ascertain and record the quality of that 

circulation, and the classes of books which are being read. This record 

may be obtained by inspecting and classifying the slips of each day’s 

work and making up the statistics from them, This method is inconven-
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jent, as the work must be done late at night, or early in the morning” 

before the work of the next day begins, 

Plate III. 
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The plan adopted by the writer is to have a tin box made 16 inches 

long, 3 inches wide, and 3 inches high, divided into eight compartments, 

seven of which have a funnel-shaped cover; and the eighth, which is 
larger than the others, is an open ‘receptacle for peas. The seven have 

these inscriptions on the front: Fiction and Juveniles; History and 

Biography ; Voyages and Travels; Science and Art; Poetry and Drama; 

German and French Literature; Miscellaneous. As each book is deliv- 

ered, the attendant drops a pea into such compartment as the book 

properly belongs to in its classification. There is a slide in each com- 
partment on the back side of the box, by which the peas are let 

out. At night they are counted, and a record of each classification is
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kept, from which the number of books issued can be ascertained, 

and also the percentage of each class. The total number of the daily 

issues is also ascertained by counting the slips. This count, which is 

likely to be the more accurate, should correspond to the count of the 
peas, and serves as a check to the neglect of attendants in noting the 

classification of every book as it goes out. Weekly, monthly, and yearly 

averages are made of percentage of the cireulation, which show the taste 
and improvement, if any, of the public in its reading. 

EXAMINATION OF THE LIBRARY. 

Once a year, at least, the library should be thoroughly examined by 

comparing the books on the shelves with the shelf lists, noting every 

missing book, and later accounting for the absent volumes, so far as can 

be done. It was formerly the custom to call in the books, and to close 
the library for two or three weeks while the examination was going on- 

The closing of the library is a serious inconvenience to the public, and 

is not necessary for the purpose of the examination. By going over the 
shelyes while the books are in circulation, noting by shelf marks such 

volumes as are out, and repeating the examination several times at in- 

tervals of a week, the list of books not found will be greatly reduced. 

The binder’s schedule and delinquent list in the mean time will be ex- 

amined, and, finally, the slips on which books not returned are charged, 

The same results will thus be secured as if the books had been called in 

and the library closed. 
Before the examination is begun the books should be dusted, the 

shelves cleaned with a wet sponge, and the books arranged in their 
proper order. The dusting of books may be done by slapping two vol- 

umes together smartly two or three times. Never dust the tops of books 

by using a brush or cloth, which drives the dust into the book, whereas 

the smart concussion described disengages the dust from the leaves, and 

the book retains its clean and fresh appearance. The tops of books 

which are cleaned by brushing and rubbing, as. is commonly done by 

servants, have a grimed and soiled look, and the gilding is soon de- 

stroyed. i 
CONCLUSION, 

We have now considered briefly the more important practical questions 

connected with the organization and management of a public library. 

There are other topies relating to the subject which it would have been 

desirable to touch upon in a more elaborate discussion. If the sugges- 

tions contained in this paper shall serve to clear up any difficulties, or 

to lighten the labors of committees and librarians upon whom the duties 

of organizing a new library are thrown, its purpose will have been 

attained. It does not necessarily follow that a method or system 

which is adapted to one library is the best for all. There are no quali- 

ties which will supplement even a little technical knowledge so. efii- 

ciently as good judgment and practical common sense.
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COLLEGE LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION. 

BY PROF, OTIS H. ROBINSON, 
Librarian of the University of Rochester. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS — PRINCIPLES OF GROWTH — CLASSIFICATION — ARRANGE- 

MENT — CATALOGUING — INDEXING — OLD BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS — PRIVILEGES TO 

BE GRANTED TO OFFICERS; TO STUDENTS — TAKING OUT BOOKS— ACCESS TO THR 

SHELVES — INSTRUCTION TO STUDENTS IN THE USE OF THE LIBRARY BY THE 

LIBRARIAN } BY PROFESSORS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

After what has been said by such men as Bacon, Whately, Charles 

Lamb, Carlyle, Emerson, and President Porter on the choice of books 

and how to read them, I shall not presume to give advice to the general 

reader. In thé presence of so many rules and suggestions, however, it 

is natural for a librarian to inquire how many of the readers in his library 

pursue the best methods, and how many drift here and there without 

regard to rules, and with very little profit. This question is especially 

pertinent in a college library, Here the reader is at the same time a 

student. The librarian_is, with the faculty, in some degree responsible 

for his healthy intellectual growth. THe is not at liberty to permit a 

waste of energy for want of method by those who are inclined to read ; 
hor may he be indifferent to the neglect of opportunities by those who 

are not. A library for the use of students requires such an administra- 

tion as to inspire the dullest with interest and give a healthful direction 

to the reading of all. 

The object of a society or club library may be the cultivation of 

science, the general diffusion of knowledge, or the mere pastime and 

amusement of its stockholders. Their tastes and aims must determine 

its administration. Librarians in such libraries work for their employers, 

and, right or wrong, are accustomed to boast their ability, after a few 

years, to know the reading habits of their patrons so as to select for them 

just what will suit their fancy. The tastes and aims of stockholders will 

also determine the influence of such institutions. Towards the close of 

his life, Dr. Franklin claimed that this class of libraries, the first of which 

he himself founded, had “improved the general conversation of the 

Americans, made the common tradesmen and farmers as intelligent as 

most gentlemen in other countries, and perhaps contributed in some 

degree to the stand so generally made throughout the colonies in defense 
05
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of their privileges.” In the absence of newspapers and other periodicals 

the libraries were the great sources of information. This indeed was 

probably Franklin’s principal object in founding them. Discipline and 
general culture followed naturally. Public or town libraries are, except 

as to their support, very much like those of the early societies. Their 

object is general information and profitable pastime. A professional 

library is little more than a treasury of strictly professional knowledge, 

It is more or less limited by the practical wants of a single business or 

pursuit. Before reaching such a library a reader is supposed to be quite 
independent of the supervision of a librarian. 

Now, a college library is none of these; it is something more than all 

of them. It is the door to all science, all literature, all art. It is the 

means of intelligent and profitable recreation, of profound technical re- 

search, and at the same time of a complete general education. Well 

supplied in all its departments, it is a magnificent educational apparatus, 

How shall the student of to-day become the scholar of to-morrow? It 

will depend little upon teachers, much upon books. He must learn to 

stand face to face with nature, with society, and with books. He will 

get access to nature and to society best through books. Without them 

he will ever be wasting his time on the problems of the past; with them 

alone can he get abreast with his age. Carlyle has pointed out the true 
relation of the teacher to the book. ‘All that the university or final 

highest school can do for us is still but what the first school began doing, 

teach us to read.” And yet how few of the multitude who annually 

carry their parchments from our colleges can be said to be intelligent 
readers, 

The importance of properly teaching to read is vastly increased in 

this country during the last half century by the rapid increase of libra- 

ries and other reading opportunities all over the land. Whoever will 

take the pains to compare the statistics of libraries and of publishing 

houses and importations of books which have been published since 

1825, will see that the young man who enters the lists for scholarship to- 

day has a very different field before him from what one had then. It is 

not too much to say that, even so short a time ago, books, to the great 

majority of our population, were exceedingly rare; and that there were 

not more than two or three places in the whole country, possibly not 

one, where a scholar could properly investigate a difticult subject. The 

rapid growth of population at hundreds of centres has given rise to 

thousands of libraries, many of them of considerable size. It is no ob- 

jection that the number of readers has increased with the number of 

books, The advantages of each reader ave proportional to the size of 

his library, suffering little or no loss from the presence of other readers. 

Besides our public libraries, the country is fall of private collections, 

large enough to be centres of influence. And then we must add innu- 

merable periodicals, which fill every avenue of public and of private life, 

crowding upon us unbidden in business and retirement alike, with every
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possible variety of subject and style, and demanding that we take a 

daily survey of every nation and kingdom under heaven, Christian and 

heathen, savage and civilized. Fitty years ago”most of the graduates 
from our colleges had to settle down to their life work where they had 

access to very few books, and among men’who had never seen a library. 
They had to content themselves with the purehase of a few standard 

authors, an occasional addition of a new volume, and a few leading 

periodicals. Now the majority, of those’at least who give promise of 

becoming scholars, soon tind themselves in communities where books 

and magazines are as necessary for the mind as bread for the body. A 

constant stream of printed matter sweeps along with it public opinion, 

All read and think more or less. Our young graduate to be a scholar, 

an intellectual leader, must rise among men who have such advantages 

and such habits. The standard of scholarship is pushed upward by the 

intelligence of the masses. In view of these facts, one can hardly over- 

estimate the importance, to those whose aim is above mediocrity, of 

learning to read during student life. 

The question as to how the colleges are using their libraries to pro- 

mote this kind of learning is one which may well receive the attention 

of those liberal patrons of higher education who create library funds 

and build library buildings. Rapid as is the increase of libraries, still 

all are clamoring for more books. It is as if excellence were in numbers 

alone. How many volumes? This is always the question; never, How 

much and how well do you use what you have? Now and then an old 

man, more practical than scholarly, and a hundred years behind the 

times, stares around at your alcoves, seriously doubting whether you 

use all the books you have, and asks bow you can possibly expect any 

one to give you more. The question is not an impertinent one, if 

only intelligently asked. That the measure of our having should be 

determined by the mode of our using is as7old as the New Testament. 

Five thousand well selected volumes judiciously and constantly used 

will serve the purposes of education better than twenty-five thousand 

used only at the caprice or fancy of inexperienced young men. Far be 

it from me to discourage giving to increase libraries, but I would have 

those who give consider whetherjpart of their endowments had not bet- 

ter be directed towards such a vigorous/administration as to render the 

libraries most efficient. 

What, then, should the administration be? The question naturally 

divides itself into three, which I shall consider separately. 

First, as to the preparation of the library itself, its growth, classifi- 

cation, arrangement, and other facilities for making it accessible. 

Second, as to the nature and extent of the privileges to be granted to 

officers and students. 

Third, as to the instruction in its use to be given to students. 

1 shall purposely omit all reference to the use of a college library by 

others than those connectedwith}the college ; for so fav as its privileges
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are extended, by courtesy or otherwise, to clergymen and scientific and 
literary residents, it partakes of the nature of a public library, and does 
not come within the scope of this paper. e 

GROWTH OF THE LIBRARY. 

In considering how a college library shall be prepared for use, the 
mode of its growth demands our first attention. It must be constantly 
borne in mind that the object of a college is education, not mere infor- 
mation, nor amusement, nor in general professional training. For the 
purposes of general education, teachers, stadents, and books are to- 
gether. Any department of the library filled for any other purpose is 
filled amiss. Ephemeral literature on the one hand, and strictly profes- 
sional works on the other, will properly occupy but small space, as the 
object of the library embraces very few of them. Now, theoretically 
at least, a college education extends to the elements of all the different. 
departments of human thought, literature, science, art, history, with 
their various subdivisions. Eavh of these departments requires its 

share in the library, which shall be for that department the best attain- 
able expression of its historival development and present condition. To 

manage the growth of any part of the library, therefore, one must be fa- 
miliar both with what it contains and with the trade. The books one 
buys are to take their places among those already on the shelves, so 

that the whole taken together shall form the best possible educational 

apparatus. In managing its growth an active librarian and purchasing 

committee can do much, but they cannot be expeeted to know the whole 

library thoroughly, and, so to speak, also to read ahead of its growth, 

so as to know which of all the books published each department needs. 

Outside of what they happen to be familiar with, they will be apt to 

trust too much to numbers. But every teacher knows that the number 

of books in an alcove has very little to do with their educational value. 

Take chemistry, geology, almost any science —ten good new books may 

be worth more than a whole case twenty-five years old. Whatever we do 

with the old books, it is certain that the greater part of them must be 

excluded when the working power of a library is to be estimated. And 

then there will always be a large percentage of books, both in the library 

and in the trade, which have the general appearance of value, but which 

would really render little or no service either to teachers or to students. 
So far as the administration of the library relates to its growth, itis 

clear, then, that if must be directed in its different parts by masters of 

those parts, men who shall know perfectly its true relation to the prog: 

ress of thought. Fortunately, in a college library such men are always 

at hand. The officers of instruction are in general the only persons 

capable of determining what books their several departments need. It 

is assumed that each will keep his eyes open both to the state of the 

library and to the growth of ideas, at least in his own special field of
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inquiry. The growth of the library for the special benefit of the officers 
of instruction themselves, will properly come up under the head of priv- 
ileges granted to officers, and need not be considered here. 

CLASSIFICATION. 

What the classification of a library should be, is a question much 
more easily asked than answered. There are objections to all plans. A 
difficulty sometimes arises out of the tendency, where the plan adopted 
does not prove perfectly satisfactory, to change it gradually as new 
books are distributed. This will work ruin to all order. A slightly im- 
perfect plan strictly followed is far better than two plans at once. ‘To 
ayoid all occasion for this confusion, and, what is perhaps more impor- 
tant, to have the successive generations of students carry away with 
them proper notions of the relations of books to each other, the classi- 
fication should be very carefully considered, once for all, by men of the 
widest experience with libraries, and of good practical common sense. 
Much has been said and written on this subject, and many plans care- 

fully prepared, but it is evident that beyond certain general outlines no 
classification can be made which would be suited to all libraries. 

It would be somewhat foreign to my purpose to discuss this subject 
at length. It is proper, however, to add a word as to the classification 
of a college library best adapted to its proper administration. Here, 
again, the leading question is, How shall the library become the most 
perfect educational apparatus? Now, I have tried to show that it 
should grow up around the different departments of instruction. I 
think also that no better practical classification can be devised than 
that whose general plan is based upon the classification of instruction 
under the several officers, Not that the number of classes should 
be incomplete, nor the classes mixed, because at any given time the 
faculty was not all that might be desired, but that the division of 
books should correspond on the whole to that division of the instruction 
which is best suited to the aims and purposes of the institution. Such 
a classification cannot be said to be unphilosophical, and it serves the 
purposes of both teacher and student admirably. Each teacher has his 
own class of books where he can examine it, and watch its growth most 
easily, and add its full force to the means of instruction in his depart- 
ment. Students, having become familiar with a certain division of 
thought in their daily studies, if that of the library corresponds, can 
enter upon the use of it with very little difficulty. 

Whatever classification he adopts, every librarian is constantly per- 
plexed with books which belong in no class in particular, but which 
would go equally well in several. I know no better rule for such cases 
than to ignore the title, examine the book in detail, and put it into 
that department in which it is likely to be most extensively used. This 
method has the merit at least of being practical.
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ARRANGEMENT. 

Were the readers always to call for, books from their cataloguenumbers, 
and the librarian to act as a mere servant to take them down and put 
them up, it would make little difference how they were arranged, pro. 
vided only that the catalogue referred to their shelves. But if both 
officers and students are|to make-a‘study of the books collectively ag 
well as individually, and the librarian is to be a teacher of their use, they 
must be arranged with these ends in view. Dictionaries, cyclopedias, 
gazetteers, maps, and other works of reference are best kept where 
every reader can have free and easy access to them during all library 
hours. If the managementof the library should involve the use of a 
separate reading room they might, be; kept there, where also the better 
class of reviews and magazines could be used before the volumes to 
which they belong were complete for binding. It should be remarked, 
however, in passing, that a miscellaneous reading room, where all sorts 
of periodicals are regularly received, is at best of very doubtful educa. 
tional value. Where no room is specially devoted to general reading, 
reviews and magazines are\best treated in every respect as books. After 
the works of reference, and the periodicals, the arrangement should follow 
the classification as far as possible. Then the reader can pursue the 
study of a subject or the examination of a class of books with ease 
and the librarian andghis assistants, when experienced in the classi- 
fication, can manage {the library in all its departments intelligently. 
To facilitate the findingjof books the shelves in each class or depart: 
ment should be numbered, ‘and the class mark and number of the shelf 

of each book entered in the catalogue. The class and shelf should also 

be very clearly marked on‘the cover of the book inside. Labels on the 

outside would be preferable if they were not so easily worn off. To 

number the books on a_shelf seems to me an unnecessary labor, as a 
shelf is so easily looked over. 

OLD BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS. 

One is often in doubt as to what to do with the old books. The growth 
of college libraries does not contemplate the accumulation of large quan- 
tities of strictly ephemeral books, and yet many which are very useful 

for a time are eventually left behind by the progress of the sciences. 

Some of these, like the moraines along the path of a glacier, are valu- 
* able to mark the progress of thought and discovery; but many of them 

mark nothing in particular but the bookmaking spirit of their authors. 

Now, apubliclibrary is not to be treated as one would treat his own private 

collection. If one’s habits of reading do not require him to keep a book 

which he has outgrown,'or which}has,been superseded by a new edition, 

or which never was worth its room on his private shelves, he is likely to 

sell it or give it away. ¥ As to his own wants he can judge pretty accu- 

rately, both for the present and for the future; but this can never be
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done for the readers of a public. library. Some circumstance wholly 
apart from the merits of a book, as the family association of the author 

or the donor, may put it in great demand by men who would be justly 

offended at finding it consigned to the society of rubbish ; and it is quite 
as impossible to predict the future demand for a book. It may stand on 

the shelves a decade untouched, and then, by some event in the literary 

or scientific world, be called forth and wanted by everybody. For these 

reasons, and others which might be given, it is generally thought better 

to suffer a little inconvenience from a mixture of the useful with the 

apparently useless volumes than to attempt a separation. 
It may be remarked just here, for the encouragement of readers in 

new and well selected, though small, libraries, that it is not by count- 

ing the number of volumes in different collections that the facilities they 

enjoy are to be compared with those offered by the large, old ones. As 

libraries grow old, the decay of value is enormous. One suffers great dis- 

appointment when he visits the old libraries, and finds that their numbers, 

magnificent at a distance, are largely made up of books which are, to 

every one but a historian or bibliographer, as dead as the Egyptian 

kings. 
Closely related to the disposal of the old books is the question, what 

shall be done with the pamphlets? Unquestionably the most useful 
and the most useless parts of a library are to be found among its pam- 

phlets. A ripe scholar may condense the results of years of study into 

a monograph, which is published unbound. You receive it in the same 

mail with the harangues of a dozen half-fledged politicians and the 

circulars of a score of quack doctors. What shall be done with them? 

It is the fashion in some large libraries to reject nothing. The adver- 

tisement of every new sewing-machine is said to have its place in 

history. It is not difficult in such places to get up a magnificent show 

of numbers. Various methods of classification have been adopted for 

pamphlets. In my own opinion, if a pamphlet is worth saving at all, a 

pile large enough for a thick volume is worth a cheap binding, I can 

strongly recommend the method which I have myself practiced for 

some years, and to which few objections have arisen. I classify all my 

pamphlets precisely as I do my books. Having my departments of 

books numbered, I fix the classification by writing the number boldly 

with a colored pencil on each pamphlet. The better class, those which 

are eventually to receive a good substantial binding, are then dis- 

tributed in cases likewise numbered. The contents of these cases are 

kept indexed in alphabetical order. The poorer class, which contains 

the great majority, are kept with less care in piles according to their 

numbers, and without indexing. While they remain unbound it is not 

difficult to find any pamphlet if its subject is known. This is the easicr 

since the collection is never allowed to become large. When a case of 

the valuable or a pile of the less valuable ones contains enough of a 

suitable size they are bound together. The references in the pamphlet
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index are then transferred to the index of miscellaneous literature, By 

tne original classification of them all the parts of each belong to the 

Same department in the library where the book now finds its place, 

With very little attention Iam able to prevent the accumulation of a 

great pile of miscellaneous pamphlets which it is so difficult to manage, 

The less valuable volumes can be bound at an expense of thirty or 

forty cents each, and when tables of contents are arranged they are 

often very} useful. Nearly every department in the library under my 

charge contains some of these, some departments a great many. 

CATALOGUING, : 

Jt is with cataloguing as with classifying, the objections to any plan 

are so numerous and so forcible that nothing but an imperative demand 

will induce one to undertake it at all. Some years ago I wrote to Mr. 

W. F. Poole, the anthor of the Index to Periodical Literature, for prae- 

tical advice about cataloguing. He encouraged me in his answer by 

saying, ‘“ Whatever plan you adopt, you will not go far before being 

sorry you did not adopt some other.” As it turned out he was not 

altogether wrong. As one studies this subject it,seems more and more 

strange that the making of a catalogue should not have become, after so 

many centuries of the existence of libraries, like the binding of a book, 

an operation perfectly well understood. It has great difficulties, and 

there seems to be little progress in the work of removing them. Every 

librarian has to take them up almost anew. It is as if every man should 

insist on making his own coat because his back is slightly different from 

every other man’s. 
It is not my purpose to discuss the subject of cataloguing at length, 

but merely to point out what seems to be the present tendency, and 

make a practical suggestion. In some of the largest libraries of the 

country the card system has been exclusively adopted. Several of them 

have no intention of printing any more catalogues in book form. In 

others, cards are adopted for current accessions, with the expectation of 

printing supplements from them, from time to time. I think the ten- 

dency of the smaller libraries is to adopt the former plan, keeping a 
manuscript card catalogue of books as they are added, without a thought 

of printing. I have had the pleasure of visiting, within the last few 

months, four large libraries in New England. All were busy making 

cards; only one expected to print. Turning over their annual reports, 

quite a large percentage of their several working forces was put down 

in the cataloguing department. On comparing the cards, they were 

found to contain substantially the same thing. Coming home, my own 

regular work required the preparation of the same kind of cards. At 

the library of the Rochester Theological Seminary, a few blocks from me, 

they are doing the same thing. Now, consider the waste of energy 

throughout the country if the card system is to prevail, as’seems prob- 

able. Every book has its card or cards, and every library that has the
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book wants those cards in substantially the same form. But, instead 
of that co-operation which would have the cards made by men of expe- 

rience at the great libraries, and printed once for all, and sent upon 
order throughout the country, the different libraries are paying men, 
often inexperienced, to make them in manuscript each for itself. Let 

the directors of a library of 10,000 volumes determine to-day to make a 

card catalogue de novo, they can take no advantage whatever of the fact 

that nearly every book they have has had its cards made over and over 
again at great expense. And further, the librarian who has his catalogue 

complete to date, can take no advantage, when piles of new books are 

received, of the cards which scores of other librarians are making of those 

same books. Now, without further words, it would seem that a simple 
plan might be devised by which it would be possible for a thousand libra- 

ries to order their cards by number, carefully prepared and neatly printed, 
whenever required ; and that too for a very small sum compared with the 
expense of making them. This method would be free from many of the 

objections which have arisen against the plans for co-operation! in cata- 

The great advantages of co-operation among librarians, in the preparation of a card 

catalogue, seem to have become apparent in Europe as well as in this country. Thus 
the London Times of March 18, 1876, contains the following: 

“A correspondent of the Academy writes: . . . ‘When I was librarian myself, 
I always wondered at the extraordinary waste of power in cataloguing new books, 
While I was writing my slip, according to the rule followed in most English libraries, 
I felt that there were probably a hundred people doing exactly the same work which 
Iwas doing, not only in England, but in every civilized country of the world. Yet, 
what would be easier than to have my slip printed, and any number of copies sent 

round by book-post to every library in Europe? With a little arrangement, every 
English book might be catalogued at the British Museum, every French book at the 
Bibliotheque Nationale, every German book at the Royal Library at Berlin, every 

Russian book at St. Petersburg, etc. At a trifling expense these printed slips might be 
sent to every small or large library, and each of them might have three or four kinds 

of catalogues: an alphabetical catalogue of the authors, a chronological catalogue, a 
local catalogue, a catalogue classified according to subjects, ete. Even when a library 

is too poor to buy a book, the slip might be useful in its catalogue. The saving that 
might thus be effected would be very considerable. The staff of librarians might be 

greatly reduced, and the enormous expense now incurred for catalogues, and mostly 
imperfect catalogues, would dwindle down to a mere nothing. There are, of course, 

other ways in which the same object might be attained, if only the principal libraries 

would agree on a common line of action. Each author might be requested to write a 
proper slip of his own book, and the publisher might forward copies of these slips with 

the book itself. All this and much more could be done if a general understanding was 
onee arrived af among the heads of the principal libraries of Europe. If we look at 
the balance-sheets of these libraries, the differences are very great. The expenses are, 
of course, much greater where books are lent out than where they are not. But even 
where the expenses are lowest, the chief item of expenditure is always the catalogue. 
A few resolutions, carried at. an international congress of librarians, might cause a 
saving of many thousands of pounds annually, and would certainly give us better 

catalogues than we find at present, even in the best administered libraries.’ ” 

Mr, Justin Winsor, of the Boston Public Library, several months ago suggested, 

through the Publishers’ Weekly, that publishers might send out with each book a card, 
on which should be printed the title and a bibliographical notice of the book in proper 

33 5
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loguing heretofore proposed. Here is a real work to be done, which the 

library economy of our country greatly demands even now; the future 

demand cannot be estimated. To insure profit to a publisher needs only 

the co-operation of a few leading libraries. Is there not some influential 

publisher who can organize such a co-operation? As the practice now is, 

Tam not sure but it would be better for half'a dozen colleges to agree upon 

the form of a card, and unite their usual cataloguing expenses to secure 

amore skilful preparation and a printed card. Whatever local data the 

cards would require could easily be added with a pen. But the ecard 

system is comparatively new, and perhaps not yet general enough to 

expect from it so great results. 

INDEXING. 

The extent to which a library should be indexed depends upon the 

value which is set upon monographs. Clearly the best ones, whether 

found in separate pamphlets, in periodical literature, in miscellaneous 

essays, or in reports of learned societies, are of sufficient value to justify 

some expense in making them easy of acess. An alphabetical index 

to this class of writings is especially valuable among students, who, in 

the investigation of subjects, wish to supplement their study of elaborate 

treatises by the briefly stated views of the essayists. There may be 
danger of a tendency to substitute the reading of essays and reviews for 

careful and consecutive courses of reading. But it is not an intelligent 

mode of checking this tendency to set an obstacle in the way of the 

reader’s choice. Better make the whole library accessible, and then 

take a little pains to teach the relative places of its several parts in the 

estimation of true scholars. A well written essay is often all one can 

find it practicable to read on a subject. Three or four hours of such 

reading will often give him what, without the essay, he would never 

get at all. And further, as a preparation for, and a supplement to,a 

form, to be inserted in the catalogue of a library. The following from the same journal 
of May 20, 1876, shows that the plan meets with favor; and, doubtless, if once adopted 

by a few of the leading publishers it would soon become the general usage: 

“The plan has already received some indorsement from the trade, but we are pre- 

senting it now chiefly in its relation to the libraries. 
“If such a slip were printed, the libraries could get as many copies as they desired 

without difficulty from their local bookseller or from the publisher ; and it is even sug- 
gested that such a slip can take the place in small libraries of the book, until the 
library itself be in a condition to purchase it directly. It would also be very useful to 
the library and to the publisher alike by encouraging members of circulating libraries 
to order books. In fact, as we have before said, it seems to us it would be both profit- 

able to the publisher and useful to the libraries, and we should be glad if the sugges- 

tion should call forth the opinions of practiced librarians.” 
In justice to Professor Robinson it should be said that whatever merit attaches to 

priority of concepfion in this plan seems to belong to him, inasmuch as his views were 

matured and presented to many leading librarians of the country, as well as prepared 

for publication, more than two. years before the writer in the Academy made his plan 

public.— Eprrors.
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course of reading of the great standard works on any subject, mono- 

graphs have a very important place. They are often written by the 

ablest specialists of the age, and generally published where they have 

the indorsement of scholarly editors. Whether the rapid increase of 

writings of this class is evidence of intellectual growth or decay, a col- 
lege library at the present day must possess the best of them at least; 

and a librarian ought not to let their use be governed by chance. They 

can be made eminently useful. It is-best, then, to index all that have 

the appearance of being permanently valuable. Having undertaken 

this work somewhat vigorously years ago in the library under my charge, 

and seeu how useful a large part of the collection which had previously 

been almost useless at once became, I have thought it better of late to 

err on the side of indexing too much rather than too little. I may dis- 

miss this subject now by reference to the full description of my method, 

contained elsewhere in this report,! only adding a hope that the time may 

soon come when by the co-operation of libraries the fruits of this work, 

as well as of cataloguing, may be more widely enjoyed and the expense 
greatly reduced. 

LIBRARY PRIVILEGES. 

Having prepared the library for use, it is proper to consider next the 

privileges to be granted to its readers. Tor the officers of instruction I 

have treated the library as an apparatus. It is theirs to use, both to in- 

crease their own personal efficiency and supplement and illustrate their 

teaching. The only special privilege accorded to them which should be 

mentioned here is the purchase of books for their special use which do 

not bear directly on their daily work in the lecture room. No one will 

doubt the propriety of furnishing teachers with the means of keeping in 

the front rank of their profession. The cause of education is best served 

thereby, though it require the purchase of books which no student is 

likely to touch. How far a college should promote science by equipping 

its professors for original investigations outside of their official duties, 

must depend upon its general purposes and the extent of its means. 

Certainly no one can rightfully claim this for one department till the 

others are reasonably provided for. The duty of a teacher to watch over 

his part of the library requires him to do it, not for his own purposes, 

but for those of general education, directly or indirectly. 

SHALL STUDENTS TAKE BOOKS OUT? 

Among the first of the privileges to be granted to students is that of 

carrying books to their rooms, to be used there. To this there are many 

and serious objections which, I learn, are allowed to prevail at several 

colleges of good standing, viz, the books are worn out; some are never 

returned ; they are not in the library when wanted for consultation. 

These and other similar objections might have been forcible when books 

were rare enough to be a luxury. It was doubtless wise, then, to regard 

‘See Chapter XXIX, Indexing Periodical Literature —Eprrors.
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the preservation of a library as the chief end of its administration. But 

now the chief end is its use. If properly used, the wearing out of the 

good books is the best possible indication. As to the loss by failure to 
return, I quote from the last annual report of the Boston Publie Library; 

The whole number of persons who have made application to use the library since 
1867 now amounts to 90,782, of whom 14,599 were entered during the last year. . , , 
The number of books lost daring the year was 85, or about 1 to every 9,000 of cireula- 
tion, 

After such a report it is clear that if books are lost among a few hun. 

dred students, who are nearly every day together, it must be due to ill 
management. The objection that books are not in the library when 

wanted for reference can apply with force only to a very limited num- 

ber, which it is customary to reserve from the circulation. What is 

wanted is the greatest possible benefit from a library, buta large per- 

centage of its most useful books will be of very little account to young 
men if their use is to be confined to a public reading room. 

ACCESS TO THE SHELVES. i 

In seeking for the highest working power of a library; our questions 

come up in this order: First, what use will increase its power? Then, 

what restrictions must be placed upon that use for the sake of preser- 

vation? Whatever privileges were granted or denied when books were 

scarce and newspapers and magazines few, the time has come to pre- 

pare students for the intelligent use of many books and the society of 

many readers. With that end in view, for many reasons the bars should 

be taken down under proper regulations. 

First of all, because the study of the library, as such, is a very import: 

ant part of a student’s education. The complaint is made, and it is 

doubtless well founded, that the present tendency is to drift away from 

the solid reading which made the scholars of past generations, and be 

contented with the easy reproductions of thought in the newspapers 

and magazines. How many men are satisfied with one or two reviews 

of a book, when the book itself is within their reach and might far better 

speak for itself! In the multiplicity of subjects to be studied and things 

to be learned, we grow impatient. Turning over books leisurely and 

brooding over subjects till one grows familiar with the great authors of 

the past, and learns to love them, is seldom indulged in. The daily or 

weekly newspaper is ever before us. If this and succeeding generations 

fail to produce scholarship commensurate with their advantages, will it 

not be largely due to the frittering away of time which might be spent 

on good authors over short and carelessly written paragraphs on insig- 
nificant current events? A young man who is ashamed to be igno- 

rant of the common newspaper gossip, who is ever placing the trifles of 

the present before the great events of the past, is never found hunger- 

ing and thirsting for scholarship. He has little time and less disposi- 
tion for thoughtful and protracted study of the masters in science and
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literature. Now, by all means, let this tendency be counteracted by an 

introduction to the library. Remove the barriers and make familiarity 
with well chosen authors as easy as practicable. No habit is more 

uncertain or more capricious than that of a student in a library. He 

wants to thumb the books which he cannot call for by name. It is not an 

idle curiosity. He wants to know, and has a right to know, a good deal 
more about them than can be learned from teachers and catalogues. 

Deny him this, and he turns away disappointed and discouraged; grant 

him this, and his interest is awakened, his love for books increased, and 

the habit of reading will most likely be formed. 

Another reason for opening the doors and encouraging familiarity 

with the library is suggested by the question so often put by young 

graduates, especially young clergymen, What books shall I buy? In the 

ordinary use of a library where books are referred to by teachers, or 

selected from a catalogue, a student will rarely handle more than four 

or five hundred volumes in a course of four years. He will learn some- 

thing, but very little, of a fey more which he does not handle. During 

his professional study he may become acquainted with as many more. | 

Of all these he will care to possess but a very small percentage. How, 
then, supposing him to have acquired in any way a taste for books, is 

he to learn what to buy? He can generally spare but little from each 

year’s income for his library. It is said that the next thing to possessing 

knowledge is to know where to look for it; it is also true that the next 

thing to owning books is to know what books to buy. Besides the pur- 

chase of his own library, many a young bachelor of arts or science finds 

himself, soon after graduating, in a town where a new public library is 

to be founded or an old one enlarged. He is supposed to have had 

advantages which the general public have not had. They are glad to 

avail themselves of what he knows. He ought to be able to lead them 

intelligently and keep the best books before the purchasing committees. 

To my mind, at least, questions like these, of constantly increasing 

importance as they are, are worthy of the careful study of librarians 

and library committees. A young man who spends four or seven years 

of student life where he can see a library, but cannot reach it, generally 

just fails of the only opportunity which is ever possible both to acquire 

the tastes and habits of a reader himself, and to prepare himself to mold 

the tastes and habits of others. 

Again, in college life every young man has constantly before him two 

or three, perhaps four or five, subjects of study. Generally text books 

are prescribed, which with the lectures make up the required work. 

Now there is a school-boy way of going through such a course of study 
from term to term, learning precisely what is assigned, and never look- 

ing to the right hand nor to the left for collateral views of different 

writers. Servility and narrowness are the result, There is also a manly 

and scholarly method of making the required study only the nucleus 

about which are to be gathered the results of much interesting and prof-
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itable investigation —the pathway of thought through a very wide field 

of inquiry. This is the true method of a higher education. Take as. 

tronomy for an illustration. From twelve to twenty weeks are devoted 

to the usual course of lecture, recitation, and examination—just enough 

to teach the leading facts and principles of the science, solve a few illus- 
trative problems, point out the intellectual value of its processes, its 

historical development, and practical bearings. The teacher who at- 

tempts even these finds himself limited at many points to mere sugges- 

tion. The reading student usually acquires the facts and solves the 

problems of the lecture room very readily. He comes then to the sugges- 

tions. He soon makes this collateral work his own field. He feels a 

manly self-dependence as he turns over for himself the authors whose 

opinions have been accepted or rejected by his teacher. He raises per- 

tinent and exhaustive questions. He learns the names and something 

of the lives and scientific places of the men who have made the science 

what it is. He makes memoranda of works valuable for their breadth 
and accuracy of scientific statement, or for the clearness of their pop- 

ular method, or their historical places in the growth of astronomical 

ideas. When the term of study is ended he is fitted by his knowledge, 

and much more by his method, to serve the public wherever his lot is 

cast on all general questions involving the study of astronomy. What 

I have said of astronomy may be said of every other department of col- 

lege study, and of some of them with much greater force. But the con- 

dition of all this work is a proper relation to the library. No student 

ean do this work well, and few will undertake it at all, by calling for 

books from a catalogue. A reference is to be made, a date to be fixed, 

a question of authority to be settled, the scientific relation of two men 

to be ascertained, a formula to be copied, and a thousand other almost 

indefinable little things to be done, the doing of which rapidly and in- 

dependently and with a purpose is the very exercise which will go far to 

make the man‘a broad and self-reliant scholar. To do them, however, 

a man must stand face to face with the books required. Then there are 

books to be selected for more extended reading, apart from the alcoves. 

One can be read carefully out of half a dozen of nearly equal value. An 

hour spent in turning over the books and making the choice is, perhaps, 

better than any two hours spent in the reading. Something is learned 

of the five which cannot be read, but which may be of great service for 

future reference; and, besides, the very act of making the choice —where 

assistance can be had in ease of special difficulty—is a valuable educa- 

tional exercise. . 

Notwithstanding the great advantages of the use of a library in the 

manner pointed out, if I mistake not, it is not usually contemplated by 
college library regulations. How to use books is not so much studied 

as how to get and preserve them. It is seldom or never made itself 

an end to be attained by study. I have seen a college library of 
25,000 volumes or more, all in most beautiful order, everything looking
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as perfect as if just fitted up for a critical examination, where the read- 

jug room was entirely apart, and the books eould be seen by students 

only through an opening like that of a ticket office at a railroad station. 

The reading room contained dictionaries, cyclopzedias, newspapers, and 

magazines, and, it was said, a well kept manuscript catalogue of the 

library. The result one can easily conjecture; the students read the 
newspapers, and the librarian preserved the books. At another college, 

which has good claims to rank among the first in the country, a friend 

 gesiding as a student, after complaining of the great difficulty of using 
alibrary by means of a catalogue and with no access to the shelves, 

writes that he knows it contains plenty of good books, for he got in 

through a window one Sunday and spent the whole day there. It is 
pertinent to inquire whether the interests of education would not have 

been promoted by allowing sach a young man to ascertain that fact on 

aweek day. In short, it is the usual regulation conspicuously posted, 

“Students are not allowed to take books from .the shelves.” This is 

reasonable, perhaps necessary, as a general rule; but when one inquires, 

as I have in several of the most prominent college libraries of the coun- 

try, what provision is made for the student to look through the cases, 

and study the library as a whole, the answer is either that there is no 

such provision, or that the privilege is sometimes granted as a special 

favor to very worthy young men. 

Now the preservation of the books is a very important consideration, 

and the general regulation guarding the shelves a most healthful one ; 

bat the proper use of books, collectively as well as individually, is 

quite as important, and hence the propriety of some special provision 

to that end. Granted that in order to have books in condition to be 
most useful, as well as to preserve them, they must be protected from 

too promiscuous handling by inexperienced or merely curious persons. 

Whatever order or arrangement is adopted, it is of the highest impor- 

tance that it be rigidly observed. Still I cannot believe that regula- 

tions the most adequate for protection are at all incompatible with 

suitable provisions for use. The extent and kind of such provision 

practicable, or even desirable, would differ widely in different places. 

In small colleges two or three hours set apart one day in each week, 

with the privilege extended to all the classes, might be practicable and 

sufficient; in larger colleges it might be better to have hours set apart 

for particular classes, that the number might not be too large at once. 

Or it migbt be still better to provide for such work at certain hours 

regularly each week, and let the admission be regulated by previous 

arrangement with the librarian or other officer. The number to be pro- 

vided for at once could thus be adjusted to the convenience of the rooms 

and the working force of the library, and what is quite as essential, the 

students admitted could be definitely put upon their honor in the enjoy- 

ment of such a privilege, and excluded if found untrustworthy. 

Ihave tried to be very explicit on this point, because I am satisfied
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that this privilege, when it is extended without proper restrictions, 
operates to the great injury of a library, especially as to good order; 
and secondly, because I believe that the supposition that such injury is 
unavoidable, is far too often allowed to stand in the way of the privi- 
lege altogether. I have written earnestly, almost in the style of an 
advocate, because in ten years’ experience I have seen the best results 
from such a use of books as I have described. The two hours’ work done 
regularly every Saturday in this library by an average of forty or fifty stu- 
dents, does them more good than any two hours’ instruction they re- 
ceive through the week. It is work which develops their powers, and 
begets the habit of independent research and the love of books. The 
questions which have been suggested by the lectures of the week are 
then chased down; books are selected to be consulted at the library, 
or drawn for reading at home during the coming week. All the adyan- 
tages I have spoken of above, and many more, I have seen growing out 
of this privilege in the library over and over again. And further, it is 
a noteworthy fact that this privilege is sought and this work done by 
the best students. It is a proper supplement to the prescribed currien- 
lum of studies, for men who are capable of extra work. In no ease has 
it been suspected of dissipating the energies and causing a neglect of 
other regular duties. The injury to books is mainly that of misplace- 
ment, which with suitable instruction and safeguards, can be reduced 
almost to zero, The temptation to carry away books without permis- 
sion is probably diminished rather than increased, as the privilege of 
using them is extended, 

INSTRUCTION BY LIBRARIANS. 

Having prepared the library for use and considered the privileges to 
be granted, we come now to the assistance needed. Is it practicable, or 
even possible, to give such a systematic course of instruction as to make 
a considerable number of every college class bookish men. Everybody 
knows that some men have a certain facility with books which others 
fail, even with their best efforts, to acquire. I do not refer to book: 
worms, those men to whom reading is an end in itself, whose minds are 
mere channels for a stream of other men’s thoughts. I mean the men 
whom reading makes full, to use the thought of Bacon; men who have 
a kind of intuition of what to read and how to read it. Clearly, what- 
ever can be done in this direction can be done best in connection with 
the library; and it is not certain but it can be done most successfully 
by the librarian. [am aware that a librarian is not always ranked 
among the principal educators of a college or university. In the large 
institutions, his business qualifications are what chiefly recommend him; 
in the smaller ones he is often a regular professor, having charge of a 
department of instruction, and is expected, as librarian, only to look 
after and direct the work which is done by assistants. In either case, 
his character as librarian requires of him no instruction. He is a
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curator of the library, rather than —what Emerson says is much wanted — 
a “professor of books.” But let us look at some of the things whieh 

might be done, which doubtless are done, in a loose and irregular way, 

and consider whether there is not a demand for regular and systematic 
instruction in the use of the library. 

First. A brief course of lectures on books; how to get them, how to 

keep them, and how to use them, would come from a scholarly librarian 

in a systematic way with much better effect than in desultory talks from 

the heads of different departments. It is in his power to know the 

reading habits of students much better than any one else. “Are you 

not reading too rapidly to remember what is in these books?” said I 

toa student once, who was taking and returning heavy volumes of his- 
tory in rapid succession. “You may examine me upon them, if you 

please,” was the somewhat curt but satisfactory reply. Now, why not let 

the librarian follow up his systematic instruction by constant personal 

examination, which is the most successful of all teaching? Let this be 

understood, by officers and students alike, as part of his regular duties. 

Let students feel individually under his direction and influence in their 

reading and investigation, and let him also be held in some degree 

responsible for their success in this work. If inexperienced young men 

are, as a rule, most likely to fall into errors and make blunders in their 

use of a library, and thereby lose much time, or become discouraged 

altogether— and it cannot be denied that they are—then there is great 

need of the work I have tried to describe. And further, the need 

appears much greater when we count up the number of students whose 

only blunder in relation to the library is that they pass and repass it 

for four or more years without ever making one serious effort to make 

it serviceable to themselves. 

Hitherto I have spoken only in general terms of. the importance of 

doing something to encourage reading, correct mistakes, and so make a 

library attractive and useful to students from the beginning of their 

course. I cannot leave this part of the subject without giving two or 

three examples of what has constantly to be done in addition to public 

lectures in carrying out this plan, and what, moreover, can be done well 

only by a man who is on the spot when the books are consulted or se- 

lected for reading, let him be librarian or professor. It is assumed all 

the while that the assistance is to be given, as is always the case among 

students, to young men of little experience with books. First of all, one 

has to explain the importance and the mode of learning something of a 

book before reading it. Before spending many hours over a book, an in- 

telligent reader should know either its reputation and its place among 

books in its department; or, if anew book, something of its author; or, 

ifnew, and the author unknown or undistinguished, he should be ac- 

quainted with these facts as well, and then read it in some degree as a 

critic. By learning these things first, he knows whether the book is to 

be received entire as a possession to him for all time, or to be subjected
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to eliminations and restrictions. How many young students of law 
sit down to Blackstone with the best intentions, delighted with the 

first few lectures, which present general principles, and then wade on 
day after day through all the technicalities and intricacies of English 
common law, and awaken to the fact, when it is all over, that what 
they have been reading-is to them, and to the writers of to-day, his. 
tory. So it is generally, in history, science, art, or literature, one must 
have his eyes open toa book before he reads it. This is not impractica- 
ble; such questions as who the author was, what were his qualifica- 

tions for writing, his purpose in writing this particular book, the side of 

the questions involved towards which his religion, or his polities, or his 
philosophy would incline him, can nearly always be got up by ref. 

erence to a few cyclopedias and dictionaries. The further questions 

regarding the judgment which the reading world has passed upon a 

book, and the general efféct it has produced in its department of 

thought, questions which the most careful reading could never answer, 

are of sufficient importance to the scholarly reader to justify a more 
difficult research. I will not pursue this subject further here, as I have 
treated it more fully in another place,! and pointed out the demand for 
a library manual which should contain these facts about books in the 
form of a cyclopwedia, In the absence of any such manual, however, the 

librarian must point out, by general instruction and by private assistance, 

how they are to be found, both from sources outside of the books and 

by the earmarks of the books themselves. 

Another example of what a college librarian has always before him 

‘to do, and in which his service may be of yery great value, is found in 

the investigation of subjects. A theme is chosen or assigned for an 

essay, Which to the student becomes as real a subject for careful investi- 

gation as if on his discussion of it depended the faith of a church or the 

fate of an empire. Should he consult an officer of instruction, he would 

very likely get a good list of works to be read through or consulted upon 

it, with perhaps some opinion as to their respective merits ; and this 

would generally be all. He would get no idea of order in his reading, 

nor learn how to hunt up material under enigmatical titles, nor how to 

exhaust his resources on any point whatever. What he wants, to en- 

courage him in doing such work well, is to be shown how to take hold of it 

inthe right way and doit easily. He wants not results but amethod. Let 

the librarian take up his subject in one or two cases, and show him how 
to put questions to a library. Take a subject, for example, say coinage. 

Let the librarian turn it over as if it were new to him. It is historical, 
we must look over the books on general history; it is an art, the cases 

on the useful arts; it is very ancient, the cases on antiquities; it fur- 

nishes a circulating medium, the cases on political economy and finance; 

these books have been reviewed, the index to periodical literature; it 

has been the subject of essays, the index to pamphlets and miscellaneous 

1See Chapter XXXIV, Titles of Books.— Ept TORS.
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literature. Get this analysis out of the student if possible, and then 

show him how many different parts of the library must be laid under 

contribution for the exhaustive study of one subject. Accept or reject 

or hold subject to criticism as you go the books which bear upon it, ac- 

cording as they appear to be good, bad, or doubtful. Such a method 

cannot be taught by rules; it must be seen a few times to make it easy. 
I remember reading a passage some years ago in Littell’s Living Age 

which illustrates this subject admirably. It is worth while to turn to it. 
The subject is University Education in Germany. 

It is nothing uncommon for the lectures, even public lectures, to be given at the pro- 
fessor’s house. Five or six of us attended Ehrenberg’s lectures. He received us in his 

study, in the midst of his microscopes, his books, and his menagerie of infusoria bottled 
in tubes. We would talk about the last meeting, ask the explanation of some matter 
which would cause a long digression ; in looking for one creature in the tubes, we 

would come upon another, and the lecture had to be begun anew ; or else it was some , 

obscure reference that had to be explained, and we rummaged through the library, and 
the result was that, with all their interruptions and irregularities, these lectures were 

most excellent and profitable. . . . The professor teaches as he works; his 

courses are only an exposition of his method. He explores and shows how a subject 
is to be explored. It has been said that a German professor “works aloud” before his 
pupils; the phrase is very accurate. 

Students need the continual oversight of the librarian also in apply- 

ing the common rule of Bacon, that “some books are to be, tasted, 

others to be swallowed, and some few to be chewed and digested.” The 

rule sounds well. A young man gets it and thinks he has a key to the 

use of a library. The better class soon learn that it is like reading a 

general rule to an apprentice about the relative use of the different tools 

in his chest. The question is who, and what, and when? What is to 

be tasted by one is to be chewed and digested by another; and the 

same person must taste a given book at one time and chew and digest 

it at another. Mistakes here are most likely to beget loose and careless 

habits of reading, which in the end destroy a taste for it altogether. 

Large plans are likely to be laid out which can neyer be followed; great 

expectations to be formed which cannot be realized. Some professor, 

who has devoted his life to a subject, gives a lecture full of enthusiasm, 

sets forth men and events and principles like a panoramie view; goes 

over authors and books with his praise or censure, and sends a score of 

young men to the library fully determined to read all they can get on 

that subject. The professor even.thinks his eloquence is doing much 

for the reading habits of his class. Next week another professor moves 

the class in a similar manner on another subject, and another class of 

books is demanded. Many drift thus from book to book, leaving all 

unfinished. Others resolve to follow the rule sometimes given to stu- 

dents: ‘Finish every book which you begin —either as a penalty for 

rashly beginning it, or because you ought to be, and may become, inter- 

ested in it.” After laying aside in this way a few unfinished works, or 

paying the penalty of beginning them, a large percentage, even of those 

A
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who are disposed to read, drop off from the library, simply because they 

have not counted the time required to chew and digest a book. They 

have no plan. One or two volumes properly selected and thoroughly 

read, and a score of others properly tasted of, would perhaps have been 

practicable in each case; and this process repeated, as occasion should 

require, throughout the course of study, would accomplish very much, 

How many of the elaborate histories, such as Grote’s Greece, Gibbon’s 

Rome, and the Pictorial England, have had their first volumes at the 

binder’s over and over again, just because students, guided by the 

unqualified references of the professors, have resolved upon reading 

these great works through by course. Had they sat down beforehand 

and counted the cost, they would either have taken some other advice, 

or provided time to get beyond the first volume. 

Now, it may be said that all this work belongs to the several depart- 

* ments of instruction, and that each officer must see that the students 

read around his own lectures. The answer is, very well, if they will 

only do it regularly and systematically and give all the assistance 

required, following the student till he has the right books, and has 

opened them at the right places; and if they will make a business of 

directing every one who needs it, whether he requests it or not, and of 

inspiring him with a love for a library, not in one department only, but 

as a whole; and if they will work upon a plan, so as not to cross each 

other’s track, one advising to read Grote and another to finish it as a 

penalty; in short, if a dozen men or more will do what requires the care 

and thought and personal attention of asingle man. But everybody 

knows how that work is done which it is the duty of many to do, but 

for which no one is made responsible. 

It may be further objected that, in so many and so diverse depart- 

ments of learning, no one man is capable of giving advice as to what 

and how to read. The objection, as soon as started, shows the impor- 

tance of its being done somehow, for all the better class of students are 

expected to choose and to read something in all these departments. 

Now, no man is able in his intercourse as a teacher with several hun- 

dred students to reach his ideal of usefulness in any sphere. The 

instruction of the most scholarly librarian will not be perfect, but it 

will be much better than no regular instruction at all. Let him be 

chosen as an educator; let it be his recognized duty to do this work 

for students as well as he can, to make a study of it for life, as a pro- 

fessor of Greek studies language; let him make reputation for himself 

and-for his college by it; give him credit when he is able to make use- 

ful reading attractive to young men, to win them over, from the habit 

of gazing listlessly at the backs of books, to an intelligent and pas: 
sionate longing to learn all that it is possible for them to know of and 

about them; give him such duties and such rewards; and though some 

mistakes will be made, very much good will be accomplished.
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INSTRUCTION BY TEACHERS. 

When the librarian has done all he can, there will remain much instrue- 
tion to be given by the teachers. I have assumed that the professor should 
know something of all the books which touch his course of instruction, 
and that it is his business to use them, not as the librarian does, to teach 
what a library is and how to use it, but as a part of the apparatus of 
his department. His object is science, or language, or some other part 

of the general course of study. The books are his tools; students are 
using them as well as he. In their hours of free access to the shelves 
scores of questions will arise about books and their contents which will 
crop out in his lecture room. He must pass judgment upon them cor- 
rectly, answering questions relative to authorship, contents, style, lit- 
erary or scientific value, when perhaps he least expects them to come 
up. Besides, he will be expected to direct the reading on all the more 
technical and diffieult points connected with his instruction, where the 
librarian, from the general nature of his work, or his lack of minute 
reading, must necessarily fail. In doing this it is best, so far as pos- 
sible, to refer to the library. It is not enough to mention works which 
he happens to possess himself, but which the student is ill able to buy. 
Nor is it sufficient to refer to any books in the library that contain the 
subjects under investigation. He should be able to lay his hand at once 
upon the very best material that can be had for the purpose of the stu- 
dent, and to state why it is the best. Otherwise he does injustice to 
the man who is to spend his time in the reading. Let any professor 
who weuld encourage reading, and make the library supplement his 
instruction with the best effect, undertake to do it, not by public lec- 
tures, however eloquent, but by making the best references in the proper 
way, in the first place; and also by meeting his students singly or in 
small classes in the alcoves, and guiding them patiently through all 
their most difficult investigations. 

/
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LOGICAL LIST OF AMERICAN CATALOGUES, 

I—WHAT KIND OF CATALOGUE. 

It is fortunate for those who have the use of a library if their number 

is so small and their character so high that they can be admitted to the 

shelves and select their books on actual examination. As that is often 

not the case, a catalogue becomes necessary, and, even when it is thé 

case, if the books are numerous there must be some sort of guide to 

insure the quick finding of any particular book. The librarian can 

furnish some assistance, but his memory, upon which he can rely for 

books in general use, is of no avail for those which are sometimes wanted 

very much, although not wanted often. And a librarian without a cata- 

logue would be utterly overpowered by the demands arising with a large 

circulation. In a library used entirely for desultory reading, like most 

private circulating libraries, and many town libraries, the catalogue may 

be very simple; as soon as the books begin to be used for study it must 

become more elaborate. The latter is alone worth considering, for of 

the few difficulties of the simpler plan the greater part will be found in 

the more complex.! 

A eatalogue is designed to answer certain questions about a library, 

and that is the best which answers the most questions with the least 

trouble to the asker. It may, however, for reasons of economy, decline 

to answer certain classes of inquiries with very little practical loss of 

utility, and different libraries may properly make different selections 

‘Tt may be as well to say now that in the following pages reference is had chielly to 

our larger town and city, and to our college libraries. Many statements would be 
totally inapplicable to the great European libraries, which count their funds by ten 

thousands and their volumes by hundred thousands, and many things need modification 

with reference to very small town libraries ; but it is impossible to hedge round every 

sentence with the necessary limitations, and the reader is requested to bear this note | 

in mind. 

526.
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of questions to be answered. There are two sets of probable inquiries, 

the first asking what books the library contains; the second relating to 

the character of the books. Of the first set the most common and the 

most important —those which a catalogue must answer or be an im- 

perfect guide —are these : 
1st. Has the library such a book by a certain author? 

Have you Bell on the Brain? 

Have you John Brent, by Theodore Winthrop ? 

2d, What books by a certain author has it ?! 
. What other books by Winthrop have you ? 

3d. Has it a book with a given title? 

Have you John Brent? 

4th. Has it a certain book on a given subject ?? 
Have you a pamphlet on the bull-frog, by Professor —I’ve forgotten his name? 

5th. What books has it on a given subject? : 

Have you anything on glaciers? What have you on philosophy? I wish to see 
all the books. 

6th. What books has it in a certain class of literature ? 

What plays have you? What poems? 

ith. What books have you in certain languages ?° 

What French books haye you? How well provided are you with German liter- 
ature ? 

8th, &c. Similar questions may be asked with reference to certain 

other classes, as is shown in Part I, p. 10-12, in a note on classification, 

but they are of less importance, and may be passed by now. 

The enumeration of the systems that have been devised to answer 

these questions would be as long as Polonius’s list of plays. Weimay haye 

a catalogue of authors or of subjects, or both, or of authors with a sub- 

ject-index, or of subjects with an author-index, and each of these may 

be divided into two varieties by the presence or absence of title-entries, 
and lists of kinds of literature introduce another source of variation. 

‘The answer to the first question. ‘would of course be included in the answer to the 
second; the question itself, however, is made with a different purpose. In the first 
case, the inquirer wants a definite book, and uses the author’s name as a clue to find it 

by; in the second, he is interested in a particular author, and wishes to select one of 
his works. 

*Tt will be seen that the word subject is used, as it commonly is in this connection, 
to indicate on the side of the book the theme, whether special or general, on which the 

author wishes to give information, and on the part of the inquirer the matter on which 

he is seeking information. It does not seem to me desirable to extend its use so as to 
include classes of literature, and confound the fourth, fifth, and sixth questions, still 
less to make it synonymous with title, as some cataloguers appear to do. 

* The seventh question is not really distinct, but is included in previous ones, accord- 

ing to the purpose with which it is asked. A man may want a book with a certain 
tlavor—the French flavor, the German flayor. With this meaning the question might 
be included in the sixth. Or he may want to study the language; in that case the 
language is his subject; and books in a language being practically on it for his pur- 

pose, the question is included in the fifth. 

‘1, Author-catalogue. One in which the entries are arranged alphabetically according to
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Now, as it is evident that a subject-catalogue by itself can answer the 

first and third questions (have you a book by a certain author or with a 

certain title) only when the book has an unmistakable subject. by which it 

can readily be found, and even then answers in a roundabout way, and 

as it cannot answer the second (what books have you by a certain author) 

at all unless one knows the subjects of all that writer’s books, this kind of 

catalogue may be at once rejected. And as an author-catalogue by itself 

cannot answer the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth questions, (for how many 

persons will look through a list of 20,000 or even of 1,000 titles to see if 

there is among them a book with a given title or on a given subject ?) this 

kind of catalogue is equally unsatisfactory. An author-and-title cata- 

logue with a subject-index, or an author-catalogue with a title- and sub- 

ject-index, or a subject-catalogue with an author-and-title index, answers 

the first four questions; and if it contains lists of classes of literature, 

(as fiction, poetry, German literature,) it answers allseven. The chief 

difference between them is this: in the first a book is entered in full once 

under the author and once briefly under the title; and then appears 

briefly in the index under as many subjects as the book may treat of. In 

the third the book is entered in full under as many subjects as it treats 

of, and appears only twice briefly in the index, once under the author's 
name and once under the title. 

There is yet another — the author-, subject-, title-, and form-catalogue — 

which answers all the seven questions. In this the full entries are 

made both under author and subject and form, and perhaps under title. 

They will differ a little, it may be, because under author should be 

given all the bibliographical description of the book, and special pains 

taken to identify the author, whereas under the subject these details 

can be omitted or abridged, and their place taken by greater fullness 

of title, or notes designed to show how the book handles its topic. And 

the author-entry would give in full the contents of collections of essays, 

whereas in the subject-entry only those parts of the contents would be 

mentioned which concern that’ particular subject. The entry under the 

the names of the authors, (a dictionary of authors.) 2. Title-catalogue. One in which the 

entries are arranged alphabetically according to some word of the title, especially the 

first, (a dictionary of titles.) 3. Subject-catalogue. One-in which the entries are arranged 
according to the subjects of the books, either alphabetically by the words selected to 

denote those subjects (dictionary arrangement) or philosophically according to the 
scientific relations of the subjects, (logical, classed, or classified arrangement, the sub- 

jeets being formed into classes.) 4. Form-catalogue. One in which the entries are 

arranged according to the forms of literature and the languages in which the books 

are written, whether alphabetically or according to the relations of the forms to one 
another. 5. ———(?) catalogue. Oue in which the entries are made according to the 

kind of people for whom the books are designed. To this belong the classes “Juve- 

nile literature” and “ Sunday-school books,” which include works on various subjects 
and in various forms, and often have a subclassification by subjects. Either of the 

first two, or of the second two when not classed, or a combination of two or more of 

them, is a dictionary catalogue. The third, or the last three together, when logically 

arranged, forms a classified catalogue. The fourth is often published in a single or with 
two or three classes, or in combination with the fifth, (the unnamed catalogue,) as a 

class-list of “Novels,” or of “Drama and Poetry,” or of “ Fiction and Juveniles.”
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title would be very brief, and might for economy of room be reduced to 
amere reference. But setting these minor variations aside, the dis- 
tinguishing characteristic of this catalogne, which makes it superior 
to the others, is that the inquirer finds under subject as well as under 
author a sufficiently full title, and the details which show him whether 
the book is old or new, in what language it is printed, and where and 
when, whether it is compendious or voluminous, portable or not.! For 
these facts, often of great importance to him in choosing his book, he 
does not have to turn to another part of the catalogue. Now, such turn- 
ing, although it is a slight matter for a single book, becomes intolerably 
wearisome after a few repetitions, and most people would rather go 
away Without the information which they want than take, the trouble 
to search it out at such an expense of time and perseverance. Indeed, 
it is impossible to compare titles so widely separated. While one is 
looking for and at a tenth he forgets the first five or six. And the loss 
of time, which can be borne when one is using a single printed volume, 
would be utterly unendurable with the complete catalogue of a large 
library, especially if in manuseript. 

The method upon which the author and title parts of the catalogue 
shall be made is tolerably well settled except in regard to some details. 
Butin regard to the subject part there is no such agreement. Two great 
principles of arrangement dispute precedence, the logical and the alpha- 
betical, and the adherents of the latter are divided as they prefer class 
or specifie entry. 

Among the logically arranged (classed or classified) catalogues there 
is a difference, according as they are more or less minutely subdivided. 
The larger the collection of titles the greater need of division. For it is 
plain that if a hundred thousand titles are divided into only sixty or 
seventy classes, some of the larger divisions will contain several thou- 
sand, all of which the impatient reader must look through to find what 
he wants. Generally an attempt is made to bring all books under a 
strictly philosophical system of classes, with divisions and subdivisions» 
arranged according to their scientific relations. It is a very attractive 
plan. The maker enjoys forming his system, and the student fancies he 
shall learn the philosophy of the universe while engaged in the simple 
occupation of hunting for a book, And there are more real advantages. 
One who is pursuing any general course of study finds brought together 
in one part of the catalogue most of the books that he needs. He sees 
hot merely books on the particular topic in which he is interested, but 
in immediate neighborhood works on related topics, suggesting to him 
courses of ‘investigation which he might otherwise overlook. He finds 

1'These things of course are of no importance in a title-entry, the object of which is 
simply to enable a man to find a book which he already knows of, not to select one 
among many. Imprints under the author are indispensable in the interior working of 
alibrary, to avoid duplicates, identify copies, ete. But if I were obliged to choose 
solely for the public between giving imprints with authors only and with subjects 
only, I should choose the latter. 

34 5 ;
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,it an assistance to have all these works spread out before him, so that 
he can take a general survey of the ground before he chooses his route ; 
and as he comes back day after day to his particular part of the cata- 
logue he becomes familiar with it, turns to it at once, and uses it with 
ease. The same is true of the numerous class who are not making any 
investigation or pursuing any definite course of study, but are merely 
desultory readers. Their choice of books is usually made irom cer. 
tain kinds of literature or classes of subjects. Some like poetry or 
essays or plays; others like religious works or philosophical works 
or scientific works, not caring about the particular subject of the 
book so much as whether it be well written and interesting. To 
these persons it is a convenience that their favorite kind of reading 
should all be contained in one or two parts of the catalogue, and 
freed from the confusing admixture of titles of a different sort. An 
alphabetical list of specific subjects is to them little more suggestive 
than an alphabetical list of authors. It is true that by following up all 
the references of a dictionary catalogue under Theology, for example, 
a man may construct for himself alist of the theological literature in the 
library ; but to do this requires time and a mental effort, and it is the 
characteristic of the desultory reader that he is averse to mental effort, 
What is wanted by him and by the busy man when now and then he 
has the same object, is to find the titles from which he would select 
brought together within the compass of a few pages; few, that is, in 
comparison with the whole catalogue. It may be 500 pages, but 500 
pages are better than 10,000.' The classed catalogue is better suited 
also than any other to exhibit the richness of the library in particular 
departments. 

It is true that no system of classification can bring together all related 
works. The arrangement that suits one man’s investigations is a hin- 
derance to another’s; and in the aet of bringing into juxtaposition sub- 
jects that have many points of resemblance, the classifier separates them 
from those with which they have fewer characteristics incommon. But 
this very statement shows that the majority of general inquirers will be 
assisted by good classification, and only a minority disappointed. For 
the more points of likeness any two subjects have, the more chance is 
there that many men will be interested in both at once; and the more 
they differ, the greater is the improbability that any one will wish to 

study them together? 
On the other hand, there are some disadvantages. A large part of 

‘The probable extent of the catalogues of the next generation. When the special 

catalogues become so large, the actual advantage for the purpose we have been consid- 

ering is lessened. The very size becomes as bewildering as the confusion of an alpha- 
betic catalogue, and the lists of the latter under specific headings, being very full, will 
answer somewhat the same purpose. 

For example, all classifiers would put the history of Painting not under History 
bunt under Art; yet most would put the history of culture, which includes the history 

of painting and the other fine arts, under Bistory, and not under Art.
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the public are not pursuing general investigations. They want to find 

a particular book or a particular subject quickly ; and the necessity of 

mastering a complex system before using the catalogue is an unwelcome 

delay or an absolute bar to its use. Its advocates think that this diffi- 

culty may be in great measure removed by prefixing to the catalogue 

a full and clearly printed scheme of classification. ‘ Any one at all 

familiar with systems,” they say, “can, in nine cases out of ten, see at 

a glance where his subject occurs in the scheme. Anignorant man will - 
be puzzled by any arrangement. His untrained eye cannot find words 

ina dictionary or names in a directory, so that this plan is no worse for 

him than another.” But experience shows that even to the scholar this 

difficulty, which comes at the very outset of each man’s search in the 

catalogue, and recurs every time he consults it until he becomes familiar 

with its plan, this necessity of generally looking twice to find one thing, 

and often not finding it readily, is undeniably irksome, and produces a 

feeling of distaste out of all proportion to the real trouble occasioned. 

And it unfortunately happens that in most schemes of classification yet 

constructed these difficulties attach to some very common subjects. 

There are certain questions which a man expects to find difficult of in- 

vestigation. He does not think ill of a catalogue which delays or even 

disappoints him in regard to these; but when, for some very simple 

thing, with which he is familiar, he has to hunt, to hesitate, and to lose 

time, he is provoked. 

Besides, the difficulty is not merely in mastering the system, but in 

applying it, which, in many departments of science, demands consider- 

ably more knowledge than most men have. Suppose one wants to find 

| something about the badger; in a minutely subdivided catalogue it 

might be found under Science, division Natural History, subdivision 

Zodlogy, group Vertebrates, class Mammals, subclass Monodelphia, sec- 

tion Carnivora, and so on, or under some other hierarchy of classes. A 

man may want a book on the badger without being much of a naturalist, 

but he could hardly find it in such a catalogue unless a naturalist should 
help him. 

It is this which has made these catalogues so unpopular, and the unpop- 

ularity is increased by the want of agreement among classifiers, which 

prevents any system becoming common enough to be known to every- 

body and to seem the only natural one. And the occasional vagaries 

‘Note that this is a difficulty in the nature of things, and applies also to an alpha- 
betical catalogue, if it has no special book on the badger. Then a man must look in 
general works for an account of his animal, and in order to use either catalogue for 

that purpose, he must know or find out to what general class the badger belongs, other- 
wise he would not know whether to ask for a work on reptiles or mammals, articu- 
lates or vertebrates.- But this, like many other theoretical objections, does not much 

impair the usefulness of a catalogue. A man generally does know some of the includ- 
ing classes of his subject. In the present case he would know that the badger is an 

animal, and would look tor it in some zodlogical encyclopwdia. By the description 
there he would find to what subclasses it belongs, and how he could pursue his inqnir- 

ies farther, if he chose.
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of otherwise excellent catalogues have had their influence in bringing 

classification into disrepute. It would take the average man some time 

to get accustomed to look for the Rollo books under Art, and Mother 

Goose’s Melodies under Prose Fiction, where they belong in a system 

now before me. Nor is likely that many men would at first think of 

looking for railroad reports under Commercial Arts, or cook-books under 
Productive Arts, or navigation under Engineering, however proper such 

subordination may be, The fact is that the action of the mind in 

outlining a system and fitting books into_it is very different from that 

of inquiring where, in a system already formed by another, a given 

topic will be treated. It is hard, apparently, for the system-makers 

to put themselves in the place of the public; otherwise they would 

have adopted more frequently than they have done the simple rem- 

edy which will almost remove all these difficulties—an alphabetical 

index of the subjects treated in the classed catalogue. By that an in- 

quirer is referred in an instant to the exact part of the catalogue where 
he will find the topic he wants. The catalogue of the Mercantile Library 

Company of Philadelphia (1850) has such an index, also the Newark 

Library Association, (1857,) and the California State Law Library, (1870.) 

Beyond these I cannot recall one. It should be noted, however, that an 

index is one of the prominent features of the excellent plan for nam: 

bering books described by Mr, Melvil Dewey, in Chapter XXVIII of 
this report. 

The alphabetical index not occurring to or not pleasing those who 

were dissatisfied with classification, they adopted the alphabetical cata- 

ogue, and, naturally enough, in its extreme form, the dictionary plan,! 

in which the attempt to subordinate individuals to classes, and classes 

to one another, is abandoned, and the subjects, special or general, are 

arranged like the words in a lexicon. Thus, if a book treats of natural 

history, it is put under that heading; if it treats of zodlogy alone, that 

word is the rabrie ; if it is confined to mammals, it will be found under 

Mammals; and, finally, if one is looking for a treatise on the elephant, 

he need not know whether that animal is a mammal; he need not even 

be sure that it is an animal; he has merely to be sufficiently acquainted 

with his alphabet to find the word Elephant, under which will appear 

all the separate works that the library contains on that subject. Nothing, 
one would think, can be more simple, easy to explain, easy and expedi- 

tious to use than this. No matter what he wants he will find it at once, 

provided (1) that the library has a book on just that subject, and (2) 

that it has been entered under the very word which he is thinking of. 

If these conditions are not fulfilled, however, there is more trouble. If 

(1) the library has no book or article sufficiently important to be cat- 

alogued on that topic, he must look (a) in some more comprehensive 

work in which he will find it treated, (as the history of Assyrian art is 

related in the histories of Art,) in which case he will get no help what- 

1 On the use of the name “ dictionary,” see p. 560.
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ever from any dictionary catalogue yet made, in finding the general work, 
but must trast to his own ,knowledge of the subject and of ordinary 

classification to guide him to the including class; or (b) there may be 

something to his purpose in less general works, (as books on Iron 
bridges or Suspension bridges might be better than nothing to a man 

who was studying the larger subject Bridges,) but in this ease also he 

will very seldom get any assistance from dictionary-catalogues, and 

must rely entirely upon his previous knowledge of the possible branches 

of his subject. If (2) the books which the library has are entered under 

some other word than the one which is in his head, (under Development, 

or Byolution, or Origin of species, or Species, when he is thinking of 

Darwinism,) nine-tenths of the dictionary catalogues will again fail him; 

he must rack his brain to recall all the synonymous names of his topie. 
And even in those which relieve him of this trouble by giving eross- 
references, he must look twice, first for his own word, and then for the 
word to which he is referred from that. 
The plan is undeniably convenient, but its advocates have in general 

so entirely overlooked these defects that they have made no attempt to 
remedy them. A minority have had recourse to cross-references, which 
almost remove evil No. 2; but evil No. 1 generally remains untouched 

There is considerable variety among dictionary catalogues, which may 
or may not have imprints under the subject-entries and contents under 
the authors; which may have cross-references or not; which may limit 
each title to a single line, or abandon such procrustean attempt and 
allow whatever space circumstances demand; which may include classes 
of literature or not; which may make subject-entries merely under words 
taken from the title of the book, as proposed by Panizzi and Crestadoro 
and practiced by nearly all; or may take the subject of the book as a 
heading, whether expressed in the title or not. This latter difference is 
of more importance than may appear at first sight. The catalogues 
which limit themselves rigidly to the title abandon all attempt at com- 
pleteness, since many titles do not even pretend to express the subject 
of the book, and many signally fail in the attempt. 

The history of dictionary catalogues in regard to this matter is worthy 
of note. The early catalogues were all either of authors or classed. 
Those which, like Georgi’s Europiiischer Biicher-Lexicon, (1742,) were 
by authors, (with title-entry, of course, for anonymous books,) were said 
to be “Nach Ordnung Dictionarii.”! The next step was to make the 
title-entries not merely for anonymous books but for all which had any 
good word in the title from which to refer, the object being to provide a 
means by which any one who had heard of a book could easily find it. 
If it was thought of at all, it was apparently considered as a subsidiary 
merit that one could find by aid of these entries what the library con- 

‘This is the earliest use of the comparison I haye met with. Lexicon is a very com- 
mon name for an alphabetical list of authors, (Moser, 1740, Jeecher, 1750, Felder, 1820, 
Kayser, 1834.) Danz’s Worterbuch (1843) is a subject catalogue.
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tained on certain subjects. Nineteen such catalogues were made in this 

country between 1815 and 1854, the comparative number of entries 
under subject-words gradually increasing. In 1854 the Boston Mercan- 

tile Library published a catalogue made by Mr. W. F. Poole, upon a 
plan proposed by him in April of that year : 

Short titles have been adopted ; each work has been catalogued under its author and 
under its subject, and works of fiction have been placed under their titles as well as 
authors. The whole being arranged in one alphabetical series, a work can De easily 
found if either its author, subject, or title is known. Whatever advantages other sys- 
tems of cataloguing may have in particular instances, no other system appears to com. 

bine so many advantages for a circulating library like ours.—Preface. 

Each entry was limited to one line. The imprints were given under 

each entry whether author, title, or subject-word, but there rere no 

cross-references. This is the first complete triple asyndetic dictionary 

catalogue. From its economy of space, its facility of use, the ease with 

which any one who can copy accurately can make it, and its apparent 
completeness, it has been a favorite type with town and mercantile libra- 

ries. In these catalogues some word of the title is taken to make the entry 

under, as an indexer makes his reference from some word that he finds in 

the text of the work he is engaged upon. If there is no suitable word the 

cataloguer generally omits the work altogether ;! sometimes chooses a 

word under which he thinks the book may be looked for, the idea always 

being that the inquirer is searching for some book that he already knows 

of, and this being merely another way of finding it in case the author’s 

name has been forgotten. The entries are really, therefore, only title- 

entries. The idea of subject-entries, though probably always. vaguely 

co-existent with this, is, as a distinct and dominant idea, of late growth. 

Consequently we cannot reproach these cataloguers with their want of 

system, their abundance of synonymous headings, their continually 

suffering works of precisely the same character to be separated by the 

mere chance of the use of a different word in the title, their not seldom 

jumbling together works of very different character which have the 

same word (used in different senses) in the title, with their frequent 

failure to enter books treating of several subjects under more than one, 

or with the total absence of cross-references. They are not generally 

intending to make subject-catalogues, by which they would probably 

understand classed catalogues. As they deal almost entirely with books 

in the English language there is nothing to prevent their confining 

themselves to the title. Foreign books lend themselves less readily to 

this kind of entry and suggest emancipation. 

In England the immediate predecessor of the dictionary catalogue was 

VAs late as 1869 a librarian explains the plan of his catalogue, made in imitation of that 
of the Boston Public Library, thus: “Books are entered under the author’s name, the 

title, and the subject where the title admits of it”? And in 1875 a librarian writes, “I 

think the plan of a dictionary catalogue is to give specific information concerning the 
author, title, and subject of a book, so far as they appear on the title-page.” ‘
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the series of London book lists, ending in the “Classified index to the 
London catalogue of books published in 1816-51.” In this last, under 
thirty-four classes, references are arranged in the alphabetic order of 
the words of the title which expressed, or were intended to express, the 
specific subject of the book. The object of the publisher was stated to 
be “facility of reference and simplicity of detail.” The next step in 
facilitating reference was naturally to throw the classes into one alpha- 
bet. This was partly done the next year by Sampson Low in his “ Index 
to the titles,” contained in the “British catalogue of books published in 
1854,” with this explanation : 

Under the old system of classification the difficulty has always been to find a given 
title, although enabled to find a group of books published within a scientific definition. 
The present plan, it is hoped, will, by following out the author's own definition of his 
books, and presenting a CONCORDANCE OF TITLES combine both of these advantages. 

Not a word about subject information, which indeed was not to be 
expected, the British catalogue being merely intended as a ready guide 
for booksellers and others to the publisher’s name and the price of each 
book. The phrase “concordance of titles” is noteworthy. Whether the 
plan was due to Mr. Low or his assistant, Mr. Crestadoro, does not 
appear. Eight years before this Mr. Panizzi had told the British 
Museum Commission : 

Those who want to consult a book of which they know only the subject, or to find 
what books on a particular subject are in the library, can obtain this information (as 
far as it can be obtained from a title-page, which is all that can be expected in a cata- 
logue) more easily from an index of matters to an alphabetical catalogue than by any 
other means. (Answer 9869.) 

In 1856, Mr. Crestadoro, in a pamphlet on “The art of making eata- 
logues of libraries,” recommended (1) an inventorial catalogue of un- 
abridged titles arranged in no order, but numbered ; and (2) referring to 
the inventory by these numbers, an alphabetical index of names and 
subjects. For this index the headings were to be words from the inven- 
torial title; and he would have the cataloguer supply in that title the 
author’s name, the subject, and the “nature” of the book, (sermon, 
thesis, oratorio,) if the author had failed to do so himself in his title ; 
moreover he would make as many references as there are words in the 
(amended) title worth referring from, whether those words be the author's 
or editor’s or translator’s or publisher's names, or indicate the subject or 
the “nature” of the book ; and lastly, he would make cross-references from 
syhonymous headings (as Death penalty and Capital punishment) to 
one another, so that whichever one looked under, he would be guided 
to all that was under both ; also from class-headings to all the subordi- 
nate (or, as he calls them, partially synonymous) headings contained in 
the catalogue, (as from Agriculture to Aviary, Bees, Cattle, Cows, Dairy, 
Drainage, and many more.) The result of it all is that one has, under 
every word under which one is likely to look for a work, a reference 
to it, and under each subject a list of works about it, with references to
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those places in the index where other works treating of any of its parts; 
or of similar subjects, could be found. The cross-references bind to- 

gether the different parts of the catalogue, bring them into one system. 

atic whole, and make the catalogue constructively an alphabetico- 

classed catalogue; not actually, take notice, for it is one thing to be 

told that somewhere else in the index is a title which you might like to 
see, and quite a different thing to have it displayed on the page before 
you. ’ 

An admirable plan, which by the addition of imprints and faller titles 
becomes the plan of the quadruple syndetic! dictionary catalogue. tis 

worthy of note, however, that such additions to the title as he proposed 

were not made or referred from, and the “nature” lists were not inserted, 

nor were full cross-references made, in any catalogue published by him or 

similar to his in England. I called the plan admirable; it had, how- 

ever, one defect —its close adherence to the title. Crestadoro allowed 

additions to be made for purposes of reference when there were lacune 

in the title, as all cataloguers direct the author’s name or the date of 

publication to be supplied, but if the title named the subject, its choice 

of a name was final; the cataloguer was obliged to follow it. The result 

is that works on precisely the same subject are separated, merely be- 

eause the phraseology of the title is different. Crestadoro was consist- 
ent and adhered to the title throughout. 

If, he says, works have been published under thres different names, as Gower, Eger- 

ton, and Lllesmere, all belonging to the same author, it would be wrong to enter any 

of them otherwise than as they appear. Let each name, as it becomes a heading in 

the index, commence by a short entry of [i. e.,a reference to] all the other names be- 
longing to the same writer, and then let a full entry of the works that bear that name 
follow after. 

In this he is not followed by any of the dictionary cataloguers, but in 

applying the same ideas to subject-headings, he is. If works, they ap- 

pear to think, have been published under two or three different names, 

as Insects and Entomology, or Free trade, Protection, and Tariff, it would 

» be wrong to enter any of them otherwise than as they appear. They 

are not consistent. Every one sees that to separate an authors works 
and oblige the reader always to look in two or three places for them 

is to cause a greater inconvenience than to refer him, two times out of 

three, from the name he looks for to the name chosen by the cataloguer. 

Why is it not likewise a greater inconvenience to be compelled always 

to look in two places for the works on a given subject than half the time 

to be referred from one heading to the other? We cannot always take 

the “ author’s own definition of his book.” He knows what the subject 

is, but he may not know how to express it for cataloguing purposes ; he 

may even choose a title that misleads or is unintelligible, especially if 

his publisher insists on a striking title, as is the manner of publishers; 

1T call that dictionary-catalogue connective or syndetic in which the different head- 

ings are thus bound together by cross-references.
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and different writers, or even the same writers at different times, may 
choose different words to express the same thing. 

There is “A defence of the Constitution of Great Britain,” of which 

the author says, in his preface, “ The object of my attack is a proposed 

measure called parliamentary reform.” Here, if one is to be confined 
to the title, one would be obliged to violate the first principle of the 

dictionary catalogue, and give the book class-entry, as if it treated of 

the whole of the British constitution, instead of treating of one 

clearly-defined part. Gallaudet’s “ Plan of a seminary for the education 
of instructors of youth” would be lost if put under Seminary or In- ‘ 

structors, and it does not belong in the mass of general titles under 

Education. Its proper place is under Normal schools. It is urged 

that the author may have reasons for calling his book “ Travels 
in the Holy Land” rather than “Travels in Palestine,” and that 

therefore we ought to have a heading Holy Land as well a head- 

ing Palestine,—a non sequitur. That is a reason for copying his title 

and not altering it to suit our faney, but it is no reason whatever for 

arranging it in one part of our catalogue rather than in another. 

For the title-entry we of course take the author’s word; for the subject- 

entry —made that our readers may not miss the book when they are 

studying the topic or topics of which it treats—it is much better to 

take the cataloguer’s estimate of the subject. For each unit of inquiry 
let him select one heading, (referring of course from all synonyms,) and 

entering under it all the books which in his judgment belong there. 

But, it may be said, imposing your own names on subjects is as objec- 

tionable as classification. How is one to know what heading to look for? 

It is even worse than classification, for with that one does not have 

the whole catalogue to range through; the reader is limited by the 

first great divisions, and does not expect to find Painting in the section 

History, but in Art, and is sure that Zodlogy will be somewhere in that 

fourth of the catalogue which is devoted to Science; whereas in a die- 

tionary catalogue with arbitrary headings, there is no such preliminary 

narrowing of the field; what one wants may be under Animals in the first 

letter of the alphabet, or under Zodlogy in the last. A seemingly strong 

objection, but of little practicalaccount. In the first place, almost all in- 

dividual subjects, and the majority of general subjects, have single well- 

known names; and in the case of pseudonyms or synonyms, he who 

is looking up any subject, not having a particular book in mind, is 

at least as likely to look under the name which the cataloguer has chosen 
as under any other. The heading is selected for the very reason that it 

is the most usual name of that topic or class of topics, the one under 

which most people would be likely to look; a vague and unscientific 

‘Take an example, one of thousands. Froment has written “Sur Phistoire de P’élo- 
quence judiciaire en France ayant le 17e siecle,” and also “ L’éloquence et le barreau 
dans la premidre moitié du 16e sidcle.” On the subject-word principle, the first of these 
will be entered under France, the second under Bar, yet they treat of almost pre- 
cisely the same topic.
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rule, perhaps, but a thoroughly useful one; for the result is that in 
uinety-eight cases in a hundred there is no room for doubt where to 
look, and for the ninety-ninth the inquirer will hit the right heading at 
first, and therefore will be referred only once in a hundred inquiries, 

The inconsistency originated from not distinguishing between the 
wants of the man who seeks a certain book and remembers not merely 
in a vague way its subject, but the very word-which the author has 
used to designate that subject, (who of course is best served by an entry 
under that word,) and the wants of the man who is studying a certain 
topic, (who is best served by the entry of all relating to that in one 
place.) Both can be completely served only by double entry; the eco- 
nomical dictionary-catalogue could not afford double entry, and in choos- 
ing between the two it inclined towards the particular-book-seeker, and 
at first did not afford the other even the help of a cross-reference. 

The Boston Public Library, under the guidance of Mr. Jewett, who 
had already made an excellent subject-index to the author-catalogue of 
the Brown University Library, took the first steps, somewhat wavering 
steps, it is true, in a different direction. In its Lower Hall index (1858) 
it still retained title-entries; it did not discard synonymous headings,— 
Gardening and Horticulture, Birds and Ornithology, both find a place in 
its columns, —but it did make an attempt to enter polytopical! books 
under more than one head, and, greatest improvement of all, it made 
many cross-references from various subjects to others of a similar char- 
acter, In its style of printing, too, it implied a greater respect for sub- 
jects by putting the author’s name first under subject-headings. As 
the library proceeded from its Lower Hall index, designed for popular 
use, to the Bates Hall index, and, six years later, to its supplement, the 
subject-idea gradually assumed more prominence. 

To return to England. In 1858, the year in which the Lower Hall 
catalogue was. issued, Sampson Low, in the British Catalogue, com- 
bined — 

in one single alphabetical series both subjects and names (whether of authors or 
otherwise) so far as they are to be gathered from the titles . . . 3 the alphabet of 
authors and titles, and the alphabet of subjects being thrown into one. 

Here, then, we have not indeed a dictionary-catalogue but a diction- 

ary-index, (the reference being by means of numbers to the titles given 

chronologically in the “ Publishers’ Circular” for 1857.) Catalogues of 

the same sort followed in the course of time, that of Manchester in 1864, 

by Crestadoro; that of Birmingham, by Mullins, in 1869. The catalogue 

of the Liverpool Free Public Library, by S. Huggins, (1872,) is profess- 

edly on the plan of the Boston Publie Library, with considerable varia- 

‘Will the convenience of this word excuse the twist given to the meaning of réjoc 
in its formation? Polygraphic might serve, as the French use polygraphe for a mis- 
cellaneous writer; but it will be well to have both words, polygraphie denoting, as 
now, collections of several works by one or many authors; polytopical denoting works 
on many subjects.
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tions, the most noteworthy being the different method in which the prac- 

tice of specific entry is carried out. “The subjects generally are more 

concentrated, brought into fewer and larger groups,” and yet “a book 

on a science or art, with a geographical limitation, will be found, not 

under the scientific subject of which it treats, but under the name of the 

country or place to which the scientific research is confined.” Such is 

the English history. A comparison of dates makes it probable that it is 

independent of the American. Librarians, having similar wants, hit upon 

similar means to supply them. It is true, Mr. Crestadoro’s pamphlet ap- + 

peared two years before Mr. Jewett’s first dictionary-catalogue, and the 

two points in which that differed from Mr. Poole’s were both recom- 

mended by Crestadoro. They are, the omission of imprints under sub- 

jects,! (an economy of very doubtful expediency,) and the insertion of 

cross-references. But it doesnot follow that Mr. Jewett took these from 

Crestadoro. He was already familiar with both of these features in his 

subject and title index of Brown University Library, (1843.) And he 

differs from Crestadoro in a rather important point. The latter, as his 

whole system demanded, arranged his entries like Mr. Poole’s, in the 

alphabetical order of the words of the title that followed, and put the 

author’s name last, as if referring to it: 

Rome, ancient and modern. Card. Wiseman. 

— and environs. 

— — other climates. A. Taylor. 

— — — places. Mrs. Westropp. 

— -— the war. 

— contest with. W. Gresley. i 
—history. O. Goldsmith. 

Mr. Jewett, however, arranged his by the alphabet of bis authors, who 

were put before the titles, thus : 

Rome, Adam, A. Roman antiquities. 
— Akerman, J. Y. Catalogue of unedited Roman coins. 

— Dezobry, L. C. Rome au sidcle d’Auguste. 
— LeClere, J. V. Des journaux chez les Romains. 

| The effect of this trifling difference is obviously to give greater prom- 

 inence to the subject idea; it impresses the reader as a list of the au- 

thors who have written about a topic rather than of books which have 

acertain word in the title. It was a slight change, but it meant that 
Mr. Jewett was thinking more about those who are seeking information 

than those who are searching for a book. And to the cataloguer it 

showed a way by which subject-entries and mere title-entries could be 

at once distinguished. The idea was not thoroughly carried out, but it 

had been conceived. 

A few months after thé publication of the first Bates Hall catalogue, 
Mr. (now Professor) Abbot planned and began to carry into execution a 

‘By this omission his Index is not, strictly speaking, a triple dictionary-catalogue, 
but an author-catalogue, mixed alphabetically with a subjeet-index and a title-index.
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system of which one fundamental idea was that every book which had 

a subject should have a subject-entry, which eutry was to be determined 

by the contents of the book, and to be entirely independent of the title, 
so that works which the ordinary catalogues would scatter widely for 

the accident of their names, would be brought together according to 

their natural affinity, and works of the same name might go to different 

places. The introduction of classes of literature, which none of the 

early dictionaries had, gave to Harvard College Library the first plan 

ever made for a complete alphabetical catalogue. It is sometimes 

termed the “mixed” or “half-way” system; a better, because more 

definitely descriptive name, is “ alphabetico-classed,” inasmuch as its 

differenti are class entry and alphabetic orde?, the differentia of 
dictionary catalogues being specific entry and alphabetic order. 

“The arrangement of classes or subjects,” he says, “is alphabetical, not scientific; but 

the plan differs from the dictionary scheme in this, that a large part of these classes 
or subjects have numerous subdivisions, which, instead of being dispersed through the 
great alphabetical series, and thus widely separate | from each other, are arranged in 

a secondary alphabetical series under the general head.” 

It will be unnecessary to discuss here the comparative merits of the 

two systems, as it has already been done at length in the Report of 

the Library Committee of Harvard College for 1863 and in the North 

American Review for January, 1869; but I will add to what was said 

in the latter place that, after fifteen years’ constant use of the two 

catalogues, Iam convinced that there is very little difference in their 

convenience for a person who understands both. The Abbot system 

is best adapted for the thorough investigation of comprehensive sub- 

jects; the dictionary system for finding quickly what relates to a per- 

son, a place, or other special topic.!| There are, of course, many things 

that can be found with little trouble in the Harvard catalogue, and on 

the other hand the dictionary plan, with proper references, insures find- 

‘ing everything on a given matter, (so far as any catalogue can do that,) 

although it must be granted that the cataloguer may very easily fail 

to make all the proper references, and the inquirer may lose his 

patience in following them up. Under either system, he who wishes to 

find all that the library contains on a given topic must usually consult 

several parts of the catalogue, and spend some time and thought in the 

search. To a man accustomed to one plan alone, the other will appear 

inconvenient, incomplete, ill-constructed, the easy use of a catalogue 

being very much a matter of habit. With one who knows neither sys- 

1 This may be illustrated by a comparison with the use of scientific works. One ean 
study chemistry, for instance, best in a systematically-arranged treatise; one could also 

study it well in an encyclopedia, in which the great divisions of chemistry should be 
arranged in alphabetical order, and the minor topics treated together under those 

heads; but it would be very hard to study in Watts’s Dictionary of Chemistry. Yet to 
the practical chemist, desirous of instant information about caryophyllin or arsenides 

of methyll or sulphotriphosphamide, Watts is indispensable, and his arrangement de- 

cidedly the best.
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tem, the dictionary has this advantage, that its plan is more easily 

explained, and there is no appearance of complexity to discourage him 

at first sight. When he attempts any thorough investigation, he will 
feel the need of an acquaintance with the relations of the different 

branches of human knowledge just as much as he would in using Mr. 

Abbot’s catalogue, which by its very plan would help him better to 

that acquaintance. But this difficulty will not come to him at the 

outset —he will learn it gradually; whereas in the Harvard plan the 

classes and branches and sections make a great show of difficulty. 

Inquirers may be roughly divided into (1) those who want something 

quickly ; (2) those who want to make a thorough study of some specific 
subject ; and (3) those who want to study fully some general class of 

subjects. The first class depend most on a catalogue. The other two 

have generally more time. They can supplement the deficiencies of a 

catalogue by their own research and thought, but the first must be an- 

swered at once or not at all. It is this class, the largest and loudest of 

our readers, who have caused the popularity of the ordinary dictionary 

catalogue. For that gives an answer, or seems to give one, at once. It 

may not be a complete answer, for a number of works on the subject 

sought for may be hidden away under synonymous headings, and others 

may be concealed under more generalrubrics. Itmay not bea true answer, 

for the inquirer may find nothing under the heading he first thinks of, 

and it may not occur to him to try any other. But some sort of an- 

swer is given at once, either ‘‘ We have such and such books on this 

subject,” or ‘* We have nothing on it.” He does not have to puzzle over 

a system of classification, and he does not see that if he wants to ex- 

haust the catalogue he must stop and think of synonyms and related 

subjects and general works. On the other hand, the second and third 

classes of inquirers are helped very much by a classed system, which 

brings together books of a kind and enables them to see at a glance the 

different relations of their subject ; and they get nearly all the practical 

advantage of classification in the alphabetico-classed catalogues, be- 

cause it is not so much the relation of class to class as_ the relation of 

subdivision to subdivision that most men will want to follow out. Inas- 

much, however, as it is absolutely impossible to devise a system of clas- 

sification which shall exhibit each subject in all its relations to other 

subjects, and always bring together all the books which a course of in- 

vestigation may oblige one to use, any classed system, and still more the 

alphabetico-classed, will sometimes seem as inconvenient and as dis- 

junctive as the dictionary. No catalogue can exhibit all possible con- 

nections of thought. Enough if it exhibit the most common, and give 

some clew for tracing the rarer ones. Those that claim perfection for any 

system show that they have no idea of the difficulties to be overcome. 

I had written a detailed account and estimate of “the combined 

plan,” devised by Mr. J. Schwartz, jr., of the New York Apprentices’ Li- 

brary, and exemplitied in a catalogue printed in 1874, but inasmuch as
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he has been led by certain criticisms to change the plan somewhat, I 

shall here only give a sketch of his modified system, referring for de. 

tails and explanations to the pamphlet about it which he is preparing, 

He intends, in brief, to get the good of both systems of arrangement— 

the dictionary and the classed —by combining them in the same book ; 

to have first a classed catalogue without imprints, (24 classes, capable 

of 216 divisions. and 1,944 subdivisions;) and secondly, a dictionary 

catalogue (author- and anonymous-title entries with imprints, subject. 

entries, and other title-entries without imprints, subject-references to 

the classed part.) The plan is in many respects much superior to the 

dictionary, (see what was said on pages 529-30 of classed catalogues,) in 

some respects inferior, and in some equal. The author claims that it 

combines all the advantages of the dictionary and the classed catalogues, 
Substituting “many” forall” the claim may be allowed. We can- 

not-say “all,” because the first part is merely a classed index, not a 

classed catalogue, and the second part is an imperfect dictionary ; that 

is, a catalogue of authors mixed with an index of titles and subjects; 
and an index cannot have all the advantages of a catalogue.! 

I will just glance at three other points of comparison. It isa great con- 

venience that all the works, both general and special, on any branch of 

knowledge, should be brought together; to have, forinstance, allthe works 
on architecture spread out on one or a dozen pages, instead of having only 

the general works together and being sent off to other parts of the al- 

phabet for Assyrian or French or italian architecture, or for works on 

the construction of railway stations, of school houses, of temples. Itis 

also a convenience, if you have forgotten the author’s name, that many 

of these special books are entered again under that word of their title 

(if there be such a word) which indicates their subjeet—Temple or 

School house, or Railway-station. But it must be remembered thaf this 

double entry consumes much room. The catalogue of the Boston 

Atheneum fills 5 columns with 176 titles of general works on Architec- 

ture, and then refers to 92 other headings under which special works 

may be found. All these, if repeated under Architecture, would have 

filled 10 or 15 more pages; and carrying out such a system would have 

very considerably increased the bulk and cost of the catalogue. — It is 

true that part of the room needed for these additional titles might have 

been found under Architecture by very much abridging the titles and 

leaving out imprints, but that would simply amount to sending the in- 

quirer to other parts of the catalogue for necessary information in re- 

gard both to general and special works, instead of so sending him off, 

as it does now, for the special works only. 

Lists under various literatures and classes of literature are convenient ; 
indeed, ina popular library, they are indispensable; and in Mr. Schwartz’s 

1 These remarks apply to a catalogue made for scholars. When all imprints are 
omitted (as may well be done for small popular libraries) the objection above stated 
loses its force.
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plan they will more appropriately be put in the classed than in the al- 

phabetical part; but why they should not be included in any dictionary 
catalogue, and why it is more inconvenient for a man to look out his 
novels under “ Novels” (or “ Fiction” or “ English Fiction ”) than under 
“Literature” or “ Prose,” it is not easy to see. 
There is also an objection—that the necessity of having only twenty- 

five classes and only nine divisions under each ean hardly be consistent 

with any scientific and satisfactory division of human knowledge. The 
system is not elastic enough to suit the expansiveness of science. 
Again, the classed part of the catalogue of 1874 works well now because 
there are few titles in it, about 9,600 for 250 classes; but in a larger 
library making any attempt at analysis, either each class would contain 
so many titles that it would be hard to find any particular subject in it 
or else the introduction of divisions and subdivisions would bring on 
that appearance of complexity which is so discouraging to the inex- 
perienced inquirer. There is the same difficulty both in the Abbot and 
the dictionary systems, as applied to large libraries, but it is not so fre- 
quent in the latter, occurring chietly under the names of a few great 
countries, and in the former it is not so troublesome, because the sub- 
divisions are arranged alphabetically, and every one knows the alpha- 
bet; whereas in the combined system they are arranged according to 
the ideas of the cataloguer, which no one knows beforehand. The difti- 
culty will be almost entirely removed, however, by the index of subjects, 
which, in any future issue, will be added in the dictionary part. With 
that the system becomes as complete as the alphabetico-classed, as well 
fitted for common use as the dictionary, and as easy to explain (no 
slight merit) as any.! ; 
As the Boston Public Library heliotypes its cards, so that the expense 

of an extra copy of each is trifling, there is nothing but want of room to 
prevent it from adding to its present dictionary system a classed cata- 
logue, as Mr. Schwartz does, or it could insert in its present alphabetical 
arrangement the classes of the Abbot system. It would probably be 
found that the addition in either case would not perceptibly inerease 
the practical value of the catalogue. 

Four other plans may be mentioned, three of them varieties of the 
alphabetico-classed, one a variety of the dictionary. The first is em- 
ployed by Mr. Stephen Noyes, in a catalogue now printing of the Brook- 
lyn Mereantile Library. 

“I propose to throw everything,” he says, “ into one alphabet of authors, titles, and sub- 
Jects, giving, as a rule, the contents of the works of an author under the name of the 

Yet there is one thing that the general reader may not easily understand —namely, 
on what principle the distinction is made between general subjects, (classes,) which 
are put in Part 1, and special subjects, which are to be looked for in Part 2. It may 
be noted, in regard to Mr. Schwartz’s plan, that, evenif the distinction between Parts 
Land 2 should be abandoned, and the two thrown into one alphabet, it would differ 
from the alphabetico-classed catalogues in enjoining specific entry, as the dictionary- 
catalogue does.
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author. Titles are inserted where they are proper names, so to speak, like names of 
novels, peculiar to the individual work. 

“Tn the matter of classification I carefully avoid all theorizing, assuming that it is not 
the office of a catalogue to instruct the public as to the proper philosophical relations 
of all the products of intellectual activity, but simply to present the resources of any 
one library, so as best to enable any reader, whether scholar or school-boy, to get at 
what he wants with the utmost directness. The encyclopwdias of the time are 
arranged on this practical principle. The Encyclopedia Metropolitana, arranged on 
theoretical principles, is, I think, very rarely consulted. In looking for information 
upon special subjects inquirers cannot afford the time necessary for mastering elaborate 
logical arrangements. On the other hand my experience has been that readers like to 
find the subdivision of a comprehensive department of knowledge entered under the 
more general heading. They ask for the catalogue of biography, of history, of Voy- 
ages and travels, of fine arts, &c. It becomes, therefore, a purely practical question, 
how to secure the benefits coming from a comprehensive survey of an entire branch of 
knowledge with the undoubted utility of a special index. I shall try to refer in all 
cases from the special to the general, which is made up of the specials, arranged in 
alphabetical order. Of course I shall not enter in the general alphabet the name of 
every subject of a biography. We cannot afford the space, and I do not think it is 
necessary. The simple question is, how most effectively, consistently with due economy, 
to meet the wants of the average reader. 

“T have great faith in classed lists as stimulants to tolerably healthy reading or 
as aids to courses of reading, and I think that the special lists of Biography, Voyages 
and Travels, Fine Arts, Poetry, Useful Arts, ete., will penetrate into families and circles 
where the catalogue as a whole will seldom be found. 

“T shall take great care in the typographical display of the subdivisions of a class to 
avoid a complex arrangement or wheels within wheels ; that can always be avoided 
by making the wheel within a wheel an independent heading. I think I shall throw 
Keelesiastical history, Bible, and Theology into one general alphabet, as in a theological 
dictionary. Fiction will be a class, Biography another, the names of the subjects of 
the lives forming an alphabetical arrangement.” 

Mr. Noyes’s plan, it will be seen, is eclectic. He has the single alpha- 
bet of the dictionary. Within that he makes the class-entry of the alpba- 
betico-classed. But in many classes we return to the dictionary plan 
by specific entry. For example, under Theology, Mr. Abbot makes the 
divisions Catechetical, Creeds, Dogmatic, Pastoral, Practical, Ritual, ete., 
and under the division Dogmatic, the sections Christ, Conversion, Elee- 
tion, Grace, Justification, Sin, Trinity, ete. Mr. Noyes will have but one 
alphabet under Theology, in which Catechetical Theology, Christ, Con- 
version, Dogmatic Theology, Election, Future Life, Grace, Justification, 
Pastoral Theology, Practical Theology, Trinity, will stand side by side, 
together with every topic in the extensive classes Bible (considered @ 

- a subject!) and Ecclesiastical history, such as Amos, Bible, Councils, 
Deuteronomy, Evangelical party, Fathers, Geneva, Hosea, Inquisition, 
Jesuits, and a hundred others. So that we have a dictionary of the 
theological sciences. Why should we not also have one of History, 
Geography, and Travels, another of Fine Arts, another of Technology 
and Science, and so on, as in the class-list system begun in the Boston 
Publie Library Lower Hall? 

alous,
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If that were done, it would be a catalogue easily explained to the 
public. As it is, this mixture of partial dictionary and incomplete 

classification is its weakest point. There is no brief formula to give 
to the public for its guidance. The dictionary says “ Look for what 
you want under its own name ;” the classed says “ Everything will be 
found in its own logical place.” Mr. Schwartz gives both directions. 
But this alphabetico-classed catalogue can only say vaguely, “You will 
find comprehensive subjects under their own name, and those that are 
Jess comprehensive under some class.” But it cannot easily say what 
is sufficiently comprehensive for independence, and the criteria by which 

the maker determines this point appear to vary extremely in different 

cases. Nevertheless, it may prove a most suecessfal catalogue. The 
selection of classes, though irregularly made, may be so coutrived, (it 
is intended so to be,) as to correspond to the public’s unsystematie 
association of ideas; if so, readers will generally look in the right 
place at first, and the number of cases in which they will have to use 
the cross-references will be reduced toa minimum. The avoidance of 
complexity is a great point in favor of this, as it is in favor of Mr. Ab- 
bot’s plan. 

The second plan, that of the Library of Congress, is similar to this 
but more complicated. The general subjects are arranged alphabetically, 
but under them the arrangement of divisions is not alphabetical; and 
occasionally a complex class is subordinated to another class instead of 
being made an independent heading; thus the subject Bible, with all 
its divisions and subdivisions, is included in theology, a very proper 
dassification but extremely perplexing. Those who are accustomed 
toit perhaps find the catalogue easy to use; to a Stranger the plan 
seems to have neither philosophical system nor practical convenience, 
There is a class Biography with a long list of individual biographies; 
but by a wise exception, names of places are not subordinated either 
toaclass Geography or to the more comprehensive geographical names. 
Europe, England, London, are each independent headings. 

I shall mention one other alphabetico-classed plan, (as yet untried,) not 
becauseitis to be recommended, but toexhibit more fully the possibilities 
of cataloguing, and also to show how a plan may lose on one side what it 
gains on another. The one proposed would be half way between Mr. 
Abbot's and the dictionary. It would unite in one alphabet the author 
and subject catalogue, would retain classification for general subjects, 
putting the specific under the comprehensive as at present, but it would 
disperse individuals through the alphabet. Thus there would be classes 
Biography, Geography, History, but the name of a person or place 
Would be found in the main alphabet ; there would be a class Zoblogy, 
under which Horses would appear in their proper place, but an account 
of any particular horse, as “ Lady Suffolk ” or « Bucentaur,” would not 
be there but under its name; there would be classes Ship-building, Ship- 

35 E
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wrecks, but the launch of the Great Eastern or the wreck of the Glide 
would appear under Glide and Great Eastern. It will be seen that this 
is merely an extension to all individual subjects of the practice of the Gon. 
gress Library in regard to places. \ In its favor it may be urged that there 
is very little advantage in putting together in one or several neighbor. 
ing drawers all the lives, and in another drawer or series of drawers al] 
the bibliographical treatises on individuals. It is not once in a hundred 
years that any one would wish to survey all biography. In a small 
library this question is often asked with a view of selecting something 
to read; but of what assistance to such selection is a list like that now 
in Harvard College Library of over 15,000 names? A bewildering mul. 
tiplicity of entries is as great a hinderance to choice as the widest dis. 
persion. But it is practical use to have all that relates toa man, whether 
biographically or bibliographically or in any other way, brought together 
and given, as it is in dictionary catalogues, in immediate connection 
with the list of his writings. The same thing is true in regard to Geog. 

raphy. Probably in the fifteen years since the Harvard College Library 

catalogue was begun the list of individual geographical titles has not once 

been consulted with a view to the general study of geography, nor has 

it been of the slightest service to one looking up England, let us say, that 

the names of the various places in England are in the same series of 

drawers. If there is to be subordination it would be much more useful 

to take the country as the unit and arrange all cities, ete., under it; inas- 

much as the country would often be the unit of inquiry, and the class 
Geography, never.) 

True, the dispersive method is somewhat less convenient to show 

the richness or poverty of the library in any department. If, for example, 

an auction-catalogue, rich in biography, should be sent to the library, 
it would be much easier for the librarian to examine it, and ascertain 

what he had and what he wanted if the biographies were collected in 
a dozen drawers or two hundred pages, than if they were dispersed 

through two hundred drawers or three thousand pages. Yet, after all, 

the saying of time and trouble in this way by eollecting individual titles 

is slight, and the occasions when it would be made rare. 

Again, putting the Greek authors and the Latin authors under those 

heads in the classed catalogue, with divisions into prose and poetry, in- 

stead of under their respective names in the alphabet of authors, though 

1On the other hand, it must not be overlooked that by this dispersion of individuals 

we should forfeit the advantage which one who is looking up a man’s life, for example, 
gets by having the collective biographies or geographies or histories in immediate 

connection with the individual. If, in the present catalogue, he does not find any life 
of Thomas Home, he is reminded, by the very fact that he is looking under a class bi- 
ography, that there are biographical dictionaries in which he may find some notice of 
Home, This, of course, might not occur to him if he were looking for Home in the 
general alphabet. Most people, however, one would think, might be relied upon to 

seek in general biographical works for inform tion about a man on finding no special 

life of him in the library.
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itis in accordance with the general system, sacrifices, it seems to me, 

a great and daily convenience for a slight and infrequent advantage. 

References would of course be made from the classes to’ the names of 

all those individuals which illustrate them; as from Music to the names 

of musicians, from Geology to the names of places geologically surveyed. 
| This plan retains most of the advantages of Mr. AbWot’s; and yet, 

by an easily explained exception to his gen>ral practice, it relieves the 

inquirer of the necessity of looking under at least two headings to find 

whatever concerns a person, and under many more for whatever con- 

cerns a place, and also relieves him from all doubt where to look. Now 

persons and places are the most common objects of inquiry. 

That any of these systems, well carried out, will attain the end of a 

catalogue, can easily be shown. First, the dictionary catalogue, not as 

it exists in any example, but as one might be if there were plenty of 

time to make it and no need of economy in printing. 1° A man asks 

for a book by the author’s name. He finds it in the alphabetical place 

of that name. That he may not fail to get it by a disagreement as to 

who is its author, references have been made from pseudonyms, editors’ 

names, When prominent, translators’ names, especially for poetical 

translations, and from any other names under which it is likely that 

any one will remember it. 2° He wants to know what works we have 

by a particular author. He finds them all enumerated under the 

author’s name, with a note of the more important parts of books writ- 

ten by that author in other men’s works or in collections of memoirs, in 

the publications of societies, and perhaps even in periodical literature. 

3° He asks for a book by its title; he finds a reference under the first 

word not an article, or under the word which indicates the subject, or 

from some prominent and memorable word; if it is a novel, he finds a 

full entry, .4° He asks for a book on a certain subject; he finds it. 

under that name of the subject with which he is familiar, or he finds. 

there a reference to the synonymous! word, which, for ee the cata- 

loguer has preferred as a heading. And if it is a general subject, he 

finds references to all the subordinate subjects treated of. If, for 

instance, the subject is Middlesex County, he finds a reference to the: 

name of every town in that county which occurs in the catalogue. He: 

‘The dictionary catalogue is sometimes reproached with the trouble arising from 
synonyms, as if it alone was affected by those difficulties. But the alphabetico-classed 

‘catalogue is in the same plight; it has a subject which must be called either Natural 

Philosophy or Physies. Which will it choose? Ethics and Moral Philosophy, Religion 
and Theology, (Practical,) Military art and War, Art and Fine arts, Sanitary science 
and Hygiene are synonyms as troublesome to it as to the dictionary. These are in its 
main alphabet; but its difficulties do not stop here. Every one of the synonyms which 
plague the dictionary cataloguer must appear somewhere in the alphabetico-classed ; 
ifnot in the main alphabet of classes, then among the branches and sections, and the 
same doubt will arise as to the selection. It must be confessed, however, that though 

the occasions for doubt are as frequent the doubt will not be so troublesome, at le: sb 
among the subdivisions, becaiise the separation of subjects in a secondary alphabet 
cannot be great.
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will also find references to subjects which illustrate the one he is look: 
ing up; and in certain cases he will find references to the subjects 
which include his. These last references will, however, in general, be 

left to his knowledge and intelligence. They are necessary to the com. 

pleteness of the system, but they are not, in a majority of cases, of such 
practical use as to pay for their uniform insertion. As he may, how- 
ever, want to study the relations of his subject to others, and to follow 
it up through all possible ramifications, he will find at the end of the 
catalogue a scheme of classification, in which every heading in the cata. 

logue is included and set down in its proper place. 5° and lastly, he 

asks for a book in some form of literature, (as an encyelopiedia, a book 

of enigmas, or one in the Hungarian language,) and he finds, under 

these names, lists of all in the library. : 

It is objected to the dictionary catalogue, and with much truth, that 

it gives no help to the man who wishes to glance quickly over all the 

literature on a comprehensive subject, including the books on its yari- 

ous branches, and that it treats the desultory reader as badly. It seems 
to me, however, that the objection is sometimes a little overstated, or 

too much is made of it. The inquirer above {mentioned will find the 

general works under the general head, and with them a number of eross- 

references, perhaps five, perhaps fifty. If his needs oblige him to look 

them all up, his case is indeed pitiable. But how oftea would that hap- 

pen? Generally, he will run his eye over the references, find two or 

three in which he is interested, look them up, and get reading enough 

for one day at least; and this will be the easier if the references are 

classified, as they ought to be when they are numerous. But it is use- 

less to deny that here is the weak point of the dictionary catalogue. 

"Here is an evil which it tries, not unsuccessfully, to reduce to a mini- 

mum, but can never away with altogether. Mr. Schwartz gets over the. 

difficulty by adding a classed catalogue to a dictionary — a perfect but 

a somewhat éxpensive remedy. That the cost is not justified by the 

gain in a library where the public have access to the shelves, and the 

books are their own classed catalogue, better than any that the libra- 

rian can make, is undoubted. How it is in town and city libraries, 

where the public do not go beyond the delivery-room, their librarians 

must say. 

In the alphabetico-classed catalogues, the first two questions are 

answered in the author-part, where will be found an entry of the book; 

the third in the same part, by a reference to the author; the fourth in 

the subject-part, by an entry either under the subject asked for or under 

some including subject, to which a reference will be found from the sub- 

ject asked for; the fifth in the same part, generally under the very class 

asked for, synonyms not being very troublesome here, and kinds of lit- 

erature not being generally included in larger classes. 
In the Schwartz system the first three questions are answered, it 

Part 2, (the dictionary part;) the fifth in Part 1, (the classed part;) the
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fourth is partly answered in Part 2, if there are any books about that 

particular subject; but for full information, to find not only the books 

devoted to that subject but those which treat of it in part and those 

which treat of similar subjects, one must turn to Part 1, guided to the 

right place there either by a reference found alphabetically in the other 

part or by the study of the scheme of classification prefixed. So that 

either of the systems answers all the questions if it be well carried out. 

Which answers the most usual questions quickest, and reserves its 
difficulties for the rare questions? 

There remain one or two points to be considered, the fullness of the 

catalogue, the insertion of biographical data, of contents, of analysis, 

and of notes. As to fulness, the general rule is, the larger the library 

the more elaborate the catalogue. Travellers who need no guide in a 

grove would be lost without one ina forest. As there are more chances 

of similarity between the yarious objects, there is need of more detail to 

distinguish them. Names must be given in full, dates inserted in ref- 

erences, divisions made under more subjects; more exactness and more 

system are required in the selection of subject headings, and ia their in- 

terconnection by references. So that the difficulty of making the cata- 
logue and its bulk increase in faster ratio than the size of the library. 

For avery small town library, especially if it be poor, a very brief, cheap 

list may suffice. If it would cost $20 to add imprints,' for example, 

it would be better to spend the money in books, for the questions which 

imprints are designed to answer would occur so seldom that it would 

not pay to answer them. A printed catalogue need not be so full while 

the library is small as it must be afterwards, because as its library grows 

it can be reprinted with the necessary additional details. But a eard- 

catalogue should be made as full at the start as it is ever to be, other- 

wise there will be no uniformity between its different parts, and the task 

of filling out the first defective entries will be troublesome, and nothing 
gained after all. 

The ideal catalogue would give under every subject its complete 

bibliography, not only mentioning all the monographs on that subject, 

but all works which in any way illustrate it, including all parts of books, 

magazine articles, and the best encyclopedias that treat of it; in short, 

the catalogue would lay out just that course of reading which a man 

who thoroughly studied the subject, with a view not only to learn it, 

but to master the history of its treatment by others, would be obliged 
to pass through. 

This can rarely be done, because it is beyond the ability of librarians 

and the means of libraries. The Boston Publie Library, in its excellent 

Class-list of History, Biography, and Travel, has shown what such a 

‘In most catalogues that I have seen, nothing has been saved by such omission; the 

empty spaces at the end of the lines (for which the printer is paid as much as for the 

Test of the lines) would have held imprints iv nine cases out of ten.
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catalogue might be and how much can be done in the way of encourag- 
ing, directing, and improving the popular taste for reading. In con- 
nection with the names of persons, a brief indication of what they were 
and when they lived is given. Elaborate notes under many headings 
give a concise history of the literature of the subject, and often charac. 
terize the more important books, or state their general repute, with the 
design of assisting the reader in his selection. Copious references to works 
and parts of works treating of those subjects, make it easy for any one to 
pursue courses of study. The public is not merely guided in its read. 
ing but stimulated to it. Many a man must long to follow up the lines 
of investigation presented here, who, if he had never seen the volume, 
would not think of touching the subjects, would merely read at random, 
or take refuge in fiction. A mere catalogue is rather disheartening to 
an unlearned reader. The common dictionary catalogue, especially, ix 
a mere collection of fragments, unconnected, and all alike. There is no ° 
light and shade, nothing to fix the attention. Admirable as a help to 
one who knows what he wants, it makes no special provision for the 
more numerous class who merely want something to read, ‘most. of 
whom, however, would prefer, if they knew how, to improve their minds 
and increase their stock of knowledge. Where shall such men begin, 
and when they have begun what shall they read next? In this history- 
catalogue the notes catch the eye; they are entertaining reading in 
themselves; they promise a rich accession ef learning to those who wil 
follow their directions. The service which such a catalogue renders to 
a library is clearly shown in the following extract trom the 43d monthly 
report of the superintendent, January, 1874: 

In November it was reported that the increase of use in books of history, biography 
and travel —arising, it is thought, from the new catalogue of the Lower Hall in those 
departments — over the corresponding period of last year was 73 per cent., while the 
entire use of the Lower Hall increased only 8 per cent. During December, the relative 
increase was respectively over 100 pcr cent. and 7 per cent., and during January, 145 
per cent. and 6 per cent. 

The catalogue of the Public Library of Quincy, Mass., also deserves 
mention as a successful effort in the same direction. The general plan 
is similar, but this catalogue by omitting imprints has gained room for 
such brief but meaning notes as Illustr., Portraits, Fiction, Juv. Fict.; 
or phrases explaining obscure or misleading titles, as “ [Journey to the 
South during the Rebellion],” for Lawrence’s “Border and Bastille ;” 
| London Firemen] ” for Ballantine’s “Life in the Red Brigade.” Tables 

of contents are given and considerable analysis, at least so far as to 
* refer under subjects to topics discussed in certain books incidentally but 

not at sufficient length to justify the insertion of the book in the sub- 

ject-list. But a new feature, at any rate for a town library, is the clew 

given to the valuable matter buried in periodical literature. Thee are 

nearly 4,000 references to magazine articles, which is much the same to 

those who are looking up subjects as if 4,000 volumes had been added to 

the library. The articles in our best periodicals are fully equal in ability
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| and learning, ani, what is more, in readableness, to our books; in fact, 
our books are in great measure republications of them; but they are 

ordinarily accessible only for desultory — that is, for the least valuable — 
| reading. 

The money that this catalogue cost might have bought 2,000 vo!- 

umes, but it is plain that 7,000 volumes read as these will now be are 

worth twice 9,000 used in the unintelligent, aimless way in which many 
town libraries are necessarily used. It might be well for those which 

have little money to spend in printing to procure a few copies of this 

catalogue for use in their reading-room, to mark those books which they ~~ 

have, and to publish a list, annotated if possible, of all their books 

not in the Quiney Library as a sapplement.'! A similar usé might be 

made of the Boston Catalogue of History, ete., of its List of historical 

fiction, and of its lately published Catalogue Notes on English History. 

It is to be hoped that these are not the only annotated catalogues which 

we are to have from this source; that a Science list, a Fine Arts list, a 

Political and Social Science list may in time appear; if not, some other 
large library should take up the work. 

But, without going so deeply into the matter as the Quincy and Boston 

catalogues have done, every librarian must do something of what is called 

analysis, that is, catalogue under author or subject, or both,treatises which, 

ashe has them, are not separate books, such as the pamphlets in Force’s 

or Somers’s tracts, the lives in Sparks’s American biography, the works in 

various *‘ libraries,” so called, articles in periodicals, ete. The character 

of the works selected for analysis will differ much, according to the needs 

of those who use the library. Articles in Harper’s Monthly, Appleton’s 

Journal, ete., should be brought out where school-boys are the chief 

readers, for whom the analysis of Rundschau, Archivio Storico, 

Archiv fiir Chimie, would be utterly useless, supposing the library 

by any chance to have those periodicals. Something similar is true of 

city libraries, but for colleges and learned societies just the reverse. 

Analysis is less needful for those works which there are other means of 

getting at, whether by general indexes, (as Poole’s Index to Periodicals 

and its expected continuation, the Royal Society’s Index to Scientific 

Papers,) or special indexes of any periodical for a series of years, (as 

those of the Revue des Deux Mondes, Historisches Jahrbuch, His- 

torische Zeitschrift, Harper’s Monthly, Bibliotheca Sacra, ete.,) or other 

¢atalogues, (as the Congress, the San Francisco, the Boston Athe- 

neum.) Yet any one may for special reasons bring out some particular 

article or a whole class of articles already referred to in these indexes, 

‘Tt would be economical for several neighboring libraries to publish a joint catalogue 

in a single alphabet, the books belonging to each being denoted by its initial, as is done 

in the Dulletins of the Boston Public Library for its branches. The expense should be 

divided in proportion to the number of volumes in each library. Each would have to 
pay for somewhat more paper than if its catalogue were issued separately, but so 

many books are common to our town libraries that there would be a great saving in 
type-setting ; especially if imprints were omitted, so that different editions would need 
ouly a single entry.
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or in a note make a reference to the indexes; for, after all, there are 
many subjects for which one might not think of consulting them, and, 
itis not every reader who knows of their existence.! 

The author- and subject-catalogue may be kept separate or mixed in 
one alphabet. When the subject-part is systematically classed, conjune- 
tion is impossible; when it is made on Mr. Abbot’s plan, conjunction 
is possible, but inexpedient. For the dictionary system one alphabet is 
decidedly to be preferred, if for no other reason, because it admits of 
bringing a man’s own works into juxtaposition with works about him — 
lives, eulogies, criticisms, replies, ete.,— instead of separating them, as 
is done in Watt’s Dictionary, ete., and in all classed catalogues, Yet 
there is the slight disadvantage that the mind is diverted from its 
object by the presence of headings of other kinds than the one wanted ; 
title. and subject-headings especially interfering with one another, 

Il.—PRINTED OR MANUSCRIPT? 

Whether or not the catalogue should be printed depends in large 
measure upon circumstances. 

The advantages of a printed catalogue are briefly : 
1. That it is in less danger of partial or total destruction than a manu- 

script volume or drawers of cards. To be sure the destruction of any 
part of a catalogue is very unlikely except by fire, and if the library 
should be burned, the catalogue generally might as well be. It would 
indeed be of use in replacing the library, and if it had been carefully 
made, it would help the making of a new catalogue, even if the library 
should be only partially replaced. The research and thought that go to 
the making of a catalogue are consider able, and it would be a pity if all 
were lost. This reason, however, is not of much weight, as the cireum- 

stances under which it would apply are not likely to arise. 

2. That it can be consulted out of the library. This reason has 

always some force. How much it has in any given case depends on 

+ the character of the library and of those who use it. In the ease of 

college libraries, for instance, it is very weak. Both professors and 

students usually live near the library or go near it several times a day 

in their attendance on lectures and recitations. Besides, they must 

go or send to the library to get the book after they-have discovered by 

the catalogue that it is there. For town and city libraries, especially 

in large cities, where the hurry of modern life makes it important to 

save every moment, the printed catalogue has a greater chance of use- 

fulness at home; and yet it is doubtful if its use there very often saves 

trouble. What the general feeling is on this point may be gathered in 

some degree from the very limited sale of catalogues. In nine libraries 
which have published them within the past few years the sale has 

averaged 265 copies each.” 

; VAnalysis is a useful exercise for the cataloguer. “It lifts his mind out of a state 
of abject dependence on the title. To analyze, one must look inside the book. 

*See the table on page 568-71,
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3. That it can be consulted in other libraries. Here again much 

depends upon the size of the library and the character of the catalogue. 

Those of the Library of Congress, of the Boston Public Library, (espe- 

cially its late Class-list of History,) of the Mercantile Library of San 

Francisco, are continually consulted in other libraries, but an ordinary 

catalogue of a small town library is not likely to be of use in any other ~ 

town. And it may always fairly be questioned by trustees how far the 

benefit to any other library is a justification for incurring the expense 
: of printing. 

4, That it is easier to read than the best manuscript volume,! and 
very much easier to consult. A card presents to the eye only one title 
at a time, whereas a printed catalogue generally has all an author’s 

works on a single page. Time and patience are lost in turning over 

cards, and it is not easy either to find the particular title that is wanted . 

or to compare different titles and make a selection. It is diffieult also 
to pick one’s way among the confusing series of names like Godefried, 
Godefroi, Godofredus, and Gottfried, or among the Allens, the Will- 
iamses, or the John Smiths. Here again everything depends on the 
hurry or impatience of those who consult the catalogue. If that is so 
great that a very slight impediment will cause them to give up the 
search altogether or never undertake a search after having failed once, 
printing is necessary; but in college and country libraries this ean 
hardly be the case. 

5. That several persons can consult it at once. In the case of much 
used libraries this is decisive. At Lawrence, fifty copies are in constant 
use in the delivery-room. To make fifty copies of a manuscript eata- 
logue and to renew them as often as they wore out, would be more 
expensive than to print. A card-catalogue, to be sure, can be so 
arranged in drawers as to admit of simultaneous consultation. At 
Harvard College Library forty-eight persons could use the ecards at 
once, provided none of them wanted to see the same part of the cata- 
logue. Indeed, by taking out the drawers, which is allowed, 335 
persons could be accommodated at once if their wants happened to be 
spread evenly through the alphabet. Of course that would never be ~ 
the case. Certain drawers are often in request, others not at all; but I 
believe little practical inconvenience arises, because people do not often 

wish to consult a catalogue long at a time, One moves away as another 
comes up. . 

The disadvantages of a printed catalogue are: 
1, That it is costly, and, if full and accurate, very costly. 
2. That a mistake onée made is made forever; whereas in a card-cat- 

alogue a mistake in name or in classification or in copying the title can 
be corrected at any time. (On the other hand the order of a printed 

‘This is especially true in regard to long notes, such as those concerning courses of 
reading which make the Quincy catalogue so valuable.
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catalogue is fixed, but in a card-catalogue order is easily disturbed, and 
a card misplaced is a book lost.) 

3. It is out of date before it is published. As it cannot contain the 
newest books, the very ones most sought for, fresh supplements are 
continually needed, each of which causes an additional loss of time and 
patience to consulters. The average man will not look in over four 
places for a book. A few, very persevering or driven by a great need, 
will go as far as five or six. It becomes necessary, therefore, if the eat- 
alogue is to be of any use, to print consolidated supplements every five 
years, and that is expensive. The Boston Public Library reprints the 
whole catalogue of some particular class, as fiction or history, every two 
or three years. The Library of Congress has printed annual supple. 
ments, and reprints its whole catalogue from time to time. But itis not 
every one that can afford to do this. The card-catalogue has no such 
difficulty. Additions can always be made without disturbing the alpha- 
betic order, and the titles of new books can be inserted on the very day 
on which they are received. 

If the library is too poor to keep up with current literature (to say 
nothing of supplying gaps in the past) it seems very extravagant for it 
to spend any money on type, paper, and press-work. But if the library 

is not as much used as it ought to be, it may be worth while (since a 

library so far as it is unused is useless) to increase the call for books 

by printing and circulating a catalogue—in short, to advertise. It 

is true that the parallel here suggested is not exact. The increase of 

business which is profitable to the merchant brings in no money to the 

free public library, but it may prevent the money already spent in books 

being a loss, as it certainly is while the books lie idle on the shelves. 

It may be well, however, for a library committee to consider whether 

there are not other means to increase their circulation—an occasional 

lecture from some competent person on the benefits and the best meth- 

ods of reading; words in season from the ministers and the school- 

teachers, and the addition to the library of attractive books, especially 

if lists of additions, no matter how brief, be published from time to 
time. 

It may be asked why printing the catalogue should always be spoken 

of as a source of expense, and why the printers’ bills cannot be paid by 

selling copies. Because, however much the inconvenience of having no 

catalogue may have been felt, however loud the demand for one may 
have been, when the work is ready for delivery very few persons can be 

found who are ready to pay for it. Similarly, if a town library should 

charge for the loan of its books anything like what it costs to buy” 

them, store them, and keep them in order, it would almost annihilate its 

circulation; it would certainly cut it off from those who need it most. 

People may be willing collectively to vote the money in town meeting, 

but they will not pay individually for either books or catalogue. 

In conclusion, a printed catalogue is a great convenience. If there is
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money specially intended for printing, or if money can be obtained for 

this purpose, without diminishing the funds for the purchase of books, 
by all means print. But if the printing is going to stop or seriously 

diminish the purchase of books, try the card-catalogue. See if you can- 

not educate your people to use that, and to get full as mueh good from 

itas they would from printed pages. Or combine with the.cards one of 

the cheaper forms of printed catalogues. This will accomplish many 

of the purposes of the more expensive catalogues, so many that its 

deficiencies will hardly be noticed. But if the library has any prospect 

of growth it ought to be accompanied by a properly made card-cata- 

logue. 

To turn from the smaller to the larger libraries. In 1873 the examin- 
ing committee of the Boston Public Library writes: 

We have long passed the period when it was possible to print in one alphabet, upon 
any intelligible system, the titles of all ihe books contained in our libraries. 

This amounts to saying that it is impossible to make a catalogue of a 

large library in one alphabet, for of course a system which is intelligible 
on cards will be still more intelligible in print. There is in fact no im- 

possibility in printing upon the dictionary system the catalogue of a 

million volumes. It is simply a question of money. Of course it cannot 

be done in any reasonable time by one man. A library which has ten 

times as many books must have ten times as many cataloguers and ten 
times as many revisers to do the work in an equal time—an evident fact 

generally overlooked. ‘Such an undertaking would be enormously 

expensive.” Yes; but if it is worth $4,000 to print the catalogue of 

20,000 volumes, why is it not worth $40,000 to print the catalogue of 
200,000 volumes? The larger catalogue will bring ten times as many 

books before the notice of each person, and will contain books likely to 

be of use to many more people. ‘ When concluded at the end of five 

or ten years, the continual additions during that period would require 

the whole to be done over again.” By no means; they would simply 
require -the printing of a supplement. Let supplements be reprinted © 
occasionally, as their multiplication requires; when they contain as 

many volumes as the original catalogue, it will be time to talk of reprint- 

ing the whole in one alphabet. Additions previous to the printing of a 

supplement can be kept upon cards even for some years; but the incon- 

veniences of a card-catalogue increase in much greater ratio than its 

bulk, The card-catalogue of 100,000 volumes needs very careful manage- 
ment to be endurable, 

It may be well to warn the cataloguer who is thinking of giving his 
labor typographical permanence, that a printer’s idea of a handsome 

page is one in which there is no break whatever; absolute uniformity 

of type and lines. Whatever disturbs this — paragraphs, spaces within 

paragraphs, spaced words, italics, small capitals, heavy-faced type, 

figures — is in his eyes a blemish. No matter how necessary these varie- 

ties may be to express the thought clearly, they are to him only a
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necessary evil. A catalogue, therefore, is at best a typographical) 

abomination; and if you insist upon such a variety of type as ig 

employed in the catalogue of the Boston Atheneum you will meet with 

a determined opposition. The declaration that such a page is very 
ugly you may believe or not, following your own judgment, but eredit 
him when he says that it is costly. The copy must be marked with great 

care for the different varieties of type; the cases in the composing-room 
must have a special arrangement; there must be special composers for 

the work, who will need considerable practice before they will set rap- 

idly ; and the proof must be read very carefully. Nevertheless, a large 

library should use at least the heavy type and the small capitals. It is 

essential that the distinctions which are emphasized by their use should 
be emphasized. A difference of type expresses a great deal very briefly, 

and, as soon as it is understood, conveys an idea much better than many 

words. Care should be taken to secure the most economical indention 

consistent with clearness of effect; notes and contents are often printed 

wastefully.|. Whether a single or double columned page is be preferred 

depends, as to economy, upon the proportion borne by the length of 

the columns to the average length of titles; and, as to looks, upon the 

proportion of the size of the type to the size of the page. If a column 

is more than 30 ems wide, the eye will be fatigued in following so long 

a line; if it is narrower than 20 ems, it will be fatigued by a too fre- 

quent transition from one line to another. Too wide pages give the 

printer much “ fat ;” too narrow pages in a title-a-line catalogue lead to 

improper shortening of titles, important facts being left out, or words 

awkwardly abbreviated. 

The mechanical arrangements for a card-catalogue are: described at 

sufficient length in Professor Abbot’s report.on the new catalogue of 

Harvard College Library, included in the Examining Committee’s Report 

for 1863.2 

‘T have examined two catalogues printed in the same type, one of which has 2,867 
words for every 10,000 ems, the other only 1,227 words; the difference arising en‘irely 

from different indention, and the first, notwithstanding its economy, being very clear. 

2 Form of the card, on a reduced scale. 

> | __| Edwards, Edward bya taaets 

‘ =| 3.30 | # | Memoirs of Libraries, inolnding a Handbook of 
3| Nee |__| Library Economy. @ vol. TL. 1859. 82. 

Beiter erste ea es alg we Lear a 
2| + j i | | 
is ; pee 

(Fin) 5 in., or 12.8 centimetres, 
The cards composing this catalogne are kept in drawers, twenty-eight of which oc- 

cupy the upper part of a case, and are arranged in seven tiers, being placed at such an
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To this it may be added that the contents of the drawers may be indi- 
eated by a card inserted in a slit in the front of the drawer.and showing 
in part through an oval opening turned in the front. 

| ee a a 

! i b i 

\ ! 

pee Nea 

aaslit. d opening. cc handles, 

altitude that the highest drawer is not too high nor the lowest too low to admit of a 

convenient examination of its contents. Each drawer is about 15} inches long, 10% 
inches wide, and 2} inches deep, inside measure, and being divided by a thin partition 

running lengthwise through the middle, contains two rows of catds. It is prevented 

from being pulled out accidentally by a wooden button serewed on the inside of the 

back of each half drawer, and, when turned up, projecting a little above it. The 
drawer, on being pulled out, is therefore stopped by the buttons when they reach the 

horizontal partition in front on which the drawer above it rests. If the buttons are 

turned down, the drawer may be taken out. 

The cases of which these drawers form the upper part are each about 4 feet 3 inches 
long and 193 inches wide, and stand on casters. heir height is such that the bottom 
of the lowest drawer is about 32 inches from the floor, and the top of the highest 54 
inches. They are closed at the back, and the space in front below the drawers is left open 
to be occupied with books, so that no room is lost. . . . Suppose a drawer half full 
of cards; how shall these be retained in their proper position, so that they shall not 
fall down, and so that they may be easily manipulated, always presenting their titles 
fairly to theeye? This object is effected by two wooden blocks. The first of these is 1} 

No. 1. No. 2. 

din. 
qin. 

| \ Ve 
Fin, Lyin. 

No. 1.—Fixed block iti the front of the drawer. No. 2.—Moyable block behind the cards. 

inches high, { inches wide at the base, } inch wide at the top, and in length just equal 
to the width of the half-drawer, in the front of which it is fixed, with its sloping side 
facing the cards. The second block 1} inches wide at the bottom, % inch wide at 

the top, 1 inch high, and in length about } inch less than the width of the half-drawer, 
is placed directly behind the cards, in contact with them, and is prevented from slid- 

ing back by a thumb-wedge, easily movable, interposed between the right end of the 

block and the side of the drawer,* so that, although the drawer may contain only a 

3 db 

e 
a 

very few cards, they are kept in their proper place between the two blocks. This 
Dlock, presenting its oblique side to the cards, gives them a tendency to incline back- 

“"# Or by pins projecting from the bottom of thé block and fitting into holes in the bottom of the dtawer, 
or by needles driven aslant through the blocks. ab is the needle, ¢ the back of the drawer.—C. A. C.
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I will only add that, although the 2 by 5 inch card is long enough for 
all titles, a useful addition can be made to the plan by having cards 6 
inches long by 104 inches wide for long notes or ‘‘contents,” these cards 
to be kept in a separate drawer, filling the space of two of the ordinary 
drawers, and properly labeled; also, that the lettering of the drawers 

should be large and distinet, and that the guide-blocks ought to be put 

at very short intervals, never over 1 inch. It is well, also, to insert 
special guide-blocks for all noted authors who are likely to be much 
looked for, adding to the family name some epithet besides the Christian 

name, which to most people gives very little help; thus, “ MAcAuLay, 
T. B., the historian;” “Smiru, Wm., (Dictionaries) ;” not merely “ Ma. 

CAULAY, T. B.,” “Smita, Wm.” Attention to such details will make a 

catalogue easy or even pleasant to consult, when otherwise it will weary 

and repel. The Taylor patent drawers are by far the best, but they cost 

$2 each more than ordinary drawers; nearly the same result can be had 
by prolonging the sides of the drawers beyond the part filled by cards, 
so as to furnish a good supporting leverage. 

In 1874 M. Bonnange published a Projet d’un catalogue universel 
des productions intellectuelles, which is simply a plan for a card-cata- 

logue whose parts cannot be disarranged.! His cards are in two parts; 

ward in that position which is found to be most convenient when one wishes to exam- 
ine them in search of a name. Those which have been passed by in the manipulation 
Jean forward, resting on the block in the front of the drawer so that a wide opening is 

left at the place of examination, and one can read the title with facility without 
raising the card from the drawer. 

The cards are supposed to stand on their edges between the two blocks, in their 
normal position leaning against No, 2. 

But there is another difficulty to be overcome. We have a drawer containing per- 
haps five hundred cards, forming a mass about seven inches in length, and embracing 
the titles and references under the names of authors from Abarbanel to Apuleius. Sup- 
pose that I wish to find Aikin, or Ames, into what part of that mass shall I plunge? 

_ This difficulty is relieved by the use of wooden blocks about one-eighth of an inch thick 
of the same length as the cards, but a little higher, with the top beveled at such an 

angle that when placed among the cards as they stand in their normal position, leaning 
against the block behind them, it shall present to the eye a level surface. The upper 

part of each of these blocks is covered with buff-colored enyelope paper, smoothly 
pasted on. On their beveled edges, thus covered, we write or print Ac, Ad, Ae, Af, 
Ag, Ai, Ak, Al, Ale, Alm, ete, The blocks so labeled being inserted in their proper 

places among the cards, perform the same office as the head-lines in a dictionary, en- 

abling a person to find a title in one quarter of the time which would be required with- 
out them, and facilitating in an equal degree the distribution of new cards in their 
proper places among the old. The advantage of the beveled edge is this, that in what- 
ever position the cards in the drawer may stand, inclining forward or backward, the 

labels are easily read. A tolerable substitute for these blocks, if the room which they 
occupy is grudged, may be found in cards about one-fifth of an inch higher than the title- 
cards in the drawers. On the projecting margin of these the labels are written, which 
are very conspicuous when the cards lean backward; when they do not, it is easy to 

give them that inclination. These projecting cards and blocks also facilitate the ma- 
nipulation of the title-cards, and partially save them from wear, 

1M. Bonnange falls into the mistake of asserting that card-catalogues were abandoned 
in the United States because the only method of preventing the displacement of cards —
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the upper (containing the title) is connected with the base (on which is 
the accessions-number) by a cloth joint. The base is in the form of an 
arch, of which the sides are broad in proportion to the archway. 

Through the tunnel formed by many cards standing side by side, 

passes a long screw, resting in a fixed block at one end of the line of 

cards; at the other end is a nut as large as the base of the cards. As 

the screw is made to revolve, this mut moves forward or backward 

and presses the cards together or lets them fall apart. When they 

are pressed together they resemble a book, the screw being the bind- 

ing, the upper part of the cards corresponding to the leaves. New 

cards can be inserted by merely loosening the screw. If the upper part 

of the card is accidentally or maliciously torn away, the base will re- 

main, bearing the accessions-number, by the aid of which the upper 

part can easily be rewritten. The cards may be shut up in drawers or 

be arranged on an inclined plane of the height of a standing desk, and 

in this position, besides being more likely to have a-sufficiency of light, 

which is sometimes not the case with cards in drawers, they may, by 

reason of their joint, be turned from right to left or the reverse, like the 

pages of a book, and so, very economically, be written on both sides. 
By a different disposition, they might be made to move up and down. 
The joint arrangement is the distinctive point of M. Bonnange’s system. 
Whether the cards are kept in drawers or on a stand, they will occupy 
more room than those now in use in American libraries, by all the space 
which the base occupies; if kept on a stand they will need very much 
more space.'’ M. Bonnange gives a lithograph of a stand containing 
16,000 cards. One of similar size in Harvard College Library will contain 
225,000 of the cards used in Professor Abbot’s system. The library now 
has three such cases, and will need three more to hold its complete cat- 
alogue, covering 168 square feet. With M. Bonnange’s cards it would 
require eighty-four such cases, covering 2,352 square feet, which is more 
space than most libraries can command. The cost, too, as given by the 
author, is nearly five times that of the Abbot cards : $11 instead of $2.25 
athousand. Thesysteme Bonnange has one advantage — it is easier to 
read the pages of a book than cards placed in a drawer; but, if the al- 

phabetical arrangement is to be observed, only one title can be put on 
each of his cards, so that he does not get the chief advantage of a printed 
catalogue, There remains, then, only his method of fastening the cards, 

so that the careless public cannot take them from the drawers and ruin 
the order. It is perfectly effectual, but so is the simpler method used 
when cards were first introduced, thirty years ago, then abandoned, and 
lately revived at the University of Rochester —passing a wire through 

Gauaidg Saud through ther? Sovadlfutiad to aiken slaitays Ou iia sueearA ita 
is becoming more general; even those libraries which print their catalogues make them 
on and print them from cards. 

‘Mr, Winsor has constructed a case somewhat on the Bonnange plan, but less sloping, 

for cards without the Bonnange bases. This is designed to be used in a narrow place, 
where it would be impossible to pull out drawers.
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a comparatively large hole in the lower part of the cards. It appears that 
a Paris librarian, M. Pingon, has tried this, but that his plan interferes 
with putting in additions and prevents the cards turning readily, so that 
they cannot comfortably be consulted. Evidently M. Pincou’s rod was 
too largeor his hole toosmall. The rod employed by Professor Robinson, 
of Rochester, is removed and replaced without any difficulty,' and does 
not affect the mobility of the cards at all. 

A drawer 21 inches long and 103 inches wide will hold comfortably 

3,600 of the 2x5 inch cards, with all the necessary guide-blocks. (If 
cards are used for guides instead of wooden blocks, the drawer will hold 
400 more cards.) According to an account kept at Harvard College 

Library, (alphabetico classed catalogue,) 32,727 volumes (or 15,108 works) 
required 2.136 cards per volume. In an account kept at the Boston 
Atheneum, (dictionary catalogue,) 7,500 volumes required 2.75 cards 
per volume, In the latter case there were hardly any long sets. At 

this rate the drawer mentioned above would hold the catalogue of 1,300 
volumes. 

IlI.— TABLES. 

Etymologically, the name “dictionary,” applied to catalogue would be 

synonymous with alphabetical, and would include the Harvard College 

type; but inasmuch as it came into use when the alphabetic cata- 

logues, with specific entry, were the only ones in use, and was first 

employed by men who had catalogues of that kind in mind, and as a 

name is still needed for these, it seems best to restrict the term to that 

branch of the family alphabetical which includes its entries and cross- 

references in one undivided alphabet, and prefers specific to class 

entry; that is, to such catalogues as those of the Boston Mercantile Li- 

brary (1854) and the Boston Public Library (1861). 

The early dictionary catalogues had little form entry, chiefly because 

they considered it unnecessary, but partly, perhaps, because form entry 

is (in one sense) class entry, and anything of that sort, even in alpha- 

betic order, shared the disfavor of systematic classed catalogues. But 

form entry having been found very convenient in certain cases, more or 

less has been introduced in various catalogues, which are therefore de- 

clared by some to’be no longer of the pure dictionary stock, but hybrid, 

part of a classed catalogue being grafted, and badly grafted, on a dic- 
tionary. 

To me it seems that this new variety, as it retains, throughout, both 
of the characteristics of the dictionary species, alphabetical arrange- 
ment and specific entry, should retain the old name. I would call the 
ordinary variety the triple dictionary, (author, title, and subject,) the 
new one the quadruple dictionary, (author, title, subject, and form.) 

' Hole 44; of an imch in diameter, rod + inch, slightly pointed. When inserting the 

rod the cards are to be brought together against one side of the drawer by a tin ruler 

applied on the other; whole process momentary.
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TABLE I.— CLASSIFICATION OF CATALOGUES. f 

a. Possible. 

GENUS SPECIES. VARIETY. EXAMPLES. 

( { Author. Common. 

| Title. Used in some fiction-lists. 
Single: 

| Subject. Chiefly used in indexes to author-catalogues. 

| | (Form. — Chiefly used for single forms or 

i | (A.& T. Common. 
i | : | A&S. 

2 Be A&E, 
| £ % | Double: 4 
| 3 iz | R&S. Chelly used in indexes of author-catalogues. 

2 So 
E 5 | T&F. 

a | & z S&F. 
% | 3 : 
q | | | Divided’aa they have 
a “Dictionary ” 8 es { 7 Sor S.W. 
z | | | par excellence, ) ¢r-tefs. or not. 
4 | stole Te Contents or not. 
a | Tripie: { i 
8 | AvSoF. 

g | . | LPs 8a. 

a | (Quadruple: A.,T.,8.,F. 

i | ‘ 
s . ‘ 

zs = : }@e 6) 2 g a » Quadruple: (A., T.,S., F.) 

| 5 8 5 S a 
& 

: : 

. Be a vif. With uniform class subentry. 
5 & Bq | Triple: A.,7,8. ; 

la 8284] With class or dictionary subentry. | | oS Bay 
4B 40) 

Ee ig HES ( With uniform class subentry. (Abbet.) 
bei H 5 [ Quadruple: A., T.,S., F. 1 

2 | 4 UWith class or dictionary subentry. (Noyes.) 
1 a 8 Reem ocean 

3 

z|~ z 
3 2 | ag4 : 
87| | 358 a4 Bc. a ieee & an 

aj { 

365
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TABLE Il.—CLASSIFICATION OF CATALOGUES. 

b. Kinds in actual use, with typical examples. 

(eee 

Single: 4 T. 

a|2|é Aer. 
a | 2 | & Doule:saes. me 
S| 3|3 T.&s. 3 
é ee ‘Triple: A.,'P.,8,§ 47 Ta 8: W. Asyndetic, Bost. Mere., Bost. Pub. in part. 8 
3 ees ys Se T.,8.  Syndetic. Bost. Pub. in part. | g5 
& Quadruple: A., T., S., F. Syndetic. Bost, Ath. ae 

2 s 43 
B 8. ag 
= Se, Ei ap q a3 bts One alphabet. Brooklyn Mere. 2 

ca Quadruple: A.,T., 84 Ff ne alphabets. Harv Coll. 24 

3 yy 
a ee Ef alice | ga 

a = sal 3] 8 Blog|, a 
pees é 
a < 

2 

3 Bs ; So : ‘ 2 
a 
eee 

* Boston Athenwum is an imperfect quadruple; its title-catalogue might be fuller ; its form-catalogue 
consists of entries for collections only, and references for individual authors. Boston Public and Bose 
ton Mercantile have entries for collections, and so far might be classed as quadruple, but. these are 
rather title-ontrie’ than form-entries. 

« 

,



TABLE It. 

(In this table Ref. is used for an entry without any imprint, whether it have the word See or not.) 

| DICTIONARY. | ALPHABETICO-CLASSED. | ‘ 
| 5 SS ————eeeeEoEEooeoo SYSTEMATIC. COMBINED. 

1. (Bost. Mere.) 2. (Bost. Pub.) | 3. (Bost. Ath.) | 1. (Brooklyn.) | 2. (Harv. Coll.) | 3. (Congress.) | 2 

SS SES rata bene or Batry 22...2.--2,| Wnteys.--cs.se.. Sr ENE or 0 Entry. 
| | 

BG 20s so secsseseseee=es] EMUY. cc ses scones ek, sentry for} Ret, entry. for | Ret esc .can,o..| RAC co see tc se cal: peewee reese 0 Ref., entry 
| : | anon. | anon, and nov- | | for anon. 

els. 
Gubject......:.....%-.c5s--| Batty when there| Ref. 222052. =| By wn secor on [| AWG ccowetsous:| JOUUEY oaeee~ onse} BOOM ne pe gne-cees] Raat or ref., ac- | Ref. 

s is a subject- | cording to the 
word. \- | catalogue. SN 

Practical form*...| Some entries .....) Refs...........-.| Entry, in part | Entry,usuallyun-) Entry..........--, Entry ..2...-.222-|/c200-d0° .seeeee.| Ref. SS 
| nuder  subject-| dersubject-head- | = 

| headings. ings. 3 
Literary form* ...| Some entries .....| Refs. for collec-| Eutry, national- | Entry............| Entry .........---| Entry .....-.-.--.|.-----d0 ......... | Bef. at 

tions. ‘ned,’ for coll; = Form. } | refs, for indiv. | 5 Language ......... 0 Refs. for collec-| Entry for collec-| Entry, national-| Entry..........-., Entry for collee-|......do ......--..| Ref. Ss 
| tions, and indiy.| tions, refs. for) ized, for coll; tions. s 

in a few lang. indiv. * refs. for indiy. f s 
Other distinctions. 0 | 0 | 0 ’ Some entries .....).....-.--22eee020- : + = 

NN on a es i ee = 

* These two varieties are not very exactly distinguishable. In the first are included such headings as Almanacs, Dictionaries, Cyclopwdias, Encyclopadias, Gazetteers, s 
Indexes ; in the second, such headings as Fiction or Novels, Drama or Plays, Comedies, Tragedies, Poetry, Letters, Orations, Sermons. ‘ 

- 
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TABLE Iv. 

The different catalogues economize — 

No. 1. Boston by limiting titles to one line; 
MERCANTILE, omitting cross-references ; 

(1854.) omitting form lists, (as a rule ;) 

combining title and subject references. 

No. 2. Boston by omitting imprints under subjects ; 
PuBLic, omitting imprints under titles ; 
(1860.) omitting form lists, (as a rule; inserts more than the first.) 

No. 3. Boston by omitéing imprints under titles, except for anonyma and fiction ; 

ATHEN ZUM. omitting form lists, (as a rule ; inserts more than the others.) 

ALL THREE. by entering titles only under the subject-heading, and not under any 

including class, and by making few references to annotators, edi- 

tors, translators. 

Harvarp by entering subjects in one class only, with references from others to 
COLLEGE, which they belong. 

NGS by omitting imprints in the classed part ; 
APPRENTICES’, omitting imprints under subjects in the dictionary part ; 

omitting imprints under titles in the dictionary part. 

The three tables following present the same facts in three different 

forms; and the sum and substance of the whole is that the alphabetical 
catalogue is best for ready reference, and the classed catalogue for thor- 
ough study. 

TABLE V. 

The DicTIoNARY CATALOGUE gives information about — 

individuals (persons, places, bodies of men, nations, ships, ete. ;) with only one form of 

name at once ; 

* individuals with more than one name ora pseudonym, by the law of average, part of the 
time at once, part of the time after looking at a reference. (This is 

comparatively rare.) 

general subjects with only one name, at once ; 

general subjects with two synonymous names, part of the time at once, part the time after 

looking at a reference; but if the headings are well chosen the in- 
quirer is right at first more than half the time. 

general subjects with several names, as above mutatis mutandis, (Very few such cases.) 

all about a subject, if it is very specific, so that there are no subordinate subjects, at 

once, except that for what is in more general works one must look in many differ- 
ent places, and the more specifie the subject is the more including classes there 
are likely to be; and the dictionary catalogue expects the reader to discover them 
by his knowledge of the subject, seldom giving him the assistance of any cross- 

references. 
all the works in a language; No. 1 gives no information; No. 2 gives the lists of very 

unusual languages, so that it is then found at once; No. 3 gives more such lists. 

all the works in a literature, (French, German, etc.}) No. 1 gives no information ; No. 
2 gives lists of collections; No. 3 gives lists of collections and refers to individual 

authors.
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| all the works in a form of literature, (Drama, Poetry ;) No. 1 gives no information ; 

No. 2 gives lists of collections; No. 3 distributes them by nations, and then gives 
lists of collections and refers to individual authors. 

*,* In these four cases, if complete information is wanted, the dictionary catalogue 
furnishes it very slowly and with much trouble; but the cases where absolutely 

complete information is wanted being comparatively rare, and the dictionary cata- 
logue being capable of giving such information as most people want without much 
trouble to them, the plan works better in practice than it looks in theory. In cer- 

. tain cases where people do want complete information quickly, (as in regard to 

| novels, plays, French literature,) it is not unusual for dictionary catalogues to give 
full lists, which they can do quite as conveniently to the reader as the other kinds 

of catalogues. 

The ALPHABETICO-CLASSED CATALOGUE gives information about — 

individuals, after one has found out where they are entered, either by a reference or by 
knowledge of the system. 

general subordinate subjects the same. 
classes the same as subjects in the dictionary catalogue. 

all about an individual to one who looks in several classes. 
all about a general subordinate subject, after one has found under what it is entered. 

all about a class the same as subjects in the dictionary catalogue. 
all the works in a rare language, in a literature, or in a form of literature, the same as 

a class. 

The CLASSED CATALOGUE gives information about — 

individuals when one has found out in what class they are entered, and where the class 

is, by studying the scheme of classification. 
general subordinate subjects the same. 
classes the same. 

all about individuals, general subordinate subjects, and classes the same. 

The COMBINED CATALOGUE gives information about — 

individuals like a dictionary. , 

general subordinate subjects the same. 
all about individuals the same. 
allabout general subordinate subjects and classes of subjects like the classed cata- 

logue, with the advantage of having an alphabetical index of subjects to assist 

in finding the places where they are entered. 

TABLE VI. 

The DicTrloNARY CATALOGUE— 
brings together 1. All the works specially on any | Whether it be an individual or a 

subject. : class, or belongs to one or to 

5 several classes. . 
separates 1. Related subjects. Hardly distinguishable from the 

next number. 
2. Parts of classes. As Bones, Muscles, Nerves, which 

a classed catalogue would bring 
together under Anatomy. 

conceals 1. The information about subjects | Z. g. The information about Apes 
(individual or not) which is to to be found in a general work 

be found in works more general on Zoélogy. This happens with 
than the subjects. almost every subject.
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The ALPHABETICO-CLASSED CATALOGUE— ; 

brings together 1. Many related subjects, (chiefly the | These form the “ branches” and 
less extensive.) “sections” under the classes, 

2. All the works on subjects that 

belong only to one class. i 
separates 1, Some related subjects, or, in other | Being dispersed by the alphabet, 

words, parts of classes, (chiefly they may be dispersed widely, 
the more extensive subjects.) 

2. Works on general subjects which | A frequent and serious evil, partly 
belong to more than one cla-s. overcome by making such sub- 

| jects independent headings. 
3. Works on individual subjects | A serious evil not overcome in the 

which belong to more than one present plans, 
class. 

conceals 1. Oceasionally, the information | Infrequent, and not very impor- 

about subjects which is to be | tant when it does occur, 
found in works more general 

than the class to which the sub- 
ject belongs. 

The CoMBINED CATALOGUE — : 

brings together 1. All the works specially | Whether it be an individual ora 
(in the on any subject. class, or belongs to one or to 

dictionary part) several classes. 
( 2. Related subjects. = 

(in the } 3. All the works on sub- 

systematic part) jects included in one 

{ class only, | 

separates 1, Some related subjects. | No system of classification can 
(in the bring everything related  to- 

systematic part) | gether, but the dispersion in a 

| classed catalogue is not usually 
| so wide as in an alphabetical. 
| 

(i. Occasionally, the infor- | 

mation about subjects 
| which is to be found in | 

works more general | , 
conceals 3 | than the class to which 

{in the ) the subject belongs. — | 
Systematic part) | 9. Especially such informa- | If there is no special work in the 

tion about subjects on library on the robin, the in- 
which there is no mon- quirer has nothing but his 

: U ograph. ‘ knowledge of natural history 

to tell him where to look for 
| general works containing ac- 

| counts of that bird.
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TABLE VII. 

To sum up, the answer to— Specific questions, General questions, — 
is given by the— z 
DICTIONARY CATALOGUR, quickly, with difficulty. 
ALPHABETICO-CLASSED, less quickly, easily and fully. 
SYSTEMATIC, with difficulty, easily and fully. 

' COMBINED, quickly, easily and fully. 

There are numberless exceptions, drawbacks, and limitations to these 
statements, but on the whole they are correct and exhibit the leading 
characters of the different catalogues. 

So much for facility of use; as to facility of making there is not much 
difference between the different plans, if thoroughly carried out, The 
subject-word dictionary is very easy to make when applied to small 
English, unscientific libraries. The syndetic subject dictionary is no 
easier than the classed ; indeed, it has difficulties of its own which the 
classed escapes altogether, and some which the dictionary part of the 
Schwartz catalogue escapes by having no need of cross-references and 
no trouble from synonyms. 

: TABLE VIII. 

In June, 1875, a circular*was sent to seventy-five libraries which had 
lately printed catalogues. The answers received are given in Tables 
VILI-XI. 
What did your last catalogue cost to print ? 
How many volumes did it catalogue ? 

How long was it printing? 

How many copies were printed? 
How long is it since it was ready for sale? 
How much do you sell it for ? 

How many have you sold? 

How many have you given away ?
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TABLE VIII.—Cosi 

A., Author; An., Analysis; C., Having contents ; Cld., Classed , Peer rae ret sc Se SUNOS RN ee ae cone eee 
ees ag a Number (per page)— | 
BS lego Heese ec] eee ere | 

Name of library. | 3 3 z Bi/e2| = [38 gld| 4 ne 
2s 4 -3 chee S & i st $8316 4 tok 
Bale ee 1a aS lee | 

1, Amherst College.........) 1871 208 | 14, 300 rite nee feat 68. 75 TP 

§ 2,318 | | 2| Andover Memorial Hall..|- 1874] 180 | 4,259 |{ 5318 |§ 156) 41) 92.62) D 9a.....11 

3) Astor . .......2.-+2.22- 1857-66] 2, 715 | Betw'n Se RO ee erat A. & subj.index 
80, 000 | | | 
and | | | 

100, 000 | | | | 
4) Baltimore Mercantile, | 1874 | 116 | 6,000 |......<.)---e----]-00.|  SLTL| A. & Ty Figt’n 

| (fiction list.) | | | | | 

i ripe citearsCortcany| ism | at | 5, 000 eae sans] 20,74 |... 
. | | 

6) Boston haa ea 3, a 97, 000 se ae eo] 20-711] D4.2...0.An} 0f lees | 
eal can 1873 | 904 |......-.1f,5 290 |f 270 |....].....2....] See Table TE. | 

| Hist. : | | | 
8| Boston Sovial Law.......| 1865} 231 | 8260 |e-eseee./eeseee]eee-] 20.42 | A.ywi, subj, in| 

| | dex. | 
9| Bowdoin College ........| 1862 | 832 | 16,000 |........)----.--.[....) 19.93] A, wi. dict! 

| | | | subj. index, | 
10| Bronson, Waterbury. ....|..-..--.]..-..+++ Vee e aay | $4. 082 MA cocceapes Leyes ee 

| , 
| | | cals | doa | 11) Brookline Public ........| 1873] 623 | 16,000 |{ 47255 | ..--.-| 38) 25.68 | Db.......C.) 

12% 

ple 1875! 160.| 4,100 |........]---.-2-4]-...] 95.62 |. 
13|Concord ........-..-e----| 1875] 470 | 10,713 ae i 2125] 41} 92.79 | D. ae 

14| Congress, (author) .. ....) 1864 | 1,936 | 85,000 (eee 2 076 |....] 68.77 | Avckeee id 

peas’ (subject) ......] 1869} 1,744 | 96, 000 Sit 031 : “a 

RG) DOGO 00X44 002 000.c00n8 1868 149 | 16,000 Ber iaraikit 107. 38 J 

17| East Walpole............| 1875 7| 306 Bay a oee po 43.71 |. eee 
18) Hartford Young Men's ..| 1873} 472 | 24, 000 |{ 00) 2 051/50] 50.84 | D 3a, a 
Mp| Hatboro Union 4 sasese-|, 1815 |econsceal (MATL, |c.0.se.|..coseoe|os.|iatesesces|soby sete 

20| Hollis Social.............| 1872 | 7 EL a cas Be 23.14 | D3a eS 

2 tn, Bt on 1872 [184.336 | 9, 000 soe } 04 pol. S848 7 

a. Public Library .| 1875 BS eee saree ee |sceddeeee = caee 
93) Indianapolis.............| 1873 | 365 | 12,790 |........|---.----Jeoo| 35.04 ~— 

f —— 1968'| -408,1.8 WO |.<ca5e-|-cceess-frou| 94.95 a 

BS Taprrend9 =<. ch--son--d 1873 | 341 9.000 | ote 3 az 41] 26.39 | D 3a.....--.0.| 
" \ 

* As a printer reckons, inclusive of the headings. The numbers are the ems for a fall page of the 

at the average proportion of the two kinds of type in the whole catalogue, giving the percentage of the
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of printing. 

D 3a, Like Boston Mercantile; D 3b, Like Boston Public; T., Title. 
a 

3 a eels : = 
2 2 lf3 gs | z : Number 0 f 2) se | sf |22|2e| & 2 ey 
- 3 23| 88 3 g | y 
a 8 |8 8 |-4 & a 4 A 8 

1) 3m.......| $450 00 ian 300 $1.50,red. to 75 100 | 43 mouths | 25. 
| Iisa | c., now 50¢. | 

ql Samick cee farms) 500 | “m 980 18 m:...25..) 58. 
} | 

PBS7='00/. 212] s2na'snsuase~|-ae-4s] Sh 20 00 Q) Q) | 

he | | | | 

4) 1m.......| 40815  .069 1,000 40¢. papers | 200 | 7 m-..-.-.) 350. 
| | | 50 ¢. cloth. | | 

{ 61L =I | } | | 

5|4m.....| Binding, 4/123 | 1,000 * $0 25 | 200 | 5m.......| 20. 
| | 146 es) | | a | 

6) By?.......| 22,000 002) .2267 600 P00 eee ren gerd ebenene A 
| | | | 

7| Ly....:...|4,000; pa-|..----) 3,020 75 ¢., after- | Sells stead-|............| Many to libraries. 

| per covers. | ward 500, | ily. | 
Bir Hh 456.94 | .055} 500 |... .c...secece] Nome ..00.[eaceseensess| 450, 

| | | | 
9) 2y........) 1,500 09.093) 800 | $2-2 50 | Few ......| 12 years... More than have 

| | | | been sold. 

40 racsescsiss|<cceseceete | oone-fmeocs-0.f Cosbok bind. |-.-.2..0ec04|sseuca-e-e-efi BO librarian only 
eile ing. | 

11| Less than | 2,05005 .121 | 700 | Nominal....| Less than | 14m......, More than 100. 
6 months. | | 100. 

RAR ntins 500 00). 121 | 800 $0 80 50 |-eeeeeneeees| 20, 

| | 
13.}/3 mm .--s.5:]-sc---.cs-ee]------| 500} 50.6, paper; 70 | 10 weeks... 41. 

| | $1 cloth. | 
| 8 950 of all and 200 ex- 

11) 1im....../ 6,000 00.07 750 aes 350 of all |} | changeas 4 sat 
| Fae : a i-evofthese! J) anthors,1864; sub- 

| 2y..-.....] 6,150 00) 068 | 750 | $8.20,sheets {2 and San’ | | Jeeta 1beo nauidal, 
| | | 84.4 moroo! catalogues, | ‘5 vol. 1867-"71. 

16|4m....... 467 00 | .029 | 1,200 | $0 50 600 | 7y.....-.-| 400. 
1" | 16 00 | + 052 | 05 60 | 6m.......| None. 

18} 6m......./ 1,815 45/078 | 800 200 126 een 52. 
| i | | 

1} 4m.......) 200.00 |..---.| 200 | Not sold ....).........ce-]seeese-ee+-+] 144; one to each of 
| | our members. 

2 | Sw... 59 41] .037 | 200 | 25 120 | 34m......] 12. 

1 18m......) 1,659 00,| 183} 1,500 | 75ets., red. to 450 | 3 y..-..--.| 200, 
| inel. cloth | sets. 
| bing of | | 
| 300 copies. | 

2) 2m......./ 660 00 |....-. 1,500 $0 45 | 190) 4m..3...-=/195. 

93|3m.......| 2,753 26,|.137| 750 200) 60 | 13m......| 200. 
incl. bind- | | 

. | ing. 

%/1m....:..{ 135.00] .036| 300 | Various pri’s|......-2-2-.] «cee +ess- 
| | finally given, 

5) 14w......| 1,076 14] .119 a0) $1 00 263 | 18 m......| 68, 
{ 

larger (title) type, and a full page of the smaller (note) type; the next column contains a rough guess 
Smaller.
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TABLE VIIE—Cogz 

2 seh is ag Number (per page) — 
Se atew eS Bole lew "i x i Name of library. #3/288) 2 4 |22,|2)) 3 | Kindot cate 
28) 88) 53.1 8) 1288/2) 8 logue. 
Aa |e. | eel 8 1s ley os 

, 26) Leicester ........-..2.-..| 1873 75 | 3,000 |....... acest bode T an D tate 
Rares 

27|Linonian Society, Yale| 1873] 344 | 17,000 |........] ..-2--).---| 4941] D 3a ......0 
College., 

28) Lowell. ..--ueeeesseveeese] 2873 |secese | 16,000 |--eoesce] sescves|seeofoseecceeedoonserseecsenes 
29 Massachusetts State.....| 1858 838 | 19,000|........|.-.---.-|----] 95.50 | Avwielingagt 
30| Meadville.........-....-.| 1870 | 134 | 10, 000 eae Jeectiedioed Tea ans 

1 Riga 2 00: 1 SOO eee te 2.35 |... 31) Medford ier | 204 ssn fin } oul sa) 9835]... 
9 7 1,350 | 2 Pa 32) Milton 1e71| 16 ie } 04 17.50 | Daa... 

BS /OMiiyaaes hess cnn o st] 18GB» SPL | Sasol oceania coeedecslesedd tate oea| benecd ae 
34| New Bedford ............| 1960] 314] 5,000 |......-.)...00J0.) 0 1598] 

35) New York Apprentices’ .|_ 1874} 518 | 40,000 |........|........|....| 77.22 | Combined .. .. 

36) Newburyport............| 1857} 907 | 5,658 |........]....0..)-.] 2733) D. (ALT)... 
Orc ches enASE eke ccc] OOD Paes cance ccs | oaceieeesd acs ea 
88] Peabody Library,George-| 1860 | 150 |........|....220.].-cceee.feeee|coneeseeee|seoeee sence sah 

town. * 
39| Peabody Institute, Pea-| 1872] 483 | 14,000 a ees 40] 98.93] D 3a.......11 

body. : 
40) Pennsylvania State ......) 1873] 932 | 30,000 |.....02-].c.c00f 9) 8218 | A cece eee 
RVR We csctecceeccvel FO | 200) 5457 |i i eccdte 68.40 | a et nda 

42) Philadelphia Mercantile .} 1870 | 707 |....224.|.....20.] eecee-feon-[eeeeeeeeee] DB.eceeececeee 
mal inpy PaUNGY re cls clusspoas! lice <-—2| eralcth Wiis &-,]acodece|coe{-ccneenticelts.cs 2 ean ‘ | 
44) St. Louis Mercantile ....! | 1874] — 762'| 49,440 | 4,732 | .000|50| 53.07 | Cld., A. index. 
45/St.Lonis Public School..| 1870 | 384 | 24,000 |........!........]....| 6250 | Cld. index..... 
46) St. Louis Public School..| 1873 |.....-..| 4,300 |... delice kas |fesbr pss |sc.gs 

47) San Francisco .........-.| 1874 | 958 | 36, 000 ae } at |...) 37.59] Dap....0, An. 

48) Somervillo ......2.-.222-| 1873 BEN Sielnns[Shanemesferocces] Yes) ues a] er ee 
49/Springfield.../..........] 1871 | 668 | 30,000 |......0.]....00-J.c0.| 4491 | D Ba.c..c0000 
50, Sargeon-General’s Office.|......-.|..24--+-| 90,000 |.....20-] cccceeafecedeeeteecees| cece sececeunee 
51/ Tennessee State .........] 1871 | 432 | 18,500 |........|......-.[..4| 42.82 | A., cld.index.. 

52) University of Vermont ..] | 1854 | 164 | 8,108 |........|........J.-- 49.43 | A., oubj, index 

BS) Waltham ...<-ccrasce-s2-|/ 3875.1 980'| 7,960 |.-c2co| eeecceelsoc-l © Q0,07'|s.ce----csedeaml 
| 

| | 
54] Williams College ........| 1875 | 233 | 20,000 |......2-[..0e..24.e--| 85.63 | Cld........1 

55) \ Walton, N. HE .........502 1874 98 | 2,004 Pe Kea macebes ae 20. 44 | D 3b .........- 

56) Winchester, Mass ....... 1st 108 | 3,350 Rae el eeeteeye es 31.01 | D3a.......11 

57) Worcester ....-+---.---.] let} a5 | 3,980 £11852 9g] 45} 15.89] D ab.....----- 
| [Uiaea |S uN Ste ETS So 

* As a printer reckons, inclusive of the headings. The numbers are the ems for a full page of the 

the average proportion of the two kinds of type in the whole catalogus, giving the percentage of the
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of printing.—Continued, : 

z 2 Fei = g q eI = 5 5 ' 5 
Sis Be |g&) 58 & e Number given 
oa 33 ewes s 2 away, 
2 3 eo) 2 3 e | or 
a 3 55) 4 & | 4 4 

6 |3m.......| $116 77|.038| 600 | 20cts,,red. to| 125 | 2 years +.| 50. 
| | sets. | 7 

g|3m.......| 87500] .051| 500 | $0 75 Very few | @y........| 150, 

| 
5m.....-.| 1,470 004 | .116 | 1, 500 50 450 | 20 months | 50. . x | 

0 Ree tye ected)” RBOHNERAS THe es eee ttota rac tone 
w{im.......] 300 00 | .03 200 100 | Very few .|............] A few to libraries. 
@i (Mm ics. 800 00.175 | 1,250 it Nai es ee 625, 

@/ 2m...) 70000} .184] 700 | 50 | Very si dy......-.| 500 to 600; one to 
| | every family in 
| town. 

Si lcsesectees| ON O0i etal eo] 50, occocecotecseea re eane 
fd Seeccee | 1,000 00 | .02 500 80 50 | Sy........] 280. 

(|, 2,000 |} 150) 30 |4m....... 
\gen.cat.| | 

| Lys----+ | 2603 34.0065)" 5 45 +30. Haul tht | Clact, oat 30 250 | 9m.......|J 
36 | OMivcssess 875 00 | .154 1,000 $1, aft. 50 ets | 500 | 18 y.......| 200. 

Hi) tm i..3... 400 00 | .156 300 |g1, red. to 50 c.| 32 | 20m......| 18 

ie Nogdupr eee lect eee 50 vanes 

9 /6m.......| 1,510 00|.107| 500 $1 00 50 |19m......| 4%. 

Bei 8 el coda ti S007 Scan atinecevecs|adenssseeest] ts cobes eel Oe mMee 

4 | EM). donne. 493 42 | . 066 500 50 13 | Qy........] BO 

42] 2y-2..---] 5,000 00 |......] 2 500 | $2.50, thon $1 900 | Sy..-.---.] 40. 
WD |cnccnsnceesste . semen cael eenmncceecvcns| sconce cecces|scnswenncnes . 

MA 8 nt: eos an 4, 200 00 | +103 1,000 | $5, then $3... 200 | 14m ......] 50. 

45) 4m.......] 1,647 50 | .068 | 2,000 $1, red. to 50 «, 700 | 14m.......| 500. 
46 @mi......- 368 00 | .085 1,000 | 25 B50 |. scced tess y 3) COR: 

"rs, $2. 50 
41) 1m,......| 9/087 31 | .224 16505 eng to |g 900/ 10m......] 60, 

aS 250 00|......} 500 50 320 | @y.....-2.] 10. 
4.) 2m....... 3,116 00.103 | 1,000 200 400 | 52m......| 75. 

MO lid yiscacs ag] tev (fl scsmecl gS OODN sac eaweda tunes] tard teed wel eee anna, 
DE Pob Cem ees el eet heat tet henene 500 200 Ne ere 

| Pr. 393 00 : eee 0484 | 1, 000 1 00 600 | Qy.......] 75. | { B’g 333 ag < e 
53) 4m.......| 1,500 00,| .198 | 1, 000 5 150 | 8m 2)--.-< 

inel. eleri- B'd.300 

cal labor. 
Si}am.......] 60000 .03 | 1,200 P00 nn ceescoess drm seep eee 80, 
85 |4m.......| 95000] .124) 500 50 320 | Qy........ 
5} 4w.......| 19000] .056| 500 10 175 | 14m......| 25. 
ST) 16w......] 502 83/125 Joseeeees 25 600 | 7m.......] 100, 

larger (title) type, and a full page of the smaller (note) type; the next colamn contains a rough guess 
smaller, 

.
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* TABLE IX. 

Do you think it worth while (for your library) to print? 

1, Amherst ; 2, Andover.—Yes. 

3. Astor.—It is absolutely necessary to print the catalogue of a large library. The 

expense, however, is so heavy that it cannot be often repeated. 

4. Baltimore.—Yes; provided the income of the library is sufficiently large to warrant 
the expenditure. : s 

5. Bigelow Library Company.—As we are situated, yes; absolutely necessary, 

6. Boston Athenwum.—Yes; and for the part of the library which might be called 

“reference,” even more than for the “circulating” department. (With us both 
classes of books circulate.) The increase in usefulness of the library will be 

greater than if the cost of printing had been expended in books. 

7. Boston Public Library, (History, Biography, and Travel.)—Yes, of this kind, as it 
has had a marked effect in elevating the character of the circulation. We do 

not think it worth while to print any more general catalogues of our higher 

departments. 
8. Boston Social Law Library.—Yes. 

9. Bowdoin College.—We think our catalogue has been an advertisement of the col- 
lege. Whether the college has been paid for its labor and expense is a question, 

10, Bronson.—It may be best to always have a printed catalogue for the circulating 
department; for the reference library, I think not. We print annual supple- 
ments for the circulating library. 

11. Brookline.—Pecuniarily, No! In every other way, most emphatically, Yes! It meets 

an urgent demand from the public, as well as a need within the library, and facil- 

itates all the routine work of the circulating department beyond measure. 
12. Chicopee.—Yes. 

13. Concord.—No, if you take money as the basis of “ worth while ;” but if the library 
can afford it, yes, taking convenience to borrowers and librarians as the basis; 

although a card-catalogue will answer for librarian. 

14, 15. Congress.—Yes, emphatically. The collection would be incaleulably crippled in 
usefulness without a printed catalogue. 

16. Detroit—We must have a key to the library of some sort. 

17. East Walpole; 18, Hartford ; 19, Hatboro’; 20, Hollis —Yes. 

21. Holton, Brighton.—Merged in the Boston Public Library. 
22. Holyoke.—Yes. 
23. Indianapolis.—I should certainly never attempt another in the same manner. The 

finding lists of the Public Library of Boston (especially “‘ History, Biography, 
and Travel”) are to my mind the best standard of what catalogues in a large 

circulating library ought to be. 

24, Lancaster.— Yes. : 
25. Lawrence.—Yes! With such a circulation as we have we could not do without one. 

Nearly fifty copies are kept in the delivery-room for reference. 
26. Leicester.—We could not carry on the library at all without it. 
27. Linonian.—We regard a printed catalogue of this library as indispensable. The 

catalogue of the college library we do not propose to print. 
28, Lowell.—For the good of subscribers, yes. 
29. Massachusetts State.—There is one in preparation. 

30, Meadville.—No, with the small amount of funds at our disposal. 
31. Medford.—Yes. 
32. Milton.—We certainly do. We have also printed three bulletins, at a cost of $150 

each. 
33. Milwaukee.—We feel the need of a new catalogue. 
34. New Bedford.—Yes.
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35. New York Apprentices’.—We do not see how we could carry on a circulating library 
. like ours, averaging 500 volumes a day, without one. A manuscript catalogue 

would be almost as bad as none at all. 

26, Newburyport ; 37, Newton ; 38, Peabody, Georgetown.—Yes. 
39. Peabody Institute, Peabody.—We have ten copies in use in the reading-room. 
40, Pennsylvania State.—Could not do without it. 
41, Peoria.—We are in doubt. 
42, Philadelphia Mercantile—Probably we shall print a supplement in a year or two. 
43. Quincey Public.—Yes. 

44, St. Louis Mercantile.—Yes. 

45,46. St. Louis Public School.—Yes; although no printed catalogue can contain the. 
latest additions. Many consider it of great value to consult the catalogue at 
home. It further gives a good idea of the character of the library. 

47, San Francisco.—I consider it invaluable in the library, and a handy book for any 
student or reader. 

48. Somerville.—Yes. 
49, Springfield.—It was necessary for us to have a printed copy for use in our library. 

50, Surgeon-General’s ; 51, Tennessee ; 52, University of Vermont; 53, Waltham; 54, 
Williams; 55, Wilton.—Yes, 

56, Winchester.—It is necessary. 

57. Worcester.—Quite worth while for the circulating department. Not, however, for 
the reference library, all things considered. With us the catalogue of the latter 
library is principally useful to the officers. A printed catalogue would be very 
useful if it gave the information contained in Mr. Winsor’s list of “ Biography, 
History, ete.” 

TABLE X. 

Do you still like that kind of catalogue ? 

What other plan do you prefer ? 

Could you suggest any improvements in your present plan ? 

1, Amherst, (A.)—Yes; because we cannot afford to print any fuller catalogue, and 
this for a single catalogue is the most useful. It answers for those whose wants 
are usually covered by an author-catalogue ; for others we have a fall manuseript 
catalogue on cards. 

2. Andover, (D.)—Yes. 

3, Astor, (A., with subject-index.)—Yes ; would like a few more cross-references, so as 
to enable the student to find the subjects more readily. 

4, Baltimore, (Fiction.)—Yes, amplified; would add a section of biographical and 
historical fiction. 

6, Boston Atheneum, (D.)—Yes. : 

8. Boston Social Law, (A., with subject-index.)—Yes; would have greater fullness of 
detail. 

9. Bowdoin College, (A., wi. dict. index.)—Yes; as a proper style of such work. 
For college purposes a simpler form would answer. 

10. Bronson, Waterbury.—No answer. 
1. Brookline, (D.)—Most certainly, yes; prefer no plan that I ever saw or heard of. 

Would like fuller analyses of the contents of books with the consequent ref- 
erences. 

12. Chicopee, (D.)—Yes. 
13, Concord, (D.)—Yes ; do not know any better plan ; might find many improvements 

in the details. 
16. Detroit, (A.)—We consider it only half a catalogue; we want also an intlex of sub- 

jects. ‘ 

18, Hartford, (D.)—Yes. 

19, Hatboro’—No; it wants simplifying for country use; no plan matured.
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22. Holyoke.—Yes. 

23, Indianapolis, (D.)—Yes; but prefer the class lists of the Public Library of Boston. 
Tbe repetition of the imprint under subject and title I now believe to be on. 
necessary. In the event of publishing a supplement to our present catalogue, 
I shall follow the plan of the last class list of History, Biography, and Travel of 
the Boston Publie Library, 

24, Laneaster, (Alphabetico-classed.)—No. 
25. Lawrence, (D.)—Yes; but would prefer a fuller reference to subjects. 
26. Leicester, (D.)—Yes ; with all its imperfections. 

28. Lowell.—Yes; with the addition of subjects in the same alphabet. 
29. Massachusetts State, (A. with classed index.)—One is now in preparation on the 

plan of the Boston Athenwum, 
30, Meadville, (A.)—Only for certain purposes. Prefer a card catalogue; if printed, 

one after the plan of Professor Jewett, of the Boston Public Library. 
31. Medford.—Yes. 
33. Milwaukee.—Yes ; we know of no better plan. Improvements ?—Omit the index 

to subjects. 

34. New Bedford.—Yes, 

35. New York Apprentices’, (Systematic and D.)—Yes; prefer no other plan. Improye- 

ments ?—The consolidation of Parts 2 and 3, and a revision of the classification. 

Part 1 will then exhibit the subjective elements of books, and part 2 the objective 
elements ; Part 1 being logical and classified, and Part 2 mechanical and alpha- 
betical. The special catalogue of Fiction I should now arrange in one alphabet, 
in accordance with the ney basis, as its purpose is merely to exhibit the mechan- 

ical or objective elements of books, viz, the author and title. 
36, Newburyport, (A. T.)—Very well. The catalogue lately printed by the Brookline 

Public Library appears to be the most satisfactory. 
37. Newton, N. J.—Yes; would make it more full by giving, in small type, a brief note 

of the chief subjects in each volume, when there are more than one subject. 
33. Peabody, Georgetown.—No; prefer a classed catalogue. 

39, Peabody Institute, Peabody, Mass., (D.)—Yes; would combine the catalogue by 
authors and that of titles or subjects in one. 

41. Peoria, (A., with classed index.)—Yes. 

42. Philadelphia Mercantile, (D.)— Yes. 
46. St. Louis Public School, (cld.)—Yes. 

47. San Francisco, (D.)—I think it the most practical plan in use. There isa wide field 
for subordinate classification, etc. I could improve somewhat by making use of 
a greater variety of distinctive type for references, etc. 

48. Somerville, (A. and T.)—Yes. 
49, Springfield, (D.)—Yes, 

50. Surgeon-General’s Office, (A.)—Yes ; if accompanied, as it will be, by a subject-cata- 

. logue, I like it for this library, which is devoted to one subject, and used only by 

educated men. It is not the best plan for a public library. 
51. Tennessee, (A., with classed index.) —Yes. 

52. University of Vermont, (A., with subject-index.)—It serves eur purpose, but is cap- 
able of much improvement, I think the dictionary plan a good one. 

53. Waltham.—Yes. 

54. Williams College, (cld.)—Yes, but would combine the topical and alphabetical 

arrangement in one catalogue. 
55, Wilton, (D.)—Yes. 

56. Winchester, (D.)—No, never liked it; prefer one by titles, topics, and authors. We 
are slowly making a “card catalogue.” 

57, Worcester, (D.)—Not very well; prefer your plan.
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TABLE XI. 

Bulletins or periodical supplements. 
qr i ee eee 

How often. be EY Gach pac cucivers | Selling price, Remarks, copies. 

1 0 Netteess| ee oe ages [ntatonenstlee 
Q 0 seeececnen | scceecteccenceeenns [ape caste aaa 

3 0 sestsstsense|esseeateneceseeeseed|cceeeeeecseasessenee| 
6 | About 30a year..... S00 | on awigus cue css sane. | 30 cents a year... | Monthly, of additions ; 

| | : intermediate lists of 
books in some class 

| | (History, Philosophy, 
: | | ete.,) received during 

. | y | the previous year. 

aujAnntal’ Report of\ 22.12.5515 Uo os2 eh ccol) Givens ..cs. 4c. eai} 
| Trustees. * | 

lo | Semi-annually...... MOD inn som ctenmnwehanes|con twaere oot aae 
M4] Anuually . ......... 750 | $2.062 to $3.187... | $2.75 to 84.95 ......| 

av 0 Wale. ana: seeeee cence secon: 
18 0 el Wen keer clings d peels PIE se 
1 0 [rire uke reared SWuted eves easels 

| Annually........... | O00 1 WTB 2k. os cetacean oe ase . 
% | Quarterly .......... 300! 680. - Ft ake dl dO ee ees oes 
$5) | Blannially (-s2-<orsaq .he-vilaass| Gre ae see ae lee one eed 
Be edn enka od tact 1, 500 | $3.50 per page.....| 10 cents........-..| 
9 Annual report. ..--.-|..-.-seceecs]-ceseesenesecsessees pre saap noes gas eae 

30 0 |scestsestiss|eceeeseeeneeeeeeeees fees eeveb ene um euee 
32) Annually...........:| 750 | $50 to $60 .........| Given to each fami- 

ly. Sold for 10 cts. 
34) Quarterly .......... 1,000 | $40 to $50 .........| Qcents.........-.- 
8: | Annual reports. ose l shits soles days cseseecasbed| oe ed) eta oe 
37 | When thereis matter 800) $10 eins saat OER uc 

to fill 4 pages. | 
38] Annual ..-.-.--2-00-|eeeeeecesees|ceeeeeeeeeeseeeees Bees] 
BO, Moot y ¢ fon. acgall sean p tnt sSlcubapereentae esrsteseeteeteeeses] 
WO} Annual taport...26.[2)ccns alec aes ase eee ie cee | 
41| Monthly ........... 00,1 OL. sees ste e ainsi) NOBGOI Let sur] 
2 0 fs te ei intghr ace 

43 0 lessen laatiemeeee I Sessa ema 
“4 0 [Rbk oie, uss a ome ot ate  earee 

46] Annually............/ WD Poe cacewcevosweeeqs| MO CHIE aac! 

Bt 0 Se seiesuae’| oatwonandascwipers slr ete meron e ee eee 

BAe douse. ea cae 1; OOO! wh, dassateact sl ® oon, arc 
OO: fn AO a evs cotenwass cctvad scavercatfien.<c orca a ee tate ge eal 

56 0 Socvineneaeandbenncpere. such bean Ce cctE fey erea nee 
oT | Somi-annually....... 500 | $43.35 average.....| 10 cents........... 
i a eee 

* Tho bulletins are printed in the Peabody Press, gratis, We then have ten copies printed on slips, to use in cataloguing, for $1.
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TABLE XI. 

List of printed catalogues oy public libraries in the United States, arranged by the date of 
publication. 

It must be understood that the following descriptions are only 
approximate. Of two catalogues called dictionary, (A., T., S. W.,) the 

first may enter almost every title, the second may have very few title. 
entries; the one may never go beyond the title for its subject-word, 
the other may often do so, and may occasionally slip into class-entry, 
The varieties of catalogue shade off into each other by such imper- 

ceptible degrees, and vary so much in the union of their different 

characteristics that an exact account which shall be at the same time 

brief cannot be made. 
Giving the number of pages would have been much more useful if 

the average number of titles on a page and the number of ems on a 

page had been also given, but time was wanting for such a work. 

The list is incomplete; it contains full descriptions of those cata- 

logues only which are to be found in the libraries of the Boston 

Atheneum, the Boston Public Library, and Harvard College Library; 

briefer notices of others of which 1 found mention in prefaces, in 
Ludewig’s Bibliotheken in den Ver.-Staaten, (published in Naumann’s 

Serapeum,) and in Jewett’s Notices of public libraries, and also the 
date and number of pages of a very large number now in the posses- 

sion of the Bureau of Education. These latter were mostly published 

during the last ten years. 
ABBREVIATIONS. 

A.— Author, Author-catalogue. (The author-catalogue usually includes title or sub- 
ject-word entry for anonymous books.) 

T.— Title, Title-catalogue. (A subject-word entry is a variety of title-entry; when 
'T. and S. W. are used together, T, means entries under the first word of the 
title, or some leading word which is not the subject-word.) 

8.— Subject-entry, Subject-catalogue. 

8. W.—Subject-word. (In general, the 8, W. catalogues do not go behind the title 
for a subject-word ; but some occasionally, and some often, supply a subject- 
word for. books that have none in the title, and become so far S. catalogues.) 

Imp.— Imprints given. 
No imp.— Imprints not given. 
n. p.— Place of publication not given. 

n. d.— Date of publication not given. 
Size — Typographical form given. 
11.—Titles confined to one line. 
2 col.— Having two columns on a page. 
Cont.— Contents given. 

Anal.— Analytical references made. 
Alph.— Alphabetically, 
Arr., sub-arr.— Arranged, sub-arranged. 
Cl., cld.— Classes, classed. 
Div.— Divisions, 
Cr. ref.— Cross-references. 

L.— Librarian and apparently the compiler. 
Ed.— Edited, editors. , 

Suppl.— Supplement. 

‘Trans.— Translated, translators.
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| 2n| & | 232 : 
| Tina. BAG bes sf Description. Compiler ; notes. 
| 2 22 : 33 n | | 4 [a | 8 [ee 

1. | Harvard College .....-s-s--+se++ Mass..|1723| 102 | 3,562 | Cld. by size (, 4», 8, ete.), sub-arr. by auth, Imp..........|....22--. 
2 | Philadelphia Library Company ...|'Pa----| L7a®; |o--- =o -|- | a cn aw a in ns nnn nnn sees innn-|o-nene ann] Printed by HB. Wranklin, e 

BN saseaWlO-.sancesccsernarenr-seses Pepe ie 56 |....---.| Cld. by size. With some notes on the contents or value of |...--.-.- Do. : 
| the books. 

4 | Yale College.......-------+-+-----| Conn..] 1743, MALS OO Nh csdren aceon vee dt eur a ia gs esa ease enna 
" &| Fiala Union Library Co...| Pa....| 1754 BA Pare ao OLA By oSit ie, sermons eos eos Ren on eee Grau eanee onan fanaa 

6 | Yale Collego........---++---+-+-+-| Conn..| 1755 ABR SG Yar aang dues note e legeenN rpe ete ese ee I, ei & 
7 | Philadelphia Library Company...| Pa....|1757 | 132 |.-......| Cld. by size (f, 4%, 8, 12%). ‘The titles under each class in |......... = 

| no order whatever. 8 

8 | College of New Jersey, Princeton | N.J -.| 1760 36 | 1,281 | A., usually wi. imp., arr. only by the first letter, sub-arr, by |..---.... cS 
size (f, 4%, 8 et inf.) a 

O:| Doganian Libraty-<so.22025-6 2021] PA-s ache AUODAP AEB [omens ONE oa aa wens ep aane tan avn sgcie sa seueestaseeeee. [eee ee Ss 
10 | Philadelphia Library Company ...| Pa...) 1764 | 150 |........| A., under each letter the sub-arrangement is by size. No |....----- S 

| j further sub-arrangement. & 
11 | Redwood, Newport ..------2-s-20.| ReTee.] 104 |---| 15M | eee eceeeeee ceceeeetececeneeen ences ceeseeeteneseneeeees|-seeceeeee} Elnathan Hammond. < 

12 | Philadelphia Association Library | Pa....| 1765 Ol necro pec ceias sa nasen dices aan erates eae é 
| Company. 

15) Padidlence Hesgssse ok acon sve 2] Be Eee PUB soe ne fe ee se cece es ene p gong pgs piace ee eg eee ne 
14 Philadelphiid Library Company ...| Pa-2-.} 19/70, [155 'yes|.----——-| =< -c----cadoucsenecesngessene~nanttecnsHscnans/seseceentowe|seaesse==s 
15 | Harvard College....2...-...-----.| Mass..| 17°73 27} (i) | A. No.of vols. and size, but n. p,, 0. d.....-2----seeeeeee-| Leones 
46 | eae Leland College cits acs .cscs| BiB. AYRE 6-5 boy cee. -peeeomne mnneaedoneenremevenin agin ane-naerctuassanqnnmandatb-nacahesen 
7 | Hatborough Union Library Co ...| Pa....| 1788 BBY in 05 hese pace ene ve ce caine ME piece ahion tate ee ete a ns 
ig | Philadelphia Library Company ...| Pa....|1789| 407 | 8,000 | Cld. (Baconian syst., 3 div., 31 cl.), sub-arr. by sizes. Imp. |.--..---+- 
19 | Harvard College .....-.-----------| Mass..| 1790 | 358 | 12,000 | Cld. (64 cl.), sub-arr. by auth. Imp.........--+-:000+--+.[eeeeeeee 
20; |eennsylvania Hospital..:<.<teet Paic2 |, L7B0 ds. A eR eae so an i eo css = eerste cols rtwan At smvenndalil|pzietanes 
21'| Chanlpston Library Bocloty.....:3| S-C.-.|- 47005]: ...2- cof Pep A op acetates anv itc eee acetate nar tn nrs-nrarssa|n“ancdeens 
22 | Male Collego.....+..-----....--+-.| Conn. 1791. SOLE ROT Fa ei a er er taal naan en eccba nena On 

* Vor convenience of use, the first entry of each year appearing in the table is distingnished by full-face figures. 1 A selection for undergraduates, BS,
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| Library. | 1) es Bal o@ Description. Compiler ; notes. 
| | roel) Spee 6 Cum 
| g 4] 6. | 33 
| | Bsa EEE I Be ee ee ee ae a 

23 | New York Society baa x r.| 1793 99 5, 000 Wad i eevee Vand we oie eA ee Send Ceara yy 
24 | Pennsylvania Hospital............| Pa.-..) 1793) -......) () | Suppl, paged contin. wi. the catal., 78 pp. in All. ..---+02022-|--2cee0e- x 
25 | Philadelphia Library Company...) Pa....| 1793 BB cee Mupppb se acc coe sees con ett ok ed ocea aes eae occu tee ieee ae eg Ss 
26 | Rhode Island College.............| R.I...| 1793 38 | 2,173 | Cld. by size (f, 4°, &, 12), sub-arr. by auth. Noimp.......] 11...... s 
27 | Williams College ..--------2+-----| Mass-.) U7 QA |... .se.) ceeeeee| cee ceeeesee cee eee eeenee ceeene tenes teetae cess ceeseseneees|eeeeeenee: & 
28 | Philadelphia Library Company...) Pa....| 1794 SE cies) ES Bo) oar cs eb saad cheese ba eee dee eso eee atees y 
9 | Boston,.-2-24--4.1----2 .-20s0020: Stas VOU | ore fs ae ra cance os Sct s oeacto coeds vansuare vasteccatesses<|setsccenss = 
30 | Logamian ......2..---2.2-+2+4e-2+-| Pa---.| 1795 | 220] 3,300] Cla. by size (f, 4°, 8, 12), wi. an index of A. (names |.......... oe 

| only.) | Similar catal. and index of foreign books. Both $ 

| catals. wi. imp. ae 

31 | Massachusetts Historical Society.) Mass..| 1796 AO | PAOD a pce coe Sati en ne wuts esos een eee ae seme = 
32 | Philadelphia Library Company...| Pa....| 1796 98 | ERG SN egal secs a4 sans tuo tie savcoa asst Lesp, -2asacn secede sae t Geen sg xs 
98 | Hartford Library Company....--.) Conn. 1797 SOF ee ace eee ca Rlaghns adem a eee ere Ane s 
OA Bontonzeceoven-eee-cneecien-no7--+-| Masa.-| < 1707 B01 ee Neds peta 8 Gugtea Se> nies noo ewes eee cee q 

86 | Baltimore Eilrary Company v.24] M00. -| MOOS, | saeco) le 8 | 0. slesee tan ogee voces te caieeeds sist ae ede vncsearoemnc dea eeteespes = 
37 | Philadelphia Library Company...) Pa....| 1798 48 |---| Suppl .-ceseeeeeceeessereer tenses eeeteeeeeeseeseeeeseeee|saeneeeess s 
S84) a.ccdo agence esate Pa OR BR | siesta] upp soc cas sose. 08 inte cCecza ae Sreare. eee ts umes eee anes 
GD | cAsnhibent Colldge ise ce tee cl Wem RON! |< ice Pe, eee. oe whe oe kee eelneene sects ag ee, oes abeeese ree g 
40 | Philadelphia Library Company ...| Pa....| 1801 BS Se on Pal BUDE - penta ens care sae nn re SA ease aera csae = 
a! CONGTORS's52= or  e Soe es] DEO =.) ISOS 10 |.....---| Cld. by size (f, 4°, 8°, 12°) and priced. Noimp. - g 

42 | Baltimore Library Company ......| Ma...| 1902 |.---.--- SD ees eS eer ala yoy ane ee peal ase ae 
43 | American Academy of Arts.......|Mase..| 1802 68 | sete =| A atti wh Sop 22s eS coeds ceca co- ssn cce= oes uoemaerees 
44 | Charleston Library Society......-| S.C...| 1802 62 ee Cld. (18 el.), sub-arr. first by size, then alph.............2.|.-.--++-++ 
mS | Congress 2-2. --tecoec | DC 1) 2808, 9 | 05 a4. | 2 Beare MRS Gaal: OF AROS! seve tetera etd 7. ete een. ieee 
46 | Pennsylvania Hospital.........-..] Pa....| 1806 | 127 |........] Cld. | Avindox .22222..2.25.222 2222. cc cee cco decdbeececees[eneeeece es 
47 | Charleston Library Society .......| S.C... 1 90) |2..+22.1| ake entdltor sepe% 20 spsmpe, wbby nurs 4 eis nee Oita acd 

; taal pbaton Ope 2, 02 bes 2 5| amen. | MOT lee Biv NE. 905_,| ©. Jaieg eg goALE SI SE RODS oc ne Ae EY pean tf sensac ene



49 | Library Company of Philadelphia | Pa... 1807 616 | 18,391 | A.] Anon. books in a eld. appendix, “ each under its proper |.---......] George Campbell. 
| size.” | Pamphlets in another appendix. | Cld. index, on 
| | | the Baconian system, (giving only names of auth.) | 

50 | Vale College......:..----.-------.| Conn..| 1808, DOIG cate cetera OF eee ts RD: acess pe Se uae oe el ee, eee - 
_ 51°] Congress. 210ec4..2..25.1....| D6 -.| 1508 dv 15.225] Seppts like satel of Teme Polen. agar ee eel | 

52 | Theological, Boston...............| Mass..] 1908 9)|-50. 22) With’ p. andida Dut no eee socio secon ee ee alee 
53 | Baltimore Library Company......| Md...| 1809 | 196 |........| Classesin alph. order, sub-div. by size, (8°, 12%,ete.) Noimp .|....-.-.-.| 
54 | Boston Athenwum................| Mass... 1809/ 267 | 5,750 | Cla. (15 el) Mion pis ce 5325 572 wast sacs seca sesame st [ber | lon, MOK eau 
55 | Salem Social ...........-......---.] Mass..| 1809 ga 5 gat Npanip oe ee eae | eet 
56 | Massachusetts Historical Society..| Mass.| 1811 96] CO) | Ay WEIMD 2. ceneneeroneessrenseset-ocaaznereesse| 2601 -2.| Rev. ‘Timothy Alden, 200 

| copies cost $200. 
57 | Salem Athenwum.................| Mass.| 1811 78)| 222 ,[ ak, OF the rudeatgore:. imp! 2o0022. ster cc tu, eee BE sores 
5a | New York Hlonpital 222-20 <asee4| Mi Moc] ALL fomy coo ehasas cac0| saa ace sacs secu cc ece- ecegs ates cseeeaeacc ores eesaeeeee else cere | Dedoen appendix ot Anat 

to “An account of the N. Y. y 

Hospital.” a 
59 | Charleston Library Soctety.....-..| S.C...Jan.181l] 72 | 7,000 | A., Wi imp..--0...0-eeseeeseceeeeseeeeeeceeeesseceeeceeees| Lleeeees+] Small supp. in 1816 and 1818,  & 
60 [chc20OD Te ccl esc aeccstessesesdcee us| 9801 GAG | cos wans| sue beOunasusisees doco vdeutds cvaestegacrss essaweetassus costes |ecuceress | 1 gee thision the sutiOEinar oie 

Ludewig. Qa 
61 | Congress... .--- ---.-.2...-cs--0c---| D.C...| 1822 ADL, | 53 2-2=,| SARCOMA: OLAS: cus. eduen eases se nene Slide ntnaamededs es agen 2 

ca} Adelphi Union, Wallan College. | Maas |-—igta, |... 282 de a ee ee ee eg S 
63 | Williams College.......----.------ Mass . | MIO |S Se ceutin-| coer tee acces eee et cotta tet aU taro Uae ele ee & 

64 | Vincennes Public ............----.] Ind... 1813 Seana 7 Fe) al 9) 0 aie aR chy uk por MIDS antic Sts) scene = 
| teen NeYen] ASUS | 189 eeeeees) Ae WIMP. oe eseeeee ceeeseeeteceseeceeeeeeetseseseeeeeees| 201-..| Rev. Timothy Alden. 2 

- 66 | New York Society Library........] N.Y..| 1813 | 240 | 13,000 | Cld. (17 cl., no sub-div.) No author-index..........-......|.-.--.--- | John Foster. 
67 | Philadelphia Library Company ...| Pa....| 1813 | 128 | 2,388 | Suppl, 1807-113... ..........-0---22seneecceeeeee coe eeceefoeeeeeree 
68 | Philermenian Society, Brown Uni- | R.1...| 1814 io) ese ARO IMD --. 222 -----<cesececetens sonene sonnen seamen sneese| PT ceeeee 

versity. | | ‘ 
69 | South Carolina College............| $.C...] 1814 47 |........| Cd. by size, sub arr. alph. “ Héchst oberfliichlicher Kat- |.......... 

| | “| alog, durch Auffithren der so fruchtbaren Autoren Opera 
| | und (Euyres nicht uninteressant.” . 

70 | Congress.........--+----------+---| D.C...| 1815 | 170 6,700) Cld. (Bacon-Jefferson system, 44 ‘ chapters.”) | A.-index.| 11......| Thomas Jefferson. 
| | | No imp., but no. of vols. and size. 

TU || Boston . 22. .2255. 22.2. ccs2o-2-2-| ins | - BIS. (64,15,16 | W000 | Anth) Tmp..2. 2.25.2. cote cxy vests ease soeewecseeas esac] -aaaoeesd 

72 | United States State Department....| D.C...| 1816 (Lt ot 
* 571 works in all. + Titles. } About 4,000 titles. o
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73. Baltimore Library Company ....-. ma... 1816 a aon Bae EL EOE Deans preteen oem] SEEN > 

A | SRO OW DOLE: <2 seen noe soos cfeder Reel) ACIS Le eee PMNS Lh east cee Pato Git spec ae No oll. Wench benwantae waned Cansei a: | CRO Deep ROR ee — 

Wo REM on ougan ens aes at aceite Mass .| 1817 16 () Diet. (A.,T.) Imp. French and English books separated.|....-..--. = 

WO [ieoebam Mebdical <2. 2- ic... co ca.) MRS | ERNST fee Nos sb Scere Recent ee cesta eee sporecees| 
7 | Salem Athenwum.+---2.-20.0<2< Mass . | 1al8 We (eA Wh Mp neeeeeeeesereeeceeecnsetnsectneeceeece| Timea & 
78 | Pennsylvania Hospital............| Pa.-..| 1818 AOS Fes cee SP WOES oaks ences aecaoe se ces sucoeaee nes <vanenee|jenesteeoal S 

1 | Andover Theological Seminary ...| Mass.|1819| 161 |........ A., wi. biographical data and imp..........22.22..000-2e00e/eeeee-+--| Josiah W. Gibbs. s 
BO | Congress. 2-20. . <= o02_2..24225../D. 6} 1820 | 28 |........| Suppl. Cld. (Bacon-Jefferson system.) ....-...----+--20-+ |-e-2ee 02" | : = 
81 | Philadelphia Athen Bes cociis AORO Ye © a | ag te ee eee Beat eran ee aN etl rere Wea gt 
82 | Bowdoin College ..................| Me. -.| 1821 | 120 [a Alph.-cld. (30 cl., sub-arr. by A.) Imp........-....-2+++--|--+-+---- | Se 

83 , Dialectic Society, University of| N.C..| 1821 RU BAGSS Nese ren ae ease te ons see rete cee cone see eRceeaien: Waeaasee Rese tenet a 

North Carolina. | | = 
6t.) Phlinidiphia Metoantté, Tineary|(Pa.-.teavor sou, 2 |p 2a eee cons eee koe ee ee ee Mere 

Company. | | 1822. | q 
85 | Philermenian Society, Brown Uni- | R.I...| 1821 25 | p50" ] A; mo tip. ss.2.2-.+-25-5<se-=0s cous seven anes scereces tbo 3. 

versity. = 

86 Providence Mechanies! and Ap-| R.T.../ 12 ee IRE pans a fee gers eaeee praesent ea eee ‘ a 
prentices’. | | | | R 

87 | United Brothers’ Society, Brown mr 1821 WO bee e een el) Aa MOD oe ioe ah outa talented so uta seco sekeneay ORs bat S 

| University. | $ 
88 | Washington Library Company...) D.C ..| 1822 BD PP ho sone ues nse soba ost ace Sowa oren ae eee eatoas uae son eweexavees = 
89 | West Point Military Academy....| N. Y.. 4 BE estas feces aeaae a en nee tee eens eet Beato 
00) | Philantirop i Soolety, Universtiy (Ni 2-|) 088-16 | ATS) aa a a he eee goer ee ese Ee eae 

| of North Carolina. | | 
91 | Yale College.....-......-..-+..--.| Conn..| 1823 | 102: }05-5 2. CM. (98 cl, anb-atr-Dy As) a2 22g ss Ses eee | enero 
92 | Baltimore Library Company ......) Md...) 1823 | 40 |-- sa | BU sere eons ety rece eae eames oe resonance 
93'| Allegheny College ...........-----| Pas--.| 1823 BAG: [Lacie sh [tc ee cag ct ae or Ia a hasan eee ee



04 | Boston e....-.20....--.-.-....-:...) Mass.| 1824 96 |.....--.| Alph. (A.or T.) No imp. except size. | Separate list of | 11 -.....) ee ie 
95 | Boston Social Law ..........-...-.| Mass.| 1824 | a| 1,413) Sree he ee eta See RL eal 
96 1|\ BitightonMnotms caer roe ceases MANO) 4] “ERUNGE on SMSC a se le nh oie eae See ee ee ne eens eet aed tesa nea 

97 | American Philosophical Society ..| Pa....| 1824] 290 |........| Cld. (24el., wi. 80div.) Imp. | Indexofauth.,trans,, anded.|..........| John Vaughan. 
98 | Philedelphia: Mercantile; Library) Pa.:..| 1624.) 1,500i|s212.- 4). ease ot accel eases ol ewadab esta pseeencante oe soce eal ‘ 

Company. 5 | 
99 | United Brothers’ Society, Brown | R.I...| 1824 291,909 | A. no imp. ---. esse eeee cece eee eeeeeeeeceesceeeteeetet tes eceeee ees) 

University. | | 
100 | Philological Society, Middlebury | Vt....| 1824 60 |......-.| ld. (3 el.), wi. imp. | Index of auth., commentators, trans- |.......-.-| 

College. | lators, ete, | 
101 | United States State Department..| D.C ..| 1825 GU) ie Se rc clae oe ahaa ee op arene eee ete Seon 
102 | New York Lyceum of Natural His-) Nv ¥--) 1825 |-..22--.|---ss22 |eseseeeceeee seeeee sense teeeetseeeee cesses coeeeeceeeee tenes |oceeeeeees) NN 

_ tory. | & 

103'| News Work. Mercantile Library | N.W..| 1895,  106)| 3)900,4.Cld ¢-..-- 222-22 ee hae cca = 
Association. | | S 

1014 Now York- Society...........-.--.| N- ¥-.| 1825 | 135 | 16,000] Suppl. Cld. | Novels by titles .............222.2.22.2200-+ | Ss 
105 | Harvard College Law School......| Mass -| 1826 25 |.-------] A., with imp ---.---- 222.0222 cece ee eee e ee eee eee ee eee eeeees|seeeeee+-| J, B, Hill and W.J. Stearns. Cs 

106| Salem Athenwum...........-..-. | Mass .| 1826 G5 stacy na) POE (An) WEIRD vee commas oseeee cs <ceseeaeeettwahlieacvet s 
107| Brown University,.......-.-----+-} Re I... = s 5,818 | Cld. (25 el., sub-arr. by auth.) Imp..-----..------esee---| U1 eee] x 
108| Franklin Society, Brown Univer- | R.I...] 1826] 15 | 1,012 | A., moimp..............20.-ceececeeeneeceeeeseeeeeeeeeees)| Lecce. s 

sity. | Ss 
109 | Charleston Library Society.......| 8.C-..| 1826 | 375 | 12,000 | Cld. (6 cl., 26 div., numerous sub-diy.) Imp. | Index of A.|..........| The preface contains a state. 

| ment of the necessary pur- 

| 
” | pose of a catalogue, and ex- 

| planation of the classifica. 
| | | tion. 

416 | Congress: 2.2.2.5 - <2-.5c23144] D© =: 1827 | 300 '|52---<.| Suppl. ‘Like catal.of 1615.22: -7-2-.-=-.<--- 25, ce -n- esac aces cceast 

111 | Amherst College...-.------++---+-] Mass -| 1827 | 380 |....2-0.] secs seesceseneeseesseeeeeseeeeseeeeeseetseerensesertecenes Me 
112 | Boston Athencum.......2+..-.-+.| Mass | 1827) B39 |---2.22.] Aaj Wh IMD.-2e0eeeeeeceeeeeee ceeeeeeeeseeeeeceseeeeseeees ieseeeeee:| 
113;| Congesen iste e 2. cc cokes LE OCT AROS] 16 cate: | Supph soon. - 23. 2-20 -- ss eae ea eee nena eee 
Lid | Nonteville Mercantile Library Aw | Ry!:2.|) eSemey 1 A9)|t SU 2 [isch oe eae 2 esas ceded te oay lmao a eee 

sociation. | a 

a8 | Willianwy Colleges c-c 0-2. oo se (Malone. ays AB Se |e, eae ns eee = 
4900 volumes more than in-1815. #In the library. ; part
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iee| eS eee | 
| é | a | 2 188 7 | A 

BAG lage yc oss cena leah ool Ms ¥..| Ane] .2 a cn le, Sy Cie Reema een San ee j v 
117 | New York Mercantile Library As- | N.¥..| 1828} 188 | 5,400 | Cld.....-...-2.s-sesseseceeseceeseenee senses eeeeeeeeeesees|eneeeneees = 

sociation. | S = 

118 | Allegheny College .......--------- Pa. 1928 190 oo eeeeee|seceeseeeteretececseeeenstetertotsceeeeeensceesseeeeress|scoseseees) Rey, Timothy Alden, 
119'| Loganian .......--..-------se-+---| Pa.c--| 1888 26 |....--..| “Yok 1, pt, 2." Like the catal. of 1795).....-----.00-.¢ro-0u|s---0002 & 
120 | Philadelphia Mercantile Library | Pa...., 1828 76 | 2,118 | A.| Anon. works, arr. in 5 cl. No index of subj ........2+-|-..000+++ = 

Company. . | | 8 
121 | Brown University, Philermenian | R.I...| 1828 35 | 2,226 | Cla. (9 cl., sub-arr. various). No imp.....2.-ee-e-seeee0+) LD --es2-/ = 

Society. & 
122 | University of Virginia ............| Va... | 1828 LOTTE cn son Je ead ne RARE tee 0 a ce J alert sera a aan eee = 
123 | Boston Athenwum................| Mass | 1829 60 |i--..<..| Adast, Jan, 18972 Oot. 1899. A. widmp .c<-<c-ncc--cee- |socenesone = 
124 | Loganian, Philadelphia........... | Pa...) 1820] 246 | 5,085] Vol2.” Like the catal. of 1795.....-..-2-...c.se-.seenesfsnceeonee = 
125 | Pennsylvania Hospital .......... | Pa....| 1829] 924] 5,828 | A.| Eds. and trans. | Inang. theses : 1st, index tothe univ. |........-.| William G. Malin. & 

| and names of graduates ; 2d, subjects. | Period. lit. and q 
memoirs of societies topographically arr’d. | Anonymous | = 
publications in classes. | Index to subjects: pt. 1, med., + 

| surg., and chem, (alph. arr.) ; pt. 2, nat. hist. and miscel. = 
126 | University of Pennsylvania Bie, Pac [p 4800 | 105: b soho] Cid (ME inde ae cet gid ele ge ee Bett sd mH 
127 cee re mace R1.| 1620 |... 221} 1, 087 |: Mupphito edtal. of 1816-2 <2 oi 2c octacs cee 2 cop sec ade scac | ieceesncse = 

128 | United Brothers’ Society, Brown | BR... 1829 O04 -Sraes ECIAS (EL gl) mig aid 25-22 eteeter eee dfs et > 
University. | = 

AD 1 Coteties.o-crsck aod occ fences ton De. 1830 | 58 |........| Cld. (Bacon-Jefferson system.) Imp. No A-index.....-.|----------| s pparently this was reissued 

| in 1831 with a suppl., the 
| whole filling 362 pp. 

130 | United States State Department ..) D.C --| 1830 NOD eked fi ovncte nope cube pune oo apecanes cau civesgege eusnce-cccee: piseceuenes 

131 | Bowdoin College Medical School ..| Me ...| 1830 },.....2.].-2..---] Cd. Q0¢L) Imp .2e0e.ceseteseeteseeeeeeeeecssteceeees |eeeeeeeees 
132 | Boaton<s<c.c<g2estsn-=s%s-sc005s| Maes. | 1830 107 |......-.] Diet. (A., T., and some S, W.) n. p., n. d...--.-.--..-----| Gen.11.



133 | Harvard College .......----------.] Mass -| 1830 (923, 223 | 30,000 | A., wi. imp. | Cld.index, ( cl. 50 sect.,of wh.7are eub- |.--.----- 
| | | div. into 31 parts). c 

134 | Salem Mechanies’...----------+--| Mass | 1830 | 31 ay Cld. by size (f, 4°, 8°), sub-arr. by A. or T. Noimp........| 11 -...+- 
135 | New York Lyceum of Nat. History) N.¥..| 1830 | WB J.--.4-.| Old, (7 Ly 61 diy.) .-.--2 12.22.20 -2oe cesses cess ceenesseecee|sescer ens 

136 | New York Mercantile Library As-| N.¥..| 1630 | 160 |........] A, wh imp.......c-sescseneceecenscetee ectereereeeereeees|seeeeeeeee 
sociation. | | 3 

137 | West Point Military Academy...) N.¥..| 1830) 132 esteees | eeeeceeeeee ch ceeseeeceseseeeceeeseeeseeetaentateceseneces [oseesecee: 
138 | Philadelphia Apprentices’ Library | Pa.... 130 | oat| 6,485. | (Old by size, eub-acr, Alph--0.3..4c2-~0-=:02-.-2<s4rdeas oes surez sas. 

are | | 
130 | Congross..........s+2+-eeeee++-/ D.C -.| 1881 | 362] .......] Cld, (Bacon-Jefferson system.) | Index of A.and annot. | |.......... 

| | Titles of periods and learned socs. ’ 
140 | Baltimore Library Company.....| Md ...| 1831 BUYS | aipke Dalia es Mets se ccaeah emt aby aerate |e ahiiies 
141 | Harvard Collego...---...-+.:.---.|Maes..| 1631 | 82@|.......:| Mage and Chart..<.....22.22.0--<2cet+.-t+-enesceonntestse| snecavene N 
142 | Massachusetts General Court.....| Mass.| 1881) 43 /.....00+] Dich (Ay 8.W.) No imp. c--sseo-e-oseeessseeeseesesseee| seeeceeen & 
143 | Salem East India Marine Co....:.| Mass .| 1831) 178 |........| Chiefly a catal. of the museum. Pp. 33-42 contain a list of |... = 

Be | the logs of East Indiamen. a 

144 | Zanesville Athensoum.............| Ohio..|. 1831 90: Sushil cuneate Mt Lar sl? ot cali eyeeiieeess, nb Somtaisal ee oeeaey Ea 
145 | Four Monthly Meotingyof Friends) Pa...) 1831 | 1850 |...<..2.] A s....0.--sceeqecceeeoe oeececceceeecesee cones ceecterecd| eenarens a 
146 | Charleston Library Society ....-..| S.C...) 1831 SrA Pesa tee rr tie Ue ae eee mee enn yore eet mea oe een = 
40: asta Sellage 68 Onin. css, | Old. AMIE beseech esc ne et ee = 
148 | Philadelphia Mercantile Library | Pa....| 1832 60| 3,118 | Suppl Like catal. of 1828 .........2..22s.20+ceteeceecesee [ieaeeezene S$ 

| Company. = 
149 | Harvard oe Mase .| 1833 | 260 | .......| Ist suppl. “A., wh imp---------92002----sasenee os acteenn feet eens Q B 
150 | Harvard College Law School......| Mass .| 1833 BOTs sciacohtahastetsd ce paket eos ia eit We <a. tronecev use bees ures ee Maupin of 1b pha wul in Teak 
151 | Newton Theological Institute.....| Mass .| | 1833 |.......-)..22.2..| 2-22 eee ee cece ee ce ee ee cones cette eens cerece recess eceee:|.eeseeeee-| Compiler: Dr. Henry J. Rip- 

| | ley.(?) 
152 | Portamonth Athenwum...........|NH..} 1883 | 108 | 4 or 5 |.....-.ceceecscenececesoesecssceenenes seeneasensnecmeener|s canezeen 

| thous. e 
153 | Philermenian Socicty, Brown Uni- | R. I... in| 2,270 | Cla, (11 cl, sub-arr, various). No imp ......-22.0222020:] Ueeeeee 

versity. | : 
154 | Middlebury College.........--.-+.| Vt---.| 1833 6 eee ey Ss ee aoa tie es 
i85'| Union’ » Phadlogioal” Goninaay, |) Waocscls Ae DANG | ee Sinus, 2o os iT er ote aaa ence So ae cahie esa caea| Ieee ay eae 

Hampden-Sidney College. | 
156 | Boston Athenwum.............-..| Mass .| 1834 1B |. ca. «ch Bo Rnatlddad 100-99.” AL wh dnlipicxs o> izaya-2.2eeree= -bs|suer ees a 
157 | Harvard College Law School...--.| Mass |) 1834). 601.......:] Auth. wi. imp.........cescce-seesee cesses coeeteceeeeeeeee|.cossesees| Charles Sumner, L, oe
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a |a"| 8 [48 
Hie Pretty ork Mmcckutlle teed ee 4 Mg ea eee aye et ae er ee ee eee > 
ip, | Meaieal Collage of South Carolins.|/ 8: O24 A804 5522-22). cos2c-|tsteatieseaces on c2odencceaseneeasan=tavncevtpenargeaqe-seMeeeeaesee = 
160 | Washington Library Company....| D. C..| 1835 BSA ess hl si geetisys wit pay Anata vocen kccesanc ened saa dee tee eee eeN = 
161 | Boston.....-..---.---------+------| Mass .| 1835 [109-148 |........] Suppl. A. or T. irregularly. n. p., n. d. | Sep. list of |.......... 

| French books. .. & 

162 | Harvard College Law School ......| Mass .| 1835 MG) -2ancee sd AUN. WEEN ase on 32 fo views steacn tate aucs-assacn-ecedlrsemmasnod ‘ S 
163 | Mechanics’ Institute........--....| N.¥.-} 1835 DO Ye aas ot] Sie Bact aac scant oem path nate. sok ape seden tie paw e mca eees read = 
164 | Dialectic Society, University of | N.C.) 1835 96). S DON ota n ceot ca secacaeset conc senenaau ae sae sew eons evee Soe meee Mes aaaaead =: 

| North Carolina. 8 
ies] Uopanien Library... .c.2-2520- <0] PB. sf ASO] — 450 [2.2022 Mnc sors sk 2 so scnc ot sace sence as as secu ease ted mwar sup ccet eapeseeee ed = 
166 | Philadelphia Library Company....) Pa....| 1835 | 1048 | 43,884 | Cld. (Brunet’s system, altered. 5 cl., 184 sub-diy.) Imp. |..........| J-J- Smith, jr., L. 

| 2vols. Index of A., 2 col. xs 
167 | United Brothers’ Society, Brown | R.I...] 1835 Se os SMR (UL GL) ce geo sete cas tae ch neater ot Re ae S 

| University. q 
168 | Charleston Library Society .......| S.C...| 1835 ME elves] SUMO s accecs cousuy<cereckesejoncseucapecssetecsucetnpemedessssace ac s. 
169 | Eastport Athenweum..............] Me ..,| 1836 AG Aosta oan sae o see eee aoa see yas Sues sees pete aera na = 
470)| Belgbtde Soeihl <o- 5-3 'soo, 3b, aos OB DIBA lactone eae nee as an cous S odeae seen eek nen osu ce up uumeeeNe ate ta sede tte’ x 
171 | Academy Natural Sciences, Phila-| Pa....| 1836 300 | 6,890 | Cld..(39 cl.) Sub-arr. by auth. | Index of A. (names only) ..|.....-..-. wR 

delphia. = 
172 | South Carolina College..........-.| S.C...| 1836 112 |........| Cld. (Baconian system); with notes characterizing the |..........| Edw. W. Johnston. s 

| | books, generally quoted. : * 
173 | University of Vermont. .......-... Vt....| 1836 94 |-...---.| Cld. QO cL) Imp....-..2--.cceceee eceeeeseeseneseceeeees|-eceeeeee-| Analph. suppl. in 1842 of 24 pp. 
174 | Wesleyan University...........-.| Conn .| 1837 50 |.....--.| Titles alph. arranged, generally with ref. to the subjects...|......---. 

175 | Getitae t,o Mad...) 1937 |........|....-...| Cld. (37 “ chapters,” wi. some sections). Imp ..-.....-.-.| .-------.| David Ridgeley, L. 

176 | American Antiquarian Se Mass .| 1837 om | AE 000: | Bees eee Se eres) Bierce ste anata ay Obs Gs Daldtvern 
177-| Boebom 2. -s¢sseuc2-cd..c.28ecc.si| Mase .| “4637 |1ao-27t |.2-..2) | Tite ep par remem ee, Oe Seal el Spies 1s 2



178) New York Mercantile Library....| N. ¥-.{ 1837 | 385-4) 14,500 | Classed (4 cl., 151‘ chapters”), with notes characterizing |-...-.----| Edw. Johnston. - 
the books under each head, and mentioning others not 

| in the library. | Title catalogue of fiction. | Index of 
authors. 

179 | Cincinnati Mercantile Library As-| Ohio..| 1837 |.-.----.| +1, 200 |. 2.2.20. .-0---eeeeeeceee ee ecco ew enee ce eecceeesecncrscenseees|eeeeee-en+| Dr. Holley, 

sociation. 

180 | Kenyon Collego.-.......-.-.------| Ohio..| 1837 GG cote fete aun ae Yes aso scee vee soe eR rape eee pam lues. 
181 | Marietta College.......-.....-----| Ohio.. $8879 -=cs255-| 3/000 |. 5250s css 2552. acs ewes canteen =saseneen est anet¢-<-pesscaee=-1 DUtOr AGRIDE, 

182 | Loganian, Philadelphia ...........] Pa....| 1837 450 | 14,551 | Cld. (6 cl., 55 sub-div.) Imp. | Index of A.,2 col .......-..|..----+-- 
183 | Pennsylvania Hospital.........-..| Pa---.| 1837 [824-402 | *7, 300 | Suppl......------ss2secsstevesene cocneccenseensneceesanes[eecenseees 
184 | Providence Atheneum .......----| R.I...| 1837 116 | 3,950 | Cld. @8cl., wi. imp.) | Index of A., trans., and ed. (uames |...-...--.| S. W. Peckham, L. 

only). 

185 | University of Alabama ...........| Ala...| 1838 |..----.-|...-----| Cd 2.2222. -2.ceceen ee nnee nese cca ececeecceenes senssenses|oeceesee=-| Rich. Furman, SN 

TSB | Vincennes <2 .2-5..20. cscccn cow nn] AN.-22) 1838 UT |. eece ence nce eee cone ee ce ceneccceee ent eerescccces reaccenccenccees|soccocres S 

187 | Andover Theological Seminary ...| Mass..| 1838 | 531 |........| A., wiimp.and biog. data. One of the best author-cata- |..........| Oliver A. Taylor, L. = 
logues. No cont. s 

188 | New Jersey State.........-....--.| NJ --| 1838 BON rth oe ke ik Re aN ely at Ss 
189 | New York Mercantile ............| N.¥..] 1838 56 |........| A.| Cld.index. Suppl. July, 1837-Sept., 1838 .....-...----|...0.220-- Q 
190 | New York Society.............-..| N. Y--| 1838 317 | 25, 000.| A, wi. imp. | Cld. index, <.-...25-<2---cossc0enn20++222-<0-l.ccoeeeoe] BP, J- Forbes, De = 

2 391) PRUaMalpbla Library Company 2.]-Parvic 1 ASOG tise lst oY Rye pens cha Sa aha nee Uae eee eo ce eves 2, 
192 | Hartford Young Men’s Institute..| Conn .| 1839 G4 |. oon | cee nsec neemereeeewn ns ce east secon scecensecereeressceseeesleenesecses s 

400 | Ina iyate..io.0as. 2:5. A... eas) Mower} SOO | ek ees) toy fea Fence oe ineetaaae anes 2 oy See sees aenmese sss . Ss 
194 |, Maine State...................---.| Me..-| 1839 QO nce a. acceso scessareeaucecoeies <etesea =e Scare wun ia wiewaee nies oper %& 

195 | Portland Athenwum...........--.| Me... 1839 88 ae Entry under A. or T., wi. some subj. refs .....--.--------+-]..-20----- 

196 | Massachusetts General Court.....| Mass..| 1839 103 |........| Dict. (A., wi. imp., partial S. W. or T. without imp.)...-...|.......... 
197 | Northampton Boys’ High School..| Mass..| 1839 20 |... nel eee ee eee eee cece ete eect ee te cere eeteemereeseeteteeserens [eoeeeeeees 

198 | Porcellian Club, Harvard College .| Mass..| 1839 | 41-95 | 4,000 | Cld. (Sub-arr. by A.) No imp.........2--22-2.-022----e2-| Lee. : 
190'| Porter’ Khetorionl "Society, An-| Mass:.| 1980 |-2.-526.|c2 | seek A sce ee eek ase ca eee ees ees feces 

dover. 

200 | Mississippi State .................| Miss..; 1839 RY evan ss| PRMCOG ace 52+ oes - cWmeneennenadreeaee seat ose sence en wee eeeeee nas 

201 | Portsmouth Athenwum...........| N.H..| 1839 31 jab. 1,000) Suppl., 1833-39. Dict. (A., wi.imp., 8, W. refs.) ...--.---.|.--..0-2-- 

202 | Deutsche Gesellschaft, Philadel- | Pa....| 1839 DIB |. 22.22] eee eee eee ence ence n eee e teense ccerceecceeeett ects eersecces|eorece cons 

phia. 

* Jn the whole library, = 

om
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203 | Pennsylvania Historical Society .. Pa| 18390 | ~ 96|........| Part1: Hist., biog., and MSS .......--+-.-c0-seeeesennee|esennccoes Ny 
20d | Peonsyivauls Sista. --..-.-c<-<--| Pac |, 1809 | 168 |,.---2a-)-.n---sonsensesennssnneenenerescenssnetentssesicneseesrenns[esensanens & 

205 | Providence Athenwum ...........| RT...) 1889] 107 | 3,012 | Suppl, Like cata, of 1897 ----.2--s--seeece sees seesseeees|scooeeeees] SR Weeden, L, S 
206 | Virginia State ...........-----.4.] Va..-.| 1839 OT |izgcce: |: see ee esos 2 eae, eee AE 223 amree: catalogue bad) ecm 

: gal aan eee | printed before this. BS 
| Mew Castle .2.-5<-<<c2cs2++ss-..5.| Del -.| 18: siatebay| ce cemmnat es sep cect os rugact aaeenp os sbacent cus sacuaerr meer pes taveore 5 

208 | Congress ..22cceesceeeeereeee+-| DC..| 1840] 747 |.....--.| Cld, (Bacon-Jefforson system, 3 div., 41'‘chapters”). | Index|........-. = 
| | of A. and annotators, ete. S$ 

209 | neon dO. eroseessseereeseeseerceeeee] D.G | 1840H8 |.-------f- see Supplements. Like the catal. of 1815.....-..222222:+2000+|eeeeeeee S 
210 | Indiana State University ........ | Ind...| 1840 80-|.-..+0+-| “On the plan proposed by Prof. Park in his Pantology.” |.......... . 

4 s 211 | Boston Athenmum ......:------.--| Mass..] 1840 | 173 |........] Suppl, 1827-40, A., wi. imp .........-..--20cccecensneeee|eneeseenes = 
212 | Middlesex Mechanic Association,| Mass..| 1840] 168 |........| D. wi. imp, (A. and T) | Subj. index, (4 sect. 14 cl.)....-..|.......--.| Supp. of 22 pp. im 1846. = | 

Lowell. | = 
213 | New York Historical Society......) N.Y..| ABAD |. 98 | A OOOH Rens AG a east IS oc. ace vey anced yee 
aut | New York MorcantileLibrary .... N-X..| 1800 leztsea |........| Sipph A-oatal. of additions. | A.index of the whole |.......... gS 

| | library, | Alph. cl. index of 53 enbj., wi. eub-div. = 
915 | Marietta College........-..--.----| Obio..| 1840 as | See St nee es ere = 
216 | Philadelphia Mercantile Library | Pa...) 1840/........| 6,000 | Cld. (16 CL.) | A ...---.--2ececereeeeceneeceneesseeeeecesees|seereneees 

Company. R 
217 | Charleston Apprentices’ Library..| S.C...] 1840] 336 |. 22.2.2.) ..2-eseseeeseeeee cesses ceene seeceeseeeetseeceseseetceetelisereeeees 2S 
218 | Indiana State .......-------------.| Ind...| 1841 BON ee ae P sues cee st Osa neg ns ice aoe Saya eae ears ieee Aaa aga cs 
219 | Baltimore Library Company......| Md...| 1841 RS idee ee ceee eae eee ca esancree ceee e  s 
220 | Harvard College Law School......| Mass..) 1841 | 228 |........| A., wi. imp. | Old. index. (24 €1.)..-2-- .2-s-eeeeeeeeeeeseee|-eeeeeee-| Wi R. Woodward. 

221 | Pibtietaninel States. 20s, oes scal Mtea 2 taeda Bt lie oS etoed ceca to. dha cee sree ape eee ee a 
m2 | Brooklyn City -.---eeseee esses: N.x.| 1st Oi; ce sea eka nd Bee a nee eet a seonasee penetra Seemed 
223 | New York Society...........--.-..| N. Y.. 1e4l 99 | ooo aon o| Late Ontels Of LOIO oe ace aes cae = conan ene ent nolo ona ey > SOLD ONe 

2 | Cincinat Mercantile Library | Ohio..| 1841 |Cst.$130| 2, 00 [peepee eee ceceeeeeee| J. Wildy. 
Association. 

j -



225 | Ohio Mechanics’ Instituto. .-.-----) Obio..) 1841 | 48 [2,400 [oo - eevee ee ene eeceeseececeeeeteeceeeeecetaneceettnceeeerene|esesseenes| 
226 | Newport Mechanics’ & Apprent’s’| R.I...| 1841 AO en cet oe tenets ana ass woe Une ge ae nee eee ee eer 
227 | Philermenian Society, Brown Uni- | R.I..| 1841 37'|..-:-.--| Cld, (11 ols, sub-arr. various). No imp ...-........-------.|11....-- 

versity. | | 
228 | United Brothers’ Society, Brown | R.I..) 1841 46 |.....--.| Cld. (Li cl., sub-arr. various), No. imp ....-...-.-----+----| 11......| Publ'd biennially, 

University. | | 
229 | Baltimore Mercantile Library...) Md...| 1842 |....... Ye eee see ceseeeeee.| Suppl. in 1844, 
230 | Salem Athenwum.................| Mass..| 1842 171 |- 9,000 | Cld. (5 el., wi. 60 div.) Imp. No index...............-----| 11..--..| Thomas Cole. Suppl. of 13 pp. 

| the same year. 
231 | Detroit Young Men’s Socicty......| Mich..| 1842 43 ener tbs <Page aetiabrone sig des deerekade waar seamen mie nent | ame hae 

- 232 | New York Law Institute..........| N.¥..| 1842 TAO | ag cietes |p cates vee nn oo ae rece eee Ses apie as neem eee ene| onsen) Te SE antords 

233 | Medical College of South Carolina | S.C ..| 1842 40 | iis (De ae PNG ee See ee Ores aeeseaass 

234 | University of Vermont..........--| Vt-...| 1842 Ds) [4 Sep. auth.-catal. of pam., wi. biog. data .... ...-....2+-.2+.|---2222225 N 

235 | Chicago Moshignioe!o-seere-n07-| tl } 1843 |........} Se Drege cenet se occu sees ae = 
236 | Louisville Mercantile .............| Ky..-.| 1843 99 | --+---.| Cld. (30 el, with sab-diy. under History aud Geography.) |.......--.| G. W. Noble, L. = 

| Imp. | Index of A., transl. and ed. = 
937 | Maine State ........2.0-220+-++-] Mo...| 1843] 105 a ops ia ious eevee hau reatar ele, teat S 
238 eRe eea ee 1843 1G | -nees nos De ae ieee eae er ee ee ates Seen Q 
269 | Albany.Woang Men's Association.| MyW-.| ° 1848 3. ssce [occ | Bummbe Asc cesscc vase cc secede avicaes coene aunt: Soct tecees[aseaeoose = 
240 | New York Law Institute......-.--| N.¥..| 1813] 116 De meat ee ee ord ieee = 
MAL: Now Work Socletyc.cc0s0c5 2550s | BRL sack | see! Bekah we Lake Gatal. OF 1862.25 d.34205 02 Ai ccee ee ee eefsceeheeias s 
242 |-Zaneavillo Athenwum..........--.| Ohio..| 1843 es Pea c pan ace a we pee la ee ama eres a = 
243 | Philadelphia Law ......-..-...----| Pa....| 1843 he POM aaeae ons tua ees dees ses venyesee ae <2 atntases cnesosunger >| -apesagawe wH 

244 | Brown University ............---.| RI... 1843| 560 | 10,235 | A., wi. brief biog, notices and imp. No cont. | Alph. subj.- |..........| C.C. Jewett, L. : 
| index, wi. cr. refs. 

245 | Redwood, Newport.............--.| R.I...| 1843 95 | 4,047 | Cld. (5 cl, 26 sections). Imp.........-.---.-/.---+--++000-|---0------| C. G. Perry, D. King, N. H. 

| | Gould, Mr. Prioleau of S.C. 
246 | Hartford Young Men's Institute../ Conn..| 1844 359 | 9,000 | A., wi. imp. and biog. data. | Cld. index (13 ol.)...-.-++-++-|-20-----++) 
247 | Boston Library Society .........- Mass..| 1844 336 | 10,000 A. and occas, T., wi. imp. Cont.........----+----+0-----+ Eee treats Bulfinch, LZ. 

248 | Bosten Mercantile Library Asso- | Mass..| 1844 100 foal Dict. (A.,'T., some S$. W.) Noimp. Some cont.....-..--- Gent. Suppl. in 1846, 
ciation. 

249 | Groton First Parish.............-.| Mass..| 1844 BO oo As, MO MM onc ec cat esacne test pensm ete aoewer sansa eran ee ae] vee aneeaes, 3 

250 | Lowell City School..............-./Mass..| 1844 6B ice Bas fac susos ccc ee sy eucy sa tes eas 9 wea rence ele tu Os a9 em aa ee eae 
251! Fallsington Library Company...-.) N.J ..| 1844 3L ben << pcisldik emp aing naan en cab cas aeRuah abc cubes MeNapeEvessee sus kigesviyius ss 

252 | Mechanics’ Institute..............| N.¥..| 1844 64 ess th ace aes oe sea Pecan ee a eee le Sees es pS a
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253 | New York Mercantile.............| N.¥..| 1844 300 | 21,200 | A., wi. imp. | Alph. el. index (69 cl.), without imp. | Novel | 4.1 col.,| ae] 

| catal. CL2eol, = 
ORY Ee RE tale 55a 2 ssa D4 SRE) RIB Ya decree ews ee = 
255 | Cincinnati Young Men's Mercan- Ohio .| 1844 DEI Soicoe Wcccaes it eee et =n Se eed ene See tube nee beeen e wap teen 2 

j tile Library Association. | : NN 
256 | Philadelphia Library Company. .-. Pa..-.| 1844 182 |........| Addit., 1835-44. Like catal. of 1835............--.--+---.- seeseeseee] Ss 

257 | Iowa fear ee eh Towa... 1845 1B eee ee ns ences eee eeeeee tee e ee ceeeee ceeeeeeeeeee ceeeeeeeeceaeeeceeeees coteteeees) = 
258 | Waterville College............:-..| Me....| 1845 OT fcc Sh ab Teas se aeiavibbnin desc optadabiucssseueasec=asvichecterecdsweteseeedd = 

259 WeaiOliie =o cel week 1845 Bee er acancd) eee eee eee eee eee ES 
260 | Mississippi State.........-.. o Miss..| 1845 ABT 22 tip PROM ohn cnnnsesbencctatetensatlnedeseshcabestte! secphefrauvcsneny a 
261 | Manchester Atheneum ........-..| N.H..| 1845 [essere Pog ae ea oe aee=heee es sewn socws aeeew anne ia cetera nun emet see cereee| ce cavewey = 

om | LyceumofLiterature,eto., Pough- | N.W-.|  1645'|.-..<25...sc00. |ssectestssase cascessnaccestunsesbieds sneceesanvemavesss [ovens] as 
keepsie. | | = 

263 | New York Hospital...............| N.W..| 1845 194 |........| ‘Alphabetical, wi. an alphabetical and analytical index”..)......... | 

264 | Troy Young Men's Association. ..| N. Y.. ma BU. [aus kool] conse ueeeavaite seveadecncids baat. si esbanseeseceranenes dea ee = 
265 | Charleston Library Society........| S.C...| 1845 144 |, e222 557) VOR ® Sepbeke, HOME 5264_5/3. 35 Ssac-edutascses-<tcasesetsa|sertenees! =: 

266 | Calliopean Society, Yale ......... | Conn..| 1846 Sel apiece ee rire ey AIS aS cine) eer ere wanes aie a a 
267 | Linonian Society, Yale College....| Conn..| 1846 274 | 10, 103 | Dict. (A., T., or S. W.), wi. imp. | Alph. cl. index (19¢l.and | 

“Works in foreign languages”), wi. some sub-div. aud | R 
: no er. refs., sub-eatry by A. or T. irregularly. Se 

268 | New Orleans Public School.....--.| Ta... | SO ae 2 ae eg nae es ere ee 8 
269 | Maine State....-.....-...--.....-.| Me....] 1846 ID: [rape te vasenecincs acaddneseicaney ben rboeucandteetebuvnvunyrees<Perysiiuue 

270 eon eo Mass..| 1846 |.--.-..- OI ntti tanner st 

271 | Harvard College Law School......| Mass..| 1846 344 |..-..--.| A., wi. imp. | Subj. index (auth.’s names only)..-..----.-.| 1 col.--.| J. G. Marvinand B.F. Latham, 

472 | Masuachueotts State ......._.....-| Mass..| 1846 | ut |........| Dict. (A., wi. imp., partial T. W. or S, W)...+--2---2eeeeee[eeeeeeeeee| 
273 | Prince, (property of the Old South cas 1846 | 112 | 1,975?) Titles entered (the f, 4°, 8%, 12° respectively together) ee 

Chureh, Boston.) without either alphabetical or subject-arrangement, and - 
no index. |



re 
| New Hampshire State ..........- N.H. 1546 OF [-ear enn sf. BO Pier nnn igened veo wuwean sas Sasene epee mains cas oeeee we caaesach 

275 | New York State..............-.--. | ae: 1846 | 252, 294 | 14, 233 | Law books. A., wi. imp. | Cld. list without imp. | Statute |........- Law, J. L. Tillinghast. 
law and State papers. | Miscel. books. A., wi. imp. | Cld. | | Misc., Geo. Wood. 
index (5 cl., wi. sections and sub-divisions ) 

276 | Union College, Schenectady...... | N. ¥..| 1846 BO cane sas hes eMens bes pacedigrs SMU sa ISUsee oh ienleieaw en coheed aber S 
277 | Cincinnati Mercantile Library As- | Ohio.) 1846 | 145] 4,700 | A. | Cld. index:......22.2...2.2ce02 ceeeeeeeceeeeeseessee | ceseeeet | C.E. Cist. 

wy sociation. 

ib mony anil Meury Coleg: <0) 28-.]Vain.| “TOM iS 2 den c coac tetea ee Pe MMe ats, 4 Sees irk keene eeu pt ae , 
279 | Hartford Young Men’s Institute..| Conn..| 1847 BD oho BUDD soe secs ete tase ovens ese webe doe se Looe 
280 | United States Patent-Office .......| D.C .. 1847 DA owen as asl cen cat wtp ene aice cnt geen cae e eee SO Mine aeedl: Liemsenexs 

281 | Franklin College, Athens..........] Ga... | 1847 Bai) 8 BOO F Old 2g a: oe pe Se caker cults eerie aged te tia 
282 | Chicago Mechanics’ ...........---.] IN....| 1847 BAe con cette ae ia ce Camel age eo Sore) Eater eon en ce il Neca reas 
283 | St. John’s College, Annapolis ...../ Md...] 1847 8) | a haastes finn eit oath sh bedage ue ame Ae Ee aalale | aera Ss 
284 | Boston Mechanics’ Apprentices’ ..| Mass..| 1847 BB | eee ses beac sapee ss sanhe sane. sesso es eee a eet ane hares ne ee eeeee = 
285 | Mississippi State ...........-:....| Miss..] 1847 GU. [aoe - 2 Ble OG eccis cies acto camac skate enw se nee secacasse-<aakaue [sce recen = 
S| paeet Manufacturers’.......| N.H..| 1847 Sais oe cae ee aan fuel ieee ieee eee = 
287 | Buffalo... teeeceeeceteeeeeseees | NOY.) 1847 | 146 |.......]A,, alph.by Ist two letters (anon, under “Anonymous.” | | --.----- = 

Alph. cl, | Works in foreign lang. Q 
288 | New York State .................| Ns ¥..| 1847 BG | inecenns| stad da eeacsatat cansecksacucenchesnd-~aisnccaseaesanantps |usecesne coe 
289 | Rochester Athenwum.............] N.¥..| 1847 MOM a rtaores Sista eran can tas cies Shar apt va Se SERSS Sk oa keV oaatgen Aan Pie Sarees 2 
200 | Union Society, Hamilton College..| N.¥-.| 1247 Oe lect Glib eel ples tos ca ssc c523- <ul, otesns dadce adver I hccvedies s 
Bt, pasion Toptiinta, Philadelphin..(Pa-.-.P?\ W840 |. 117 bacalscec|siuadsaatasechsesearctracducseduen vated tac aexcegscecss toa) [rewsdetars s 
292 | Philadelphia Apprentices’....:....] Pa... | 1847 | 143 |.--<-.-.| Boys! Worary 20.2008 c00-csseeeieececcesesesestessecees [egeseeeees 2 

. 203 | Lonsdale Athenwoum.........----.| R.I...| 1847 AB fo cones fsb oss saesaa sade ee Nees ee eee geen Petes 
204 | Providence Mechanics’ and Ap‘| RiI...| 1347 ON e3o sets shac steels seks eae ge ce eee tok oer eee oases 

prentices’. : - 
295 | Charleston Library Society........) S.C...) 1847 Blinds 3 MUDDRMO Tule GAS a2 Bassas pera pene, ee a eee 

296 | University of Alabama........... Ala...| 1848 | 257 | 42317 | A., wi. brief biog. details and imp. | Alph. subj. index, wi. |.....-..-. We Rite 
some cr. refs. On the plan of the Brown Univ. catal. * 

207 | Illinois State.........-......----.| I/....] 1848 AY es EON COB) cg eae seers see Sea eege a eee aly oes 
298 | Georgetown College.....-.........| Ky...| 1848 ST cee Pires te a sec ad eee Ne Ome ae Mle Op CaN ea aR eee 

281 | Louisville Mercantile Library As- Fy oh | BRB Boe Begs Be eict ans cose Sage Reece ets en ee 
| sociation. 
* The index is intended as an exponent of the contents of the books so far as they can be gleaned from the title page. To have gone farther into minutie, and re erred o 

to every book in the library treating of a particular subject, would have required the labor of years.—Preface. ‘ : oO
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300 | New santo Dow o2| 5 Apt 4) B85 | sacs | Sean reese awede cr sty = ayetecee ss acta sees ee cae se teeters y 
301 | Balitmure Mercantile TabraryAs- | Md <:-| *8648 | 118 |2..4.2.|.ecb2ees-esesssescste cp scecev uc sxe escu<uv totes sevesetecdstecet oes = 

sociation. = 
302 | Boston Mercantile Library As-| Mass.| 1848| 135 |.....-..| Diet. (A.,T.,orS. W.) Noimp....-.-..--.eecceeee-eee++-| Gen 11.. 8 : 

sociation. | N 
. 303 | Irving Literary Inst., Brie .......| N.J..] 1848 $6 | ois toca atasa ane ete eot casas soc eee ant yet eteeoe ee Sane eer epee & 

304 | Albany Young Men's Association.| N.Y..| 1848 108 sccavs2 sl Aoswenseseessecces eaceweucvscckotees~asccsepeesuesesssseses|s scones.) SUppie, in 1048 40550, 2 
305 Cincinnati Mervantile Library As: | Ohio .. HBAS |146-200:| 1,700 | Olppl cote accct <ieces sa z3-coceeesedec ks toasestueeeesesex |ssaeceere: = 5 

sociation. | S 
306 | Oakland Female Seminary Li- | Ohio..| 1948 Bi | es sea tet ha ak eee sa brash n tal tee aee Uareewtegieennee coal eae es Ag 

brary Association, Hillsborough. = 
307 | Old Warwick Literary Associa- | R.I...| 1848 Be | ex sss fx sec ace esos wna bac osc puivwy er -ssbea ien versed pveneap ee | occas cc sk 

tion. = 

308 | Milwdukee Young Men's Associa- | Wis..| 1848 AB bones cas steaonesecae Seas eoa cack saetseeevanees Geceeaegs eset | waaay |e 
tion q 

309 | Congress......--+-c0+-+e--+-++---.] D.C..| 1849 ] 1,022 ]....... | Cld. (Bacon-Jefflerson system.)...-.-...eeee-seseeeeeeeeees|oecseeeees S: 
310 | Portland Athenwum...........-..|Me...| 1849| 151 |........| Cld. (18 el., sub-arr. alph.) .--.--------2--0e----02-----00--|sneeeness & 
311 | Andover Theological Seminary... Mass .| 1849 Gh escne.| Lat parts ws As Wh. BOP ee 22a Se enw eee eee eee) Meee ge 
312 | Boston....--.-+-.-.---0--+-------.| Mass.| 1249] 72 |........| Suppl. Dict. (A. & S. W., wi. gon, subj. refs.) | Works |......... aR 

| relating to America. = 
313 | Boston Social Law.....-.-.-...--.| Mass .} 1849] 197] 4,077 | Qded. A., wi. imp. | Subject-index ........----...---2222:|.e0eeeeee g 
314 | Roxbury Athenwons-<cceccs..223| Mase) 1840.| 950 }..00225.|!oe2 vate bsv cdenevwccscuste seu pideuaesaeeaget eotenwant Jee pddvenacs 
315 | Salem-Athenwum...:........----.| Masa .| 1849 |. .......|.- 22202.) nes socccce cae s as ecbondecewsscceesceseneegesecsesecsceesee|snsssease 

316 | Mississippi State................-.| Miss..| 1849 BL |-d-vses:| Prieed sis--<sdivsavi 0iss tite wiht test o.tacettse OL Paoweaee 
317 | Portsmouth Athenwum...........|N.H..| 1849 | 192 |........] Diet. (A., wimp. Refs. fr.S. W.).--+-----+--eeeeeeeeeees[eceeeeees 
Sc a Y-2 1849 DA | eee eee ee eee cere ee eee cece nee cere eee teen teen eens ce eten eee neeeeee & 

319 | Franklin Library Association, | N.¥..| 1849 ON |e sox asak, setae bees 5-2 zipes aaa sk boots ceecacssee en eceouees pce ee 
Hudson. ;



S20 | New Work State .........2<- 200-22] WN. ¥--) 1849 | 5D |--------| MSS. connected with the history of the State.....-.--.---.--.\.----- -- 

321 | Philadelphia Apprentices’ ........| Pa.-... 1849 | 52 |.---.--.| Girls’ library. ..--.--.--- 22+ +++ 222222 eee eee eee eee eee eee | teen ee eee 

322 | Piste lpbiwteaw Aseociation -<-)-Pa fect ABAD] TOE 42a 22) sceseest en sawe cy aneeeeet secant aanoecse cece eee pee 
823 | Foster Manton?.....-.-2---0-+--.) B.D...) 1849 RB! | oS scinas| ee csi ls ORE MUR aes cea eee eee oe 
324 | Paweatuck Library Association, | R.I...| 1349 92 2,000? | A.,noimp. Cont. Much anal. | Cld. (27 l.), wi. div. and |....-..--.| enry Bernard. Good preface. 

Westerly. | sub-div., no imp. “ The anal. is confined to dis- 
| a tinct treatises and separate 

| | articles.” 
325 | College of Charleston..........---| S.C...) 1849 6) SS. oa] ree ed a aa doe Pea saves Se etae met ewe eee Ohne ences [eae sing 
a6 | Gout: Ogrolina Oollege=--1y.-<--:|'S\Ob--|,, is | “181 180009: seer <-ceceacos acae peso nee eee nono tesa eee eoheececcavey| a 
327 | Romney Library Society..........| Va....| 1849 ANG | see sks aeoae tree noite Sle wecn cage cet eceasecae ae) esazeee ee aan eee A 
328 | Virginia State ---.-2--22--2-22-22.| Vases.) 1849 | 197 |.-..----) (1d. (12 1).--- 22 eeeeee sence cence eeecteeecteeeeeeeeeee | eeeteees 
329 | Lawrence Academy, Groton ......| Mass .| 1850 206 | 2,650 | Dict. (A.,T.) | Cld index. Both wi. imp. | Sep. list of nov- |......-.-.! James Means. SN 

fs if els without imp. & 
330 | Porcellian Club, Harvard College .| Mass .| 1850 | 49-113 .--...-- (Biss NG AIO) Gan seat eens c ence cences eas ensee se sensee~ aera fl nana 2 

331 | St. Paul Territorial Library ....../ Minn.| 1850 | 30 bee ee ae ae eae ee ere ere on ee = 
332 | New York Mercantile ............|.N.¥..| 1850} 376 | 29,147 | Dict. (A.,'T.), wi.imp. and cont. 11, | Cld. index (9 cl.and | 11......! gH. Grant, L. S 

| | many sub-div., 2 col.) Q 
ain | New York Society eeeseeeeses| Nee.) 180 o2t 95,000 | Auth. wi imp. and cont, | Cld. index(t3 el.,55 sub-div.),2col|......---.| p, J, Forbes, Le = 
334 | New York State............- ....] N. Y..| 1850 1,058 | 93, 974 | Like the catal. of 1046.-..--2--2-......cs---sesceceeeeeoees|--oese+---| A. B Street, D. 2, 
335 | Pennsylvania Hortic. Society .....| Pa.-.., 1850/48 ioe Seah oe ee See Riles Cv ia oe ae ani eee s 
336 | Philadelphia Mercantile Library | Pa....| 1850 308,139 |........| Cld. wi. imp. (38 cl.) Diet. without imp. | (A.,T., and $.W.)).......... = 

Company. | | | - 
337 | Vermont State.........--......-..| Vb--—.) + 1850 86 |........| Miscel. books. Cld. (9 cl.) | Law. | Legisl. doc. | French |.......... 

| exchanges. | Engr., maps, &e. Date and no. of vols. only. 
338 ‘Wisconsin Stade 5065.20.20. <2) Wits 1] P°1B500). <2 2 ] 5225) one enon anen oon aenennnemennnes Bains tmanec cae easee= satel ndcsestaas 
339 Brothers in Unity, Yale College...| Coun . 1851 204 | 11, 652 | Diet. (A., ., or 8. W.) wi.imp. Alph. eld. index (16 cl. and | 11......) A. Hebard, 

| “ Works in foreign languages”). No er. ref. The en- 
. | tries under classes are either by author or title, wi. no 

| | apparent rule. Cont. of “libraries, ete.” 

340 | Harvard Musical Association.....] Mass .| 1851 | 90 |.--...-.| T. Noimp........sssscccesccosececcssceseceesessseneeee] L] seneee 
341 | Middlesex Mechanics’ Association | Mass 1st Bl scevae ake the datilsof 1640.22.00! csce 0s ta-s = Suveudy <oveande peo soa ste 
342 | Salem Mechanic ...............--- Mass | 1851 96 |.....-..] Entry sometimes under auth., sometimes under title, some- | 11 ...... 

| | | times under subject, with no discoverable rule, No imp. 2 
-
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3 24 é oe Patuare 
BOS) Apt <8 gn csnepageseceoxsoszee|| No Vac] deol | > 46 Le Old. list of bibliog. | List of books to be purchased. A.,no | 11......| J.G. Cogswell. 2 

| imp. except size. = 

344 | Hartford Young Men's Institute..| Conn..| 1852 35 | 10,09 | Suppl ..------c-n-cnesceownancsaneatenesnsneansncnerene/vatseeees ‘ = 
345 | Bigelow Library Association......| Mass.| 1852 148 3,311 | Diet. (A.,'T.,S. W.,no cr. refs.) Noimp. Cont........-- | 11...---| Geo. W. Weeks. : 
346 | Williams College een aie Mass ..| 1852 | 63 Jereen| Cld. (25 cl.) No imp. except vols. and size...........---..| 1] ...--- & 
347 | American Institute....---.-----.-/N.¥.-| 1852! 212 5,860 | Auth, wi. imp. | Cld. index without imp,, (13 cl. with sub- |........- " = 

| | | diy., also index of subjects to the eld. index.) = 
318 | New York Mercantile ...........) N.Y..| 1852 48 3,556 Suppl. A., wi. imp. | List of novels, T. & A.| Additions | 11......| SH. Grant, L. S 

| | to the eld. index of the gen. catal. 
349 | West Point Military sca NLY..[ 1652) 408 | oo...) eae eeee ee eee cece ee cneeee eee Beseneeeeseneerensseeeses|eceeeeees = 
350 | Maclure Library, Se ae Vtaiss 1852 |- BF pe eeets se eececccwccccceccee cesens cance scenes tances cccesccccescosesleccess cscs oe 

351 | Cambridge High School........-.-| Mass .| 1853 | 239 | 1, 600 | Cld. (8 div., 31 l., with sab-div. whennecess.) Much anal, | |..........] Ezra Abbot. Gcod preface. = 
| | Dict. index of A., trans., annot., ete., and anon. titles. 

352 | Lowell City School cay I Mass .| 1853 154 a Dict. (A.,T.) No imp ..............222-22sss2s-eeeeee0--] 11 ..----| Addenda to 1854,8 pp. of slips. = G 
353 | Mattapan Literary Association Mass .| 1853, 50 |........| Dict. (A., T., or S.W.) Nocr. refs. Noimp.............|.....----- Ss, 
354 | Middlesex Mechanics’ Association] Mass .| 1853 | 166 |........| Diet. (A.,'T.,8. W.) No imp. | Cld. (4¢l., 13 sect., sub-arr, | 11...... s 

Lowell. | | by T.) = 
355 | Worcester Young Men’s.....-..--| Mass .] 1853 B4 )...eee.| AL No imp -....0-20--0ceeeeeeneeeeeeeceeeeesseseetessees|sneceeeran| Se Gray, D. RH 
Sof | Webaic geen ene hs lee | Pee Ag ESOT ch SNE UE in ata eben = 
357 | Manchester Athonwum...........] N.H..| 1853]. 112|........| T.and'S. W. | A. | Alpb. eld. index of authors’ names only, |...-...--.| S Burton, I, A suppl. in 1855. = 

| (@4cl) Mo imp. : 
358 | Albany Young Men’s Association.) N.Y.) 1853| 148 |......../ 2 eld. catals,, each in 18 cl.; Ist sub-arr. by “the most | 11...... 

| prominent word of the title;” 2d, by the author. No 

imp. 
359 | Troy Young Men’s Association ...| N.¥..] | 1853] 113 |........] Cld. (18 cL.) Noimp .....0............00ceeceeeeeeeneeee-| Gomed 1. ; 
360 | West Point United States Military | N. ¥-- 1853 403 | 15,500 | Cld. (79 cl., sub-arr. by A.) Imp. | Index (A., T.)..-...--.|/.-------.| A. Freis. 

Academy. } 

eee



361 ) Friends, Four Monthly Meetings | Pa...) 1853 SOO!) By OO Airy wll Sead eee ce ac ease en aca e one we Boren oa ee eee 
| of, Philadelphia. | | | | | | 

See | Mridnds “nibeary, Piiiadalphisre:-| Pats $06) ~ “Tee | S20 por Ol ee ieee eee} 
cp 363 | Providence Athenwum.....-...-- | R.I.. | 1853 | 453 | 17,300 | A., wi. full names and imp., anonymous works under pees oet T. H. Williams. 

GK | | | | | 1st word not an article.| Alph. index of subj., a few | 
>] | | | | cr. refs. 

364 | San Francisco Mercantile..... -..| Cal...) 1854) 197 | 3,000 | A., wi. imp. | Cld., without imp., (5 el., 22 sect., 21 sub-div.) |..........| H. Davis, 
+ 365 | Congress...2:5s-2.-<4s+<<0022-2--:]D-6 4 - 1854 | oa lieved “Chapter I, Ancient History.” A., wi. subject-index......|..........| C.C. Jewett, on his Smithso- 

nian plan. 

366 | Boston Mercantile......-..--.--- | Mass .| 1854 a ie ceeeecseeectenettseteeetereeseeeeeeteseeesceeseees see renees cneeeeeees 

367 | Boston Public.....-..-.--..---.---| Mass 1854 | 180 | 12,000 | Any Wis Spr eee pace snesa<s2.5a0ssvace<sssssa-eans|ecnecoeens) 

368 | Spee eee Mass.) 1854 | 88 poe Cid. (ol. sub-arr. by slielves).....2.-.--2220...0c0sceneese+]eseenenee: 
369 | Massachusetts Horticultural So- Mass.) 1851 | GD ce sacs] Ae ieee eee te mee she See og etae ceuecsanacten| enaesnce N 

ciety. | | S: 
320 | Poreellian Club, Harvard College.) Mass 1854 | Py | sonic] AER MER RRO re tod eae aE ree NT = 
371 | Worcester County Mechanics’ | Mass .| 1854 | 22 | 1,400 | T.or S. W., sometimes A, No imp......---..2-..02.-e222-| L1 ..---4} = 

Association. | | | | | S 
372 Fallingston .....-..--+.-.--++-+---| N.J..| 1854 | 28 | re Dba Sean eee =e Sanaa es seas Ue caaspteee ee veg Q 

B70 of CRN eee ate eee eacee N. x.| 1354 § eapptad {777 Oriental lang. abi Uteritair®, O10. -c--n0+ -annneernnnvennansharnsnnnens ROR eens = 

| | | copies. Ss 
2d | Batali glo seen annsnene<contof Bw 0, RR VEEL 5-2 12 oa A Re eee cee eee nena Se = 
375 | Carrington Library Association, | RI...) 1851| 36 | 2,600 | Cld. (16 cl.; 46 div. and some sub-div. No sub-arrange- |11......| $.Ballou, Z. Refers to “the © 

Woonsocket. | | | | | ment). Cont. No imp. Paweatuck catalogue, con- 
| | | | sidered the most perfect ever 

| | | | made.” 
376 | University of Vermont ... sseeses| Vt....| 1854) 164 | 8,108 | A., wi. imp. | Index of subj. (5 cl., 43 div.) ...... ...2-.2-/...022-2--] PL 
377 | Petersburgh ....-..----2------+00-| Fis 1854 82) 3,600 | Dict. (A.,T.,8. W.) No cont., no imp., exe. no. of vols. aioe 

| and form. 

378 Amberat College.....+-...-s2+++-+| Mass. 1855 T16 | 18000 |. A., wis imp.and cont toes se, pe eae cae ee oe esl 

379 Badin e-nctcteed aoe Mass .| 1855 63 |...---..| Suppl. Dict. (A., T.,20meS, Wi)scove---.+s-s--00.--.---.| Gem. 11 
330 | Cambridge Athenzeum...........-| Mass .| 1855 or |........ Ns i eae eee ed ae. Do 

1856. | on 

381 | Groton Public...................--| Mass .| 1855 | WG ie cacns | Bey OD; Wie Dees ne 21522 e- esanieeak nog eae = (anes cones |-<sseauea= oO 
oo
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? . Berne ae pms © ot Ragen fea pape aa Bat a gr Far eect er eT Os at at en = a Ze 
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382 | Pacific Mills, Lawrence...........| Mass . 1555 sf Boel A. Noimp. | Cid. 7 cl, 94 div., 76 snb-div.) No imp.|11.-..-c| Sappls. pub. 3d, n.4., 18 te yy 
| | Cont. Some anal. pp. = 

383 | Peabody Institute, South Danvers | Mass .| 1855} 102 | 5,000 | Dict. (A., S. W., T. for fiction, no er. refs.) Imp. Cont...) 11......| E. B. Hinckley. A suppl. of 
| | | 26 pp., 1857. 2 

A | Whitineville Social: .204.s.4u.s2 5. (Mass .|) tes | 8% | ose: Gell). Nodmps-- iets sp2 deed oeee acco. oe VD N 
385 | Albany Institute.............--.-.| N-¥-.| 1855} 454 aoe eee ee eee Coen ABS Vol. ITI of the ‘Transactions Si 

| | | | of the Institute.” = 
ieee ea | sane |g 402 | 13,623 | Lazo lid. A., wi.imp. | Alph, subj.index..............222./.002e0-- =. 

bs | ee | { 987 | 30,011 | Gen. li, .A., wi.imp. | Alph. eubj.-index...... sessonnesee[etneeces s 
BOT | -Brintera' dtree Library, New York |-N.¥-2|, :1055 | 88 Voss. cls Sass ape oacocess coves s~seecbucstbsno-s<ceesecaseee-[-voceecess| Suppl, 10d. Se ay 

City. | | | = 

388 | Cincinnati Mercantile Library As- | Ohio.- 1855 | 308 | 15, 450 | Dict. (A., T., S. W., no cr. refe.)............200-22---sese2-| 1] ......| R. H. Stevenson. s 

sociation. | | | s 
389 | Tennessee State ..................] Tenm.| 1855] 199 |...... -| A. wi. imp. | Cld. (Coleridge's system.) No imp. exe. no. |..........] RJ. Meigs q 

| | of vols. and size. = 
300 | Madison Library Association..,..(Ifd-..| MS8@'| - 106 fe sceecs| 35055 no easee ca nesavace cos tase ccsst eecase-esessy vomee ceed Ss: 
391 | Beverly Pablic................... | Mass .| 186] 38 pa pens = 
392 | Dowse, (presented to Massachu- | Mass .| 1856 | 214 |....---.| A...sscceseesececcecenccecceeeseesececerseceesseeecseceere|seeseeeee-] All but 25 copies of the sheets 

setts Historical Society.) | | | were issued wi. the date 1870. x 
393 | Medford, Tufts..................-.| Mass .| 1856+ 36 |.--..... Cld. (12 cl., sub-arr, by A.) No imp.........22.--...000+-| 1] ..+2. = 
394 | Manchester City..-..--..---.-----| N.H..| 1856 .--.---- | eanee wccterestennsceccetercesscocnesoncesercensccnncecseccss|ecsereroes| SUpDIS, Pub. in 1857, 59, 61. 2 

395 | New York Mercantile ............| N.¥..| 1856 376,214 | 47,082 | A., wi. imp.,11. | Novels (T., A.) | Cld. index, 2col........|.....--.--] S. H. Grant, L. 
396 | New York Socicty.......---.--..|N/¥..| 1856-|........ ee (Sapp: Bike Gata of 1650.2 ie- Bead oe haa ee ol cases 
397| New York State ..................| N/¥..| 1856 987,402, |........| Vol. 1. Gen.libr. Vol.2. Lawlibr. Vol.3. Maps, MSS,, ete |........- 

| 974. 
=| School......-s-----+s+eei+---| Ohio..| aes6 | 114 sa Cla. (9 cl. sub-arr. by T.) Noimp. Descriptive notes ...|.......-.. : 
399 | Philadelphia, Library Company of | Pa....| 1856 985-2104) 18,000 | “Vol.3: Add. 1835-56.” Cld., like catal. of 1835. | Alph. | .........] L.P. Smith, L. 

| index of A., trans., annot., and S. W. to the whole eatul. i 
, 

=i Se | Lee



EE <7 >.< 
200 | Sblindeipiia DMercantilo Livrary | Fe-.../ 1656 | 458 |/--.-2-.| Suppl? DiSk (awe, GIWS BP Slt oes vbet Ad...) 

I eBansenteys | | 
401.| Kingston’=...........-.2-02+------] Be I.. 1856 WD | cecal ecw cec aes cocker ccasebsbeececcesemsstccnseccdscaescessssces> ee 

Wiasdtars land inabitute, Balglinove.:2.f Medes). |/MBBF|) OMB |S Sc les|.o.2s scsi es deat ans = Ceazeer--vashaey-<cngeesiens e-=s. leek ese oe 
403 Boston Young Men’s Christian | Mass. 1857 4} ec of Cla, @ ol) anbiarn Hy titles isan. .t 0 eo ee AP [Load TD. Balle, Ze 

* Association. | | 
Ao, | Brighton Library Aaaociation’.....|Mirie,:|’ TEST. zeel en il eee eetees oc azsetechdeke cosa putea cteercteseceseees|keecreacs 
ps. | aebisg an CLatveriey 2A seocta tion. <|-Maas. dr Isor Paieae |i. <d wey no date ee ee ee eae, 

406 Wetiol Town oo-soncsseeeses- Mass. | 1857 50 |:.......| Cld. el.;aub-arr. alph.) Noimp ......-.-—--0-----02----| 11 -.---- 
407 Newburyport Public...........-..| Mass..| 1857 207 | 7,600 | Dict. (A., T.) Imp.......-.2-20202.0.0.-cecneeeeeoeseress+| 11..... | Suppl. of 18 pp., 1860. 

409 | Peabody Institute, South Danvers.| Mass..| 1857 a7 |........| Supph Dict. (A.,'T.,S.W.) Imp.....-..-------+++-++++-,| 11 ------| 5 suppl. to Oct, 30, 1869, 61 pp. 
409 | Porcellian ee Mass..| 1897| 103 |........| A. with imp. Alph, index (T., 8. W.) ---.----2--+22-2002-fececee eee 
410 | ‘Templeton Ladies’ Social Circle .., Mass... 1857 20 DET es Soe en Be Fe ee Na ie 
411 Newark Library Association......) N. J../ 1857| 144 7,000 | A., wi. imp. | Cla. (11 el. wi. div.) No.imp.| Alph. list | 11......| F.W. Rieord, Z. Appendix, S; 

| of subjects in the cld. index. Some cont. 1861, 68 pp., 1868, 76 pp. z 
dis | ‘dsmectond Enaiibabesclee sence We]. 168 | | 108 | ee) Ot eee ee eee eee 8 
M13 | caebee) meee ia ssGak sade enous vo. | NAB, LESTERO) | “GHLO/|0,000t0| Ay wi, Ship) «sec, -cctenes see anc-ceccass sect ees -t-crs artes) Ue eccsces7|iy Ge Comawelly Ss 

| /100, 000. | 5 
44 aoe es N.Y.) 1857] 274 |.......] Maps (geogr. arr.) MSS., engr., 0018 ..-.-.+-202-2-- sevens] oeeeeeee | = 
415 | Marietta Colloge......:--...------| Ohio..| 1857] 166 | 9,000 | A., wi. imp. | Alph.-cl. subj. index. Cont.......-.--....-.|......2++.| EP. W. = 
416 Pennsylvania Hospital............| Pa-...| 1857 | 750 | 10,500 | Cld. (4 pts., 20 chapters, namerous diy. and sub-div.) Imp.|..........| Emil Fischer, & 

| | | No cont. Anal. Index of authors, (names on!y.) = 
417 | New Orleans, 1st District Lyceum.| La...., 1858 | 124 | 10,000 | ld. (11 ¢1., 50 sub-div.) No imp., exe. no, of vols .....-....| 11... 2 

418 Baltimore Meresntile onsen Mares) |i 1886 (40-477 1.22.2] Rooke aaaad 1OSIBS. 2 >.cSscetecseeete cnc s veces csecte fees a 
419 | Boston Mercantile Library ......., Mass..| 1858 si |........| Suppl. Dict. (A., T.,8. W., no er.refs.) Cont.............] 11......| E.B. Hinekley, L. 
420 Boston Publie, Lower Halls. = 1858} 204 | 15,000 | Dict. (A., wi. imp., T. and S.,? without imp.)...........++-|....-.----| 8 annual suppl. were pub. 
421 Eliot Library Association, Ja-| Mass..) 1858 99'|,..---2.| Dick (A., :, 8).Wa)'- No: of vols, only ccse<-<.f22e0ep sores 4 1exe ee 

. | maica Plain. | | e 
422 Lowell City School...--+---+++-++-| Mass..| 1858] 214 | 10,000 / Dict. (A.,8. W,, fletion under the title only.) Tmp. Cont.. 11......) Julien Abbot. Entries under 

| | “ Subject or running-title.” 

423 Massachusetts State............-./ Mass. 1858| 338 | 12,000 | A., withrefs. fr.eds., ete. Imp. Nocont.but much anal. ||..........| 3 ladies. 
| Books in foreign lang. | Cld. index (7 el., 44 diy., sub-arr. 
| | by author, . 

424 | New Bedford Free Public.........| Mass..! 1858! 354 !........! Dict. (A., S. W., no cr.refs.) Imp. Cont........-........! 11......! Sg 

oO



List of printed catalogues of public libraries in the United States, §c.— Continued. = 

| eet oe | 23 | re 
| | aa] 2 ez 

: | e3| se > & | go eee 
Library. » a ee | Description. Compiler; notes. f 

3 g | gi Si ss ga" | a [#8 | 
aay Ratern Uhengum 2.1 t tt Mase | 1e52| 170 | 11,000 | Dict. (A., T., 8. W., no er. refs.) Cont......2-----+esee+ | 11 -++++.| The compiler, H. J. Cross, re- Pe} 

| | | | grets that he could not add SS 
| | | aclassed list. = 

426 | Brooklyn Mereantile....-...----.-| N.¥..| 1858 138 | §,000 | Diet. (A.,'T., and usually SW.) Imp. Cont....--.------| 11......| S. B. Noyes, L. Se 

427 | New York State .......-----e-20+-) N¥.-) 1858) 43 ........| Bbliography, typography, and engraving. A., with subj. |.-.--.--- | H. A. Homes. NN 
| | | * index. : | S 

Mea | Wiawetro Gite sss 08) | ABN AO feces eee eae tener eS aeerees screen (e ene SUD Tens NE OD, = 
429 | Redwood, Newport...........--+++ RI... [1658-59 | oss] OBOE] sree ice woo aL en ed SUR cA caccueen se te tane[e-teee satel ae oR Dies tome atid, a en 

; | | | | Rhoades. $ 

430 | Wisconsin State ......-.--------+-| Wis --| 1858 |... 220.) ---- 20-0) sees eee e ee eeeee cece pete eee eee eee eeeee ee eeeseeceeenes crete eee ee 

431 | Colchester Library Association ...| Conn... 1859 27 ea Bee esac Se Set ener acne ae fer = 

432 | Georgia State......-.:s000--------| Ga--.-| 1859 | 144 |........] Miscel. works, (in 5 cl.) Maps. Law. French works. |....--.-- S 
bs Some imp. | - Ss 

Ss || Sei pilton llsreey A seociaGlon 22.2 |:Miane’.|: ges la) coscft- Suva: |s- cesta one eeteeues Seu mvOneeney te. taccee sect |pacenaeae 
434 | Brookline Public...............--.| Mass..| 1859} 95 |........| Cld. (Mr. Abbot's Camb. High School system).........--..|--+++-+++-| = 

435 | Chicopee Town.........----------| Mass..| 1859| 60 |........| Cld. (16 “ chapters,” sub-arr. by A.or S. W.) Noimp.....| 11...-..| Judge Wel's. = 
436 | Fitchburg Public..............--.| Mass..| 1859| 50 |........| Diet. (A., with imp. T.and S. W. without imp.) No er. | 2col. 11| = 

es | refs. Cont. | 

437 | Massachusetts Historical Scciety .| Mass. .|1859-60 |732, 651 | 18, 000 | Dict. (A., with imp., T. and 8. W. refs., no er. refs) ....---|----------| John iapplton R 
ise | Weston Town «2.25 -ccisscc a aes ges | 60) |: apn old, (ol, cuban. alph.)) mopymids-c.ee.. | ok “ = 

439 | Brooklyn Mercantile..........-.-.| N.¥-.| 1859 | 198,76 |........) Dict. (A. and T., no er. refs.) Imp. Cont......--2-.-+--+:) he Stephen B Noyes & 

440 | New York Historical Society .....| N.¥--| 1859] 658 |.....-..| Author, wi. imp....---------seeeee+-ceceeeceseeeeesecseees|soeeeeeees| @ FE Moore, L- 
441 | “Troy Young Men's Institute......| N.¥.-| 1859 | 232 | 12,067 | Dict. (A.,T., aud S., fewer, refs.) Cont......-.-..--..-+--/ 2¢0l---.| B H. Hall and C, L, Alden. 

| : | | Good preface. 
442 | Pennsylvania State ........-2--.-.| Pa....| 1850 |264, 440 |........ Part 1. Law libr. (A., wi. imp.) | Statute laws and State |....-..---| w. De Witt 

| | | papers. Part 2. Miscellancous books. (A., wi. i | 
| | Cont. | Cld. index. (6 cl.) | 

443 | Lawrence University, Appleton ...| Wis ..! | 1859 48 | 222222.) BW eee cee cece ee cee eee nee ee cence cee e es cee eee eeene seen rece es] 4 

. 
L eee



64 | CRIYOriin State i212 eicee.- 24) GaP.) ASSO | — 400 |.--2 25.) Pat 1. Law ana state papere: AGswi. wud): indox, | Part a pece-ee<+2-) W. 0. Stratton, Ze 
| | | Miscel., do. | \ 

445 | Douglas, New Canaan.....-..... Conn - 1860 34 sett gp ee | cece eee ce ee ete ence entre renee erence eee ee eee te ree |seeeee eee! 

446 | Linonian Society, Yale College..... Conn .| 1860 292 | 11,300 | Dict. (A., T., or S, W.) Imp. | Alph.-cl. index, (20 cl., noer, | 11......| 

| | | refs.) Cont. | cso | 

447 | United States Congress........--.| D.C ..| 1860 | 225 | 15,939 | Law dept. Cla. (6 cl., 10 div., various sub-div.) ............|-+++++--+-| Ch. H, W. Meehan. 
448 | Baltimore Bar Library Company... Md...| | 1860 | 143 gs ons ene ee ee rater ecient ol ee 
449 | United States Naval Academy, | Ma...| 1860| 952] 8,573?) Auth., wi. imp. | Cld.index (16 cl., 76 div.), 2col...........|.--+-+-+--| J-H. C. Cofin, Z. : 

| Annapolis. | | | 
450 | Middlesex Mechanics’ Association Mass .| 1360 | 271 |........| Dict. (A., wi imp., 8. or T., no cr. refs.) Cont...........-2.|+++++++++-| Nv F Orafts, Ze 
451 | Peabody Library, Georgetown ....| Mass .| 1860 | 159 |..-.-2-.|..----s-sseceresceceosseceteteeeceeeerenecee cececesceseeeees|ssenee eres] 5 Suppl 
452 | Worcester District Medical So- Mass.| 1860 | 128 |.....,..| Cld. (1 ¢1.) Imp..-se-sse:seeeeeeeees cess cere eereeseeeee|seereeeees 

» ciety. | | N 

G53 | Detroit Moclianies’ Society: =.-4-.|-Mioh..| 1600:) | 286)}<o. ce ec|- 22s 2e 1 eee a lceey secs ese eee esses cette oe fees es 
454 | Middletown Lyceum.............. N.¥..| 1860 56 |........| D. (T., 8. W.) | Old. index. Noimp.........---:---22-0++.] 1 ---..| = 
455 | New York Free Academy ........|N.¥..| 1860| 368 8, 000 + ‘A,,wiimp. Cont, | Cld, index (cl. 21 nb, ch.)..<cov.-<..|--.-2-+---| JO. Nodyne. s- 
456 | West Point United States Mili- | N.¥..) 1860] 155 |........| Like catal. of 1853.......2...0-:sscecccseeeeseeseceseeseee|s#eeeeeees| 0.0, Howard and A. Freis, Ss 

tary Academy. | | | | | 3S 
fy | Wahtabula Booial 222. detec Olito «|! teed. Mes |e eee ae wea e 5 rand ee eon oe ieee eae : = 

458 loniseenna ee re Oh Oar ster 204 | 16,065 es ee eg ae = 
459 | Redwood, Newport ........--..--- RI...| 1860 | 383 | 9,504 | Auth., wi.imp., no cont. (Dict. index, T.,S., no er. refs.) -.|..-...+-+-| Benj. E. Thurston and Benj, & 

| | | H. Rhoades. = 
460 | San Franciseo Mercantile Library | Cal.:.| 1862 |......-.| 14,000 |.........-ccccseeceesscercenentenearecneteerentestececeses|scensenees a 

| Association. | | | | ie 
461 | United States Congress ..........| D.C ..| | 1861 | 1,898 | 70,000 | Cld. (Jefferson's system.) No author-index. Imp. Fol- |----------| 

| Z | | lowed by annual suppl., auth. } | 
462 | Peabody Institute, Baltimore ...... Md...| 1861 415 |...-....| A list of “ books to be purchased.” Auth. | Anon, works. || 11..-.-. J.G. Morris, L. 

| | | Cla. list of subj. | Alph. list of subj. 
463 | Bigelow Library Association,Clin- | Mass.) 1861} 148] 3,311 | Dict. (A., T., 8. W., no cr. refs.) Cont. No imp..........)----.-++-:| Geo. W. Weeks. 

ton, 
464 | Boston Public, Upper Hall.,......| Mass .} 1861 | 902 | 55,000 | Dict. (A., wi. imp., T. and §. W. without imp., cr. refs.) | 2col ....| C.C. Jewett, L. 

| | | Cont. Anal. for whatever fills a whole vol. | 
MOS | Wall Rives. s)<scic.sccdeuces.2..| Maaw.| Sige | oo: ete. | MS so tmp s.icc_ <s.~-chesaonas 22s lusutas-sees-aer> /oba tela cceeae <a )s Suppleedn 180 65,6) 

+ “When the inquirer knows the name of an author, or the title of a book, or the su’ ject of which a Vook treats, any of these will show him whether the particular Sy 
information, and the particular form in. which he desires to obtain it, are to be found in the library.” —Preface. + a
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466 | Lowell City ...............--.-.--| Mass .| 1861 411 | 12,000 Ipict (A,, wi.imp., T. or S. W., occas. S., er. refs.) Cont ...| 11 sad C. A. Kimball, Z. > 
467 | Worcester Free Public .......... | Mass | 1861] 186 | 5,700 | Dict. (‘‘ Auth., title, or topic.) No imp............------| Ll -:.-- = 
468 | New York Mercantile ............| N.¥-.| 1861 92 |........| Novels, tales, and works in foreign lang. A. and T.......- 117) eman xs 
469 New York State..................| N. ¥--} 1861 | 1,084 | 11,774 | Gen. libr., 1st suppl. A.;wi.imp. Alph. index of subj., o++eeee--| H. A. Homes. SN 

| partly class entry, partly specific entry, wi. er. refs. . | = 

470 Providence Atheneum .......0/ RT| set] 3m |... re Ce es S| vessese+ | Additions in the Ann. Reports = 
| | of the Directors, 1962-74, $ 

| , pp. 1-190. = 
471 | Milwaukee Young Men's Associ- | Wis ..| | 1861 | 180 | 4,578 | A., no imp.| T., no imp | Ee et 11......| E.C, Arnold, L. Be 

| ation. | | | = 
472 United States Congress ...........| D.C -.) 1862 | 151,33 |........! Additions. Also in 1863, 64, 65, 66. A., Wi. imp......2.22.|-2200--+++ = 
473 | Maine State.......................| Me...| 1862 304 |......-.| Cld. (Gcl., sub-arr. by A. & S. W.) | ssees -- | J.T. Woodward, L. = 

| Maps, etc. | French exchanges. | | 
474 Beverly Public ...........-.......] Mass .| 1862] 108) .......] Diet. (A.,., partial S. W.) No imp. Cont.............. | Gen 11.) Ss 
475 | Charlestown Public. ...........-. | Mass .| 1862 200 | .......| Dict. (A.,S. W., T. for fiction.) Imp. Cont.............-.| Ll....--| GS. Poole. =: 
476 | Chicopee Town...............-...| Mass .| 1862 |........ | Appedgir 2.00 foes ico fortran eee ereee | Ss 
477 | Fitchburg Public ................ | Mass.| 1862 35 |..--2.--| A. Noimp. Cont .......-...2.-c-s0sces--s---sse0s-0--- | 2 001....| Sapp 1864, 66,67. 
478 Great Barrington Library Asso- | Mane! deed |. sap iew tect ayn reco sc ee hme eee re en een R 

ciation. | | | = 
479 | Groton Public ..............2.-...| Mass -| 1862/ 53 | .......| A., wi. subj, refs. and imp, except size --------2-2-e2eeeee| ceeeeeees| Te KB, & 
480 | Northampton Public........---...| Mass .| 1802] 76 |........| Diet, (A., T.,8. W., no er. refs., class-list under Life and | 11...... 

| | Lives.) | | 
481 | Portsmouth Athenwum...........|.N.H.| 1862] 252 | 9,601 | Dict. (A. wi. imp., T.refs.,S. W. refs.) .-...2...2---2eeceee | --eeseee.| DoS. Pfeiffer, L. 
J67 |. Oroville LaGtes'.-.-.z252-.-22.554| OAL 8) MRO) | MOU 28 ul aes Nei eereeaay te eee en a ae 
483 Belleville Sangerbund und Biblio- | I....| 1863 4c wipees | Sateen eee fag st ate aa Gamers cie ce ere ees |e a< =| Suppl oe 8 pp ian as 

| theks-Gesellschaft. | | | 
484 | Biddeford Public............-..--.| Me... 1863 54 }..-...-.| A. or T., generally T.. Noimp. Cont............-.---.--] 11....- j 

a il ile i i gel al



OSG | SWAN COMe ge -2 ect 2 -nn | Men <|| ARGG | O98 | 18,000, auth., with fall paces SHA, Asogr: ate dimprinis, andtue.| .--..... | WaP. ‘Packer: 
| | sizeof the pages of the books ; the titles on each page are \ 

| numbered. | Dict.-index of subjects, with numerical refs. 
| to the pages of the author catal. Cr. refs. No imp. Cont. 

40 | Peabody Institut, Baltjmore.....| Md...] 1863] 218 |....... | Books to be purchased. Cld, (17 cl., wi. sub-div.)...2.2.2002.| osee-0e 
487 | Bostcn Atheneum ....-2.-2..--- | Mass .| 1263 33 |........| List of add. during 1863, A .......2s00-ceeeeeseeeeeeeeee-| L]..2+--| Six more such lists pub. to ; 

i 1868. In 1869-71, 16 short- 

| er lists. In 1874-76 monthly 

| author-lists of add. during 
| | the previous months, and in 

| the middle of the month 
: | (lists of add. in some class 

i for the previous year. Nw 
488 | Lynn Free Public..........---.--.| Mass | 1863] 181 | 6,042] Dict. (A., T., S. W., nor. refs.) Cont. Imp......--..-. | Ll......| Jacob Batchelder. S, 
489 | Sumner Library Association, East | Mass | 1863 £84] ¢5)- Dlak (lor S Wal No tmp sete cet se) oe<toee--eosee cl UD ee = 

Boston, | = 
490 | West Roxbury Free ......---..-- | Mass | 1863 OO peal ceveme co nsaeewans Seve sesevs. esse sesseasenceaeee ese | caress | Suppl ee = 
491 | Concord Public ...........-------.| N.H..| 1863 SANs lagen as tare tpetuesaaseseie tones se agactolaa tes cvee sees eo ee wees 3} 
492 | Manchester City .......2.---+-+++ | N.H..| 1263] 159 | 9,634 | Dict. (A. T., 8. W., nor. refs.) Some cont. Noimp....| 2col ....| §.N. Bell. = 
2091 American Bilile Bockty...--0<20-]] MEd) PORE © MOBI oes ane soak a ccemenenn nnaneqeurent sneer cceone nbd uence teins vl = 
494 | American Philosophical Society, | Pa.... 1863-66) 634) ...... | Cld. (8 cl., 31 div., innumerable sub-div., sub-arr. chro- | ........ | J.P. Leslie, Z. Unfinished; &- 

Philadelphia. | nological.) p. 634 ends classv. Long © 
discussion of classification & 

| in the preface. 

495 | Philadelphia Apprentices’ Library] Pa....| 1863] 176 | ...... | Boys’ dept. Cld., sub-arr. by title. ......-....22220220002 | L]eeeee 
Company. | | 

496 | Milwaukee Young Men's Associa- | Wis ..| 1863 0) 252 apple JAS Ms Nose eae tee eee 
tion. 

497 | Norfolk Law...........--..--:--.| Va--..] 1863 Mi Peco cs AD EA RS Wo) ct otccae casas ea Ieccer ne ove sacs geil NL aes 
498 | United States Congress .........-.| D.C ..| 1864 | 1,236 | 5,000 | A., wi. imp. (anon. works under leading word of the sub- | 2 col .... 

= ject.”) Contents arranged alph. : 

A00|| Morrison, Rist mond 2 <-5.-25.25 41 Tawi | Siegel): T1OR eg al eeot tal ea cad eee Ree, eee. daetre relioneles 
* 900 | Boston City Hospital..............| Mass .| 1864 Bh ered NT 2 Spee escapes bee ses eae av esa Ae 

501 | Winchester ...... .....-....-.-- | Mass | 1064 ]........]..2.....| A.or T.or'S. W. Cont, No imp....--.ss-00+sesseeceres-|-occoesess Z 
502 | Worcester County Law ..-....--..| Mass 1864 OD Oso nt=! Aan care Sans cers ream oees Means Yeates oak oe Aen ee PRR a | eae ee oO



List of printed catalogues of public libraries in the United States, §e.— Continued, 3 

| 4 | 3¢/ = 
| Bal 2 | 28 | 

| Library. hee ua = ae Deseription. | Compiler ; notes. ‘ 
| < £3 S ee 
| lg Aa) Bale 8 | | 
Bee aE ee nee date MEET MC Ge ae er nee Ce ee ee ae he ae RD) seamed ae ee eg 

ey St. Paul Library ieee Minn | 1864 70-2, 00011 DISBHEAGIE GW, nor cafe)! Nodmp1.:-..--s-<<.-- | 1] (PR eeglottem, yy 
504 | United States Surgeon-General’s D.C... 1BGS |.--..---] 1,800 |... 200. e cece es tonne cece ne eee ect nce n ne cee sceee seen enn-|seeeeecens <= 

Office. | | Ss 
505 | Chicago Young Men's Association | Tl... | 1865 | 249 | 7, 089 Cid. (5 cl. numerous sub-cl.) Imp.,exe. size. | Index of |...--.--- | 5 yf. Horton, I. § 

| | A., trans., annot., and important words in every title. NN 
506 | Maryland Institute, Baltimore... Md... 1865 196 | .--22-- | --nee reneeeeeeeeeteeeceeeeeeceeneee terest eeerecenererterees | eeeeeeee:| Ss 

507 | Boston Social Law...........----.| Mass..| 1865] 281 | 8,269 | 3d ed. A., wi. imp. and cont. | Alpb. subj. index, wi. fuller.|.........., J.P. Bishop. = 
: | refs. | = 

508 | Brookline Public .......... ...-..|Mass..| 1865 | 165) 7,500 | Dict. (A.,T.,S. W.,nocr.refs.) Imp..........--.---.+-- | L1...-2.| J. E. Horr, L. § 
509 | Dana, Cambridge .....-...........| Mass. 1865 83 | -...-..| Dict. (A.,T.,S. W., nor. refs.) No cont ........-----0-+.|.---0++ | Miss Caroline F. Orne. ae 

510 | Wayland Town...........-...... | Mass..| 1865 A eee | A. or T.or S.W. Noimp .......2...020eceeeeceepeseeeees | L]..22-.| Annual suppl. 1867-72, 25 pp. - & 
511 | Woburn Public...................| Mass..| 1865 66 |.....2.. Dict. (A.,T.,8.W.) Noimp..e--eeseererereeeeseeeeeee | LD see-) Supply 1870, 1871, 1872 1874, gy 

| | | | pp. 15, 7, 11, 12. & 

512 Worcester District Medical Society Mass..| 1865 TG cccac. | soccer conse acnecnnccnnegsecessesensenacecesncoee ster ceees | conneees 
513 | Detroit Public....................| Mich..| 1865 100)|---...> fA, wi imp: and raft, for blog <5. sas25-Acccan siesecccens fiscteeteont Ss 

514 | Detroit Young Men's Society.....) Mich..| 1865 TO Re oa) | erates Sach eee sneeus ou lieths eerie ae cres aban v cee a eae = 

515 | New York Apprentices’ ..........)N.¥..| 1865} 345 |....... | A, a. pm d. Cont. | Cid. index, (10 cl., wi. sub-div.) |.......---| we, yan Norden. s 
| | | | Novels (T.) | Novels (A.) | Alph. subj. index, (514 subj.) | 

516 | New York State -------es-eeseeee-) N.Y..| 1865 120 |.....-. | Suppl., law library......2+.2-2202-22-2-eeceeeec eee eceeees [renee eee | gz 

517 | Lancaster Town..........--.-.---| Pa... | 1365 34} 2,700 | Cld. (18 cl.) sub-arr. by T. or S.W. No imp .-...-...-..-.| 1l....- rs = 

518 | Presbyterian Historical Society, | Pa... | 1865 AOU feseces | BRL eee amas Soba ane naan caer at ets ieae ma mate Saw ae Pores ap eaaicen en n 

| Philadelphia. | | | 
519 Colorado Territorial ..............| Colo... 1866 FB ve asts) [se socecen aces wer ean pe eniwe gered paw eee = ee sees | een 

520 | Keokuk Literary Association.....) Ind...) 1866 66 | 5,012 | A’ph.cld., (25 cl.) Cont....---.-----+----+eeeeeeereeeeeees| T1 +--+) 7 Westcott. 

521 Amesbury and Salisbury..........| Mass. 1866 49 | ceeee | ceeeeeeee te eeeee cece ee cece neces eeecceesccseeseseesseeeee:| seeeeee="] Suppl, nm. d., 22 pp. 

. 522 | Boston Public .......0.-...000000 | Mase.. 1866 718 | 33,966 | Bates Hall suppl. Like index of 1861..-.....--..--+0+--+-|.--2-0++ 

523 | Cee Een esac sc 2s. | ieee: |. tenes BY... 082 | BVostow andduvnniles <Scesnics <: soo505-2ve5s-2 2-02 /ceoeses|,Jssesiee 
524 Wpssaioe Newbee es lame: 18661) 41 |........| Fiction and juveniles... 02. 220-2 eeereee seeeeeseesseeees| BOOl.... 

; 
ae <a



525 | Brighton Holton....--....-..---- | Mass. 1866 108 |...-----] Dict. (A., T.,S. W., no cr. refs.) No imp..........-..----.| L1..---..| F. A. Whitney. 

526 | Chicopee Town .....-..----------.| Mass.. 1366 23 650 | Suppl.; includes the Appendix of 1862..........-..-..-----.|.--+----- | Geo. V. Wheelock. 

527 | ese Library, Bernardston.. ji 1366 £9) docks: | seusse ane Sees tees vateee eeseees teat caee ee ene eee ne 
528 | Natick Town...............----. | Mass..| 1866 50. sc pceses acts ccescuacnaes eevee staess -avouswssvss07-evessustescsess| sove-ce 2) SUpDIoientay te, ta ere go 

| | 51-96. 

529 | Northampton Public...........-. | Mass..| 1866 75 | 4,500 | Dict. (A.,S. for countries, class.list of lives) Imp. Cont.) 11......| 
530 | Northfield Social...............-..| Mass..] 1866 BI Gooch ek taplecte sek Oe cect See teetene aren einai en iens ki Reaaee ae 
531 | Stoneham Public ........-.---.--.| Mass..| 1866 76: Paes es CPS Reais tag one tb cs Gal asap eee header a : 
i | Panton’ Pabli.cscs-c----sscecsh| Mabe) 1886 |< 88) 255 a foe ois care c Ga vcd cctv sec sscias vac tenatesese eer seseee-= [ee teeeee 

saa St. Louis Public School .......-.-.] Mo....] 1866 5a |© 6, 000\| Clas (16 ol. no inp.) <-v.c2- -aces-ceeee er ecaceseserere|esescens 
534 | Tye Boolety-<---.-2222-s-accernee-|pnoness 1866 16 |........| A., not arr. in any discoverable order. .-...----.---.-++-0- |.scessees 

585 | Astor......c2222.cc-ceeeeeee-eeee.|N/Y..| 1866} 605 |........] Suppl. A. | Alph. subj. index to the whole catal. (Auth.’s. |......... 
% J. G. Cogswell, 

| : names only.) NN 

536 | New York Mercantile.............|N-Y-.| 1866} 699? | .......| A., wi imp. | Cld. index, (10 cl., 66 divis., no sub-arr.) | Nov |......... & 
| els. | Alph. list of 1,218 subj. | A. W. Green. Accessions, = 

| 1869,March, December, 1870, & 
537 | Troy-Voung Men's Assbotation.:.| We .| teed | — tat |.<....22| Buipphicec.coo...cccecceeesacnecseccecercccenseronsyeacevecs|ecenecece | BB: 15,20, 38. s 
538 | Cincinnati Turn-Gemeinde .......| Ohio..| 1866 WB |c-20s cas |.coeeacpeds meme euenep tien ce. eoretaseaem mass ser ee eS Q 
63) | Providewoé Mechanios’ and “Ap-| RT-:.| 1866] 176 |s..20-.|.ccese ceva e cesd eect dscececdeenedt cas eee ceapestesa:| sesstes? S 

prentices’. = 

Bag] Sans Hegel neal ort eae ieee 8] al A PGR T | O10) | oar enc] ce eee anti en ckees St test sts ieee coten autese ese excae’ tent Ss 
541 | Colorado Territorial ..........--.| Col...] 1867 10 |. .ccwée || AGRO NAL catalogues |< 3% a., terran, 22s apenas tee reaae | alee = 
S49: Wa Tibrary Leagard te 0oo Caer Un Teer tr 188 |: sees ccd cae, hose eevee ped SE 6. Seton ee ers IN Odeaa tos bo 
543 | Otis, Norwich............-...-+---| Conn.) 1867 | ~ 173) 7,000 | A.,wi.imp. | Cld. index (10cl., 64 diy.) | German works (A.) | 2.col ....| L. E. F, Spofford. 

| Alph. subj. index (756 subj.) 
544 | Congreas....... 000. .<2-22.2--2-:] D, © .. 186771 | 5 vols. |........| Suppl. A... seco ----senee nes cececececenoe socnscosseneee| canceece 

545 | Culbertson, Danville....2.........] I....| 1867 PE: SoSabs) | tice ee eee tes. ect ee corte genes 
546 | Maine Charitable Mechanic Asso- | Me....| 1867 DH | 2502.2) seueca eet ub ee aimee ete ee eee Pen 

ciation, Portland. ‘ 
547 | MaineState.............-..----<+-] Me-e--| 1867 6 | ssece-+| Cld. “Likeeatal. of 1068 (89) << <<< sone cacccece.o-2sccences|-swseses 
548 | Boston Public... .... ......-----.| Mass |867-76 |367, 434,|........] Additions to the library ; No. 37, dated Apr.,18%6. A. (Nos.|... ..... 

76. 13 to 16 were eld.) 

549 | Boston Public, Lower Hall........| Mass | 1867 59 |......-.| Arts, sciences, and professions. ...........---0-seeecerseeee: | eeeeeee 
850 |S the soe as ee iene ees cs 6s dca ee cs see ete eo eee i = 

‘* September. December. 2



List of printed catalogues of public libraries in the United States, §-c.— Continued. S 

| Library. bee | el Se. Description. Compiler; notes. 
| eles |g alee P a |a | a | 88 

551 | Boston Public, Lower Hall........| Mass .|........) 97 | eee French, German, and Italian books .... ...22.022e0eeeeee00-| eeeeeeee ss 
552 | Goodnow, Sudbury.............-..| Mass .| 1867 97 | -neeseee Dist (D8.W) Noitngp....005ss2t02.st sess 2vee.-aced] /-coenc- | Supple, 1668, 71, pp. db, 1h SS 
-| Massachusetts Horticultural So- | Mass .| 1867 BB Ys oaeacn! | ANB (AG We) sccscc-sonssonccccnseoassevescceesseseseee}-mcaee=eed = 

ciety. | 
554 | Medford Public .........---.------| Mass | 1867 89 |........] Cld. (12 e., sub-arr. by SW.) No imp ..........2.-2:+---| Gem] S 
595 | Merrick Public, Brookfield........| Mass .| 1867 42|........| Dict. (A,,'T., or S. W., class list of “ travels.") No imp...) 11....-. > 
596 | North Bridgewater Public ........) Mass | 1867 Bo. [2.2052] Dio (hy ty or SW.) No inip sere cetera stot | Tae s 
557 | Poréellian Clnb, Harvard College .| Mass .| 1967 | 74-199 |........| Ag Wh imp......0.--cc-cecececteceereeocenseceseesntescted|seneeeeres = 
558 | Winchendon PUbIIG av evsneee Mass .| 1867 ai|........| Dict (A., TSW.) Noimp.........scccccseececeeseee-] 2001 ----| Add. in 1869, 70, 72, pp.3,5,4. 
16g | emetnasds Vous Men's Tibraty {-mttoh | s067!| serio. |S eA n cen tee ceeedes ec 22d tenc de ceed owe teil =: 

Association. | = 
560 | Rochester........-..--+---..-+----| Minn .| 1867 BO) Sees | epee tesa vest vans Sevasneys sey Tues psweaeee age naseseserserel ease arses Ss 
561 | Frost Free, Marlborough..........| N. H..| 1867 56 |........| A. chiefly by T.; sometimes by A. No imp seesntntns sence & 
562 | Littleton Village -sreeeeevetse N.H..| 1867 | 6 |... sen [seen ee eee ee ne ee ee eee cence nent ec esteceeedeeeseecssecerecs:|sreeeeeee-| Suppl, 1871, 8 pp. q 
Os | Gao Seas eet 2eee ete ese ee | OMo She pr wate | mes AOU eceeeer eee eee cessor ete Senta, os 22d rept. of the commission. — & 

| | ers; continued annually. a 
564 | Portland... .....--......---------| Oreg..| 1867 49 | 2,500 | Cld. (8 cl., 19 sections, some sub-div., sub-arr. by A.) | 2 col.; | L. W. Gilliland, L. Qa 

| | | No. imp. | index, 3 a 
| | | ; col. = 

565 | Pittsburgh Young Men's Mercan- | Pa....| 1867 SEBO SiN sl ae cm Se Hi Tie Sans ice rae ne Ae eco La Fura = 
tile Literary Association. | | | 3 

$65)| Bristt Voung Men's Christian Ae-]d...| Neer | 4400 | Aa on as ecoeg cores Sasso soseye sine cssen/soudeseeseeese | seer 
| sociation. | | 

567 | Independent Order of Odd Fellows | D.C ..| 1868 BG Nicos een cee eo emer slag cote ee a ene. #o eae sates leave aeNrstoceae 

| Association, Washington. | | 
568 | United States Naval Observatory, | D.C ..| 1868 8 at ee ile epee reer ie eae aa ers eee 

| Washington. | |



569 ) Quincy... --.--00¢eceeeeceeeeeeee | MMe.) 1868 | TB |occeee re) cenconnnececadennescsheceedehaseoetenescatensgstacsecesses |o--sos--c-) Additions, 1668, 4 pps and | L | : | | | | | | 1872, 4 pp. 
570 |"Gardiner Mechanics’ Association..| Mo ...| 1868 | 52 |........| Dict. (T.or S.W.) No imp ......-.----2ss2eeceeeee0eeee | Lecce 
521 | Saco Athenwum..............+.++.| Me ---| 1868 | OO tecsece sd ndon sacs yocae-n2et a eennec es: Anes zs ern oats eee eae 
572 | Boston Public, Lower Hall........| Mass .| 1868 52 |........| “ Biography and travels” .......-20+s20cseeeeereeeseeeees|seeeeeees 
STB |oeeeeedO 22s cece MO. eeeeeeees Mass | | oT = “Fiction, 3d ed.” D.(A.,T.) Noimp...-2.-.2+-22--0-2---| 3eol. 11. 
aa: uelington Cogn -<2nce2---.<r7ar) MARS | SOUR ONG occa Sec aera c ole es oA @naat eae aent cecal fee nres ate eer eee 
575 | Cheshire Library Associajion.... | Mass.) 1908 | 24 |..=.202.).00. sc2s.cesccozeucccczosecscceserecavecceneesencecteteneces|-aeesesss4} 
Bib | Grattan <ss.50 22 55 4 see 7. sec esk) MLASE. 1868 | 63 |........] Diet. (A., T., some S. W., no cr. refs.) No imp.......---- | 11......| J. W. White, Z. 
5w7 | Harva,d Public...................| Mass | 1868 20 | 1,130 | Cld. (9 el., sub-arr. by A.) No imp.---+--+0+000022+000+-) 1 | 

578 | Hinsdale..........-..----2----++--| Mass .| 1868 97 |...++...| 1 1. Arr. in a numerical order, as the books stand on the |..-..---..) 
| | | shelf; only partially classified ; each vol. has a separate 

7 | | no. and line, so that London Quart. Rey. oceupies a page | N 
: | | and a half, | & 

579 | Hudson Public................... | Mass .| 1868 28 |...-.-..| Cld. (Gel, sub-arr, by shelf nos.)...........-2+.+2+.+--++-| L1-.....| Several supplements. = 
530 | Lancaster Town......-----.-.----| Mass.| 1868| 108| 3,700 Alpb.cld. (17 cl, sab-arr. alph. by S. W.)..-....-.........| 11......| Suppl of 31 pp. s 
581 | Northampton Public ..............] Mass .| 1868 15,8, 13 | 4,500 | Dict. (A.,T.,S. W., no cr. refs.) Imp. exe. size. No cont. | 11...... = 
582 | Randolph Ladies’ Library Asso- | Mass .| 1868 TO) eee son elena cone ducscsteesseeragecsraensuewsocetceateenaiencea|eeec--oe-1| AUMiMOna ASN Mp Lene eae 

ciation. | | | = 
. 583 | Detroit Public .............,...--.] Mich .| 1868 | 149 | 16,000 | A.....----eseseeeerecseercrerseresseecssersereosseresenee:| 2001.2. x 

584 | Michigan State...................] Mich.) 1868] 139 )........] Cld. (62 cl, sub-arr, by A.or T.) No imp ....4--..222s002.|--0ee2+++-| JE, Tenney, D. Ss 
585 | St, Panl Library Association .... Minn .| 1368 99 |........] Dict. (T.,8.W.) Noimp. 11. A.noimp. 2col........|.....-2.+- = 
586 | Nashna Public....................] N.H..| 1868] 138 eee ee ees eee es eee | cese-++2-| Suppl, 1874, pp. 139-320. 2 
587 | Newburgh Free. ...........-......] N.¥..| 1868 G8 | isn oo sna] sccumaganscs nannsh consest a= 05 cd sr0nseoncs cute sb Fatsse enon dp ax seste sets Sead CaP Dh aaa 

| logues, 60 pp. 
588 | Wood Library Association, Can-| N.Y..| 1868 BO Panna fn ch wang nem iis caneeoaaencunge pgraeciwe ayes ueaeas eee eee 

andaigua. | | 
Bs | dreemr SiS See othe |, Yona eae este ok eee nt ee ee ee feet Rept. of State Lib, Also 

| 1872, 74. 
590 | Portland ..........-....-2.--<++-+-| Oreg-.| 1868 BB cone ces idnc pt crer gn pagun cies sabe one ong eee eame 
sor] Keio Gity Library,Voong Man's | Pat...) agit” 991 |. 8h fen ceca deseo ce bets acess clee Suppl., 1874, pp. 16. 

Christian Association. | 
592 | Milwaukee Young Men's Associa) Wis ..| 1868] 391 |.-....-.).-..sseseeeeseecseeecescesecnees peeeeceticenerecsesesrenaes |soereeeegs = 

tion. | { 1 oS 

eo



List of printed catalogues of public libraries in the United States, §-c.— Continued. = 

| 4,| 8143 | 1 = 
| ; go| & | 26 ipti i | Library. $s 3 3 S S 3 | Description. Compiler; notes. 

2 |a"| 2 83 | | 
593 | Milwaukee Young Men's Associa-| Wis ..| 1868 | 392 | 10,000 | A.,no imp. | Cld. index.-..............02.sseeesceeseeeeeee pea yy 

tion. = 
NOt NiCongrees.. 5.5325. -ss.ces:2e ices] DO at ASOD | 1744 HO O00 Rab) (alphs old.) s-ccse 22s t- ee. se scee cae <5) 2. te shown a tens = 
595 | Georgia State..............------.|Ga-...] 1869] 286 peices ae apteerere 3 
596 | Indiana State..............--..---| Ind...] 1869 91 |....-.--| Cld. (25 cl, aub-arr. by T.) Noimp .............-2-.------| L1......| M. @ McLain, L. N 
597 | Portland Institute..... ..........|Me....] 1869 u9 | 8,500 | Dict. (A.,T.,8. W.,noer. refs.) Cont. No imp..........-.| 2col....| E. A. Noyes, L. & 
598 | Skowhegan .-.--...---+-----+0--+-| Me....] 1869 Bie 0 ON eae ge eee enna eae eee ee OL en, lamin Daly S 
509 | Concordia, Baltimore ......-.-..-.|Md....} 1869 | 48 fee ee eee ee = 
600 | Boston and Albany Railroad......| Mrss .|1269-70| 6,4 |....-...] Appendixes......-20--s--eeeeeeeieee seereeeeeeeeeeeereee| coserees § 
601 | Boston Hospital for the Tusane ...) Mass..| 1869 diy fis eI pecanee Wass coe ene oes ce eat oe oe 
602 | Boston Mercantile .............«-.|Mass..| 1969 | 221 |.......-| Diet (A., T,S. W.) cont, alph. arr’d.,imp. A few er. refé.,| 2 col ... | Ss 

| | | | chiefly class.” | & 
603 | Boston Publie, Lower Hall........| Mass... 1869} 66 |..... ..| “Fiction and juveniles,” 4th ed........2200.e222teceeeeeees [eeeeee ee = 
604 | Dighton Social.......-2---.-+--++-| Mass..| 1669} 8 |........| Cld. (6 el, sub-arr. by chance). No imp.--..--.-+2+-+e+++-| Ll sees 
605 Fay Library, Southborough.......|Mass..| 136964 (el oie (A.'T,) no imp. ‘The accumulation of titles under |..........| Suppls., 1872, 73,75, pp, 

| | such words as “ History of,” “Life of,” has something 24. = 
| of the effect of an alph.-classed catal. & 

06 | Greenfield Lilrary Association .-.| Maga..|. 1860)| BL [oz o02| <2 occ cca see vwucev ean nes Stvasee os vicdecesotesss-eeeceoe: |e esedeacn 
607 | Leicester Public ............-.---.| Mass... 1869 43 | 1,900 | 2d.ed. Dict.(A.,T.,0r SW.) No imp. Cont;<<-<: s---2| 11.2.2. BR 
608 | Middleton Pablic Library ........| Mass..|- 1809 | 15 Beige eu ae pees = 
609 | New Bedford Free Public.........| Mass..| 1869 314.) 5,000 | Suppl. Dict. (A.,'T., S. W., wi. sometimes specific, some- | Gen. 11 % 

| | times class-entry. Cr. refs.) Cont. Imp. | 

610 | Orange Free Public...............| Mass..| 1869 M3) Lasege cdl seeps seys Rage sabes ase ewne ges aceeae ca osmeeetaes Peete 
GL | Peabody, Georgetown seer Mass..| 1869 | 159 |...--.-.| Dict. (A., T.,S. W., no cr. refs.) Noimp.......----..2---.|.-------- | O. B. Tenney, D. 

612 | Walpole Town..............-..--.| Mass(2)] 1869 31 | 1,500 | Dict. (A., S. for Biog,, History and Travels.) Noimp. No |......... 
| | | | cont. 

613 “Winchester Town .............--.| Mass(?)]| 1869 80) ssenen| Dich (An TD.) OFS) We) smmacsccocwe-c-e-ceesccsteneeevasvan.| 2) ....24] 9 eupphe; mew catal in tee ‘ 

Got ds DigixOltcPu BUS TABBY cc cea) MAG 2960 ooo 84D) fest ak iting Seat ey «eta ts ae ge ee orece erer emerson ea feed 
s 4 

-



615 | Flint Ladies’ Literary Society ... Mich..) 1569 MT pocnees coh ecanes conddececetenwnkth ods voodencBee Gs tt4s8h 058 £925 -05c<|ooceee cee: ?Add.,n.d.4 pp. 

616 Ladies’ Library Association, Flint) Mich..| 1869 A fe ASB ace sas apap yc onn cen oes te teae see aoestereendee sctlreareaet| 
617 Fisherville Literary Association...) NH... ope fs oa0 flee ce ee eee EE ea 

Gi coven Gini lerary Acuniation =< | Non (ie | okay ea oe ees ae eet sesseeseee| Add. to Apr. 1871, 4 pp. 
619 | South Orange Library Association] N. J... a5 | 36 osscee anne nnenecentsssnnsetnntnnnneeneest seen eet ee eel 
620 | New York Mercantile ............|N-¥ ..| 1369 | 250,15 | 20,000 | Suppl. -A., wi. imp. | Cla. index (10 dep., 61 l., suk-div, into |......... | F. H. Houston, L. 

| te | | many sections arranged logically.) | | 
621 | Oswego City School......-.-.-----| 3 ¥-.| 1869 MB cs lcci casa soos ca cans ts sees bass cweeas Some pna-c]e 7 =o) IES ee Sell 

| | | Bs | | ment, 30 pp. 
622 Syracuse City Central .....2-..-+.|N-¥-.| 1809) 173 |........] Diet. (A., wi. imp, T., and S.WW., without imp,,no er. refs.) | 2 col... 

| | | Cont. | | 

623 Tarrytown Young Men's Lyceum. N.Y.) 1869 | 36 [oe Soeseseteeeeaeeeeeceeeeeeseeeeeeeteeeeseeeeseeeececeeeee: oteeeeees Suppl., pp. 14. 
624 Cincinnati Young Men's Mer- | Ohio..| 1869) 468 ee ee eo 

| cantile Library Association. | | | =. 
625 | Hahnemann Medioal College, Phil-|Pa....| 1869] 45 |ooa.-- | cseceeeseecessneeseceeeseeeaneeneee ceneeneenserseeeeeseeree[eseaeeeee| = 

» | adelphia, | | | | | s 
626 | Harris Institute, Woonsocket.....| R.I-.-| 1269 OF Shei coe| OMI (90 ob) cates. se cutsvaniusi.et sass as.wlaneatase--s| erences a| MMH Tat IgOne Ss 
627 | Bmory and Henry College.......Va----| 1809 99 poet esenoredl yee duy cua Relea eal cl 3 
628 | California State ............--.-.-.| Cal -..| 1870] 632 |........] Vol. 1, Law Library. Cld. ( seet., 21 sub-div.) |Imp., |......... | A. P. Dietz. g 

| | exe, form, | Alph. index of subjects. = 
629 | California State Prison............/Cal...| 1870 39 ce a 5 mS 
630 | Silas Bronson, Waterbury ......-.| Conn..| 1870 | 340 | 10,000 | Diet. (A., occas. ‘I., 8. W.,noer. refs.) Imp. Cont...-.-/11....-.|W. F. Poole and W. L & 

| | | | | Fletcher. 4 suppl. extend 2% 
| | | | | | to June 1, 1874. 

631 | Working Men’s Institute, New Ind...) 1870 | 19 [ceeeees)ceeeteteeeee cece ee seeeneeeecteeetesaeeeeteeeetesaeeetetteges coeeeeeees é 

Harmony. | | | | | | 
682 | Burlington....-...---seeeseessees| TOWM.| 1870) 40 | seceeee|sceseesecesceneceeeeevecceteceneeeeetine eecteeeestesereccennaneee| : 
633 | Leavenworth Law .........-....-.| Kans . 1870 | Be eect eee ee peccewwessl 

034 | Bangor Mechantes' Association ...| Mo..| 1870) 51 |.......-|.--sesseeneeceerecennsescecensesencennee recta snssvscenee| erecaeens| 
« 635 | Beverly Public................---| Masa .| 1870] 12 J........ Ree 

636 Boston Pablie.<é02c¢ 0-00-24 Mass . | BL sssssee-] Ourrent periodicals, ‘Dwi imp... sos-seeeeeeeeesesesees|asseeee S 
; GOT SAD occcevcetssssacsdencnsuscty MAO a1 aero 128 |........| Poetry, drama, ete. Dict.(A.,T.,S.W.,no er. refs.) _No 3 col... | 

| imp. ag | 
638 | Chelsea Public.......2.--..-++ 5 Mass . 1 BB |oseeseeslecneencesereereetteseesseecessnseenscneessesnesseeneesentes eensennees S 
639 | Dana, Cambridge ..............-..| Mass .| 1870 | 84-195 |........ Bape ease ote elt ace me cS ees al OR a
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640 Dorchester Atheveum.......----.| Mass., 1870 | "8 ena Ups ete sore ee ean eee tome ae | Ny 
641 | Leominster Free Public........--.| Mass 1870 180 | 0.02222] cesses eeeeee ce eeee eee eeeeeeceeeeseeeeseceeeeeeeereeceeees sooeeeeees| 2 suppl, n.d. = 
642 | Newburyport Public ...-.-.-.-..-| Mass... 1810) 32 Vs ns nisl | SUDDU Vn tata enone a nen nena nansonnencntseeiensasznaderse + {ines aeno=5nO bnere7in Althea) 16a DDL mae 

| | 31, 31. * S 

643 | North Bridgewater Public .......) Muss... 1870 fic Sia NS asta hae 6 Sek ee aoa es eee eco mot hen eo: Rea OID NN 
644 Prinee (transferred to Boston | Mass... 1870 160 1,970 | Dict. (A., wi. imp.; 'T. and S., without imp.; cr. refs.) |......... | A sep. ed. of the Amer. part S 

Public Library). | | Cont, Notes. Anal. pub. in 1868; also, another 3 
| ed. of the same, wi. memoit =, 
| | by Wm. H. Whitmore. eS 

645 | Reading Public..............-----| Mass..) 1870 ENB ok wee ree exp nae te at soe ca csuasteamege- teense mantic ereeace| as 
616 | Stonebam Public .........-.-. -..| Mass.) 1870 SOT kas SN Agatti AS a Re ead Ree ee a = 
G47 | Ganderland2.-..<:-¢-.-:+<2--0----[MMNSe| TRAD AB! ence | coc cesesnc secs ccadececocassscare=<sasseseavseater-ececess|eserecuans| NOW BOOKA, 2071, pp. A, S 

648 | Waltham Public.............----.| Mass... 1870) 150 ....... | Cld. (17 el., sub-arranged by titles or auth., irregularly, |......... | Miss L. Haynes, Z. 4suppl © 
| | no er. refs.) No imp. | New catal., 1875. q 

649, Watertown va... cees-e-e---- | Mass... 1870) 188 ......- | Diet. (A., T., 8. W., no er, refs.) Imp. Cont .... -.-..--. 11 ..-+-.| 8. F. Whitney, Z. Ssupplto = 
| | | | 1875, 150 pp. in all. = 

650 Worcester Free Public, cirenlat- | Mass... 1870 | 349 | 9,000 | Dict. (A., occas, T., S. W., no er. refs.) Noimp ....----.) 11....-.| $.S. Green. g 
ing department. | | | ~ 

651 Detroit Mechanics’ Society........| Mich .. 1870 ae fie | MORAN rcs Moc hn oe ee cas age ae tee ae = 

652 | St. Peter. --n2-1...--s2++0---++--,| Mich..| 1870 80 | ogee] ceecce ane cec ees ee cecte ne cet ee cee Macrae cece ernenans|ecensenee = 
653 | St. Louis Law Library Associa | Mo...,. 1870) 214 ....... | A., wi. imp. | Alph. index of subj....-..+--.-s+eeeeeeeeeee)ceneee eee | fe 

tion. | | | | 

654 St. Louis Public School ......... | Mo..... 1870) 384 21,000 | Cld. index (4 div. in G groups, 21 cl., 75 sub-cl., and | 2eol...| J. J. Bailey, L. Preface is 
_ | numerous sub-div.) “Essay on the system of 

| classification by Wm. 'T. 
| | | Harris.” 

655 || Milford Wree’...:-..:-.. .-..-....| N.H.:| 1870 ME PSE eee eae eee ee Ie De ee



656 | Porismouth Mercantile Library | N. H..| 1870 BR |----c--|ene nee ecnneeenenneneceee Seeee coecne cence cneececeecserece-[eensenenee] Appendix, pp. 
Association. | | | | 

657 | Washington Library Association, N.H..| 1870 QT |e nee ee) cece e cece ne vee en cece sentence ee seeersenscereeerencoescee |isceeeenee 

Winchester. | | | | ) 

658 | New Brunswick Young Men's | N.J..| 1870 | Ba fic Ved Ss ote ee este oe seme beeen Jets Poe geal ruse ee Suppl. i872, 16 pp. 

Christian Association, | | | | 
659 | American Bible Society.......... | N. Y.. 1870 36 |----2---| APPEMMES ..-- 20-202 - own nnn sncnwerecnnennce osccn cs scene-|-seenncens 

660 | New York Mercantile ............| N.Y..| 1870 | 20,38 pe Accession lists. aon i eee ee Teed ee Is Continued ? 

661 | New York State..................| N. ¥..| 170 | 929 | c= 5.22.) Addons Of the Your 5.20. 2ncsce dns cunenetensaaceoess sae [ere 52d ann. rep. of the trustees ; 

| | | also, 1871, 72, 73, 74, pp. 204, 
| 156, 192, 185, 

G62 Saratoga Springs Union Free | N.Y.) 1870 19 )scsesees)ceceeeeeeeeseeeceeeeeceeeeeeeeeseeeeeceecerseeeereneeeseces ceeeeeeees 
| School. | | | | & 

663 | St. Joseph's Provincial Seminary, | N.Y..| 1870 15 |.------.| Cld., (12cl.) Imp ...... 20-22 2022 22 ceecee ce eeceeews se enes|s-eeeceees| Walter Scott. 3 

; Troy. | | | = 
664 Dayton Pablic.......-------------| Obio-.] 1810] 93]. ---2-.]---2-e-ceseneeesesseesececeeeseeneteeotecnsceeseaseesenees[ecenereate s 
665 | Obis Wesleyan University, Day. | Ohio.) 1870)" 26 |.-.-.2-.) cose eceeseseeeeerereeeeeecseeeetensseeesees enncessnecanes |ssteesees = 

| ton. | | a 
66:1; Altoona: Mechasiles’...-.2..25-.\Pasess| UBIO — WF |occecn=:| cc cse lee enc crea vesss senzacesoondensee sare srusscses- causes |'q22=5-023), Suppl, € i, d., Oopp: 3 
667 | Byberry Library Company, Phil- | Pa....| 1870 | 86 |.--2---.|.--0------sersnoneonceernocepnonsesntars sassessnterersosee:[penocesens e. 

delphia, | | | | & 
668 | Lancaster Mechanics’ Library As-| Pa....) 1870 RD eee Ne or bass agen neue oe aein nateiys Stew ens eve ween  tacunae tee = 

sociation. | | | = 
669 | Lewiston Library Association ....| Pa... 1870 | BD |... 22222] oe dee eee ce ene e cece eee ece ee cee ece cesar teeseetenecereessees|snceeeeee 

670 | Meadville Theological School......| Pa... 1870 | 134 ca A. No 8120.25... .2.-0.-00--ceescensesensessccescenssoces.| L1).s.22. 

671 | Minerva Lyceum, Mauch Chunk..| Pa.... 1870 BG |. --ecen.| nee ee rene ee come eee e cence eee ceereenenr eee soecas ceneceenes|eceene cone 

672 | Moyamensing Institute, Phila- | Pa... 1870 56 | .-- 2-2.) see ee eee e cece eens cece ee ceeeencneces teeeteeersseeterseereres|-coceeeee-| Suppl., 1873, 8 pp. 

delphia. 
673 | Philadelphia Mercantile..........] Pa....| | 1870) 707 |........| Diet. (A., wi. imp.; T., S., and S. W. without imp.; er. | 2col ....) John Edmand, L, 

| | $ refs.) Cont. 

674. Old Warwick Library Associa- | R. 1... 1870 | 20 |. ne. c--| nero nce e ces nnececennereneces snseccescncetecesesscsceersens|sonssenene 

| tion, Providence. 

675 | People’s, Newport....--..--..-.--| R-I...] 1870 | 338 | 10,000 | Dict. (A., T., 8. W., no er. refs.) Imp., exe. size. Cont ..| 11......| Suppl. 1871, 52 pp. 
676 | Janesville Young Men's Association, Wis -- 1870 BD |icesnase] cooveccsswwncoccmecccevccsecccccssccecscescnccsevacessccesss|-cnnessces S 

a
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677 | Platteville Young Men's Library | Wis...) 1870] 11-18 veel ee hee ch eee ge ee ee | hs 
Association. & 

678 | California State.......-..2-+.---+-) Cal ...| 1871] 908 |........| “Vol.2, general library.” (A., wi. imp., exe. size. Cli. |..........] A-P.Dietz.dthbiennialreport 
| | | index (9 depts., 55 cl.) of trustees contains addi- 

| ; 
679 | Babcock Library, ant Conn 18%: | 7 aed Short titles, without imp., in no order ..........-.--..---.| 11....-- — eS 

630 | Washington, including the Young D.C..| 1871} 51 ie eay Cld. (Bacon-Jefferson system.) Imp , exe. size ........----| 2col....| J. E, Carpenter, L. ei 
Men's Christian Association, | | | | 5. 

681 | Chicago Young Men's Christian | I...} 1871) 115,4)....... ee poe s 
Association. | | | ce 

682 | Ladies’ Library Association, De- | I....) 1871 2 Stina eae se Soe ees ete ene sesseeeee.| Suppl. of 9 pp., n.d = 
catur. | 4 | x 

683 | Springfield Library Association...| I....|. 1871} 111 |........| Cld. (12¢l,, wi. sub-div., sub-entry by T.) Noimp........| 11...... & 
684 Morrison, Richmond .....-.-.-+-- Ind...) 1871 u ios Biagio St as ca eats Peco Sate aN tc oe 
685 | Louisville Young Men’sChristian | Ky ...| 1871 BN see ce See ease rt ent ee spree a ee sae cea See Ss 

Association. | | | | | =: 
686 | Louisiana State.....-.----+-.-+++) La-...| 187 | 158 oe |eopane ous donate nediney ao asss ks Coe am Ae aE & 
637 on aout Mass .| 1871 |........ 14,30 oveeenentntntntntnteeteenntneteneresttnee teen 
688 | Bolton Town .........-.----2----| Mass. 1871 GO saga sve sssce go lace nS ear al SG al Supply dn aT To, 74s OF lee x 

| bod pp. = 
689 | Boston Public ......:----.--------| Mass.| 1871 76 poe “Eng. prose fiction.” Dict. (A.,'T.,) cont., no imp.........| 2eol.... $ 
690 | Boston Public, East Boston Branel Mass | 1871 92 |..-...../ Diet (A. T.,S.W.,cr. refs.) No imp. Cont.....--.---,| 301... 
691 | Boston Public, Lower Hall........| Mass | 1871 72 |........) “Arts and Sciences and Professions, 2d ed.” Dict. (A., T., | 2col....| Added, “Our catalogue sys- 

- - | S.W., cr. refs.) Imp. Cont. tem.” 

OGD I) 3528200 sae ccese. nance acco nescnnsc]) MEME 1871 10)|.<:..00:| * Fiction and Javetitles, Sthi-ed.". 2... cseeeccssce ces. ossfscsesssese 

693 | Dean Library Association, Med- | Mass: 1871 | 35 -roon|eeeeeeveenintuttnatetetintnerseneesensited .s++eee---| Suppl. for 1873-75, p. 15. 

cway. 1



694 , East Bridgewater Library Associ- | Mass 1871 BUGS coaes ofa tos cae see sage Deere create oath eh cate eee ea eee 
ation. | \ 

695 | East Hampton pean Mass .| 1871 it} ooo Eee bed td eaubee Peet ate ea ete See ny Siete lace ee Suppl, n. 4., 29 pp. 
@ 696 | Fitchburg Public ........-...----.| Mass .| 1871 18 |..--.-- Repl Ce ibe lnk A a eee lees 

\ 697 | Grafton Free Public .....-.-....-.| Mass 1871 31 |..-.----| Addenda to catal. of 1860-2522. 20.22. 220 srwca ns semnnecessfiascsenese] 

EH g9g | Lancaster Public.................| Mass | 1871 gp {lie SG Mia gabe ch wien ies ae Walon Wee Lie es (ea 
699 | Manchester Public .............-.| Mass 1871 BO sare nae | MOM BL ieee anc sos nena esate cs socaa sins ccieclea-canvecseentt ao 

700 | Marlborough Public ..............| Mass | 1871 78 |......-.| Dict. (A., T.,8. W., no cr.refs.) No imp.........--.0--..] 11 -.----| 
701 | Medtord Town........-........--.| Mass | 1871] it |........ Bees Ec = eae 
702 | Milton Public..............-...-..| Mass.| 1871} 216 | 3,800 | Dict. (A., T.,S.W., no er, refs.) Imp. | Subj. index .......| .........| Bulletin of add., 1871-25, pp. ; 

| | 34,20, 19. 
703 | Newton Atheneum, West Newton | Mass.) 187) TAD bo osvcsislevseurcccnsssoensesudasecsdsnpee< eases besuge suscauasssuerod | ee Suppl., 1874, 23 pp. 

704 | Newton Free Public ..............| Mass 1871 248 | 7,757 | Dict. (A., T.,S. W., no cr. refs.) Imp. Cont......-.--.----| 11 ee W.I. Fletcher. Bulletins 19¢2- N 

| | 74, pp.7, 8, 11. s 
$65] Oxtocd Head Pablo .....-i-0--...-.f Menem | dere | "(90/6 |. 2ee02 |e ieee Se, tee eae oe a 
706 | Phillipston Free Public........-..| Mass 1871 | 44 (ae nt eceecnecee scenes eceee cern scceempecscnessecccscnscossccees|.scseeenee| New books, 1872-74, pp. 4, 4, 4. 8 

707 | Salend Mechaiio’.2..s..00J0clc.| Stans || ier GaSe etc ires ere oe recs eters me secre ths enn ae eeeatee os 
hi | seine URDTOUPEME ST Sate | AGE ME Seite ts| Sie 9c eon ane eee ere eee | Suppls., 1872-73, pp. 28, 58. O 
700 | Spencer Free Public..........-.-.| Mass | i8?l 6) oh ta ee | bt gappl, nels Bp. = 
710 | Springfield City Library Associa- | Mass | 1871 | — 668 | 30,000 | Dict. (A., wi.imp., T. & S, without, F. by ref.) In certain Ee Wn. Rice, L. a 

tion, classes, as Horticulture, Theology, Zodlogy, there is class ei 
: entry, and refs, are made from the specified to the gen- s 

eral. It is, therefore, partly alph.-cld. B 
711 | Westford Public........2......+-.| Mass .| 1871 69 |... ee sssr+ +7] Suppl, 1874, pp. 12. 
712 | Weston Town ........--..--.0....| Mass | 1871 TN le eel enter ease m a DEG Arte Me eee Bate oe Pate Oreo ee Ree nat 
713 | Worcester County Mechanics’ As- | Mass .|_ 1871 85 j---..--1 Papen shi on onoessecaccactestsanezeregsaansnaid aeeeeeee-} Add., 1872, 12 pp. 

sociation. | | 
714 | Detroit Public .............-..---.| Mich. | 1871 3 |..-022-.| SUPPL! Ao. se ccansesesenseesgeceeeessece cence coereee| 2001 .---| 
715 | Jackson Young Men's Christian | Mich..| 1871 WM oe Seta loads tay on Ses gener ee sae <= anacceres cetcasier i cetaeeaet== ese el 

Association. 
| 

716 | Missouri State......2.............| Mo...| 1871 BT gh veo ovees ans ond tage macys ao- «xn anggenetePwessiors sa sdeeerien == =r sntteresst 

717 | Nebraska State ...............-.-.| Nebr..} 1871 GA | pda ces g]v twee 20 scence cecunteescdwecenecesasseshecies ves edecssccsse BES 

418.| Exeter Lown. ...--:<---.+-<<sas-34] N. | 2871 GL |. ne cee fener eee e ee en eee ee eee cece eee eeceee ee ee ee econ eeeeceeeeeceeee |oeeeeeeees| Suppl. n.d., pp. 10, 
719 | New Hampton Literary Adelphi. | N.H..| 1871 a4 Se Seen I = 
720 | Buffalo Young Men’s Association.) N.Y ..| 1871 416 cat enbnatvenctel edbaednaoeewedmen et oces itt Nes sobs cate dada, a eZ ©
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& Aaa | a 

Wat | Winsbing . -<.1...-2...--2.0-ces | BY | | HOM | £0 [isis dapat aeaiaurs ame iene ete ann ttt cose] Add. of 1872, 7 pp. y 
722 | Troy Young Men's Association... | N.Y..| 1871 | 68 | al Wa wiDp.c 5 venue pass eee o ene ous Senos eda reo daw Sases estar eeewess = 

425 | Washington Heights (N.¥.City) | N-¥.-] det | 92 |---| soseecceeseeeeeceeseeececencceeeceeeeceeceenneenetecscese enacts | = 
724 | Cincinnati Public..........-.2---.| Obio..) 1871 | 644 | 30,306 | Dict. (A.,T.,S. W.,n0 cr.refs.) Imp ..-..-..-----------.| 11 ....-.| W.F, Poole, 

725 | Mt. St. Mary's of the West Sem- | Obio..| 1671 | 426 |---| sees eeeeeeseeeeedeerenseesceeessceeteeceereceeascaeee|eeneeneee Ny 
inary, Cincinnati. | | | = 

‘ 726 | Germantown Preparative Meeting) Pa....| 1871 O2'| cur | aeea eet al dooce tee amb vet cemae a eee ee SoU vats a Ss 
of Friends, | | | | = ; 

727 | Philadelphia Apprentices’ ........] Pa... | ISTL | 200 ---..22.) Boys! Dept .o.-.eveceeseeeeecseeeseeseeeseeeee seeeeeceeecs oeeeeeee: & 
728 | Strathmore College .....-......-..| Pa-...| 1871 | 32 |.--.....] Diet. (A., T., 8. W., no cr. refs.) Imp., exe. sizo-.-......--.] 2el..... = 

. 729 | Franklin Lyceum, Providence ... | R.I...| 1871 | 136 yee tee eer peierion = 
730 | Lonsdale Library and Reading | RI...| 1871 Mae ce ek Reet sd conn cert ree ee et tanto ae du tae Cred teen oh eater tt cen cress Ss 

Room Association. | | ‘ & 
731 | Tennessee State.....-....--.-----.| Tenn isn | 432 | 18, 500 | A., wi. imp. (lives put under subj., not under auth.) | Cld. |.......-..| Geo. S. Blackie. ee 

| index (16 cl., 31 diy., 97 sub-div.) 3 
732 | Galveston Mercantilo........----- ter. 1871 50 | ee Beye er ea te eens eg eee = 
733 | Bt. Albans Free........-.-..-..--.] Vt---.| 1871 Sa lcre Slaves tacts adh seame sere Reto ceae a a Unease ne roti a 
734 | Washington Territory............| Wash.| 1871 OG) ee ec cetye eee kere ecccgeetatee aves cseuen sv ee cece oll ee oes | epord on len Cerel (ariel eae 

| | | | brarian, = 
735 | Sacramento.....------0---e+e-----| Cal...) S72) 5A)... Yes aes Aeneas ees ea ene econ = 
736 | New Britain Institute .........-..| Conn.| 1872 2 [oe Re at eon ere ree oes Oe ele ae 
101 | Dnteol Staaten Clot SignalOtionr | OO ke). <S879|., F7| 3.2. ---[occte ss ccesesacseeateve nec santeaetoaneee- otbate ein sge teen es ae i 
738 | United States Surgeon-General’s | D.C ..| 1872 | 454 | 13, 330 | Auth., with imp. & paging. | Alph. index of the principal | 2col....| Also “List of Amer. med. 

Office. subjects, referring to authors’ names only. journals,” 30 pp., 1872. 
730 | Peoria Mercantile.......--2.------| M....| 1872| 109 | 7,457 | A., wi. imp. | Cla. index., (W. T. Harris’s system) ......-. |!.---..--. 
740 [Set | Hiss) i | oa Dict. (A., T.,S. W., cr. refs.) No imp. Cont............--.| 2col....| W.L. Rowland, Z, 
UL | Indiana State ........s.see----+--| Ind...| 1872 | 100 |....--..] Cld., sub-entry alph. by titles. No imp.......--e+eeeee0-|ee-eodeeeel Tede Sanne, Le



742 | Towa State.......-4-seees--s----- | Iowa. | 1872 | WAZ | wee | ween nt nee nese ne cee teen etn n ess ceeenecasesceseerere- | --------,| Rept. State lib, contains addi- 

| | - tions. 
743 EG wa en. ay. 1872 Cg) | ee | wen jiige ence: peeserspaned pyONS Ts ius Gacnses caper suas Sencsas iogie Gio a 

744 | Louisville Library Association ...) Ky .. 1872 | Gk [os cee reli eee atak ages aang ape aat te adeno was aeeeceuss: eee ces 
745 | National Home for Disabled Vol | Me.. | 1872} 100 bese Teese ent geet eee antec tee te ens eee ee 

unteers, Togus, near Augnsta. | | | | | 

746 | Independent Order of Odd Fellows, Md...| 1872) 193 |.....-. | Glanisgc nis susan tone sace neces 
Baltimore, | | 

747 | Barre Public Library .........-.| Mass | 1872] 76 |......- | Fi Seeks Fale OVI r a asa exe Tas a OTA TE ata Lee Lenten ONE ‘ 
748 | Beebo Town Library, Wakeficld..| Mass .| 1872 OSH saieees Ves ahora sus RR a oe eee ess Ee 
749 | Belmont Public Library .......-. | Mass. 1672 | GBB Nats ev es |: sc cuceeoes cae teiecse vac oan seule accuse ea ecs ee Paws 
750 | Beverly....-...-.s-----e-+-0-----| Mase .| 18729 8 es JEtweiMapBD 222s !on, Vacs ae cota oer nale, eo oe ue sateen un rake 
761 | Boston Public, South Boston | Mass . 18 @|........| Diet (A.,T., 8. W.,er. ref.) Imp. Cont.........0--+2---| 2001 .... PA 

| Branch. is | | | &; 
Gi || Chatiortown Biliios.i-cisesssse:| Mines | 16ma| — 1084]0-5.2: | Suppl., 1862-72. Dict. (A., T., 8. W., no er, refs.) Imp. | 1.2... = 

| ‘ | | | | Cont. | 8 
753 East Walpole ..----+scs-seeeeces.| Mass - tee | 15 |......-.| Sa CS sy nc as Some < pik sn alee tae lhe A = 
154 | Hollis Social .............-.------ | Mass.| 1872] 68 jee | Dict. (A., T., 8. Ws, n0 or. refs.) No imp.......-.-.------| Gen.11 | Miss A. Appleton, Supplin Qa 

| ‘ | Tuly, 1872; append. in 1874,  S 
| | | 11 pp. = 

755 | Holton, Brighton.......-.+.....--.| Mass 1872 336 9,000 | Dict. (A., T., 8. W., nocr. refs.) Imp. cont......+-..+-.--.| 11 -.....| F, A, Whitney. eS) 

756 | Merrick Public, Brookfield....... | Mass | 1872 116 }....... [stceeeesaeeeteeeseeeseeeceeeeneetnerseeeeretenteeeeetaetes ceeeeaees Ss 
757 | Newton Lower Falls Free Pabiie Mass | 1872 M0 | eevees| cncenseeseeeeeeceesenseeeecsensenseesetearsnanaesateencns eae Suppls. 1874-75, pp. 7, 3. 2 
758 | Peabody Institute, Peabody......./ Mass | 1872 483 | 14, 000 | Diet. (A., 8. W., occas., T., of. refs) ....4..sesseeceeee-+-| Gom.11.| Miss A. L Appleton, 
750 | Pittafeld Athensums<js.02/---,| Mase.) teem) 140]. 222222| 228 sev. ecodeadeteceennteteced cgasbeneeteasacusaussactenesl eseeetes 
760 | Quincy Publip .sssese+-e-se02- | Mass .| 1672 it Nk -scs| soabanieeda wie anbads. uonete asi pes Water = Sat hese ese “ 
761 | Rockport Public...............-. | Mass 1872 OT |, 2. se, | esvatestbeusneseuega seule essen success svedeateewasalaum We seees ces 
702 | Sawyer Free, Gloucester......... | Mass 1872 MO Tcaee | Dict. (A.,'T., 8. W.) Noimp. Cont.....2..2--sses--sees--].... 2002. 

703 \ Stoneham Pablic...............2..| Mass | 1872 WR sist | Appiah Bc Bidets baa «htoel Coens ee RidadaDhaa a eel cebaeae, 
764 | Grand Rapids Public School ......| Mich | 1872 at lee seseeensenneeesnerineneneensnnennesenerttneeints ween 
765 | -Winoa.....-.0--2s0022-ceesseee0.{ Mich | 1872 BD eeeseee |ooeeseecesee settee ceeneeserescnseceeseccececessaasetecaees | cceeeeee: 5 
766 University of Minnesota, Saint | Minn.| 1872 BOS lon ate | Ava cccadwenss soseris; sods ivecssiceo> oncasaee eae se oa Wieeeomee i 

| Paul. | 
767 | Mississippi State..................| Miss.. al BU actin eo 2 od Sovee cate l etsy ane ony ace eae ere ee | S 
768 | Saint Joseph Public School .......) Mo...!. 1872 gcse St Ria peel ta wih a eee Bae htelyas one ms
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169 | Saint Louis Public School.........] Mo...| | 1872 102 | 4,300 | Suppl. A., wi.title.entry for works of fiction, subj. entry eee : i 
for indiv. biogr., local geolog. surveys, aud histories of = 
States of the Union. Cont. Anal. for biog, = 

170 | Nesmith Library, Windham ......| N.H..| 1872 6, | eden eter eesact ame tn ES tee ee Laer ee Sopa poe & 
Tal | Bergen: il. .0icc.desse is... | Ned] 182 BT | nnn c noe] neces cece cece ncn ccnne ce receeseceseececesecnncensseceee cess[ennsesccad NN 

‘172 | Bridgeton Young Men’s Christian | N.J -. 1872 ROU LRT | BOW 2, cecccscsvesssecssccvevcececsserassseeseoos=-*¥e--==t Edicane=u Ss 

Association. = 
773 | Trenton Young Men’s Christian | N.J..| 1872 55 |. essen. | cones ceneeregececccesccsensesceraesssescecetecnsaageesgeccs|sccenecene ei 

Association. : S 
774 | Brooklyn Young Men’s Christian | N. Y- 1872 | 189,24} 4,261 | Dict. (A., T., no or, refs.) -.-..0e0-20i-veee: susee-eeereee---]---+eeee-| 4 suppl, 1875, 10 pp, a 

Association, s 

1715 | Buffalo Young Men’s Association | N. Y..| | 1872 154 |........] 1st suppl .. 2.002. ceerereee ena geyece son asecaeesar ase seersessleccseerens = 

16 | Sranblin {ibrary; Hudson <2c.5-§ Nog 1819 176 ae oot a tease no say cance vas genegcea sen sangncyq dsr nce <-e oses=a | -tosoa==) Supple, 1879, SOS 7 
“77 | Greene School Library of District | N.Y..| 1872 BZ | .-e-noe | ecececseecs sens ageseererpevecqsececsareqasrcesqurescccete:|casesences| 

No. 4. - ° gS 

778 | Judson Seminary Circulating Li- | N. Y-. 182 AT | 2220 ce doe ecesoweconnyecvaceoaunaraesneascessnaryatcerssesegeccers foocssocnes = 

brary, Stamford. & 
‘179 | Lockport Union School District...) N.Y..; 1872 DO oa vane Ao pemeyasenyuvecy ty cacesg weeercacgirue gia sks= i abenseerws one ee census 

180 | New York Apprentices’........-..| N. ¥,.| 1872 46 |........| 2d suppl. Old. (asin catal, of 1874.) | A., wh imp.......---.|......-...| J, Sohwarts, Z, i) 
%81 | New York Mercantile, ..........-.| N. ¥..] 1872 FOG tvcocco-g U8 gil. “Like the ubtel 2220.2 o ee ee ers eecesenensstettvonagecces = 

762 | New York State ........-..------.] N.¥..| 1872] 651 | 86,800 | General brary. Cld. (Sch, alph. sub.arr. of topics). Cr. |.......-<.| H. A. Homes, 8 
refs. Noimp. 

783 | Byravune tos, se tzgeeeesis..| N.Y.) * 1872 GB Perowase aN) ONDY son Wn ns ayevucnewn ee eueys vase @ <tennaeenteeee sora seareeas 

#4 | Akron Library Association.......| Ohio..| 1872 BO ec wnn Il <xawiie aoter=rinne as cceevtyecentwoe-ccuscusesr sues seqsuesubiavorceewoan 

785 | Putnam Library,Dayton, National | Obio,.| 1872 BG ito. J Diat: (An tls Baap cto amp aan secs eee aoa te cee 
Asylum for Disabled Voluntéer | : 

Soldiers. : 

196 || pAMegheny. Public Beliool:Jccis.2-!| Bexcs:! Asgeil ger) sacvce | cere sree erocuweoen cowesveneeersweene seven Wayeysowceetemeeweenas ‘ot ‘



787 | Baptist Historical Society, Phila ..; Pa... [rweeenns |p oeeeece 

Fes | eanertaien: Uieary” Gotspany, [ieee | dere | tus osc | eee cee oe eee eeepc eae 
Philadelphia, | | | ‘ ection 

789 | George Institute, West Phila......| Pa...) mal 31 |........) Titles without imprint and in no apparent order ......-.-., 11 ...-- 
790 Piiiaalphiaadppentions | Pa....| 1872} 129 be GaGa ee cee OR oetey eas Nera 
201 | Warren-Library Association......| Pa....| 1872 BD, je .2, C2 aaa e os da ae decesaccaeete te eee ec eath nee Eee Add,, 1875, 20 pp. 
192 | Bennington Free.........---------| Vb---.| 1872 120 SA eee engi Wee eee Ante ee 
798 | Brattleborough Village .......-...| Vt-...| 1872 @2 cette renteecenttnnstedhnensntiennestnecteebneesnanteenseneete 
794 | Burlington Young Men’s Associa: | Vt....| 1872 AB lives ---s[cantgssesbenen tenes gicasbesets tnescudens eats e ein tities .ck.ssbe,| Suppy ths pp 

tion. | | | 
795 | Vermont State...-...2..2.....-.-.| Vt.-..| 1872 | 200 |........| Laos and legisl. Cld. | Gen. library. Auth. Imp, .........|..--......| C. Read, L.jHiA. Huge, Asst.L. 

796 | Calliopean Society, Emory and | Va....| 1872 WE EEN cS AOR SAS a ee a ee see Ste eee 
Henry College. | | | | SN 

797 | Hermesian Socicty, Emory and | Va....| 1872 oor eter satan const csnrncementaiges can ss¥eece dace cenae ees cl vee os 
Henry College. | eI = 

* 798 | La Crosse Young Men’s Library Wis..| 1872 6 2 cd ila eedlieamte ines are tested ek | 8 
Association, | | | < 

909 | Racine: s006U5...c-ccesscacaescs4| Wis | 1872 53 | ieee areca eee Q 
800 qian Oe oo eo byee 1872 319 |.....-..| Auth., in 6 pts., with index of subj. to law books.....-....|......2... P=) 

e01 | Ansonia Young Men’s Christian | Conn..| 1873} 17 eee ee erty = 
Association, & 

802 | Hartford Young Men’s Institate..| Conn..| 1873 472 | 24,000 | Dict. (A., wi. imp., T. and S, W. without, er. refs.) Cont....| 2col....| L. M. Boltwood; Zand Miss = 

: | | A.L Appleton, 8 
803 | Linonian & Brothers’, Yale College} Conn..| 1873 | 344 | 17,000 | Dict. (A. S. W., T\ for novels.) Imp. Cont.....-.----s002.| Ll sees ; 
804 | Manchester Library Association ..| Conn. 1873 a| sve enenneennenneceeneeneeneatinneeeattantsee Eriesseate 
605) | Meriden ‘Young Men's Christian |@onal:) 267g! |' 47/4 |... 5.2.2.2 552 ccccage sac seacenanescsdatcsedsascoeearisbaspsoneicemesp eesseetes 

Association. . r s 
806 | Wolcottville ........-:.........-..| Conn../ 1873 BE No ance sls naunasn nce <aus snp ecadethnnecepansouees teo4ainecneleea oat Use ntaee 

807 | United States Department of the | D.C..| 1873 ADT frsess coc hec seeps baa a sears ae eee eee ewan rece seasama yeas asv aeons. FU OR IAT To Alls 
Interior. : | 

808 | United States Surgeon General's | D. C ../ 1873-74 |1193, 956/25, 0008) A., wi. imp. and pp. | Vol. 3, suppl.: Anonymous, Transac- | 2 col ....| J-S. Billings, Is 
Office. . 319 |15,000p.| tions, Reports, Periodicals. : 

809 | United States Treasuty Depart- | D.C...) 1873 WA tafe Ses sececeeeeeeeeseeeseteneteceeecsucaeeeeeessecascteeteesseeeT:|oeeeeeeees 

ment. | i be 
10 | Washington Library..............] D.C ..| 1873 OFA segeen aba fl orcagh catee Sep peve rent soaks etemestegh disroeqasyhiss pacsafe-ecaee 2 &
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ee enn ee No 6 eee ee ee 
2 & | 424 : : Ze| & | 22 

| Library. . é 3 | My ss | Description. Compiler ; notes. 
See eta [2 {|a"| €.| 83] 

ees | we} hot: RO ee yy 
£12 | Indianapolis Public......--------.| Ind...| #873] 365 | 12,790 | Dict. (A., ‘T.,8. W.,cr. refs.) Imp. Cont.....-----+-e0-++| 11 --+-++| Charles Evans, I, = 
813 | Fort Dodge Post.........--------.| Kans .| 1873 LN Siege oie eae oom eee ace = 
BUG) Peeters iia, acne Pech ny of Mean cfr SIS | - RT A Cans a eee oe ra sek Seer ese te iburracet ct etereee reef ae sree 
Sis;| Eonleyille’ Odd Hollows Library | Ryt.. tend | Yas | ie.c0b.| Dees Ost cesta ols fen ors ace mice ee ea & 

| Association. | = 
Gis | Bangor Library Assoolation \Y--.| Ste!t..| “Tors | Qual slgee. Laat ee eee eo es ae Se ie 3 

pir cbrainer Babies vale | Mer |  deqsif- agi lees Wie, eect, ccs) eee eie eee ee ie eon ec ee erie amp res = 
818 | Portland Mercantile Library As- | Me....| 1873 163 see tt dente cersneereccencscsegencnscccssnccensconrcoscccensccce|occccowcne| SUPPL, n, d., pp. 14, § |S | 
819 | Amherst Public.......------------| Mass | 1873 26 | Pera sere tae tency ood for Ets noyvny Popeye PaGaL a me (IE s 
Bab enter cco. Sl anasto nets |ictay hee" | ea lee ee 2 ee te Reem iee IR aetna) x 

* gat Boston and “Albany Reitroad | Maas | 1s73| 16 J Cla. (10 el.) No Imp €X0. 20, OF V8 ns ceeeeenceeeeenenn| 11......| H.C. Bixby, Z. & 
22 | Boston City Hospital ..-.-------.-| Mass.| 1875 | 24 | --s.---| sees sesssecesnee seeeceneeeseeeeceeseseencenesennesenseeees|ooeeeeteee q 
é25 | Boston’ “Wteatants Apprentices’ | Mies.) 3678} - a6 |.222052.]..2bsesctedeiseesccctccccschot eco ctatee seco eeedcackee | besteceee = 

Library Association. | | | = 
#24 | Boston Public, Bates Hall ........| Mass./ 1873 | 65 | *6, 500 | Tosttengravings, Alph. of engravers, wi. refs. fr. painters, etc) 2 col ....| Parts of 5“ Bulletins.” a 

"895 | Boston Public, Central Library ...| Mass .| 1873 ne ramemnmoa carer ts 
826 | Boston Public, Lower Hall........| Mass .| 1873 | 304 |........| 2d ed. of a class-list of Hist., Biog., & Travel. Auth, wi. |......--.- = 

| imp., S. without; biog. data, and numerous notes charac- | S 
terizing the works and referring to books in other de- $ 
partments of the library,” | “ 

627 | Boston Public, Roxbury Branch ..| Mass .| 1873} 140 | 5,000 | Dict. (A., 'T., S. W.,cr. refs.) Imp, Cont.......2-.ses-e00-|-ceeeeeees 
£28 | Boynton Free Public, Templeton... = 4618 | 14g |.22-222] seb lee erected gobs corey eco ireiat cen mmily Pes aera nl ates 
#29 | Brookline Public..........--.----.| Mass :| 1873 | 623 | 16,000 | Dict. (A., 7, 8., some er. ref.) Imp.....-....0:c2s!2.02-| 11--2---] Miss M. A. Bean, ZL. 
830 | Dalton..-<22.2--25.c-sbs520-......) Mass.) iets 21 i i a ae 
831 | Fitehburgh Publie...-......:.-.-.| Mass .|| 1873 100 | 202002. [ennnee eevee enncorerevccesccceerences sees epccvcvecccececetece| soccccees! F



€32 | Franklin Typographical Society, | Mass.) 1873 47 |-------.| Cld. (7 cl., under wh. an aipb. arr. by titles)......---....-..|.1-------- me | 
833 | Hamilton Free, Globe Village.....| Mass 1873 | MD Se svavca aan nsapaknnhapeupnasneusenadhineinjeseassannsKoanens Ree aes foal 

34 | Lawrence Free Public ..........-.| Mass :| 1873} 341 | 9,000+| Dict. (A.,'T.,8. W., no cr. refs.) Imp. Cont, Class-list of | .........| W.1 Fletcher, L. 
Biogr. & Drama. | Sep. catal. of books in French and 

| German. , 
£35 | Leicester Public........----------| Mass | 1873| 75 | 2,800 | Diet. (A.,'T.,S. W.,no cr. refs.) No imp.........---.----.| Gen.11. 
836 eer ee ead Mass . tere dient BEG OOO each cel ieee tua ta ironman pedtewes tamnabakaresen i epasetwee 

837 | Massachusetts Horticultural So- | Mass..| 1873) 155 |... ....| Diet. (A., wi. imp., S. W. sometimes wi. imp., sometimes |.......... 
ciety, Boston. as ref.) 

838 | Milbury Town ...............-..-.] Mass..] 1873 TB}. eccce| AMONG c2zes= cece use oe asso t es cSva sees oeccpesavaceeesse:|icwcceee ay 
#39 | Pittsfield Athenwum.........---.-| Mass.- 1873 | ROW evan) SE BUDUE <a sntein ae oc von ceevews eae ceweweusessaces cee -oaessace|easmen=on 

840 | Rutland Public «..........-...--..| Mass.. 159 | WO Woe oad note tee cre are tet att see a a nate eee be meee dies 5 uae ata S 
841 | Somerville Public.................| Mass..| 1873 Bd 2622 oof Diet, (Ay Ts) < Combe Mo tmp, teen. sean ncn omesacy pean: | enue seus : & 
#42 | Springfield Young Men’s Library | Mass..| 1873 | MAT sca ll oes cosets cus eeu pet Sach oe sees pean eae went eae g see se eceae | como aS = 

Association. | : : = 
843 | Sturbridge Public......-.......---| Mass.. 1873 | AD sescce ec udeeesc ea ee Vesey ee see aan Ausesues lett, Sieg BOO me added duriny 1070)46 7s iaaem 

: | is pp. 39. So 
@44 | Taunton _.-- 2-2. 2-2-2 --t-nn~-], MBOL.| A6Y8 ROS io- ois a pe 21 Sor sch oie ete tee Rye 1c, nee Aas Sere cleaver s 
45 | West Springfield Library Associa- | Mass... = BO cies et dP steea Sic inion butt Pr ino aap ad cn cise ck See een cata oe c | eeete S 

tion. sé 
846 | Westfield Athen@um ...........-.| Mass..| 1873 ABS | peabsoes | wes s2cece et lodes eossee ss ego Fie pees ta sapecd ese eed ee ee| eee s 
847 | Winchendon Public.............-.] Mass - ler 4|........| List of books added. A.,T. No imp. 2col......-....--.| L1....-- 2 
845 | Kaiamiacoo- Ladies Library Aes. | Mich) A879} 504 25.2. Ao ites nue Bs- asancataancaasbos dens ate cvesesealgnnns | tached 

ciation. | < 
849 | Kalamazoo School District No.1..| Mich . Sei S08 Belew a dtc A coe oe ead Oe a unset he ee aero 2 
50 | Marshall Ladies’ Library Associa- | Mich .| 1873 BT | icuscee4.nsi9cesee bans tase. gue esaceuuy sccuascessa-22 sseaeeeeewra| ccotee aed 

tion. 
€51 | Michigan State ............-..++--| Mich | 1873} 293 |........| Cld., (5 sections, the Ist in 8cl.) Place and dato........-..|...-------| Harriet A. Tenney, L, 
Bee | Northborough Wee :--2<2-sseco 4 MO fein gy CAO ed ra dee eae ce te sence eee eet) seat eaee feaeaeeeioe 
03 | Saint Peal Library Adecelauon's |) Mtn |) dese AP see | ta hae ns) ee ee een Re 
854 | St. Louis Public School .........:.| Mo....| 1873 |...2.-..1 4,300 | Suppl, ike catal, of 1870 ...2.0-..se0ecs2oec0sesceecuel] ves coene 
855 | Fiske Free Library, Claremont ...| N. H.. | ago oss nolan d poe aeecee sae acco oe ieee as | oes A SOD 
856 | New Hampton Social Fraternity... N.H..| 1873 RU caf zest cae ee eee ee gees = 

; * Engravings, ot
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Library. | 3 | e2 | s Ss 2 Description. Compiler; notes. 

}2 se sel <3 
857 | Dennis Library of the Newton | N.J ..| 1873 95 |....... | A. (arranged by Ist letter of the name only, | Cld. index foo Rey. M, Barrett. yy 

Library Association. | (14 el. sub-arr, by title.) 

858 | Franklin Lyceum, Hoboken.......) N.J ..| 1873 BL |---- 22. [nnn en cee nee nnn ncn nnnc ew nn enews ecece scence cscecesccssn-|sascencce:|' & 

Bad Vhs eerste POTD pels See |S B68 fos zeeteese tg ete es occe ng seta. Tansee aye eas S 
#60 | Batavia Library Association....-.| N.¥..| | 1873 BB |. oo | cence cote ee cece ee ceweew cw en ee ennnne coc eee connec ccccce tonnes |ieeeeeees % 

861 | Batavia Union School.........----| N. ¥..| | 1873 MO | 2 -- 2.) 2secn ccraec tune ee vocne- scence apacc=ss0sseonncoserese-a5s"|-onvcaaas =: 

fel pBrogkiyn Cougs Bree -..ncosca Nel, ARIS] TIO rec. oboe eweerenchen. ceeds cnzeantaeea- sae eecersnanneansaaat oq eee eDDDE, 1ats, GC DUe 3 
iy V-Gprunsebutgtion’ teen tea oe Ve Seep apt rap tacos atsitts ae. n sn. tan ceetacpawasd asst conaveverereecena amet = 
64 | Saugerties Circulating Library | N.Y..] 1873 | 28,2 |...) cesesseceeesescseeeeesseseeesceneetenetecees areceeecetace |eeseeeee Se 

Association. | . 2 
£65 | West Chester Library Association] N.Y.) 1873 SO bose ce oes toon cog aces seca Sec owes cases pees eae = 
866 | North Carolina Law Library, Ra- | N.C ..| 1873 BB |. --. 22. [--22n2 cece eee en ne ence ee cer eceecen es eee eeceeeeccecsesececs | cgeeecee Sd 

leigh. : = 
867 | Columbus Public ..........---.-..| Ohio..| 1873 34 |....... | Alph.-cld., (29 cl.,) sub-arr. by titles. No imp. Separate | ........ = 

: \* list of German books. iS) 
868 Duwleivlee-5s-¥> soe seas-e | Ohio..| 1873 WD Ve cceaso2|-2=2=-nsaveureamessesstececesccaccssoswetereestss> <s=5-m==="fossnareess S; 
on Seminary of Mt. St. Mary’s of | Obio..| 1873 WOR Ne acs a we osc tva x chen cece coued swan sass tenes sakes oe Pole, cp age, = 

the West. = 
E70 | Soba getienteceerare: irs ou bic scel POMBE GOTe ke -FBNLcc2-5. [Peete cceteas cane ie Teas sven cao ech cad See eeenee Deets a 
Sipe teOn eee Pa... 1BTS |. 22-22] ee ee | meee eeee ne cece ne ree ete cere ee cc ecescceenecneeescesees tense | seeeene = 

72 | Mechanicsburg Literary aed ee tes BF oop scsi ee eee sees eae eg oe ee ees ee S 
| tion. Z 

873 | Pennsylvania State ......-.--.---.| Pa.-- 1873 332, 600 | 30,000 | Part 1, law books and state papers; Part 2, miscellaneous |_......... 

books and subj.-catal. * 

674 | Philadelphia Carpenter's Company) Pa... | 1873 108-022) lazy ekcnuns ghe snnat aes aad ata MAAAGeAAS toaTET EMEA Le 
875 Duce Sete pe | Bar: 1873 WH 'lecceses<bsaunessncascaunes nasena scenes sssassaassaccievaseuesssnanee bee 

Women. | 

876 | Pawtucket Library Association...| R.I...| 1873 98 ho cannes: | SMGDEkcpvassnanbenadn sonencgnacasemssectsmenweresnsexere= f-sumwenss 7 

: a 
se



877 | Providence Young Men's Chris- | R. 1I.. 1873 SBD). casaaes| semigene-<dsonctens naps ccwessetussepemelccscketenancesecetes fucaceunew 

tian Association. | - 

878 | Wheeling Library Association ....| W.Va | 1873 Gi isscso sleava teers eeee svete seo aee cee ee ee ee eee 

879 | Wisconsin State Historical Society | Wis...| 1873 | 2 vols. |56,2244 Dict. (A., wi. imp.,S. W.refs.,some T.) Separate lists of ..|..-.-----.| D.S. Durrie and Miss I. Dur- 

| “religious books and pamphlets,” and of books in the rie. 
“ Holland” language, s 

80 | San Francisco Mercantile Library | Cal...] 1874 | 958 | 36,000 | Dict., (A., wi.imp., except biog. works; S., without imp. |..........| A. E, Whitaker, Z. Good 
: Association. | exe. for biog. works; T. without imp. Or. refs.) Cont. preface. More typographi- 

Full anal. cal distinctions than usual. 
22d rep. contains appendices 

: Aaud B. 

ee1 | Danbury:.s2-:2...2.2.2:.--2..+---| Conn.:| 1874 QOSE. carats |ncstacsa weacsessrcatecsentcatece rns sesaraseaeaeees inten | aeeeenver: 

g92 | Ousatonic Lodge No.6, 1.0.0.F., | Com .| 1874 36 |J:casiss| DeNo tpt aro evan Te eee tet N 
Derby. a 

Ge OA Ayame UU Teorary, A suoeiatlan {Til ifs dards) os nye ta [eet eee) ee oe aera ee = 
e24 | Illinois State Penitentiary ....... | Il....| 1874 | 198,11 |....... | The pp. 11 cont. the “ Deutsche Bibliothek.”............. | SRiee e 
se5 | Mendota Library Association... | M....| 1874 fy eke 1 ya Saezens (hs Sede cant anne crea ch aae ated Meet et ntl SRR : 
ge6 | Warren County Library and Read-| Il... | 1874 BELT raf ee ae ee age ee ey Eee ee ey 

ding-Room Association, Mon- = 
mouth. % x 

ge7 | Fort Wayne Catholic Circulating | Ind...| 1874 | 37,8,8 |....... | One 8 pp.cont., “Deutsche Biicher,” the other “Livres | -----.-- Ss 
Library Association. frangais.” = 

seg | Dubuque Young Men's Christian | Towa..| 1874 | 1413 |....... |------scseeseeeeesccseeeecesecoseeececeseetecneesennseaene.[resereees Ls 
Association. 

ge9 | Kansas Prison ....2-........-..-- | Kans .| 1874 Ba ae [esi Sac toc ese tags eaee a aos vet geet ererauee ce pe ectaee 
890 | Auburn Young Men’s Christian | Me....) 1874 MA |. noe a] nomen cewncecennnnceeces coecenecsooens senscencnscncesscasan.|oceecsnss+ 

Association. 
91 | Baltimore Mercantile Library As- | Md...) 1874 116 | 6,000 | Eng. prose fiction. A.and'T, No imp...-..----------e0+.]-+e0+--+-| J+ We M. Leo, L. p 

sociation. z 
92 | Maryland State........22..--.--.| Md...| 1874 94 | .......| Miscel. books and state papers. | Law library. | Subj. index |.--+------ 

} to the law treatises and index to American reports. 
93 | Andover Memorial Hall...........| Mass..| 1874| 180] 4,953| Dict. (A.,‘.,S. W., with class-lists of biography, drama, | 11......} S: Raymond. 

poetry, etc.) No imp. @ 
£04 | Bigelow Free Publio ....0.-:5.20-.| Maes..| 1874 | 941] 5,000|..2-20%0.02..¢ssccesessvoosnanceacnssceceedectacesoasccues.[orenrs=o=" 3
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£95 | Boston Athenwum ........--.+--- | Mass../1874-80"/ 3500 | 97,000 | Dict. (A., T.,S., partial F. by refs.) Fall er.refs. Imp. | 2col....] Begun (in 1872) by C. RB. Lo- yy 
| | | Falleont. Full anal. ; well; continned and ed. by Su 
| | : | | ©. A. Cutter. = 

896 | Brockton Public .---se-0-2e-0-20 Mass..| 1874 tere ie Oe eee ee aa er ec eae eee Z S 
‘607 | Fall River Public......-.--+2-+---| Mass..| 1874 | 383 | --++++-| Dict. (A., T.,S. W., no cr. refs.) Imp. Cont...........-.--.| 11......| By C. M. Smith and George Wy 

i | | | = W. Rankin, Appendix,1875, 9 Si 
| | | | 96 pp. S 

aoe | Fitchburgh Public ..... ..-+-+--.| Mass..| 1874 iB: | sete Nettapptned ae Be UT. Se lent aves ona e a eat 
09 | Goodnow Library, Sudbury....-..| Mass..| 1874 | 108 |........| 2. se.eeeeeceecce cesses seseee seeeeeceseceeaeaessnseeesenees|coeeeeeees] Suppl J, 1874, 5 pp. BS 
oi Grafton Pie P| Mase. 1874 BE ceil MMOD GENIE Sra sends dieesethnha nen vattaaeel bheainoalatlar saad oe 
901 | Greenfield Library Association....| Mass... 1874 BN Sh oc) BUDE eae oe aap aio edna tet Bete pe ceaice|ee ee eens 3s 
902 | Holbrook Public ...............-. | Mass..| 1874 POSE CROAT Sao yearn ca etree eee ves Oe age ean eves eas s 
903 | Hopkinton Young Men's Christian | Mass../ 1874 Ocoee al deena ae Akt sates cued Me Win arreas = Eases |e ree = 

| Association. | 
904 | Hyde Park Public...........-..-..] Mass..| 1874 30 |---| mga Nie Et) Sees ce ee Cot ieee < aS een hese te g 
905 | James, South Scituate.............| Mass... ima 24 |........] Partly A., partly T. No imp..........-----se----+-e--2-.| 11...-..| Suppl, n.., pp. 4. Ss: 
906 | Lee Public......-ese-ceeeeeeseee:| Mass.) 1ST | AT | eee) cecee sees ececeeee coeeeereeeesseenenecucnenseceseeececetees|setennes & 
907 | Methuen Public..........---.-----| Mass..| 1874 BO SN ae Bessa gu erent sic auyecchs sauce venpseeccaue Nosos-p aa areeee 
P08 1 Mitford Towas-civeccns.czxse-s-2-| Mapmoi NUTS (99)| 1 CO csnace | acc cae se eat cuetout ceeseisaeztas lao. ss eia es cuadae uence coupe oe eT a R 
gon" | Somiarapipn Pablio,.--2-.5--225.]. Masso] AGTE| > Ap8| Ios cesar} tee sy lassen tae dan sae leek cee eas nos coxees tesase peseeclea canines = 
910 | Orange Free Public ...-.-.---.--- Mass... 1874 Is ro Sg ce sears weee Phresh acta tat eee aeheeey Seat eee i & 
911 | Oxford Free Public ...........-...| Mass..| 1874 MY cece) cece ee eeeceeeneceeenceenseeeecesaceeecsttesteneraneneaens seneneces 
92 | Provincetown Public............-. a 1874 | 53 aes | Sadie ceeceeese ene eeamainssnpeegc ands sos e~s+beaeaonp apenas] Gokeakews 

913 | Reading Public............-.---- | Mass..| 1874 SA Locate] OOD coatings oi paar sage ee rey eevee nie 5 ese 
914 | Rockland Library Association .... Mass..| ISTE | G0,4 |.---noe.| ence neneeeeresreeeneeetcenedecnenenenesceceseceeeecassee:|sacasenee: 
O15 | Spripehell Rowiiackcse cases ea'cassl| Mammal ASTER lh ie seces Mee pe eee aa see eee cos cir eee fee 
ae | Sterling Public........------------ an 1874 90 | — ee tee cece scene cers ce cecwes coccee eee neces nececesenccccnees]ssesceenes 

917 | Upton Town ....------------------| Mass - 1874 g1 |........! Cld., (10 cl.) Noimp..-..-..-2-+-.--------+-e2-ecenereeee-| LD] ea-n-e bs



al West Brookficla Public...--.----./ Mass | 1874 | BO | nnnne.| onnee ennee eee ne nen ene nn eene enews ene ene sec et eeec ee enereeeee: | ceeeeeeee| Suppl, m. d., pp. 16. 
919 | West Roxbury Free ....-..--..--.| Mass.. 1874 | PO A nace: F AAO, GINO 3 sciatica hilt sin cca eal RET 

920 Westboro’ Town -....-.--.---+----| Mass-. | RA PB deed coe eee ee ee | 
921 | Williams College ...-....-.---.--.| Mass... 1874 | 233 | 20, 000 | --- <2. ni wm aswniinseneentetocserncnsecesenscwnccnsmoccesnna:| seeeeeeee| 

922 | Winchester Town ........---..--.| Mass... | 1874 | 108 | 3,350 | Dict. (A.,T.,8. W.,nocr.refa) No imp. Nocont........| 11..----| 
923 | Worcester Free Public ........--.| Mass... | 1874 251 | 3,989 | Suppl. Dict. (A.,0.,S.) No imp. Class-lists of drama, | -........| 5: S. Green and Miss 8. F. 

! by titles, and poems, by authors. Earle. 
924 | Worcester North District Medi- | Mass... | 1874 ee eek oe acy are on oe rete pe eee ne ee voles 

| * al Society. 
925 | Adrian Public Schools ............| Mich . | 1874 BG \arinot | tas inuran thas 12 a eer ee tens ciana Kaan eere meee nena 
926 | Stillwater oe rae ee Mich... | 1874 $61 ceatul Gale lotions, apauhuvtainee suhaennpeam eet eestor : 
927 | Minnesota State ..........-.--.-..| Minn. | 1874 OB [srsscea | Lets betc hn te creat ne tet ce aie Scone sete ce atcee fo eetae ct Aa AnD ae aut LeAnne 
$8 | Ste Cloud Poin se stere seta Mle. ABTS | 286-| eco esses cee sh Seeesar setae sees teres scm teescteacccte ee eae Ww 
929 | Concordia College, “‘Theologtoal | Mfo..-.: | 1876} al.) ..----d).-awanceeertutse, tavedeeys seastatele a Aeeeseeecececnenecss|eetteeeral 2 

Library, St. Louis. | | | = 
930 | Hannibal Mercantile........-..-..| Mo... | 1874 Si; [pcccccor}. sotbaqeehey Meveaaeae. que tee. we ha etuaiays eevee ow tee a = 
931 | St. Louis Mercantile..............| Mo... | 1874 762 | 40, 440 | Cld., (3 div., 26 sub-div., 200 cl. sub-arr. by A., system of E. | 11......| John L. Dyer, L. > 

| W. Johnston.) Imp. | Index of A. | Q 
932 | Theolog. Bibliothek des Evang. | Mo... | 1874 Bi. | 580: | One athiels AB anbeaie.) STi yaks: a2 Wee acictiees ssa ees || --c-- ds = 

Luther, Concotdia Collegiums, | 455 | x 
St. Lonis. | works.) | Ss 

933 | Nevada State .............-.-..-..| Nev .. | 1874 HID [PETS Sse PS Ree See as oe tee as eet eai ts oe ura cee Ss 

934 | Concord Asylum........--.-----+.|.N.H.. | 1874 a feo [ost echinacea cancel ot ena ee eee eal 2 
935 | Wilton Public ..............-..--.| N.H.. | 1874 98 | 2,004 | Dict. (A.,with imp., T.,S. W., with numerous class-lists.) | Gen, 11 Rev. A. M. Pendleton. 

936 | Bath Library Association ......-..| N.Y... | 1874 WOlencee= sc} a= ea weeesesrars eran en ececer eater ae an amete ne =n eee eae ee 

937 | Binghamton Library Association..| N.Y... | 1874 Si Lic} scaccaczcontyict eco ieee kee eae 
928 | BtopingediemeU ion Schools ss5:25-| mere! | Tete | age | S251g5, | eceesetecte 2 pee oer cares tee eee eee ee 
939 | Buffalo Catholic Institute.........) N.Y. | isva BB [oc ocSe ah, sess tac ce cee ge ah semen ese oeeser eee ieeeee : t 
940 | Columbia College.......----.-----| N.Y. | 1874| 41g | -......| Av Imp. | List of pam, (A.and T. for anon.) -...--+++++ | ceeee+ 
O41, | Harlem. 2....02-¢--se-eccces-c-n---] Wee. [ASTE 64 | cesses | ceseeceeeeeecceeeceecerseneeeseeeetscseescasensseeeneteree | seneenees 
942 | Millbrook Reformed Chureh ......| N.Y... | 1874 Oo ee ard | geen Sas eee wee eee eee ere en nea | oem ee - 

943 = N.¥.. | 1874 | 419,99 | 40, 000 sa aeae aR J. Schwartz, Good preface. 
: cr.refs.) Cont. | Fiction, T. refs. eld. nationally. | Juve- 

| nile lit. | Fiction, Anon. wi. imp, | Fiction, A. wi.,imp. — | roe 
.
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2 1/841] ¢8 sé 
ee rg FR a a ae eae 
944 | New York Law Institute ......-. | N.¥-.| 174] 614 Bo Reali nse ae peree pooper Fonte mee ere ene ner en Woe ers ‘ Ay 
945 | Akron Public .........-.-.------- | Obio..| 1874 pio | css | sreeeses sees ceoeees set toras, tactecahestgttctatteecsessesl etrerite; s, 
946 | Columbus Public....-...-....----| Ohio..| 1874 58 feces LST SCS SOURCES ES iae opens suas Seare et ae sone seeneseesees| 2-8ee foc = 
947 | Academy of Natural Sciences, ete | Pa....| 1874 Bh [csc a Pee e esceweees to ae dsc cas vec vatseie ds casdsetscoessaessce| oe eaete & 
948 | Coudersport Library and Literary | Pa....| 1874 en res errs Pree reerrrre rer eecr eter eee Bre wy 

Association. S 

949 | Philadelphia Apprentices’ :.:...:| Pa....| 1874 | 248 |..2...2,| Boye" dept i... cc022-0566. case ceedecee ccedacgsceescccdeces |ewees coe S 
950 | Philadelphia Library Company... | Pa....| 1874 yl ashe | Rama ies Pot eh coe sa 2S58t Soh Loder teen ets | Lcbsct es ABORT A pp! =. 
951 | Union Library Company, Hat-| Pa...| 1874| 188 | 7,971 | 7thed. S. W., arr. alph. by the first letter only; the letter A | 11 ......] A committee of twelve, g 

boro’. is sub-diy, into the classes Biog., Fiction, Miscel., Works 
t of Reference, Period., Theol. and Relig., Poetical, Medical, s 

| Travels, Rural Science, Politics and Law, Publie Doeu- s 
| ments, in this order; the other letters similarly divided, = 

mutatis mutandis. No index of auth, No imp. Titles q 
seldom exceed two or at most three words. = 

952 | San Francisco Mercantile.........| Cal...) 1875 | 168} 5,000 | Suppl: ....,.-2-c--s--ceccceesoecseseccccncccccesesenectes|eeeeeces = 
§53'| Beardsley Tabraky, West Winsted |Oonm | isys |. 188 | xtc..| cocetsenece sac <cceccqc=-2<¢<2-4eed-2stecee2cessccceetes-<-seaees ze a 
9x4 | Bristol ¥. M. C. Association ..... | Conn .| 1875 ip | eosrco af Ieee tA Eh) Na li ose ate So ee are ccees cee eae oe am 

: 955 | Simsbury Free:..:............... | Conn..| 1875 Be | frozsesepSesarcerevedcccoszsie sees earenit asin a asteeare tes, pssee x = 
oe; WaleniiaronCaetitutes=<c.5:-.5) | Dele toys | 108 | 2 ee ee Siete Se ee = 

997 | Rockford Seminary Libraries ....| Ill...) 18% 8) | 2,000 | SW. No tmpstscsssics7esscsczstecteasecssiees, | PV e227) Caroline Ay Potter, 2 
958 | Lewiston Manufacturers’ and Me- | Me....| 1875 | 69,11 |........| Subj.?| Au, 11 pp.--...-eeecceececssseeeeecceceeceeseeeres[ecesreee,| 3 supple, 40 pp. 

| chanics’ Association. | 
959 | Beverly Public............-....-. | Mass .| 1875 AMR |: SE ka] ei errs ES RL Sea aS 2h ps ese hee pane doce | 

860 Boston Public. .2.sscss.-+.+-------| Mass .| 1875 32 |.....-..| Chronological index of historical fiction. 2d ed. Very fall | 2:col ....| 

961 | Boston Public, Ticknor Library... | Basal) (Coc Vics Spelt eens See eee a ee soe Nace tet Label ¢ 
69, | SG00KIIG <cncc csc ---s-cesesecox:) Mammy} (Cdayolt=co=raqltosenpiny] AlDN- Gl--a--deae- yarn Sasa tere we -0=- nee score ergo



963 | Chicopee Town ........-...---.--.; Mass 1875 160 4,000 | Dict. (A. wi. imp., T. and Eee iieet ae er. refs.) Cont { 11...... 

964 | Concord Free Public. .......-.--..{ Mass - 1875, 470 | 10,713 | Dict. (A.,S., cr. refs.) No.imp....-..----+-2--0+++-00+--«- | 11L....-.) Ellen F. Whitney, Z. Bulle 
| | | tin No.1, Jan., 1876. 

965 | Cushman, Bernardston........... | Mass..| 1875 A6)) .Soecee| ABS oda: es INE Me, ALLE. | ASAD | IDES oe | Mre. a: Cushman, 
966 | Dedham Public ...........-.-----.| Mass | 1875 Sl RERePEeN Rie ick he Soria. teens aia a ota SR a2 ote | weestesell 
967 | East Walpole..........-.....-.--.] Mass .| 1875 ee $808 | twee 2. date ect ac Cy lovs sul tle tle trae Cae aaah 8 
968 | Franklin Library Association.....| Mass | 1875 GH Patel eee ee re Pee ees eres ts geese etter es ese} 
969 | Groton Public..........--.....---.| Mass | 1875 81 | 2,350 | Diet. (A. for author of whom the library has more than | Gen. 11 | Mrs.S,B, Eaton. 

| one book, 'T. or S. W.) No imp. 
roll ateiyben really Se er2 Soe || dai] ere -Sie8'| Spo fies hes den i cee eee 
971 | Lunenburg ........2.2.-20-....--.] Mass .| 1875 MY Coe Sa eee comet cedar easy oP eeein a ear eo oer aa 
972 | Melrose Public..........-......-..| Mass | 1875 Beef ns eae eS gee mene cee al Nee 
973 | Methuen Pablie...................] Mass .| 1875 U1 |. sseses | Additions, to May 1e.-seesessecseeeeseeseeeeseesceneenees [ssteeeeees| NN 
974 | Milford Town.........2..-....--..] Mass | 1875 TB :2-SES. || AGAUMO MD OMERION 2c oo: 0-2 - ein tact eh oot vx ob eau aa ass att S 
975 | Morse Institute, Baston...........] Mass .] 1875 | 108 |....... | Prose, fiction, and juvenile works..........se-000eeeeeeeeee: Here a = 
976 | Nahant Publio.....,.........../..| Masa .| 1875] 108 |........} Diot. (A., T., S. W.) ee Miss A. O. Calkin. S 
977 | North Andover Public............) Mass | 1875 GO Picci aey ee Madan sgt ie oe leu ee cacaee aie sseee ments Saree caters 
978 | Northborough Freo.............. | Mass | 1875 5 cael agea coe cosh ce ake ee su oa ose ace ceeeeen ee eect Q 
979 | Quiney Public Library............| Mass .| 1875 | 288} 7,000} Diet. (A., T., S. W.) No imp. Cr. refs, Class-lists of |.....-.--.| Miss M, B. Merriam. The 2 

F essays, dramas, fiction, poetry; 4,000 references to | longer notes by C, F, Ad- S 
| magazine articles ; numerous short notes on individual ams, jr. Ss 
| books or authors ; and long notes on important subjects, § 
| reviewing the literature. . 

980 | Salem Mechanio ..........-.-..--.| Mass .| 1875 MeL Bit Se ee ee Se eee 
$81 | Soietinibbaniie Seay Se 4 aaa 1” ape otoaes ar he oe ai ah geen eo 
982 | Stoughton Public.....:...........| Mass . 1875, PEE anak re AR Nyse aa eg 

983 | Williams College Library.........| Mass .| 1875 | 233 | 20,000 | Cld, (26 cl., sub.arr, alph. of auth., but under biography | -........ 
alph, by name of subject.) 

984.| Waltham -Publlosscscverersccycsc.f Mines ,)— FOTS |< 280 | 9/900 |e ncc cave sanveewscstesecvecestscsececssecnaoeseeiatsestawes | wantneds 
985 | Worcester County Mechanics’ As- | Mass .| 1875 RAGA cer iee los casiceentsxeasnvesiaas chedenas Riva guendbnstineseceskeneAcesruneee 

sociation, j 
986 | Grand Rapids Public School......| Mich..| 1875 4 a Foca ctesyestsecseneseesecpassoessaceweetveserssennscovensfumeasatane 
ORME Miphivan Sigieves.-.<<<ccc-csx--s) MW] IRI Ue ae Sh se bias. 2 ype esses secee setae et ee 
988 | Manchester Art Association ......| N.H..| 1875 co eee SS Bene aes ie eee meer nates A cee = 
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989 | Newark Y. M.C. Association... “a 1615 | VS pesca ce eos eee ge ee eae By 
990 | Rutgers College............--.... | N. J. | BB | ceeeee | senseeeeeeeeceeee cenceeceeeneseaees scenes cetecssnenseseenes|eneseeees =. 
991 | Batavia Library Association. .... | N. ¥..|' 1875 PU area Pie tise Peps aig Aaa Sie sepe ae seers satel see one eueaneer = 
I iliac Clie Sees eae Pe EE TRB AOY SOS eh, Ee at a adap vce lade en epeaatacanity tes acees ba 
993 | School of Mines of ColambiaColleg | N.¥. | 1875 399 |........| Pt. 1: A.and S.W. Imp. Cr. refs. | Pt. 2: Cld. (39 cl.,) |......... | J. F. Meyer, L. WN 

| wi. some sub-div. = 
994 | Utica School District Library.... | N.Y. } 1875] 120 |..2...c/|eceteecceecececeeeceeceseceececcece coscececcececesececcees. [oeseeeeee,] Algo juvenile books, pp. 24 s 
995 |, Dayton Public.......2....22..2-+ Ohio..| 187°] 69 | SEG cs stg ae Mirani: 28 cate, Me eae tere Rs exten! = 

Sebel Aialte neti Be tkescnss ote leew sel dans: ‘otis ge | Sener eos om ol yearn das PMI oe S 
997 | Philadelphia Christian Hall...... | Pa... 165 | 116)... | Spee Des ose tbe acetate cesta ee, es 

990:|' Harris Inptitite, Woonsocket... | B.Tc.). 1875 | '50'|.c2-... |-cneeneccoececsncensesecenersecocenstenssncenecnneer sntcnses|seessesees : xs 
1000) St, Johnsbury Athen@um ....... | Ver:.| BYE 12 = Oe pe MRM BN Poh Ps aise BOE a een ene eens Pet os s 
1001) Norfolk Library Association..... | Va....| ime 88 | a ET Mest cant te te eee Ue Se eose te ee ae q 
100%) Janesville Young Men's 4 Wis. 1875 | 1,562 | Clete) No trp 2-02.22 dl, = 

ation. | | = 

1003) National Home fér Disabled Vol: | Wis ..| 1875} 103 |....... [eee ee ee a x 
| untecr Suldiers, near Milwaukee | | a 

1004) Wisconsin State Historical Society) Wis. | 1875 385 | (tH) Ist suppl. Like catal. of 1873..-...-..--...2..--.+2-.2-+-+-|.2-++----| DS, Durrie and L Durrie = 

1005! Wyoming Athenwum............ | Wyo..| 1875 42 Jeseseee Sy Open eden eer Resse tec. ema ea se tem, caesar RS 
1006 Peabody Lib. Ass'n, Georgetown | D.C ..| 1876 | ieworee| A Nodmap ise: seeriste-a-ciesa)ssdesvecvercaaeyeeeuey | PTs. da] By Ht arbaviny 2 2 
1007 Jacksonville Library Association | k....| 1876 28 |100; cos:| Partly dict., (A., some T., some S, W.,) partly cld. No imp.| 11...... 

| | $1,000. 
sg Indianapolis Public............:- | Ind...) 1876 67| «+--+. | Books added Nov., 1873-Jan., 1876. Like catal. of 1873.....|......---.| Ch. Evans. 
1009) Swampscott.........J......-...-. | Mass | 1876 MN ioe es | DN Sk: CRIES WY ING fps. 2-20 Saca. ck ocak econ eS 

101) OGNeR Clty 2. nak 55 25a 3 ek se 1876 96 | phen aie | 2a enti. “B. 2 Wo imp... 22: 22032505 52 bens pancensssstses| Libis.) Boeke, ae 

* Unpaged slips. # 65,000 in catal. and suppl. 
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 

CATALOGUES AND CATALOGUING. 

I.—-BY MELVIL DEWEY, 

Amherst Oollege Library. 

Il.—BY §.B. NOYES, _ 

Mercantile Library, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

III. BY JACOB SCHWARTZ, 

Librarian Apprentices’ Library, New York. 

IV.—BY JOHN J. BAILEY, 

Librarian Public School Library, St. Louis, Mo. 

I—A DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION AND SUBJECT INDEX. 

DEVISED FOR CATALOGUING AND INDEXING — FOUND APPLICABLE TO ARRANGING AND 

NUMBERING BOOKS ON THE SHELVES — DescrieTiIoN — May BE USED IN ANY LI- 

BRARY — EXAMPLES — NOTES, 

It was thought that a description of the plan as in actual use in the 

Anherst College Library would be its best explanation. It will be seen, 

however, that its most valuable feature, the classification and subject 

index, may be adopted, if desired, in connection with very different cat- 

alogues and methods. Though the system was devised for cataloguing 

and indexing purposes, it was found on trial to be very valuable for 

numbering and arranging books and pamphlets on the shelves. 

The plan of this classification and index was developed early in 1873, 

_ It was the result of several months’ study of library economy as set forth 

in some hundreds of books and pamphlets, and of over fifty personal 

visits to various American libraries. In this study, the author became 

convinced that the usefulness of these libraries might be greatly in- 

creased without additional expenditure. Three years’ practical use of 
the system here explained leads him to believe that it will accomplish 

this result ; for with its aid the catalogues, shelf lists, indexes, and cross- 

references essential to this increased usefulness, can be made more eco- 

nomically than by any other method which he has been able to find. 

For the better understanding of the scheme there are appended pages 

5 to 8 of the Library Hand-book, giving a brief description of the cata- 

logues; a specimen page of the classification, also of the subject index ; 
623
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the directions for using the subject catalogue ; and the condensed rules 
for the headings and titles of the cards. 

The library is first divided into nine special libraries, which are called 

classes. These classes are (1) Philosophy, (2) Theology, (3) Sociology, 
(4) Philology, (5) Natural Science, (6) Useful Arts, (7) Fiae Arts, (8) 

Literature, and (9) History, and are numbered with the nine digits; 

thus Olass 9 is the Library of History, ete. These special libraries or 
classes are then considered independently, and each one is separated 

again into nine special divisions of the main subject. These divisions are 

numbered from 1 to 9, as were the classes. Thus 59 is the ninth division 

(Zoblogy) of the fifth class, (Natural Science.) A final division is then 

made by separating each of these divisions into nine sections, which are 

numbered in the same way with the nine digits. Thus 513 is the third 

section (Geometry) of the first division (Mathematics) of the fifth class, 
(Natural Science.) This number, giving class, division, and section, is 

called the classification or class number, and is applied to every book or 
pamphlet belonging to the library. All the geometries are thus num- 

bered 513; all the mineralogies 549; and so throughout the library, all 

the books on any given subject bear the number of that subject in the 
scheme. Where a 0 occurs in a class number it has its normal zero 

power. Thus, a book numbered 510 is Class 5, Division 1, but no sec- 

tion. This signifies that the book treats of the Division 51 (Mathemat. 

ics) in general, and is not limited to any one section, as is the geometry, 

marked 513, If marked 500, it would indicate a treatise on science in 

general, limited to no division. A zero occurring in the first place 

would in the same way show that the book is limited to no class. The 

classification is mainly made by subjects or content regardless of form; 

but it is found practically useful to make an additional distinction in 

these general treatises, according to the form of treatment adopted. 

Thus, in Science we have a large number of books treating of science in 

general, and so having a 0 for the division number, These books are 

then divided into sections, as are those of the other classes, according 

to the form they have taken on, We have (1) the philosophy and history 

of science, (2) scientific compends, (3) dictionaries, (4) essays, (5) periodi- 

cals, (6) societies, (7) education, and (8) travels —all having the common 

subject, Natural Science, but treating it in these varied forms. These 
form distinetions are introduced here because the number of general 

works is large, and the numerals allow of this division without extra 

labor, for the numbers from 501 to 509 would otherwise be unused. 

They apply only to the general treatises, which, without them, would 

have a class number ending with two zeros. A dictionary of mathe- 

matics is 510, not 503, for every book is assigned to the most specific 

head that will contain it, so that 503 is limited to dictionaries or eyclo- 

pedias of science in general. In the same way a general cyclopmedia or 

periodical treats of no one class, aud so is assigned to the Class 0, 

divided into eyclopwedias, periodicals, ete. No difficulty is found in fol-
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lowing the arithmetical law and omitting the initial zero, so these num- 

bers are printed 31, 32, ete., instead of 031, 032, ete. 

The selection and arrangement of the thousand headings of the classi- 

fication cannot be explained in detail for want of space. In all the 
| work, philosophical theory and accuracy have been made to yield to 

practical usefulness. The impossibility of making a satisfactory classi- 

fication of all knowledge as preserved in books, has been appreciated 

from the first, and nothing of the kind attempted. Theoretical harmony 

and exactness have been repeatedly sacrificed to the practical require- 

ments of the library or to the convenience of the department in the 

college. As in every. scheme, many minor subjects have been put under 

general heads to which they do not strictly belong. In some cases these 

headings have been printed in a distinctive type, e. g., 429 Saxon, under 
English Philology. The rule has been to assign these-subjects to the 

most nearly allied heads, or where it was thought they would be most 

sought. The only alternative was to omit them altogether. If any 

such omission occurs it is unintentional, and will be supplied as soon as 

discovered. Wherever practicakle the heads have been so arranged 

| that each subject is preceded and followed by the most nearly allied 

subjects, and thus the greatest convenience is secured both in the cata: , 

logues and on the shelves. Theoretically, the division of every subject 

into just nine heads isabsurd. Practically, it is desirable that the clas- 

sification. be as minute as possible without the use of additional figures ; 

and the decimal principle on which our scheme hinges, allows nine divis- 

ions as readily as a less number. This principle has proved wholly sat- | 

isfactory in practice, though it appears to destroy proper co-ordination 

in some places. It has seemed best in our library to use uniformly three 

figures in the class number. ‘This enables us to classify certain subjects 

very minutely, giving, for example, an entire section to Chess. But the 

History of England has only one section, as our scheme is developed, 

and thus the two might be said to be co-ordinated. The apparent diffi- 

culty in such cases is entirely obviated by the use of a fourth figure, 

giving nine subsections to any subject of sufficient importance to war- 

rant closer classification. In History, where the classification is made 

wholly by countries, a fourth figure is added to give a division into 

periods. ‘As the addition of each figure gives a tenfold division, any 

desired degree of minuteness may be secured in the classing of special 

subjects. The apparent lack of co-ordination arises from the fact that 

only the first three figures of these more important heads are as yet 

printed, the fourth figure and the subsections being supplied on the 

catalogues in manuscript. Should the growth of any of these subsec- 

tions warrant it, a fifth figure will be added, for the scheme admits of 
expansion without limit. 

The number of figures used in the class number can be decided ac- 
cording to circumstances in each library. | With us three figures seemed 
best. In smaller libraries two figures would do very well until the 

40 EB
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growth required further divisions. But it would seem better economy, 
to save handling the books a second time, to use at least three figures 
at the first, and in larger libraries four or even more may be desirable, 

The arrangement of headings has been sometimes modified to secure 

a mnemonic aid in numbering and finding books without the index, 

For instance, the scheme is so arranged that China has always the 

number 1. In Ancient History, it has the first section, 931: in Modern 

History, under Asia, it has 951: in Philology, the Chinese language 
appears as 491. After the same manner the Indian number is 4; Egyp. 

tian, 2; English, 2; German, 3; French, 4; Italian, 5; Spanish, 6; 

European, 4; Asian, 5; African, 6; North American, 7; South Ameri- 

can, 8; and so for all the divisions by languages or countries. The 

Italian, 5, for instance, will be noticed in 35, 55, 450, 755, 850, and 945, 

This mnemonic principle is specially prominent in Philology and Liter- 
ature and their divisions, and in the form distinctions used in the first 

9 sections of each class. Materials, Methods, or Theory occurring any- 

where as a head, bears always the number 1. Dictionaries and Cyelo- 

pedias, 3; Essays, 4; Periodicals, 5; Associations, Institutions, and 
Societies, 6; Education, 7; Collections, 9. In the numerous cases 
where several minor heads have been grouped together under the head 

Other, it always bears the number 9. Wherever practicable, this prin- 

ciple is carried out in subdividing the sections. For instance, the Geol- 

ogy of North America, which bears the number 557, is subdivided by 

adding the sections of 970, (History of North America.) The Geology of 
Mexico then bears the number 5578: mnemonically, the first 5 is the 

Science number; the second 5, Geology; the 7, North America; and 

the 8, Mexico. Any library attendant or reader, after using;the scheme 

a short time, will recognize, at a glance, any catalogue or ledger entry, 

book or pamphlet, marked 5578 as something on the geology of Mexico. 

Users of the scheme will notice this mnemonic principle in several hun- 

dred places in the classification, and will find it of great practical utility 

in numbering and finding books without the aid of catalogue or index, 

and in determining the character of any book simply from its call num | 

ber as recorded on the book, on all its catalogue and cross-reference 
cards, on the ledger, and in the check-box. 

In naming the headings, brevity has been secured in many cases at 

the sacrifice of exactness. It was thought more important to have 

short, familiar titles for the headings than that the names given should 

express with fulness and exactness the character of all books catalogued 

under them. Many subjects, apparently omitted, will be foundzin the 

index, assigned, with allied subjects, to a heading which bears the 
name of the most important only. Reference to this subject index will 
decide at once any doubtful points. 

In arranging books in the classification, as in filling out the scheme, 
practical usefulness has been esteemed the most important thing. The 

effort bas been to put each book under the subject where it would be
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most useful to special students. The content or the real subject of which 

a book treats, and not the form or the accidental wording of the title, 

determines its place. Following this rule, a philosophy of art is put 

with Art, not with Philosophy; a history of mathematics, with Mathe- 

matics, not with History; for the philosophy and history are simply 
the form which these books have taken. The true content or subject 

js art, and mathematics, and to the student of these subjects they are 

most useful. The predominant tendency or obvious purpose of the 

book, usually decides its class number at once; still a book often treats 
of two or more different subjects, and in such cases it is assigned to the 

place where it will be most useful, and underneath the class number 
are written the numbers of any other subjects on which it also treats. 

These cross-references are given both on the book plate and the subject 

card as well as on the cross-reference card. As the cross-reference is 

itself the call namber, a reader having any one of the three (book, title, 
or cross-¥eference) can instantly find either of the others without the 

intervention of catalogue or index. The call number is given also on the 

accessions catalogue and on the back of the book. The Van Everen 

printed numbers are used until the book is rebound, when the call 

| number is stamped permanently on the back, for in this system the call 

number remains the same through all changes of buildings, arrange- 

| ment, or catalogues. 

| The necessity of changes in the ordinary system, together with the very 

great difficulty of tracing all the cross-references, renders it quite im- 

practicable to give the call-numbers in all places where they are needed. 

Even where given they must be written temporarily in pencil, in readi- 

ness for the changes that are sure to come; for, if printed, a new cata- 

logue, with its attendant expense and confusion, becomes necessary as 

soon as the opening of new rooms, or remoyal to new quarters, or the 

growth of the library disarranges the books. 

There is a single alternative: to arrange the books regardless of sub- 

jects, and even then the numbers must be altered in nearly all changes 

of buildings or rooms. In our system the book is numbered once for all, 
and can change that number only by changing its subject-matter. Of 

course mistakes occur as in any system, but when found they are as 

easily corrected as in any other plan. Certainly there is greater hope 

that the work will be done well when it is felt that it is not to be done ‘ 
over again in a few years at the longest. 

Ifa book treats of a majority of the sections of any division, it is 

given the division number instead of the most important section num- 

ber, with cross-references. Thus, a volume on light, heat, or sound 
would be classed under the head most fully discussed and referred to 

from the others; but if the volume treated also of mechanics, hydro- 
Statics, and pneumatics, it would be classed as 530, or general physics, 

although no mention be made of electricity, magnetism, or molecular 

physies.
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It is one of the marked advantages of the plan that these cross.-ref. 
erences, notes, etc., may be added from time to time, as found conven. 
ient. It is necessary at first to find only the predominant tendency 
of the book, in order to catalogue it. If extreme care were taken to 
avoid mistakes, it might be well to keep books very difficult to class 
arranged by themselves for a time till read or carefully examined by 
some one competent to decide their true place. Cross-references are 
added when they are found necessary.. After reading, a volume of 
sermons may be found to be aimed at the doctrine of evolution, though 
this fact was not noticed in classing. When it is found, however, the 
evolution number, 575, is written under the religion-and-science-sermon 
number, 255, and ever after a reader knows at once by this number the 
tendency of the volume. It is designed to add these numbers indi- 
cating more closely the character of the book as rapidly as possible, and 
specialists are invited to call the attention of the librarian to every de- 
sirable cross-reference they notice in their reading. These numbers take 
but little room, are easily added, and in most cases are valuable. 

Collected works, libraries, ete., are either kept together and assigned 
like individual books to the most specific head that will contain them, 
or assigned to the most prominent of the various subjects on which they 
treat, with cross-references from the others; or are separated, and the 
parts classed as independent works. Translations are classed with their 

originals. | 
The alphabetical subject index is designed to guide, both in number- 

ing and in finding the books. In numbering, the most specific head 
that will contain the book having been determined, reference to that 
head in the index will give the class number to which it should De as- 
signed. In finding books on any given subject, reference to the index 
will give the number under which they are to be sought on the shelves, 
in the shelf catalogue, or in the subject catalogue. The index gives 
after each subject the number of the class to which it is assigned. Most 
names of countries, towns, animals, plants, minerals, diseases, ete., have 
been omitted, the aim being to furnish an index of subjects on which 
books are written, and not a gazetteer or a dictionary of all the nouns 
in the language. Such subjects will be found as special chapters or 
Sections of books on the subjects given in the index. The names of 
individuals will be found in the Class List of Biography. Omissions of 
any of the more general subjects will be supplied when noticed. 

In arranging the books on the shelves, the absolute location by shelf 
and book number is wholly abandoned, the relative location by class 
and book number being one of the most valuable features of the plan. 
The class number serves also as the location number, and the shelf num- 
ber in common use is entirely dispensed with. Accompanying the class 
uumber is the book number, which prevents confusion of different books 
on the same subject. Thus the first geometry catalogued is marked 
513-1, the second 513-2, and so on to any extent, the last number show-
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ing how many books the library has on that subject. The books of each 
section are all together, and arranged by book numbers, and these sec- 

tions are also arranged in simple numerical order throughout the library. 

The call number, 513-11, signifies not the eleventh book on shelf 513, or 

alcove 5, range 1, shelf 3, as in most libraries, but signifies the eleventh 
book in subject 513, or the eleventh geometry belonging to the library. 
In finding the book, the printed numbers on the backs are followed, the 
upper being the class and the lower the book number. The class is 
found in its numerical order among the classes as the shelf is found in 

the ordinary system; the book in its numerical order in the class. The 
shelves are not numbered, as the increase of different departments, the 
opening of new rooms, and any arrangement of classes to bring the 
books most circulated pearest to the delivery desk, will bring different 
class numbers on a given shelf. New books as received are numbered 
and put into place, in the same way that new titles are added to the 
cavd catalogue. The single digit occasionally prefixed to the book num- 
ber, e.g. the 3 in 421:3-7, is the nearest height in decimeters of books 
too large to be put on the regular library shelves, which are only 25 
decimeters apart. The great mass of the library consists of 2-decimeter 
books, the size numbers of which are omitted. Books from 24 to 34 
decimeters in height have 3 prefixed to the book number, and are found 
on the bottom shelf of each range. The larger sizes are prefixed with 4, 
9, ete., and are found on the special shelves provided, in order to avoid 
the great waste of space otherwise occasioned by the relative location. 
By this use of the size numbers a close economy of space is secured. 
Thus all the books on any given subject are found standing together, 

and no additions or changes ever separate them. Not only are all the 
books on the subject sought found together, but the most nearly allied 
subjects precede and follow, they in turn being preceded and followed 
by other allied subjects as far as practicable. Readers not having 
access to the shelves find the short titles arranged in the same order on 
the shelf catalogue, and the full titles, imprints, cross-references, notes, 
ete., in the subject catalogue. The uncatalogued pamphlets treating of 
any subject bear the same class number and are arranged on the shelves 
immediately after the books of each section. 

In a library arranged on this plan every specialist has his own spe- 
cial library. If he be a student of science in general, he is sent to class 
5; if his department be zoology, his library is 59; if his specialty is 
shells, he finds all the works and references on that subject in library 
o94 Whether there be a specialist to watch it or not, every subject 
thus. being in a library by itself, shows at once its resources and its 
Wants as no catalogue can show them. A catalogue cannot be made 
that will so quickly and thoroughly decide a student’s wants as the 
books themselves. Of course this adyantage weighs most in a college 
or society library, where many persons have access to the shelves, but 
even in a collection where only the librarians are admitted, the close
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classification on the shelves will be found of exceeding value. The de. 

sirability of such classing is never questioned, only the practicability, 
With our plan we believe it to be comparatively easy. 

In both the authors’ catalogue and the subject index, brevity has 

been studied because of the economy, but more because of the much 
greater ease of reference to a short title catalogue. The custom of giy- 

ing full titles, etc., under authors, and only references or very brief titles 

under subjects, has been reversed. <A reader seeking a book of a known 
author, in the vast majority of cases, wants simply the number by which 

to call for it, and ean find it much quicker in a brief-title catalogue. In 
the rare cases where more is needed the class number refers instantly 

to all these facts on the cards. On the other hand, a reader seeking 

_ books on a known subject, needs the full title, imprint, cross-references, 
and notes to enable him to choose the book best suited to his wants. 

The subject catalogue is a full-title shelf list on cards and is for the 

use of the public. The shelf list is a short-title subject catalogue in 

book form, made of separate sheets laced into an Emerson binder, and 

is for official use. We thus have without extra labor both full and 

short title subject catalogues and shelf lists. The public authors’ eata- 

logue is a printed volume ; the official authors’ catalogue or index is on 

eards. Asa result, each of the public catalogues is checked by an ofli- 

cial catalogue; each of the card catalogues by a book catalogue; each 

of the brief-title catalogues by a full-title catalogue—an advantage that 

will be appreciated by all librarians desiring accuracy in administration 

and in catalogues. 
At the same time the most useful class lists of any subject may be 

made by simply printing the titles under its class number in the subject 

or shelf catalogue, according as full or brief titles are desired. 
The Arabic numerals can be written and found quicker and with less 

danger of vonfusion or mistake than any other symbols whatever. 

The Roman numerals, capitals and small letters, and similar symbols 

usually found in systems of classification, are entirely discarded, and by 

the exclusive use of Arabic numerals in their regular order throughout 

the shelves, classifications, indexes, catalogues, and records, there is 

secured the greatest accuracy, economy, and convenience. This advan- 

tage is specially prominent in comparison with systems where the 

naine of the author or the title must be written in calling for or 

charging books and in making references. 

Some prominent librarians, while admitting the great superiority of 
the relative location for college and society libraries, have urged with 

force that in the public library, where so many thousand volumes must 

be called for, found, and charged, the additional labor and danger of 

confusion involved in giving the autho1’s name instead of a book number 

make the system undesirable. But by substituting the book number for 

the author’s name in the relative location we use even fewer figures than 

in the absolute location by shelves; for every numeral is used from 1
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upward without limit, while in the absolute location, where the shelves 

hold only 25 to 40 volumes, all the numbers remaining, which might be 
written with only two digits, are not used. As a result, more figures are 

necessary in the shelf number. When it is considered that the library 
records are simply a mass of call numbers, and that these numbers are 

constantly written and printed in catalogues, shelf lists, indexes, ete., 

it will be seen that a saving of a single figure in the book number is a 

matter of importance. 
As the numbers from 1 to 9 are not used in the regular scheme, it 

is practicable to effect a further saving by using only the last figure 

instead of the full class number of the sections where most books are 
circulated; e. g., in English Literature the number 3 may be used, in- 

stead of writing 823 for each novel charged; and as there is no other 

class number 3 in the scheme, no confusion results. 

Throughout the catalogues the number of a book shows not only where 

itis, but what it is. In the library accounts the character of each per- 

son’s reading is clearly indicated by the numbers charged, and the 

minutest statistics of cireulation- in any subject are made by simply 

couuting the call slips in the check-box, and recording the number 

against the class number in the record, i 
Our books are called for on blank slips, five centimetres square. On 

one of these each reader pencils the call number of the book wanted, 

and his name. After the book is charged, this slip is stamped with the 

date, and then placed in strict numerical order in the check-box. This 

isa small tray, six decimetres long and four wide, divided into ten col- 

unns, with ten compartments in each, numbered from 0 to 9, just large 

enough to hold the call slips upright. Each of these columns represents 

aclass, and each of the compartments a division of that class. Thus, 

the fifth column is Natural Science. The first, or 0, compartment is 

General Works on Science; thenext, Mathematics; the next, Astronomy; 

and so on throughout the scheme. No book is removed from the shelves 

for any purpose whatever, without putting in the check-box a slip giv- 

ing its number and the purpose for which it was removed, with the date. 

Books loaned have the borrower's signature, which holds him responsi- 

ble for the book. Books lost, condemned, sold, at bindery, in the cata- 
loguer’s room, in the reading room, ete., have their slips in their proper 

box, so marked. As will be seen, it is possible for the attendant within 

five seconds to tell whether any book belonging to the library is on the 

shelves or not, and that without leaving his chair. If the book be off 

the shelves, he can instantly tell where it is and when it will probably 

be back. H.g., A. B. asks for book 32917, The attendant consults 
the shelves and finds the book out. When there is no check-box this 

ends the matter, and A. B. perhaps tries a score of times to get this 

book, always finding it out, and unable to know whether it was drawn 

fifteen minutes before by some friend, or lost six months before he first 

asked for it. With the check-box in use, A. B. may ask where it is, and
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with a glance at the slip, the attendant is able to tell him. The slip 
may be marked “©, D., June 5th,” which shows that ©. D. borrowed the 
book at that time. Or it may be marked B(ind); or R(eading) Room); 
or L(ost), or C(ataloguer’s) R(oom), ete. In many eases a book is wanted 
very much, to simply verify a reference or look up a single point, and 
from the check-box the reader can learn where he can go to See it, if 
he cares to do so; or if he wants it for some time, he may ask to have 
it reserved. In that case the attendant marks the slip, under C. D,’s sig: 
nature, R(eserve), A. B. This means, Reserve this book when it comes 
in for A. B., and send him postal notice of the fact. As the slips are re- 
moved on the return of the books, such an R is seen at once, and the 
book laid aside for the applicant, Great use of this R is made both by 
readers and library officials and attendants, who often have occasion to 
consult a book which at the time is out of the building. In such eases 
they pencil their initials under the name signed, and when the book 
comes into the building it is at once brought to them. Without ampli- 
fying this matter, it must be seen that our check-box is simply invalua- 
ble for a great many purposes which will suggest themselves to a 
practical librarian. Its peculiar advantage in our system of classifica- 

* tion is that it always stands on the desk, a compiete table of the books 
off the shelves in each subject. The slipsin box 53 show just how many 
and what books are out in Physics; the slips under 823 show all the 
English novels that are in cireulation, and of course show as well who 
have them. Such a table of circulation always at hand and without an 
item of expense or labor, (for the check-box is necessary for other pur- 
poses,) will certainly be highly prized by all who interest themselves in 
the character of books read, and there has never been a time when so 
much wise attention was given to educating the taste of readers in our 
public libraries as at the present. To convert this table into permanent 
statistics is but little labor. An attendant counts the slips on each 
subject as often as may be desired and records the number against the 
class number in the record. We find the most convenient record a 
sheet ruled to correspond with the divisions of the check-box into ten 
columns of ten squares each. This sheet is useful for a variety of pur- 
poses where the decimal system is in use. For statistics one column 
serves to show the circulation of each of the ten classes; an entire 
sheet just holds the record of circulation for each of the one hundred 
divisions, or for each of the one hundred sections of any class. On the 

sheet, as in the check box, each compartment represents a specific sub- 

ject and the footing of the column a more general subject. If the 
compartment be used for sections, the footing of the column will give 
the circulation of the division; if used for divisions, the footing will 

give the circulation of the class; and if used for the classes, the footing 

will give the total circulation of the library. 
By the use of size numbers the greatest possible economy of space 

may be secured, for the size distinction may be made for every inch or
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even less if desired, and this without additional labor, as it will be seen 
that the size figure, when introduced, requires one less figure in the book 
number, and so does not increase the number of digits as would at first 
appear. Fi. g., the last history of England may be 942-118, (118th book of 
regular size.) The next when received is found too large for the ordinary 
shelves, and instead of being numbered 942-119, it takes the size number 
3and is 942-3-1 (1st book size 3). Thus the book number starts anew 
with each size number, and in some cases eyen less figures are required be- 
cause of the size distinction. 

As the books can be put in only one place, the closer the classification 
is made by sizes or colors of bindings in order to make a fine appearance 
on the shelves, the less closely can it be madeby subject matter. It has 
seemed much more important that books be grouped by their intellect- 
ual rather than by their physical distinctions; therefore we have made 
a size distinction only once in each decimeter of height. After three 
years’ trial we are unable to suggest any improvement in this respect, 
as this avoids the great waste of space usually incurred in the relative 
location and still separates books on the same subject very little indeed. 
Itis believed that the desire to make handsome shelves is giving way 
to the desire to make useful shelves, as surely as the architect’s library 
with its fine vistas of books is giving way tothe librarian’s library, where 
the books can be produced at the desk on an average of one-fifth the 
time required in the more beautiful building. 

In a popular library where there are very few books above the ordi- 
nary sizes it may be found a good plan to disregard the size number 
entirely. When a book is found too large for the shelves,a wooden dummy 
costing two or three cents can be put in its place, with the location of 
the volume itself penciled on the side. ‘The few large books will be 
found in avery few classes; newspapers, eyclop:edias, and atlases will con- 
tain most of them, and a single dummy in each class will be sufficient 
to point out the location of all the books, The size number, however, 
causes no confusion and serves an excellent purpose ina library like our 
own, where there are a great many large books. The size number should 
be written before the class number rather than after it in libraries where 
the volume number is written on the same line with the book number. 
In our library, the volume number is written as a subfigure to the book 
number, 

Parts of sets, and books on the same or allied subjects, are never sep- 
arated, as they are sure to be, sooner or later, in every library arranged 
on the common plan, unless it be frequently re-arranged and recata- 
logued. The great expense of this recataloguing makes it impractica- 
ble except for a few very wealthy libraries. In this system the cata- 
logue and book numbers remain unchanged through all changes of 
shelving, buildings, or arrangement. 

Duplicates have the same class and book number as the original book, 
but are marked copy 1, copy 2, ete. Of necessity, they must stand side
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by side, and so the reader gets the book called for, without a second 
reference, if the book or any of its duplicates be in the library, If, 

after the first demand for a book is over, it is desired to withdraw a part 

of the duplicates, when taken from the shelves, there is no space left 
vacant any more than when atitle is withdrawn from the card catalogue, 
It seems unnecessary in this place to point out the very great advan. 
tages of the card system, in a growing library. Certainly every librarian 
must be familiar with them. In addition to its own peculiar merits, this 
plan has all the advantages of the card catalogue principle; and of the 
relative location, which has been used and very strongly approved by 
prominent libraries. Asin the card catalogue system, there is room for 
indefinite expansion without devices or provisions. Space is the only 
requisite, and if the shelf room is exhausted, the floor space is equally 
good, except for the inconvenience of stooping. 

In our library as much space is left at the end of each subject as it is 
expected to fill. At the annual cleaning, as the books are put back on 

the shelves, these allowances are corrected, so that we seldom have to 

move subjects along to accommodate new books, unless there be an un- 
expected increase in some department. Some libraries will prefer to 

fill the most convenient shelves full and move along as new books are 

received, The labor of moving is purely mechanical and will be found 

very trifling indeed, compared with the advantages gained. But even 

this labor is almost entirely avoided by leaving space with each subject, 

as is customary in most libraries, and correcting the allowances each 

year as the books are replaced after cleaning. The second method has 

a special value to a library lacking shelf room, for every inch of shelving 

may be used regardless of the uneven growth of different subjects. 

In the absolute location there may be fifty vacant’ shelves in theology 

while there are a thousand volumes more than the history shelves will 

contain. These shelves and books can be brought together only by a 

hopeless mingling of subjects or a change of catalogue numbers through- 

out. In our system the books are simply moved along till the new ae- 

cession has room, as the cards are occasionally moved along in the card 

catalogue drawers. It +isas impossible to overflow the limits of any 

subject on the shelves as it is in the card catalogue. In fact this fea- 

ture of the system could be explained in no better way than to say that 

the card catalogue principle, which has proved so valuable in arranging 

titles on cards, is applied to the books on the shelves, and has all the 

advantages over the old methods that the card system has over titles 
pasted into volumes, where they must be frequently re-arranged in order 

to make them of any value for reference. The librarian has never to 

consult his shelves and shelf lists before he may know that there is a 

place for the book he is locating, for every book printed has its place on 

the shelves, relatively to its fellows, as much as every title has its place , 

in the card catalogue. The class number assigns it to this place and 

all the rest of the labor is mechanical. Any attendant takes the book
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and puts it into its place in simple numerical order. To describe these 
two widely different systems of locating books, we use the terms relative 

and absolute... We do not claim this relative location to be at all a new 

idea, for it has been often used in other libraries. We do claim to have 

found a method of securing its great advantages and at the same time 

avoiding its great defects as heretofore used. 

The failure of the dictionary plan to meet the requirements of the 

scholar has been often pointed out. While it is most admirable for an 

index, there still exists much of the same need of a good subject cata- 

logue as at the first. No one questions the immense superiority of a 

satisfactory classed catalogue. But the difficulties that stood in the 

way both in making and using such a catalogue have been so great that 

there has been a growing feeling among practical librarians that not- 

withstanding the very great advantages of a good classed catalogue the 

idea must be abandoned as impracticable. Still, many eminent authori- 
ties have ably argued that the poorest classed catalogue is better than 

none at all, and that any use of such a catalogue is in itself a lesson in 

bibliography. 

» The greatest objection to a classed catalogue has ever been the im- 

possibility of knowing just where to put a book in cataloguing, and just 

where to look for it when it is again wanted. Different librarians, or 

the same librarian at different times, classed the same or similar books 

in widely different places. Where one man did all the work and held 

his place for a long series of years there was a certain degree of uni- 

formity ; but even then there was the danger of looking at the same 

book from different standpoints, thus causing confusion, This danger 

will be understood by any one who has ever attempted classification, 

and is not at all surprising when one considers how differently compe- 

tent authorities often class the same subject. But, fortunately, practical 

usefulness does not require that this one’s or that one’s ideas be followed, 

but only requires that books of the same character be always put in the 

same place, and that there be some means of readily knowing where 

that place is. The index was designed, and is found in use, to meet 

both these requirements. In making the index, each subject difficult 

of classification is referred to a specialist, and the number of the class to 
which itis decided to assign it is given after this subject in the index. 

Whenever a book is catalogued, reference to this index decides at once 
what number to give it. If the first number is wisely assigned, all suc- 

ceeding ones are sure to be, for the class number was given once for all, 

and it is only necessary to refer to the index to find what that class 

number is, so it will be seen that a perfect uniformity in classing is se- 

cured, for though any one familiar with the scheme will class most of 

the books without the aid of the index, it will be consulted in all doubt- 

ful cases. A new librarian is thus able to class in the same way that his 

prececessors classed. A clerk, if he only knows the subject of his book, 
by the use of the index, ean class just as the chief of the catalogue de-
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partment would class, and usually the difficulty is not in deciding what; 
a book is about, but where to put it in the scheme. The index aims to 

give similar words, and the same words in different connections, so that 
any person of intelligence will hardly fail to get the right number, For 

instance, “ telegraph” in the index is followed by two numbers, 384 and 

654, A book on the telegraph may be a treatise on the desirability of 
Government control, ete., and then is clearly a question of social gei- 

ence, or it may be a practical hand-book for an operator, explaining the 

alphabet and the care of the instruments, when it is as clearly one of the 

useful arts. The cataloguer ktiows to which of these heads his book be: 
longs, and the reader knows in which of its phases he wishes to exam. 
ine the subject. The 3 and 6 beginning the numbers indicate clearly 

the character of each section. If the significance of these figures was 

entirely disregarded no confusion would result, for on consulting either 
ofthe numbers in the catalogue, the scheme, or on the shelves, the dif- 
ference will be clearly pointed out. 

The writer is aware that a subject index to accompany the classifica. 

tion has been suggested, but he has seen none that at all answers the 

purpose. In a book catalogue such an index could be made referring 

to the page on which a subject is classed, but it would be useless for a 

card catalogue and unsatisfactory even for the printed volume. <A sub- 

ject index, referring all minor topics to their exact place in the scheme, 

as does ours, would be found expensive in printing and inconvenient in 

use, were it not for our numerical principle, which secures at once econ- 

omy and ease of reference. Where we have only to print ‘ Geometry, 

513,” such an index would have to print, ‘Geometry, natural science, 

pure mathematics, geometry.” This increases the bulk and expense of 

the index and so is objectionable, but the great objection is on the score 

of convenience; reference to a simple numerical arrangement being so 

much quicker and easier of comprehension by the public who use a 

library than involved alphabets and subalphabets with their ramifica- 

tions. No individual is sufficiently learned to wisely classify books on 

all subjects and sciences; but the botanist can assign all botanical 

subjects to the right number, the mathematician all the mathematical 

topies, and thus, by the aid of specialists, the index can in time be made 

reasonably accurate. When thus made, the labor of classifying the 

books of a library will be reduced to much narrower limits than ever 
before. Corrections of any errors that may remain in the index will 

be gratefully received by the author. It is plain that this index serves 

equally well for the reader who wishes to know where to seek for books 

on any subject. 

Some prominent opponents of classed catalogues have admitted that 

the subject index, in deciding where to class a book at first and where 

to look for it ever afterward, has remoyed their strongest objections. 

Certainly it would be impossible to make an index more cheaply or more 

easy of reference, it being a single alphabet of single words, followed
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by single numbers. The index is really a skeleton of a dictionary cata- 

logue. Instead of giving the book titles under each head, the number 

refers to all those titles in a way so simple and direct that it will hardly 

be criticised. The index may be made on any of the various dictionary 

plans, with all the advantages it may possess. To us the simplest 

seemed the best. We have given only very short headings in this 

index, but it is probable that one will be prepared, giving a brief indi- 

cation in all doubtful cases of the standpoint taken in assigning the 

class number. We therefore claim to unite the advantages of the 

dictionary and classed catalogues, not by mingling them together, and 

so losing much of the simplicity of one and as much of the excellence 

of the other, but by really using both, each with its own merits. Only 

one set of titles is needed, for the class numbers make them available 
for both catalogues. 

The advantages that the system possesses for making topical indexes 

of collected works, periodicals, transactions, ete., will be evident to 

every librarian. These consolidated indexes may be arranged together 

with the card catalogue of the books, or by themselves, as may seem 
best in each case. 

These class numbers applied to pamphlets have proved specially satis- 

factory. The number is written on the upper left corner, and the 

pamphlets are then arranged, either in pamphlet cases with the books on 

the same subject or on special shelves, divided every decimetre by per- 

pendicular sections. As each pamphlet is examined when received by 

the library, it is the work of a single moment to pencil on it its class num- 
ber. There is no expense whatever incurred, and yet the entire pamphlet 
resources of the library on any subject can be produced almost instantly. 

The immense advantages of this plan over those in common use, both 

in economy and usefulness, will be appreciated by every librarian caring 

fora pamphlet collection. A catalogue of authors may be made on slips, 

ifdesired. The pamphlets themselves are the best subject catalogue. 

The same arrangement is admirable for sale duplicates. They are so 

constantly changing that a catalogue can hardly be afforded, and a sub- 

ject arrangement on any other plan than this is difficult to maintain. 

Still it is very essential that there be some means of knowing what dupli- 

cates there are on any given subject. By simply penciling the class 

uumber on the books and arranging them numerically, it is possible to 

give this information more quickly and more satisfactorily than by any 

other method, and at the same time the least expense is incurred. It is 
thought that the plan would be a great convenience to both dealers and 
customers, if applied to the miscellaneous stock of a large bookstore. 

Very often a much wanted book, especially if not recently published, is 

Teported “not in stock” when such an arrangement by subjects would 

have revealed its place at once. Specialists often find on the shelves 

books that they would never have ordered, but are glad to buy after 
iu examination. Experience proves if a profitable thing for a dealer to
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have his books so arranged that each person may find those in whieh he 
is interested without examining the entire stock. 

Though designed wholly for library use, the plan has proved of great 
service in preserving newspaper clippings in large envelopes arranged by 
class numbers; and more especially in taking the place of the common 
note book, and index rerum. Slips of uniform size are used with the class 

number of the subject written on the corner. Minute alphabetical head. 
ings are used under each class number and the slips are arranged in 
numerical order like the subject card catalogue. Clippings and notes 

arranged in this way are at all times their own complete index, and 

have the same advantages over the common scrap and note books that 

the subject catalogue has over the accessions book in looking up the 
resources of the library on any given subject. Those who have tried 
this method are so enthusiastic in its praise that it seemed worthy of 
mention in this place. 

It would exceed the limits of this brief description to notice all the 

varied applications of the system. It is hoped that enough have been 

mentioned to show its wide adaptability to the wants of the librarian 
and the student. 

The system is so flexible that it adapts itself to almost any cireum- 

stances. It may be used in any one of its applications without the others, 

and with a proportionate result. It may be applied to the pamphlets 

alone, bringing order out of chaos, and solving this vexed and vexing 

problem, orit may be used for the catalogues, leaving the arrangement ou 

the shelves as before; or it may be applied to the shelves, while the cata- 

logue ison the dictionary or any other plan. This application to the 

shelves may be either with or without the book numbers. If without, the 

books are arranged on the shelves alphabetically by authors under each 

class number. For a private collection, or a library where the books are 

not loaned from the building, this last plan has some marked advantages. 

The books on any subject, by the same author, always stand side by 

side whatever the time of their reception; and what is more important, 

the author and sabject being known, the exact place of the book can be 

found without catalogue or index. On the other hand the invaluable 
shelf list must either be wholly abandoned or kept on cards in order to 

retain the titles in place, thus sacrificing much of its accuracy and con- 

venience for examining and verifying ; and (a much more serious objec: 
tion) in order to identify the book the author's name and frequently a 

part of the title must accompany the class number on all the records; 
catalogues, and references. These objections, with the almost certain 

confusion of different authors of the same name, or very similar names, 

make the alphabetical arrangement. almost impracticable for a cireu- 

lating library. The same objections apply with almost the same force 
to a ‘numerical arrangement based on the alphabet, for the indefinite- 

ness thus introduced becomes a source of confusion in any library where 

much of the routine work must be done by attendants of little expe 

rience,
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If the system be used only in the catalogues, the shelf number should 

be penciled on the card to avoid a second reference to find where the 
book is; the subject catalogue will be arranged by the class num- 

bers, and the authors’ catalogue should also give the class number 

to indicate the character of the book. If the system be used only for 

arranging on the shelves, the shelf list will, of necessity, be a brief sub- 

ject catalogue ; the call numbers, whether in an author's or dictionary 

catalogue, will indicate the exact nature of the book, and books on the 

same subject will stand together on the shelves. The system is most 

yaluable, of course, when used in all its applications. 

If our class numbers were omitted in the scheme and on the cards, 

there would be left the ordinary classed catalogue. Of course, if these 

numbers are applied to the cards of a subject or authors’ catalogue, 

arranged on any other plan, the catalogue becomes identical with ours 

by simply re-arranging the cards numerically, A catalogue is a collee- 

tion of titles as a library is a collection of books, and the question 

at issue is merely one as to the best arrangement of these titles; the 

scheme, therefore, can be applied to almost any kind of card catalogue, 

without any waste of labor, for the titles wanted are the same, and it 

is only necessary to have space enough somewhere on the card to write 

the class and reference numbers. 

We found on trial that cards 15 by 74 centimetres are the most de- 

sirable for the subject catalogue, and 10 by 4 for the authors’ index. 

We use a green card, projecting 5 millimetres above the white, as a 

 guide-board, preferring it to the wooden guide-boards commonly used 

because of economy in first cost and in space occupied, In the author’s 

catalogue, these green cards take the place of the head-lines in a dic- 

tionary. In the subject catalogue, each subject is preceded by a green 

card, giving the heading as in the scheme, and in many cases with 

greater fulness. This heading is always prefixed with the class number, 

The catalogue may thus be used as if there were no class numbers, for 

its headings are as clearly pointed out as in any classed catalogue, In 

practical use, however, even those least familiar with the scheme will 
work by numbers rather than headings, as it is so much more convenient 

and rapid. 

The plan was adopted in the Amherst College Library in 1873, and 

the work of transferring the entire library to the new catalogue at 

once commenced. It was found entirely practicable to make the change 

gradually, as means allowed, without interfering in any appreciable 

(degree with the circulation of the books. As no shelf in the library 

contained more than fifty books, the only distinction necessary to pre- 

vent confusion between the two systems in use at the same time was to 
omit the first fifty book numbers of each class, numbering, ¢. g., the first 

English Grammar 425-51, instead of 425-1. The attendants immediately 

recognized any book number above 50 as belonging to the new system, 
and no confusion resulted. The books are taken from the shelves for 

Tecataloguing only as fast as needed; the new class number is immedi-
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ately substituted for the old shelf number, and the books are placed in 
the classified portion of the library. When the old shelves are cleared 
the book numbers from 1-50 will be assigned as fast as books are received, 
As the shelf catalogue is on loose sheets, there is nothing to be altered 
or rewritten. The new sheet for the books from 1-50 is laced in just 
before the others, and the order is as perfect as if it had been done at the 
first. No extra labor is required, and still the confusion and interrup- 
tion of circulation incident to recataloguing on other plans are avoided, 
The three years’ trial to which it has been thus subjected has more than 
justified the claims of its friends, and it is now printed with the more 
confidence on this account. It has been kept in manuscript up to this 
time, in order that the many minor details might be subjected to actual 
trial and modified where improvement was possible. 

The labor involved in preparing the classification and index has been 
wholly beyond the appreciation of any who have never attempted a 
similar task. Much valuable aid has been rendered by specialists in 
many departments, and nearly every member of the faculty has given 
advice from time to time. Among the many to whom thanks are due, 
special mention should be made of Mr. ©. A. Cutter, the librarian of 
the Boston Athenwumy and Mr. John Fiske, of the Harvard University 
Library, for valuable suggestions and appreciative criticism. While 
these friends are in no way responsible for any remaining imperfections 
in the scheme, they should have credit for many improvements which 
have been made during these three years of revision. The author is 
perfectly well aware that the plan here sketched offers many incon- 
sistencies. The difficulty, however, has not been in criticising the 
scheme as drawn up, but in finding better headings to take the place of 

those which are not wholly satisfactory. Though a great deal of labor 
has been spent in selecting these heads, the author’s claims of excellence 
are made for his plan, not at all for its execution in this first attempt. 

The essential character of the plan has remained unchanged from the 

first.. Doubtless other improvements are still possible, and it is hoped 

that users of the scheme will call attention to any proposed change in 

the naming or arrangement of the headings, or to any omission which 

should be supplied in the subject index. It is obvious that there would 

be very great incidental advantages if libraries adopting the plan would, 

as far as possible, use the same classification and index. In such cases 

the catalogues, and indexes of any library would be of great value to 
the others, and in many ways it would be mutually advantageous to the 
libraries concerned. 

Before printing, the plan was submitted to quite a number of libra- 

rians for criticism. Among the hundreds of points raised as to its prac- 

tical workings and usefulness, there was only one in which it was not 

shown to be equal or superior to any other system known. This objec- 

tion applied only to the arrangement on the shelves; not at all to the 

catalogues or indexes. It was, that in this relative location, a book 
which this year stands, ¢. g., at the end of a certain shelf, may not be
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on that shelf at all another year, because of the uneven growth of the 

parts of the library. This slight objection inheres in any system where 

the books are arranged by subjects rather than by windows, doors, 
shelves, and similar non‘intellectual distinctions. 

The claims of the system as in use with us may be summed up as 

follows: Compared with other systems it is less expensive ; more easily 

understood, remembered, and used; practical rather than, theoretical ; 

brief and familiar in its nomenclature; superior to all others in arrang- 
ing pamphlets, sale duplicates, and notes, and in indexing; susceptible 
of partial and gradual adoption without confusion; more convenient in 

keeping statistics and cheeks for books off the shelves; the most satis- 

factory adaptation of the card catalogue principle to.the shelves. It 
requires less space to shelve the books; uses simpler symbols and fewer 
of them; can be expanded without limit and without confusion or waste 
of labor on both catalogues and shelves or in the catalogues alone; 
checks more thoroughly and conveniently against mistakes; admits 
more readily numerous cross-references; is unchangeable in its call 
numbers, and so gives them in all places where needed, as given in no 
other system ; in its index affords an answer to the greatest objection to 
classed catalogues, and is the first satisfactory union of the advantages, 
of the classed and dictionary system. . 

In this hurriedly prepared account of his plan, the author has doubt- 
less failed to meet many objections which may be raised and which he 
could easily answer. He would therefore ask the privilege of replying 
personaily to any such objections, where they arise. 

In his varied reading, correspondence, and conversation on the sub- 
ject, the author doubtless received suggestions and gained ideas which 
itis now impossible for him to acknowledge. Perhaps the. most fraitfal 
source of ideas was the Nuovo sistema di catalogo bibiliogsafico generale 
of Natale Battezzati, of Milan. Certainly he is indebted to this system 
adopted by the Italian publishers in 1871, though he has copied nothing 
from it. The plan of the St. Louis Pablic School Library and that 
of the Apprentices’ Library of, New York, which in some respects re- 
semble his own, were not seen till all the essential features were decided 
pon, though not given to the public. In filling the nine-classes of the 
scheme the inverted Baconian arrangement of the St. Louis Library 
has been followed. The author has no desire.to claim original invention 
for any part of his system where another has been before him, and would 
ost gladly make specific acknowledgment of every aid. and suggestion 
were it in his power to do so. With these general explanations and 
acknowledgments he submits the scheme, hoping it may prove as useful 
to others as it has to himself. 

[To illustrate and explain the description of the Amherst College 
Catalogue given in the preceding text, the author has added the follow- 
ing notes embracing specimen pages of .the classification and/subject- 
index, anda description of the catalogues used, with an explanation of 
their method and peculiarities. — Epirors.] 

dL
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I.—SPECIMEN PAGES OF CLASSIFICATION. 

PHILOLOGY. 

400 Philology. 450 Italian. 

401 Philosophy. 451 Orthography. 
402 Compends. 452 Etymology. 
403 Dictionaries. 453 Dictionaries. 
404 Essays. 454 Synonyms. 
405 Periodicals. 455 Grammar. 

406 Societies. 456 Prosody, 
407 Education, 457 Dialects. ; 
408 = Travels. 458 ‘Texts. 
409 History. 459 Romansch and Wallachian, 

410 Comparative. 460 Spanish. 
411 Orthography- 461 Orthography. 
412 Etymology. 462 Etymology. 
413 Dictionaries. 463 Dictionaries. 
414 Phonology. 464 Synonyms. 
415 Grammar. 465 Grammar. 
416 Prosody. 466 Prosody. 
417 Tnseriptions, 467 Dialects. 
418 Texts. . 468 Texts. 

419 _Hieroglyphies. 469 Portuguese. 
420 English. 470 Latin. 

421 Orthography. 471 Orthography. 
422 Etymology. \ 472 Etymology. 

423 Dictionaries. 473 Dictionaries. 
424 Synonyms. 474 Synonyms. 
425 Grammar. 475 Grammar, 
426 Prosody. ‘ 476 Prosody. 
427 Dialects. 477 Dialects. 
428 'Fexts. 478 Texts. 

429° Saxon. 479 Medieval Latin. 
430 German. 480 Greek. 

431 Orthograpby- 481 Orthography. 
432 Etymology. 482 Etymology. 

433 Dictionaries, 483 Dictionaries, 
434 Synonyms. 434 Synonyms. 
435 Grammar. * 485, Grammar. ’ 
436 Prosody. 486 Prosody. : 
437 Dialects. 487 Dialeets. 
433 ‘Texts. 483 Texts. 
439 Dutch and Low German, 489 Modern Greek. 

440 French. 490 Other Languages. 
441 Orthography. 491 Chinese. 
442 Etymology. 492 Egyptian. 
443, Dictionaries. 493 Semitic. 

Add Synonyms. | 494 Indian, 
445 Grammar. 4 495 Tranian. t 

446 Prosody. 496 Keltie, 

447 “Dialects. 497 Slavia. t 
448: Texts. 498 Scandinavian, 
449 Qld French, Provengal. 499 Other. 

|
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I.—SPECIMEN PAGES OF CLASSIFICATION. 

‘ NATURAL SCIENCE, 

500 Natural Science. 550 Geology. 
501 Philosophy. 51 Physical geography, meteorology. 
502 Compends. 552 Lithology. 

503 = Dictionaries. . 553, Dynamieal geology. 
504 Essays. 54 Europe. 

505 Periodicals. 555 Asia. 

506 ~—- Societies. 556 Africa, x 
* 507 Education. 557s North America. 

508 =‘ Travels. 538 South America. 
509. History. | 559 Oceanica, 

510 Mathematics. | 560 Paleontology. 
dll Arithmetic. | 561 Plants. 
512 “Algebra, 562 Invertebrates. 8 | 
513. Geometry. | 563 Protozoa and Radiates. 
514 Trigonometry. \ 564 Mollusca, 

515 Conic sections. 565 Articulates. 

516 = Analytical geometry. 566 Vertebrates. 
517 Caleulus. 567 Fishes. 
518  Quaternions. 568 Reptiles and Birds. 
519 Probabilities. 569 Mammals. 

520 Astronomy. 570 Biology. 
521 Theoretical. 571 Prehistoric Archeology. 

i pees 572 Ethnology. 
co arenas 573 Natural History of Man. 

524 Maps. ss 5 

525 Observations. 574 Morphologies. 

526 “Figure of the earth. 56 aa ‘ 
527 Navigation 576 Embryology. 

628 Almanacs. 577 Spontaneous generation. 
529 Y * 573 ~~ Microscopy. 

Bera’ - Oponnes 579. Collectors’ manuals. 

Baie ree 580 Botany. 
Eas : = Espa, 58L Physiological. 
niall ye ep AEOUIER: 582 Systematic. 
533 Pneumatics, nas + ; 583 Geographical. 
534 Heat. 
eae * 584 Europe. 
535, Acoustics. e . 

536 Optic: 585 | Asia. 

i fees i 386° Africa. 
ay M EG 587 North America. 
53 agne ey | RIRBR OHA Ne, 588 South America. 
339° Molecular physics. 589 hana 

540 Chemistry. % rae 
ie x 590 Zodlogy. 
d41 Theoretical. 591 6 esate 
ho ob eperimantal 5s omparative anatomy. 
ie = # 592 Invertebrates. 
M3 Analysis. Ke : r yee 593 Protozoa and Radiates. 
O44 Qualitative. 59. 

35 Quantitative Bes eae 
Gig Inara ‘ 595. Articulates. 
37 a 596 Vertebrates. 
we Sone : 597 Fishes. 
i Crystallography : 5938 Reptiles and Birds. 
49 Mineralogy. | 599 Mammals.
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Il.— SPECIMEN PAGE OF THE SUBJECT INDEX. 

Find the subject in this alphabetical index. The uumber following it is its class 
number, The entire resources of the library on this subject will be found under this 
number in the subject catalogue, the shelf catalogne, and on the shelves. 

Where a class number ends in a cipher, the subject will be found on reference to the 
prefixed classification, to be subdivided. 

Titualism . ............---- 244 |} Sanitary commissions..... 364 || Sensation .....2....c000....) 158 
River transportation. ...... 387 | U.S. 361 || Sensational psychology... 145 
PREV Gna: ons Sent eet... aot | measnreg. ........ 614 |] Sense. ......0..c2ceeereen IG 
Roads..........0:.+--2++++- 685 || Sanskrit language ........ 494 || Sepulehres.......c..c4suee. Tle 
Rocky Mountains......- 557,917 || Sardinia v... ........0.-2. 945 |] Sepulture -...00.s--0e,..., ou 
Rodentia. <2 cicccscsss 500 |]. Satan so-.ccee cc. e-ceecese 235 || Sermons va.scsosece, 0oe/ ae 
Roman antiquities......... 937 | BRUPG ode ans ook td seb A. 8i7 | Serpents ,...----..se-2eec4e 598. 

architecture .....2. 722 | English ........2... 627 |] Servants.-.......70S000RgG 
Catholics .......... 282 | Frencti............. 847 |} Servia’ .22 20010 Sean 
history, ancient... 937 | German ............ 837 || Sewerage .......... 0.0221 64 

modern .. 945 | Ttafian ..2.......:5. 857 || Sewing .2/.:...1...21,, 20 
Niwiescs sett Bad Ttih. ss de-hoesvess 877 | Sowing machine EE 
literature ......... 870 | Spanish ..........-. 867 |] Sex in education ........... 336 
mythology ......... 202 || Savings Vanks .........-.. 332 |] Sexes ...022..5..c1 5 See eeen 196 
sculpture .......... 733 | Saxon languago ........... 429 | Sexual ethics ..!....0.-s00) (116 

PUGPARRNG annie os hp oS NSUS A Baxonia ys es... c dee ceuecon 08, || Sexual sefence ..--.-...-.2+ 618 
English .......-.. 823 | Scandinavia .............. 948 || Shades.and shadows ...--.. 7d 
French ..........  843.|| Scan@inavian language.... 498 | Shakers... 26 s...045%s,09 SUD 

© German......2... 33.4 literature... 898 || Shaksperiana....-....eee0¢ 82 
Italian.....-...-. 853 || Scepticism ...-.. .-....+2- 211 | Sheep.....¢1....sasests em 
Spanish.......... 863 | Schleswig-Holstoin........ 943 || Shells................es0002 5M 

Romance languages. .... 440-469 Scholastic philosophy..... 198 | fossil ...2-0..seees eee 
Romansch langnage ..-.... 499 | School architecture ....... 727 || Shemitic languages ........ 499 
Rome, ancieut .........22.. 927 | houses............. 727 || Ship building .............. 699 

modern .......-..». 945;|] Schools ....0.............. 878 canals ............. 626,387 
Romish chureh.........:--.. 82 | Sunday..........-. 268'|] Shipping laws.............. 36 
Rope making .............. 677 | Schools of art............. 107 Shoemaking ............-686, 675 
Rubber manufactures...... 675 | painting .....753-756 || Shooting ................2.. 799 

Rominants ........-....... 599 | Scidnce, Natural.......... 500 |] Shorthand ...-....00 022.405) (688 

Raral architecture. ....-.... 728 | biography of..... 935 | Shrabbery'...5....024.21-506 
Rural sports ............... 796 || Scientific societfes........ 506 | Slam) ass.iedutsen oe 
Russe s.ceseeeseseeeeeeeeee TH travels.......... 508 |] Stberin,....ssssece+e-eernse/ BIT 
Russian America .......... 977] Scotch language .-...-.-.- 496 |) Sicily .-.-.---.-eessesee eon) 5 

language .......... 497 philosophy.....-... 192 || Sick room.......2...2+2se25,, 60 
Sabbatariang............--. 289 || Scotland ...........c....e- 941/|] Sieges......--.25. cesveceeee 689 
Sabbath.................--. 963 | Soriptntes .........,.0:--. 220 || Sight.........:c-s-ses-eesem OO 

Reform \...2.:...:. 263 | Scrofulous diseases ....... 616 || hhygiene...........-+. 613 

schools .........--. 262 |] Sculptors’ lives ........... 927 {| Signals .-...0:.-<<ies00qcmeun 

Sacrament of baptism...... 264 | Seulpture...............-. 730 || Sign painting .............. 698 
Lord's supper 265 || Seamanship............ 656,527 || Silk culture.......--e-++--+ 688 

Sacred biography ........-. 922 | Secession -............---. 342 |] manufacture ........-. 617 
rhetorio........-:... 51 |] Second advent ............ 236 | WOTM .. 22.22.2222. +638, 595 

Saorifloes ....22....2.5.-6.° 221 sight.....,.--.:... 133 |! Silver metal...-/...1....208) BW 
Saddlery.................-. 686.) Secret societies -.......... 366 | mines’... J... 

Sailors. .................... 387 || Sects, Christian.:......... 280 MONCY....-.2.eeeeeee BD 
St. Domingo . ........-..... 979 || Secwlar education. ....... sz | Sin t.23.. 201742 
Sale catalogues of books ...17, 18 | Self culture........-...-. 374 || Singing s.2..6.....2200e-8) TH 
Salt mannfacture.......... 604 | education............. 374 || Sisters of Mercy. y..220+<++/ 2 
Halvation .................. 234 |) Semitic languages ........ 493 | Skating......2----+:1--<sesDAm 
Gandwich Islands.......... 997 | literature........ 893 || Skepticiem ....2.---.e0+ee all
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Specimen page of the subject index — Continued. 

Skin diseases ............2 616 || Small-pox...........-.. 616,614 }] Societies, natural science... 506 
BUge sceesescccce-edeeeeece 941 |] Soapmaking .....,.....2.6° 68! | philology ........ 406 
Slander ...-..--.-.--s--+ 177,345 | Social ethiea .-...........4 11% philosophy ...... 106 
Slang. v--rseceee-++ $27,437 ete, | | Seine .--..--..-++- 300 | sociology .......-. 306 
Rigi col saydeee sso. OOS worship .....2...0.. 247 || theology ......... 208 
Slavery -eoecesatessesesesee, 996 |] Soalalisms ....-2sc-0---+- 335 | useful arts. ...... 606 

Slavic language ............ 497 || Societies, fine arts ........ 706 || Society .........eeeseeeeeee 117 
literature .........-. 897 | general .......-. 60 || Sociology........--..-22... 300 

(Sareea net 6} | history.......... 906 | biography........ 923 
walking............. 135 9 literature ....... 806 || Socratic philosophy........ 186 

Ill. — CATALOGUES. 

Accessions.— This gives, for each volume belonging to the library: date of reception, 

accessions number, class, book, and volume number, author, short title, pla¢e and date 

of publication, size, binding, cost, fund, or, if presented, the donor; in the column of 

remarks is noted any change, such as rebinding, adding supplements, or transferring 
to another number ; or the disposition in case the volume be lost, sold, condemned, or 

exchanged. The accessions number also appears on the shelf catalogne, and on the 
reverse of the title page and in the center of the bookplate of each voltime. This 
catalogue contains facts: not elsewhere recorded, and is used to identify books, and 

check other catalogues, and to show by its last number the*total volumes, and by its 

last pages the latest additions to the library. 

Index.— This is the official authors’ catalogue, being the copy from which the public 
authors’ ‘catalogue is printed. It differs from that in no respect, except that being on 

cards its arrangement is in a single alphabet, while the public catalogue in book form 
iscontinued in written supplements. This index is for the use of the librarians in 
checking the public catalogue. 

Shelf.— This is the official subject catalogue, and gives the class, book, and volume 
bumber of each volume, together with its accessions number, author, and short title. 
Itis on loose sheets, laced into an Emerson binder, and is arranged like the public 

subject catalogue by class numbers. It differs from that in being in book form instead of 
on cards — arranged under each class in the order of the books on the shelves instead of 
alphabetically by authors—and in giving merely an abbreviated title in place of the fall 

title, imprint, notes, and cross references of the subject catalogue. It is used in the 
annual examination of the library, and also serves as the librarian’s subject catalogue, 

giving a compact list of all the books which the library has on any given subject. 

The accessions, index, and shelf catalogues are kept at the desk for the use of the 
librarians, and are not accessible to the public. In cases of need, consultation is al- 
lowed on special application. 

Subject catalogue.—This catalogue is on large cards arranged by subjects, and alpha- 
betically by authors, under each class number. Each card gives at the top the class 

and book number and the name of the author; the body of the card contains the full 
title of the books, copied exactly from the title page, omitting only mottoes, repeti- 
tions, or other matter not essential to a full and clear titular description of the book. 
After the title, is given the place and date of publication, with the year of the copy- 

Tight, if different; the edition, unless it be the first; the number of volumes or of 

Pages if the book be in only one volume; the illustrations, maps, plates, and por- 
traits, if there be any; and the size taken from actual measurement and not from the 
fold. After these imprint entries are given any necessary notes; and at the left of the 
card the cross-reference numbers if the book treats of more than one subject. 

This catalogue can be used to advantage only with the aid of the classification or 
index. In order to learn what the library has on any given subject, find from this 
index the class number of that subject. Under this number in the subject catalogue 
will be found the full titles of the books with imprints, cross references, and notes. 

The class number by which the cards are arranged is given in the upper left corner,
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and immediately under it the book number. Any other class number given in the 
left-hand margin refers to another subject of which the book also treats. When the 

class number at the top is followed by an additional figure in brackets, the subject ag 
given in the printed scheme has been subdivided in arranging the cards. This sub- 

division will be found on the first card of the catalogue which bears this class number, 
These figures in brackets determine the arrangement of the titles in the catalogue, but 
on the shelves, in the shelf catalogue, and in calling for and charging books, they are 
entirely disregarded. Thus a book numbered 942[7]14 would be in the catalogue 
among the 942 cards arranged by the figure in brackets as though it were a decimal, 
bnt it would be called for as 94214, the brackets indicating that the final classing was 

limited to the catalogue and was not extended to the shelves. If a fourth figare is 

added without brackets, the final classing is extended to the shelves as well as to the 

catalogue, and all the figures must be used in calling for the book. In such eases the 

added figure is treated as a decimal in the arrangement, though the decinal point is 

not written. 

The last card which bears any class number gives under that number, followed by 

the word See, the call numbers of other books which treat of the same subject, but are 

classed elsewhere. General cross references are also made in many cases, without speci- 
fying individual books, as from commerce as a question of social science (330) to com- 

merce as a useful art, book-keeping, business manuals, ete., (650.) In such cases there 

isa card under 380 See 650 and under 650 See 380, From whatever standpoint a 
subject is approached the cross references guide at once to the same subject treated in 
its other relations. These cross references, both general and specific, are often aceom- 
panied by brief notes, characterizing the books to which reference is made, There wiil 
be found at the beginning of many class numbers,a card noting the most valuable 

books on that subject, and the best of the articles in periodicals, transactions, and col- 
lected works, with the volume and page where they may be found. Itis hoped to give 
special prominence to these notes for the guidance of readers, and they will be added 
as rapidly as other duties allow. 
Many subjects will have no subsection eards at the beginning; some will have no 

reference cards at the end; and some may haye no titles given under the number. 
The scheme provides a place for books on all subjects, whether the library has them or 

not; so where no titles are given under a class number it shows that the library has as 
yet no books on that subject. . 

Articles in periodicals and transactions, separate volumes of sets and collections 
which are located together, if catalogued, are put under their proper subject number, 
but no book number is given with it. The call number of the book, where they may be 

fonnd, is always given in the margin preceded by the word In. 

This is the fullest of the library catalogues, and should always be consulted in look- 
ing up the resources of the library on any given subject. This catalogue is kept in 
the case of drawers at the left of the desk, Under no pretence can the cards be taken 

from beneath the wires. 
Classification and subject index.—This gives in detail the scheme of classification ac- 

cording to which the books are arranged on the shelves, and in the subject catalogues. 

Following this scheme is the alphabetical index of subjects, which refers any subject 

to its proper heading in the classification. Thjs subject index is the key to the shelves, 
and to the subject catalogue, near which copies are kept for the use of the public. 

Explanations and directions for use accompany it. 
Authors’ catalogue.—This gives, under the names of authors, societies, etc., alphabet- 

ically arranged, brief titles of all their works which the library contains. Books 

edited, translated, ete., are also included among an author’s works, but are printed in@ 

distinctive type. - 
- This catalogue is of authors only, and should not be consulted for either subjects oF 

titles. The titles of books published without the authors’ names are arranged in an 

alphabet by themselves at the end of the catalogue, and if the names can in any way 

ve found they are also entered in their regular places.
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Books added to the library after the printing of this catalogue must of necessity be’ 
sought for in the written supplement. In using this supplement it must be remem- 

vered that exact alphabetical arrangement of the names under each letter is not always 

practicable, though books are éntered as nearly as possible in their true order. When 

the author of the book wanted is known, this catalogue should always be consulted to 
find the class and book number by which to call for it. Explanations ave given inthe 
preface to the catalogue, and five copies with the written supplement are kept on the 
counter for the use of the public. 

IV.—EXPLANATIONS. 

The titles of the subject cataloguo are exact transcriptions of the title page, neither 

amended, translated, nor in any way altered, except that mottoes, titles of authors, 

repetitions, or matter of any kind not essential to a clear titular description, are 
omitted. Omissions of mottoes are indicated by three stars (* * *); of other mat- 

ter by three dots (. . .). The phraseology, spelling, and punctuation of the title 
are exactly copied; but capitals are given only to proper names and adjectives, and 
initial words of sentences. Any additions needed to make the title clear are supplied 
and inelosed by brackets. 

After the titles, are given in order: the place of publication; the year; the year of 
copyright, if different, in brackets; the edition; the number of volumes, or of pages 
ifin only one volume; the illustrations, maps, plates, or portraits; and the size 

nearest in the arbitrary scale, regardless of the fold of the sheet. This scale gives the 

nearest heights in decimeters, outside measurement: Square and oblong books have 
the size prefixed by sg. or 0b. Books 1 decimeter high are called 32°; 1,5 deei., 169; 2 
deci., 12°; 2.5 deci., 8°; 3 deci., 4°; and all others are marked simply ky the nearest 

height, i. ¢., a book marked 4 is between 3.5 and 4.5 decimeters high. In books having 
more than one pagination the number of pages is indicated by giving the last number 

ofeach pagination connected by a +; an added +- indicates additional matter unpaged. 

These imprint entries give the facts regardless of the title page, and are left blank 
only when they can be ascertained neither from the book itself nor from other sources. 

The contents of volumes are given when on title pages, or when necessary to prop- 
| erly identify the volume, but no analysis is attempted. Necessary notes are given at 

the bottom of the subject card after the imprint entries. 
Duplicates are simply marked copy 2, copy 3, ete., and bear the same class and bool 

number, but editions of the same book distinct in character are catalogued separately. 
In all the catalogues, books are entered under the surnames of authors when known a 

under the initials of authors’ names, when these only appear, the last initial being put 
first; under the pseudonyms of the writers, when the real names are not ascertained , 
under the names of editors of collections; under the names of countries, cities, societies, 
or other bodies which are respousible for their publication; under the first word not an 
article of the titles of periodicals, and of anonymous books the names of whose 
authors are not ascertained. Commentaries with the text, and translations are entered 
under the heading of the original work, but commentaries without the text are entered 
under the name of the commentator. The Bible or any part of if in any language is 
entered under the word Bible. Books having more than one author are entered under 
the first named on the title. 

In the headings of titles, the names of authors are given in their vernacular form, 
In English and French surnames beginning with a prefix, (except the French de.and 
,) the name is recorded under the prefix. In other languages and in French names 
beginning with de and a’, the name is recorded under the word following the prefix. 
Compound surnames are entered under the first part of the name. Neblemen and 
ecclesiastical dignitaries are entered under their family names, but sovereigns, princes, 
Oriental writers, friars, persons canonized, and all other persons known only by their 
first name, are entered under this first name.
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* The catalogue is not a biographical dictionary; it therefore only gives the names of. 
authors with sufficient fullness to distinguish them from each other in practical use, : 
Names in full face type are the ruling headings under which the books are en- 

tered in the various catalogues. Entries not beginning with this type are in addition 
to’ the first or main entry, and are made under the names of translators, editors, com 
mentators, continuators, ete.,.as participators in the authorship; also, in the case of 

books haying more than one author, or having both generic and specific titles, or pub- 
lished by societies or other bodies, and having also the name of the individual author, 
These additional entries are made in order to carry out the plan of the authors’ cata- 

Jogue, which aims to give under each author’s name all his works which the library 
contains, wT] 

The works of an author known by more than one name are given all together under 
the form of name chosen. Any other name or title by which he may be known, if it 

differs in the first three letters, is entered in its alphabetical place, followed by the 
word See and the name under which the books are entered. Such cross references have 
uo titles given under them, but are simply guides to the name chosen. ; 

A single dash indicates the omission of the preceding heading; ‘a subsequent dash 

indieates the omission of a subordinate heading or of a title. -A dash connecting num: 
hers! signifies to and including; following a number, it signifies continuation. A ? fol- 

lowing a word or entry, signifies probably. Brackets inclose words added to titles or 
changed in form, 

The German diphthongs ii, 6, il are written ae, oe, ue. * 

Dates are all given in years of the common calendar, and Arabic numerals are uni- 

formly used for all numbers. 

f Tp 2 TY WN 2. 
IL—PLAN OF NEW CATALOGUE OF THE BROOKLYN MER- 

OCANTILE LIBRARY. 

A DICTIONARY CATALOGUE DIFFERENT FROM SOME OTHERS — EXAMPLES OF DIFFER. 
ENCES — SUBJECT CLASS LISTS — CROSS REFERENCES — ANALYSIS OF POLYGRAPHIC 
WORKS — INDEXES OF PERIODICALS — FAC SIMILE EXAMPLES. 

The work belongs to what is called the dictionary type, with, how: 

ever, some material variations from the arrangement of subject matters 

adopted by the Boston Public Library and by the Boston Atheneum, 

As in the Boston plan, there is one general index, including, 1, Authors ; 

2, Titles; 3, Subjects; but 4, using certain general class headings, such 

aS Bicgraphy, (individual subjects,) Countries, (alphabetical arrange: 

ment,) Fiction, (alphabetical arrangement of authors and titles,) and 

Plays, (alphabetical arrangement of authors and titles found in col- 

lections,) which are composed of material which in the Boston catalogues 
is scattered throughout the general alphabet, but which in this cata- 

logue is abstracted from the general alphabet, forming separate class 

lists. Besides this departure from the Boston methods, there are other 
points of difference. : 

1. The Boston catalogues place, under the name of the country, all 

subject matters having any association, immediate or remote, with 

Countries; such 2s, 1, Description and Travel, History, and Political In- 

stitutions; as also Arts and Sciences, Costume, Fine Arts, Heraldry, Lan- 
guage, Law, Literature, Music, Poetry, etc.; leaving for the range of sub- 

jects last mentioued only such works as are general in their scope
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J have aimed to draw ‘some line between what relates to the physical, 

material, political, and social condition of a country, e.g., what we might 
expect to find in a geographical and historical gazetteer, and to make 

the, national feature of such subjects as Arts and Sciences, Costume, 

Fine Arts, etc., subordinate to the generic subject. ‘ 
2, The Boston catalogues enter. a book at once under its most 

specific heading, while as a rule my method enters it under the most 

general subject class heading plus its most specifie subheading. Thus 

I make Locks and Keys a subhead of Arts (Useful), making a cross 

reference from Locks and Keys in the general alphabet to Arts (Useful: 

Locks and keys). My scheme is designed — 
i, To afford readers comprehensive class lists, or subject class lists, 

containing all the works the library offers in certain great departments, 

such as Biblical, religious, and ecclesiastical literature; Biography ; History, 

Geography and Travels, and National institutions (represented by Coun, 

tries;) Fiction; Government and politics ; Language; Literature ; Political 

economy ; Social science ; Man (including anthropology, ethnology, and 

Prehistoric man); Philosophy ; Physics, etc. 

2. To arrange the specific subheads of larger subject headings in the 

most perspicuous and economical way, consolidating cognate subheads 

when possible, and making cross references when needed. 

3, To place in the general alphabet any such topic as, in my judg; 

ment, is on the one hand too fragmentary or insulated, or on the other 

hand too complex and many sided to be made a subheading under any 

one comprehensive heading; as, 1, Argonautic expedition; 2, Botany. 

4. Under any large class, such as Biblical, religious, and theological 

literature, to make cross references from one subhead to other cognate 

subheads, and in the general alphabet to make cross references from 

subheads to the general class plus the subhead. ‘ 
5, Thearrangement under class headings ought at least to be as obvious 

as the general arrangement of the catalogue, or as the arrangement of 

tiles under an author. The question as to whether a work is mostcon- 

cerned with subject or with form need not trouble any one, if, as an 

ohject of inquiry, it is placed under the proper heading, along with like 

Works, and if it is made easy for thé inquirer to find it. The catalogue 

| is designed to secure, as far as possibie, in one alphabet, an index to 

authors, titles, class headings, subject class headings, specific subjects. 

- and subbeads, so that the inquirer may at once be directed to what he 

isin search of. 

Considerable attention has been given to the analysis of polygraphie 

works, this extending to the class of miscellaneous essays, and to some 

Portion of the periodical literature issued since 1852, the date of Mr. 

Poole’s Index. The class of Biography already printed includes much 

of such material. Out of about 11,000 entries, 2,900 are to independent 

works, 5,400 to volumes of essays, and 2,900 to articles in periodicals. 
Some specimens of the catalogue as printed are given below, to show
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the typographical arrangement, and as a context to accompany the 

foregoing remarks. Pages 39, 40, 77, and 109 scarcely require any ex. 

planation. On pp. 252-253! there are examples of cross references from 

title to author, several from subheads to their respective classes, and 

specimens of author entries. Contents are sometimes arranged in the 

natural order, and sometimes indexed in alphabetical order. The prece- 

dent set by Mr. Cutter, in his Catalogue of the Boston Atheneum, in 

using a larger or brevier type for whole books, and a smaller or nonpareil 

type for parts of books and pamphlets, has been for the mest part followed, 

As a rule, author entries take not more than two lines, frequently not 
more than one. In classes, the place of publication and size are omitted, 

and titles frequently come within one line when printed in brevier, and 

do so in the great majority of cases when printed in nonpareil. Cross 

references and title entries are always printed in nonpareil and rarely 

occupy more than one line. 

It should be observed that the specimens of the catalogue appended 

are not strictly speaking fac-simile reproductions. The columns of 

the Brooklyn catalogue being wider, many titles come within one line 
which in the specimens take two lines. As actually printed there are 

two columns to a page, the brevier type allowing 81 and the noupareil 

type 102 lines for'titles. The number of types to each line, including 

spaces, would be about 57 brevier and 65 nonpareil; not including 

spaces, would be about 41 brevier aud 53 nonpareil. The dimensions of 

the whole page are 9{ x 5,9, inches. 

I, EXAMPLES. 

[Commencement of subject class list of Arts (Useful) and manufactures.] 

[Top of page 39.] 

\ ARTS (USEFUL) AND MANUFACTURES. 39 

With Works Introductory to the Study and Philosophy of Science. 

Nore.—The following subjects are assigned independent places in the general alphabet, viz: Agri- 
culture ;—Animal magnetism ;—Anthropology ;—Archwology ;—Architecture;—Astronomy;— 
Biblical, Ecclesiastical, and Relig. literature; Birds and ornithology;—Botany ;—Chemistry j— 
Domestic economy ;—Ethnology ;—Fine arts;—Geography ;—Geology ;—Government and poli: 
ties ;—History ;—Insects and entomology ;—Language ;—Law ;—Logic ;~Mathematics ;—Medi- 
cine; — Microscopo;— Military science; — Meteorology ; — Mineralogy ;— Moral science; 
Music;—Natural history;—Naval science ;—Occult sciences ;—Philosophy ;—Physies ;—Phre- 
nology ;—Political economy ;—Shells and shell-fish ;—Social sciences. 

1. Introductory Works., | Seeiaral p olensiiieayon, ps es vera 
| —Genesis of science. [In his Essays.] . 2543.19; 

Method, Mutual Relations, and History of the | 273 
Natural and Physical Sciences. | Symonds (J. A.) [In his Miscellanies, 1871.] 2547.19 

| Wheweil (Wm.) [In his Philosophy of induetive 
Bacon (F.) Advancement of learning,and Novum | — sciences. 2d part.} . . .. ++ + 403808 

‘organdm. | 
. * * * * * * ’ 

Sieben aoe at ves tow eae ek Spee iyarer SS he on eer 

1 Of the catalogue ; see pages 654-655 of this volume.
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) I, EXAMPLES — Continued. : 

[Foot of page 39.) 

Whewell (W.) History of the inductive sciences. 2. Special Subjects. 
Be AO a at oy eda 

Lphilosophy of inductive sciences. First part. ‘ 
History of scientific ideas. 2v. 1858, 4023.04 Aeronautics. 

Same Second part. Novum organum renova- ‘ : 
tum. (Apliorlama concerning. eae OF knowl- [Air-travelling, Balloons, ete.) 
edge: induction and classification; Of method : ; ¥ 

Of the language of seience.| . .°. . 4023.06 AaRe Aeronautic voyages. (em. Re 

[2S" See also in the general alphabet, Cos-| Glaisher (J.) Balloon ascensions, [Sm. rep, 
mology}—Biblical and religious lit., (eligion TSOS ss SE aT es SORE: oy eRe 
and science) ;—Evolution ;—Logic. =Travels in the air, 1871. 2... . 3927.20 

For essays see Calderwood (H.) Relation | Holland (R.), Mason (M.), and Green (0.) Acro- 
of science and philos. (Contemp. rev., v. 16, nautical exped. from London to Weilburg. 
{sti]; Kingsley (C.) Science, alvetre, [Fra:| | 1837... Zn 721.08 
ger's, v.74, 1866]; Montagu (B.) Essays, 1339 | Marey (L.) Phenomena of flight in the anima 

[2537.04]; Spencer (H.) What knowledge is] yy, Faas (Sm. rep., 1869.) . .. . 3038.24 
mostworth (Westm.rev., v.72, 1859]; Sterling | Varion (F-) Wonderful balloon ascents 
7), On the saree of Knowledge. “(1m 1 | Pethigrew iB) Modes of’ sight in’relation, to 

mbys; V-4. Ne aeronautics. [Sm. rep., 1867.) . . . 3936.22 
Teont gotnns Tener (P) a vor et me tae Meine 

du Géant [Ballon]. 1869. Par Nadar, 
: saa Pas ; [Pe fore kb eee a 

eed oc Severe cial pate as Cham-| qurnor (H1.) “Astra castra; experiments and ad 
PULMES” GH Of art and. aciducess [8 ae ventures in the atmosphere. 1865... 3927.21 

Goguet (A. ¥.) Origin of art and sciences. 3 ¥-| Verne (J.) Five weeks in a balloon. [Fic- 
Napier (J) Manufactnring’arts in ancient times, | qiee()). ‘Syatém'of'acronautics.” 1850 9027.00 

yeh special reference to Bible aa —Through ‘the air: forty years’ experience. 

1p" See also Aristotle, p'35;—and Inven-|  “Niee—igee Boyal cnginéors. “Papers. S-3. 
tions, below. Also Nat. qu. rev., v.3, 1861, vy. 12 [3917.1], for papers on Balloon reconnois- 
(Ancient and modern science); Oxford’ prize sanoes. : 
essays, v. 1, 1836 (In what, arts have Moderns : 
excelled Ancients) ;—Philosophy (Ancient). Annual Records. 

Bibliography. - American Institute, ‘Transactions. v. 6-32, 1847-8 
isty saialogt ; STAT oe le bee eos Poko) oMOREEOE 

oe ciety, gr tandon. Catalogs Of ananene Note. —Each yearly volume contains a report 
ie RIL NS gs Ase aoe in relation to the aniual exhibition, with ad. 

riftnation of Knowlelige. ressex, scientific lectures, discussions of the 
Ook a) ike - - a Farmers’ club, transaetions of the Polytechnic 

wards (2. mm his Memoirs on libraries, v. association, and proceedings of the Photo- 
a Mee ee we ee eg 8744.08 graphic section. i 
BC edt St. Louis. Pub. schoot abr. | Année scientitique et industrielle. Par L. ue 

‘atal. 1870. * guier ws ee we on 5 SOUR OD 
Ieslie (J.P.) (In his Man’s origin, ete. 1868.] 5813.16 | —— Same. Tables décenuales. 1856-1865. 3922.10 

AMill(J.8.) {In his Auguste Comte. ete. 1866.| 5412/08 | Annual of scientific discovery. Ed. by D. A, Wells 
Park (R.) (In his Pantology. 1843.) . . 2715.40 {and others]. 1849-71... 3912.01; 3912.18 

ae ek il Share e coaea meats 2 

[Top of page 40.] 

40 ARTS, USHFUL: Aqueducts to Cotton. 

Annual record of science. Ed. by S. F. Baird, Carriage-Painting. 
RELIST. ca learn «ioe eedaeeee eo : Areana of science and art. Ed: by J.Timbs. 11y,| Arlt (—). Complete guide. 187l . . . 3932.36 
1828-38, 16°, Gardner (F. B.) Carriage painter's manual, 
gAvté—For continuation see Year-book of | yy bPhe and New York coachmaker’s ee _ facts. ‘ub (The) and New York coachmaker’s mag. v. 

Tear-book of facts. Ba. by J.'Limbs. 1839-74. 3911.01 13-14, March, 1871—April, 1873, 3 
Year-book of nature and popular science. Ea. by j J.C, Draper. 1872 0... ew. 890618 Carriages. 

See also Periodicals, in this class. Adams (W.B.) English pleasure carriages, etc. 
GBT. s eapadivod Topline io. sitoos te glnya(a> OU RM 

Aqueducts. : 
Turnbull (IY.) Reports on the constrnetion of the Cong: 

Biers of the aqueduct of Alexandria canal | Amateur (The) mechanics’ workshop. 1870. 3923.06 
cross the Potomae river at Georgetown, D.C. 

AMPS AD 5 sas ace eee Na aly orgetownja7.33 | Cements, Limes, Mortars, and Concrete. 
Sve also Waterworks. {See also Masonry, page 44.} 

Arches. Anderson (J.) Essay on quicklime, ax a coment: 
; J OO Micatin jase ety oleeinpitiinss. ae \ ei 

Baker {BD Og the strength of A. 1870. 3926.26 | Beckwith (L. F.) Report on Béton-Coignet. (In 
fess aiso Engineering, below ; and Archi: | United States Commissioners to Paris Bxhib. 

Te, P. 33, Reporte ved). ie 6 ss ea 
* * + * * *
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I, EXAMPLES — Continued. 

[Foot of page 40.] 

Canals. Cotton, and Cotton manufactures, 
Armroyd (G.) Internal navigation of the U.S-| Arnold (R-A,) History of the cotton famine, AM es Aes bopecdede | 5) SO87.26 BObk a 

Frisi (P.) Exsays on canals. 1861... 4025.22 Baines (H.) History of the cotton manufacture in Fulton (R.) Improvement of canals, 1796. 3927.22) Great Britain. 1835... . . . . 303003 Gt. Britain. Report of commissioners (on the Cul-| Baird (R. H.) American cotton ’ spinner, edonian canal]. 1804... 2... 3927.24 Yese ? fog Ee oe or Stevenson (D.) Canal and river engineering. | Dudley (J. @.)_ Growth, trade, and manufacture of DTD ass tip onoac gh Abit cya cu BURUND COUOM.! IBF cere ee we 8a) SOR Tanner (H. 8.) Canals of the United States. | Foley (2. D.) Cotton manufacturers’ assistant, AOS ona. 88 fs 04% Nai pe vs) 4S, 20) gst, OORT IB70 eas 5 3s) lay» (ee < Geldard (J.) Hand-book on cotton mantifacttives, 
Carpentry and Joinery. BOT ee ewe ek ea, Gee 

i , History of cotton; including spinning, dyeing, aud 
[See Architecture, p. 33.] weaving. 183... . . «(sé $65 SUHL08 

ire ee ee i) eee 

I, EXAMPLES. 

[Beginning of subject class list of religions and theological works, placed under Biblical, as the in. 
itial word, to secure direct reference to page from the subheads. ] 

[Top of page 77.] 

BIBLICAL, RELIGIOUS, AND HCCLESIASTICAL LITHRATURE, 77 

Alphabetical Arrangement of Subjects. a, 

Norr.—Readers are reminded that asa rule Biblical and Theological Encyclopedias 
will afford the readiest means of arriving at information upon special topics, archieo- 
logical, doctrinal, historical, personal, or otherwise. 

Absolution. ae and contiemnation of Pilate. Death of 
i ‘ ae ilate. Story of Joseph of Arimathea. Re- Lloyd (HZ.) The power of the keys. 1873.. 3567.21 vensing of the Saviour. Syriac gospel of the 

poy hood of Jesus, 
Acts of the Apostles. Hone (W.) “Apocryphal New Testament. 1846, 

Alexander (J.A.) The Acts; expounded. 3757, 01 WARN Sia sadte etnies Rees. yg Reo OO Contents: Gospel of the birth of Mary. Pro. 
Arnot (W.) Chureh in the house; lessons, tevangelion by James the lesser. Gospel of 

PR METI Sos me heiot eit oh ols ini ho, 2 BOER the infancy of Jesus Christ. 
* * * * * * * 

Chureh histories, from the 16th century; and 
Apocryphal Gospels, Acts, etc. | the article “Arminianfsm’ in M'Clintock 

Cowper (B. H.) Apocryphal gospels, ete. tr. with| and Strong’s Cyclopmwiia, v. 1. 
notes, 1867. faci 

Contents: Gospel of James. Peondo-Matthow, | Arianism. 
or of the infancy of Mary and of Jesus. Gospel | Vewman (J. H.) Avians of the 5th century. 1871. 
of the nativity of Mary. History of Joseph : 5 BALS. 22 
the- carpenter. Gospel of Thomas. Arabic See also Church history, from the 4th to 
gospel of the infancy. Letter of Abzar to tho 7th century ; also Creeds ;—Doctrines ;— 
Jeane, Letter of Jesus to Abgar Lotter of Trinitarianism. 
Lentulus. Prayer of Jesus, Son of Mary. Story olici 
of Veronica. Gospel of Nicodemus, or Acts of Astronomy and Religion. 
Pilate; 2d part, or Descent of Christ to the | Rurr (B.F.) Ecce colum, 1869... . . 4016.05 
underworld. Letter of Pilate to Tiberins, Let-| Chalmers (L.) Discourses on the christian revela- 
ters of Herod and Pilate. Epistle.of Pilate to tions, viewed in connection with the moiern 
Cwsar. Report of Pilate, the governor.| | astronomy. 181%. 2... .  BO8 IL 

[Foot of page 77.] 

[Top of page 78.] 

78 BIBLICAL AND RELIGIOUS WORKS: Astronomy to Bible. 

Dick (T.) Works. v. 2, 1853... . . , 5033.02 i 
Contents Celestial sconery. Siderfal heav- Bible. 

ens. Practical astronomer. “Solar system. 7 aa ana the aaron) Be yoke Nore—For other headings relatitg to, 

FOE eee ores | Bible seo Apocrypha ig Apocryphal j Del 
Hereey (J.) Contemplations on the starry heavens, | _ B;--Evidences;—Old Testament ;—Noy [In his Meditations.| . 2... 2) 3597.19 Testament ;—names of different, Books 0 a Mitchell (O. M.) Astronomy of the Bible. 1867. and N. 'T.;—Parables ;—Religion and st 

4016.19 ence, ete., ete. Also Jews ;—Palestine, an 
Ormathwaite (Lord.) A.’and geology compared. names of sacred places (in class Countries), 

IST wns a es wg ss + + 4013.07 | Botfeld (B.) *Prefuces to the first editions of the 
Stars and the earth. [anon.] 1868. . . . 4016.32! “sacred Scriptures. 1861 . . . . « + 2166. 

* * « “* * *
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Ill, EXAMPLES. - 

[Beginning of Biography.) 

[Top of page 109.} i 

BIOGRAPHY.—PART 1: COLLECTIVE WORKS. 

Nore.—Part 2, Individual Biography, begins on page 116. 

Uses of Biography. : Special collections. 

Adolphus (J. L.) Oxford prize essays. v. _Note.—The contents of most of these collec- SO, BLLEMISY NATE 8 arg. Ne 7 ae A tions, ce not nen nuder the following head- 
Brown (J.B.) On the uses of B.1871 302412] © Ha May mad ander the authors! naies, in 
Carlyle (T.) Essays... . . 2517.12 : 
Foster(J.) Critical essays. v, 2. 1856 2525.04 Adventurers. 
Helps (A.) Friends in council. 20 ser., v. " 4 
Ee ee are ne hyo Davenport (R. A.) Narratives of peril and 

Hood (E. P.). Uses of B. 1852 . 3032.16 suffering. S06. kc. S 8261.01 
Wome ee parece i a. J. Sega 3 . " + Maxwell; earl of Nithsdale; Stani Self Biography. ‘ Leozinski, king of Poland; H. Uorten 

Disraeli’ (I.) Miscellanies. 1796. pp. 59- Vravall (L.) Remarkable adventurers, ee Lal es Fe ies, joo ae J Bo. eel). Sp venta OOD UUs Gort shel dU ae yell oi 28 tes a) Oe eO. 
Foster (J.) On aman’s writing memoirs of . > Se 

himself. (Zn his Essays. 1835,] 5412.06) American Biography: 1. Dictionaries. 
(A. J. B. Essays. 344, . 209- i i < ahs Fone (4 4 ne ) Heep ee : Eade Allen (WW.) American biographical diction- 

ary. 3d ed. 1857. . . . . 3247.01 
Bibliography. Drake (F. 8.) *Dietionary of American 
Deen ne biography, including men of the time. 

*Oettinger (E. M.) Bibliographie biogra- ASG ea. ss Aeon cee ie pangs + 8247.18 
phique universelle. 2 y. 1854 . 2736.09 | Rogers (1. J.) A new American biographi- 

cal dictionary. 4th ed. 1829, . 3242.03 
General Biographical Dictionaries. 

American Biography: 2. Miscellan \Sealso Encyclopedias, in the general alphabet.) | ““™° Bolecdane 
Aiken (J., and others). General biography. 

WW v. 1799-1315... . . 3228.01] American adventures by land and sea. Appleton’s eyclopwdia of biography. Edited [anone} 6 oe oe ek os OR 
by F. L. Hawks. 1856 . . \ 3236.01! American Nepos. 2d ed. 1811. . . 3242.07 

* * » * * * * 
SN ST a ek Sala ee eee 

[Top of last page of Biography.) 

BIOGRAPHY (INDIVIDUAL): Wycliffe to Zwingli. 215 

aaa cee seer eet see 

Wretirre (John), continued. TS Thon sv ates ot em oe SOLS See also North Brit. rev,, v. 20, 1853-4; Quar. See also Bentley's misce)., v. 40, 1856 (by IP,” oc ae or Littell, 1854, v.4; Westm. Grinsted) ; Temple bar, June, 1871. vv. 68, 1854, So (Edward: #i thie é See algo article in Allibone, v.3, with anthor- Pere ean Engl. divine and poet, b. ities; references in Poole’s Index; works on the 681, d. 1765). . 
church history of England, p. 84; histories of | — Bell (R.) Lives of English poets, v.2. . 321117 
the Reformation, p-99; and general histories moe (S.) | Lives of the English Lge = 

Wrage PeuepouaRen vi ati (J.) Life of [In Y's Poot. To i. 
1814, d. 1574), ‘See also N. A. rev., v.70, 1854; West, rev., v. 67 me eraaie ponies aoe 194 (by oO. W. 1857, lolmes) ; Oli and New, v. 101, 1874; Popular ING (1 s, M. D., Engl. ici: . science monthly, dum., 1875 (by B: G. Wilder), eerie aaa M. D., Engl. physicist, 

—— Peacock (G.) Life of. 1855. . . 3187.25. 
» * . * * * »
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II. EXAMPLES — Continued. 

[Foot of last page of Biography] 

Yares (Joseph, C., gov. of Stateof New York,| Zoroaster, (ancient Persian religious 
b. 1768, d. 1837). teacher). 

—Teulkins GR S.) Governors of New York, Pp 319. See his name, in general alphabet. 
M5. SL. swe. $847.03 | ZscroKKE (Johann Heinrich Dani - 

Yearsiey (Ann, Lnglish poetess, b. 17562 d. man ioe b. 1771, d. 1848). ee 
1806). 2 SOU RAD HY is 

—Sonthey (R.) Uneducated poets. 1836, . 3264.02 | FEED OR ae ee ann ee "ard 
Yor« (Cardinal of). See Sruarr (Loyat (2745.01]; Dora d'Istria’s Switzerland, y. Te 

house of), p. 202. p<, 200215. ‘ . ‘an 
Yorke (Charles, Lngl. lord chancellor, b. ZwinGii (Ulrich, Swiss prot. reformer, b, 

3722, d. 1770). 1484, d. 1531). 
Campbell (J., lord). Lord chancellors of England, —Blackburn (W.M.) Ulvich Zwingli, the 

ATG kiss Gore eS acs bse 3254.07 patriotic reformer. 1863... 3434.04 
Yorku (Philip, earl of Hardwicke, lord chan- | —Christofiel (R.) Zwingli; or, the rise of 

cellor, b. 1690, d. 1764). c the reformation in Switzerland. 
— Harris (G.) Life of. 8 v. 1847 . 3075.16 TBSR coal oastlaie. 0 nn 

— Campbell (J., lord). Lord chanoellorsof Basia’. | Hess (J. G.) Life of 1812...” /318718 
YounG (Brigham, Mormon high-priest, b. = Orly (@) ea Bhereaess ey ris 

101). : —Dora d'Istria (Comtesse). Switzerland, etc., v.1, 
— Waite (Mrs. C. V.) Mormon prophet and p. 240-908. se ew oe 

lis harem, 1866. . . . .  3187.16|—Taxgart (12) Leading reformers. 1843 _, 343248 
—Moarthy (J.) Modern lenders. 1872; . 3257:16| 5,40? igo Bibl, Sacra, duly, Dor. 1658 | pall 

See aiso works on Mormonism, p. 94; and FEE ea Oe i ee 
__ (in Countries) Utah and the Mormons. North Brit. rev, v. 9, 1858; v.49,1868 = 
YounG (Chas. Mayne, Engl. tragedian, b. ‘See also general works on the Reformation, * 

1771, d. 1856), (p.99), by Merle @’Aubigné (Books viii, xi., 
—Young (C.J.) Memoir of. 1871. . 3187.26 xvi), and other writers; and histories of 

——Same. [Abridged.] Personal remin- Switzerland. 
iscences. Ed. by R. H. Stoddard. 

Nore.—Readers are reminded that the titles of works which are abbreviated in this class, under 

the pees of Ca subjects, may be found more fully entered under the names of their authors, in the 

general alphabet. 

eve Bie cee sewer a CE eee 

IV, EXAMPLES. ; 

[Top of page 252.) 

252 CAMPS—CARACCIOLI. 

Camps and prisons. See Duganne (A. J. HL.) | by F.C. Hingeston. London, 1858, 

USER SSE i aa Renee | se, [Rollschron.]. . . . 5140— . 
Camus (C. E.) Treatise on the teeth of) _ Qhronicie of England. [To 1417.] Ed: 

wheels. From the French, by J. I. eB Gh icra 5, 30, 
Hawki 3d Ae onde 1868. by F. C. Hingeston, L., 1858. 8% 

Howkina, “34 od London, Jo63/ (Rls obron.]-. + -  ~ Sled 
Canada, See Countries. (Canada.) Capital punishment. 
Canals. See Arts (Useful: canals, p. 40). — Akerman (J. Y.) “Furea et fossa:” a review 

Canary bird. Ace Birds, p. 217. | of certain modes of capital punishment in 

Cone Ty, ae See Countries. (Canary Isl-| 5 mute ages, [Atchwologia, he a 
aids. | Uctas, labia chee Vea ieerceeyh oe 

Cancer, See Medicine. (Oancer.) |— Armstrong (L.) Signs of the times; tend- 

Poy or the optimist. [In Voltaire. Tes | cue of efforts for the abolition cf 

WME] eee ee ne ss 5 081. 2S 849s 5s17. 
— — Same. .  Gurres, v.33, | Cara rea ere” 

iil Hue - Voltaire. ete reat — Bovee (M. H.) Christ and the gallows; 

Candle (Chemical history ‘of a). "See Faraday | reasons for the abolition of capital 
HPA Adis nots 's bah vik cist aan e ARE A0)| punishment. 1869... . . 5817.04 

Candlish (Robert 8.) Lectures on the — Burleigh (C.C.) Thoughts on the death 
book of Genesis. 3 v. London, 1863. penalty. 1845. . . .. . S8l7 10 
Reo Lea ic ies ee era Oe 

—Life in a risen Savior. Phila., 1858. 
Le iat ia) Sayomdes via pie) AOR RCLD | 

* * * * *
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IV. EXAMPLES—Continued. 

[Foot of page 253.) 

poPast; present, and the future. Ph., 1348. Carlist revolts. See Spain (Wars of succession, 
Bee ee wee ee + BYIB.04| 1826-40); Carlism in Spain, by J. W. Preston, 

— Principles of social science. 3 v. Ph. Seribuer, Dec, 1873 ;—Carlos (Don), in Biog- 
BBE WHE, ons Cee, BOTS. OL | Guat eB uae: : ; 

—Unity of law; in physical, social, men- CeraTeaietay ee pimmondt ee ue Stele iy ZT " ch under the C. (515.03) ; and gene - 
alae science. bau a canis of France, 153-088 spire een 
Sic. 5% ane CP Ce ee en 22 e (J e * Speci 1 

Carey (H. M.). Echoes from the harp of Ae hea Othe Matis tee] 
France. Caen, 1858, 24° . 1631.06 Cam., 1796. sm. 4%. . . 1631. 0 p ie + 1631.04 

Carey (James P.) Record of the great Carlyle (Thomas). Collected works. 30 y. 
rebellion ; chronological. N. Y., 1865. London, 1870-71. 8°. 5027 oi 
He ee rar acute ts) Contents: © 

Carey (Matthew). Essays on political | 1. Sartor Resartns. 14-18. Cromwell's Let- 
clonomy.  Phil., 1822... . 5939. 13| 24, Areuewrenslation, 1° tere and anseahe 
Gontenté: A. Addresses of the Philadelphia |: Glickeare Shite 

society for the promotion of national i e,.| eanattoroaa a ae tte Sey ee wets | Syaeige M2 Me | Dal of Joa Sten 
tween agriculture, manufacture: boric | 8482 Bast an Sinem ‘ tween ag ‘ens te Gangreses Yolueun om | 13. Past and Present. | BLO, Htederick the 

sequences of a dependen foreign ma on 
sercaresa to the farmormot the United uigten | oauee te” ouceny eocode tele 
on the rninous consequences of the existing | ee tc tate aed ee ceo OOMBan 
(tariff). Farmer's and planter’s friend. Strie- | Critical and miscellaneons essays. 
ii Chcsltolengs Eeanvnange of the new Phila., 1852. 8°. 2517, 12 ne ile tibia vet COE he 

aut , i Contents: Jean Paul Friedric! icliter 
—Letters to Adam Seybert, on the re- German literature. Life eee acak 

Tawalot thoucharteniststhe. tank-ot Werner. Goethe's Helena. Goethe. Burns. 
the U. 8. 2d ed. Philadelphia, 1811 Life of Heyne. German playwright, Voltaire. 
Ges Taner ta 5915 08 a eyate Pete ot is nae Jean Paul Fried- 
e soe. SOL, ich Richter. tory, Luther's psa 

— Olive branch, or faults on both sides, Schiller, Nibelanigen led, aa Sitecune 
federal and democratic. 3ded. Bos-| of the xiv, and xv. centuries. “German pootry. 

| Eola aeBlDs 16ts. sede attaers, 5714.07 | Characteristics. Goethe's portrait. nee 
n ee phy. Boswell’s Johnson. Death of Gocthe: 

V. EXAMPLES. 

[Top of page 306.) 

COUNTRIES: Egypt. 
a See Ri eee eee 

Heypt. Woodward (Dr.) Of the wisdom of the an- 
: : cient Egyptians. i 

1, Ancient History Religion, Science, Antiquities, 1786... eas aa ne sie 
ete. 2. Modern History of E, : icc z 2 I -y of Egypt. 

iquities of E. [anon.] L., 1841. ie a | Egypte sovs la domination de Méhémet Ali, 
5. ; > 3 ; 

Bebe (0. TZ.) Complexion of the ancient ait: DAR aE eb ee aa 
tions. (Zn Royal soc, of lit. Trans.. v.3,| yarcel i Lx Beets pperees: ieeemag ‘areel (J. J.) E., depuis la conquéte des 

irch (8.) Ancient hist. from the monu- Arabes jusqu’d la domination trangaise. ; 
ments. Egypt to B.c.3U0. . 1091.27 (As48, [Univers.]) . . . . 901.24 

hae (J.) Observ. relative to ancient Tone Py atejpolr pe @ campaign. with the ” 
ADE ys Ce idee see les . oman army in Egypt. 13800. , [Jn Pam- 

Biok of the dead. (Um Bunsen. Bebive piles Poe Coa ‘ilstory df cthe Eke thie BS) see tet ogy eee OO ee story of, the Ezy pum Bunsen (C. C.J.) Egypt's place in MLE: revolution from the period of the Mam- + 
sal history. 5 v. 1848-67. . 1075.08 _ elukes [12th century] to the death of 

sate FOr Contents seep. 24i of this cata) p Mohammed Ali, [1BA9|, 2 v. «1077.01 
. ‘ussell (M. View of f 

Champollion-Figeae (J. J.) Egypte ancienne Tas. : ay as geste te Wi 
ueiolte et description]. 1839. ion Ryme ( A.) G. sous la domination fran- 
POH) ss nse in geo oS GOIRB, 2 5 ek etidnes Caen 2 

Gor Oe L.) Daleth; or E. illustrated.) Yates (W. H.) Modern history and one 
ES autem 1075.09 tion of Egypt; with account of Mobam- 
een Egypt. Es place among the med Ali Pascha, from 1801-1843. 2 v. 

monarchies. 1874. . 1077.04 T 2 
Cory (I. P.) Chronological inquiry i in Bi mane +P.) C cal inquiry into the See also, in Biograph: 78, lives of 

“ancient history off. 167. > Sagi} Banameyant, ene? Pb lrencl No: 
Egyptian fragments from Manetho, Ammi- Pe aa seth eoeccntole ge tg 

‘amns Marcellinus, etc. (In the Phenix Abd-al-Latif. Relation respecting E., 1203. [In 

ete eet ae ae 5062.14 * Pirikerton v.15.) 
~ Sane. (in “his” Ancient’ “fragments. | dasa ( A. L.) Notes of a naturalist in the 

| me eas eo esr ae Nile valley. 1870. . . . . 1091.12 
» “ * *
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‘op of page 307. 

ee 
ee Bey: ae 

Silage lita’ ee ete 
iF 

St. John Pasar Rs Qv. 1853. 1032.06 DEPP RUS
T 

307 

Pe an eett and Navia, Nilo;—Pyramids ;—S 7a 

Bia ee Se ines] gamer Sue, be Th 

eee ph aa pi rimages 2 
we mies. nea) Beoeir 

AY) eaters Phe. 1.07 Note.—Tl 
. it 

é ial teneenes oo iaentlh ate, po beeen en ge tablet 

Simpson ( IV.) Meeti Ge DIRE. ass EOE: of Wiikinson 
general reader are ancient, 

- ) Meeting 
076.10 

aud Rend ri der are the w 

z 1874. . ting the sun: a journey. 
ed ate BIORIRO ot Keary's havo 

RE AON GL ANE aaa ney. ye ay busts compere. dae Rus. 

i de)" Th sad in an Eine potter 
aa 

Smythe (2. 2 Abia 2 y. 1868. 10BLOS 
ee ee Reactant’ Wonka 

i. A,B.) Eeypti . 1868. 1081.22 
“of rhodarn Hevoe Wokinsn hooks desmae 

Oy ere sa) esa Seba
 Elin) see th nara Rept Wukinoo's ane jane 

Spencer (J. A.) Ty PR hte gk UL 25 (anol the religion of Eg: 
Yet) 

st #1860. {9° ravels in Egypt, ie caneionty’ Various fain ee 

Stephens. (J. I.) Incidents. of oy k 052,40: . Seove Ep: aoa ace ie
 ont ae a 

“Egypt in I Incidents of ee tareh Prichard, W Drummond, He 
enumerated 

Taylor (BE 
B6°°8y.. 6 Hiaean For article % Wilkinson. 

rodotus, Phe 

ae 8) | aunt ee. in aed Le eae HE ticles from periodicals, ee : 

reer (J. P.) Photogra RTs 
1081.28 |. {vbat Let octane pals, aco Dinca 

Se. 2, Ss phic views of E. lived and di cyptians knew ;—i 08, 1870 

Votuey (C. F. He rs kk 
Ber 1859 (Key: ied; 2art.); Fraser’ ;—How, th 

‘Y . FF.) Trav 
» 1082.01 

o9 (Egyptian 
raner’a Thain, eee 

. ‘avels thr 
1865 (Mevpti and sacred ¢ nas, Ve 60, 

eS ‘ough Egypt. 2v. 1805 (eeypting tate sacred chronology) 5 Yak 

Per 
(in Mea chives. 1022.23 papel hy Oo ake 000 yee ago, by We 

eae the a Sein 
sove.a7| ent Ra te ae

 5 ee 

Watts gett k pari aner | qe Suds canal by, ¥2i, 1870 (Amn 

io & Lasts SemeS 9° 
Pan” Gee BGA: HT. Russel 

W 1850. sue Crescent and the aoa. (Egyptian Bin the Des Lately 1H 
i 

es 
datas ane 6, 1863 (Arts and oe Dead); Nat a6. 

ee _ round the Pyramids, oa tes (Bann SBA this Ba) Ne) | 

al cole 
g0- |!" Busy oanatey Mackie s urial, ete.) v. 96 

Phately (M.L.) Move Sea ues 1032.15 poor cane: Nec Hae rer ae Tawa the 

Be ae about ragged life in oe 1 ae ter ee 

— Ragged life i cog Bre in 1LOSL.2 aia citedoloce ons nde 

Wilkinson (Sir. ras a 
ee tos NEN fotion ee B

e ee 
i 

oe GO. qu 
. * 2 

ser 
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IIL—NEW YORK APPRENTICES’ LIBRARY CATALOGUE. 

It is now generally admitted by librarians that a complete catalogue 

should give information’ as to the author, title, and subject of every 

bodk. It is also agreed that authors and titles can be exhibited in the 

most intelligible and satisfactory manner only by means of an alpha- 

betical catalogue; but on the third point, that of the subject of the book, 

there is considerable diversity of opinion and practice. There are, how- 

ever, two prominent schemes or methods to which all the plans proposed 

may be reduced, and these are, first, the systematic catalogue; and, sec- 

ondly, the dictionary or alphabetical catalogue. 

Tt is generally assumed by the partisans of each of these plans that 

each catalogue is complete in itself and adequate to supply all the 

information of the other. It is worth while, therefore, before examining 

the method of each citalogue, to ascertain whether there are not fanda- 

mentally different kinds of subjects, because, if this is so, it may tarn 

out that each kind may need a different mode of treatment. This, as 
we shall see, is actually the case. 

The objects upon which human knowledge is based, whether apper- 

taining to the external world of the senses, or to the internal world of 

thoughts, can be viewed from two standpoints. 

In the first place, each object may be viewed as complete in itself, as 

standing alone, or as a totality—as a concrete unit; 

Secondly, objects may be viewed in their relation to other objects, or 

as parts of an abstract unit. 

Now, it is evident that classification is nothing but the formation of 

abstract units, by abstracting from concrete objects characteristics they 

have in common and uniting them in groups or classes. Classification 

is, therefore, necessarily abstract, and demands for its exhibition an 

abstract method. If we then unite the different abstractions or classes 

in higher abstractions, and arrange the whole in the order of its various 

genera and species, we get a systematic scheme of all our abstractions . 

or classes, and also a skeleton of the systematic catalogue, the plan of 
which we will now examine. 

The systematic catalogue, as its name implies, divides the whole field 

of knowledge into a system of classes or departments, with subdivisions 

ineach, the place of each division being fixed according to its greater 

or less degree of dependence or relation to other classes. All the books 

relating to a class are here brought together, and if the special student 

of any science or art wishes to know what there is ia the library on his 

study, he has only to ascertain the whereabouts of his specialty in the 

general scheme to find all he needs brought together within the compass 

of a few pages, the whole arranged in the natural order of its various 

parts, and in close proximity to other related classes which often throw 

steat light on the subject in hand. As most classed catalogues have 

ptefixed a synopsis or index of the scheme of classification, it is not so 

VE
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difficult a matter as has been represented to ascertain where to find a 
given class; and, assuredly, the great convenience of finding, at one 
glance, all one needs, counterbalances the small labor necessary in read. 

ing a brief synopsis, especially as any person of ordinary intelligence, 
after once mastering the scheme, can readily turn to any class he wants, 

It is then quite clear that the sole function of the systematic cata. 

logue is to indicate what books there are on certain classes, and to 
arrange these classes in systematic order. In a word, the information 
it gives is wholly general. Its method and principles being abstract, it 
cannot transcend its limits and exhibit individual topics which are eon- 
crete. These demand an altogether different and diametrically opposed 
mode of treatment, i 

If we wish to know, for instance, all there is in the library about 

such concrete objects as horses, plants, tobacco, iron, England, ete., we 

should be obliged, in a systematic catalogue, to look in numerous 

classes. And even if we knew exactly in which particular classes 

books on fhese topics were to be found, we should often need to read 
through all the titles of a class, because the classification being based 

on abstract principles, the subdivisions are necessarily abstract also, 

aud seldom coincide, in name even, with individual objects. There! is, 

then, but one course to pursue. There being no bond of union between 

individual topies when they are viewed as wholes standing alone, or as 

concrete units, it is necessary to arrange them in some arbitrary way 

in order to find them readily, and this can be best done by selecting the 

names of the individuals and placing them in alphabetical order, and 

when we have done this we have produced the second form of catalogue, 

namely, the dictionary or alphabetical catalogue of subjects. 

In the dictionary catalogue the idea of classification is abandoned 

altogether, every subject being arranged under its most specitie head 

according to the alphabetic order of its naine. Class headings also ap- 

pear, but they contain not a complete list of books thereon, but merely 

treatises on the class as a whole, or general works. In short, every head- 

ing is treated exhaustively, so far as it may be regarded as a whole, 
although classification itself is admitted to be foreign to the genius of 

this form of catalogue. Numerous cross references are introduced from 

one topic to a related one, or to subordinate topics, and this is sapposed 

to be a sufficient substitute for classification. This, however, is a mis- 

take. Olassification, as has been shown, concerns itself only with ab- 

stract parts of objects, and for this reason, an object necessarily falls in 
numerous classes; the dictionary catalogue, on the contrary, views 

every subject as a concrete whole. It is not enough, therefore, to refer 

from the name of a class to the concrete objects comprised within it, 

because these belong in the class ouly under a certain aspect, and there- 

fore alist of references under a class, say Botany, if followed out and the 
various headings were all arranged under one head, would not constitute 

a class list of botany, but would be a heterogeneous mixture of books 
from totally different classes. Again, supposing an inquirer could,
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ander each reference, select exactly what related to his particular class, 

what an interminable labor that would be, compared to the one reference 

in the systematic catalogue! 
It is, therefore, evident that each form of catalogue is incomplete, 

or, rather, that each is complete as far as its limits allow it to go. Hach 

js admirable in its way—the one for general information concerning 

dasses, and the other for specific information concerning individuals, 

The method cf the one is abstract and that of the other is concrete, and 

as both methods cannot be united without doing violence to the prin- 

ciples upon which each is based, and yet the information given by each is 

equally necessary, we must accept both as co-ordinate parts of one whole. 

A perfect catalogue should, then, have two parts, the one systematic 

or classed, and the other alphabetical. The first part should contain a 

complete list of all the books, arranged in the order of classification, 

with subdivisions, which need not, however, be unnecessarily minute, as 

the purpose of this part is simply to give general information, and for 

the attainment of this end a few subdivisions are sufficient. There 

should be prefixed a synopsis of the scheme of classification, so that the 

place of each class can be readily found, 

The second part, or alphabetical catalogue, should contain, first, a 

complete list of all the individual authors with their works in subalpha- 

betical order; secondly, the titles of all such books as do not clearly 

indicate the subject treated of; thirdly, it should contain (1) individual 

subjects or topies, with lists of all the books thereon, whether stated in 

the title or only implied; (2) class headings may be introduced, but 

simply as references to Part 1, so that any one wishing to find a class in 

Part 1 could do so in two ways, first by means of the synopsis prefixed 

to Part 1, or, secondly, by referring to its name in Part 2; (3) cross 

references, as in the ordinary dictionary catalogue. 

Some concrete topics, as England, America, and the names of countries 

generally would not need to have all the books relating to them brought 

under one view, because, in the first place, this would require consider- 

able space, and, secondly, it would answer every purpose if in all cases, 

when a part of a concrete topic is also a subdivision of a class in the 

systematic division, a reference were made to Part 1. Thus if there 

Were, in the first part, such subclasses as English History, English Lan- 

guage, ete., there might appear in the alphabetical catalogue, under the 

heading England, such references as this: 

ENGLAND: For History— See Class R. 1. 

Language — See Class W. 2. 

Ecclesiastical History — See Class Ye. 3. 

If, however, there were no subclasses such as the foregoing in Part 

l,a mere reference to the classes in which these subjects were included 

Would not be sufficient; it would then be necessary to give a complete 
list of all the books on England. 

The system thus briefly explained is carried out in detail, although in 

’somewhat erude form, in the Catalogue of the Apprentices’ Library,
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(September, 1874.) It is claimed for it that it answers all the possible 
and legitimate inquiries that can be directed to a catalogue, whether 
general or specific, in the shortest and most direct manner. If Professor 
Abbot’s criterion for a good catalogue be admitted, namely, that « That 
is unquestionably the best catalogue which enables a person most readily 
and completely to ascertain what the library contains relating to the 
subject of his inquiry,” the catalogue system here proposed may be safely 
tried by such a standard. For it certainly enables the inquirer to find 
what he wants “readily ”—a single reference being sufficient, whether 
the information sought is general or specific — and ‘“ completely,” since 
in all cases the subjects, whether concrete or abstract, contain all the 
books thereon in the library. : 

IV.—CATALOGUE OF ST, LOUIS PUBLIC SCHOOL LIBRARY, 

The system of classification adopted in the Catalogue of the Public 
School Library of St. Louis is a modification of the Baconian plan 
for which the library is indebted to William T. Harris, LL. D., superin- 
tendent of public schools, and, ex officio, one of the managers of the 
library.’| The main divisions and the method in which the minor classes 
are subordinated to the general heads, are shown in the following 
schedule : 

SYSTEM OF CLASSIFICATION. 

Main Divisions. 
( Philosophy. 

| Theology. 
Jurisprudence, 

| Social and political sciences . . . NS 
Social science. 

Science... | Philology. 

{ Mathematics. 

| Physies. 

Natural sciences and usefularts . } Natural history. 

Medicine, 
l | Useful arts. 

{ Fine arts. 

Poetry. 
MSGR 6305 25 oer eh aR hg. 6S Pose 

. ( Literary miscellany. 

{ Geography and travels. 

COTY, es eee a as ey uk ooh 0,0, CVal HISbORys 

l Biography. 

{ Polygraphs. 
Appendix ... s ssuie + + + os 12 Oyelopedias. 

( Periodicals. 

~ 1 An extended explanation and defense of Dr. “Harris's system of classification will be 
found in the Journal of Speculative Philosophy for 1870, vol. iv, p. 114 et seq.
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The foregoing classes are again divided into subclasses, numbered one 

toone hundred, which, in some instances, and, indeed, wherever desira- 
able, are still more minutely subdivided. Thus, under Natural history, 
Glass 50 is Zoblogy ; 50 a, Vertebrates; 50 a1, Mammals; ete. 

Following is an example of subdivision in the above scheme, under 
History : 

» HISTORY. 

GEOGRAPHY AND TRAVELS. | d. Southern Africa. 
Geography. Travels in Several Quarters of the 

a. Ancient. Globe. 
b. Modern. a, Eastern Hemisphere. 

Voyages. 6. Both Hemispheres. 

a, Circumnavigations. ¢, Oceanica. 
b. Collections of Voyages. Shia. 

Travels in America. Crvit History. 
a, North America. Compends and General History, 
b. United States. a. Chronology. 
¢e. British America. b. Philosophy of History. 
d. MexicoandCentralAmerica. | Ancient History. 
e. West Indies. | History of the United States. 
f. South America. | a. General. : 

Europe. | b. Settlements and Colonial 
a, British Islands. History. 
b. France and Netherlands. | ce. Revolutionary Period. 
¢e. Switzerland (and Alps) and | d, Civil War. 

Italy. | e. Particular States, Territo- 
d. Germany. | ries, and Cities. 
e. Denmark, Sweden, Norway, | America at La ge. 

and Iceland. | a. Aborigines. 
Jf. Russia and Poland. | b. Canadas. © 
g. Turkey and Greece. | 6. Spanish North America. 
h. Spain and Portugal. | d. South America, 

Asia. | British History. 
a. Turkey and Armenia. | a. England, 
b. Syria and Arabia. b. Scotland, 
¢. Central and Northern Asia. | ce. Ireland. 
d, Chinese Empire and Japan. | Europe, 
e. India. | a, France and Switzerland. 

Africa. | b. Germany, Netherlands, and 
a. Egypt, Nubia, and Abys- | Scandinavia. 

" sinia. | ce. Sclavohie Nations. 
b. Barbary States and Great d. Southern Europe, (Italy, 

. Desert. | Spain, ete.) 
¢. Central Africa. | e. Turkey and Greece.
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HISTORY — Continued. 

Asia at Large. | d. Seeret Societies, 
a. British India. BIOGRAPHY. 
b. China and Japan. | a, Collections and Dictiona- 

Historical Miscellany. ries of. 

a, Costumes and Iconology. b. Individual Biography, 

b. Crusades. | c. Correspondence, 
e, Wars and Campaigns. | d. Genealogy and Heraldry, 

Great diversity of opinion has long existed among librarians as to the 
practicability of a philosophical scheme of classification for the arrange. 
ment of books. After five years of trial, the system adopted in the 
Public School Library continues to commend itself for the readiness with 
which it imparts to the users of the library the information they may 
desire by bringing together, under one or two heads, all the books 
likely to throw light upon the subject of their investigation. In this 
particular is claimed its superiority over the so-called subalphabetical 

or dictionary system, as a glance at the synopsis of classification will at 

once indicate to the reader where to look for the class in which he may 

be sure to find all the works or references to works relating to the mat 
ter of which he is in quest. 

°



CHAPTER: XXX 

ON INDEXING PERIODICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS LITERATURE. 

BY PROF. OTIS H. ROBINSON, 
Librarian of the University of Rochester. : 

NECESSITY AND VALUE OF INDEXES—NO COMPLETE PRINTED INDEX TO PERIODICALS — 

CaRD INDEX — DESCRIPTION OF THE PLAN IN USE BY THE AUTHOR —Carr REQUIRED 

IN PREPARING INDEXES — “ FANCY” TITLES — SUGGESTIONS FOR CO-OPERATION AMONG 

LIBRAKIES. 

It is clearly the duty of a librarian so to conduct his library that 

everything it contains shall be accessible to every reader, and that with 

as little inconvenience as possible. It is often asked, How many buoks 

have you? or, Have you a fund for the purchase of books? Would it 

not be equally pertinent to ask, What means have you adopted to make 

your books most useful? Until this question is answered the working 

power of no library can be correctly estimated. 

In a college library especially it is important that as little effort as 

possible be required of the reader. This is true chiefly because here a 

majority of the readers are likely to be persons of so little experience, 

and such slight knowledge of the value of books, that they are willing to 

make but very little effort to find what their highest interest requires 

them toread. And besides, in a college library the readers are not ouly 

learning what and how to read, but they are also learning, some of them 

at least, how to consult a library —how to find in it all it contains of 

value on a given subject. This is by no means an insignificant part of 

astudent’s education, and every facility should be afforded to make it 
attractive and easy. 

With special reference to this work we may divide the books of a 
library into two general classes, as follows : 

I. Books which are continuous throughout on the same subject, or on 
kindred subjects; as biographies, histories, ete. 

Il. Books which are made up of parts not closely related to each 

other ; as cyclopiedias, dictionaries, periodicals, essays, ete. 
OF the first class, the titles form, or ought to form, a sufficient general 

index to the contents, so that a well prepared catalogue is all that is 
required.” The second class may be subdivided into: 

« Books whose parts are arranged on a well understood plan; as 
¢yelopwedias, chronological tables, ete. 

663
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b. Books which are composed of parts on widely different subjects, 
and arranged:on no definite plan; such as magazines, collections of es. 

says or lectures, etc. 

The former of these subclasses consists strictly of works of reference, 

and must be within the reach of readers for consultation at all times, 

No special device is necessary to make their contents accessible. 

Of the second class we may say that their titles give no clew to what 

they contain, so that a catalogue avails little or nothing; nor can one 

easily hunt up a given subject in them, for lack of order among their 
parts. 

The value of the last class of books mentioned, especially to a stu- 

dent, can hardly be overstated. In these days men of learning are push- 

ing their investigations in every direction. The results of these inves. 

tigations knock imperatively at every college door. College faculties are 

often at their wits’ end to decide how far the old, time honored eurricn- 

lum shall give place to modern researches. The tendency, I think, is to 

make the regular course cover all that is new by lectures supplementary 

to the old. This makes an extraordinary demand upon the time and 

strength of student-as well as teacher. It is desirable that a student 

be as good a linguist and mathematician to-day as was the college sta- 

dent one hundred years ago, aud at the same time that he acquire a fair 

knowledge of chemistry, and geology, and zodlogy, ete., of which such 

student never dreamed. And, besides, he must be up to date in the 

ever increasing practical applications of what is learned in theory. © In 

short, the field of study is rapidly widening, while the period allotted 

to student life remains nearly the same... What is demanded, therefore, 

is knowledge in nut shells. There is no time to waste. The classical 

student needs the mature essays of Arnold and Hadley to settle forever 

the questions which arise in his reading and help him in forming a cor- 

rect classical taste; the student of science cannot do without the lee- 

turesand fragments of Helmholtz, and Herschel, and Tyndall; and both 

must have the reviews, and magazines, and reports of learned societies 

without stint. I would say nothing to disparage extended courses of 

general reading, but this work of supplementing a college course during 

the period of student life must be largely done by the use of mono- 

graphs. 
Besides the circumstances of the student, the character of this class 

of books also commends them. Everybody knows that the best pro- 

ductions of many of the ablest scholars of to-day appear in the form of 

essays and magazine articles. The tendency toward this style of writing 

is increasing. It is known that a two or three hour article will be read 

while a volume would not be touched. The monthly and quarterly are 

also coming to be almost the sole place for the first scientific statement 

of discovery. They are therefore the most convenient means of study- 
ing the history of discovery and opinion—and, I might also add, general
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history — during that most difficult period which lies between the epheme. 

yal newspaper and the well written volume.! 

But the practical value of books depends largely upon the facility 

with which they may be used. I have said that when the titles of books 

do not clearly suggest their contents, a general catalogue is of little use 
in finding what they contain on a given subject. Suppose that in a 

library of 20,000 volumes there are 2,000 of this class, and that they 

contain, on an average, five valuable essays.to a volume, you have then 

10,000 essays, or half as many as there are volumes in the library, whose 

value is far above the average of the library. Every reader knows that 

these 2,000 volumes, or 10,000 essays, contain something on nearly every 

subject he wishes to investigate, but how shall he make them give down 

what they contain on any particular subject? I remember, when a col- 

lege student, spending many a leisure hour looking through the tables 

of contents of these books, volume by volume, and noting the volume 

and page of such as came within the range of my study. Tedious though 

it was to spend my reading hours in this way, I was recompensed. It is 
especially unpleasant to one making such a search to feel that, however 
far he has gone, the very next volume may contain what is to him more 
valuable than all he has found; or to look through whole sets of books 
for some half-forgotten essay and fail to find it at all. Until, therefore, 
these books are properly indexed, readers are subjected to a vast waste 
of time or to the loss of their use altogether. The great majority will 
choose to suffer the loss. j 
Where there is such a demand, one naturally looks for a supply of 

printed indexes, with supplements kept carefully up to date. But he 
looks in vain. The only comprehensive general index to periodical 
literature is that prepared by Mr. Poole, at the Boston Atheneum 
Library. That was published more than twenty years ago} and is now 
out of print. I know of no general index to the vast number of liter: 
ary and scientific papers which have been bound into volumes with such 
tiles as Miscellaneous Essays, Reports of Learned Societies, ete. Mr. 
Poole has been urged to complete the supplement to his index, which 
he began some years ago, and whieh he is so well qualified to make, but 
other duties so press upon his time that he gives no encouragement that 
he will be able to do anything further in this direction. And, besides, 

‘Since writing the above I have accidentally met with the following, from the report 
for 1871 of the librarian of the Mercafftile Library Association of San Francisco. It 
'sso clear and pointed that I cannot resist making a note of it. 

“A thorough collection of the periodical literature of the day constitutes a part of 
every library of note, acknowledged to be the most important and useful. Its value 
ina public library cannot be overestimated. It offers the student an epitome of all 
history, science, and art in the past and a continuation of the same in every depart- 
ment, even to the present day. It contains the latest improvement or advance in sci- 
chee, the freshest turn of thought. With a completion of Poole’s Index to Periodical 
Literature to date, the searcher after knowledge would have, in a complete magazine 
collection, a store of information inexhaustible and in worth beyond all computation.”
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the great barrier to a complete printed index, continued from year to 
year, is that it would not pay. Every library needs, and needs very 
much, an index to its own books of the class described, but the libraries 
are too few, and the wants of nearly all too far below the maximum to 
warrant publishers in keeping a general index up to date. Moreover, 

should th's be done, the aunaals would soon become so numerous as to 
make their consultation inconvenient, to say the least. 

Next to a continuous catalogue, every library needs a continuous 
index. Where printing immediately is not contemplated, the card 
system is rapidly coming into use for the catalogue. After quite an 
extensive correspondence on the subject, [ think no single plan has been 
generally adopted for the index. The general expectation among libra: 
rians seems to be that somebody will publish a general index. Various 
plans have been tried by private individuals and by librarians, but none, 
so far as I know, is free from serious faults. Two requirements must 

be met—ease of continuation, not by supplements, but the new always 
in alphabetical order with the old, and convenience of reference. For 

the simple purpose of alphabetical continuation, the card system is 

doubtless the best for either catalogue or index; but for convenience of 

reference it is far behind the best. Every one who has used a card 
catalogue knows that the inconvenience of turning the cards one by one 

with his finger-ends upon their edges, especially when pressed for time, 

is a serious obstacle to their use. What is wanted is the form of a 

book, that the leaves may be slipped easily and rapidly between the 

thumb and fingers, and the titles or references always stand out plain 

to the eye. 

The plan I have adopted is designed to meet both the requisitions 

mentioued above, provision being made, however, for the insertion of 

new references, not from day to day, but only once or twice a year, 

My plan was matured and my old index copied and put into working 

order in the new form in the summer vacation of 1873. It then con- 

tained not far from ten thousand references. It proved so convenient 

and useful the following year, both to students and other readers, that, 

when the vacation of 1874 came, I inserted in it the titles of the articles 

of every valuable book of the class mentioned in the library. It now 

contains little less than fifteen thousand references, or more than the 

number of volumes in the entire library. The facility with which it 

can now be kept up to date will appear, below. 
The universal favor with which it has been received, together with 

numerous suggestions that it ought to be more widely known, has 

induced me to prepare the following description of it. 
Its general appearance is that of a number of volumes in manuscript 

lying about three-fourths open in a case so constructed as to have a 

place set apart for each volume. The volumes are arranged iu alpha- 

betical order and fastened in the case. The case is screwed to its place 

so as to be a fixture in the library, where it is easily accessible to all.
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Tue volumes, which appear to be well bound as they lie in the case, are 

really only tied together firmly with binder’s thread. With this arrange- 

ment it is easy to cut them apart, insert the new references in proper 
order, and tie them up again, once or twice a year. The following 

diagrams will serve for a more detailed description of the several parts 

and their uses. 

ie 
| DRYDEN, GENIUS OF. E.R. 402: 1. - 

| — AND HIS TIMES, W.R. 631196. 

| 

® 

ell o 

Fia. 1. 

Let Fig. 1 represent the form of the leaves on which it is written. Their 

size is 8 inches by 54. . They are ruled on one side with nine lines to the 

page, with a cross rule one inch from the right edge. This margin is 

required for the tying, and is punched, as represented by the dots, the 

holes in each pair being about half an inch apart. Only those subjects 

are put upon a page which have the same first or leading word. A 

large part of most of the pages is, therefore, left blank for future entries. 

Ihave found the most convenient mode of indexing to be, first to draw 

off the titles or subjects on small slips of paper, one title on a slip, then 

arrange these in alphabetical order preparatory to copying. When the 
index has once been begun very many of the new slips which are pre- 

pared from year to year can be copied on the pages already started. 

New pages are always to be started for those subjects which have new 

leading words. As the volumes are eut apart into loose leaves at the 

time the copying is done, the new pages so started can be arranged in 

alphabetical order with the old before tying up again, reference being 

had only to the first word. Revisions and corrections can also be at- 

tended to at the same time. 

The covers of the volumes are prepared with special reference to their 

adjustment to the case, from which they are never removed except for the 

periodical addition of new matter. Suppose Fig.1 to be enlarged a little 
each way, and it will fairly represent one side of a cover. The sides are 
made separate and connected by a strap, as shown hereafter. This half- 
cover terminates in a flexible morocco margin which is punched to cor- 
Tespond with the leaves so as to be tied together with them, The mar- 
gin is made wide enough fo leave a flexible section or joint above the tie. 

Fig. 2 represents a strong morocco strap, nearly as wide in the middle 
as the covers, and punched to correspond with them. The distance, a
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b, between the sets of holes near the middle is two or three inches, 
according to the thickness of > = 
Wa apiia de Bounds The) eee Fis J 
ends are about two-thirds as [° a b a 

long, from b to ¢, as the cov- 

ers, and punched so as to be ~ . ° : 

suspended on fixed pins in the u ° 

case, as shown at rs, Fig. 6. noes 
* The two sides of the cover are now sewed to this strap along the lines 

of the corresponding holes and the cover is complete. 

ee i oe 

te ie : 

; i iH 
Fie. 3. 

Fig. 3 gives an outline view of the back of the cover when finished, 

the strap being laid upon the two sides and sewed along the dotted 

lines. : 
i ; Fig. 4 gives a sectional view of the cover 

| ‘ when the book is closed and placed upon 

its back. Covers can be prepared in this 
’ form by any binder at a small expense, and 

will last a lifetime. 
From two to four hundred leaves can be 

\ clamped within a cover with an ordinary 

clamp, and the whole sewed or tied firmly 

| in afew minutes. To stiffen the volume 

| when so bound, and to protect the leaves 

; from being injured by the thread, narrow 

brass plates, represented in Fig. 5, are 

(. be) 
e e . . } 

Fig. 4. Fie. 5. 

placed outside the cover. The thread being drawn several times 
through at each end, and tied while the book is clamped, will hold these 

plates firmly against the sides of the volume, and form altogether a 

pretty strong binding. The principal objection to this whole plan would 

seem to be the necessity of rebinding or retying once or twice a year. 
My experience, however, is that, with no special facilities, one can tie 

them up at the rate of three volumes in an hour, which makes the work 

too trifling to be considered. Your compensation is that you have your
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index in the convenient form of a book, and all in alphabetical order up 

to date, without separate supplements. 

NN t¢¢¢£ ZA n 

TD \ ee 
We) 
SS = — 

Fig. 7. 
Tone! io, es Le, 

v € 
Fie. 6. 

Fig. 7 represents a book as bound; below it, (Fig. 6,) is a vacant section 
of thecase. The opening, ¢ d, is somewhat larger than the thickness, a b, 

(see Fig. 2,) of the book. The ends of the morocco strap, m n, are now 

slipped through narrow slits, 0 p, Fig. 6, in the inclined boards of the 

case,and fastened underneath on the pins, 7 s. The book then lies 

partly resting on the boards and partly suspended by the strap, as rep- 

7 
os es 

a7 
a 7 Ww sees: ee — 

oe 2 

nr v 

Ce » 
Fig. 8. 

resented in Fig. 8. The inclination of the boards and the space, ¢ d, 

Kig. 6, between them are such as to allow the book to lie open far 

enough for convenient use, or to be closed at pleasure on either side, 
while the strap still holds it loosely in its place. 
The case is constructed as follows: For a single row of the volumes 

two boards are cut of the form a bd, Fig. 8. Between these the in- 
clined boards which support the books are fitted by inserting them into 
grooves or furrows, mn, 0 p, cut for the purpose. These long boards 
form the front and back of the case, the books lying loosely between 
them, just low enough to secure their protection. When the index is 
large enough to require eight volumes or more, the case should be made 
for two or three rows; otherwise the length may be inconvenient. No 
lid is required, as the books may be closed for protection against dust 
when necessary. 

Fig. 9 represents one of the cases I am now using, containing 
twelve volumes arranged in two rows. Each volume contains about 
two hundred leaves, the spaces in the case being large enough, however,
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to contain them easily when they shall have grown to twice that size. 

The brass plates and threads, aud all the binding are entirely out of 

sight beneath the case, so that the whole presents a neat appearance. 

The references are written on the left side only, as represented in Fig. 1; 

the leading or catch word is thas always first in view as the leaves vre 

turned. : 

To make this description complete, it should be added that the refer- 

ences to periodical literature are made in the usual way, by an ab- 

breviatfon of the title, the namber of the volume, and the page. But 

the references to the volumes of miscellaneous literature require either 

aspecial device or the copying of somewhat long titles a great many 

times. To save this copying and to condense the size of the index the 

following plan has been adopted: The titles of the volumes are num- 

bered and written in full with their numbers once for all, in a bold hand, 

ona large card which is suspended over the case. The references are 

then made by writing two numbers after the subject of the article, one 

the number of the volume on the ecard, the other the page of the article. 

Ihave now three hundred volumes numbered on my eard. This device 

simplifies the work, condenses the index, and prevents mistakes to such 

anextent that were I to begin the whole work de novo I should be in- 
clined to adopt it for all the books indexed. 

When the covers of the books are once prepared and the index has 

been begun, the work of keeping it up in any ordinary library is neither 

long nor difficult. It may properly be divided, however, into two parts; 

the preparation of the slips from an inspection of the articles or essays to 

be indexed, and the copying of them and arranging and retying of the 

volumes. The latter requires no special preparation or skill, but may be 

done by any careful assistant. The preparation of the slips, on the other 
hand, requires the most careful attention of one who has had experience 

with books. He must decide upon the leading or principal word of the 

title, and the best condensed form of it, without hesitation; he must 
determine what titles should be repeated under different catch-words, 

and what articles should be rejected as worthless; he must be able to 

run his eye over the book notices in the leading reviews, and select here 

and there one which amounts to a brief review, omitting the rest; and, 
what is most difficult of all, he must be able to make titles and substi- 

tute them for a vast number of fancy titles whieh would be meaningless 

inan index. Think of a valuable historical article on steam navigation, 

Written for one of the British quarterlies at the time the Great Eastern 

was launched, as indexed under its fancy title, Triton (The) and the 

Minnows; or, of a long article in the North American Review at the 
close of the war, reviewing the Rebellion Record, as indexed Scotch the 

Snake or Kill It, or Snake, Scotch or Kill it. Some writers have a 

fancy for such taking titles, and the indexer must be able to reject 

them promptly, and substitute whatever his own judgment dictates. 

Mr. Poole says in the preface to his index, ‘My practice has been to
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ignore entirely all previous indexes and tables of contents; and, after 
an inspection of the article, and, if necessary, its perusal, to refer to it 

by that title under which I supposed the reader would be most likely to 
look for it.” 

In concluding this paper, I may be allowed a suggestion as to the 

co-operation which is possible among librarians in this work of index. 

ing. We may suppose that the most important of the periodical and 

miscellaneous literature is added about as soon as published to nearly 

all of the libraries of the country, and the less important to many, 

Now, as the principal expense of keeping a ranning index to this 

regular accession is in the skilled labor of preparing the slips before 

copying, this work should be done once for all. Let some librarian 

who receives about all of this kind of literature that is worth indexing, 
carefully prepare all the titles fit for an index, and keep them on hand, 

Copies could then be made, at a trifling expense, of such portions as 

any other librarian might order. One general indexer might thus 

be paid for great thoroughness, with but little expense to the several 

libraries receiving the titles from him. In whatever form any librarian 

might choose to keep his index, this would greatly facilitate the prepa- 

ration of the materials for the final alphabetical copy. Some might haye 

copies made upon thin slips, suitable for pasting into blank books pre- 

pared for the purpose. Others might prefer to have the titles copied 

upon cards of uniform size, and fit to be arranged in a case, in the form 

of a card catalogue, or to be mixed with the’ cards of their catalogue. 

These would be much cheaper modes than the one I have adopted, as 

described above, but in other respects much less satisfactory. Still 
other modes of converting the indexer’s titles into an index will readily 

occur to any librarian who considers it a little; and I think every one 

would realize that the great difficulty of keeping a running index was 

overcome as soon as he could purchase, at reasonable rates, cofies of 

stich well prepared titles. 

.



CHAPTER’ XXX. 

BINDING AND PRESERVATION OF BOOKS. 

BY A. R. SPOFFORD, 
Librarian of Congress. 

IMPORTANCE OF THE SUBJECT — COLLATION OF BOOKS—- MATERIALS FOR BINDING — 

WorKMANSHIP — STYLES. OF BINDING —HAsTE TO BE AVOIDED — Maps, CHARTS, 

AND PLATES TO BE MOUNTED — RESTORATION OF OLD BOOKS — PRESERVATION OF 

ANNOTATIONS AND AUTOGRAPHS — TREATMENT OF PAMPHLETS, 

Next to the selection and utilization of books, there is no subject 

more important in the administration of a public library than the bind- 
ingand preservation of the volumes. Oarelessness or neglect of the 

work in these points will subject any collection of books to danger and 

deterioration which may end in the loss of many volumes. However 

large or small a library may be, it should be a part of the duty of its eus- 

todian to go carefully through the collection at frequent intervals, take 

out the books needing repairs or rebinding, and to see to it that none 

} isdamaged beyond recovery before the proper remedy is applied. 

Coincident with this duty should be the careful examination of each 

book returned from the hands of readers before it is replaced upon the 

shelves. Many libraries are filled with imperfect books, from which 
plates or leaves are missing, having fallen out by the wear and tear of 

the volumes, and carelessness or some worse abuse on the part of read- 
ers, This mischief should, of course, be watched and arrested at the 
threshold, and no library should be made the victim of the joint care- © 

lessness of its officers and the public. No rules for the collection of 

fines or the replacement of damaged books are of any value unless reg- 

warly and systematically enforced ; and this can be done only by a cur- 

sory examination, at least, of each volume as it is returned from the 
hands of the reader. 

Equally essential is it to good library management that every book 

acquired by purchase or otherwise be carefully collated before being 

catalogued or placed upon the shelves. Missing signatures, misplaced 

leaves, or abstracted plates and maps are of extremely common occur- 

renee in any lot of books purchased or newly received from whatever 
(warter, Such imperfeetions can be detected only by a thorough colla- 
tion, page by page. In the case of recent publications wanting in leaves 
or illustrations, the publishers are bound to supply the imperfection free 

of charge, In the case of books which are out of print, it is usually 

43 5
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impracticable to repair imperfections; and, in such cases, the book 
should be returned to the seller, and another copy procured 3 Unless jn 
special cases the work is a rare one, and the imperfection of small con. 
Sequence in comparison with the cost and the importance of the book 
to the library. A successful and economical repair of such deficiencies, 
of course, depends upoa the promptitude with which reclamations are 
made; and without prompt and thorough attention to this matter, mak. 
ing it a rule to collate every volume on receipt, a library runs the tisk 
of becoming filled with imperfect books, which may become quite ag 
annoying to readers as the total absence of the volumes themselves, 

While this is no place for a treatise on the history or the art of book- 
binding, a few practical suggestions on the best methods of utilizing this 
art for the preservation of library collections seem to be appropriate, 
And, first, as to the material to be employed in covering books. The 
combined experience of librarians establishes the fact that leather bind. 
ing only can be depended on for any use but the most ephemeral, All 
books bound in boards or cloth inevitably come to pieces after a few 
readings. While reasons of economy may dictate the propriety of leay- 
ing some books of reference, and the mass of volumes in any depart- 
ment which aré bat little read, in their original cloth binding, it is neces. 
sary to provide all the books which are really much used with a more 
solid, and permanent covering. In doing this, the problem is how to 
combine durability and elegance with economy in expenditure. It isa 
false economy to employ cheap binders, who will always slight their 
work in order to underbid competition. To save a few cents on a vol- 
ume, librarians will sometimes hazard the much greater cost of hay- 
ing books rebound a second time; and each rebinding seriously dete- 
riorates every volume which is subjected to the process. The cheapest 
binding is that which is done to last, and the most expensive that which 
the soonest comes to pieces in the hands of the reader. An inexpert 
librarian who accepts the lowest bid for rebinding a lot of books is 
served with inferior leather, the thinnest spongy boards instead of solid 
tar, cheap sewing-thread, inferior glue, imitation gold-leaf, and other 
devices resorted to by every mechanic who has to make a cheap job 
pay. Nowhere are the effects of the reign of shoddy, which infests 
every art and manufacture, more lamentable than in the book-binders’ 

art. The sacrifice of all comeliness, solidity, and taste in binding is léss 
injurious than the increased expense entailed by imperfect work. A 
book which comes from the binder in a half-pressed, spongy, and speed- 
ily-warping condition, with rough corners, irregular trimmings, wrinkles, 
imperfectly-secured plates, half-sewn or starting leaves, and similar im- 
perfections, is on the high road. to destruction, if not effectually ruined 
hy the process it has undergone. On the other hand, a book which has 
been correctly treated will have a solid and even shape and feeling, 
with the leather of the corners*smoothly pared, the back firm and well 
rounded, the head evenly trimmed, the leaves opening? freely and uni
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formly in all parts, and the lettering on the back clear and straight. 
To pay. 25 per cent. additional, or even more, for such binding, and be 

assured of thorough and conscientious work, from the cardinal point of 

the sewing of the volumes to the last touch of the finisher, is wise 

economy in the end, 

While nearly all books published on the continent of Europe are 

issued to the public in paper or printed covers, in England and America 

they are almost universally published in muslin bindings, the English 

style being uncut as to margins, while in this country the book is usually 

trimmed all around before the cloth binding is put on. The muslin cov- 

ers being made in part by machinery, and all in one piece, are attached to 

the book only by a narrow guard of paper or cloth, liable to tear away at 

the first severe handling. Books bound in leather, on the other hand, 

being first carefully sewed and backed to secure the tenacity of the 

leaves, are firmly laced to the boards which form the cover by the twine 

or cords to which the leaves are sewn. The leather being then placed 

over all, if of the proper texture and durable quality, will insure the 
preservation of each: properly-bound book for centuries, even with fre- 

quent, if reasonably careful, use or reference. ; 

The quality of the leather used in binding is of cardinal importance. 

What passes under the name of morocco leather is commonly only 

colored sheepskin, soft, and easily worn out, with a tendency to become 

rough and lose its artificial coloring on being handled. Genuine Levant 

morocco is expensive, but it is the only leather likely to give permanent 

satisfaction on books which are to be continually handled. Calfskin, 
which is very largely used in book binding, although it has the merit of 

a smooth and elegant appearance, is open to fatal objections. The 

leather is brittle and always breaks at the joints, the question of its de- 

terioration being ouly one of time. In most libraries the books bound 

incalf or half-ealf are continually being sent to the binder for repairs. 

The heavier volumes bound in this material frequently break by their 

own weight in standing on the shelves, while those subject to frequent 

opening break all the sooner. Moreover, calf bindings, especially light 

calf, are much more easily stained or soiled than any others, while the 
smoothness of the leather renders them peculiarly liable to scratches, 
thus quickly ruining the primitive elegance of their appearance. For 
these reasons it is bad economy to bind any book in calf for a public 

library, however it may be with private ones. Russia leather, although 

Stronger than calf, has the same liability to break at the joints, while the 
idea that its peculiar odor affords any protection against worms, is a de- 
lusion. Perhaps nothing need be said of “leatherette,” or other shoddy 
substitutes for leather and cloth, which have recently come in vogue 
among the votaries of cheap binding. They are, one and all, made of 

paper, and are stiff, brittle, and sure of breaking at the joints even more 

quickly than ealf, so that the use of them for a publie library would be 
4 Most costly economy.
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As tothe color chosen for bindings, it has been found that all morocco 
leathers, green, blue, maroon, ete., turn a dingy black after a few decades, 
The only permanently fast color for leather is said to be red, the dye 
being made from the cochineal insect. The objection that the binding 
in red is too gaudy or showy for the shelves of a public library may be 
answered by the statement that the mass of every large collection, be. 
ing composed of the older literature, will always be of calf or other 
dark-colored bindings. The majority of the more recent books, also, 
or the literature of the current century, which are kept in their orig: 
inal bindings, are in dark-colored muslin. If the books which come to 
be rebound, and the new acquisitions requiring it, are all bound in red 
morocco, therefore, and distributed, as they will naturally be, with the 
related books in each department of the library, they will serve to light 
up and relieve agreeably the otherwise too sombre appearance of the 
collection. Of course the exceptions may be numerous to binding uni- 
formly in this color; and works in theology, science, etc., may very 
properly be dressed in black morocco, which will not turn any dingier 
than its native color in the progress of time. No arbitrary rule should 
be laid down, though it may be noted that the authorities of the British 
Museum Library have adopted a classification of colors, by which his- 

torical books are bound in red, theological in blue, poetical in yellow, 
books of natural history in green, ete. As nearly all libraries are 
lighted by gas, the chemical effects of which are very injurious to books, 

it may be added that calf and Russia-leather suffer most from the pro. 

duets of gas combustion, and morocco least of all. 

Comparatively few books need be bound in full leather, even ina 
library largely used, though all books of incessant reference, like the 

more popular encyclopedias and dictionaries, should be fully bound in 

the strongest and most durable leather: The mass of books, if bound in 

genuine half-morocco, with cloth sides, will stand well a prolonged use. 

Those less frequently used may safely have marbled paper sides, but 

leather corners should be insisted upon for all but the thinnest volumes. 

The binder should not be permitted to cut any book closely. A sim 

ple shaving taken off the head to render the leaves smooth for handling, 

leaving the other margins uncut, is the best treatment. The prime re- 

quisites of good binding are durability and neatness, and to these both 

ornament and false economy should be sacrificed. Gilding is quite un- 

necessary in the books of a public library, except for the mere lettering, 

or titles. Morocco looks well with what is termed blind-tooling, or 

blank finish, and the money spent in extra stamps, fillets, or embossing 

would be better applied in securing thorough sewing and “ forwarding,” 

or fastening in the leather covers. This branch of the bookbinder’s 

art furnishes the true test of durable work. Too much hurry in bind 

ing books is a waste, as no book can be well bound unless it is givel 
ample time to dry and press thoroughly after each process. Freshly- 
Lound books should be reserved from use for at least three weeks, and
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firmly pressed on shelves till they are so dry as not to warp upon expos- 

we, All maps and plans in books should be mounted on cambric, or 

other thin cloth. The plates in large volumes should be secured by 

being mounted on guards, and such volumes should be kept in drawers 

or on sliding shelves, as if placed upright they suffer inevitable injury. 

The mounting of maps on paper, and patching with cloth at the folds, are 

minous expedients. Folding maps and plates are invariably torn and 

mined if not thoroughly protected. In binding periodicals, the covers 

should be carefully preserved and bound at the end of each volume; 

thus preserving what is frequently valuable historical material, and 

supplying the means of fixing the date, price, ete., of each number. All 

half-titles, known as ‘ bastard titles,” should be preserved and bound 

in, while prospectuses of other publications or miscellaneous advertis- 

ing sheets may be rejected, in binding any book, as extraneous matter. 

Old books in original binding should be restored rather than rebound, 

preserving as far as possible the characteristic features of the primi- 

tive binding. For-the same reason, annotations and autographs 

should generally be preserved, as they frequently elucidate the history 

or contents of the volume, or identify it with a former possessor. 

Byery librarian should give special personal attention to the lettering 

of books. Binders are rarely qualified to discriminate the proper 

titles to be placed on a book, especially those in foreign languages, and 

the time and money expended on full, accurate, and well arranged let- 

tering will save much time and trouble in after use to readers and libra- 

rians alike. The date and place of publication should in all cases be 

the last lettering on the back, and collective works should have some 

indication of the contents of each volume of the set supplied in its 

lettering. 

The binding of pamphlets is a mooted point in all libraries. While 
the British Museum and the Library of Congress treat the pamphlet as 

a book, binding all separate, this is deemed in some quarters too vexa- 

tious and troublesome, as well as needlessly expensive. It must be con- 

sidered, however, that the crowding of a heterogeneous collection of 

pamphlets into a single cover is just as objectionable as binding together 

books on unrelated subjects. Much time is consumed in finding the 
pamphlet wanted among a dozen or more that precede or follow it, and, 

itvaluable or much sought for pamphlets are thus bound, many read- 

ers may be kept waiting for some of them, while one reader engrosses 

the volume containing all. The loss of one, moreover, entails the loss 
ofall bound with it; whereas if-kept separate the loss would have been 

reduced to a minimum, Pamphlets may be lightly bound in paste- 

board, stitched, with cloth backs, at a cost varying from 8 to 12 cents 

each ; 1 and the compensating advantage of being able to classify them 

like books upon the shelves should weigh in the decision of the ques- 

ton. If many are bound together, they should invariably be assorted 

~ "his cost, however, will hardly include lettering. =
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into classes, and those only on the same general topic should pe 
embraced in the same cover. The reports of societies and institutions, 
annual catalogues, ete., should be bound in chronological series, with 
five to ten years in a volume, according to thickness. Libraries which 
accumulate many bound volumes of pamphlets should divide them into 
series, and number them throughout with strict reference to the cata. 
logue. There will thus be accumulated a constantly increasing series 
of theological, political, agricultural, medical, scientific, ete., pamphlets, 
while the mass, which cannot be thus classified, may be designated in 
@ consecutive series of volumes as Miscellaneous Pamphlets. ‘When 
catalogued, the title page or beginning of each pamphlet in the volume 
should be marked by a thin strip of unsized paper projected above the 
top of the book, to facilitate future reference. In all cases the contents 
of each volume of pamphlets should be briefed in numerical order upon 
the first fly-leaf of the volume, and its corresponding number written 
on the title page of each pamphlet. 

Readers should never be permitted the vulgar and deleterious prac: 
tice of folding down the corners of leaves— i. e., making “dog’s-ears”— 
or of wetting the fingers in turning over the pages of a book. All 
writing upon margins should be visited with the penalty of exclusion 
from library privileges. Under no circumstances should a book be left 
open, face downward. Never crowd books too closely upon the shelyes, 
Taere should always be room for every volume to slip easily past its 
neighbors. Turning books downward upon the fore-edge is another 
injurious practice, which deteriorates the solidity of the bindin g. When 
uncut books must be brought into use in a library, they should always 
be prepared for the readers by the paper-knife, as otherwise the leayes 
will be subject to the hazard of being torn and gouged by impatient 
fingers past all remedy, except the barbarous expedient of cutting off 
all the margins when the book is bound, 3
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE AND SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS. 

BY A, R, SPOFFORD, 
Librarian of Oongress. 

SocreTY PUBLICATIONS — PERIODICALS AND PAMPHLETS — COMPLETE FILES SHOULD BE 

KEPT— ARRANGEMENT — NEWSPAPERS — THEIR NUMBER— TENDENCY TO DESTRUC- 

TION — PRESENT AND FUTURE VALUE — COLLECTION OF M, DE LA Bepoyire—Locan 
LIBRARIES SHOULD PRESERVE FILES OF LOCAL PAPERS AND PAMPHLETS — SCRAP- 

BOOKS — REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES — Reports, PROCEEDINGS, AND TRANSACTIONS OF 

SOCIETIES —INDEXES TO SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS — THE EXCHANGES BY THE SMITH- 

SONIAN INSTITUTION —A VALUABLE COLLECTION OF PAMPHLETS RELATING TO ENG- 

LISH HISTORY. 

Within the world of books which every publie library contains, and 

forming frequently a large and important department, come periodicals 

and patnphlets. These include, not only newspapers and political and 

literary journals of all kinds, but the transactions, proceedings, reports, 

and other publications, whether regular or occasional, of societies, libra- 

ries, governments, and their numerous subdivisions, together with the 

whole vast farrago of publications that swarm from the press of all 

nations, and do not form systematic works or books devoted to a special 

topic. This mass of publications, which it would be a misuse of terms 

to call minor literature, is sometimes described under the general head 
of ephemera. The correctness of such a classification may be doubted, 

since these publications, and especially those of governments and scien- 

tific institutions and societies, frequently contain monographs of great 

value and completeness, to which the application of the term “ ephem- 

eral” would be a misnomer. At the same time the fact that most of 

these publications appear serially, or else, as in the case of pamphlets, 

contain but a few leaves of print, removes them for certain purposes 

from the category of distinctly printed works, and requires a special 

treatment at the hands of librarians. ° 

Whether a public library be large or small, its value to students will 

depend greatly upon the care and completeness with which its selec- 

tions of periodical works are made and kept up from year to year. 

Nothing is more common in all libraries, public or private, than imper- 

fect and partially unbound sets of serials, whether newspapers, reviews, 

magazines, or the proceedings and reports of scientific societies, libra- 

ties, charities, government and municipal publications, ete. Nothing 
679
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ean be more annoying than to find the sets of such publications broken 

at the very point where the references or the wants of those consulting 
them require satisfaction. In these matters perpetual vigilance is the 

price of completeness; and the librarian who is not willing or able to 

devote the time and means requisite to complete the files of periodical 

publications under his charge is to be censured or commiserated accord- 
ing to the causes of the failure. The first essential in keeping up the 

completeness of files of ephemeral publications, next to vigilance on the 

part of their custodian, is room for the arrangement of the various parts, 

and means for binding with promptitude. Some libraries, and among 

them a few of the largest, are so hampered for want of room that their 

serials are piled in heaps, without order or arrangement, and are thus 

comparatively useless until bound. In the more fortunate institutions, 
which possess adequate space for the orderly arrangement of all their 

stores, there can be no excuse for failing to supply any periodical, 

whether bound or unbound, at the moment it is called for. It is simply 
necessary to devote sufficient. time each day to the systematic arrange- 

ment of all receipts; to keep each file together in chronological order; 

‘to supply them, for the perusal of readers, with a proper check or receipt, 

and to make sure of binding each new volume as fast as the publication 

of titles and index enables it to be done properly. While some libraries 

receive several thousands of serials, the periodical publications taken 

by others amount to a very small number; but in either case the im- 

portance of prompt collation and immediate supply of missing parts 

or numbers is equally imperative. While deficiencies in daily newspa- 

pers can rarely be made up after the week, and sometimes the day, of 

their appearance, the missing parts of official and other publications, as 

well as of reviews and magazines appearing at less frequent intervals, 

ean usually be supplied within the year, although a more prompt secur- 

ing of them is often necessary. In these publications, as in the acqui- 

sitions of books for any library, the collation of each part or number is 

imperative, in order to avoid imperfections which may be irreparable. 

First in the ranks of these ephemeral publications, in order of number 

if not of importance, come the journals of all classes, daily and weekly, 

political, literary, scientific, illustrated, professional, mechanical, agri- 

cultural, financial, ete. From the obscure and fugitive beginnings of 

journalism in the sixteenth century to the establishment of the first con- 

tinuous newspapers—the London Weekly News, in 1622, and Renau- 

dot’s Gazette, (afterwards the Gazette de France,) in 1631, followed by 

the issue of the first daily newspaper, the London Daily Courant, in 

1702, and the Boston Weekly News Letter, in 1704, (the first. American 
journal,)—to the wonderful fecundity of the modern periodical press, 
which scatters the leaves of more than fifteen thousand different journals 

broadcast over the globe, is a long and interesting history of the trials 

and triumphs of a free press. In whatever respect American libraries 

may fall behind those of older lands, (and their deficiencies are vast, and,
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in many directions, permanent,) it may be said with confidence that in 

the United States the newspaper has received its widest and most com- 

plete development. Numerically, the fullest approximate return of the 
newspaper and periodical press gives a total number of 7,870 periodical 

publications regularly appearing within the limits of the United States.! 

The largest number of periodicals printed in any country of Europe is 

in Great Britain, where a total of 2,252, including newspapers, reviews, 

magazines, ete., were issued in 1875.2 In the same year France had 

1,559 newspapers and _ periodicals, Germany 1,985, and Italy 935. 

While no one library, however large and comprehensive, has either 

the space or the means to accumulate a tithe of the periodicals that 
swarm from a productive press, there are valid reasons why more at- 

tention should be paid by librarians to the careful preservation of 

a wise selection of all this current literature. The modern newspa- 

per and other periodical publications afford the truest, the fullest, and, 

on the whole, the most impartial image of the age we live in that can 

be derived from any single source. Taken together, they afford the 
richest material for the historian, or the student of politics, of society, 

of literature, and of civilization in its various aspects. What precious 

memorials of the day even the advertisements and brief paragraphs of 

the newspapers of a century ago afford us! While in a field so vast it 

is impossible for any one library to be more than a gleaner, no such 

institution can afford to neglect the collection and preservation of at 

least some of the more important newspapers from year to year. A 

public library is not for one generation only, but it is for all time. Oppor- 

tunities once neglected of securing the current periodicals of any age in 

continuous and complete form seldom or never recur. The principle of 

selection will, of course, vary in different libraries and localities. While 

the safest general rule is to secure the best and most representative of 

all the journals, reviews, and magazines within the limits of the fund 

which can be devoted to that purpose, there is another principle which 

should largely guide the selection. In each locality it should be one 
leading object of the principal library to gather within its walls the full- 

est representation possible of the literature relating to its own State 

and neighborhood. In every city and large town the local journals and 
other periodicals should form an indispensable part of a public library 
collection. Where the means are wanting to purchase these, the pro- 
prietors will frequently furnish them free of expense for a public use; 
but no occasion should be lost of securing, immediately on its issue from 

the press, every publication, large or small, which relates to the local 
history or interests of the place where the library is maintained. This 
collection should embrace not only newspapers, magazines, ete., but a 
complete collection of all casual pamphlets, reports of municipal govern- 
ihents, with their subdivisions, reports of charitable or benevolent socie- 

EET Gig wall Amierlead Newehanoe DUhaaeinee 7 
> Newspaper Press Directory, London, 1875.
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ties, schools, ete., and even the prospectuses, bulletins, catalogues, ete), 
of real-estate agents and tradesmen. Every library should have its 
serap-book (or series of them) for preserving the political broadsides and 
fugitive pieces of the day which in any way reflect or illustrate the Spirit 
of the times or the condition of the people. These unconsidered trifles, 
commonly swept out and thrown away as worthless, if carefully pre- 
served and handed down to the future, will be found to form precious 
memorials of aby-goneage. How many pages of our modern philosophic 
historians are illuminated by traits of character and manners derived 
from these ephemeral handbills, broadsides, ballads, and other forgotten 
“rubbish” of the centuries that are gone. 

While the files of the journals. of any period furnish unquestionably 
the best instruments for the history of that epoch, it is lamentable to 
reflect that so little care has ever been taken to preserve a fair repre. 
sentation of those of any age. The destiny of nearly all newspapers is 
swift destruction; and even those which are preserved commonly sur. 
vive in a provokingly fragmentary state. The obvious causes of the 
rapid disappearance of periodical literature are its great volume, neces- 
sarily increasing with every year, the difficulty of lodging the files of 
any long period in our narrow apartments, and the continual demand 
for paper for the uses of trade. To these must be added the great cost 
of binding files of journals, increasing in the direct ratio of the size of 
the volumes. As so formidable an expense can be incurred by very few 
private subscribers to periodicals, so much the more important is it that 
the public libraries should not neglect a duty which they owe to their 
generation as well as to those that are to follow. These poor journals 
of to-day, which everybody is ready to stigmatize as trash not worth 
the room to store or the money to bind, are the very materials which 
the man of the future will search for with eagerness, and for some of 

which he will be ready to pay their weight in gold. These representa- 
tives of the commercial, industrial, inventive, social, literary, political, 

moral, and religious life of the times should be preserved and handed 

down to posterity with sedulous care. No historian or other writer on 

any subject who would write conscientiously or with full information 

can afford to neglect this fruitful mine of the journals, where his richest 
materials are frequently to be found. 

As a single instance of the value to the historical stores of a public 
library of this ephemeral literature, it may be noted that the great col- 

lection of printed matter, mostly of a fugitive character, relating to the 

French Revolution, gathered by the late M. de la Bedoyére, amounted 
to 15,500 volumes. Fifty years of the life of the wealthy and enthusi- 
astic collector, besides a very large sum of money, were spent in 

amassing this collection, With an avidity almost incredible he ran- 

sacked every book-shop, quay, and private shelf that might contribute 

a fresh morsel to his stores; and when Paris was exhausted, had his 

agents and purveyors busy in executing his orders all over Europe.
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Rival collectors, and particularly M. Deschiens, who had been a con- 

temporary in the revolution, and had laid aside everything that ap- + 

peared in his day, only contributed at their decease to swell the pre- 

cious stores of M. de la Bedoyére. This vast collection, so precious for 

the history of France at its most memorable period, contained several. 

thousand volumes of newspapers and ephemeral journals, and was 

acquired in the year 1863 for the National Library of France, where it 
will forever remain a monument to the enlightened and far-sighted 
spirit of its projector. 

The life-long devotion of a late American collector, Peter Force, of 
Washington, to the same historical spirit, resulted in amassing a large. 

and rich library of manuscripts, newspapers, books, pamphlets, maps, 
broadsides, ete., mainly illustrative of American history. This invalu- 

able collection, which no amount of money could have re-assembled, was 

fortunately not permitted to be scattered, but was secured, during the 

lifetime of the possessor, for the Library of the United States. 

In the absence of a great library of journals, or of that universal 
library which every nation should possess, it becomes the more impor- 
tant to assemble in the various local libraries all those ephemeral publi- 

sations, which, if not thus preserved contemporaneously with their issue, 
will disappear utterly, and elude the search of fature historical inquirers. 
And that library which shall the most sedulously gather and preserve 
such fugitive memorials of the life of the people among which it is sit- 
uated will be found to have best subseryed its purpose to the succeed- 
ing generations of men. 

Not less important than the preservation of newspapers is that of 
reviews and magazines. In fact, the latter are almost universally reck- 
oned as far more important than the more fugitive literature of the 
daily and weekly press. Though inferior to the journals as historical 
and statistical materials, reviews and magazines supply the largest fund 
of discussion upon such topics of scientific, social, literary, and religious 
interest as occupy the public mind during the time in which they 
appear, More and more the best thought of the times gets reflected in 
the pages of this portion of the periodical press. No investigator in 
any department can afford to overlook the rich stores contributed to 
thought in reviews and magazines. These articles are commonly more 
condensed and full of matter than the average books of the period. 
While every library, therefore, should possess for the current use and 
ultimate reference of its readers a selection of the best, as large as its 
means will permit, a great and comprehensive library, in order to be 
tepresentative of the national literature, should possess them all, 

The reports, proceedings, and transactions of institutions and societies, 
whether scientific, historical, commercial, literary, or philanthropie, also 
Present materials of the first importance to the student. Embodying as 
they do the last result of the thought or investigation of scientific men, 
each of whom has made a special field of inquiry his own, these publi-
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cations supply what will be vainly sought for in the older literature 

upon the same topics. Two invaluable indexes to the vast range of 

papers printed in scientific journals and transactions have been given 

to the world. Reuss’s Repertorium commentationum a societatibus lit. 

-erariis editarum, published at Géttingen, A. D..1801-21, covers, in 

sixteen quarto volumes, this occasional literature of learned societies 

from the beginning to the present century. This is a topical index. The 

Royal Society of London has completed in six large quarto volumes a 

Catalogue of Scientific Papers, published from A. D. 1800 (where Reuss’s 

Repertorium stops) to 1863, in the transactions of societies, as well as in 

journals and other periodical works. This gives the contents of nearly 
1,400 serial publications devoted to science, in a single alphabet by au- 

thors’ names, with the reference, date, and number of pages in the 

memoir, and is to be followed by a classed catalogue, covering the same 

ground, in an alphabet of subjects. The Smithsonian Institution has ren- 

dered an incalculable service to the scientific development of this country 
through its broad and liberal system of exchanges with learned societies 

throughout the world. The fruits of these exchanges, so far as repre: 

sented in printed books and serials, are now deposited in the Library of 

Congress, or of the United States, at Washington. They,are there acces. 
sible to all readers, and, consisting as they do of the publications of more 

than two thousand societies and institutions without the limits of the 

United States, besides nearly all American societies which print their 

transactions or proceedings, they afford a rich repository of scientific 

results, continually increasing, for the reference and use of American 

scholars. 

Of the multitudinous literature of pamphlets it is not necessary to 

speak at length. Suffice it to say that the library which neglects the 

acquisition and proper preservation and binding of these publications 

is far behind its duty both to its own generation and to those which are 

to follow. The pamphlet literature of every period furnishes often the 

most precious material to illustrate the history and development of that 

period. The new ideas, the critical sagacity, the political controversies, 

the mechanical and industrial development, the religious thought of 

many epochs find their best expression in the pamphlets which swarm 

from the press. The fact that multitudes of these productions are anony- 

mous does not detract from their value as materials for the student. 

As one illustration of this value, take the Thomason collection of pam- 

phlets of the period of the civil war in Great Britain. An indefatigable 

bookseller named Thomason sedulously collected and laid aside every 

scrap or book which appeared from the press from A. D.1649 to 1660, the 

period of the interregnum in the English monarchy represented by Crom- 

wellandthe Commonwealth. This vast collection, numbering over 20,000 
pamphlets, bound in 2,000 volumes, after escaping the perils of fire and 
of both hostile armies, was finally purchased by the King and afterward 

presented to the British Museum Library. Its completeness is one
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great source of its value, furnishing, as it does, to the historical student 

of that most interesting revolution the most precious memorials of the 

spirit of the times, many of which have been utterly lost except the sin- 

gle copy preserved in this collection. Several great European libraries 

number as many pamphlets as books in their collections. The Royal 

Library of Bavaria, at Munich, has 400,000, largely consisting of theses 

or discussions of special topics by the candidates for degrees in the uni- 

versities. Pamphiets, from their peculiar style of publication and the 

difficulty of preserving them, tend to disappear more quickly than any 

class of publications except newspapers and broadsides or hand-bills. 

They are far less likely to be preserved in the hands of private holders 

than reviews and magazines. Multitudes of pamphlets are annually lost 

to the world from the want of any preserving hand to gather them and 

deposit them permanently in some library ; so much the more import- 

ant is it that the custodians of all our libraries should form as complete 

collections as possible of all pamphlets, at least, that appear in their own 

city or neighborhood. How todo this is a problem not unattended with 
difficulty. Pamphlets are rarely furnished for sale in the same manner 

as books, and when they are, booksellers treat them with such indig- 

nity that-they are commonly thrust aside as waste paper almost as soon 

as they have appeared from the press. If all the writers of pamphlets 

would take pains to present them to the public libraries of the country, 

and especially in their own neighborhood, they would at once enrich 

these collections and provide for the perpetuity of their own thought. 

A vigilant librarian should invite and collect from private libraries all 

the pamphlets which their owners will part with. It would also be a 

wise practice to engage the printing-offices where these fugitive leaves 
of literature are put in type to lay aside one copy of each for the library 

making the collection. The preservation and binding of pamphlets, a 

question not without practical difficulty, is elsewhere treated in the pres- 
ent volume,
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WORKS OF REFERENCE FOR LIBRARIES. 
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CATALOGUES INSUFFICIENT — REFERENCE BOOKS NEEDFUL— THEIR RELATIVE VALUE — 

PRINCIPLE OF SELECTION— BOOKS MOST USEFUL SHOULD BE READILY ACCESSIBLE 

TO READERS—THE EXAMPLES OF THE British MuseuM AND LIBRARY OF CONGRESS — 
CATALOGUE OF REFERENCE BOOKS. 

Public libraries are useful to readers in proportion to the extent 
and ready supply of the helps they furnish to facilitate researches of 

every kind. Among these helps a wisely selected collection of books of 

reference stands foremost. Considering the vast extent and opulence 

of the world of letters, and the want of experience of the majority of 

readers in exploring this wide and almost boundless field, the import: 

ance of every key which can unlock any portion of its hidden stores 

becomes apparent. The printed catalogue of no single library is at all 

adequate to supply full references even to its own stores of knowledge, 

while these catalogues are, of course, necessarily useless as to other 

sources of information elsewhere existing. Even the completest and 

most extensive catalogue in the world, the manuscript catalogue of the 

British Museum Library, although now extended to more than 1,600 

folio volumes, is not completed so as to embrace the entire contents of 

that rich repository of knowledge in a single alphabet. For lack of 

information of the aid furnished by adequate books of reference in a 

special field, many a reader goes groping in pursuit of references or 

information wiich might be readily found in some one of the many yol- 

umes which may be designated as works of reference. The diffidence 

of many students in libraries, and a mistaken fear of giving trouble to 

librarians, frequently deprives them of even those aids which a few 

words of inquiry might bring forth from the ready knowledge of the cus- 

todians in charge. 

That is the best library, and he is the most useful librarian, by whose 

aid every reader is enabled to put his finger on the fact he wants just 

when it is wanted. In attaining this end it is essential that the more 

important, recent, and valuable aids to research in general literature 

and science, as well as in special departments of each, should form a part 

of the library. In order to make a fit selection of books — and all libra- 

ries are practically reduced to a selection, from want of means to possess 
636
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7 the whole — it is indispensable to know the relative value of the books © 
concerned, Many works of reference of great fame, and once of great 
value, have become almost obsolete through the issue of more extensive 
and more carefully edited works in the same field. While a great and 
comprehensive library should possess every work of reference, old or 
new, Which has aided or may aid the researches of scholars, not forget- 

ting even the earlier editions of works often reprinted, the smaller 
libraries on the other hand are compelled to exercise a close economy 
of selection. The most valuable works of reference, among which the 
more copious and extensive bibliographies stand foremost, are fre- 
quently expensive treasures, and it is important to the librarian fur- 
uishing a limited and select library to know what books he can best 
afford to do without. If he cannot buy both the Manuel du libraire, of 
Brunet, and the Trésor des livres rares et précieux, of Graesse, both of 
which are dictionaries of the choicer portions of literature, it is import- 
ant to know that Brunet is the more indispensable of the two. From 
the 20,000 reference books lying open to the consultation of all readers 
in the great rotunda of the British Museum reading room, to the small 
and select case of dictionaries and other works of reference in a town 
or subscription library, the interval is indeed wide. But where we can- 
not have all, it becomes the more important to have the best; and the 
reader who has at hand for ready reference the latest and most copious 
dictionary of each of the leading languages of the world, two or three 
of the best general bibliographies, the most copious catalogue raisonné 
of the literature in each great department of science, the best biographi- 
cal dictionaries, and the latest and most copious encyclopedia issued 
from the press, is tolerably well equipped for the prosecution of his re- 
searches. Collateral helps of all kinds will be perpetually unfolded as 
he proceeds. No book that treats upon the subject that engages him 
but will supply hints or references to other sources of information ; and 
the whole world of knowledge is so related that all roads may be said 
to cross and converge, like the paths which carry the explorer over the 
surface of the globe on which we live. 
Next in importance to the possession in any library of a good select- 

ion of the most useful books of reference, is the convenient accessibility 
of these works to the reading public. Just in proportion to the indis- 
pensability and frequency of use of any work should be the facility to 
the reader of availing himself of its aid. The leading encyclopedias, 
biographies, and dictionaries of reference should never be locked up 
in cases, nor placed on high, remote, or inaccessible shelves. There 
Should be in every library what may be termed a central bureau of 
reference. Here should be assembled, whether on a circular case made 
to revolve on a pivot, or on a rectangular case, with volumes covering 
both sides, or in a central aleove forming a portion of the shelves of the 
tain library, all those books of reference and volumes incessantly 
heeded by students in pursuit of their various inquiries. Oat of 1,100,000
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volumes belonging to the British Museum Library, every reader has in: 

stant access, without tickets or formality, to 20,009 books of reference, 

arranged in convenient classes by subject matters on the shelves of the 

reading room, where all pursue their studies. For any of the remaining 
million and more of volumes the reader must present his tickets to the 

library attendants, who produce the books from whatever portion of the 

vast and widely distributed domain of letters they occupy. . This superior 

accessibility of so large a library of reference books is of all others the 

most popular and appreciated feature of that liberally managed insti- 

tution, the British Museum. In the Library of Congress, or of the United 

States, at Washington, a good selection of reference books, comprising 

all the leading encyclopzdias, biographical dictionaries, classical, genea. 

logical, and scientific glossaries, dictionaries of dates, of languages, ete.,is 

placed on shelves in an accessible portion of the main library, while the 

rest of the 300,000 volumes it contains are stored in alcoves, which are 
under lock and key, and must be applied for, as in most extensive libra- 

ries, by the ticket system. . This supply of reference books would be 
greatly extended if room were attainable. It is important that the cus- 

todians of all libraries should remember that this ready and convenient 
supply of the reference books most constantly wanted serves the double 

object of economizing the time of the librarian and assistants for other 

labor, and of accommodating in the highest degree the reader, whose time 

is also economized. The misplacement of volumes which will thus occur 

is easily rectified, while the possibility of loss through abstraction is so 

extremely small that it should not be permitted to weigh for a moment 

in comparison with the great advantages resulting from the rule of liber- 

ality in aiding the wants of readers. 

These leading works of reference should not be permitted to be taken 

out, even in a library of circulation, but should be at once available at 
all hours to publie use and reference. 

LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL BOOKS OF REFERENCE IMPORTANT TO BE 
USED IN LIBRARIES. 

[Norr.— The specially useful manuals, among many of more or less value, are marked 

by an asterisk in the list. The abbreviation vy. stands for volume. ] 

Architecture. Architecture, 

* Fergusson (J.) Tistory of architecture Nicholson (P.) Architectural dictionary. 

in all countries from the earliest times 2v. 49. London, 1854. 

to the present day, 2ded. 4v. 8°. Parker (J. H.) Glossary of terms used 

London, 1874-75. | in architecture. 5th ed. 3. 8°. Ox- 
Gwilt (J.) Eneyclopedia of architec- | ford, 1850. 

tas few of Bo viced ‘by We Pape) Stuart (R.) Dictionary of architecture, 
S were a FO BEDR, pe historieal, descriptive, topographical, 
Mitchell (T.) Rudimentary manual of i an 
architecture. History and explana- | 80, BI ns SOAR ABE : é 
tion of the principal styles, ancient, Viollet-Le-Due (EB. E.) Dictionnaire rat- 

medieval, and renaissance, with glos- | sonné de Varchitecture francaise du 

sary. 12°, London, 1970. 11-16" sidcle. 10, 8°. Paris, 1858-68.
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Architecture. | Bibliography and Literature. > i‘ 

*Weale(J.) Rudimentary dictionary of Jocher (C. G.) The same. Fortsetzung 

terms used in architecture. 12°. Lon- und ergiinzungen; von J. C. Adelung 
don, 1870. | und H. W. Rotermund. (A-Rin.] 6 v. 

seURoplas-Arte: | 4°. “Leipzig, fete.) 1784-1819. 
‘tab See Theology. | Leypoldt (F.) Works of reference for 

EY [ agi 4 | the use of the librarian, editor, liter-* 
Bibliography ani pele | ary student, book collector and book- 

General. | seller. 

Botta (A.C. L.) Handbook of universal | Un Weir Hale clranla Oct. 24, 1872, new 
jiterature. 12°, New York, 1860. | ae 

bina ie ©.) Mavitsl au libraire et'de | Maittaire(M.) Annales typographici ab 
Pamateur des livres. 5° 6d. augmen- | tHE ae origine ad anon 1664. 

tée @un tiers par Pauteur. Sy. 5°. | 9 ea 5. 4°. Hag Comitum, [ete-] 
Paris, 1860-64. | 1722-89, é 

Bure (G. F. de). Bibliographie instruc- | teeee al *) fan typographiel, 

tive; ou, traité de la connoissance des | aroaclaes 5). vy. 4°. Norimbergae, 
livres rares et singuliers. 7 y. 8°. oa 2 
Paris, 1763-68. | Petzholat (J.) Bibliotheca hibliograph- 

Cailleau (A. C.) and Duclos (—). Dic- | ica. Kritisches verzeichniss der das 

tionnaire bibliographique, historiqae eee der Lee be- 
et critique. 4 vy. 8°. Paris, 1790- | eae om 2 ytaatiagh und aus- 

1802, | Ng Pee ey Sato 
Darling (J.) Cyclopedia biblicgeaph- | Porter (N.) Books and reading. 12°, 

ica; a manual of theological and gen- New York, 1871. 

eral literature. 2 v. 8°. London, | Potter (A.) Handbook for readers and 
1854, | students. 16°. New York, 1863, 

Denis (I".) Pingon (P.) et Martonne (G. Sismondi (J. C. L. Simonde de). Histor- 
PF. de). Nouveau manuel de diblio- | ical view of the literature of the south 

graphie universelle. 8°. Paris, 1857. of Europe. Translated, with notes, 
Ebert (F. A.) General bibliographical by T. Roscoe. 2v. 12°. London, 1846. 

dictionary, from the german. 4 v. Ajetea 

8°, “Oxford, 1837! | : 
AW ait Gay (J.) Bibliographie des ouvrages Graesse (J. G. 7.) Trésor des livres rares | ee 3 ae Aa eae Re 

et précieux ; on, nouveau dictionnaire | F oe ive 1 ii : 
Vibliographique. 6 v. 4°. Dresde,{ 94! Remo, 1875. 
1861-67. | America, 

—Supplément. 4°, Dresde, 1868-69. | Sie 
Hain (L.) Repertorium bibliographi- | Bartlett (J. i) eae tt ks of Rhode 
cum; libri omnes ab arte typograph- | Taland. 8°.- Providence, 1864. 

| ica inventa usque ad annum 1500. 2 | we aoe ot Ge a 
y.in4d, 8°, Stuttgartiae, 1826-38. 

: es r relating to the civil war in the United H Hallam (1.) Introduction to the liter- | States! tapechar iH woileroncainak 

ature of Europe, 15th-17th centuries. ‘eat Aiaveey 8°. Boston, 1866. 
Newed. 4yv. 8°. London, (871. Se i u sae 

"Horne (T. H.) foioaaeklon to the | Brasseur de Bourbourg (C. E.) Biblio- 
study of bibliography. 2v.in 1. 8°. | théque qiioxico gdatemalcndey 8°, 

London, 1814. | Paris, 1871. 
Jocher (C. G.) Allgemeines gelehrten- | British Pause. ears ve omiguicst 

lexicon; darinne die gelebrten aller | books in the library. [By H. Stevens]. 
stiinde welche vom anfange der welt | 8°. London, 1856. 
bis auf jetzige zeit gelebt, beschric- | Colburn (J.) Bibliography of the local 

ben werden, 4v. 4°, Leipzig, 1750- | history of Massachusetts. 8°. Bos- 
51. | ton, 1871. 

445 

.
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eveland (C.D.) Compendium of amer- " bli ‘ 
ican literature. 12°, Philadelphia,-| ee ee a ieee hese os | aa ae a Ti e oi: Bei . ih whe . NYA eee 

Prin (1) ‘heliving wer of rCutaghn (BR) List fein 
Duychinck (B. A.) and (@.1.) Cyelopw- | Yiu to 1860. 42 Attar ea 

i a “rica itera Be racing . 4 : os - Biers anne ae ok | ee ee 2v. 4°, Philadelphia, 1876. incor porated en epencay literary, ga. 
a pee = 7 Pa zette. 1863-1875. 26 v.. 89, Philadel- 

Field (7. W.) Essay towards an indian phia, 1863-75. 

bibliography. 8°. New York, 1873. Be ae ; 4 
Finotti (J. MM) Bibliographia catholicn | “i (0-) Bibliotheca americana nova; 
famericaa. §°. New York, 1872. catalogue of booksrelating to America, 

Harvisse(H.) Bibliotheca americana ve- insladiny. VAYERS fo the Pacific, etc, 
tustissima; a description of works re- Li Meleete 2 vanes London, 1846, 

lating to \merica, published between ay alone ie books, relating princi- 

1492 and 1561, 8°, New York, 1866. pally to America, 1500-1700. 8°. Lou. 
Hart (J. 8.) A manual of american lit- | Ce 

erature. 12°. Philadelphia, 1873. Roorbach (O. A.) Bibliotheca americang; 
* Kelly (J.) The american catalogue of a catalogue of american publications. 

books, original and reprints, published 1820-1852. 8°. New York, 1852, 
in the United States, Jan. 1861 to Jan. —The same. Supplement. — Oct.,1852 
1866. 8°. New York, 1866. to May, 1855. 8°. New York, 1855. 

*__The same. v.2. Jan. 1866 to Jan. — The same. May, 1855, to Mareh, 1858, 

1871. 8°. New York, 1871. 8°, New York, 1858, 

* Leypoldt (F.) American catalogue of | — The same, March, 1858, to Jannary, 
books published in 1869, 1870 and in | 1861, 8°. New York, 1861. 
1871. 3yv. 8° New York, 1870-72. “Sabin (J.) Bibliotheca americana, Die- 

— Trade circular annual for 1871, in- tionary of books relating to America. 

eluding the American catalogue of | v. 1-7. [A-Hall]. 8°. New York, 1868- 
hooks published in 1870. 8°. New | 75. 
York, 1871. * Thomas (J.) History of printing in 

— Alphabetical reference list of books, America. 2d ed. with a catalogue 

[1872], supplementary to the annual of american publications previous to 
catalogue for 1871. 8°. New York, the revolution of 1776. 2y. 6°. Al 
1873. bany, 1874, 

— The uniform trade list annual, 1873. Triibner (N.) Bibliographical guide to 
8°. New York, 1873, american literature; a classed list 
— The publishers’ trade list annual, of books published in the United 

1574, with list of ‘books published States during the last forty years. 8°. 

Jan. 1873, to June, 1874. &. New London, 1859. 

York, 1874, Underwood (F. H.) Hand-book of eng- 

*—The same, [For 1875], Embracing lish literature. American authors. 
the full trade lists of american publish- 12°, Boston, 1873. 

ers, with Re eeeeee to the British and Amertean Uterature. 

principal books of each publisher rep- te 
Dacia, Also the ce ene patane Aas es) Diotions ny of biti 
tional catalogue for 1875. 8°. New | and amngueen authors. 3y. 8°, Pili Sane ieee: delphia, 1858-71. 

Ludewig (H. E.) Literature of ameri- Arnold (T.) Manual of english Titer- 
ean aboriginal languages. With ad- ture, historical and critical. 8°. Lon- 

ditions by W. W. Turner. Edited by don, 1862. 
NeTriibner. 8°. London, 1858, * Bookseller (The). A handbook of british 

— Literature of american local history. | and foreign literature. {Monthly}. 
8°. New York, 1846. | 1858-1875, 18 y. 8°, London, 1858-7.
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British catalogue of books published, * Morley (H.) Tables of english litera- 
1837-1852. By Sampson Low. 2 v. ture, [containing a synchronology of 
8°, London, 1853-55. | authors, a. d. 600-1870]. 2d ed. fol. 

—The same. Index to books, 1837-57. London, 1870, 

8°. London, 1858. Publishers’ circular and general record 

*Chambers (R.) Cyclopedia of english of british and foreign literature. 

literature. 2 v. 8°, Edinburgh, 1844. 1838-1875. 33 vy. 8°. London, 1838-75, 

Cleland (C. D.) English literature of * Putnam (G. P.) and others. The best 
the 19th century. 12°. Philadelphia, reading. 16°. New York, 1875. 

1853. | Pycroft(J.) Course of english reading. 
Collier (J. P.) Bibliographical and erit- Edited, with additions, by J. A. Spen- 

ical account of the rarest books in the | cer, 12°. New York, 1857. 

english language, alphabetically os lS Shaen (2. B.) New history of english 

ranged. 4 v. 12°. New York, 1866. | literature. 12°. New York, 1874. 
Craik (G@. L.) Compendious history of | * Taine (H.) History of english litera- 

ee atonal eee ture. Translated by H. Van Laun. 

See ee oreo ate |. ciaseamiey abe NB We YOrR Leg: 
2v. 8°. New York, 1863. as : 

* English catalogue of books, published | Timperley (C. H.) Encyclopaedia of lit- 

from January, 1835, to January, 1863 ; erary and typographical anecdote ; 
with dates of publication, size, prices, illustrative of the history of literature 
edition, and publisher’s name. Com- .and printing, from the earliest period. 
piled by $. Low. 8°. London, 1864. | Compiled from Nichols’ literary anec- 

‘_The same. v. 2. January, 1363, to | dotes. 2d ed. 8°. London, 1642. 

January, 1872. 8°. London, 1873. | Van Rhyn (G, A. #.) What and how to 
*— The same. English catalogue of | read. Guide to recent english litera- 

books for 1872, 1873, 1874, and 1875. | ture. 12°, New York, 1875. 
4y. 8°, London, 1873-76. | * Watt (R.) Bibliotheca britannica; a 

“—Index to the english catalogue. | general index to british and foreign 
1856-1875. 8°. London, 1876. | Jiterature. In two parts; authors and 

Hazlitt (W. C.) Handbook to the pop- | Sabjects. ae Ze Biin bores, os 
war, poetical, and dramatic literature Whitaker (J) Reference catalogae of 

of Great Britain, [to 1660]. 8°. Lon- spree eae erage ee 
don, 1867. | itles of books: now in an and o 

London catalogue of books; containing | aw with Maes Eee eee 

the books published in London from oe 1 75, 
1814 to 1834. 8°. London, 1835. a eee: “ jos ye: 

nee. 
Lowndes (1 fi 48) Bibliographer’s man- | Barbier (d-A.) Dictionnaire des on- 
ual of english literature; an account vrages awonymes et pseudonymes en 

of rare, curious and useful books pub- | ees pata i 
lished in, or relating to Great Britain. rai ey ep ety i nesngns ces 

2 ed. enlarged, by H. G.Bobn. 11 v Stas, Wap aCe eone eee apm iaiae. aad ee Se, * 1822-27, 
Ble London tee *—The same, 3° éd, augmentée par mm. 

Moore (C. H.) What to read and how O. Barbier, René, et Billard, y. 1-2. 

toread. 16°. New York, 1871. [A-L}. Paris, 1872-74. 

Morley (H.) English writers: the writ- Bibliographie de la France; ou, journal 

ers before Chaucer; with sketch of général de Vimprimerie et de la librai- 
the four periods of english literature. rie, ete. 54 v. 8°. Paris, 1835-75, 

vy. 1, 8°, London, 1864. Bossange (G.) Literary annual; cata- 
—The same. y. 2. The writers after logue of works of note published in 

Chaucer. 8°. London, 1867. | France in 1870-1871. 8°. Paris, 1872. 

"A first sketea of english literature. Bossange (H.) Ma bibliotheque fran- 

1, London, [1973]. gaise. 16°. Paris, 1855.
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Chasles (B.) ELgare, de la littérature Quérard (J. M.) Les supercheries lit 

frangaise. 8°. Paris, 1870. 1éraires dévoilées. Galeries des ay. 
Desessarts (N. 7. Lemoyne, dit). Les sitcles teurs apocryphes, supposés, déynisés 

littéraires de la France; ou, diction- plagiaires, etc. de la littérature tae 

naire historique, critique, et biblio- caisé pendant les quatre derniers 
graphique, de tous les écrivains fran- sidcles. 2° éd. augmentée par G, Bra- 

gais, jusqu’A la fin du 18e siecle. 7 net et P. Jannet. 3 vy. 8° Paris, 
v. 8°. Paris, 1800-1803. 1869-70. 

De Véricour (L.R.) Modern french lit- Reinwald (C.) Catalogue annuel dela 

erature. 12°. Boston, 1848. librairie frangaise, pour les années 

D Heilly (G.) Dictionnaire des psen- 1858-1869. 12v. 8°. Paris, 1859-70, 

donymes. 18°, Paris, 1868. Vinet (A.) History of french literature 
France. Biblioth®que impériale. Cata- in the 18th century. 8°, London, 

logue de Vhistoire de France. 10 v, 1860. 

4°, 1855-65. Germany. 

Géruzez (N. E.) Histoire de la littéra- | — Eysch (J. 8.) Handbuch der deutschen 
ture frangaise depuis ses origines jus- literatur, seit der mitte Ges achtzehn- 

qwa la révolution. 2y, 8°. Paris, ten jabrhunderts bis auf die neneste 
1861. zeit, systematisch bearbeitet. 4 y, 

—Histoire de la littérature frangaise (8 parts] in 6. 8°. Leipzig, 1822-40. 

pendant, 1s. réyolution., 6% Faris,,|\ " « @ostwiok (7.) and Harmison (BY. One 
Feng Fis © lines of German literature. 12°, Lon- 

Greswell (WW. P.) Annals of Parisian ty- don, 1873 i i 
pography. 8°. London, 1818. erat 

* Hatin (L. B.) Bibliographie historique | * Hedge (F. H.) Prose writers of Ger- 
etcritique de la presse périodique fran- many. 2d ed, 8°. Philadelphia, 1849. 

gaise. 8°. Paris, 1866. Heinsius (J. W.) Allgemeines. biicher- 

Joliet (C.) Les pseudonymes du jour. Jexicon; oder verzeichniss aller, 1700- 

16°. Paris, 1867. [1867], erschienenen biicher welche in 

Le Long (J.) Bibliotheque historique de Deutschland, u.s. w. gedruckt worden 

la France, contenant le catalogue des sind. 20 v. in 15. 4°. Leipzig, 
ouvrages, imprimés ou manuserit, qui 1812-71. 
traitent de Vhistoire de ce royanme.’| Hinrichs (J. C.) and others. Verzeichnis 
2° éd. par M. Fevret Fontette. 5 v. der biicher welche in Deutschland 
fol. Paris, 1768-78. erschienen sind, 1797 bis 1876. 74. 

* Lorenz (O0.) Catalogue général de 16°. Leipzig, 1798-1876. 

Ja librairie frangaise pendant 25 ans, — Biicher - catalog ; verzeichniss der in 

1840-1865. 4 v. 8°. Paris, 1867-71. der zweiten hiilfte des 19te” jahrbund- 

Manne (EL. de). Nouvean recueil Vouvra- erts im deutschen buchhandel erschie- 

ges anonymes et pseudonymes. Nouv. nénen biicher. 1851-1865. 2 v. 4° 

éd. 8°, Lyons, 1862, Leipzig, 1874. ; 

* Quérard (J. M.) La France littéraire ; * Kayser (C. @.) Index locupletissimus 

ou, dictionnaire bibliographique des bibliorum qui inde ab anno 1750 usque 

savants, historiens, et gens de lettres ad annum [1870], in Germania et in 
de la France, ainsi que des littérateurs terris confinibus prodierunt. Voll- 
étrangers qui ont écrit en frangais, stiindiges biicher-lexicon, ete. 18 vein 

plus particulitrement pendant les 18° 9. 4°, Leipzig, 1834-1873. 
et 19° sidcles.. 10v. 8°. Paris, 1827- * Kurz (H.) Geschichte der deutschen 

39. literatur. 3 vy. 8°. Leipzig, 1857. 

*—Littérature frangaise contemporaine, * Menzel (Wolfgang). German literature. 

1827-49. Continuation de la France Translated, with notes, by Thomas 

littéraire, par auteur, et par C. Lou- Gordon. 4 vy. 12°. Oxford, 1840-41. 

andre, F. Bourquelot, et A. Maury. 6 —The same. Translated by C, C. Fel 

v. 8° Paris, 1842-57. ton, 3yv. 12° Boston, 1840.
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Moschzischer (I. A.) Guide to german Engelmann (W.) Bibliotheca philolo- 
literature. 2v. 16°, London, 1850. gica; oder alphabetisches verzeich- 

Weller (E.) Die falschen und fingirten niss der grammatiken, worterbiicher, 
“drackorte. Repertorium der unter > ete. der griechischen und lateinischen 
falscher firma erschienenen schriften. sprache, welche in Deutschland er- 
Deutscher und lateinischer theil. 8°. Schienen sind, 1750-1852. 3e aufl. 8°. 
Leipzig, 1858. Leipzig, 1853. 

—Index pseudonymorum. 8°. Leipzig, — Bibliotheca scriptorum classicoram 
1862. et grecorum et latinoram. Alphabe- 

Wolf (O. L. B.) Encyclopiidie der deut- tisches verzeichniss der ausgaben, 
schen national-literatur. 2eausg. 8 v. iibersetzungen, u.s. w. 1700-1856, Ze 
sm. fol. Leipzig, 1846-47. anfl, 8°, Leipzig, 1858, 

Italy “Eschenburg (J. J.) Mannal of classical 
7 literature. Translated by N. W. 

Bibliografia italiana; ossia elenco gene- Fiske. 4th ed. 8°, Philadelphia, 
rale delle opere Wogni specie e @ogni 1851. 
lingua stampate in Italia, e delle ita- Fabricius (J. A.) Bibliotheca grwea. Ed. 

Lane pubblicate all’ estero. 12 v. 8°. 4* curante Harles. Accedunt Fabri- 
Milano, 1335-46, cii et Heumanni supplementa. 12 v. 

Bibliografia italiana. [Semi-monthly]. 4°. Hamburgi, 1790-1809. 

S°. Firenze, 1867-75. — Bibliotheca latina, aucta diligentia 
Ganba (B.) Serie dei testi di lingua ita- J. A.Ernesti. 3v. 8°, Lipsiw, 1773-74. 

liana, € di altri opere importanti nella Hoffmann (8. B. W.)  Bibliographisches 
italiana letteratura, del secolo Xvi al lexicon der gesammten literatur der 
XIX, e di altri esemplare del bene scri- Griechen. 3y. 8°. Leipzig, 1838-45. 

vite dal xy. 8 toute l'seool ox val. 4h “a7jas (70 Wt Mannalor claloeuT Ele 
ed. 5°. Venezia, 1549, ography ; a detail of the editions, com- 

“Ginguené (P. L.) Histoire littéraire mentaries, works critical and illns- 
WItalie. [Continuée par F. Salfi, tome trative, and translations of the greek 
0-14]. 14 v. 8°. Paris, 1811-35. and latin classics. 2. 8°, London, 

Lancetti (V.) Pseudonimia; ovvero, ta- 1825. 

vole alfabetiche de’ nomi finti o sup- Mure (W.) Critical history of the lan- 

posti degli serittori, con la contrap- guage and literature of ancient Greece. 
posizione de’ veri. 8°. Milano, 1836. 2Qded. 5 v. 8°. London, 1854-57. 

Melzi (G.) Dizionario di opere anonimi Schweiger (I. L.A.) Handbuch der elas- 
© pseudonimi di serittori italiani, o, sischen bibliographie, 2. in 3. 8°. 
aventi relazioni all’ Italia, 3 v. 8°. Leipzig, 1830-34, 
Milano, 1843-59, * Smith (W.) Dictionary of greek and 

Tipaldo (2, de). Biografia degli Italiani roman biography and mythology. 
illustri nelle scienze, lettere, ed arti 3v. 8°. London, 1870, 
del secolo xvitt, e de contemporanei. Thompson (H.) History of roman liter- 
8v. 8°, Venezia, 1834-41. ature. 2d ed, 12°, London, 1852. 

* Tiraboschi (Girolamo). Storia della let- é 
teratura italiana. 1°ed, Veneta, dopo NED ee ONES 
la2* di Modena, acerescinta dall’autore. Abkoude (J. van) and Arrenberg (K.) 
9v.in 16, 8°, Venezia, 1795-96. Naamregister van — nederduitsche 

boeken, 1600-1787. 2° druk. 2 y. Latin and Greek literature. 4°, Rotterdam, 1783; 
Browne (R. IW.) History of roman class- Jong (J. de). The same, 1790-1832, 4°. 

ieal literature, 8°. London, 1852. ’s Gravenhage, 1835. 
Dibdin (7. FF.) Introduction to the Brinkman (C. L.) The same. 1833- 
knowledge of rare and valuable edi- 1849. 4°. Amsterdam, 1858. 
tions of the greek and latin classics, Delepierre (O.) Sketch of the history of 
etc. dthed. 2v. 8°. London, 1827. flemish literature. 12°, London, 1860.
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Vandermaelen (P.) Dictionnaire des | Afoller (J.) Bibliotheca septentrionis 
hommes de lettres (ete.) de Belgique. eruditi; quo. A, Bartholini liber de 
8°, Bruxelles, 1837. scriptis Danorum, Norwagorum et 

Oriel end hebrew Hintatine Tslandorum, J. Schefferi Suecia liter- 

British museum, Catalogue of hebrew aia ee e ANN mntrou ee Lete.] 
books in the library. 8°. London, a, ue Tapeless Le 
1867. *Nyerup (R.) and Kraft (J. G@.) Dansk- 

* Pitrst (J.) Bibliotheca judaica; Diblio- norsk | Iitteratnr lexicon ial aaa 
5 Seta Kjébenhavn, 1818-19. 

graphisches handbueh der jiidischen . pinta 
: in 8 v. - 
ee aoe SHOE DR han Antonio (N.) Bibliotheca hispana nova, 
Beer ay ree ah . ab anno 1500 ad 1684. Recognita, 

Garcin de Tassy (J. H.) Littératere hin- emendata, aucta ab ipso auctore. 2 y, 
doui et hindoustani. Bibliographie. fol. Matriti, 1783-88. 

2v. 8°. Paris, 1839-47, — Bibliotheca hispana vetus, ad annum 
Hdji Khalfa (Mustafé. Ben Abdallah.) 1500. Curante F. P. Bayerio. 2 y, 

Lexicon bibliographieum et encyclo- fol. Matriti, 1788. 

pedicum. Edidit, latine vertit, et Gallardo (B. J.) and others. Ensayo de 
commentario indicibusque instruxit una biblioteca espanola de libros raros 
G. Fliigel. 7 v. 4°. Leipzig, 1835-38. | y curiosos. v. 1-2. [A-F]. 8° Ma- 

Herbelot (B.@). Bibliotheque orientale. drid, 1863-66. 

6v. 8°. Paris, 1781-83. | Los Rios (J. A. de), Historia critica de 

Jolowicz (H.) Bibliotheca mgyptiaca. Ja literatura espafiola. 7y. 8°. Ma- 

8°. Leipzig, 1858. , drid, 1861-65. 

Roest (M.) Catalog der hebraica und | * Ticknor (G.) History of spanish Jiter- 

judaica aus der L. Rosentbal’schen | ature. 4thed. 3yv. 8°. Boston, 1872. 

bibliothek. 2 vy. 8°. Amsterdam, | B graphy. 
1875. . Allen (W.) American biographical dic- 

Steinschneider (M.) Catalogus librorum tionary. S8ded. 8°. Boston, 1857. 
hebraeorum in bibliotheca bodleiana. Bayle (P.) Dictionnaire historique et 
4°. Berolini, 1860. critique. 3° 6d. 4y. fol. Amster 

— Jewish literature, 8th-18th cent, 8°. dam, 1720. 
London, 1857. —Thesame. Dictionary, historical and 

*Zenker (J. T.) Bibliotheca orientalis. critical. New translation, ete. By J. 
Manuel de bibliographic orientale, | P. Bernard, T. Bireh, and others, 10y. 
2Qy. 8° Leipzig, 1846-61. fol. London, 1734-41, A 

Portugal. | Biographie nouvelle des con tem panmns 

Farinka (B. J. de Sousa). Bibliotheca pararuianlt, Jy, ato: 20. Gea 
luzitana. Summario. 3 v. 18° tie | Tay Leeeso * 
boa, 1786. | *Biographie unlwersellss Sholay et me 

*Silva (I. F. da). Diccionario biblio- derne; 16digée par ine BOGE ae oe 
graphico portuguez, 7 v. 8°. Lis- go. Istereniet.og caren : an ie el 
ioe. 1858-62. Michaud. Nouv. [2°] éd. 45 y. 8: 

4 : x | Paris, 1854-65. 

Peet: | Blake (J...) General biographical dic- 
Sopikof. Essai de bibliographie russe. | tionary. 13thed, 8°. Philadelphia, 

{In Russian]. 1765-1820. 5v. 8°. | yasg. 
St. Pétersbourg, 1813-21. | Cates (W. L. R.) Dictionary of general 

Scandinavia. biography. 8°. Londoa, 1867. 
“Brslew (T. H.) Almindeligt forfatter- | Chalmers(4.) General biographical die- 

lexicon for Danmark, 1814-53. 6 v. | tionary. New ed. 32 vy. 8°. Lon- 

8°. Kjébenhavn, 1843-68. | don, 1812-17. 
*Linnstroem (H.) Schwedisches biicher- | Chambers (R.) Biographical dictionary 

lexikon. 1830-1865, 8°. Stockholm, | ofeminent Scotsmen. 4y, 8°. Glas- 

1870. | gow, 1240.
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Chaudon (L. M.) and Delandine (F. 4.) | Rich (B.) Cyclopelia of biography. 
Dictionnaire universel, historique, cri- Memoirs of the most distinguished 
tique et bibliographique. 9¢ éd. ang- persons of all times. 8°. Glasgow, 
mentée de 16,000 articles, par une so- 1854. 
ciété de savans, 20 v, 8°. Paris, | ose (H. J.) New general biographical 
1810-12. | dictionary, 12y. 8°. London, 1850. 

Dictionary of contemporary biography. |  * Thomas (J.) Universal pronouncing dic- 
8°. London, Ls61. | tionary of biography and mythology. 

*Drake (F. 8.) Dictionary of american 2v. 8° Philadelphia, 1870. 
biography. 8°. Boston, 1872. | *“Vapereau (G.) Dictionnaire univer- 

Feller (PF. X. de). Biographie universelle ; | sel des contemporains. 4° 6d. 8°. 
ou, dictionuaire des hommes qui se | Paris, 1870. 
sontfaitun nom, Continuéejasqu’en | — The same. Supplément d la qnatrid- 
1860. Par Vabbé Simonin. sy. 8°. | me 61. par L. Garnier. 8°. Paris, 1873. 
Lyon, 12860. * Wheeler (W, 4.) Dictionary of the noted 

*Hale(S. J.) Woman’s record ; or sketch- names of fiction, 12°. Boston, 1865. 
es of all distinguished women, with * Woodward (B. B.) and Cates (W. L. R.) 
selections. 8°. New York, 1853. Encyclopedia of chronology, historical 

Haydn (J.) Index of biography. 8°. and biographical. 8°, London, 1872. 
London, 1870, | Botany. 

*Hole(C.) Brief biographical dictionary. | Gray (A.) Field, forest, and garden bot- 

With additions and corrections by W. any. 12°. New ¥ork, 1368. 
A. Wheeler. 16°. New York, 1866. | — Manual of the botany of the northern 

Inperial dictionary of universal biogra- | United States, Sth ed. 8°. New 
phy. Conducted by John Eadie, J. P. | York, 1867. 
Nichol, and others. 3v. 8°. Glas- Haller (A. von). Bibliotheca botaniea ; 
gow, [1864-66]. | qua seripta ad rem herbariam facientia 

“Knight (C.) English eyelopiwdia. Bi- | a rerum initiis recensentur. 2v. 4°. 
ography. 6v. fol. London, 1856-55. | Londini, 1771-72. 

—The same, Supplement. fol. Lon-| Ze Maout(H.) and Decaisne (J.) General 
don, 1872, system of botany. 4°, London, 1876. 

*Lanman (C.) Biographical annals of the | Lindley (J.) The vegetable kingdom ; 
civil government of the United States. the structure, classification, and uses 
[To 1875]. 8°. New York, 1876. | of plants, illustrated on the natural 

Martin (F.) Handbook of contempo- | system. Newed, 8°. London, 1863, 
tary biography. 8°. London, 1870. | *Loudon (J. C.) Eneyclopeilia of plants. 

Muunder (8.) Biographical treasury. | 8°. London, 1855. 
13th ed. 12°. London, 1866. | *Paxlon (Sir J.) Botanical dictionary ; 

“Men of the time; a dictionary of con- comprising the names, history, and 
temporaries. Revised by T. Cooper. culture of all plants known in Britain. 
Sth ed, 12°, London, 1875. | New ed. 8°, London, 1868. 

*Vourelle biographie générale, depuis les | Pritzel(G. A.) Thesaurus literature bo- 
cemps les plus reculés jusqu’A nos tanicee omniam gentium inde « rerum 

jours. Pabliée par mm. Didot, sous la botanicarum initiis. 4°, Lipsiew, 1851. 

direction de F. Hoefer. 46 y. “8°. Pa- *— The same. Ed. nov. 4°. Leipzig, 
ris, 1857-66. | 1871. 

*Octtinger (B. M.) Bibliographie biogra- * Suchs (J.) ‘Text-book of botany, mor- 
phique universelle; dictionnaire des | phological and physiological, 8°. Ox- 
ouvrages relatifs & la vie publique et | ford, 1875. 
privée des personnages célebres. 2 v. | Chemistry. 
5°. Bruxelles, 1854, | *Cooke (J. P. jr.) The new chemistry. 

“Phillips (L. B.) Dictionary of biograph- 12°. New York, 1874. 
ical reference, containing 100,000 Gmelin (L.) Handbook of chemistry. 
names. 8°, London, 1871, | 15 y. 8°. London, 1848-60,
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Chemistry. : Domestic and Rural Econoniy. 

Knapp (F.) Chemical technology : or, Kirwan (4. V.) Host and guest; a book 

chemistry applied to the arts and man- about dinners, wines, and desserts, 
ufactures. Translated by E. Ronalds 12°. London, 1864. 

and T, Richardson. 3 v. 8°. Lon- Mackenzie (C.) Ten thousand receipts, 

don, 1848-51. in all the useful and domestic arts, 

Muspratt (S.) Chemistry, theoretical, | New ed. By a corps of experts, 8°, 

practical, and analytical, as applied Philadelphia, 1866. 

and relating to the arts and manufac- | Walsh (J. H.) Economical housekeeper: 

tures. [Alphabetically arranged]. 2 practical advice for purchasing the 

v. 8°. Glasgow, 1860. | supplies of the house, and for brewing, 

* Ruprecht (R.) Bibliotheca chemica. | baking, preserving, and pickling, 16°, 
J 1858-70, 8°. Géttingen, 1872. London, 1857. . 

* Watts (H.) Dictionary of chemistry. Webster (T.) and Parkes (Mrs.) Eneyelo- 

5 y. 8°. London, 1863-63, predia of domestic economy. Ney ed, 

*— Supplement. 8°, London, 1872. 8°. London, 1861. 
*-—2d supplement. 8°. London, 1875. * Youmans (E. L.) Hand-book of house- 

* Zuchold (EB. A.) Bibliotheca chemica. hold science. A popular account of 

1840-58. 8°. Gdttingen, 1859. heat, light, air, aliment, and cleansing 

Chronology. Sce History. in their scientitic principles and domes- 
Commerce. tic applications, 12°. New York, 1364, 

*Enslin (LT. C. F.) and Engelmann (W.) | Drama. : 
Bibliothek der handlungswissenschatt. * Baker (D. £.) Biographia dramatica: 
1750-1845. 2eaufl. 8°. Leipzig, 1646. english and irish dramatic writers. 

* Levi(L.) History of British commerce. Continued by I. Reed and S, Jones. 

1763-1870, 8°. London, 1872. [Two parts, authors and plays]. 3 y. 

* Lindsay (W. 8.) History of merchant in4. 8°. London, 1812. 
shipping and ancient commerce. 4 *Brown(T. A.) History of the american 
v, 8°. London, 1874-76, stage. Biographical sketches of near- 

* McCulloch (J. R.) Dictionary of com- ly every member of the profession 

merce and commercial navigation. from 1733 to 1870. 12°. New York, 1870. 
New ed. by H.G. Reid. 8°, London, | Dunlap (1WV.) History of the american 

1871. theatre. 8°. New York, 1832, 

* Yeats (J.) Growth and vicissitudes of Fernbach(L.) Dertheaterfreund. [List 

commerce to1789. 12°. London, 1872. of plays published in Germany 17004 
*— Manual of recent and existing 1859]. 2v. 16°. Berlin, 1860, 
commerce. 1789-1872. 12°. London, Genest (J.) Some account of the eng- 

1872. lish stage, from 1660 to 1830. [anon.] 

Cookery. See Domestic Economy. 10 v. 8. Bath, 1832. 
Dictionaries. Sce Language. | Goizet et Burdal. Dictionnaire uni- 

Domestic and Rural Economy. versel du théitre en France, 8. 
acton (E.) Modern cookery for private | Paris, 1866-69. 

families. 10th ed. London, 1850. Halliwell(J. 0.) Dictionary of old eng- 

Cooley (A. J.) Cyclopedia of practical | lish plays, to the close of the 17th ceu- 

receipts. 2d ed. 12°, London, 1845. | tury. 8°. London, 1860. 

* Dick (W. B.), Encyclopedia of practi- Wemyss (’. 0.) Chronology of the amer- 
cal receipts and processes. 2d ed. 8°. | ican stage, 1752-1852. 12°. New 

New York, 1874. | York, 1852. 

Dictionary of daily wants. [anon.] 3 y. | Education. 
12°. London, [1858-60]. | American educational catalogue for 1875. 

* Engelmann (W.) Bibliotheca acono- | (Classified price list of school books 

mica; oder, verzeichniss der biicher | in use in the United States]. 
iiber die haus- und landwirthschaft (Tee ae peae ses eekly ane: 14, 1815 as 

ete, 8°. Leipzig, 1841. | © aminalforis| 
*— Literatur der land- und forstwirth- *Ersch (J. 8.) Literatur der piidagogik. 

schaft, 8°, Wien, 1866. | 8°. Amsterdam, 1812.
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Education. Encyclopedias. ; 

Great Britain. Minutes of the commit- Diderot (D.) Alembert (F. le R. @) ete. En- 
tee of council on education. With re- eyclopédie: ou, dictionnaire raisonné 
ports by her majesty’s inspectors of des sciences, des arts, et des métiers, 
schools. [1839-1874]. 45 v. 8°. Lon- | par une société de gens de lettres. 
don, 1840-75, Nouv. éd, 39 vy. 4°. Geneve, 1777- 

Lowe (W.) Classified catalogue of edu- 79.8 

cational works in use in Great Britain. Encyclopedia americana. A popular die- 

8°. London, 1871. tionary, on the basis of the German 
*Raumer (K. von). Geschichte der piida- conversations-lexicon, Edited by F. 

gogik, 8¢aufl. 3v.in 4, 8°. Stutt- Lieber and E. Wigglesworth, With 
gart, 1857. supplement, by H. Vethake. 14 vy. 8°. 

Schmidt (H. 1.) Education. Part 1. His- Philadelphia, 1848. 
tory of education, 18°. New York, Encyclopedia britannica ; or, dictionary 

1842. of arts, sciences, and general literature. 

*Schott (G. E.) Handbuch der piidago- | ‘8th ed. [by T. S. Trail], 22 v. 4°. 
Edi 53 

gik. Literatur der gegenwart. 3 v. | seotaburgt Lao) 60. F 
8°. Leipzig, 1869 | *— The same. 9th ed. Ed. by'T. S, 

i * ‘ Baynes. v.1-4, 4°. 5-76. 
Siljestrom (P. 4.) History and progress | ae N Tanda ela 

: 4 ea een = Encyclopedia metropolitana; or, uni- 
of education. By Philobiblius, [pesu- | x ae me 

pete | versal dictionary of knowledge. Ed. 
don.| Introduction by H. Barnard. | . 
12°. New York, 1360, | by E. Smedley, H. J. Rose, and H. J. 
PGE ae Be Se fice | Rose. 26v. 4°. London, 1845. 

United Shatea, Reports of the OP RURIS: | Encyclopédie Qu dix-neuvidme - sidcle- 

sonar, uot poo On Ligee to): Répertoire universel des sciences, des 
7y, 8°, Washington, 1863-75. | lettres, et des arts ; avec la biographie 

Eacyclopazedias. | de tous les hommes célébres; avec 

| “American cyclopedia: a popular dic- supplément. [Dirigé par A. de Saint- 
| tionary of general knowledge. Ed. by | Priest}. 28 v. in 55. 8°. Paris, 1864, 

G. Ripley and C. A. Dana. 16 y. Encyclopédie méthodiqne; —1épertoire 
8°, New York, 1873-76. | universel div isé par ordre de matiéres, 

*Brande (W. T.) Dictionary of science, par une’ société de gens de lettres, 
Peer Nasr 9 Ly 0 literature, and art. New ed.by GW. | de savans et q artistes. 202 v. 4°. 

Cox. 3. 8°, London, 1875. | Paris; 1782-1830. 

Chambers(£.) Cyclopedia: an universal | Ersch (J. 8.) and Gruber (J. G.) Allge- 
dictionary of arts and sciences. 4th | meine encyclopedie der wissenschaften 

ed, With a supplement. 4 vy. fol. | und kanste. 151 v. 4°. Leipzig, 

London, 1741-53. | 1813-75. 
ae Beet (Publication unfinished}. 
Chambers (R. and W.) Eneyclopiedia : a 4 ; * 
i Ginti f uni Lh led Johnson's new universal encyclopedia. ntionary. evans aii : 

F CRU OR ERY OLA Rnek Grae ORR ae ge Edited by F. A. P. Barnard, A. Guyot, 
for the people. Illustrated. 10 y. 8°. 3 Face 
a z + ete. vy. 1-2. [A-L]. 8°. NewYork, 
Philadelphia, 1875. 1875, 

onversations-lexikon. 0% Allgemeine deut: * Knight (C.) English cyclopedia. 22 

sche real-encyclopiidie. 12° auflage. ek oe 
. 5 ‘neh — vy. 4°, London, 1854-61. 
bv. 8°, Leipzig, 1875. e : Peay 
mi eet : see — The same. Synoptical index. 4°. 
(This reissue is not completed]. Lond 1862 

ondon, 1862. 
Deutsch - amerikanisches conversations- | ie { i ie ¢ 4 

lexikon. Bearbeitet von A. J. Schem- Larousse (P.) Grand dictionnaire xani- 
llv. 8°, New York, 1869-74 versel du xrx® sitcle frangais, histo- 

Dieti ’ oe ‘ - ) rique, géographique, mythologique, 
i ea useful Hep wledge: Lanon.] | bibliographique, littéraire, artistique, 

v._ 199," London; 1882, | scientifique, ete. vv. 1-13. [A-R]. 
Dictionnaire de la conversation et de la | Paris, 1866-75. 

lecture. [Rédigé par W. Duckett]. | Maunder (S.) Treasury of knowledge. 
2° éd..16v. 8°. Paris, 1851-58. | ‘ 12°. London, 1870,
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Encyclopedias. | Fine Arts. 
* Meyer (H. J.) Neues conversations-lex- Duniap (IW.) Rise and progress of the 

ikon: ein wérterbuch des allgemeinen arts of design in the United States, 
wissens. 2° anfl. 17,v. 8°. Hild- | [Biographies of painters], 2 y, go, 
burghausen, 1861-63. New York, 1834. 
[A 3d ed. commenced in 1874]. Dupiessis (G. G.) Bibliographie générale 

National (The) eyelopedia. A eOmpen- des beaux arts. 8°. Paris, 1867, 
dium of universal information, by L. Elmes (J.) General and bibliographical 
Colange. 8°. Philadelphia, 1873. | dictionary of fine arts. 8°. London, 

Nationaleyclopwedia of usefal knowledge | 1826. 
7. 8°. London, 1839. | * Fairholt (FP. W.) Dictionary of terms in 

eat | art. 12°. London, 1370. Partington (C. F.) British eyclopedia. Tee : we * sr 
10 v. 8°, London, 1833-38. *Gullick (T. J.) and Timbs CG) Painting 

; : popularly explained. 16°. London, Penny cyclopwdia of the society for the = ¢ 
ae, : eee 1859, 

eee of useful Enowledge. con | *Jackson (J.) ‘Treatise on wood engray- 

bye SEP E psa ee yee | ing, historical and practical. 2d ed, 
seek 30 v. in 17. 8°. London, 8°. London, 1861. 
Bao O0d. 

Pires ati eis Kugler (F.) Handbook of painting. 
prey C3 at) Nenes univeren poate The schools of painting in Italy. From 
SNS Ue es le ae | the german. Edited by Sir G L. 
sches wérterbach, bearbeitet von mehr Wastlake. Newed: 2v: 1ocumuce 
als 380 gelehrten. 6° auflage. 17 y. | na 

5 ¥ | don, 1367. 
8°. Oberhausen, 1874-75. | as ‘ 
(Publication still in progress). | Long (S. P.) Art: tes laws, and the rea- 

Rees (A.)  Cyclopwdia; or, universal | Re: Pee bagiopesec ees 
dictionary of arts, sciences, and litera- | Liibke (IV.) History of art. 2d ed. 
ture, 39 y. 4°.. Plates, 6 v. 4°. Lon- 2v. 4°, London, 1869. 
don, 1819-20, | —History of sculpture, 2v. 8° Lon- 
ee re _ | don, 1872. 
mee He) Groases wollstena es on visto (GT) Teli nal le@lentcnn mee 
versal-lexikon aller wissenschaften e Ue fa 

os - . 8°. Miinchen, 1835-52. und kiinste. 64 v. mit supplement, 4 | aa 
v. fol. Leipzig, 1732-54. + *Oltley (H.) Biographical and critical 

‘ * dictionary of recent and living paint- 
Zll’s popular encyclopedia. A univer- seat 

‘ penta ers and engravers, forming a supple- 
sal dictionary of English language eee 

‘ a ment to Bryan’s dictionary. 8°. Lon- 
literature, and art. By L, Colange. don, 1866 
2v. 4°. Philadelphia, 1871-72. pe date ve 

| Otley (W.Y.) Inquiry into the origin 

Fine Arts. | and early history of engraving on 
“Blane (C.) Grammar of painting and | copper and wood, 2y. 4°. London, 

engraving. 8°. New York, 1874, | 1316. 

“Bryan (iL) Biographical and critical | Redgrave (R. and 8.) Century of painters 
dictionary of painters and engravers. of the english school, with notices of 

New ed. enlarged by G. Stanley. 8°. their works, and account of the prog- 

London, 1849, | ress of artin England. 2v. 8°, Lon- 
Burckhardt (J.) The cicerone: or art don, 1866. 

guide to painting. 12°) London, 1873. | Ruskin (J.) Lectures on painting. 12°. 

“Clement (C, £.) Handbook of legendary | London, 1854. 

and mythological art. 12°. New | *— Modern painters. Sthed. Sy. 8. 

York, 1871, | London, 1851-60. 

‘+ Painters, sculptors, architects, en- | *Sequier (F’. P.) Critical and commercial 

gravers, and their works. A hand- dictionary of the works of painters— 
book. 12°. New York, L374. | 1250-1850, 8°, London, 1870. 

Demmin (A. F.) Encyclopédie des beanx Siret (4.)" Dictionnaire histurique des 

arts plastiques, 3v. 8°, Paris, 1873-74. | peintres. 8°. Paris, 1855.
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Fine Arts. : | Genealogy and Heraldry. 

*spooner (S.) Biographical and critical *Durrie(D.S8.) Index to american gene- 

dictionary of painters, engravers, alogies and pedigrees contained in 
sculptors, and architects. 8°. New State, county, and town histories, ete. 
York, 1865. 8°. Albany, 1868. 

* Tuckerman (H.T.) Book of the artists: | “Zwirbairn (J.) Crests of the families of 
biographical and critical sketches of Great Britain and Ireland. Edited by 
american artists, 8. Now York 186s, | J. Maclaren: 2 v. 89. Edinburgh, 

pe 1860. 

Usa Capel ne oe oo RSegn art Farmer (J.) Genealogical register of the 
[Published by the science and art de- | Hint gelee ce a Bnueland g0, - 
partment of the committee of council men ae 829, ne i 
on education, South Kensington ; ed. PAGE anton | ase eee 
by J. Pollen]. 2v. 4°. London, 1870, | “Haydn (J.) Book of dignities. 8°, Lon- 

Vasari (@.) Lives of the most excellent teu os i Nedes aligemneiues 
painters, sculptors, and architects. | ‘i 1S 4G ay ial jes i ‘ ie 80 
Sy. 12°. London, 1850-52. na cheesy sh ws hcg by ? 

Winckelmann (J.J.) History of ancient Ledge (BS Peerage ofthe British ame 

ary -Mrou). the german; by Gs H. pire, as at present existing. [With] 
Lodge; 4.v... 82... Boston, 1856-73. the baronetage. 8°. London, 1875. 

Genealogy and Heraldry. | Lodge (J.) Peerage of Ireland; or, a 
*Bridger (C.) Index to printed pedi- | genealogical history of the present 

grees and county and local histories, | nobility. Continued by M. Archdall. 

herald’s visitations, ete. 8°. London, | 7v. §°.° Dublin, 1789, 
1867. Lower (M. A.) English surnames; an 

* Burke (Sir J. B.) Genealogical and her- essay on family nomenclature, histori- 

aldie dictionary of the peerage and eal, etymological, and humorous. 3d 

“paronetage of the British empire. ed. 2y. 12°, London, 1851. é 
38th ed. 6°, London, 1876. ‘— Patronymica britannica; a diction- 

*— Genealogical and heraldic history of | aa ee eee eee ue 
the landed gentry of Great Britain and | Riestap eA B Gatnerta eénéeal de 
Ireland. 6thed. 2y. 8°. London, VHurope: 8: Gonda, 1861. 

tae | *Savage (J.) Genealogical dictionary of 
Collins (A.) Peerage of England, con- | the first settlers of New England, 

tinued by sir E. Brydges. 9 vy, 6°. | showing three generations of those 
London, 1812. | who came before May, 1692. On the 

Courcelles (J. B. P. J. de). Histoire gé- basis of Farmer’s genealogical register. 

néulogique et héraldique des pairs de 4yv. 8°. Boston, 1860-62. 
France, des principales familles nobles Walford (E.) County families of the 
du royaume, [ete.] 12v. 4°. Paris, united kingdom; or, manual of the 
1822-33. | titled and untitled aristocracy. 8°. 

Debrett(J.) Mustrated baronetage, with London, 1875. 
the knightage, of Great Britain and | “Whitmore (W. H.) The american gene- 

Ireland. 1876, 8°. London, 1876. | alogist. Catalogue of family histories 

— Ilustrated peerage and titles of cour- and) publications, Sonat ae Benealogs 
tesy. 1876. 8°, London, 1876. ical information. 8°. Albany, 1863. 

2 Fe ee Wie “Yonge (C. M.) History of christian 
Dod (C. R.) Manual of dignities, privi nates.” Sy. 19°, “Lesace ben. 

lege, and precedence, 1688-1843, 16°. Glogs U 

London, 1843. Blackie (W.G.) Imperial gazetteer. 3 v. 
— Peerage, baronetage, and knightage, 8°. Glasgow, 1868. 

for 1876, 16°. London, 1876. * Boucher de la Richarderie (G@.)  Biblio- 
Douglas (Sir R.) Peerage of Scotland. théqnue universelle des ‘voyages. 

2d ed. With a continuation by J. P. Classés par ordre de pays. 6 vs 8°. 
Wood. 2y. fol. Edinburgh, 1813. | Paris, 1808,
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Geography. | Geography. 
Charnock (R..8.) Local etymology; de- | Piitz (W.) Survey of the geography 

rivative dictionary of geographical and history of the middle ages, a.d, 
names. 8°, London, 1859. 476-1492. Translated by prof. Stigell, 

Colton(G. W.) Atlas of the world. De- | 12°. London, 1864. 

scriptions by R. 8. Fisher. 2v. fol. | * Smith (W.) Dictionary of greek and 
New York, 1856, | roman geography. 2 vy. 8°. Lon- 

— The same. fol. New York, 1872, don, 1872. 

Cooley (W.D.) History of maritime and —Stndent’s manual of ancient geogra- 
inland discovery. 3 y. 16°. London, | phy, based on the dictionary of greek 2 
1846-48, and roman geography. 16°. London, 

Edinburgh gazetteer; or, geographical 1861, 
dictionary, 6 v. 8°. Edinbargh, 1822. | *— and Grove (G.) Atlas of ancient 

* Engelmann (W.) Bibliotheca geogra- geography, biblical and classical. fol, 
phica. 1750-1856. 8°. Leipzig, 1858. London, 1874. 

English (The) eyclopedia; geography. “Steimoehr( 4. von). Centennial gazetteer 
4 vy. 8°; supplement, 8°. London, | of the United States; a geographical 
1854-69. | and statistical encyclopedia, 8°, 

Gazetteer of the world ; or, dictionary of | Philadelphia, 1874, 
geographical knowledge. 7 v. 8°, | Stieler (4.) Hand-atlas iiber alle theile 
Edinburgh, 1850-56. | der erde. fol. Gotba, 1874, 

“Gray(O. W.) §-eon. Thenational atlas. | jyappdus (J. E.) Handbuch der geo- 
fol. Philadelphia, 1875, grapbie und statistik. 4 y.in 9. 8° 

Harpers’ hand-book for travelers in Ea- Leipzig, 1855-71. 
Tepeiand the aye Edited by: Ws P, i Geoloey and Mitiersloey, 
Fetridge. 12°. New York, 1876. | 5 

; Ae | Daddow (S. H.) and Bannan (B.) Coal, Harpers’ statistical gazetteer of the 4 3 : . 
: é iron, and oil; or, the practical Ameri- world, By Calvin Smith. 8°. New ff pe ast a, “Ne. (Pa.) 1866 York, 1855. can miner, 8°. Pottsville, (Pa.) 1866, 

Johnson (A. J.) New illustrated family | *Dana (J. D.) Manual of geology, with 
atlas. fol. New York, 1873. | special reference to America, 2d ed, 

* Johnston (A. K.) Dictionary of geogra- ve ee New York, 1874. ( f 
phy, forming a complete gazetteer of — System of mineralogy, inelagtas ie 

the world. New ed. 8°. London, | ee een eee: 5th.ed; Se 
1857, | New York, L574. 

* — Royal atlas, with a special index to | Humble (I.) Dictionary of geology; 
each map. fol. Edinburgh, 1873. | comprising such terms in natural his- 

*Lippincott(J. B.) Complete pronouneing | tory as are connected with geology. 
gazetteer; or, geographical dictionary | 8°. London, 1860. 
of the world, Edited by J, Thomas | *Zyell (Sir C.) Principles of geology. 
and T. Baldwin. Revised ed. with an | lithed. 2v. 8°. London, 1872. 
appendix, 8°, Philadelphia, 1574. | *— Student’s elements of geology. 2d 

*MeCulloch (J. R.) Dictionary, geograph- | ed. 12°. London, 1874. 
ical, statistical, and historical, of the | Page(D.) Handbook of geological terms 
countries, places, and natural objects | and geology. 12°, Edinburgh, 1859. 
in the world. New ed. Revised by | Gcvemmient Ghd Pollical science, 
F. Martin, 4. 8°. London, 1866. habe : ae 

eas i | Block (M.) Dictionnaire général de la 
Malte-Brun(C.) Géographie universelle. | ei ot 6 80, Paris, 

Entiérement refondue, par T. Layal- | polisiqne: Nonys6d2 Yanai 
lée. Gv. 8°. Paris, 1855-57. | seat as 

—Thesame. System of universal geog- Bluntschli (J. C.) and Brater (C.) Deut) 
raphy. New ed. 8°. Edinburgh, 1849. | sches staatswirterbuch, 10 vy. 8. 

Maunder (S8.) Treasury of geography. | Stuttgart, 1857-67, 
12°. London, 1870, “Cushing (L. 8.) Lex parliamentaria 

Mitchell (S. A.) New general atlas; con- americana: law and practice of legis- 

taining maps of the various countries lative assemblies in the United States. 

of the world, ete, fol. 1875. 1 8°. Boston, 1856.
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Government and Political Science. | Government and Political Science. 
*Llliot (J.) Debates, resolutions, ete. iv | Tocqueville (A. C. H. Clerel de). De la 
convention, on the adoption of the | démocratie en Amérique, 7° 6d. 3 vy. 
federal constitution, in Massachusetts, | 8°. Paris, 1860. 
New York, Virginia, North Carolina. | *— The same. Democracy in America. 
and Pennsylvania, with the journal | 2yv. 8°. Boston, 1868. 
and debates of the federal convention a 

de B . Se hy. at Philadelphia, 14th May to 17th ou Pacem her Core teD af 
September, 1787. 2d ed. 4 vy. 8°, History, Chronology, and Statistics. 

7, { Ri | Washington, 1836. *Almanach de Gotha. 1766-1876. 111 vy. 
*— The same. vy. 5. Supplement to | 32°. Gotha, 1766-1875. 

e debs aini adi. 7 & | 
oh fs ae peor neues 5 | American almanac, and repository of use- ate ee ie 2 aie ion, ete. ful knowledge. 1830-1861. 32y. 12°. 
Sy ESSA VOT LO eDs Boston, 1830-61 * Federali: mT : peti ny 7 | = ’ i" . 

aE rE earn oes . | “American annual eyclopedia, and reg- 
ecitten, eNOS) ae REN, COC RRMS } ister of important events, for 1861-75. tion. [By A. Hamilton, J. Madison, | 15 v. 8°. New York, 1862-76. 
and John Jay]. 8°. New York, 1870. | ashes : ae as t Gillet (R. H.) The federal government; | *Annual register, from 1758 to 1875. 1138 

its officers and their duties, 12°. | v. 8°. London, 1758-1876, 
New York, 1871. | drt (L’) de vérifier les dates des faits 

‘Hallam (H.) Constitutional history of | historiques, ete. Continué par m.de 
England, from the accession of Henry | Suint Allais, et le marquis Fortia. 
vir to the death of George m. [1435- | 4lv. 8°. Paris, 1818-44. 
1760]. 2v. 12°. London, 1875, Blair (J,) Chronological tables from the 

Lieber (.) On civil liberty and self- | creation of the world, Enlarged to 
government. 8°, Philadelphia, 1859. | 1856, by J. W. Rosse. 16°, London, 

Locke (J.) Two treatises on govern- | 1856. 
ment. 8°. London, 1821. Bond (J. J.) Handy-book for verifying 

*May (T. E.) Constitutional history of | dates. 12°. London, 1874. 
Great Britain: since the accession of | * Buckle (H. T.) History of civilization 

oo na Tea eien Sa od. i in England. 3 v.. 8°. London, 1867. °. London, 1871. | ae : } 
*— Practical treatise on the law, privil- Hallam (H.) Europe during the middle 

eges, and usage of parliament 7th | ages, 12thed. 3 v. 8°. London, 1869. 
aera ae Fer ‘i * Haydn (J.) Dictionary of dates and uni- ed. 8°. London, 1873. | ) 3 4 

*Mohl (2. von). Geschichte undliteratur | ae aes a teas By BYin- 
der staatswissenschaften. 3 v. 8°. | cou oa ees 
Erlangen: 1esncee Hittell (J. 8.) A brief history of cul- Urlangen, 1855-58, es 

*Nordhof'(C.) Politics for young Ameri- tne. 12°. New York, 1875. f 
cans, 2d ed. 16°. New York, 1876. Irving (J) The annals of ous times: 

*Paschal (G. W.) The constitution of the | eure a baling aes a 

United States defined and carefully | Cee ae ., . ongen, 
annotated, 8°. Washington, 1876. | TE7be 1 " Feb 

Rousseau (J.-J.) Du contrat social; ou, | ~The same. Supplement, from Febru- 
principes du droit politique. 8°. | ary 28, 1871, to March 19, 1874. 9°. 

‘ London, 1875. Paris, 1824. | 2 
— The same. Treatise on the social | Las Cases (M. I. E. D. de). Atlas. histo- 

compact, 16°, London, 1767. rique, généalogique, ee ee 
Sidney (A.) Discourses concerning gov- etc. de A. Le Sage. Edition de Del- 
ernment, ete.” 4°, London, 1763. loye. fol. Paris, 1835. : 

*Story (J.) Commentaries on the consti- — The same. Historical, genealogical, 
tution of the United States; with a chronological, and eae atlas. 
preliminary view of the constitutional | From the french. 2ded. fol. Lon- 
history of the colonies and states be- don, 1818. a s 
fore the adoption of the constitution. Maunder (S.) Treasury of universal his- 
4th ed. 2y. 8°. Boston, 1875. | tory. New ed. 12°, London, 1870,
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History, Chronology, and Statistics. | Language. 

Rosse (J. W.) Index of dates, alphabeti- | Richardson (J.) Dictionary, persian, 
cally arranged; being an index to the arabic, and english. Improved by C. 

enlarged edition of Blair’s chronolog- | Wilkins. New ed. by F. Johnson. 40. 

ical tables. 12°. London, 1859. | London, 1829. 
*Schem (A. J.) Statistics of the world. pingee 

Folded 4°. New York, 1875. a 

Sheahan (J. W.) Universal historical at- Mendies(J.) Abridgement of Johnson's 
las. fol. Chicago, 1873. dictionary, english and bengali, ben- 

*Smith (P.) History of the world, from | rali and english. 2ded. 2v. B, 

the earliest to the present time. An- Calentta, 1851. ns 
cient history. 3 v. 8°. London, | Ram Komul Sen. Dictionary, english 
1864-65. and bengalee. Translated from Todd’s 

* Statesman’s year book for 1864-1876. A | Johnson, 4°, Serampore, 1834. 

Statistical, genealogical, and historical | Chinese. 
account of the states and sovereigns | * Williams (8. W.) A syllabic dictionary 

of the eoiiae world. By Bap asnike | of the chinese language. 4°, Shang- 
Martin. 183 vy. 12°. London, 1884-76, | hai, 1874. 

Townsend (G. H.) Manual of dates. 4th | Dante 

ed. 8°. London, 1873. | 

Tytler (A. FP.) Universal history, from | Bay (C. F.) Dansk og engelsk haand- 
the creation to the 18th century. 3d lexicon, 12°. Kjébenhavn, 1798. 

ed. 6 vy. 18°. London, 1339. | *New pocket dictionary of the english 

Walker (F. 4.) Statistical atlas of the and danish languages. 16°. Leipzig, 
United States. Based on the results | Bho 
of the 9th census, 1870. fol. [New | Dutch. 

York); 1874. r | * Picard (H.) New pocket dictionary ot 
Weber (G.) Outlines of universal history, | the english and dutch languages. 3d 
from the creation of the world to the | ed. 16°. Gonda, [1862]. 

present time. With a history of the | geez (IV.) Dictionary, english and 

United States, by F. Bowen. 8°. Bos: | dutch ; woordenboek der engelsche 
.ton, 1853. | en nederduytsche taalen. De vyfde 

URGES Hei) OME ecioe CR Taste.) druk. 2y.in1. 4°, Amsterdam, 1754, 
Eneyelopwiia of chronology. 8°. | 
London, 1872. | English. 

Language Bartlett (J. R.) Dictionary of american- 
Engelmann (W.) Bibliothek der neneren | isms. 2d ed. 8°. Boston, 1859. 

sprachen; verzeichniss der in Deutsch- | Bosworth (J.) Anglo-saxon dictionary. 

Jand besonders vom jahre 1800 erschie- 8°. London, 1849. 

nenen grammatiken, worterbiicher, Crabb (G.) English synonymes, with il- 

ete. der lebenden — europiiischeu lustrations from the best authors. 8°. 
sprachen, 8°. Leipzig, 1842. | London, 1869. 

— The same. Supplement. 1841-1849. | Craig (J.) The universal english dietion- 

8°. Leipzig, 1850 | ary. 2v. 8°. London, [1864]. 
— The same, 2" supplement. 1849- Craik (@. L.) Compendious history of 

1863. 8°. Leipzig, 1869, | the english language, from the nor- 
Vater (J. 8.) Litteratur der grammati- | man conquest. 2. 8°. New York, 
ken, lexika und wortersammlungen | 1863. 

Barre eaten iss oo ree | De Vere (M. Schele). Americanisms the 
jeg ‘ PEON, | English of the new world. 12°. New 

Arabic. | York, 1872. 
Catafago (J.) English and arabie dic- Halliwell (J. 0.) Dietionary of archaic 

tionary. 12°. London, 1858. | and provincial words, from the 14th 
“Lane (B. W.) Arabic-english lexicon. century. 6thed. 2y, 8°, London, 

8°. London, 1875. | 1868.
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Language. Language. 3 r 

*Latham (R.G.) Dictionary of the eng- Gaeta. 
lish language. Founded on that of Macleod (N.) and Dewar (D.) Diction- 

Samuel Johnsoi as edited by H. J. ary of the gaelic language. 8°. Lon- 
Todd. 4. 4°. London, 1871. SOE eee 

*Marsh(G.P.) Lectures on the english * Adler (G.J.) Dictionary of the german 

Ae ee NEMA USE language, 4th ed. 8°. New York 
*— Origin and history of the english 1853. ” i 

language, and of the early literature it * Grieb (C.F) Dictionary of the german 

BrniodSay Pieter ea aoe and english, and english and german 
"Richardson (C.) New dictionary of the lmmankeesnror. g°, Tondons1847, 

english language. (With illustra Tafel (J. FL, and L. Hi) New and 
tions, chronologically arranged, of the i i 

r ane complete english-german and ger- history and signification of words]. 2 man-engliah nocket dictionary. 16°. 

ee vont ey ., | Philadelphia, 1870. 
Bago i) Tesaurte ce Soe ay * Williams (I'.) New pocket dictionary 

ard avd Pore, Cons one of the english and german languages. 
ranged so as to facilitate expression. 18°, London, 1872. 

8°, Boston, 1873. : Me 
“Soule (R.) Dictionary of english syno- rear 
nymes, 12°, Boston, 1871. Giles (J. A.) Lexicon of the greek lan- 

Siratmann (F.C.) Dictionary of the guage. 2d ed. 8°. London, 1840. 
old english language. 2d ed. 4°. Groves (J.) Greek and english diction- 
Crefeld, 1873, ary. 8°. Philadelphia, 1855. 

“Webster (N.) An american dictionary | *Liddell (H. G.) and Scott (Ri) Greek- 
of the english language. Thoroughly english lexicon, based on the german 

revised, enlarged, and improved by work of Passow, with additions. 6th 
C. A. Goodrich and N. Porter. 4°. | ed. 8°. Oxford, 1869, 

Springfield, (Mass.) 1875. Ee 

Wedgwood (H.) Dictionary of english Fiirst (J.) Hebrew and chaldee lexicon 
etymology. 3v, 8°. London, 1867, to the old testament. Translated by 

“Worcester (J. E.) Dictionary of the S. Davidson. 4°. Leipzig, 1865-67. 
english language. 4°, Boston, 1875. Gesenius (PF. H.W.) Hebrew grammar, 

Wright (T.) Dietionary of obsolete and enlarged by E. Rédiger. Translated 
provincial english. 2y. 12°. Lon- by B. Davies. Re-edited by B. David- 

don, 1857. son, with a hebrew reading book. 4°. 

London, 1852. 

eo Green (W. H.) “Grammar of the hebrew 
* Bescherelle (IL, N.) Dictionnaire na- language. 12°. New York, 1861. 

tional, ou dictionnaire universe) de | Hindustant. 
i raucaise: Ov) N40)“ Paniant 

eae eee | Forbes (D.) Dictionary, hindustani and 
* Gase (7. i, “A. Dictionary"of Whe | oe ~ ae and hindustani. 

english and french languages. 2 v. Sie en den Ao os 
8°. London, 1875. , ENTS ; 

* Littré (B.) Dictionnaire de la langne | m bei Cy) Cr enie of ae homeevan frangaise. 4 v. 4°. Paris, 1863-73. anguage, with appropriate exercises, 
| a copious vocabulary, and specimens 

Meadows (F. €.) New french and eng- | of hungarian poetry. 12°, London, 
lish pronouncing dictionary, on the } 1852, 

basis of Nugent’s. Corrected by F. J. Trish. 
B. Koestler. 16°, New York, 1855. O’Reitly (£.) Irish-english dictionary ; 

* Spiers (A) and Surenne. French and | containing upwards of 20,000 words 
english pronouncing dictionary. El- | not in any former irish lexicon; with 
ited by G. P. Quackenbos. 8°. New a compendious irish grammar. Now 

York, 1875. | ed. 8°. Dublin, 1821.
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Language. | Language. " 

3 , aan | Parenoga (M.) and Grammatin (N.) New 
Baretli (G.) Dietionary of the eng- | a 2 A ads : Yer f dictionary, english and russian, 4 y. lish and italian languages, with a| in 4° Moskiwa, 1808-17 ° 
grammar. 9th ed. by C. Thomson. Baste ere : 
2yv. 8°. London, 1839. Sanskrit. 

Davenport (J.) New dictionary of the Benfey(T.) Sanskrit-english dictionary, 
italian language, based on that of Ba- | 8°. London, 1866. 

retti. 2y. 8°. London, 1854. | *Miiller (M.) Sanskrit grammar, 2d ed. 
Meadows (F.C.) New italian and eng- | 8°. London, 1870. 

lich dictionary. 16°, London, 1835. * Williams (M.) Sanskrit-english dietion- 

* Roberts (J. P.) Dizionario italiano- | ary. 4°. London, 1872. 

inglese e inglese-italiano, 8°. Lon- Wilson (H. H.) Introduction to the 

dra, 1873, | grammar of the sanscrit language. 
Japanese. 2ded. 8°. London, 1847. 

Hepburn (J.C. Japanese-english and | :, yale 

english-japanese dictionary, abridged | Snarish. 
by the author. sq. 16°. New York, | Elwes (4.) Dictionary of the spanish 
1873. | and english and english and spanish 

Shibata (M.) and Koyas (T.) English languages. 12°, London, 1854. 

and japanese dictionary. 4°. Yoko- Meadows (F, C.) Spanish and english 

hama, [1873]. dictionary. New ed. 18°. London, 
Latin. 1873. 

Andrews (BE. A.) Latin-english lexicon, | Newman (H.) and Baretti (@.) Diction- 

founded on the latin-german lexicon | ary of the spanish and english lan- 
of W. Freund. 8°. New York, 1862. guages. New ed. by M. Seoane. 2yv, 

Anthon(C.) Latin-english and english- 8°. London, 1874. 

latin dictionary for schools. [‘Trans- | *—The same. Pronouncing dictionary 
lated from the german of W. Freund, | of the spanish and english languayes, 

by J. E. Riddle, and abridged]. 12°. | on the basis of Seoane’s edition of 
New York, 1852. | Neuman and Baretti. By Mariano 

Faceiolati (J.) and Forcellini (£.) Totius | Velazquez de la Cadena. 8°. New 
latinitatis lexicon, cura et consilio J. | York, 1852. 

Facciolati. Anglicam interpretatio- | Swedish. 
neni italicw substituit J. Bailey. 2v. New pocket-dictionary of the english 
4°. Londini, 1828, and swedish languages. [anon.] 24°. 

* Smith (V.) Latin-english dictionary, Leipzig, [18—]. 
based on the works of Forcellini and | Turkish. 

i Freund. oe London, 1862. _ | Redhouse (J. W.) Turkish and english 

a and Halt (f D.) Copious and eri ka | dictionary. 8°. London, 1861. 

ical “english-latin’ dictionary. €°. | squeroein (G.) Pocket dictionary of the 

New York, 1871. | english and turkish languages. 24°. 
* White (J. T.) and Riddle (J. BE.) Latin- | Tekdon. 1865, ie 

english dictionary. [Translated and | < 
augmented from the german-latin of | Walsh. 
W. Freund]. 3ded. 2y. 8°. Lon-| Richards (T.) Antique lingue britan- 

don, 1869. | nice thesaurus; or, a welsh-english 

Poet | dictionary, With a welsh grammar. 
Complete dictionary, english and polish, | 4th ed. 8°. Merthyr Tydvil, 1839. 

and polish and english. [anon.] Com- | Spurrell(W.) English-welsh and welsh- 
piled from the polish dictionaries os) english dictionary. 12°, London, 1872. 

Linde and Mrongovius. 2 y. 8°. Ber- Tae 

lin, 1849-51. 
Russian. Austin (J.) Province of jurisprudence 

New pocket dictionary of the english determined; or, the philosophy of 
and russian,and russian and english positive law; and Lectures on juris- 

languages. [anon.] 21°. Leipzig, prudence; being the sequel. 3 v. 5° 

[1850]? London, 1861-63.
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Law. | Law. 

*Blackstone (Sir W.) Commentaries on Thorin(E.) Répertoire bibliographique 
the laws of England. With notes des ouvrages de droit, de législation, 
selected from the editions of Archbold, et de jurisprudence, publiés spéciale- 
Christian, Coleridge, Chitty, and oth- ment en France depuis 1789 jusqu’d 
ers, and notes, and a life of the author, 1865. 8°. Paris, 1866. 

by G. Sharswood. 2. 8°. Philadel- “Walther (O. A.)  Hand-lexicon der 
phia, 1860. juristischen literatur des 19» jahrhun- 

Bouvier (J.) Law dictionary, adapted derts. 8°, Weimar, 1854. 
to the constitution and laws of the Warren (S.) Popular and practical in- 
United States of America, and the troduction to law studies. Edited by 
several states of the American union ; W. M. Scott. 8°. Albany, 1872. 
with references to the civil and other | harton (J. J. 8.) Law lexicon, or dio- 
systems of foreign law. 12th ed. tionary of jurisprudence; explaining 
2yv. 8°. Philadelphia, 1868. all technical words and phrases in 

5 - 3 english law, ete. 5thed. Edited by Camus (A. G.) Catalogue raisonné des J. S..Will. 8°. London, 1872, 
livres de droit. Revu et augmenté 
par M. Dupin. Dee (@. WW.) : enone eh = 

i Bes he 5 % i en neueren jurist. und staatswissen- 
ea ee eee schaftlichen literatur. 1849-1867. 8°. 

Engelmann (W.) Bibliotheca juridica; Leipzig, 1807, 
yerzeichniss der in Deutschland Law of Nations. 

erschienenen werke iiber alle theile Halleck (H.1W.) International law ; or 
der rechtswissenschaft, 1750-1848, rules regulating the intercourse of 
ee aufl, 2/v. 8°. Leipzig, 1840-49. | states in peace and war. 8°. New 

Heron (D.C.) Introduction to the history York, 1861. 
of jurisprudence, 8°. London, 1860. Phillimore (2.) Commentaries upon in- 
Kent (J.) Commentaries on american ternational law. 2d ed. 4v. 8°, Lon- 

law, 12th ed. Edited by O. W. don, 1870-74, 
Holmes, jr. 4 v. 8°. Boston, 1873. | Wheaton (#1) History of the law of 

Maine (H.S.) Ancient law ; its connec- nations in Europe and America. 8°, 
tion with the early history of society New York, 1845, 
and its relation to modern ideas. 8°. “Elements of international law. 8th 
London, 1261. ed. Edited, with notes, by R. H. 

Marvin (J. G.) Legal bibliography; or __ Dana, jr. 8°. Boston, 1866. 
athesaurus of american, english, irish, Literature. Sce Bibliography and Lit- 
and seotch law books. 8°. Philadel- erature. 
phia, 1847, Mathematics. 

Montesquieu (C. de Secondat de). Lesprit * Davies (C.) Logic and utility of math- 
des lois. 3. 8°. Paris, 1836, ematics, with the best methods of in- 

“The same. The spirit of laws. struction explained and illustrated. 
Translated by T. Nugent. 2 vy. 8% 8°. New York, 1850, 
Cincinnati, 1874. *— Mathematical dictionary and eyelo- 

“Reeves (J.) History of the english law, vey n mae BCIOR OS Tey 
from the Romans to the end of the , a peak pepe A reign of Elizabeth, 3ded. 3y. 8. rlecke (d.) Bibliotheca mathematica, 
London, 1369, Sot Ne IR ah ee Smith (P. A Hisbarstor edaaans : Forbes (J. D.) General view of the prog- 

Smith (P. 4.) History OF ea CRON . TOF ress’ of mathematical science,.1775- the english bar; with subjects and 1850, 8°, London, 1860. 

methods of study. 8°. London, 1960, [ENcYcLor€pIA britannica, 8th ed. v. 1). 
Tyler (T.) Law glossary of the latin, Leslie (Sir J.) Progress of mathematical 

greek, norman, french, and other Jan- and physical science, chiefly during 
guages, 4th ed. enlarged. 6°. New the 18th century. 8°. Edinburgh, 
York, 1855, 1835, 

458
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Mathematics. Military Science. 

Murhard (F. W. A.) Bibliotheca mathe- | Bun (R.) Naval and military dietion- 
matica; oder, “ Litteratur der mathe- ary of the french language, with ex. 
matischen wissenschaften.” 2y. 8°. planations of the various terms, 5th 
Leipzig, 1797. ed. 12°. London, 1870. 

Playfair (J.) General view of the pro- “Cullum (G. W.) Biographical register 
gress of mathematical science, since | of officers and graduates of the mili- 
the revival of letters in Europe. Lon- | tary academy at West Point. 2 y, 

don, 1860. | 8°. New York, 1868. 
[EncycLorpta britannica, eth ed. v. 1]. | Gardner (C. K.) Dictionary of all offi. 

Rogg (J.) Bibliotheca mathematica, cers in the United States army, 1789- 
ad annum 1830, 8°. Tiibingen, 1830. | 1853. 12°. New York, 1853, ? 

Sohneke (L. A.) Bibliotheca mathema- | Hamley (E. B.) Operations of war ex- 
tica. 1830-1854. 8°. Leipzig, 1854. | plained and illustrated. 4°. Bdin- 

Medicine. | bargh, 1866. 
Aitkin (W.) Science and practice of | James (C.) Universal military dietion- 

medicine. From the 6th London ed. ary, english and french. 4th ed, 8°, 

with additions, by M. Clymer. 2. London, 1816. / 

8°. Philadelphia, 1872. | Jomini (H.de). Précis deVart de la guer- 
Callisen (A. C. P.) Medicinisches schrift- | re. Nouv. éd. 2v. 8°. Paris, 1855, 

steller-lexicon. 33 y. 12°, Copen- | *—The sane. The art of war, From 
hagen & Altona, 1830-45. | gh eengh, by G. Meade and W. 

Copland (J.)  Dietionary of practical Eee aL Les BLE 
fedicines diy" Bec Totdon; 1a58, _ Traité des grandes opérations mili- 

. : = oie taires. 4¢°éd. 3y. 85 planches, 
Cyclopadia of practical medicine. Edit- | fol. Paris, 1851. 

ed by J. Forbes, A. Tweedie, and J. — The same. Treatise on grand mili- 
Conolly. 4 vy. 6°. London, 1833-35, | tary operations. 2v. 8°. New York, 

Dictionnaire de médecine. 2° éd. 30 y. | 1865. 

8°. Paris, 1832-45. | La Barre-Duparcg (N. B. de). Ele- 
Dunglison (R.) History of medicine to | ments of military art and science. 

the 19th century, 8°, Philadelphia, | Translated by G. W. Cullum. 8°. 
1872. | New York, 1863. 

*— Medical lexicon. Enlarged by R. J. | *Lendy (A. F.) Principles of the art of 
Dunglison, 8°, Philadelphia, 1574, war; an elementary treatise on higher 

Engelmann (W.) Bibliotheca medico- tactics and strategy. 2ded, 8°, Lon- 

chirargica et anatomico-physiologica. don, 1862. 

1750-1847, 6° aufl, 8°. Leipzig, 1848. | Tinpitt(F. J.) Treatise on the tactical 
— The same, Supplement. 1848-1867. | use of the three arms—infantry, artil- 

8°. Leipzig, 1868. lery, and cavalry. 12°. New York, 
* Pauly (A.) Bibliographie des sciences | 1865. 

médicales. 8°. Paris, 1874. Macdougall (P. L.) Theory of the art of 
Ploucquet (W. G.) Literatura medica | war, illustrated by numerous exam- 

digesta. 4 vy. 4°; & supplement, | ples. 3d ed. 12°, London, 1862. 
4°, Tubingae, 1803-14. Marmont (A. L. F. Viesse de, due de 

* Renouard (P. V.) History of medicine Raguse). De Vesprit des institutions 

from its origin, to the 19th century. | militaires, 8°. Paris, 1845. 
From the french, by C. G. Comegys. | — The same. Spirit of military institu- 
8°. Cincinnati, 1856. | tions; or essential principles of the art 

* United States. Catalogue of the library of war. With notes by H. Coppée. 

of the surgeon-general’s office. Au- 12°, Philadelphia, 1862. 
thors. 2y, 8°. Washington, 1873-74, | Pelzholdt (J.) Ubersicht der gesamm- 

—The same. v. 3. Supplement. 8°. ten militairbibliographie. 8°. Dres- 
Washington, 1874. | den, 1857.
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Military Science. e Mythology. 

Robinson(F.) Organization of the army “Wheeler (W. A.) Dictionary of the noted 
of the United States, With biogra- names of fiction, 12°, Boston, 1855, 
phies of officers. 2y. 12°. Phila- “White(C. A.) Thestudent’s mythology. 

delphia, 1848, 12°. New York, 1870. 

*Seott (H. L.) Military dictionary, 8°, | Natural History and Zoology. 
New York, 1861. Agassiz (L. J. R.) Bibliotheca zoologize, 

*Wracall (Sir F.C. L.) Armies of the ete. A general catalogue of all books, 
great powers. 12°, London, 1859, tracts, and memoirs on zoology, geol- 

Music. ogy,ete. Enlarged by Strickland and 

Burney (C.) General history of music. Jardine. 4. 8°. London, 1848-54, 
4y. 4°. London, 1739. Baird (W.) Cyclopedia of natural his- 

*Futis (P. J.) Biographie universelle des tory. 8°, Glasgow, 1858. 
musiciens. 2° 6d. 8 vy. 8°. Paris, | Banks (Sir J.) Catalogus bibliothece 
1860-65. historico-naturalis Josephi Banks, 

Hawkins (Sir J.) General history of the equitis, auctore Jona Dryander. 5 vy. 
science and practice of music. Sy. 8°, Londini, 1798-1800, 
4°, London, 1776, Bosgoed (D. M.) Bibliotheca ichthyolo- 

Hogarth (G.) Musical history, biogra- gica et piscatoria. $°. Haarlem, 1874, 
phy, and criticism. 16°, London, Dictionnaire dessciences naturelles. [Ed. 

1835. by F. Cuvier]. 71 y. 8°. Strasbourg, 

Hullah (J.) History of modern music. 1816-45. 

16°. London, 1862. *Engelmann(W.) Bibliotheca historico- 

Kiesewetter (R. G.) History of the mod- naturalis; verzeichniss der biicher 
ern music of western Europe. 8°. iiber naturgeschichte, 1700-1846. v. 1. 

London, 1848, Anatomie und physiologie, zoologie, 

*Moore(J. W.) Complete encyclopedia palontologie. 8°. Leipzig, 1846. 
of music. 8°. Boston, 1854. *—and Carus (J. V.) The same. Supple- 

Musikalisches conversations-lexikon ; en- mentband. Bibliotheca zoologica; ver- 
cyclopiidie der gesammten musikal. zeichniss der schriften iiber zoologie, 

wissenschaften, von H. Mendel. v. welche in den periodischen werken 
1-5. 8. Berlin, 1870-75, | enthalten vom jahre 1846-1860, selb- 

Schliiter (J.) General history of music. | stiindig erscbienen auncle A vert BeaGes 
8°. London, 1865. | Leipzig, 1861. 

Mythology. | * English eyclopwdia. Conducted by C. 

Anthon (C.) Classical dictionary, 8°. | Knight. Natural history. 4 vy. 8°. 
New York, 1862. | London, LR 5 

“Brewer (E.C.) Dictionary of phrase and | ree Rupplement..5h Lona 

gables) Stheds Aesop don dette Hugen (H. A.) Bibliotheca entomolo- 
Bulfinch (T.) The age of chivalry. 12°. gica, bis 1862. 2v. 8°. Leipzig, 1862. 

Boston, 1859. * Maunder (S.) Treasury of natural his- 
— The age of fable. 12°. Boston, 1855, tory. 6th ed. 12° London, 1369. 

Dwight (M.A.) Grecian and roman *Wood (J. G.) Tllustrated natural his- 

mythology. 12°. New York, 1855, tory. 3v. 8°. London, 1870, 
Murray (A. S.) Manual of mythology. — See, also, Science. 

2ded. 12°, London, 1874, | Naval Science. 
*Smith (IV.) Dictionary of greek and | Bowditch (N.) American practical navi- 

roman biography and mythology. 3 | gator. Continued by J. I. Bowditch. 

y. 8°, London, 1870. | 28th ed. 8°. New York, 1859. 

— Classical dictionary. 8°, London, * Busk (H.) Navies: their present state, 
1866. | and future capabilities. 12°. Lon- 

Thorpe (B.) Northern mythology ; pop- don, 1859. 
ular traditions and superstitions of | *Cooper (J. F.) History of the navy of 
Scandinavia, North Germany, and | the United States, Continued to 1860, * 

Netherlands. 3y. 12°. London, 1865. | 3v.in1. 8°. New York, 1866.
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Naval Science. | Periodical Literature. : 
*Dana (R. H, jr.) Seaman’s friend; a Steiger (E.) Periodical literature of the 

treatise on practical seamanship. 8th | United States. 8°. New York, 1873, 

ed, 12°. Boston, 1355. | Postry. 

Emmons (G. F.) Navy of the United | * Allingham (W.) The ballad book: a 

States, 1775-1853; with a history of selection of the choicest british bal- 

each vessel’s service and fate. 4°. | lads. 16°, Cambridge, 1865, 
Washington, 1853. | “Chalmers (4.) Works of the english 

Falconer (W.) Dictionary of the marine. poets from Chaucer to Cowper. 21 y, 
Modernizeil and improved, by W. 8°, London, 1810. 
Barney. 4°. London, 1815. Child (FP. J.) English and scottish bal- 

Jal (A.) Glossaire nautique. Réper- lads; pelea and edited. - 8.vi + 162, 

toire polyglotte des termes de marine. Bosvans yee i - 

4°, Paris, 1843. Coggeshall (WW. T.) Poets and poetry of 

: : the west. 8°. Cuolumbus, (0.) 1860, 

thuoe (8, ay Seamanship ; compiled * Dana(C. A.) Household book of poe- 
from various authorities, for the use try. lth ed. 8°. New York, 1875. 

ee ee en ot academy. | portage R.W.) Parnassus. 12°, Bos- 

. eae Peet | on, 1875. 
Paget (J. a) Naval powers and their | Griswold (R. W.) Female poets of 

poltoy,; yeu feb uine ey or America. With additions by R. H. 
pele and foreign iron-clad navies. Stoddard. 8°. New York, 1874. 

8°. London, 1876. | — Poets and poetry of America, to the 

Periodical Literature. | middle of the 19th century. With ad- 
* Andrews (A.) History of british journal- | ditions by R. H. Stoddard. 8°, New 

ism, to 1855, 2v. 12°, London, 1859. | York, 1873. 
Cucheval-Clarigny (N.) Histoire de la — Poets and poetry of England in the 

presse en Angleterre et aux Etats- 19th century. With additions by R. 
Unis. 12°. Paris, 1857. | H. Stoddard. 8°. New York, 1875. 

Grant (J.) The newspaper press; its or- Hale (8. J.) Complete dictionary of 
igin, progress, and present position. poetical quotations. 8°. Philadel 
2y. 8°. London, 1871. phia, 1876. 

"Hatin (B.) Bibliographie historique et * Library of poetry and cong, With in- 

ee périodique fran- troduction by W. C. Bryant. 8°. 

raise. 8°, Paris, 1866. Tee Vina ay 

*Hudson (F.) Journalism in the United ney May Aoi 
States from 1690 to 1872, 8°. New * Palgrave (F. T.) Golden treasury of the 

York, 1873. best poems in the english language. 

Hunt (F. K.) The fourth estate: contri- Dis Boston; 186 3. ; 
butions towards a history of news- Tearion oe) History of english poet 
papera, 2v. 12°, London, 1850. - 1100-1700. New eas improved, me 

Mitchell §° Co, (C.) Newspaper press di- oe Taylor, 3y. 8°. London, 

« : tena Li * 840. 

a then eat Ons ee Whittier (J. G.) Songs of three centu- 

* Poole (William F’.) Index to periodical | ries, 12°. Boston, 1876. 

literature. [2d ed. to 1851]. 8°. New | Political Economy and Finance. 
York, 1853. | Annuaire de Véconomie politique et de la 

“Rowell (G. P.) American newspaper | statistique, 1846-1875, Publié par M. 

directory, containing lists of all the | Block. 19. 18°, Paris, 1846-76. 
newspapers and periodicals published | “Blanqui (4. J.) Histoire de économie » 
in the United States and Canada, 8°, | politique en Europe; suivie a’ane 
New York, 1875. | bibliographie. 4° éd. 2 v. 12°. Paris, 

Smithsonian institution, (Washington, D. | 1860. 

C.) Catalogue of publications of socie- *Carey (H.C.) Principles of social sei- 

ties in the library of the Smithsonian ence. [Political economy]. 8°. Phil- 

institution, 8°. Washington, 1866. | adelphia, 1858-60.
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Political Economy and Finance. Quotations and Proverbs. 

*Coquelin (C.) and Guillaumin (U, G.) Friswell (J. H.) Familiar words; or 
Dictionnaire de l’6conomie politique. quotation handbook. 38d ed. 16° 

3¢éd. 2yv. 8° Paris, 1864. London, 1874, 

*Jevons (IV. S.) Money and the mechan- Grocott (T. C.) Index to familiar quota- 
ism of exchange. 12°. London and tions. New ed. 16°, Liverpool, 1871. 
New York, 1875. Hazlitt (W.C.) English proverbs and 

rbi O, 

*McCulloch (J. R.) Literature of political Sa ae 2 honda, 1868. 
economy ; a classified catalogue, with Nace ( Ue ae proves aoe 

historical notices, ete. 8°. London: a BO Sit aoa aaa 

iad ‘ 2 *Kelly (W.K.) Proverbs of all nations 
3 aaa ae compared, examined, and illustrated. 

MacLeod (H.D.) Dictionary of politi- 3d. ed. 16°, London, 1870. 

cal eee Oy biographical, bipio- *Laconics: or the best words of the best 
graphical, historical, and practical. authora: av ieee ebondan deeo = pany , 1829, 
= 1 [A-C}. 8°. London, 1863, *Riley (H. 7.) Dietionary of latin quo- 
Byo/more pabbshedl: i | tations, 12°. London, 1870. 

*Mill(J.S.) Principles of political econ- as z ; 
a 5 Fh elite Wander (K. PF. W.) Doutsches sprich- 

omy, with some of their applications ‘ator lexileor dt dO) sina 

to social philosophy, 7th ed. 2v. 8°. | Tae a ot ae Me ¥ orp alg, 
London, 1871. F “eas 

—The same, People’sed. 12°. London, | Science. 
1865. i | * Annual of scientific discovery; or, year- 

*Perry (A, L.) Elements of political | book of facts in science and art, for 

economy. 5th ed. 12% New York, | 1349-1871. By D. A. Wells, and oth- 
1874, ers, 21 v. 12°, Boston, 1850-71. 

Smith (Adam). Inquiry into the nature | “dnnual record of science and industry 
and causes of the wealth of nations. | for 1871 to 1875, Edited byS. F. Baird, 
Ed. by J. EB. T. Rogers. 2 v. 8°. | [ete.] 5v. 12°. New York, 1872-76. 

London, 1870. Candolle (4. L. P. P. De). Histoire des 
Sumner (WV. G.) History of american sciences et des savants depuis deux 

currency, 12°. New York, 1874. siécles. 8°. Geneve, 1873. 
“Walker (4.) The science of wealth: a Crabb (G.) Technical dictionary; ex- 
manual of political economy, embrac- planation of words used in arts and 
ing the laws of trade, currency, and sciences, 12>. London, 1351. 
finance. 6th ed. 8°, Boston, 1871. Engelmann (W.) Bibliotheca mechanico- 

Politics. See Government. Se noe Ue 1 Greiiee cake 

Quotations and Proverbs. | sorte EI eg , 2 pert “ Humboldt (F. H, A. von). Aspects of na- 
Allibone (S. A.) Poetical quotations. ture in different lands. Translated 
eee ge 

ae Philadelphia, Mae. : eee | by mrs. Sabine. 2 v.in 1. 16°, Lon- 
oe quotations. 8° Philadelphia, don, 1850, 

Pai a es < | *— Cosmos. Translated under the super- 
sr thet ( J. B.) Familiar quotations. | intendence of E. Sabine. 8th ed. 5y. 
7th ed. 12°, Boston, 1875. | 12°, London, 1850-58. 

Ny (H. G.) Handbook of proverbs. | Nichol (J. P.) Cyclopedia of the physi- 
Ae . London, 1855. et cal sciences. 8°, London, 1868. 

— Polyglot of foreign proverbs, 12°. “Nuttall (P. A.) Dictionary of scientific 
i London, 1807, : terms. 12°, London, 1869, 
Booth (J.) Epigrams, ancient and mod- | *Poggendorg’ (J. C.) Biographisch-lite- 

ern, New ed. 16°. London, 1873. | rarisches handwérterbuch zur® ge- 
Dodd (H. P.) The epigrammatists: a schichte der exacten wissenschaften. 

selection from epigrammatic litera- | 8°. Leipzig, 1858-60, 
ture of ancient, medieval and modern | Reuss (I. D.) Repertoriam commenta- 
times. 12°, London, 1870. tionum a societatibus litterariis edi- 

Duplessis (P. A. G.) Bibliographie paré- taram. [To 1800]. 16y. 4°. Got- 
miologiqne. 8°, Paris, 1347. tingae, 1801-20,
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Science. ) Theology. 

* Rodwell (G. F.) Dictionary of science ; “Darling (J.) Cyclopedia bibliograph 
embracing astronomy, chemistry, dy- ica: a manual of theological litera. 
namics, electricity, heat, hydrodynam- ture,etc. 2v. 8°. London, 1854, 
ies, hydrostatics, light, magnetism, — The same. Holy scriptures. 8°, Lon- 

mechanics, meteorology, pneumatics, don, 1859, 

sound, and statics. 8°, Philadelphia, Horne (7. H.) Manual of biblical bibji- 
1873. ography ; a catalogue of editions and 

*Royal society of London, Catalogue of | versions of the holy scriptures, 8°, 
scientific papers. [Index to the au- London, 1839. 

thors, titles, and dates of scientific - — Introduction to the critical study and 

papers in the transactions of societies knowledge of the holy scriptures, 
and in periodicals, from 1800 to 1863). llthed. 4y. 8°. London, 1863, 

6y. 4°. London, 1967-72. Kitto (J.) Cyclopedia of biblical litera- 
Schoedler (F.) and Medlock (H.) Treas- ture. 3ded. 3v. 8°, London, 1869, 

ury of science, natural and physical. * WP Clintock (J.) and Strong (J.) Cyclo- 

12°. London, 1874. Y yas 5 

Tolthausen (M. A.) Technological dic- Be a Dibheal, sooo ee Sy 
tionary in french, english and german. | olostaatipal literature, ign 16, [ASN 

; 8°. New York, 1867-75, 
8°, London, 1873. % a aye 

Ure(A.) Dictionary of arts, manufac- Malcom (H.) Theological index. Ref- 

tures and mines. 7th ed. by R. Hunt erences to the principal works in 
and F. W. Radler. 8 v. @. Lou-| every department of religious litera- 
don, 1875. ture. Embracing nearly 70,000 cita- 

Year-book of facts in science and art. | tions alphabetically arranged under 

1839-1875, 37 v. 16°, London, 1839-76. two thousand heads, 2ded. 8°. Phil- 
See, also, Natural History. | AIS EE ’ 

: O'Callaghan (E. B.) List of editions of 
Theology. i 

i : z the holy scriptures, and of parts 
Abbot-(E.) Literature of the doctrine thereof, printed in America previous 
one future life, 8°, Philadelphia, to 1860. 4°. Albany, 1860. 

864, + | ee 
[Appendix to Arce (W.R.) Critical history | Perennés (F.) and Brunet (G.) Dietion- 

of the doctrine of a future lite]. | naire de bibliographie catholique. 

“Abbott (L.) and Conant (T.J.) Diction- Suivi @un dictionnaire de bibliologie. 
ary of religious knowledge. 8°. New 5yv. 8°. Paris, 1858-60, 

York, 1875. | Smith (W.) Dictionary of the bible 

Bible (The) of every land. A history of | 3v. 8°, London, 1860-63, 
the sacred scriptures in every lan- *—Whe same. Reyised and edited by IL. 

guage and dialect into which transla- B. Hackett and Ezra Abbot. 4, 

tions have been made, illustrated by | 8°. New York, 1868-70. 
specimen portions in native charac- Zuchold (HE. A.) Bibliotheca theologica. 

: ters. 4°. London, [1860]. Verzeichniss der auf dem gebiete der 

Cotton (H.) Editions of the bible, and evangelischen theologie wiihrend der 

parts thereof, in English, 1505-1850, jahre 1830-1862in Deutschland erschie- 

2d ed, 8°. Oxford, 1852. nenen schriften. 2v. 8°. Géttingen, 

*Cruden (4.) Complete concordance to 1864, 

the holy scriptures, 8°. New York,| Voyages and Travels. Sce Geography. 
1849, Zoology. Sce Natural History.



CHAPTER XX-XITT: 

LIBRARY MEMORANDA. 

BY JUSTIN WINSOR, 
Superintendent Boston Public Library. 

ErueMers — BINDING —REFERENCE BOOKS — LIBRARY STATISTICS. 

EPHEMERA. 

The librarian of a great library largely escapes that choosing between 

books necessarily imposed on those in charge of smaller collections. The 

larger the available income for the purchase of books, the less distracted 

he is in making choice of them. Everything will come in use sooner 

orlater in a large collection, as everybody expects to find everything on 

the shelves. No selection can, therefore, be wholly amiss. But the per- 

plexity most commonly arising with the lesser libraries is that of the pres- 

ervation and storing of what are usually denominated ephemera. For a 

given bulk the labor which must be bestowed on pamphlets, broadsides, 

scraps, ete., to render them of any use in a library —assorting, catalog- 

uing, binding, ete.—is vastly greater than for books; and, as labor is 

money, and as money should be made to go as far possible in a library, 

there is no reason why ordinary libraries should give any of their re- 

sources to this end, except so far as the matters to be preserved are 

of local interest. These they should care for by all means, as the com- 

munity which they serve, presently and prospectively, has a right to 

expect of them, A few great libraries in the country, the chief one 
in each principal geographical section, should do this work, and they 
should open an exchange account with each other, say, in our country, 
the Boston Public Library for New England; the State Library at Albany 
perhaps for the Middle States, or the Library Company at Philadelphia ; 
the Library of Congress for the whole country, and particularly for those 
remoter sections where there is no large library to look out for their 
preservation ; the public libraries of Cincinnati or Chicago for the West ; 
and the San Francisco Mercantile for the Pacific Coast. The lesser 
collections will do the best thing for the future historical investigator. 
if they will make regular contributions into the larger repository of 
all such grist as may come to their mill, so that it can there be cared 
for and rendered available for use by indexing of one kind or another. 
The cost of this work is large, and the chief libraries should by all 
means provide for it. A great mistake would be made if the present 
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outlay is compared with the present advantage. The experience of the 
Old World libraries shows how material of this sort, which would haye 
cost little to accumulate at the time, is now beyond recovery, or is ob. 
tained at prices that are appalling ; and these prices are given because 
of the real value of this material forhistory, Ephemera are the best reflex 
of the times which saw their first issue, and we cannot read Macaulay, for 
instance, without seeing the-legitimate use which an historian can make 
of them. It should be remembered that unless the chief libraries make 
it a part of their business to preserve these things, the work is not done 
at all. Societies notoriously neglect the preservation of their annual 
reports. The United States Government and its departments are with- 
out complete files of their important documents. Perhaps not a State 
in the Union can show a full collection of its own printed records, 
Cities and towns are almost always deficient in this way, and what col- 
lections they have are often at the hazard of a fire in the town clerk’s 
sitting room. The States should compel by law the sending of every 

town document to the State libraries and to one other large library in 

their section of the country. Librarians cannot do better than make 

occasional collections illustrating important anniversaries in their 
neighborhood, preserving for such purpose everything that has passed 
through the press — books, pamphlets, newspapers, broadsides, prints, and 

also manuscripts, the originals of addresses, poems, ete., photographs, 

music —in fact everything which at the next recurring anniversary will 

have interest; and there is little that a hundred years will not enhance 
in value. 

BINDING, ; 

In the matter of binding, it cannot be too strongly impressed upon a 

librarian’s notice that he should acquire something of an expert’s 

knowledge of the binder’s art. There area great many tricks in all trades, 

and a binder’s has its full share of them. There are mud-board, and 

sham leather, and false gold, gluing instead of sewing, and twenty other 

devices that can be practiced upon a librarian ignorant of such matters, 

so that his books will not last and future cost will be incurred. Cheap 
binding is often dear binding. Strong sewing, real leather, and solid 

board are worth paying for. 

By all means let large libravies bind in with their periodicals, as well 
as with pamphlets, their original covers. Matter of real importance 

is preserved in this way, and the color of the covers forms convenient 

marks on the book’s edge for clearly indicating the successive numbers. 

Books issued in parts should have the covers for the parts bound at the 
end, preserving all of them if they vary. Many an important question 

has been settled by such covers. It increases the expense somewhat, 

but the large libraries should incur it. It is not worth while for the 

smaller libraries to do it. 
In binding pamphlets, bind important ones singly ; but the general
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mass can be bound in groups, either subjects or authors. Never bind 

them in miscellaneous collections. 

Foul air and an air heated and vitiated by gas light are very detri- 

mental to binding, but genuine morocco stands the best. Calf is hand- 

some for a private collection, but unsuited for a public library; it 

dries and cracks very easily. There is no propriety in a public library 

of putting on full binding, except in rare instances nor much tooling 

on the backs. If books are found by shelf numbers, the lettering on 

the back should be as brief as possible; pat the author’s name at the 
top and the title below it, with a dash between. 

The cost of labor and material makes binding in this country at the 

present time very costly, and orders should be given to European agents 

to bind all books before shipment. If the time might be spared, books 

could, indeed, be sent to Europe for binding at less cost by one-half that 

they can be bound for here, and yet pay freight and insurance both 
ways. 

If binders can be found who understand the working of it, half parch- 

ment binding gives variety to the shelves, costs less than morocco, is 

very durable, and answers every purpose for books not much in use, 

At all events, see that the binder protects and strengthens the corners 

of all the books with a bit of parchment wrapped about the angle be- 

neath the paper. For this purpose parchment scraps can be bought by 

the pound from the principal stationers. 

Remember, also, that money is saved by rebinding before the book 
gets so far gone that the inner edge of the leaves has become torn or 
worn and cannot be properly sewed over. 

It is always best for a public library that books which are issued in 

loose sheets in covers or portfolios should be bound. Much risk of loss 
of parts is thereby avoided. 

REFERENCE BOOKS. 

In the matter of reference books, all libraries should be well supplied, 

and no hesitancy should be felt in repeating the book in newer editions, 

as issued. Ask librarians who have had experience what the selection 

is that they have found best.!. An important library should have all 
the great encyclopedias; a library with restricted means is compelled 
to choose. Every library should afford Chambers’s, and if it can get 
another, let it be Appleton’s. The latter, without Chambers’s, strength- 
ens the references to American subjects; but Chambers’s is by no 
means a superfluity alongside of Appleton’s (new edition) large work. 
Webster’s Unabridged is the best dictionary, even for Worcesterians, in 

orthography —since it offers the user his choice in this respect, and is 
much superior in all others. Guides to courses of reading are inadequate, 
since the wants of no two people are alike; but of helps of this kind an 
intelligent reader will avail himself in his own way ; consequently pro- 
vide them, and also a sufficiency of maps and tables of statistics. 

‘For a list of works of reference for libraries see Chapter XXXLI, pp. 686 et seq.
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LIBRARY STATISTICS. 

There is no branch of library economy more important, or so little 
understood by a librarian as helps to himself, as the daily statistics 
which he can preserve of the growth, loss, and use (both in extent and 
character) of the collection under his care. The librarian who watches 
these things closely, and records them, always understands what he is 
about, and what he accomplishes or fails to accomplish. The patrons 
to whom he presents these statistics will comprehend better the machin. 
ery of the library, and be more indulgent toward its defects. The meth- 
ods employed in the library, of course, determine in large measure what 
kinds of statistics are desirable and what are possible. Some systems, 
like a slip system for recording loans, for instance, will yield results, and 
important ones, Which it is impossible to get under a ledger system, or if 
gotten are attainable only by labor which costs too much. It is all im- 
portant that the nature and future of a library should be well understood 
at the beginning, and that its system should be devised to yield the 
desirable statistical results. If it is not so devised, it is very difficult 
to engraft a change upon its radical methods at a subsequent period, 
Yor this reason, however desirable it would be to procure uniformity in 
library statistics throughout the country, there is little chance of its ever 
being accomplished. 

,



CHAP TE Reeve 

TITLES OF BOOKS. 

BY PROF, OTIS H. ROBINSON, 
Librarian University of Rochester. 

NaMING BOOKS — ENIGMATICAL AND MISLEADING TITLES — MIScELLANIES — EXPLaNna- 

TORY, OBSCURE, INCOMPLETE, AND UNSUITABLE TITLES — Hints TO READERS — IM- 

PROVEMENT IN TABLES OF CONTENTS AND IN INDEXES — A LIBRARY MANUAL. 

The subject of this paper might well be entitled Enigmas; a friend 

bas suggested Sphinxiana, which is perhaps better. And yet the com- 

parison is not perfect; for the poor librarian has no oracle to assure him 

that, should he guess the meaning of the titles now published, the mon- 

ster who propounded them will dash her head against a rock and expire. 

No sooner has he studied out one batch than another is issued, with 

which in turn he bas to struggle without hope of coming to an end. 

No act of a man’s life requires more practical common sense than the 

naming of his book. If he would make a grocer's sign, or an invoice 

‘ofa cellar of goods, or a city direetory, he uses no metaphors; his pen 

does not hesitate for the plainest word. He must make himself under- 

stood by common men. But if he makes a book the case is different. 

It must’ have the charm of a pleasing title. If there is nothing new 

vithin, the back at least must be novel and taking. He tortures his imagi- 

nation for something which will predispose the reader in its favor. Mr. 

Parker writes a series of biographical sketches, and calls it Morning 

Stars of the New World. Somebody prepares seven religious essays, 

binds them up in a book, and calls it Seven Stormy Sundays. Mr. H. T. 

Tuckerman makes a book of essays on various subjects, and calls it The 

Optimist, and then devotes several pages of preface to an argument, 
lexicon in hand, proving that the applicability of the term optimist is 

“obvious.” An editor, at intervals of leisure, indulges his true poetic 

taste, for the pleasure of his friends, or the entertainment of an occasional 
audience. Then his book appears, entitled not Miscellaneous Poems, 

but Asleep in the Sanctum, by A. A. Hopkins. Sometimes not satis- 

fied with one enigma, another is added. Here we have The Great Iron 

Wheel; or, Republicanism Backwards and Christianity Reversed, by J. 

R. Graves. 
These titles are neither new nor scarce, nor limited to any particular 

class of books. Every case, almost every shelf, in every library con- 
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tains such. They are as old as the art of book making. David's 
lamentation over Saul and Jonathan was called The Bow. A single 
word in the poem probably suggested the name. Three of the orations 
of Auschines were styled The Graces, and his letters The Muses, 

“ Were it inquired of an ingenious writer,” says Disraeli, * what page 
of his work had occasioned him most perplexity, he would often point to 
the title page.” No one will question this. The remote reference of title 
page to contents must often have been discovered only by the severest 

effort. Were the perplexity to stop with the “ingenious writer,” the 
latter might indulge his fancy in that direction unmolested. Bat what 
say the reader, the librarian, the cataloguer ? 

The books whose titles give special trouble to the reader, and gen. 
erally to the librarian also, may be classified under several heads, : 

1. First of all are the miscellanies. These are miscellaneous essays, 
reports of societies, and all periodicals, whether scientific or literary; 
also biographical sketches, with remains of essays, speeches, correspond- 

ence, scientific papers, and the like. Of this class of books good titles 
can only be general, from the nature of the case. All that can be asked 
is that where it is practicable such qualifying words be used as will sng- 

gest the general department of learning to which the contents belong, 

How much better is Familiar Lectures on Scientific Subjects, by Sir 

John F. W. Herschel, than Conférences faites 4 la gare Saint-Jean d 

Bordeaux, the two books being on almost the same class of subjects. 

2. Secondly are those books which are strictly miscellaneous, but 
whose authors or publishers were not content to have them so called, 
Of these are many to which the name of one essay is given, the others 

falling under a general “ and other essays.” 

De Quincey’s The Avenger is bound up by the publishers with sev- 

eral other essays, including the one on China. The Avenger occu- 

pies seventy-four pages, China one hundred and twenty-two, and yet 

China is hidden under the title The Avenger, etc. Roger’s Reason and 

Faith and Other Miscellanies is a volume of four hundred and fifty-eight 

pages, one hundred and twenty on reason and faith, the rest being 

on Thomas Fuller, Pascal, Luther, sacred eloquence, ete. Hawthorne's 
Snow-Image, and other twice-told Tales has twenty-two pages on the 

Snow-Image and two hundred and thirty-eight devoted to fourteen 
other essays. 

In this class are also to be incladed the books which are put forth 

under some distinguished name connected with the subject or subjects 

written upon. 

A new book by Dr. William Forsyth, though not strictly miscellane- 

ous, will serve as an illustration. The back of the book says, Horten: 

sius, the Adyocate. Within, a preliminary title page contains Horn 

tensius, or the Advocate.” Go further, and you find on the title page | 

proper, Hortensius, an historical essay on the office and duties of an 

advocate. Now, if you read the book you find a series of essays on the |
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Athenian courts, advocacy in ancient Rome, the bar in the Middle 
Ages, advocacy in England, etc., and that Hortensius serves not even 

as the central figure of the book, but only as a title. 
To these may be added a great many faney general titles, from which 

it is difficult to draw any inference as to the contents. Recess Studies, 

edited by Alexand®r Grant, and published in 1870, is found to be a 

collection of essays or papers by different authors on the existing con- 

dition of Great Britain and Ireland, political, social, and religious. A 

Free Lance in the Field of Life and Letters, by W.C. Wilkinson, con- 

sists of critical examinations or reviews of the writings of George Eliot, 

James Russell Lowell, William Cullen Bryant, and others. Paradoxes 

and Puzzles, historical, judicial, and literary, by John Paget, con- 
sists of reviews of passages in Macaulay’s History, vindications of Nel- 

son, Byron, and others; an examination of the cases of Elizabeth Can- 

ning, Spencer Cowper, and others; also some essays on art, with reviews 

of Rubens, Ruskin, and Cruikshank. The back of the book gives simply 

Paradoxes and Puzzles, by John Paget. One would naturally, there- 
fore, classify it with De Morgan’s Budget of Paradoxes, which is a 
collection of scientific scraps, mostly mathematical, thrown together 

without order, like scraps in a rag bag. After Paradoxes and Puzzles, 

it is natural to mention Guesses at Truth, by two brothers. This is 

‘put up in the same manner. Let no one suppose, however, that the 

guesses of one have any reference to the puzzles of the other. Chips 
from a German Workshop, by Max Miiller; Tablets, by A. B. Alcott; 
Dreamthorp, essays written in the country, by Alexander Smith ; 
and My Study Windows, by James Russell Lowell, may be added with- 
outremark, Let it be understood, parenthetically, however, that Pro- 
fessor Lowell “would have preferred a simpler title, but publishers 
nowadays are inexorable on this point.” 

Of the two classes of books already mentioned, no reader should ex- 
pect to find the contents except by means of a general index, alphabeti- 
cally arranged. The fault of a fancy title is, not that it conceals mate- 
vial which would otherwise be easily found, but that it often suggests a 
particular treatise, while the contents are miscellaneous. That it is , 
practicable for a librarian to keep a general alphabetical index of con- 
tents of such books may be seen by reference to the article in this vol 
ume on that subject. ! 

3. We mention, as a third class, books on particular subjects, whose 
titles are wholly and inexcusably enigmatical. The Past, the Present, 
and the Future, by H. ©. Carey, a treatise on social science, has no word 
Suggesting its nature till you come to the table of contents. Social 
Pressure, by Arthur Helps, is still worse, for it has no preface nor table 
of contents, BPerkeley’s Alciphron; or, the Minute Philosopher, is a 
double enigma. You find little comfort even in chasing down the first 

‘See Chapter XXIX, On Indexing Periodical and Miscellaneous Literature, pp. 663 
et 8eq.
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word in a dictionary of biography. The Oceana of James Harrington, 

and The Leviathan of Hobbes, are said, by those who have read them, 

to be on nearly the same subject. An explanatory clause in the title ot 
the latter relieves one a little after he has taken the pains to hunt it 
up. Tooke’s Diversions of Purley is a marvel of obscurity. It would 

puzzle us more to divine its nature from its title than it did the review. 

ers of its day to determine its rank among works on the English lan- 

guage. The Blazing Star, by Greene, just published, sheds no light 

on the contents of the book. The Voices of the Night and Voices 

of the Day, by the Rev. John Cumming, were evidently selected be- 
cause they sounded well together, A careful study of their prefaces 

shows that they are a collection of sermons relative to the present and 

the future state of the people of God. Walter Colton’s Deck and Port, 

Land and Lee, and Ship and Shore, belong to the same class. Leayes 

of Grass would be well enough for Walt Whitman’s book were it not 

that the title Leaves of Grass has a definite meaning. 

4, Another class of books differs from those last mentioned in the 

addition of an explanation or suggestion to the principal title. Berke. 

ley’s Siris is explained as on The Virtues of Tar Water. <A recent 

book is announced as The Rise and the Fall; or, The Origin of 
Moral Eyil. Another, still more recent, is Seed Truths; or, Bible 

views of mind, morals, and religion, by Pharcellus Church. Would it. 

not have been well for Dr. Church to have given his “ views” simply, 

and let the public judge whether they contained “seed truths?” Vol- 

taire’s Essai sur les Mceurs was abandoned by the English publish- 

ers, who gave to Mr. Nugent’s translation the true title, An Essay 

on Universal History, ete. The Sons of the Sires, is a spirited title 

surely, though one is at a loss to know what sons or what sires, till he 

reads on and finds that the book professes to give A History of the 

rise, progress, and destiny of the American Party. The Mysteries 

Opened is a work on the nature of baptism, and of the Lord’s supper: 

The Cradle of Rebellions is on secret societies. The Day Star of Amer- 

ican Freedom is on toleration in the province of Maryland. Here we 

have The Poetry of Science by Hunt, ‘the Poetry of the Vegetable 

World by Schleiden, and The Magic of Science by Wylde, which 

contain neither poetry nor magic, but simply some elementary les- 

sons in the physical sciences. Ruskin’s works are destined to live in 

our language and to be sought after in our libraries for many a year, 

but we cannot forgive him the trouble he has given to the thousands 

who will have to get below their titles to find out what they are all 

about. The Crown of Wild Olive, on work, traffic, and war; Unto 

this Last, on the first principles of political economy ; Sesame and 

Lilies, on Kings’ treasuries and Queens’ gardens; The Queen of the Air, 

on the Greek myths of cloud and storm; Ariadne Florentina, on engray- 

ing, are a few of the many enigmas set afloat in the literary world by 

this one author. Becker’s Gallus, Becker's Charicles, Donaldson's Var- 

ronianus, and The New Cratylus are of the same sort.
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This tendeney to the adoption or coinage of high sounding titles, to be 

followed by an explanation, prevails extensively. Jeremy Bentham’s 

Seience of, Morality would be too commonplace. It is Deontology; or, 
the Science of Morality. Again, we have Eunomus; or Dialogues con- 

cerning the Law and Constitution of England, by Edward Wynne. 

Most of this fourth class would be well enough if the leading or faney 

part of the title could be stricken out. It generally expresses a some- 

what happy conceit which the author flatters himself is not alto- 

gether foreign to his book. But the reader is not prepared for it 

till he has read through to the end. Were he to find there gsueh ex- 
pressions as Seed Truths, The Cradle of Rebellions, and The Crown 
of Wild Olive, it would dono harm. The difficulty is that this fancy 

title is put first, and it is generally all that appears on the back of the 

book. One must know it to find the book in a shop or library. The 

consequence is that the book must go by that title only which is least 

significant and most confusing to the inexperienced. To know the true 

titles of books, those by which they ought always to be called, is pos- 
sible only for scholars. 

Were it any part of the purpose of this paper to entertain the reader, 

sufficiently amusing examples of the several classes mentioned would 

not be wanting, Think of the linguistic genius which devised Aglos- 

sostomography, for a description of a mouth without a tongue; or 

Ocean Macromicrocosmic for a treatise on the motion of the blood. 

A treatise on patience, fortitude, and pain, was called The Three 

Daughters of Job; another, containing a collection of passages from 

the fathers, The Shop of the Spiritual Apothecary. The last two 

are given by Disraeli in his Curiosities of Literature. He adds also 

Matches lighted at the Divine Fire; The Sixpennyworth of Divine 
Spirit; Some fine Biseuits baked in the Oven of Charity, carefully 
conserved for the Chickens of the Church, the Sparrows of the Spirit, 

. and the Sweet Swallows of Salvation. The Grambling Hive was 
misunderstood at first. It afterward appeared, with additions, as 

| The Fable of the Bees. A treatise on algebra by Robert Recorde, pub- 
_ lished in 1557, was entitled ‘The Whetstone of Witte. An introduction 

tothe Talmud was called The Bones of Joseph. Ruskin’s Notes on 
the Construction of Sheepfolds, a work on chureh doctrine and disci- 
pline, is said to have had “a considerable run among the Muirland 
furmers, whose reception of it was not flattering.” A similar reception, 
We fancy, was given to The Secret of Hegel, by the young lady who 
Supposed she had ordered the last new noyel. My Summer in a Gar- 
den beguiled a hasty reviewer into a homily on horticulture. 

5. The second class above mentioned was found to consist mostly of 
books whose contents were more general or miscellaneous than their 
titles indicated. The converse of this also frequently occurs, where the 
title applies well enough to the subject treated, but is general enough 
to apply equally well to several others. Such general titles as Cosmos,
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The Earth, The Universe, may be proper in some cases, since a more 
particular one might involve an error in the opposite direction. There 

is no good reason, however, for calling physical speculations on a future 

state, The Unseen Universe. With what disappointment do nine out 

of ten readers lay down the book whose back presents them with Knowl. 

edge is Power, Knight, when they find that it simply contains the Re. 

sults of Labor, Capital, and Skill. Maine’s Harly History of Institu, 
tions, recently published, promises the survey of a very wide field, but 

is found to contain a comparatively narrow one. First Principles by 

Herbert Spencer, Lamartine’s Confidential Disclosures, and Among My 

Books by James Russell Lowell, are given without explanation on the 

title pages. They are significant only when one has become somewhat 

acquainted with their several authors. A Book about the Clergy, by 

J. ©. Jeaffreson, stands also unexplained. How many subjects, theo- 

logical, homiletical, devotional, biographical, political, and historical, 

might be covered by such a title. It is a work of two handsome octayo 
volumes, giving illustrations of English history in the usages and 

characteristics of its clergy. What a hotchpotch of titles we have of 

which nature is the leading word! Nature Displayed, by Dufief, is on 

teaching language. The Light of Nature Pursued, by Tucker, is on 

religion and morality. The System of Nature, by D’Holbach, is an 

atheistical treatise on the moral and the physical. world. Macmillan’s 

Footnotes from the page of Nature, is on the first forms of vegetation, 
Here are Voices of Nature by Cheever, and Voices of Nature by Dyer, | 

one a series of analogies between the natural and the spiritual world, 

the other a collection of poems on all sorts of subjects. We have also 

The Book of Nature by John Mason Good, and The Book of Nature | 

by Schoedler and Medlock. The former is a series of lectures on the | 
physical sciences, language, literature, philosophy, history, criticism, 

ete.; the latter, as the title indicates, is devoted to physics, astronomy, 

chemistry, and the other physical sciences. 

It is not to be forgotten that the inappropriateness of many titles — 

arises from the changes which time has wrought in the use of scientifie 

terms. Observations on Man may have been a good title to the 

philosophy of David Hartley in his day; but to-day we should hardly 
expect to find anything under it but a work on ethnology or anthro 

, Dology. 

6. Another source of great perplexity to the reader and the librarian 

is the lack of completeness in the title page. It might be impertinent 
to complain here of the suppression by the author of his own name, but 

there is no good reason for so frequent an appearance of the sine loco et 

anno of our catalogues. A book is often wanted on account of its place 

and date, and more often it is not wanted for the same reason. The 
title may declare the book a “new treatise” on some science of recent 

growth, as chemistry or geology; you find after much patient study that 

it was “new” half a century ago, but is very old now, and good only for
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historical purposes. A cyclopiedia without a date, and there are such, 

deceives nobody. It is rather suspected of never having been up to 
date. The cataloguers of the Library of the British Museum took 

great pains to make the descriptions of their books as complete in this 

respect as possible. When the place and date were not given, they 

endeavored to fix them by reading the book, and other books if neces- 

sary, by comparing the type with that of other books, and thus exhaust- 
‘| ing every resource before leaving a point unsettled. Here were untold 

hours of exhaustive labor, all because of the whims or negligence of 

authors and publishers. : 
7. To complete our survey of books under whose titles much valuable 

matter is likely to lie completely hidden from the inexperienced until dis- 
covered by aecident or the assistance of others, one other class should 

be mentioned. To this belong those books which are, on the whole, 
properly named, but which naturally contain separate monographs or 
connected chapters on subjects not plainly suggested by the title, 
Sale’s excellent Preliminary Discourse of one hundred and thirty-two 
heavy octavo pages on the Arabs and their religion both before and 
alter the time of Mohammed, together with the life of their prophet, may 
be well enough, bound up with his translation of the Koran, and an ex- 
perienced reader would not be surprised to find it there; but to the 
uajority it must be pointed out or lost. Robertson’s View of the Prog- 
tess of Society in Europe in the Reign of Charles V, is a case of the 
sune kind. The Morize Encomium of Erasmus and the Opus Majus 
of Roger Bacon illustrate this class, as also some of those previously 
wentioned. Peter Bayne’s Christian Life, social and individual, is 2 
good title, and yet one would not be likely to take it down to read 
up on Howard, Wilberforce, Foster, Arnold, and Chalmers. Farrar’s 
Seekers after God hides instead of suggesting the names Seneea, pic- 
tetus, and Mareus Aurelius, to whom it is wholly devoted. Young’s 

| ‘Tour in France appears on the back of a stout quarto. It is found to be 
a most valuable work, written with reference to agriculture and other 
sourees of national prosperity in France near the close of the last 
century, and giving the prices of produce, labor, ete. Its abbreviated 
title might apply to a pleasure excursion just as well as to an indis- 
pensable work in the department of political economy. The celebrated 
forty-fourth chapter of Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, 
on the Roman law and the great reformation under Justinian, is 
hardly covered by the general title of that work. Fifty-eight octavo 
pages of Douce’s Illustrations of Shakspeare are devoted to a dis- 
sertation on the Gesta Romanorum. A multitude of examples of this 
class will occur to every one whose reading has been extensive; exam. 
Dles, too, where the chapter, or separate dissertation or monograph, 
thas hidden from the mass of readers, is large enough to make a good 
Sized yolume by itself. 

It would be difficult, perhaps impossible, to determine the pereentage 
46 EB
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ofa large library which is practically concealed under the several classes 
of titles mentioned. Few persons would probably estimate it at one. 

fourth of its real amount until they had begun to take the books down 
and examine them one by one. While this paper has been growing, 

examples have accumulated beyond all that was anticipated, until sey- 

eral tables are loaded with them. An examination of the few that 

are given will show also that the quality of this hidden material is not 
inferior to the average of library books, Nothing has been said of 

works of fiction; while their titles are often less significant than one 

might desire, their very nature would seem to take them out of the range 

of legitimate criticism in this respect. The conclusion from such a sur. 

vey of alibrary can only be that the backs of books which stare down from 

the shelves at the reader, or even their fuller title pages, are by no means . 
to be trusted as to the nature of their contents. They are like finger 
marks along the highway which have been painted and set up with 

reference to the taste of the artisan rather than to the geography of 

the country. 
The inquiry now naturally agises: What guides can be furnished to - 

conduct one by the shortest possible route, among so many insignificant 

and false signals, to the small segment of a library which he wishes to 

read on a given subject? The inquiry is not, How shall the experienced 

reader be assisted? though it may be doubted whether even he will not, 

in his search, often pass by what, if found, would serve him best: The 

question in most libraries has reference to the learner, not to the learned; 
to the general reader, not to the specialist. It must be understood, 

also, that it is the subject and not the book’s title which the reader has 

in mind. He is investigating a subject, preparing a sermon, or an essay, 

or an article for the next quarterly, or reading up for a speech or a de- 

bate—he does not know what books contain the information he wants; 

he does not care what their titles are; he wants the matter, and at once. 

The difficulty has two phases: First, he may wish to exhaust his avail- 

able resources. This he soon learns, where so much is hidden, is next to 
impossible. Secondly, and more commonly, he may wish to select for his 

special purposes a small portion of the whole amount at his command. 

To do this, he must not only be able to find every treatise or part of a trea- 

tise bearing on his subject, but he must also have the means of acquiring 

some information regarding everything within his reach, so as to make his 

selection intelligently. So far as we know, no general method has been 

adopted to meet his wants in either case, though it is probable that some 

libraries have particular devices not generally known. The common 

practice is for the reader, having become tired and dissatisfied with his 

own search, to get his references from some one who has some knowl- 

edge of the subject, or to expect the librarian to be a general encyclo- 

pedia of book contents. Every librarian, especially of a college library, 

will understand this. He has been worn out day after day in trying to 

meet this demand. He has found that the demand is too great. Be he 
Mies
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ever so learned, the differentiation of the sciences will have produced 

some important points which have escaped him. Be he ever so faithful, 

his nerves will tire, his memory will flag. Even an ordinary library is 

greater than all the men likely to be in charge of it. 

What guide, then, can be furnished? The current of thought respect- 

ing libraries has not taken the direction of supplying one. The great 

object has been to accumulate books. Every effort has been put forth 

to multiply volumes, but comparatively little has been done to multi- 

ply the facilities for making them useful. To the credit of authors and 

publisher’ be it said, there is a tendency toward fuller indexes and more 

complete tables of contents; by so much are books made more conve- 

nient instruments of learning. We could wish that the same spirit 

might be extended also to the title pages. But this we can scarcely 

hope. Faney and fashion will always prevail over strictly practical 

ideas. This question must be solved in the libraries. It should be con- 

sidered in view of the past and the probable future. One or two hun- 

dred years ago books were comparatively few. Scholars might then 

know something of nearly the whole range of reading, each in his own 

department of study; with a few rare exceptions librarians might get 

asort of mastery over their books, so as to become the personal guides 

of their readers. 

Libraries for the use of students in colleges and professional schools 

were seldom of sufficient magnitude to raise the question about facilities 

forreference. When books were few, it mattered little whether the titles 

were well or ill chosen. A good index of authors or catalogue of titles, 

with an aphabetical or classified arrangement, might then have seemed 

adequate to the wants of all. The case is different now. The old books 

are still on our shelves and new ones are coming from every quarter. 

Most of the old libraries have been doubled several times during the 

last century, and new ones have been formed almost without number. The 

spirit of bookmaking was never more prevalent than now. Let it con- 

tinue another century or two, and it will be next to impossible to make a 

judicious selection of what one has money to buy or time toread. Cat- 

alogues have grown with the growth of libraries, but no one has yet 

given us a science of cataloguing. Hardly can we find two alike, and 

hone can be said to accomplish all that is desired. Cataloguers have 

generally attempted two things: first, to make a list, alphabetical or 
otherwise, of all their books; and, secondly, to furnish a guide to the 

reader in selecting what he wishes to read. Now, has not the failure to 

devise any plan of cataloguing on which there should be a general agree- 

nent arisen largely from the impossibility of accomplishing both these 

results with the same instrument? In the great multiplicity of books, and 

in the minute divisions and subdivisions of nearly every field of inquiry, 

has there not come to be room for two separate works for these two sepa- 
rate objects? Let the complete list of books be in any convenient form — 

this is not the place to propose a plan for that — is it not of the utmost im -
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portance that there b+ also, in addition, a guide to the average reader? 
He seldo:n wishes to be pointed to all the books in a library, even in the 
department in which le is reading; he is not likely to care for a tenth 
part of them. What he does care for is the means of making an intel. 
ligent selection of what he wants from the great mass that he does not 
want. As nearly all catalogues are constructed, it is as we have seen 
impossible to find all a library contains which he might want, and if 
found, a selection of what he actually does want is possible only at the 
expense of much time and strength. i 

A biographical dictionary is designed to give a few briefly stated 
facts about the life, character, work, and influence of every man in any 
way eminent in the field which it covers. A dictionary of antiquities 
brings before the reader, in a few well chosen sentences, the prominent 
customs, social, religious, ete., of the ancients. Now, would it not be 
practicable to make a reference dictionary or library manual on a some- 
what similar plan, which should contain the most important subjects of 
inquiry in the principal departments of human knowledge, under terms 
general or particular, alphabetically arranged, without definition or dis. 
cussion, but simply with references to the best material to be found upon 
them, by whatever author and under whatever title? The selection of 
terms would not differ much from those of a first class cyclopwedia. On 
many subjects, references would be necessary to different views and 
opinions and different modes of treatment. After the reference, a few 
words of description would suffice to show definitely the department of 
inquiry to which the treatise or monograph belongs, and the place it 
oceupies in that department. Such facts as the number of pages in the 
reference, the time when it was written, the author’s facilities for 
acquiring the necessary information, his political, religious, social, or 
scientific views, his object in writing, his mode of treatment, and the 
general effect produced, would not only determine the reader as to its 
desirability for him, but put him into such relation to it as often to 
enhance its value for him many fold. In short, much might be done to 
introduce to a general reader a choice selection of the best material on 
a given subject, with its leading peculiarities, so that he might approach 
it at once with the attitude of a scholar. Everybody knows how great 

the advantage is in reading a new book when one knows something of 

the author, and has read a brief and jadicious review of the book. The 
class of facts mentioned above lies mostly outside the range of even the 
most complete catalogue. They are usually given to students by teach- 

ers or librarians in their personal intercourse, the same descriptions and 

explanations being repeated over and over again every year. What is 

desired, therefore, is a digest of this personal instruction, prepared with 

the utmost care, extended to every department of a somewhat complete 
library, and reduced to the exact form of a dictionary. Such a work 
could not be produced by an ordinary ecataloguer, or even by the most 

experienced librarian. It might grow up under the hands of many
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specialists, with the direction of an editor. It would be the constant 

companion and guide of every reader, young and old. It would do 

much to lift from librarians and teachers a burden which, already too 

great, is rapidly becoming greater. Could such a work be thoroughly 

organized and carried through to the end by a man like Dr. William 
Smith, the question of cataloguing would become a comparatively sim- 
ple one. 

In another respect, not before mentioned, such a work would be of 

incalculable value, A purchaser has little trouble in buying new books. 

He has before him the reputation or position of the author, and the 
fresh and tersely stated opinions of the reviewers. He makes his pur- 
chases easily, also, within a certain range of knowledge with which he 

is specially familiar. Outside these two classes, every purchase made 

by a librarian or library committee must either be made at considerable 

risk or after laborious investigation. The work proposed, if properly 

made, would put the purchaser into such relation to works in every 
field of inquiry as to render his selection intelligent and comparatively 
easy. 

Were an illustration of this subject needed, we might introduce into 

a library a sophomore somewhat above the average of his class in 

capacity and attainment, and suppose him to have resolved upon a 

course of reading in English history. An easier case could not well be 

put. Give him a catalogue, or take him to the department of the history 

| of Great Britain. There are the books: Hume, Macaulay, Lingard, 

Goldsmith, Halldm, Knight, Froude, May, Smollett, Green, Brodie, 

Buekle, Godwin, Henry, and a host of others, of every shade of politi- 

cal, social, and religious opinion—in fact, who agree in little else than 

that they have written on English history. Now, your sophomore will 

be very likely to turn upon you in confusion and say, “Sir, I have a 

few hours a day of leisure time which I want to devote to the reading 
of English history; what books shall Tread?” And then you begin 
your oft-repeated task of learning from him his particular needs, and 

selecting for him the books he can use to best advantage. Itis not suf: 
ficient to say that it is the function of teachers to mark out courses of 
reading. True, the case we have put might come, perhaps it ought to 
come, within the range of a professor, still a guide is wanted. Teach- 
ers cannot be fresh upon every subject, they cannot anticipate every 
demand; and, besides, the great mass of readers are without teachers. 

Of course, no such work is here suggested as Malcolm’s Theological 

Index, or Hardy’s Descriptive Catalogue of materials relating to the 
History of Great Britain and Ireland, or a digest of legal decisions. 
These are works for specialists. They have little or no relation to the 
general reader whose needs we have pointed out. In many cyclopedias 
We find at the close of here and there an article a collection of refer- 
enees for the further investigation of the reader. These references we 
have had constantly in mind while preparing the latter part of this 

| }
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paper, They are usually thrown together without any well defined plan 
or order running through the book, but according to the tastes of the 
individual writers. Prepare these references properly and mike a Sepa- 
rate work of them, and you will supply as real a demand as that for 
which the cyclopedia was written. Such a work would be liable to 
failures and excesses, but no more so than any dictionary or cyclopedia, 
How much more of solid information about books should we have if as 
great effort had been put forth in the direction to which we have called 
attention as has been made in tracing the histories of old editions, or 
old books, determining where a certain leaf was torn, what title pages 
lack a certain word, or whether a certain autograph is genuine. 

‘ 
|



2 CHAPTER XXXYV. 

BOOK INDEXES. 

BY F. B. PERKINS, 
Boston Public Library. 

GENERAL REMARKS — IMPORTANCE OF INDEXES — DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING AND USING 

INDEXES. ‘ 

“Tudexes are the souls of books.” 

Perhaps the most widely known, or possibly it would be more appro- 

priate to say the least unknown, instance of indexing is the case of the 

great mind of Mr. Justice Best, an English judge. In the index toa 

certain law book, it is said, appeared the following entry: 

Best, Mr. Justice, his great mind, page 459, 

And when the investigator interested in mental philosophy, or in the 

biography of eminent men, turned to the page indicated he found that 

acertain witness having been contumacious, “ Mr. Justice Best observed 

that he had a great mind to commit the witness.” 

This is a pretty good illustration of what an index ought not todo. An 

almost equally instructive case is one which is recorded of that most 

excellent man and eminent professional indexer, (at least of ‘ rerums,” 

as some one phrased it,) the Rev. John Todd, D.D.—a case which re- 

minds one of the alleged fact that lawyers always draw ill worded wills 

for themselves. The doctor, it seems, laid it down that the topic The 

Importance of Christianity to the World should be indexed under the 

word “importance.” Nothing could be of less “importance” as a ref- 

erence unless it be one of the particles used. Dr. Todd might almost 

as well have directed to index the phrase under “ of” or “ the.” 

The case of Dr. Todd does not indicate that his labor on indexes had 

profited him much; yet Dr. Johnson is repor‘ed to have said that “an 

index commonly profits most him that made it.” Our well known advo- 

cate of indexes, Dr. S. A, Allibone, seems to have meant to get all the 

good out of indexing that was possible on this principle, by annexing to 

his Dictionary of Authors twenty indexes. For an alphabetical list of 

authors this is providing pretty well. 

But Dr. Todd, Dr. Johnson, and Dr. Allibone are by no means all the 

great authorities that have held and expressed decided views about 
indexes. Lord Campbell, the English literary judge, whose biographies, 
according to Lord Lyndhurst, ‘* added a new terror to death,” has recom 

72
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mended for non-indexing bookmakers a fate almost stern enough to justi- 
fy such a reputation as that. He says, in the preface to one of his books, 
that he meant “to bring a bill into Parliament to deprive any author 
who publishes a book without an index, of the privilege of copyright, 
and, moreover, to subject him for his offense to a pecumary penalty.” 
Mr. Carlyle, in his Frederick the Great, without any such threats ag 
Lord Campbells, twice refers, in his scolding way, to “ indexlessness” as 
areprehensible quality.‘ Books born mostly of chaos,” he says, “ whieh 
want all things, even an index, area painful object.” A book + wanting 
all things” would seem somewhat like that fabled gun which was “ with. 
out lock, steck, or barrel.” And in another place, in calling names at 
someb ody he dislikes, Mr. Carlyle observes, “ He writes big books, want- 
ing in almost every quality, and does not give even an index to them,” 

Certain sorts of books require indexes, and others do not; so that 
these express and implied denunciations do not apply except for 
cause; a dictionary, for instance, being itself an index, in virtue of its 
alphabetical arrangement, does not need another index, nor does the 
ordinary novel. A contributor to Notes and Queries, it is true, lays 
jt down that ‘ every book worth reading requires an index.” This, how: 
ever, cannot easily be maintained, except by the “ vicious circle” pro- 
cess of saying first that no book not requiring an index is worth read- 
ing. And probably this stern zealot is one whose practice would bear 
out his hard doctrine. But the rule would work a fearful devastation 
in circulating libraries ; and I cannot believe that any reader of Pick- 
wick ever wanted an index to it. Yet Dr. Allibone (in a short note 

jn the American Bibliopolist of January, 1872) quotes a request from 

Dr. Jobuson to Richardson, to add to Cue of his novels “an index rerum, 

that when the reader recollects any incident he may easily find it, which 
at present he cannot do, upless he knows in which volume it is told.” 
One almost suspects the old doctor of being sly and ironical in this sug- 

gestion, though the size and tediousness of Richardson’s novels make 
the suggestion so perfectly proper as to be even awfully serious. The 
novels of to-day, however, certainly do not need indexes, nor do books 
of poetry, (unless it be Mr. Browning’s,) nor collections of popular essays, 

such, for instance, as the thin compositions of Mr. Boyd, the English 

Country Parson. Let not this rule be applied to the Poet at the 

Breakfast Table, of Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, to which sparkling 

book is affixed an entertaining and witty index of ideas, which is oue 

of the most diverting parts of the work. But Dr. Holmes would put 
valuable truths and witty thoughts into the inventory of a country store. 

The proper general rule for indexes is obvious enough. Books of facts 
and for reference should be indexed. This is about as profound a rule 

as to say that tools which are to be used with the hand should have 
handles. 

Plain as the rule seems, however, it is violated by authors them- 

selves, and by translators and their like who live by the labors of others,
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Such a case is that of M. Thiers’s History of the French Revolution and 

his Consulate and Empire, the latter of which, in twenty volumes, has 

peen translated into English and printed in London without an index. If 

you wish to fix the date of any occurrence between 1795 and 1815, for 

instance, hunt through the twenty volumes until you find it. Aceord- 

ing to the sentence from an old writer which stands at the head of this 
paper, the English “traitor” has deprived that great body of its soul. 

([traduttori, traditori, is the Italian proverb, and “ traduce” and “trans- 

late” are only lead over and carry over.) According to a certain Span- 

iard, he has left in the French the only part of the book which is neces- 
sarily the author’s ; for this energetic Spaniard, who would haye been a 

joy to the very hearts of Lord Campbell and Dr. Allibone, thus stated 

the ease: “The index of a book should be made by the author. Any- 

body can do the rest of it.” : 
How much better than this barbarous omission is the practice of the 

German booksellers referred to in one of M. Bayle’s notes: ‘¢The Ger- 

man booksellers have a laudable custom of adding good indexes to the 

books they reprint.” Worthy men! What wonder, when the German 

avenues to knowledge are so diligently lighted and opened out, that a 
century or two later a distinguished English scholar, Professor Seeley, 

should find cause to observe that “ Good books are usually found to be 

written in German.” No wonder at all; they have handles to their 
tools. And yet it will not be found, I believe, that as much as $64,500 

was ever paid in Germany for one job of indexing; it was in England, 

though, and for part of a job. It was for indexing the journals of the 

House of Commons; for a piece of which was paid, in March, 1778, 
£12,900, This, except £500, was for thirty-one years’ work, done by 

three men, one of whom got £6,400, or about $32,000, for thirteen years’ 

indexing, 

Having said so much about indexing, I will try to make a few sug- 

gestions oa it; for there is an art both of making and of searching 
indexes, 

Considerations of space, time, and cost must usually be taken into 

account; so that for making an index the first step must commonly be 

to calculate how many pages are to be given to it and how many entries 

will go toa page. This last will depend upon considerations which in 

many cases need a printer’s suggestions, unless the other persons con- 

cerned know something of the printer’s business. If, for instance, a 

double columned page can be used, there will be a saving in expense ; 
So there will by using small type and setting it solid. This point being 
determined, divide the whole number of entries to be allowed by the 
umnber of pages to be indexed, ard thus find the average number to be 
allowed per page of the book. This average will often vary much on 
different pages; but by making a fixed number of entries to each page 

of the manuscript you can always easily see how you are getting on,
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and adjust the work to the average. A careful and thorough indexer 

will usually feel a constant impulse to make too many entries. 
The quickest way is, not to try to do the alphabeting while you are 

writing the entries, but to write them one after another, as the words | 
for the entries are found in the pages of the book, doing the alphabeting 
afterward. It is convenient to select a paper whose width will mateh 
the average length proposed for the index entries; a wide paper (two 
lines of narrow paper will do instead) for long entries. This, with a 
little care, will avoid many cases of running over on to the second line 
in the print, which tends, of course, to double the space oceupied per 

printed entry, and thus to halve the number of entries available. Other 

things being equal, of course the more entries the better. Between each 

two entries, as written, leave blank paper enough to allow of clipping 
the entries apart with ease; a blank line is enough. 

Work as thoughtfully as time and pay permit. Choose for your index 

entries words actually used in the book, and if there is room put in 

synonymes, if desirable, with a reference to the word actually used. 

Chapter heads, tables of contents, running titles, paragraph sideheads, 

and marginal notes often give a good deal of the author’s own nomen- 

¢lature, which the indexer ought always to use. 

Having gone through the book in this way, have a pair of shears long 

enough to cut across the pages of your manuscript at one clip, and cut 

the whole of your manuscript index into single entries. Next, alphabet 

them by initial letters. This process is usually best done by using a 

diagram or imaginary frame of five rows of five letters each, on which 

to put the titles at this first handling. The following arrangement of 

printers’ dashes will show what I mean. (The letters placed at the left 

hand of the first row and right hand of the last indicate well enongh 

where the rest belong.) 

A — —#-——_-_ —— _ —— _ — U 
Ae eee eee ren 
ee ese 
D—_— _ —— —— —— ——X 
E— _ —— —— —— —— ¥,Z. 

It is true that I and J might be run together; that K and Q are very 
short letters ; that U and V might go together; and that X, Y, andZ 
might all be put in the same place. But these five ranks in five files 

are so symmetrical a plan —with the three fives of A, F, K, P, U across 
the head, C, H, M, R, W across the middle, and E, J, O, T, Y, Z across 

the foot—and hence so easily remembered on mnemonic principles, that 

they will be found for most people the best general index diagram by 

which to alphabet items. After a little practice, one can distribute items 

on this diagram without having to look at it; that is, a habit of hand 

can be formed to it, which is indispensable to easy and quick sorting of 

. any kind,
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This primary alphabeting having been completed, it is best to begin _ 

at the end and sort backward for the second arrangement, if it is the 

ultimate one. If there is a very large number of items, it may be nec- 

essary to handle them a third time; but there are not many cases where 

two handlings will not do. This second handling is intended to leave 

the items piled in their proper index order, the first uppermost, for which 

the backward progress is best. To do this, take the Y,Z handful and 

spread it out on the sorting table singly; pick out the last slip and 

lay it down, the last but one and lay it crosswise at some angle over 

the last, and so on. When the Y, Z’s have been thus laid, go on to the 

X’s, then to the W’s, and so on until you have finished the A’s. You 

will probably top off with some member of the Abbott family if you 

are making a catalogue of English authors; with some Mr. van der Aa 

or other if a general collection of encyclopidia items. The first five 

items of the writer’s index rerum of about 100,000 items (on catalogue 

slips—not in the absurd book of worthy but unindexical Dr. Todd) are, 

Abarbanel, Abarea, Abarim, Abarie, Abas. 

In this secondary alphabeting, do no “ three-letter” or any other 

number of letter work, but subalphabet to the very end of your words, 

so as to put Constantinople before Constantinopolitanus on principle. 

No other rule is worthy a workman, and as often happens the thorough 

method will in practice require only very little more time than the un- 

thorough. It will sometimes be a help to lay out secondary piles of A’s, 

B’s, ete., by the second letters, and then to do the ultimate subalphabet- 

ing from these piles. Some letters permit a great many more secondary 

piles than others. Thus, A can be followed by all the 25 other letters ; 

B, however, only by the vowels and two liquids, (unless, of course, you 

come across bdellium in making a concordance to the Bible, or Bhagavad 

ina list of Hindoo literature,) eight in all. 

When the heap of ultimately alphabeted items is ready, make the 

copy for the printer. This is done by taking a pile of sheets of cheap 

or waste paper, drawing two streaks of mucilage or paste down the 
sides, (or three, two at the sides and one in the middle,) and then swiftly 

laying on the single item strips across these gummed sheets, close to- 

gether. Use no more paste or mucilage than necessary. Lay each 
successive sheet of gummed strips upon the previous one, under a light 

board or similar weight, to let them dry flat. When all are finished 

take them carefully apart, detaching any that stick with a paper-knife. 

Revise the whole once, with final corrections. Send to printer. 

These directions seem prolix, but they do, in -fact, constitute a well 

proved practical working method, which only requires writing the items 

once. Any experienced indexer will see the force of this consideration, 

While he may prefer many variations in detail. Such variations, if 
found convenient for any one’s own tendencies of mind or hand, should 

always be adopted. 
In searching an index, the only rule that is of much importance is
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this: If you do not find what you require under the proper word, 
search, first, for its synonymes ; and, secondly, for words that contain it; 
and, thirdly, for words that it contains. Thus, suppose that one is look.. 
ing up the subject of coinagein America, Look first for Coinage; then 
for Numismatics, Mint, and Money, (partial synonymes;) then for Anti. 

quities (often contains Numismatics;) then for Higley copper, Rosa 

Americana, Cent, Dollar, Pine-tree shilling, ete., (subordinate parts con. 

tained in the subject of coinage.) If nothing is found under sueh an 
assortment of entries as that, the hunt may be given up, unless one is 
in position to search the book itself. 

.
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While the literature of libraries, if we include the catalogues and 

anual reports of individual collections, extends to many thousands of 

yolumes, there have been comparatively few books devoted to the gen- 

eral subject of library economy and the history and statistics of libra- 

ries. Mr. Edward Edwards’s Memoirs of Libraries, including a Hand- 

Book of Library Economy, printed in London in 1859, forms the only 

systematic treatise on the subject in the English language. This 

work, while crude and hasty in many parts, and embodying many errors 

of statement, has yet an extremely valuable assemblage of information 

respecting libraries, ancient, medieval, and modern. It goes at consid- 

erable length into the history and statistics of the greatest publie libra- 

ties of Europe, devoting 118 pages to the library of the British Museum, 

60 pages to the National Library of France, 120 pages to the various 

libraries of Germany and Austria, 335 pages to British libraries, (exclu- 

sive of the British Museum Library,) and 75 pages to the libraries of the 

United States. Its chapters on library economy and management, al- 
though useful, are very far from being thorough or comprehensive 3 and 
itis a subject of regret, both to Eaglish and American readers, that 

4 great book of nearly two thousand pages, devoted wholly to this sub- 

ject, could not have been made still more valuable by the omission of 
extraneous matter and tedious catalogues of no general interest, and by 

the insertion of more full and systematic information regarding the 
internal economy of public libraries. 

On this branch of the subject, while there are several valuable mono- 
staphs in the German and other languages, Dr. Julius Petzholdt’s Kat- 
echismus der Bibliothekenlehre, the second edition of which was pub- 
lished at Leipzig in 1871, is undoubtedly the most valuable. This little 
manual is fairly crammed with information in detail as to every depart- 
Went of a librarian’s labors. 

A list of the principal monographs on the general subject of libraries, 
orlibrary history, management, classification, and catalogues, is appended 
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to this brief article. It also includes references to articles in many of the 

reviews and magazines on this subject which possess the most general 

interest. It is to be regretted that the most copious bibliography of 

catalogues and works relating to libraries, Vogel’s Literatur friiherer 
und noch bestehender europiiischer 6ffentlicher und Corporations-Biblio- 

theken, published at Leipzig in 1840, is now nearly forty years in 

arrear. Were a similar work, giving the titles of all publications 
relating to libraries in all countries, to be now executed, the 548 pages 

of Vogel’s industrious compilation might be more than quadrupled in 

extent, without devoting more than a line or two to each publication, 

Of the various encyclopedia articles upon libraries, that contained 
in Knight’s English Cyclopidia, 1860, volume 5, division of arts and 

sciences, is the best. This was written by the late Thomas Watts, of 

the British Museum Library, and it contains fifty closely printed 
columns. 

Of the various handbooks for the guidance of readers in libraries, it 
may be said that no one of them possesses sufficient excellence to justify 

unqualified commendation. The Course of English Reading, by J. 

Pyeroft, while the most extensive and pretentious of these manuals, is 

more than a quarter of a century behind the time in its list of books 

illustrating the various departments of knowledge. It presents, more- 

over, a model to be avoided in its principal contents, as well as in its 

style of composition. Of the more recent attempts to furnish a guide 

to students, accompanied by lists of works recommended in special 
fields, some swarm with errors of type as well as of judgment; while 

several can be consulted to great advantage, none can be relied upon 

as a Satisfactory guide to a course of reading. 

Much valuable information regarding the management of large libra- 

ries, and the most expedient and practically useful catalogue system, is 

to be found in the evidence before select committees of the British 

Parliament, in 1835 and in 1850, to inquire into the condition and man- 

agement of the British Museum Library. The testimony of many of 

the first scholars and literary men of England, including Henry Hallam, 

Thomas Carlyle, Augustus de Morgan, J. Payne Qollier, George L, 

Craik, John Wilson Croker, and others, was taken as to the supply of 

books, the conveniences to students and to the public, the inconvenience 

of the absence of printed catalogues, ete. 

It remains to consider perhaps the most important contributions to 

library bibliography, namely, catalogues. Without assuming to add | 

anything to the elaborate discussion of the various plans for cataloguing 

libraries, or to speak of the rationale of each system, all of which have | 

their zealous advocates, it will only be attempted here to give a very 

brief indication respecting some of the more extensive and more useful 

printed catalogues of public libraries at home and abroad. At the out- 

set it must be observed that these are intended solely for the inexpert 

reader,
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The schemes for the classification of knowledge have now become so 

numerous that a classification of the systems themselves has fairly be- 

come a desideratum. Attempts have been made to apply the systems 

for the distribution of human knowledge which have been invented by 

distinguished scholars to the classification of libraries and library cata- 

Jogues. These attempts, however, have not been signally successful. 

Bacon’s well known survey of human learning, distributed primarily 

under the three divisions of memory, of imagination, and of reason, 

according to the faculties of the mind assumed to be employed in the 

production of books, admirable as it may be for the classification of 

ideas, makes a sorry figure when applied to the divisions of a library. 

In the practical work of classifying books so as really to bring together 

all those on related topics, it turns out a worse than Procrustean bed. 
The first thing to be done is to get rid of the system-mongers, each of 

vhom has a plan admirably adapted to the operations of his own mind, 
but quite unmanageable by those of other men. 

The literature of catalogues is very copious, and may be said to begin, 

within half a century after the invention of printing, with the catalogue 

issued by the elder Aldus of Greek books printed by that famous typog- 

rapher. What has been called the first bibliographical system was 

published by Conrad Gesner in 1548, and it has had numerous sueces- 
sors. Edwards, in his Memoirs of Libraries, gives comparative tables of 

thirty-two of the principal schemes for the classification of books, to 
which the reader is referred. 

The largest libraries in the world are wholly without complete printed 

catalogues, although some of them have contributed to public informa- 

tion catalogues of portions of their stores, some of which are of consid- 

erable service. Thus the National Library of France, now the largest col- 
lection in the world, numbering nearly 2,000,000 volumes, has printed in 

ten volumes quarto a catalogue of French history and biography, copious 

and full of value, besides a similar catalogue of medicine, partially com- 
pleted. The Library of the British Museum, while its manuscript cata- 
logue reaches about 1,600 volumes in folio, is only very partially repre- 
sented in the various printed catalogues of parts of the collection 
which have been issued. These include, besides sundry catalogues of 
wanuscripts, maps, ete., a catalogue of printed books, prepared by Dr. 
Maty and others, in two folio volumes, of the date of 1787; a catalogue, 
in eight volumes octavo, prepared by Sir Henry Ellis and H. H. Baber, 
and issued 1813-19; a catalogue of the Royal Library, in five folio vol- 
nes, 1820-29; a Bibliotheca Grenvilliana, comprising a catalogue of the 
library presented to the museum by Thomas Grenville, in four volumes 
octavo, 1842-72; a valuable list of books of reference in the reading 
toom, numbering about 20,000 volumes, the second edition of which was 
printed in 1871; and a first and only volume, in folio, of a catalogue of 

Printed books, containing the letter A, by the late librarian Panizzi, 
Which was printed in 1841. The last named volume is prefaced by the
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ninety-three rules for the compilation of the catalogue, which have been 

largely availed of, though not adopted as a whole, in many other library 
catalogues, and the latest edition of which, with amendments, may ie 

seen in Thomas’ Nichols’s Handbook for Readers at the British Mu. 
seum, 1866, pp. 38-54. 

The printed catalogue of the Bodleian Library at Oxford, in three 

massive fulio volumes, printed in 1843, with a supplement in another 
volume containing the books added from 1835 to 1847, although not 

edited with critical accuracy, is invaluable as containing a larger assem- 

blage of titles in English literature than is found in the printed cata. 
logue of any one library. 

The catalogue of the Library of the Faculty of Advocates at Edin- 

burgh, in three volumes folio, 1742-1807, is also important, but will 

be supplanted by the new catalogue of that library now in press, which 

has reached its third volume, in quarto. This elegantly printed work is 

distinguished by the copious biographical information supplied as to most 
of the writers whose books are catalogued, and it gives the title pages of 

all works with’approximate fulness and accuracy. It is, however, desti- 

tute of collations, or indications of the number of pages, publishers’ 

names, ete., of the works. It is arranged on the plan of a dictionary of 

authors; anonymous works, however, being entered (as in the Bodleian 

catalogues) under the leading term in the title page, and not under the 

first word of the title. 

The catalogue of the Manchester Free Library, prepared by A. Cresta- 

doro, issued in 1864, is an admirably edited work, arranged in an alpha- 

bet of authors, followed by “subject-matter entries, or classification.” In 

the latter alphabet the titles are abridged into a single line, still pre- 

serving the date and place of publication, as well as the leading topic of 

the work and the name of the author. This catalogue gives the num- 

ber of pages of every work in a single volume, but is without publish- 

ers’ names. Anonymous books appear under the leading word of the 

title. 
The catalogue of the Liverpool Free Publie Library, established in 1850, 

is greatly abbreviated as to titles, and is arranged on the combination 

plan; authors, titles, and subjects being thrown into a single alphabet. 

Among American library catalogues which will be found most useful 

may be briefly named the following, nearly in the order of the relative 

importance of the collections: 

The catalogues of the Library of Congress comprise ten volumes, con 

sisting, first, of a catalogue arranged by authors’ names, in a single 

alphabet, published in 1864, to which have been added supplementary 

catalogues up to and including the year 1875. These annual catalogues, 

embracing each the accessions of a single year, report the titles of all 

works with approximate fulness, and give, in the case of all works not 

exceeding two volumes, the number of pages, of maps and plates, if 

any, and the name of the publisher, The reader is thus furnished with
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‘some idea of the extent of each work, while the addition of publishers’ 
names supplies a valuable aid to the identification of editions. 

These catalogues of authors are supplemented by a Catalogue of Sub- 

jects, in two royal octavo volumes, 1,744 pages, issued in 1869. This is 

arranged on the plan of a strict classification of subjects, but on the 

synthetic rather than the analytic method, bringing topies which bear 

aclose relation to each other together in subordinate alphabets under 

a general head, instead of scattering them through the catalogue, each 

under its own distinct head. Numerous cross references guide the reader 

to other portions of the catalogue in which aids may be found upon the 

subjectin hand. To these must be added the Catalogue of Publications 

of Scientific Societies in the Library of the Smithsonian Institution, now 

deposited in the Library of Congress. There has also been published 

during the present year (1876) a select catalogue of the principal addi- 

tions to the library during the three years, 1873, 1874, and 1875. This. 

isan alphabetical catalogue of authors, followed by an index of subjects, 

in which a double reference is found for most works, first under the title, 

and secondly, under the subject matter of the work. In either case this 

subject index catalogue is complete in itself, giving author, date, and 

place of publication, thus rendering any reference back to the catalogue 

of authors superfluous. 

The Boston Public Library has issued an abbreviated Index to the 

Catalogue of Books in the Upper Hall, in a very closely printed vol- 

we, published in 1861, with a supplement in 1866. These catalogues 

are arranged on the plan of entering the title in the alphabet under 

the author’s name, while in an index of subjects in the same alphabet 

the title re-appears, greatly abbreviated, without date or place of publi- 

cation, A similar Index to Books in the Lower Hall embraces the lighter 

literature which is kept for popular reading and circulation. Besides 

these larger catalogues, which contain perhaps less than half the titles 

embraced in the present collection of books, the Boston Public Library 

has issued severalinvaluable classed catalogues, on a more extended plan 

of description for the titles of works. These carefully prepared volumes 

embrace respectively, 1st, history, biography, and travels; 2d, arts, sci- 

ences, and professions; 3d, poetry, drama, collections, and miscellanies ; 

4th, French, German, and Italian books; 5th, fiction and juveniles; and, 

6th, a chronological index to historical fiction. The catalogue devoted 

to history, biography, and travels is admirably edited, supplying not 

only full titles of the works in the library on these subjects, but a great 

amount of collateral information in literary history and biography, with 

copious references to articles in periodical literature, illustrating each 

topic that is treated. fk 

The catalogue of the Astor Library, New York, issued in four volames 
octavo in 1857-61, with a supplement in 1866, is a dictionary of authors, 

with a condensed index of subjects in the final volume, referring simply 

to the names of writers under each topic, without description. A dou- 

47 EB
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ble reference has thus to be made by readers who pursue the topical 
method of inquiry. 

The new catalogue of the Library of the Boston Atheneum, now in 
progress of publication, attempts a threefold guide to the wants of 
readers. It throws into one alphabet a dictionary of authors, under 
which every title appears with approximate fulness, but without colla: 
tion or publishers’ names; an index of titles, in which most works re. 
appear under the first important word of the title, with cross reference 
to the author simply ; and a catalogue of subjects, in which all the titles 
on a given topic are again arranged in an alphabet of authors, with 
titles but little abbreviated, and date and place of publication insertéd 
in all cases. This is, in some respects, the best finding catalogue of any 
considerable public library yet issued, reducing to a minimum the nun. 
ber of double searches or cross references to be made by the reader, 

The catalogue of the Library Company of Philadelphia extends to 
1856, in three octavo volumes, and is arranged under general subject 
headings, with an alphabet of authors under each, followed by acopious 
index in one alphabet of authors’ names, of subjects, and of leading | 
eatchwords in titles, referring the reader in ‘each case to the page upon 
which the work is found fully described. 

The catalogues of the New York State Library at Albany comprise 
the alphabetical Catalogue of the General Library, 1855, and its sup- 
plement, in 1861, each of which is followed by an index to subjects, 
repeating under each topic the names of the writers, and closely abbre- 
viated titles of the works, without date or place of publication. This 
library has also issued a catalogue of the law department, 1850, and a 
catalogue of maps, manuscripts, engravings, coins, medals, ete., 1856, 
all of which possess considerable value for reference. Its latest publi- 
cation was a Subject Index of the General Library, a useful, but greatly 
abbreviated reference list, issued in 1872. 

The New York Mercantile Library, now reaching 160,000 volumes; 
very largely composed of duplicates, issued its latest general catalogue 
in 1866, which is arranged in an alphabet of authors, with an abbreviated 
index of subjects in a separate alphabet. Supplements on the same 
plan were published in 1869 and 1872. The catalogue of the Mercantile 
Library of Philadelphia, 1870, is on the most succinct plan, embracing 
authors, titles, and subjects, by a threefold arrangement, in a single 
alphabet. The catalogue of the Public Library of Cincinnati, issued in 
1871, treats authors and subjects in asingle alphabet, without, however, 
giving any complete alphabet of titles. Representing one of the largest 
and most popular libraries of the country, it will be found a highly use- 
ful manual for reference. 

The Mereantile Library Association of San Francisco made its con- 
tribution to catalogue literature in 1874, in a handsome volume of 958 
pages. This is a catalogue of authors, subjects, and titles, in one alpha- 
bet; the description of each work being full under the author’s name 
only, while imprints are omitted both under the titles and the subjects.
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LISt OF BOOKS AND ARTICLES IN PERIODICALS ON THE SUBJECT OF 

LIBRARIES. 

Adresses des bibliothiques publiques en ) British museum. A guide to the autograph 
France. 47 pp. 16°. Paris, cercle dela | letters, manuscripts, original charters, 
librairie, [1875]. | and royal, baronial and ecclesiastical 

Albert (J. F.M.) Recherches sur les prin- seals exhibited to the public in the de- 
cipes fondamentaux de la classification | partment of manuscripts. 48 pp. 16°. 
bibliographique. vii,63 pp. 8°. Paris, | [London], trustees, 1870. 
Tauteur, 1847. | —A guide to the printed books exhibited 

American social science association. Free | t ane public in the Grenville library and 
public libraries. Suggestions on their | King’s DEAT: 41 pp. 16°. [London], 
foundation and administration. With a | trustees, 1858, 4 Et 
selected list of books. 74 pp. 16°. New | — 4 guide to the Printed poaks exhibited 
York, Hurd §* Houghton, 1871. | ae sae 82 pp. 16°, [London], 

vr Bog, 

Appun (F. G.) DIBISPUNIO: de transposi- | +A list of the books of reference in the tione bibliothecarum., 4°. Helmstadii, | reading room. 2d ed. revised. xxviii, 

MPAy | 349 pp-2 pl. 8°, London, by order of the 
Art of making catalogues of libraries. 8°. | trustees, 1871. 

London, 1856. Buchon (J. A.C.) Rapports sur la situa- 
Bailly (J. L.A.) Notices historiques sur tion des bibliothéques publiques en 

les bibliothéques anciennes et modernes. France. 8°. Paris, [18—], 
210 pp. 12°. Paris, Rousselon, 1828. Budik (P. A.) Vorbereitungstudien fiir 

Balbi (Adrien). Essai statistique sur les | den angehenden bibliothekar. 8°. Wien, 
bibliothéques de Vienne. 206 pp. 12°. Gerold, 1834. 
Vienne, I’. Volke, 1835, | —Vorschule fiir bibliothekarisches ge- 

Blume (I’.) Iter italicum. Archive, bibli- | schiiftsleben. vi, 140 pp. 8°. Miinchen, 
otheken u, s. w. in Italien, 4y. 12% | G@. Franz, 1848, 
Berlin, Nicolai, 1824-30, Celsius (M.0.) Bibliothecae regiae stock- 

Bohn (J.) Observations on the plan and | _ holmensis historia brevis. 12°. Holmiae, 
progress of the catalogue of the library 1751, 

of the British museum, [anon.] 23 pp. | Clarke (W.) Repertorium bibliographi- 
S°. London, 1855. cum; some account of the most cele- 

Bonnange (F.) Nouveau syst?me de cata- brated british libraries. xlvii, 673 pp. 
logue au moyen de cartes. Paris, La- 81. London, W. Clarke, 1819. 
Croix, 1866. Clemens (P.C.) Musei sive bibliothecae 

Boston public library. Handbook for tam privatae quam publicae exstructio, 
readers, with regulations. 3d ed. 117 cura, usus, 4°, Lugduni, 1635, 
bp. 32°. Boston, Rockwell §* Churchill, | Cotton des Houssayes (J.B.) Des de- 1875. 

voirs et des qualités du bibliothécaire. 
— Points to be considered in cataloguing, 8°. Paris, Aubry, 1857. 

revising and proof-reading. 8°. Boston, | Cowtan (Robert). Memories of the Brit- 
1870, ish museum, 428 pp. 8°. London, R. 

Botfield (B.) Notes on the cathedral libra- | Bentley § son, 1872, 
Mes of England. xvi,527 pp. 8°. Lon- | Critical and historical account of all the 
don, 1849, | celebrated libraries in foreign countries, 

Bougy (A. de). Histoire de la biblio- as well ancient as modern, [anon.] 5p. theque Sainte-Genevitve. 8°. Paris) 1. 206 pp. 12°.. London, J. Jolliffe, 1739. 
Comon, 1847, | Danjou (F.) Exposé suecinct dun nou- British (The) museum, historical and de- | veau systéme Worganisation des biblio- Scriptive, 432 pp. 129, Edinburgh, W. | theques publiques. 29 pp. 8°. Mont- 
§ R. Chambers, 1850. | pellier, 1845,
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Delepierre (Octave). Examen de ce que | Follini (V.) Osservazioni sopra) Vopera 

renferme la bibliothéque du musée bri- | intitolata Della costruzione e del regola- 

tannique; extrait de documents authen- | mento di una pubblica universale biblio- 
tiques soumis au parlement en 1846, | teca, di L. della Santa. 60 pp. 8. Fi. 

109 pp. 16°. Bruxelles, A. Vandale, 1846. | renze, 1817. 

Delessert (B.) Mémoire sur la biblio- | Franklin (A.) Histoire de la bibliothéque 
Pee royale. 12 pp.1pl. 4°. Paris, | foe = a ae 

33. : e rich (J.C.) Kritische erérterungen 
Durey de Noinville(J.B.) Dissertation | zum iibereinstimmenden ordnén und 

sur les bibliothéques, 156 pp. 21. 16°. | verzeichnen ffentlicher Dbibliotheken, 
Paris, H. Chaubert, 1758. | 110 pp. 8°. Leipzig, Dyk, 1335, 

Ebert (Ff. A.) Die bildung des biblio- | Galois (— le sieur). Traité des plus 
thekars. 2eausg. 63 pp. 8°. Leipzig, | elles bibliothtques de Europe. 6 p. |. 
Steinaker §* Wagner, 1220. 240 pp. 18°. Paris, E. Michalles, 1635, 

= oo ee kb- | Garner (J.) Systema bibliothecae eollegii 
niglichen ffentlichen Dibliothek zu isjeneis societatia denn: i4c i tnneen ipaededie iadil: S86- par Be. Leipeige | ae societatis Jesu. 4°. Parisiis, 

Brockhaus, 1822. as | Great Britain. Parliament. Report from 
— Uber Sffentliche bibliotheken, beson- | the select committee on the condition, 
ae ee A ences, | management and affairs of the British 
ken. 16°. Freyberg, 1811. museum; with minutes of evidence. 

Edwards (Edward). Comparative table 2p. 1. 623 pp. fol. London, 1835. 

.of the principal schemes proposed for the | — — Report from the select committee on 
classification of libraries. vi,22 pp.2pl. | the British museum; with minutes of 
fol. Manchester, 1855. | evidence. viii, 605, 173, 145 pp. fol. 

— Free town libraries, their formation, | London, 1836. 

management, and history in Britain, | ——Report of the commissioners ap- 

Francé, Germany, and America. With | pointed to inquire into the constitution 
brief notices of book-collectors, and the | and government of the British museum; 
respective places of deposit of their sur- | with minutes of evidence, iv, 823,172 
viving collections. xvi, 371,262 pp. 8°.) pp, fol. London, 1850. 

London, Triibner §* co, 1869. — — On the collection of printed books at 
— Libraries and founders of libraries. 8°. | the British museum, its increase and ar- 

London, Triibner §* co. 1864. | rangement. [Private and confidential. 
— Memoirs of libraries: ineluding a hand- | By Antonio Panizzi]. 44 pp. fol. Lon- 

book of library economy. 2 y. 841 pp; | don, 1845. 

1104 pp. London, Triibner §: co. 1859. — — Report from the select committee on 

— Remarks on the “ Minutes of evidence” | public libraries; with minutes of evi- 
taken before the select committee on the | dence, xx, 317,x,70 pp. 12 pl. fol. Lon- 
British museum; with an appendix re- | don, 1849, 

specting the improvement of the mu- | —— The same. [Second report]. vi, 410 
seum. 2ded. 76 pp. 12°, London, 1336, | pp. fol. London, 1850. 

— A statistical view of the principal pub- | — — The same. [Third report]. Addi- 

lie libraries in Europe and America. | tional returns respecting foreign public 

3d ed. vi, 48 pp. 12 pl. fol. London, libraries. 52 pp. fol. London, 1851. 
1849. 7 Ww fe : Ne he : Greenough (W. W.) Free lending libra- 

Falkenstein (K.) Beschreibung der k. ries. 1p.1.10pp. 8°. Cambridge, [ Mass.] 
6ffentiichen bibliothek zu Dresden, 8°. | 1874, 
Dresden, Walther, 1839. ¢ : eat aen : uild (Reuben A.) The librarian’s man- 

Farnham (L.) Glance at private libraries, ual; a treatise on bibliography, com- 

{in and near Boston]. 8°. Boston, 1855. prising a select and descriptive list of 

Foisy (F.M.) Essai théorique et pratique | bibliographical works ; also sketehes of 

sur la conservation des bibliothtques publick libraries. 304 pp. sm. 4°. New 

publiques. 8°, Paris, [1833]. York, C. B. Norton, 1858.
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Maichelius (D.) Introductioad historiam , Petzholat J.) — continued. | 
literariam de praecipuis bibliothecis pa- | — Uebersicht von bibliographischen syste- 
risiensibus. 12°. Cantabrigiae, 1721. men. 8°. Dresden, Schinfeld, 1860, 

Molbech (C.) Ueber. bibliotheks-wissen- | Pillon (A. J. B.A.) Plaintes de la Dbiblio- 
sehaft; oder, einrichtung und verwal- théque nationale au peuple frangais et d 
tung 6ffentlicher bibliotheken. Ausdem | ses représentants. 8°. Paris, 1848, 
diinischen von H. Ratjen. viii, 304 pp. | Preusker (K.) Uber Offentliche, vereins- 
8°. Leipzig, J. C. Hinrichs, 1833. und privat-bibliotheken, 2v.in 1, 8, 

Mosel (I. F. E. von). Geschichte der k.k. | Leipzig, J. C. Hinrichs, 1839-40, 
hof-bibliothek zu Wien. viii, 398 pp.2 pl. | Quincy (J.) History of the Boston Athe- 
8°. Wien, Beck, 1835. neum. xii, 264, 104 pp. 8. Cam- 

Namur (J. P.) Histoire des bibliotheques bridge, Metcalf § co. 1851. 
publiques de la Belgique. 3v. 8°. Bru- | Ranner (G. E.) Kurzgefasste beschrei- 
welles, I’, Parent, 1840, bung der niirnbergischen stadtsbiblio- 

CONTENTS. | thek. 8° Niirnberg, Ebener, 1821, 
vy. 1. Bibliotheque de Bruxelles. xi, 320 pp. Ravaisson (F.) Rapports sur les biblio- 

eee rane coe ony aan: een Dl | theques des départements de Vouest, v.3. Bibliothéque de Liége. viii, 206 pp.rpl |S : : 
— Manuel du bibliothécaire. iv, 368 pp. | _ °°: Paris, Joubert, 1841. 

be Bruaelles, J. B. Tricher 1834 Reinhard (C.) Ueber die jiingsten schick- o. relles, J. D. ', [s34, i 2 ae ee ‘aa % 
Naudet (J.) Rapport sur la situation du | ee ae bibliothek. 

f a bibliotheque royale. 8°. oe pena. ; 
yuan toyale Legh (William J.) Manual of public I Bg LeSat le | Sect KS . sie aee 

— Réponse de la bibliothaque nationale & ia 
m, Feuillet de Conches. 72 pp. 8°. Pa- | foes - Rea fea ss a ste 
ris, 1851. ae : Se 4 Ss 

Nichols (Thomas). A handbook for read- | Philadelphia, J. B. Tappineats J vd ee 
ers at the British museum, xvi, 166 pp: | Richter (B.) Kurze anleitung eine bibli- 
12°, London, Longmans, 1866, othek zu ordnen, und in der ordnung za 

Palermo (N.) Classazione dei libri a erhalten. 8°, Augsburg, Kollman, 1836. 

stampa dell’ i. r, bibliotheca Palatina in | Ritschl (F.) Die Oza Oo rae bibli- 
ebrrispondenza di un nuoyo ordinamento | otheken unter den ea Ptolemaer 
dello scibile umano. exiy, 388 pp. 8° |  [ete.] 8°. Vee — ne 
Firenze, biblioteca Palatina, 1854. | Sainte-Beuve (C. -) A propos ie 

Papworth (J. W. and W.) Museums, li- | bibliotheques poe 24 pp. 12. 
braries, and picture galleries, their estab- Paris, M. Lévy freves, Dent : 

lishment, formation, arrangement, [ete.] | Salvioni(A.) Del modo di ordinare una 
8°.. London, Chapman J+ Hall, 1853. pubblica biblioteca. 32 pp. 8. Ber- 

Paris (A. P.) De la nécessité de com- | —gamo, 1843. 
oe, achever et publier le catalogue | Santa . della). Della costruzione e del 
général des livres imprimés [de la bi- | regolamento di una pubblica nuiversale 
bliothéque royale}. 2° 6d, 63 pp. 8°. | biblioteca con la pianta dimostrativa. 
Paris, Techener, 1847, | 8°. Firenze, 1816. ; 

Petit-Radel (Louis - Charles- Frangois). | Schleiermacher (A. A. E.) Bibliographi- 
Recherches sur les bibliotheques an- sches system der gesammten wissen- 
ciennes et modernes, jusqu’d la fondation schaftskunde, mit einer einleitung eu 

de la bibliotheque mazarine, 448 pp. ordnen von bibliotheken, [ete.] 4 Ve 

12°. Paris, Rey § Gravier, 1819. xlviii, 1661 pp. 8°. Braunschweig, 

Petzholdt (J.) Adressbuch der biblio- Vieweg, 1852. ; at 

theken Deutschlands, mit einschluss von | Schmidt (J. A. F.) Handbuch der bi i 

Oesterreich-Ungarn und der Schweiz. othekswissenschaft, der literatar oan 

3 v. 8°. 471 pp. Dresden, Schinfeld, biicherkunde. vi, 472 pp. 8°. Weimar, 
1875. B. F. Voight, 1840. ‘ 

— Katechismus der Dibliothekenlehre. | Schrettinger (J.) Handbuch der bibli- 

Anleitung zur einrichtung und ver- othek-wissensehaft, besonders zum a 
waltung von bibliotheken, 2° aufl. xii, brauche der nicht-bibliothekare. x, 1° 
220 pp. 17 pl. 12°. Leipzig, Weber, 1871. | pp. 8°. Wien, F. Beck, 1834.
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Schrettinger (J.) — continued. | United States — continued. 
—Versuch eines lehrbuchs der bibli- | 872. Summary of libraries (by states), 
othekwissenschaft. 4 parts in 2v. 16°, p. liv. 8°. Washington, government print- 
Miinchen, J. Lindauer, 1829. | ing office, 1873. 

Seitzinger (J. G.) Bibliothekstechnik, | — The same for 1873. Statistics, p. 729 
Mit einem beitrage zum archivswesen, | Summary, p. lxxxviii. 8°, Washington, 

% ausgabe. Ivi, 102 pp. 44 tab. 8°. | — government printing office, 1874. 
Leipzig, H. Costenoble, 1860. | — The same for 1874. Statistics, p. 753. 

Shurtleff (N. B.) A decimal system for | Summary, p. Ixxxvii. 8° Washington : 

the arrangement and administration of government printing office, 1875. : 
libraries. 80 pp. 4°. Boston, privately | —Ninth census. Statisties of libraries 
printed, 1856. in the United States at the eonsuned 

Simeon (J.) Books and libraries ; a lec- | se 1860;-and ARe0, he local i “eye ture. 12°, London, 1860. | lation, ete. p. als 4 Ve Washington, 
: : government printing office, 1872. 

Sims (Richard). Handbook to the library | Valentinelli(G.) Delle biblioteche della 

of the British museum; with some Spagna, 178 pp. 8°. Wien, 1860. 
account of the principal libraries in Vidal (L. J.) Conseils pour la formation 

London. 414 pp. 16°. London, J. R. des biblioth®ques spéciales administra- 
Smith, 1854. tives, communales, professionelles, mili- 

Soboltstchikoff (B.) Principes pour taires, industrielles, et autres. 8°. 
Yorganisation et la conservation des Paris, Ledoyen, 1864. 

grandes, Jubliotheques. 76" pp: 120. | asst su led bibliothdques administra- 
Paris, Renoward, 1859. 3 tives. 8°, Paris, Levavasseur, 1843. 

Spofford (A. R.) The public libraries of Vogel (Ernst Gustav). Literatur friihe- 
the United States. Apaperread before | +o, and noch bestehender europiiischer 
the American social science association Sffentlicher und — corporations-bibli- 
at New York, oct. 26, 1869. 23 pp. 8°. otheken. 548 pp. 12°. Leipzig, 7. O. 
New York, Nation press, 1869, Weigel, 1840. 

{Also in the Journal of social science: transae- | Voisin (A.) Documens pour servir 
tions of the American association, no. 2, p. 92]. Vhistoire des bibliothéques en Belgique. 

Struve (B. G.) Introductio in notitiam 8°, Gand, 1840. 
rei litterariae et usum bibliothecarum. Werlauff (E. C.) Historiske efterretnin- 
SS. Francofurti, 1754. ger om det store k. bibliothek i Kiében- 

Ternaux-Compans (H.) Sur l’état actuel havn. en udg. x, 432 pp. 8°. Kidben- 
des bibliotheques publiqnes de Paris. 8°- havn, 1844. 

Paris, Delaunay, 1837. | Wilken (F.) Geschichte d. k. bibliothek 
United States. Report of commissioner zu Berlin, 8°. Berlin, 1828. 
ofeducation for 1372. Statistics of libra- | Wynne (J.) Private libraries of New 
ries for 1872, p. 820. List of libraries York. viii,472 pp.1 pl. 8°. New York, 
containing more than 1000 volumes, p. E. French, 1860, 

ARTICLES IN PERIODICALS. 

\Nore.— The references to pages in the english reviews in this list are to the original editions, not 
to the american reprints]. 

American almanac for 1837. p. 78, Public | Athenzum — continued. 
libraries, | — 1874, pt. 1, p. 389, Roman libraries. 
American biblical repository. vy. 11, p. | — 1872, pt. 1, p. 274, Advocates’ library. 

174, Public libraries. | — — p.719, Guildhall library. 5 
— 3d series, v. 4, p. 166, A plea for libraries. | — — p.461, Strasbourg library. 
Atheneum, 1874, part 2, p. 412, Pablie | Atlantic monthly. v.21, p.209, The old 

libraries of London. Sion college. pp. Philadelphia library. 
518, 577, Lambeth palace, p. 879, Dr. | Bibliotheca sacra. v.7, p. 173, Libraries 
Williams’s library. in Boston and vicinity. 

—— p. 238, Bibliotheque impériale pub- | — v.7, p. 402, Public libraries in New Eng- 
lique de St. Pétersbourg, catalogue. land.
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Bibliotheca sacra — continued. North american review. v.5,p. 430, Li- 

— v.18, p. 209, Free public libraries. braries. 

Blackwood's Edinburgh magazine. vy. | — v.38, p.191, University libraries, 

85, p. 168, School and parochial libra- | — v. 23, p. 206, Public libraries in the Uni- ° 
ries, ted States. 

— vy. 90, p. 65, Publie libraries, their forma- | — v. 45, p. 116, Libraries. 

tion, ete. — v.71, p. 185, Public libraries, 

—v. 101, p. 606, How to make a cata- | — v. 107, p.568, Harvard college library. 
logue of books. — y. 108, p. 96, The new catalogue of Har- 

British and foreign review. v. 4, p. 213, vard college library. 

Report from select committee on the | North british review. v.15, p. 160, Public 

British museum. libraries. 
British quarterly review. v.6,p.72, Pub- | —y.31, p. 447, Memoirs of libraries, 

lie libraries in London and Paris. —y. 51, p. 305, Babylonian and assyrian 

Chambers's Edinburgh journal. 1848, v. libraries. 

9,n.s. p. 9, Foreign public libraries. Norton's literary almanac for 1852, p. 21, 

Eclectic review, 4th series. vy. 28, p. 1 Public libraries in the United States, 

British and continental libraries. — The same, for 1853, p. 32, American libra. 
Bdinburgh review. v. 38, p. 379, British | _ Tes: Second series. 

museum: — The same for 1854, p. 3, Libraries, 

—y.92, p. 371, British museum commis- | —— 7 P: 49, Proceedings of the libra. 
sion: catalogue of printed books. rians’ convention in New York, sept. 15, 

—vy. 109, p. 201, Library of the British 16, and 17, 1853. ‘ 
museum, Quarterly review. v. 72, p, 1, Libraries 

Fraser's magazine. vy. 3, p. 465, Histor- and éatalogues. 
ical researches on the pretended burning | — V. 88, p. 136, The British museum. 
of the library of Alexandria by the Sar- | — v.92, p. 157, The British museum. 

acens, under the caliph Omar. —vy. 104, p. 201, The British museum, 

Galaxy (The). v.7, 1869, p.527, The Astor | Revue des deux mondes. 15 mars, 1546, 
library. La bibliothtque royale et les biblio- 

— y.8, p. 528, Ten years ina public library: theques publiques. 

Harpers’ magazine. v. 29, p. 482, Libra- | — 1 déc, 1875, Le musée britannique, 

ries. — 15 dée, 1875, Le musée britannique. 

— v.46, p.41, The library of congress. Scribner's monthly. v. 1, p. 353, The New 

Hours at home. y. 4, p. 222, Libraries, old York mercantile library. 
and new. — y.3,p. 150, The Boston public library. 

— Y.7, pp. 278, 297, Books and libraries.in | Statistical journal. vy. 23, 1870, pp. 327, 
ancient Rome. 365, Statistical notes on the free town 

Lippincott’s magazine. vy. 3, p. 280, Cir- libraries of Great Britain and the con- 

culating libraries, tinent. 
National almanac for 1874. p.58, The | westminster review. v.8, p. 105, Conti- 

public libraries of the United States. nental libraries. " 

New Englander. y.1, p. 307, Public libra- —v. 9, p. 429, The imperial library of 

ries. Paris. 

. 
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CHAPTER XXXVII. 

LIBRARY REPORTS AND STATISTICS. 

BY THE EDITORS. 

INTRODUCTION — COMPARATIVE STATISTICS BY M. BALBI—COMPARISON OF RECENT 

STATISTICS OF NINE IMPORTANT EUROPEAN LIBRARIES — COMPARATIVE STATISTICS 

ov AMERICAN PUBLIC LIBRARIES — AMERICAN PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN 1776, 1800, AND 

1876—GROWTH OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES BY PERIODS —PUBLIC LIBRARIES GRADED 

ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF VOLUMES— CLASSIFICATION OF LIBRARIES — LIBRARY 
FUNDS — STATISTICS OF SIXTY-TWO LIBRARIES — BENEFACTIONS —LOss AND WEAR OF 
LIBRARY BOOKS— CLASSIFICATION OF CIRCULATION—ANALYSIS OF LIBRARY STA- 

TISTICS — SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES BY THE GENERAL GOVERNMENT ON ACCOUNT 
O# LIBRARIES. 

DIFFICULTIES OF COMPARING LIBRARY STATISTICS. 

In introducing this subject it is thought well to first present some of 

the difficulties im the way of instituting a just comparison between dif- 

ferent libraries, because they illustrate perfectly many of the obstacles 

that lie in the path of one who undertakes to present trustworthy sta- 

tistics of libraries at all. <A fair study of these difficulties, and of others 

which are to be stated, may show the way to overcome them. 

The views and tables respecting European libraries by the eminent 

Statistician M. Balbi are first presented. While it is not to be inferred 

that difficulties and divergencies of equal extent prevail in the United 

States, every student of the subject will at once admit that they exercise 
"an appreciable influence. The reader will observe that three authori- 

ties of recent date—the two new American cyclopiedias, Johnson’s and 

Appleton’s, and Petzholdt’s Adressbuch —have been added to the com- 

parative table by the writers of this chapter. Otherwise M. Balbi has 
been allowed to tell his own story. 

We deem it necessary to introduce the comparative table we have drawn up by a 

fw observations relating not only to the difficulties which even an approximate deter- 
ination of the number of volumes of the principal libraries presents, but relating as 
well to the propriety of basing such a comparison ona knowledge of the number of 
their volumes. We do not seek to hide from ourselves the fact that even if the com- 
parative table we present should give the exact number of volumes in each library, it 
Would still be of quite minor usefulness and utterly imadeqnate to enable a person to 
form an idea of the relative importance of these establishments. This in fact is to be 
inferred neither from the size of the books nor from their number. Two or three 
thousand volumes preserved in the War Dépét at Paris, or among the military ar- 
chives at Vienna; a few hundreds of the precious manuscripts of the Vatican Library 

745,
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at Rome, the Laurentian at Florence, the Ambrosian at Milan, the Royal at Paris, 
the Bodleian at Oxford, or merely a thousand of the incunabula these libraries 
and those of the other capitals of Europe possess; a thousand even of those which 
form the principal part of Lord Spencer’s magnificent collection, (justly regarded ag 
the first of all the libraries at present owned by private individuals,) considered either 
with reference to scientific value and the special subjects of which they treat, or with 
reference to their high price, are undoubtedly equivalent to this or that library of 
Italy, Spain, or Portngal which contains twenty or thirty thousand volumes relating 
only to ascetic subjects, scholastic theology, and the old Aristotelian philosophy. 
How mary thousand volumes of the latter class would it not be necessary to aceu- 
mulate to represent the value of even a few of those portfolios which form the mag- 
nificent collections of engravings of His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, of His Impe- 
rial Highness the Archduke Charles, or of the cabinets connected with the royal libra- 
ries of Paris, Munich, Dresden, London, Amsterdam, Copenhagen, or the Imperial 
Library of Vienna! How many of these also would it not be necessary to amass 
to represent the value of some small special libraries; for example, the libraries of 
the celebrated Oriental scholars Morrison, Klaproth, Neumann, and Hammer, or that 
which the noted Baron Schilling collected during his voyage to Kiachta, which scholars 
wish to see united to the library of some public establishment at St. Petersburg, 
where it is at the present time ; or the valuable botanical library of M. De Candolle at 
Geneva, joined to the magnificent herbarium of this first of living botanists; or eyen 
the collection of Japanese books that the celebrated traveller Siebold has just brought 
to Europe—a collection which, in spite of its meagreness, (it consisting of only 1,500 
volumes,) is the largest that this portion of the world possesses, independently of the 
importance of the works it contains! 

But, while admitting the inadequacy of this isolated element to measure the relative 
importance of libraries, we none the less consider it the foundation of any comparison of 
which these establishments admit. We even add that it is as yet the only element 
which can be reduced to figures. As this inquiry concerns only the principal libraries 
the general or special character of which is indicated by their titles, or by the names 
of the institutions to which they belong, the careful reader will avoid confounding 
libraries composed in great part or almost wholly of modern works, or those, at least, 
of considerable importance in regard to science, letters, or the fine arts, with similar 
collections long since made in the quiet retreats of certain religious corporations ; 
collections which in our day have lost nearly all the value they once had. Put on his 
guard by these considerations, the intelligent reader will not seek to draw a comparison 

between elements which in their nature are not comparable. With this reservation 
in mind, the respective number of volumes will, up to a certain point, indicate 
relative importance. This, moreover, is the only.element which travelers, historians, 
and statisticians have up to this time taken the trouble to work up. It is also the 
only one which affords us the means of making useful and interesting approximate 
comparisons between the present time, so rich in productions of the human mind, and 

the periods which have preceded it. 
To be frank, one may say without fear of error that, with the exception of a fewof 

the principal libraries of Europe, in each of these useful establishments, at present so 
numerous in this part of the world, and still so rare in America, the United States 
alone excepted, the exact number of volumes is unknown. The long and varied re- 

searches to which we gave ourselves up in compiling the comparative table of the 
principal pablic libraries of Europe, published in 1822, in the Statistical Essay on the 

Kingdom of Portugal, and the Statistical Résumé, relative to the principal public 
libraries of Europe and America that we published in 1828, put us in possession of a 
quantity of facts as interesting as they are important, which confirm our assertion: 
The imposing and scrupulously minute details so frequently published by statisticians: 
geographers, and travelers, offer only a delusive exactitude; since authors who are 
contemporaneous, sometimes writing even in the same year, assign to the same library 
numbers of volumes which differ from each other by a fourth, a third, a half, and eye 

by more than four times and ten times as many.
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The table following is only a fragment of the one we drew up for our manuscript 
dissertation. It exhibits the most surprising disparity of estimates made as to the 
number of volumes contained in a given library by the most celebrated geographers , 
the most learned statisticians, and the most judicious travelers, as well as some of the 

opinions advanced by those skilful writers who manage to appropriate the labors of 
their predecessors without being polite enough to mention them. We greatly regret 
our inability to add to the table of the libraries of Paris the estimates taken from the 

excellent Statistics of France from 1818 to 1828, a work that the painstaking scholar 
M. Bottin yearly reproduces, with important changes, under the modest title of the 
(ommercial Almanac. These estimates would certainly render more piquant the col- 

location of figures relative to the richness of the libraries in the French capital. We 
do not cite his estimates subsequent to the year 1828, because, having worked with 

that scholar, to insert his estimates concerning these libraries would be to offer our 

own calculations. 

Comparative table of the principal estimates made of the number of volumes in several noted 
libraries. 

PARIS, 

ROYAL LIBRARY, NOW BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE. 

sf | Number of dis- 
Authors. Number of ‘vel: | vumber of MS8.| °ertations, fugt- umes. tive publica- 

tions, ete. 

bere wate eS Sconce tian teen tee oer n ve 350, 000 10,000 || contac actesrseatee 
OUP RUG] cc vecscees tes oa caer cues neers 350, 000 50, 000 350, 000- 
ROMORNGAS;yecat ese eee ike vAscris: Gaetan ees 350, 000 50, 000 350, 000° 
British Review, (1827) .........se0s---- eee eeeeee 450, 000 80, 000 450, 000° 
BU prereset rec sees Mev eeee or ee Mat aoe 450, 000 80, 000 450, 000° 
Villnve'..s.2..ene ce astaeee. laced: 450, 000 100, 000 400, 000 
Meaighubs. 2202) Sov asceeawat estas patacnene 500, 000 DD; COOH ecb setae teenies 
Schnabel 0.0022 .2-.....0esecesenceee senate ++.(500, 000 to 900, 000 ROOTES ea tee cence 
MUMOUON Cos sescewaWhect ett sone <tees eco ae ee 800, 000 80/000 Sos Vn A tasaae 

PATRI Suc td Fea lavitetas) eiee aha moana nt 800, 000 SOU stato os wee eee 
Johnson's Cyclopedia, (1875) ....--....-2+ e202. ‘2; O00; OUD! | SS tis eevee astecl caves serves eeagen 

Appleton’s Cyclopaedia, (1874) .........2..022.- 9; 000; 000". 2,2 cc sten vetoes fcerenines coneceuime 

: MAZARIN LIBRARY. 

so Ae 
Path Bagel chose. yok tom acngeeed ee 90, 000 | BMGT sk cisltecee eee 
MAG oo SS has Ve, cms to bree ae aaa 90, 000 | Sats |orees eae 
aS Len Ne hha pea ca geal et 100, 000 | 4,000) sabes acne cea seseee 
MUNG aoc timagetom esses} tO Om A000 1. = ten crip uuae 

PMMA AteaN 5.5 cca kee sen eee yeh ae 4,000 |..reeeeeeereneeee 
Johnson's Cyclopiedia, (1875). .:-...-.--2ee 000005 1 B0)000))-<- -oneknnoracen/ ath anemone eueeeee 

Appleton’s Cyclopwdia, (1874) ........-222.-.022 160, 000 [aaneentstra pace 

"Except as otherwise indicated the authorities cited in these tables wrote in the following years re- 
‘pectively: Eustace, 1817; Petit-Radel, 1819; Stein, 1819-1827; Hassel, 1819-1824 ; Laborde, 1820; Dib- ‘lin, Boismarsas, 1821; Ebert, 1822-1823; André, Bisinger, 1823 ; Blume, 1824-1830; Wurlaff, 1825; Mal- 
chus, 1826; Conversations-Lexikon, 1827; Wilken, Bailly, Amati, Meidinger, 1828; Zedlitz, 1828-1831 ; 
Schnitzler, Galanti, 1829; Hvendel, 1830; Streit, Stark, 1831; Schnabel, Valery, 1831-1833; Cannabich, 
Garinei, Rampoldi, 1832; Wachler, Chamber, Hohn, 1833; A Week at Munich, Duchesne, Plieninger, 
Villenave, 1834 ; d’ Hanasez, 1835.
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Comparative table of the principal estimates made of the number of volumes, ete.— Continued, 

MADRID. 

ROYAL LIBRARY. 

Authors. | Namber of vol- | umber of MSS, | Srtations, fugi 
umes. | tive publica. 

| tions, ete, eet has age eae SI av Eo Se Jobe eee emis 2 

PRBana: use eet werent: (order state es 100,000 | A large mumber. |...........0ceeee 
EDDY -saWoekboselseeake ucts cc iec scm ewenaaa ces 100, 000 2,000|).2..7 ae 

ee 195, 000 |. /s.5c255-5-c.cees|s-se ca 

Danglots 2.2.02 22 sceseses sens seesseenene nes] 190/000: |. .ve.0s eshte 
Hassel settee seeeteeeeeeeeeeceeteeeeeceee ecto ee) 130, 000 2, 000 | ww sa005 a oe 

BEBMIOU Prato dainiten ech ctr eats Sagat test meciaes 180,000 | .-.220 20s see sene ee |seeenecenenssensae 

Moreau de Tonnda ce sisei.2 tse aasowasen.ndcnge.| 200,000)! |.2.0s%.cssiencs5ec8|ceesn eee 
DURING M rere Oana gc Go cuacecseseteesus | 200, 000 9,000 |:cs ee 
British Roviow, (1827) .....2.....0..secseeseeees| 200, 0004 | A large number. .............00000 
POR yy (1B8S) ecesadaess ee. case ese ck see enceal 200;000-+:|...00 <2... s-cedlent steer 
Johnson's Cyclopwdia, (1875) ...2..----20e-e--+| 990/000, | ...saneisee,c¢nac| settee 
Appleton’s Cyclopaedia, (1874) .2+...seseeee eee 900,000 |. -orensenae oneaes| Rice en 
———— ee 

ESCORIAL. 

CONVENT LIBRARY. 

Bisnger.eooeesesseseeeeesceeeeseesnseeeente teen seeeecesee G0, 000 |...-20-22eeeeereee 

Bp Ota sti e nad etsy enn as. feet eiu sal 17, 800 4,300) |..0.; sense setae 
RAD DIAB os catain faces coyies ss ue ses Saeeeucse| 80, 00'|....s+.s.ve +0: 0d) ee Sc ee 

BAIA soca nvarsattnannr Mises tsseeerskosseess 90,000 | A large number.|.........-...0--05 
British Roview, (1827) .......22-s+seeeeececeeees 130, 000 4,300 |... 
BOALUy, (1688) 222 eats acaee sass ate cca oeisa oe 130, 000 4,900 |.:...0s2sseseemees 
PMG AU Mare yong cuss: tees sseghewae te 130, 000 5,000 | .c.cnoesssseneeet 

ee | 130, 000 15, 000 |e ee 

ROME. 

VATICAN LIBRARY. 

PRUIRDNL Moc suete arse Miaxk tens ucanee st anche 3 3,00 | 4,000: |.-.-.-anssucencans 
RMI: cae scneen tad eoces -siananseneds coesresanc=s| 30, 000 25, 000 | ...cc0cecees cones 

BG eke casas ystecresant an sndeeetaneepsoerysel 30, 000 | 40; 000'|: 4; cccceascune 
PUUDBAYG suceoctcnnsce senses <sasaseensearceesss] 30, 000 | 40,000 |.......cceeeseene> 
BN canenecatbans eras ipcctoncanvsncess tesco 40, 000 40,000 |... 220 -eeeeeee2e0* 
Maen. 5 srave sk scsi sexe cucsescseateeameieed| 80, 000 24; 000 |....<2 coeeamemee 
Mine eri Caeeswecvaret aren ssi aeeeas cess 90, 000 45,000 Nee. 
ERINNUN Se shee scasene neces -snnss<senaresess.>o> 160, 000 svete eal 

Pee ayiscre tes pentose sacs ancinal| 160; O00 | scc.<.ccs +. 2-0 ]-o=ces eae 
Pe POOH MII a ion oan vin a cnsgcscsdunest 400, 000 50, 000 |. 2.2.2 seeeee racers 

Mh ABID) co, de snanaeickacsupiaactskca<n0>| 400, 000 50, 000 |...-24s-eeeeeeere? 
MEE RUSGGR sce ite ears saee¥ ote=snanahsese cies] 800, 000 38,000 |....2-s-2eeeeeeee 

BEARD gan ee teeny apace cvetaneeenenee ; tp LOM foo 3 50, 000 [a 

Ap ArGOT GF RA VIOW, (1690) <u isn sc can onaasswisesiecs|sucpcneessecpacede|scceae oussseescsoe|sanens=ennaeneae 

Johnson's Cyclopiedia, (1875) ......-eeeeeeeeeeee) 105,000 |... <<. .2000|ceeeennauauyentaam 
Appleton’s Cyclopmwdia, (1874) .........2.0..-22+) 105, 000 Secor ee 
pee Dee Ua cA Ne Ch FW |
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Comparative table of the principal estimates made of the number of volumes, ete.— Continua. 

FLORENCE. 

MAGLIABECCHIANA LIBRARY. 

pe 
| Number of dis- 

Authors. | Namber of vol- | amber of MSs.| Sertatione, fagi- 
. | umes. tive publica- 

| | tions, ete. 

TRISH S Cos <csel et ruce a cesau eure steele 90, 000 Lenseiibevssionatfnsertbeyaag 
Mipuie s opesc cc swckeeves tare rvepaee acme reader 100, 000 6) O00) | <a. ccvascnech ees 

ameel os cedelic Sige WOU. cos wcersetees eee 
Bligh cscesven cots sees neh 1 teseeece omc 120, 000 8,000 to 9,000 |..........-. 200 

BOMB scone soe ccie eaee eee 150, 000 + Qi ee 
Piorence Gulde,.......0-.scisscdeecessensnpee 150, 000 10,000 | Soc. ee 
Glee fick rev Soest vec etcetera 150, 000 1900 | nee 

Johnson's Cyclopedia, (1875) ........2222. 000002 MOO; ODD) -1 1:52 <acen at wugeel in eh suse ere 
Appleton’s Cyclopmdia, (1874) ......2..22...e24 900/000 Cle dosent watene tal eee eee ee 
Sita TE eet eee ee 

LAURENTIAN LIBRARY. 

eR ro ee ea a 
ede jc) <cilied enstantr<oceetaatscateaphe este cere 5 000s ol cewnadt ew cheneees 

PPI «22 ws asset ce ees atogeonearees eles ec eae 8000) tester sere tans eeege 
Bbett -.--seeeeeeeeeesseeeseeeeeceeeeeseeeeecees|coeeseeeeeereesens| Bi DOU |oeeeen aces seeceee 
WALBEY. = s nssienvmsntinenctecce nm tiecerentecrtinees eect ote weet G00 s}iccetsveccvaen tee 
Hasgel. > soaps vernesenccssass aoec cane nesaeel 90000"). orc sph cce re weosleen iene aeeeem 

Willeniayosyycabat.cscecucseie uote seed 90, 000 90004 soa cael ere 
British Review, (1827) ......0..c0seceeceeceeses el About 3/000. -|\......cesuh settee 
Iballly; (1898) /ocuseehts eos rote ee te 90, 000 $000, ls icss senna ttotee 
MALONUA, <a csconnscsandanaraee snataqreeeee te 120, 000')<...2-benpsseuanes|suscessa.eegeess 

as Si ee he eI 

NAPLES. 

LIBRARY OF THE MUSEO BORBONICO, 
eS TRI RG iia ote 

Bila gen sae aces. see Cannan ees ee came 90,000, | weseseves seasit es] soe seseuscasereaue 
PABRREL vn n=:Snrnee onpakdne nse ss ~cencoes rok ura OO O00 tocar sssanenacocsea|.peaepecew sce eee 
MINGHUS soos ses aecteecesnagwarstersosiseceoenss 90000) ci | ceescictencasscecs| aaawses aor elem 
Bierce es sc ean sac eeeeaneceeee teres 80,000 A000; | ceo ces eee crus 
WURDE TO sswnsict cette Coaewcecaceessck ee 80, 000 | S000 ne cansnsweeieeenee 
PAIOY sce occsces, centers: Goonct een teen eal 150,000 | 000 || esc steers 
RING cnn cinan ec ee eres athe See ane 150, 000+ | 9/0001) secs eticavenauereies 
PUURG connect cana eee pet ren tone aeetn ee eee ee TOO; O00) slesc ee een eceeneas|coceeee eats comee 
ml csc cducestecurerectsccsc eestor eee TTT i ees iene ate [CMR eR 
Johnson's Cyelopmedia, (1875) ........-+++-+++2-] WEIS inorastiphneertiare ce eee 

Appleton’s Cyclopwdia, (1874) .....22..22.2000++ 2000005 | cpecentoseercce bceseseer ee eueaem 
i Lael pi ie enenece later EY Safa eo wi eee 

.
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Comparative table of the principal estimates made of the number of volumes, ete.— Continued, 

BOLOGNA, 

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. 
$e 

Number of dis. 
a troca: Number of vol- | Number of MSS.| Set tations, fagi. 

umes. tive publica. 
tions, ete, S| 

GELS eee ce egeae sees nar sevseae<i0sesso20 80, 000 4,000'|. 32-2 
BAGG dae catsensogcscandcscss bssceunse cen vcone 100, 000-+ |...--.-2~---.22+-|aveceassaeteedeeem 

sda du ciucnediccced ovekescerecheasenara 100, 000+ | A large number.|.................. 
Pa DOh ce Die CEO). i cecer cecleaeet ane sane 110,000 © |. 562 0ccs5. voses<| cones eee 
PIRI aan ence felt 3 oacocvasnaiemta tena x us 215/000 — | .ossccaaecosteeest)secaabee eee 
Mr. Ferrucci, the librarian..................+-. 120,000 | .sceeceseserecees|icayee steam 
BARU EPLss cana tp seas cencenat sins scsceeaaee 450,000) 1) ----- <= <nccnsnene| tien eeneeeee 
MED ONuieasudesatvncs \avesrsssacesseansh sacere ccs 180,000, — |\.n000rox-s2n5canva| sete ste ee arene 
IB UILUS cacaacseerd ca tanhite teria dineresssscuste 460/000 | owe se nes osc sces des coeene eee 
Pan eteeera ere Maite ect toes snate cnc 900,000. | c2ce5, cc. 0202002) sesnecceeee 
Conversations-Lexikon.......2- 2.2.22 2.+sseeeee 900; 000° | | o.2. <0 s7--0sie ess |isanet eee 
Modern ‘Uravellon......v<.-scee-csscctaseecseue 200,000. |. 5 s.cde.75..stees| sees 
Johnson's Cyclopwdia, (1875) ......-.-02.2.-02- 200,000 eect. 220 dle 

a a a a ee 

MILAN. 

BRERA LIBRARY. 
a eee oe ee ee ee EI 

ABD cictvaway Gus eet Wests as cab looney <c nel a 100, 000°|,-.-s'0:2200ccsnec|sscleceet a eee 
PADEWD ic scs Ue <nnanie esecnneere sees uc ncutteck< aed 120, 000:| ‘Many -..:..22.2:|.coues se eames 
DMBIGHGE << 550 sncgasvarqneanbessesniiocdeovedene. £40,000 |.20.s02; 222 cto f2| nose 
Mr. Gironi, the librarian ............00.....1... 1009 | 1,000 |.2-- 3c -oeeeee 
Rampoldi ...--..---s-.0-0 seceseeeeeseeeeeneeee:| Nearly 200,000 |.......0...cscec.[ecccosceneeeeerees 
Johnson's Cyclopwdia, (1875) ....-....... eee. ee 185, 000 [nvssvescee canebaet lee 
Appleton’s Cyclopwdia, (1874)......2......... 2 185,000 |-.-...-2e-eserees|eseseeseeseeeerees 
a ee EE ee 

AMBROSIAN LIBRARY, 

——————e 
RRITOUS cones tevetwtet he. 2s oc pak ee 40, 000 14, 000: | acu 
BORIS (1008) wens nudes cose caeatecssssccesnsacane 46, 000+ | 12, 000. |... .-c.t.duerenes 
BSUULD ss waa vet Cuan Uereee seve ca eeaty ie oa 50, 000 10; 000: | <s.scswoosstaateny 
BVARIORG NO sscan ac seanasdcen sca (eve did winced: 50,000 | 12; 000. |.scccecees sven 
IN AISUY cantante tanta reak tcc ota ca cessaee cece 60,000 | 10, 000 |sssereeresescenees 
PUNGIG = === cree seactuissccrssbececstutcese costs 60,000 | 15,000 | ...22eeeeeeeesreet 
PAIOHUM << cevanascawcctwsscccssabuss sauce avers 76, 000 15, 000 | ...0...0.-senenent 
Waa oevoeeereeseenetineeeneeeneesee 90, 000 15,000, |.-<.02.. csc eee 
Bisinger..............0000eeeeeeceeeseeeeeeereee 90, 000 15, 000 |....22..ecscuaeeeee 
RAD esae teense see eo #100, 000-40) bo. .ca-i-cveraaesl wee ose 
Berets coratte tn ect shy eve et 2. ca| 140,'000° | 22 nsec: doncooqs| nde es teen ee 
Johnson's Cyclopedia, (1875) .....2.-2...2-...-.| 900,000 Aveececcnssacececs dc een 
Appleton’s Cyclopedia, (ETA) seseeeeeseesseeeee| 100, 000° < |ncc..cs0cclcictclee e 
Rempel 

“Mr. Amati remarks that this number includes 4,633 volumes containing 18,0C0 manuscripts.
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Comparative table of the principal estimates made of the number of volumes, etc.— Continued. 

TURIN. 

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. 

v vol- | x, sertations, fugi- Authors. Bambee ke vol- | Number of MSS. ae BubliCee 
. | tions, ete. 

D’Hausses «..<.00 20. 222essee escent teeseeseeees| 95,000 t0 40,000 |5...2...ccssessces|scarsecceeecaesens 
RRA os sansa ea ea cae ria wee tat BO DO0 5 ious as Seed vents ae 
MRP wccrestconatacteteeS plats seco ase 60; 000 eee ante oer le sO 
ATM cis sae nnne ts veaesaveccescestes ceeemued T0000; 8c. eu tncs ng etal at) cer ee 
NRIBIY) cocoons cued pouedse oes paremieniod 112, 000 4980 il csc sa lecteet tees 

BIMOUUSs 2 ore <neeecesstnasseepeoewet oe ele 190) 000° |.3c.c. tetas Sgt eee 
Jounson’s Cyclopedia, (1875) ....-2...2..eee eee P50 000 | co -ssccacteseetl ecaten ure eee 
Appleton’s Cyclopedia, (1874) .......202.. 22208 TEE O00 Jace 30a oh peerkal annem cheacantiee 

BERLIN. . 
ROYAL LIBRARY, 

Se Se 
Sslitighel :....scscesncseenacasnescoupetmnMeNeael 140, 000 4, 00051) Seam 
PHakeall caren. sees eared usten coeur wee TO0;000 4.2.0.5 vceakesael steer e eee 
MUN CSc oo oan ee Rater, Corr a) 160; 000: |. -ccscecengsaneacll iesk eure ae 
Bisih por ios<-sacotes qspeetccesns (0 cee eae HOD) 000! 20 Se ao ca lee ere eee 
British Review, (1827) ......-..ssseeeseseer sees} 160, 000 sstesessteatee ead) setereseeeseeeeees 
PADI). (1899) asin oe/oee suns onto tennis ates) 160, 000s} 25. 5c. ess ys ck penee steer 

ESIC fe ot neces ete ae eee 160,000 7,000 (Sanaa 
Guthrie, by Langlois........2-seseceesccuseees| 5480, 000] sss2esucearag sree ins abe an eee Ahad... kh ess aendese loro RMN et 190,000 |:5:.isrsiesalce nee Ebert eas ence eee 200,09 | 2, 000 | Jee WAM DAVE: Soceys- c<eccesssusdeyosi ere eecas| 200, 000 8,000" "| 52... cer 

PUNNDENG =; <enweiden ves<vencansnacestaete meteors 220, 000 lant vases Soe ceet OO ee eoliben cca ya SA des ied yn ine 250, 000 | AGL ea eee 
Wilken wey. cite dl 2s 7asexesa sere em 250, 000 | AOL sh cesices aga ee Delite... .eeeeeceeeeeennnesceecenseeseeeeeea+(300,000 to 400, 000 | O004, Leach Tohnson’s Cyclopwiia, (1875) oe TOD) GOO; 2-2 2sSerzc.cs5cfervee cant eee Appleton’s Cyclopwdia, (1874) /...2..020eeee0-0./ 700/000'|<_.<csstvensesh ech 2 Se 
Petzholdt, (1874) teceedetetecrsedeeeeetentetags| 700; 000)leastz523 Beet g Poe 

ee eR Livi 
DRESDEN. c 

ROYAL LIBRARY, 
’ ier ied 

Schnabel ......22...... melnateswnneee acKasees ee] 200, 000 6,000) | -oleeiczust dia eens 
Ebert tttscscceeeeececeeerecenenecetecnseeeeeeel 220, 000 2, 700 150, 060 

eee eWannyeeeGak seaeaer ote eer 220, 000 2, 700 150, 000 Pillonaye’. 22 vsic cesar ee et 220, 000 9100} sees eee BNUHGSNG sans cre gaat cases eee ett BAD OOO so lection cape pasadena ion eee 

ROR ioe oho ee er 250, 000 4, 000 to 5, 000.|........-cnlsnsuse i ne 250, 000 4, 000 40, 000 HUGG. oes-nossseeesaernnnseapesecensees see 250, 000 4, 000 100, 000 Britigh Review, (1897)......s.-cesece400-----.| 250, 000° 4, 000 100, 000 BBNGOR  cvescenceccseo cf all 250, 000 4,000 100, 000 BOM coon. cea a te 260, 000 S000) sys ce eee Johnson's Cyclopwedia, (1875) .......seeeseeenes-| BOD00U ercanen meet en ne a 400, 000 Appleton’s Cyclopedia, (1874).....2...2.2.2+-204| PODS 000 5 oes ale ccve'satl Sauces ere BOGANOINE: (1874): occ. 25.2 go ee #500, 000 | Scena oce~<cereest|snsescctss ee Se ei eee en
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Comparative table of the principal estimates made of the number of volumes, ete.— Continued, 

BRESLAU. 

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. 

|. D -c  PEESLL T  L acs !! 

| Number of vol- Namber sob aie 
Authors. | Number of MSs, Ser tations, fngi- 

umes. tive publica. 

| | tions, ete, 

Breit eos. voce svsesscPTe At vscesoeccs toss Fs, 100/000 [ooo eer 
ANMI6 2.022 sc2eeeeeteceeseeeesesee serene cesses] 100, 000 ~Seceosesccussssts] secscuaseaaataad 
Ebert .....eseeeeeeeeeeeeeeetseseseesessesssees| 100, 000 séeeesececee cee.]:0a55h 
British Review, (1827) ....22-.eee++se00+2.e++++-| 100, 000 saenstht thenetnsn Die 
Malobas......--02.c0cesssoeeeeeesnseesteure nn.) 100, 000 seesesenteseseeneslenenesenuaaseatnon 
Bailly, (1899) <c0< sce ses ses awccesee. 2s es=s.| 100, 000 Scasteedsbetseaaed| soe eenn 
Hassel stistesteseetteeeseenerseeeseeesneesees| 115, 000 ssieshsesensansses|tuceseeec nema 
DaWiltaicd oxab tvewnectasessaeseieectsuesee<co~c.| 190,000 10140; Q00)...2---2.-25500-0:| ese 
Allgemeine Handlung-Zeitung eee 160, 000 |evssssecesscessses|onnnnesennenceeae 
Ry celle Sovsce rete pees tect cue cedzeeene. | 900,000 | S 2300 |...bc,< ae 
Johnson's Cyclopzedia, (1875) ...-.--...--++-2+++) 340, 000 [escent 
Appleton’s Cyclopiedia, (1874)........2..2+.2----| 350, 000 tesiallgcg sesctng aoe 
Petzholdt, (1874) ...0-esseeeeceeeeeeessesesseeeee| 840,000 (titles) jsnrtsoscens dane leona 

: GOTTINGEN. 

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. 

Bina en hte ccc A v.11 abut 800, 000 |ronctncoee er 
GiGi e ge peen sos ioc ss <cessnenee hoster cti uae 900, 000, |. <-<s0es0-<essscealeesnacseeee ama 
ohnberhr cass ccserethicias iarecasncet Mesaace oe 200, 000 | n<cee<-se0+<eeeslennaceeaseemeammam 
Si 900,000: |...--.c0ac.0-csnec]stacs= conan 
WANONAVG 240.52 <hronpas--Shere*-n<sbanrcaness-sf 200, 000 on 110, 000 
Rely serea cad, e Se cbvabead Sess saicesenecae=4:| 940,000 |... 22.022.5252+.|ace one 
Bein eee ere ee ee | 240, 000 A 
ecu 280, 000 5, 000 | 110, 000 

British Review, (1827).......2...-0:eecccees sees 230, 000 | 5,000 | 110, 000 
Ra atiy, CIRIG iver canst heien fer eaeascehteopeest son 280, 000 | 5,000, 110, 000 

MEREREE Sencar sce rv sy as) at eect 905,000! /.2-.<0.5..20.</-2.|. 1 
Allgemeine asta niee orc 800; 000) |aci.c0. soe Feacedeldsansseaeeeeena 
Quarterly Journal of Education, (1831) ......-..) 800/000: |....00<csaxecss060|\e<- scene 
DWEAIRGN Ste olen cree cet ene. erated, 800, 000! |. .-..-c2--c<cec2s.|seccsuneeneeemmmm 
PARIGHOR Ye oct Terao untaren ans tases ose rar 300, 000 5,000, |-nccossseseonnaa 
Conversations-Lexikon......-.-22+2see-sese20+) 300, 000 | 5,000 |-seeeesceceseens 

SSRI GON (oo sacccuscuca Nase sas twes ease trae 300, 000 5,000. |.see-<-nce-osenns 
Johnson's Cyclopmwiiia, (1875) .....-..- eee set 400,000. o2i /cccckvaccuel: 3s. 
Appleton’s Cyclopedia, (1874) .......22eeeeeee+-| M00 %000 1.2 ocho sce saves |ebcos eee 
Potzholilt, (IST) ...--.-e+eeeeseeeeeceeeeeteres| 400, 000; | oencnvehaa.+e-es'o|.cnnkess eee
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Comparative table of the principal estimates made of the number of volumes, etc.— Continued. 

WOLFENBUTTEL. 
. DUCAL LIBRARY. 

i | Number of @is- 
Authors. Number of vol: | camber of MSS.| Settations, fagi- 

umes, | tive publica- 

tions, ete. 
| | 

eer pehubert (1828) .22-<o. ors. ct ecectyoceee roan 100, 000. | ----.225 52. --s2ss|sonnnwssnssotsenes 
| British Review, (1827) ..---.---.--.---22see02-e4 109, 000 4, 000 40, 000 

BLY ALSO) ney nee pee -n cs cee oken ddan 109, 000 i to | 40, 000 
Stein, (1827, Reison, etc.)..........2.ceeeseeeee ee 190,.000:%| 26: sdeeeatkasts<cfatensw sxe a tenaeeme 
Binaeel ari scaccic cen ces cece se ipeetesscccesscseed 190, 000 nial 

Pipinwortt a yevacceancass tvecqgeend eee eeeig 190, 000 | 3 <0 302 beysadsfssaseesvsucnehetan 
MONG hac ssiccccoesteecueent te ce acaesb at tae 190,600 '- | ,s0ec0i sa'etuns aes] -nd- eet eue ers eae 

Becca s ae vtniesc speeseds a atia sans saree 190, 000 4500: veh ote Osean 
Webs VIG AVG. cath cena ssccdseteens steers 190, 000 4, 500 40, 000 

GOOG eas ecae cco seer seen ene neanae roe 200,000: |i 22. cnwpsceesneeestorsass ea dedecwene 

Silsihger: ---caesc-ccesenesteieeyeee ae eee 200,000-+ 4, 000 100, 000 
Minbtl sss.ss seeks os) el eeas Sees seeee ey 200, 000 10, 000+). sesveveenesesecds 

PM MONS ie erase SSe om nc ce cinaicw sss stncaeteraed 210, 000.» |<< .<s crore secaevpuen! Ceieiind ecw 

Neue geographische Ephemeriden, Weimar... 990,000 |. 55 va cdanstedieed Waantsae eee 
Johnson's Cyclopedia, (1875) .........-2eeeeee es 250, 000 fiteisisasdeest earl iecoanoee eae 
Appleton’s Cyclopedia, (1874) ......2... 2262220 QOD O00:- | ser. di icons taean sa auerceneere eam 
Potzholit, (1874)... .2...eeeee senses eeeseee++2=, {250,000 to 300,000 eat oe 

< FREIBURG. 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. 

FRNA draacs vegas suse an ae donee ethernet 19,000. | ..=is-nes:Benpeeel Gate ate eee 
MU hue = 25S peecue a vetess te ememeneare 90; 000: |ea= 22, .xkagtanonc| nents seeps 
MDS aon. sow secscttssavuperoec cc sughemeet 10,000: lieecesasnnSoecawelhensc ce ecueenae 
Bbhiherb:<.2..5. 0. scccaseceoecuns cares sceeunays| 100, 000 esau ues cos Jeeema|veusanmeamcuemceem 
BURL 5 Scecn<.ocena-eceasaecepornpeass-sseteteces 100,000}; --sssesseetacannsfoacteeseeebeo tie 

Eee etberg ..=--c-searesenten Gees ieee POUONO Tiassa 2. aclies ne eae eee 
Tohnson's Cyclopwdia, (1875) ........-.222 eee 50/000 15 osha gowes cath |s cae lsl ne aes 
Appleton’s Cyclopiedia, (1874) .......02..0eeeee TAGPO00 ess sscscwss <cosus| sores ees Slee 
Ppeabolit, (1844) --Lsenceades. Wess cs eee] eer00D, 25 ace eee es ee 

STUTTGART. i 
ROYAL LIBRARY. 

ARE Shs ee cae sare ioe eat ae HOON Laas iecas yas cull sonae s\n 
Rint Sones. cut ent Ce eee ee FOO O0) fos «ceaayeeeeed alel «Uh cave a eae 
PROC noc aR VRS Sc ata 144,000 | 3,000 to 4,000 |......22.....02e0 

BN SCUIC ooo hee eas teeere eed B50 000 wc eee czacteasslsn-ss-c-aptueeanee 
Memmingér.= 5-2-5 <scn nae + +1.++/150,000 to 200,000 seetbecteecesseee|sseeeenseeeseaseee 

Mieningee i. coo nek oaua ne basa eee 160, 000 1, 800 137, 000 
BONG cot on dn naenensedvaWaren parte witee tates e 170, 000 ics at aaa 

Bailly, (1833) ssolpaeeeeemieae treat 170, 000 [estesctcenes eatheeeagyseu cee 
utish Review; (tORY) eijecsasecee=. seaseeene ae 170, 000 jictr tentials eR 

(fileiave S.C eee ere 180,000 vecssanvcapesaitee| sas icagh Gupeene 
ee ee DG; 008s prcneck cam lacyoucaee ane 

BOGOR fo co aa ns eke ee ee ae ae 200, 000 ee eee ae 

Bg ayyse cco acre wre ROQUO00 | eeccsaeeeo vase seale gs: so siNeuseemeee 
Johnson's Cyclopedia, (1875) .....-... 2-02-2240 POD DON hae ceay <> © --cs =a] ene os uae are 

Appleton’s Cyclopidia, (1874) .....-..02-..222-+ 450, 000 [a eee 
Reebdt (G4) oo tet ees ged 120, 000 Geert as tee 
en a Ig Ae 

48 5
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: MUNICH. 

CENTRAL OR ROYAL LIBRARY. 

ee see eee 
i | Number of dis. 

Authors. Number of vol: | Number of MSS,| Settations, fusi. 
umes. tive publica. 

| tions, ete, 

Author of A Week in Munivh ........22---.--. 250, 000 16, 000 400,000 
MOMS deat seces isc sasstensssxeieaesecercisd 900,000, |............-0. +2] entre d 

SP AIBUR VOR. erat i abs wsatindenoen ade ecetee 300, 000 9,000 |. .s2eses.Lebieve 
SADE cece gcd ca'en ag heect doen tartse 4 300, 000 9,000 |.2i22 i | 
eErURRe I Aes es epee cng ese ian cewee saeweayor-o4 400/000 |...0......c0-ss0e].. 25s oee 
British Review, (1827) .......s.0c.ssecsneceeeee- 400,000 |... cceeceseeseee]ss2se snc 
CUAL RS oe pe ges aaa Sree Pe 400,000. svcye-se+-0innsss | conse 
EBay Eda) atest eas Wb d ess eeaqaessRearirtcs 400,000" |. .....:s..---i--+-s.| 020s 
PR ects eoe Mates -daaocs yeuabatcies ed 400/000 +-|.....<2..-..-00-0-|dehe ee stCe ane 
BION ets adv gae eet exe sA 4s os ns oavesaseces 400,000 |... 000s seeees | cvneeeee a 
Bama ec brsyat st cotwwg pases iesteclssikenppeutos 400, 000 8,000 |..d... sessstebaaee 
BIAHIg: (2c <5 sce p fp Vensaadssskacesdevey> 400, 000 10, 000 |+......isdowee 
RoGE Sel cog ced ag ees cnnsentasooieeeess-- 400, 000 90, 090 |2v,sesatvarANe, 

BO DGRmie s-cad) dt stee* cas -secomtn n+ Aetees te 500,000 |... seoeenwelsenaeyns SE 
PET AGEMBH 20s 2 Ab walk a cov ebetegs vance tans eaten 500,000 |.......+....«00+e| oa aOU0e Rae 
Wachler .........------0e----0-seeneeeeee eo eeee 600,000 | ........2---.-....| JOE oes 

Tohnson’s Cyclopmwdia, (1875) ........-20---eeee B00) 00:7 |d-ssicc seco auuene 400,000 
Appleton’s Cyclopiedia, (1874) .......2.222.0020+ 900,000 | |. s2-6s-2.-0s422s,|-cacee eee 
Petzholdt, (SA) sarees seceeeeeeeececeeeeseeee | 400) O00. |r sceutesscpec eee 400, 000 

COPENHAGEN. 

ROYAL LIBRARY. 

DS wr apa 190,000: | ‘Many ..<c-s<-4+|c-s+2- a 
RRA ete Pa ie ante heen cac 130,000. | 3, 000 |essseeeeeeeeseeen 
BRNENE ees Cce vee Gen cesmaesesate semppenes=~ +) 900,000 | Many...........|...2::2 eee 
PMATPDSUS eons asincapcuacsctvsu scevesenteaocrects 200, 000: +| 10,000 |....--.sceuenenene 

a es eee eed 950,000 «|. ocy--2-:c.ce-/2-| rr 
MUM GRGL pongy fsa ae ah ete tane<chcusnsics oes seaee> 260,000. |.....----c-csscness|snecctheeeeeaana 
RROERR 5 Roce Tice a SOA ate acct ra 200,000 -|..-..---+--nese-2-|-s0-ceceeenta 

DR nBerem ae see hehe ec lewste ok ven at ox Q603000 9. c.0cc0ca.ecec=2| cer 
Bbpinaysse sea sacgieet = otece suc Ceeee oti as SO0NDD | |.25...ccsnens cust cesses 
British Review, (1887) .......--..22ss++++2+++++-/800,000 to 400,000 | Many.......222.[/..2seeeseeseeeees 
Wesiferenrrninerecn Nearly 400, 000 |. ccceveceseeseees| Sak rn 
ELLE Ra A ap eae FE EY, 400, 000 ae 
BAUTY, (ESB) .....cccccccrncvccccenescccscnvenes 400,000 | Many ..........-|.2.2+--2ebeseeeee 

Le Messager du Nord praca 500, 000 heme 
Berliner Nachrichten, (1825) ......-2...+00e+2-+ 500,000 | A large number. |...---.---+++++7+* 
Ephemeriden (Weimar, 1825) .....-...-...-..--- 500,000 | A large number.|...-----++-++-7"" 

Tohnson’s Cyclopiwdia, (1875) .....+.2.22eee22eee 800,00" |.2.,-2.--;ace-s+2<]--+= =e eeneuna 
Appleton’s Cyclopedia, (I874)...-.+.+.--seeee0-+| 850;000; |. -i.,../-casccce-|--cesomeeeneaan 
eer ee eee eee Te en en
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OXFORD. 

BODLEIAN LIBRARY. 

‘ | Number of dis- 
Authors: Number of yol- | Number ws, sertations, fagi- 

umes. tive publica- 

| | tions, ete. 

Be cheese aha eee 130, 000 [occa pacts ees ee 
"TES eae aS aearar HY 130, 000 | 90, 000° ]s<c<00--cnaceecane 
MPSNCOL vs: pspest cee de «te snatamantamcuawetns. 180, 000 17 O00) |22s <n toes eee 

Quarterly Review, (1826) ........-.-2++--seee0+ ND, O00} |e cnavswose <evawsl acoeeeiuste peeeene 
Beh ac fee sooo sence ecw oenen ae aeig sci 300, 000 9S;000. | esnsenes eerste 
RIMS YO. 1aaicx tts ee sceeccee <tc sensqncee-s 300, 000 95, 000 | so <cc ssassaaceees 
DRAIN on: <pcht cas ons sosdet ost ap ypcueew | 400;000:.57|.25.) toeascssucelsceresaseanensoaeg 
J POTITTESs ane ease Manat AR es lr 8, i: 400, 000 9600/13 ecu arene 
British Review, (1827) .......2..c2seeeeeecenees 400,000 | 25,000 030,000 |---.--..---eeeeeee 
RU ces sicce ss 5s0ge-corenec ess eeeacpeceeene 1000008 sa | seh. cat acuta eaacnd nee neem 

BSlirO sj <ac< sass; sseecsecs econ co car otepe sneer 500, 000 G0) 000%)-haawse us cadeeeeee 
PMUApIol + p.ecstecceeesskeviccesseseatcereea 500, 000 80,000 © il peucegicess cous 

Conversations-Lexikon ...........2002eeeeeeee0+ 500, 000 800009) | coiaecava eenetene 
Babnael\;-;scsasne=<seeccrssasrs 77 ecoseerereeee 700, 000 30; 000 all aocdacescan ean 
POUSRT GUUME, sash cs oose2 2-2 ee eons hase mune need “ kale ontokangluie | seq eaeea wean 
Johnson's Cyclopwdia, (1875) ......-2..e2eee 200+ BAU OO SEE ocean ance serra 
Appleton’s Cyclopwdia, (1874) .........-2+-2--++ SIO/000.. [sos s..ceu sedans tresas seeeeeemeay 

EDINBURGH. 

ADVOCATES’ LIBRARY. 

Mapeel isi,<cdueohe eases eee eee aL 0, 000; [sss Gs care 
Bet Set ottuees bee ese 50, 000 ewena er 
BUR Ghia) so: Se tears een seater TO O00 <caw'sinn conne ators Geaews es eeereeem 
British Review, (1827).....2...--++0---2+-+++--.| About 80, 000 1,600: iat cones 
Bailly (G838) <ecc tes sey cae ace eeecee| 80,000] 4000'S eee 
MEM POU. 2. camer ten renedngtansuteesee seach 100;000' |= 5-2 <o i oesc~,c hose overs eee 

Pasndel; (1867), -:osaree seta cen sioet tee | 120, DO0;|.<-..32c-3-aceescel buck meet aaa 
RDRNONOE case chw ses ci daws saseuyes ¥oeuers ceases 190;(000)] 52-02: cee rectal ase ce oceeaeweate 

Beans sco occ cccraas ee suaexcetes ees 180) O00) ss. Sole ieee ely ee merece eae 
Sra Nagy... $c soe rete sn achcecacecncwarera 150/000 "| .ocss 542. ceceace fees rager-ee aes 

Jobnson’s Cyclopmdia, (1875) .....--+-++-+----++ ‘$00; 000") cove caer sean aqacfeneGnesamesccenses) 

Appleton’s Cyclopadia, (1874). -- oruaccarred BOO 0001) nis cana ne shuneeeleasn hha nthaseNtree 

* The anthor of the New Pocket Companion for Oxford, published in that city by Cook, in 1802, thus 
expresses himself concerning this library : “It contains more books than any other library in Europe 
except the Vatican.” We quote this statement because it is probably the original source of the error 
of more than one celebrated statistician and geographer, whose opinion has been slavishly followed by 
the compilers of abridgments and statistical tables. .
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Comparative table of the principal estimates made of the number of volumes, ete.— Concluded, 

EDINBURGH. | ; 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. P 

| | Number of dis. 
Authors. Number of vol- | Number of MSS.) ¢Ttations, fagi. umes. tive publica. 

i. pa ee nr Meneame TS GS 
Bailly, (1833) -.--0...0.2.c.cescseeseeeee oo5ee| About 50, 000, ince spun once 
Hainaal vee atevecan evel eet, 50/0007 |... ee 
SPRUNG 2 a5 o8e Skin eget wax nubaduss be te oy 50,'000 °°" | 2.0.2... 0222s, eo 

BUaNbdaverressaticit oat amend se aah 50,000 |..2..2 2.2... .222.]-2.. oe 
Conversations-Lexikon. .......-222...200-00200+ $0,000: |. c.30 52.2 )2. | 
British Review, (1827).......0000esceeceseeceees 50, 000 | Some -.-.-2..25, eee 
Las Ts Sealer a ep eae ie 50; 000'4- | .-2-2- .. 2222.25.37) 
PIMPNUGL revere cy ade ces a en ice te oes 50; 000'+- |. ace oc scs cst ica ee 
NUb aes herstie tei ee eect aee a 50, 000°) 42.2525 s0020-+0s| ee 

PGi Digan cee sy CNR A A 60,000 =>) ..2005..-40.0ic rr 
RM rete tet ee a he oe Ne te oes 10; 000) | 22. cence eens: |g eee 
SPAMNGR Sco Setna cause tieia locas Sonesta 70, 000 se¢eecasuees tacos |.acenuneeeaueneemnn @ 
Me Neer Mere ee ety 70,000 |... 0. cwes de iesen ste 
Johnson's Cyclopmdia, (1875) ......22...2..2.2-- 130, 000 siessteteeseaset 2 cee ee 
Appleton’s Cyclopedia, (187M) eee eevee ceeee ees) 130,000 | ----2+se-ee scenes] oe secteceeeatenss 

ST. PETERSBURG. 

IMPERIAL LIBRARY, 

Bisinger........2..s0cecee scenes seeeeeseeeeees| 80, 000 to 200, 000 Pe 225) eee 
PI sasnasr ng ovntgrscenbien das vonneunevesctany 240/000 |.........02..-2204] 0a 
Malehus, .-.-2--2+-20sseseeeeeceeee cesses seeee| 800, 000. |... 242s no s|Ace ce 
Hassel pero ye net cast ansnepevoe ey | 300, 000 stteeecee cree teed] a0 o243e tesa 
AMOR OR Novena trots stena ct es oat cee coves] 800, 000'|......-..2-...c2.c}ec ues ee 
RAS MRD eso s4s fest Ke- Ss ssoncece sant Sie ated 300, 000 11, 000 rr 
BOURNE S008) ah ong eshte aess| 300, 000 11, 000); <<a 
GRAS ENS) Grae cs ic reso esas Cae eee a, 300, 000 12,000 | ...-.... eee 
SSSIDICIEUS) sce sata ah se éscvancnswucetbsagnkes “300, 000 12,.000;| | 5s ue 
ONMIGHIRD: Fics ces ee ic cle thy ctes ease tA 300, 000 19, 000"... /- stern 
Johnson's Cyclopwdia, (1875) seteeeteeeteneesced] 1,100; 000°] ). 2 2.0.28. 0 ee 
Appleton’s Cyclopmedia, (1874) ............. | 4,200, 000.) x2. 2201. c ee eee 

Disheartened by this surprising disparity of opinion, we have more than once been 
upon the point of abandoning so difficult a subject; but regretting the considerable 
amount of time spent in these investigations, we exerted ourselyes to complete them, 
We even tried to go back to the source of these different estimates; and we hope we 
have found it in the causes indicated in the paper already mentioned. 
What was true of the population of states in the second half of the last century, 

is still true of this portion of comparative statistics, Onl¥ approximate data exist 
concerning even the best known libraries; the most contradictory estimates are made 
as to the richness of all the others. National writers sometimes repeat, without any 
criticism whatever, the extravagant verbal or Written estimates of an unscrupulous 
librarian, who thinks he adds to the fame of the collection intrusted to his charge by 
exaggerating the number of volumes it contains; sometimes they repeat traditional 
estimates which have descended from father to son, nearly always the most erroneous} 
sometimes, actuated by excessive conceit, and relying upon approximate calculations
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which they have themselves made upon erroneous bases, they boldly tax with ignorance 
or incorrectness the careful writer who,‘after having examined all concerning the same 

library which has been written by his other learned compatriots, or by enlightened 

strangers who have visited the collection, ventures to express an opinion different 

from their own. There are only too many scholars who, unacquainted with the varied 
information which the preparation of statistics demands, aceustomed to accept as cor” 
rect the erroneous estimates which fill all the geographies, dictionaries, encyclopedias, 
statistical tables, and many and many a work which passes for a classic, do not hesi- 
tate to reject as erroneous differing valuations which are official estimates, obtained by 
means of special request, or in many other ways, the results of long and wearisome 
investigations obtained by some statisticians or travelers as capable as they are con- 
scientious. 
One of the principal canses of this astonishing disparity of opinion is undoubtedly 

the different manner of calculating the literary wealth of the same library. One 
author will count only the printed books; another adds to these the number of manu- 
scripts; a third reduces to a certain number of volumes the dissertations, pamphlets, 
and fugitive pieces which are preserved separately in pasteboards or bound into volumes, 
which the first entirely excluded from his estimate; a fourth adds in the same way a 
certain number of volumes for engravings, maps, and plans, which, not forming part 
ofany work, could not be included among the printed books ; a fifth, looking upon all 
the dissertations, pamphlets, and fugitive pieces as so many volumes, thinks he should 
ald their number to that of the printed books contained in the library; by which 
means he greatly increases the aggregate of volumes; finally, there will be still 
another, who subtracts from the total number of volumes all duplicates, i. e., which 
belong to works already counted in the mass of printed books. These different 
methods of calculation, and some others that it would be too tedious to mention here, 
should not be confounded with those previously considered, which are the princi- 
pal source of the errors propagated by worthy travelers and scholars, but which the 
negligence or even ignorance of some geographers does not hesitate to reproduce in 
their works. 

Almost the same thing has happened concerning the wealth of libraries which has 
taken place in the case of the population of certain large cities of Asia and Africa, 
where the census returns made now or the criticisms of competent judges have re- 
(oced the millions of inhabitants to a few hundred thousand. The catalogues of some 
libraries, also, which have recently been prepared, or examinations of the collections 
made by travelers familiar with statistics or by the librarians themselves, have 
treated, as they deserved, these gross estimates and absurd exaggerations (which, 
however, still disfigure justly celebrated works) in reducing by one-third, one-half, or 
even nine-tenths the number of volumes it was generally agreed to assign them. 

Before the revolution nearly everybody in France estimated at 300,000 or even 
500,000 volumes the Bibliotheque du Roi. A judicious bibliographer, the late M. Bar- 
bier, had reduced it to 200,000 volumes, (in the Annuaire administratifet statistique du 
département de la Seine for the year XII, 1805.) Butt already the learned librarian at 
that very time, M. Van Praet, having in 1791 counted one by one the volumes then 
embraced in the collection, had found only 152,868, of which 23,243 were of folio, 
41,373 of quarto, and 88,252 of octavo and smaller sizes. 
The author of an able article on the library of the city of Lyons not long since re- 

duced to 90,000 volumes the 106,000, 110,000, and 120,000 that for several years some 
people have been pleased and still choose to accord it. 
We had always heard that the St. Mark Library at Venice had 150,000 volumes. 

We thought we approached the truth in placing the figure at 90,000 in 1822 in the 
Statistique du Portugal ; buton returning to Venice in the same year, we were assured 
by the learned librarian, the Abbé Bettio, that it did not then count more than 65,000 
Volumes and 5,000 manuscripts. It is not without a feeling of surprise that we see
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statisticians still assigning it in 1332 a number of volumes more than double that 
which it possesses. 

The ordinary estimates agreed in placing the number of volumes in the private 
library of George III, given by George IV to the British Museum, at 150,000 and even 
200,000 ; an examination has just reduced this number to 65,000 voiumes. 

Mr. Schubert, professor at the University of Kénigsberg, who has made long inyesti- 

gations of this subject, and who has visited the principal libraries of Europe in the 

; capacity both of a learned man and a distinguished statistician, assured us in 1824, at 

the time of his visit to Paris, (citing as authority Mr. Reuss, the principal librarian at 
Gittingen,) that this magnificent establishment, generally agreed to contain 300,000 
volumes, really counted few beyond 200,000, 

What shall we say of the ridiculous, not to say absurd, exaggerations found in de- 

servedly noted works about the number of volumes of the Vatican Library at Rome 

and the Bodleian Library at Oxford ? 

What should one think of the geographical and statistical knowledge of a learned 
naturalist who, in the eighth volume of the Précis de Malte-Brun, published in 1829, 
says, page 611, that “ the Bodleian Library, with the exception of that at the Vatican, 

contains more books than any other in Europe ;” and who, in 1832, page 78 of the fourth 

volume of the second edition of the same work, repeats that ‘‘ the Bodleian Library, 

with the exception of that at the Vatican, and the Bibliotheque du Roi, at Paris, con- 
tains more books than any other in Europe.” 

As early as the year 1822, in our Statistical essay on the kingdom of Portugal, guided 
by the assistance of a learned bibliographer, we corrected these exaggerations in esti- 

mating the first library at only 60,000 printed books and 60,000 (?) manuscripts; and 
in assigning to the three united libraries (Bodleian, Radclif, and Christ College) be- 

longing to the University of Oxford only 400,000 volumes and 30,000 manuscripts. We 
were gratified to see this last estimate adopted by M. de Malchus, although the learned 
statistician, always so scrupulous about his quotations, forgot to mention the source 

whence he obtained his estimate, widely different as it was from all which had pre- 
viously been made of the number of volumes in the celebrated Bodleian Library. The 
researches we have since undertaken, and the facts we have been able to gather, have 
proved to us that we were not far from the truth. Notwithstanding the imposing 

name of Ebert, who in 1823 allowed it 300,000 printed volumes and 25,000 manuscripts; 

notwithstanding the 400,000 printed volumes and the 25,000 to 30,000 manuscripts that 
were assigued it in 1827, by the anonymous writer of the able article on the pringipal 

libraries of Europe, reproduced in the British Review of the same year, we continue to 

accord to the Bodleian Library only about 200,000 volumes and 25,000 manuscripts. In 

support of our view we cite the authority of the learned Hwndel, who, in 1827, gave it 
only 180,000 printed volumes and 17,000 manuscripts; and the Quarterly Review, which, 

in 1826, placed the number at 200,000. We will add, that M. de Nagy —a distinguished 

mathematician, a member of the Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, and librarian 
of Count Caroly — who, as a savant, visited all the principal libraries of Southern Ger- 
many, of France, of the United Kingdom, and of the United States, accords it only 
about this number, in a note on this subject with which he has been pleased to favor us. 

Within the past two years the statistics of a hundred or more of the 

principal European libraries have been published in this country in two 

different works, each generally regarded and consulted as a standard 

authority. A comparison of these statistics proves that the startling 

” differences shown by M. Balbi forty years ago have not entirely disap- 

peared. he following are examples, the names of the libraries and the 

number of volumes in each as given by both being shown:
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Angsburg, City Library .-...---...----.-----2 ++ +--+ +--------+---- 100,000 150, 000 

Cambridge, University Library ....-.....---.---+.------+----.---- 250,000 400,000 
mankfort, City Dibraty... 25.2 2. 522c5l 1s. debe owned tesa enue epence, LUULOUO 1s FOURINRD 
Wroiburg, University Library: ..0..0005 055.522. ees se Pew eee) 110 O00 200, GUO) 
Gotha, Ducal Library .-.. -..-. -.s 22. 2-2. -222 sec cececccers--~=--- 160,000) 240/000 

Hamburg, City: Library 22... 22. 14 - Sasens sie. Seen coe 200; 000 Buu, Onn 
Jeipzig, City Library <2... 0. 20. Jo doa yes eae et cep se ccencn ests) LOU; OU0 aokT Op 0Ue 

Leipzig, University Library ..-...........ss8.---.:---..-.--------- 200,000 350,000 

Munich, Royal Library. 2... 0. oc cs cede as se seni ance ce ee ana su) MOUS OUU Re U Uae 

That is to say, in reporting the statistics of nine libraries, these two 

authorities do not agree within 1,240,000 volumes. 7 

Taking as the basis a list of public libraries in the United States re- 

ported as numbering 10,000 volumes or more in 1875, the following table 

has been prepared showing the number of volumes each contained at 

the several periods named, gathered from the best available sources. 

It is not to be supposed that the statistics of any period are complete, 
though if may be reasonably claimed that those for the year 1875 are 

nearly so. So little was known respecting public libraries in the United 

States a quarter of a century ago, that the Secretary of State was com- 

pelled to answer an inquiry by a committee of the British Parliament 

for information respecting them, as follows: : 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, July 18, 1850, 

Tregret to be obliged to inform you that soon after the receipt of Mr. Crampton’s 
note (soliciting “certain authentic information with regard to public libraries in the 

United States”) an attempt was made to obtain the particular information desired 
but without success; and that, with every disposition to do so, the Department finds 
that it has no means of gratifying the wishes of Her Majesty’s government in this re- 

spect. 

a J. M. CLAYTON. 

Itis probable that one of the reasons of the attempt to gather the 

statistics of public libraries in the United States census of 1850 was the 
discovery of our inability to answer the inquiry referred to above. In 

the census of 1860, and again in that of 1870, the statistics of public 
libraries were included and published in the returns. Respecting the 

value of these statistics, General F, A. Walker, Superintendent of the 
Ninth Census, remarks :! 

The statistics of libraries have never been very creditable to the census of the 
United States. Such improvement as was practicable with the machinery provided 

for the collection of these statistics has been effected at the ninth census, and the re- 
sults will be found in the table following in comparison with the published results of 
1860; bat no great amount of complacency will be experienced upon a critical exam- 
ination of the figures. The fact is, the machinery of the census under existing pro- 
Visions of law, defective as it is in many particulars, is less adapted to work out correct 

ae this matter of the statistics of libraries than in any other use to which it is 
pplied. 

In 1860, there were returned, Of all kinds, 27,730 libraries, containing 13,316,379 vol- 

‘Ninth Census of the United States: Population and Social Statisties, p. 472.
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umes. Of these, 8,149 were returned as private libraries, containing in the aggregate 
4,766,235 volumes, but for some reason, inexplicable at this date, 8,140 of these libraries, 
containing 4,711,635 volumes, were incorporated in the published table with public libra- 
ries, while the nine remaining private libraries, containing 54,600 volumes, were incor- 
porated in the libraries of schools and colleges ; as appears by notes to the table follow- 
ing, verified by reference to pages 502 and 505 of the volume on Mortality and Miscel- : 
laneous Statistics for the Eighth Census. 

Except in 1849-50 by Jewett, in 1857-58 by Rhees, and in 1868-69 
by Winsor, no systematic attempt to localize, classify, and combine the 
Statistics of all our public libraries was made until 1870, in which year 
the Bureau’ of Education adopted a plan which has been steadily pur- 
sued to the present time. Not all the libraries reported at any period 
named are included, because some, though still existing, do not yet 
number 10,000 volumes, and others have ceased to exist as distinct 
libraries. 

The statistics for 1836 have been adopted from the American Almanac 
for the year 1837, article Public Libraries. 

For the statistics of the year 1846, recourse was had to a paper read 
before the Statistical Society of London in 1846 by Edward Edwards, 
of the British Museum, and pubtished in yclume XI of the Statistical 
Journal, : 

For the year 1849, the statistics gathered by the late Prof. C. ©. 
Jewett, of the Smithsonian Institution, and published in 1851, have 
been used. 

For the year 1856, statistics are presented from two sources, Triib- 
ner’s Bibliographical Guide to American Literature, published at Lon- 
don in 1859, and the American Almanac; for 1857-58, Rhees’s Manual 
of American Libraries, published by J. B. Lippincott & Co., Phila- 
delphia, 1859, 

An article by A. R. Spoftord, Librarian of Congress, in the National 
Almanac for 1864, furnished statistics for the year 1863. The data for 
these returns were procured by Mr. Spofford, as far as practicable, by 
correspondence with the officers of libraries, though of course at that 
time it was impracticable to obtain reports from many of the Southern 
States. . 

It should also be remarked that the statistics of college libraries pub- 

lished in the National Almanac did not include students’ libraries, 

which are contained in the reports for 1875, and therefore the com- 

parison between the two dates must be made with some allowance as 

to that class of libraries. 

In 1868-69, Justin Winsor, superintendent of the Boston Pablie Li- 
brary, collected valuable statistics respecting the public libraries of this 

country and Europe, which were published in the seventeenth annual 

report of the Boston Public Library, and of which use has beén made. 

The statistics for the year 1874 are taken: from a table in the new 

‘Notices of Public Libraries, ete., Smithsonian Reports, Washington, 1851.
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edition of Appleton’s Cyclopzdia, which professes to include all public 

libraries numbering 25,000 volumes or more, and no others. This ac- 
counts for the high average shown for each library under that year. 

The figures in the next to the last column, 1875, are copied from the 

statistics published in the Chronique du journal général de Pimprimerie 

et de la librairie, Paris, February 5, 1876, and are said to include “ the 

principal public libraries of the United States,” and purport to have 

been gathered by a “ statistician of New York.” These statistics are 
amusing from their insufficiency and inaccuracy, but it is painful to 

reflect that they have been put forth where their sufficiency and accu- 
racy will probably not be often questioned. 

’
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: Table showing the size, at different times, of American public libraries 

| & (Te ear 
Place. Name of library. 3 4 ee | 3 | 

| ; a | 1836. 1846, | 
ee Bcc Pl ee ce PEIN Sar ee a ieee 

Pasbama Jos,..:.. Montgomery.-...| State ...06ic.sccssecseececeteseces| 1888 lise ae 
California .........Oakland .........| University of California ......2..-.-| 1869 |.....2000.[eceeeeses} 

Biocarient scsco| StAte <cscc scneneeccseesuneoedea =r 180 ae woolen 
Ban Manson -.| LAWS .< ser creeercceseesesceserccies.|-neces| cs ee rn 

+ San Francisco ...| Mechanics’ Institute............---. 1055 |... ee 
San Francisco ...| Mercantilo...............002----+-+-] 1853 wesc ene 

San Francisco ...| Odd Fellows .........--+-20cse+eee0-] 1854 |..eececcaaferenneneedl 
Sau Francisco -.| Pacifio.....-...-c.sesecs.sa+--02+-+.| 1850 |. .sseccecleeesseatel 
San Francisco ...| St. Ignatius College ........22....+.| 1855 |... 022] eeeeeeee 
Santa Clara......| Santa Clara College. .............2+.| 1851 a 
Vallejo seseeneee| WANS a7 GaccdeeletcePics.ccds.:| 1050 cL 

Connecticut ....... Hartford ........] Historical Society ..........-2222++.| 1825 |......eeee|-ceeeeeeed! 
Hartford ........] State... .e-eeseeesesseeseeeseeeees] IBM [see eee seeeesees 
Hartford ........| Trinity College .........-..---------| 1824] 4,500] 7,949 | 

Hartford ........| Watkinson Reference........2...-+.| 1858 |........2:]eeeeeerees 
Hartford ........| Young Men’s Institute............. | 1838 |..........| 8,000 
Middletown . ....| Berkeley Divinity School ........--.| 1855 |...022..2-|.2seeeee0e 
Middletown . ....) Wesleyan University ...............| 1833 | 3,000] 11,000 
New Haven......| Yale College ..........22---++2+-----| 1700 | 25,500 | 34,500 
New Haven......| Young Men’s Institute..............| 1826 |..........|deeeteeee 

5 Weoterbury.....:<|/(SUas Bronson .......-...-2-.-----+.| 1870) |... 4asp|eseeapeeee 
HUGINWEEO. s2 ces exns DOVER < ccoancy ces! SUNG ve - css awupaedtcaccs evosssesn.| 1608 lics--n.<ss)-@oneeee 

‘Wilmington: -...|/Inetitute: <<5.<.0.d2sceasexe<c-+s~1] 185% |-<5.--55-feseeeeeees 
Dist. of Columbia..Georgetown .....| Georgetown College........--.-.---.| 1791 | 12,000 | 25, 000 

Washington .....| Attorney-General’s Office ...........| 1853 |.......2--].-eeeeeeee 

‘Washington... Oity,(%, eC. A.) -ai-t62.5025...--.| IRIN |: 455. eee 
Washington .....] Congress...........ss+.c...+++2++++-/ 1802} 24,500 | 98, 000 
Washington .....| Department of State..........2....| 1780 |...222.ce.[eeeeee seed 
Washington .....)| Department of War................| 1832 |.....2..-.|-.scseeees 

‘Washington .....| Gonzaga College ........-..---.0.+--| 1858 }....... 222]. .ceenenee] 

Washington .....| House of Representatives.........2.| 1780 |.......20.|seeeeeeeee 
Washington .....| Howard University ................,| 1869 la 

‘Washington .....| Patent Office..........--...-<--:+008] 1830. |...-..-02.]scdenesned| 
Washington .....) Surgeon-General’s Office .........-..| 1865 seeceeeces|scetetines) 
Washington .....| United States Senate..........22....| 1852 |.....2200.]--eeereene) 

Florida............Tallahasseo......| State -.....--.----2--eeseeceseeesees| UMD |eeeeee sees] eeeeeesees] 
Georgia ........... Athens ..........| University of Géorgia ..............| 1831 7,500 | 13,000 

hunts coe AGG ons p os cecsee nese ncsensnscs]/PG00 | ccc tacmeon aa 
Macon .....+:--..| Mercer University........+-.c.e0+-] 1840 |.s-cce--e+ fe 

Illinois ..........-.Chicago. ........| Baptist Union Theological Seminary) 1869 |........-.|.-2+++--++] 

Ghi0agO .--.e---| POLLO ceo--eneenceneecsesnceesee vas] 1878 ee icocaaeee 
Chicago . seeeeees) University.....0..-d-s:<assvescssces| 2855; [vfs 
Evanston ........) Northwestern Univeraity...........| 1806 |oeeeeeeoee|seneresees) 
BpragMeltl <2, Stitte octs.sc sac) snsscqueececcceecse| Oe eeals<ete cco ae ee 
Urbana .......- | Industrial University:.....+.0+0.++.| 1868 |.2-e-++e0-|eoeeeesoe] 

Indiana ...........Crawfordsvillo...) Wabash College | 1833 jose ece ees] ssesereees 
Greencastle ......| Indiana Asbury University.........| 1837 [eoveseoeefoeeeas 
Tatlanepola.....| Publi oeeeeeeeesseecesvenssnnsenn IBT2 |... 22 .02Jenenenene? 

Tndlanapolis .....| bate. <.22.4:.20..ca55s.. cp sae ee) LEMS |<< occa] Se 
Notre Dame .....| University....--...:.+.-sssecceesees] 1843 |seceee eons] -eeeennee® 
Vincennes ......) DIOGORAD <6 ooo 5.80 oc sca ageeane ails inn]: <cnhoonss| aeeeimaa 

MOWER «21. os es =o DOM MOUISS. «0-241 SOADG ./= cece aevonase cane ss Meese! 1098 |a) A coneal Oeeeeeaame
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which, in 1874-75, numbered each 10,000 volumes or more. 

rovett | Tritbner. ata | Rhees. | Spoor Winsor, | Appleton. [Chronigque, This report. 

1249, | 1856. | 1857-58, | 1863, | 1868-69, | 1874. | 1875. | 1876. 

Pei soc od [ea ee noel Ae le rae |e ere ener 14, 000 
De iohhandnsrvnisi teenies nee eee eee! Oe eee ae 13, 600 
Wisse feo nooo rE dtc cal Sy! less oc, ee caoree ake ounuog| oem ee 37, 000 
Nasal seu gesilvinv asf Wud nc Nhe stad enue | Pea RUES AT | Reet leet net eaa e 12, 500 
Deekesdesefenaecs casts) Gs. 4 ase] 9/000 [eeu de) rerio a Noepee se paee eee eters 24, 108 

Westies tes|caeceiae<ade| focceuceese|s 710 200i) 27, WO0N le SNORT 89, OW iwc cet 52 41, 563 
rater acta 000 en testonena ee 26, 000 20,000 | 98, 883 

casts secPiuydcacovess| Se Seaxcck chs] fon venunee seen ees | eR EN eae wee Seal 12,000 
Brilierocs|.¥s nada Nace [cnet neces sseeeeeee|sceeeeeneans|ececeneeeees) 11,000 
cele 5 B00 axel cancdd ei VHT ios Le 

eres eke ee s= sa ctbagiell. ci DR ssc nea 
T)000-| oven ven caelaszeseeenne=| (8) 0001) (0049, 000) | 2222-2 8eca| ax enocy sees eecen oes 16, 000 

3,000 Jrestesserss,[tetsareanesa| 6000s sas tl erate asc wece ees tS OO) 12, 000 
0,000: | DOL weasels cf AR OOO | ih EL cp RAUL, eal et Pena o ta 15, 000 

BR ek cits caer cre OEE Sail ete ons | utce ee ea ee ane 44, 500 24, 000 26, 788 
10, 000 13, 500 Pe 1,611] 14,373 | 19,238] 96, 000 |............ 24, 000 

isathey ceil caves dakscams Maca aces) coe ves inca pee CRE RNGH| Oe pratees [esie, site OES Tet 16, 000 
11, 123 11, 800 13,000 | 12,850 |...-.2--- | 17,000 | 95,500 |.....--.20. 26, 000 
50) 481 60, 000 63,500 66,000 | 66,000 | 50,000, 100,000 |..........-.| 114,200 
3, 800. 80009] Atm eee | 7, 769 BOLODO | Fee |, odo Re cee 10, 000 

Resta desl civics 420s MERE Kos pan ac Seca Fa [eee Damen pe pe cue nO 20, 000 
WO00r Cee 525. spe. [e400 | accent eee fetes 30, 000 11, 000 

ital ccens| asasnactves| edaowca seat 16, QOD Ieee ya eabl le ReMi OSU les cuchansanl CCUeuecm anes 11, 000 
26,100 | 28,000} 36,000, 26,000 | - 26,000 |......-2..) 31,000 |... eee, 32, 268 

Reeds ionclontanstadecnl 11is endive dies omencos aiaiee aN NOMINEE tone aia eaein mes Pen 12, 000 
5,000 8,350 | vennvseen] $9) 060s <0) G07] ae eel eee ce oe 15, 000 
50,000 | 60, 000 ee 63,000 | §8,775} 175,000} 261,000 | 230, 000 300, 000 
17, 000 | -9GRO00; FEES... -.51> cae O00 Cos O00 SCN 21s. eu MMe ee, con ed 20, 000 
7, 000 ‘LL, O0Difsce-:-.2.--:| 3, 500 eS hae andr I Sa ae 13, 000 

BAAS ants] sc sons SOURIS y= Saat yosea te pce eet, ccna Ny soc cae a 
12, 000 14, 000. Meters 50,000 | 25,000 |.......... ae 125, 000 

reveal cont ange SOMO ross | sen Reeerd i cauaaadel CORED AL LUNG ena Retina suas 10, 700 
6,000 | sc.d cee ORs BSR aay ReR Paces ne anton ‘et 23, 000 

mene neenennineenene needa | aaa eh cee 38, 000 (ear 40,000 
eAtGce al icecesesenailfgeiten co vest| este vet A ede SRE Cane Coes om aallD eal] re 

9) 000 |<: 235 MPR ile Tegan |ezsadec coi sess] cescee toed erat 10, 000 
10, 267 11,200 | 18,000 18,000) 12, 000 Raise oe sooeeteeees sceeeeaeenes 27, 600 

Sttttseees|eowseeeceece|eeenceceene-| 6,000 fs eMteoaee = spwaes sweat eases weasel 20, 000 

$)000|:<-..-ee 5,500} 5,500 Jrssseesess tee nace ie 12, 000 
Best oss Dec re ersten | Meta see dl 15, 000 
Bisessce | me ousee cased PRUs paki france hea resp tesa ene ne ee pass 48, 100 

ees Fe > abOGH| cane cela See eee 18, 000 
Prnrcwin il sc svccsceel eecnestaes Di0B04 Socata dicoake ee 26,000 hen 33, 000 

4,000 | zaccoscecuglapetegecsa <4] "9 24)000 | warckeges eae ra sonra dl ape ected 42, 000 
ihainscicocal sai <cccespitannoaawas (l hpiued tiendlt eva) 146] vats FN bon asi aati el 10, 600 

6, 100 ea 6, 400 7,411 PGW Han | aed nee | 10, 482 
$700} oo asa, 4,000} 9,959 |.....02.4] sevsseeeleanee sees beeestceees 10, 400 

Merirwinrowul danovelecay.| wancenemtwal aus cogcau|seuy canbatlanceeneecuprewsumaeen sl eosmrtceen eel 17, 000 

Sen B WOM eee a 25, 000 | 25, 000 12, 500 10, 641 
Riowwss- tfascsc<ssnsce| ceaneegea> BBO caccsk nid beacaessuestiaaoseceds ae ltateeeasasen 10, 000 

Bre iscst| csshccndawed osnagccustsl = 44 0GN'|: 110/000; Leste Ritgel (se, cee ea seca an 
1, 600 1, 70] CEES Sets al Oo ah pd lec uals cee etre ol een 14, 0€0 

a Including 12,000 volumes in Copyright Library.
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Table showing the size, at different times, of American public libraries which, 

| |S . aie nama 
Place. | Name of library. | Se Siaesee a 

Zz 1836, | 1845, 

Bemnees.c0.60.. 2 AM@opeka oso... ee eT 1857 os 
Kentucky......-..Danville.........] Theological Seminary..........---- | 1853'|:.-- 4.22 ee 

PUBUECIEY 6-2. State. -oe-pevenencsctadehene +> | 1641.0 12 2, 
Lexington ....-..] Kentucky University.........-.----| 1865.| 4,400 |... 
Lexington .......| Library Association ......2...-.---.| 1835 Pere) =. 
Louisville .......| Publio...ccs0...0sceseeece-seee-e2-| 1871 Bec. 

Louisiana ......... Baton Rouge.....| State University..................-.| 1860 |rstesresee|onseeenees 
New Orleans. ....| Libraire de la Famille ............+.| 1872 |... eee. cece 
ey Onesie ct Touisiaua State. .......--;s-00n+-| 1818 | ..0ss+- 52 eee 
New Orleans... Public School and Lycenm.....2.---| 1844 |...ceecee oossesee 

Maino.............Augnsta..... ... Bute yee ene ys aeallipeee ae 
i Bangor... .:....| Mechanics’ Association.............| 1828 Nees here 

* Bangor ........-.| Theological Seminary........2..--- | 1620 | 4,000 7, 000 
Brunswick. ....-.| Bowdoin College ..-..-.-.-.+.-2+2++:| 1802 | 23000) 24, 860 
Portland. ....... | Institute and Public .......-2-+4-+5 | 1867 | .2-.3- 54] oa 
ata Colby University ....---.2-+.-2+---+] 1813 6, 000 7, 000 

‘Maryland .........Amnapolis .......| Naval Academy. .......22..0:cce-++.] 1845 |-2.esseees[sccesenaan 
Annapolis .......| Louisiana State .....2..222....-.-.| 1826 | 10,000 |. cui ay 
Baltiihors.--: . ;.| Asohianiaeypal -.-..55.25.!...001.c| sicedl Seems eal] eae 

Baltimore...-.-.. Loyola College.....s0.--+eeeeeee++++| 1858 fsseeon eeu 
Baltimore....... | Maryland Historical Society ......2.| 1844 |...-2.22-| sec. 
Baltimore........] Maryland Institute .................| 1847 |.......-8.]cceseenad 

Baltimore... aoe | 1680 |cnc soc: |e 
Baltimore. <--....| Odd Wellows’..0...-.ses-s0.-..002<-2] 1840 |.cenn ns -ae/enwela deed 

; Baltimore........| Peabody Instituto .......26.eee+c0.| 1857 |..eeseeseefeceeeenees 
Baltimore........| St. Mary's Theological Seminary....| 1791 | 12,000 | 12, 000 
Hagerstown ... ..| College of St. James ......:.........| 1842 |-..2.2.-2-]--cececeee 
Woodstock -.....] Woodstock Collego.......s-22ese+0+| 1869 |.secseeoes|eccecesene 

Massachusetts ....Amherst.........| Amherst Clipe Ee | 1821} 10,550 | 15, 000 
Andover........./ Theological Seminary...............| 1807 | 13,000 | 18, 000 

p Boston.........-.) American Acad’y Arts and Sciences.| 1780 |....-.----| 6,000 
Boston.....------) AMMODROM (yee soascaesccccnderacns | 180% 15-29, 100 | 35, 000 

Ss Boston “cs. .=..l Congregational: ...:.4.2../...... | 1853 |...-2.----|-s-s0eeees 
Boston....:......| General Theological ...........-----| 1860 |..----+--.|ecosceseed 
Boston..-.+-s-+++) Handel and Haydn Society......+++| 1815 |..-se+--e+/esneeseees 
Boston...........| Library Society..........-.....-2.5+] 1794 | ag000 | 11, 000 

Boston...........| Loring’s Private Circulating ........| 1859 |.......0+-|-+20+20-+1 
Bostgn.........--/ Massachusetts Historical Society...| 1791 ieee} 6, 000 
Boston....-...-..| Merquntilo....<..-+-a0scecens-ce=-~| 1820 |.2.2...-2:| 95/000 

Boston. .....-.-.. N, E, Historie-Genealogical Society. | IS45 | oeeeeeeeee/seeeeeee 
TOR eee css BUDE oe eo ocn alas cndetonsneveator| LOGR daa eases amend 
Boston...........| Social LaW......-..--sseeseeeeeeeee+| 1804 Here eeadeioees 
Boston...........| Society of Natural History .........| 1831 |...-...-+.|-ceeeeo=e4 

PIOCUOD Senco (UIE cont ae nese cnyp ss saSncese=:] 2608 L<ceun<-n 0] SOM 

Parook tne. decca,f PMD ec ces) acess acct so saa] TERY Gl op Spee] ae 
Cambridge.....-., Harvard University ..........2..--.| 1638 | 47,500 | 68, 500 
Cop eatect Buble so eco csaeaattet aee BRL os. sl ee 
PAU TRE YBR, <2 =| RDU, hss woccasp > svaqcncossssstesav{ AM ppenss=a0]e-ee=aeem 
Wltchburg.--.-.:.| Boblie-.f-.06 222.5 <.ccsc cate. usec!) AOMM ise~2> << become 
We ORD os axa << PODNO vesheciioces -5Sces- Se ~<nsener cl Oe pros ceasennaa 

. Tawrence........] Pablio.....2...ssceemessseeeseetees] 187 |oseseeenes|ceneeseny 
Lowell......+.00-| City s2-2seeseseesseseseeseseaeet ones] IBM |oeeese sees feanenesees 
Lowell...........| Middlesex Mechanics’ Association .. 1885 |.......-++|--+2e2+07*
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in 1874-75, numbered each 10,000 volumes or more — Continued. 

Jewett. | Tritbner. | ee | Rhees. | Spofford. Winsor. | Appleton. | Chronique. ‘This report. 

1349, 1856, | 1857-58. | 1863, | 1868-69, 1874. 1875. 1876. 

peel saad dated au ace atee eet OUD Moe SRI ee seetteetete|seteeeseseee) 10, 500 
De ingeare |i ceeerweeral pees suns] © Gp 000 | sree eealaue cee eeea eee eee ee may 40, 000 

8,000 | a5. es ce<s.| Cerca eeu| 20, 000 | terettess| sees eee] See ee 30, 000 
80003) toe os 14,000} 99,000.) TRV000 ca. ce abt Sanat coeeuters| 12, 934 

MS eit Sse levee eases cea eNO eta OT oe RADY Se ea 16, 000 
enseeven] jeevor snnes dfs bnleatnteed cps vauegal inne dreksl aula eal og aeuEam eee et 50, 000 
Be eal lage oem nee tg psuhictsox|ssapegaadal es eaetesuchecs ested 15, 000 
fe Se Te ee chandevce | cysuegtab forsee tele heals 25, 000 

7,000} 9,000) ........---| 14,080] 4,000 | =| PE OU0 t aspt as ek 21, 832 
10,000 |... -.200-].ceseceeeee] 10,000] — 18,600 recess sertstetees esses sees 16, 000 
9,000}  19,500|...........| 7,600 - 19,000 30, 090 23,000 31, 000 25, 000 

Pea) hese sree teal a MOO heer [tet Ate RN 11, 000 13, 737 
7,300| 10,300 | 7.090 | 10, 800;| - 28, 000-12. cust woes dee nea eee ena 15, 000 
ae 28, 460 29,370 | 26, 520 | et 16, 662 35, 000 | eee ees 35, 860 
6,190) esos eee ote ree s7} By BOOT ected dacanoueeg lah ceaccdis ly ece merase 15, 644 
S484) 8834 10,000 | 16,000 |.-----.-2|otereenes|-nencneseans] cevereeeces] @ 1400) 

tbrcesvee| Ualerdeocgluss teense | Te OMpl oe ce eelet a ne et ge eel ea ea 
15,000} - 19,100 | ........... 20,000 | 90/000. |: cccu: cali" 40,000 Ip eee cee 40, 000 

see el bore con aldabl wna ryesel| Seas teual casey N al) oeeee eat ng meee een 10, 000 
nbrowrowetl bac sn ach sepleeabecennwell 010) O00 wees thea sssrereen] a 21, 500 

16,770 | eee seeeee| eeeeeeee:| 17,400) 17,000 [sseseess Sesetteetes settee esos 15, 000 
eee esac Sle hs poe eg aetna 11,000 | 16, 000 eee eee RES 16, 433 

9,000 | 13,500 .....-..-..| 14,060} 19,000} 92,072 97,300 | 26, 000 31, 032 
BAL | eeeseeeeeee| ceeeeeeeee | 19,584) 18, 000 (ene =the eahegseh enial ane 19, 835 

srtetssee| cossescnses] cesecensae:| saveenseifesenercens| 4568 | 86000 | co cesase] | 57488 
a 15, 000 10,000 | 13,000 | 10, 000 freseerese| ea ewes cord 15, 006 
$500). F cea) 0 | BBW on cntcne heck ne’ ches Pha eigen t 11, 000 

ESE PORE Tea 5 soteseesens| seaceceee| tenes eee sesetene|nnteereen| fog 18, 000 
15,70 | 14, 540 20,500} 90,000 21,000) 24, 286 99,000, |. tenses} 38, 533 
2,249 | 93, 749 21,250 | 20,649) 25,000) 29,000 | 32, 800 capt 34, 000 

8, 000 | 9,050 | .....-.... 10 OOF ep OROOG! oc afar sce eatems Loncon cma a 16, 000 
59,000 | esse essee-) ceesseeeee | 70,000} $0,000 100,000) 103,000 | 200,000} ~——-105, 000 

piesshcl| caccet eee | Recast ce MOBUIEE cutee, MOOD cotter eee 22, 895 
SPS | Ken agaens oN cn cell ses degseent toes notre cate lar eee 1, 000 
spoetinsi| ass ssstveatlidetan tctenil ecesagetalieer ede <at| acces eames c | MORO 11, 669 

, 150 18; 000: | wee osebe 53] UA SB Aico: aoe Le Oo ak te cli eet ER 25, 000 Bee | seen anendual ps sezeall maces heal ceo le Camean ay airs eee es 10, 000 
7, 000 | 7,700 |..-.........| 13,000} 16,000 | 28,500 }............ steteeeeees| 23, 000 
7,059 | 9,859 | ........-.] 16,075] 91,000] 19,555 |......2-2--.| 20, 000 21, 500 
1, 800)) "Lio Sepa BOO Vicia ce Meo aaee sy alec Rests 12, 937 wrrsstes) seccseceee] sereeeees | 70,000 | 110,563) 153,000} 260,500, 183,000} 299, 869 3, 000 ee yaaa oC A GUNN] ca aan i = cee ok hee eat 10,000 13, 000 3,500 4,200 | cereeccee | 6,000] 2-2-2224] 18,000 |. 22s eeeeesfceeeeeeeeedl 10, 000 7, 400 10,400 | .........../ 21,000} 91,000 | 29, 000 39,000 | 32,000 | 37, 000 

PAIS 88] - sinha eae Ahaha aie aor Renee’ sasavcees| 10) 000 |. ces cmnIvnsnccocenns 16, 669 
86, 200 89,000 101,250 | 112,478} 140,000 118,000 | 200,000 | 150, 000 227, 650 

MRSS see Sacha) cet cn Zen (ie See lun ed ene es eae 10, GOL 
Paretermnsh ows: aaai cealeset emeaiae > | igh OU factor | oa ee dhe eee ee 12, 754 
Bue abe as9s0 si aeetes are torent |LLcet cece Ieee ROR et eel ae ee 11, 000 Ppt ot ovetnen rsd Con bandon A ARMIN Oc Sec all Sapa hee ee 20, 000 
Bpsctrts| is 4-2 7cka lll ote netsaehh Ca IROW [cae scal eccee tle ya en ae 13, 398 
MAO. ected oho ce |) 000 95 Ter aO\ iT © oes Leth uae 17, 539 BEM non onic saline icecee GOB Leeea tie oe ee, oe eee name 12, 782
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Table showing the size, at different times, of American public libraries which, 

Parnas 5 See Se ae pe re 
e American 
Sn Peres Edwards, 

Place. Name of library. 8 2 |——___ 
z 1836. 1846, 

ee re geste ales ies ae es i —__ | 

Massachusetts... ..Lynn ........----| Bobet ee reali ee ae 
Madford.......-.| Tufts College.:....-2:.c--.---<<s-2-| 1854,|.00--- -o, Ee 
New Bédford.....| Public... ).-5:-.--.01s-2..-e-2+ee0| 1853 |----0-s222|loecauem 

Newburyport... mae ee ge nell abe thas season 
Newton.....:.:-.| BE ete elect 1870/|....-.2ccs| eee 
Newton..........| Theological Institution .............] 1826] 1,800. |, ssass.../ 
Horeharapben os] PAWN a-np-cncecserTidecesestarses-] 1000 | ooorcomeel ea 
Peabody .........| Peabody Institute .........-.....---| 1853 |...-.-.22.[.-sneseene) 

: Pittsfield .....-..| Berkshire Athen@um...........-..-| 1871 |.-........[--2seseee/ 

Galen. ees 2) Athenwenan's 8 105s ce. .2... 22] 1810 feeeac sae | 
Galomn.cos ly cscs] Mesex Mnablbatte..02:26c.e-.cyoee.ee,| 1848 (teers $ 10,000 | 
Springfield .. ....| City Library Association............] 1857 |-..00..22.[eoseeeseee) 

Wennton isco. c51) SUbG 4.29 22ny ae te<--nna-hoen- ne ot] L000 (co <n 
Wellesley........| Wellesley Colloge..............2-++-| 1875 |....--.c2.feescereees] 
Williamstown. ..| Williams College ........-.--.--.--.| 1793 6, 200 7,500 | 

e Worcester .......| American Antiquarian Society......| 1812 | 12, 000 13,000 | 
Worcester .......| College of the Holy Cross.....0..--.| 1843 |...--2-2..[e-seees 2+) 

Worcester’. ......| Public ......-....2.2.-e.ceneeeeeeees| 1859 |.--- oem nnn|pnnenecnnel 

Michigan.........-Ann Arbor .. ....| University of Michigan.............| 1841 |........--[daieree| 
Deetroltises ences ss] RUUD onan pcpcoenecedevencwevereens| 2869 |. 0-csnn er 
Detroit ..........| Young Men’s Society sesrseeeteeee] 1838 | .s.00..00.(egapseecel 
Lansing ....-....| Stat0.--seeseeseeseseseeeeeeeseeseee:| TERE | eeeeeeees iseesees 

Minnesota. ....--.Minneapolis .....] University of Minnestoa.....-..-+.-) 1800 4..----.2- | sss 
Be ODL cana ss ges SUABO Hs. votnneneise-oPeceeccensenea--| JUMQ!|..0-26 50.4] 

Mississippi........Jackson..........| State. Ue Glee a 1638 |,.-=--.-- | ae 
Missouri wosete s+ Oolumbia...-..2-| University of Missouri ..........-- | 1840 |.-.ee eee oeeeeeeee | 

Teffereon City. ...| State......2.cn-ncccnteoneseseeeeeeee| TERM |.+-.0+2-0-|seneamcens 
St. Louis.........) College of the Christian Brothers...) 1860 |...-.-.-. |-.--+++++ 

Sti Lonlas.c...-..|-Publo School......-...-0..---25-=-.| 1865 liar sa-<0|s-eseueuad 
St. Louis. ......-.| St Louis Mercantile -...2..2-22+-2+-] 1846 |-.-eeeeee | eee eo 
St. Lonis.........| University of St. Louis..............| 1829 7, 500 7,900 

Bai aken cn csica AdnOOln ¢<o-cngas| SUA sscasesencse ccs cnsenecteomnvess| 2096 [o0l05-203] gee 

New Hampshire...Concord.......-.., State..-+++-+++++sseeteeteeeeeeeeeee | UBLS |... eeeeee) ce eeseeees 
Hanover .........| Dartmouth Collego........22.2.-+--.| 1770 | 14,500 | 16, 500 
AC ATONM BBR ses MCI eae Solow banee est accces scenes) LOOE |. catanae henna 

Portemouth....-.| Athenmum . .......c..00sesseeeeeee-] IBLT [eeeee 2] 67000 
New Jersey ......-Madison .........| Drew Theoldgical Seminary ........| 1867 |...ssssee-[oer eeeees 

Mewark -s-sssecss| Tthrary Aasootation, .........--0:001| 1847 | aka 
New Brunewick..| Rutgers Colloge.......+--.---+-----| 1770 | 6,500} 9, 000 
New Branswick,.| Theological Seminary Ref. Church..| 1784 |...-+++++-]-++200007 
Princeton........| College of New Jersey.........----.| 1750] 11,000 | 12,500 
Princeton... ....| Theological Seminary Pres. Church | 1821 7,000 7, 000 

Red Bank.....--.) Shrewsvury Model School.......-.- | 1873"| 5 s2-ca<|oceeeaeeamy 

Trenton . ........| State......sceas-seeneeseeeeeeeeseens] 1796 |.--2220200]-aneneees 

New York.........Albany ..........] State....-2.......ee0seegeeeeeeeseees| 1818 | +--+ +--+] 12, 000 

Albany ......---.| Young Men's Association ......2....) 1838 |....----+2/:-2se0e0 
: Auburn.........., Theological Seminary........-...--., 1821 4,500 5, 000 

Brooklyn ........| Brooklyn Heights Female Seminary.) 1835 |......--+.)-sr2+++7 
Brooklyn .....--.| Eastern District School .....--.-+-+-| 1866 |..--.-.+--|-+:-s2-00") 
Brooklyn ........| Hawkins’ (Private Circulating) .....) 1848 |....--.2-:)/---71277) 

Brooklyn :.....-.| Long Island Historical Society......) 1863 |......--++)-+e¢020777 
Beogbiyn s2..~6:1 Mokeastllo:.cua.ceteteseee4sedveey-| 1857 |---pa-n-decpeeeaemal
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in 1874-75, numbered each 10,000 volumes or more— Continued. 

Fewott. | Tritbner. | AMET" | Rhees, sare Winsor. | ‘Appleton. [Chroniaue, This report. 
ca Pl ee re 

1849. 1856, 1857-8. 1863, v0 | 1ev4, | 1875, 1876, 
ak a EE See 
Res ad ae AC ale Ia gg Le Wo | 14, 000 19, 868 
eee | owen nee c oUt 2 STOR 18800: | ce sake ata eet | leas eae Mine nmee 16, 000 
tiitectees|peveceneened|eutceeen-e-s}/" 28,000; 2 16,000) 91; 000 30, 000 23, 000 31, 000 
er vecevedl Scwcetcnaisd|2beededscty | « 1 6) 40G} ie 10, 800!) ad) OO fecece steers Miner nat 16, 218 
Psi edccs| | Sccccccccor|ee kos ccpge daeeerccen| sseee ate Ny G00i|. Wood or ee eee Raceee 10, 088 

6,000.4}, JUL... ... 5, 500 10, 325 11, 544 TCO sn wdawedss}. oa dunwasess 13, 000 

¢ 11,000 19.950" [sat gsenn225| 98 18 O00 1) / a) BOOMs AGPABS faces ccucnel eet sues ee 20, 000 
L 9,528 ARTUR, eae 10,500 | 20,000 |......... MONO ee ee one 30, 655 

Entice] osdsnooenall SSG .s A0eUsd] tue citcet sl be pMmnti le ae ramdee 36, 000 30, 000 36, 790 

10, 559 11, 915. 18, 355 15, 970 10, 076 WONG ise ook oas ee teannieeee 27, 500, 

18,000 | 21,430 |...........| 96,000} 32,861} 50, 000 55,000 |.--:...cc0e 60, 497 
4,220 6, 500 6; 500-1 4 ByWO0: | case Mosi4u) 2 sea So cetera ay 12, 000 

binaries flanks woh Scheeaiacsccul” 9 (6,400:]" /22L000 (4S h000 iI Arc; SaehOd TR hes satan 34, 609 
5, 000 6, 000 8,000} 8,700} 14,000) 16, 000 80/000 isntees sea 28, 400 

Px vacsthttccsssantaeeeces ees sneeean eens 15,500] 25,000 |............ 22, gee 
UBIS lacom-cnbcepnc| Abseciectes[: 28) 000 4 42-.eh sah OMUNODO feee steerer aa scene 12, 790 

4,400 7,000 |-.ecceeceee] 7,000 |eeeeeee.| 25, 000 40, 000 40, 000 30, 886 
ivenius)sthaa acest ove cb acs) vc cogs eae Setar ge hes | SRI Coat iee)an [eee Dena 10, 000 
3,000 ttstteeteeeeeeen 5 SHO: Le eal tesa Chen cae es 10, 000 
5,000 7,000 ?cccccnoe.| 5; 000 Joceseoe cessteenstesseneee Maes 16, 000 
1,200 |..--....-...] 3, 500 2, 825 [tttrteesee esee teen ee cet eeceecee|eeee ee ee eens 15, 078 

MOST 9.08 satpac ties eecesce cer NOR |ecseeeeee CSU ot stad Wake ieee 13, 000 
pessacccos|istacsscawoul cues actemi|tocnseeott| tae sas ct| neat earl cece remem ate cota 22, 000 
Paetaat Ss sevcsesasece|secevegecese|sesnacsssalercces gnee | 96,0004 2.2 5ccc5c00: 33, 097 

4,209 12, 700 |...-2se202--] 14,800] 15,000 }..........) 42,000 fesse 42, 013 
NB S80 |uese....2- 1. 15/808 23, 000 | 1800052 251895; OOO Lscwecal eS 25, 000 

ititcsc lsesiss cere oem BOD \s ncosmceeitceskgesn | basin te ay bs saan 13, 133 
4,700 5a eae setae ne gag Gas ok <.s [Meeragetals eee 12, 000 13, 500 
2, 900 | 23100 | 31, 900 15,619 |.e--2-----| 50,000 |--.----aeoe 52, 550 

Pivescess|secekecnsweo]<ecoenssnase 5, 314 |....-2..2- 13, SOO cane nevncen 15, 300 17, 527 

7,284 8,688. |foosansnsomcl © 8059/10, 000 |e eo] sates | ae 11, 607 

$,000'|:....cocseac|ucsconcsene]’ © 0004*+811; 06011" Sam BOO) sass cay eeare. suse 22, 000 
Boon [oo 2s cal) Jevoogel Sein | Ses gies feeaoe |e nates 10, 614 

pesesbassi|isescnssrde 7,000 | 10, 000 ecu iny cee aa SRA ner 26, 000 
16,000 |............| 19,890 19,882} 12, 400 aa R600 |). see cseaeee 41, 500 
D000: | 28S ten tan 11,000 | 16000 18/000 }essennth 95.000 |i... sneak 26,779 

Bobtséisailsanoncion titers cviencenel nage Made: LOR NRs ESTO EME Sa a ate eee 10, 749 
D000 fe sctcaiad oN eal ecceacy IR ANT | os sataginnts ce cetun cacy eae eaesGee | taseeen erates 20, 000 

93,274 |... [eee eceee] 53,500] 64,296} 76, 000 93, 000 85, 000 95, 000 
4,500 6,740 | 6,000 S060 ecco INORD Ieee sce ee 13, 000 13, 000 
BLOUU | Nivans oo try Ceeteeaen ean GOOO Et pec. vstltteeeneat<taseercosatata san tenmem 10, 000 

Beeceese 22150 das. cdesd |S ogc cc svea |e se Son] Poem eenn [vam Oe anya ae cp 10, 000 
ttt eee ees ace Teil GRA aap coca eae sesseseefineesnans See gain 17, 000 

Pannen eet eee asoceus cesta anne enenn saaieeaces | Jet SOU cs eceen td 26, 000 
srotteeeetlssesssecelieneeeeeeeesd 11,4001 17,835! 22,000 48, 000 39,050 | 50, 257
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Table showing the size, at different times, of American public libraries which, . 
eee Sees a 

| 1S  [ximanae, Btn 
Place. | , Name of library. | 3 ¢|-———_—_— 

|Z | 1886 | 1846, 

New York. .......Brooklyn .....--.| St. Francis Collego.....-+.s2+essse.|sssese|soeseeeeee| easetes t 
Brooklyn’..-...2:|; Youth's Wree.....!ssecss ...sess<ns 1084 [scenes ae 

SRUMALD gcse =<) GTORVONOR;€ obcg sev vs css acs cess=ns| 1850 |reeeeseees ee 

Baflalo .......-.-| Young Men’s Association. ....-.+2+-) 1635 .---seee. ae 
Clinton .....-..-.| Hamilton College Wes ase 8I | ce 7,000 
Fordham ........| St. Tohn’s College..---.---..-e-+++2+] 1840 — ‘ 

Geneva ..........| Hobart College.........2.+..--..---| 184% | 1,970] 5,400 
Hamilton ....... Madison University.....---2---e-oe-| 1820 | 1,600 |---ssssse) 
Ithaca .....-..--.) Cornell . 2... .--+2-se-0eeeeeeeeeeee ++] 1866 | ces eneeeel 

z Tthaca ..---+20-++) Cornell University......:-.-..-:.---| 1868:/.2...-<000) aaeeaeeemy 

New York....-..) American Geographical Society.....| 1852 |......202.)-ceeceeee! 
New York, ..-...] American Institute .....-....--.+.-| 1833 |..----224|.c.----eu 
New. Mork.+..-:-|:Apprentices’...... .-.-2-<-c-ssssss-+| 1620 |.<-o0eccos een oe 
New York....:.. Mig ceed ees Pai neal 1349 | 10, 800 a 
New York....--.| College of St. Francis Xavier.......| 1847 |...-2..-0.|.0-ceeeeee) 
New York......., College of the City of New York....| 1850 |..2.0.e22., cesses 
Now York.......) Columbia College .....0+---+-2+++++.| 1754 lee 
New York. ......| Cooper Union......2..2.....2.2.2++ 1358 | 14, 000 | Him 
New York......., Eclectic, (Private Cirewlating) ......| 1869 |.....+-2e./eeeeeesees 
New York......., Gen. Theol. Sem, Prot. Epise. Ch....| 1820 3, 880 | 7,200 
New York.....--} Law Institute. .......2-2--.---.00-+-| 1828 |e pode 
New York.......) Manhattan College..-..--s--+++e++-+] 1863 Re 
New York.......| Mercantile ...............--..-2.....| 1820 11, 400 25, 000 

New York.......| New York Historical Sogiety......-| 1804 | 10,000 | =< 
New York.......] New York Hospital..........0.-.-..| 1796 |....--2--4| 5,000 
New York.......| New York Society ......-..--------- 154 | | 30, 000 | 
New York.......) Union Theological Seminary ........) 1836 |.......2-+) 16,000 
New York.....--| Young Men's Christian Association.) 1852 |pssee sees] seeneoes 
Rochester........, Athenwum and Mechanics’ Asso’n..| 1829 |iceseeseee|-esenenead 
Rochester........) Theological Seminary.......-...-2+.| 1851 |..2ee2-2e-/sereeeceee! 
Rochester. 2.-- | University st.) ei see cuss decease 1850 | occedsase| cadeuenene 

Schenectady .....| Union Colleen screteees tose] 1795 14,270 | 13,000 
Syraqnae:.;-.....| Central’.....<...5s0ee-te-..0s0.20-|,058\| nutoaseae) eon 
Syracnse.......-.| Matsa Wists tensact tosses t | 1871 |..202s+25] coe 
fpr de et Young Men’s Association........-..| 1834°|..--.-..--|-eeseee4] 

‘West Point ......] Military Academy ........--.---ve+| 1812 |....-++-++| seseneane] 
North Carolina....Chapel Hil... University of North Carolina .......| 1795 | 4, SCO 10, 000 

BAG gi ooo. 22) SPANO. <cktancbrandsueak<acsnevene ead 163) | .neaccses) eee 

‘Trbiity ........:+| Crintty Collego.....<--aeeecanssreeee| 1840 | /<-0-e-2- connate 
Ohio ............-.Cincinnati ee Lane Theological Seminary bel 1829 3,700 | _10, 500 

Cincinnati .......| Mount St. Mary's Seminary.........) 1849 seseesetes| seeeeets 

1828 |) | 

Cincinnati ....... Aut pia ae arated shila 1854 Lod es, 
3 U 1867 |} | | 

Cincinnati .......| St. Xavier Collego.......+...-.+s20+-+| 1840 |...<-2.004| seeeneet 
Cincinnati .......] Young Men’s Mercantile ......0-.-.) 1835 |...2------| 5,000) 
Cleveland.......: NOs nesiaen easier teasr2 7] 1868 |rsasees8] ete 

Columbus. ...--+.] State....leeeeseeeneeeeseeeeeeseeres] ISIT [seeeeeeee: aaa 
DPGGEGD ionswexses. | PObMO Bobool.c.<2a sere. 0 Sa eencss] 1654 |cnaceusees vad 

Delaware .......-| Ohio Wesleyan University........ f te ones sees 

Gambier .........| Kenyon College ....s.-.s-c-e-e2---«/ 1865 / 9,900 8,730!
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in 1374-75, numbered each 10,000 volumes or more— Continued. 

| mysipean | American | faves | eta Jowett. | Tritbner. | Aihanaa | meee Sporn Winsor. Appleton, | Chronique, [This report. ee he ee ee 
1819. | 1856, 1357-58, | 1263, | 1868-69, 1874. | 1875. 1876. 

Big soso «| ene Se acd tks gs oa | ca cl ea AIR eg eet OOS eae 13, 970 
$028 |o--c.-serece|eeeeceeerens| 5,000 |. eeecseesfectersssei{scseesseecee} 10,000 10, 000 

BE Gi anns' lih> vancnnsteftedadnarannal stags sui] sauaee lee hee 1 ODD ser. seeeeuen eee 18, 000 
6,500 | -eeeseeereefeceeeeeeet! 9,331} 11,400] 15,000} 27,500 | 93, 000 27, 507 

HO, 800 Jane seeeosero] 9) 90) BO0 | 40, 140. [oe acon sa} 90,0003] casts ccecaelsatteevevsh 22, 000 
9,500 |..-..2..22--/ 12,090] 19, 090 13,000 [ost] cont Reaberes ts cee. 15, 000 
BMAD | sc oc=se0sde 8,700 | | 10,778 | 25.253] sacee see ce| acaleweeed tae eeneueee 13, 000 
Ti000: |) s-2.-5. <0 7,497 eh ceUpe peas Lake eae ee te 13, 000 

Reger ash Se Sie ee ta al Gro poh oe BL eats Nance 10, 000 
sesesesees| eeeteceeees See titted) neree ss eneerien] aces 40f000/ | ices Le 39, 000 
feces tos +] ycs suis talanaeenncoes RAD | rastecevoct! aeet eco lee meme ea ee ie tthe 10, 000 

G00 |e ee ed 71300 onesies |e reel 10, 000 10, 600 
14,000 | o--eseeece-fesseeeeeeeee] 19,026} 19,000 42, 740 50, 000 50, 000 53, 000 
30/000)| (-_72, cess eset eal agi 120,000 | 138,000 148,000 | 160, 000 152, 446 

eGedeoeens| cwcqnececee olebae tense si aioe teeth Ri beeen ey oe en eee ee 21, 000 
fers reosaicendte tl GrONO bee aise ior a 5-5] bat vee ean eae ge 20, 600 
WHO |-----..22-] 18,000} 18,000) 14,500) 14,335) 95,000 |... sees 33, 590 

Beeeszqeas|escecn= Sella cfeatateax oaieg | ace anecip: Pate a sue bretN S UNOM yg sss ceere tere eee mara 17, 500 
iriyr-as>| sronnceanens | Ueda tnmncace beater abe beetaas ase ipuesuerSeut | ee 180) 000.1 Seen on 30, 300 

$B. 000 |poccrsisseonles h SURO teg0b | Rie bora tthe cen ahl en the 15, 400 
WGA | os cotucccegalewde tracsece 8, 000 Hage eae i Uvauliaecieeeeese Gememeuean 20, 000 

BOT eeceeeeceecfeeeesesneeee] 51,000 | 64, 027 | 104,513) 148,000 | 131, 000 160, 613 
000: eo. kena ele teecensoce 25, 000 25, OO cicioses ot 40,000) ree cece. cane 60, 000 
M000 occ tecep alan seco 6, 000 Ee Se escansceen 10, 000 

35,000 |......2..20.[eeceeeeeeeee] 40,000 | 50,000 | 28,000 | 640001 ad 65,000 17000 |...-.-.-----]/ 18,000 | 94,000 | 20,000} 57,000} 32,500 |... 2... 24, 000 
Bier cssse:|sos0s2en-ntal Ades paneaet| 8G) @iapBit Muscles ee aiRt Ulooe cok ata aie gobo 10, 552 

B08 |e... s3nncteslestete comeua lest BONA hizo): OOD 4 40) 0U0t vexseoeeteae coe core 21, 000 
RUeaS 0x teen Aacacu ed 5, 500, 5,500 Pie aobelltc eeer cg Meena snateseeceas 10, 000 
stetee cee: |emeeeeencnes 5, 200 5, 200 [ec here oe settee cence 12, 000 

14596 |.coccc.cscs 17,000}. 16,362 | 10,000) 10,000 |.........0..|.ccseecceeee 25, 800 
Bios tei sce sce ssw sefakae beeen lige otk sessesee My BID cee Seo S ie veoen peas 13, 300 
parece ss (evn seis = de ac ee eae Laon Ea Aa Py aleanee ene eae 10, 000 

4000] Sy200 beds cat, 9/405 be Oe peated Nive 21, 404 
15,000 | 16,390 |...-2-.20. 16,302 | 20,128 | 21, 554 25,000 |.....2-e20-- 95, 000 alert we 13,700 | 9, 501 nen 6100! | ss tc Bees item acne 22, 207 
WO: |. ocos ss ea reefeeeve meee 6, 693 lagen Ronee ROOM, pee scans oes 40, 000 

Resascc ss |echost Jom eA SO eecceeuys erase festeaet Leys geneene Bicester 10, 900 
10,000 | ......... 0. 10, 500 | 10/500 [yess eset oe eee 12, 000 

Bisehetras|veecctte ae cleerans Seas rea tO0G ee tisha eel oon 15, 100 
| 

srtssseees|sessescecea{iceseeeecees]  13,000| 25,000) 21,588 | as 33, 958 71,405 - 
| . 5, 600 8,000 Jeseeseveeees) 6,200 17,276 So lb a ene es 17, 000 10, 060 17, 000 |............| 17, 541.| 21,700} 30,206 | 35, 500 33, 175 36, 193 

Bay crane) vos eet [ee es TR Loca 18, £00"|..--n<one-2) 60/1000 24, 000 
12,500 16,000 jee <osic-cae.|) 0 a8) aa 26, 300 31, 000 | 39, 000 36, 100 40,000 - 
Seis tsb scone snne ual hanapia nthe las secelasehe et Oe Cnt fe ee meas 13, 000 

2, 780 3, 100 9,200/ 9,800 |... sn ee ns an 13, 900 
7,550 Uae 12,500 12, 040 bes apasenne Nid Paes | 20, 705 

495



“eT Public Libraries in the United States. 

Table showing the size, at different times, of American public libraries which, 

| ‘& [Ameri 1 
s bes sree pawand 

* Place. Name of library. ie 
| Ee 1836, 1846, 

_ ——_|—___ 
Ohio ......,---....Granville ......-.| Denison University ..........22++-+.) 1831 3,000 | eerene 

Hudson .......-. Western Reserve College ........--.| 1827 1,900 “ 
Marietta........./ Marietta College. -...-.-+se-eeseee:| 895 | esceesees| eeceeeee 
Oberlin ........-.] Oberlin College ..........+20+-see-+ 1834)... < ccc eee 

Pennsylvania ..... Allegheny City ..| Western Theological Sem'y, (Pres'n) 1827 | 4,000 | 6, 000 | 
Carlisle......-.. | Dickinson College ......2...+-----+.| 1783 | 8,500} 11,900 | 
Easton......-.--.| Lafayette College ...........-..s-+-.| 1882 |.........-1 5,000 | 
Gettysburgh.... |"Pennsylvania College .....-.---.+++:) 1832 |..0-2ee20-|occeeeeeee! 
Gettysburgh.... | Theological Seminary, (Lutheran)...) 1826 | 7,000 | 7,000 

Harleysville .....| Cassel's, (Cireulating) ...---.e-o---- 1836's eae --set 
Harrisburgh -<-<)} State... 00520. 3... 0d8bieteecaweees+| 1800). anye eke 

Haverford .......] Haverford College ase 1833 | Zieh de eee 

Laneaster....-.-.| Franklin and Marshall College... § ee |} oeceeeeefeaeanae 
1853 | 

Laneaster....---.| Theological Seminary, (Reformed)...| 1825 |........2.|.-.00-+ 
Latrobe......,--.| St. Vincent's College ...:.---2-.-----| 1846 |.....+222.| ceeserees} 
Meadville........| Allegheny College ......-..-2-++--+-| 1820 | 8,000 | 
Meadvillo........] Theological School..........+2-+--+-] 1845 |s.ccessee [rseeeseees 
Philadelphia .....| Academy of Natural Sciences.......| 1812 | .........| 9,000 | 
Philadelphia.....| American Philosophical Society.....| 1743 | 10,000 | 15,000 
Philadelphia.....! Apprentices’ Library Company .....| 1820 |..........| 14, 000 
Philadelphia.....] Athenmum.............seceeeeeeeees| 18M | eeeeeeees| 5,000 
Philadelphia.....| Brotherhead’s, (Private Circulating) | 1861 |..........|....2000++ 
Philadelphia...) College of Physicians ............-+.| 1780 |.cesesee:/eseeeseees 
Philadelphia.....| Franklin Institute ................--] 1824 |.....02c0.|.ccseeeee 

Philadelphia.....| German Society............22.2-2++.| 1817 |..2.2-022.| 5,000 
Philadelphia.....) Historical Society of Pennsylvania...) 1824 |........2.{..0++2+--+ 
Philadelphia.....| Library Company and Loganian .... 1731 | 44,000 | 55,000 
Philadelphia... ...|/Menenutlls., i.e recs s sarees] ARVL |esccecsce 6, 000 

Philadelphia...) Pennsylvania Hospital........2.--..| 1763 |....0..2+.| 8,000 
Philbieiphin..<..| Southwark..<..2:.-c¢2.00<.-sece-<c.|1881.|a.0ce2cce]cecemneeee 
Philadelphia...) University of Pennsylvania.........| 1755 | 2,000 5,000 
Philadelphia... Wagner Free Institute.......222.22.| 1835 |....eeeee |eeeeeeeees 
Pittaburgh.;--c24} Meroantile....2--<<.+.anseces+0% sax] 14 fren caee css) ease 

Wthods Island......Newport-+.<.-.--| People'd: ssc. sas cee wes scee'ss ose sce] 1870 |s--ccenvecfucseneaens 

Newport.........| Redwood Library and Atheneum...| 1730 Lae 5, 0u0 
Providence:..-.:.| Athentenm<.-2-0.-2.0-----.2++s+-22| A680 |susacsnves etme 

Providence ......| Brown University .......-.-......-.| 1768 | 11,600 | 20, 000 

South Carolina,...Charleston.......! Library Society.......2.22......---.| 1748 | 15,000 | 15, 000 
Columbia ....... | Theological Seminary...............| 1829 1, 800 |....---++ 

Columbia ........| University of South Carolina.......| 1805 | 10,000 | 15, 000 
Duo Weat.-.....,| Erekine College .......-2..-5.--0--+| 1890 |..-sae--00|eesnaueen 

- ‘Tennessee .... ....Columbia....... | Atheneum she crd 1868: feats d.sue|seeeeay 
BVA vali -u3) <2: Shateixnssetus 00a stWeh senees,-ob.<3| MIR Wosy sage Be, 
Nashville........, University of Nashville....+..-.+.-.| 1785 | 5,700 10,500 

PIOROR Snaice 375 + uos OMLVOBRON sc vo vs | IUNOO Ss cede wetcwscuieteuwscsecee sen] MEU leeseeewene ae 

Tyler .......----./ Bowdon Literary Society...... +++.) ISL |..eeeesee-|eseeeeee) 
Vermont...........Burlington.......) University of Vermont. ............| 1800 8, 400 | 9, 200 | 

Middlebury ......| Middlebury College...-..--.---..--.| 1800 | 5,430 | 4 
Mhontpelier << i" | State: cies eines... cecese ot vesacescuy| AROS [acess sss: |: eeenenee 

Virginia ...... .... Alexandria . ....) Theol. Sem. Prot. Epise. Chureh ....) 1883 | 3,000 |...++++-+ | 
Ashland ........ | Randolph Macon College......,-.2+.| 1834 | cseeecee [eseeeeee!
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in 1874-75, numbered each 10,000 volumes or more— Continued, 

gevett. | Tritbner, | Soe Rhees. | Spottra Winsor. | Appleton. | Chroniqne.|This report. 

1849. 1856, | 1s57-58, | 1883. | 1sge-69. | 1874, 1875. 1876, 
|__|} —__ + 
3, 000 [ovr uso] WALES  cphiecer.s sheers ueee eg eas 14, 000 
ws 8,609 | 8/451) AN 898) Hck cx. Oeil sau h2 5: eee Seen eee eee 10, 000 
6,400 |....2-.022 15,130, 15,149 | 10,000 |... 25000 cee Sass at 26, 700 
MOG) hsstankase se 4,000 6,908) | oad ep det seees toes emeencasete aera lcusecs 14, 000 
000|| caw kaos 6,000 9) 000. Zdaaccsi loco eos asseteeeeee eee 15, 000 

14, 550 15, 500 90) ade |? 81,186") 25sec eel tee 91, O00 fee-cs okenec 27, 503 
B AOR il czasensanet 4,500} 5,000 | Shea ie aa ag Renae vee 21, 100 
GB |e ccencaee a 9).000' |. -90/ 087 | tert Peace ca) eye e eer trees 19, 550 
8,500 9, 000 10, 000°], -20;000:}s. 10,800! |s2ees «oot cesacvaeete | fetes caccue 11, 000 

seecstsstelsseneecaetee|saeeeesseees] 8,000 | hase lees 10, 000 10,175 
10,000 |.....2..220-J.eeeee-eeee-{ 15,000 | 38,000} 39, 000 SOpUOGH ere ceeeee 30, 500 

SOS Aes eo SOO] itn soeectee | aad CaN Ree ccna 11, 450 

7,000 |-cccceseceee 9,500 | 12, 400 Ae ese eel eee 11, 500 

6,000 6, 300 8/000. | x dO Asem oat eres eT eee lee are Tey 10, 000 
Nisssne=s|pststd oe su cs |waseveceee cll anu ecuigadl paarinabet reavece a eee ee ene ae 13, 000 

8,000 |eccersnececs 9, 600 | 9 R50:| acs bet ek teal co see dese [agement 10, 500 
B60 eccesstyae 8/000} 106: 950. | Sacuek reel tiame at, |) em e rata eae 12, 308 

12,000 |.....-.ss0-[eeeeeeeeeeee] 25,000] 16,595} 21, 580 95, 000 el. Sick 30, 000 
90/000} --.220sezcse) cee oetsdte 0,000) | 15/0004) Fes cesses sacle eee 20, 000 
11,700 15,900 |...........-] 16,226] 17,700} 20,000 |........----| 20, 000 21, 000 
40/000, |..\ 555.255: [eezeeuercea|s £23,000. |, 80/000) 214P500) | pacmeten seeeleiuee sea 20, 000 

Rieti lcese eees rampart ete a ieee |e Deen 26,000 |.........2.. 35, 000 
Hebsecsess|in--se sbeipen hah ooeeedcnad aaue pees Wee oe ba cenl dos eekee ct ene steam Uren es 18, 753 

A(900'| ec. Soeenafieses esau s02| pe OBER Coeucwees| ke te Cec) vee Sone eeereeeer os 16, 000 
URN [es oSs0 be, |e Pa oa Wen ME O0 osetia 16, 000 
1,728 oe Bred Nigel eereeries ay are parece sh og Som a 16, 000 
60,000 |.....eeeeee[eeceeeeeeee-| 64,900} 80,000 |..........] 101, 000 95,900 |. 104, 000 

12, 932 16,400 |............] 16,500] 25,000} 47,000) 105, 000 |............ 125, 668 
10,000 |= 2. oaeeceu|twtecensecx | Lh, 0003|( AMON te. seandsslvegoesee tes Gee raaiee 12, 500 

Rete sscne-|onnvcnseeses| texedesee oes] g08, WOT |isewte eee | Pung occ ce sagee aus |e 10, 015 
Pi 900) ences eaves 5, 100 ROSO Hacc cave tel sescsemes 95/000 les ce 25, 573 

ees seach | sess tas | Seace cme eral ct OND, [eters Se ee eee cela ete 15, 000 
HL: hss a aca (aera geme ces OO ees ead SA00 ose 11, 250 13, 012 

BecevAccs| pcs an sesane| doses Lore cul tone ae! pcluea se vnay sft SeaOe flere neehe cae NRL 14, 799 
4, 0005) 2... .aj.c.022|suternceceeil| 401080) ACORN ecars cells esea 18, 289 20, 634 

15, 204 20,804 |........2...] 22,602 | 26,816] 30,566 34 500-| seca reees 34, 492 
31, 600 42, 900 34,000 | 36,500 | 31,000 | 38, 000 42, 000 |.....--2--+ 45, 000 
20, 000 91/260 | Sacco ece,<o)) 5 90) QKW0s1 5) 90/0003] :x au, ecel ets rete 14, 000 15, 000 

Bi tOS; lea gose tea ® 16, 600 16, 800 LG MOOT Ss .0c 50 caneuaes cue nleeee onaee ee 18, 884 
18, 400 22, 000 a 25,000 | 28,000 |..........] 30,000 |.....2..2.55 28, 250 

3,500 5,900. | focceesaecclis 8/500) Ion aece sect ented, Fe ostee eats cole errant 12, 000 
BOO lic. -sueco<| oopecsteess| = aR Q0N4 aptonds|eeeeoren ht oe atu nee ees 20, 000 
Pia | eaxence-tae 10, 207, |. 18,450. fees rans -licgem uate s| cacy cadensulinbecurence™ 10, 000 

icra Signs: 2 atl soe oat pele enel | ae ee Joss ues Pala ae ae 10, 000 

12,250 13, 650 13, 000 12, 457 | 10, 030 pene Reweeete alls tetpeeneee 16, 021 
Bae ss 8900: SSO foes eles atene. (by eel lorgened mage tg 15, 500 
BOO) vest eoc aren: Ieteee ae ere 1405 | sores 13, 883 14, 600 

4,995 5, 300 7,000| 7,500 gt ae Le Ne 10,000 
BOs saysne-s 8000) 1, 76,4004 Seaccsce-latsssence.| ceecec seal acai 10, 000 

‘
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Table showing the size, a! different times, of American public libraries which, 
SS eee———SEET__E—E—EE 

| § | American) sarae! 
| - {Al .| Edwards, 

Place, Name of library. ee ee 
Padi 3 1836, 1846, 

Virginia... Chaeottevile.. University of Virginia ............. 1885 | 10,500] 16, 000 
Emory reer Emory and Henry College ..........| 1837 }..--...-..).......0., 

Hampden Bey) Union Theological Seminary.....--. 1825 | 3,200 |.........,) 
Lexington .......| WaShington and Lee University. ...| 1796 1, 500: heeceenel 
Hlghmond eis Bate coasts os, s cesses set teae | cee 12, 000 
Salom............] Roanoke Collego.........-.+seeseee+| 1853 |..--0000. essere 

Wisconsin =.....--- Madison <<. 2 0.:| State ..-.cetccesecewtehentesyeesees| LOG: |socnecs de: an 

Madison .........| State Historical Society........----.| 1849 |...220.204[cceceesee 
Milwaukee ......| Young Men’s Association,.......02+| 1847 |...220s20-Jeoeceesee 

Number of volumes reported at each period........2-++.ee+seeeeeeeee|oeeee-| 580,201 | 910,702 

Number of libraries reported at each period........2.00ccs22eseee-|seeees 3t 0, 

Average size of libraries, in volumes, at each poriod.......+-..-+e++- | 10,179 | 13,010 | 
Epes, Joe 

. 

*
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in 1874-75, numbered each 10,000 volumes or more — Concluded. 

ee 
Jewett. | Triibner. jameney Rhees. | Spostra Winsor, | Appleton. | Chronique. |This report. 

| Almanac. 

1349. | 1856, 1857-58, 1963, 1868-69, 1874. 1875. 1876. 

18,378 21, 300 25,000 | 30,000) 30,000 |......... 98, 000)},scuses 40, 000 
8,020 9,750 By4708| “ABST |S ee a teckel eee eee | ae 13, 580 
4, 308 4, 650 4000! | SAB! LSS SONS ee een gee eee 10,000 
4,997 5, 200 900: 31.6) 100;1 oes choy sgters peak el Sia eels ek 16, 000 
14,000] 17,500 |.....2......] 13,000] 20,000 |......... 30, 000 25, 000 35, 000 

Bevssest [toes nnsnnnec|eeecsezsees |) <7 S800 [pe nceecen|copeaia acilesataee felerleares cee 17,000 
Cpe mires tees pre parrecrel ays ALi begs ei berl cee Sl cciceey Sel iayaaan 25,000 

Bays F sac | Hoses Oe TG eee erases Jeave OOOH] es cc 2) vaeek Nom Retes er ON) 50, 000 33, 3947 
1/000) |.bcewosctacs|eseanynttane |e gue4 000 Stier 1OSS00"| Seuie sional coaueaueast 15, 000 

129,35 | 1,013,147 | 970,948 2,722,904 2,206, 607 & 200, 346 3,607, 700 | 2,182,542 | 6,984, 888 

164 66 | 70 201 96 | 2 1 | 53 268 

10,580 | 15, 335 | 13,870 | 13,546 | 23,714 | 26,833 50, 812 | 41, 180 26, 259 

‘ 

. 

.
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LIBRARIES IN 1776, 1800, AND 1876. 

[n trying to show the growth of American libraries it became neces. 
“sary to fix on some date as a starting point, and for several good rea- 
sons the year 1776 was chosen. The difficulty of finding out the num- 

ber of public libraries and their extent at a date so far in the past was 
great; indeed it seemed insurmountable. The most patient and earnest 
investigation, aided by the generous co-operation of many gentlemen 
interested in the subject, has brought together the facts embodied in 
the following table. It is not claimed to be perfect, but the data, gath- 
-ered from sources deemed reliable, may be trusted so far as they go: 
and therefore deserve preservation. The same remarks apply to the 

statistics for the year 1800, which date it seemed fit also to include. 

-As many of the libraries of those early periods still live and continue 

to flourish, it is well that their present extent should be shown here ; 

where the original library is perpetuated in an active successor, the 

fact, if known, is also stated. The names of several libraries. are 

given which are known to have existed as early as the beginning of the 

century, but it has so far been impracticable to obtain reliable informa. 

tion as to their extent at that time. Choosing that estimates which 

might be wide of the truth should not be perpetuated, the spaces for 

number of volumes have in these cases been left blank, in the hope that 

they may one day be properly filled.



Table of American public librarjes in 1776, 1800, and 1876. 

: Number of volumes. ‘ 
Place. Name of library. aaa _——___—_—_. Remarks. 

m6. | 1300. | 1876. 

Connecticut ....7 2) ae Library Association... .-...----+++-| 1796 ele 600 | Contre School. 
Farmington..........-.-+---.| Library Company........00.---2.222-{ 1785 | 2.0... 439 | 1,600 | Farmington Library. 
Middlebury..........-------.| Library Association..........220-22-.| 174 | 20-0222. See 200 | Suspended. iG 
New Haven..........--.-.---| Mechanic Library Society ....-.-----.| 1193 | ...---2-+- | 750 | 10,000 | Young Men's Institute. = 
New Haven........--.-------| Yale College........s2-+00e0c0-+00+-| 1700 4,000} -2,7.0 | 95,200 = 

Brothers Society .... --- ----.-+-| 1769 100 | 500 | 9,500 = 
Linonian Society........-----1---| 1769 100 | 475| 9,500 Ss 

Pomftot............-.-.---.--| Propristore’ Library ....---..-.---c0-] UBT |..0.--20002 | ceses sass] ceeeeeees] Dofanet, Ss 
Badlebinry 220. 2 ys | STEEL Sesto od ons ceess pemreeee 200 | 200 | ........ | Nearly extinet. . Ss 

Delaware ...:+..s0++--.Wilmington...... ....-e.--+-| Library Company....---------22++-+-| 1787 | ...........] 1,000] 11,000 | Wilmington Institate. s 
Maine ..... ......-----Portland....-2-.--+-++-++--+-| Library Association .....2.....2......| 1766 93) esse) 19,61 | Institute and publie library. = 
sdaryind oes Aantal iceman Benopl ce) cf cares poe oe fa are erated ellis Sean 

| College in 1789, 5 
Annapolis.........-++++-----| St. Tohn’s Collogo..--.-+---ee+---0-+--] 1789] ......-.- | 500-1,000| 4,500 S 
Baltimore ..........-++-.--- | Library Company of Baltimore........| 1796] .....-.- | 4,000 | ......-..| Transferred in 1855 to the Maryland — gp 

| | Historical Society; then numbered = > 
| | about 8,000 volumes. = 

Baltimore ...............+--.-| St: Mary's Seminary, St. Sulpice......] 1791] 2.2.2.0... | -....-... | 15,000 : & 
. Chestertown. .........-..--.| Washington College ......--.---------| 1783 | ....-2-2002.[oenee eee | 1, 100 > 

* Massachusotts ......--Boston..........--+.--+-----.| American Academy Arts and Sciences} 1780 |.......-.--- 1,550 | 16, 000 f 
Boston...... ....-.----++---.| Boston a tt coe oo 25, 000 
Boston .......--+eeeee+-ceee-| King’s Chapel Library .-------------.| 1698) | 213 213 213 | Deposited in the Boston Athenwum. 
‘Béstia. © <e s cos ie aateuoncesles aaisvorigar osney arate eet 2, 000 23, 000 

Boston .......-....0++--+-----| New England Library ................| 1158 259 259 259 | Deposited with the Massachusetts 
| Historical Society. 

Boston.........-..ceee+-+--+-| Prinee Library ....--2.2+-seeee-eee--| 1758 1, 952 1,952 1,952 | Deposited in the Boston Public Li- 
brary. : cH 

Or



Table of American public libraries in 1776, 1800, and 1876— Concluded. 3 

GR RURAL Sa ia a a BI Ta oO 

| Number of volumes. é : 
Place. Name of library. oe Se Remarks. 

|° 1776. 1800. 1876. | 

Maesachusetts ...-..... Boylston Centre ........--...| Social Library .-....--..+.----.-.2.---| 1792 |..--------- 63 372 yy 

Cambridge.......... -.--.-..| Harvard College ......---..-...-.-.---| 1638 | 7,000 10,060 | 154, 000 | = 
Cambridge........-..-..--.--] Institute of 1770. -....-.2..--..------ 1196 | 2-2 2+ ----- | one eee renee 3,500 | Institute formed in 1776. = 

Franklin: scsi ss: 22.201) Maw blin Uibraty 22,42) || GR go es 200/ 2,380 s 
Hingham ........ ..........-.| Second Social Library. .-....---..2---.| | 1073 |.--.---2+---|---2e+-200- 1,750 WN 

elOOBter soc s- Socks. aca as| SOCMMLTADIORY on cccss casa eevee onto: 1793 Doseete reese 100 3, 007 | Public Library. S 

Leominster «......:..-:-s2--:| Soelal Library .-.+-.c0-c00.--2-------| 1763 | 100 |.......----.| 6,500 | Public Library. = 
Newburyport ...........0--..| Sooial Library ----,------r-ceneeeseee| WOH] --.2-0--- 500 | 16,218 | Public Library. § 
fSadenisee aos s2F ahs) ROME DIUEARY rece eerie. ees or ING ha wee 800 | 20,000 | Salem Athenwum. S 
Wes iigrthc os =. /20-2gde- oa | Sontal Mibraty oi ptae syetcsiccas | SUIT eos ces 120| 2,356 | Town Library. 2 
Williamstown ...............| Williams Collego..........22. -22+---| 1293 |..2200022-5 1,000 27,50 | S 

New Hampshire ......Dublin................---.-- | Social Library ......200.cc0-2eec0e---] 1793 = 93| 1,883 | Juvenile and Social Library. Pa 
Hanover ...... ..-......----.| Dartmouth College ..-...---------.2. | 1110 ).--ee 22s 3,020 | 52,550 | = 
OTS Soe cee cece osn neo) COC EAD ERY, ce enero | TOD foe rc meee meer 40 
Rochester........-...-.-.-.-.| Social Library Company ..............] 1792 |.-..------- 273 1,700 g 

New Jersey......-..---Princeton......-.--.---------| College of New Jersey.......2-.-.2--.| 1755 | 1, 200 1,2¢0| 41,500 = 
Now York..........---Albany......--0.----+-+--++-| Albany Institute ......-..-2-20-.20--.] 1793 |..-eeseee- 190} 6,600 = 

Now York.................-.| Columbia Collego ..........-.-..-2---.| 157 | 1,500 2,249 | 33, 590 = 
New York...........-.......| New York Hospital...................| 1796 Pease 500 | 10,000 a 
ow (¥ orks 5.22.2 = ok ciety DIG 5 eee we se 1754 3, 500-4, 000 6,500 | 65,000, s 

Pennsylvania..........Carlisle.......--...----------| Dickinson Collego ........--.-2+.---- | 1190 |.222.-2220- |-s-se-------| 27,503 & 
Gligstar'ss2 52-1 =o.) La besten Ribrary vicccie.)sesue soso ie 1,500 2, 000 2, 500 
WROTE chases beste. | en VA ces SR a 1,000} 7,431 | 
Lancaster . .......:.......--.| Juliana Library.....-..-+.---..<.<<--| 1770 | (%)1, 000 (2)1, 000 |......----| Defunet. se 
Philadelphia .................| American Philosophical Society.......| 1743 |...2.2.222. |--.--------.| 20,000 | 
Philadelphia ...... ..2+.-2...| Byberry Library.....cc0.2.00ccccee-) 2908 |o.es2 sce 54] 2,250 
Philadelphia ...... ........-.| Carpenters’ Company.........-..---..| 1736 aoe Ne oe, ae aa | 
Philadelphia ...... ...-......| Christ’s Church..... -.....-----+---+-- 1698 | 800 2, 000 3,500 Including pamphlets. 

a



Philadelphia ...... ....----- | Four Monthly Meetings of Friends...) 1742 “41 |-.22...2----) 7, 000 | “Contained 111 volumes in 1742. Num- 
| | of volumes in 1776 and 1600 un- 

| | | | | known. 
Philadelphia .......... ...--.| Library Company of Philadelphia....| 1731 5,000 | 115,549 | $104,000 | {Including Loganian Library. 
Philadelphia ...... ......... | Loganian Library................----.| 1745 | 4,300 |.......222.|.22++++++| Transferred to the Library Company 

| of Philadelphia by act of 1792. 
Philadelphia ...... ........-.| Pennsylvania Hospital.......... 2... | 1762! . 305 1,500 | 12,500 
Philadelphia ...... .......-. | University of Pennsylvania .........| 1795 2,500 4,000 | 25,573 

Quakertown ..............--.| Richland Library.........,.-..2-----:] 1795 |.2..4--.-2-- 200 | 1,274 | 
Rhode Island ..........Newport............22..-.2+-| Redwood Library ..........2...00022.] 1747 1,595 1,595 | 20,634 WN 

Providence .............-.--.| Brown University .........-..--..... | 1768 500 2,500 | 45,000 = 
Providenes 2222523. 5... 23} Providence Library <.-2.: cass.csss 1753 1,000 |.....-. .--.| 34,492 | United with Providence Athenwum S 

in 1836, e 

South Carolina... ..... Charleston ...... ............| Library Society............ 2-..222.. | 1748 5, 000 3,500} 15,000 
Georgetown ..... .....-..--.] Winyaw Indigo Society..........---. ] 1955 |........--. [------------| 2.000 by 

Vermont...............Pittsford ..........-.....-....| The Librarian Society ...--.....-.-... BING eee oece 15 1,500 | Maclure Library. y 

Virginia ..:.::.0.....2;Alexandrig..22c0.20:.1-2-..| Alexandvia Libratys.;s20...-2.2-2.0)] ~ 1704 [2.22 sctes. 1, 009 4,271 S$ 
Hampden Sidney College ....) Hampden Sidney College .......-.--- | 1783 Bee ee 7,100 S 
Williamsburg ...........--..| William and Mary College........... | 1700 1, 500-2, 000 [ocretteesee 5,000 | This library was destroyed by fire in 3 

| | 1705, again in 1859, and again in = 

| | | | 1262. 
se AS Fp I Eh a AEP A i a a ee As BS a ee R 
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T78 Public Libraries in the United States. 

GROWTH OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES BY PERIODS. 

It is to be regretted that in presenting a view of the growth of Amer. 
ican libraries in the last century by periods of twenty-five years each, it 
is impracticable to show how many volumes were contained in all the 
libraries at the end of each period. As that cannot be done, the follow- 
ing tables are arranged to show, first, the number of libraries established 
in each period, and, second, the number of volumes contained in 1875 in 
all the libraries formed in each period. 

It should be observed that, owing to the failure of many libraries to 
report the date when they were formed, the sum of all the libraries on 
the following tables is not equal to the whole number of libraries (3,682) 
from which reports were received in 1875; and of course the same is 
true of the number of volumes reported. This manner of stating it in- 

troduces one other slight element of uncertainty that cannot be avoided. 

The few public libraries which have become extinct get no credit for 

the number of volumes they contained. It is conjectured, from the 

known facts respecting the wonderful increase of public libraries in the 

United States within the last quarter of a century, that the larger num- 

ber, if not all, of the libraries which did not return the date of their 

organization should be assigned to that period; but it has been thought 

best, for the sake of accuracy, to omit them from the tables altogether. 

Notwithstanding these imperfections, however, the tables will be 

found an interesting study, and will convince any one of the remarkable 

strides America has made in the last twenty-five years in developing 

this means of general culture. 

It appears that between 1775 and 1800 there were established 30 

libraries, which now number in ali 242,171 volumes; between 1800 and 

1825 there were formed 179 libraries, now numbering altogether 2,056,113 

volumes ; between 1825 and 1850 there were founded 551 libraries, now 

containing an aggregate of 2,807,218 volumes; and between 1850 and 

1875 there were instituted 2,240 libraries, which now number a total of 

5,481,068 volumes. 

It is believed that no further summary of these tables is needed.



Table showing the number of libraries established from 1775 to 1800, with the number of volumes in 1875. 

Academy a 5 | sae | ; a 5 Neer | wie , ped College. Society. Law. Medical. Theolegical. | Scientific. Historical. Public. 
States. Larne mice ras fue ioe Se eee 

No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. | wo. | Vols. | No. | Vols. 

COOMIEIOME 5» 5050s 05 A Saint etnanetns os] sibaeal Raanepaesiede ons] ae hen tad eke Peake Cee Dena Sproat tires Pee ete exeet ace fees LL edenel son aes onion 

Dacslkgd @ seer ree LSet alte ro Nea gait aoc ened an acme aca ane tae EC 35008 | acl aac bakes tugantnaieled ee oe ene 
Massnchusctte 2-02 |-ehcclecneesenst | B00 ft 9; 900] abe | ntbsr eel tae el eee Wl eteer fous) keene 

OW MOI score oa se | ones] soe saa eae] | een eel sees ceeeemne Sa 1 10,000 |... Pabetends [econ opd cae ee ae etonl teaene ete eel ares meee s 

hip Tela 5.59 ssf nek] cn eosin | eee ace sls azne eel ass seseeiee [sean oecnn cas sees fseeetiee | ceeeef eects eee | crete] ceeecee [essen eceeeeeee s 

et ols rae ad 1 Sy AOO eet a So oe ede [ee De aici alge I eer ecw sat ge eel eA ae g 
Se ee eee 

EN seieg 5 | 67,703 | 3,500 ea eee 4 10, 000 1) 15,000 a 16,000} 1 Be Lone a 
Pi Ss Re Wg ee a er a pe Se Bs ES ANE eet by, ae ee 

be 

a 
. ~ 

>



Table showing the number of libraries established from 1775 to 1800, with the number of volumes in 1875 — Continued. es 

Eee eatin ert cr Ie ror pe ee ae a ote Senta eee aa Sn eee 
Mercantile, | Sool | Y.-C. | Government, | ae | Garrison. | 73iyrmatory, | Miscellaneous. | Total. 

States, : aes ae ees ie) re 
j iz Peseta pees sete = of ee oa re Je 

No. | Vols. No. | Vols. No. | Vols. No. | Vols. | No. Vols. | No. | Vols, | No. | Vols. No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. i 
| +. pee ae ee ee _ 

Connecticut ....... -- oe pt Baeaa ee | as ea A eee ees | ene eg 12, 400 Ss 
Delaware ...-.--..220--)seees sreeeeeee 1 11, 000 |...-.. eae weesoses Y Scees| wens ee Seavaucass|senese|uedebass<s|-azsespeesseeesa. 1 11,000 S} 

TRAIGNORY eco c oye eet uses] scscunees | sesee| cette cece sceeee| ceeeeecee) cette teers ress See eres peas ae | tang oo and aenceee aeeeebre sae ra belay [eeclnes ae WN 

MiyIAML, 2252-2 2e---|--=- fe ecrncae | ok LeU DOD casei sateen dee alee cette ceeeeeee sees Ase cas esata teeter ec teste oe, eat oe 33,600 Ss 
Massachusetts../......) .--.-|.-.....--| 6 | 49,333 |..... secteeees eeeeee) Bees ss ee ee ef pee ce bas Pe cee a u9,30 
New Hampshire .......|......| -.--..--| 3 | 5,340 | a Se Fe eee fess =o Bee ere elegy eee 530 8 
Royer ee 1 il od eee Nee er OS See a cei 2 erat oer] eee less lone oa oes oe aoe eee [ae ee S 
Now woes (oe ose teak hegegngifie | ee ae pa Eat Jere Reale etc reas |ya coe [eve a val oe Tic aa eet ae ee ana 

s: 

Pennsylvania......... eal eset |B) BI ce cece ces ccetee ceneeceeelsstee| ceteteees setae |ccete eee foseeee|ceeesece [eseee| eeeeeeee| 8) 808 
Bucdsisane sen | 2 fees nec Ieee |e ale ee Sd ee eee 

South Carolinas... seseese.| seeeesee | seen [ea chet scigch tate dee ete cts peat ear serie Poser rl | ese ieee ee j 
Wenewntembe eene | aS hd Sn anole. ale ea Sees eI cl Ne earth pone emcee ea ie be orean hee ufeieean aes [ated 1,500 Ss 
angina ceo!) oe | ad a cae P| ee eee ee Ue ea ee iain eee | | Sec aia pot one al Soi rhe ge ae 

bile coe. | oe ee 2 | 106, 968 = | settee weer eee ee fsseeeeeeetce eee ese ee psc | a ee 

z 
Ss 
2 

e <



Table showing the number of libraries established from 1800 to 1825, with the number of volumes in 1875. 

Academy and ‘oth ‘ : 3 ae aghe ; 
Ea) College. Society. Law. Medical. Theological. Scientific. Historical. Public. 

States and Territories. ane: aoe 

No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. |e Vols. | No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. | No. | Vola |No.| Vola |No. | Vols 

gine secs s aca |-cse ay ecenoe oes eae cs ameaie teres eet eset s| cs tahoe ete a sscasne | eetee osc ees | ote ees | seawater teed eee ee 
Aplnainaaledes 2s BCT es al <cis pete leena yon Dae - (eeezeteee eee totes Wear eegelia eee aae eee Se diss ha ecu cond oe kteatt a eee. eee One A eee i 
Connectiont.:-:.-..:-2.] 3: 2900} 2] 15/000 |--2--.|--2202.---] 1 S504 | a e00 hy cco |e See ea ee ee a 

| S SOBM WAG Sons cocc ccf rmce eae | a cea ees ees fe ee ernst eee a eee cen eee | remy ey ea |mece mes 
District of Columbia...|------| ---------| 1] 5,750) 1 OO Pine] es eeee | Sees] tac net oars en da sepearfeoen domes oes tate. kucie oe eee een 

Georgia seseceeeeceses| sees | cesseeees|eeees|eceeteeses|  B) 05000 |eseeee) seesee a) eeees coeseetee [esetes seeeeetes [isetee| eeeeeeees| cee cette eee | cee BY 

Sage Sears ett certs besa ean ns ov oe aee bem te ease cal ome SelB aden seas Peer nea eat reese | Pee ahead aa] aren aan ee | Soe A ane te s 

Rentoukyits..--0-21-5.|)-)2 4}. aya Pandy BAGO fe 4] B.BO0 fesse] So ceoe | eeee. floes cee BP POSS cee shies ive | eet. ceee | eeeea ceece eee 

Maine? ere eas | a SOO a ae ah) 250s) ener sfscatce ee Defi A000 FFAG O00 ed eee] | Ae Bao oh 1,700" 
Maryland........--.2-.|------|--22--2-+ 1 7,000 |o-e2e.] seveeees.| seees| ceeceees | seees| secseseeseseeee|eeeseeee | ceeeelseeeeeees [estes | seeeeeee [ieee [eteeeees Op 
Massachusetts .........| 3] %300] 1] 30,406) 4/ 19,197! 5| 33133) 1] 2000] 1] 34,000].....)..........] 2] 63497] 2] 3,509 °° & 
Michigan ...----.ceeoe.|eee+.|sceeseeees| sess |esserecece|cvee:|-seseceees| scoeee | eessesens| cece |iecerensesfecssee|iseeecsees[iseens[osseeseces|esees | seeeseees|iceees|eceeeesees BR 
Mississippi .........-..|-ser0-] s2+sesee-]oseees|ieeeteeeefecees | ceeeeeecs[eeneee|ceseneee:[ontees|seceneees|seetes|eseeseeeeeliceses[eeeeseeees|ieeee | ceeeesee feseeeefeseeeeeees Sh 
SMA Spivctel se ot see, foe fase ce ated erence of ermeee dns song ee cet aa | ee esse | or acela = so. | tee enti asd | nee tes epee or ref eit ence rae 
New Hampshire .......| 2 By BOO es fee nema femmes fame ea [eam ana frmnce vena | eee |e anes] eee eee oe ee pee ee 1 5,000 |i.css}:2-0se eee ea 

Now York......------.| 14] - 98,078] ~8| 40,000| 3] . 3,200] 9 | 9,958 4-.2..:]--........) @|' 31,300] 3] 13,100) 1] 60, 000)):.--..|--2 

ORD 25. ge kG ate dee 7 OOO EN eens ae coca a Neots ten Aisle 18 000-| isda a cae Nei cee Sr al ences hed 
Pennsylvania ......--- z 5m] 3] 19,000) 1] 1,923} 1/ 8500| 1] 2350] | 7,597] 3] 46,310] 2] 32,000] 1] 21,000 

faut Carolinas. <ce.-apseces 4 coe ecceces| creme OOH) (68 4) 21 O50 | ee tee ects ea lhe ad Les ee es ce ake eee le eee ne | ee eeee 
BUSA ou coca cP nsec eet ead BAN GABON cate cen Nt ag d teeeUhe teesMUe Te ces cod atc eel ace eee a | ee



Table showing the the number of libraries established from 1800 to 1825, with the number of volumes in 1875 — Concluded. a 

a a a ee ee eee nO 

oon | College. | Society. Law. | Medical. | ‘Theological. | Scientific. Historical. Publie, 
States and Territories. Hacoese ee oe ae ee eae a 

No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. |. | Vois. | No. | Vols. |. Vols. | No. | Vols. [Xo | Vols, | No. Vols. | No. | Vols, 

Vermout:..2...+.-.-2-. i] 2,200] 2] 95,521 ea elon eee Gece eceea| ects [eee ees eences eee | ai ceapteea rics ees yam 3 
Aten etek on ah ee til D. Csea a atest serene 3 | SOO Ue hates eee ae AUR oe 1} 10,000 1 2,500 |.--22.|.-nsseeeec[iesees|Paeeceoeee SY 

otal = eases] 3 | 3,05 | 19) 216, 236 | a7] a Hf 51487 |B 15 S50 UL 128, 176 | 7| 61, 940 8 | 169, 097 6| 29,993 NN 

| F mt Sta Ler 3 es S | Mercantile, | Social. YMCA. | Government, | Stan’ Fer) Garrison, | ABHOM me a Total. = 
States and Territories. | ss gs 

No. | Vols. No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. |No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. | No. | Vols. | No. | Vols | No. | Vols, = 
| J} —] | 4 J — J |] —  ——_ J] ___ ___ 

pidanana Sooo Soot Se cee Es mesa he ftee hal mesa 2a oo BS oso mines | NS EN De aoe Peto ae eal gee er 
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792 Public Libraries in the United States. 

LIBRARIES GRADED ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF VOLUMES. 

The following table, compiled from the general table at the end of 
this volume, shows by States, in sixteen classes, the number of public 
libraries in the United States, numbering 500 volumes or more, ar- 
ranged according to the number of volumes in each. There are 2,958, 
such libraries, with an aggregate of 12,039,724 volumes. Besides these, 
there are 724 libraries, mainly formed within a very recent period, 
numbering from 300 to 500 volumes each, and containing altogether 
237,240 volumes. 

It may be remarked in explanation of a slight difference in respect to 
the number of libraries each of which numbers 10,000 volu mes or more, 
between the following table and the comparative table in an earlier part 
of this chapter, that while in the following table the libraries of stu- 
dents’ societies in colleges are kept distinet from the college libraries 
proper, in the former they were necessarily combined with the college 
libraries for the purpose of uniformity in comparison. For this reason, 

the number of libraries of the class named is slightly larger in the 
former table.



Table of public libraries in 1875, graded according to number of volumes. 
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Table of public libraries in 1875, graded according to number of volumes —Concluded. : = 
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CLASSIFIED TABLE OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 

The classification adopted in the following table, though not in all 

respects satisfactory, is the best that much study has suggested. Re- 

specting some of the classes, a few words of explanation are necessary. 

Academy and school libraries—This class comprises those of all 

schools —except colleges and professional schools — including seminaries 

and institutes for the higher education of women, business colleges, 

normal schools, academies, and high schools, but not of common or dis- 

trict schools, save in a few instances, which do not materially modify 

the figures. 

Society libraries.— This class includes only the libraries belonging to 

students’ societies in colleges. 
Scientific.—In this class are grouped the libraries of schools of science, 

including colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts, and of scientifie 

societies. 
Public.— Into this class are brought all libraries open to the public 

without charge or for a nominal fee only. 

Social libraries.— These include athenweums, young men’s associations 

and institutes, and subscription libraries generally. 

Asylums and reformatories.— The libraries of this class comprise those 
of all asylums, hospitals, workhouses, reform schools, and prisons. 

Miscellaneous.— There are many libraries so individual in character 

that it has seemed impracticable to assign them properly to any one of 

sixteen classes, and they are, therefore, reluctantly classed as miscel- 

laneous, though it must not be understood that this term always applies 
to the contents of the collections. The number under this head might 

have been considerably reduced by forming another class, including the 

libraries of secret and benevolent societies and associations ; but these 

latter are so numerous and libraries so generally distributed among 

them that it was thought such a classification would be little, if any, 

more satisfactory and definite than the one adopted. 

For convenience the table is arranged by States as well as classes, 

and includes all libraries numbering 300 volames and upward. It ae- 

counts for 3,682 libraries of all classes, which number in the aggregate 

12,276,964. volumes, an average of about 3,334 volumes for each library. 

Of the whole number of libraries included in the table, 742 of the cireulat- 

ing libraries in 1874-75 reported the average number of volumes yearly 

taken out by readers, giving an aggregate of 8,879,869 volumes, nearly 

12,000 volumes each. 
As this table is itself a summary, no farther explanation regarding it 

Seems necessary. The aim has been to insert no item that is not signifi- 

cant, and, on the other hand, to omit none essential to the reader who 

desires to ascertain the number, kind, and extent of our public libraries.
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802 Public Libraries in the United States. : 

LIBRARY FUNDS. 

The following table is presented with reluctance. Stated briefly, 358 
libraries report permanent funds, amounting to $6,105,581 in the agegre- 
gate; 1,364 report that they have no permanent funds; and 1,960, con- 
siderably more than one-half, do not report either way. The incomplete. 
ness of the statement detracts greatly from its value and renders it 
unsatisfactory ; though, having been prepared trom special returns and 
from such printed reports as could be consulted with a feeling of con- 

fidence, it may be relied on as substantially correct, so far as it goes, 
It should be remarked that the value of lands and buildings, unless 

yielding a revenue, is not included in the following statement. 
If one chose he might with some reason conjecture, taking the follow- 

ing table as a basis, that the permanent funds of American public libra- 
ries aggregate about $12,000,000; he might be nearly correct, and it is 
possible that he would be millions wide of the mark. 

The truth is that in the present state of library reports there is hardly 

a more difficult and thankless task than to undertake to prepare an ae 

ceptable statement of the finances of public libraries. The printed 

reports of some afford clear and intelligible statements of their funds, © 

income, and expenditures; others may, perhaps, be comprehended by 

their makers; while others can hardly be intelligible to any one. 

The above criticism is true in a less degree of the latest reports than 

in respect to those of former years, and a reasonable hope is cherished 

that the improvement will continue in future in a greater ratio than it 

has been manifested in the past; for it must be remembered that an 

immense multiplication of public libraries bas taken place within a few 

years, calling to the desk of the librarian many hundreds necessarily 

unskilled in their duties, and it is perhaps to be wondered that so much 

has been done so well, rather than that much has been ill done or entirely 

neglected. As they gain experience librarians will, doubtless, realize 

more fully the importance to themselves and their libraries of keeping 

more complete statistics. 

/
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CLASSIFIED STATISTICS OF SIXTY-TWO LIBRARIES. 

The following table shows the number of volumes, the yearly ciren- 

lation, the yearly additions, the amount of permanent fund, the total 
yearly income, the yearly expenditures for books, periodicals, and bind- 
ing, and the yearly expenditures for salaries and incidentals of 62 libra- 
ries, with the unavoidable exceptions arising from incomplete returns, 
No report of the yearly use by readers was made by 11 reference and 2 

circulating libraries, which contain altogether 514,592 volumes. 
The 62 libraries number in the aggregate 2,695,760 volumes. The 49 

libraries reporting the yearly circulation contain altogether 2,181,168 

volumes, and there were taken out by readers in the year, 4,455,514 

volumes, or more than 200 per cent. To 60 libraries, nambering in the 

aggregate 2,670,760 volumes, there were added in the year 154,924 vol- 

umes, or nearly 6 per cent., while two of the libraries do not report the 

increase, if any. Permanent funds are reported by 43 libraries, and 
amount in the aggregate to $2,378,655; of the remaining libraries 15 

report no permanent fund and four furnish no report. The total yearly 

income reported by 61, from all sources, is $799,256; while one, though 

not stating whether it has any income or not, evidently receives funds 

from some source, having expended $4,278 within the year. The yearly 

outlay for books, periodicals, and binding was reported by 56 libraries, 

and amounted to a total of $278,318; of the six which did not report 

this item, two had been established but little more than a year. The 

aggregate amount paid on account of salaries and incidental expenses 

by 58 libraries was $467,555; from four no report was received. 

}



Table showing number of volumes, yearly circulation, amount of permanent fund, and yearly income and expenditure of sixty-two selected libraries in 1874-75. 
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Table showing number of volumes, yearly circulation, amount of permanent fund, and yearly income and expenditure, ete-— Concluded. x 
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BENEFACTIONS TO PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 

It was designed to present a tabular view of the benetactions to 
public libraries, and strenuous efforts have been made to gather the 
necessary data for that parpose; but as it is found impracticable on 
account of its incompleteness to classify and tabulate properly the 
information received respecting the numerous gifts, it has been decided 
to substitute the following summary, showing, by States, the amount of 
the several benefactions, including gifts of money, land, and buildiags, 
prepared from the special returns received, and from such printed 
reports as were found available for the purpose: 

California, $1,022,000; Connecticut, $773,607; Delaware, $17,600; 
District of Columbia, $25,000; Georgia, $63,500; Illinois, $2,614,050; 
Indiana, $150,000; Lowa, $13,850; Kansas, $500; Louisiana, $15,000; 
Maine, $135,950; Maryland, $1,426,500; Massachusetts, $2,903,406; 

Minnesota, $15,300; Missouri, $194,637; Nebraska, $1,100; New Hamp- 
shire, $58,379; New Jersey, $416,750; New York, $2,942,272; Ohio, 
$197,500; Oregon, $250; Pennsylvania, $1,448,473; Rhode Island, 
$294,781; South Carolina, $35,000; Teunessee, $450 ; Texas, $18,000; 
Vermont, $74,308 ; Virginia, $26,000; Wisconsin, $6,500; total for the 
United States, $14,920,657. 

Information, much of which is doubtless reliable, though not in proper 
form for use, respecting many gifts not included above, and the fact 
that in a majority of instances where lands or buildings have been 
given they have simply been so reported, unaccompanied by estimates 
of their value, lead to the belief that it is not unsafe to estimate that 
he sum above reported does not represent more than about one-half 

the amount received by the public libraries of the United States from 

the benefactions of individuals, or that the real amount is nearer 
$30,000,000 than $15,000,000, And this does not include the books 
contributed from time to time, the number of which, in the presentstate 
of library statistics, it is simply useless to attempt to ascertain or 

estimate. Comparatively few libraries have the time to make an 

accurate return of such gifts covering the whole lifetime of their libra- 

ries, and many are debarred from doing so by imperfection or loss of 
records. 

It is fairly estimated that, of the gifts of money, land, and buildings 

above recorded, at least five-sixths have been received within the last 

thirty-five years. 

It must be remembered that the above figures rigorously exclude all 

grants or other Government, State, or municipal aid, and include only 
private benefactions. 

LOSS AND WEAR OF BOOKS IN CIRCULATION. 

The following table has been prepared to show the losses sustained by 

public libraries through the negligence, dishonesty, or other default of |
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borrowers, and through the ordinary wear of books in circulation. The 

statistics of twenty-three libraries for different periods varying from one 
to eighteen years are presented. These libraries are conducted in the 

most liberal spirit as regards affording facilities to borrowers ; many of 

them are free to all the inhabitants of the towns and cities in which they 

are situated; some of them are in small towns, others in large cities; 

they reach all classes of population in city and country ; of all trades and 

occupations, and all grades of culture and refinement. 

The table shows that out of a total circulation of 6,475,346 volumes) 

3,068 were lost through borrowers, and 9,089 were worn out, being a 

total loss of 12,157 volumes, or less than two-tenths of one per cent., a 
considerably smaller percentage than the loss of a like amount of paper 

currency in circulation daring the same period. And it appears that 

nearly three times as many books wear out in honorable service as are 

lost through carelessness and dishonesty. 

This seems to prove three things; first, that the borrowers from 

American public libraries are decently honest ; second, that they appre- 

ciate and treat, as they deserve, the books they read; third, that the 

administration of these twenty-three public libraries, at least, is effi- 

cient and vigilant. 

These things being true, it appears that the managers of all public 

libraries need not hesitate to open wide their doors and bid the public 

enter. Fidelity to their trust does not require that the way of the reader 

| should be hedged about by illiberal restraints and requirements, but 

is consistent with his most liberal treatment. 

, 

'
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Loss and wear of books in circulation of twenty-three libraries. 
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CLASSIFIED STATISTICS OF CIRCULATION, 

There is a widespread desire to know the value of public libraries as 

expressed by the relative extent to which particular departments of lit 
erature are used by readers. “In what proportion are different kinds 

of books taken from the libraries and read?” This question is the one 

oftenest asked in one form or another, and the most correct answer that 

can be given is, “ No one knows.” After statement of several of the 

reasons why no general answer can be given, the results of certain in- 

vestigations will be presented. 

If all libraries contained only books on science, or history, ov if all the 

books were novels, the problem would be considerably simplified, as 

also if only two or three well defined departments of literature existed, 

for readers would be bound by a sort of “ Hobson’s choice ;” and it may
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be noted as particularly true now that readers often take what they can 

get instead of what they would best like. 

It is rare to find two libraries, unless they were arranged by the same 

person, that present the same classification of books. Diversity of classi - 

fication, arising usually from considerations of convenience, doubtless 

well enough in itself, is fatal to any attempt at combining statistics 

so that they will show truly the percentage of different kinds of books 

read. The remoter question of the assignment of books to classes— 

for what one librarian classes as Science, another may class as Theol- 

ogy, and what he calls Science a third may call Philosophy—need not 

be discussed here. There are difficulties enough in the ease already, 
The following classification has been adopted for the purpose of keep- 

ing statistics of circulation in the Chicago Public Library, viz: History 
and biography ; voyages and travels; science and art; poetry and 

drama; German, French, and Scandinavian literature; English prose 

fiction and juveniles ; miscellaneous—seven in all. 
The same classification was adopted for the Cincinnati Public 

Library. 

The Mercantile Library of San Francisco is divided into 14 classes, viz : 

Romance; juvenile; travels; biography; belles-lettres; science; history ; 

poetry; miscellaneous; Spanish; French; German; religion; periodicals. 

The Mercantile Library of Baltimore enumerates 16 classes, viz: Art 

and architecture; arts and sciences; biography; drama; essays; history ; 

medicine; natural history; philology; philosophy; poetry; politics; poly- 

graphs; prose fiction; theology ; Voyages and travels. 

The Mercantile Library of New York is divided into 10 classes, viz: 

Arts; biography; history, geography and travels; literature; mathe- 

matics; medical sciences; mental and moral science; natural sciences ; 
political science; theology. 

The classification of the popular department of the Boston Public 

(Central) Library, for tbe purpose of keeping statistics of use, is as follows: 

Sciences, arts, professions; American history and polities; foreign history 

and politics; poetry, drama, rhetoric, miscellaneous essays, ete. ; prose 

fiction for adults; prose fiction for youths; biography; travels, voyages, 

ete, ; collections, periodicals, ete.; French, German, and Italian books — 
ten in all. 

The Indianapolis, Ind., Public Library has adopted the following class- 
ification: Fietion; German and French; poetry and drama; science and 

arts; voyages and travel; history and biography ; miscellaneous. 

Suflicient examples have been given to show the hopelessness of any 

effort to reconcile the statistics of circulation of different public libraries 

unless greater uniformity of classification is found practicable by libra- 
rians, 

It may be remarked that so faras the classification is reported by the 
Smaller public libraries, equal differences appear. The same is true 

of British Free Libraries, the reports of many of which haye been exam- 
i ned, a.
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But suppose that all the difficulties of classification had been overcome; 
that all librarians had agreed to divide literature into the same classes, 
and that substantial uniformity of assignment to the different classes 
had been secured. There is still another difficulty, by no means insig- 
nificant, in the way of finding out what and how much people read. 
The volume has thus far been always used as the basis of library sta- 

tistics —a library owns so many volumes, it circulates so many volumes, 
Now, the number of volumes of books read is no more a true and 
definite criterion of the actual amount of reading in any department 
of literature than is the number of potatoes of all sizes in a barrel the 
measure of its weight. Popular books, those most read, appear oftenest 
in new editions. The more popular an author, tho more likely that one 
may obtain his works, or any separate work, in about as many volumes 
as one chooses, One library will have, say two editions, one in one 
volume, the other in six volumes; a larger library may have a half 
dozen editions of the same author, each comprising a different number 
of volumes. For instance, there are at least 23 editions of Scott’s novels 
in the American market, in different styles, comprising 1, 4,6, 10, 12, 23, 
25, 26, 48, and 50 volumes, respectively. Cooper’s Leather-Stocking 
Tales or his Sea Tales may be had in one or five volumes. Nine different 
editions of Bulwer afford choice of his complete works in 1, 22, 23, 24, 

43, or 46 volumes. Dickens’s works may be found in 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30, 34, 35, 55, 56, or92 volumes. The Boston 
Atheneum has Dickens’s American Notes in 1 and 2 volumes, respect: 

ively; Bleak House in 1 and 4; David Copperfield in 1 and 3, ete. In 

the Boston Public Library the reader will find Dickens’s works in 53 
volumes; he may get a copy of David Copperfield in 1 volume, or 2, or 

4, as he chooses, and so on. When it is remembered that from 70 to 80 

per. cent. of all the books taken from public libraries comprise works of 

fiction, it must be admitted that this matter of different editions consist- 

ing of different numbers of volumes presents a practical difficulty of con- 

siderable moment. 

The fifteenth annual report of the Boston Public Library contains some 

interesting statistics of the circulation in that year, prepared by Mr. 

Winsor, then chairman of the examining committee. Speaking of the 
relative popularity of different authors as exhibited by the returns, Mr. 
Winsor said: 

Of course, this return must be taken cautiously, as showing the relative popularity 
of the several authors, To be accurate, it should be certain that the library is supplied 
with copies of each relative to the demand} and regard must also be had to the fact 
whether an author’s works are in one or two volumes, since the return is by volumes 
and not by kooks. 

In many libraries the force supplied is only sufficient to attend to the 

ordinary details of administration, though by the application of some 
such ingenious device as that used by Mr. Poole in the Chicago Publi¢ 

Library, the work of keeping the statistics of circulation would consume |
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but little time. In a letter on the subject of library statistics, Mr. Poole 

writes : 

What is needed is some uniform method of keeping statistics of cireulation. I keep 
seven items: 1. History and biography; 2. Voyages and travels; 3. Science and art ; 

4, Poetry and drama; 5. German, French, and Scandinavian literature; 6. English 
prose fiction and juveniles; 7. Miscelianeous. I have a fox with seven compartments, — - 
and, as a book goes out, a pea is dropped by the attendant into one of the compartments. 
These peas are counted at night and recorded. If this or some other system could be 
generally adopted, we could have some uniform statistics of libraries. Cannot some 
uniform system be initiated? It must be very simple and the classes few, otherwise it 
will not be adopted. 

It may be remarked that though the classification of books as German 

or French, ete., seems natural enough, and the statistics of use of such 

books are interesting, they are not congruous with statistics which 

divide literature into departments; ¢.., to say only that 1,000 French 

books have been circulated leaves the fact as to what proportion of 

history, biography, etc., they comprise, unknown. 

The following statistics are presented with much hesitation and must 

be received with great caution. 

The classification adopted in the first table is not regarded as a 

model, and itis hoped that by comparison of views librarians will be 

able to agree on one much better. In several instances the statement — . 

has been made up from published reports of the libraries, and related 

classes have been combined in order to preserve uniformity. It is 

believed that the average percentage of fiction read is rather under- 
stated than placed too high.
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An examination of the statistics referred to in the third note to the 
foregoing table affords the following results, the figures being percent- 

ages: : 
East Boston Branch: 1873. 1874, 1875 
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Brighton Branch, 1874-75 : 

Fiction, 84, biography, travel, and history, 7; others, 9. 

Dorchester Branch, 1874-75: 

Fiction and juveniles, 83-+-; history, 2+; biography, 2-++; travels, 3-4. 

It is proper that reference should be made to the changes brought 

about in the character of the circulation of the Boston Public Library 
by means of the quarterly bulletins and the admirable class catalogues 

prepared for readers by Mr. Winsor, particularly the Class-list of His- , 
tory, Biography, and Travel. The influence of the last named is thus 

adverted to in the annual report of the library for the year 1874: 
In August last, the long delayed consolidated Class-list of Books in History, Biog- 

raphy and Travel, in the Lower Hall, was ready for the public. The new features in 
popular cataloguing which it presented soon produced the results which were hoped 

for. The notes appended to the principal cross references, and intended to assist read- 
ers in the choice of books, had a very marked effect upon the character of the circula- 

tion in the Lower Hall. As these notes were also intended to bring more prominently 

before the class of readers which frequents that department the resources of the higher 

classification of the Bates Hall, a considerable share of the increase of use of that hall 
must be ascribed to the influence of these notes, though from statistics it is not easy to 
indicate the proportions. In the Lower Hall, however, the figures of the circulation 
can be brought toa demonstration, Although but eight months of the year are coy- 
ered by its effects, the returns of the entire year show an increase over last year of books 
used in those departments of 75 per cent., while the additional uso of fiction is less than 

3 per cent. J 
It has also resulted in reducing the percentage of fiction issued in the popular de- 

partment (Lower Hall) of the Central Library to less than 72 per cent. of the entire 

issues of that collection, which is several hundredths below the ayerage maintained in 
the past or ordinarily found in free public libraries. Taking the entire reading of the 
Central Library, the use of fiction is probably not far from 55 per cent. of the whole 

issues. 

In the report for 1875, the superintendent, referring to the influence 

of the bulletins and of the Olass-list of History, Biography, and Travel, 

remarks : 
For the first four months the increase of use of the books in these classes over the 

corresponding period of. the previous year was about 16) per cent.; and not more than |
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Qor 3 per cent. of this can be attributed to the increased circulation of that depart- 
ment. For the next eight months of the year, that is, from September, 1874, to April, 
1875, the relative effect was diminished, because the same catalogue was in use the 
previous year in corresponding months. With this disadvantage, the accumulative 

gain in inciting readers to a better choice of, books is shown by an increase of 23 per 

| cent. in these classes of books, of which not more than 6 or 7 per cent. is due to the 

general increase of reading. . . . The use of fiction’ and juveniles has been 
reduced during the year in an unprecedented manner. Having been as high as 78 per 
cent., it is now reduced to 69, and the gain has been entirely in the department of 

. history, biography, and travel. 

The following, from the superintendent's monthly report for April, 

1876, shows by months the gain in the use of books in the classes of 
history, biography, and travel, resulting from the use of the class cata- 

logue, and suggests to librarians a practical means of lessening the 
demands of readers on the department of fiction and inereasing their 

requisitions on what may be termed more useful classes of reading: . 

The relative increase by months of the whole circulation [reckoning by books foe 
home use returned] of the Lower Hall, and that of those alcoves in it devoted to his- 
tory, biography, and travel, over the circulation of corresponding months last year, as 

shown in the following table, indicates the results of efforts to induce borrowers to 

read less fiction and more of other books, by giving them assistance in the choice of 
hooks through the catalogue notes printed in the new Catalogue for Books in the Classes 
of History, Biography, and Travel: r 
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The Lower Hall Catalogue for History, Biography, and Travel, above referred to, 
Was issued in the middle of August, 1873, so that the increase of use of books in those 
departments since August, 1874, shows the gain by continued use, and not, as before, 

the gain over corresponding months when it was not in use. 

LIBRARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 

The following tables, kindly furnished by Rev. J. G. Ames, librarian, 

exhibit the quarterly circulation of the Library of the Interior Depart 

nent for the year ending March 31, 1876. This library is free to all 

employés of the Department, and the statistics of its use are of specia' 

interest as showing the kinds of books chosen by a particular class of 

persons, namely, the clerks of the Department. It appears that fiction 

holds its relative place in circulation here as compared with other pub- 

lic libraries; about 76 per cent. of the books taken out being of that 
class. 

These statistics have been prepared with great care, and are believed 
to be correct.
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Statistical report of the Library of the Department of the Interior for the quarter ended June 30, 1875. S 
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Forster's “ Life of Dickens” was out fourteen times ; Strickland’s “ Lives of Queens of England” was out thirteen times; Fronde’s “ History of England” was out Ss 
cleven times; “ Beatrice,” by Julia Kavanagh, was ont twelve times. The following named books were out eleven times, viz: “Woman in White,” Collins; “Dallas S: 
Galbraith,” Mrs. Davis; “ Idalia,” “Ouida,” “Hard Cash,” Reade ; “ Mabel Leo,” Reid ; “Dollars and Cents,” Warner ; “Good Luck!” Werner. ‘The following named were + & 
out ten times, viz: “ Valentine the Countess,” Detlef; “ David Copperfield,” Dickens; “ Macaria,” Evans; ‘“ Howa Bride was Won,” Gerstiicker; “West Lawn and the 
Rector of St. Mark’s,” Holmes; “ Gold Elsie,” “ Marlitt,” “Adele,” Kavanagh ; “Agatha’s Husband,” Muloch ; “A Floating City,” Verne; “ Queechy,” Warner; “Hearts: 
ease,” Yonge. 3 = 
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Statistical report of the Library of the Department of the Interior for the quarter ended September 30, 1875. 
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During the quarter the following named work was taken out fourteen times: “ Under two Flags,” “Ou'da.” ‘The following named were taken cleven times: “Woman in >. 
White,” Collins; Dante's “Vision ;” “Queechy,” Miss Warner; and “ Hopes and Fears,” Miss Yonge. The following named were taken ten times: “Article 47,” Belot; 
“Good Bye, Sweetheart !” Miss Broughton ; “ Dallas Galbraith,” Mrs. Davis; “Dora,” Miss Kavanagh; “ Roughing It,” S. L. Clemens; “A Hero,” Miss Muloch; and “Tales & 
rom Blackwood.” e 
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Statistical report of tite Library of the Department of the Intcrior for the quarter ended December 31, 1875. ee 
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“ The Gilded Age” was out fifteen times during the quarter; * Nelly Brooke,” Miss Marryat, was out fourteen times; “The Forayers,” Simms, was taken thirteen times, $ 
The following named books were taken twelve times: * Our Mutual Friend,” Dickens; “ Woman against Woman” and “Too Good for Him,” Miss Marryat, and “‘Ten Qld Ss 
Maids,” Miss Smith. The following named books were taken eleven times: “ Old Curiosity Shop,” Dickens ; ‘Count of Monte Cristo,” Dumas; “ Quecchy,” Miss Warner, and & 
“Paul Massie,” McCarthy. The following named books were taken ten times; “Three Guardsmen,” Damas, and “ Woodcraft ” and “The Yemassee,” Simms. 
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Statistical report of the Library of the Department of the Interior for the quarter ended March 31, 1876. 
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“Sibyl Huntington,” Dorr, was out fourteen times; “Story of a Millionaire,” MiihIbach, was out thirteen times. The following named were each out twelve times: QR 
“ Ralph, the Heir,” ‘Trollope ; ‘* Idalia,” “ Ouida ;” “* Wooderaft,” Simms ; * From my Youth Up,” “Marian Harland ;” “ Within an Ace,” Mrs. Jenkins; “Dallas Galbraith,” Mrs. 3 

. Davis, and “ Paul Massie,” McCarthy. Each of the following named was out eleven times: “Little Dorrit,” Dickens; “Pasearél,” “Ouida ;’ “Philip Earnscliffe,” Mrs. 5° 
Edwards ; “ Woman against Woman,” Miss Marryat; “ True as Steel,” “Marian Harland ;” and “Kenneth, my King,” Miss Brock. = 
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828 Public Libraries in the United States. 

SOME ANALYSES OF LIBRARY REPORTS. 

Most people have a superstitious regard for statements expressed by 

combinations of Arabic numerals, and accept them with an unfaltering 

faith; the array of imposing columns is rarely challenged, and still less 

often disturbed. Blank spaces in such columns, however, mar their sym- 

metry and evoke criticism. One ingenious statistician recognizing this 

fact, and himself disliking the appearance of these spaces, contrived, 

it is said, to fill them, and probably few who read, and none who quote, 

his figures, know the extent to which his ingenuity was exercised, 

The making of a statistical table could not have been particularly diffi- 

cult for him, but to one who appreciates the wide difference between 

a reported fact and an estimate of what a fact might be, if reported — 

in other words, the distinction between true and false statistics — the 
task is anything but easy. 

A notice of Rhees’s Manual of Public Libraries, ete., published in 1864, 
contains the following: 

The information it embodies, though very valuable and fall as regards many libra- 
ries, is very incomplete, as may be seen from the fact that, while it gives the names of 
2,902 libraries of all sizes, it records the number of volumes in only 1,333 of them, 
leaving the large proportion of 1,564 unreported. The failure to respond to cirenlars 

of inquiry was the cause of this deficiency. 

Mr. Rhees labored under great difficulties, as every one must who 

undertakes to explore a new field and gather statistics about anything; 

the difficulties had rather increased than diminished, when, in 1370, 

the Bureau of Education began to publish reports of public libraries. 

Rhees was able to get returns of the number of volumes from only 40 
per cent. of the libraries then known to exist; in 1871 the Bureau of 

Education published the number of volumes in nearly 97 per cent. of 

the libraries that made reports, indicating a great increase of interest on 

the part of librarians, 

In 1871 a circular embracing 13 questions was sent to all known 

public libraries, and answers were received from 18). A brief state- 

ment of the rests obtained with this small number of inquiries will 

indicate in a general way the difficulties attending any effort to present 

satisfactory library statistics.- The questions related only to the ordi- 

nary affairs of a library, and it would seem that all of them might have 

been easily answered by each of the libraries reporting. Of the 180 

libraries, however, only three answered all the questions of the circular. 

The result may be summed as follows: Total number of questions asked, 

2,340; number of the questions answered, 1,654; number of questions 

not answered, 686; percentage of questions answered, 70.6; percentage 

of the questions not answered, 29.4. The main difficulty is, then, not 

in any disinclination on the part of librarians to furnish some sort of 
statistics of their libraries, but rather in the quite general neglect or 

inability to keep statistics which might enable them to give distinct in- 

formation on some of the most important questions of library economy. 

As, however, but a small part of our libraries furnished statistics for
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publication in 1871, a further effort was made in 1872 to collect the 

statistics of public libraries. A schedule of questions was prepared, after 

consultation with experienced librarians. This schedule embraced 71 

questions — a larger number than any one library, perhaps, could be ex- 

pected to answer—the evident design being to bring together iu one 

form the main questions applicable to the affairs of libraries belonging 

to different classes and differing in management and purpose. Three 

hundred and six libraries responded more or less fully to this series of 

questions. An analysis of the returns was carefully prepared, the libra- 

ries being, for the sake of convenience, divided into fourteen general 

classes. The whole number of questions to each class was, respectively, 

as follows: To free public libraries, 5,112, of which 3,470 were answered ; 

but as only 4,752 appeared to be applicable to that class, nearly 93 per 

cent. of these were answered; in the second class there were 6,235 ques- 

tions, 5,865 of which are regarded as applicable, and of these 4,177, or 

about 67 per cent., were answered ; of the third class there were 22 libra- 

ries, the number of questions therefor being 1,562, of which 1,472 were 

considered pertinent, and of these about 70 per cent. were answered ; 

there were 29 libraries in the fourth class, and replies were received to 

about 57 per cent. of the questions considered applicable; in class five 

were 5 libraries, the whole number of questions being 355, and 300 of 

them applicable, of which number 232, or more than 77 per cent., were 

answered; there were 15 of the sixth class; the whole number of ques- 

tions therefor was 1,065, and of these 870 are supposed to apply to that 

class, which forms a percentage of about 81; in the seventh class, mak- 

ing but 5 libraries, 305 questions were considered to apply, and of these 

a little more than 95 per cent. were answered; in the eighth class were 

3 libraries, which it was thought should have replied to 177 of the que- 

ries, when in fact they replied to only a little more than 8! per cent. ; 

of the whole number of questions considered to apply to the ninth class 

792 were answered, or about 56 per cent.; of 12 libraries belonging to 

historical societies, (class ten,) 852 questions were asked, 792 of which 

were thought to be pertinent, and of these about 53 per cent. were 

answered ; of the libraries of class eleven 69 per cent. answered the 

questions considered to be applicable; of the twelfth class 81 per cent. 

replied to what were deemed the questions pertinent to that class; of 

the thirteenth class 60 per cent. answered. Besides these there were 

7 libraries that could not be classified, and for the sake of accuracy it is 

not thought best to present any analysis of them. 

The following, selected from the elaborate analysis furnished by an 
accomplished statistician, will show further results and illustrate the 

hature of the work. It may be said that the whole number of questions 

Subjected to analysis was 32,266, and the proportion of omissions does 

hot vary materially from those presented below : 

Question 3.—When was the library founded ? 
This question is applicable to all public libraries. Of the°306 libraries reporting, 

23, or about 7.5 per cent, failed to furnish this information.
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Question 6.—Amount of permanent fund ? 

Of the 306 libraries reporting, 77, or 25.2 per cent., failed to answer this question ; 229, 

or 74.8 per cent., having answered. Of the 229 libraries answering this question, 102, 
or 44.5 per cent., had each a permanent fund, and 127, or 55.5 pet cent., had no perma- 

nent fund. 

The aggregate amount of permanent fund of those answering was $2, 647,737, mak- 

ing the average to each of the libraries answering this question $11,562; and the average 
to each of the 102 libraries having a fund, $25,958. 

Question 7—Amount of annual income ? 

Of the 306 libraries reporting, 93, or 30.4 per cent., failed to answer this question ; 213, 
or 69.6 per cent., answered, Of the 213 libraries answering, 89, or 41.8 per cent., replied 
affirmatively, and 124, or 58.2 per cent., replied negatively. f 

The aggregate amount of income of those answering was $213,671, making the average 
to each of the 213 libraries answering this question $1,003, and the average to each of 
the 89 libraries answering affirmatively, $2,401. 

Question 9.—Does the library receive State or municipal appropriations ? 
Of the 306 libraries reporting, 105, or 34.3 per cent., failed to answer this question , 

201, or 65.7 per cent., answered. Of the 201 libraries answering, 72 replied aftirma- 
tively, and 129 negatively. 

Question 10.—Amount received from donations ? 

Of the 306 libraries reporting, 140, or 453 per cent., failed to answer this question; 

166, or 544 per cent., answered, Of the 166 libraries answering, 48, or 29 per cent., had 

received donations; 118, or 71 per cent., had not. The aggregate amount of donations 
reported was $46,869, 

‘ Question 11.—Number of volumes in library ? 

No library failed to answer this question; and the aggregate number of volumes re- 
ported by the 306 libraries was 3,998,663, making an average for each of 13,063 volumes. 

Question 12.—Number of pamphlets in library ? 

OF the 306 libraries reporting, 116, or 37.9 per cent., failed to answer this question; 

190, or 62.1 per cent., having answered. Of the 190 libraries answering this question, 
143, or 75.26 per cent., had pamphlets, and 47; or 24.74 per cent., had no pamphlets. 

The aggregate number of pamphlets in libraries of those answering was 907,952, 
making the average to each of the 190 libraries answering this question, 4,763, and the 
average to each of the 47 libraries haying pamphlets, 6,353. 

Question 18.—Increase of books in year by purchase ? 
OF the 306 libraries reporting, 133, or about 43} per cent., failed to answer, and 173+ 

or about 564 per cent., answered. The aggregate additions to these libraries numbered 
160,695 volumes. 

Question 19.—Increase of pamphlets in the year by purchase ? 
To this question, 248, or about 81 per cent., of the 306 libraries failed to respond; 

while 58, or about 19 per cent., furnished replies, showing that they had acquired in 
the period named, in the aggregate, 11,650 pamphlets. 

Question 20.—Annual increase of books by donation. 
This question was not answered by 154, or about 504 per cent., and was answered by 

152, or about 493 per cent., of the 306 libraries; the latter proportion reporting, in the 
aggregate, 32,833 volumes received by donation. 

Question 21.—Number of pamphlets donated. 
Of the 306 libraries, 219, or nearly 72 per cent., did not, and 87, or a little more than 

28 per cent., did answer this question; of the libraries answering the question, 63 re- 

ceived such donations, which numbered in the aggregate 42,123 pamphlets. 
Question 38.—Average number of readers in the year. 
Of the 306 libraries reporting, 171 libraries, or 56 per cent., failed to answer this 

question, 135 libraries, or 44 per cent., having answered. 
The aggregate number of readers in the year of those answering was 286,097, mak- 

ing the average 2,119 to each of the libraries answering.
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Question 39.—Number of subscribers ? . 

Of the 306 libraries reporting, 161, or 53 per cent., failed to answer this question ; 145, 
or 47 per cent., answered. Of the 145 libraries answering, 108, or 74 per cent., reported 

subscribers, and 37, or 26 per cent., had no subscribers. The aggregate number of sub- 

scribers of those answering was 83,023, making the average to each of the libraries 
having subscribers 573. 

Question 41.—Annual subscription ? 

Of the 306 libraries reporting, 167 libraries, or 55 per cent., failed to answer this 

question ; 189, or 45 per cent., answered. Of the 139 libraries answering, 119, or 86 per 

cont., described themselves as subscription libraries, and 20, or 14 per cent., required no 
subscription. 
The average subscription for each individual to the 119 libraries of this class answer- 

ng was $3.55. i 

Question 46.—Average weekly circulation of books ? 

Of the 306 libraries reporting, 119, or 39 per cent., failed to answer this question ; 
187, or 61 per cent., answered. Of the 187 libraries answering, 180, or 96 per cent., 
were lending libraries. é 
The aggregate weekly circulation of those answering was 129,317, making the aver- 

age to each of the libraries answering this question 694, and the average to each of the 
180 cireulating libraries 721 volumes. 

Question 48.—Average weekly number of books used at library? 
Of the 306 libraries reporting, 247, or 8L per cent., failed to answer this question ; 

59, or 19 per cent., answered. Of the 59 libraries answering, 45, or 76 per cent., replied 
that books were used at the library, and 14, or 24 per cent., replied that no books were 
so used. 
The aggregate number of books per week of those answering was 24,472, making the 

» average to each of the 59 libraries answering this question 415, and the average to 
each of the 45 libraries reporting books so used, 5,447. 

Question 58.—Does the library invite readers and borrowers to nominate books for 
purchase ? 

Of the 306 libraries reporting, 87, or 28.4 per cent., failed to answer this question ; 
219, or 71.6 per cent., answered. Of the 219 libraries answering, 190, or 85.8 per cent., 
replied aflirmatively, and 29, or 13.2 per cent., replied negatively. 

Question 65.—Is the library subject to State or municipal taxation ? 
Of the 306 libraries reporting, 45, or 14.7 per cent., failed to answer this question ; 

251, or 85.3 per cent., answered, Of the 261 libraries answering, 21, or & per cent., 
replied aftirmatively, and 240, or 92 per cent., replied negatively. 

(Question 66.—Does the library own its building ? 
Of the 306 libraries reporting, 92, or 30 per cent., failed to answer this question; 214, 

or70 per cent., answered. Of the 214 libraries answering, 75, or 35 per cent., replied in 
the aflirmative, and 139, or 65 per cent., replied in the negative. 

Question 68.—Is the building fire-proof? " 
Of the 306 libraries reporting, 43, or 14 per cent., failed to answer this question ; 263, 

or 86 per cent., answered. Of the 263 libraries answering, 50, or 19 per cent., reported 
that their buildings were fire-proof; 209, or 79.5 per cent., reported that their buildings 
Were not tire-proof; and 4, or 1.5 per cent., reported that their buildings were “ uearly ” 
lire-proof, 

Question 70,—Annual cost of administration ? 
Of the 306 libraries reporting, 97 libraries, or 31.7 per cent., failed to answer this 

uestion ; 209 libraries, or 62.3 per cent., answered. Of the 209 libraries answering, 
11, or 91.4 per cent., reported this item, and 18 libraries, or 8.6 per cent., reported that 
there was no expenditure for administration. The total cost of administration of the 

libraries reporting was $530,294, the average for the 191 libraries severally reporting 
the annual cost being $2,776.
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For paper and printing a complete catalogue of books in the Library of Congress .......--..----- tea 15, 673 00 15, 795 60 44L 44 318 84 15, 354 16 s 

Dismantling the late library enor Coibiest: aetc) ne ee ee SL eS | 700 09 689 23 |..---e sn, 10 77 6923S 
Paper, printing, and binding for the TulbPacy SPUonprees IN. 5 o.cyasei estes Pe woke eee eed meses 1,981 25 POGLB5 y caece eee -sasrateee= 1,981 23 = 

Fitting up rooms in north wing of the Capitol for temporary reception of the library ......--.----|--+--+--- 912 86 D1 e604 aves ern 26 = 
Furniture for Library of Congress......---2+.-20+seeeeeereeresereeeceneeecseesteeecaeenesensess|eseseeeees| 1,885 00 1, 885 00 Lrg a sb eeae 1,885.00 

‘Two stoves and coal for Library of Congress.:.......-+.s-eccsneseesseeseeceeetenesesseersteetse|seeeeeeees| 295 25 POSEY Fe cee eee 252 = ; 
Enlarging the law library, constructing a new stairway, ete......2..22g2+-eeeeee-eeeeeeeeeeeeeees/eeereeeees| 2,412 00 2,412 00 | Se ee “2,412 00 
Expenses incurred in extinguishment of the fire in the library room at the Capitol ive ie geek oe tet 5,000 00 5 WOO MY |S tna Bees teense 5,000 00 =~ 
Fitting up the document room, ete., to receive temporarily a portion of the books in the Con- | | ! | s. 
irespeiormAisticg ceo ae oes ee ee eed 1,200 00 Pigs As Fee 6157 1,138 43. 
Repairs of congressiona! library room, destroyed by fire...-..- eee ne ee 96,500 00] 96,500 00 }............]..-------eee 96,500 00 
Purchase of books, contingent expenses, and purchase of furniture ...--------..--------++-2ee eee peter eee 75, 000 00 ‘75, 000 00 |....--.----.f oes seer eee 75,00000  ™} 

Percentage on salaries of librarians, messengers, ¢t0........---++-2s00c0eceeceeeeeeeceeeceeeceeees|eeceeeeoes 773 00 OTS (00 tree seem aah eee 773 00 = 
Purchase of Spanish and Mexican law books for Library of Congress ....-..-.+--2---++e+eeceeees|eeeeeeeeee 1, 700 00 1,709 oh eee 1,70000 

‘To provide additional furnaces for Library of Congress .....-.------+2+++-eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeteeed[oeeeeeeees 1,500 00 1.50000 ties = ae clo eee 1,50000 " 
Expenses of procuring apparatus for warming and fuel, Library of Congress.......-...----.-----|--+-+-+-+ 5,000 00 6, 150 30 2,512 30 | *1,362 00 3, 638 00 

Enlarging and shelving the law library room, new carpet, and other furniture..........2.....22..)s2++++++- 400 00 AOD (00, |: eee eta, ae eee 400 00 
Compensation of fireman and coal for the furnaces, Library of Congress.........-.--.2-2 02-022.) ++ 2+ 1, 200 00 1,200 00 |.......---- |.--.-------- 1, 200 00 

‘To fit up with shelves the two rooms at the south end of Library of Congress for use of library...|.--.---+-- 270 00 GUO 00R ako es aft, ree oe 270 00 
Compensation of two laborers employed in the Téloaty of Congres oneo--eeeseeevvoeeneeneceen | once 1,000 00 CA a Rll Meese nen eens cen i 1,000.60 
Coal and fireman to warm the Library of Congress..-......---2.2:--02-c0eeeeceee cece ce teeeee ec eeleeeeeeenes 6,459 65 6,459 65 | 1,590 00! 1,590 00 4, 869 65



Stone flooring for the Library of Congrees....--...+.2-0-0--2-2e00c2eececeecceccecees scence eeeece[seenee sees 5,200 00 5,200 00 180 40 1s0 40 5,019 60 
TGs RAO CONES PARNIAL TD ERR GOS Lee Ge N =. nn ae dnrdhces- once ne cocccensosesucadens=<c|evsasceese 3,500 00 $500 O01... -subssee eA 3,500 00 
Replacing one of the iron panels in the ceiling of Library of Congress....-...--.+-.+-++-2+--2222+)--0ee-2ee> 500 00 GA GE sec eee sce 2<e 175 26 324 74 

1 Maps and plans illustrative of French war and war of the Revolution for Library of Congress... .......-- 1,000 00 | $000 | os seecce esse ac cues 1,020 00 : 
& Purchasing of files of the leading American newspapers for Library of Congress.......2.+++++2+:)e+e+e220++ 9,000 00 10,308 15 | 1,308 15 |........-.- 9,000 00 
© qo defray the expenso of removing library of Smithsonian Institution:to Library’6fiCongress ... |.......--. 500 00 | 500 00 | 126 126 498 74 

Purchasing a complete file of selections from European publications relative to the Rebellion...........--. 400000} 55. .2 222i p sa ctewna sean.) , OOOLOD, feraeneeee oe 

Enlargement of the Congressional Library.........--2--.----c0eeceeeeceececteneeeseeeeeeseeeeee-[eceeeeees-| 19318200} 203,095 10 | 9, 931 82 1872] — 193, 163 28 
Compensation of a person to take care of the heating apparatus, Library of Congress: sgencac--<acf-ss-5- ><. 3, 864 00 | 3B, 863 95 hee 05 | 3, 863 95, 

Expenses of exchanging public documents of foreign governments for Library of Congress ...-..|.....----- 3,000 00 2,000 00 | 233.05 | 1,233 05 | 1.7695 iS 
Cases, stairway, etc., Library of Congroas.........---.-2+--se+--o-sseceee cooseevece concn edecseees|eoeseeere 1,000 60 a Mik Session ed 1,000 S&S ~ 

iP tiicary fom Wineonnin Merely Sse see osx aocnal ces eee oc aust oct eee ey ef kere ce 5,000 00 EOF ci dicceeccleeletaccoed 5,00000 = 
pn eS ERA a Re ti a a ee ey ee So uPpete eee eRe es, EY LN RS ERS ER Sens 5,000 00 5, 000 fel. leet 5,090 00 a 

Tilirary for Oreeon Werttlare:.< 5.200525. oraccccanc sete obs tan ea ee 5,500 00 5 INO ae Scsleedee- net] 5, 500 00 
Library for Minnesota Territory...............--.-- Sate aed Mt None em FS. She aes 5, 500 00 Bb ncersenf eee eens 5,500 00 3 

A earls Sta E OED ae crea ce ene ee ee es 5, 500 00 5,500 00 |.-----++2- seeeeeeeee 5,500 00 < 

Library.in New Merion Deri tory... --5- 0 scsccaccnscmavance anyad -0ncceeds ss ovdex lesbo cssnvenc|sseoesenes 5,500 00 5,483 04 | eeee eee 16 96 5, 483 04 = 

Library in Washington ont csancennccnennnnncenne un 5, 500 00 5, 500 00 | 18 71 18 TL 5, 481 29 n 

Library in Nebraska Territory... .20.--++-++--seeceeseeeeeceeeeecesseneeesse sce eteesereeeeereeees|seeeeeenes 5, 500 00 7,368 40 | 1,868 40 |..-.----.--- 5,50000 = 

Dibirar'y in onenn Merritory sa sopccer ass ose eo son cas ne ae Teer ees cna 5,500 00 5,411 73 40 59 128 86 5,371 14 = 
Libraries for Territories of Colorado, Dakota, and Nevada ..........2..2-ceceeescecereeecececeee.|seeeeeeees 7,500 00 6,730'40:|.-22--<<--<: 769 60 6,730 40 
Law libraries for Territories of Arizona, Idaho, Montana, Utah, and WV gniting nic. Mace. Sosy seein cae 13, 755 00 SS 9 Se 1. <<Sieese? 396 88 13, 358 12 R 

Law ihrary tor Colonie Deeritory oc, 00.0500 -00; $0852. - csc cgsteeeme von ne Ge eee cea 2,500 00]... 2.25%.201|-reez-n--e4 | 950000 ae 
Library of the Rxaqntlye Manan: 42.2052. <5): ast 0h. 200-- ns ocesiecasecenser-esecstoesc aut} se cee 4,25000| 474096) 490 96 |.-...--..-..} 4,250 00 a 2 
Purchase of the library of Thomas Jefferson, late President of the United States, for use of Con- | | =: 

BOOK enon pistnnpuecatane a Penge nO Ee ea tee Nec cn ei yan terete ase oo Spee ae ee eee tL ae NOD) 36, PEO OD. a ceased ace egeares 23,950 00 2? 
Proper apartment for the library of Thomas Jefferson................ce2-seeeeeseeceeeeceeeececes|seeeeeeees 972 37 DR Site aos tl eer 972 37 
Purchase of Jaw library of James Pettigru, of South Carolina, for Library of Congress........---.|.--++--+++ 5, 000 00 5,000 00 |...-.--..-- aes 5,000 00 . 

Parchase of historical library of Peter Force, for Library of Congress .........--..222222..22+22--|s++--+----| 100,000 00 100, 000 00 Jesseeseeee es et 100, 000 00 

Wiglgle sehen one wee ees ie eeeiene ones te eee, 3, 789 88 | 1, 603, 130 39 | 1, 602, 395 96 | 28,447 93 | 25,392 48 | 1, 573, 948 03 
| 

* ‘Transfer. 
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Summary statement of expenditures by the General Government for libraries and sundry publications — Concluded. s 

Saree 2 SR I ge ce eed ee = 

se gs i BE 2 4 
For sundry publications. Z of, 22 g hes ne - 

ee B28 £2 e ges Aes i 
| = css ae | » a REG a = ase ° 

sae ees ens nce 6 St ES ee eas NE reef ares a ee Ss 

Purchase of deficient State reports and statutes for the Attorney-General’s Office .-.---.----+--.|---+++----/ $3,500 00 | $4,938 00 | $1,240 92] $102 92 | $3,60708 SS 

Publishing 300 sets of the Opinions of the Attorney-General ....-..---2+0eeeceeceeeeeeeeeeseeee:[eeeeeeeees| 7,000 00 7,000 00 151 13 151 13 6,848 87 = 
Purchase of books for the Office of the Attorney-General ....-..------+----s-ee2eeeeeeeeceeereees|seeseeeeee| 17,550 00 | 19, 420 02 | 2, 170 34 201 3 | 17,258 68} 
Defraying the expenses of preparing the Opinions of the Attorney-General ......---+2---22--2-0 --+----+--) 2, 000 00 SOOO ier leat 200000 S; 

Purchase of Mexican and Spanish law books for Office of the Attorney-General...-...-------+-0. s2e+--+- 500 00 | 500 00 4775 475 | 452 25 s 

Publishing the foreign correspondence of the Congress of the United States, (Sparks’s Diplomatic \ = 

Correspondence,) 12 Vols ....--.--------2-cccceeseeeeeseeeeceeesceseceeeceecereceseceesscscaeens|sereeeeee:| 31,300 00] 30, 881 39 |.......---.. 418 GL 30,2139 & 

Printing diplomatic correspondence of the United States between the peace of 1783 and March 4, | | 2 

1189, (1 Vols.) .---.cencen sence seeseesseccecenseeeenncceseeereerees cesestecdesenseereesecaeensees|eecsersee:| 16,142 52] 16, 142 52 |------e-cne-leeeeeseeee 16,1252 
Printing and binding, and for selecting, editing, and preparing, ete., of congressional documents, | | | oe 

(Clalen We Boats e tao.) ict poucgoc eho sack eae eas ences eNGeepge tennant ote sonye=t ase veseeses2+| 200,606.00 | 200, 606 00 144 21 114.21] 200,491 79 

Purchase of Watterston’s and Van Zandt’s Statistical Tables -...-..----.--- eee 2,750 00 BTU OU sce ease alec ee ee 2,750 00 

Purchase of Elliot’s Debates on the Federal Constitution .......-.----2--0-----eeceeeeeeeeseeeese soteseees 3,125 00 3,125 00 es ee er 312500 G& 

Purchase of Cobb’s Manual on Silk.....-...22-2se-se0-eeceeececeeecesenes coseeceeeeeeececcnenens ne 1, 000 00 45000 Olio 28 nes <oesdht ose re ee 1,00000 &. 

Copies of documents relative to the bistory of United States from public offices in Great Britain. --------- 2, 000 00 Ay O94 10 Se ose 908 £0 1,091 10 = 

Purchase of the papers and books of General Washington .......-------+--2-e:ceeseeeeeneeeecee [ereseeees-| 25,000 00] 25,000 00 |... ...2 2.) --eeeeeeeee 25, 000 00 

Digest of the existing commercial relations of foreign countries ........----- +++2+--2+ee+-2002- cesses 17,533 34} 15,969 07 |............| 1,564 27 15,00907  } 

Purchase of Debates of First Congress and Register of Debates to the end of the Twenty-fourth | | = 

emgage ho See pacais PT as a ae Sea sees bh pnt ek ie nacep eee canons bee etneeon poeencceear| (1a) OOO OD 15; 500100 | cccces sais -[ensrassttes 15, 500 00 8 

Purchase of Diplomatic Correspondence, American State Papers, Register of Debates, Eliot's | 
Setiaten pnaid dubovoliio? tha’ lawe oxy acz-c0sie: ocy-ses ius e2-beansascesqunces se secos spi caasete [rxie=oeae 44,490.28 | 44,490 28 1,968 28} 1, 968 28 42, 522 00 

_ Purchase of the remaining manuscript papers of Gen. George Washington......--..222222e002. seeee2+++ | 20,000 00 | 20,000 00 |...----2220-)-eeeeeeeeees 20, 000 00 

Purchase of the manuscript papers of Thomas Jefferson ......2..---2t--0-2ceececeeereeceeeeeees [oeereeeee+| 20,000 C0 | 20,000 00 |........---.|--.2-2 +222 20,000 00 

‘To enable the Secretary of the Senate to pay James A. Houston for 350 bound copies of a | ; 3 

Ati thei Ginate oh. 220: Jetaye season. be Daa Ob npc ensccnenci ame suecs vsicesscsssdsecuicetevs [zeecossoes 2,500 00 2/500 00 | aa 2eocs eel ccauce tees 2, 500 00 
Purchase of 2,000 copies of the ‘Annals of Congress,” resolution March 3, 1849, (9 Stats., 419)-.-.\---------- 420, 000 00 GBD, OOD OO Fanaa a uccn ans fvamecsnan gas 420, 000 00 
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Printing and publishing manuscript papers of Thomas Jefferson -...-.---- 2-2. ---0 ee-eee ee eee Jeers ee ee _16, 200 00 16, 145 OL pe | 54 99 16,145 01” x 

Purchase, printing, and publishing the papers of the late James Madison. ......--..-+--2.--- ---|-++0-0--+ 68, 000 00 72,709 84 4,709 84 ao 68, 000 00 

Purchase of 19 copies of State papers, printed by Gales & Seaton ...... 2. -<-2-eeereeeeeeeeeeeeeeeneeee ees 4, 588 50 ees 95 00 4,493 50 

Purchasing and preparing Indices to Manuscript Papers of the Congress of the Confederation ...|.--------- 7, 868 00 Te GABI00;4 1 Yet ones bic cusaces® 7, 868 00 
Purchase from Robert Greenhow 1,500 copies History of Oregon and California .........--22.+200/s-seeeb+ 3,000 00 3,000 00 |..-.2-+2+02-|-seseeereee 3,000 00 
Purchase of manuscript papers of the late James Monroe .......---------+-e-022eeeeeeeceee tees teeeeeeee 20,000 00] 20,000 00 |.........-2.].-22-----2e- 20, 000 00 
Documentary History of the Revolution, (American Archives) ..--...--.+s++s0seeseesseeseees ceeseesees| 256,878 29 | 236,605 09 |............] 20,273 20 | 236, 605 09 
Expenses, preparing the results and accounts Wilkes’s Exploring Expedition, publication thereof |.....-..-.| 20,000 00 | 80,000 00 |........--2.|..-22+-22++ 80, 000 00 
Publishing Maps of Wilkes’s Exploring Expedition, serviceable to the Navy and commerce .....|..------- 2,000 00 1, 747 26 es ae 252 74 1, 747 26 
Completing, preparation, and publication of narrative and accounts of Wilkes’s Exploring Expe- | & 
fag ce a sss Saget es SE ca aes pet ae pass aoe, Oak coea saese ee baat aa) = SOTO Set ae Ct | ere OO 6 174g] 238,528 31 Si 

Replacing works of Wilkes’s Exploring Expedition.........22-2+.c-2eeeeceeeceerteeees ceeeeeenee seeeeeeee 10,494 46} 10,076 88} 928.52) 1,346 10 914836 S 
Patting the plates of Wilkes’s Exploring Expedition in order ...-..-.-.---++--22--0+0eeeeeceeeee eeeeee eee 2, 000 00 2,000 00} 457 79 | 497 79 1,542 21 
Pay arrears due authors and artists of Wilkes’s Exploring Expedition. ............--2+-2-:ee2202)s202eee-+ 11, 036 26 6,796 51 1,598 00 | 5,837 75 5,198 51 
Purchase, printing, and publishing papers of the late Alexander Hamilton ...........-+22200----|--2:222--5| 26,000 00 | 26,000 00 |....22-222. |seeeeeeeeee 26, 000 00 x 
‘To enable the Librarian of Congress to purchase 1,000 copies works of John Adams, by Little & | | | s 

Brawn Gos soe coiiea dacs aac be SRE nie Sta Gee ee ee ein e000 (na so eet 22, 500 00 s 
For Owens’s Geological Reports for the Sonate .......--.------sscceeesececeeerececeeceecceseeeres| sennese| 31, 218 75 31, 218 75 115) 115 3121760 
For 3,500 copies Owens’s Geological Reports for Honse of Representatives .....--.-----::---c+-+-|----2-----| 16,187 50] 16, 187 50 37 37 1618713 
Expenses of transportatton Owens's Geological Reports from Philadelphia to Washington ..:....|.....+.-+- 335 45 335 45 10 54 10 54 324 91 = 
Purchase of 142 copies of the 1st and 10th vols. of works of John Adams for members Thirty- | 

peoond Couprede: cu 1 S0U MU Sek bee pkemt MNS 5 aan eo area rre er caees ewes | cece 639 00 GOOD oe eee, chs eee 6x00 B 
To enable the Secretary of State to purchase 100 copies each of Audubon’s Birds of America, | s 
pd Quadtiipeds, 6tois2 ks co eee ae ae ee oe ee a1 tg oogion tect te uno |e ste Leena oem 16,000.00" 

Purchase of Spanish and Mexican law books for surveyor-general of iw Make -s as caceioiesnsect SRO OB bie sake easn Weenies 900 00:1 20550 See > 

To pay John C. Rives for printing 500 copies Diplomatic Correspondence of United States trom | | | 2 

ATIC Lo 1PED sce ca acre Eso gs Ove cued apa Sia eco done acceso cease co ase vuee se fmee ees ess| pip 15, 000/00INer aI 4, DIO ODN Seas o aera s 30 00 14,970 00 
One hundred sets (vols. 23 to 40, inclusive) Annals of Congress; House resolution, September | | | 

9B, B89 98 ai nae ee ree Me ego on Le LO ecient eerie oer hsst eae 8, 500,00 8500) 00: beat te en EL ea 8, 500 00 
One hundred and forty-three sets (for 143 members) Annals of Congress ; House resolution, | . 
SIDNY 26, 2O92, Scns ee a se ood com pee casas eddeeee eee eae eens fl Ah AMO OO fe teed, Pe 00, 530 00 395 00 16, 765 00 
Medical and Surgical History and Statistics of the War of the Rebellion ..........-...----.-----| $39.97) 60,000 00 61,263 99 | 1,993 96 |...2........ 59, 940 03 

TRUM ooh an ane asuin caw ecs ceo Dae trepn vs sestasoeasnreees seebe ave sent -omerap cee cee eas raeeas 59 97 | 1, 787, 449 1405 a7 15,947 56 | 34,839 50 | 1,752,549 67 & 
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SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES BY THE GENERAL GOVERNMENT FoR 
LIBRARIES AND SUNDRY PUBLICATIONS, FROM 1800 TO 1874, 

In presenting the foregoing statement, prepared in the Department 
of the Treasury at the request of the Bureau of Education, through the 
honorable Secretary of the Interior, but a single remark is necessary, 
Captain Bayley, under whose immediate direction the statement was 
made up, while willing to vouch for its correctness so far as it goes, 
notes the fact that it is necessarily incomplete, owing to the manner of 
keeping the accounts in the earlier days of the Government. Many * 
books have been bought in all previous years for the different Depart- 
ments of the Government which, for the want of a definite appropriation 

for that specific purpose, have been charged to general objects; and 

hence such expenditures cannot be made to appear in the statement. The 

aggregate expenditure reported above for these objects is $3,326,497.70.



CHAPTER XXKXVIII. 

PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF TEN PRINCIPAL CITIES, 

BY SEVERAL CONTRIBUTORS. 

L—PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF BALTIMORE. 

BY G. L. SMITH. 

PEABODY INSTITUTE OF THE CITY OF BALTIMORE. 

The institute was founded in 1857, by George Peabody, then of London. 

In that year he selected twenty-five prominent gentlemen of Baltimore 

to be trustees of the institute and placed in their hands $350,000; his 
further gifts of money and bonds increased the total endowment to 

$1,400,000. 
A lot of ground including two dwelling houses was purchased, for the 

sum of $106,547.83, and the first wing, fronting on Mount Vernon Place, 

was commenced in 1858. This wing, built of white marble, was com- 

pleted in 1861, and cost, with furniture, $182,000. 

In May, 1861, the building was ready for use, and the first librarian 

of the institute, Rev. Dr. John G. Morris, entered upon his duties. 

The first books received were the works of John Adams, in ten vol- 

umes, presented by Hon. Anthony Kennedy. This year was devoted 

by the librarian to the preparation of an index of books to be purchased, 

comprehending about fifty thousand volumes, to form the nucleus of a ~ 

library of reference. It was intended to embrace the best editions of 

the standard authors and classics in all branches of knowledge, and 

preference was to be given to the latest and most critical of each, 

Dictionaries, encyclopedias, gazetteers, and the important works on 

philology were to be procured at once, and made accessible to students. 

Vor the first year the library grew but slowly; the work of preparing 

for and planning the organization, studying library economy, furnishing 
the apartments, and conferring with librarians in the centres of learn- 
ing, oceupied all the time of the librarian, so that during 1861 only one 
hundred and thirteen volumes were collected. In 1862 the librarian 
was aided by an assistant, and the work in the library was regularly 
carried on. Dr. Morris visited Philadelphia, New York, and Boston, 
and bought several large boxes of books. The yearly growth of the 
library and the total expenses are shown in the tables following. 

In October, 1866, the library was first formally opened to the public, 
837
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with a librarian and two assistants, and was kept open daily thereafter 

from 9 a. m. till 4 p.m. From November, 1867, to November, 1872, the 

librarian had three assistants, and since then has had five. The library 

contains 57,458 volumes, and 8,298 unbound pamphlets, besides those 

which are bound in classes and included in the count of volumes. One 
hundred and twenty periodicals are regularly taken, of which thirty- 

three are American, forty-six English, twenty-four French, sixteen 

German, and one Italian, Besides these, the publications of learned 

societies and works issued by literary clubs and associations in various 
languages, amount to one hundred and sixty-six, making a total of two 

hundred and eighty-six serials, costing $1,449.28 a year. : 

The following figures show the ratio between the number of readers 
and the number of volumes used : 
pees : —— 

Year. | Persons. | Volumes, 

DUR Gay hehe ins hcabe eas apwen pu oy <a arse nya Ob aSs (able cw Weeneis ence ppapassceseens 9,52 | 17, 104 

RIM een ge tee toes cases cca sat a ie ie on gs dooce ngs seaegcucesew alioee 2,951 | 21, 148 

MOUMERRAG Ot eands CundtanWany Sku tub acs cos Sas acu acne succes skecsauescsscetdas acess’ 3, 018, 24, 007 

PTE LAUR Nivaen ie Cheick gc) sen undtUslcacivavecsneskipethaysenepeuechacdesebeae 2, 381 32,944 

Not much more than one-tenth of the reading here is of fiction. 

The library is much used by students, and the teachers and pupils of 

the various educational institutions of the city avail themselves of the 

collection. 

The following is a table showing the number of volumes read on dif 

ferent subjects during the past year: 

Subject. Volumes. | Subject. Volumes, 

PROMI Osc ras sce een ens ce 195 || Industrial arts..........-sececceeenees 5 
Anatomy and phys‘ology ........-..-. | Mean ree eee 1, 051 

* Antiquities, hythology, ethnology, folk- | Manners, customs, costumes ........-- ut 
BORO Soa caynaertavswesanpenebes tetas cr 306 || Mathematics. ..............2.s.ce¢--00 | 285 

SATOHIUOUTEs.<-.cesvecs.cyarscecseces $30 |] Modlolne:.s<-05ccsvensswoncncesescueey 135 
ARON Gyo ea eee st eccc ces see, 111 | Mental and moral science and logic... 497 
SUR OOK dun Bh baatnebeuieetehnse< a DOS: || Motaoraldy. 1.5.5 cw scl ence pwosee 100 

WBiPUN STAD. .- 42d sto<cceensnnnnseeysc 200} Sia =o eh eo en eee 202 

DRI GH 45¢ 6 ss cxeoporssstanuaus ose 2,003 || Natural history .......2..-...-..-+--0- 1, 738 
ocak av aseskucss by acawerass 392 | Patent specifications. .............--.+- 242 

SIMMS ocd hue less acncaevanvesee 244 || Periodicals, literary............0.. 00+ 4, 728 

Engine ring and nilitary ............5 194 | Periodicals, scientific.....--.22..000-+° 1, 466 
RIA Sis Si 2 ene ShGOO TL PRG tbe iss rea oneal see cate 680 

MIN MIRNEAT sence ty nine sSioustececken 359 | Physics and general science ........-- 410 

NERO ede oda ccccne, 302 | Political economy and government..... 397 

Geology, miveralogy, paleontology... 352 |] Social science ...........--sceeeeeeeeee ut 
Greek and Latin classies.............- 1,265 || Theology ........c.e-cececcececeeseeaes] N68 
Heraldry and genealogy ..........-.-+ 368 | Voyages and travels........--..------ | 97 
History, universal, ete .............2.. 532 || All other subjects.........-...--.-0+--+] 322) 

History, Amerioan ............-...-..+ 1, 137 a 

History, English...........s.0..s00s05 731 Wot caren ears sao 
History, European ..........--.---..-- 756 | |
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The library is used entirely for reference, and is open, free to every- 

body, during the winter from 9a. m, till 10 p. m., and in the summer 
from 9 a.m. till 6 p.m. 

It has sets of United States, British, and French patents. 

The biblicgraphical collection comprises about one-seventh of the 

entire library. Readers are requested to name books of which they 

themselves have felt the need or desire. 

There is an extensive card catalogue of the books, pamphlets, maps, 
ete., arranged alphabetically, both according to subjects and authors, 
but as yet no printed catalogue. 

The library owns its own building, which is not fire-proof. 
The chief librarian, at present Mr. P. R. Uhler, is chosen by the 

board of trustees, to whom and through the provost he is responsible. 
For the annual cost of administration, ete., see the annexed table. 

Liberal provision has been made since 1866 for supplying the public 
with a yearly course of lectures. Distinguished men in every depart- 
ment of literature, science, and art, have been engaged; and the in- 
creased interest in subjects hitherto considered too abstruse for pop- 
ular lectures shows what a means of general culture these discourses 
have proved. The trustees have carried out Mr. Peabody’s design as 
nearly as possible in. making the lectures almost free, $1.50 being all 
that is charged for the entire course of over thirty lectures, or less than 
5 cents for each lecture. The same may be said of the beneficial effects 
of its Conservatory of Musie. Symphony concerts were almost un- 
known in Baltimore before the establishment of the Conservatory. 
Although these concerts were at first unappreciated, the present 
standard of popular taste demands the highest excellence in this de- 
partment. 

The Academy of Art is yet in an incipient state, though there are 
many valuable additions made to it every year. 

For statistics in these departments see the table annexed.
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> Statistics of Peabody Institute from 1861 to 1875. 
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MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. 

In November, 1839, four or five clerks held a consultation on the possi- 

bility of providing a place of evening resort, above the level of the oyster 

room or theatre, in which clerks could have a more extensive range of 

reading than their home libraries furnished. 
The only public library at the time was the old Baltimore Library, 

which did not meet the wants of this particular class. Accordingly 

an association was incorporated January, 1842. Clerks could become 
active members by paying an initiation fee of $2 and an annual sub- 

scription of $3 in advance. Merchants and others could become honor- 

ary members by the payment of $5 per annum; but the right of suffrage 

was extended only to clerks. Success beyond the most sanguine eX- 

pectations was soon assured. The plan of receiving special deposits of 

books, on loan, was adopted for a short time, but finally abandoned in 

1844, and the books returned to their owners.
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The first course of lectures was begun December 1, 1840, on which 

occasion Hon, John Quincy Adams delivered a lecture on Society and 

Civilization. This course, which proved to be a pecuniary success, 

was followed by others; and the association has ever since used every 

opportunity to provide lectures and readings of the highest merit for 

the people of Baltimore. At its organization the association occupied 

rooms on the corner of Baltimore and Holliday streets. After several 

removals it finally took possession of its presert apartments in the 

Atheneum building, for which this and other associations had solicited 

subseriptions from citizens of Baltimore, and which was formally dedi- 

cated October 23, 1848. 

The library is open during the summer months from 9 a, m. to 10 p. 

m., and during the winter from 10 a. m. to 10 p. m. In 1873 it was 

opened on Sundays from 2 to 10 p. m., but the small attendance did not 

justify this innovation, and in June its privileges were again restricted 

to secular days. The use of the library is extended to the families of 

the members; and being both a circulating and reference library, a 

subscriber may take books home, or a clerk, who has no congenial 

companions at his boarding house, may enjoy them in the comfort- 

able reading rooms of the association. Though there are but 1,648 sub- 

subscribers, the number of visitors during a year is from 15,000 to 20,000, 
and the circulation of books about 35,000. Subseribers are allowed to 

take one volume at a time or two of a set; and ae requested to name 

any book they would like the library to obtain. It contains 31,032 yol- 

umes, exclusive of 2,500 duplicates. Of these 400 volumes contain 6,000 

pamphlets bound in classes. Twelve hundred foreign and American 

books and 500 pamphlets are added to the collection every year; about 

1,000 of the one and 150 of the other are purchased by the association, 

and the rest are donations. Of the 31,032 volumes, 600 are in foreign 

and 590 in modern European languages. There. are 1,200 volumes on 

scientific subjects; 75 per eent. of the books borrowed are English 
prose fiction. The oldest book in the library was published in 1493, 

The bibliographical collection is very small. It has a printed eata- 
logue of a portion of the books and a manuscript catalogue of all, 
arranged alphabetically, according to subjects and authors. 

The library is exempt from taxation. Mr. John W. M. Lee is chief 

librarian, and has three assistants. The annual cost of administration 

is $2,400. Some attempts were made by this association to start classes 
in French and German, but they proved unsuccessful. 

The terms of membership are as follows: Perpetual membership, 

transferable, $100; life membership, $50; annual honorary, $5; annual 
proprietary, $5; annual employé, $3. 

Following is a tabular statement showing what the association has 
done since its foundation, as nearly as could be ascertained from the 
records.
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MARYLAND INSTITUTE FOR THE PROMOTION OF THE MECHANIC Arts, 

This is a name that has been applied to two different associations 
which have existed in this city.. The earlier was primarily due to the 
exertions of John I. B. Latrobe, Fielding Lucas, jr., and others, who 

called a meeting in 1825, This society was incorporated in 1826, and 

continued with great success until February, 1835; when the building 
occupied by the institute, called the Atheneum, and situated on the 
southwest corner of St. Paul and Lexington streets, was burned, and 

the entire property of the old Maryland Institute was destroyed. 

In November, 1847, a call was issued, signed by Benjamin S. Benson, 

and 69 others, for a meeting of all persons favorable to forming a Me- 

chanics’ Institute. At this meeting, which was held December 1, 1847, 
John H. B. Latrobe delivered an address explanatory of the purposes 

of the meeting. Eighty names were then enrolled aud a committee ap- 

pointed to draught a form of constitution. The committee made a report 

on the 22d of the same month, and the constitution submitted was 

unanimously adopted. The first election of ofticers took place the 12th 

of January, 1848, and the 19th of the same month the board met and 

organized. Its first exhibition was held in Washington Hall in October, 

1848, and met with great success, as did those of the two following years 

held in the same place. After the first year of the formation of the in- 

stitute, the managers made great efforts to procure a site for a building 

adapted to their various wants. The enterprise of constructing the 

building on the site of the Upper Centre Market owes much to the energy 

of Benjamin 8S. Benson, to the citizens of Baltimore, (who, having at 

heart the success of the institute subscribed liberally to stock in the 

hall,) and to the mayor and city council of Baltimore, which latter 

assented to the use of the site, and appropriated $15,000 for the enter- 

prise. 

The objects of the institute made it necessary to form a library, and 

by donations and purchases the necleus of the present library was 

formed. When the institute moved from the old post-office building 

into the new one in 1851, the library, which then numbered about 2,500 

volumes, was placed in the third story, but the inconveniences which 

attended so elevated a position necessitated its removal to its present 
location, At this time if was kept open from 4 to 6 and from 7 to 9 
p- m.,and the report states that there were 592 readers who used the 

library. 

The library was and is now supported almost entirely by subscriptions. 

The price at first was $2 initiation fee, and $3 per annum for senior mem: 

bers, and one-half of these sums for junior members; the latter class ulti- 

mately including women. At present the fees are $5 per annum for 

senior and $3 for junior members. 

In January,-1853, the number of volumes had increased to 3,600; and 

in 1856 there were 5,245, divided as follows: Science, art, mechanics,
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and works of reference, 570; law and public documents, 1,800 ; and mis- 
eellaneous books available for circulation, 2,875. The readers num- 

bered about 1,000; and the number of volumes circulated during the 

year was about 20,000. In 1857, the late W. Prescott Smith became 

chairman of the library committee, and under his direction efforts were 

made to increase the library. Subscriptions of money and contributions 

of books were solicited. The result was that a cash fund of $5,000 was 
raised, and 1,500 volumes and 650 pamphlets contributed. The number 

of volumes had increased at the end of this year to 10,759. There are 

at present about 17,000 volumes and 1,600 readers, with a weekly aver- 

age issue of 850 books. The relative numbers.of books read nay be 

stated as follows: Fiction, 3; history and biography, jis} Science and 
art, 3, 3 and the remainder miscellaneous. 
The library is now open in summer from 9 a. m, to 8 p.m., and in win- 

ter from 9 a.m. to9 p.m, Members and their families have the privi- 
lege of drawing one book at a time, and can keep the same two weeks. 
The members are entitled, on payment of the fees, to the privileges of 
the exhibitions and lectures, and by the payment of the small additional 

fees to any of the schools of the institute. The library has a full set of 

United States patents, and a very small bibliographical collection. It is 
not subject to taxation, having been exempted from it by its act of incor- 
poration, The librarian is chosen by the board of managers, and is 
responsible to the library committee. The catalogue, which was printed 
many years ago, is alphabetical by subjects. 
Exhibitions —In 1851 the first exhibition was held in the present hall. 

John P. Kennedy delivered the opening address. The exbibition was 
very successful. It was visited by the President of the United States, 
his Cabinet, and other distinguished persons. These annual exhibi- 
tions continued to be successful for several years, and were largely de- 
pended upon as a source of revenue from which to support the other 
departments, but of late years the public interest in them has been on 
the wane, and tbe receipts have come short of the expenditure. 
Lectwres.— Bach winter since the inauguration of the institute a course 

of lectures has been provided for the membership, which has embraced 
some of the most eminent names in the professional and scientifie world. 
This has always been one of the most attractive inducements to member- 
ship, and the large crowds which have invariably attended attest the 
interest of members. 

In 1852, in honor of a liberal donation from Hon. Thomas Swann. it was 
resolved to establish a Swann professorship of chemistry, This was 
placed in charge of Campbell Mortit, who resigned before anything 
practical could be accomplished. Dr. Snowden Piggott was thea ap? 
pointed, who formed a class of 63 students, to whom thirty-six lectures 
Were delivered, the price for the course being $1. Dr. Piggott resigned, 
and Prof. Lewis H. Steiner was appointed to the chair, The course of 
Scholastic lectures was abandoned for some unknown reason, and a
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popular course substituted. Dr. E, A. Aikin was the next incumbent, 
Nothing new occurred under his régime. Prof. Harry White, on the 
retirement of Dr. Aikin, was next appointed, and inaugurated a school 

of practical analytical chemistry. The department is now in charge of 
Prof. William P, Toney, under whose care it is making considerable 

progress. The terms are $15 per quarter. 

Book-keeping.—A. class in book-keeping and penmanship was estab- 
lished in 1856, which at first was quite successful, but afterward fell into 
a very languishing condition. It is at present, however, very flourish. 
ing. The school is in charge of Prof. James R. Webster, and there are 
130 pupils. Terms, $5 for a session of four months. 

SCHOOL OF DESIGN. 

This school was first opened in the present building in 1851, with 
William Minifie as principal. There were 332 pupils. The school was 

originally intended for the junior members of the institute, who were 

admitted free. But it was ascertained that a great many of them came 

out of idle curiosity, and were inclined to devote their time to mischief 

rather than to study. This was shown by the fact that at the beginning 

of the session of 1852 there were 1,100 applicants for seats. The whole 

resources of the building were taxed to accommodate them, but they fell 

off in their attendance so rapidly that at the end of the session there 

were only 300. In order to furnish better facilities for those who really 

attended for study, it was determined to make the small charge of $1.50 

in addition to that for membership. This had the desired effect, and 

the next year there were 254 pupils. 

In 1856 a day school was established for women and girls. There were 

at first 63 pupils, and it has been very successful ever since. Many of 

the graduates are earning good salaries by the practice of the art they 
learned here. In 1857 the first Peabody premiums were distributed, 

amounting to $500, which sum Mr. Peabody made arrangements to con- 

tinue annually. The number of pupils at present is 450 in the night 

school, and 75 in the day school. 

A class for instruction in modeling in clay has recently been formed, 

and promises to develop much talent. 
This school has educated many trained artisans belonging to the poorer 

classes of society, and therefore justly claims to be an important fae- 

tor in social reform. Its graduates occupy honored and lucrative posi- 

tions as engineers, architects, artists, etc., in this country and in Europe. 

In addition to the principal, there are eleven assistants. The expense 
of the school, after deducting the receipts for’tuition, is about $1,500 

yearly. 

Membership of the Institute—In 1851, there were 632 members; in 
1852, there were 1,762; and the membership at present is about 2,500 

Two-thirds of this number are junior members.
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THE LIBRARY COMPANY OF BALTIMORE. 

In December, 1795, some gentlemen of Baltimore Town became im- 
pressed with a sense of the benefits of a public library, and drew up a 

plan for one which they submitted to several citizens. It was proposed 
to make a stock company, and provided that every person regularly ad- 
mitted to membership should be entitled to one $20 share. Every regu- 
lar member was required to contribute $4 per annum for each share he 
possessed. The books and effects of the company constituted the joint 
property, and any member was at liberty to transfer his share with the 
restriction that, except in case of will or descent, the name of the person 
in whose favor the transfer was made should be approved by the board 
of directors. No person was allowed to subscribe for more than one 
share, or acquire others save by inheritance; he was still entitled to 
but one vote. 

In a very few days 59 persons subscribed, and a meeting was called 
December, 1795, ef which Right Rev. Dr. John Carroll was chairman. 

_ The library was opened to the members October, 1796, at the house of 
| Mr. Williams; on Lemon street, and the company was incorporated by 

act of the legislature dated January 20,1797. In. this way was estab- 
lished the first public library of Baltimore. In 1800, it numbered about 
4,000 volumes, gradually increasing until it formed a fine collection 
of the best works of the day and age, which, in the year 1855, was 
merged and is still preserved in the collection of the Maryland His- 
torical Society. Later there was a provision made in the constitution 
for those who did not wish to become stockholders by which they could 
enjoy the privileges of the library by the payment of $3.50 for six 
months or $6 for a year. Through the co-operation of this company 
with the Historical Society and the Mercantile Library Association, the 
Atheneum building was built and paid for. This edifice was dedicated 
October 23, 1848, and accommodates the three above named libraries, 
the two former now included in the Historical Society. The Library 
Company adopted the circulating library plan. It contained at the 
time of its transfer to the Historical Society about 8,000 volumes, not 
including pamphlets or manuscripts, of which there were but few. The 
last printed catalogue was issued in 1809, and there is now only a manu- 
Script catalogue, arranged alphabetically according to authors. 

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 

In January, 1844, eighteen or twenty gentlemen met in a room of the 
old post-office building to organize a society for collecting the scattered 
materials of the early history of Maryland, and for collateral objects. 
The organization was completed at the first meeting, and a constitution 
and by-laws adopted. At the next meeting John Spear Smith was
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elected president, John Van Lear McMahon, (the historian of Mary- 
land,) vice-president, and Stephen Collins, librarian. 

The establishment of this society gave a stimulus to literary taste in 
Baltimore which induced nearly all the gentlemen in professional and 

mereantile life noted for cultivation to beeome members. In the spring 

of 1848 the society moved into the Atheneum building, which is held 

for it in perpetuity by trustees, under a charter granted by the legisla- 

ture of Maryland, December, 1845. The old Baltimore Library Com- 

pany and the Mercantile Library Association united with the Historical 
Society in soliciting subscriptions from the public for the building, and 

at its dedication, October 23, 1848, it was all paid for. When the Bal- 

timore Library Company became unable to sustain itself, in the year 

1855, its collection of books and its interest in the Atheneum build- 

ing were conveyed to the Historical Society, with the understanding 

that the rights and privileges of the society were to be.extended to 

the members of the Baltimore Company. The collections in all depart- 

ments had rapidly increased in number and value. After removing to 

this building, the fine arts department was added, and a large gallery 

built for the accommodation of pictures, and yearly exhibition of such 

meritorious works as might be obtained from artists and collectors. 
With the profits of these exhibitions a number of copies of masterpieces 

of the Italian school were purchased. In 1867 Mr. Peabody made the 

society a gift of $20,000. 
The library contains nearly 15,000 volumes of select books, 146 volumes 

of pamphlets arranged in classes and 700 not yet arranged, a great num- 

ber of manuscripts, one of the most complete sets of United States 

documents in existence, and by far the largest collection of Maryland 

newspapers anywhere to be found. 

The library was originally a circulating, but has gradually become a 

reference library, and since the transfer of the Baltimore Library Com- 

pany has been opened to the public from 10 a. m. to 2 p. m., the members 

only being allowed to draw books. Not more than 50 books a year are 

withdrawn. 

There are about 200 members, and the annual subseription fee is $5 

The average yearly number who use the library is about 1,000, The 

collection includes a set of United States patents, a very small biblio- 

graphical collection, and a manuscript catalogue arranged alphabetically 

according to authors. It was exempted from taxation by the act of in- 

corporation. 
The library owns the building it occupies, employs one librarian, and 

the total cost of administration is $1,500 per year. 

GENERAL SOCIETY FOR AID OF MECHANICS, (ALLGEMEINER UNTER- 

STUTZUNGS-VEREIN FUR KRANKE ARBEITER.) 

This society was formed in 1851, and the library received its first im- 

petus about this time from a gift of a few hundred volumes by a society
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of the same kind which had recently been disbanded. It now contains 
about 3,000 volumes of German literature and standard works. The 
society consists of 1,000 members, who each pay twenty cents per year 
toward the support of the library. The circulation is from 10,000 to 
12,000 volumes a year. 

MARYLAND STATE NORMAL SCHOOL LIBRARY. 

This library was begun with the school itself in 1865, and, although 
there are at present but 1,700 volumes, every book has been so judi- 
ciously selected that teachers and pupils find on its shelves almost every 
book of reference they need. The library is especially rich in works on 
English literature and science. 

MARYLAND ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 

Formed in 1863, the academy was incorporated in 1867, Philip T. 
Tyson being chosen first president. 

The library, based on a collection left by Evan T, Hliicott, numbers 
over 600 volumes. It is kept in the hall of the Academy of Sciences and 
used by the members for reference. There is no regular appropriation 
for increase. The present librarian is Mr. A. M. Smith. 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF THE BALTIMORE BAR. 

This library was formed in 1840 and incorporated in 1841. Judge 
George W. Brown, of the city court, was its originator. The library is 
Supported by the subscriptions of its members. It is intended for the 
exclusive use of members of the Baltimore bar, and Books cannot be 
taken from the library room except for use in court, and then only by 
members or a judge of some court sitting in Baltimore. 
When the constitution was first adopted, it was signed by 66 of the 

'nost prominent members of the Baltimore bar, and at present there are 
280 members. 

The library numbers 7,000 volumes, exclusive of pamphlets; the 
yearly increase is about 100 volumes. ‘The leading law periodicals 
of this country and Europe may be found in the reading room. Orig- 
inally there was an admission: fee of $20, and a yearly subseription fee 
of $10, At present the only charge is a subscription fee of $15. 

There is a printed catalogue of the library published in 1860, arranged 
alphabetically according to authors. 

The chief librarian ig Mr. Daniel T. Chandler, 

LIBRARY OF THE INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS. 

The project of establishing a library in connection with the order Was first suggested by James L. Ridgely in 1836. In February, 1840, “committee was appointed to visit each lodge and ascertain what it Would give in money or books. In December of that year enough ma- 
| d4 EB :
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terial having been collected to establish the library on a permanent 
basis, a standing committee was organized by the election of permanent 
officers and the adoption of by-laws and rules. Two librarians for each 
week, who gave their time without compensation, were elected from the 
committee. Gifts of books and money were made by lodges and mem- 
bers and by many prominent citizens who had no connection with the 
order. The library also derived assistance from public lectures, con- 
certs, ete., and in March, 1846, it was decided to secure a permanent 
revenue by taxing each member 25 cents a year. The books are very 
systematically arranged and thoroughly classified. The number of yol- 
umes in English is 10,835, and in German 9,000, The number taken out 
during the year is 15,753—a weekly average of 302 volumes, ‘ 

BALTIMORE NORMAL SCHOOL (COLORED.) 

The library of this school was founded when the school was built in 
1864, and was the result of contributions by citizens of Baltimore and 
other places. It consists of 1,000 volumes, comprising standard works, 
books of reference, juvenile literature, and English prose fiction. 

The pupils of the school have free use of the library, and are allowed 
to take out one book at a time, and to keep it one week. The additions 
to the library are through private contributions. 

LIBRARY AT THE FRIENDS’ ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL. 

This library belongs to the Friends’ Literary Association, which 
meets every week in the lecture room of the school. Though the asso- 
ciation is an old one and had a number of books previous to the for- 
mation of the library, the latter was not founded until 1843. The object 
of the society is to furnish:suitable reading for the members of the con- 
gregation, but of late years its privileges have been extended to the 
pupils of the elementary and high school. ° 

There are 2,800 volumes, to which the pupils have access on the pay- 
ment of a small sum, A catalogue of the library was printed in 1849. 

Mr. E. M. Lamb, principal of the school, is the librarian. 

CITY LIBRARY. 

By an ordinance passed 1874, it was enacted that hereafter a city 
librarian should be appointed. . The librarian is to take under his 
charge and keeping all the books and documents of every description, 

aid the archives, records, papers, and proceedings of the corporation, 
except those relating to titles of city property ; also all ordinances, res- 

olutions, and proceedings of the city council, ete.; also, all books, 

papers, and memorials relating to Baltimore from its origin to the 

present time. These books are tor the use of the city officers, and cau- 

not be taken out except by them. 

The library now numbers about five thousand volumes, among whieh 

are many very old and valuable books.
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OTHER COLLECTIONS. 

The following list embraces the other public or semi-public libraries 
of Baltimore and vicinity which contain each 1,000 volumes or more. 
Further statistics of these and of minor collections of similar character 
may be found in the general table at the end of the volume.—Ep1ToRs. 
Archiepiscopal Library... 251... 2s scenes somnevceesorande secure ccmecsonsese 10; 000 
Baltimore Academy of the Visitation.............22..ssecceseeeceecceesses 4,178 
Baltimore College of Dental Surgery...-....-.20..-200.-seces-eee seeeees-- 1,000 
Baltimore Perale Obllege..: sss owl oud eee se es eet een ee 3, 875 
ConcordiacTil brary 2% 3.5. ddecdscccnda lets soaeduan ye Soa tes eae 3,500 
Gornan<AMErIOAT Tastibnies <5 7. cosacencetwenicas ty beesemeco ac boue Teel 2, 000 
Mouse Of Relage. el onsetss'scclees cbeuaSeur ah et eran Cee er oe eee eS 1,800 
Loyola College. woo. 0 2oo nsec ndeusieu suawsnacessc aan teroeectsenesceee eel emul 
Public School Libraty wcs2c2 cts: ate oles t. te necaew abe te csehas cade “1, 200 

At. Joseph's Academy. sse0e (02 lus. 35 bce ews «0 essa ue we bones Spee OO 
St. Mary’s Theological Seminary of St. Sulpice ...... 4.222.222 .ceece.eeeee- 15,000 
Rooial Democratic Turners’ Union's: 6 -0.i0 sacs bcocotdeasaee eae eee 1,370 
Young Men's Christidn Agsociation:..-.2. sc cowsjscdaca ceeds css a- Soe ese 1, 600 
Mow SCHOOL 2 ass coscan os eco woke cueear tee ey hawaii 1, 209 

Il.—PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF BOSTON AND VICINITY.! 

BY F. B. PERKINS, 
Of the Boston Public Library. 

This series of memoranda embodies such facts as circumstances per- 
mitted the cqmpiler to gather. Where the different accounts were 
drawn up by the persons applied to for them, théy are placed under 
the names of such persons. In other eases, such documents or data 
as were furnished or indicated, or such as could be found, have been 
used to the best advantage practicable. A few dates in chronological 
order, as follows, may be convenient. 

FOUNDATION DATES OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN BOSTON. 

Massachusotts Historical Society ...-...-..---++scseeeseeccssseseaseccessenoee 1791 
Bona Gibrpry fo. oo se vacaks sec cag delle Gone sncmeees vanes eee a 
Sovial Law Library (i= 5-22 25) tise ee ack tena aes ------April 23, 1804 
Boston) Athenwomii-s.0t, cd. dos. chee a ese Genta eee ee 2 O ahio bar 23, . 1807 
Mercantile Library, ssce<0 s:s00jacev= scp otaeeentasceaeeenes oe Maron 11, 1820 
tate Library, 25.5 cgaseaa scant ad sow ae dak ohana omen cok det ahaa. ho ae 
Boston Society of Natural History.........00...-00+secescsseccscceecesccecee BBL 
New England Historic-Genealogical Society. ........-..--2--.22eeeeeeee-ceeee2 1845 
Roxbury A thapemnmilties 0. ca tuea. Makar culendskecy aleve ky eRe ieee eae 
Boston Publie Library, (accepting vote of city)........----...--2..-----April 3, 1848 
Congregational Library, <.2-sss<-cesseache soeace unecsreatenu eset! ---.May 25, 1853 
Dad Followel Uithyarys 05. << 0-05 Suen so Wuamnawebi ue et ison ee 
General Theological Library..........--<- s----+-ceee+ceceeceeees+«---sApril, 1880 
Boston and Albany Railroad Library.............c02-.s2eeseseeces seeees cesses 1869 
Boston Deaf-Mute Library...... 22.0. .csececcces seeeesceseee viakue ne tate) 169) 

‘Sketches of Harvard College Library will be found on pp. 21-26 and 78-89.— 
Eprrors.
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The above order is followed in the arrangement of the accounts of 

these libraries, and those for which dates of origin were not at hand 
are placed subsequently. 

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 

The society was founded in 1791 by a few gentlemen interested in 
American history, and was incorporated in 1794. The beginning of the 

library goes back to the foundation of the society. One of its objects, 

as set forth in the first line of the constitution, was ‘the preservation 

of books, pamphlets, manuscripts, and records containing historical 

facts.” Active membership was limited to residents of the State and 

to the number of thirty, though, at the time of its incorporation, this 
number was increased to sixty. It has since been extended to one hun- 

dred. Among the causes that led to its establishment were the dan- 
gers that continually threatened the few libraries of the last century, 

In the introductory address to the public, reference, is made to the 

court-house that was burned in Boston in 1747, when some of the public 
records were destroyed, and to the college library of Cambridge that 

shared the same fate in 1764, when large numbers of valuable books 

and manuscripts were also destroyed. The address cited the instance 

of Governor Hutchinson’s house, plundered by an enraged mob in 1765, 

when many of his books and papers were scattered and lost. Great 

stress was laid on the risks that were continually run from fire and 
other causes. 

The present extent,of the library is about 23,000 volumes and 45,000 

pamphlets. The Dowse collection, which was given to the society by 

the late Thomas Dowse in 1856, is included among the books. This 

collection comprises nearly 5,000 volumes, beautifully bound and in the 

best possible preservation. It contains many of the choicest works of 

English literature. A catalogue of it was printed in 1856; and, a few 
years later, one of the general library was published, in two volumes. 

The books generally are of a historical character. A specialty is made 

of local histories and works relating to the civil war. The circulation 

of books, which is restricted to members, is small; but the use of the 

library as one of reference is large. Frequently persons come a long 

distance to consult works which are on the shelves, and not easily found 

élsewhere. The management of the society lies with a council, consist- 

ing of the officers, ex ofliciis, and a standing committee of five members, 

of whom two go out of office each year, A librarian and assistant, 

besides a janitor, are employed. 

THE BOSTON LIBRARY. 

This library, a proprietary one, sometimes confounded with the Bos- 

ton Public Library, was first established by an association of gentle- 

men, who were, in 1794, incorporated by act of the legislature. It is noW
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owned by ninety-three shareholders, besides whom a few persons use it, 

paying $5 a year. It is managed by a board of trustees, a secretary 

and treasurer, together with a librarian and one assistant. It contains 

25,000 volumes; its annual increase is small, being only about 500 vol- 

umes a year; its contents are mainly for popular reading, and its cireu- 

lation during the year 1874 was 6,118 volumes. Its catalogue isin man- 

uscript only, but is sufficient for the present needs of the library. 

SOCIAL LAW LIBRARY. 

BY FRANCIS WALES VAUGHN, 

Librarian. * 

This is a library of law books for professional use. The first meeting 

held by the proprietors in order to organize as a corporation took place 

April 23, 1804, the call for the meeting being signed by Theophilus Par- 
sons, Daniel Davis, John Phillips, Wm. Sullivan, Charles Jackson, and 

Warren Dutton. An act of incorporation was obtained from the State 

in 1814, The books were at first kept in the office of one or another 

member of the bar, who acted as librarian. Subsequently they were 

placed in a closet of the grand jury room in the court-house; then the 

library grew to oceupy the whole of this room; and when the present 

court-house was built a room was set apart for it, in which it has since 

remained. Its growth is in some measure indicated by the number of 

volumes at different periods, viz: 1,473 in 1824; 4,077 in 1849; 8,269 in 

1865; and about 13,000 in 1875. Many valuable books have been given 

to the library, especially by Hon. Charles Jackson, Hon. Theron Met- 

calf, and Hon. Richard Fletcher. Its corporate name is The Proprie- 

tors of the Social Law Library, and it is managed by a board consist- 

ing of a president, seven trustees, a treasurer, and a clerk. This board 

appoints a librarian and controls the affairs of the library. The propri- 

etors at large are such persons as were originally incorporated, and 

others who may be admitted by the president and trustees as such, 

paying for a share not less than $50. Annual subscribers may also 

be admitted by the board. The proprietors pay $5 a year assessment ; 
other persons admitted to use the library pay $8. All moneys re- 
ceived by way of tax or excise from persons admitted to practice as at- 
torneys in the Boston court of common pleas are to be paid over to the 
library treasurer for its use. The State furnishes the library with its 
public documents. The governor, lieutenant governor, members of 
council, and members of the legislature during session, various United 
States, State, and county judges, and other legal officers, may use the 
library gratis, and so may lawyers whose practice is usually in the 
other counties of the State.
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THE BOSTON ATHEN AUM. 

BY CHARLES A, CUTTER, 

Li’ rarian, 

Mr. Quincy, the historian of the Boston Athenieum, (from whose work 
almost the whole of this short memorandum is derived,) dates its first 
suggestion on October 23, 1805, when the members of the Anthology 
Society voted “ that a library of periodical publications be instituted for 
the use of the society.” In the following May it was decided to make 
this library, which had meanwhile increased encouragingly, the basis 
of a public reading room; and such a reading room was accordingly 
opened. Not long afterward arrangements were made to permit the 
incorporation of the institution. On January 1, 1807, the trustees (The- 
ophilus Parsons, John Davis, John Powell, William Emerson, J. T. 
Kirkland, P. Thacher, A. M. Walter, W. 8. Shaw, R. H. Gardiner, J. S. 
Buckminster, O. Rich) issued an announcement that the rooms were 
opened for use, in Joy’s buildings, Congress street. The name used 
inthis paper was Anthology Reading Room and Library. In February 
of the same year the trustees were incorporated as the Proprietors of 
the Boston Atheneum, and as such they organized April 7, 1807. 

It is characteristic of what has always been and is still the purpose 
of the Atheneum, that in a “ Memoir” of the Athenzeum which was cir- 
culated in order to obtain subscription at this time, the reading room 
was described as being “ the first department” of the Athenzeum, and 
the library as “ the neat branch.” As was the.case with many of our 

ibraries dating from the first half of the century, several collateral de- 
partments were added to the design ; in this instance a museum or cab- 
inet of natural objects, curiosities, antiques, coins, ete. ; a “ repository 
of art,” both industrial and wsthetic ; and a laboratory and observatory: 

The premises first occupied by the Atheneum were in Scollay’s build- 

ings, between Tremont and Court streets. In 1809 the trustees bought 

a house in Tremont street, to which the collections were removed and 

the rooms opened for use in July of that year. In 1809, a catalogue, 

prepared by Rev. Joseph McKean, was printed, but not published, in- 

terleaved copies being used in the library for nearly twenty years. 
When John Quincy Adams went as minister to Russia he deposited 

his own library in the Atheneum for the use of the proprietors, thus 

nearly doubling the size of the collection for the time, as his books were 
about 5,450 in number, and those of the library about 5,750. In 1814 
the library itself had increased to 8,209 volumes. In April, 1817, the 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences deposited its books with the 

Athenxum, under the terms of an agreement between the two corpora- 

tions providing for the proper separate accommodation and joint use 

of the collections. In 1820 the number of books had increased to 

12,647, and the whole number available for the use of the proprietors 

and subscribers was nearly 20,000. In 1822 Mr. James Perkins, who
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had been one of the trustees and vice-president of the Atheneum, gave 

it his own dwelling house and land in Pearl street, worth then not less 

than $20,000; and in June of that year the collections of the institution 
were removed to its own newly acquired building. This gift is prop- 

erly described by Mr. Quiney as “timely, munificent, and decisive in 

stamping it [the Atheneum] with the character of a permanent public 
institution.” 

In the summer of 1823 two other collections of books were deposited 

in the Atheneum on terms somewhat similar to those in the case of the 

Academy of Arts and Sciences, namely, the Library of King’s Chapel 
and the theological library belonging to the Boston Association of Min- 

isters. In January, 1824, the Athenwum Library consisted of 14,820 

books. ; ; 

In 1826 Mr. Thomas H. Perkins and Mr. James Perkins, the brother 
and son of Mr. James Perkins already mentioned, each offered the 

Atheneum $8,000 conditioned on the gift of an equal amount by other 

citizens. This was raised, and the money was used in building a lecture 
room, and in enlarging the collections of the library. During this year 

the books of the Boston Medical Library, more than 2,000 in number, 

were added to the Atheneum Library; and the Boston Scientifie Asso- 

ciation, uniting with the Athenawum, handed over to it a fund of over 
$3,000, which, with other sums raised for the purpose, afforded the 
means of placing its scientific department on a very creditable footing. 
In November of that year a curious agreement was made between the 

Atheneum and the Rev. J. B. Felt, administrator of the estate of Mr. 

W.S. Shaw, long the librarian of the Athenwum. Mr. Shaw had for 

many years been in the habit of buying books, coins, and other prop- 

erty in such a way that it was impossible to tell whether it was done 

with his own money or with that of the Atheneum. Though a shrewd, 
zealous, and successful collector, and thoroughly devoted to the Athe- 
neum, he was far from being a careful accountant, and so thoroughly 

mixed up were the two properties at his death that Mr. Felt, as admin- 
istrator, and the Atheneum executed a formal release to each other; Mr. 

Felt thus generously surrendering not only a large number of valuable 
books, pamphlets, coins, and other articles whose precise ownership 
might have been doubtful, but a considerable number to which he might 
easily have proved a claim. 

At the beginning of 1828 the number of volumes in the library was 
21,945; and besides the use of the books on its own premises, their 
circulation among the proprietors, first permitted in the year 1827, 
amounted during 1829 to 4,000 volumes. 

From this time forward the history of the Athenzeum has been little 
more than a quiet and steady progress in extent and usefulness. In 
1839 it began to be eyident that the Pearl street neighborhood was be- 
coming too exclusively a business one to be proper for the best success 
of the Atheneum, and after various difficulties and negotiations a site
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in Beacon street was obtained, the present edifice erected, (costing 
about $200,000,) the library and other collections removed to it and 
opened for use in the year 1849. 

The extent of the library is now about 105,000 volumes, and its ex- 
ecutive staff numbers about twelve persons. Its increase during 1875. 
was 3,729 volumes, and the extent of its use is estimated at 33,000 
volumes a year. Its use is confined to those owning shares or admitted 
under various agreements, or by votes of the trustees, so that it is 
strictly a proprietary library. It is, however, conducted in a liberal man. 
ner, and with coyrtesy to all applicants. The real estate, library, and 
fine art collections of the Atheneum are now estimated to be worth 
about $400,000, and its other property, the income of which is used for 
the current expenses, at about $250,000. 

MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. 

BY L. ANNIE BALDWIN, 

Acting Librarian. 

This library, the first of its class in the United States, was established 
in pursuance of a vote taken by a large assembly of merchants’ clerks, 
at the Commercial Coffee-House, March 11, 1820. The idea of calling 
this meeting was first suggested to the leaders in the enterprise by the 
acknowledged father of mercantile libraries, William Wood, of Canan- 
daigua, N. Y. 

At the end of its first year the library contained 1,100 books, and the 
association numbered 220 members, besides many eminent and influ- 
ential citizens as honorary members. During the next three years, 
the novelty of the enterprise having worn off, it barely maintained 
itself. In 1824 new books could only be bought by selling the library 

copy of Rees’s Cyclopedia to raise the money, and the association was 

only kept in existence by the constant personal exertions of the officers, 
who even did the janitor’s work. In 1826 a special effort secured the 
means of paying current expenses; but in 1829 the number of mem- 
bers fell to 81, and a dissolution was feared. 

Up to 1831 the library was in Merchants’ Hall, corner of Congress and 

Water streets. In that year it was removed to 93 Washington street, 

third floor. In 1832 came another low-water period; in 1833 cheaper 
rooms were taken at 53 Washington street, where, in that year, the num- 
ber of members fell to 60. In 1834 only $20 were laid out for books, and 

an actual deficit was feared. During 1835, however, there was a healthy 
reaction; the beginning of a permanent fund was gathered, the number 

of members was increased to 290, the current expenses paid (with a sur- 

plus) from the assessment alone, an elocution class opened, and 320 vol- 

umes added to the library. 

In June, 1836, the collection of curiosities belonging to the association 
was burned, together with a number of paintings, and the same fire 

damaged many of their books. A little afterward the association re-
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moved to Harding’s Building, in School street, where it remained for 

five years. During this time literary exercises were made part of the 
regular work of the association, including debate, composition, and 
declamation. In 1838 was delivered the first course of lectures in be- 

half of the association, by Mr. J. Silk Buckingham. This course of lee- 

tures added many new members to the association. In 1843 courses of 

public lectures became part of the regular work of the association, and 

for along time were a steady source of prosperity and income. Mr. 

Elliot C. Cowdin, according to Mr. Charles H. Frothingham,! was the . 

originator of this plan. 
In 1844 Messrs. William Sturgis, Abbott Lawrence, and eight other 

gentlemen of similar standing, gave $1,000 to the library for standard 
books, and Daniel Webster shortly afterward gave $500 more. In 1845: 
the association was incorporated, with power to hold not more than 
$50,000 worth of property, and soon afterward $8,000 were promised by 
eight eminent merchants toward a building fund. In 1848 there was 
another removal, to the corner of Bromfield and Province streets, and 
another in 1850, to Summer street. The reserved fund of the associa- 
tion was increased during this year by several gifts, one of $2,000 being 
a bequest from Mr. John E. Thayer. From this time the history of the 
association has been marked by some vicissitudes, but has been, on the 
whole, encouraging. The establishment of the Public Library is not 
believed to have seriously injured the prospects or usefulness of the 
Mercantile Library, whose purposes and advantages are such as not to 
be interfered with by those of the larger, though younger, institution. 
The library is now lodged at 1179 Washington street. It contains about 
21,500 volumes, and is accessible to all at $2 a year. Life member- 
ships may be secured by one payment of $50. The institution is man- 
aged, like others of its class, by a board of directors. Its executive 
Staff consists of an acting librarian, a lady, and one assistant for evening: 
service. 

STATE LIBRARY OF MASSACHUSETTS. 

BY 8. Cc. JACKSON, 

Librarian. 

On February 16, 1811, a resolve was passed by the legislature of 
Massachusetts to provide for exchanging sets of the statutes of the 
State for those of all the other States. This arrangement was at once 
Successful, and an official history of the library, published in 1858, says: 
“Tt led to that system of exchange which now exists between each indi- 
vidual State and every other State in the Union. It led to the formation 
of a legislative library in this State, and, sooner or later, in all the other 
States.” 

‘Mr. Frothingham delivered an historical address at the semi-contennial celebration 
of the association, March 11, 1870, from which nearly all the facts in the present out- 
line sketeh are taken. 7
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The suggestion of a State library proper, in natural consequence of 
the rapid accumulation of the books received by this exchange system, 
followed in 1826, when an act was passed “for establishing a library of 
the géneral court, and providing for its safe keeping and management,” 
This act provided that the books and maps which were to formthe ~ 
library were to be placed in the land office and in charge of the land 
agent. A legislative joint standing committee was to be appointed every 
year to have charge, buy books, and make negotiations; and $300a year 
for ten years were voted “to procure such books, maps and charts, works 
of science and the arts, as may tend to illustrate the resources and means 
of internal improvement of the commonwealth or of the United States.” 
This act was repeated in 1836, the appropriation being made annual 
without limit, but not increased. June 7, 1826, the library was reported 
ready for the use of the general court. In 1827 an effort was made to 
complete the sets of State laws, and was successful in most instances, 
In 1844, on a suggestion from the legislative librarian of South Oaro- 
lina, the exchange system was applied to reports of judicial decisions ; 
but preceding reports have had to be bought. In 1853 exchanges of 
public documents of all kinds were permitted at the discretion of the trus- 
tees of the library. In 1845 M. Vattemare’s system of international ex- 
change was adopted by law and was continued for eleven years. One 
thousand two hundred and fifty-two volumes, many of them valuable, 
were obtained by it; but the attendant cost, amounting to move than , 
$5,000, besides considerable sums for binding, has made the books pretty 
expensive, and in 1855 the system was discontinued by resolve. 

The original method of managing the library by yearly committees 
was dropped in 1850, and three trustees, to be appointed for three years 
by the governor and council, were substituted. In 1849 the library, 

then containing 7,346 volumes, was transferred to the office and charge 

of the secretary of the board of education. John W. Coffin, land agent, 
who had acted as librarian for twenty-three years, was succeeded by 

Dr. Barnas Sears, secretary, who remained in charge for six years, 
when he was succeeded by Joseph White, the present official librarian. 

After various changes, fire-proof premises were provided for the 

library in 185556, in an addition to the State house, built and fitted 
up for the purpose. The trifling annual grant of $300 was continued 
for thirty years, down to 1856, although $2,050 were at different times 
added for special purposes. In May, 1857, the annual grant was made 

$2,000. ‘ 
The library contains about 37,000 volumes, and inereases by about 

1,200 volumes a year, mostly by exchange. It consists almost entirely of 

United States, State, and territorial statutes, legislative documents, !aw 

reports, and political economy, social science, education, and scientific 
works. Great care is required and exercised to maintain complete the 

different sets of public documents. 
Among the works in the library, other than its chief material as |
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above, are sets of the general statutes and local and personal acts of 

the Parliament of Great Britain, and the French Archives parlemen- 

taires. There isa set of the large edition of Audubon’s Ornithology 

and a number of costly and valuable illustrated books of various kinds 

among those procured through M. Vattemare. 

The library staff consists of one librarian and three assistants. The 

library is extensively used for consultation, but of the number of 

yolumes consulted annually no record is kept. Only books removed 

from the premises are noted in the “charge book.” The following rules 

and regulations show distinctly who use the library, and for what and 
how: 

RULES AND REGULATIONS. 

The library is open during the session of the legislature each day, without intermis- 
sion, from 9 a.m. to 5 p. m., excepting Saturday p. m., when it is closed at 1 o’clock 
for sweeping, dusting, ete, 

All persons may use the library for consultation or reference. 

Members of the legislature may enter any alcove, and consult or peruse any book at 
their pleasure. 

Members may take any of the miscellaneous books to their lodgings, and retain them 
for a reasonable time. 

The statutes, law reports, state papers, journals, dictionaries, encyclopadias, ete-, 
may be taken to any part of the State house, but are not to be removed from it, except 

in special cases. 

Any member wishing to have access to any or all parts of the library, can be fur- 
uished with a key which will open every aleove, on application to one of the assist 
ants, the key to be returned before leaving the library room. 

Members taking books from the shelves are requested to be particularly careful to 
return them to their proper places, or to leave them on the tables, to be replaced by the 
attendants. 

No book is to be taken by a member from the library room without its being charged 
to him, 

Books used at a hearing before a committee are to be charged to some member of the 
committee, or of the legislature, and not to the counsel or parties in the case pending. 

Any member having special occasion to use the library in the evening, or at any 
hour after it is closed, can have access to it through one of the watchmen in charge of 
the building. 

BOSTON SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY. 

This collection contains about 10,000 books and 3,500 pamphlets, and 
its increase during 1874 numbered 1,397 volumes. It consists wholly of 
Works on natural history, and was established in 1831 by the early 
members of the society. It is managed, under the direction of the 
council of the society, by a librarian and two assistants. The extent of 
its circulation during the last year was 835 books, taken by 109 persons, 
aud its use is confined to members of the society and to others who may 
receive permission.
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NEW ENGLAND HISTORIC.GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY, 

BY JONN WARD DEAN, 

Librarian. 

The library of the society is mainly one of New England history, 
biography, and genealogy, and dates back nearly to the origin of the 
society in the autumn of 1844, During the first three years of the exist. 
ence of the society circulars were annually sent to its members, Stating 
what material was especially desired for this library, and urging its 
collection. The responses were remarkably general and liberal, and 
the result was the establishment of the present library, which is now 
accommodated in the society’s fire-proof building, 18 Somerset. street, 
Boston. At the beginning of the year 1875 the library contained 12,337 
bound volumes and 40,414 pamphlets, and is believed to comprise the 
best collection of local and family histories possessed by any institution 
of its class in the United States. It is constantly resorted to for study 

and consultation in its specialties, and steadily increases, mostly through 
the sameliberality which has been its principal resource hitherto. Several 
small funds, given by friends of the society, are invested and their pro- 

ceeds used for library purposes. Such are the Bond fund, arising from 

the sale of an edition of Bond’s History and Genealogies of Water: 

town, bequeathed by the author, Dr. Henry Bond, of Philadelphia, in 

1859; the Barstow fund of $1,000, given by Jon Barstow, esq., of 

Providence, in the year 1860-63; the Cushman genealogical fund, 

arising from the proceeds of an edition of the Cushman Genealogy, be- 

queathed to the society in 1863 by Hon. H. W. Cushman, of Bernardston. 

The actual cash proceeds of these funds, as reported in the treasurer's 

account, January 1, 1875, (not including the Cushman fund, from whieh 

no proceeds are reported,) were $1,585.01. 

This collection is, of course, absolutely indispensable in the work of 

this industrious and energetic society, which has with very small 

means accomplished much. The twenty-nine volumes of its quarterly, 

the New England Historical and Genealogical Register, are a well 
known and extensive encyclopedia of New England genealogy aud 

biography, and are alone a remarkable monument of persevering and 

successful learning and labor. Besides this, however, and the gathering 

of its library, the society has been influential in aiding or causing the 

publication of a number of works in its chosen department. 
In addition to its books and pamphlets, it contains a consider- 

able collection of relics and curiosities illustrative of New England his-, 

tory, and some valuable manuscripts, prominent among which is the 

Knox collection, consisting of about 14,000 manuscripts, and including 

the military and other papers and the correspondence of our revolu- 

tionary leader, Major-General Knox. This collection was given by the 

general’s descendant, Rear-Admiral Henry Knox Thatcher, himself a 

member of the society. . 
The use of this library, though it is the property of the society, is lib- 

erally allowed to all proper persons who may request it. 

4
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ROXBURY ATHEN AIUM. 

BY SARAH E. PITTS, : 

Librarian. 

The Atheneum was founded in 1848 by a number of gentlemen resid- 

ing in Roxbury. The library now contains 8,700 volumes, and about the 

same number of unbound pamphlets. Two hundred and thirty volumes 

and 170 pamphlets were added during the year 1874, and 8,200 volumes 

were borrowed from the library, which is used by shareholders (par 

value of shares, $25) and by subscribers, who pay $4 a year. Each per- 

son is entitled to three books at one time. The managing board con- 
sists of a president, vice-president, treasurer, and nine trustees. The 

librarian is the only person employed by them. The library cannot be 

considered in a very progressive condition at present, owing, in part, to 

the establishment of free libraries in this section of the city. A number 

of the proprietors have expressed a decided preference for the private 

library, liking the retirement and the freedom from the strict rules 

which are necessary in the management of a large public library; but 

whether that number will be large enough to carry on the library pros- 

perously is at present undecided. 

BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY. 

The city of Boston, on April 3, 1848, accepted an act passed by the 
State legislature on March 12 preceding authorizing the-city to estab- 
lish and maintain a public library. Some efforts were made, but in vain, 
to make the fine collections of the Athenzeum the basis of the proposed 
public library, During 1849 several gentlemen presented books to the 
city for such a library; in 1850 Mayor John P. Bigelow gave $1,000, 
and Edward Everett gave his valuable collection of United States public 
documents and other works, numbering more than 1,000 volumes. May 
24,1852, the first board of trustees was organized, Mr. Everett, presi- 
dent. Several other sums were given for books; and, on October 1 of 
the same year, Mr. Joshua Bates, of London, in consequence of having 
read the preliminary report drawn by Mr. George Ticknor and Mr, 
Everett, offered $50,000 for the use of the library, which gift was 
accepted and funded. On October 12 the city legislation respecting the 
library was begun by the passage of the first ordinance. The actual 
opening of the library to use first took place in Mason street, not far 
from the site of the present building, March 20, 1854, and on May 2 
Succeeding the library itself was open to readers aud borrowers at the 
Same place. 

The corner-stone of the present edifice was laid September 17, 1855 ; 
in 1857 the eminent bibliographical scholar, Prof. C. ©. Jewett, was 
made superintendent; January 1, 1858, the library building was dedi- 
cated, having cost, with the land, about $365,000. On September 17,
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1858, the reading room in the present building was opened for use, and 

December 20 the Lower Hall. A catalogue of the books in the Lower 

Hall was published at the same time. The collection thus offered to the 

public was somewhat more solid in average character than the present 

Lower Hall library, which has become the distinctively popular or light 
reading branch of the institution. 

The Upper Hall, with about 74,000 volumes, was opened for use in 

1861, the first volume of its catalogue (or index) being ready at the 

time. The whole number of books in the library was now 97,386, and 

the series of splendid gifts to the favorite institution, so characteristic 

of the city of Boston, in money and books, had already become remark- 

ably large. Mr. Bates, besides his noble present of $50,000, afterward 

gave one of equal valuein books, which formed part of the library in the 

Upper Hall when opened in 1861; and this hall, upon his death, in 1864, 
was named after him, Bates Hall. 

The sons of Dr. Bowditch, the famous mathematician, had presented 

their father’s library of 2,550 volumes, besides manuscripts. Rey, 

‘Theodore Parker’s great and learned collection of 11,061 volumes had 

been received under his will. Mr. George Ticknor had given more than 

3,000 volumes, including a large number of Greek, Latin, and Italian 

classics, Besides these there had been added to the Bates fund a sum 

of $10,000 by the will of Hon. Abbott Lawrence, $4,000 by that of Miss 

Mary P. Townsend, and $20,000 by that of Hon. Jonathan Phillips, in 

addition to $10,000 already given by him. 

Similar additions continued from time to time to be made to the re- 

sources of the library, the next of importance being the very curious 

and valuable ancient Prince Library, bequeathed by its collector, 

Rey, Thomas Prince, in 1758, to the deacons of the Old South Church. 

‘This collection had suffered. many dilapidations in various ways, one of 

the worst being the unjustifiable procurement by three well known col- 

lectors of books, not very many years ago, of three copies of the Bay 

Psalm Book, worth then $300 or $400 each, and which would now be 

worth probably $1,000 apiece, in exchange for a few volumes and a 

little binding, to the total value of, perhaps, $40 or $50. The where- 

abouts of these copies is still known, and it is to be hoped that they 

may some time be recovered. 3 
To bring down to date the account of the remarkable collection thus 

fused with the library, must be added a reference to the Ticknor and 

Barton collections. The first of these, of Spanish and Portuguese 

books, bequeathed by Mr. Ticknor and received after his death in 1871, 

contains nearly 4,000 volumes. With this Mr. Ticknor gave a fund of 
$4,000, to be used for increasing it. The second is the very remarkable 

library gathered by Thomas Pennant Barton, of New York, which 

includes the best Shaksperean collection in America, besides much ex- 

cellent standard English literature, and a fine department of early 

French literature.
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In the year 1866 the old “ledger system ” of recording loans of books 

was given up, and the “ slip system” substituted. In October the first 

of the library series of Bulletins, now issued quarterly, showing the 
most important accessions of the quarter, was published. 

The death of Mr. Jewett took place in the beginning of 1868, and he 

was succeeded by Mr. Winsor, the present superintendent. In Novem- 

ber, 1870, the first of the existing branches, or popular local suburban 

outposts of the library, was established at Hast Boston. These branches 

are now six in number—at East Boston, South Boston, (dating from 
1872,) Roxbury, (1873,) Charlestown, (1874,) Brighton, (1874,) and Dor- 

chester, (1875.) Into the Roxbury, Charlestown, Brighton, and Dor- 

chester branches have been gathered, or associated in some way, local 

libraries already existing or provided for. Such were at Roxbury the 

Fellowes Atheneum ; at Charlestown, the Public Library, already es- 

tablished there; at Brighton, the Holton Library ; and at Dorchester, 

a local circulating library established at the Lower Mills village. As 

part of the arrangement for uniting this last colleetion with the Public 

Library, a farther ramification of the branch system has been tried, by 

the establishment at the Lower Mills, not of a library but of a “ branch 

delivery,” in charge of an agent who receives and attends to applica- 

tions for books, to be supplied either at the Dorchester branch, or at 
the Central Library in Boston. 

The action of the Boston city council in respect to the library has 

been constantly handsome. Its policy has been such as to permit the 

library to be managed on library principles; and besides the liberal 

regular appropriations annually made for its support, the special re- 

quirements, always incident from time to time to the growth of such 
an institution, have been .promptly met. Such were, for instance, the 
appropriation of $70,000 in 1872, to purchase the adjoining Richardson 
estate, in order to provide for a future extension of the building, and 
that of about $30,000 in 1873, to erect an addition to the edifice. 
The whole number of books in the library is over 297,000. It was, on 

July 1, 1875, exactly 280,709, distributed as follows : 
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The following figures show the actual extent to which books are de. 

livered, not including Bates Hall “within the rail,” the patent room, 

the reference department of Bates. Hall, or the periodical room. With 

these exceptions, the number of books issued has been as follows: 

MCs UNG eG Ste uch Rok neste anste shee ctl le sie Aen 56, 368 

wuring *he library: year, 160476 ...cs5. se-ces <n sesce~ ssa; sige + se pete sees eee 
Daring the library year, 187374 ~~ -- once done seer acinecenesesceressenese ORME 

Prom establishment to July 1, 1675.2. 2 <2. ne sen as cone codeine coca Op kU 

These figures show an increase of 133,051 a year in circulation, and a 

total daily book delivery during the last library year of more than 2,500 
on each open day. 

The organization of the library is briefly as follows: 

The organic law of the institution is the city ordinance establishing 
it. Three members of the common council of Boston are always mem- 

bers of the board of trustees; and the trustees oversee and control 

the library business, subject to the ordinance. The executive force in- 

cludes — 

‘ 1. The superintendent, whose special staff consists of a secretary, a 

dispatch clerk, an auditor, (who keeps the accounts,) and a messenger. 

2. Seven departments in the Central Library, to wit: Bates Hall, eir- 

culating department, under a keeper with six assistants; Lower Hall, 

circulating department, keeper and twenty-two assistants; catalogue 

department, assistant superintendent and fourteen assistants ; order: 

ing and receiving department, clerk and three assistants; shelf de- 

partment, custodian and two assistants; janitor’s department, chief 

janitor and two assistants ; bindery, foreman and eight assistants. 

3. Six branches already named, where are employed six librarians _ 

and forty-one others in all. | 
The whole library working force thus includes 116 persons, of whom 

more than two-thirds are women, They are subordinate, and report 

respectively —the assistants to their heads of departments, these to 

the superintendent, he to the board, and the board to the common 

council. <A code of by-laws and regulations supplements the ordinance, 

and defines the duties and responsibilities of all. 
The principal items of the library expenditures are as follows for the 

year 187475, but to these should,be added the sum of about $30,000; 
already mentioned, appropriated by the city for an addition to the 

building ; which is accounted for in the (city) public buildings depart 

ment, but does not appear in the library accounts: * 

ear les: ateieen, Nels nha 5 8 dsc ai teu Nec pow ue culieaey orl sukwdn< Sec cess 
minie Gnd mem OdIORls? 25.21 52525450) cor aces occa cos ede cae cccSees pesos 1 

BE Roe eee thls eae taht ae k vaingt eared ata swaaainiciealee cms meas 8, 080 8 
Printing catalogues, (Central Library only)...............0--2--2e-e0-- 8, 361 57 
Printing catalogues, (with some other Dorchester expenses, new branch).. _2, 664 9 
Other printing and stationery... << .ccnscccececncscaseussewcetconnente 4, 687 57
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Furniture, (mostly in new addition to building). ...-....-.....---.----.. $10, 256 55 

Buel, ($3,440.68, ) ras;($4,528.00)..<- .o- 25 ocse ssc cne acess cece sece sce ee |e oOU ed! 
‘Transportation, (daily to and from branches, ete.,) postage, ete...-.-..... 2, 288 18 

ESNOUSE cece omnes cewere venane sner ce teuwrunece seb narmacceemenent enemas 4,159 59 

TObBM a. 2s 322. ec des onc Novus s cu ysw oud ie oee bane eer ena eo a a om OT Onae 

To understand properly the apportionment of these heads of expend- 

iture as a matter of library administration, something like the follow- 

ing is necessary: Call the whole, in round numbers, $133,000; deduct 

the extraordinary item for new furniture, say $10,000, and there remain 

$123,000. Let the whole be considered under the three heads of 1. Books, 

(and binding;) 2. Salaries; 3. Other expenses; and we have this divis- 
ion of our total, viz: 

Balaries: 222: eae pel boas eT ed Sh ee ee eee eee 
Hooks and binding. one cams Maaaignth week hin wheat ym Meee ae trees eee ee OO 
MUDGT GX PONBOS — /-- 522 ee ee ie eee ea ee seme eee oe uUe! 

Total ts bis od VIS edh docs daca ce Wee Soe eee tre ye cali 

In this apportionment the salary account is unusually large, and the 

book account, of course, proportionately small. This (at first sight un- 

desirable) condition of things is, in great measure, due to two causes, 

viz: 

1. The extent and activity of the circulating or popular departments 

of the library, requiring a large staff. 

2, The very great fulness and thoroughness with which the cataloguing 

isdone. Investigation would show that all the individual items which 

make up this large total yearly cost are scrutinized and economized 
with complete system and thorough care. 

The current business of the library, so far as relates to its books, 

may be summarily considered under six heads, as follows: 

1. Choosing what books to get.—In the beginning, much of this selection 

was done by experts in the different departments of learning. At present, 

itis found best to permit the procured accessions to be determined in 

two ways: (1) by the judgment of the regular buying agents of the 

library upon such new books as appear, and (2) by the calls of the 

public for such books as are not already found in the library. The 

choice of the agents is made under a few clear conditions, and sub- 

ject to the return of any or all books furnished, if unacceptable. The 
demands of customers are made upon regular blanks furnished by the 

library. Books so asked for are furnished, of course, whenever to be 

had, and as soon as possible; and notice of their being ready sent to the 

Suggester, except in the few cases where great cost or other sufficient 
reasons may prevent. 

2. Buying the books.—This is done by a complete business system of 
ordering, so arranged that preliminary search shows that the library 
has not the book; a short title slip catalogue shows what books have 
been sent for, and when; press copies of all orders are kept; books 

received are checked off on the invoices, and the invoices kept filed
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in order of arrival; in short, the arrangc ments are such as those of any 
accurate book purchasing business. 

3. Getting the books ready to deliver.—The books are first dealt with as 
merchandise, being collated, returned, if not perfect, stamped, marked, 
and labeled, so as to identify them as the property of the library and 
unfit them as much as may be for seeming to be the property of any one 
else. Theyare then catalogued ; then “located,” i. e., put in their proper 
alcove, range, and shelf, and the mark of such location entered both on 
the book itself (inside and outside both) and in the shelf list, (with the 
title.) 

4, Identifying the customer.—The guarantee system is not used in this 
library, a mere identification being thus far found sufficient. Any per. 
son whatever, being decent, may use’ the books in the library. To take 
them away, a brief process of registration and, sometimes, inquiry is 
gone through with, resulting almost without exception in issuing a card 
bearing the applicant’s name. This is shown whenever a book is taken 
or returned, and stamped along with the slip for each book. And a 
‘registration slip” is filled out and put into the alphabeted file as each 
card is given out, headed, of course, with the same name as that on the 
card. These registration slips form thus an alphabetical catalogue or 
directory of the customers of the library. At present the whole number 
of names in this directory is more than ninety thousand, of which about 

two-thirds are still “ alive,” i. ¢., are of persons now using the library. 

5. Delivering the books.—This is done on a system which enables the 

library to accomplish the maximum of work by causing each customer 

to do a very little for himself. Instead, that is, of the ancient fashion, 

by which the librarian recorded the name of the book and the name of 

the taker, it is the latter who makes the entries, always on the regular 

and uniform library “charging slip,” so that the library has left only the 

stamping of the slip and the marking a brief date in the book. The slip 

then represents the book and its taker until it comes back, and also as 
long as it is preserved. 

6. Getting the books back.—The good customer brings the books back 

himself in good order, according to rule. For the bad customer, there 

is a set of penalties and pursuits. After so many days a fine accrues; 

after so many days more a larger penalty accrues, and, besides, a mes- 
senger seeks out the delinquent. The contumacious are debarred the 
use of the library until arrears are settled. Injury to books is punish- 

able by fine or imprisonment under a special statute. 
The machine thus organized and conducted works well. Perhaps one 

single final statistic, to be appended to the total figures of circulation 

above noted, will sufficiently attest this success; it is the fact that, in so 

large a city as Boston, only one book is being lost out of about every 

9,000 delivered out, (the precise figures for the year 1874-75 are one out 

of every 8,921,) or one-ninetieth of 1 per cent. Any mercantile busi- 

ness of equal extent, showing as small a margin of bad debts as this, 

would be thought pretty carefully managed,
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CONGREGATIONAL LIBRARY. 

BY REY. I. P. [ANGWORTHY, 

Librarian. 

The Congregational Library originated in a-feeling among a few men 

who thought it very desirable to gather and preserve, so as to have 

available, the writings and various mementos of the first settlers of 
this country. Prof. Bela B. Edwards, of Andover, published an able 

article on this subject in the August number of the Bibliotheca Sacra, 
1847. The first meeting in behalf of the object was at Andover, in the 

winter of 1851, and the association was organized May 25, 1853. It had 

avery small beginning; in its first ten years only about 3,600 volumes 

and 8,000 pamphlets had been gathered, and these were of quite a mis- 

cellaneous character. All funds collected were used, and are still, for 

the purpose of building and for running expenses—not a dollar ever 

having been appropriated with which to buy a book. Gifts of old books 

and pamphlets have been more frequent, and in some instances quite 

large, within the last twelve years, so that we now have nearly 23,000 

yolumes and about 95,000 pamphlets, including duplicates. The in- 

crease for the last year has been 4,957 volumes and 16,074 pamphlets. 

The prevailing character of the books is religious — doctrinal, ecclesi- 

astical, expository, practical, historical, experimental, controversial ; 

embracing everything that can be secured that has been published, of 

all shades of belief and non-belief. Statistics, biographies, local his- 

tories, and the like, are among our few specialties. 

It is strictly a reference library, and no one is denied access to its 
books. One dollar secures any person of proper character whose name 

isentered upon the “ visitors’ book” all the privileges of the library 

for life. 

It is managed by a board of directors, appointed by members of ortho- 

dox Congregational churches, who have paid a sum not less than $1. 

The corporate name of the organization is The American Congrega- 

tional Association. 
The library is everywhere known as the Congregational Library. 

The working foree at present is a librarian and one assistant. Its 

chief drawback is the want of a library fund for the purchase and 

binding of books. It has now a very commodious fire-proof room in 

connection with the Congregational House. 

ODD FELLOWS’ LIBRARY. 

This library was founded in 1854, in consequence ef an offer by Tre- 

mont Lodge, one of the lodges meeting in the hall which then stood at 

the corner of Chauncy and Essex streets, to give for such a purpose a 

library of its own, on condition that the members at large of the order 

would add a certain number of other books. This was done, and the 
collection was put in order and opened for use to the members as the
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property of the Odd Fellows who met in the hall. In 1858 a committee 
from the different lodges and encampments consulted upon the means 
of improving the library, and in consequence a managing board of trus- 
tees was appointed, one from each lodge and gacampment. In Decem- 
ber of the same year, after various means had been tried with moderate 
success to increase the number of books, the library was opened again 
for use with 446 volumes ; N. P. Burgess, librarian. In 1863 it was re- 
moved to the new hall in Washington street, at which time its circula- 
tion was about 1,450 volumes a year. In October of that year the 

whole number of books was 1,081. According to their ability the dif- 

ferent bodies owning the library have constantly responded to the nee- 

essary calls made upon them for supporting and enlarging it. At the 

end of 1872 the library was closed and inspected for weeding out used 
up books which were replaced with new ones, and in June, 1873, it was 

again opened in the present hall, corner of Tremont and Berkeley 

streets. It has now grown to contain 2,754 volumes, and in 1874 it cir. + 

culated 7,624 volumes. It is open evenings, except Saturdays, Sundays, 

and legal holidays; it may be used free by all members of such lodges 

or encampments as meet in the hall, including Mary Washington Lodge 

of the Daughters of Rebekah. A. brief but clear and sensibly made 

catalogue was issued in April, 1875. 

THE GENERAL THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY. 
BY REV. LUTHER FARNHAM, 

In April, 1860, the General Theological Library was instituted in Boston 

under the revised statutes of Massachusetts. Among those who took 

an active part in forming the institution were Rev. Dr. Burroughs and 

Mr. Farnham, Bishop Eastburn, Dr. George W. Blagden, the late J. Sulli- 

van Warren, esq., Rev. Dr. Samuel K. Lothrop, Rev. Ezra S. Gannett, 

D. D., John B. Kettell, esq., and others. By the rules of the institution, 

a person who has given $1,000 or upward, ranks as a founder. On this 

principle the late Rev. Dr. Charles Burroughs is the first founder of the 

Theological Library, the late Ebenezer Dale, esq., of Boston, the second 

founder, and the late Miss Arabella Rice, of Portsmouth, N. H., the 
third founder. More than any other, Dr. Burroughs was the founder of 

the institution, for he was forseveral years the only surviving member of a 

similar library that existed in Boston from about 1808 to 1815, but which 

was not in active operation after the latter date. And if we include 

the bequests of Dr. Burroughs to the Theological Library, he has given 
to it more than three times as much as any other person, or about 
$10,000. Another reason for the formation of the society was to promote 
Christian “union, or, at least, a better understanding among religious 

denominations. 

The library, when organized and opened to the public, was almost 

destitute of books and money. This was at No. 5 Tremont street, where 
it remained for about two years. It was next lodged at 41 Tremont 
street, in more spacious quarters, where it continued for nearly five
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years. The growth of the library required it to seek more spacious ac- 
commodations at No. 12 West street, where it has been for nearly seven 
years. The library has gained by gift and purchase nearly 1,000 vol- 

umes, on the average, each year since it was opened ; including the pri- 

vate library of the late Dr. Burroughs, bequeathed to the institution, but 
not yet received, as his widow has the use of it during her life. The es- 

timated value of the library, now numbering more than 12,000 volumes, 
is about $16,000. The permanent fund of the library is $8,000, and there 
is a bequest of $5,000, not yet received, to be added to it. 

In the year 1874~75, only 245 volumes were added to the collec- 
tion, of which 173 were purchased and 74 given, the financial situa- 

tion of the country being unfavorable to its growth. The character of 

the library is theological, religious, and moral; hence it is known as the 

General Theological Library, and was formed for the purpose of collect- 

ing the books used by clergymen, theological students, Sunday school 

teachers, and readers of religious literature. The library is unsectarian 

in character, being used by persons of all the religious denominations, 

which are fairly represented in itsmanagement. Another object of the 

society is to collect all pamphlets and periodicals on religion and the- 

ology. The reading room belonging to the library receives nearly 100 

different periodicals, representing twenty religious denominations. 

The library ‘may be used by: members and annual su bseribers. The 

former pay $50 once for all, or $5 a year; the latter, if Sunday school 
teachers, pay $2 ayear ; if clergymen or theological students, $3 a year ; 
if of neither of these classes, $5 a year. These terms are for use of the 
library, including the drawing of books. Members take usually two 

books at atime; if they live within ten miles they keep them a month; 

if beyond, two months. The distance to which books may be taken is 

unlimited. The library extends hospitality to strangers who are neither 

members nor subscribers. It was incorporated in 1864, and is managed 

by a board of fifteen directors, who are elected for three years and may 
be re-elected. 

Two persons are regularly employed in the library, the secretary, 

who also fills the office of librarian, and an assistant librarian, who is 
usually a woman. 

Forty thousand volumes and periodicals have been consulted or 
drawn from the library during the last year. Persons residing in forty- 

six towns of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Vermont drew 

books during that time. In the past thirteen years, books have been 
drawn by persons living in two hundred and twenty towns and villages 
in six different States ; and persons from twenty-two other States, from 
Canada, Great Britain, France, Africa, China, and Japan, have used 
the library at the rooms. 

BOSTON AND ALBANY RAILWAY LIBRARY. 

This library, unique, it is believed, at least in the United States, was 
established in the year 1869 by the Ho. Ginery Twichell, president of
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the road, who gave several hundred dollars to start it. The board of 
directors of the road vote an annual amount for its support and man- 

agement. Its object, the supply, of appropriate reading, free of all 

charges, for those employed by the road, and the proposed scope of its 

collections are thus stated in the documents of the library: “To have 

within reach of officers and employés the best books on the railway sys- 

tem and the industrial arts, and also as many on the sciences and in gen- 

eral literature as shall be attainable.” There are at present about 1,650 
volumes, which are kept in quarters provided for the purpose in the 

passenger station of the road in Boston, in charge of a librarian. The 

circulation reaches about 400 a month. The library is open two hours 

once a week, at fixed times, and there is a regular system by which 

books can be sent for and returned by train, along the whole. length of 

the road. Those of the force who live in Boston are not so dependent 

as the rest upon the library, as they have access to the Public Library 
and other collections; but by those not so advantageously situated, the 

railroad library is well used and well appreciated, as its steadily in- 

creasing circulation proves. The whole number of employés who might 

use the library is about 250, and about two hundred are always using 

it, who would, as they are situated, hardly be able to read anything at 

all without it. A considerable number of statistical and scientifie refer- 

ence books and some rather costly ones constitute a “consulting depart- 

ment,” and must be used at the library, or taken away only under special 

restrictions. Examination of the catalogue shows an uncommonly solid, 

sensible, and useful collection of books, these strong characteristics being 

plainly visible even in what there is of poetry and romance. Very prop- 

erly there is a distinct abundance of railway literature of various kinds. 

There can hardly be a doubt that the example set by this very interest- 

ing library might be followed with great advantage by all our larger rail- 

ways. 

DEAF MUTE LIBRARY. 

The Boston Deaf-Mute Library Association was organized by Edwin 

N. Bowes and associates, July, 1872. A hall was rented at 160 Wash- 

ington street, and the same furnished by the kindness of friends of the 

mutes and other liberal citizens of Boston. It was dedicated on the 

1st of October, 1872. It was designed as a place where the mutes of 

Boston and vicinity might meet for social enjoyment and mental im- 
provement. A course of lectures and simple amusements ‘was begun 

and continued until the fire of November 9 and 10, 1872, when all the 

property of the library was destroyed, amounting in value to $1,500. A 

new hall was then procured at 280 Washington street, and through 

the kindness of Messrs. Lee & Shepard, and other publishers and book- 

sellers, a new library was formed, and the association soon recovered 

from its losses. But few new books were procured during the last 
year owing to lack of sufficient funds. The library numbers about 800
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volumes; the prevailing character of the books being the same as at 

most libraries, consisting of religious works, novels, history, travels, etc. 
Formerly the rules would not admit of any but mutes being members, 

but at the present time any person can have access to the library, with 

the privilege of drawing books, on the payment of $1. 

The act of incorporation provides that the name shall be The Boston 

Deaf-Mute Association, and that the board of officers shall consist of 
four hearing trustees and five directors, president, and vice-president. 
At present only the librarian receives a salary. The number of books 
taken out the past year was about 500 volumes. : 

POST LIBRARY, FORT WARREN, BOSTON HARBOR. 

This library numbers 1,450 volumes, and was in great part accumu- 
lated during the war, for the use of the prisoners confined in the fort. 
Additions have been made from time to time for the use of the troops 
stationed at the post, and the library is freely used by all who reside on 

the island, soldiers and laborers alike. 

BOSTON COLLEGE LIBRARY. 

This library numbers about 10,000 books and manuscripts, of respect- 
able value, selected for the purposes of the institution, (whichis a Ro- 
man Catholic college, conducted by Jesuit clergymen,) and is acecommo- 
dated in the various departments of the college as found convenient for 
use. It is intended soon to place the whole in one commodious room 
adapted to library purposes. 

LIBRARY OF THE PERKINS INSTITUTION FOR THE BLIND. 

This is a small collection, mostly of referenee or text books, printed 
in raised letters, for the use of the blind. It was founded at the estab- 
lishment of the institution by the late Dr. 8. G. Howe. One of the 
teachers acts as librarian, and the use of the books is confined to the 
pupils and employés. A few books in raised letters have been pro- 
cured by the Public Library, which books may be considered avail- 
able, to some extent, as a branch of that library at the institution. 

OTHER COLLECTIONS. 

The following list embraces other public or semi-publie libraries in 
Boston possessing each 1,000 volumes or more. Farther statistics of 
these, as well as of minor collections of similar character, will be found 
in the general table at the end of the volume.— Eprrors. 

. Volumes. 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences. (For a notice of this library see 

Chapter VI, p: 187; Scientifio Lihrarios) :...05....5. 50. sccencucasanssesess-< lO 000) 
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions .......-.--..---.----. 6,000 
Boston University : 

Belooliof, Theolopyicset< 22.5 5,4.' shag us asa oh tee eee oe 

Bohool of Taw iio 2.0 cs csms aa Snmbien donb va adinhte tivennea < oon ecco oe mE 

Beliool of Medicine. ..< c.c-s5:02.-as issu) oc- ao beageesus se bed sateen nO
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Volumes. 
Commonwealth Circulating Library.....-..-----0---eseeecess feces soswas caus 1, 800 
WONBMEn Ves TOMO :-020'2.. 2.2 62 els occas ssetaw wooceeveceeecesessicscscceemiaaee 
RaPNOULITIGUICUUO ons oc Scwcva ess cose se ccce veces dost lee dec til, eee 2 eee 4, 200. 
ISrOIB Mg School 2-2 NR 920 Seti, wd ees ee et 
Handoliand Haydn Societys: «1002. <sa5iesceesinwoiseos- 6055.0 chd.0-s- nena ee 
Uitrs  ORAMIMIAE BOHOO]. no. din nia au aoe shin hncrainieqncceh nets 4eeniss's hs 10s gama ee ee 
deindeleya Circulating Library 22.0042 220. cece 1e6d nc. 5. sous acs. ceo eee 
PaeCOM Ss CIGOIALING LIDTALY. =<... ec. cencne secocemecseae= snccceesceee esd 
DiOving’s Seleos Wibvartyst.s..--cc cslscs sete sscs sles eCceeesocse vac gee sauna 
PMN OLO MLOBPIGAL 35. 2s\o conse cdaiae woeem seen sas wiealecee ts Weeds Uke alauees 1, 200 
Massachusetdés General Hospital, Treadwell Library .......-.-2.s---2.2-2.--2. 3,542 
Massachusetts. Horticultural Society.........2...2222. ceeeeeceeeee cee ees eens 2,800 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology ..-.-. ...--.+--2+-seeeee eee eee eee eee oo, 500 
Massanhusetta State: Prison... 0222.53.52 .2c2..ss25+s 2.22 daeeeee... 2... eee 
Methanio-Apprenitives! Library... 2: 02.0225. 222 Sse seek eek ets 2 

Medical Library Association of Boston ........-.2. 0222-5220. ceeeee ceeeee ees 2,500 
BIC Rr LS MONOT RI tt feiR a Pei adat is we <ul oninnsy.cdteaplecdsiewioeb os nedske eee 
Mrs. 8. H. Hayes’s Family and Day School ..-...---..----..--ces-eee---ceeeee 1,600 
aval Uibrary'and Thstitute. <<... ..- os. e-nccepoecne shes se sc coca Saks ee 
Paton MOR: MADIRNY Cs ee oc Sp cea aa sacl Ounces sescbue eee ees eee etoees 2, 000 
Public Institutions on Deer Island .....-$..... 2-0-2. -------eeeee cece eee cenes 2,000 
Roxbury Society for Medical Improvement .......2....22- see. eee ceeeeeeeeeee 1,500 
Roamen's: Friend Society 3.6%) 2c0% ocho witenens seeeceigcecascesmssarcane cess en 
Young Men's Christian Association... ....~.-2..-----eeeeeee seseescosces odes 4/768 
youne Men's Christian URiON.<... 5 --csece- ocsu<s--4 ~--~2c es cecs passes cage 
Young’ Wombn's' Christian Association.......+--------c-cccce cecewe cee ceeee - 1,000 

II.—PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF BROOKLYN. 

BY S. B. NOYES, 
Librarian of the Mercantile Library. 

THE MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. 

The Mercantile Library of Brooklyn owed its origin in 1857 to a pop- 
ular movement on the part of the business and professional classes of 
the community, based on the conviction, to quote the words of one of the 
chief benefactors of the library, ‘that the great public requirement of 
the city, of the first importance in the order of time,” wasa great public 

library of circulation and reference, comprehensive in its scope and pop- 

ular in its administration. The word “ mercantile” has had no signifi- 

cance as implying any limitation in its organization and work. To build 

up a great collection of the best books in all the various departments of 

science and literature, past and present, has been the constant aim of its 

managers, 

The initial steps in organization were taken in 1857, at a public meet- 

ing. 

December 17, 1857, a constitution was adopted, and in March, 1859, 

the act of incorporation was secured. 

The library was opened to the public in May, 1858, with 7,000 volumes 

-on the shelves, increased during the same year to 11,400 volumes. Dur-
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ing the first ten years the association occupied rooms in the Atheneum 
building, the library growing slowly but steadily. 

In 1861 Mrs. Maria Cary, widow of William H. Cary, gave $5,000 to 

the library, in the form of a trust, the principal to remain intact, the 

interest to be expended in the purchase of books in the departments of 

history, science, and industrial and ornamental art. Another lady, Miss 

Caroline Thurston, gave to the library, in 1865, the sum of $100 to form 

the nucleus of a permanent general book fund. 

For several years prior to 1864 the want of a building of its own had 

been keenly felt, and in April of that year the newly elected board 

of directors subscribed among themselves the sum of $7,000 as the 

basis of a building fund, and an executive committee was appointed 

to devisea plan of action. The appeal to the public met with a gener- 

-ous response, and before the end of the year the sum subscribed reached 

$105,000, and the site of the present building was secured. The charter 

of the institution was amended at this time in several particulars, one 

section providing for the government of the association by a board of 

fifteen directors, (instead of fourteen as heretofore,) one-third of them 

to be elected annually, to hold office for three years. Another section 
vested the control and management of the trust funds and property of 

the association in a board of nine trustees, members of the association, 
possessing the power of filling all vacancies in their own body ; it being 

the duty of the said trustees to pay over the income derived from the 

property of the association to the treasurer of the association. Of the 

board of trustees the president and treasurer of the association are ex 

officiis members. 

The high prices which prevailed at the close of the war occasioned 

some delay in building, but in the latter part of 1867 the corner-stone 0 

the present building was laid, and the edifice was completed in the fol- 

lowing year. It is 75 feet wide on Montague street and 92 feet deep. 

Exclusive of the basement, it is three stories high, the main portion of 

the first story being occupied by the reading room, the library covering 

an equal area with the reading room and taking in the second and third 

stories. The total cost of the library building was $159,000; and the 

total of the building fund subscriptions having amounted to $169,000, 

the balance, amounting to $10,000, was funded. The number of indi- 

vidual subscribers to the building fund was within 250, the largest sin- 

gle subscriptions being one of $12,500, one of $10,000, two of $5,000, and 

two of $2,000. There were sixty-two individual subscribers to the book 
fund of $50,000, one of whom subscribed $20,000, The next highest 
subscription was $2,000. Most of those who subscribed to the book 

fund had also subscribed to the building fund. 

Fortunately for the library and for those who were to be the recipients 
of its benefits, the immediate ability to add largely to the number of 

books was amply secured to it. The generous offer of Mr. S. B. Chit- 

tenden to subscribe the sum of $20,000, if $30,000 additional could be
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raised, the whole sum to be devoted to the purchase of books, was 
promptly responded to by other friends of the association, so that the 

whole amount was secured witbin the period of two months; thus lift- 

ing the library, at the very opening of its new career, from a condition 
of incompleteness to a comparative fulness of resource. The frvit of 

this wise and provident generosity is shown in the rapid growth of the 
library during the six years following. 

The library on the day of opening, January 18, 1869, had upon its 
shelves 20,994 volumes. 

The annual additions to the library since 1869 (exclusive of pamphlets 
and unbound numbers of serials) have been as follows : 

Volumes. 
Me oer acs pees cay sic ien es eed sc ce 
Dee Uc tuee te see ete nde tten cna oN esos many ses Ateee cae Conch tng ee rn 
POR send t eS os lee. out ecdusscnsdeedcet cach ace os seeeewc cells ene 
DOES oF te wpe sniaseates eect se snse poe esi cons be vede be raster seid. sb ds cee 
etter a acta gate te aie: top) te. Titciwatin blots pen hed gd luk sc aneas eee nn 
Peed Gag wee Sesh cr cn vanpecnn cusp ccies -uyjones’s<ceeeset acts sw ae seis eee 

The present classification of the library, in detail, as reported March 
25, 1875, is subjoined as follows : 

History, topography, voyages, and travels....-.. 2.2220. .022-20seee eee -eee 7,508 
Theology and ecclesiastical history... .. 2.2... .sccee seen cee ceescee eee nees 3,100 
Pete Hoe Ane IHOUSLEIOL ALES sci ec Cawetee locas cana cabice ees acc sen=sopic- Meena 

PPIGRIUROM vomsecn ucts cclcs cos eaccGesieccctnccse shesdcacs ete cores sess aie 
PNGEOLAL -DIGbOR ct cte cee sealer ok Caesar beh tale c tec dared nate ThGh Secale cue amennie 

PUNO ALES. Capa tesus seeeslecccksndeaareods sod. te pus eeus tec ech ate oe 

Collective works, encyclopmdias, ete ..-. .... 2. .isee sce ene cece ceceeese---- 1,379 
Philosophy, education, language, etc...-... 2.2.2. .eecee ccceee ceceee ceen scene | 1,762 

Political, social, and economic sciences... .... ..s--..----- ----ceeeceec-c cose 2,449 

POGUrY, GHG CIAMAs GEAR VA, OU -- ane wmecici age ane sweced vseeh mcecccnn een oes ocean 

IGMOL cay tase Gsnoerh US revise cous tes cratuecc.ccosusbiacde sods coed tt teu see ame 

Works in foreign languages not elsewhere classified..............---.-------- 1,806 
IGTIGCION ACSA etiUs cis nita Mew oietidwablisicns «Aebiashd cin ge Seicnn chon pee tee «athe oe ae a 

Miscellaneous, including duplicates... .......-. .-s-2- s-seseeese secede enenoe 2, 808 

Total number of volumess.-..5scc- ci .oe sce ese ves eutee esse chy ake ee OOD 

All but a small portion of this sum of $50,000 has now been expended, 

and the library will shortly be entirely dependent upon the current re- 

ceipts from membership and tie income, about $4,000 a year, derived 

from property belonging to the association. It is, therefore, felt to be of 

vital necessity that the general book fund of the library should be very 

largely increased, if the demands of the future are to be adequately met. 

A new and pretty fall catalogue of the library is now printing, ar- 

ranged by authors, titles, subjects, and classes. 

Annual circulation of books, 1869-74. 
Volumes. 

MOE nee ea nia eee s Ocean Pete otis saree Seie ana. 9 SIRE aE oe oie = 2 

Tor Ville Ady ceca ea aa ld Poe ag ROTATE nk A UP GRR ROMER SEAN Ci
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Membership. 

‘The total membership stood on the 20th of Mareh, 1875, as follows: 

Permanent members by the -paymont Of $500). 6.52. i csus occee ccs suseecc seen een eU! 

Life members by the payment of $100... 2.2... sec. eee ccdedecteccecececcceee 615 

Life members’ by the paymont of $5052.52... is ease ec ete 50 

Annual members by the payment of $5... ..... 2.2... ce eece eek cca k cece dace 2, 882 

Tote: wales Sy 4c 6% ano smencaiuicpic Sowden saree desate haiaite game ane ct a 
Extra subscriptions of- $3... <acceess-covcdn ase ecemeee bots ace ee 

The total receipts from the membership, including initiation fees, an- 

nual dues, fines, extra subscriptions, ete., amounted during the year 
1874-75 to $13,013.60. 

Terms of: subscription to the library and reading rooms. 

Any person may become a subscriber upon the following terms, which 

entitle the subscriber to the use of the library and reading rooms, and 

also to attendance upon the classes at reduced rates, viz: 
Por clerks, students, journeymen mechanies and apprentices, and for 

ladies, first year, $1 initiation fee, and $4 per annum, payable quarterly 
if desired; thereafter, $5 per annum, payable quarterly if desired; for 
merchants and professional men, and all other persons, $5 per annum, 
payable in advance. 

Any person may become a life member by the payment of $100. A 
permanent membership is created by the payment of $500. 

THE LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 

An account of the library of this society will be found in Chapter XIII, 
p. 853, of this report. 

LIBRARY OF THE YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCTATION, 

The library of the Young Men’s Christian Association dates from the 
organization of the association itself, in November, 1853. The library 
numbers about 8,000 volumes. The first catalogue was issued in 1861 : 
another catalogue was issued in 1872. The average circulation of books 
is about 40,000 per annum. 

YOUTHS’ FREE LIBRARY OF THE BROOKLYN INSTITUTE. 

This library has, under its present name and its original name of the 
Apprentices’ Library, been in existence over half a century, having been 
established in 1823. The number of volumes in the library is about 
10,000, In 1873 the number of persons using the library was 2,000, and 
the circulation was about 40,000 volumes. In 1874 there was some 
falling off in these two particulars. The income of the library is reported 
as “barely sufficient to keep the library from decay and to supply a few 
hew books yearly,” but, as one of the departments of the Brooklyn In- 
Stitute, it is entitled to rooms in the institute building, rent free, and to 
one-half of the net income from the building by rent or otherwise. 

56 EB
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HAMILTON LITERARY ASSOCIATION. 

This association was organized in 1830 and incorporated in 1842. The 

association has limited itself to the special purpose of a debating society, 
but has collected 1,000 volumes for the use of its members. 

BROOKLYN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, EASTERN DISTRICT. 

The Brooklyn Library Association of the Eastern District was organ- 

ized in January, 1865, and incorporated April 3, 1865. The present 
number of volumes is 10,000, Three hundred and fifty volumes were 
added during 1874~75. The circulation of books is about 17,000 per 
annum. The terms of subscription are $4 for the first year and $3 sub- 

sequently. 
HAWKINS’S CIRCULATING LIBRARY. 

This library was established in 1848, with about 400 volumes, by the 

father of the present proprietor. It now numbers about 17,000 vol- 

umes, English and German, composed entirely of fiction. Circulation 

for the past five years: 1870, 21,210; 1871, 21,963; 1872, 22,876; 1873, 
23,933; 1874, 25,310, 

OTHER COLLECTIONS. 

Other libraries in Brooklyn numbering each more than 1,000 volumes 

which are more or less accessible to the public are the following, further 
statistics of which will be found in the general table at the end of the 
volume.— EDITORS. 

Volumes. 
Brooklyn Collegiate and Polytechnic Institute.........2-. .--.----.-0.------- 3,000 
Brooklyn Heights Female Seminary. 2... -....00.. 0022... eee eee eee 10,000 
Breokign Law LIDTATY «26. 5c sel. s ccs a wo chnewerc ncsss tended pascal spe eee uO 
Patio Pare BOHOOI y.< cae and cere lena ncn hwo «a cetoicasaaeieoss cons ccescp ck eee 
House of the Good. Shepherd. ..-.:s5.. 5 shucks tc ewedete nesch siete sels uccet ene 

Packer Colleptate Institute <.:. . <<< sccese onecteseeececs oe dire neceneeciclade enamel 
BiB tANOU OCONEE Se awe ecole th cwo4s we houeess senses cd, ccr ao) eee 
union for Chretien Work 222.22: 5. <ceca~ 2 sewn shoce seco elnducis Jusaxscueden ane 

IV.—LIBRARIES IN CHARLESTON AND IN THE SOUTHERN 
STATES. — 

BY ARTHUR MAZYCK, 
Librarian of the Charleston Library Society, Charleston, 8. 0. 

In order to understand the present condition of the libraries in the 

Southern States, and the causes which have led to their number being 

- so small and their existence so feeble, compared with those in other 

parts of the United States, we must go back somewhat and see what 
was their state previous to the war which has so materially altered the 

conditions of society throughout the whole country, and especially in 

these States. 

‘We may remark that the conditions were not then especially favor- 

able to the growth of these institutions. Several of the States were
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new and had not reached sufficient maturity for the development of 

literary culture, while in the older States the peculiarly conservative 

nature of society tended rather to refinement and cultivation among the 

upper classes than to the dissemination of education among the people 
generally. The country was agricultural and mostly in the hands of 

large proprietors, who, with the members of the learned professions and 

wealthy merchants, formed the leading class in all, or nearly all, of 

the communities. The middle class, or tradespeople, formed but a 

small and uninfluential. part of the population, and the laboring class 

consisted almost entirely of negro slaves. It followed naturally, from 

this state of things, that the need of public libraries, open to all, was 

little, if at all, felt. There was no lack of the means of culture, for the 

private collections of books were numerous and valuable. The standard 

of education among the better classes was high. Most men acquired, in 

the course of their collegiate studies, a knowledge of literature and taste 

for books, which afterward led them, by the purchase not only of cur- 

rent literature, but in many cases, also, of rare and valuable works, 

(handed down from father to son, and added to in each generation,) to 

form libraries complete and well selected, and not unfrequently number- 
ing from 5,000 to 10,000 volumes. 

The colleges and public schools were generally well supplied with 

libraries for the use of their students, and afforded the latter ample 

means for pursuing their studies beyond the range of ordinary text 

books, and for forming habits of reading and study. 

In addition to the private collections and those of the schools, there 

existed in most of the cities literary or library societies, owning many 

thousand volumes, which might be ranked under the head of public 
libraries, inasmuch as they belonged to corporations or societies which 

were open, under certain restrictions, to all persons in the community ; 

but they were not in any sense free libraries, being supported for the 

most part entirely by the subscriptions of their own members, and used 

only by such members. Being under the direction of their own officers, 
and independent of State or municipal control, they do not perhaps 
occupy as conspicuous a position in the statistics of the country as their 
importance would warrant; but we shall find as we go on that they 

comprise the largest part of the present available libraries in the South. 

Thus it happens that, in communities where it is a well established 

fact that a high state of culture and even considerable learning have 

always existed, the reports show but a small number of public libraries, 

and those not generally extensive or very valuable. 

It may be interesting to note here some particulars concerning pri- 
Yate libraries and the fate which has befallen them, The loss of books 
caused by the late war is irreparable. Thousands of volumes in every 
department of literature, a large proportion of which can never be re- 
placed, were destroyed, as well as much material, in the shape of corre- 

Spondence, deeds, pamphlets on local topics, ete., which would have
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proved invaluable to the historian. During the march of Shermans 
army through Georgia and the Carolinas, it is a well known fact that 
hundreds of private dwellings were burned to the ground with every- 
thing in them; and where this was not done, the recklessness of the 
soldiers and the unrestrained license of the negroes destroyed what 
fire had left. Nor was this confined to the route of the main army. 
Wherever the United States obtained a foothold, the property was 
turned over to the negroes, without an effort, save in rare instances, 
to preserve any part of it. The writer could speak from actual knowi- 
edge of many cases of this kind, but one will be sufficient for illustra. 
tion. 

On a plantation near the coast of South Carolina there was a library 
of 6,000 to 8,000 volumes of the rarest and most valuable kind. The 
owner, a wealthy planter, had used all the efforts that a cultivated taste 
and abandant means could suggest to enrich his collection from every 
source, as well in Europe as in this country. It was miscellaneous in 
character, abounding more in elegant and unique editions, ancient man- 
uscripts, and handsomely illustrated works than in any one branch of 
literature, but was specially rich in books relating to the early history 
of America. The plantation being somewhat remote from the scene 
of military operations, and transportation being difficult, it was not 
thought necessary to remove the books, and they remained in safety 
until some time in 1864, when a United States gunboat went up the river 
on which the plantation was situated, and the officers, landing, gave it into 
the possession of the negroes. There followed a scene of the most wanton 
destruction ; the house was ransacked, and every article of value or 
ornament destroyed or carried off. The books shared the fate of every- 
thing else; hundreds of volumes were torn to pieces and thrown out of 
doors. Hye-witnesses have assured me that they saw the plates of 
Audubon used for kindling fires; and recently, plates from the Boydell 
Shakspere, and Hogarth were found stopping the cracks of a negro 
house. About a hundred volumes were found scattered through the 
house ; and after the war about two hundred more, many of them. in 
broken sets, were sent on by a gentleman of one of the northern 
cities, who said he had been a passenger on board the gunboat, and had 
succeeded in saving them. Thus perished a collection which it had 
taken years of careful search and large sums of money to bring together, 

and which contained much that can never be replaced, As already 

stated, the above is not a solitary instance. Numerous cases, almost 

exactly similar, occurred throughout all the States, and a little investi- 

gation would show deplorable losses of this character, which would 
startle those whose attention has not been called to this subject. 

CHARLESTON LIBRARY SOCIETY. 

We come now to the library societies of the South, and will take as 

our first example the Charleston Library Society, which is the oldest,
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and which stands probably in the front rank of such associations. A 

sketch of its history will give us an idea of the general character of 

such institutions in the Southern States, and will serve to show how 

they partook, to a certain extent, of the nature of private collections 

rather than of what are usually considered public libraries. 

As the preface toa catalogue of the books, published in 1826, informs 

us— 

The Charleston Library Society owes its origin to seventeen young gentlemen who, 
in the year 1748, associated for the purpose of raising a small fund to “collect such new ~ 

pamphlets” and magazines as should occasionally be published in Great Britain. They 
advanced and remitted to London ten pounds sterling as a fund to purchase such 
pamphlets as had appeared during the current year, acting at first under a mere verbal 
agreement and without a name. Before the close of the year their views became more 

extensive, and, on the 28th December, rules for the organization of the society were 

ratified and signed, when they assumed the name of a Library Society, and made 
arrangements for the acquisition of books as well as of pamphlets. 

Their rules lie before us, engrossed in beautiful penmanship, in a 

yellum covered volume, yellow with age, and their preamble is worthy of 

insertion here as showing the desire for learning which animated the 

men of that day, and which should be impressed upon us, whose oppor- 

tunities for acquiring information are so vastly extended: 

As the mind of Man has a pleasure in contemplating Nature, and of making Discoy- 
eries, so it is happily disposed to a desire of Communicating its Knowledge and At- 

tainments to Others, and of having Intelligence of what passes in distant parts of the 
Universe. 

To those, undoubtedly, We owe the Inventions and Improvements daily made in 
Art, Sciences, Commerce, Agriculture, and Mechanism: which are constantly Observed 

to flourish in every part of the World, in proportion to the Opportunities it has of 
knowing what passes elsewhere. 

The great disadvantage this Place labours under for want of such regular Intelli- 

gence is but too heavily felt, and, therefore, Every person ought to Contribute with 
all his power to the remedy of it. It is with this design that the Library Society have, 

this Twenty-Eighth of December, Anno One Thousand Seyen hundred and forty-Eight, 

Agreed to and subscribed the following Rules. 

From this small beginning the society steadily advanced, drawing 
into the list of its members the most cultivated and wealthy residents 

of the community, and making, by degrees, rich additions to its vol- 

umes. We may mention, by the way, that at a meeting held on the 1st 

of April, 1749, we find Mr. William Strahan, of London, elected book- 

seller to the society. Any reader will recognize the name as that of a 

prominent English publishing house at this day. 

We find on the list of presidents the names of such men as Charles 
Pinckney, Gabriel Manigault, his excellency Hon. Will. Henry Lyttle- 

ton, the Hon. Will. Bull, Lord Charles Gr. Montague, Gen. Charles 

©. Pinckney, Ralph Izard, Stephen Elliott, and others more or less dis- 

tinguished in the history of Carolina for ability and learning. 

The advance, however, while steady, was not rapid, and consisted 

rather in the value of the particular sets of books purchased than in 
the number of volumes of general and current literature added. Most
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of the members, as already stated, were men of means, and the library 

was used by them not so much for circulating books among readers 

generally, as a place of deposit for such works as were too large or ex- 

pensive to be owned by single individuals. Hence, we find on its shelves 

many treasures for the lover of books—five editions of the English 

classics ; huge folios of the Fathers; rare old pamphlets on the history 
of this country; works like the famous Antiquities of Piranesi; the 

splendid Description de VEgypte; a second folio of Shakspere, and a 

* host of others which our space does not permit us to refer to more 
particularly, 

This easy and gradual advance continued until the breaking out of the 

late war, when, of course, all progress ceased; and it being found in 

1863 that the books were no longer safe in Charleston, the greater part 

were removed to Columbia, where they were deposited in the university 

buildings, then used as a hospital. Here they fortunately escaped de- 

struction. 

Meantime the building of the society was broken into on the evacua- 

tion of Charleston, and the books left in it, comprising all the fiction 

and other light literature, as well as a considerable number of law 

and miscellaneous books, were destroyed or carried off. The General 

Government then took possession of the building and used it as a cus- 

tom house for seyeral months. 

In January, 1866, the society was re-organized by those members who 

had re-assembled in Charleston, and it was determined to bring back 

the books and re-open the library. This was accomplished after sur- 

mounting many difficulties and obstacles, for the funds of the society 

were entirely exhausted. The officers of the Government had not only 

paid nothing for the use of the building, but had allowed it to fall into 

an almost ruinous condition, and the members were utterly impover- 

ished; many of them unable to meet even their annual dues, and none 

of them in a condition to make any extra subscription to the society. 

By persistent effort, however, and the exercise of strict economy, the 

debts of the society were gradually paid off, subscriptions to reviews 

and magazines were renewed, a few books purchased, and some new 

and active members introduced, so that by the beginning of the year 

1871 the affairs of the society began to wear a hopeful aspect. 
In the mean time the Apprentices’ Library Society, an association of 

somewhat later date, was re-organized, and efforts were made to com- 

bine the two societies.. The Apprentices’ Library Society had attained 

some growth before the war, and was of a more popular character than 

the older society. The building and all the books were destroyed by 

fire in 1861, but a small fund remained, and the few surviving members 

exerted all their efforts, with considerable success, to revive the society: 

In October, 1874, the two societies were amalgamated under the name 
and charter of the Charleston Library Society, and at present the pros: 

pects of that society are extremely good. The number of readers has 

largely inereased, new books are constantly purchased, and it is hoped
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within a short time to catalogue and arrange them so as to display to 
the best advantage these really valuable stores. 
We have been thus particular in describing this society because we 

believe it to be a fair example of similar associations throughout the 

South. A correspondence with the principal libraries develops the fact 
that most of them have followed the same course. Those established 
before the war, well sustained up to that period, but not greatly ex- 
tended, were, of course, much reduced, aud in some cases altogether de- 
stroyed, They have since revived with more or less vigor, and generally 
with a view to greater popularity. Many new ones have been started, 
and have, as a rule, proved successful. The scope of this paper does 
not permit us to give the history of each of the library societies and 
public libraries; bat we select a sufficient number of instances of vari- 
ous kinds to give, we hope, a fair general idea of their condition and 
prospects. 

We begin with the history of the Georgia Historical Society, at Savan- 
nah, Ga., which ranks among the most useful and active. The librarian 
writes: 

Before the war little was done by our society toward increasing the library, but since 
1865 the number of books has been nearly doubled; and in 1871 the second article of 
the constitution was amended by adding the words, “and to create a library for the 
use of its members.” The number of volumes in the library is now over 9,000, and the 

' inerease during the past year was 728 volumes. . . . No persons are allowed to 
draw books except members of the society and their families and the female teachers 
in the city schools. ‘Our roonis are open to visitors, and persons desiring to consult 
books of reference are allowed to do so. We have a reading room, where the leading 
papers of the country are kept on file, and we take a large number of American and 
foreign periodicals. 

The library is soon to be moved into a new building, constructed for 
it by a wealthy family of Savannah at a cost of about $50,000. It is 
to be wished that more such acts of generosity and public spirit could be 
recorded throughout the country. 

The Galveston Free Library, of Galveston, Tex., presents a most grat- 
ifying report. The Chamber of Commerce of Galveston, which founded 
the library under the name of the Galveston Mercantile Library, find- 
ing the demand for books greater than their funds would supply, offered 
to give the library to the city on condition that it should be sustained 
and made free to the people. The offer was accepted, and the ordinance 
was passed in March, 1874, accepting the offer and providing for the 
permanent support of the library by an appropriation of $250 per month, 
and by such regulations as afford the amplest facilities for the rapid in- 
crease of the number of books and their free usé by all residents of 
Galveston over twelve years of age. 

‘A new Catalogue of the Books and Pamphlets belonging to the Charleston Library 
Society, Charleston, 1376, compiled by Mr. Mazyck, has been received. It forms an 
octavo volume of 372 pages, and is arranged alphabetically by authors, subjects, and 
titles, with imprints.—Eprrors.
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The bulletin and reports of this library show an admirable selection, 
Some of the departments, such as local history, for instance, are made 
particularly complete; but there is also a sufticient supply of general 
literature to meet the wants of all classes of readers. The collection 
numbers between 8,000 and 9,000 volumes. 

In the published account of the twenty-second annual meeting of 
the Petersburg Library Association, Petersburg, Va., March 4, 1875, 
the report of the board of managers gives the following figures: 

Wumberof volumes Januery/1, 1861.04. .2)0 i ea ee 5, 022 
Number gt ihe\elope of the War. o2<..5 5c. <n 5 beceeecewe sccies 4¢-an5 -<snseee 2, 389 
Number lost and destroyed during the war...-.. 2-2-2 .2.s2. eeeee seeeee eeeene 2,906 
PEM Ver NOW WN MULAN. ese chosen ate sseipse see accus sean s- cetnessoso-s<¢- a a 
Nouiber bought the present years...) 2.2.2. eee cee 91 
Moniodingle-taben. 10. ee eS aan ae 10 
Mowenepers tigen 526.20) os kos yiteegese deck satus nope ott ee 8 

The report gives some hope of an improved condition of affairs, and 
makes an earnest appeal to the citizens for aid. 

The librarian of the Library Association of Little Rock, Ark., writes: 

The Library Association of Little Rock was organized in November, 1867. It is for 
the exclusive use of members of the association. The present membership is about 
one hundred and fifty, and the condition and prospects better than they have ever been 
before; the number of books, 1,000; annual increase, 250. . . . Our principal 
readers are of the middle and upper classes. We have to regret a lack of taste for 

reading in the lower classes throughout, and among the young men of the upper and 

middle classes. Scarcely any of our clerks and younger men of business, or even of 
the professions, show any inclination to patronize a public library. 

The Young Men’s Library of Atlanta, Ga., exhibits perhaps the most 

rapid advance that we have yet noticed. The librarian informs us that 

the library and reading room were established in August, 1867, with 
twenty or thirty members, and an “armful of books.” They have now 

fully six hundred and fifty members and over 4,500 volumes, and addi- 

tions are made almost weekly by purchase or donation. Their col- 
lections considerably exceed their expenses, so that they have now some 

$2,500 invested as the nucleus of a building fund. Their present rooms 

are spacious and well ventilated. The circulation in 1874 was nearly 

15,000 volumes, and the librarian expects a considerable increase dur- 

ing the present year, 
STATE LIBRARIES. 

Our attention is next directed to the State libraries, that is to say, 
those at the capitals of each State, and supported by legislative grants, 

These are in general used merely for the deposit of official documents 

and publications, and are for the use only of members of the legisla- 

ture and State officials; but in some cases they are more extended and 

are made of real service to the people. 

The Virginia State Library, at Richmond, Va., receives a handsome 
grant of from three to five thousand dollars per annum; contains about 

35,000 volumes, largely made up of general literature, and is open, under 

what restrictions we are not precisely informed, to all citizens.
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The Mississippi State Library, at Jackson, Miss., is most admirably 

sustained. Its largest department is law, and we think it may justly 

claim to be the best law library in the Southern States; but there is 
also a fair proportion of other literature. We learn that the number of 

volumes of law is 9,000; of general literature, i. e., theology, history, 

biography, poetry, and the drama, ete., 3,000; miscellaneous, including 

public documents, about 4,000; pamphlets, (various,) 3,500. It has a 

yearly State grant of $5,000, which is under the control of the gov- 
ernor and the judges of the supreme court. It is expected that 2,000 

yolumes will be added during the year 1875-76. The library is open to 

the bar and to citizens generally. With such advantages this library 

bids fair to become one of the most important in the Southern States, 

and we cannot too highly commend the wise policy of the Mississippi 

State government in thus liberally supplying one of the greatest needs 

of the people and furnishing them with the best possible means of im- 

provement. 

It would be well if the legislatures of all the Southern States would turn 

their attention to this matter, and according to their means and oppor- 

tunities follow the example of Virginia and Mississippi. Even if the 

collections were not made so general, it would be of incalculable service 

to have in each State a library where particular kinds of information 

could certainly be obtained. 

COLLEGE LIBRARIES. 

The libraries of educational institutions do not properly belong to the 

subject of this paper, and we have not extended our inquiries far in 

that direction. Most of the universities and colleges are provided with 

libraries for the use of their students, which, of course, have followed 

the fortunes of the institution to which they are attached. Many of 

these are carefully gathered collections, and some of them rank very 

high. The Library of the University of Virginia was the largest and 

best in the South, and that of the South Carolina College! was, in pro- 

portion to the size of the college, not far behind it. The former, we 

believe, is still well sustained, while the latter has shared the fate of the 

college, and is not only poorly supported, but, we are informed, many of 
the books have been lost or stolen. 

Itis much to be desired that these college libraries should be opened 

to the public. If the citizens of towns in which colleges are situated 

were allowed the use of the libraries under certain restrictions, and 

perhaps on payment of some fee, it would most likely prove a mutual 

benefit. The students do not need the use of a very great number of 

volumes at any one time, and many books lie on the shelves unused 

‘The name of this institution was changed, in 1865, to the University of South Car- 
olina, and the library numbered according to the last returns 28,250 volumes, including 

4 students’ society library of 1,250 volumes. A brief sketch of the library will be 
found on pages 121, 122, of this report.— Eprrors.
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which might be turned to valuable service in the community. On the 

other hand, the citizens, having their interest and attention drawn to 

the institution, would be prompted to give it a more liberal support. 

CONCLUSION. 

But we have digressed somewhat from the strict limits of our subject, 

and must return to say with regret that, notwithstanding the occasional 

instances of favorable progress that we have been able to note above, a 

view of the condition of public libraries in the Southern States presents 

after all but a barren prospect. In proportion to the population their — 

number is exceedingly small; they are poorly supported ; are conducted 

on no general or fixed system, and are confined usually to the large 

cities, while the smaller communities in these States are, for the most 

part, absolutely destitute of this most necessary means of education and 
refinement. 

The greatest number of volumes in any one library is 35,000, which is 

small when compared with many libraries in the northern and western 

cities. Of course a list of the contents of the libraries in the South 

would not include all the books which are read by the people, for be- 

sides the books purchased by private individuals, the number of which 

is still considerable, notwithstanding their reduced means, there are all 

through the country book clubs and private circulating libraries which 

supply a large number of readers; but we have to repeat that the num- 

ber of public libraries is far, very far, short of what it should be and 

what the needs of the people demand. We do not believe that this 

state of things arises from any lack of interest on the part of the peo- 

ple, for we have already seen that among some classes, at least, the de- 

sire for education is very strong, and it is easy to show how much the 

need of facilities for obtaining it is felt. The difficulty is chiefly finan- 

cial. There are very few persons in the Southern States whose wealth 

is sufficient to enable them to do anything toward the endowment of 

public institutions; and while we could record here some noble in- 
stances of public spirit, we regret to find that it does not generally exist 

among the present possessors of wealth, and the majority of the mem- 

bers of library societies are really unable to do more than pay a very 

small annual subscription. 

Unfortunately, the present political condition of most of the States 

precludes the possibility of any help from State or municipal sources. 

An appropriation which should take little from the public treasury 

would do incalculable benefit in this direction ; but while much politi- 

eal capital is made out of grand schemes for education in general, no 

serious effort is made to carry out those schemes; and even where funds 

are actually appropriated by State or city, there is sometimes little left 

for their proper object after they have passed through the hands of 

three or four officials. But the need exists and is deeply felt—how deeply
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it is difficult to appreciate without personal observation, though every 

statement we have made tends to show it. 

We have seen a people fond of literary culture, amply supplied with 

books in their homes and in their colleges, having almost every volume 

swept away at a blow, and at the same time losing the means to re- 

place their lost books, and even to keep up with the publications of the 

day. We have seen earnest men trying to gather up the fragments and 

organize associations to continue the work; and,unfortunately, we have 
seen how little after all has really been accomplished, owing, it can only 

be supposed, to the absence of systematic and combined effort among 

themselves and a little aid and encouragement from without. There 

is no time and no place where well sustained public libraries are not 

valuable, and indeed necessary to the education and refinement of the 

people; but in the cities and towns of the Southern States at present 

the need is such that we are scarcely speaking too strongly when we 

say that upon its supply will depend whether the people of these States 

rise again to their former position in the country or sink into a condi- 

tion of dependency on the more enlightened communities. 

Young men are now compelled to leave school and go into business 

long before their education is completed. Many of them are accus- 

- tomed to associate a high intellectual culture with their social stand- 

| ing, and, being unable to attain this, they must necessarily set for 

themselves a lower standard; besides, we know that it is utterly im. 

possible for men to rise very high in any department without thorough 

education. The mind naturally narrows itself to its surroundings, and 

we can never expect to have great statesmen or professional men, or 

even large minded and enlightened merchants, until we give our men the 

opportunities which their own resources do not permit them to enjoy. 

But the higher classes are not, perhaps, the greatest sufferers. The re- 

finements of their homes, at any rate, serve as a check to keep them from 

going down altogether; but for those who are without such restraining 
influences, everything tends to lower their condition as regarils literary 
improvement. Every news-stand is filled with dime novels and il- 
lustrated papers of the most vicious character. These are constantly 

thrown in the way of the people, young and old, and cannot fail to have 

a most pernicious effect, sooner or later, on the public morals. 

There is also another class which now forms a considerable part of 
the readers of most of the southern cities. Besides those persons who 

are traveling for business purposes, there are every winter thousands of 

people from the Northern States who come to the South seeking a more 

genial climate. They are temporarily without employment, and time 
hangs heavily on their hands when deprived of books for amusement or 
instruction. Being generally but a short time in any one place, they 

are not disposed to purchase books to leave behind or be burdened with 
on their journeys, and consequently they depend on the public reading 
Tooms. As these people are generally well off, they can afford to pay
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for the privilege of reading, and thus do something toward the support 
of the library which they use. 

Our experience does not enable us to say much on the subject of free 
libraries, but we are disposed to think that the payment of a small fee, 
or rather monthly or annual subscription, is not a disadvantageous 
regulation. It carries with it a certain accountability, and tends to make 
people value more highly library privileges. This we think is especially 
the case where persons are required to become members of a society: 
Each feels a personal interest in the success of the enterprise, and is apt 
to use efforts to induce others to feel a similar interest. To meet the 
wants of those who are entirely without the means of subscribing, some 
way might be devised to enable them to obtain books through mem. 
bers. A very good plan exists at present in the Charleston Library 
Society, and perhaps in some other libraries. No person under twenty- 
one years of age can become a member, but each regular member is 
entitled to the privilege of recommending a certain number of minors, 
for whose proper conduct in the use of the library he is responsible. 
By this means its benefits are widely extended at a small cost to indi. 
viduals, and the society is protected in its property by the liability of 
its members for injury done either by themselves or by the minors in- 
troduced by them. 

The working regulations of libraries, however, are of comparatively 
small importance, and can easily be arranged according to the cireum- 
stances of each. The vital matter is to establish these institutions and 
put them once on a firm footing, and we are convinced their success 
would follow as a certainty. How this is to be done it does not lie in 
our province to suggest, farther than the few observations we have 
made on special cases, and indeed it would require very careful study 
of the subject to determine upon a plan which would meet all the re- 
quirements. At present we fear that our only hope is through the 
efforts of individuals in forming and keeping up literary societies and 
extending’ their benefits as widely as possible, and those efforts should 
meet with the warmest support and encouragement from the Govern- 
ment as well as the people; and no means or opportunity should be 
overlooked to impress upon our people the immense value and importance 
of these institutions to them, and the duty that rests on every citizen 
to use his utmost abilities to encourage and aid them.
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V.—PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF CHICAGO. 

BY WILLIAM F. POOLE, 
Librarian of the Chicago Public Library. 

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 

The Chicago Historical Society was organized in April, 1856, and at 
the time of the great fire of October, 1871, had what was supposed to be 
a fire-proof building, which had cost $60,000, and a valuable collection 
of historical books and pamphlets. On the 19th of November, 1868, 
the new building was dedicated with appropriate exercises. From the 
address delivered on the occasion by Hon. Isaac N. Arnold, it appears 
that the society had then 15,412 bound volumes, 72,104 pamphlets, 1,738 
files of newspapers, 4,689 manuscripts, 1,200 maps and charts, 380 cabi- 
net coliections, and 4,682 miscellaneous objects, including prints. Up to 
the time of the fire constant additions were made, and it was then the 
most valuable historical collection in the Northwest. Dr. William Barry, 
the efficient secretary and librarian, was the person to whom the largest 
share of credit was due in collecting these materials. In this work he 
had the active co-operation and pecuniary assistance of the officers and 
members, among whom were William H. Brown, William B, Ogden, 

‘John Y. Scammon, Luther Haven, George Manierre, and others. The 
library was especially strong in the documents and sessional papers of 
the several States, in works relating to the Indian tribes, the early French 
explorations, the Jesuit missionary enterprises, and in books and pam- 
phlets illustrating the history of the West. The building and all its con- 
tents were consumed in the great fire; not a book, pamphlet, or paper 
being saved. 

Mr. Scammon, with the aid of a few of its members, began soon after 
to make the nucleus of a new collection, and friends from abroad sent in 
donations. These were temporarily stored in a block on Wabash avenue, 
when the second great fire of July 14, 1874, swept over that part of the 
city, and the collection was again wholly consumed. The society has 
maintained its organization, and is again preparing to resume active 
Operations. It has trust funds which will soon be available for restor- 
ing its collection. Its library now numbers only 300 volumes. 

YOUNG MEN’S ASSOCIATION LIBRARY. 
In January, 1841, when Chicago had less than 5,000 inhabitants, the 

Young Men’s Association Library was organized, and for thirty years, 
till it was destroyed in the great fire of 1871, was the chief library of 
circulation in the city, and maintained, also, a reading room for yews- 
Papers and periodicals. Its growth was slow, and by no means com- 
mensurate with the growth of the city. In 1865, when its last catalogue 
was printed, it had nominally 9,210 volumes, but of these a careful ex- 
amination of the shelves and the register of circulation showed that 
2,121 volumes were missing and lost. The average increase in the num- 
ber of books for several years had been about 600 volumes. The aver- 
age daily circulation in 1865 was 177 volumes. It had a membership of
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1,659 persons, of whom 157 were life members, 16 honorary members, 134 

lady members, and 1,352 annual paying members. The rules preseribed 
the payment of an initiation fee of $2 and an annual tax of $3. A consid- 

erable income was also derived from the profits of an annual course of pub- 

lic lectures. The latest official statistics we have found are those of 1855, 

From that time to 1871 the library was considerably increased, and had, 

at the date last named about 18,000 volumes; among them was a set of 

the British patent reports, which had been given by the British govern. 

ment, numbering about 2,000 bound volumes, the only set in the West. 

Nothing was saved from the library in the great fire, and no attempt 

has since been made to re-organize the association and re-establish the 

library. : 
CHICAGO PUBLIC LIBRARY. 

This library had its origin in the sympathy felt for Chicago in Eng- 

land after the great fire of 1871. In addition to the money subscription 

which was opened in England, a number of English gentlemen — among 

whom, perhaps, Mr. Thomas Hughes (author of Tom Brown at Oxford) 

took the leading part—started a subscription of books to supply the 

losses sustained by Chicago in the destruction of her libraries. An 

appeal was made to authors, societies, and public institutions to give 

their books, and about 7,000 volumes were thus contributed. The Brit- 
ish Museum presented all its own publications. The master of the rolls 

gave the Chronicles and Memorials of Great Britain and the Calendar 

of State Papers. The University of Oxford gave the publications of 

the Oxford University Press, about 250 volumes elegantly bound. Her 

Majesty the Queen presented The Early Years of the Prince Consort, 

inscribed with her own autograph; and many of the living authors of 

England sent in their books to the committee in London. In the case 

of authors deceased, as Lord Macaulay and Dr. Arnold, of Rugby, the 

relatives donated their books. The inscription on the book-plate in the 

volume presented by Her Majesty is as follows: ‘“‘ Presented to the city 

of Chicago, towards the formation of a free library, after the great fire of 

1871, as a mark of English sympathy, by Her Majesty the Queen Vic- 

toria.” An autograph inscription is also made on the fly-leaf. 

There was then no library organized in Chicago that could receive 

these books. An application was made to the general assembly of the 

State for a general public library act which would allow the city to 

establish such a library and support it by public taxation. Such an act 

was passed by the State legislature March 7, 1873, A reading room 

was immediately started in the city building, on the cornerof Adams and 

La Salle streets, and the books which had been donated in England and 

elsewhere were here stored. A librarian was appointed, who entered 

upon his duties January 1, 1874, Temporary rooms were secured, on the 

corner of Wabash avenue and Madison street, which were occupied 

March 16, 1874, and the library was opened for circulation on the 1st of 

May, with 17,355 volumes, of which about 13,000 were adapted for gen-
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eral circulation. The official year closed with the same month of May. 

In the last weelc of that month the average number of volumes issued 
daily was 437. 

The number of volumes in the library at the date of the next annual 

report, May 31, 1875, was 39,236, of which 20,122 volumes had been 
added during the year by purchase and 969 by gift. The amount 

expended for books was $28,410.63. The number of registered book 

borrowers was 23,284, of whom 14,657 were males and 8,627 were females. 

Book borrowers are required to deposit a certificate, signed by a respon- 

sible party, stating that the guarantor will be responsible for the return 

of the books and the payment of fines incurred. The total number of 

books issued for home reading was 403,356, or a daily average of 1,322. 

The number of serials kept on file in the reading room was 368; of these, 

288 were periodicals and 80 newspapers. The whole working force of 

the library included 26 persons. The amount paid for salaries was 

$15,545. The reading room is kept open on Sundays as on secular days. 

The average number of readers on Sunday was 560, against 423 reported 

the previous year. The entire running expenses were about $25,000 a 

year. The library is supported wholly by public taxation, the State 

law allowing a tax of one-fifth of a mill on the dollar valuation to be 

laid for this purpose. On the present valuation of the city, this would 

give an annual income of about $60,000. The city council, however, 

has the authority to order a levy for a less amount, if it sees fit. The 

library now numbers 48,100 volumes, and is situated on the corner of 
Dearborn and Lake streets. : 

OTHER COLLECTIONS. 

A list is here appended of the other public or semi-publie libraries in 

Chicago, which number each more than 1,000 volumes. Further statis- 
tics of these and minor collections may be found in the general table at 
the end of this volume.—Eprrors. 

Volumes. 
Academy: of Sciences’ :-.£-. cde SS Jo hee DI eee Seige ee eee det 
Allon/a'Ackdemnysc. Jos vetiedecsatnewct nena ase ses eueeceterecereses sue sue eee ee OOn 
Baptist Union Theological Seminary! ........-----e--2+ ce-cee ceeeee cece sees 15,000 
Chicago College-of Pharmacy 2: //..022.20 $2200 2.25 ee a re HOO 

Chicago Théologisal Seminary t 2.202005 5.02 us Ee a 50D) 
Chicago Torogemeinde').2s03.962.3 a a es Oe a 0 
Ciicago University. a/5. CPs cin ehccs tet meatal es hdc eee.) yee enn 
Cobbrs Library 25 020 ass coe vos dss ven cee paws ce ens Sne o eek eee 
Usw Inctitate...:. ke=validvceudund decsesasckl iu eo aee babi ues eee en ee 
Presbyterian Theological Seminary of the Novthwest?.........-----.---.----. 8,000 

Ab Ignatins Collage.” -..<cacanp vonncesecsiv dees sent oscesenodmad thease facae se monn OD 
Seminary of the Sacred Hoarb .. 1.1. o<c-+s-<<cecreeancneresstannetuceae voue 2) Re 
Union Catholic Library Association .. «2-3 ..0s-s..sesse ceesestesestsceeanwe eee aanOre 

Wabt-Blddo Library... jay nhasa'as onbioadtCamsnten stom cheeses UECe prea een nC ae mee 
Young Men’s Christian Appociationt scans. sano ek ts Se ee OE 

‘A notice of the library will be found in the chapter on Theological Libraries,, 

Chapter LV, p. 143. 
*Tbid., p. 144.
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THE NEWBERRY LEGACY TO CHICAGO. 

The largest legacy made for a public library in this country has 

recently fallen to the benefit of the citizens of Chicago by the death of 

Miss Julia Newberry, the last surviving daughter of the late Walter L, 

Newberry, of Chicago. She died at Rome, Italy, April 4, 1876. The 
value of the Newberry estate is now estimated by the trustees to be 

24,000,000. One-half of the estate is to descend to the heirs of the tes- 

tator’s brothers and sisters, and the other half is to be devoted to the 

foundation and support of a free public library, to be situated in the 

North Division of Chicago. 

Mr. Newberry died on the 6th of November, 1868, leaving his whole 

estate to two trustees, Mark Skinner and E. W. Blatchford, as executors 

and trustees, with full powers to administer the same, and to appoint 

their successors. After providing for the widow, his two unmarried 

daughters, and other relatives, his executors were required to pay to his 

two daughters, or to the survivor of them, annually, the net income of the 

estate. After the death of his daughters, if they married and had issue 

the estate was to be divided among such issue. The elder daughter, 

Mary, died two years ago, unmarried. The younger daughter, Julia, 

also unmarried, died, as stated above, in April, 1876. This contingency 

was provided for in the testator’s will as follows: 

In case of the death of both of my said daughters, without leaving lawful issue, then 
immediately after the decease of my wife, if she survives my said daughters, bat if not, 

then immediately after the decease of the last surviving one of my said daughters, my 
said trustees shall divide my estate into two equal shares, my said trustees being the 
sole judges of the equality and correctness of such division, and shall at once proceed 

to distribute one of such shares among the lawful surviving descendants of my own 
brothers and sisters, such descendants taking per stirpes and not per capita. 
«The other share of my estate shall be applied by my said trustees, as soon as the 

same can conveniently be done, to the founding of a free public library, to be located in 

that portion of the city of Chicago now known as the “ North Division.” And I do hereby 
authorize and empower my said trustees to establish such library, on such foundation, 

under such rules and regulations for the government thereof, appropriate such portion 
of the property set apart for such library to the erection of proper buildings and fur- 
nishing the same, and such portion to the purchase and procurement of books, maps 
charts, and all sach other articles and things as they may deem proper and appropriate 
for a library, and such other portion to constitute a permanent fund, the income of 

which shall be applicable to the purpose of extending and increasing such library; 
hereby fully empowering my said trustees to take such action in regard to such library 
as they may judge fit and best, having in view the growth, preservation, permanence, 

and general usefulness of such library. 

The widow, in lieu of the provisions made for her in the will, elected 

to take her right of dower, and hence her interests in the estate are 
secured and fixed, whether the ultimate purposes of the will be carried 
out soon, or be postponed till her death. It is understood to be the 

wish of the trustees, the widow, and the testator’s relatives that the 
foundation of the library should be commenced as early as possible. 

Of the estate, nearly a million dollars are in available funds, and the
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remainder is in real estate in the city and suburbs of Chicago which is 

rapidly appreciating in value. The trustees have expressed the opinion 

that in ten years the estate will be worth ten millions. Judge Skinner 

two years ago, being about to make a visit to Europe, resigned his 

trusteeship, and Mr. William H. Bradley was appointed his successor. 
Judge Skinner, however, still resides in Chicago, and the trustees will 

have the benefit of his large business experience and his literary cul- 

ture in the organization of the library. The confidence which the tes- 

tator felt in him is expressed in the following clause in the will: 

In consequence of an acquaintance and friendship now subsisting for thirty years 
between myself and my said trustee, Mark Skinner, I have such confidence in his 
judgment, that, whilst I do not anticipate that any conflict of opinion will arise in 
regard to the management of my estate, it is my wish that so long as he remains trus- 
tee of my estate, his opinion in regard to the conduct and management of the same 
may prevail in cases where differences of judgment may occur. 

It is too early now to predict, much less to state with any accuracy, 

the precise form in which this noble gift to Chicago will be adminis- 

tered. It will be seen that it is not a gift to the city as a corporation, 

and that the city government has no part or function in its administra- 

tion. The whole management is in the hands of two trustees, with full 

powers to appoint their successors. Two more estimable and trust- 

worthy citizens could not be named than the present trustees. The 

testator provided that no bonds should be required of his original ap- 

pointees, and he left it with them to decide whether bonds should be 

required of their successors. It is probable that, with so large a foun- 

dation, the library will be independent and form no union with any ex- 

isting institutions. It is probable, also, that the trustees will aim to 

make it the largest and most complete reference library in the country. 

Such a library, adapted to the higher wants of scholars, is greatly needed 

as a national as well as a local institution. The Astor Library, from its 

want of means, has not been able to supply this desideratum. Up to 

the time of the death of Mr. William B. Astor the library, in buildings, 

books, and invested funds, had only about $750,000 expended upon it. 

The legacy of Mr. Astor added $249,000 to its resources. The Newberry 

Library will start with at least double that sum; and if its organiza- 

tion be delayed, with a much larger foundation. A whole square, 

bounded by Rush, Ontario, Ohio, and Pine streets, the Newberry 

homestead before the great fire of 1871, is now vacant for the erection 

of the library building. The functions of a large reference library would 
hot interfere with, but, on the other hand, would supplement, those of 

the Chicago Public Library supported by city taxation, which are mainly 

to supply the citizens with books for circulation. The Chicago Histori- 

cal Society, which lost its building and collections in the great fire of 

1871, has funds for rebuilding, and a field of usefulness independent of 

that of the Newberry Library. No one library, however large its re- 

sources, can meet the many sided wants of a metropolitan community 

with a population of half a million. 

oi E
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Mr. Newberry, formerly a resident of Detroit, came to Chicago when 
the city had less than ten thousand inhabitants. He brought with him 
money which he judiciously invested in land, which has inereased enor- 
mously in value, and much of it is still unimproved, though within 
the city limits. His business habits were singularly exact and me- 
thodical. He never contracted any debts nor allowed any incumbrance 
on his property. While he educated and supported his family in a style 
befitting his wealth, in his personal conduct he was saving and unosten- 
tatious. He made his investments and managed his business with con- 
stant reference to the theory of probabilities. To the attorney who drew 
his will, he stated the estimate he had made of the probability that 
one-half of his estate would go eventually to the foundation of a library, 
There were forty chances in a hundred, he said, of this event occurring, 
He had considered the health of his daughters, the probability of their 
marrying, having issue, ete. For several years before his death he was 
the president of the Chicago Historical Society, and he took considera. 
ble interest in the institution. It was an occasion of surprise to the 
members that the society received no legacy in his will. He died on 
th: ocean while on a voyage to Europe. 

VI— PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF CINCINNATI. 

BY W. H. VENABLE. 

Many of the original settlers of Cincinnati were persons of education 
and refinement. They had acquired mental habits, the exercise of which 
was necessary to their contentment. Hence, their intellectual enterprise 
kept a more even pace with their material prosperity than is usual in 
pioneer towns. Schools and churches were established as soon as was 
practicable. An association for literary and scientific improvement was 
organized at an early date, under the presidency of the accomplished 
Josiah Meigs. A newspaper, The Western Spy, was issued in Uincin- 
nati, in 1799, and a few years later pamphlets and books began to ap- 
pear from the local printing-offices, prognosticating that activity of the 
press which has since made the city famous for the magnitude of its 
publishing business. 

It is not surprising that a community which fostered the school, the 
lyceum, and the press regarded reading as the foundation of culture, 
and considered the collection of books for popular use an essential part 
of public duty. To the founders of Cincinnati belongs the credit of 
having instituted the first public library within the Northwestern Ter- 

ritory. : 
THE CINCINNATI LIBRARY 

went into operation March 6, 1802, thirteen years after the town was 
begun, and two years before the formation of the famous “Coon Skin” 
Library at Ames, Athens County, Ohio, for which priority of origin has 

been mistakenly claimed.
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The Cincinnati Library grew out of a popular movement, which, ac- 

cording to the New England method, took direction through the free 

action of a citizens’ meeting, held at Mr. Yeatman’s tavern, the usual 

place of assembly for public transactions. This was in February, 1802. 

A committee, consisting of Jacob Burnet, Martin Baum, and Lewis Kerr, 

was appointed to draw up and circulate a paper soliciting subscriptions 

for the purpose of establishing a library. The original copy of this 

paper is now in the possession of Robert Clarke, esq., the well known 

publisher. ‘The list of subscribers to the library fund comprised twenty- 

five names, representing thirty-four shares of stock valued at $10 each, 

or a total of $340—no inconsiderable sum to be raised in a frontier 

colony three-quarters of a century ago. It is interesting to note that 

the subscription list is headed by the name of the veteran Arthur St. 

Clair, first governor of the Northwestern Territory, and of Ohio. 

The library went into operation, with Lewis Kerr as librarian, but of 

its subsequent history no records have been found. It probably merged 

into the 
CINCINNATI CIRCULATING LIBRARY. 

In the autumn of 1808, some of the leading citizens of Cincinnati pe- 

titioned the legislature of Ohio for a law to incorporate a public library. 

The petition was not granted at the time, but in 1811 it was revived, 

and, chiefly through the instrumentality of Judge Turner, a charter was 

obtained. A library society was organized, and, after much delay — 

occasioned, no doubt, by the breaking out of the war of 1812—a collee- 

tion of about 300 volumes was ready for use, April 16, 1814. A pur- 

chase of 250 volumes more was made, at Philadelphia, in the summer of 

1815, and also a purchase of 100 volumes, on credit, of the Miami 

University, at Oxford, Ohio, between which institution and Cincinnati 

a relation of mutual sympathy and interest was fostered for many years. 

Later in 1815, a member of the board of library trustees “ visited the 

eastern cities,” with discretionary power to buy books for the library, 

and procured about 400 volumes. 
From a printed catalogue of the circulating library, dated 1816, we 

learn that it then contained nearly 1,400 volumes, at an estimated value 

of about $3,000. It was kept in the old Cincinnati College building, 

then recently built, and known as Lancaster Seminary, from the fact 

that a large school on the Lancasterian method was opened there, (in 

1815,) under the presidency of Jacob Burnet, author of Notes on the 

Northwestern Territory. The librarian’s name was David Catheart. 

The library appears to have been selected with care by competent 

judges of books. It contained a pleasing variety of standard works, and 

was classified with exact system. The pride and glory of the trustees 

seem to have been a set of Rees’s Cyclopedia. The rules, and regula- 
tions of the library were very minute and stringent, indicating the high 

estimation in which the books were held. A deposit of $5 was required 

of every shareholder “on receiving a volume of the Cyclopedia.” Wil-
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son’s Ornithology and two or three other expensive works could “only 

be read or referred to in the library.” 

The moving spirit in the formation and management of the circulating 

library was the president of its board of trustees, Dr. Daniel Drake, 
aman who deserves to be remembered for his zeal, ability, and perse. 
verance in useful enterprises of every kind, aud especially those tending 
to promote knowledge among the people. 

The history of the circulating library reflects quite vividly the kind 

and degree of culture possessed by the Queen City of the West in her 
ambitious youth, The kind was practical, the degree high enough to 
grasp the relations of reading with academic training, and to stimulate 

several original literary enterprises. The seminary, which grew up with 

the library and was nourished by it, was the first important school in 

the city. The men whose provincial enthusiasm over the possession of 

a few hundred books provokes a smile included in their number some 

authors not to be despised, even by the critics of to-day. 

The circulating library existed still at College Building in 1826, when 

the number of its volumes had diminished to 1,300. Eventually, for 

some reason unknown to the writer, the books were boxed up and packed 

away in the cellar of a bookstore on Main street. Here they remained 
for several years, gathering dampness and mold, until Rey. James H. 

Perkins, a Unitarian clergyman and writer, who took great interest in 

the literary and historical progress of the West, assumed the responsi- 

bility of overhauling the boxes and bringing their neglected contents to 

the light. Many of the books were entirely ruined. The treasured 

volumes of Wilson’s Ornithology fell to pieces of their own weight. 

Such of the books as were in tolerable condition were selected and 

placed upon the shelves of the library of the Ohio Mechanics’ Institute, 

a harbor destined to receive the drifting remnant of several pioneer col- 
Jections. 

THE APPRENTICES’ LIBRARY, 

The third publie library of Cincinnati was founded in February, 1821, 

ostensibly for the improvement of “minors brought up to laborious em- 

ployment in the city,” and therefore called The Apprentices’ Library. 

The management of it was intrasted to a board of directors, appointed 

by the contributors to the library, or by the city council in case the 
contributors failed to elect. 

The library was deposited in the council chamber, and contained, ac- 

cording to a catalogue published in 1846, about 2,500 volumes. The 

character of this collection was severely useful. The catalogue impresses 

the reader with a conviction that the generous donors to the library 

freely gave from their private collections such books as they never 

could prevail upon themselves to read or their neighbors to borrow; 

for examples, The Apprentice’s Guide, The Ambitious Student, An In- 

quiry for Happiness, The Improvement of the Mind, and Practical Piety. 

These delightful treatises, strange as it may appear, were not eagerly
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devoured by the ungrateful “minors brought up to laborious employ- 
nent,” for whose edification they were provided. It, however, became 
the custom for apprentices to draw books from the library for their 
parents and friends, especially after some novels were added to the col- 
lection by a certain wieked librarian named Jones. 

The Apprentices’ Library contrasts sharply with the Circulating 
Library, as to origin, purpose, management, and almost everything else. 
Like many an other institution built up for rather than by its benefici- 
aries, it lacked vitality and never became popular. Its affairs were 
loosely administered, and, worst of all, its books were of little account. 
The collection was donated to the Mechanics’ Institute shortly after that 
was organized, and some of the books are yet to be seen on the shelves 
of the Institute Library. 

LIBRARY OF THE OHIO MECHANICS’ INSTITUTE. 

At the close of a course of lectures on natural philosophy, delivered 
in the autumn of 1828, by John D. Craig, then an old man and eminent 
as a teacher of science, the lecturer saggested the establishment of a 
mechanics’ institute in Cincinnati, such organizations being already 
in successful operation in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Balti- 
more. Dr. Craig afterward prepared, upon popular invitation, an ad- 
dress on mechanics’ institutes, which was read before a large audience 
and printed. This led to the establishment of the Obio Mechanics’ In- 
stitute, in February, 1829. 

The general object of the institute being “to facilitate the diffusion 
of useful knowledge” among the people, various means of popular in- 
struction were considered, and among them the formation of a library. 
In 1830 the basis of a library was laid by donations of miscellaneous 
volumes from Dr. Craig, John P. Foote, Prof. John Lock, J. L. Tal- 
bott, anda few others. Three years after this Prof. Calvin E. Stowe 
then of Lane Seminary, Cincinnati, gave before the institute a lecture 
on the History of Letters, The Hon. James Hall also delivered an 
address on the importance of establishing a first class library in Cin- 
cinnati. The audience drawn by these lectures was neither large nor 
enthusiastic, but it contained the working few, the stanch vanguard 
of devoted men and women who labor and make much sacrifice for the 
higher interests of humanity. 

The institute purchased the private library of Morgan Neville, esq., 
son of General Neville, of Revolutionary fame. Some volumes of the 
Neville collection yet remain, and they may be distinguished by a 
label on wliich are engraved the Neville arms and the motto Nocturna 
versate manu, versate diurna.” : 
The “ Neville collection,” together with the Apprentices’ Library and 

what was left of the Circulating Library, furnished the heterogeneous 
and timeworn materials of which the foundation of the Institute Library
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was made. The collection was placed in a building known as the Enon 

Baptist Church, on Walnut street. It was presently removed to the 

Cincinnati College, and again, in 1839, to the famous Bazaar built by Mrs, 
Frances Trollope during her residence in Cincinnati. About the year 

1840 the library received large donations of valuable books from its 
friend and patron Rey. James H. Perkins. Some good books were given 

also by an organization known as The Lyceum, of which Salmon P, 

Chase was a prominent member. 

From the Bazaar, or Trollope’s Folly, as it was contemptuously called, 

the library was transferred to a room on Walnut street, thence to a room 

on Third street, and thence again, in 1848, to another room on Walnut 

street. About this time a lot was purchased on the corner of Sixth and 

Vine streets, and upon this the present Mechanics’ Institute building was 

erected. Thus, after a nomadic existence of nearly twenty years, the 
library at last found permanent quarters. The record of its wanderings 

and vicissitudes helps us to realize how painfully slow is the growth of 

educational institutions in a new city. 
In 1856 the Cincinnati school board leased rooms in the Mechanics’ 

Institute building, and deposited the Public Library there. The In- 

stitute Library, comprising something less than 6,000 volumes, was 

placed in charge of the school board and became virtually a part of the 

Public Library. In the year 1870 the Public Library was removed to its 

new home on Vine street, and the Institute Library was left in its own 

apartment. Since that time it has notreceived any important additions, 

except a valuable instalment of publications by the Patent Office. The 

library is scarcely used at all by the public, and, in fact, it contains few, 

if any, books that are not to be found in better condition at other public 

libraries in the city. The Mechanics’ Institute Library has outlived its 

usefulness as a means of diffusing general knowledge; but as a monu- 

ment of past enterprise it is full of local interest, and as a quaint col- 

lection of odd, old books from different places and memorable individu- 

als it is curious and historically precious. 

THE YOUNG MEN’S MERCANTILE LIBRARY. 

Some six years after the intelligent mechanies of Cincinnati set 

about organizing their noble institution for the intellectual elevation of 

the workingmen, the leading business men of the city undertook the 

establishment of an association which should contribute directly and 

specially to the culture and dignity of the mercantile class. The Young 

Men’s Mercantile Library Association of Cincinnati was incorporated in 

1836, It has been from the start one of the most efficient educational 

powers in the city. Its primary object, as the name implies, was the 

formation of a library, The system and success with which this object 

has been carried out, in the face of many discouragements, testify 

favorably to the business tact, as well as to the liberality, of the asso- 
ciation. The writer of this sketch has been forcibly struck by the fact
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that of all the Cincinnati libraries the Mercantile is the only one whose 

history is clearly and fully preserved. The reports and records of the 

association are definite, statistical, and satisfactory. 
Immediately upon the organization of the association the sum of $1,800 

was raised by subscription, with part of which books were purchased, 
and the library went at once into operation. The library was first opened 

in Ames’s building, Main street, but after several removals it found its 

way to the Cincinnati College—a receptacle ever hospitable to the 

agencies of culture, whether in the direction of science, literature, or art. 

This edifice, endeared to the city by many associations, was destroyed 

by fire on Sunday, January 19, 1845, but by the prompt exertions of 

citizens all the books of the library were sayed uninjured. The present 

Cincinnati College was built in 1846, and in it the association secured 

on perpetual lease, free of rent, a fine suite of rooms embracing the entire 
second floor front. 

The prospects of the library were now exceedingly good, and fine 
progress was made from year to year, In 1847 subscriptions were first 

made to foreign periodicals — English, German, and French. In 1849 a 

valuable importation of English books was received. The library in 

1854 contained 15,000 volumes, and the readin groom was supplied with 
148 choice periodicals. 

In the month of October, 1869, the College Building took fire, and 

was with difficulty saved from entire destruction. On this occasion a 

portion of the library was ruined by fire and water, but most of the 

books were preserved in good condition and removed to a suitable place 

until the injured building was repaired and renovated. A new catalogue, 

containing the titles of 30,000 volumes, was published a month after 
the disaster by fire. 

The library was restored to its old rooms in College Building in 1870, 

Shortly after this the board of directors authorized the opening of the 

reading room on Sunday, an innovation that met with general approval. 

A radical change of policy was brought about in 1871, when a new con- 

stitution was adopted abolishing the exclusive mereantile feature of the 
association, and extending the privileges of membership to all classes. 

This gives the association a more metropolitan character, and greatly 

increases its usefulness as well as its popularity. 

The Mercantile Library is conducted in a liberal spirit, and it meets 

the wants of many readers. Its rooms are always quiet, clean, and 
attractive, and therefore a favorite place of resort. Its shelves are 
well supplied with history and statistics, especially American. The 
collection of bound periodicals is excellent; and the files of early west- 
ern newspapers are of great rarity. The main features of the library are 
its pleasant reading room and its department of prose fiction. While 

the other public libraries of the city have until recently almost repudi- 

ated fiction, this one has always promptly met the demand of the novel 
reading public. Three-fourths of its circulation is of standard fiction.
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In the annual report for 1871 it is stated that twenty copies of Miss 
Alcott’s Little Women and twelve copies of Mark Twain’s Innocents 
Abroad did not half supply the demand for those pleasant books. The 
library now numbers about 36,000 volumes. 

The formation’ and maintenance of a library have not been the only 
objects of the Mercantile Library Association. Literary exercises formed 
an important part of the programme of the association’s meetings for a 
good many years. The experiment of conducting classes in mathemat- 
ics and modern languages was tried with varying success until 1858, 
when it was discontinued. Efforts were made to establish a gallery of 
fine arts and a cabinet of natural history, under the auspices of the 
association. A collection of shells, fossils, and minerals was purchased 
of Prof. David Christy for $4,000; but, this proving an incumbrance, 
it was consigned to Triibner & Co., London, with the expectation of its 
profitable sale; to the chagrin of the association, it actually brought 
only £36 17s. 

The library rooms are adorned by a few works of fine art, among 
which are busts by Clevenger, Powers, and Canova. 

The library assbciation frequently renders itself and the city service 
by securing popular lecturers to appear in Cincinnati under its pat- 
ronage. 

A peculiar custom has long prevailed in the association’ that gives it 
a local importance not usual with organizations of the kind. The elee- 
tion of officers is held annually, and it is always an occasion of intense 
excitement, as there are invariably two rival tickets, known as the reg- 
ular and the independent. Each ticket is supported with a partisan 
devotion amazing to strangers who happen in the city during the cam- 
paign. Each party has its headquarters fitted up with great elegance, 
its badge, its banner, and all the pomp and circumstance of glorious 
war, Ladies are now allowed to vote, having a voting precinct of their 
own, and*tickets of the most elegant and dainty description. The effect 
of all this annual parade is to call universal attention to the association 
and to increase its membership and its money resources. The custom 
has become’ traditional, and its mock-earnest excitement is anticipated 

as part of the winter’s amusement. 

LIBRARY OF THE HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. 

The Historical and Philosophical Society of Ohio was incorporated at 

Columbus, Ohio, February 11,1831. Its meetings and elections were 
held annually during the sitting of the legislature, in the representa- 
tives’ hall. Addresses were made, occasional papers on local history 
read, and a library was started. But the society never had any great 

Vitality until after its removal to Cincinnati, which took place in 1849. 
The Cincinnati Historical Society, which had been in existence five 
years, and which was in a thriving condition, was merged in the Histor-
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ical and Philosophical Society of Ohio, which thereupon took a new 
lease of life. 

The society had its meetings and its library in a room of the Cinein- 

nati College. Some time previous to the year 1855 the books of the 

New England Society were deposited with the Historical Society and be- 

came part of its library, The New England Society was organized for 

the purpose of “ perpetuating the memory of early settlers of New Eng- 

land, extending charity to the needy of New England birth, and pro- 

noting virtue, knowledge, and all useful learning.” It was chartered in 

1845, on the application of Lyman Beecher, Salmon P. Chase, Timothy 

Walker, Bellamy Storer, Calvin E. Stowe, E. D. Mansfield, and others. 

The books received from this interesting society are valuable in them- 

selves, and have an added value from the fame of their donors. 

The Historical Society flourished for a time, and gave promise of 

healthy development. But it could not command the conditions of per- 

manent prosperity. Having no rooms but those it rented, having no 

endowment, and having no income but the annual fees of members, the 

membership became so diminished that the rooms were given up, and 

the collection placed on deposit in the Publie Library of the city. Dur- 

ing the war most of the members were away from the city ; some re- 

moved permanently. Meetings were no longer held; the society was 
entirely dormant. 

In the spring of 1868 Robert Buchanan, who had been president 

up to the suspension of the active life of the society, Charles E. Cist, 

who had been recording secretary, and John D. Caldwell, librarian, 

resolved to attempt to resuscitate it. A meeting was called for reorga- 

nization 23d May, 1868. New members were elected and the reorgani- 

zation completed on the 7th December, 1868. 

Aun arrangement was made with the Cincinnati Literary Club for the 
Joint use of their rooms. The library, or what remained of it, was 
moved from the Public Library to the club rooms. The collection at that 
time comprised 700 bound volumes and 1,250 pamphlets, exclusive of 
duplicates. 

The membership increased, the library grew, and greater space be- 
came necessary. The trustees of the Cincinnati College, in the spring 
of 1871, gave the society the use, rent free, of five rooms in the upper 
Story of the college building,,and the society moved into these rooms 
on the Ist of April, 1871. 

Mr, Julius Dexter, being elected librarian, resolved to arrange and 
catalogue the library, and gave up his time to the work. He began the 
task on the Ist of January, 1872, and has now substantially completed 
it. The 4,967 bound volumes and 15,856 pamphlets now catalogued 
comprise nearly all owned by the society, except the duplicates. 

The library, which numbers between 5,000 and 6,000 bound volumes 
and about 17,000 pamphlets, has outgrown the space afforded by the 
rooms now occupied by the society, and is growing. A respectable
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collection of relics and implements of the Indians and the mound 
builders has been gathered, and could be at once increased, if there 
were room. 

The number of members has grown to 83. Meanwhile an endowment 
fund has been created, partly by investing all money received for life 
memberships, but mainly by contributions from the members. A 
building fand has likewise been raised and is increasing. The society 
may soon be able to procure a permanent home for the library, and 
tius establish itself on a secure and proper foundation. 

The Historical Society is exceedingly fortunate in enjoying the gra- 
tuitous services of Mr. Julius Dexter, its librarian, whose public spirit, 
untiring industry, and continued liberality have done more than all 
other agencies to raise the library to its present state. This gentleman, 
in addition to his personal labors in building up the library, has donated 
more than $5,000 to its financial support. 

THE THEOLOGICAL AND RELIGIOUS LIBRARY OF CINCINNATI, 

George E. Day, D. D., late president of Lane Seminary, now professor 
in Yale College, was the prime mover in the work of forming the Theo- 

logical and Religious Library of Cincinnati. The association which 
‘organized this library was incorporated in March, 1863, The basis on 
which the library is founded is defined in the following extract from 
a paper prepared by Prof. Day: 

The end contemplated in the establishment of the library is twofold, ultimate and 

proximate. The ultimate end to be kept steadily in view is the collecting of the en- 
tire theological and religious literature of the world, now estimated to amount to not 
less than 250,000 volumes. . . . The proximate or immediate end proposed is 
the careful selection and purchase of the very best books in every department of the- 
ology, metaphysics, ethics, and religion, including the ablest works on both sides of 

disputed questions, the most valuable portions of the current theological literature of 

the United States, Great Britain, and the Continent, and the most important quarter- 

lies and other theological journals of the various denominations. : 

The statement of Prof. Day further announced that — 
The religious basis upon which the whole enterprise rests is of the most comprehen- 

sive, liberal, and catholic character. It is absolutely and entirely undenominational. 

All persons, whatever their religious opinions may be, are invited to co-operate. Books 
and treatises explaining and defending the various forms of religious belief will be 
placed, without distinction, on the shelves. While the object of every individual 

should be to ascertain what is true, the object of a good library is to collect and fur- 
nish for use what exists. 

The scheme met with the cordial indorsement of the public. Influen- 

tial people of all denominations except the Catholics joined to put it in 

execution. Contributions of cash were freely given. A “founder's col- 

lection ” of first rate books was donated. A reading room was opened 
with a periodical collection which has been considered the completest of 

its kind te be found in the world. 
The library was first opened in a room on Fourth street, but it was 

presently transferred to the Mechanics’ Institute building, where it at-
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tained a popularity hardly to be expected. Its reading table was a 
principal attraction. 
The Theological and Religious Library is now deposited in the Public 

Library building, in charge of the school board and as part of the Pub- 

lie Library. It contains about 4,000 bound volumes. 

THE PUBLIC LIBRARY. 

In the year 1853 the school law of the State of Ohio was remodeled, 

and provision was made for the establishment of school libraries at the 

public cost. A tax of one-tenth of a mill on the dollar valuation was 

levied, the proceeds to be intrusted to the State commissioner of com- 

mon schools, to be expended in the purchase of books and apparatus to 

be distributed to all the school districts in the State. 

H. H. Barney, who was commissioner at the time the new law went 

into effect, made his purchases so as to supply every district with the 

same books. To the auditor of Hamiltou County were sent eighteen 

libraries precisel alike for the eighteen school districts of Cincinnati. 

The school board, upon the suggestion of its president, Rufus King, 

refised_ to receive so many libraries of one kind to be scattered in so 

many places; and on December 18, 1855, resolved that there should 

be but one school library in Cincinnati, and that should be kept in the 

building in which the sessions of the school officers were held. Upon 

this action the commissioner consented to give the school board the 

money value of the eighteen libraries, which were thereupon removed. 

Mr. King, assisted by Mr. Barney, made a selection and purchase of 

1,500 volumes, which, early in 1856, were placed in a room on the first 

floor of the old Central School House on Longworth street, the board 
having its session room up-stairs in the same building. 

The library tax appropriated for the first three years from the passage 

of the new law amounted to almost $11,000. Owing to the misuse of 
books and apparatus in some parts of the State, and to strong opposi- 

tion excited in the book trade against the monopoly of a certain eastern 

publishing house, the tax was suspended (April, 1856,) for a year, and 

again in April, 1857, for another year. After this the tax was levied 
for two years, when, in 1860, the law was repealed. 

During the years of change and uncertainty upon which the library 
entered at the very outset of its career, the friends of popular education, 
both in the school board and out of it, fought courageously for the 
library, 

In May, 1856, John D. Caldwell was elected clerk of the school board 
and librarian. He proved an active officer. A circular was prepared 
and sent to leading citizens requesting them to furnish lists of books . 
Suitable to be purchased for the library. Among the twenty or thirty 
persons who responded was Archbishop Purcell, who sent in a list of 
sixteen foolscap pages. Donations of books were made in 1856 by the 
Young Men’s Mercantile Library Association.
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The library soon felt the urgent need of suitable rooms. A proposal 

to erect a third story on the building on Longworth street was consid. 

ered and rejected. A project to build was dismissed as impossible from 
lack of means. Fruitless efforts were made to secure apartments for the 
school board and the Public Library in College Building. At length a 
proposition came from the directors of the Mechanics’ Institute to the 
library committee of the school board, offering to lease rooms to the 

school board and to place the Institute Library under the same man- 
agement as the Public Library. The terms of the offer seemed liberal 
and advantageous to the committee, and it at once agreed to accept 
them; but when the contract was submitted to the school board for 
ratification it was rejected. Dr. C. G. Comegys, chairman of the 
library committee, now set resolutely to work using every legitimate | 
means in his power to change the disposition of the board and to 
secure a reversal of votes. He was successful; and on July 31, 1856, | 
the contract was duly signed by the proper parties.‘ This action,” says 
Thomas Vickers, in his address at the opening of the new library 

building February 25, 1874, “ was really the crossing of the Rubicon for 
the Public Library; it gave it an importance which it probably would 
not have otherwise obtained; and those to whose untiring energy the 
action was due ought to be gratefully remembered to-day. It is a pleas- 
ing reflection that as a consequence of the occupancy of the Mechanics’ 
Institute building, the cause of public education in this city received a 
new impulse. A night high school was established with eminent suc- 
wake in Greenwood Hall, and an art gallery, which under the fostering 
care of the then president of the school board (Mr. King) has grown into 
the MeMicken School of Design, the art department of the Cincinnati 
University.” 

In October, 1857, the library committee, in their report to the school 
board, recommended the appointment of a librarian in chief at a salary 
not to exceed $1,100. The board having given permission, Mr. N. Pea. 
body Poor was elected librarian at a salary of $800, with an assistant at 
$300. In its report for 1857 we find the library committee lament: 
ing the accession of novels from the transfer of the Institute Library. 
The circulation of novels for the preceding year had amounted to 
8,229. “The excessive propensity thus manifested for such reading,” 
says the report, “has given us much pain, and it will be our duty, by 
early and stringent measures, to put away from us all cause of reproach 
on the subject.” Prompted by the sense of moral obligation implied by 

the above language, the committee resolved, October 2, 1857, that n° 

noyels should be given out to pupils of the high schools! The conflict 
_ Of opinion with respect to novel reading is curious to observe. It has 

come up again and again in Cincinnati. The anti-fiction party appears 
to have held the balance of power in the library for several years. In 
1869 we notice the librarian, Mr. Freeman, mildly urging the purchase 
ofa few good novels; and in 1872 the librarian, Mr. Poole, devotes #
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considera le part of his report to the direct discussion of the subject of 

novel reading, affirming that no publie library can enjoy popular 

sympathy and proscribe prose fiction. 
In April, 1859, two concerts were given in Pike’s Opera House for the 

benefit of the library, from which the sum of $1,335 was realized. The 

greater part of this was used in fitting up the library with alcoves and 

gallery. 
During the war the library languished. The reports of the librarian 

| were meagre. The library fell into a state of disorder. Many of the 

books were defaced or worn out; many were lost or stolen. Early in 

1866 Mr. Poor, the aged librarian, suddenly died. The board elected 

in his place Mr. Lewis Freeman. 
At the close of the war there was a general awakening of literary 

and educational interests. To Cincinnati the period was one of transi- 

tion from provincial to metropolitan conditions and methods. ‘The city 

sprang forward and upward with a new impulse. 

The library committee in 1866 issued a circular urging the public to 

subscribe a fund, the income of which should support the library. In 

response to the appeal, and through the vigorous efforts of Mr. Free- 

man, the librarian, about $5,000 were raised. The fund was further in- 

creased by a bequest of $5,000 from Mrs. Sarah Lewis. But it was 

painfully evident that the library could not depend for a sufticient 

income upon the liberality of a few individuals. 

The chief hope of the library lay in the prospect of such legislation as 
would restore the old tax or its equivalent. Such legislation was 

eventually secured, largely through the influence of Rev. J. M. Walden. 

A law was passed March 18, 1867, by which the city is empowered to 

assess, additional to the usual educational tax, one-tenth of a mill on 

the dollar for the maintenance of a Public Library. This important leg- 

islation at once gave the library an independent income of over $13,000. 

The library at once began a vigorous growth, which has not since been 

checked. In 1868 over 4,000 volumes were added to the collection, em- 

bracing the private library of W. 'T. Coggeshall, and a good collection 

of German books. The library, at this date, contained only 350 novels 
in all. 

The report of the board of library managers to the board of educa- 

tion, dated June 28, 1869, records a movement which led to the results 
most desired, ‘On the 20th of July, 1868,” says the report, “your 

board passed a resolution referring the subject of the location and erec- 

tion of a building for the Public Library to a committee of your board, 
in connection with the board of managers of the Public Library.” 

The committee thereby constituted held their first meeting on the 

lith day of August, 1863, and proceeded to examine the Handy Opera 

House property, which was about to be sold by public auction. It was 

lecided to be very desirable property for a public library, and a*terward 

it was purchased by the committee for the sum of $83,000.
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Plans for a library building were prepared by Mr. J. W. McLaughlin, 

architect, and the work of building was promptly begun. 

Early in 1869 Mr. Freeman tendered his resignation as librarian, 
which was accepted, and Mr. W. F. Poole, of the Boston Athenieum, was 

elected to the position. Mr, Poole entered upon the discharge of his 

duties November 5, 1869. He set to work with great energy and 

enthusiasm to reorganize the whole library economy, and to prepate for 

the anticipated change and increase the sphere of library operations, 
A new catalogue was begun. The front part of the new library build. 

ing being ready for occupancy, the books were removed from the 

Mechanics’ Institute rooms during the autumn months of 1870, and the 

new apartments were opened to the publie December 8, 1870. The 

whole number of volumes removed was 30,799, exclusive of the books of 

the Theological and Religious Library, (3,291 volumes,) which were also 

removed, to remain in charge of the Public Library. The Mechanics’ In- 

stitute Library was left with the flourishing institution which created it 
In March, 1871, the school board opened the Public Library for Sunday 

use. The new catalogue, comprising 656 pages, was issued. A room 

for illustrated works was fitted up, and proved to be very attractive. 
Excellent progress was made during the years 1871, 1872, and 1873. The 

library increased rapidly, and its popularity was proportional to its growth. 

During the official year 187273, the trustees of the Cincinnati Hospital 

deposited their medical library in the Public Library, but this has since 

been withdrawn. 
Late in 1873, Mr. Poole resigned his position with the view of taking 

charge of the Chicago Public Library. His resignation was accepted, 

and the Rey. Thomas Vickers was elected in his stead, December 1, 

1873. . The main hall of the new library building being at length com- 

pleted, appropriate dedicatory exercises took place February 25, 1874. 

The magnificent room was thrown open to the public, and addresses 

were made by Hon. George H. Pendleton and others. The library 

room now ready for the accumulating treasures of the reading public 

of Cincinnati, is one of the largest and finest single apartments of the 

kind in the world. It has a shelving capacity for 250,000 volumes. 

On the 17th of March, 1874, Dr. W. H. Mussey placed in charge of 
the Public Library his private library of 3,513 volumes. The collection 

is practically a gift to the public. It is known-as the Mussey Medi- 

cal and Scientific Library, and occupies four alcoves in the main hall. 

The Public Library contained in all about 70,000 volumes at the 

beginning of Mr. Vickers’s administration. It seemed to the librarian 

imperative that, upon the removal of the books to the main hall, a re 

classification and a new catalogue were imperatively demanded. So 

rapid had been the growth of the library, that the printed catalogue no 

longer contained the titles of half the books. Mr. Vickers suggested 

that the catalogue hereafter should consist of separate parts, “class 

catalogues, which can be sold at a merely nominal price to the persons 

|
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interested in the various departments, and which can be reprinted at 

small cost whenever they are out of date by reason of large accessions.” 
This plan has been adopted, and the first of the series of class cata- 
logues, that comprising the titles of fiction, is now nearly ready for the 
press. 
The labor of removing the books to the main library room was com- 

pleted as rapidly as practicable, and all the apartments of the library 
building are now applied to their appropriate uses. The various read- 
ing rooms are in complete order, and the reference use of the library has 
become a leading feature., From the admirable report of the librarian 

to the board of managers for the official year ending June 30, 1875, we 
learn that the library circulated in that year 443,100 volumes. The 
whole number of book borrowers recorded for the year is 26,247, and 
the whvle number of volumes issued for use in the reading room was 
51,189. : 

It is a striking fact that the Sunday use of the library has steadily 
increased until it now averages a thousand readers a day. Says the 
librarian: . 

Certainly no one who will visit our various reading rooms on Sunday, and observe 
the large attendance of the young men of the city, the earnest and thoughtful attitude 
of by far the larger part of them, and the quiet and decorum which everywhere pre- 
vail, can fail to see that the library, with its Sunday reading, is exerting a powerful 
influence for good upon the morals of the community. 

There is another very interesting fact brought to light by the tabular 
statements of the librarian’s last report. It appears that during certain 
mouths in which the books of fiction were withdrawn from circulation 
for the purpose of cataloguing, the reading of history and biography 
increased 137 per cent., of geography, voyages, and travel, 191 per 

cent, and of science and the arts 89 per cent.! When the restriction 
on novels was withdrawn all the other classes of reading dropped to 
their usual level. From these data the librarian ably and convincingly 

argues for the restriction, not suppression, of the circulation of light 
literature. He says: 

Much as I deplore the popular mania for the poorest and most ephemeral productions 
of that class, I cannot regard the reading of even these as an unmitigated evil. Much 
less do I in the least deny or doubt the informing and educating power of the higher 
class of modern novels, though it were certainly the height of unwisdom to seek one’s 
information and education exclusively in them. What, however, does appear question- 
able is whether a library such as this ought to undertake to supply the popular demand 
for such literature to the fullest extent. It would seem that this library, intimately 
connected as it is with our public schools, being, in fact, a part of the general system 
of public instruction, should seek to exert a direct influence in the education of the 
People. Such restraint, therefore, on the novel reading propensity as comes from the 
refusal of the board to purchase any large number of duplicates of works of the poorer 
class, would seem in order and a duty. 

This carefully expressed and certainly very reasonable language is 
of more than local applicability, and seems to us worthy of attention by 
all who have to do with the great trust of guiding popular taste and 
culture through the agency of libraries.
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There is still another point in Mr. Vickers’s report of such general 

importance that it may with propriety be quoted in a sketch designed 

for national circulation : 

In the management of the great libraries of Germany there is one feature, which, 
with some modifications, might be successfully and profitably copied in America, 

Wherever the scholar may reside in Germany he has in a certain sense the whole 
literary wealth of the country at his command. On proper recommendation and 

security he can have sent to him, from any of the principal libraries, for a definite 

period, such works as he needs for the prosecution of his studies, his only expense + 
being that of transportation. By means of another arrangement, a scholar residing 

in a place where there is an important library, can borrow books from libraries in 
other cities on the security of the one in his own. For instance, Professor A, residing 

in Dresden, needs a book which is not to be had there, but is in the Royal Library at 

Berlin, or in the Royal Library at Munich; the Royal Public Library at Dresden sends 
to Berlin or Munich for the book, becomes responsible for its safe return, and Professor 

A has the use of it on payment of the small sum which the carriage costs. I see 

no reason whatever why such an arrangement as this could nof be made between the 
principal libraries of this country. It would assuredly be an invaluable assistance to 
scholars and students. 

The annual income of the library now exceeds $20,000, and is increas- 

ing. 

OTHER LIBRARIES. 

This sketch would fail to give a just account of the resources of Cin- 

cinnati in the way of books, if it did not mention several semi-public 

libraries accessible to the enterprising student. 
Lane Seminary has a very interesting library, comprising many rare 

works. The collection has been growing for many years. It numbers 

12,000 volumes. 
The College of St. Xavier possesses an excellent library of about 

14,000 volumes, kept in excellent order, in a very convenient room. 

The books are almost without exception works of permanent value. Of 

course many of them relate to the history and polity of the Catholic 

Chureh, and especially to the Society of Jesus. The students’ society 

libraries of the college contain about 3,000 volumes. 
Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary of the West also has a library of 15,100 

volumes and 4,000 pamphlets. There is an attractive printed catalogue 

of this collection, containing the titles of many good books and some 
poor ones. The best portions of the library are its ascetical and polem- 

ical works and its department of ancient classics. 
The Cincinnati Law Library is deserving of more than passing men- 

tion. It is considered by competent judges to be one of the best of its 

kind. It numbers about 6,400 volumes. 

The Ohio Medical College has a collection of 5,000 volumes. 
The Cincinnati Hospital has’ a collection of 2,119 valuable medical 

works. 

A list is appended of other libraries, numbering each 1,000 volumes 

or more,
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4 Volumes. 
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Young Men’s Christian Association -.s... 202 j0004.snsssecesss cane cesece vess=) Lee 

CONCLUSION. 

The chief interest of the foregoing sketch is necessarily local, though 

many of the facts have a general and representative value that justifies 

their insertion. Any phase of the history of any city throws some light 

upon municipal progress everywhere. Authentic facts, however few or 

trivial, make up the agrgegate of useful details out of which true gener- 

alizations arise. 

It is worth while to remark, that a great deal of earnest effort has 

been misdirected, thrown away, and lost, in Cincinnati from lack of 

systematic co-operation on the part of those who engaged, from time to 

time, in establishing libraries and other institutions. The fruits of their 

labor are not so abundant as they might have been had they combined 

their resources. 

Our review illustrates one encouraging truth, namely, that good en- 

terprises are not always dead when they appear to be so. It takes time 

to realize great improvements. The present splendid Public Library of 

Cincinnati may be not unreasonably regarded as the outgrowth of seeds 

planted as long ago as 1802. The spirit that inspired the founders of 

the old Cincinnati Library three-quarters of a century ago also animates 

the men who fostered and still foster the intellectual interests of the city 

to-day. 

The libraries of Cincinnati, as of other towns and cities, have ever 

been the conservators of popular intelligence. Whenever and wherever 

a collection of books has been formed, then and there other agencies of 

knowledge and thought cluster together. Books are the nucleus about 

which culture crystallizes, like a gem of many facets. They are at the 

centre of literature, science, and art. They illuminate education, relig- 

ion, and life. They are the stimulus of students, the strength of schol- 

ars, and the delight of men of taste. To the pupil in school they are 

only less valuable than the excellent teacher, and often more valuable 

than even he.’ The sage of Concord has said that to the modern learner 

the great library is equivalent to a university. There is no danger, 

however, that the library will supersede the school, for these two agen- 

cies of haman amelioration rise together, complement each other, and 
are both exponents of the highest civilization.
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VIL— PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF NEW YORK CITY. 

BY O. C. GARDINER. 

LIBRARY OF THE CITY RECORDS. 

This library, the date of origin of which cannot be definitely fixed, 

began by the preservation and accumulation of the various manuscript 

records pertaining to land titles and the administration of municipal 

affairs, like similar collections elsewhere. It was probably first called a 

library soon after the practice of printing the various records and reports 

of the municipality was begun. It is deposited in the city hall, and now 

contains about 4,000 volumes, besides 10,000 duplicates. It embraces, 

besides the collection of printed volumes relating to the various depart- 

ments of the city government, more than a hundred volumes of manu- 

script records, and the original paperson which these records are founded. 

The manuscripts and papers fill four large iron safes. 

The manuscript records extend over a period of nearly two centuries, 

from 1647 to 1830, and the printed records over a period of nearly half 

a century since. 

These manuscript records were chiefly in Dutch from 1647 to 1674, 

(the final cession to the English,) and are contained in six volumes, and 

the English records before and after the Revolution in about 70 volumes. 
The latter come down to 1830, since which all records, except those of 

1871, have been printed. They were suspended, from June 27, 1774, to 

February 10, 1784. From August, 1776, to November, 1783, during its 
occupation by English troops, the city was under martial law. 

In the 4,000 printed volumes are embraced the directories of the city, 

from 1786 to 1876; proceedings of the boards of aldermen and assistant 
aldermen from 1831, inclusive, till the board of assistants was abolished 

by the late charter; the reports of the treasurers and controllers from 

1790 to 1867; the Annals of Congress from 1793 to 1809 ; 17 volumes of 

American State Papers, and the National Archives of 1776; Historical 

Collections of Louisiana, from 1678 to 1691; reports on Central Park ; 

the Montgomerie charter, and the charters and amendments to chat- 

ters since the Revolution ; the charters and early ordinances of forty- 

five cities of the United States, including the principal cities of New 

York State, and Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington; san- 

itary reports, nearly complete; reports, manuals, and directories of the 

board of education ; records of board of supervisors, from 1809 to 1879, 

except 1870-1871; Manuals of the Corporation from 1841 to 1870, ex- 
cept 1867; Niles’s Register, 1811 to 1849; the City Record since begun, 

1873 to 1876; reports of the Croton aqueduct and of the fire depart- 

ment since its organization as a paid service and its union with the fire 

telegraph alarm. 
It embraces also a large collection of French documents and British
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sanitary reports; Audubon’s works, in 9 volumes; Tallack’s prison sys- 

tems of Great Britain and the United States ; memoirs of James Daane, 

and many others. 

i NEW YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY. 

This was probably the earliest loan library in America. In ‘early 

records and histories of the city it was referred to and known as the 

“City” or “ Public Library” in the City Hall. 

The later catalogues of the Society Library, and many eareful stu- 

dents of the history of the city, among them the accomplished and 

yenerable president of the library, Hon. Frederic De Peyster, date its 

foundation in 1700 under Bellomont, governor of the province. 
At the centennial of the charter of the library, in November, 1872, 

Mr. De Peyster made, in substance, the following brief statement: 

Under English rule, after the revolution of 1688, King William took 

particular interest in the improvement of New York. He naturally re- 

garded it with special solicitude, as the settlement had sprung from his 

native country. The Earl of Bellomont was a diligent promoter of his 

views. A well devised system of education required a public library as 

its support, and such an institution was established in this city in 1700. 

It was the immediate predecessor of the chartered New York Society 

Library of to-day. The library has in its collection a number of volumes 
presented to it in the early years of the eighteenth century —from 1702 

onward — the gift of Rev. John Sharp, an English chaplain at the fort in 
this city. He was for some time a missionary for The Venerable So- 

ciety for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, and in this 

capacity, in 17L0 addressed a letter from New York to its secretary in 

London, stating the fact that ‘provincial and parochial libraries” 

were already in existence in the metropolis of the several provinces of 

Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York, and Boston, and that many collec- 

tious of good books had been sent over. In recognizing a provincial or 

public library in operation in New York, he confirms the statement of the 
historian, Oldmixon, that such a library had been founded in this city in 

1700, The evidence of this early date of 1700 is presumptive rather than 
a matter of record in the city or provincial minutes of the time. The 

history of the labors of Rev. Thomas Bray, D. D., to whom the Society 

for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts owes its origin, affords 

the strongest corroborative testimony. About the year 1697, he pro- 

posed a plan for loan parochial libraries in every deanery in England 

and Wales. He published two volumes on a plan of libraries and a 

Scheme of studies for the clergy. He was reputed a man of great insight, 

energy, and pradence, and was selected by Dr. Compton, the bishop 

of London, for the double oftice of bishop and commissary of the 

English churchesin the Maryland Province of America. Having spent 
three years in selecting missionaries and parochial libraries, he sailed 

for America, arriving in March, 1700. He returned to London in 1701
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to secure from King William a royal charter for the Society for the Pro- 
pagation of the Gospel, and other immunities for the churches in the 
Province of America. Not only Maryland, but the vestries of Boston, 
Rhode Island, New York, Pennsylvania, and Bermuda, returned thanks 
forthe libraries he had forwarded. These were, most probably, parochial. 
The records of Trinity Church, which was burned in the great fire of 
1776, show its parochial library to have been valued by a committee of 
the vestry, in making up the total loss, at £200. 

In 1730, Rev. Dr. Millington, of Newington, England, at his death 
bequeathed his library to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. 
They decided to place it in New York City, as the most central point, 
for the benefit of the colonies in America ; and, at a meeting of the com- 

mon council of the city, held June 27, 1729, the mayor notified “ this 

court” that he had been served with a message from the speaker of the 

general assembly, at the request of his excellency the governor, cover: 

ing a letter from David Humphrey, secretary in Londou of the Society 

for the Propagation of the Gospel, that Dr. Millington had bequeathed 

to them a valuable library, and that, desiring to place it where it should 

be most useful abroad, they had agreed ‘to fix it in the city of New 

York ;” but it being their intention it should be established a-library 

from which the clergy and the gentlemen of the governments of New 

York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Connecticut might borrow hooks 

to read, upon giving security to return them within a limited time, they 

desired that “a proper method should be taken for the preservation of 

the books;” that the assembly would provide a room for them, and pass 

an act for their preservation and all others which should be added to 

them. The conditions were accepted, and in the following spring the 

library, which contained 1,642 volumes, was received and placed in the 

City Hall. 

The city records do not, at that date, show the appointment of a 

“library keeper,” (this was then the name.) But this is probable, for it 

appears from a record of fifteen years’ later date (April 19, 1745) that 

the library not having proper care, James Parker, who was then printec 
to the government, and had succeeded William Bradford in the New 

York Gazette, proposed to the mayor and common council to become 

“library keeper” on the following terms: Would make perfect copy of 

all the books, print catalogue, and at the foot of one give his receipt for 

the books; would charge six pence a week per volume, require double 

security, lend no book for less than a week nor longer than a month; 

members and officers of common council to receive books gratis, but give 

same security; would give his attention two hours once a week, aud 

repair all books at his own expense. ‘This was agreed to, and the 

arrangement probably continued for several years. 

In 1754 a movement was begun which resulted in the formation of the 

Society Library in the same year. The original subscription roll, which 

comprised 140 names, began :
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qWhereas: a public library would be very useful to the city, and may be advantageous 
to our intended college, we subscribe £5 each, New York currency, and 10 shillings 
yearly. 

It continued with brief rules and regulations, and a provision to ap- 

point a library keeper, and to allow him a proper salary for attendance. 

Ata meeting May 2, 1754, the following gentlemen were elected trus- 

tees: Hon. James De Lancey, Joseph Murray, John Chambers, Henry 

Barelay, William Walton, John Watts, James Alexander, Benjamin 

Nicolls, William Livingston, Robert R. Livingston, William Alexander, 

and William P. Smith. Ata meeting May 7, it was voted that every 

member bring in a list of such books as he might judge most proper for 

the first purchase. Ata meetitig May 16, five such lists were produced, 

and from these a list was selected and sent to London to be filled so far 

as the money collected, about £750 New York currency, would allow. 

The books selected formed a fair collection of the English standard 

literature of the time, in its several departments. 

At a meeting of the trustees on the 11th September, 1754, pending 

the arrival of these books, the following resolutions were adopted, show- 

ing that this library was placed in the library room of the City Hall, 

and thus merged with the public library of Dr. Millington: 

Whereas, the Corporation Library hath for some years past been shut up, and the 
hooks become of little or no advantage to the public, that the same may be improved, 

Resolved, That the following proposals be made to the corporation: Ist, that the 
room in the City Hall in which the Corporation Library is now kept be appropriated to 

the trustees of this library; 2d, that such and so many of the books belonging to the 

Corporation Library as shall be deemed by us most fit fer the use of the New York So- 

ciety Library may be joined to the same, and placed under the care of us and our sue- 
cessors, we and they being accountable to the corporation whenever demanded ; 3d, 

that any books not suited to our use may be boxed up and secured ; 4th, that some per- 

son be appointed by the corporation to act with persons appointed by us to inspect and 

take account of the books, for which we will be accountable when delivered to our 

management. i 

John Watts, William Livingston, and William P. Smith were ap- 

pointed to carry these resolutions into effect. , 

These minutes also show that inveices of books, larger or smaller, 

were added to the library in 1755, 1756, 1758, 1761, 1763, and 1765, 

Among the records now in the archives of the library are two small 

catalogues, with the imprint of ‘“ Hugh Gain, Hanover Square, at the 

sign of the Bible and Crown,” with no printed but the written dates 

1758 and 1761. These dates are verified by accounts showing that he 

Was paid for catalogues June 6, 1758, and again September 2, 1761. 

) Ata meeting of trustees December 4, 1771, Samuel Jones, treasurer 

' presented the draft of a charter which was amended, adopted, and 

forwarded to Governor William Tryon for the approval of the Crown. 

This was witnessed as the royal charter of His Majesty George ILI, 

November 9, 1772, with the seal and signature of Tryon. A new im- 

| Petus was thus given, and the public interest in the library increased 

| till the portending events of 1773 and 1774 seem to have prevented any
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further additions of books, or any record of meetings in 1774. The 

accounts in brief extend to 1774, showing that it was still in use. This 

was probably not long continued, for the city corporation records on 

the same floor in the adjoining council chamber were suspended June 
27, 1774. . 

The catalogue of 1761 contained the names of 120 subscribers, and 
about 1,300 to 1,500 volumes, exclusive of the Millington collection; 
so that, with additions from 1761 to 1772, the library must have con- 
tained 3,500 to 4,000 volumes in 1776. 

After a suspension of fourteen years, the library resumed active 
operations in 1788, when twelve trustees were elected. The library was 
largely depleted during the Revolution, and many of the books were 
removed for safe keeping. : 

When the City Hall was enlarged and improved, for the first session 

of Congress under the Constitution, March 4, 1789, the entire second 

story was required ; and at a common council January 7, 1789, it was 

resolved that the board has no objection to the appropriation of the 

uppermost room in the southeast part of the City Hall for the use of 
the Society Library. 

From 1788 onward, the society enjoyed a new career of prosperity. 4 

The first catalogue after the war, published in 1793, contained the 

titles of 5,000 volumes, and in it were found many of the valuable works 
gathered in its infaney. 

The growing importance of the library in 1793 required larger accom- 

modations. A subscription was begun, a site purchased opposite the 
Old Dutch Charch next to‘the corner of Liberty, in Nassau street, and 

an edifice for its special use —one of the most imposing of that day— 
completed in 1795. 

In 1800 a supplement to the catalogue of 1793 made the aggregate at 

that date 6,500 volutes. 3 

The increased value of property in Nassau street led to the sale of the 

library edifice and the search for a less costly site farther up town, in 

1836. In the mean time the library was removed to Chambers street, 
near and east of Centre. It remained here four years. During this time 

a collection of books and magazines in Pine street, called the Athe- 

neum Library, was merged in the society. It contained 3,000 or 3,500 

volumes, about one-half magazines. A new and more spacious building 

was completed in 1840 on the corner of Broadway and Leonard street, 

into which its books were removed. It was at this period the most — 

sought and most valued collection among the popular libraries of the 

country, 

In 1853, the property on Broadway was sold and the library removed | 

to the Bible House, where it remained until the completion, in 1855, of 

the present building on University Place near Twelfth street. 

The library, built at a cost of $80,000, is a plain, solid two-story 

brown-stone building 40 by 70 feet, with high ceilings, and arranged
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with special reference to light and thorough ventilation. It contains a 

large reading room for gentlemen, a smaller one for ladies, and two 
conmodious offices on the street floor. The second story is arranged 

with alcoves on either side the entire depth of the building, and a see- 

ond series above with galleries in front extending the entire circuit. 

At the date of removal from the City Hall, 1795, it had 900 subseribers ; 

on removal to its present edifice in 185657, it had 1,100, and this num- 

ber has continued with slight variations. 

In 1800, the library contained 6,500 volumes ; in 1813, 18,000 volumes; 

in 1825, 16,000 volumes; in 1828, 25,000; in 1853, 40,000; and now in 

1876 about 65,000 volumes. 

The second catalogue after the Revolution was issued in 1813, with 

supplement in 1825; in 1838 a second catalogue was issued, with both 
an alphabetical and analytical arrangement of titles. Supplements fol- 

lowed on the same plan in 1841 and 1843. A third was prepared on the 

plan of that in 1838, with great care, in 1850. These were all the work 
of Mr. Philip J. Forbes. 

During its history of almost a century and a half this library has been 

the recipient of many important gifts in books. Besides the Dr. Milling- 
| ton library, it received, in 1812, a most valuable collection of 275 volumes 

on American history from heirs of John Winthrop the younger, first gov- 

ernor of Connecticut. A more recent and rare gift was from Robert Lenox 
Kennedy —the Hammond Circulating Library of Newport, R. L., contain- 
mg about 2,500 volumes. These comprise choice works of fiction and 
light literature. Many of the books are out of print and are not to be 
found in modern or antiquarian bookstores of the present time; hence 
rarer and more valuable as examples of the novels of the last century. 
From its inception down through its long period of existence, the 

Society Library has been pre-eminently the library of the old Knicker- 
bocker families of New York and their descendants. It has many valu- 
able newspaper files, from 1726, the Gazette of William Bradford and 
the Mercury of Hugh Gain, down to 1830. It had in many of its earlier 
invoices, selected by the Alexanders, the Livingstons, and Smiths, rare 
editions of history, biography, and literature, which have been pre- 
served through all its reverses, and have come down to this generation. 

NEW YORK HOSPITAL LIBRARY. 

The New York Hospital was founded in 1770, one of the most excit- 
| ing periods of our provincial history. The library was established as a 

| much needed auxiliary in 1796. 
\) In that year the governors appropriated $500 to the purchase of vol- 

| ames; the medical faculty of Columbia College contributed from their 
| Private collections, and these and this purchase formed the nucleus of 

the Hospital Library. It was augmented by the purchase of the library 
of Dr. Romayne, in 1800, and still further by the collection of the pri- 

| Yate association of physicians, called The Medical Society of New
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York. Among the additions made from time to time, during a period 

of twenty-five years, was the botanical library of Dr. Hosack. 
It has published in all four general catalogues and four supplements, 

The first catalogue in 1804 enumerated less than 1,000 volumes; the 

second, in 1818, about 2,000 volumes; in 1845, 5,000 volumes, and in 
thirty years since it has added 5,000 more, works of far greater value 
than those first collected. Of the 10,000 volumes contained in the 
library, 5,000 embrace standard treatises by eminent authors. The 
various foreign and American standard medical periodicals which the 
library has received for over fifty years, comprise 3,000 volumes more, 
The remaining 2,000 volumes contain a valuable collection of botanical 
works, many learned monographs, and miscellaneous works in biog: 

raphy and the collateral sciences. It is altogether the largest and most 

valuable medical library in the city of New York, and one of the most 

valuable of its size in the country. 1t contains a valuable collection of 

illustrated works, as Bourgery and Jacob’s Anatomy, 8 volumes; Hebra 

and Elfinger’s atlas, 8 numbers, on skin diseases; Cruveilhier’s Patho- 

logical Anatomy, 2 volumes; Auvert’s Surgical Practice, 2. volumes, 
folio. : 

It embraces all the standard works on general and special diseases. 

Its collection on the theory and practice of medicine is very full, as also 

that on surgery and anatomy. As it is a library for consultation and 
reference, great care has been exercised in the Selection. Dr. Vander- 

voort, who was regularly educated, graduated, and in the practice of 

medicine for over forty years, has acted as librarian for thirty-four 

years; and upon him has devolved the duty of selecting the books. 
Special regard is had for works whieh record any advance in the science 

or the practice of medicine. 

From $1,500 to $2,000 per annum are now appropriated to the in- 

crease of the library. 

LIBRARY OF THE NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 

The New York Historical Society was organized in 1804. In January, 

1805, the first regular meeting was held, and the following officers 

elected : 

Egbert Benson, esq., president; Right Rev. Bishop Moore, first vice- 

president ; Brockholst Livingston, second vice-president; Rev. Samuel 

Miller, D. D., corresponding secretary; Mr. John Pintard, recording sec- 

retary ; Charles Wilkes, esq., treasurer, and Mr. John Forbes, librarian. } 

A standing committee was appointed to issue an address to the public i 

setting forth the objects of the society and to take such measures a8 ‘| 

would best promote its growth and progress. The constitution and by- | 
laws were extensively circulated in pamphlet form and afterward it | 

serted in the first volume of Collections. 

The founders were men of eminent position as divines, statesmel, 

and jurists, or as men of literary culture or scientific attainment. Mr |
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Pintard, already in possession of a valuable collection of books relating 

to American history, offered it at a reduced price. This the standing 

committee was authorized to purchase, and it became the nucleus of 

the library. Liberal donations of books, pamphlets, manuscripts, maps, 
and other material followed, which with purchases soon formed a re- 

spectable library in the department of American history. 

In 1809, through the efforts of De Witt Clinton, then a member of the 

State senate, a charter was obtained and the society placed upon a solid 
foundation, 

September 4, 1809, completed the second century since Hudson’s dis- 

covery and passage up the North River, which received his name. The 

society commemorated the event by an oration from Rev. Samuel Miller, 

author of A Hundred Years’ Retrospect in America, and by a grand 

dinner at the City Hotel. This celebration led to a series of publications, 

and Dr. Miller’s paper, Verrazzano’s discoveries in 1524, Hudson’s four 

yoyages, and the laws of the Duke of York’s government over the col- 
ony, formed the first volume. 

The society having removed thither from the old City Hall in 1809, 

remained in the government house about six years. During this period 

Dr. John W. Francis became librarian. His eathusiasm and brilliant 

intellect did much for its progress. ; 

The plan of the society originally included natural history, and im- 

portant collections had been made, but these were transferred to the 

Lyceum of Natural History as better suited to its objects. 

During Dr. Francis’s service the Gates, Schuyler, and Colden Papers 
were added. The first two as leading generals of the Revolution, the 

latter sharing equal civic responsibilities, gave special historical value 

to these additions. To its art collection were also added by the relict of 
the late Gouverneur Morris, portraits of Columbus, Americus Vespucius, 
Oortez, and Magellan, copies from the Florence gallery. 

In 1816 the society removed to spacious rooms gratuitously provided 

by the corporation in the New York Institution in the rear of the City 
Hall, in the park. It continued in these rooms sixteen years, down to 
1832. During the greater part of this period the society struggled with 
Special pecuniary embarrassmerts. But the liberal advances made to it 
by Dr. John W. Francis and his indefatigable exertions to maintain its 
credit, saved it from sacrifices which would otherwise have retarded its 
Progress for many years. At the point of greatest embarrassment 

, Hon. Frederie De Peyster repaired to Albany, and by the aid of De Witt 
j) Clinton, in the session of 1827, obtained a grant of $5,000. This, added 
‘| ‘oa sum raised by the special efforts of the society, relieved it of debt. 

fe In 1850 a movement was begun to secure a site and to erect a build- 
| lng for the sole and permanent use of the library. This was completed 

and occupied in 1857 on the corner of Tenth street and Second avenue- 
The site is 50 by 100 feet. The building is of brick, 50 by about 95 feet, 
and is three stories high. The street floor contains the lecture room
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and trustees’ office, and into the upper stories are crowded its large col- 

lections of books, pamphlets, and manuscripts, and its extensive collee- 

tions of paintings and sculpture. 

At the organization of the society in 1804, it issued an address ta the 

public, requesting donations and information under fourteen different 

heads, chiefly covered by books, pamphlets, and manuscripts. Appended 

to the address were twenty-five queries asking special and minute in- 
formation upon as many topics connected with the discoveries, coloniza- 
tion, and foundation of the government, extending back nearly three 

centuries. 

In 1814 De Witt Clinton drafted an able memorial to the legislature, 

setting forth the objects of the society. It was to establish a collection 

of the natural, civil, literary, and ecclesiastical history of America, and 

particularly of this State. He divided the civil history into the period 

of the aborigines, the half century under the Dutch, the one hundred 
and twelve years under England, and our political existence since. The 

society had already collected books, pamphlets, maps, and manu- 

scripts to form the great outline of this history, but the hand of time 

was rapidly obliterating much valuable historical material which might 

now be obtained, but which the lapse of a few years would put beyond 

the reach of human power. As an instance, the records of the Indian 

commission, in four folio volumes, from 1675 to 1758, were conveyed away 

by Sir William Johnsen on the outbreak of the Revolution. 

The result of this appeal was a grant of $12,000 by the legislature, 

and an order to send regularly to the society the laws and journals of 

the State. Congress also provided for the donation of its journals, laws, 

and documents. The collections thus far had been the fruit of private 
munificence, chiefly at the hands of its founders and the booksellers of 

the city. . 

The first catalogue was issued in 1813, prepared with special care 

and ability by the Rev. Timothy Alden, under an alphabetical arrange: 

ment by authors, names of documents, maps, and newspapers. It com- 

prised 130 pages closely printed in small type. 
These volumes were to a large extent miscellaneous, but the greater 

part illustrating the history of the country during the preceding century 

and whalf. They ineluded the annals of discovery, and early colonial 
settlement of New York and adjoining States, and more fully the prit- 

ciples and history of the foundation of the Government. A large num 

.ber of these volumes were issues of the London press from 1755 down 

to 1810. Of twelve titles under America, nine were issued in Lon, 

don. The colonial period gave rise to several works on the rivalry 

between France and Great Britain as to territorial rights and trade in 

America. Spanish Settlements in America, History of the British in } 

North America, (14 volumes,) European Settlements in North America, 
(Edmund Burke,) and speeches in the House of Commons in favor of 

America, (Burke,) are specimens of many of the early volumes. Nine 

+
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yolumes under New Jersey, related to the government of the province 

in 1732, and down to 1800, Of sixty-five titles under New York, the 

majority relate to the city government, and the laws of the province or 

State, from 1691 to 1813. It contained a vast amount of historical data 

relating to the whole territory of what are now the New England and 

Middle States, in the form of special sermons, anniversary discourses, 

speeches of the fathers of. the Republic, and retrospects of the previous 

century. As these materials lay scattered, but near to the period of the 

important events narrated, and with the previous events of colonization 

and discovery still fresh in the memory of those who wrote and spoke, 
this catalogue shows in every page how earnestly and carefully the 

sagacious founders gathered up and preserved these records from 
the ravages of time. 

It contained lists of newspapers, as far as they could be collected, 

from William Bradford’s New York Gazette—the first paper established 

in New York, 1725—down to 1813. The changes and casualties in 

business made it impossible to collect perfect files. Of ninety different 

files none is found complete; but the dates so lap one upon another 

as to vive a fair portraiture of the period over which they extend. One 
hundred and twenty five maps, charts, and surveys formed part of the 
collection. The most important, a French atlas in two volumes, with 
charts of voyages and discoveries from 1246 to 1696; and maps of New 
York, New Jersey, and other territory, the gift of the heirs of Lord 

Stirling. Its art collection contained about thirty portraits of the 

patriots and early discoverers. Fifty manuscripts and one hundred and 

thirty almanaes, from 1692 to 1812, had been added. 

The publications of the society (began in 1809) have, in three series, 
reached 23 volumes. The first, in 6 volumes, contain many important 

historical discourses, by De Witt Clinton, Morris, Wheaton, Verplanek, 
Pintard, and Drs. Mitchell and Hosack, and the continuation of Smith’s 
History of New York. The second. in 11 volumes, besides the dis- 
courses of Kent, Benson, and a long list of eminent scholars down to 

1849, embraced the minutes of the society for seven years. The 6 
volumes in the third, under the publication fund, continue Colden’s 
Critical Correspondence upon Smith’s History, aud 3 volumes of the 
letters of Maj. Gen. Charles Lee, the second in command in the revolu- 
tionary army, dating from 1754 down to 1782. The entire series em- 
braced also some of the most important records of discovery. 
The second catalogue, issued in 1859, contains 653 octavo pages. 

This, with an art catalogue of 175 pages in 1874, shows the great value 
of the collection and the large proportions it has attained: They show 
the rich treasures in our history, in its rapid growth in civil, literary, 

} and ecclesiastical affairs. [ts 60,000 volumes and more than 12,000 
Pamphlets, however miscellaneous, shed light upon almost every sub- 

| . Which can come within the province of the stadeat of American 
Mstory, :
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The original manuscript collections, now in procéss of arrangement in 

chronological order, throw new light on many critical pe riods. They in- 

clude the Colden Papers, from 1720 to 1776; the Lord Stirling Papers, 

embracing all his letters to Washington, and before, from 1756 to 1783 ; 

the Duer, Steuben, and Gates Papers, the last second only to those of. 
Washington as materials for the history of the time. 

Its collection of newspapers from 1704 to the present time, although 

the files are not complete, in their extent and variety, form a complete 

picture of the life and manners of this period. About one-half are 

bound and when completed will make 4,500 volumes. 

The works of art probably exceed in value those of any other library 
in the country. 

MERCANTILE LIBRARY. 

The first movement in behalf of a mercantile library was made by 

a number of public spirited merchants and other active business men 

late in the year 1820. Their efforts met with such success that in Feb- 

ruary, 1821, the association numbered 175 active members and opened 

its library with about 700 volumes, which increased to 1,000 within 

the year; and John Thompson, the first librarian, was employed at a 

salary of $150 per annum. In these early years of its history it was 

open only in the evening, and two directors were always in attendance, 

All the leading publishers of the city generously agreed to present copies 

of every work of merit they should issue. 

In 1823 it was incorporated as the Mercantile Library Association, 

under the general law of 1796. In the same year it received from the 

Chamber of Commerce a gift of $250, and a committee of that body 

was appointed to report annually upon its condition. The library had 

grown in 1826 to 2,200 volumes, and the membership to 438. Such was 

its prosperity, and so well had it fulfilled the hopes of its friends, that, 

at the end of two years, February 22, 1828, a meeting of prominent mer- 

chants was called, at which it was agreed to raise funds for a perma- 

nent library building. About $40,000 were subscribed, and a build- 
ing at once begun at the southwest corner of Nassau and Beekman 

streets. As a means of greater protection to the library, the subscribers 

to this fund formed a separate association, and obtained from the legis- 

lature a charter under the title of The Clinton Hall Association of the 

City of New York, for the cultivation and promotion of literature, science, 

and art. This corporation was distinct from the Mercantile Library 

Association, but identical in purpose and object. It went into opera 

tion February 23, 1830. The object of the corporators was to hold in i 

trust and manage all the property, real and personal, which the asso: | 

ciation might accumulate for the benefit of the library for all time, while 
the officers of the library should manage their own affairs, monetary 

and administrative, as a distinet organization. | 
The first book presented to the library was a History of England, the 

gift of De Witt Clinton, late the governor of the State, and, in memory
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and honor of this eminent statesman; the building was named Clinton 
Hall. 

A covenant was made between the two associations, by which the 

library should always occupy its rooms free of-rent, and, after paying 

the ordinary expenses and laying aside a contingent fund of 85,000 

per annum from rents and income of Clinton Hall, the surplus should 

be invested in books for the library. It was further covenanted that 

the library should always be equally free to the members of both associ- 

ations. Under this liberal covenant the Mereantile Library Association 

took possession of its rooms in Clinton Hall November 2, 1830, with 

6,000 volumes and a membership of 1,200. During this year Columbia 

College granted perpetually to the library association two free scholar- 

ships. <A like gratuity was awarded to the association by the Univer- 
sity of the City of New York in 1845, and several of the scholars of these 
foundations have been graduated with special honors. 
The library entered upon its second decade with marked prosperity. 

During this period courses of lectures, which had been established, were 
prosperous. Classes were also formed for thestudy of the French, German, 
and Spanish languages, chemistry, drawing, and penmanship. Under 
the supervision of able professors these were largely beneficial to the 

members. Its members and volumes steadily increased, so that in 1840 
the association numbered 3,652 active members, 278 stockholders in 
Clinton Hall, and the library 21,906 volumes. 

The third decade, from 1840 to 1850, was not distinguished by any event 
of peculiar interest. The membership varied, but the library steadily in- 
creased in the number and in the value and character of its volumes. At 
the close of this period the public interest in the library and the general 
belief in the power of the institution to elevate and give a higher tone 
to the character of the future merchants of the city had been greatly 
Strengthened. At or about this period there began an increased demand 
fora better class of books. It often exceeded the supply. Thirteen 
copies of Macaulay’s History of England, nine of Layard’s Nineveh, 
six each of Lyneh’s Expedition and Hawks’s Monuments of Egypt did 
not supply a sixth of the demand. By this alliance and co-operation of 
the Clinton Hall Association with the library, the selection of its higher 
permanent class of books was perpetually delegated to a committee of 
older men. Their selections greatly enriched the library. They aimed 
in their choice to combine solid instruction with entertainment. Out 
of 2,500 volumes added in 1849, over 2,000 were works of general liter- 
ature, science, and art. Among these were the Sydenham and Ray 
Society publications, Philosophical Transactions, (in all, 55 volumes,) 
Barnet’s Rembrandt and his works, and Landscape painting in oil colors, 
Pickering’s Races of Men, and other similar works. 

. In entering on its fourth period, in 1850, it had about 3,500 members, 
} 2nd 33,539 volumes. The reading room was now receiving special at- 

tention, and had on its tables 131 daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly 
Journals, American and foreign. 

59 kh i
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The fourth period, from 1850 to 1860, began a new era in the history 

of the library. In the first year its circulation reached 100,000 volumes, 
The library had been entirely re-arranged in alphabetical order. Other 
important events in the history of the library followed. Clinton Hall was 

sold to the Nassau Bank for $100,000; its charter was amended to give it 
power to increase its capital. The Astor Place Opera House was put- 
chased and remodeled for the use of the library at a cost of $250,000. So 
strong and deep was the interest of the mercantile community, that a sub- 

scription was raised sufficient to reduce the entire debt to $75,000. The 

result of this change was a large increase of members. Among those who 

ten and fifteen years before had been its young and active members, were 

now found the enterprising and successful merchants of the day. The 

annual report of Clinton Hall for 1856, setting forth the cost of this trans- 

fer and describing the advantages of the new and spacious edifice, was 

made by the president, Wilson G. Hunt, esq., who for a period of twenty 

years had been one of its most active, able, and faithful directors, and has 

so continued to the present day. Such were the interest and the pros- 

perity of the preceding sixteen months, that 308,254 times had its mem- 

bers shared in its benefits, making a daily average of 750 members who 
had received books or visited the reading room; 22,164 young men had 

been identified as members during the thirty-five years of its history; 

its library now contained 55,000 volumes, and the total library re- 

ceipts up to this period were $173,000. There were now 6,064 active 

and subscribing members, and this period left a more decided way- 

mark in the progress of the library than any of the years preceding or 

ensuing down to the close of our civil war. The year 1857 was one of 

financial panic and disaster. The rupture between the North and South 

so soon followed, and so great was the strain of the war in its opening 

upon the financial resources of the whole people, and so many of the 

young men of the city went into the ranks, that all social and literary 

progress was checked. It greatly diminished the numbers and resources 

of the library. For five or six years it scarcely held its condition as 

in 1856. But near the close of the war an era of prosperity began, 
which closed this decade of ten years from 1856 to 1866 as one of the 

brightest and most successful inits history. A new catalogue was com- 

pleted and $7,500 expended in its publication ; nearly $12,000 expended 

for new books; a new act of incorporation granted giving the power 

to receive and use large legacies without doubt; and as a crowning 
success, the entire debt on Clinton Hall of $62,000 was extinguished. 

During this year there was a total gain in membership of nearly 30 per 

cent. There were now 1,500 stockholders and 10,169 sharing the bene- 

fits of the library and reading room. The library now numbered 81,000 

volumes, and the year’s record showed a delivery of 178,000 volumes 

to its readers. 

During the last nine years the association has advanced in wealth and 

power for good beyond any period in its fifty-four years. The officers
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of the library and the trustees of Clinton Hall have specially sought to 

combine the knowledge and experience of forty-five years’ administration 

here with that of the best popular libraries at home and abroad. They 

have sought to prove what is best in the daily record of delivery, in classi- 

fying and arranging the books upon the shelves, and the selection of 

books with special reference to the future needs of the library. 

The reading room now contains the best American and foreign news- 

papers, magazines, and quarterlies, the total number of all being 417. 

On the Ist of May, 1875, the active and subscribing members of the 

library were 8,380, and the total number shaving its privileges 10,287, 

The library contained upward of 160,000 volumes. The number of vol- 

umes circulated and read during the last year was 203,000, and 7,332 

were used as reference. A bindery is connected with the library, and 

thus a large saving is effected every year. <A new catalogue is being 

prepared under the direction of Mr. W. T. Peoples, librarian. : 

The Mercantile Library holds the fourth place, as to number of vol- 

umes on its shelves, among American public libraries. Its property, 

real and personal, is about $300,000 in value. Within its rooms it has 

gathered seven pieces of costly statuary, twenty portraits and paintings, 
and thirty engravings, all the gifts of its friends. 

ASTOR LIBRARY. 

The Astor Library was incorporated by act of the legislature January 
18, 1849, ; 
John Jacob Astor, a native of Germany, but during most of his busi- 

ness life a resident of New York, who died at an advanced age March 

29, 1848, by his will devoted the sum of $400,000 to the foundation 

and perpetual support of a library for the free use of the public. The 

management of this fund and of the library was committed by the 
will to ten trustees: Washington Irving, William B. Astor, Daniel Lord, 
James G. King, Joseph G. Cogswell, Fitz-Greene Halleck, Henry Bre- 

voort, Samuel B. Ruggles, Samuel Ward, and Charles Astor Bristed, 
and ex officiis the mayor and the chancellor of the State. He devoted 
$75,000 to the erection of a building ; $120,000 to the purchase of books 
ind furnishing it ; and the investment of the residue, $205,000, as a 
fund to purchase the site and for the maintenance, increase, and care 
of the library. 

The site selected was a lot 65 by 120 feet on the east side of Lafayette 
Place, costing $25,000, leaving $180,000, the annual income of which is 
to be exclusively applied to the current expenses and increase of the 
library, 

The first meeting of the board after Mr. Astor’s death was held May 
20, 1849, but it was legally organized under the act February 14, 1849, 
When Washington Irving was chosen president, and Samuel B. Ruggles 
Secretary. Dr. Joseph G. Cogswell was appointed superintendent, and 
the success and yalue of the library have been largely due to the wis-
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dom of this selection. A man could scarcely have been found so emi- 

nently fitted, both by his taste and his exact and extensive knowledge 

of books, for this responsible trust. The entire period of nearly five 

years, from 1849 to the opening of the library to the public, January 9, 
1854, was spent by this learned and indomitable student in diligent 
labor in the libraries and book marts of Europe, or in his own study and 
library, where his invoices were verified, and the books arranged and 
classified on shelves in a house temporarily ocoupied for that purpose, 

Dr. Cogswell spent the winter of 1852 in Europe. The result of this 
visit was an addition of 25,000 volumes, including a mathematical 
library of 3,000 volumes bought in Berlin, and one of 5,000 volumes, 
philosophical and miscellaneous, procured*in Florence. 

The aggregate expenditure at this period had been about $100,000 at 

home and abroad, and the whole number of volumes then in the library 
was 80,000. 

The corner-stone of the library was laid on the 14th of March, 1850, and 
the building finished in 1853. It is a plain structure of brick, raised upon 
a lower story of rustic ashler brownstone. The style of architecture is 

the Byzantine. The main library room is on the second floor, and is 
100 feet in depth by 64 in width, and 50 feet in height. A broad sky- 
light extending two-thirds the length of the room, with a row of large, 
eurved panes of glass on each side and a double sash spreading hori- 

zontally across the centre, pours in a flood of soft light from above, which, 
with ten broad windows in front and eight in the rear, gives an exceed- 
ingly cheerful aspect to the library. By an economical arrangement of 

shelves and alcoves, the library affords space for 100,000 volumes. 
Up to 1854 the whole department of bibliography, containing over 5,000 

volumes, and including many rare and costly works, was the gift of Dr. 

Cogswell. 

Few scholars or bibliographers of any period have had a broader, 

clearer idea of what is necessary to form a great foundation library 

suited to the wants of scholars, investigators, and scientists, and to the 

pursuit of exact knowledge in all the arts. His idea cannot be better 

stated than by a quotation from one of his own reports. He said: 

There are but few general libraries in this country which have been formed upon & 

system; . . . one that would enable the scientific inquirer to track the progress of 
knowledge and discovery to its last step; to furnish to the mechanic arts and practical 
industry in general, the help and guidance required from books; to make the artist 

familiar with the history, character, and style of the great masters of his art; to 

call up to the student the past, in all the wide range of imagination and thought, 
and to provide the best and healthiest intellectual food for the minds of all ages. If 
this is the character of the Astor Library, it is such an one as the founder intended to 
establish. 

The design was to make this library a general and not a special one, 

and Dr. Cogswell labored with a wide knowledge of books and great 

and persistent assiduity to make every department complete. His 
system of classification was that of Brunet. The perpetual catalogue
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of the Astor Library, as Dr, Cogswell termed it, he had at this time 
completed ; that is, one so arranged as never to require any change, 
except that of being enlarged as the library increases. He proposed to 
the trustees that a classified catalogue be printed at periods as each 
department advanced towards its completion. 

A better idea may be given of the great value of this library and 
what it contained, by a brief synopsis of the comparatively full report 
of Washington Irving, made at the date of its opening with 80,000 vol- 
umes. 

Theology. —The department of theology comprised the best editions of 
the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures; the Walton Polyglott; various edi- 
tions of the Vulgate; numerous versions of the whole Bible and parts in 
the principal languages of Europe and the Hast; the Fathers in full, with 
most of the Benedictine editions; Bibliotheca Maxima of Despont ; 
Cotelerius’s Patres Apostolici; the most important works on the councils, 
ind Colet’s edition of L’Abbé, in 29 volumes; Concilia Maxima, 37 vol- 
umes folio; quite full collections in scholastic and polemic theology ; all 
the early and recent English divines. 
Jurisprudence.—-The department of jurisprudence included a good 

collection on civil law, many editions of the Corpus Juris ; commentaries 
on it; the codes of Scandinavia, and other parts of Europe, during the 
Middle Ages; jurisprudence as now practiced in Italy, Portugal, Ger- 
many, Denmark, and Sweden; the most important works on the laws of 
Spain, with digests and commentaries on the Mussalman, Hindoo, Gentoo, 
and Chinese laws ; collections on French law, from the ordinances of the 
kings down to the volumes of the Journal du Palais, and selections from 
the English common law, made by two of the most eminent jurists in 
the country. . 

Sciences and arts.—The department of natural sciences was one of the 
tichest and best furnished in the library, and very costly: Palmarum 
Genera et Species, by Martius; Wallich’s Plante Asiatic Rariores ; 
Roxburgh’s Plants of the Coast of Coromandel; complete set of Gould’s 
Birds of Europe, Australia, the Himalayas; Audubon’s Birds of America ; 
Sibthorp’s Flora Grea, and hundreds of like character, nearly 5,000 
volumes, ‘ 
Chemistry and physies— All the publications of the principal societies 

of Great Britain, France, Belgium, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Swe- 
den, Norway, Russia, Italy, Spain, and Portugal; also, of the United 
States. The object was to provide a com plete bibliotheque industrielle; 
i.e, books for the special benefit of practical industry. These then num- 
bered nearly 5,000. 
Mathematics. —1t was rich both in pure and applied mathematics. It 

drew largely upon the libraries of Halley, Legendre, Jacobi, and the 
two Heiligenstadts of Berlin. A competent judge, resident of Ber- 

lin, considered it more complete than that of the Royal Library there. 
At any rate, it may be ranked with the first abroad. Besides all the
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works of Euler and Gauss, and all the mathematical journals, it has all 

the works of Newton, Leibnitz, the Bernoullis, Laplace, Delambre, 
Lacroix, Legendre, Lagrange, Jacobi, and a large collection of astro- 
nomical observations and many rare papers not easily found. ; 

The fine arts.—No part of the library cost so much money, In the 
four branches of the fine arts proper, including archeology, there are 
2,400 volumes, the first 50 of which cost nearly $3,000, all large folios 
bound in red morocco, Among the works in this department are Pira- 
nesi’s Antiquities, 21 volumes; Musée francais, 4 volumes, and Musée 
royal, 2 volumes; Raphael’s Loggie del Vaticano, 3 volumes; Grecian 

Antiquities, 13 volumes; Gruner’s Fresco Decorations of Italy. 

Literature.— In this the library is very strong. It has grammars and 

dictionaries of one hundred and four different written languages and 

dialects, and numerous vocabularies of unwritten ones. It has all the 

families and branches of the European languages, and most of those of 

Asia and Africa. It contains the best works on Egyptian hieroglyphies 

and cuneiform inscriptions. It has the best vocabularies of dialects of 

the Mexican and South American Indians, published by the early Span- 

ish priests; the Seven Seas, a dictionary and grammar of the Persian 

language by the late King of Oude, 7 volumes folio. Greek and 

Latin literature is well represented. There are more than a dozen edi- 

tions of Homer—one the princeps of 1488 ; as many as six each of 

the Greek tragedians, of Pindar, of Demosthenes, Herodotus; Thueyd- 

ides, and others. In Latin there are twelve editions each of Virgil and 

Horace; six each of Ovid, Cicero, Livy, and Pliny. In Spanish, Potta- 

guese, Italian, and French literature, there are more than 3,000 volumes: 

There are more than 1,000 volumes of German belles-lettres of this 

century. In Dutch literature are nearly 200 volumes, among them the 

complete works of the immortal Cats. 

The historical department, last in the order of classification, consti- 

tuted at least a fourth part of the library. i 

The library possesses a complete collection of English parliamentary 

journals, debates, and reports—over 2,000 volumes. These and other 

similar European documents make nearly 3,000 volumes. The American 
public documents of Congress and the States are still more complete. 

The South Library was opened in 1854. In October, 1855, Mr. William 

B. Astor presented to the board of trustees a deed of the land, 80 by 

120 feet, adjoining the edifice already completed, and signified his inten- 

tion to erect thereon an exact counterpart of the building completed. 

This new North Library was similar in size and architecture to the South 

Library, and was completed and opened September 1, 1859. The books 

were so far changed as to devote the entire South or first library exclu- 

sively to science and the industrial arts; the North or new library, to 

history and literature. This last department, when fully arranged, 

embraced 60,000 volumes of the 110,000 volumes then in the whole 

library. This new building being 65 by 120 feet left a space of 15 feet 

on the easterly side of the lot for light and ventilation.
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Dr. Cogswell, who had already shown great ability in his prelimi- 

nary index of books needed for a library, and extraordinary judg- 

ment and economy in the purchase of the collection, completed his 

Alphabetical Catalogue in four volumes royal octavo, of 2,110 pages, 

in 1861, He resigned the office of superintendent in November, which 

was accepted on the 6th of December of that year. He had been for 

several years in failing health, and resigning, in 1864, his office as 

trustee of the library, removed to Cambridge, Mass., where he died 

on the 26th November, 1871. Not long after his retirement he was 

enabled to complete the supplement and analytical index to the cata- 

logue of the library. The trustees, in their minute of his character and 

services, said: 

For nearly twenty years he has devoted to this institution the unremitting efforts 
of a well directed and,spotless life. . . . Had this last book been produced by 
a mature and vigorous scholar, at the most robust period of his life, it would have 
been a remarkable proof of knowledge and practical skill; but as the work of an 
octogenarian it was a literary curiosity, and the most valuable American contribution 
to the department to which it belonged. 

Mr. Francis Schreeder was next appointed, and held the office of 

superintendent for nearly ten years. He was succeeded by Dr. Edward 

R. Straznicky, for many years an assistant, who died in February, 1876. 

The present superintendent is J. Carson Brevoort; the librarian, F. 
Saunders, : 

During the twelve years since Dr. Cogswell’s retirement as trustee, in 

1864, the library has steadily advanced in the yearly additions to its 

volumes, in financial resources, and in its admitted influence in widen- 
ing the area of knowledge and research. It is made accessible to the 

whole community without fee or ceremony, except the requisite age. It 

has passed, by free gift, out of the hands of its founders to those of 

trustees, for the use of the public. 

The part of the original donation of $400,000 by John Jacob Astor 

not expended in the edifice and books, equal to $180,000, has constantly 

accumulated its interest. The amount of the total munificent additions 

made by William B. Astor, in the erection of the North Library, and in 

books to the value of more than $60,000, exceeds $300,000. The entire 

fund given by father and son — already invested and at interest to sus- 

tain and increase the library — now makes a grand total of $773;336, 

while the library has reached a total of 152,446 volumes. The inesti- 
mable value of the library will be appreciated when it is remembered 

it contains no light nor ephemeral books; that its books are for refer- 

ence and consultation, to be read within its walls, and are, so far as 

practicable, of lasting value.
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Statement showing the number of readers, and books consulted, in the Astor Library from the 
year 1860 to 1874. 

| Books read. | Readenn 
Year. ecwiusltad ——— ve | both de. Hien cold y total. 

| Scientific. | Literary. | | partments, 
Seti a ee ee ee ee | en 

Rimes teeey, wre deh Nl ek eel hig | 25, 533 33, 983 59/516) | 2 See 
BUN acs extn rgrniak on dnnnsiccuwcdscpsapeetataussseiau.4 18, 896 | 26, 070 44, 966 23, 085 
BPOgie actu c bani euoeeseceh se tetvewessee aay scare il QaaT a ae ene 54,314 24, O41 
RAT ro Seen esceed se 2S spon ccc y te ecaett tine ict BT eet 39,175 | 66, 426 | 31, 343 
DBM reba docous cosas su licbinde toe etree els Nl 32, 085 42, 570 | 74, 655 | 32, 299 
UO ecm ae eR Arn tio te ualiey a Gs Saat as 33, 742 | 43, 357 | 77, 099 | 32, 634 
Mao ones aeicentnecenar ds canssw Sie cep tessa. sence 32, 422 || 46,513 | 78, 935, 30, 91L 
BEEN ooaine Cate uet ess cevecurene tacesneesee ae 39, 428 | 5 55 | 92, 023 30, 909 
MMR eae s cece acconesstsessacenste ool saheccusu ace 55, 660 | 55, 657 411, 317 32, 557 
DMR ever sa er assctu ah eects oe ame ES GS 58, 939 | 51,755 | 116, 694 35, 956 
BeR rece secret mee hee ES Ete WO tal 61, 493 | 66, 086 | 127, 579 41, 692 

From 1861 to 1864 the details were not preserved. 
The value of the gift of the late William B. Astor and the personal 

oversight he gave for twenty years to perfect a technological department, 
embodying all branches of practical industry, cannot be overestimated. 
No department of the library is now more complete. That it is fully 
appreciated is seen in the fact that out of 6,838 alcove readers, within a 
certain period, 2,117 were in the department of patents. 

The British commissioners of patents presented to the library a com- 
plete set of their extensive, costly, and valuable publications, from the 
earlier issues in 1617 down. These, with Mr. Astor’s selections for the 
technological department, and other important works donated, have the 
highest practical and lasting value. a & 

At the expiration of twenty years, two only of the original trustees 
(William B. Astor and Samuel B. Ruggles) remained. Those since ap- 
pointed and now acting are James Carson Brevoort, John A. Dix, John 
Jacob Astor, Hamilton Fish, Thomas M. Markoe, M. D., William J. Hop- 
pin, John Romeyn Brodhead, and Alexander Hamilton, jr. Washington 
Irving, president of the board from its organization, died in 1860. 
Daniel Lord, long its able supporter and faithful treasurer, died in 
1868. Those who now direct its affairs are animated by the spirit of 
its founder and of the elder son, who so greatly added to its imperish- 
able treasures, to make it a rich blessing both to this metropolis and to 

the whole American public. 

APPRENTICES’ LIBRARY. 

This library was founded in 1820, and is an outgrowth of the General 
Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen of New York, organized in 1789 
and chartered in 1792. 

The first amendment of the charter gave it power to establish a school 

for educating the children of deceased members of limited means and
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to found a library for apprentices. This was the origin of the library. 

The charter of 1833, and subsequent amendments, provided that one- 

third of the initiation fees should go to a distinct fund for disseminating 

“literary and scientific knowledge” through the medium of lectures; 

for a separate fund for the library and reading room } that the society 

might hold real and personal estate to the amount of $500,000. The 

amendment of 1860 confirmed its titles to real estate, and that of 1872 

gave power to hold property to the amount of $1,500,000, 

The society has five committees: library, literary, pension, school, 

and finance, the yearly reports of which show the extent of its benevo- 

lence and the steadily growing influence of the school and library. 

The receipts from all sources, initiation fees, rents, and interest, 
amounted in 1875 to $40,000, while its expenditures were only $30,000, 

This annual saving, has already accumulated a building fund of over 

847,000. This growing sum will soon be invested in a spacious tire-proof 
edifice. 

The total value of all the property of the society, in real estate, stocks, 

bonds, library, and furniture, is now estimated at $550,000. 

The school prospered and supplied a great need of the time. But 

after the more extended organization of the public school system of the 

city, the day school was closed in 1863, and the school fund applied to 

the growing want of a practical, free, evening drawing school for the 

apprentices of the city. It now numbers over 400 pupils, devoted to 

freehand, mechanical, and architectural drawing, and 50 or more to 

writing and book-keeping, and is doing an important work. 

From its foundation to 1846, the library was open in the evening 

only. Now it opens at 8 a. m. and closes at 9 p.m. Members of the 

society pay $50 initiation and no annual dues. It is free to all appren- 

tices and female operatives, and to all others the terms are $2 per an- 

num. In 1846 it contained 17,000 volumes and had 1,600 readers. It 

now contains 53,000 volumes and has over 7,000 readers. 

A catalogue was issued in 1865, and two supplements in 1869, under an 
alphabetical list of authors, with bvief titles. Mr. J. Schwartz, who has 

filled the post of assistant librarian and librarian for the last thirteen 

years, found that the alphabetical system, in the rapid increase of books 

and readers, caused much confusion through the want of numbers on 

the covers of the books to control their position on the shelves. Hay- 

ing studied the various systems of library economy, he devised a new 

system of arranging the books in 1872-’74, based upon the three systems, 

alphabetical, numerical, and classified, as co-ordinate parts of the whole, 
these three elements being combined in his plan in an equal degree. 
The library contains about 1,500 volumes, in cyclopedias and other 

books of reference; in natural science and useful arts, nearly 4,000; in 
fine arts, poetry, and literature, 4,000; in fiction, 15,000; in history, 

‘A description of Mr. Schwartz’s plan will be found in Chapter XXVIII, p. 657 et 

seq., of this report.— Eprrors.
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biography, voyages, travels, and geography, 10,000; philosophy and 

theology, nearly 4,000; in juvenile literature, 4,000; and about 10,000 

duplicates and miscellaneous works make up the total of nearly 53,000 

volumes. : 

The total circulation the last year was nearly 115,000 volumes, and of 

this large number only 64 were unreturned at the close of the year. 

In 1862, the free use of the library was extended to workingwomen. 

The result has been, and continues to be, most gratifying. Daring the 

last year 2,500 girls enrolled their names as readers. 

NEW YORK LAW INSTITUTE. 

The first steps toward the creation of the Law Institute were taken in 

1825. In 1828 it was fully organized, and Chancellor Kent elected 

president. The nucleus of a law library was formed by the purchase of 

the private collection of Robert Tillotson. The voluntary association 

having failed to meet the expectations of its founders, a charter was 

obtained in 1830, The growth of the library for some years was slow; 

in 1842 it numbered but 2,413 volumes; in 1851, 4,544 volumes; in 

1855, 6,000 volumes; and Justice Kent then said it was one of the most 

valuable collections in the United States. In 1842, a catalogue was 

prepared by Vice Chancellor L. H. Sanford. 

From 1828 to this date, 1876, the library has received larger or smaller 

donations from more than one hundred members, from the commission- 
ers of public records of Great Britain, and from law book publishers in 
Europe and at home. 

It has become a success in the highest and broadest sense, and now 

furnishes the bench and bar of the city in legal treatises, text books, 

American and foreign reports, collections of leading cases and trials— 

resources of incalculable value. 

The library, now the best public law library in the country, contains 
20,000 volumes, complete sets of reports of courts of all the States; the 
Federal courts ; the latest revisions of the statutes; complete reports of 

English, Scotch, and Canadian higher courts; one of the best collec ” 

tions of the statutes of all the States; one of the largest collections of 

the session laws of all the States; nearly all the leading English and 

American text books, and treatises; one of the largest collections of 

trials; one of the largest collections of English and American law 

periodicals; next to the library at Washington, one of the best col- 

leetions of French law in the country. If has also a very fine collec: 

tion on the literature of the law, memoirs and biographies. 

LIBRARY OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE. 

This library was begun in 1833, to promote the objects and success of 

an association called the American Institute, which was organized in 

1829. It was at first a share library, of $25 each. Subsequently these 

shares were relinquished for life memberships, or given up. Members
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only of the institute can take books. Initiation fees and dues, at $10 

and $5 per annum, are paid, as from members of the institute, and. not 

of the library. 
In 1850 the library numbered 6,500 volumes, valued at over $7,000. 

In 1859 it was removed to rooms in the Cooper Institute, where it still 

remains. 
In the forty-seven years of its history the institute has held forty-four 

fairs. These have served two important objects: (1) to supply an ample 

revenue; (2) toextend a knowledge of new inventions, and of the applica- 

_ tion of old principles to new forms in agricultural, mechanical, and do- 

mestic implements and machinery. The transactions and awards of 

these fairs make thirty-two printed volumes, which have been published 

by the State. The appropriation for this object having been discon- 

tinued, they are no longer printed. 
In the selection of books careful attention has been paid to the require-- 

ments of the institute in pursuing investigations relating to mechanics, 

agriculture, and other special subjects. 

An alphabetical and analytical catalogue was published in 1852, and 

asupplement in 1857. The analysis divides the library into twelve divis- 

ions. The principal ones are, science, art, belles-lettres, geography, voy- 

ages and travels, history, biography, law, transactions, and periodicals. 

Under the head Science in this division of the library are five 

branches: Universal, mental and moral, political, exact, and natural ; 

under that of Arts are four: Mathematical, natural, fine, and miscella- 

neous. 

The subdivisions under Universal Science are given as encyclopedias 

and dictionaries. Under Exact Science: Arithmetic, mathematics, and 

astronomy ; under Natural Science: I. Natural philosophy and chem- 

istry; IL. Natural history; III. Anatomy, physiology, medicine and 

surgery. Under the Mathematical Arts are embraced: Engineering, 

art of war, and navigation. Under the Natural Arts: Agriculture. 

The growth of the library has been slow, but it is strongest in these 

divisions of science and the arts. These branches, more than any 

others, have seemed to serve the ends of the institute. The library now 

contains 10,600 volumes. For two years no books have been added. ex- 

cept by donation. The object of the institute, as expressed in the 
charter, is to promote domestic industry in this State and the United 

States, in agriculture, manufactures, art, ete. It has for several years 

directed its chief energies to its Fairs and Farmers’ Club. . 

THE AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. 

The first effort to establish a geographical society in New York was 

made by Rey. Francis L, Hawks, George Folsom, and others, in 1850, 

but nothing was accomplished till October 9, 1851, when the American 
Geographical Society was organized, and Henry Grinnell elected presi- 

dent. It held its first public meeting after organization at the rooms
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of the Historical Society in the University of the City of New York. It 
was shortly thereafter established in a room of its own in that building, 
when it rapidly increased in members, began to accumulate a geograph- 
ical library, and to have lectures in the chapel of the university on geo. - 
graphical subjects. 

On the 13th of April, 1854, it was incorporated by the legislature of 
New York by the title of the American Geographical and Statistical 
Society, which was afterwards changed by another act to The American 
Geographical Society of New York. 

Its efforts were chiefly applied to building up a geographical library, 
and the formation of a collection of maps and charts of all parts of the 
world, The ultimate object was to establish in the chief maritime city 
of the United States an institution where accurate information might 
be obtained respecting all parts of the globe. To this for some years 
its efforts were mainly directed. These were greatly aided by the 
contributions of books and liberal donations of money by many of its 
members. 

It has now a library of over 10,000 volumes, which is especially rieh in 
works relating to North and South America, and is very full in respect 
to Asia, Africa, and the Arctic. It comprises very valuable and exten- 

sive collections of elementary works, of works of all kinds on statistics, 
and of the publications of the geographical societies of the world, and 
is the only place in this country where these publications can be found 
to so great an extent. Its collection of voyages, travels, journeys, and 
explorations in all parts of the world is extensive and very valuable. 

It has a geological department quite full in geological reports and 
publications relating to the United States and Canada. It has a large, 

valuable, and connected series of atlases, from the first atlas of Orte- 
lius down to the present time, in which all the atlases of the great 
cartographers, Dutch, German, French, and English, will be found. 

The library also embraces the larger part of the publications of the 

Government of the United States and of the different States upon 

geographical, geological, and scientific subjects. Its collection of charts 

and maps is large, though not as extensive as that of the Royal Geo- 
graphical Society of London, but its geographical library is said to be 

more valuable than either the library of the London or Paris Geograph- 

ical Society, although the library of the London society is larger. 

The New York society has now over 1,800 fellows, 20 honorary and 

a large body of corresponding members at home and abroad. 
Its presidents in these twenty-four years have been Henry Grinnell, 

George Bancroft, Francis L. Hawks, and Charles P. Daly. Its present 
general secretary is Lieut. James T. Gardner, late geographer-in-chiel 
of the United States Geological and Geographical Survey of the Terri- 

tories, and of Clarence King’s Sarvey of the Fortieth Parallel. 
- The report of the society to the legislature is reproduced in the form 

of an annual publication.
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Charles P. Daly has been president since 1861. He has delivered in 
this period a series of anniversary addresses, reviewing the work of the 
society and the explorations and discoveries in all parts of the world— 
several of them so exhaustive that the series would form, if published, a 
valuable epitome of this important branch of knowledge. 

The society has secured a fund of over $30,000, and hopes soon to 
remove to an edifice of its own with ample room for its growing collec- 
tion. 

LIBRARIES OF THE COLLEGE OF ST. FRANCIS XAVIER. 

Thecollege library containsabout 15,000 books. Ithasa good collection 
of Biblesin original texts and approved versions; also, commentaries, dic- 

tionaries, and concordances of the Bible; a full collection of the Greek 
and Latin Fathers, and a good representation of standard works in the- 
ology, exegetical, dogmatic, and polemical. It contains the Bollandist 

collection of the Lives of the Saints, complete in 60 folio volumes, from 

St. Peter, about the year 56, down to the last saint canonized. 
In patrology, it has of PAbbé Migne’s edition of the writings of the 

Fathers, 220 or more volumes, in Latin and Greek, from Tertullian, in 
the second century, down to the thirteenth, the time of Innocent ILI. 
This collection is very nearly full in the faculty library, the original 
design of Migne being to issue 200 volumes of the Latin Fathers and 
100 of the Greek. Itis very well represented in ancient and modern 
history, and quite full in ecclesiastical. It has a good collection in the 
several branches of science. It is also fairly represented in works on 
jurisprudence, canon, common, and statute law. It is fairly represented 
in geography, ancient and modern, and in travels ; and has a very good 
collection in literature and philology. This library has been selected 
with special reference to the wants of the faculty in the several depart- 
ments of instruction. 

The library of the college students contains nearly 6,000 volumes of 
well selected books. It is very conveniently arranged for active use. 
The volumes are grouped upon the shelves according to size and sub- 
jects, on a plan similar in its general features to that of the Apprentices’ 
Library of. New York. The perfect system in the minor details of the 
shelf arrangement of that library is not carried out. The five general 
heads under which this library is arranged are: Religion, under 
shelf sections, represented by the letters of the alphabet from A to G@ ; 
literature, from H to M; history and biography, from N to 8; fiction, 
from 'T to Z; science and travels, from AA to GG. 

The Xavier Union is a literary social club—comprising students, 
alumni, and Catholic young men of the city —which has a select library 
of about 5,000 volumes. 

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE. . 

This academy was instituted in 1846 and incorporated in 1851. i 
The objects of the academy are, the cultivation of the science of med-
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icine, the advancement of the character and honor of the profession, 

the elevation of the standard of medical education, and the promotion 
of the public health. 

The members comprise four. classes, resident, non-resident, corre- 

sponding, and honorary fellows; the corresponding fellows limited to 

one hundred; the honorary, who must be distinguished in the pro- 

fession, to fifty. The terms of membership are $5 initiation and $10 
annual dues. The meetings are held semi-monthly. 

The committee on medical education have cognizance of the system 

of medical instruction, private and public, in the city and State of New 

York. They recommend all improvements in office training and exami- 

. hations; text books; reading in practical studies proper for the student; 

public courses, practical and theoretical, for the colleges and hospitals, 

and make such suggestions as seem necessary to render the system 
of medical education thorough and efficient. 

Since instituted, twenty-five years ago, the academy has gathered a 

library of about 3,000 volumes. It embraces many rare and standard 

works in medicine, surgery, and the ailied sciences. Its notable specialty 

is in complete files of American medical periodicals, medical transac- 

tions of State societies, files of hospital reports, and medical journals of 

Great Britain and the Continent. 
The members number 325. The annual income approximates to 

$4,000, chiefly from dues. 

LIBRARY OF THE YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. 

The first London association of young men as a Christian body was 

formed in 1844, and the first on this continent, after the London plan, 
was at Montreal, in 1851. The first formed in the United States was in 

the same year, at Boston, Mass. In the following year, 1852, associations 

were formed at New York, Buffalo, and Washington. The first conven- 

tion of associations in America was held at Buffalo, in 1854, and so 

popular was this method of organization for mental and moral improve- 

ment, and so fruitful in good results that in 186061, on the breaking 
out of the civil war, there were about 200 associations in the United 

States. Many suspended work during the war, and some were dis- 
banded, so that the total number then existing was one hundred and 

sixty. 
The New York Association, formed in 1852, occupied leased rooms in 

several parts of the city till 1869, when the edifice now owned and oceu- 

pied, at the southwest corner of Twenty-third street and Fourth avenue, 

was completed, at a cost, for land and building, of $500,000. 

The library was founded in 1852, and when opened in the new 

building, in April, 1870, numbered only 2,000 volumes. It now num- 

bers 10,552 volumes, and is valued at $20,000. Of the books, 

about 25 per cent. are fiction, all very carefully selected. History, 

biography, and literature form 32 per cent.; science, about 14; poetry,
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fine arts, travels, and cyclopzedias, about 19; and miscellaneous works 
form the remaining 10 per cent. From the foundation, the library com- 
mittee has never fostered a taste for light reading, but every yearsup- . 
plies the best standard works. A large number of these are superior 
English editions. Though not numerous, the department of art is rich 
in many choice works. One work specially worthy of notice is a unique 
collection of 8,000 portraits engraved on copper in the highest style of 
that art, collected by John Perceval, earl of Egmont, and supplemented 
by John T. Graves, covering a period from the first century down 
to 1736, in 35 folio volumes. 

In the year 1875, 17,600 volumes were drawn from the library by 
about 14,000 readers. The library room and reading room, On a sepa- 
rate floor, comprise 375 magazines, reviews, and newspapers, and during 
the last year over 30,000 persons were admitted to these rooms. The 
library has shelf room for 20,000 volumes. It is open, tree, from 8.30 a. 
m, to 10 p, m. daily to members and to all respectable persons who com- 
ply with its rules. 

. 

LIBRARY OF THE COOPER UNION. 

This library forms a department in the institution founded by the 
munificence of Peter Cooper for free instruction in science and art. It 
is made an auxiliary to the work of education, and, with its extensive 
reading room, becomes a ministry of great power also to those outside 
of the school, who continually share in its treasures. It already num- 
bers 17,500 volumes. At least 6,000 of these relate to practical science 
aud art, including standard and popular authors. Its extensive 
files of the best foreign and American scientific periodicals are 
bound at the close of each year, and make an important element in the 
library. Among these are the Franklin Institute Journal, (complete 
Series,) Silliman’s Journal of Science and Art, (complete,) Youman’s 
Popular Science Monthly, Van Nostrand’s Engineering Magazine, London 
Popular Science Review, and the Annals of Chemistry, both from Paris 
and Berlin. The bound volumes of periodicals in other departments, 
literary and miscellaneous, with the works of fiction, which are of the 
highest order, aggregate 6,000 volumes more. History, biography, 
general literature, and books of reference make up the remainder. 
Among the latter are a set of the Patent Oftice reports, nearly complete, 
from 1843 to 1876, making 180 volumes. In this class it has the Bdin- 
burgh, Britannica, Lardner’s, Ree’s, the American, Penny, Tomlinson’s, 
and Chambers’s Cyclopwedias; also, Dunglison’s, Gregory's, and Ure’s 
dictionaries, 

Of American and foreign newspapers, daily and weekly, it has on file 
192; of magazines gnd reviews, American and foreign, 120; making a 
total of 312. In 1875 over 190,000 books and periodicals were delivered 
to the very large total of 600,000 readers of both sexes. No books are 
taken from the library, and the number of daily visitors ranges from 
800 to 2,500.
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The sixteen years’ existence of the Cooper Union, with its schools, 

library, and reading room, already fills one of the brightest pages in the 

. history of education in America. The common schools, seminaries, and 

colleges deal with rudiments, or a higher and more exact discipline, but 

little or not at all with industrial and artisan skill. The Cooper Union is 

the first and only instance in American history where a great fortune 

has been devoted to instructing and training the masses in the elements 

of science and art, for the special object of producing skilled labor in all 

industrial pursuits, and elevating and advancing those who are taught 

by bringing each branch of instruction as close as possible to practical 
life and remunerative labor, 

The total amount expended in erecting the building and in sustaining 
the institution down to the present is $1,372,840. 

MEDICAL JOURNAL ASSOCIATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. 

This association, organized in 1864, is designed to furnish immediate 

access to all the current medical literature in the department of medi- 

eal journals and monographs. The prominent American, English, 

French, and German journals are taken. During the winter, regular 

Priday evening re-unions are held, at which digests of all new and im- 

portant matter appearing in the medical journals, as well as other mat- 

ters of professional interest, are presented and discussed. The library 

contains about 3,500 volumes, mostly of these journals, gathered in the 

eleven years since the association was formed, and some hundreds of 
volumes of special monographs. 

The membership numbers 350, comprising physicians and surgeons in 

good standing. 

Terms are $10 per annum. The reading room is in the building of 

the New York Academy, 12 West Thirty-first street, where the re-unions 

are also held. : 
The income is about $3,500 a year, devoted to these public journals 

and current expenses. 

LIBRARY OF THE BAR ASSOCIATION. 

This association was organized in 1870 to supply a want which the 

Law Institute could not meet. That institution, first established to ad- 

vance the fellowship and social culture of the legal profession, had 

existed above forty years. For a time in its early history it admirably 

served this purpose; but at length the means and strength of the insti- 

tute were wholly directed to creating a large and valuable law library 

for the consultation and use of its members. 

At the time of this movement in 1870, two imperative needs were felt 
by the older members of the bar. The first was an up-town library, 

where the large and incfeasing numbers of the profession could profit 

ably employ the evening in the preparation of their causes for the next — 

day, and where plans for reforming both the administration of law upol |
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the bench and the abuses in practice could be discussed. The movement 
was initiated by William M. Evarts, Charles U’Conor, Samuel J. Tilden, 

Charles Tracy, and other prominent members of the profession. The act 
of incorporation, passed April, 1874, named William M. Eyarts president, 
James W. Gerard, Samuel J. Tilden, Joseph S. Bosworth, John Slosson, 

and Edward 8. Van Winkle, vice-presidents, under the title of the Asso- 

ciation of the Bar of the City of New York. 

The association soon numbered three hundred members. The initia- 

tion fee of $50 each and the annual dues of $40 created a fund of $27,000. 
A commodious house was purchased for $43,000, and the larger part of 

this fand applied to the payment therefor. In three years the indebted- 
ness of the association was extinguished. 

Fhe foundation of the library was laid by one hundred members sub- 
scribing $100 each in cash. The general fund afforded ample means for 
yearly additions to the library, so that at the end of the sixth year it 
numbered nearly nine thousand volumes. The growth of the association 
to nearly seven hundred members and the increase of the library made 

it necessary to seek more commodious quarters. A larger building, sit- 
uated on West Twenty-ninth street, was bought, and the library removed 
thither in October, 1875. 

The library, which now contains between nine-and ten thousand vol- 
umes, embraces complete sets of the reports of the courts of all the 
States; complete sets of the reports of the Federal courts, the last revi- 
sions of the statutes of all the States, a large collection of the session 
laws of all the States, complete sets of English, Scotch, Irish, and Cana- 
dian reports, the English reports going back to the thirteenth century, 
and a large collection of text books and treatises on law. 

LIBRARY OF THE COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. 

By an aet of the legislature, May 7, 1847, the board of education of 

New York City was authorized to establish a free academy for higher 
education, the curriculum to approximate to the ordinary college course. 
The privileges of the academy were limited to those who had been pupils 
in the common schools of the city, and had attained the age of twelve 
years, 

The academy building was completed in January, 1819, at a cost, for 
land, edifice, library, apparatus, and furniture, of $90,000. In 1866 its 
Name was changed by act of legislature, to The College of the City of 
New York, with full powers of a college under the revised statutes, and 
it was made subject to the visitation of the regents of the university. 
The board of education are ex-officio trustees of the college, and a later 
act makes the president ex-officio a trustee and one of the executive 
Committee in the government and management of the college. . 

The library is valued at $60,000. It has a library fund of $35,000; it 
Contains about 20,000 volumes, besides about 13,000 text books, which 
are Supplied at the expense of the college. It is full in scientific jour- 

60 B
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nals, containing, it is said, the only complete set in New York, of the 
Philosophical Transactions of the French Academy of Sciences. It has 
Silliman’s and many other standard journals. It contains all the latest 
authors in chemistry, physics, natural history, mathematics, and astron- 
omy. It is very full in the best authors on the history both of ancient 
and modern nations. It comprises standard works on chronology, 
archeology, and numismaties. © It has full collections of the best authors 
of French, English, and American history—original works and reprints. 
French, German, and Spanish literature, both classical and the best 
modern works, are quite well represented. Much attention has of late 
been devoted to the classical department and to comparative philology. 
There are not only complete sets of the Delphine and Lemaire editions of 
the Latin classics, but the most reliable modern editions, both English 
and German, have been selected. 

English literature is fully represented. Of works of fiction it con- 
tuins only the great English novelists. It contains all the prominent 
encyclopedias, American and foreign, and several biographical diction- 
aries. The art department, though not numerous, is quite select, 

The object of the library is to place within reach, both of professors 
and students, the standard works on all the subjects taught in the 
college. 

THE LENOX LIBRARY. 

Taking into view the quiet and beautiful site of this library, at one 

of the elevated points on Fifth avenue, in front of Central Park, the 

simple but massive proportions of the edifice, the admirable adapta- 

tion of the interior to the purposes of so large an institution, and the 
unique character of the collection to be placed in it, the Lenox Library, 
founded by James Lenox, excels, in many respects, any other similar 
foundation in America. 

Locality and dimensions.—It fronts on Fifth avenue, and covers the 

entire block of 200 feet between Seventieth and Seventy-tirst streets, 
with a depth of 125 feet. While not designed upon any distinct order 
of architecture, as the Dorie, Ionic, or Corinthian, it is simple, classic, 

and grand in the mass. It is built of white Lockport limestone, or 

marble, finely polished, and embraces a central building with two pro- 
ecting wings, the object being to secure all the light possible for the 

library rooms and galleries. The building is 192 feet parallel to the ave- 

nue, and 114 feet deep, with a front elevation of 105 feet. The central 

part of the edifice for a space of 96 feet is set back 42 feet from the front 

line, thus forming a courtyard 42 by 96 feet, with a flight of steps to 

the front entrance. The main entrance from the street is through two 

massive gateways ayd this court. 
First story—The principal entrance door opens into a vestibule 24 

by 96 feet. This vestibule, the floor of which is laid with white marble 

_ tiles, communicates at each end with a north and south library root, 
each 30 by 108 feet. These rooms are 24 feet high, and each has six
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alcoves, or recesses, 6 by 24 feet. The windows of each library room are 

10 feet from the floor, to secure a large amount of wall space. In the 

rear of the centre of this spacious vestibule are the janitor’s office, the 

cloak and retiring rooms, with broad stairways on either side ascend- 

ing by two easy flights to the second story. Half way up is a mezzanine 
or half story between the library rooms, (which by reason of their height 

afford ample space,) on which is a commodious suité of apartments for 

the librarian,with parlor, dining, service rooms, and every convenience. 
This completes the first story. 

Second story.— Ascending to the second story, two doors open into the 

principal art gallery, which is directly over and of the same size—24 by 

96 feet—as the vestibule below. Three large windows open on the bal- 

eony and the court, looking on Central Park. The sides of the room are 
divided by five arcades resting on piers, which are decorated with niches. 

The walls are finished in oak to the height of these niches. At both 

ends of this gallery, north and south, are library rooms, 30 by 108 feet, 

with six alcoves or recesses in each, as on the street floor, and like those _ 

except in height. These latter have vaulted ceilings, 40 feet in the centre 

and 35 feet at the sides. A second picture gallery on this floor, directly 

over the librarian’s apartments, is 40 by 56 feet, well lighted by large 

sky-lights, and tastefully skirted with dark wainscoting, which completes 

the second story. 

Third story.—The north stairs ascend to the third or attic story, to a 

third gallery for paintings, 24 by 96 feet, the walls of which can be used 

on three sides, the fourth being occupied by the windows and a broad 

balcony extending nearly the whole length of the room, to afford a bet- 

ter view of the paintings and easier access to the windows, which com- 

mand an extensive prospect. On this floor is the tank-room, which will 

afford an ample supply of water for the entire building. 

Basement ; heating and ventilation—The basement is 12 feet in height 
and extends under the whole building; is thoroughly dry and will be 

used for storage of books, for boiler-room, with four large boilers, fire- 

pump, and complete steam and water works, Great care has been given 
to the heating by steam, and the ventilation, which work together and 

are so arranged that the engineer has control of the heating and venti- 

lation of the whole building without leaving his floor. The air in each 
room can be changed every thirty minutes, if necessary, and the libra. 
tian’s office communicates by speaking tubes with the principal rooms, 
and with the janitor, and engineer, so that he can at all times control 
both heat and ventilation. 

Capacity and cost.—The book presses or cases are of iron, arranged in 

two tiers, with galleries, and for convenience of access in administration, 
Staircases of iron have been placed in two of the recesses on each floor. 
The four library rooms, if filled to the extent of their capacity, will each 
Contain over 75,009 volumes, or the four an aggregate of over 300,000 
Volumes, : 

Mr. Lenox has already formally given to the library $385,000 in cash,
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and probably smaller sums to make the total $400,000. Of this sum 
and interest, after completing the building, there remain $212,000 as 
a permanent library fund. His gift of ten city lots for the site may be 
estimated, at present depressed prices at $300,000, making the total 
$700,000. This is exclusive of the costly collection of books and mant- 

scripts in process of transfer and arrangement in the library. 
Trustees and librarian.—The act of incorporation, passed January 20, 

1870, made the following nine gentlemen the first trustees of the library: 
James Lenox, William H. Aspinwall, Hamilton Fish, Robert Ray, Al- 
exander Van Rensselaer, Daniel Huntington, John Fisher Sheafe, James 
Donaldson, and Aaron B. Belknap. James Lenox was elected president 
and A. B. Belknap secretary. Six years have been cecupied in the con- 
struction of the building. George H. Moore, for twenty years connected 

with the New York Historical Society, has been appointed librarian, 

and is arranging the collection for the use of the public. In its present 

shape the numerical extent of the collection cannot be given. Some of 

the prominent features which made the private library of the founder \ 

exceptionally rare and valuable can only be referred to in this brief 
sketch. 

This private collection, not perhaps exceeding 15,000 volumes, has 

been known to scholars and bibliopoles to be very complete and costly 

in certain departments. In the specialty of American history and the 

materials for it, no private library in America probably equals it. It 

is known to contain not only all the more valuable books on America 
published in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and the first half 

of the eighteenth, but most of the complete editions of the more val- 

uable in the Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, Italian, French, Latin, and 

English. In the Bibliotheca Americana of Henry Harrisse are enumer- 

ated more than 150 volumes of the most valuable works on America, 

its discovery and settlement, published within a certain period, as in 

his collection. The Lenox collection of Spanish manuscripts relating to 

America is very large and valuable. The library contains the most 

complete collection of the editions of the De Bry books in the country. 

No public or private library here is so rich in Shaksperean literature. 

It contains a great number of complete editions of the various forms of 

the dramatist’s plays, as the first four folios, the first quartos, and sub- 

sequent issues. If not all, it has most of the twenty plays published 

in Shakspere’s lifetime, which are valued at their weight in gold. It 
is rich in Elizabethan poetry, exceeding most libraries in complete edi- 

tions of the poets of that period. It is also rich both in works on the 

fine arts and on angling. Another specialty is its collection of Bibles, 

which is not surpassed in the country. : 
From what is known in general of Mr. Lenox’s method of furnishing 

this corporate library, it is believed that he will double or treble his 

private collection with valuable works selected abroad. The public wait 

patiently for these rare treasures, sooner or later to be opened to scholars 

and the reading community.
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OTHER COLLECTIONS. 

The following list embraces other public or semi-public libraries 
in New York and vicinity which contain each 1,000 volumes or more. 

Further statistics of these and minor collections will be found in the 
general table at the end of this volume.—Eprrors. 

Volumes. 
American Bible Society -. 12.22 dhsteccenadsceeepe vee ye deur esdaes ee eee aoe 

je cAmerican Holectio Libraty.<...5.c'cegs'ses ses saspesiayensetnycea ene scauieeaeee GUROUO) 

Aschenbrodel-Verein. .:. 0.5) .ccascwonuiscsinew ete apitngeeesceen ea naka ea uaa ee eae 

Bloomingdale Asylum for the Insane ..............25...ceceeeeeeeesseccess 1,000 

Catholic Protectory for Boys... 5:52 1. sse0 cbeces cescss <eseds seeetuctees tuneees rn enON0 
OSabory! Clay essai 3 he iw uae S ohknais ial animes peed a ea ee ea TEE 

Ohamber of Commerce's: « 4 saci s<sciowseneecvsscwscess eeeesicc see cee O00 

Mharlier Institute. 0.2. i-: iswewns was oneiee aeitele was ern ee eee een) 

Children’s Aid Society Lodging-honses .2:2s6.0:.3.5 024 oc. no ssecsa sees e er eee Oe 
College of Pharmacy of the City of Now York.............2-..-02ssceeeeees 1,200 
College of Physicians and Surgeons’... . 1.025. cee cece teececcececececsee 1,200 
Columbia College... te. sbis7en-nwlas tans. cevddyiedens lets ata Wes ee een ee 

Philolexian Sdolety isc. so liss ascussesan woescees ckeee ven sues meee a eee 

Peithologian Society is. a iecssdascps vast eewscitan needa ie saute Seana ma mCERED 

School of Mines :22i22.02.U2..222..ccsaaclceuvec enaclecuuce sup ueetapa eae ten 

Liaw Sqhool 50055 305s yids sbuuevp se ceicees seve aq bo aecie ac eee mere en Cem ee 

Botanical Tibrary :-.a>e,c0des tee geist doce -wicew c/acn nee eat wat Mamet ee nL ee 
Wourt of (Common: Pleas soo. sss ic. ce sev ss ens cS eadeenen sae sense ee ee ol OD 

Department General Recruiting Service .......2.. 220.22. eeeeeeeceeeeeeee-s 2,556 

Dr. Van Norman’s, Classical School |. ....2..-2cociaksesleuac cacses Stuy cece ORO 

Fire Department Library and Lyceum .............22.0.cccececeeeeeeceeees 6,750 
Bive Porte House ol Industry ..aj.0%ccccs dea cmelscec aches as crbecsue outa tans 1, 000 

General Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church, (see sketch 

in Theological Libraries, Chapter IV, pp. 152-153). .-....2..-2..22.--+-+22- 15,400 
Grand Lodge Free and Accepted Masons, 224 Centre streét.......2..2...-.-+ 1,500 

lathe Gilet css. nak vas bass ucsleeyetns=secevechesceas csocetres eens ek arene 
Harinonio: Club ieccei. in'nice thc la cedeematMacs ccscasiests cmoatecnete rh oped at tere te 
Home.for the Mhiendless. <2... ...l-assectsteeaavaewstacs yecbe sab aaemes eee ae OOO 
Houssiof Retuganss-< <2: .cs<scctce thet cesaes me ercua santa eae 4, 086 
Institution for the Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb.........-....2-..----- 2, 800 
adios Piva Points Miselon .t- >< ssuenacetinee Gccese set encics ue teocceeawehas 1, 400 
wledon iain. 2s .ca cae sade n swine) ee aie sees ae Piet at cee Coca 

udiemptreas Jail iti l2tiiick spd e Ueda yu cas ve fueu ean eee enn 
Manhaiivan College. .2.2st0n3 coctca nce gaew Sen conaee daceun mena co tele be as wT NDOD 
Mile, Rostan’s ScHOOL. << sitwcesscearssdvnssyake xin thoatowagbouieupaeaes aaee! 1, 000 
Mott Memorial Free Medical and Surgical Library.......--2...22.eeeese---e 4,700 
Mes J.D. Bonodier's BELO c- \ ano cxte dare sohivannes nan cabenenonsien seven meee 
anal Liycemmteioss she cts o coe vaee sd pubdate cette en ee 4, 250 
New York Genealogical and Biographical BvGoby~ 25s. Is Seen cas sscueaslcesss on OOU 
Now York Juvenile Aslam <.<s.cscqectaacns sada as aus seeeeueae CS 1,500 
Eackard’s Brsineda Callope Ww. nt)... 4 scuncdlcs aps Gee an ee eouess aa pee 2, 000 
Phi arinoile. Soeiaby sa co. cgeag cose ace once ree eee ee ta ot ee eee 1,400 
Presbyterian Board of Poreign Minsious:.«.oeccsne Mieke <<. yn-5<0 sae ease nae 

Ppltttre TADCANY occ sii waunwas esac dvsineds Gineanet aes <onecn inns mee ences ee 
Protestant Episcopal Church Mission Society for Seamen.......0....0......2 1,500 
Rutgerd Fomale College's... s-.ase estas 2.22 sedeige’s sane ai desu, sar oe we IBN OOO 
Society for the Relief of Juvenile Delinquents.....,...-..2-2..2+2seecee sees 4,010 
UMAR! CUBS. 2a<stganrncerseraltcactatacsens va~senivas oeeatscaee hate amen aamnen aame
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Volumes, 
Sunday School Teachers’ Reading Room and Exchange... ...--..20--+ se--0e 2, 000 
Supreme Court, first department, first judicial district..........2..2....2.... 2, 000 
Pie POP EIORE Le takin ence FoWiesa thc yirics Vas shat nca een 6. Se aeee tn ae 1,750 
Re PR DO ULUD eT. s «Se cayte veces cs-.s eens coacisteeve;oiaes cance 1,500 
Union Theological Seminary, (see sketch of this library in Theological Libra- 
WG ORBDLEN Ls Ds AOA) is sees b caseccissacws Maen Sieg tte; eas one 34, 000 

AAPIMEMBtiiye OF UN CLUY OF NEW: YORE sccocc.c< cons sandedecscoess sony Bac deekeee 3,500 
Dray We pnrirn Onto. we. sinicsbes.snecgs clack ebtel us sels Sakae ee Ee 1,200 

Mobo EEQHONGHONUG gscssnscxeues sbcars soccsnedaiesc sds scsg ee 1, 357 
Wy asungton eights Library cae ons cans is sce views csv sacene cece ce tues 2, 794 
Meet SLULIALY cea ctavict os yok. Uta ciaai seb ee ese ote eae ee 2,500 
Young Women’s Christian Association ..... /......0¢c0.6 cece cece cece cece occe 4,000 

VIII.— PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF PHILADELPBIA. 

BY LLOYD P. SMITH, 
Librarian of the Library Company of Philadelphia, 

The idea, first carried out in New England, of free libraries supported 
at municipal expense, has not yet penetrated to Philadelphia. All the 
public libraries in this city are supported by the contributions of indi- 
viduals. They are, however, nearly or” quite all accessible, without 
charge, to the public for consultation, and from most of them the books 
may be borrowed on payment of a small sum. The remark recently 
made by Dr. Daniel Wilson, that “in no country in the world are pub- 
lie and private libraries and collections made available to the scientific 
jnquirer with the same unrestrained freedom as in the United States,” 
is eminently true of the libraries of Philadelphia. 

There is no one of them that in itself approaches to completeness ; 
but as several are devoted to special subjects, thus supplementing each 
other, they together form a group of great value and usefulness. The 
Philadelphia Library, including the Loganian collection under the same 
roof, and accessible to the members, is rich in early printed books, works 
relating to America, newspapers, periodicals, and standard English lit- 
erature; the Law Library is a fine collection of reports, statutes, and 
other legal works; the Library of the Hospital and that of the College 
of Physicians are medical collections which, together, are of the first 
rank; the Library of the Academy of Natural Sciences is very rich in 
works on natural history, and that of the Philosophical Society in the 
transactions of learned societies; the Mercantile Library is strong in 
bibliography, and, possessing already 125,000 volumes well adapted to a 
circulating library,:it grows and prospers marvelously; the Franklin 
Institute has a complete set of the American, British, and French 
patent publications ; the University has 8,000 yolumes on political econ- 
omy and 5,000 on engineering; and the Historical {Society has an inval- 
uable treasure in the Penn Papers, while its collection of colonial and 
revolutionary manuscripts, local histories, books relating to the French 
Revolution, and curiosities, is important and rapidly increasing. It will 

; .
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be seen that these separate collections virtually supplement each other. 

A better idea, however, of the resourees of these various institutions will 

be obtained by taking them up in turn and givinga sketch of their his- 
tory and present state. This paper will not be without value if it 

enables the student to ascertain whither, he should turn his steps to find 
books on a particular subject. 

First in point of antiquity is 

THE LIBRARY COMPANY. 

The foundation of the present institution was laid by Dr. Benjamin 
Franklin, who induced a small number of gentlemen to subscribe one 
hundred pounds; the books being}first}keptlin Robert Grace’s house, 
from which those who in 1731 signed the articles of association were 
allowed to take them to their,homes for perusal. 
Many particulars in regardjto Robert Grace have been brought to 

light in Mrs. T, C. James's recent Memorial of Thomas Potts, jr. From 
that work we learn that Mr. Grace was born on April 25, 1709, and that 
he was the son of Robert Grace the elder, of Philadelphia, who removed 
thither from Barbadoes some time before February, 1707~8, . The 
younger Grace seems to have inherited property to a considerable 
amount, including the residence afterward noted as the cradle of the 
Philadelphia Library. This was situated on the north side of High (now 
Market) street, below Second, at that early date one of the most eligible 
portions of the city. The town-hall stood nearly opposite, in the centre 
of the broad thoroughfare, and was the place of meeting of the provin- 
cial assembly and goyvernor’s council. After Dr. Franklin and Mr. 
Grace became intimate friends, the latter's residence was selected as 
the place of meeting of the famous Junto, and a room therein was chosen 
as the place of deposit for the newly formed library. The house itself 
was perhaps one of the oldest brick houses in the city. An arched 
carriage-way opened in the rear upon Pewter Platter alley, and through 
this the members entered, so as;not to disturb the inmates of the house. 
Here the idea of a public library,was conceived and carried out, and 
here the collection remained for ten years, until removed to the upper 
toom of the westernmost office of the State-house. 

By slow degrees new members joined the company, and new books 
were annually added by purchase and donation. Among the donors 
the proprietariés of Pennsylvania are to be numbered, and from them a 
charter was obtained in 1742. 

The utility and success of this association caused the establishment 
of other libraries ; but it soon appeared to be more conducive to the 
interests of literature that there should be in Philadelphia one large 
rather than several small collections}of books. Accordingly, coalitions 
gradually took place, until, in 1769-71, thef Amicable, the Association, 
and the Union Companies were merged in the Library Company of 
Philadelphia.
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The library, which had been kept in the State-house since 1740, was 

in 1773 removed to the second floor of Carpenters’ Hall, where it re- 

mained until 1790, when it was transferred to its present site in Fifth 

street. By the lapse of time the present building has become some. 

what venerable, and its interior, though plain, is impressive. The late 

Dr. James W. Alexander, of Princeton, remarks in his Familiar Letters, 

**No library I have ever seen, not even the Bodleian, has left such traces 

on my imagination as the old Philadelphia, which I want to see again.” 

The rooms contain portraits of Lord Bacon, Sir Isaac Newton, William 

Penn, John Penn, James Logan, Benjamin Franklin, Rey. Samuel Pres- 

ton, (a benefactor of the library, the portrait by West,) William Mae- 

kenzie, and Joseph Fisher, (the former of whom bequeathed books and 

the latter money to the library,) Thomas Parke and Zachariah Poulson, 

(directors,) and others. . Various relics, such as William Penn’s writing 

desk, a colossal bust of Minerva, which formerly stood behind the 

Speaker's chair in the first Congress under the Constitution, a mask of 

Washington’s face from the original, used for Houdon’s statue, a read- 

ing desk of John Dickinson, (author of The Farmer’s Letters,) James 

Logan's library table, and other curiosities, are calculated to interest the 

visitor. 

Since its organization the company has pursued a steady course of 

modest and unostentatious usefulness, its members and property grad- 

ually increasing until the former now number 967, while the number of 

volumes is more than 100,000, This includes 11,000, many of them rare 

and valuable, in the Loganian Library, founded by James Logan in 1750, 

and now, in the hands of the directors and three descendants of the 

founder, constituting a special trust. 

yy Lhe Loganian Library was kept from 1750 to 1792 in a building specially 

erected for it by the founder at the northwest corner of Sixth and Walnut 
streets. It is endowed with five hundred and ninety-six acres of land 

in Bucks County, originally leased by James Logan for one hundred and 

fourteen years. The lease expired in 1861, and under the provisions of 

the indenture the land was revalued and a new rent agreed upon for 

the further term of one hundred and twenty-one years. In 1983 another 
revaluation will take place, and so on, at the expiration of each one hun- 

dred and twenty-one years, for ever. The net income of the Loganian 

Library from this source is about $700. 
In addition, the institution has $25,000 invested in bond and mort- 

gage, the accounts being kept separate from those of the Library Com- 
pany. Persons using the Loganian Library make a deposit to secure 

the return of the books borrowed, but no charge is made for their use. 

Besides the books, the Library Company has a few thousand dollars at 

interest and the income from the Law Buildings adjoining the library; 

the total annual receipts being about $12,000 for the Library Company, 

and $2,200 for the Loganian Library. Members pay $8 a year, and dispose 

of their shares—the par value of which is $40, though they sell for more 
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in the market—by transfer or bequest, but the assent of the directors is 

necessary before new members are admitted. It is not requisite, how- 

ever, to be a member of the company to use the library. Persons desir. 

ing to consult the books (for any useful purpose) are allowed to do so in 

the rooms, and books may be taken out by subscribers (at $12 a year) 

or by leaving a deposit of double their value. In the latter case a small 

weekly charge is made for their use, except for Loganian books, which 

“are free. 

Rotation in office has not yet invaded this venerable institution. It 

has happened more than once in its history that directors have held 

oftice for over fifty years, and during the last ninety years there have 

been only four librarians and five secretaries. Since 1750 the Loganian 

Library has had but six librarians. 

During so prolonged an existence many books of value have naturally 

accumulated. Some account of these will be found in the preface to the 

third volume of the catalogue, and also in a paper in the Atlantic 

Monthly for March, 1868. It will be sufficient to mention here that the 

department of manuscripts is represented by examples in the Hebrew, 

Arabic, Abyssinian, Siamese, Burmese, Greek, and Latin languages; 

that of incunabula, by specimens (belonging to the Loganian Library) 

of the work of the earliest printers in Germany, England, Venice, and 

Rome, respectively ; that of antiquities, among others, by Lepsius’s, Ro- 

sellini’s, Napoleon’s, Gau’s, and Vyse’s Egypt; Botta’s and Layard’s folio 

plates of Nineveh; Kingsborough’s and Lenoir’s Mexico; the government 

works on Herculaneum and on the Monuments of Paris; Piranesi’s and 

Canina’s Rome and Il Vaticano, and that invaluable work, the photo. 

graphs of the antiquities in the British Museum; while Spanish litera- 

ture is represented by an excellent collection made by the late O. Rich 

expressly for the Loganian Library. 

The strength of the two libraries, however, so far as rare books are 

concerned, lies in the department of works on America, which includes, 

for a single item, complete sets of many Philadelphia newspapers, form- 

ing continuous files from the first number of the first paper published 

in this city (1719) to the present time. The library possesses also Du 

Simititve’s collection of books, pamphlets, and broadsides relating to 

the Revolution, a complete set of congressional and of Pennsylvania 

State documents, and nearly everything relating to Philadelphia, in- 
cluding all the important maps from 1682 to the present time. 

A classified catalogue, made by the late George Campbell, librarian 
from 1806 to 1829, was published in 1835, and a supplement, also com 

piled by him, together with a copious general alphabetical index by the 

present librarian in 1855. The whole is contained in three volumes of 
2,100 pages, and it has been pronounced by an expert, Dr. 8. A. Allibone, 
to be, on the whole, the best printed catalogue known to him. The ad- 
vantages of a catalogue raisonné are so evident that it is hardly neces- 
Sary to particularize them, In a small library it is sufficient to have
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books on the same subject together on the shelves. In a large library 

it is of advantage to the student to have the titles themselves classified. 

The arrangement adopted in the printed catalogue of the Philadelphia 

Library is fivefold, the classes being, respectively: Religion, jurispru- 

dence, science and arts, belles-lettres, and history, each class having 

subdivisions. It is thought that the alphabetical index, in which every 

important word in each title is indexed and a reference made to the 

page where the full title is to be found, gives the catalogue all the advan- - 

tages of an alphabetical, together with those of a classed catalogue. 

The titles of books added since 1855 are written on cards or, rather, slips 

of paper, which are kept—mainly after the plan recommended by the 

late Prof. C. ©. Jewett to the librarians’ convention of 1853—in alpha- 

betical order. They occupy thirty-two drawers, the cross references 

being copious. Pamphlets are bound in volumes, with some reference 

to keeping those on the same subject together, and each pamphlet is 

catalogued as fully as a book, a figure being added after the number 

and size of the volume to designate its relative place therein. For 

example : 

Porter, (Alonzo.) 17137. 0.7, A discourse commemorative of the Rt. Rev. Alonzo 

Potter. By William Bacon Stevens, bishop, Phil., 1866. 

To this title there would be only one cross reference. 

SrevENS, (Bp. W. B.) 17137.. 0.7. See Potter (A.) for discourse by. é 

In the above catalogue slip the letter O. stands for octavo, and the 

figure 7 for the seventh pamphlet in the volume, numbered 17137 on the 

shelves. 

It may be noted in passing that this pamphlet is considered as a biog- 

raphy of Bishop Potter, and the full title is given under his name and 

not under that of the author. This is, of course, an exception to the 

general rule, according to which the author's name is the cateh word. 

It would be desirable to have a complete printed cotalogue of the 

library brought down to the present time, but the exp2nse is too great 

for the resources of the institution. 

The arrangement of the books on the shelves is by sizes, not by sub- 

jects. When a book is catalogued it takes one of four sets of numbers, 

according as it is a folio, quarto, octavo, or duodecimo. Its number 

in that set stands forever as its shelf mark, and the books themselves 

ean be shifted ad libitum without altering the numbers. Alcove A, 

let us say, for example, on the floor contains Nos. 1 to 4000 octavo. In 

course of time the floor cases having been filled, and the older books not 

being so much in demand, Nos. 1 to 4000 may be removed from alcove 

A, carried up-stairs, and placed anywhere, there being uo shelf marks 

to be altered. There is still a place for everything, and everything in 

its place. This plan, while not claimed to be the best possible, is not 

without its advantages. It is particularly well adapted for pamphlets, 

and it gives the books a neat and orderly appearance on the shelves. 

Certainly the larger the library the fewer are the evils of an absence of 

.
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a classification by subjects on the shelves. Nevertheless, in practice, it 
is found necessary, in some cases, to vary from the arrangement by 

sizes only. Tor example, all the handbooks of travel are placed 
together on the shelves, and so are the encyclopedias, the directories, 
and certain books of reference constantly in demand for consultation in 

the rooms; and as regards the modern works of fiction also, a modifica- 
tion of the general plan has been adopted. : 

The bookeases are protected by wire doors, which are kept locked, 
with the exception of one case containing the newest books of a miscel- 

laneous character, and another for the latest works of fiction, 

The necessity of a fire-proof building for the safe keeping of this valu- 
able library has long been felt by the directors, who started a subserip- 

tion for that object in 1855. 

In 1864, the late Joseph Fisher, bequeathed $54,483.12 to this build- 
ing fund, which now amounts to $105,000. In 1869, the late Dr. James 
Rush left his large estate, appraised at over $1,000,000, for the purpose 
of erecting a fire-proof building, to be called the Ridgway Branch of 

the Philadelphia Library. The building,' a noble structure of granite, 

‘The governing principles in the arrangement of this building were, that special 
rooms be provided in which to arrange the books, as well as separate reading rooms 
for the public, and that no books be obtained except over the librarian’s desk, although 
afew books might be placed within reach of the public in the main hall and reading 
rooms, 

Generally, then, the building may be said to consist of a centre, with north and 
south wings, the books to be stored in the north wing; the main hall occupies the 
centre, and the reading rooms are in the south wing. 

The main hall is in the form of a cross, the western arm of which is oceupied by the 

entrance and vestibule; the northern, next the books, by the librarian’s department; 
the eastern, by a room for periodicals; and the southern, by the entrance to reading 
rooms, and by the staircase to gallery of main hall, and to the memorial and directors’ 
rooms on the second floor of the south wing. 

The north wing measures 32 feet 6 inches by 71 feet inside, and in the centre is open 

to the ceiling a height of 34 feet, having three tiers of galleries, 10 feet wide, on which 
the books are arranged in the form of alcoves. A space of 25 feet by 6) feet, between 

the north wing and centre, is also available for the storage of books, and ultimately 

wall cases may be put around the gallery of the’hall.” Tae total capacity for books 

may be put at 400,000 volumes. 

The south wing is occupied by a general reading room 32 feet 6 inches by 71 feet, 
with a 20-foot ceiling. It is lighted by three large windows on each of the west, south, 
and east sides; is provided with two open fire places, and has access at either end to 
retiring rooms, lavatories, ete., for ladies and gentlemen. 

In the angles of the central portion of the building, not occupied by the main hall, 
are a room for receiving and cataloguing books, a private room for the librarian, and two 

smaller reading or study rooms. These four rooms are each 22 feet square and 14 feet 
high, and are well lighted by two large windows each. 
The length of the arms of the main hall are 85 feet north and south, and 60 feet east 

and west, and the width 35 feet. The height to the ceiling is 46 feet. There is a broad 
gallery, or, more correctly perhaps, a second floor around the hall, at a height of 15 

feet from the floor, from which rise 24 Ionic columns and pilasters which carry the 
ceiling, Light is introduced by a Clere-story arrangement over the interior cornice, 

OLE
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in the Dorie style of architecture, is now in course of erection, by the 

executor, at the corner of Broad and Christian streets, and will proba- 
bly be finished in 1876. It is to be hoped that the munificent intentions 
of the testator, faithfully carried out by his executor, may result not 
only in a stately building for the ornamentation of the city, but also in 
a library of a size and income worthy of the sixth city of the civilized 
world. 

THE AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.! 

This association was started in 1743 by Dr. Benjamin Franklin. | This 

great man, who kept constantly in view the advancement of the com- 

munity in which he lived, was well aware that this object could only be 

attained by combined efforts. Hence the number of associations in 

Philadelphia of which he was either the founder or one of the most efli- 

cient promotors. The Library Company and the Philosophical Society 

appear to have both grown out of the celebrated Junto, or debating 

society, founded when Franklin was but twenty-one years of age; and 

both, though always hampered by want of means, have for more than 

a century faithfully pursued the course of public usefulness originally 
planned for them. 

The library of the Philosophical Society contains over 20,000 books, 

largely scientific works, but including many of historical value. In 

1863, Part I of a printed catalogue was published, followed in 1866 by 

Part II. The third and concluding part is nearly ready for the press. 
The learned librarian has struck out an original method of cataloguing, 

“Hight principal classes carry from the universal to the special, from 

the abstract to the concrete, from the inorganie to the organic, from 

matter to mind. Each class begins with the theory of the subject and 

by which means an abundant supply of light is obtained, without leakage from rain 
or snow, to which the ordinary level skylights are so subject. 

Externally, the west front on Broad street shows the arrangements of centre and wings 
the former adorned with eight columns, and the latter with four each. The back or 
east front is of similar general design, but without the columns, and the north and 
south wings show a tetrastyle arrangement of pilasters with pediment oyer. The 
Grecian Doric was the style named for the building by the late Dr. Rush, and the fol- 
lowing are the general dimensions : Diameter of column at base, 5 feet ; height, includ- 
ing capital, 30 feet ; intercolumniation, 12 feet 3 inches; height of entablature, 12 feet 

3 inches; angle of pediments, 13°, ‘The columns stand on a basement 8 feet high, and 
the principal floor is one step above this. A broad flight of steps leads up to the entrance 

in the centre of the building. The total length north and south is 220 feet; east and 

west, over portico and basement, 112 feet; and the height from ground to apex of cen- 

tral pediments 60 feet. 
There is a well lighted basement under the whole building, with a ceiling 13 feet 

high, to which there is direct entrance from the back of the building. It will be heated 
throughout by steam, supplemented by open fires in all the reading rooms. It is built 

of Cape Ann and Quincy granite, with iron floors, ceiling, and roof, and may be said to 
ke fire-proof, though the flooring and finish, for the sake of comfort, are of wood. Four 

of the sixteen front columns are now in place, and the structure will be roofed in this 

ear, 

. 1 See Scientific Libraries, Chapter VL, pp. 185-186, and Historical Societies, Chapter 

XUI, pp. 363-364.
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follows with its practice. Excepting the first, which represents the 

abstract conception of knowledge itself with its universal applications, 

each class advances the theme beyond a point at which the class pre- 

ceding leaves it.” The several classes are as follows: 1, General 

science. 2. The mathematical sciences. 3. The inorganic sciences, 

4, The organic sciences. 5. The historical sciences, 6, The social 

sciences. 7. The spiritual sciences. 8. Personal science. The clas- 

sification of books being always to a certain extent arbitrary, there does 

not seem to be any serious objection to the foregoing arrangement, 

| although it would have been, perhaps, better to have placed what 

Professor Lesley calls the historical sciences last and under the title 

history, while personal science, which here means biography, might 

properly have been made a subdivision of history. This, however, is a 

small matter. When we come to the arrangement of the titles under 

each subdivision, there is perhaps more room for criticism, The com- 

piler makes, the singular assertion that “in consulting a catalogue for 

a book, perhaps the most natural refere nce first made is to the time of 

its appearance.” 
“THE MERCANTILE LIBRARY, 

The Mercantile Library of Philadelphia was organized in 1821, by a 

small number of energetic men of the class from which it derives its 

name. Its development, though slow at first, has increased in‘ a con- 

stantly accelerating ratio until it has attained the highest rank among 

self-sustaining libraries; for though of late there have been some few 

donations and bequests, self-dependence is the essential basis of its life 

and strength. 
There have been but two occasions in its history when any portion of 

the board have failed of re-election, the last of which was in 1860, when, 

after a very warm contest, a sufficient infusion of new blood entered the 

board to give it the tone and character which it has since had. 

It has been the policy of this new board to diffuse the benefits of the 

library to the widest possible extent, and in pursuance of this gen- 

eral idea it may be stated as one peculiarity of this institution, distin- 

guishing it from all other large collections, that the books, which are 
arranged by subjects, stand in open cases, just as accessible to members 

as their own private libraries. The rooms are open 365 days in the 

year, and ordinarily from 74 a. m. to 10 p.m. Books are delivered at 

the residences of members on payment of the sum of 5 cents. Books 

not already in the library are always parchased on the application of 

members, unless they should be of an immoral tendency or otherwise 

_ Specially objectionable. 
The same policy has governed the board in regard to the general sup- 

Ply of books, it being considered advisable to purchase good books that 
will be read in preference to good books that will not be read. For in- 

stance, scientific books adapted to popular reading are added in much 

greater proportion than similar books intelligible only to the adept in
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science, and thus the capacity to ‘comprehend the latter class of books 
is developed which in a large proportion of cases would have lain dor- 
mant. This mode of educating has, it is believed, been successful in a 
most gratifying degree, for the character of the books most in demand 
has been steadily rising to a higher plane of excellence. At one time, 
very many years ago, this institution was looked to mainly fora supply 
of light reading, but the mere fact that it now contains over 125,000 vol- 
umes 90 per cent. of which cannot in any proper sense come within that 
designation, shows how. unjust it would be to the collection itself and 
to the management to place it among the libraries for light reading 
now. 

In the department of bibliography it may be called strong, as it pos- 
segses some 4,000 volumes of that class. To show its growth in this 
respect, it may be mentioned that in 1863 there was no class so denomi- 
nated, and had there been it would have contained but portions of two 
works. No copy of Lowndes, Watt, Brunet, Peignot, Panzer, or any of 
the other lights of the science was to be found on the shelves. Now, 
however, in addition to all these authors, it possesses every work ‘cited 
by Allibone as an authority, nearly all those recommended by Guild’s 
Librarian’s Manual, and Horne’s Maaual of Bibliography, together with 
a valuable collection of priced catalogues, both foreign and American, 
anda large number of other important works, inclading all the recent 
ones of merit. In the department of rare Americana it has made no 
attempt at completeness, for the reason that that department of litera. 
ture is well cared for by the Philadelphia Library and the Historical 
Society; besides, the mania, existing on the subject by private collect: 
ors has had the effect of putting the market price far beyond the 
intrinsic value of the books on this subject. 

The library possesses nearly every edition of the letters of Junius 
and of writings on the subject of their authorship or in any way con- 
nected with it, including all the known writings of the various persons 
to whom the authorship has been attributed. 

It would take up too much space to name, individually, the many 
rare and valuable works which it possesses ; suflice it to say, that the 
Mercantile Library has some 20 or 30 volumes printed in the fifteenth 
century ; a long series of Philadelphia newspapers, commencing with the 
year 1740; a great number of books and pamphlets printed in Philadel- 
phia and other American towns in the colonial days; a copy of Audu- 
bon’s Birds of America; a very fine copy, believed to be the finest in 
existence, of Wilson’s American Ornithology; a copy of Peale’s Stone 
Age, privately printed and exceedingly valuable; a copy of the first 
Anglo-Saxon printed book ; a copy of the first book printed in Glasgow, 
in Bristol, and in some two hundred other places. : 

Its yearly income from ordinary sources is about $45,000, only $918 of 

which are derived from endowments, the remainder being received from 
the members. Its real estate is worth about $250,000, and the indebt-
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edness thereon is under $40,000. It has a front of 96 feet on Tenth street 

and a depth on Marble street of 301 feet, the building extending the en- 

tire length, and covering an area very much larger than any other library 
in America. 

The reading rooms are supplied regularly with over 50) magazines, 

reviews, and newspapers, representing every State and Territory in our 

own country and the leading nations and colonies with which we have 

any commercial intercourse. 

The terms of membership, including the entire privileges of the insti- 

tution, are the purchase of a share of stock at $10 and the payment of 

an annual fee of $4, or a life membership for $49. Visitors are at all 

times cheerfuliy admitted, but to use the rooms an introduction is needed ; 

any member has the privilege of introducing strangers for thirty ddys 

without payment from either party. s 

No new buildings are in contemplation, as by economizing the space 

already possessed it is believed 509,000 volumes can find safe and con- 

veniently accessible lodgment. 

The following table will exhibit the condition of the library at the 

end of each decennial period since its foundation and at the close of 1874: 

Year ending) 3 Se fog | eb} a |s2133| 28 
December 31, 5 3 2 _ a8 is Sal i 5 e2 | e 2 eS 3| 2 2 

&. RE Silom Go| oe Bee hie ae te leas 
TOO. see. | | OI 18°15 S614 IL 490 402 | 3,30 | 8, 430 | 13 | Rvesetces 

TOs VLSR 3, 527 19 716 90 761 516 | 6,494 14, 690 a Tbe 

OB ise seeaveney 6, 186 69 879 07 | 1,474 600 | 13,149 28,000 |....26 43} cee ccee 

| MOO caesass, | 11,351 19 4,185 48) 2, 165. 2,525 | 21,500 387, 500 | 37 52 bwccrege 

1870....--...6-.| 92, 751 18 | 9,538 54] 6,577 7,136 | 56,438 | 148,961 | 226! 150 | 339, 900 

1874............| 45,800 13 | 21, 387 55 | 11, 276 17, 004 | 109, 943 | 237, 341 | 335 | 168 | 501, 621 

The number of volumes now in the library is 125,668, and the rate of 

increase is from 1,000 to 1,500 volumes a month exclusive of donations. 

There have never been any large gifts of books, the largest having 

been a recent contribution of some 2,000 volumes from James G. Barn- 

well, for many years a member of the board, to whom the writer is 

indebted for this sketch of the library. With the exception of public 

documents from the Government, no other gift ever reached 200 vol- 
umes, 

THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.* 

I am indebted to Prof. R. E. Thompson, librarian of the University of 

Pennsylvania, for the following interesting account of the valuable 
library of that institution. 
The library of the university, like that of all our higher institutions 

of learning, dates from the very beginning of the institution itself, which 

‘See College Libraries, Chapter III, pp. 116-118.
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was established as an academy in 1749, chartered as a college in 1755, 
and as a university in 1778. The various parts of the collection in some 
degree reflect the history of the university itself. 

The oldest part is made up of gifts from the early trustees and other 
public spirited citizens. Especially, the elder Richard Peters gave very 
liberally, as may be seen from his autograph on a multitude of title 
pages. Others bear the autograph of Benjamin Franklin. The gifts . 
of Mr. Peters are very largely historical and theological works by non- 
jurors, but many are standard works by the older historians and divines, 
A copy of the Baskerville Barclay’s Apology , presented by Barclay’s son, 
and one of the Baskerville Virgil, subscri bed for by the university itself, 
are in the library. 

Dr. Smith, the provost, visited England in 1762, with a view to the 
increase of the endowment, and his visit is commemorated by the pres- 
ence of the works of many divines, historians, and men of science then 
living. But the largest gift from abroad was that which the ill-fated 
Louis XVI sent at the instance of General La Fayette. It consists of 
French works on the natural sciences, history, and classical antiquities, 
with the old Paris edition of the Byzantine historians, (incomplete.) 
From the war of independence down to our own days but few addi- 

tions were made to the library, and those mostly by presents from 
authors and publishers. Dr, Thomas Hartwell Horne acknowledged 
the honor of his doctorate in divinity by a splendid uniformly bound 
edition of his works; and Carey, the great Baptist missionary, pre- 
sented a number of Oriental works, including his own “ Sungskrit” 
Grammar. : 

The first of the great additions to the library was made by the family 
of the late Stephen Colwell, who, in fulfilment of his own purpose, 

presented his collection of works on social science and political econ- 
omy, some 8,000 volumes. This collection is certainly unique in its 
completeness, at least so far as any in America can be compared with 

it. It includes almost every important book, pamphlet, or edition of 

-either on the subject, that appeared down to Mr. Colwell’s death, in 

1869, in English, French, or Italian, besides many in German and 

Spanish. The collection of pamphlets on the theory of money and the 

practice of banking is especially complete, and many of them are not to 

be had at any price, or to be seen in any other American collection. The 

great French periodicals, the French and Italian collections of econo- 

mists, the French dictionaries, encyclopedias, with the most important 

blue books of the English and official reports of the continental govern- 

ments, are all in their places. 

This library was given to the university just after the removal to 

West Philadelphia, and almost simultaneously the library of Professor 

Allen was purchased by the joint act of the trustees and the alumni. 
This contains first of all a large and very carefully selected body of 
authors in the department of classical, especially of Greek philology.
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The great Bibliotheca of Didot, and the magnificent Paris edition of the 

Thesaurus of Stephanus may be regarded as the stem of the collection, 
around which are grouped the finest editions, introductions, philological 

helps, that English, German, and French scholarship offers. Their selee- 

tion has been the life-long task of the university’s revered professor of 
Greek, and a labor of love to him. 

Supplementary selections in the Allen Library, are (1) that of the 

modern Latinists, including especially the Italian and Dutch poets, with 

some of the patristic and mediwval authors; (2) a collection of biblio- 

graphical works, catalogues, and manuals, including nearly complete 

collections of the works of Peignot and Nodier, and, of course, very fine 

subscription copies of Brunet and Graesse; (3) the Shakspere library, 

including all the finest editions and annotated translations, (Delius, 

Schlegel and Tieck, the Malone variorum edition, ete.,) with the best 

commentaries, English and foreign, (Ulrici, Gervinus, the Jahrbiicher 

der deutschen Shakespeare-Gesellschaft, ete.,) and works on general 

English philology; (4) a collection of works on military subjects, by the 

chief English, French, and German authorities. 

Besides this purchase, the trustees also appropriated funds for the 

purchase of (1) a sufficient collection of historical works, both native 

and foreign ; (2) a collection of the standard English poets, and of works 

that illustrate and assist the study of the modern languages, (Grimm’s 

Worterbuch and the like,) and such books as were especially needed to 

supplement the existing collections on related subjects, (the publications 
of the Early-English Text Society, and other English philological works;) 

also a collection of books on metaphysical and moral science, including 

the works of the great German philosophers Hegel, Fichte, Schelling, 

ete. A further addition to the resources of the library has been made 

by the family of the late Tobias Wagner, which has given property to 

create a Wagner fund yielding an annual revenue of $600 for the pur- 

chase and binding of books. Other recent gifts: (1) A large collection 

of works on French, English, Scotch, and civil law, (including the great 

French jurisconsults, the French code, English state trials, the Pan- 

dects, ete.,) from the library of the late Judge Bouvier, presented by 

his son-in-law, Dr. Peterson; (2) a number of very valuable historical 
works, chiefly French and Italian, and largely on the history of art, 

presented by Prof. Alfred Stillé, Not yet complete, but not inferior to 

any other gift made to the library, is the Rogers library of engineering, 

presented by Prof. Fairman Rogers in memory of his father. It will 

consist of some 5,000 volumes on this single topic, many of them of a 

highly costly, because voluminous and elaborately illustrated, class of 

works. Of some it may be safe to say that there is no other copy in 

America. The library contains about 20,000 volumes, which are ac- 

commodated in a spacious and well lighted room with shelves for about 
30,000 volumes. Hach of the college societies, the Philomathean and 
Zelosophic, has a library of some value. Together they number 2,326 
Volumes,
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LIBRARY OF THE FOUR MONTHLY MEETINGS OF FRIENDS. 

This Quaker library, originating in a bequest made by Thomas Chalk- 
ley, in 1742, of a small collection of books to the Society of Friends, now 
contains about 8,000 volumes. It is valuable as furnishing the most 
comple te collection in America of the ancient writings of the Quakers, 
The library is free to all members of the orthodox branch of the society, 
and to others who bring a satisfactory reference. ; 

PHILADELPHIA ATHENAUM. 

The Atheneum was founded in 1814 by about one hundred subscribers 
who united to start a reading room for periodicals and newspapers. It 
was kept in the rooms belonging to the Philosophical Society, in Fifth 
street, until 1847, when the present luxurious quarters, on Sixth street 
below Walnut, were occupied by the association. The reading rooms 
are two large apartments in the second story, one appropriated to books 
and periodicals and the other to newspapers. Between the two is a 
smaller room devoted to chess, whither daily resort some of the best 
players in Philadelphia. 

The library contains about 20,000 volumes, largely of bound volumes 
of magazines, the current numbers of the leading periodicals being 
spread upon the tables for the use of members. The collection increases 
slowly, the income of, the institution of late years having been largely 
devoted to paying off the indebtedness on the building. This has been 
nearly accomplished, and the future prospects of the Atheneum are 
good. : 

FRIENDS’ FREE LIBRARY AND READING RCOM,! (GERMANTOWN.) 

This library, situated in the corporate limits of Philadelphia, had its 
origin many years ago in a small collection of books belonging to the 
venerable Friends’ Meeting, in Germantown. It was thrown open to the 
public in 1869 with a collection of about 2,700 volumes, This has been 

since increased to about 7,000 volumes. In 1874 a fine hall was erected 
on the meeting house property at a cost, borne mainly by Alfred Cope, 
of about $17,000, where it is now open to the public. 
Works of fiction are excluded and the moral tone of others assured 

before placing them on the shelves. It is not found that many make the 
want of light literature a reason for not frequenting the liiary. About 
500 persons use the library, there being a weekly average of about 270 
visitors, many of whom make use of the reacing room. The workmen 
from the numerous factories in Germantown resort freely to the library, 
which offers a counter attraction to the taverns of the village. The 
library and reading room are open to all free of cost, the institution 

being kept up by voluntary contributions. 

LIBRARY OF THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS? 
This fine collection of medical and scientific works, founded in 1789, 

Torre 7 hh egpeg aceidle od Pies aU Chante RVI pol Se 
* See article on Medical Libraries, Chapter VJ, p. 174.
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| is contained in a neat fire-proof building at the corner of Thirteenth and 

Locust streets. It numbers about 19,000 volumes, and is increasing at 

the rate of 1,000 volumes per annum, Itis rich in general works of med- 

ical literature, and especially in French and German journals; and it 
possesses, by the bequest of the late George Ord, the best and largest 

collection of English and French dictionaries in this country. 

LIBRARY OF THE PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL! 

This collection was commenced in 1763, and now contains 12,500 yol- 

umes, many of which are rare. The annual expenditure for books and 

binding has averaged during the last ten years $595.19, the annual in- 

crease in volumes being about 275. Books may be borrowed by sub- 

scribers, (who pay $3 a year,) or those who acquire a life right, either by 

purchase ($28) or gift from the managers, these beneficiaries being chiefly 

formerly resident physicians, to whom it is customary, on leaving, to give 

the use of the library of the hospital. In 1857 was published an admi- 

rable Catalogue Raisonné, prepared by Dr. Emil Fischer, with an alpha- 

betical index of authors. ; . : 

“The two great libraries,” says Dr. Richard Dunglison, “ of the Penn-* 

sylvania Hospital and the College of Physicians, would, if combined, 

form a very remarkable library collection, embracing works in every de- 

partment of medical literature and the kindred sciences. A comparison 

of the library catalogues of the two institutions exhibits a surprising ab- 
sence of duplication. If any action looking to their consolidation should 

ever take place, Philadelphia would possess a magnificent medical 

library, far surpassing in value and resources that of any other cis- 

Atlantic city.” It may be added that the Philadelphia Hospital (alms- 

house) contains a library of adout 3,000 volumes, and the nuclei of other 

libraries may be found in several of our medical institutions. 

LIBRARY OF THE GERMAN SOCIETY CONTRIBUTING FOR THE RELIEF 
OF DISTRESSED GERMANS IN THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA. 

This society, primarily one of benevolence, was incorporated in 1764. 

Its library, begun in 1817, is about equally divided between books in 

the German and English languages, and contains 16,000 volumes. 

Members of the German Society, or their widows, and “reading mem- 

bers,” the latter paying $4 a year, are entitled to use the library and to 
take the books home. 

A separate collection, commenced in 1867, of works on the early col- 
onization of Pennsylvania, and on German-American life in general, 

also of early German pursuits, is being made by Dr. O. Seidensticker, 

under the auspices of the society. It is under the same roof as the 
general library. 

ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA.” 

The formation of the library of the Academy of Natural Sciences of 

“Bae avilule on Medioal Wiueacles; GhepaE VE aire eet 
*See article on Scientific Libraries, Chapter VII, p. 185-186.
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Philadelphia was begun with the society in March, 1812. The first 
books were presented by the founders of the institution, and its growth 
is due to the bounty of intelligent and benevolent persons. 

In 1836, when a catalogue was printed, the library contained 674 folio, 
1,595 quarto, 3,723 octavo, and 898 duodecimo volumes, in all 6,890, and 
435 separate maps and charts. Of these 5,232 volumes, and most of the 
maps and charts, were presented by William Maclure, many of them be- 
tween the years 1816 and 1820, but the majority of them in 1835. 

In accordance with his verbal bequest, Mrs. Thomas Say presented, in 
1834, her husband’s entomological library of 100 volumes. 

In May, 1845, the late Dr. Thomas B. Wilson presented Owen’s His- 
tory of British Fossil Mammalia and Birds. From that date till De- 
cember, 1849, he had deposited 2,773 volumes, periodicals, serials, and 
pamphlets. These were then presented to the society on condition 
that their use should be restricted to the hall of the academy. From 
that time until Dr. Wilson’s death, March 15, 1866, his donations ex- 
ceeded 8,300 volumes and pamphlets. They included nearly all of the 

e most elaberate and costly works on natural. history and scientific travel 
published within that period, as well as many valuable and rare works 
for which catalogues of second-hand books were carefully examined. 
Ile also spent large sums on binding ‘and in altering the academy’s 
building for the accommodation of the books. In his last will he pro- 
vided an annual income of $300 to defray the cost of continuation of 
expensive serials, and an equal sum for the salary of a librarian. 

Between the years 1850 and 1857 Mr. Edward Wilson presented 4,184 
works. This collection is particularly rich in rare pamphlets and publi- 
cations of the last century. 5 
Among the valuable specialties of thelibrary is an extensive series of 

periodical publications of scientific societies throughout the world, re- 
ceived generally in exchange for those of the academy. ° It includes a 
complete set of the:Transactions of the Royal Society of London, com- 
menced in 1665, and still continued. Among the admirable books are 
the elephant folio edition of Audubon’s Birds of America, a gift by 
nine members of the society ; a complete series of the works of John 

Gould on birds and mammals, folio editions, beautifully illustrated ; 

Hlliot’s ornithological monographs, including his superb works on pheas- 
ants and birds of paradise. The work on pheasants is perhaps the most 

~ elegantly illustrated work on descriptive natural history ever published ; 
the plates were designed and drawn by Joseph Wolf, and colored by 
hand in the highest style of art; Wolt’s Zoélogical Sketches, illustrated ; 

Sonnini’s edition of Buffon, 127 volumes; The Flova of Austria, five folio 

volumes, illustrated by the process known as nature printing; The Ferns 
of Great Britain and Ireland, illustrated in the same manner. 

At the close of 1871 the conchological department of the library con- 
tained, with one or two exceptions, every work on conchology published
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up to that date. It then numbered 807 titles. The perfection of this 
collection is due to the generosity of Mr. George W. Tryon, jr., who gave 

to it the very valuable library on this snbjeet which he had formed. 

There is a valuable collection of illustrated works on Roman, Greek, 
and French antiquities, among which are all those of Piranesi. 

In 1868 the number of volumes in the library was ascertained to be 

21,964, The library now numbers about 30,000 volumes and 35,000 

pamphlets. . 

The books are kept in cases with glazed doors, without locks. There 

is a manuscript catalogue of each division to be found in one of the 

cases containing the works named in it. A general card catalogue has 

been prepared. 3 

The library is open from 10 a. m. to 10 p. m., daily, Sundays excepted, 

and may be consulted freely by any respectable person. It is maintained 

exclusively as a library of reference. 

_ Recently, Mr. I. V. Williamson has settled upon the institution $1,500 

a year, to be expended in the purchase of. scientific books, and for no 

other purpose. It is believed that this sum will be sufficient to procure 

all the publications which relate to the natural sciences as they appear, 

and maintain this in the front rank of special libraries. Mr. Williamson 

has in this gift conferred an inestimable benefit on the votaries of natu- 

ral science in Philadelphia, and fixed his name in grateful remembrance 
more enduringly than it could be in marble or bronze, and far more use- 
fully. 

LAW ASSOCIATION. 

This institution, founded in 1802, and supported mainly by subserip- 

tion, but partly by a tax on certain writs, is situated at the corner of 

Sixth and Walnut streets. The library possesses complete sets of the 
reports of the several States and of the United States, as well as those 

of Great Britain, and its collection of the pamphlet or annual laws of 

the different States is nearly complete. In the other departments it is 

also strong. The library numbers 8,500 voluines. 

APPRENTICES’ LIBRARY. 

| This is a free library, founded in 1820, and containing about 21,000 
volumes. It is used by 2,000 boys and girls. Persons over twenty-one 

years make a deposit of $2. The library increases at the rate of about 
1,000 volumes a year. It is supported by voluntary contributions. 

g FRANKLIN INSTITUTE. 

This institution was founded in 1824 for the promotion of the me- 

chanie arts. Its library, numbering 16,000 volumes, contains complete 
Sets of the American, British, and French patent publications. The 

work which the institute has done during the past fifty years in the 
Scientific education of mechanics is an important one, and its future
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promises even more usefulness than its past. The society made a profit 

of about $50,000 from its last exhibition, out of which an appropriation 
of $5,000 has already been made for the library. : 

SOUTHWARK LIBRARY. 

This is a circulating library, supported by subscriptions of $1 per 

annum. It isin a flourishing condition, and already contains over 10,000 

volumes. 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLYVANIA.! 

The Historical Society of Pennsylvania was organized December 2, 

1824. It met for nineteen years in the hall of the American Philo- 

sophical Society, and had the use of a small closet therein to contain its 

books. In the year 1844, the society removed to a room in the second 

story of house No. 115 (now 211) South Sixth street. Its collection then 

amounted to about 60 volumes, in addition to some boxes of public docu- 

ments received from the Government at Washington, which had not been 

opened, as the society had no place in which to put the books. Imme- 

diately after the removal the library increased rapidly, and it became 

necessary to provide other quarters, which was done by renting a room 

in the then new Atheneum building, at the southeast corner of Sixth 

and Adelphi streets, in which the books were placed October, 1847, In 

1849 the number of volumes in the library amounted to about 1,700, In 

the year 1871, in view of the growing demands for greater accommoda- 

tion for its library and other collections, and for a sphere of action sut- 

ficiently enlarged to meet the wants of a community that showed an in- 

creased interest in its labors, the society adopted measures that seemed 

to them to be calculated to effect the desired end, by removing the 

following February to their present abode, No. 820 Spruce street, 

which they had improved to better answer their purposes. In addition, 

it contains two fire-proof rooms for the greater security of the most 

valued treasures. The library at present contains about 16,000 bound 

yolumes, over 30,000 pamphlets, and 224 bound volumes of manu- 

eripts. 

The manuscripts of the Penn family were purchased in 1871 through 

the contributions of some of the members, and presented by them to the 

society March 10, 1873. Commencing as early as 1629, 74 volumes are 

now arranged and bound; the whole, when completed, may extend to 

150 volumes. The official and private correspondence numbers 29 vol- 

umes, beginning with the year 1654 and extending down to 185d, of 

which only two volumes are of a date subsequent to the Revolution. 

Fully three-fourths of the matter comprised in them relate to Pennsyl- 

yania and the adjoining States. The papers on Indian affairs possess 

great interest, and embrace 7 volumes, extending from 1687 to 1772. 

One of the volumes contains the original certificates of the delivery of 

1 See article on Historical Societies in the United States, Chapter XIII, pp- 365, 366.
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two beaver skins annually, on the first day of January, by the proprieta- 

ries at Windsor Castle; for this was the tenure by which Pennsylvania 
was held of the crown. These are complete from the years 1752 to 1780, 

inclusive. In the numerous petitions to the king and the proprietaries, 

many thousands of names of the early settlers of Pennsylvania are found, 
written between the years 1681 and 1765, of which about 2,000 are in the 
German language. 

The society possesses manuscript copies of the records of births, mar- 

riages, and deaths of the Society of Friends in Chester and a portion of 
Delaware County. These are much consulted, particularly by those 
engaged in genealogical researches, and possess the value of being made 

from the originals and only here brought together, and it is hoped that 
by the liberality of a few members copies of such records of all the 
meetings in Pennsylvania and the adjoining States may be obtained. 
Among the manuscripts may also be mentioned the Logan Papers, in 

5 volumes, from 1694 to 1802; the Shippen Papers, 5 volumes, 1747 to 
1790; the Potts Papers, 2 volumes, 1766 to 1780; Watson’s Collections 
and Annals, 2 volumes; besides 29 volumes relating to the colonial his- 
tory of Pennsylvania, and 24 volumes to the Revolution—all original doe- 
uments. In addition, there is an extensive collection of unbound manu- 
scripts, not yet arranged. : 

In the library is a book in the Amharic language, written on vellum, 
size 5 by 34 inches, containing 42 pages, formerly the property of 
King Theodore of Abyssinia, taken by an English officer, and pre- 
sented by one of the surgeons in the expedition. The society possesses 
a copy of the first Episcopal prayer book printed in New York in 1710, 
believed to be unique. 

In documents relating to the first French Revolution it is believed to 
be the most complete in the country, the collection having been made 
by the late William Maclure during his residence in that eventful period 
in Paris, and numbering 1,793 volumes. In works relating to the 
Moravian Church and its history the library is also rich, containing on 
this subject 335 volumes. The publications made by the society now 
number 15 octavo volumes, chiefly relating to the history of Pennsyl- 
Vania, besides 2 volumes of addresses. <All the collections of the historical 
Society, except about 300 volumes, have been the gifts of members and 
a few others. 

OTHER COLLECTIONS. 

Scattered over the length and breadth of Philadelphia are many 
other institutions possessing libraries, some of which number many 
thousand volumes, more or less accessible to the public. 
Each of these in its way is a centre of light and education to the sur- 

Tounding population. But it is clear that the multiplication of small 
libraries does not make up for the absence of one great library where 
the scholar, the professor, the editor, the author, the man of science, and 
the man of affairs, may each be reasonably sure of finding any book he
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wants. Fortunately the nucleus of such a library already exists in the 

combined Philadelphia and Loganian Libraries. What is still wanted is 

an adequate endowment. <A first class library is an expensive thing, 

bat it is indispensable for the higher education. The workman is help- 

less without his tools. <A circulating library is one thing and a library 

of reference is another. They need not even bea in the sams building, 
Pailadelphia, as I have shown, is well supplied with circulating libraries, 
What it now wants is a library of reference, like the British Museum, 

and the other government libraries of Europe, or even like Bates Hall 

and the Library of Congress. If they were in a fire-proof building, it can- 

not be doubted that the Philadelphia and Loganian Libraries would re- 

ceive gifts and bequests, as well-of money as of the private libraries of 
collectors; who, as a class, naturally shrink from having the toilsome aec- 
cumulations of a lifetime dispersed under the auctioneer’s hammer. 

The following list embraces such of these libraries as number more 

than 1,000 volumes each : 
Volumes, 

Memaomyot Notre Dame... ie... o ese i ccc s pe aces sewensicy sncv Recon’ ces -o=5 nye 

womerinan wanday-Sonool Union... .2. 2 -... 3.22. esi s23 125. i eoeee oo 0s eee ee 

Baptist Historical Society, (see Chapter XIII, p. 363, Historical Societies)...... 9,315 
Pt TS CUORD ACAGDUIS 510 ssi csv ueset bus icdeacekcace soahge shay <s-ma secu 
Prauboun cad UTD Rany ou ys! < anew snicnh ceases vehdens<Creriseed ee pac csctsh creat naan 

Berd (OTP NAD ASTIGMRN s..3 kos dee'esis iawn ede satss Wesncisa daa ee cehs <b ate Sse 

Pep Ory IDTARY eo las cic wecn ealcees beset i uessinacite snes <2 s'qnueed sane seen 

Carpenters’ Company of Philadelphia.......-.... .20. 2-2 wees cece eee cece eee 8, 602 

Catholic Philopatrian Literary Institute ...... 2-00... s2. eee cece knee sen ees 2,000 

G@entral Figh Bohnol.co.c6 8. fess bees dat aca se ani- bdeitelge ee ce cints - pee sdbis cee nn 

Cir iab- Ch uvon FLOs Mitel ani. «ccc sap cotccesaywwrnpais sey ow siese.dseawes ae pad) op een . 

Mibsist CONN PON aA OTOLY 2650.5 cnc ku so mueatcaives un wdinsssvcccea sauce sues sen sees 

MM ERAR ELMORE TCs nord oh a calp sae x hhe mctan. Labia linennicit:we cose sues ne sees 

Fifth Ward Grammar School... 0.2.6.2... oc. ccc ke cele e cee cece nace cdecwss SOU) | 
Mfobbab Rustin te S6-Co-* . coc Sets eS Seek Ed oe le oe 
Giipard’s Calo goaces 2500S division. i ghia ech dana ¥armunse oon bs-ses hangs <i an 
Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania, Free and Accepted Masons....-.-----.----+---- 1,500 

Tinhneraun, Medical College. -.c<nc.sessssnndewses ceae cnics<6senes) 5 oase9 esc aeenn 
Hospital of the Protestant Episcopal Church... ......2..2-2-2-e---e- cece ere 2849 

House of Refuge, (colored department) .........-2..-222...22ee scene eeeeee ee = 1,480 
Fastitute for Golored Youth. 4502. 2) 0.255.620 tee ot slde ud. Cl ea 
Institution for the Deat and Dumb 2.22... coe een. een sesteees eet dces oe 
Ran wincton LOMti bie... c<~/<<iq-~- j -xh.onir<25s~sajgos dues ah eas ayeanres. shige 
Keystone Public Grammar School.........2.2.seseeseeeesececceccer cece ceees 3 alT 
Py TOC OUPRR cece cos ucnan ase yee as occu enlcosaagucn nau heguner aa cee 
Library and Reading Room Association, Twenty-third ward .........-.-----++ 2, 000 
Giron Tashltntess si iced. eas fees kns heb - ad Seagal Deas? cack) «Doce 
Locust Street Grammar School... ...--.----c2 cs-scce-eucece scenes ceceesa-ss Simm 

Mechanics’ Institute of Southwark .........-...2e0 ceceee see tecece cece cecees 3) 000 
Moyamensing Literary Institute .....-.....- 222. coon cee ene cone cote cence e onee 4, 000 
Northern Home and Associated Soldiers’ Orphans’ Institute.........---------- 2,400 
Nofthiwestern Grahimar School 21.05 0.0. ec. kek le laced cece etic ame 
Numismatic and Antiquarian Society .... 02... 2... cee ne cece ss cone cone eee 1,500 

Pauitentiary, eastern, distriob?...s2s 56.20. ..-cds .ceeee socensibekecnse'ne sa seems em 
Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane... 22. .---e: ce- 2-2 ce cces eose cece ceeces 4,703
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z Volumes, 
Eniladelphia City Institute 2... eps \aciescuuceuwcdckul nous ee ehen eaten sesee,- 4,000 

Philadelphia Collegeof Pharmacy .....icc.- 2-25 200s unas oe U arco es eee ee 

Philadelphia Divinity School, (Protestant, Episcopal)...--..--..----------+--- 6,578 
Presbyterian Board of Publication 2.00... 0.2.0.2 lS. So 8,000) 

Presbyterian. Historical Society: : «sin ojo. cic h28 529d s sda <otg Taluk gee aeceees ATROOM 

Boxborough Lyceum << sc.'ng) oncecis caeacgaingedehen~ ocnamcmvcasieeweuneveana pauen 

Seminary of St. Charles Borromeo, (Upper Merion).............--.-+---.----- 9,500 

Aw Loeeph’s College .<. 2.4.55. 0. So aenveceap vac ene a= bace eae iuc nee cae Oe te 
Se vmnecnt's Sémingry 4/32 sy cabeeasea neat lene secle Cm men ements eres) ate 

Soldiers’ Orphans’ School -4.-.28 Holo eA AA 

Southwestern Grammar School. 4.20. 2.2.2 s.000. .--cidee sed catecddecck. +--+ 7 23000 

arog: Garden Lnstitute: . ....-.nni00<nesre~sseqdece nc doewaceeeereee weet gta cae 

Mabon Mutual Library... 66sec sebarsscsstcwnt sce ace cee uee tc eee ee ete 

honohers’ Inetitte ...-...22..5-< censonscaacesce sscdicsmces guunes ah tmune  enee rane 

Theological Seminary, (Evangelical Lutheran)........---.--222.---2..-...--. 3,500 

University of Pennsylvania, medical department. .........--- 222. .2-22. 2222. 3,000 

Wagner Free Institute. of Science... ... 2... 225. secejcess seen cone soceeticnseese 15,000 
West. Philadelphig Institute... ..sdec~s cos p-ntucnsenoeaialnslaepen sts Syme 
Woman’s Hospital 20200202.) 2 2aa ci ckates eucuap ones eotees eee enous Vereen 
Young Dadies’ Inshigute. <<. 2. 61... stsudeiness os alse seats aan near Nene anno 
Young Men’s Christian Association’... .....s0..0402. Loccscdee acetone HBP aES! 

Germantown Library. Company... .122 200 sce nces ence esas acdcewscea nse ss- 2,400 

V 7 IX.— PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF ST. LOUIS. 

BY JOHN JAY BAILEY, 
Librarian of the St. Louis Public School Library. 

ST. LOUIS MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, . 

On the evening of December 30, 1845, eight gentlemen devoted to 
mercantile pursuits met to initiate measures for the establishment of a 
library association. A committee was appointed to draft a constitution, 

Which was adopted, and a board of directors chosen in accordance with 
its provisions at a meeting in Concert Hall, January 13, 1846. Feb-' 
Tuary 2, 1846, cash collections amounting to $1,809.25, and subscriptions 
to the further amount of $498, were reported. Rooms were shortly after- 
ward obtained on the northeast corner of Pine and Main streets. Jo- 
siah Dent was elected the first librarian of the new library, and on the 
Ith of April, 1846, it was opened to the publie. 

At the close of the year 1846 the library contained 1,689 volumes; it 
Numbered 283 members; it had issued during the year 720 volumes ; 
its cash receipts had been $2,689.92; the property acquired was valued 
at $1,954.35. i 

In September, 1846, the library was removed to more spacious quar- 
ters, at Nos. 110 and 112 Glasgow Row, Fourth street. 
The association was incorporated by act of the legislature February 

16, 1847, 

Mr. James B. Yeatman, first president of the association, has been, 
from the first, among the most effective promoters of the success and 

62 B
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growth of the Mercantile Library. He was succeeded in 1848 by Mr, 
Alfred Vinton, who held the office two years. To him the library is in- 
debted for many costly gifts, which are esteemed to this day among the 
most valued treasures of the association. It was he who first urged 
upon the members of the association and the citizens generally the 
gradual establishment of a building fund, to be in time applied to the 
erection of a permanent home for the library. 

During the year 1850, the sum of $1,012 was secured for the building 
fund in various donations made by several individuals. In January, 
1851, Mr. H. EB. Bridge, then president, proposed the organization of a 
stock company, distinct from the library association, for the sooner 
carrying out of the desired end. Such a company was formed at once. 
It was incorporated February 17, 1851, under the title of the Merean- 
tile Library Hall Company of St. Louis, with authority to issue stock, in 
shares of $10 each; to purchase. a lot and erect thereon a building for 
the library— the library association to be permitted to occupy such 
building free of rent, upon their defraying all expenses for taxes, in- 
surance, and repairs, and further paying to the Hall Company 6 per cent. 
annual interest upon the stock held by the Hall Company. The company 
was required to transfer the premises, in fee simple, to the library asso- 
ciation, as soon as the latter should have become possessed, by purchase 
or otherwise, of the entire amount of stock issued by the former. Stock 
was issued by the company, from time to time, to the aggregate amount 
of $100,000. A lot, 115 feet by 127, was purchased for $25,500, on the 
corner of Fifth and Locust streets, and a building erected, covering the 
entire lot, and four stories in height. Itis built of red brick, with cut 
stone facings, in the Italian style of architecture, and was considered, at 
the time of its erection, one of the finest ornaments of the city. The 
first. story, 14 feet high, is rented out in stores ; the second, 20 feet 6 
inches in height, is now entirely occupied by the library ; the library 
room being 80 feet by 64, and the adjoining reading roo.n, at first and 
for many years used as a lecture room, being 80 by 44 feet. The third 
story, used for a public hall, is 105 by 80 feet, and 33 feet Ginches high. 

The lot and building cost $140,000. The library association has for 
some years been in possession of the entire amount of the stock of the 
Hall Company, (a large portion having been donated or exchanged for 
life memberships,) and is consequently absolute in its ownership of the 

premises. The name of Henry D. Bacon should not be omitted in the 

present account, as it was mainly through his liberality that the enter- 

prise was rendered successful. He took shares of stock to the amount 
of $20,000, and at a critical moment, by an additional advance of $10,000, 
enabled the company to continue its operations. 

On the 23d of January, 1854, the building was so far completed as to 
permit the removal of the library into the rooms devoted to its use 
On the 17th of October of the same year, the edifice-was entirely fin- 

ished. The statistics for the year ending January 1, 1854, (the eighth |
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year of its existence,) show that the library contained 10,565. volumes ; 

its membership for the year was 944; its issue of books, 9,885 volumes ; 

its receipts, $7,693.27; and the valub of its property, $22,756.71. 

Mr. Josiah Dent, the first librarian, and Mr. William Allen, his sue- 

cessor, each held the office one year. Mr. William P. Curtis was elected 

to the position in 1848, and filled it until 1859. He prepared the first 

catalogue of the library (published in 1850) and a supplement to it, 

(1851.) The catalogue was a simple list of the books, alphabetically ar- 

ranged, with full titles, and a classified index, under the general heads 

(subdivided into sections) of theology, jurisprudence, government and 

polities, sciences and arts, belles-lettres, history, works relating’ to 
America. 

Edward W,. Johnston became librarian of the association in 1859. His 

first important undertaking was the preparation of a second complete 

catalogue, the library then containing about 14,000 volumes. The cat- 

alogue was mainly a classified one, the alphabetical part being but » 

brief index of authors and the titles of anonymous books. The method 

adopted is the Baconian, or rather a modification of Bacon’s plan for the 

classification of human knowledge. “It places all books, not mixing 

together various branches of knowledge, under three great divisions: 

those of history, (or the memory,) of philosophy, (or the reason, the 

judgment,) and of poetry, (or the imagination.) The authors who have 

mixed their subjects, or have written separately on more than one, are 

assigned to the indeterminate class of polygraphs or writers on many 

things.” The first class is subdivided into 74 sections; the second into 
120; the third into 31; polygraphs forming a section by itself. 

Mr. Johnston’s policy in the selection of books for addition to the li- 
brary was that of filling up one section at a time, with a view to render 
each as complete as the resources of the library would admit. He began 
with English history and literature, both of which he largely enriched 
with the best procurable editions of the early chroniclers, poets, aud 
other writers of note. 

In 1862, Mr. Johnston was succeeded as librarian by Mr, John N, 
Dyer, who still holds the office. 

A noteworthy acquisition, at a cost of $1,000, in Mr. Johnston’s term 
of office, was a copy of Audubon’s Birds of America, text and plates 
complete, The copy itself is not only a very perfect one, but of unri- 
Valled interest, through the fact that it was the author’s own reserved 
copy, and bears in each volume of the plates his autograph attached to 
his bequest of it to his sister. 

In June, 1872, the agitation of the question of opening libraries on 
Sunday being then at its height, the Mercantile Library directors de- 
cided to try the experiment. The rooms were opened on Sundays from - 
2p. m. till 9 p.m., from June 9 till December 29, solely for reading 
and reference purposes ; no books being issued for home use, and none 
but members being allowed access. The average attendance was found
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to be 71}, and at the annual meeting in January, 1873, it was resolved 
that the experiment was a failure, and should be discontinued. 

The library ranks to day among the most usefal of the institutions 

of St. Louis and is a monument to the liberality and enlightenment 

of her citizens. It has been the recipient, from time to time, of 

valuable gifts of books and works of art, among which may be mentioned 

the Peck collection of books and pamphlets relating to America; the 

marble statues of Ginone and Beatrice Cenci, by Harriet Hosmer; 

marble busts of Burns and Walter Scott, admirable productions, pre- 

sented by the Caledonian Society of the city; a number of choice paint- 

ings and portraits; a large sculptured slab of marble from Nimroud, 

inscribed in cuneiform characters ; allof which, with many other objects 
of curiosity and virti, impart to the rooms an air of refined taste, and 

render them well worthy of repeated visits. 

The Mercantile is essentially a class library, and must always remain 

such. It is the pride of the commercial community, and owes to that 

large, wealthy, and munificent class nearly all the success it has 

achieved. None but persons engaged in mercantile pursuits are eligible 

to active membership in the association, although ladies and _profes- 

sional or trades people enjoy the privileges of the library as beneficiaries. 

The chief present want of the library is a new, more commodious, and 

fire-proof building, and the directors are already agitating the question 

of selling the present property and providing another and safer home for 

their treasures. 

The following figures, taken from the directors’ report for the year 

ending December 31, 1874, show the present status of the institution: 

PERUAL TOS OI OE, MALUIDOS ns 08) se somerset ake cGaneecen cae mansemer aerate: 42, 013 

Number of volumes added during the year: 
PRI UPSD ABE 0). oon ke he cle <anl 2a Seow ce tesa tent meme aye” 

PAV sOUGUION cad ote ee meres. da encase eset one are 
— 1,543 

Number of new members enrolled, 1874 ...... 02-22... .-000 ce ee cence eee 606 

Total membership : ° 

ALONOLATY. ID OMDTE sce. cnn acne = sss onsiniewn ice’ satiennaces 18 
Dtener bers co. toise soc haeca cm cmcanecncatp ect saceen ssc, CGO 

Proper tse ee sce oeers te teases sues Puree nen 
OLS R RS e226 eT Se Sere oc ace anweate S enue 4a Oe 

Bee olanies sis 5- pin enh See Wa cone peartepereseinkes Aidecye: POON 
ee 4, 446 

PGI GR TESHE Cela cn she coed heew ance cetete tees cease Mase tee nom elts 182, 175 
Total cash receipts, 1874...... 12... .c0ces scence cece dbs cance cect ceee =) $46,505 49 
Receipts from momberships.......-.. -.c--seeeesesecnde secede sseeeeeces  12)22076 
Receipts from rent of ball and stores.......---2--eeeeeseceeeeeeeeeseee= 19, 16 80 
Total value of property....25----0+ seers seeeee sees cree sees ceee eet ceee 278, 608 68 

During the year 1874 the third general catalogue of the library was 

published, ata cost of $8,170. In typographical execution it is very 

handsome; in method it differs but slightly from the catalogue prepared 

by Mr. Johnston; the general classes are retained; the minor subdi- 

visions are reduced in number—history contains 70; philosophy, 845 

poetry, 16.
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A supplement, with an index of authors, was issued in 1876, contain- 

ing 4,500 titles additional to those embraced in the general catalogue of 

1874. 

The terms of membership in the library are as follows: For proprie- 

tors, (merchants,) $5 initiation fee, $5 annual dues; for clerks, (in mer- 

cantile business,) $2 initiation fee, $3 annual dues; for beneficiaries, 

(persons not engaged in commercial pursuits,) $5 annual dues, no initia- 

tion fee; life memberships, $50. The library rooms are open daily from 

10 a, m. till 10 p. m., (Sundays excepted.) and daring the summer months 

from 9 a. m. until 1@ p.m. Once in four years the library is closed for 

general examination. 

ST, LOUIS PUBLIC SCHOOL LIBRARY. 

This institution is mainly indebted for its existence to Ira Divoll, su- 

perintendent of the St. Louis public schools from 1857 to 1868. Mr. 

Divoll entertained a deep and settled conviction that the public 

schools in and of themselves are inadequate to supply the youth of 

our country with such an education as should most thoroughly qualify 

them for their duties as citizens. Hence, in his view, the highest function 

of the public school —apart from its disciplinary side— was, first, to im- 

plant in the minds of youth a profound desire for the acquisition of 

knowledge; second, to point the way by which the coveted knowledge 

might be obtained, and third, to supply the material for gratifying the 

mental wants awakened by the text book education of the school. To 

meet these ends, one instrumentality wasindispensable, the library; and 

to the solution of the problem how to connect the library permanently 

with the publie schools as a part of the system Me. Divoll bant all the 

energies of his fertile and practical mind. To use his own words: 

There were libraries enough already for those who had ample means. Investigation 
showed that not 2 per cent. of the children in the public schools had access to libraries 
of any kind, and that probably not over 4 per cent. of them ever would have such ac- 
cess. It was for the remaining 96 per cent. that a new library was needed. A library 
for the mass of the people, and not for the favored few, must be accessible on very low 

and easy terms —as nearly free as possible. 

January 10,1860, Mr. Divoll submitted to the school board a plan for 

the establishment of a public school library. The two distinctive features 

of his plan were, first, that the fee for life membership should be fixed at 

the low figure of $12, payable at once, or in quarter-yearly instalments 

of $1; and, secondly, that the library should be inalienably connected 

With the public schools, and that its books should be selected with 

Special reference to the wants of their teachers and pupils. The facility 

of the proposed terms of membership, he argued, would bring the library 

within the reach of children‘of the most moderate means; while its dis- 

tinctive character, as an auxiliary to the public schools, would attract 
to its privileges pupils and teachers alike. This plan, though not acted 
on at the time, is nevertheless that upon which the Public School Library 

of St. Louis is conducted to-day.
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Various circumstances from year to year prevented the school board 
from carrying out Mr. Divoll’s plan for the establishment of the pro- 

posed library, but he never abandoned it. At last, weary of delay, the 

friends of the enterprise organized a Public School Library Society, 

which was incorporated by act of legislature February 3, 1865. By the 

terms of the charter, membership in the society was restricted to such 

as had been or might be connected in any way with the public schools, 

and all adult life members were to be entitled to a voice in the affairs of 

the library. Those affairs were to be managed by a board of sixteen 

trustees, of which the president of the school board was to be ex officio 

a member and the president; the superintendent of public schools and 

the principals of the high and normal schools were to be members ex 

ofticio; the remaining twelve (six of whom might be women) were to be 
elected by the life members of the society. 

The charter granted, unsparing efforts were made to obtain means for 

starting the new enterprise. A number of prominent citizens lent their 

aid, and advanced sums of money varying from $50 to $250, the greater 

part of which were subsequently issued in life memberships, under the 

direction of the donors. Ward meetings were held in various school- 
houses, andthe advantages of the proposed library laid before the peo- 

ple. A total sum of $5,726.65 had been collected, when, on November 

1, 1865, Mr. John J. Bailey became librarian. The sum in treasury above 

stated; a.nucleus of 453 volumes, chiefly school text books, presented 

by the school board; 304 life members, and about 200 who held certifi- 

eates of partial payments—such was the status of the incipient library 

on the Ist of November, 1865. 

- The sum of’ $5,000 was appropriated for the purchase of books; all the 

large publishing houses in the United States consented to fill first orders 

at discounts of 40 to 50 per cent.; and about 1,500 volumes had been re- 

ceived and registered when the library was first opened, December 9, 

1865, for the issue of books. A few rough shelves, in the session room of 

the school board, formed the entire accommodations of the infantile 
library. Early in 1866 a room in Darby’s building, corner of Fifth and 

Olive streets, was rented at $800 per annum, Its dimensions were 180 

by 20 feet; it was divided by a glass partition into two nearly equal 
apartments, one of which was devoted to the library, and the other, on 

the 16th of October, 1866, was opened with formal ceremonies, as a read- 

ing room, well supplied with newspapers and periodicals. The end of 

the year 1866 found the novel experiment wn fait accompli, as the follow 

ing figures will show: 

VGN TU MEE MIDIALY Wem cat ecogeet So wee sasece nso cenwtesm pete iseosee 9, 623 
Wa pein mala te en ee ey step ar seen n-ne se'< 2 been arcu dane ue 493 
Temporary SER tee airs ha Sues ainda Un ass eb akin a7e cinnns Sanienasen eae 1, 432 

Wiclinies Iksed Gurine ANG YEAR oo. ai a ce es ca we wee yten ne os ees 31,572 
Cash receipts from the beginning...... ..-..--2+2.eeeeeeeeceeceeeeeeeeeee S15, 204 % 

The causes of this success, and the means which promoted it, may be 

briefly stated as follows:
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ist. The community had need of it. It supplied a want that had 

long existed, unrealized until the library came to fill the void that had 

been vaguely felt, without being understood. Mr. Divoll’s invariably 
wise foresight had not been at fault when he augured that the library, 
once established, would meet with grateful appreciation and cordial 
support from all classes. 

2d. It was a public school library. None but persons connected (or 
who had been connected) with the public schools were eligible to mem- 

bership in the society. True, all classes in the community were com- 
prised in this definition, yet the teachers and pupils in the public schools 
naturally felt that the success of their library depended upon their exer- 
tions, and those exertions were put forth without stint. 

3d. The personal efforts of the well wishers of the library, and of those 

officially connected with it, had much to do with its early progress. 

Influential gentlemen, at considerable cost of time, solicited subserip- 
tions for memberships and donations—in 1866 and 1867, realizing over 
$2,000. The Franklin Library Association (1,060 volumes) and the 

St. Louis German Institute (676 volumes) were induced to give their 
books to the Public School Library, certificates of life membership being 

issued to the leading men who had control of those institutions. The 

High School Library was similarly given in exchange for thirty per- 

petual memberships vested in the High School. The librarian paid 

repeated visits to all the public schools, setting before the pupils the 

advantages of using the library and the attractions which it offered. 

The juvenile department in the library had been rendered especially 

full by ample but careful selections of the works of the best and most 

popular writers for the young. Perhaps no one circumstance contrib- 

uted more to the advancement of the library than the visits alluded to, 

and they are here mentioned as suggestions to other librarians. The 

exhibition of some handsome. picture books, the narration of some 

lively stories from books in the library, will draw the children in large 
numbers to drink of the fount set flowing for their refreshment, and the 

first taste will invariably grow into a fixed thirst for literary enjoyment, 
tising gradually from the hasty reading of story books to the more 

deliberate study of literature or science. In 1866 and 1867, two exhi- 

bitions were given for the benefit of the library. They were partici- 

pated in by the teachers and pupils of the public schools, and together 

hetted over $2,300. Courses of lectures were given, which, although 

the profit realized from them was very small, performed a great work 
in advertising the library and keeping it favorably before the notice of 

the public. One provision of the charter of the library society author- 

ized the school board to apprdpriate $5,000 out of the school fund for 
the use of the library, and this sum was given in January, 1868, it being 
the first and only amount the library had received from any public fund 
or endowment. 

The original intention that the library should be owned and controlled
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by the school board was never given up, but was held in reserve, to be 

acted on at the first favorable opportunity. On the 13th of October, 

1868, the school board appointed a committee of six to consult with the 

trustees of the library with reference to a transfer of their trast to the 

school board, and the library board promptly responded. After careful 

deliberation, the transfer was accomplished April 17, 1869, the entire 

property of the library society being transferred to the school board as 

absolute owners of the same, conditioned that they should maintain the 

institution according to the intention of its founders, and should appro- 

priate for its maintenance, in addition to its regular revenues, not less 

than $3,000 per annum; and, farther, that the library should be con- 

trolled by a board of sixteen managers, of whom nine should be appointed 

by the school board and seven elected by the life members of the library, 
In the subsequent revision of the regulations and by-laws of the library 

the last shadow of class distinction was abolished, and all persons, with- 

out discrimination, were admitted to the privileges of life membership 

on equal terms, é 
In October, 1868, the school board had purchased from the Washing: 

ton University the O’Fallon Polytechnic Institute building, and into 

this building the library was removed the same month. The purchase 

included the Henry Ames Library, which had belonged to the institute, 

and contained about 6,000 volumes; it was accompanied by the trans- 

fer to the school board of a legacy left by Henry Ames of $100,000 to 

perpetuate the Polytechnic Institute and the library connected with it. 

After the transfer of the Public School Library to the school board the 

Henry Ames Library was incorporated with it, and it has received 

annually $5,900 as its share of the interest on the legacy of Henry 

Ames. 

The first board of managers under the new régime was elected and 

appointed in May, 1869. Ira Divoll was elected president. 

Mention has been made of three libraries that were successively 

absorbed by the Public School Library. In November and December, 

1869, were purchased the private collections of the late Prof. HB. A. 
Rossmiissler and Dr. B. F. Shumard. The former (571 volumes) con- 

sisted of standard works on natural history; the latter (1,088 volumes) 

was essentially geological in its character, and in completeness, its size 

considered, was surpassed by few in the country. Between 1869 and 

1872 a number of scientific and other societies became identified with 

the library; some by giving their collections in exchange for life mem- 

berships, others by paying full membership fees. The library, on its 

part, agreed to expend all sums so received for books and periodicals, 
under the direction of the societies from which they were received; and 

the school board allowed the societies to hold their meetings, free of 

expense, in the session room-of the board in the Polytechnic Building: 

These societies are as follows: 

St. Louis Academy of Music.— Library contains 3,500 volumes; cabinet
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of natural history, filling six large double cases, deposited in Public 

School Library, subject to general reference, but remaining the property 

of the academy. 

St. Louis Medical Society— Total payments in cash for membership, 

about $1,800, all of which has been spent in the purchase of medical 
works. 

St. Louis Institute of Architects.—Vhirty-three volumes of costly works 

on architecture exchanged for memberships. 

Engineers’ Club of St. Louis.— Kighty-three volumes given to library, 

and membership fees paid in addition; the cash receipts being used in 

subscriptions to engineering periodicals. 

St. Louis Art Society.— Collection composed of 3 fine oil paintings, 21 

engravings by celebrated artists, 10 pieces of statvary casts from the 

antique, and 151 autotypes. All these are on permanent exhibition in 
the library rooms. 

Missouri Historical Society Collection of relies, pictures of buildings 

and portraits of distinguished persons, Indian curiosities, ete., deposited 

in the library, but remaining in the ownership of the society. 

Local Steam Engineers’ Association and St. Louis Microscopical Soci- 

ety.—The members of these two organizations pay fees which are used 

for the purchase of books under their respective direction. 

The connection of these societies with the library gives to it strength 

in the community, and helps to enrich it in the several special depart- 

ments which the societies represent. 

The Public School Library was first opened on Sunday, June 9, 1872, 

It has been open every Sunday since, from 10 a. m. until 10 p. m.; the 

public, whether members or not, having been freely invited from the 

first to use and enjoy it, and the issue of books to members for home 

use having gone on as on week days. The experiment has proved sue- 

cessful to a gratifying extent. While comparatively few books are 

issued for home use on Sundays, the issues for library use are much 

larger than on week days, as may be seen by the statistics : 

Average issue of books on Sundays: 
Volumes. 

For homeruse’.. 222 cacy acrseas coceeyeetotaateers ivaawe boeoe: a seey amuaereey 

Bor library! use. £205 Gig 55s. ou hack earesnc gene Weems saat iates ony ean 

Pokal aca. doses soca) cence eae canes see g eee autee eee arce ay = en ee 

Average issue on week days: : 

For home:uge So. s sn seo scan tent aun es hats oa te teint ee 
Por library mae si..c. scons svuces cousins shud saecue Wace cuca a ugee cd eeu eee one oe ie 

Motil: Worse khacs e ae Be a h Reeroaea 
The difference in the character of the reading in the rooms on Sun- 

days and week days is noteworthy. It shows that, while books of refer- 
ence ave most largely used on week days (chiefly by pupils in the 
Upper schools in the preparation of lessons or compositions,) juvenile 
teading preponderates on Sundays.
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During the months of March and April, 1875, a classified record was 
kept of the reading in the library rooms, with the following results: 

There were drawn on week days: novels, 227 volumes; juveniles, 408 ; 
other books, 2,026. On Sundays: novels, 9L volumes; j uveniles, 799 ; 
other books, 607. 

The first general catalogue of the library was published in 1870. It 
contains the titles of about 24,000 volumes, (including the books of the 
Academy of Science.) In form it is alphabetical with fall titles, and 
classified with titles abbreviated. The system of classification is an 

adaptation of the Baconian plan made by William T. Harris, LL. D. 

superintendent of the city public schools.! 

A card catalogue in duplicate (alphabetical and classified) has been 

kept, containing all accessions to the library since the printing of the 

first catalogue. In the arrangement of the books on the shelves the 

same method has been pursued as in the arrangement of their titles in 

the catalogue. The classes are divided by movable markers, and in 

each class the books are arranged alphabetically, no shelf numbers 
being employed. 

In September, 1871, a collection of duplicates was formed, to contain 

such light reading as may be for a short period in greater demand than 

the library can afford to supply with a just regard for the claims of 

more solid literature. Books may be borrowed from the collection for 

one week by members of the library upon payment of an extra fee of 

five cents for each book. The experiment has been successful. Since 

the collection was formed not more than two copies of any work of light 

literature have been placed in the regular library, while as many as 

thirty copies of one work were placed in the collection of duplicates. 

Up to the close of the fiscal year ending May 1, 1874, the total cash re- 
ceipts of the collection had been $2,032.25; the total expenditures, 

$1,989.06, 
So large a sum as $50 is seldom required in any one month to keep 

the collection fully up to the demand, while the income from issues and 

fines frequently exceeds $80, Copies of the popular magazines have 
from month to month been placed in the collection, affording members 

an opportunity, denied them before, of taking magazines home to read. 

As members may draw one book from the regular library, and at the 

same time as many from the collection of duplicates as they choose to 

pay for, the small fee of five cents a week is cheerfully paid. 

For several successive years efforts were made to obtain the passage 

of a State law in Missouri authorizing the establishment and mainte- 

nance of public libraries at public cost. Despairing, at last, of the 
attainment of any general law for the purpose, a special act for St 

Louis was passed March 27, 1874, as follows: 

The board of president and directors of the St. Louis public schools is hereby 
authorized to appropriate, ont of its annual income, for the maintenance of a public 

1For a description of this catalogue see Chapter XXVIII, pp.660-662, Catalogues and 
Cataloguing.
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library and reading room, with or without branches, which shall be free for purposes 

of reading and reference, under such rules and regulations as said board may from time 
to time prescribe, such sum as in their discretion may be proper. 

Under this act, the school board, in June, 1874, voted to the library 

$6,000 for the current fiscal year; and the aunual revenues of the ° 

library became as follows: School board appropriation, $6,000; inter- 

est on Henry Ames legacy, $5,900; income from memberships, fines, 

etc., $5,000 ; total, $16,900. 

In June, 1874, the library was thrown open to the public, free for 

reading and reference, the membership fees being retained unaltered 

for such as desired to borrow books for home use. It may here be stated 

that the membership fees have increased rather than diminished under 

the operation of the change. None of the members, so far as ascer- 

tained, have ceased their payments, while many, first attracted to the 

free library, have, after a time, paid membership fees for the privilege 

of taking home books which they lacked time to read daring library 
hours. 

The library is deposited in the Public School Polytechnic Building, a 

granite edifice four stories in height, and covering a lot of ground 110 

by 130 feet. The offices of the school board and a branch high school 

and normal school are also in the building. The library occupies the 

entire second floor. The library room is 60 feet by 80, and 33 feet high, 

The reading room, adjoining, is 100 feet by 50, and 42 feet 6 inches high. 

The present condition of the library is shown by the following statis- 

ties from the annual report for the fiscal year ending May 1, 1875: 

Volumes in library, (ineluding the collection of the Academy of Science and 

the colléction‘o£ duplicates) -..2 0 s.sic.ssechacce vee ceas vuceasesteemeprene 33, 758 

Number of newspapers and periodicals in reading room.........2..-.2.--+- 261 
Ibife moip heng-i..s pon cstn wave cogs ssp ipces rele t elas eeeemueN ade ene ane 

Porpetial meniberahips..<.+4. cu s0eapboas ints eu ele dus cncteaeeee 30 
Wohi porary: membprs.sces5 nice cet bantens cnet ace scsaes Weees ee ae! 

—_— 5, 825, 

New mombara. registered): 187476... ce2ss-<1 klk aia eee ae 1,395 
Issues ; 

Hor home U6), nt oes comaiponees goug sous ou cleeaiwny da gee Oo ela 
Hor library. Gse.c.. 25: ti cc cccape eden sa sree ceweseabinweacaceenuee Cem 

— 121,201 
Nelue of property; (detimated) 2.2/0. c22t- Sidhe cepdeqpec es cceu ees pes e¥ S72, IRt DE 

To the entire number of volumes in the library proper novels bear 

the proportion of 19.3 per cent. juveniles, 10.7 per cent. The average 

circulation for home use shows 52 per cent. of novels, 26 per cent. of 
juveniles. It has been determined that an annual expenditure of $600 

will supply the library abundantly with novels, and $250 with juveniles, 

uo matter how large the total amount the library. may be able to spend 
for books. 

ST. LOUIS LAW LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, 

This library was founded in May, 1838, by members of the St. Louis 
bar, Its conditions of membership and use are that the applicant shall
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be in good standing at the bar, shall pay an initiation fee of $20, and 
an annual subscription of $10. The books are not allowed to leave the 
room except to be taken to some court of record for use in lawsuits. 

Without endowment or support from any publie fund, this library has be- 

come one of great value. It contains about 8,000 volumes, of which 1,500 

are text books, the best having been selected; 1,500 reports and digests 

of foreign cases, and 5,000 reports and digests of United States courts, 

The library is in the county court-house, and is used by 380 members, 

ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. 

The university library contains 17,000 volumes, exclusive of students’ 

society libraries, which number 8,000 volumes. The main library, whieh 

is intended for the use of the professors, but to which any inquirer is 

always made welcome, contains very complete collections of the early 

writings of the Catholic Church, such as the works of the Fathers, trea. 

tises on the canon law, and ecclesiastical history. Several works in the 

collection are unique in our country. The library possesses some illu- 

minated medizeval manuscripts, numerous rare and original editions of 

the Bible, and fine collections of the classic writers, as well as of the 
modern historians and theologians. It was begun in 1829 by some 

priests who came hither from Belgium, bringing a small collection of 

books with them, to which additions have been made from year to year 

from the funds of the university. 

ST, LOUIS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. 

The academy was organized in 1856, Dr. George Engelmann being 

elected president. In April Dr. C. A. Pope offered “the free use of 

the cabinet hall and other rooms suitable for the purposes of the acad- 

emy, in the Dispensary Building of the St. Louis Medical College,” 

which offer was gratefully accepted. The academy was incorporated 

by act of legislature January 17, 1857. Through the influence and 

efforts of its early presidents and secretaries, it was soon placed on 

a good footing with similar institutions, and valuable @onations of 

books and transactions of other societies, as well as gifts and ex- 

changes of specimens, gave it a respectable beginning of a library and 

museum. In 1869 it lost most of its collections, aside from its library, 

by fire. Au agreement was shortly after entered into between the acad- 

emy and the St. Louis board of public schools, by which the former 
has since held its semi-monthly meetings in the session room of the lat- 

ter, and the library and the remains of the cabinet have been placed in 

the rooms of the Public School Library. Fortunately for the academy, 
a large and valuable collection of fossils and mineralogical specimens 

had, before the fire, been lent to the Washington University, and was 

thus preserved. The cabinet of the academy now fills three and a half 

large double cases, with glass doors, placed in the reading room of the
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Public School Library. Their contents are the results of gifts from indi- 
viduals and societies and exchanges. The library occupies an alcove in 
the same library room, and is accessible to users of the Public School 
Library for purposes of reference. The contents of the library are as fol- 
lows: Bound volumes, tranSactions of other societies, 407; bound volumes, 
miscellaneous scientific works, 904; unbound volumes, transactions of 
other societies, 1,176; unbound volumes, miscellaneous scientific works, 
257; total, 2,744. 

The academy published the first number of its transactions in 1857. 
It has thus far published nine numbers of transactions in all, being 
volumes I and II and parts 1 and 2 of volume III. It has remaining on 
hand of these 2,670 numbers, held for sale or exchange. 

ST. LOUIS MEDICAL COLLEGE. 

The library of the college numbers 1,100 yolumes. It was founded in 
1844; is restricted in use to the faculty and students} and is maintained 
and increased solely by voluntary contributions. The library of the late 
Dr. Charles A. Pope (500 volumes) passed in 1875 into the possession of 
the college, one-half by purchase, the other half being given by his , 
widow. 

INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS. 

This order has a library numbering 4,000 volumes, which was begun 
in 1868, For its support ten lodges contribute 25 cents semi-annually for 
each of their members, and 50 cents for each new member initiated. 
This gives the library a yearly income of about $1,500. It subscribes 
to the leading popular American magazines, and has about 600 volumes 
of German works, popular and standard. The room is open daily from 
Monday till Friday, from 7 to 10 p. m., and on Saturday, from 2 to 10 p.m. 
It is accessible only to members of the contributing lodges and their fam- 
ilies. 

ST, LOUIS TURNVEREIN LIBRARY, 

The library was begun in 1855. It contains 2,000 volumes, of which 
250 volumes are English; the remainder chiefly German. The Tarn- 
yerein appropriates $20 per month for library purposes; the fines col- 
lected amount to about $10 more. The reading room is open only two 
nights during the week ; it is supplied with about 20 newspapers and 
magazines. 

LIBRARY OF THE ACADEMY OF THE VISITATION, 

The library was organized in 1832 by the Sisters of the Visitation. It 
Contains 4,000 volumes, including every varietysof literature. It is sup- 
ported by the pupils, who pay a yearly fee of $2 for the privilege of its 
use. The total yearly income of the library is $150, the greater part of 
Which is used to replace books worn out; new books are rarely added.
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LIBRARY OF THE URSULINE ACADEMY. 

Begun by the Sisters in 1840, it now numbers about 2,000 volumes, 
The pupils pay a fee of $2 per annum for its use, making its annual in- 
come about $125. ri 

LIBRARY OF THE COLLEGE OF THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS. 

The library was founded in 1860, and contains 22,000 volumes and 

about 156 manuscripts. Its income is-about sufficient for its support, 
and is derived from membership fees paid by the pupils. 

YOUNG MEN’S SODALITY LIBRARY AND READING ROOM. 

This library dates from the foundation of the Sodality Building, which 

was built under the directorship of the Rev. A. Damen, S. J., about the 

year 1855. Its object, as well as that of the library rooms attached, is 

to furnish sound moral literature in its various branches to the mem- 

bers of the sodality. Lately, however, it has been madeaccessible to the 

friends of the society, who can become members by paying an initiation 

fee of $1, and afterward 50 cents a quarter. To the members every- 

thing is free. The library and reading room are supported out of the 

general fands of the sodality. The following are some of the statisties: 

Books in the library, 1,327; periodicals in reading room: dailies, 8; 

weeklies, 9; monthlies, 9; quarterlies, 1; total, 27. Number of mem- 

bers who avail themselves of the use of the library, 300. Books issued 

during the year ending May 1, 1875, 1,225 volumes, classified as follows: 

reviews, magazines, etc., 49; history, 122; biography, 172; poetry, 49; 

theology and controversy, 12; essays and lectures, 74; tales, sketches, 

and travels, 661; philosophy and physical sciences, 37; ascetic, (religion,) 

49; total, 1,225. 

The above figures will serve to give an idea of the classification of the 

books.» The whole range of literature is comprised, and, while the num- 

ber of books is not very large, every book is selected with care, and every 

subject covered by sufficient material to give the reader a pretty com- 

prehensive insight of it. The library is intended to foster a Catholi¢ 

spirit in its members, who are all Catholics. 

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES. 

There are four distinct collections: The general library, containing 

4,500 volumes, chiefly books of reference; the scientific department 

library ; the law library, of 3,000 volumes; and the Mary Institute Li- 

brary, of 500reference books. Gifts from prominent citizens have assisted 

in their inerease. The jfrofessors of the law department gave their sal- 

aries for one year to add books to the law library. Mr. Hudson E. 
Bridge bequeathed to the university the sum of $100,000, the interest 

on which is to be divided between the chancellorship and the libraries.
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The income of the latter will be about $1,500 a year. With the excep- 
tion of the law library, no great effort has been made to build up the 
university’s collections, as the university owns several memberships in 
the Mereantile Library, and a large number of its pupils are similarly 
connected with the Public School Library; and these two public libraries 
supply to a great extent the wants of the university. 

GERMAN EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CONCORDIA COLLEGE. 

The library of this college was begun in 1840, It now numbers 4,800 
volumes. \ 5 

MISSOURI MEDICAL COLLEGE. 

The library of the college dates from 1840, and contains 1,000 vol- 
umes. 

X.—PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF SAN FRANCISCO AND OF THE 
PACIFIC COAST. , 

BY A. E, WHITAKER, 
Librarian of the Mercantile Library, San Francisco, Cat. 

Unquestionably one of the most noticeable features in the literary 
advancement of the United States during the last quarter of a century 
has been the increase in the number, magnitude, and sphere of useful- 
hess of libraries. From the humblest beginnings, when, in 1820, the 
Boston and New York Mercantile Library Associations were inaugu- 
rated, until the present time, their influence has been steadily extend- 
ing, and has been fraught with mealealable advantages to the literature 
and general character of the people. With special significance does 
this apply to those known as public libraries. 

In the full and proper acceptation San Francisco has no public library, 
and yet, in the history of these great c¢o-edueators of our country, she 
is entitled, through her association libraries, to no little consideration. 
The Pacific coast has been deemed the ultima Thule of the United States, 
and not a little astonishment was occasioned when rapid and easy com- 
munication revealed to the old such fruits of progress and advance in 
the new. True it is that literary interests have failed to keep pace with 
the more material, but yet they have passed successfully through the 
Nost materialistic age in the country’s existence, and to-day the library 
associations of the West occupy a position which many similar ones of 
the Eastern States strove in vain for half a century to obtain. 

But many reasons prevail why comparison with like associations of 
the East should be studied with indulgence. And first stands that of 
age. The majority of the libraries of the eastern cities were from ten 
to fifteen years advanced before a similar institution had come to light 
on these western shores. The oldest library on the Pacific coast has 
Just issued its twenty-third annual report. Again, our libraries have
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never received a single important donation, either in money or books, 
while most of those in the East have been the recipients of liberal gifts 

in both. Such benefactors as Beck, Cope, Morton, and Roberts to the 

Philadelphia Mercantile Library; as Grosvenor, MeLane, Hunt, and 

Demilt to the New York Mercantile Library, have not as yet had 

their counterparts with us. The well known bequest of Dr. Rush of 

$1,000,000 to the Philadelphia Library Company; that of the Astors to 

the Astor Library; and those to the Boston Public Library, almost too 

numerous to mention, aggregating over $300,000, together with an en- 

dowment fund of over $100,000, and the rich additions to its collection, 

by the same means, of the Bowditch, Parker, Ticknor, and Prince Libra- 

ries—these combined have hitherto failed to tempt any of California’s 

millionaires to take a similar step for her libraries. There is scarcely 

a town in the Eastern States of twenty or thirty thousand inhabitants 

that has not, either by municipal grant or by private generosity, con- 

tributed liberally toward making public collections of books.  More- 

over, while most of the collections above referred to are situated in 

the great bookmarts of America, and in frequent and easy communica- 

tion with those of Europe, surrounded by wealthy friends interested 

in their success, and aiding them by liberal gifts of books and money, 

ours of the Pacific have been left to struggle alone, and cannot point 

to a single bequest, save by the hand of some actor, musician, or 

lecturer ; while every one of the thousands of volumes on our shelves 

in its voyage hither traversed many thousands of miles, and, instead 

of serving as an eloquent testimonial to the fostering care of .a legisla- 

ture, or the munificence of an Astor, a Cope, a Bates, a Phillips, or a 

Peabody, is due to the unaided exertions of an association of private 

citizens. 

The principal libraries of San Francisco, and hence of the Pacific 

coast, (the State library at Sacramento not being here considered,) are 

those of the Mercantile Library Association, of the Odd Fellows’ Asso- 

ciation, and of the Mechanics’ Institute. 

MERCANTILE LIBRARY, 

First, in point of age, in extent of collection, in importance, and in 

all that constitutes it the closest approximation to a public institution, 

should be. noticed the Mercantile Library. Dating almost from the 

foundation of the city, its history is one of a slow but gradual advance 

against an adverse current, of few encouraging prospects, and not with- 

out an occasional struggle for existence itself. The first successful] 
attempt to organize a Mercantile Library Association in San Francisco 

is recorded as having been made at a meeting held on the evening of 

the 22d of December, 1852, in the chamber of the board of aldermen. 

The account relates that “ several previous efforts which had been made, 
from time to time, with a view of forming associations of a kindred 

character, had been rendered unavailing by a peculiar force of circum:
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stances, resulting partly from the unsettled state of society, and the 

many discouraging reverses which had befallen our whole mercantile 

community, by reason of the frequent disastrous conflagrations that 

had repeatedly laid our city in ashes, and thrown a gloomy pall over its 

brightest hopes of prosperity. But, feeling the importance of such an 

institution, the young men were not to be defeated in their commendable 

exertions; and confident of the merits of their cause, and bold in their 

hopes of success, again renewed the attempt which has happily resulted 

in the permanent establishment of the present institution.” From the 

minutes we find that “ notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather, 

the meeting was numerously attended, showing that a deep interest was 

felt among all classes of the community and affording the most flattering - 

encouragement for the permanent success of the movement.” The cap- 

ital stock was fixed at $50,000, in shares of $25 each. Subscriptions to 

the amount of $2,000 were immediately pledged. A stirring appeal 

was issued to the public for assistance ; a committee was appointed to 

extend the subscription list, and the amount was rapidly increased to 

$5,000, On the evening of January 24, 1853, a meeting was assembled, 

the final organization effected, the certificate of incorporation adopted, 

and officers elected for the ensuing year. Mr. David S. Turner was the 

first president, and effectively served in that capacity for two years. 
As the nucleus of a library, a collection of 1,500 volumes of standard 

works, the library of General Hitchcock, was purchased. By means of 

donations from many of the most earnest supporters of the enterprise 
of books, from editors of the daily papers of a number of valuable files 
of our daily journals, the number was increased during the following 

year to nearly 5,000 volumes. Periodicals, newspapers, and magazines 

were obtained from the Atlantic States and Europe, and, in a new 

country like California, where all were sojourners, met with the heartiest 
Appreciation, Suitable rooms were procured in the California Exchange 
vuilding, then on the corner of Clay and Kearney streets, and on Mareh 
1, 1854, with these resources, and under these auspices, the institution 
commenced its career of usefulness. 

To look back from the vantage ground afforded by the present, and 
note the constant progress it has made, it would seem that its success 
Was insured from the start, but it has not been without great effort on 
the part of its stanch supporters and its éfficient boards of manage- 
ment. Several periods are still fresh in its history during which its ex- 

istence was almost despaired of. However, prosperity followed it, and 
at three several times it was co pelled to seek more commodious quar- 

ters to accommodate its rapidly increasing treasures. The more clearly 
to show what constant and rapid growth has attended its early history, 
Ufe following table of statistics may be offered - 

63 E
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NUMBER OF VOLUMES AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH YEAR. 
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Few libraries, indeed, are so little indebted to the beneficence of able 

and generous donors for their prosperity and usefulness as the Mer- 

cantile Library of San Francisco. Donations of books in any number 
it has never known. Gifts of money from the close grasp of million- 
aires have neyer fallen to its share. The association should then con: 

gratulate itself upon its exceptional and permanent advance and the 

high and solid position it holds to-day. Compared with the growth cof 

Phis apparent decrease of circulation is due to a change in the system of keeping 

the records, 

|
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other kindred institutions for the first twenty years, as shown in the 

following table, there is no slight occasion for surprise and gratification : 

Volumes. 

Boston Mercantile Library, founded in 1820, contained in 1860... ..-......--. 19,000 

New York Mercantile Library, founded in 1820, contained in 1860......-.---. 55,000 

Philadelphia Mercantile Library, founded in 1821, contained in 1860......---. 16,800 | 
Cincinnati Mercantile Library, founded in 1835, contained in 1860 ........-... 21,000 

Baltimore Mercantile Library, founded in 1839, contained in 1860.........--. 16,950 

St. Louis Mercantile Library, founded in 1846, contained in 1860....... ..--. 16,000 

Brooklyn Mercantile Library, founded in 1857, contained in 1360...--...----. 17,500 

For the first decade of its existence the San Francisco Mercantile 

exhibits an accumulation of 15,906 volumes, and an increase of circula- 

tion from 3,371 to 40,136 a year. At the end of the second decade 

33,614 volumes are numbered in its collection, while its circulation has 

swelled to 84,763. A fit closing of the first decade of its career was its 

reincorporation, in 1863, under an act of the legislature passed in the 

early part of the same year, thus annulling its old shares of sto¢ék and 

converting its shareholders into subscribers. The management of the 

association was*vested in a board of trustees, consisting of a president, 

vice-president, corresponding and recording secretary, treasurer, and 

nine trustees, to be elected annually. No member was to hold the office 

of president or vice-president for more than two successive years. The 

early history of the association may be said to close with the comple- - 

tion and possession of its new library building and the straggle which 

ensued in recovering from the burdensome indebtedness assumed in its 

construction. A brief review of the undertaking and its results will 

not be out of place here, since it was one of the darkest and most hope- 

less periods in its whole history. 

Library building. 

In 1865, the project of procuring a lot and erecting thereon a building 

Suitable for the accommodation of the association first began to assume 

some sensible form, but, indeed, only after years of agitation, discussion, 

anddeliberation. Since 1861, the library had occupied contracted quarters 

intheold building onthe corner of Montgomery and Bush streets, at a con- 

Stantly increasing rental, and it was apparent to all that an early change 

to more commodious rooms was fast becoming a necessity. In 1865, by 

the united efforts of the trustees, the sum of $20,000 was secured from life 

memberships and donations. With this amount, increased by an addi- 

tional sum of $2,000 applied from the general fund of the association, the 

board of trustees of the following year, acting upon instructions directly 

given by a large and enthusiastic meeting of the members, proceeded 

“pon their delicate and difficult task. After great deliberation, a lot was 

finally chosen on Bush street, midway between Montgomery and Sanson, 
' the central part of the city. The price to be paid was $50,000. All the 

available cash in the treasury of the association, about $22,000, was de-
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' voted to the part payment of this purchase price. A loan of $100,000 was 
then negotiated, the lot and proposed building being security. From 
this the balance of the purchase money was paid upon the lot, and the 
erection of the building commenced. Additional loans were subse- 
quently effected to the amount of $100,000, the whole bearing interest 
at the rate of 1 per cent. per month. The building was completed and » 
formally dedicated on the 18th of June, 1868. 

In his following report, the president announced that the total in- 
debtedness of the association was $240,000. This amount had been 
reached, contrary to the expectation of the board, by reason of obstacles 
and delays during the construction against which no ordinary ingenuity 
could provide. It was proposed to reduce it by subscription, as far as 
possible, and, for the balance, to‘negotiate bonds of the association, 
secured on the property, bearing a moderate interest. But these hopes 
and expectations proved illusory. Bonds tor $100,000 were issued, bear: 
ing %per cent. interest, but they could not be negotiated. A second 
series for $150,000, bearing interest at 8 per cent., was placed upon 
the market, with a like result. An effort was made_to obtain subserip- 

tions, but without success. A course of lectures by distinguished east- 
ern speakers failed to be supported, and assisted even in depleting the 
treasury. A fair, held in the library hall, met the same fate. ‘To quote 
from President Swain’s report : 

Thus matters stood at the commencement of 1869. The prospects were most gloomy. 
No favoring response came from any quarter. The purpose for which the building had 
been erected appeared to be a failure. The institution was on the downward road. 
There was no money to be appropriated to the purchase of new books. It was im- 

possible to obtain a supply even of the cheap current literature of the day. Booksellers 

had already large unpaid bills, and could not afford to trust any longer. The expenses 

were increasing with the increase of the debt. No helping hand was extended to save 
the institution ; appeals to the publie pride, public duty, public necessity were fruit- 

less. The French Loan Society, failing to receive their interest, had commenced a suit 
of foreclosure. The fate of the library appeared sealed. With any other treasurer it 
would have died at once. The trustees, almost disheartened, discouraged, and dis- 

gusted, met night after night for consultation, but they were like meetiugs of con- 

sulting physicians over an expiring patient. It was evident the patient must die. If 

a decent burial could be vouchsafed, it was as much as the trustees would dare ask of 

an enlightened and liberal people, But at this crisis, just as the hearts of the trustees | 
were most faint and weary, temporary relief came from an unexpected quarter. 

Camilla Urso, to whom the association is under a multitude of obligations, proposed & 

grand musical festival, from which a handsome and very welcome sum was realized. 

The festival was, in every respect, a great success, and netted to the 

association nearly $20,000. It awakened an interest in the public mind 

and prepared the way for the consummation of the scheme from which 
complete deliverance at last came, A bill, which became a law Febru- 

ary 20, 1870, was passed by the legislature, authorizing the association 

to hold three gift concerts, at which articles of value should be dis- 

tributed, providing the proceeds were devoted to the liquidation of the 

indebtedness of the association. The entertainments were given, witha 
’
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net profit of $310,120, from which the entire indebtedness of the associa- 

tion was paid, and a balance of $20,000 turned over to the treasurer. 
In June, 1868, the property of the library was transferred to the new 

quarters, and the building opened to the public. It received from the 

press generally, as it has since from the many eastern and foreign tour- 

+ ists who have visited it, the highest meed of praise and commendation. 

It has a frontage on the north side of Bush street of 68} feet and a 

depth of 1374 feet. It is three stories in height, with basement and 

attic. The design of the front elevation is elegant and elaborate, and 

is in the style known as modern [talian, The entrances are three in 
number, surmounted by arches; the centre or main one, with a similar 

one on either side. By these the visitor is introduced into a grand cen - 

tral entrance, on the ground floor, 26 by 60 feet in extent, and 19 feet 

in height, with a wide central staircase leading to the library and rooms 

above. On the first floor are placed the library room, ladies’ reading 

room and parlor, the reference room, trustees’ room, and what was 

formerly used for the chess and smoking room. 

The second floor comprises the newspaper and magazine room, store 
room, and chess room. The attic rooms are designed for offices, artists’ 
studios, etc. There are two stores on the ground floor, one on each 
side of the main entrance, each 18 by 50 feet, while in the basement 

is the lecture room, 58 by 74 feet in area, and 24 feet high. Con- 
nected with this are a supper room, ladies’ and gentlemen’s dressing 
rooms, and waiting rooms. The library room proper is reached by two 
entrances, one upon each side of the vestibule. This apartment is 52 
by 64 feet in extent, and occupies the entire frontage of the building. 
The books are arranged upon the east and west walls in cases pro- 
Jecting from the spaces between the windows. The librarian’s desk 
is conveniently placed near and between the two entrances, and is 
enclosed by a massive railing in the form of a semicircle. The vesti- 
bule is lighted from the library by a large plate window, in the centre of 
which is placed a double-faced clock dial, so that the hour ean be ob- 
served from either side, while the works of the clock are in a glass case 
Within the inclosure of the librarian’s desk. Directly over the library 
toon, of similar dimensions, and ou the third floor, is the reading room. 
It is furnished with convenient stands for newspapers, which are dis- 
played thereon and neatly secured by an ingeniously devised file invented 

by the former janitor of the building. For convenience of reference, 
the different papers are geographically arranged by countries, States, 
ete, the desks lettered, and a register posted ueat the entrance to direct 
one, without delay, to the desired journal. There are 244 newspapers 
on file, 81 of which are Atlantic or eastern and foreign, while 140 belong 
to California and the Pacific coast. Tables of a peculiar design, adapted 
for this use, oceupy the front portion of the centre of the room, and 
Contain 115 magazines, of which 63 are foreign and 47 American, together 
With 21 miscellaneous illustrated journals.
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The terms of membership to the association are: life members, $100; 

for subscribers: initiation fee, $2, and quarterly dues, $3, payable in 

advance. At the date of the annual report, January 22, 1875, there 

were 1,643 subscribing members in good standing, 320 life members, 

and 78 honorary members. The current revenues and expenses, as fore- 

shadowed by the retiring president, for the succeeding year, may be + 
roughly estimated as follows: 

Receipts: Dues, $20,000; initiation fees, $1,000; rents, $8,000; other 

sources, $1,000; total, $30,000. Probable expenses, $20,000; leaving 

about $10,000 for the purchase of books. 

The collection contains, at present, over 41,000 volumes, which, in ap- 
proximate numbers, may be distributed through the various depart. 

ments as follows: Bibliography, 400; belles lettres, 2,000; biography, 

2,400; French language, 2,200; German, Spanish, and Italian, 1,300 

history, 3,500; collected works, 850; magazines, (bound,) 4,200; poetry 

and drama, 1,400; public documents, 1,800; romance and juvenile, over 

10,000; science, 4,900; theology, 1,250; travels, 2,700; reference, 1,500; 

duplicates, 600 ; making in all 41,000. 

Although from various causes, but principally from lack of the requisite 

means, the library cannot be said to have devoted itself to the building 
up of any special department, and hence is complete in none, it yet 

offers to the general reader goodly treasures from every mine. It has 

fortunately acquired a creditable collection of illustrated works of an- 

tiquity, architecture, painting, natural history, etc.; material of great 

cost, and of equally great value. For many years the preservation and 

binding of magazines and serial publications, as well as the completion 

of imperfect sets, have received special attention. In the transactions 

of scientific and learned societies the library has made a good beginning, 

The association has recently received, as a gift from the British govern- 

ment, a complete set of the Abridgments of British Specifications of 

Patents, with all continuations. 
Book delivery.— Previous to 1875, books were delivered in the Mer- 

eantile Library by means of two cumbersome registers of 2,500 pages 

each. This system was attended with great labor and inconvenience, 

and has been superseded by another and more satisfactory one. It 

consists of an octagonal cylinder of wood, 3 feet 6 inches in height, 

and 3 feet in diameter, revolving vertically on its axis. Into each of 

the eight faces are bored 250 holes, 3 inches in depth and # inch in 

diameter. The cylinder thus contains 2,000 holes, which, being num- 

bered from 1 to 2,000, supply the place of pages in the old regis- 

ters. As a hole is allotted to a member, a card of regulated size, and 

of some distinct color, is placed therein, upon which are written bis 

name, address, and the. number of the hole. These cards are pel 
manent, indicating the ownership of the hole, and are uniform in color 

When a book is given out a similar card, but of different color, is used, 

upon which are placed the letter, indicating the department in which
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the book belongs, the title, or number, or both, and the number 

of the hole belonging to the party drawing the book. For conven- 

ience, cards can be stamped before the work of delivery begins, and 

with a little care, in such a manner that the department letter can oe- 

cupy a small space on the end, distinct by itself. Upon the return of 
the book the card is taken from the hole, the book identified, and the 

card dropped into a drawer, where it remains to furnish data for the 

statistical tables at the end of the month. 

As will be observed by reference to the tables already presented, the 

circulation of the library is between seven and eight thousand volumes 

a month, the annual average for the past five years being 85,940. This 

number is exclusive of books used in the rooms for reference and 

reading, which, by actual count, at various times, proves to be equally 

great. A table of classification of the circulation for the past year, to- 

gether with the rate per cent., shows how slight a variation exists in the 

statistics of the circulating libraries in various sections. 

Circulation for 1874, 
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As Mr. Poole, the librarian, remarks: “Statistics show that the taste 

for reading in one community is the same as that of every other com- 

munity in similar social conditions. Statistics here, (Cincinnati,) in 

New England, and in Old England show in the main the same results.” 

Doubtless they will not be materially changed by any new development 
on the Pacific coast. About 75 per cent. of the selections will be prose 
fiction and juvenile. 

For additional interest, the following table is compiled, showing the 
annual circulation for five years, in the special departments mentioned : 
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As no library is complete without a catalogue, so its history would 
in so much fail did it make no mention thereof. The association has 
issued three catalogues. The first was published in 1854, shortly after 
its organization, and enumerated less than 3,000 volumes; the second 
followed in 1861, and contained nearly 14,000 volumes ; the third and 
last was completed February 1, 1874, and forms a complete catalogue 
of over 36,000 volumes. The first; two proved of little permanent utility, 
while the continuation by slips, carried through the subsequent years 
by various hands, was so utterly lacking in accuracy and uniformity, 
that the catalogue of 1874 was necessarily the result of a complete re- 
examination of each individual book in the collection, involving a great 
expense of time and money. It is prepared upon what is termed the 
dictionary plan, consisting of an alphabetical arrangement by author, 
title, and subject, with discretionary subdivisions of the latter, according 
to its extent and importance. Like the Boston Public Library cata- 
logues, it furnishes complete “contents” of all important works and 

collections; but it advances one step beyond the point they have yet 

reached in that it presents them in a purely alphabetical order, by 

subject, or, as in cases of cullected authors, by author, and in very im- 
portant collections by both author and subject. Without some method- 
ical arrangement, in cases of extended “contents,” one’s search for an 

author or article becomes a tedious, not to say fruitless, task. The re- 

cent date of its publication, and the small quantity of supplementary 

slips accumulated, (which are made and arranged in every respect similar 

to the catalogue itself,) place the library in this respect on a footing 

equaled by few. The first sapplement of 168 pages, and containing 5,000 

titles, was issued in 1875. Pamphlets are catalogued as books, but are 

placed temporarily in pamphlet cases; while the cards, numbered to cor- 

respond with the case used, are kept in a separate compartment, distinet 

from the body of the card catalogue. At convenient seasons the pam: 

phlets are classified as much as possible and bound, the reference on the 
cards changed, the card inserted in the card catalogue, and the bound 

volume added to the accession list. 

The location of the books upon the shelves is in accordance with the 

usual system of classification, and an alphabetical arrangement by 

_ author is observed in each separate department. The general divisions 

are themselves subdivided, and the same arrangement by author adhered 

to. The practicability and advantage of such a system in moderate 

¢ llections, and in those in which books are accessible to the public, are 

beyond question; but in a large and growing library, where the difli- 

culties of classification render it perplexing to assign places to the new 
accessions, and almost impossible to find many of them when once 

assigned, it becomes imperative to adopt some system more exact aud 

satisfactory. For this reason, the association has determined to number 
its, books, and the only regret is that the step could not have been taken 

before the construction of the catalogue. In numbering, the divisions of
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classification are observed, although the striet alphabetical arrangement 

therein is somewhat interfered with. This step of numbering the books 

should lead to another greatly needed and more important, viz, that of 

denying the public access to the shelves. Every open library suffers 

from such a license: more than its records can ever show. And yet, 

aside from the unknown but assuredly great loss an open library ex- 

periences at the hands of dishonest people, it can be safely claimed 

that three-fourths at least of the wear and injury sustained by books 

on the shelves arises from the promiscuous Handling of the careless and 

curious. To a librarian it is disheartening ; books belonging in one 
department are constantly found in some other ; they are declared “out,” 

when some careless hand has simply misplaced them; valuable sets, per- 

haps procured at great pains, are discovered ruined by the less of a vol- 

ume, and he despairs in his repeated efforts at reclamation. 

Detracting nothing from the flattering account of the new building of 

the association, reflecting naught upon the credit of those who pro- 

jected it and bore all the burdens of the long struggle, the fact yet re- 

mains, unpleasant as it is, that its location was ill chosen, its construe 

tion, in matter of capacity and accommodations, inadequate and unsat- 

isfactory. Situated as it is in the business centre of the city, it is sur- 

rounded on all sides by lofty buildings, and is, in consequence, deprived 
of the primary necessity of a library—light. Moreover, provision 

should have been made, in the construction of so expensive an edifice, for 

not less than 100,000 volumes. A library to live must grow, and a grow- 

ing library requires a large margin for its accessions. Calculations for 

an increase, at least equal to that of the past, cannot be avoided. Dur- 

ing the two decades just past ithas been aconstant struggle for existence; 
every dollar expended for books has been the result of great effort, and 
yet, for each decade, there have been added 15,000 volumes. In twenty 

years more the number of volumes in the collection should be doubled. 
San Francisco is rapidly stretching out; what wasa few years since “ out 
of town” is now considered “down town.” Her population, according 
to the city directory for 1875, is placed at 230,000. The need of a new 
location, one more retired ; of a building more generously supplied with 
light, and adequate in every way to the natural growth of the collection, 
is already a matter of serious consideration with the board of manage- 
ment. 

In making up an account of the libraries of San Francisco, so much 
Space and detail have been allotted the Mercantile Library because in its 
inception and design, in its membership, its functions, its influence, and 
in the estimation in which it is held by the public, it is, more essentially 
than any other, the public library of San Francisco. Unfortunately, per- 

haps, for the material interests of the association, the public contribute 
freely to its patronage, but poorly to its support. Instead of receiving 
State or municipal aid and encouragement, the association is called upon 
for an annual tax of $2,500 as the price of its usefulness; a thing, I be-
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lieve, quite unknown in Europe, and in the older States of this country. 
Without donations of books, without legislative or municipal aid, in spite 
of all obstacles which have beset it, in the face of the materialism of a 
new country, it has possessed itself of a large collection of books, of a 
fine building, and has made itself acknowledged the educator it really 
is on the Pacific coast, and now occupies a creditable position among 
the libraries of the country. 

3 ODD FELLOWS’ LIBRARY. 

The Odd Fellows’ Library of San Francisco is an outgrowth of Odd 
Fellowship, the fruit of the bequest of the late S. H. Parker, a promi- 
nent member of the order, and was established in 1854. The library 
association is a regularly organized and chartered body under the laws 
of the State, and not merely a representative department of the lodges 
of the order. 

The lodges are almoners of their members’ fees, under a solemn contract, signed and 
sealed by the several lodges of the jurisdiction, which compact may require the codper- 
ation and joint action of both parties to the contract to alter orannul. . . 
Each lodge contributing for its members shall have the right of naming one trustee. 
And any lodge contributing the sum of 50 cents per quarter in advance for each of 
its members shall thereby entitle each of its members in good standing to mem- 
bership in the association ; but every person, before he is a member, must sign its con- 
stitution and by-laws. The board of trustees are not merely Jodge representatives. 

While they are lodge representatives in the association, they are trustees of the associa- 
tion ; a separate organization with legal status. Lodge requests will be duly respected, 
but lodges or a lodge has no moral or legal right to dictate to the trustees of the library 
association. 

As will be seen by its laws and regulations, its sphere of usefulness 

as a public library is circumscribed, as its membership is restricted, to 
members of the order; and yet Odd Fellowship has attained so eminent 

a position, and is represented by so universal a membership in this city 

and throughout the entire coast, that its library assoviation has become 
one of the great fountains of public influence, and claims a prominent 
place in the present notice. The association has succeeded in gather- 
ing together a very useful, and, in many respects, a valuable collection 

of books. The library occupies rather contracted quarters, in a building 

which is owned by the order, and used principally for the accommoda- 

tion of the several lodges of which it is composed. 

The number of volumes reported in the library in May, 1874, was 

nearly 25,000. The total number on the accession list at the present 
writingis but little less than 27,000. The various departments of litera- 
ture represented in the collection are shown in the following classifica- 

tion, viz: 
: Classification of collection. 

Volumes. Volumes. 
Atlases, maps, charts, ete ....-.... 50 | Collected works........-------s00 400 

Belles lettres .................-.. 1,120 | Congressional, State, and law re- 

IGRPADNY <2. b-0-ascceas sce ety 950 POPbe -e. -.. ee oe ene ence cane 675 

Ola Ee ee 500 | History: 2.32s:.c:2.2/cd2..qsa0 ee
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Volumes. Volumes. 

Illustrated works .........-...--- 0") Theology... tc cckues take ea aes 620 
Letters, speeches, etc........2-... 200 | ROtQrOnGE 2.20. <ccwc eee reecetes 600 
Medisinernisiiss0. 2S 120 | Science and art........-..--..--- 2000 

Philosophy,language,andeducation 300 | Social science...--....--..---.+-- 300 / 
Newspapers, (bound) ............. 230 | Societies, transactions ............ 750 

Novels’ s+ soso ge sacs eeceutt cee, cE Voyages and travely...........-.. 1,974 

Odd Fellowship and Masonry..... 200 | German: 5.2530. wecstienes ceneeay ean Cee 

Patent Reporte. 01. .sit soaks 250 | —— 

Perlodiosls. <n --.wsncsessensceee G00) | TOtal foie ci A eoas ese e eeeneeet 
Poetry and drama........-..0222. 770 | 

As will be seen, selections have been made from every department 

with moderation, rather than from any special one extensively. As there 

are many Germans in the order, the German department is very strong. 

Books are added to the collection at the rate of about 2,500 volumes a 

year. The number of members entitled to draw books is 3,735. The 

number classed as contributing members is 100. The receipts from dues - 

are about $7,000 annually, and the amount expended for books about 

$2,500. 
The circulation reaches nearly 7,000 volumes a month, or about 80,000 

ayear. The following table shows the use made of five principal de- 

partments for the last five years: 

rbge Abs 
Year. eo ‘don = Essays. Faas nee 

; juveniles. 

MMU Reis Ve a ane oven ME a cae acca Gadd Geainaalseeag teeters eee ene naa 

JOPN SS oo Oras Reet cau say tence ue eas 1; 767 | 50, 207 2,177 | 1, 458 61, 763 

ABID Ss oo; us oka ee sopeseeaae eocacaareuene ties 1,537 | 59, 928 2,2 1,315 70, 629 

SEIS. oes bowen urease aces uabebecscmecnin tees 1, 793) 66, 211 2, 385, 1, 689 79, 530 

IBA seed gh Wha eos sok hectinceeh Ng eae eee 4,209] = | 1, 664 78, 219 

*"No classification of circulation this year. rae 

“In regard to the popular taste in reading,” remarks the librarian, in 
his annual report for 1873-74, “the results shown forth in the statistics 

of eastern libraries correspond, iu the main, to our own. The eastern 

Statistics find the demand for novels ranges from 70 to 75 per cent. Our 

experience places the figures at from 8) to 85 per cent. With them, 
Such writers as Dickens, Thackeray, George Eliot, Irving, and Haw- 
thorne, acknowledged masters of fiction, take the lead. With us, other 
authors, like Southworth, Stephens, Holmes, Braddon, and Dupuy, are 
most popular with the bulk of our readers. But time, the great educa- 

tor, aided by the powerful influences of the library itself, will, I trust, 

in the end correct this little aberration, and set us right.” Connected 

With the library room is a well supplied and well patronized reading 
toom, whose files present some sixty newspapers of the city and coast, 
and twenty-three from the Eastern States and Europe. Forty maga- 
zines, American and foreign, can be found on its tables, while on the 
teference shelves of the library are fifteen valuable sets of society jour- 
hals, transactions, reports, etc., received in bound volumes. Among
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these may be mentioned the British Association Reports; the Bthno- 

logical Society of London Journals and Transactions ; the Geographical 

Society Journal; the Geological Society Journal; the Linnzean Society 

Transactions; the Social Science Association Transactions ; and the 

Statistical Society Journal, each amine of wealth in itself. The library 

has only a manuscript catalogue, and that of little utility. The presi- 

dent, in his last report, says: “ One of the greatest difficulties under 

which we labor now is the want of a printed catalogue. We hope that 

this defect will be removed at as early a date as possibie.” Unfor- 

tunately for the comfort and attractiveness of the library, it has little 
light and less available book room. 

MECHANICS’ INSTITUTE LIBRARY. 

The first meeting of the mechanics of the city of San Francisco for 

the purpose of organizing the association now known as the Mechanics’ 

Institute was held at the office of the city tax collector, in the City Hall, 

on the evening of December 11, 1854. A committee was appointed to 

draft a constitution and by-laws, and, on the 6th of March, 1855, the 

same were reported and accepted. As set forth in article 1 of the con- 

stitution, the association was to have for its object the establishment of 

a library, reading room, the collection of a cabinet, scientific apparatus, 

works of art, ete. On the 29th of the same month a permanent organi- 

zation was effected, and the first regular board of officers elected, with 

Benjamin Hayward as president. 

Passing over the years of straggle, which, in common with the host 

of similar institutions, mark its early history, we find it in 1866 in 

the building on’ Post street, erected by the institute, and the one . 

oceupied at the present day. The lot was purchased for the sum of 

$25,000, and the building cost $45,000. The collection comprised at 

that time 11,250 volumes. The whole number of volumes in the col- 

lection now reaches 24,108, while in the president’s last annual report 

the valuation placed upon the lot and building, in the summing up 

of the assets of the institute, was $120,000. The membership roll con- 

tains names in good standing to the number of 1,456. The initiation 
fee for members is $1, and the quarterly dues $1.50; life membership, 

$50. Memberships are furnished strangers and sojourners at the rate 

of 50 cents per month without initiation fee. The annual revenue of 

the library may be estimated at: memberships, dues, etc., $6,000; rents, 

ete., $7,000; total, $13,000, from which, after deducting current ex- 

penses, a balance of $1,000 or $1,500 remains to be applied to the pur- 

chase of books. The library contains over 6,000 volumes in the depart- 

ment of science and art. As its name vould imply, it has directed its 

efforts in the main to the expansion aud perfection of those departments. 

Its purpose is to build up for the city and the whole coast the best pos- 

sible collection for reference of works on the practical sciences and 

mechanical arts. In this view the accessions to the library for the last 

five years will be of interest.
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Accession list. 

Year. | Sea Fiction. Miscellaneous, ‘Total. 

SON ce si pwns cascussbenkstxeautucagern a 626 1,147 820 | 2,593 

WBTOTL - 2. eee ee eee eee cece eee eee ee] 5384 687 712 1, 983 

ASH 98) cantets= sats tras. De tea kind 726 607 583, 1,916 

BETRTR i nbn tuk inant, Wank icgacinagi gies aaah 246 605, 405 1, 256 

1873-74 Tay TE Seen 284 605 372 | 1, 261 

bal steerer es pat 2,466 kg 65t | 2, 892 | 9, 009 

From this exhibit we find an average annual addition of 1,800 vol- 

umes, of which one-fourth belongs to the department of mechanical 

science and art. 

The circulation of the library reaches nearly 7,000 volumes a month. 

The actual figures and classification could not be reached, since the 

librarian has discontinued the record op the ground of the immaterial 

variation from one year to another, and the substantial correspondence 

in percentage existing among all similar collections. A classified 

catalogue of the library was issued in 1867, consisting of 100 pages, 

and representing nearly 12,000 volumes. Iv is the only one it has ever 

had printed, and is probably found to be of limited use at present. It 

is continued by slips mainly on the same system. It is the intention of 

the trustees to issue, at an early date, a new catalogue of the works in 

the reference room of the library. : 

During the last year the institute has received from the British gov- 

ernment a complete set of the British Specifications of Patents, with the 

continuations. The value of such a set on the Pacific coast cannot be 

overestimated, and it is a matter of general congratulation that it has 

fallen to the lot of the Mechanics’ Institute, to which it properly be- 

longs, to have it in charge. _ 

The Mechanics’ [nst tute of this city is essentially a representative 
of the industrial interests of the State. To it belongs the credit of 

having carried through successfully the only exhibitions of California 

industry ever given in San Francisco. Since the year 1857 the institute 

has held nine industrial fairs, and the incalculable benefits accruing to 

the industrial interests of the State and coast through the extensive 
exhibitions of home and foreign inventions, applications and produce- 

tions, reflect the highest credit upon the noble enterprise of the institute 

and the ability and zeal of its managers. Each year surpasses the pre- 
ceding in the magnitude of the undertaking, and industrial and financial 

success. 

From the beneficent hand of Mr. James Lick, through whose regal 
liberality $2,000,000 have recently been distributed among deserving 

institutions and for public works in San Francisco and other places, the 

Mechanics’ Institute is favored with a gift of $10,000 to be devoted to 

the purchase of works pertaining to the mechanical and scientific arts. 

This is the first bequest as yet recorded to a library in San Francisco.
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SAN FRANCISCO ART ASSOCIATION LIBRARY. ‘ 

The library of the San Francisco Art Association, though at present 
small, is important as forming one of the many humble and promising 
beginnings which are destined some day to assume a recognized im- 
portance among the literary fountains of the coast. The association 
was organized March 28, 1871, having for its objects the promotion of 
painting, sculpture, and other kindred arts, the diffusion of a cultivated 
taste for art in the community at large, and the establishment of an 
academy or school of design. Its membership is composed of artists 

and persons interested in the progress of art. Every member is 

required to pay an admission fee of $2 and monthly dues of $1. Life 

memberships are $100. There are set apart annually, from the net 

income of the association, at least $100 for the purchase of books and 

periodicals relating to art. The library contains some 280 volumes of 

standard works of art, including the London Art Journal, Galerie des 

Peintres Célébres, Lubke’s History of Sculpture, Lacroix’s works, ete. 

The association is favored with a wealthy, influential, and enthusiastic 

membership, and will undoubtedly become, in time, the possessor of 
an art library of great extent and merit. 

LA LIGUE NATIONALE FRANCAISE. 

The Ligue nationale frangaise was organized in this city immediately 

after the signing of the treaty of peace between France and Germany, 

in 1871. f 

Its object is to promote friendship, encourage patriotic’ sentiments 

among French people, aid in advancing the cause of education not only 

in California but also in France, and assist in their distress the patriotic 

emigrants from Alsace and Lorraine. 

The league each year offers several prizes of 500 franes for the best 

written treatise, in a popular point of view, on subjects named by the 

society. The manuscripts are read by a committee selected for the 
purpose, and the accepted ones are printed and circulated here and in 

France (in country districts only) to the extent of from 50,000 to 200,000 

gratuitously. 

At the monthly meetings political and literary essays are read by a 

lecturer appointed at a previous meeting, when the subject is given out. 
It is the intention of the trustees to open, as soon as the means will 

permit, a regular afternoon course (free) for ladies learning French, & 
literary course, and, in addition to this, an evening course free to all 
foreigners desiring to learn the English language. This course will be 

strictly devoted to the teaching of the language. 

The library, which was begun in 1875, numbers nearly 6,000 volumes, 

and is accessible to persons of all nationalities. 

Aside from those noticed, there are in Sau Francisco numerous soci- 

ety libraries, but of slight extent and promise, many private collections 

of creditable proportions, and a promising and growing law library, SUp-
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ported by a revenue from the courts, and principally available by the 
legal profession ; but in the three described centre the library interests 
and prospects of the Pacific. Do they promise to supply the increasing 
demands which are destined to arise here? No; there is a demand for 
something more general, more generous. There is a lack of unity of 
interests, of oneness of purpose and desire, evinced in some well meant 
efforts toward building up for the new West a single grand publie de- 
pository of books freely accessible to all. The Pacific coast is and will 
ever remain inconveniently distant from the great library centres of the 
Atlantic States, and should possess among its own resources one univer- 
sal library of reference for its students and scholars. A free publie li- 
brary secures the interest of all. Such an one in San Francisco should 
look to the wants of our entire western domain and to the exigencies of 
generations to come. Like the Library of Congress for the Atlantic, it 
should be constituted for the Pacific a storehouse of every publication, 
not only of California, but of the General Government and of the whole 
country. It should be financially independent, and above and beyond 
individual or party caprice. 

The materialism of California is wearing away. The day may not be 
very distant when some one of her many millionaires shall imitate the 
nunificence of great benefactors in the Hastern States, and establish for 
the Pacific a free public library. ; 

OTHER COLLECTIONS. 

A list is appended of other public or semi-publie libraries in San 
Francisco, containing each 1,000 volumes or more, further statistics of 
which will be found in the general table at the end of this volume.— 
Eprvors. 

Volumes, 
Anadémy: of Notre Dame: --205-- <2. 0s soa yb ac eee coe cont cmmese ot ag OE 
ay Vibrary2220..1_ cots Sousuccne Meee wise wien cy a ame eel eee 12, 500 
BaOMG! Le Ea cies a oe ee eee ee ee 
BbTgnating Colleges... -..0¢ focanh  sclecn thos vant fu Sieh oe MUSenn aL oan ean 

Sodality library, (gentlemen's). .-: .- 2222 ;,02.0 J) eeceguccek 44 oo once. Caner OOO 
Bodality librany,-(ladieg’) .2c.'-.34 <1, <<a tee sa code come tioe aaa earet ee 1,500 
Students? library ssp kg scos sons ens oe te ae pee 1,500 

Bh Mauy's Calle ge ss... xy. mcs0 s-ocskeead foie ae ee 3,500 
Rut Prapcisco Veal i..c:<n:4o se veachander ie. Melina eee 5, 000 
Society of California Pioneers.........--. .-.2c+ sees eecees dssieae doc eae as besa ce OPO 
Theological Seminary of San Francisco. (Por a sketch of this library see Chap- 

ter.IV, p. 142, Theological Libraries)... .-.. .t+c0s seosplecce <cccceense sauce 5, 000 
Young Men’s Christian Assueiation. 2.52.00, fees ee sce LOLS 

SACRAMENTO LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, 

The Library Association of Sacramento dates its organization from 
October 26, 1857. It can hardly be pronounced prosperous, having no 
fund to depend upon, and owing, aside from its floating debt, a mort- 
sage of $6,000 upon its building. The library was built at a eost of 

‘This library is the property of Mr. H. H. Bancroft, author of the Native Races of 
the Pacific States of North America, but may be freely consulted by scholars.
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$17,000, of brick, centrally located, 34 by 80 feet, and is neat and con- 

venient in its appointments. The annual receipts of the association 

from all regular sources amount to about $2,000. For the year preced- 

ing the report made October 1, 1874, however, they ran up to $3,863.33, 

The number of paying members at that date was 144; life members, 

34; honorary, 4, and scholarships, 8 ; making the total number of per- 

sons entitled to the privileges of the library 186, 

The number of books in the library, at the date mentioned, was 5,539, 

with barely any increase since. The library also possesses many pam- 

phlets not as yet catalogued or enumerated, but no manuscripts. The 

rooms are open only from 1 to 5 and 7 to 10 p.m. The cireulation of 

its books amounts to about 5,000 volumes per anuum. There are on its 

files 8 monthlies, 10 illustrated and scientific periodicals, and 20 daily 

and weekly newspapers. Public interest in the assoviation is needed to 

give it life and vigor. Its sources of revenue are barely sufficient to 

meet the necessary current expenses, and outside means are annually re- 

sorted to to supply whatever deficiencies may exist. 

SAN JOSH LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, SAN JOSH, CAL. 

The Library Association of San José was incorporated July 13, 1872, 

declaring its object to be the establishment of a library and reading 

room; the collection of a cabinet, scientific apparatus, works of art; and 

the general diffusion of knowledge by means of the circulation among 

its members of the various books, periodicals, and journals published 

throughout the world. It is under the immediate direction of a board of 

management, consisting of a president, vice-president, recording seere- 

tary, corresponding secretary, secretary, and twa trustees. 

Its support is derived from three classes of membership, viz: life, 

annual, and monthly. Any person may become a life member by the 

payment of $50. Monthly members pay 50 cents a month, in advance. 
Annual members are charged $6 per annuin, payable semi-annually, in 

instalments of $3. Ten years’ consecutive membership constitutes one 
a life member. 

In July, 1874, the following constituted the entire membership of the 

association, viz: annual members, 188; monthly members, 180; life 

members, 21; honorary members, 11. ‘Total membership, 400, 
The circulation of the library for the year i874 amounted to 13,118 

volumes. The number of volumes in the library in June, 1875, was about 

4,000, of which 1,085 were added during the last year. The association 

has no separate building of its own, but temporarily occupies rooms in 
the Knox building. 

There are found on its files some 40 magazines and illustrated papers, 

and about 90 newspapers. The library possesses no catalogue ot its 

books as yet, but the librarian is engaged in the preparation of one, and 

promises its speedy publication. 
San José is a cousiderable city, situated about fifty miles south of San
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Francisco, the centre of one of the most lovely and promising valleys 

(Santa Clara) in the State, and bids fair to possess at no distant day, in 

its young and flourishing library, a most valuable and useful collection 

OREGON STATE LIBRARY, SALEM, OREG. 

The State Library of Oregon was founded in 1850, upon an appropri- 

ation of $5,000 made by Congress August 14, 1848. It was totally de- 

stroyed by fire December 31, 1855, which accounts, in part, for the 

present small collection. The legislature furnishes it support in the 

shape of an annual appropriation of $750, which is invested by the 

chief justice. According to the last biennial report of the librarian, the 

collection contained 6,217 volumes, including 960 pamphlets, the greater 

portion of which are, naturally, works on law and statistics. There are 
some 1,400 volumes of reports and digests of the same, and nearly 4,000 

volumes of laws, journals, legislative documents, ete. The library is 

open to the reading public from 9 a. m, to 4 p. m., except during the 

sessions of the supreme court, which are held in the rooms twice a year, 

when the public are admitted from 7 a, m. to 9 p.m. The librarian is 

elected for two years, at an annual salary of $500. Attached to the 

report of September 1, 1874, is a catalogue of the library, forming a 

pamphlet of sixty-four pages. 

PORTLAND (OREGON) LIBRARY gSSOCIATION. 

The Library Association of Portland was organized in 1864. Begin- 

ning in an humble way, through the liberality of a few prominent citi- 

zens, it has, by an economic management and careful expenditure of its 

funds, steadily advanced to its present substantial position. It is map- 

aged by a board of ten directors. The first subscription was started in 

the winter of 1863-64, and resulted in the realization of $2,561.50. Two 
thousand dollars of this amount were immediately invested in books, 

and the balance appropriated toward the furnishing of suitable rooms, 

At the end of the first year the association found itself in debt to the 

amount of $684.25, which was speedily removed, however, by donations 
and initiation fees. The membership rapidly increased, and there was 

in a short time a surplus in the treasury. The association has four 

classes of membership, viz, life, annual, quarterly, and honorary. Any 

person can become a life member by the payment of $200. Yearly 

members are charged $25 per annum, and quarterly members $3. per 

quarter, 

At the end of 1864 the library possessed 500 volumes. It numbers 

about 7,500 volumes and 150 pamphlets. Its increase in 1874 was 550 

Volumes, which may be considered its average. The annual circulation 

of books among its members reaches 15,000, volumes, with the usual 

Percentage in favor of fiction. Its reading room is well supplied with 

hewspapers, periodicals, etc., having some fifty Pacific coast papers, 

hineteen Atlantic, thirty American magazines and illustrated papers, 

and twenty English and continental. 

| 64 E
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GENERAL STATISTICS OF ALL PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN THE 
‘ UNITED STATES, 

BY THE EDITORS, 

INTRODUCTION — TaBLé — LIST OF LIBRARIANS. 

In the subjoined table will be found statisties of all public libraries 
numbering three hundred volumes or more from which returns were 
received in 1875~76, excepting common or district school libraries. 
Some common school libraries from which returns of the number of 
volumes were received have been included, but they are too few and 
unimportant to materially modify the figures given. In the summary 
below the number of volumes they contain has been deducted from the 
aggregate number of volumes reported in all the libraries of that class 

In preparing the following table it was found advisable, in most 
instances, to combine the society libraries of each college, and make 
but one entry for all; so that the number of -libraries is apparently, 
though not really, reduced from 3,682 to 3,647, a difference of 35. 

The chief fault of the table is its incompleteness. The omissions 
are as follows: 653 libraries do not report the date of organization or 
foundation ; 2,172 do not report the average annual increase of books ; 
2,940 do not report the extent of yearly use of the library; 1,960 do not 
report whether they have a permanent fund or not; 2,852 do not report 
a yearly income from any source ; 2,913 do not state the yearly expend- 
itures for books, periodicals, and binding; and 2,039 do not report the 
amount paid yearly for salaries and incidental expenses. Hence it 

appears that the only column of the table which is complete through. 

out is that giving the number of volumes. The totals given below do 

not include the statistics of eight libraries embraced in the table, from 
which returns were received after the summary was completed. 

The following is a summary of the table: 

POMP IIOHOE.OL VOIMCR. 005 ose -cccccleneeecessheldssetseg lessdeecbaen EQUeTeROee 
Total yearly additions, (1,510 libraries reporting) .............. .-s--+ eee 434, 339 
Total yearly use of books, (742 libraries reporting)......-........---+---- 8,879, 869 
Total amount of permanent fund, (1,722 libraries reporting)...........--- $6, 105, 581 
Total amount of yearly income, (830 libraries reporting).........-..--.c-- 1,398,708 
Total yearly expenditures for books, periodicals, and binding, (769 libraries 
POOPED evra pe Aiba vem ests om 1m Senta Soce Sarde casa casue ss .0cy pee Onn 

Total yearly expenditures for salaries and incidental expenses, (643 libra- 
MEP RODUEG ES vas csansrapcies s/octadaeies Cova cso vastedily soc lwece gs sk ghar
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Imperfect returns show a little more than 1,500,000 pamphlets in all 

the libraries. 
It will be seen that parish and Sunday school libraries have not been 

included ; indeed, no systematic effort was made to gather the statistics 

of such libraries, which are almost as numerous as the churches in the 

country. 

The number of volumes in the other public libraries of the United 

States is as follows : 

Libraries numbering 300 volumes and upwards.........-..---..--------- 12,276, 964 

District school libraries, not included in above...-...---1..-..----------- 1,365,407 
Pamphlets, (imperfectly reported) .....----.-----++-2-ecee sees stecee- see 1,500, 000 

Respecting district school libraries the further remark is necessary 

that the reports of the State superintendents of California, Connecticut, 

and New Jersey do not show the number of volumes in the libraries, 

and therefore the school libraries of those States could not be included 

in the above total of this class. California has expended for libraries 

in the last ten years, $138,564.64; Connecticut expended for libraries 

and apparatus in 187475, the sum of $7,668.82; in New Jersey about 

thirteen thousand dollars have been expended since 1871 for libraries. 

Following the table will be found a list of the names of librarians. 

and other officers furnishing reports. In many cases, as in school and 

academy libraries, there is no regularly appointed librarian; in some 

other instances the name of the librarian was inadvertently omitted 

from the return.
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1 Auburn, Ala................| Agricultural and Mechanical College of Alabama....| 1873 ..--..| Col..-..-| 1,720 | 260 |..........] $0 | 0! $50 
W) Anbuta) Alas. <c:-2--+--+.|' - Sontbby Latirariee’ 5. -<---2--<4eanccetassseseioe dm ce sess Soe'yoo | B30: ose: [oak weal cent -- ata eee ae ee ee 
3 | Florence, Ala Secdsee ord Florence Synodical Female College. ........--...-----| 1855 |......| Acad....} 2,500 |......2.|..2----2--1 Oo eee eee 
4 Florence, Ala.............-./ State Normal School .......-...222.-22-see0eeeeeeee++| 1873 ae 1,000 | ...--- feet sousesesms|Ueacceswice <tae srl <sbs Zee s 

6 PGalueaville, Ale ...........:] CluborBovtoty Library. c..2..2-c.0050-seessssssae|pooiel esos BOO Ter st MOM cou S|. c2eeSe. [ese cae 2 Jz, | coupe eae enemas 4 
6 | Greene Springs, Ala........| Greene Springs School ......+..-s2+se-eeeseeeeeessee:] EAT [essen Acad...) 2500) IT) oo... 0; [sec ecd, PS ae eee 
7 Greene Springs, Ala ....... BbGlSby WANEANY wax sc cit -o3~ 2c aceon ences dleeeect| cesccn SBalyee ole IR SOO 5 22k ee eae oc] ce cea e: [yas eg sae ee = 
8 | Greensboro’, Ala.........--.| Southern University..........2....s20:cscseebeeeees LEB chen 2| Laas of) OO Jes Secl ae 0n.[eseesne che co eo esas fea ee ee 
9 | Greensboro’, aie es Aol Bey, SAN (c= 225 ese cee Acne defects SOO ss EBON Sree fcc ool ee cae cosets cesses aH 

10 Huntsville, Ala.............| Huntsville Female College .....--..--+----------+----} 1858 |..--..| Acad... | S| 0} See] 0! fyscencss foresees |esereces 
11 | Huntsville, Ala. eee Hunteville HemaleBetinary. 2.0/0.0... 2242p ABW (ore s| Mond...) 9000452 <2 2020) 32k «cca lyatnee vadhecss-2s[s cvs = 
12 | Marion, Als.................| Howard Collego.....-...-:-se-cse-0+eere-cee-eseeeeee] 1841 | Free | Col......| 1,000] 50 |.....-.-2.| es Bee ee 
13 | Marion, Ala................. ocieiy Tibraviog, (9). foc ec 1o- connec te cceec pei clawe ool OOD! | MBG cosh fe itcoal aah 

14 | Marion, Ala..............:..| Judson Female Institute.........2-- esseeeeeeeeeee 1836 oo. Ree YS SMOOD eo | a Seo oad kere |) ee 
15 | Marion, Als...4/............| Marion Female Seminary .-.-.-..-..ce+ceeseceeeesene] 1885 |-2.-cuf Mead. ——.|) 4,000 |..20200.|.c0-00200.foseceseoss[-occsee:[eseescsdcecee. 
16 | Mobile, Ala.................| Franklin Society Reading Room and Library ..-.....| 1835 | Sub .| Soc’l ....| 3, 670 215 1,500 Oca 250 250 
Wa | Mobile, Ala.................| Law MADPOEY to 0a oon <nnsannednsaine'= 3/ snare aacoeseas. PAGO |-secon bawre ood GOBON a sic oso obs s elie Sele 
18 | Mobile, Ala.................| Medical College of Alabama .............-........--.| 1860 |......] Med..... WOO ES SoS ssucenee! 0 0 Soteses a eae mes



es ee me 

19 jaNear Mobile, Ala ........---; Spring Hil College -...-..-- ---+--++2+-ee+2+27---+-| 1829 |------| Col.-----). 5,000 BBO [eneneee-2-|eeeeeeeeee|oeeeesee[eeeeesesjeeeee ees 

20 | Montgomery, Ala......-.--.| Alabama State Library ....-..------+-+--++++022++-> | 1828 | so Stat | 14, 000 ages noche eae Leese oes 

a a1 | Montgomery, Ala. ..-....--.| Hamner Hall School for Boys ........----------------| 1874 | .....] Acad .. SO0-Psasace.. Wacaaec te: tet 2-422ef Sen soeoa| saa eee 

ge | Selma, Ala.....-.---- eee Men’s Christian Assoviation..............2.2.)-0c---[ --+--|YM.CGA| 600 |--2.222.|-se20e--2- aa oo 

93 | Summerfield, Ala .......--..| Gavianney ae eee ae seed 1641 |......| Acad....| 1,000 |..-..-- [eeceve easfeces Cencen|e7erceen| thee eee 
| Talladega, Ala .............-| Tustitution for tha Dea? and Domb and the-Bitad....| 4600 |.---..| Aosd!.. | — 900 betes Oi. 220401 Serves ate 

95 | Talladega, Ala.......-...--.| Synodical Female Collegiate Institute ...............] 1852 |..-.--] Acad... | 300 |.--..-- |----22---- O:|sonzeca:| succes sie eeerses 
top Oat AMira, Ale 0203, $s, sa:} Wintiamlowe Oallege.<-<.<.1 5 s2pMelees <-o-qausuotieeaci| NOD [2---2-[Oles....|- > S04 25.0224 --cda =e: Occ caf atiereo apes 
e7 | Tuscaloosa, Ala.............| Alabama Historical Socioty............-+.0ss-se+-2--[ 1851 |..7---] His'l... | 950 |o--.20.|-seeeeee O[oet echoes ee ae 

= gg | Tuscaloosa, Ala.............| Tuscaloosa Female College ...-..---------+--+--++---| 1850) ...-.| Acad... | 1,200 |..-.... |resstsseesfeseeeseeesfaseseeesfoseseeesfieeeees $ 

99 | Tuscaloosa, Ala.............| University of Alabama...........--.--------. -+---1.| 1831 | Free Col... | 4,000 |...2200.|eoceceeee [oeeeeeeape|rereee cs] ceeeees|eeeeeees S 

30 | Tuskegee, Ala ..............| Alabama Conference Female College. ..-..-.--.-----.| 1855 52-5 VRBORRs 22] SOOO secs = | ce eens O | reeeeeseeeteeefeeeee GH 

i Eames peel orice voc) erect, Gallons ses neces acto es ecechacdeay sae. |se-2 1 or-+-| Reade): AODbese cosas Nhe et ee omens | cee 
gg | ile Ana, Sock ce noi ss | OR RA ee ow 55 ory seep eny ve bersv omen scsspesacs] AOE a] Gita: BO [anaes ann om ae] -rbendens|zeo7==2|paeteasl nae orem ee 
33 | Camp, MoDowell, Ariz ...-..| Poot Library...:.-...-..2:iecsc.-sssuceieescnosscoess| 1867 | ---2-|Gar 2s. | 900 fo-<2----|.-onee-2-|éeceseocte|eeeenees| oeeeane[ceereas = Se 
34 | Fort Whipple, Ariz.........| Regimental Library..........--.2--+-e20eeceeee+e--| 1868 | ----.] Gari... mf pees pasa re bec ac Sag 
35 | Tuceon, Ariz.......--.......| Territorial Library -...:-..-....--..-2.--------+++--.| 1833 | -++--| Ter ene] 2,000 |onssenes[eneeee ss fpnessetene|eeceecne| eeeccen|ictenees OS 

9g | Bateavillo, Ark......-...---| Arkansas College .........-...0+see-s-eeecesenene eee] WUT |------] Acad... | 400 [-----.--]-seeeeet es 0}: ee 
37 | Fayetteville, Ark...........| Arkansae Industrial University .........--.......-- igre | .....| Sei... 300 dene 0 oes 0 2 
ge | Fort Smith, Ark......-.....| Public Library Association .............--..-2:--0-+-| 1875 | Sub./SoeL... | 975-2 ---.)----------]| 750) 152 ee 50. 
9 | Little Rock, Avk.........-+-| Arkansas State Library...-.2-s+-c-r-2+s0-+s-ece-eee-| 1846 | ----.| State.cs.| 4,000 |--0--+-]--0c402-4|---eqeenes|sonseee [eeneotee|scanenee x 
4o | Little Rock, Ark........-...| Institution for the Education of the Blind............) 1859) -----/ Acad...) 650 | see.22 sees 0 wosecets|eseeeeecfecnsscee = 
41 | Little Rock, Ark............| Mereantile Library .....-2-2-s2-+++seceeeeeeeeeeeeees| 1867 | Sub] Mer. ....] 9,024) 250 | -----0-- | -tsefans | cas ec leze ce eeer 
4g | Anaheim, Cal .............-.| Publi School Library ..........20-cescececeeecceeeee|cere:|sceeee| Seb eee. | S50 | eee cee soeeseeees|seeeeeeeee 333 er lees ey 
ag | Aosdel Poland) Cal 22. ;. 2-5: One LENORE. -- 255.55. ewe es essen ee ae es| 1D poses] Gar. FO eee BON | ede. Sack ge aos aso ager & 

44 | Benicia, Cal............-.---| Missionary College of St. Augustine .........--...--.| 1870 |..--.| Col...... 000 | BS fatness 50 |od)ze [tek os coe aes 

gs teeiclok Onl: ©... Blineg Pte Pacifid se enn 2-...-.- 2 ee Rf Md e |O TWO cea cee eee | ee ee 
4g | Benicia, Cal............-....| Young Ladies’ Seminary............-..--.....-+.++--| 1852 |..---.] Acad... 000 | ne so dase oa dao ae 3] en eeee | peece sah 

teyl | RecoudyasGills 225.00) Mila Re O02 sccccreac noth cc. eo nT ped A sel colon eenah oe e 

4g | Gilroy, Cal...........--..--.] Gilroy Seminary ..2--..--.<.s.000¢s-s0--20-000000+=.) 4608 |.-0.-.| Mead... | 385] 20 |....-..--.] © J vvsenrieteeefesnees 
49 | Gilroy, Cal,...........--..-.| School Library......-----...-20--c-ssssceseseoeesesfeesees| senee| BOW. | ABO fees eeee.| aceeeece [ceeenenefencenee |eceeenesleceneece 
50 | Grass Valley, Cal ...........| Grass Valley High School. ..............-----++-+----| 1896 |.-----| Acad... Sib cated 32.5 | acseecs eae cost 

51 | Knight's Ferry, Ca).........| Public Library.....-.---:+---+-ls-corse-ecevesseeee>-| 1860 | Free} Pub.... | 1,650} 63, 1,000 ne 100 50 50m 

59 | Los Angeles, Cal.....-.-....| St. Vincent's College ...-....---+-sse--2s-e--0+eeseees] 1867 | .---- Ch eee cepecssstfecnsecseesdien eonefenertenifenecces 

53 | Mafyville, Cal .......-..---.| Odd Fellows’ Library ........0cecescceeseereeseeree’ 1363 Free! Soe'l---| 1,200 |:+-225- delete ee 150 gp
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| | | 3 ee sndineome) este expen: FY : | | 8 ae ue itnres. 
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Place. | Name of library. 3 z 3 | a | z ag | = E a2 ee : 
e/a 3s |8 | 2 [38 pee ee ea 

Vesta | vee]. © e | 2 Ss) ia Bi | eas aes 3 = 5. | |} 2) 5 & > | Be | BSS eee ee 
2) a = e 2 g S BA | og ga 2 => 

a | Pigte tere f as -|ssi ee = 
zl eS & 5 “a | mw q a | A a * matt wae SE ee SK iB - 34 | Monterey, Cal.....:.........| Monterey Libraty....-.---2seseecsereeevesessesnesees| 1849 | Sub | Sool... | €00) 0). -.-.--22- o| @|. | @ = 
55 | Napa, Cal...................| Napa Collegiate Institute ............c-:ccc--seeee2-| 1870 |..----| Acad....] > 512] 20 [i........ Use oe 
56 | Nevada City, Cal....-..-.---| Odd Fellows’ Library ...........----..-----------+;+-| 1855 | Free | Soe'l ....| 2,340 | 60 900 paella a Shien 300 =" 

Boe evada Olty, Cal.----..-.-.| Pablie @ehool Livrang (2220 -1-e---eesegeer--[icenes|----nr| Seb se--d| BO fee |e ae | oie ooy [steer 
58 | Oakland, Cal................| California{Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the | 1866 see) Metal BOOM aan face tee 60 one | (ic er 

| : | Blina. ‘ | | 
to hGedian Ga | California Military Academy ...........--.--.22.--.| 1865 csv] ead Sell) WB tect eedisaseor pecs teen Oh ee eee = 
60 | Oakland, Cal............... | Convent of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart........-..| 1860 |......| Acad...) 900) 100) ..........| Oi ee ae as 
61 | Oakland, Cal.............-..| Oakland High School .........-.-..+-seeceee+ee-+-++-] 1860 |..--.., Acad....| 400] 20 |... Oe eae eee 
62 | Oakland, Cal..............-.| Oakland Library Association .........-2++-2+++-+--+-| 1868 | Sab. Soe’... | 4,000} 332) 13,954 )..........) 1,687] sit} 1080S 
63 | Oakland, Cal................| Odd Fellows’ Library..........-...css:--2+-+2++--+-+| 1867 | Free | Soc'l....| 9,498} 454 | 7,74 0) 1,000] 595 ao. = 

64 | Oakland, Cal............-...| Pacifie Theological Seminary .......2..2..-2+2+-++4-| 1869 |...-..| Thell..- iw 150)) 222. 100 | 9} 20) o & 
65 | Oakland, Cal................| University of California ................-.0.--+--.-.-| 1860 | Free | Col...-..| 12,000 |.-<.... | .-..222- |eeceee----] 92,400 [0 

66 | San Francisco, Cal .......-- Molen) Dopartenent sss, 1221-2555 3.5- yo. ors | FOOD [eae <r MTOO S23, [21 ODD:|-n-- 2c -e| 23 220s encBec at oon oo, Peer tern e 
67 | Oroville, Cal ............... | Ladies’ Library.......2...202scceesseesees-+ <c---| 1860 |Sub.| Soo’... 202 i im} 175 75 | ae 

68 [Feat Cat Odd Fellows’ Library .--.2essceeseececeeecsseesteed | 1806 | Sib | SoeL.--.] 1,689 | BH | acess eeeee eee lsseeees leseete |aeeeees 
69 | Placerville, Cal..............| Neptune Library.......222.--ce2..sseeeeeeeeeeeee-+-| 1856 | Sub .] Soc’l....] 1,750 100 500 reece Vee 
7 | Point San José, Cal.........| Company and Post Library ..-...+.-2--s+e+2+e-e+;-+-] 1869 |..---.] Gar... BD bcos beset eesnd ce Sacetel a secede ee 
71 | Sacramento, Cal ............| California State Library ............2.....----------.| 1850 |......] State .. | 37,000 | 1,500 |.......22.).02222.2. eee 6,000 |.....008 

: 22 | Saramenta, Ca wec'euswecec.| Mabrary Association... 2-----.--2----ces-2-caec-ea-cs) 1807 | Sub. | Boel. z 5, 000 Ope ese aes 
3 Sacramento, Cal.....-..----., Odd Fellows’ Library ...............-..-2++---00-.---| 1872 | Free | Soc’? ..- 3, 013 350 620 | 0 | 1, 000 co 400 

va | Sacramento, Cal.............| Sacramento Business College.......-..-.-----+-------! 1873 |......| Acad .. co ELE GEG TE



es] | Sacramento, Cal. --.--.------| Sacramento Seminary. -.------------++++++-++++-++-"> 1863 oi Acad... 350, ee Spe fol eae nae 

76 | Sacramento, Cal.........---.| Supreme Court Library. --....---.-++-+++e-2+++---+-+| 1868 |.----. ta 5,600 | 500 | ..-..2----|-.-..ee--.| 2,500 | 1,500 \rssioe 
77 | San Francisco, Cal.......--.| Academy of Notre Dame ......-..--..------+---+----| 1866 aay Rene 1 SOR tee cet ee [oie Seah eos a | - 

78 | San Francisco, Cal..........| Bancroft Pacific Library.............--2-----++------| 1859 | Free | Hist ....| 19,000 |.-..222.] 2.0. c22-[eeeeeeeee | sacs arene leeeees 
79 | San Francisco, Cal.......--.| Bibliotheque de la Ligue Nationale Frangaise .....-.. 187 Sub.) Soe'l....| 6,000 | +3,600 | ..-....-.) o|.....--.| {1,160 | 4,000 
80 | San Francisco, Cal.....----.| City and County Alms House.......---+-+++++++-++++| 1870 | ROR ers} 100 fet o| 0 0 o> 
at | San Francisco, Cal.......--.| City and County Industrial school .....-..---2-s+2+-| ---+-|---0--| A&R..| 800 |....... Bae ge [eS ale ee ay 
s2 | San Francisco, Cal........-.| Bareka Turn-Verein............-2s0ccseee--+eereee-| 1866 Free Soe. WIE on le Ne eeen ce of of 195 6 = 
83 | San Francisco, Cal..........| Home Institute .....2......-2...2.200seeece--0s----+-| 1866 |..-...] Acad ...|  500]......2 ou se poses ge 
64 | San Francisco, Cal.......--.| Law TADTAry....---c---.--ccneseossceccnreeceeeseeeed|-serte eel Law ....| 12,500 | Wa Sadek acest] AGS Sie ee 
£5 | San Francisco, Cal ce Madame Zeitska’s Institute ............2--+2---++-1-| 1870 |....-.] Acad ...|. 300 WO somsee ce ie ad oso 7Ae cow cate] a pert a 
86 | San Francisco, Cal.......--.| Mechanics’ Institute..........+--2+++2-e+eee+e++-+++| 1855 | Sub .| Soe'l....| 24,108 | 1, €00 | 0,000 | 10,000 /13,879 | 4,707 | 9,546 S 
87 | San Francisco, Cal....----- | Mercantile Library .........-.2.-.-..+2------+-------| 1853 | Sub | Mer ....] 41,563 | 3,000 | 85,940 0 29,000 | 6,500) 9,000 a 
gg | San Francisco, Cal........-.| Military Library......2..20.+-20:ssececceseeeceeesee-| 1873 | Sub | Gar.....| 60d ee ea ee area = 
89 | San Francisco, Cal... ...-..| New Jerusalem Church Free Library ...---.----.--- | 1866 | Free | Soc'l....| 610 | 30 | 230 0 | 7% ake 
90 | San Francisco, Cal .....-.--.| Odd Fellows’ Library .....-.-2-+2.+-2scseeeeee-e+-++-| 1854 | Smb .| Soc’l ....| 26, 883 | ‘00 20,000] 5,000|....... | 2,500] ...... & 
a1 | San Francisco, Cal .......--.| St. Ignatius College ....-..-..--e-ceecneeceeceeeeeees| 1855 | 22-2) COL soee-| 5,000 |. oe ees) eeeeeeecesleeeee ceed] seeee ee] sey ae 
be ae iancigee Gal... PAE SedatieyiUlnery, (eeutanen') 5... pe eas ny 200 vsen sceten ene sEvsica| oa | eee 
93 | San Francisco, Cal ...--.--- | Sodality Library, (ladies') ........--.--.--2+----.| -++++|.-+++-| Soe'y..-.| 1,500 |.--..2-.|.----+++- ae Scot eee By 

94 | San Francisco, Cal ....2...-.| een RAM «= a5 oe eco Os = | IO ea Le sree cans ee 
95 | San Francisco, Cal .....-....| St. Mary's College.....-.-.---.e+eeeeeeeeeceeeeeeeeee-| 1863 | Free | Col......| 3,500 owe fic: cent tee Leah eee Pees 
96 | San Francisco, Cal .....-....| St. Mary's Library Asaociation........-.....---.-----| 1867 |......|Soel....| 200 0 Leet 0 oie cas kee eee ee 
97 | San Francisco, Cal ........-.| San Francisco Art Association............---- ..-+--| 1872 | Sub .| Soc'l .... 280 42 0 oO) 10 | 100 o WN 

9¢ | San Francisco, Cal ..........| ‘San Francisco Verein .2....0..1-2Je-.-sc----10---1--1] 1858] Free |Soo'...:] 5,000] 500} - 9,500|..........[-.-.---.| 2,000]°  s00 
99 | San Francisco, Cal ....--....| Society of California Pioneers ...:....-.----++---+-+-+| 1850 |....:.| Hie’l....| 2,500 |.-...--.....2..---| 250,000 | 15,000 |.-------| 3,500 

100 | San Francisco, Cal ..........| Society of Red Men .........-..--+e:eee+e+++e2+2+--+-| 1895 |Sub.|Soo'l....) 500 Rael =] vee eri Selene eee = 
101 | San Francisco, Cal ........-.| Territorial Pioneers of California ........--.-..----+-| 1874 |......|Hisl....] 530 |.----22 |eeeeeeeee O:) 2.000 |< -ete ee ee 
dy’ | Rati rnanetoto; Cat .....-..-.| "Whedlogical Sominary-of San Wranciseo 2... previ 2. -brnet.._.| 5/000 | 1004. -no- ox (2 oem] see | ee 
103 | San Francisco, Cal .......--.] United States Mint «2.20. ....00.s.0-2sesececeeeeeesesf edesefoceees|Gow't ...| 300 |--22---.] = Oaks" bess oles 
it Sn ra Cal cn Young Men’s Christian Association.........-.------.| 183 | Sub .|Y.M.C.A.| 5,000 |.--..--.|.-----.-- cect eee ateee nen 
105 | San José, Cal.............--.] College of Notre Dame. ...-..-----+s---200--+++---++-| 1851 |...--.| Aead....| 2,000 ee Ne Soa eee ae SO ae 
| sso on San José Library Association ........--.-.----++-----| 1872 |Sub.| Soc’ ....| 4, 000 = ae aw 652| 651 oe 

107 | San José, Cal..............-.] State Normal School .....-..----+---ec+-0+--+++eee+-| 1862 |......| Aead....| 1,379] 200 |........- OPS | eee 
(es Ute OS. a ee ee elle Ol ecsisles oes aes 

: ~ Legislative appropriation. es + Estimated. | { For periodicals and binding. EN
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109 | San Quentin, Cal.........-.| State Prisom -.--2------cseeseceeeseeceeeeeeeeteeeees voeeesfoneeee| AB Re] BOB | oe | cece eee ee feelin SE 
110 | Santa Barbara, Cal..........| ranolgcan College...-.-...-2...-2c1seessesesesseee-| 1786 |no-0.] Col.-2.-.| 900 |... eee Peete [occ one SS 
111 | Santa Barbara, Cal........2.| Odd Fellows’ Library .............22222-2222e--222--.| 1874} Sub.| Soe’... | 1,300! 200) 2, 400 | 0} $200} g500| $300 & 
112 | Santa Barbara, Cal...-......) Samta Barbara College.....-2-20-200-20c020-ceeeeeeees ISTB |e-e---| Acad...) 1,000) 500/02... ae S|. ey iocee se 
113 {Santa Clara, Cal........-..-.| Santa Clara College .....-.---.20.-+sseseesscoeseeee| IBBE | -2-2--| Cole. -.| 10,000 foes e-- fools feeeeeeensfeeteererlieteeecfeereeess Se 
114 | Santa Clara, Cal.............| University of the Pacific......2..0.-0.-0 ceeceseseees| ISSL |---| Coleen. | 14085 eee eeeeceee ae oad |e 
115 | Santa Cruz, Cal .............| Public School Library. ...........c0iec0se.seesecoi[sccenefeoeee = ee | B00 Joseeeee eeeeeeees oseeeeees feet lees 
116 | Santa Cruz, Cal .............| Santa Cruz Library ..........-.--2..--2--.pe02-+0----| 1868 | Sub | Soc'l ....| aa 100 | 2,300 | 0} 800 200 | 500 
117 | Santa Inez, Cal.....-........) College of Our Lady of Guadsloupe...2-....ee-.eesee. TBOE oe Cole] 850) 20). Wy cents 
Tie | Goat ies, Cal---.:......:| Christan gies... t-c. dal oon... | ou lie eauee cee 
119 Santa Rosa, Cal. .eeesessones Library Association..........-..0c.2.0cceesececeed[eeeee | St | Boel 0) Ae fee neti] eeet dL Se iaes = 
120 | Santa Rosa, Cal.............| Pacific Methodist College .......2.22.c2ee-ceeeeeee:/ 1861 ---+--] Col... 0 lot Pee ee nee : 
121 | Santa Rosa, Cleese seeeeee Wikis ROGET a soca oss scoeesecsa eects esos | POOR HS. We. B06 ye 490 | 20 |. caps Said eaeean cone eee pe dla ee Rx 
122 | Stockton, Cal .-...--.--e+0-+) Tusane Asylum of California... csseeseeesees | 1860 | seae| Me & R..| 1,006 | -.-0-0 crrsen een “et aie 
193 | Stockton, Cal ...............| Odd Fellows’ Library ........202-....c00:ceeceeeveses/seee--| Sub.| Soc'l....| 2,000 ejeeons eh SoS 2s § 
SE | ethokeben Oa) 2-5. -. 2.2... 1. SOOREY PROM MOUNAL TEBEONY 003 00 Souci pdacnngeac ue ea eeec| Meee Aah coe 4 ie es Set ea ied ees ee an 
896 | Nise 10. = | PRI OOS oo cna as ste cae sonento canes WOW ny Bobs) BOL Le ee |e ee 
126 | Vallejo, Cal .................| Vallejo Libraty 2.0.02. 00...22:cc2ceceeese--2seeeee | 1856] Sub.| Soc'l....| 12, 000 Lees 6 etn ey 150 
S314 Criene/Gal.>-5:, 2...) eP ational tabrany Vee As Se, ce 1 ones ees ane a | ome fe Pe oe ace ee eae 
428 | Central (City, ‘Colo’ ..........| Public Séhodl Tibrary 2.4.2. :2.....0...<.s<.s2s5-250.| 1808 | Both| Mead |. 4,450 |... 24.) icoo [oe coche scce ce lcodecee 
129 |Sietsigy i| El Paso County Library ..-.-2-2-22.-22eeceseeeeeeeees) 1875 | Sub | Soe’l... 357 se 1,500 0 0 0 0 180 | Denver, Colo....-------.---.| Bt MAY's ACRdEMY =e. eee eee ec eeeecneene) 2064 [eoeeal Mond 2-1 © 3001 50 | oe files teesslicsecuealecnesacclesssetis



ee 
131 | Denver, Colo...-....-..-----| Supreme Court Bye eee ee er fecsee= Law ad SO ee ee ee 

Sie OMG r.... == peeeeaes} Wervitorial VABEATH~ «2 2-2. oa csc cece ecnecessnsccee | 1863 [2c] Ter.....| 5,000 = wanceteecs|owecresce eceeocag cage cag voneee 

133 | Denver, Colo.....-....-...-.| Wolfe Hall cote ee cnet eee eee e ee eee ee ence teen eee ee ee) aa sees} Acad s+] 400 hae saa licceece Ol ccexas al ecceenendror domes 

134 | Golden City, Colo...........| Jarvis Hall Collegiate School. ...-.--.-.-----.-s+-.++:) 1872 |.-.---| Acad...) 2,000) 90 |... 0 Jeceeres|ereeree-deceneees 
135 | Golden City, Colo Sranareees| University Schools of Colorado........ .....--..--+- | 1869 | Free | Acad .. | 1, 547 | BOO | sees ps Monecenves® tree 0 

196 | Ashford, Conn ..........----| BAbCOCK LADrary...-...2.-cbe-o2senceeccerceeneeeeee | 1865 | Free | Pub...) 1,050) 100 |....----..) 2,700) 162 |........ 10 
SOT Ne ay nnn ap sn <n = 3) I ow rae a cnet e nd ee ep den dee so ere senee|rercns| 0H «= -2~+} 500 fon erect akmnsnie=+|encnces wos] joueegeubemeee: Sek ecet Dp 

138 | Berlin, Conm ...-.2.2+..--+++) Berlin Library. -o.-.-+s<sesseesessesecsesececeneesces| 1849 | Sub | Soc'l....| 829 | 20} 1,000 0 30} 30 o § 
189 | Berlin, Conn ..........--.-.-] District School Library ------.-.--+.-++ cee wrote] Beni] ABO Jaecanna|aconee eee fiesneetessd ceeeteelectecrediineoaees 
140 | Bridgeport, Conn PET Bridgeport Library ........22-2-----+e000eee++-2---+.| 1850 | Sub Soc'l ....] 9,50 | B08 Jooenseceefeseeseceee] 1,205 |ooeeee feces 
141 | Bridgeport, Conn ...........| Golden Hill Institute ............2.2..20.-:2000e2+.| 1850 ].-----] Acad .. | 1,500] © 40]...0...... 0 sees} ‘ante aceasta 
142 | Bridgeport, Conn ...........| Golden Hill Seminary.-....2....-.-.2-s2-s---n-sede0,] 1807 [-----| Aad ...] 800] 22-22] eenefistesereesfeeceeecefeenser -q|eoaetee aR 
143 | Bristol, Conn.........--..-..| Young Men's Christian Association..................| 1809 | Sub.| V.MLC.A} 1,200)  200| 10, 000 0} Se9| 389 o 
144 | Buckingham, Coun..........) Giroulating Libtary.-.:.2-<--2---<--2-seenie---pennen|eer-ee|-nnee-| MAB. -20-) ABD eosnnn nfs sesenee |e cos ceccee|ececeecefecoee ecfemgecuee eB 
149 | Canaan, Conn.......-..-----] Domglas Library... .2+.-.-0-0cseeceeeeeeeseeeeeeee | 1688 Free Pub...) 1, 734 BB yoo ae 1,300 it oh eee 
146 | Clinton, Conm..... --..-+---] Morgan SehoOl..--o+--2eecseseresseeeeseeteeceeeeees| HBTE |-eese<] Acad <..) 800 |---| seeeeeees 0 ae gs ee 
147 | Colchester, Conn........... | Bacon Academy.............2-0ecesecseeeeceeeereeee| 1802 |p----- BoA csc MOR a2 ones Lanta l reco eoee eee eee g 
148 | Colchester, Conn............| Colohester Library...-.--.---+--.s-eesee2+:ee+++-+-| 1854 | Sub | Soc'l ....| 1209 | Bie trates 500 veel] sae 50 
149 | Collinsville, Conn...........| High School Library......-..2--.2-2+--se-ree-reseenefeenter|oeeee-] Seb eeoe-] BOO [ee ee] eee ec cteeesfeceeeeesfeceeese]eee coe & 
150 |Coventry, Conn .............] Hale Donation Library..........<-..c02---0e----0--0.|+>*+=2|-e000: The'l....) BSF fa sebedefect- woven -|cczat eces|sseeceea| carne eee ee 
151 | Cromwell, Conn..........-..| Friendly Association...--2.2-2--eereecreeseeesee+-| 1810 | Sub.) Sool...) 800)... --- | --eeeeee. O04 see anes x 
152 | Danbury, Conn ......-......| Danbury Library ............-222-<-0---22+-0002---.| 1671 | Sub | Soe’l ....| 2, 526 400)... 22224), 10, 000422 ere ee > 

; 153 Darien, Conn....-..------+0+) Mitch's Hotes 30.2292 2s cans aeenssu--ssc-2=c2c1] JOO | 2--=-| B&R. .p me dee ee Opa | sessteleaadecee” Se 
154 | Derby, Conn ................| Allis’ Circulating Library...........--........--...-.| 1854 | Sub .| Mis.....| 2,500 BBD |eeeee eee eleeeeee reef eeeeeee | eeetee | eeeeeee 
195 | Derby, Conn ......---.-.---.] Ousatonic Lodge No. 6, 1. 0.0. F...-s.2-0-2+s+ee++++-| 1872 | Free | Soc'l....| 400 75| 1,000 0) 100, 100 0 & 
156 | Durham, Conn .-.....-.-.--.| Durham Academy .........----.----+-----+-+---2----| 1871 | Sub -| Acad ...| 1,100 200 2, 600 a 250 | . 250 0 > 

157 | East Berlin, Conn...........| Public and School Library .....-+.-.-22.0-.0-2+-02---|-+2<-]------| Seh roel 550 fe Sencar as Peaeeeranty cel saaeee Wig Aa ress s 

158 | East Haddam, Conn.........! Middlesex Lodge L. 0.0. F ..-..--...2---..2+++-+---+-| 1863 | Sub .| Soc'l....) 400 | 30 1,040 0 50 40 10 = 
159 | East Windeor, Conn.........! Library Association..........5.1-.c20--222-se-eee---.| 1849 | Sub | Soe...) 823) 16 Jesse. 0 BE spe hccl ess see 
160 | Farmington, Conn .......... Farmington Library .....0.-.ssscc+sesseoseeeseoeee+o| 1785 | Sub . Soo'l.... 498 an). aa gi cect ae 5 
161 | Farmington, Conn ..........| Miss Porter’s School for Girls............-.....-----.| 1850 | ..-.-. Acad. ...| 3, 500 he pases asecleewanscieed co rp Ay anegne nian 

162 | Guilford, Conm..............) Guilford Circulating Library.....-.....-..-----------| 1872 | Sub - Mis.....| 625) co) 5, 000 0 15 150 0 
163 | Hampton, Conn.............| Library Association.......2+2s.0+e+seseeeseseeeseeeee] 1827 | Sub | Soe'l....) 480) 20 990 0} 2) - 20 o 
104 | Hartford, Conn .......-.....| American Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb........-..) 1817 |-.---.) Acad... ze ih ater 0) eee te cee ee 
165 | Hartford, Conn .............| Circulating Library!...4j..4,s002ce-0s00-y-5222..ea,) 18604. Sub-.! Mis, .2..!, 4,500 |..eee sesh eeeeseesl essence feeeesees[eeeeeeeeleceeeees ll
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| —————_|—_|—_|——- 3, 
ie6 | Hartford, Conn ..........-..|Connecticut Historical Society..............-.--.-..-| 1895 |......| Hist't...| 16,000 |........| .-.-.--- | 49,000 | $1,500]... Se 
467 | Haphtont cia - ~...5.\ 2...) Distriot Bohool Libraries: 5.202 .<-..- .eecececsscnasfesseee| POOR Css PORMIE |sSeo ew cats eso eee le eee | hc 
168 | Hartford, Conn .........-...| Hartford County Law Library Association......2....| 1856 |......] Law ....) 1,000 |..2.00. | -eeele | ceeeeeee[eeeees| creer] cee | SP 
169 | Hartford, Conn.....,...-.. | Hartford Female Seminary .......----...------sccere|reeceefece-s-| Atad..-.] 900}. 2.c00 | cceeeece| sesceeec[eeesece-] ceveetfseeee 8 
170 | Hartford, Conn .............| Hartford Hospital................--2-2-2+es0000+0----| 1850 |..02..] Med 2... 1,400}.0.0.2 Oo. 0 Thee o 
471 | Haeblord, Conn ........./:..] Hartford Ofphad Aeylum..-.../... tei: 222-s9<t e+) 1988 ft s--| Wee Beal ADO dy at -2 fesaces ecole ced eres) ee ae 
172 | Hartford, Conn ..........--.| Hartford Publie High School. ...-...---.-----+-------| 1847 | Free | Acad.... 2,000 100 0 [so--tece een SOD 0 = 

173 | Hartford, Conn .....-..--...| Medical Library and Journal Association ,.........-.| 1873 | Sub .| Med .-.. OU [raaaeeci tires ewe sth Oils hee eee 

27k | Wiarton, Ceae ...<.-.-..---| GURRS TADPREG «ooo 5a is EE I nhs aac eew deen fae ee State. 31 IR BHO eo ree ol eee ed eae Vee gq 

175 | Hartford, Conn ..........--., Theological Institute of Connecticut ........---------| 1834 |......] Phe...) 7000 |..00022) 222..] 4,000) 350) 400 | Ce 
416\| Hartford; Cann .,....---....| Reliity College !21.2....c.sescfelecccse-esore-- Je -c-2| S004 [iiree | ol.-<.2.| 15,000 to.0. 2-22.20) 85000 eh eee 
177 | Hartford, Conn ....-.....-..| Watkinson Library of Reference. .........--..---!--.| 1858 | Free | Pub.....' 26,788 | 1, 486 | 0) 130,000) 8,000 4,250 | 3, 500 = 

178 Hartford, Conn ..---.-----++| Woodburn School for Boys. ....---.---+-------++=+--| 1848 |.----.| Acad....| 350 |....-- |.-.222----] O [crete late al 1 
179 | Hartford, Conn ..........-.-| Young Men's Institute. ......----2+---2+-+2+++++-+++-| 1838 | Sub .| Soe'l ....| 24,000 | 1,000 30,000 15,000 4,800) 1,660 5,400 & 
180 | Kensington, Conn...........| Kensington Library Society.............---.---------| 1829 | Sub |Soc’l....) 548 | 35 | 800 | 0 50 | 35 | 15. S 

181 Kent, Conn....----.---.+4-.-| Kent Cottage Seminary ..--2-.2++204-sesseeseeseesees $6 i og | MO 8 este fe ee 
182 | Lakeville, Conn .............| Lakeville Library.......2.20..022200s:+2e2s2esee++-| 1860 {Sub | Soe'l....| 350 25}. 500 0 50 40 10 
183 Lebanon, Conn .....--------+| Buckingham Pastor's Library.......-..2.0-.2-20++-s:|.s0---[e-e-:| Mig.....) 713 |.....-. | Seceecas | bos ces eulcoecacnt|meeeens| cee ace 
ted | eeiverd Cont, ss. cs | Bill ibeery ee ae a Oe 90 | coe a| AON Jae tee lees 
1g5 | Litchfield, Conn............., Harris Plain District Library ..........:..-----.-----| 1858 |Sub.|Acad....| 431 23 | 200): = oad rte 19: eee 
186 | Litchfield, Conn............., Wolcott Library Association.........2--.------+-+---| 1864 | Sub Sect... 300 sees 0 oO | 0 0 
BGT | Papp Commo. s-cre-----| Od Lyme FAW ALY <<.2202----=e-ac075ecveessscatsez=phlOv® | ree | PMB. >---f0 9 GOON -222e elect ccs ph emma e ot eene wach eee eece sleeeeee
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38, Manchester, Conn..---.----.| Library Association. -.--.-----+---+-+207-++-0+-----+| 1871 | Sap | Soe"). =.) 2-220 2-)seeereee|-eeeeese=-| 0 | 2,061, |r33| 190. 
139 | Meriden, Conn ...--..--.-.- | Young Men’s Christian Association.........-......-.| 1867 | Sub | ¥.M.C.A| 1,900 300 3,000 |....-.....|- 1,000 300 1, 000 
190 | Middletown, Conn ....--.-- | Berkeley Divinity School ...........-.. Reese el 1855 }:.....| Dhe'l.-. | TOCOO0: ics ce. escueceee 500 | 40 fa | 300 

191 | Middletown, Conn .-.------ | Sentea Seneal es ee eee HoSor [bese ss ends. cE BOON. [eae eet esee ks ad eae ieee Pees 
192 | Middletown, Conn ...---.--.| Connecticut Industrial Sehool for Girls...--.-.-..--.) W82 |--- ALR. 1,800 |...) eee Ooh See 
193 | Middletown, Conn ...--..-- | Retreat for Insane peesarecnscoretees sendescronssensee] 1868 | Free) A.& R..| 1,002 | taglines: 0 | 0 150 0 

194 |: Middletown, Conn ..,....--.| Russell Library ....-....--.-002-0.0se+.ces10+++--e--|118%5 | Bree | Pab.....|! 4,100 |1.......]...--.--- [.----2--- | 1,900 fate ee 
195 | Middletown, Conn..........| Wesleyan University .......0.2.+2+..200--.+2+----|/1888 | Sub | Col...... éa, 000 | TOM dt cease ses a co cewai ices Se ee coe sae 
196 | Middletown, Conn ........- | Young Men's Christian Association............-.--- 1866 |;.....| Y.M.C.A| 1, 000 | 0 O biesessees | ae | eee es 
197 | Milford, Conn...........----| Milford Lyceum .......----22-20-00teeeeeeseeseeseees| cree] Sub.) Soe'l...] 1,300 |.02.022.) sees eee sceeee ees eae ll ages 
198 | Moodus, Conn...........-...| Library Association........-------eecceeceseesertees 4053 |/Sub’ |iSoo'l:..S-— 400 (to c.a2.|asce vss s.fesccseee | SU) p sce | 19.5 = 
199 | Mystic Bridge, Conn ........| Mystic Valley English and Classical Institute ...-...| 1870 |....../ Acad..../ 400 OBE eas itsice Oy tee eae 
200 | Mystic River, Conn .........| Whipple's Home School for Deaf-Mntes ........-----.|.---- |------| Acad...) 350 |.....20.) cceeccee| cece fete cfeeeee fee 
$01, | Naugataek, Conn .-;--<2--:] High Seliool Libtmry.+<--<<c<.5--< seeccus ccases,eecifeceo haves Sen -o-- | MOO on lnc bee ne | owes piee tbe ee 
2 New Facitain, Cont «5 -~s-s2¢) RIED SOLO. <2 <eanens.cnicedncnarstniges-azen-s2a/~- Pp IOMB feo Bead—. BIO fe: 2 ahs. 2, csenposs ody ne ndfecenwt elf co tellus eaceee er eee 

203 New Britain, Conn .......-..| New Britain Institute..2--.-.----.-.--------++-+---+-| 1854 | Sub | Soc’l -.- | 3, 605, BBL | eee ta IO cota [ae % 
204 | New Britain, Conn ..........| State Normal School .....-.-----+-----ee+-+eeeeee--+-| 1850 [......| Acad....| 1,000 |......2.|.....2022 GS ce ee 
205 | New Haven, Conn ..........] American Oriental Society......-.--.22- ss--s+++++- | 1843 |......| Sei-.--.| 3,500] 75 | .-..----. fiz au fe ea preneas Si 
206 | New Haven, Conn ..........| Bartholomew's Library .....--.---2+-----s-+e++-+----] 1871 | Sub} Mis...) 3,000} 350 | --.2220--[eeeeeee fceeeeecfeeeeees[eseeeeee = 
207 | New Haven, Conn ..........| Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.......-- | 1799 | Free|Sei......| 700} 195 |.......-- 0: S000) sae ch oeaee 
203 | New Haven, Conn ..........| First Church and Society ......---+-+--s+2-+2+-++--+-| 1859 | Free | Soc’l....| 1,400| 62 | 1,000 o| 150] 150} o 
209 | New Haven, Conn ...-......| Grove Hall Schoal for Young Ladies .:..........-.-- | 1820 |......} Aead....| © 600 | © 100 |..2...22-.|.cete cee [oeeseee-feeeeeee [ices SH 
£10 | Stew Haven, Conn .........s| Homesworth} Family Sohool..........<.10-c0i----0- ] 1860 |...-..| Aomd...| BOO)... | eee etece | cece eefeeeenes kickass 
211 | New Haven, Conn ..........| New Haven Colony Historical Seolaty :=5.02 5522.8 -22) $868 | 25.2] Bae: = Atos coe west Oe go 180 | saeco cl ene sea 

212 | New Haven, Conn ..........| New Haven Orphan Asylum .......--0---c--0+--eee--| 1865 |---| ALG@R..| 800) 50 | ..22ee2e-| ceteeeee | cence Soles & 
2i3 | New Haven, Conn .....-....| Yale College....--..---..----+-2--0+s0eeeees-ses-ee+1 1700 | Free | Col--....] 78,000 | 4,300 ]..........| 43,000 | 6,600 |..-..--.|.-2-.-.. SF 
214 | New Haven, Conn .......-. Linonian & Brothers Library.......--..+--++---.| 1969 | Sub | Soc’y....| 19,000 |.....2. | ceeeecee-|cseeeeeee 200) ee 
215 | New Haven, Conn ....-..-- | Shofticld Scientio Bebool s.=...c.c.s.1.cscsc0..-| 1066 | .2.-| Set...) 5.000 EoaMck = 19,000 }) F WO\|. adc ee 
216 | New Haven,Conn ..........| Theological Department .......--1-.0..-2+0---+-) a w...| The't....} 2,000 |.-...-- [eee 2 eae gol 3 Sy dle sees 
217 | New Haven, Conn .......-- Law School icctics.s-0-sasseo0s-aieteceseecucee-| IMD | ces. | aw 222.)'8/0004” 19500 ]--- 25-22 | 110,000 | 00 |). a- emcee 
218 | New Haven, Conn ......... Medial Departisent....-.;-csaeaseec>ssccaeneof 4812 esses] Med ----) 2200-2222 |eeeeeeees) 0 ed ahora 
219 | New Haven, Conn ..........| Young Men’s Institute...............022.-s--2e------| 1886 | Sub | Soe’l ....| 10,000 | 100 70 | 30,000 | 1,000} 300 | 1, 000 
220 | New London, Conn..........| St. John’s Library ...............00c0.es-eseseeeeee> | 1860 | Free | Soc’l .... 432 10 | 200 300 350 | 20 200 

221 | New London, Conn.......... Young Men's Library Association .+c..c..ssseesse.-| (840 | Sab .| Soc ....| 3,000 | NOI azet Oifsceseeh eeeeat 250 2
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ee ee ————_ | +—_ |__| 85 
222 | New Milford, Conn..........] Benevolent Library..........-..2-...2-220---002-2+=-| 1820 | Free | B00! fe ee TD reece 500 | iss eee o > 
Beil tree siltondl, Goun-<<-+-<-- 1 Bhool Wibrarice -<<<:6-;<¢-ce<.2 e-oeenp eee os cee oe] Bon | Od cele ee | ee 
224 Norfolk, Conn.......----.--.| Cireulating Library .....--...+2.+e--eeceresereecsseee) 1865 | Sub.) Mis... | 348 teed 0 Le eae 0 S 
225 | Borne Cite ne lasses Mrs, M. W. Hakes’ Boarding and Day School for | 1871 |......| Acad... | 1,000 |........) 22222 c20-[ocseccee [occeeee | cette feccreeee 

| Young Ladies. | | | = 
226 | Norwich, Conn...........---) Mrs, Piatt’s Boarding aud Day School........---.. - | 1809 J.---+-) Aead=.) 1,000 | 2. cee eeeeeeeeees eeeee | eee [ieee oernaee 
27 | Norwich, Cona..........----| Norwich Free Academy...........2.s.ss2sse0e+---+-| 1854 |-.....| Acad... 3,500]... 0] 5,000] of OS 
228 | Norwich, Conn..........---.| Otis Library --.-.--.------------eeeeeesenereeeeeeee-| 1850 | Sub. Bort. 9, 171 366 12,304) 17,850] $700) $730 |........ 
999 | Rockville, Conn.......-.----| Rockville High School .........2--+--+2.eeseceece sees | seer eefeeeeee dea | TO) eee hee Och ssesccsfusaoedeees cena 
230 | Saybrook, Conn ....-.:...--.| Actom Library......22..002.2-.-.20e:seeseseeeseeee--| 1852 | Sub | Soo'l....] 2,200] 100 2,300] 2,500 i | 110 160° S 
931 | Seymour, Conn........-..--.| Seymour Library Association..................----- | 1871 | Sub.|Soe'l....| 520 20 3,000 325 80 25 3 Ss 
32 | Simsbury, Conn..........-- | Free Library...-...-.-...-0+0seeees scenes seeseeeeeee-| 1874 | Free| Pub.....| 1,000 100 5, 000 1,500 2 | 125 150 at 

#53 | Southington, Conn ........-.] Lowls AGAdGMY........s-se-sceocyenceeecencesnenens|enenes[eenree] AGAd.-0:| --800 |. .2202ce|-eeeenene-|eccezeeceafeanses= Jrseeefen ee 
234 | South Manchester, Conn ....| Library Association..........-..2.-2sc2:eeeessteeeee/seeeee|eceeee| Soe'l-.--| 1,800]. 2-22. ceeeee eee Pg aotinas: [yews aoe aie 
235 | Stamford, Conn'.........---.| Social Reading Rooms..............---2.-ses-e-t-+«-+| 1874 | Sub .| Soe’l ....] ~ 600 |.....2..|----------| 0 | 1,500) 600 900 Sy 
236 | Stonington, Conn........----| Book Club and Circulating Library ...........-..---.| 1858 | Sub .|Soc’l....) 1,600} 100 | 4,500 aes | soaccee|) Aincuma neal 
937 | Stonington, Conn........----| Palmer & Trumbull’s Library........22.-...---+--+--| 1872 | Sub.|Mis....| 625 | 300 | 5,000 | 0] 285) 225 tect 
938 | Stratford, Conn ........----.| Book Club .-.------ce---------eesceeeee seveessceeeee-| 1866 |Sub.|Soc'l....] 840] 100] 2,240 0 2 15) 30 
239 | Suffield, Conn .........-..--.| Connecticut Literary Institution. ...............----.| 1833 |...-..| Acad....| 1,000 Osco sere Ee he ee | eeahecefsoecnced 

240 | Terryville, Conn .........-..| Lyceum Library ...-...0.-222--2-0.02eeeeseeeeeeeee--| 1838 | Free | Soc'l ....| 1,000 20 500 0 35| 35] - 0 
241 | Thomaston, Conn ........--.| Village eee 1859 gab | Sect. 350 0 be 0 0 Lae | 0 : 
242 | Thompson, Conn ............| Fire Engine Library. ..-.--2.--2.00+sseeeeeesereeeee+) 1845 | Sub™| Soo'l....| 350 Oo. 350 0 0 0 0



a 

243 | Vernon, Conn ........--..--.| East District High School...-..------.+---+-++-++ +++ | 1839 ae = S00 ooseese-leeeaes == yo 4 |rceeseeefpeceeeee|eeesees 
244 V Weak tocten, Goun «--------.| Family School for Boys ....-.----++----+++-+-+++++---| 1850 |rss==8] Acad.... 500 Jesse iaescares 0 [eteeee se) teeee ee] eeeeee ee 

245 | Waterbury, Conn ...-....-- | Congrégation de Notre Dame .........-++.--..--+-+- | 1869 | Smead ODD.) 100 [see cee teresa es eeeees fee peers 
246 Waterbury, Conn ...--------| St: Margaret's School forWirls:.:-.<....0:.0..ss2<<<s,| (B15:|.2s5<5| Acad..<.) > S10) | 225225. |e. zceee |cessc cont aewocec-|ucseee cupeseeance L 

247 | Waterbury, Conn ........-..| Silas Bronson Library...-...-.-2---+-e+seeeee-e2++0--| 1870 es 20,000 1,700 | 68,000 | 200,000 14,000 | 5,500| 5,200 
248 Watertown, Conn. Library Association........-2-2.2222+seeeeeeeeeeeeee+| 1865 | Sub .| Soc’l .... 188 | 0 |....-----.] 5,000] 600} 350 a7 a 
249 | Wauregan, Conn........-...| Library Association............2.c-.2-+sseee¢+22ee2-| 1861 | Sub | Soot... GD |oe hese diene te Os ostees [teenerce One 
250 | West Haven, Conn..........| Oak Hill Ladies’ BAI recente eel 1845 |-2.- 2-| Aend=o-.| 4/000 |o.<.202-|0---202= ocean eee 
251 | West Killingly, Comn .......| Dowe's Circulating Library.........-..--+-++++--+++-| 1862 |Sub.|Mia...... 800]. 100 |......... O22 ae a eee 
252 | West Meriden, Conn ........| Connecticut Reform School ree $A | ccs) Ande Bf 5, 900 | osccaes ineenenndl canancves| seneeteectees fees ar 
253 | West Winsted, Conn....... | Beardsley Library ..<2-.<-----02-200-20-<0--2-0--.<--| 1804 | Sub -| Soo'l....| 3,200 |..-.---.|-seen-e- 5,000 | 500 OO Sse = 

254 | Wethersfield, Conn..........| Rose Library ..--------ceseceresceseeceeeeeeeeeeeseee] 1866 | Sub .| Soe't....] 1,000 |.....--.[-2.------| 1,500] 105 |... 25 
855 | Wethersei,Coon. 2. Stink Pets cea anne c spt cecae ease ccd ge ernnnee| AAO | oen=| AM Ra) 1,885 | cee elec cce ce fence ew) ee 
256 | Windsor Locks, Conn .......| Holden’s Circulating Library ....-..---2...- .--+----| 1870 | Sub .} Mis.....| 650 |....... 4150) | nae af 0 0) ae 
257 | Windsor Locks, Comm «.----| Union Sobool Wbrary...-5 << sc. ne Sosa = ose se see | 1868 | Free| Acad... 500 | 30 1000] 2-2520<c) 60 50 0 = 

258 | Wolcottville, Conn ..........| Library Association..........-.2....2----02-+----++-| 1864 | Sub .| Soe’l ... 1 Site Oe eee 120 321 
org | Re eio ened Library Association..............2--++2+22++++s0:+---| 1850 |Sub.|Soc'l....] 425 | 12 480 | 0 15 2 3. 
260 | Woodstock, Comm ........0. | Weadstook Academy --.......--n----2---cve---00ees|-enne-|.-+-2-| Bond... 400 | 1001 as iets [oes le ee 
261 | Fort Randall, Dak ..........) Post Library.--.+e-ce+cececcessecsteceeeseeeeceeeees|soeeee|sceeee] Gar eeee.| 750 fe Picasa | ses eg hee ee 
262 | Fort Sally, Dak ......-......| Post Library.....----0--eceeeseeeeecececeeeseeeseees|tetee|eeeee| Ga cece] TU [eseeeee: | eeeeeses [eseeeeeet:|eetiee eeeeee | eeeeeeny see 
263 | Yankton, Dak...............| Library Association.......-...-../..-220+-+0+-+-2++++| 1873 | Sub | Soe’) -...| 488 100 1, 000 | 0) 100 100 o ty 

A | | Naira phon Z| tM EABraey nn prea c neo een ean seen ec | ABD | 222 Des canal A OOO! seen cel cone anilecesenenn- eee! fen iene eee eg 
905 | Daven, Dal x2 75-20. 5.2 .-| Maeondo Library. 5_. -.-.2 5202-22 esc-<sseeate=-|neee~=| saan || = MON eu ap catns sp 2 | satan sama eae em |e eeets eee eee = 

906 | Dover, Del .---+.---0--.....-| Stabe Library ....2-.-2.-2-ce--sseecenessenseenseeined| NBOG Fs States st ER MOU oo oS in| cee thc = fenton ESD ee 
207 | Felt, Del..................| Felton Institute and Classical Seminary...........-.-| 1868 |...... Aead....| 400 Onde oe OL ees. eeas|e e a 
268 | Newark, Del ................] Delaware College...........-2..---+eee--2seee2ese----| 1835 |.....-] Col...--.| 6,000 SO: esac nc octenceeee cea | URS 180; [eae aes = 
269 | Newark, Del ................ Delte Phi Gocioty: .2--<--..-<---da= aout at ecsan sf OOS eee ety. BO 0b soca lee deest os [a aes pote hee ee 
210 | Newark, Del .............--. Abb enmegsiBoclaty 2.iccc-rdecxocec0ixanceeuclesbna of oes ppg eaccd BODE] ON) Soa segs] eal ale | ee 
ari || New Castle, Del.._..........| Tlbrary Company. <2.0:...0225000..2.2.<...cc.....2.f 1818 | Sab | Soot...) 6800 | 00 Fcc | 600012 |) | eee 
272 |; Smyrna, Del ................] Library Association............-..-.---+-+-----3+---| 1858 | Sub .| Soe’l ....| 2,500 Sane oe Oilste ees esse oes 

273'| Wilmington, Del ............| Delaware Historical Society....-.----------.--+----./ 1864 |......| Hist -..] 400 BO ee can tee 0} 950}  100]........ 
274 Pisin Deo} Delaware State Normal University .......-...--. --.| 1866 |......| Acad.... 650 WO TS 0 [eveteees Lace ee logue eee 

275 | Wilmington, Del............| Misses Robertson’s Boarding and Day School ........|.-----|..---.| Aad»... 1,000 |.-----2.) 0000.22 |eeeeeeeee feveesee|eeteee eeeeeeee ta 
276 | Bells kf New Castle County Law Library Association. ....--.| 1873 | Sub.) Law ... Meco ee eed Ol nee vast lines aeceliemeraan SS 

577\| Wilmington, Del...-........| Bagby Acsdemy:. 3ic;-..aacui alee saiw igh ITB few el Atediainle =O psa 2.22 aol cesaksaes|iecscac-(/-cexostliceeees See
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278 | Wilmington, Del............) Shield’s Library ............2222.22eceseeeceeeeeeeee | 1863 | Sub .| Sool...) 462 45] 1,135 $150 | $1,000} 200 | $650 & 
€8 | Mert Bee United States District Court....-..-.-..-.e see.) 1846 ie ee ee (ee Cseassdtl oe 
290 | Wilmington, Del............. Wesleyan Female College.........220.--22.2200e2+.) 1837 | sansa: | AIP onset bracay 25h. -ccssseh ceed ce ee 
281 | Wilmington, Del............| Wilmington Institute ......2.--......-.222.-2--2-.2-.| 1987 |Sub | Soe soe SOD AES hee ale tc Sones uel SAOOKE eee cae = 

282 | Wilmington, Del............. Young Men’s Free Library Association............... 1870 | Free | Bool).cs4-; SAA ieceeskct Bevacucel 0 ernc kaa, ae 
283 | Georgetown, D.C ...........| Academy of the Visitation..............20..00..2...| 1799 | a Wada A see ice, cee eee ee os = 
284 | Georgetown, D.C ........-. | Georgetown Colloge.....- -----.----2se-eeeeeee- =| 1791 | v-s22] Col - +--+} 28, 000 180 fos 0 | 50 | oe 

| | : | | = 
285 | Georgetown, D.C........-- Soctety Libraries, (6) ...------+2-----00rs-----$ ae a Soc'y....| 4,268 5G. kcal): eee el ee Lee ~ 

286 Georgetown, D.C .....-..-- | Georgetown Female Seminary .....--.--e0.000-2 | 1868 |...) Acad.) 850]. a ee = 
287 Georgetown, D.C ............ Peabody Library Association -.........2......2......, 1876 are =] © SID)|..cs.ce-|..--nszee+ 93,000) 2 500 fe 200 

288 | Wastington,D.C.........:.| Anademyaf the Visitation...-< 2 2.cecc--.0e--32-| 1800) |. c--| Aone: -] 9,000!) 22--2-[225. 222502] scccesaees| Seaneotbeseiesecfecetenee SSO 
289 | Washington, D.C.-....--...| Adjutant-Genetal’s Office. .---<-.<1----0.+----020.20-] =cee+|--oe2-] Gov't ---] 1,100 |-.-2.--.|o--oeeecee|--nctendee] aerracs[ececenesfecnnenee 
290 | Washington, D.C...........] Attorney-General’s Office -.......-.+--2+eeseee++-2+-| 1858 |......|Gov't .-.| 12,000 |....-c0.|-.-.2ce0-| -e-eeeee-| 3,000 [fo 
291 | Washington, D.C...........] Bar Association ........2222..2.-22-seesseeeeeeeeeee | L87L | Sub. Law «...| MO oe res onc sehen tte ented Sete s 
sp2'| Ry aabingten; DO... -..-<.:| Book Wxchange.cizs.seiles.-..-s. cc .cteeeteneees-| 1870 F BEb!.| M52] 100004... -..] 000} 2.2.02: | see snail oesed[esateneeg oe 
295 | Washington, D.C-......-..:| Buropn of Kdncation s2.20.02cse0.0 seus -2ecc.s se | 1868 },2...] Gov'tis.-] 4,522 |.2.2020).d..20.0. 4 occne ccs [iceseene] 9, 675'[2c--ccue i 
294 | Washington, D.C...........| Bureau of Medicine and Surgery............-...22...|.-<++-|.-.---| Gov't .-.| 1,000 |........ sae | ee seseenalretpe ee ere 
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300, Washington, D.C.----------| Department of -Agricultare..---.+----++---+---------) 1860 |.-----) Gov't --- aa aoa 367 foo ey 1,500 | 3,250 1, 800 

301 | Washington, D.C...........| Department of State. 2-2. -++++4s0++-2-+ise+-++++--| 1789 | Free’) Gov't ...| 29,000 |.-------)--------- ae 2 300 |--22-|- sense z 

seg | Washington, D.C.......--..| Department of the Interior..............:.----.+----| 1850 | Free | Gov't ...| 5,589 | 1,028 |..-.--.--.|.-2. 02-221] .-c2.c2-|eneceecs[eneee eee 

303 Washington, D.C...........| Executive Mansion ......-2----0-0-.02------- xcech MBE ce cae i an sssseres[soeseneefeasezese i 
904 | Washington, D, C.......--..| First Auditor’s Office... -ccese---ceceese-reeeees| 1189. |---| Gow’ --:| 9000] .---22-clee--ec-cb-|acenenecadlessseceu| reese 2e|sanetsee 
(pos |: Wiaaningtin, D0)... --»4 \Gameign Colege cncneney (gceiecsa snes n0n+ce8hu.2) 72h 9868 1s. eed 0,0 Li: ees eg) A Saal eee cee 
306 | Washington, D.C...........| Government Hospital for the Insane ......2.2.2+.++--, te [nl ae oct dy qoo le ie cesses feseieeee hee meee pees 
307 | Washington, D.C...........| House of Representatives .....-...0.-0....+ seas] 17807] ave: |Ghap's. 25105, O00 222s cass cee ecset eases Soest oe peeeeeree Rg 
308 | Washington, D.C...........) Howard University .......-20.---2.222-0---2see22++--| 1869 | Free | Col....../"10, 000 pees? ian yaceaeshe = Migs ee alae oe 
309 | Washington, D.C........-..| Theological Department ................-...---, 1872 |....-.| The'l....| 400 | a Pee Sic eee 
310 | Washington, D.C.....-..-. | Maen Daoarihaites 20.02 sce ox) tt. Leno Bese wec ed SRI sy hired, se Onn c bese 
3H | Washington, D.C.......2+.) Hydrographer’s Office.....-.....--.-2--s2202eeee0-2--| 1867 fies Govit | BOO he AS a he coe ee oe 
312 | Washington, D.C.......-...| 0.0. F. Library Association..............--.----+--| 1860 | Free |Socl ....| 3,600} 100] 6,000 | 400-520.) 950 Be 
313 | Washington, D.C.......... | 1.0.0. F. Library Association of East Washington...| 1874 | Free Soc'l....|  520| 200/250 o} s3e| 190 |.-.----2 Be 
314 | Washington, D.C ...........| Irving Circulating Library. .....-.--2-2--22.-2-+2-++-| 1875 | Sub Mis... 1,100 |..-.-- Vee aha ee saree 
Ais PWvasuingtm D.C -s<ne0.--> | Tang Oley cee eee ec eol aoe nck heveee eames ot reed OOO Josefa once seciese asad: face 
316 | Washington, D.C .......-...| Library of Congress ..........201.22s0ceeeeeeeeeee=:| 1802 s+] G6 «90,600 | 8, 0 J aannvarfemnnrve 15,000 15,000 | 29,310 
317 | Washington, D.C ........--.] Light-House Board .......0-.-0200e0. soeseeseeeeee| 1852 |-..--.|Gov't ...| 1,500 fpscecccsfesssseeeslecseeseedose ceerfesseees [eeaaee 
as | Washington, D.C........-..| Marine Barracks....-...-.-.-.-..-se0---ece-e-oe+e++| 1852 | Free] Gov't ...| 1,500 |---2---.|.---cesee-feeseeeces [eceepeepecreeeiferceeese «SY 
319 | Washington, D.C .........-.| Masonic Library of the District of Columbia ........| 1810 | Free | Soc’l ..... Re ences 500] — 250]....... 250 
$00 | Wageinutan: WC .5.cz.-+-..| Mewernon lnmtitate coe s a races | BIR fata Mimi PS MO0 cazee ech eens auc] seen 2 eee fees ee on > 
Sat] Waphingten, D.G c-.-2.-224 Bbc eraon Seminary ci... oc). 0.52ctsscnssccen | 1B kf Mond) O50. ces Aes ep ae ae fee eae Phone 
ane | Washingion, 0. 0 ........-..] Waey Departmont .....-.-c23c¢006.02sycee20-destacsl onset |eeees| Cow'h 4 4 O80 Ms 2. cerde.cscess- |iesessdec [iescteceleseces |eceeeees 
823 | Washington, D.C ...........| Nimmo's Cireulating Library ...--..-2-------e-e-e--| 1867 |Sub | Mis...) 3,000 |.---2-2-|screceeees ceeeeeeee | T)8O0 ee] eee BY 
aie || Washington, 2.0 js: ci...) Park Seatiinginy 5025-2 icahs-. 2s sccecenseo-o+—2se=+) EODR [eee Mame 24 O02 Feo td ll ae ee ee ee 
Sip | Washington, D.G «5.04, .2+-.] Patent OMe. soa ces eee. cysbeneeser satya a RO fe eh Govt | S008 | 288 | ere. eo et see ee see ee 
326 | Washington, D.C........-.-.| Post-Office Department ........2++++-0+-e+-+ceee-+--] 1862 | Freo | Gov't ...] 6,301 | 900 |...0..0. J eeeeetee [cseseedleeeeeee feceeseee 

* 397 | Washington, D.C ........-..| St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum ...........22.s+22+++-+-| 1850 |...) A.&@R..| 500 ja ee een Oe S$ 
398 | Washington, D.C.........-.| Signal-Office, United States Army .............-..--.| 1861 |......]Gov't ...| 2,900 | 775 |.......2.|-ce-eseefeeeeseecleseeene[eeneeeee 
390] Washington, DiC .2..2..5..-| Seldiées’ Mdime sou. vi scetngl-2-sces---<- set. ucee- 2-4] ARO Feed Gar 1 GOON ea sc dane ee let seen ane fs teee ee weer al eee 
330 | Washington, D.C .......... | Solicitor of the Treasury .....2..-.-..se222eeee222+-+| 1843 oc same G00D fe eet cos baer cet BpO0Od peur : 
331 | Washington, D.C ...........| Supervising Architect's Office .............+---..++-+] 1858 |---| Gov't... Me eae ead eee bee hoe ae 
322 | Washington, D.C .:........- Surgeon-General’s Office ......+--++---++ 0 +202eeeee0+ 1865 /......' Gov't ... 40,000 | D9, BOOP oo inns ono Medepesvesi laxcaasad eataanspeaeeee _ - 

* Books and pamphlets, oS 
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333 | Washingtou, D.C ........--.| ‘Treasury Dp imeeeaagis <ocnesc<eeeset | 1903 | Free | Gov't ... aii | Ghat omar ee 
334 | Washington, D.C ...........] United, States Coast Survey ....-.-..---e-c2---eece7-+] 1882 |.-----| Gov't .--| 6,000 |-.-2222-] eoeeeree-|eeeeee eee proce pacar = 
335 | Washington, D.C .......-...| United States Naval Observatory ........-.--..-.--..| 1845 |.....-| Gov't ... 7,000 | 208} ........ |oveevsene[oeeene | lisse le ee 
336 | Washington, D.C .......-..| United States Senate.........2..-.ceseecceeeeeeesee] 1852 | eee Gov't ...| 25,000 faces eps cig hie bere 
337 | Washington, D.C ........-..| War Department ........---.----+--2022-2-2002-20 | 1832 | Free | Goy't ...] 13,000 | 805 | .---.--.-:|..2----2-----2-2-} #100004 $1, 400 = 

ap | Washington, D.C..........{: Wadbipaton, Clty Labgary,..--.<--a--seaceco<---na:) 4008 1Sub IVMLC.A-115,000| S90 Ieeccecs-.| 907 -ceccnsehernuele rece eae 
339,| Washington, D.C ....-.-.--., Wayland Seminary .....---.--+-lecseseeeeceeeeeeeee-| 1865 |......] The'l.-. fae MO cree akties cae 1 
340 | Jacksonville, Fla............| Florida, Circulating Library ..............2+2--ss+-+-| 1873 | Sab] Soe’) ....] 1,500] 250 | 2.2222. seeeecerdeeserceefeeeeeees|eteeeees : 
aaa Uarenoneiiia, Wis; ,:54.5<2-|' Gb Joseph's AcaWemy.cca-ssci-;2-/odesda0r5c-025:|CEROO) tases BAM ool BOG occa icone Soe cote a ope 
342 | Milton, Fla...........-.-.---| Masonic Academy,.....-.------+2+--2+e+-+se2+e+++++| 1895 | Free | Acad..-.| 1,000 |........|..--.---0-1 0 Pa aii oe ee 
343 | Pensacola, Fla ..,........-.., United States Navy-Vard .......2202022000-s2e+0--+-| 1864 | .2...)Gov't...| 630 eae nese [ove femee odie = 
344 | St. Augustine, Fla .....-.--.| City Library; s..------.-------see----e--eee---e-e---| 1875'| Free | Pub... B00:|..-.es. ‘500 |. -c-o ne OE 000 200 | 150 
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346 | Athens, Ga ...............-.| University of Georgia ......--.--..--¢s--:----eseee-| 1831 | Sub.| Col....-,| 14,000 },...--2-|.--2eee-0-[eeeeee-e-| 1,000 | 1,000 ]........  & 
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349 | Athens, Ga ........--..-----| Phi Kayps Bobisby. ---.--002c0-cs-r2<9--20+2--02| 1020 | +--+] Soe’y---.| 3,000 [peeeeeee|seeeee eee ale Co onan sh peg ee cioe 

350 | Athens, Ga.......-........ | Law Départment,.....-..---.---a-+---2---7-27-+| 1806,):--222| LAW »-- Beagle ee 
351 | Augusta, Ga ...........-....| Medical College of Georgia .....-----.--.+++-++-+++++| 1831 oa Met ets eas | isch eee 
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355 | Adanta, Ga....--+----+++-++| Clark University. ...2000--200-eee+-seeee serenereee] 1869 ee Acad....{ 380 | ee en 0 jeeeee ee on 
356 | Atlanta, Ga........--..-----| Georgia State Library .......-..--.----+----++++e-+++| 1825 |..---.) State... | 20,000 SO08 1 op nsdvince | awtaxntecbenecbuas.cnnaenetaeeeeiee 

357 | Atlanta, Ga bec i<3| Young Men's Library .-.....-..-..----+-0sesee--++-«| 1867 | Sub../ Soe'l ... 4,510 | a | 15, 000 2, 500 Loe sreeees |eeeeeeee 

> 358 | Augusta, Ga ............---.| Augusta Institute ......2..-.--.2-2.05 peeeseeees-e--| 1870 |-.----] Acad... | 375 | corel sapeeecs 4 0 Poa jeoeraetteoecoas 
“' 359 | Augusta, Ga......-..-------| Catholic Young Men's Society ..........-....«+-s+---| 1873 |Sub.|Soe'l...| 933] 300 — 1, 200 0) 1,100) 200 800 
= 460 | Aga Ganson Young Men’s Library Aesociation ..... ..........2+-| 1848 | Sub .| Soc'l ... | 4,400 300 | 8, 200 7, 500 850 | 225 600 
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366 | Dalton, Ga.....-..--..-++-- | Dalton Female College...-......--2s-e-eesseeeeeeees | 1873 | caer | RAM cd] IDS snc sf en tiled | Soseee leas reed cece eels aes BH 
367 | Griffin, Ga......2......:..-.| Griffim Fomale College ........-..s-100-00222222eeee+: | 1857 | se-:-| Acad... ato | A004 aeneeces't ad carbs ead a a 
368 | La Grange, Ga........-.-.-.| Southern Female Colloge .1---+--+-+-+++ sects eeeees| 1950 |..----| Acad...| 300 aod nce Wiles eccd dscmce neocon 
500 '| GaGranpe, Ga.s-:-2+s-3205: (BAB ovletyss.-dests.s.oveosys teeseececeeel voce Ve goa 300 | Seen) ences Seceteecl oes 
370 | Macon, Ga......---2.-+---+-| Academy for the Blind.....-..-.cs-secereeeeeeerenee | = ane | 900) 40 |..---se00 , elec eres 
amt | Macon, Ga.......--.--+----.| College of American Medicine and Surgery ....-0-. | -2+..[o-e--|Med....] 500 |.20..02.] sees. | sstsipardl ence) cae eee 
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378: Macon, Ga.........----+--- | Ciceronian Society......-..----00+--2-02eeee2-| se 2+ | BOR Ese xf SOND) | note afr ceen ae cent o> glen y reset eevee eee & 
374 | Macon, Ga....--..-.-.----. | Phi Delta Society..--.-+.-++sere0+020sseseeeeee | sees ose of Sueys<< 300 | sctenes| cnentive fewecontens|ccarsecs| naseteilecnsenes ss 
995 | Mavon, Ga:-::-----.--2----:| Plo NomoOgllege:.-:..---242 ----ssceees-0se2-seee> | 1875 | ied | Col sesh | OMI vaok- | ones camerl-wense ar sees ee-c| eae mat| tercoeien ae 
376 | Macon, Ga...............-. | Public Library and Historical Society....-.-..-.--+- | 1874 | Sub ./ Soc’l ... 1 200 | ete tees 0) 1,800 | 1,800 | 1,00 & 
377| Macon, Ga.......-.....---- | Wesleyan Female College.........-..-.----+-++-++0- | 1839 |.----.| Acad... | 3,000 | Ae | en besye ly sh santes 150 | ac de ee 

378 | Near Milledgeville, Ga...... Talmage School......--.00.s-s+seseseeeceseseseenees | ene oo Reals. | GOO |i setey | accede. | ssees ts see sic | epee 
379 | Newman, Ga......-...--..-.] College Temple ....-.-.-...-+---+2--0--+-++-++-+----| 1853 | Free | Acad... | s08| sesete | cree eee | Oi | -ceece=e 0 O ees 
380 | Oxford, Ga.........--------.| Emory College...-. 02222-2222 02 -eeeeeer cere eeeeeeees | 1BBB |-eeees) Colesee- | 3,000 | 222.2 | cence eee | ceeer sees |s eters ee = 

381 | Oxford, Ga......-.-.---+++- Booloty Libraries .....-.-..---soe-ssse--ee-o+05 | alee | soo. Pease | sece ti ccicaees ara sac-cl cme) ape eee 
362 | Rome, Ga...-.....--.--++++-| Rome Female College....-.--.--++--2++++eeeeeeeeee:| 1857 |---| Acad...) 1, 000 | sos Bera 4 oepete 2) ce cete nh See eee ee S 

383 | Bera na dK. sie eonepia estetarinal ipl 2 eGo cies ows rewr ete | 1839 | .....| Hist’ .. 9, 326 600 |.......-.| 15,000 | 5,000 Lets eee ae 
384 | Savannah, Ga....--.-22.20 | Savannah Medical College ....-...-2-+-+-2--2----+++ | 1853 ee Mes Areca ce. pace fp Seaste ah See ace laren as) er eee 
385 | Savannah, Ga........-...-..| United States Military Post and Company Library ..| --.-.| -----| Gar .... IB Pees ss: fone | egtezentah coast oe eee 

386 Talbotton, Bee aN Collinsworth Institute .....-.---.-----1-000+---+----| 1856 |------] Acad...) 850 |---g20-.| ---ne ree] eennscone|-eenens-| cnceee-| cores ce : 
$87. | Palbotton, Ga...---...------| Le Vert. Colloge.....-...--cacegnact-ncceeeer-onern= | irre Acaae 2 2 SOD eh el Nanaia bree ga ne er eee eee 

ges | West a Ga ra Female College.....2.--.-+-00--+-+-++++-| 1870 |...-. | Acad ... 2 Es le oe 
so | West Point, Ga.............) Young Men’s Library Association pre s5 sl 1872 | Sub | Soe'l..- 900 DOO aoe cvi sw sbseesenee 500 450 50. Se.
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$36 | See CHEE Taste | Semoee TS) cil on. \<- | U6 fac checaee | Worl COL beatae 
$91 | Abingdon, Ill...............| Abingdon College. .-..--..--...+---2----se-ee--+>2--| 1855 |.----.| Col.-..- BOO |... 2. |eneeee eee |eeeeeeeee [eceee ee [eee eeee [iene eee = 

392 | Abingdon, Ill...........--+- SicolehylAbancheg o =e; -csene cn ceoz Seccreeol eee. (cases | Beye | Uap |e nc |eocet ee HGR O2 gAON| esgel eee 
pas | Saciaietae AUN ¢ 2. 232 4. -| ledding Oallawe seats 2 ouy ce tassios ccd seed oes) ABOU oS pl ya 22s 9 e900 | acws [eae ec Saaesl see alcetecle ab cee epee eee eae 
394 | Abingdon, IIl..........-----| Sopieby Librarian (8) 2k -ucs even caetest eel ucliog oil Saslyezs | Adnan reeset bess [Gans ees 
395 | Addison, Ill........--..-.--.| Evangelical Lutheran Normal School :.........----- 1S17| veces | Anail- = || <3, 000} an .2 si none esl sts, oroallueeoeh cl oecere| ee ma 
$06:| Alton, TH <,........:--.-0--| Public Libpary.~.<cpvse--ceaaseaceseczene-sn--nra-z--| 1852 |Sub |Soc't....| 2,000] 235 | ...--25. $i) | ose. | cares eee 
Or) Amos, all. 22... ..32-+.-+5-5| High: Schoo) Libtiaryc22 2-202. 250srscoreeceve 6-4] -orene) coe~es| eat oe Op eee fae ee arch] eooatne = Pci paces eee 
BUG | Amboy, Ui oe5-s<2css0s0-=-0 Ulinpia Central Library, Aseosintion -...---.-+=.-.--4 exce-| Bubs) Snel. | 0B 2s |e eee ae Suvex peo 
399 | Aurora, IIl.........-.....-.-] Jennings Seminary ......--2.-0+.sesecscetseceeeeees] 1857 |.-2-- | Aead-...| 500] 2.202 | ceeeees 0. [iota seal fecng nell crea S. 
M00 |. Mmeoen, TU... .02 2 2i.cs-ccess: Library Aseoolation..s..s-y-ssccsecseveessssssses+2) 1864 | Sub | Soc’l ... | 2,250 it ices tvaeolt Ch sbarce bn ctt nol reae s 

401 | Batavia, Ill.................| Batavia Free snes dimes inte oor cnedee meteuceined| 1873 | Free} Pah... 1, 000 100 8,000 | seee- eee [eoeeeee $200 | $300 

402 Belleville, Ill........-.....--| Institute of the Immaculate Conception...........-- | 1870 I resozsl Maat IPO ett oe oe se. imi al oars |i [ivereces | See 
403 | Belleville, Ill...........-....] Saengerbund Library .....2......022.222222s2000+--0:| 1836 | Sub pSaude-s |. 4/000) cease |. -71, 900) See Th calc 2 
404.| Belvidere, Il. ,.,......+.---] Lilrary Soglety ..c,-.s.nc-s-0sssctessecceaseensesee-| 1874 |Sub |Sool... | 496 |....... | 3,340 | Os eaivecle bees wo § 
405 | Bloomington, Ill ............| Illinois Wesleyan University............-:--022-002+ | 1850 |...--.| Col.-.-. - ~epgind| dr aeeneo| ares restl aces les eee ee 
406 | Bloomington, Ill.........-.. Betieey, beatles e202 recente asec e | cece see A SUC ed AWW |S el ene |e | eee | 
407 | Bloomington, Ill .......-..-. Law Department....-.+---2-.--ssesenrresenee | 184 |.2--)| Law... -.| 2,000). 95] o--ceeee |ocheeenge|saeteens|esetene frocenems 

* 408 \ Bloomington, Ill ..........-.| Library Association..............-......222.+.+-.---.| 1856 | Sub’| Soc’l... | 7,000 | 500 | 26, 000 a 2,000 673 | 1, 246 

409 | Bourbonnais Grove, Il...-..| St. Viator’s College .....-..-.-.--.22--+---22+.2+-00-| 1871 |.2.2. | Col... 1,200 100 | cs sccsinn) ficsnsseas; | Seeded /dcenssstslisesaeee 
410 | Banker SEALS OD 5 oe Seicaant | AR RIO MRO UMS ONE ch 8 cad 2s ns dee tate renee ast 1867 | Sub {eee 1600 | 1) 1,500 0) |-~+-465. a 115 
411 | Bushnell, J .........-......] Library Association.......2202-5eeec-cee-eeeeeeeeeees! 1869 | Sub | See'l....! 1,000! 100 662 ial eA eee 0 ;
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413 | Carbondale, Il..----.--..--. Southern Mlinois Normal University ..---.----+------| 1875, |encese] Acad... 1,444 | 2-20] --- 22 een | O)) sescnni lo -=<2eef--"s-=ay 

414 | Carlinville, Ill. ..-.-..------- Blackburn University.--seeeeereeeeteeesseeenesonee| 1867 ieee Col......| 1, 2u0 Piece Sih ost | eens cee 

415 | Carthage, Iil.......-----.---| Carthage College... -+--ncc--caeceqneanceeane.npcere=| LOUL sere] Cle ceee 2,000 Be Us ad Disa eens even 

416 Centralia, IIl....-...----.---| Publie Die te, eee 1872 |Free|Pub....|  6l4| .2.... fon O | acess | ceetenefesereees 
417 | Chicago, Ill.........---.--- | Academy of Sciences ..........+.-20000e-0eeeercr0e> fond Free | Sci......) 1,500 | A00 [co scecvee [sect se= | 0 0 0 

418 | (ipag GMM nsica-20c=<<0-2<-| AllOn’s AQAGUII = 5p4co<sqcs- ss cecoeedex-agsaraveqees] 4004 Es Acad....) 2,500 1OWah eaokakss Oi och Socssanhe =aenees a 

419 | Chicago, Ill.............-...| American Electrical Society ......--....----+---+---,| 1874 | Free | Sci...... TODA) 0 te die cose aelinateeiae | canes} uses aep severe eleae 

420 | Chicago, Ill ......-.--------.| Baptist Union Theological Seminary ........-..-----| 1869 |....-.| The’l....| 15,000 | ....-. | -.------ 2.000) 200 0 0 = 
421 | Chicago, eee Bennett College of Belectic Medicine and Surgery...) 1868 |....../ Med...) 500 | "100 | 2-202. eeeeeee | eee | ceeeee teens 
422 | Chicago, Il ...--.----------.) TGRRO OF SECRED 52 ope cag m nr ncgens sa nnee- npr opacee | ASTt |......| Mig..---| 300 | --.-25 | ----2e2, | --neceee | -2deee] socaan [aeeceans | 

423 | Chicago, Ill..--------------. Chicago Astronomical Society.......-...-------------] 1863 ee Silica e WOM etal eke 2,000] 1,000 | .......) ------- 
424 | Chicago, IIl......-..-------.| Chicago College of Pharmacy ........----..-+see++++ 4 | 2,500| 250] ........ wesert [psielee faa 
425 | ‘Chicago, Ill ...........----.-| Chicago Historical Society ....---.------+-+-++¢e+++++| 1856 |....-.| Histl...] 300 | -..... | 2.222. | 44000] 4,400 | 2.2.0.) s22-2 Be 
426 | Chicago, IIl.....--..--------| Chieago Theological Seminary ....----.-.+----------| 1855 |.-.--./The'l... 5,500 325... 0) 0 1,700 a = 
427 | Chicago, Ill ,..........-.... | Chicago Turngemeinde ..........-....-..------------| 1856 | Sub .|Soc'l....| 1,500 | 125 600 | ca sensas 250| 250 0 & 

42s | Ohicopo, Ill .+<=-<2:--<2s--<} Chicago University. ...:<e«<s0ryq-se71'<¢-2++2s 02>] 185% |o---o-| Colipsa=:} 18, 000:| acces | <e-ze-c. | sesees < | Joco lisa este 
429 | Chicago, Ill ...--<.-----+----| Cobb's TADTary «aenca-n-rzn-eernesenereesrener=-e---e) 1869 | Sub | Mis.....| 9,128 | 9,000] ----.00.| -e----- | oseee | cseeses osteeeee > 
430 | Chicago, Til ..........---....| Dearborn Observatory .....-.00-c00cc-ceseseeeeeee--+| 1866 peat i tse cele, 0 | ecco [ete aes 
431 | MORO, LE ace op oe ca ecv'e:n oo) ea A RO eb ees pint ea ncn qe sos] ASOT | sub |Law..../ 7,000, 600) 10, 000 0) 7,500 5,000 2,000 

432 | Chicago, Ill.........-.......| Newsboys and Bootblacks’ Association. ....0..-26.0+.| 1871 |...) A&R.) 616) 200 | 20... oes Sade ee 
3 433 | Chicago, Ill................ | North Chicago Rolling Mill..............-.-...-..--.| 1870 | Sub .| Soc'l ... 700 $00! | toss o| Odors 850, € 

434 | Chicago, Ill ....--..----..--.. Presbyterian Theological Seminary of the Northwest.) 1259 | sae] The'l... | 8,000 | SN Saeed 2, 500 | 259 300 10 S 

ASS | MINER, AN gon nese ce MOR Orat ce oF, ve ster ooo nen ceo | 1872 | Free} Pub.... 48,100 11, 331 | 403, 356 0 | 63,616 | 32,317 | 31, 057 

pl Aeieaguay os. ode np ollie laa tes tons) oir ee a ee ee! 
437 | Chicago, IN............-.--.| Seminary of the Sacred Heart ......-------+--2++++++] 1859 | ..--.| Acad. | 2,758) 2.2... f sccabsss| cote.) cell eee eno 
438 | Chicago, Dl.........------- | Union Catholic Library Association................-.| 1868 }Sub:|Soc'l... | 1,972/ 210) 2,136 0} 2.2]. 30s] 08 & 
499 | Ohiongo, Ill ...-.....--::---,| Weat Gide Library, 239 Went Madison street.........|'1869 [Sub |Mis-....| 6000 | 1,000 | ....2... | -...0--) 0. | 28 | 0 
440 | Chicago, Ill..........-....... Young Men's Christian Association..................| 1867 | wree|¥.at.c.a| 2,670|° 140| 9,000 9): 000)| Soe 
44L Danville, IN. .........--..-.-| Culbertson Library ......2..2.-2:ssseeeceeeeeee cones] 1867 | sab [ats | 1,250 | 0 Of. ono fe cele 0 
442 | Danville, Ill.....--...--.--- | Bigh eligi = po. nn an ss ee ca cele c| Acad .. 500 | Sarees ta peiesec a isausetcoupescs sel te -caeae ieee 

463 | Decator, 1). ..-2...2..-.<<-| Ladies Library Association :....-.<<.<.<c...0+s--<-2:} 1867 | Sab..| Soo} <. | 2,000 |.2c.25-,) <.225.55 | ates ssctleseoweuf.cascse-feeee=ee c 

| Dixon, Til....-,:s--+-.-=-.-::] Hose Company, No. 1 See 1872 ss lSoo't....| 700 | 3 | 400 Of |) as 
445 | Dwight, I ..............--| Kenyon's Ciroulating Library......-.--.ce.---------| 1674 [Sab |Mis.....] 600 /..-----| 8,000 | senesced convene sessecttereeeee 

* Books and pamphlets. pt
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446 | East St. Louis, Tl vee] Public Library and Reading Room.........-...--.-. | 1874 | Free) Pub.... | 4,022) 1,583 | 7,798 oe | 87,500 | $2, 819 | ter 1S 
447 | Eden, Ill.............-...-.-| Mutual Improvement and Library Association....-../ 1848 | Sub. Soc’l.-. 1, (00 25 300 |e} 150 %) os 8 
968) Mdwardavillé T,...--.:..,.| Poblie SEmHOVIADTSY <..-aparcd sac-e-manncerateonad|nneoee|egecer| SHB<- + | TW |oeteree | neeacnes [easacnnen, |-eregend-ootags |o02e- seen tee 
WD | Felgho, TN. 0. 5.22... -.-.<<, | BO PAWS TAe Mies 3.02 ube csecovecce< ss. ce-22<-+--/ 1808 | ree Pap.=--| 1800") 2.2.2] 700 # | --.--- werent. COD eae 
450 | Elmwood, Ill............-.-.| Young Men’s Library and Reading Room ..........-.| 1875 | Sub | Soe’l ... 220 50) 1,000 0} 200 125 AS) ae 
St | EV Piso, Dl .s...525.;2-2.2- | Siaies’ Gihmery 1a <00--<.-eeececn ds. i2=21-2-| 2898 | Sub ‘| Sool -.. | ~'680 | 22. M0 |i ccecene | 80 jpecticas|- pe ae 
452 | Eoreka, Ill...............--.] Hupoka College .......22-.---20--senseseseseesseeeee| 1856 [oee.- | Colj---- | 2000 | 2.12. | eeceeeefecceeceees|ecesees [eeeeeedesresees Se 
453 | Eureka, Ill...............-. | othihey SABAH As, oe 85 oh skeet ety ane |--eaes|ncds-:| SOCVnn¢. DOU | yee | (da stateat fences eat |amaeees| accel Feeeer 

454 | Evanston, 1il............-.-.| Northwestern University........ ..-+-+0-es-+++-++++ | 1856 |----- | Col.-.-- | 30,000 0.2... | cesee2--] 68,000 |o-.2e |eeneeeefeerreees 
455 | Evanston, Tll................| Garrett Biblical Institute....................-.] 1456 |..... | The'l... | 3,000 | 2... | -.....2.- j| 24s <s5]enaecnes|psvras ee 
436 | Fulton, IN .....-........-. | Northern Iinole College....s...0c..0sdeseteerseeees] 1878 [aoe] Agad... | 600 | 00.02. | sesseeee O'|scnesce [esassne, [peeencer = 
PUPA PS 2.0 -25.5.50ac2)| Normal Sobol MNURMMY: 2 ss csnccopsessiteucees-Codaeeye|octe | Atpaeas |) A004 | 2 ccs | -asescecs| nad s-ceuoececes fe smneedl tee ome 
458 | Galena, Ill ..................) Young People’s Library Association................ | 1871 |Sub Soe'l... | 800) 150)... oe 200 200 oe 
459 | Galesburg, Dl.............. | Free Public Library .....-......-.cce--cceeseescreee 1858 | Free| Pub.... | 4,435 308 | .. ....-. Oi ceteea|a Mesa, |encerscr ee 
Ons eioutiatgs T0032) 5e- 2. ca. ut| Binox Oallege cS 228 = occa cass nahn are MT Seco Ole. | 000 oo 2cei[ ee cekerd occa. ped someon! |esetseesfpeceoeee Ss 
461 | Galesburg, Ill.............. Sooieby Libraties <isis-vecsaccseeseesss castes] gee | vee: [Ros | BIN |iecees| tees cdc. | ecco ee 
463 | Galesburg, Iil.........--.....| Lombard University. ..-.:.---2-><---s-coneese--seen-| 1857 |----.°| Col.cz. | 9/600 | .2.....| -s.0s----]---- cecesleveeenes|teeeeene|@oeteree 

463 | Galesburg, IM.............. Spiel Uibepston 25 Jos. 22 =: ao ceca eo oh blk BO Pat eae eel se sore ee eee oes 
Bes | Misti, 10 cna -n nf EU GWIBANOUN rns) A 0--cannansenenra-nersoites)anet etch tenh tees | Aas | BW) os cts | ence edd bate ki| ce foe hee 
463 | Geneseo, IIl...-..........-..] Young Men's Christian Association ......22-20224+2 |sesee.|-s-+- | YMCA) 1,250 | Le 2g a Nae ne 
466 |.Geneva,IN..................| Public Library...2.....22..22--2---022eeeeeer 2ee-ee-| 1693 | Sub | Soot... | 1,200 | a 2, C00 O lpcctcc i] cszeoccil geo : 
407 | Godfrey, I ................ | Monticello Female Seminary ....222222222.22222ee202-| 1888 1.0... | Acad... | 3,000) 222...) ele Dolio Meee i acter



463 | Greenville, Til... ...-..... 55.) Almira College! lis 200202256. 6 022-22 o os cc eee ee ons- 22} 1865 | -----| Acad... 1, 200 50 | -cosesen4 6) (oo see clone eeesaam 

469 | Greenville, TIl...---..------ Badey Eibiaty --2------.. 2. 2..-2 685 2o5-c-2 | ca eee == TR |. a no dos} ewes Gde Beas as u.2by oror depo geee ea waneee 

470 | Greenville, Til.....-..-......| Ladies’ Library Association ............--.----.-----| 1856 | Sub -| Soc’ woe TOFS. b-s22 23 4, 100 72 150 85 50 

at | Gategieellle, 110 =.=. 5. | CMGI BANONY.--no = aaa sacesrncinen cnn nnned=[acnnic|st28be| WRT I) WOO | sateen pave yeciee | eeaeuy sib ctpest aden pence 
472 | Irvington, Il ........-...--.| Iinois Agricultural College .......--...--+.002+++++-| 1866 sxad | CES: OOP 282s sae 0 Oibeceesecee eee 
#73 | JackBonville, Il :::-......2.| Mlihois College:---7..<...-------------s200¢2---sss-=s} 1680 |;2-22-| Coli-.2s| 8,000 |.sc-0.- |. <csceese Oh aed Se 
474 | Jacksonville, Ill .9....:... Phi Alpha Society SR aS a, 1845 | woos] Soo'y--- 1,200 |o-nésee | cenereee | cencever-|ieecereefeeceeeefecesneee GY 
475 | Jacksonville, MM .........--. igen PY Boclety<--:—2-<<csancccceser~ wet=aect JENS Viele, | Ragia 2. foie Sb 232 205 [esa a. 22 ml asseoctte sees cee ce 
496 | Faskpodville, UW .-.1.--122-.| Waele Wetiiale College :..-.2-<.c.cc..nccceeea-csool-| ASAP |ssccss| BMT 24 9000 |. .0.3ce [.cuccscstid-csoceccs [vcs coke eae ae 
477 | Jacksonville, Ill ............| Institution for the Education of the Bn BOW (oo -s| eed os) OEY sscegs | ccnceoze. Oi coe lee cee fee 
178 | Jacksonville, II .....-..---- Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb.) 1871 | ..... Acad... 1,450 309 S| 0 |seesccep tots -mecleetaces eine 
429 | Jacksonville, Ill ............ Jacksonville Female Academy........--+-+--+--0+++-| 1830 | -22-.) Acad...) 300) Leese eee O) fie Wachee eee 
480 Jacksonville, Ill ............, Jacksonville Library Association ...........+-++2+-+- tant | Sub | Soc ....| Ge reiessp Sa t ose eoe e = 
481 | Jacksonville, Til ........... snaps tag | 1914 |.-..-.| Law ..., 2800 | esse |creceeceed|oeeneecees|sseeeeeleeseeeeefecsnenee 
482 | Jacksonville, Ill ............ Reading-Room and Library..............-...-...---.| 1874 | Sub .| Soe’l... 1,628 TM hvac see 0 ceeeee es] 40 450 ae 

483 | Jackéonville, Til’.:.7.-_.:-..} State Bowpital fot the Knuane x 5252.22..15-2......| 1804 |rzeas.| Av& RE| 4/900|:5224-[scsseeecns| Sacscees| ccs tis|. aces cee 
TBR | Fae TS nanan ness! oli Business College eoeevereeeeeeeeveeeeeeenneees 1866 | ola 2,00 400 co fatndiucs Wace ee ae eee eee ou 

$05: | Foe WE oe nan sR ORAS E So nese nab en anachcccpeansign soesf SB00) | Re80 | DUDS... TOL verte Lee eagte O evsscans beyesmns eeeneee 

Rr jst 4 geese Y/R | 16 | nnn ee ae gs er eae ee | ee 
487 | Kankakee, Ill..............., Ladies’ Library Association .........-.ese00.--+-+---| 1875 | Sub.|Soe'l.... 600 | 1502, 000 | 0 250) 200 | ee 
34) Gkewanee, TI... 225.:..7...-.| Poblio tbremg eto ai eee... 5.| 1898 | Bree! Pubs -.2.| 1600 |. aS | ool len| 2 ae 30 
439 | Knoxville) Il ..........---. | St Mary's School -.....2....-0c s---eeeeeeeeoceeeeeee+| 1968 |...-..| Acad...,| 1,000 |.--.... | s-ss0-02 | cei ee 
490 Lake Forest, Ill.............. Ferry Hall, Lake Forest University........-+-2-.-++ ae Bied..-| AO. A2 | core cant Oi ceee: corse = 
491 | Lake Forest, Ill........----.| Lake Forest Academy ...-.-..-c---1-++----cee-re0---| 1858 |------| Aead....| 500 | .2222+.|-0+s0--0-. Obed ees 
492 | La Salle, Il................!| Barnes & Cos Circnlating Library...............+-.| 18% |Smb.| Mie...) 450 | 200 4,500 ]..........) 950 |........|...200 & 
493 La Salle, Iil.........2..--+-., Malone's Cireulating Library...........2-0++00000-++ 1e14 | Sub) Mis... 490] 50} 4,700 ]..........] 100 50'|--2---3) eee 
404 Ta Salle, Tl.-..-.--+-+--+2-- St: Patrick's Total Abstinence Society...--.---------/ 1874 | Sub.) Soe... 890 eevee. 2000 | seeeeeees Mw). wh... & 
405 | Lebanon, Ulici-:...--;---n-+| MoKendyee Collogoysn-cenau<stieac-oreceee-eveceo+s 1905: foto} COD 2.2. 400 [> 52-265 |--arreeaee|-<-necones)> 200) lccasabax|eceddere ge 
496 | Lebanon, Ill .............-- Philosophian Society .-........-..--+------+---| 1888 |-----.| Soe'y... | 1,500 |...2.... srrageeeee|seeceeseeslseteares|seteee dal eceeeees a 
497 | Lebanon, Ill ............---.| PRAIA TINE LS gs aau nv ccai in cots | NOM oan NODE oe} A, BIO tsa 00d arid oes cela dans) oteeet ore ak ean 
498 Lebanon, Il .....22..-.---- ssidian onalebye Sn. 2 2 co i5snnnn inne SS ABOO fs 2. BOO RS= = | BUDE nals ee enad|yaesenas fee deconel asec ol feere ee 
499 Mendota, Ill ......-......./., Evangelisch-Lutherisches Collegium.......--------+- 1875 |......| Col icf NS SIMD cote. SoS cese ed saeceaees eeceee ese eee sae 
500 | Mendota, Ill ......-..-...--.| Mendota Library Association..........-+.-------+--+| 1874 | Sub .| Soo'....| 1,020 |........| s---ceeoe| cccceeces[ecseeene|eenctaes|sbensene Eel 
501 | Mendota, Ill................| Wartburg Seminary ..........0.ccsesespeeceeesess-o+| 1858 | thet SOON cceei ree ties least li er ee 
502 | Moline, Ill ..............----| Concordia Society..........--cescesssteeceeeesecveee-| 1802 (Sub.|Socl....) 300) a8| 175 |...) a0 ail 30
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g © ae eof go Se) ee Bie | oe ee 
3 i ze | 6 ; 2 ries fetes ee ee ate = : fle; +ElE| E13 ge\|i*|2 = 
s z s = eb & | $4 = 

Zz | eB & 5 a | + |) 4 a | aA g Bes fe ee ee ee eae 
Bie dee Nitep eto 25) Papliombrargsd cue oor Sree oe a Ge Free | Pub.... | 2,776 | e43| 10,662 |.........|..-.-...| @908/ goi0 
504 | Monmouth, 1 ..........:...] Monmouth College......--.-.--..s00 o1-c0---------2=+| 1856 |-4----| Col..---.| 2,000 |.--.....|..-2-..-- | $0 @ ESS 8 

505 | Monmonth, Ill ...........-- | Warren County Library and Reading Room ........ | 1870 |Sub./ Soc'l....| 3,600 | 800 16,000 16,000 2,200 1,200 1,000 
506 | Morris, IM ........-....----.| Library Association ....2.......2.-222s00+0+--2-++---| 1873 | Sub.| Soe'l....] 800} 150 | 2,500 0) 300) 300 0 & 
607 | Morris, IM’ ..2...............] St. Angela’s Academy ..2...........222222ecre. cence. | 1850 |..02..| Acad... 300 Ws. eeee Oy cece: Sorgen ors eee ee 
0g | Mt. Carroll, Il............. | Mt. Carroll Seminary ..2......2.0222.0022220215.0.1..| 1853 |...--.] Acad....] 3,000 | — 150 |.....-----] O dene cca ee ol eee seine 
509 | Mt. Morris, Til ..............| Rock River Seminary....11...:...-2tscececs-ete--+ | 1641 Jesvee-] Acad...) 1,200) 100 |.-.eeeee.| eee] eeeeee feeteeeeseeeeeee SS 
sid | Me*Verdoupill....---. | Suimemo Gonsponttiorn Cram Divinon 20 |. ast. | Bree| Law <5} 3,500 bos |= | 1,000 et) a0 Sf 
sit | Napierville, I.......------ | Bor tewpatreniailige olee- ssc t Slee ncetccseta 4 1861 |4Sts:]Colsss=.|° W000 lass Ceti. este. 3 dln mee hee eee q 
512 | Normal, Ill...............--.| Illinois State Natural History Society.........-..-2-.| e222-|------|Sebe.--- | 00 |.-2..e-) essen 0 Oi eee eee 
513 | Normal, ll..................] Soldiers’ Orphans’ Home..........-.-..-2-s-----2-2--| 1869 |......] A. & R..] 1,200 ROU Nace Sh cena eps ate = 
514 | Normal, Mil..................| State Normal University..............20).0000.0..2..| 1857 |.--2.] Acad....| 1,400 |.-....-.|.--..-22.- O [Aicascediee ohare ee 

515 | pieeacs "| pelea a te es aes 1872 | Sub.| Soc'l....) 2,000 | 200.|........- DP otic. 100 a 
516 | Onarga, Ill...............--- Grand Prairie Seminary and Commercial College ....| 1863 |......| Acad... | €00 |..---2-- -2see-++ O| oeen- | cteece [iene SR 
517 | Onenga, Ill: -..0.-: ..-.-25-.] Bebe UMlmary 22020200006 2.22 22.2.2. 0l2 2 | 1898 | Bee] Pubs...) 1,000] 150 |... 2-2] | 1800] 1 nS 
518 | Ottawa, Ts. ..2..572_...2...|) Odd Wellows Tibrary <2..2...5...00..5.5220.0 5225.4 2S | Sub Soe’l ... 605, aD 1, 200 | 0 0 10 0 a 

519 | Ottawa, Ill.......2..........| Supreme Court, Northern Division..............---..| 1849 | Free| Law ....) 4,500 | 200 0 0 0 1,000 50) 
520 | Pana, TU...........-:...2.0,| Library Association........c<.-+sss--ec0esse02220s22+] 1860 | sub Soc'l...| 400] 100 300 Ce 100 
at | Paria, Il....................| Hurty’s Normal Institute.........2.....2..-22..22.-.| 1670 |...-..| Acad....| 500 SU ecees =i] Oa ee 
922 | Peoria, Ill. ..........:......| High School Libraty.....2..2...2...2-c-22.---22-22-.|-22---| Free|Acad.-.| 1,100] 150} 5,000] ........| 175] 150 25 
523 | Peoria, Il... sessssssese++| Mercantile Lay aoc ncnnnrnrnenenen 1855 Sub.| Mer.....| 9 a | 67 | Re Bees Sores | ion) 2 
824 | Peoria, I...............-...| Peoria County Normal School.......2..22-022-+------| 1868 |......| Acad... 465 100\|.<2 ss0./] 0} sae pe



625 | Peru, Ill ....--..---..-------| Public School Library......-..---+------2e2eees-e2ee[eneee- seae-| SeB oos.[ - BO: [ad eee eeaN ae ctanen= | mapa enfetet eee ease 

526 | Pittsfield, I.........---.--.| Ladies’ Free Reading Room aud Public Library . ---- 1874 | Sub -| Soe’l..- 1, 200 |:...--- | 800 | Si) 250 500 36) 

RT | Polo) Iil__...-......-.-----=+-} Ldbrary Abeooistion..-.2.-.2- i. 2.5 cisecccecceee--25-| ISTE | Sub pores 904 35 | 3B, 500 || senee oon 150 65 85 

ea | elopUl_....--.--------+ae) SpbMeGohinGLMabrary:.-..---2)--2<6--c..053sectenseeedad| seceg PONE ae ees) MO cameos 22 veers eset aeestew 
529 | Princeton, Ill ............---] Princeton High School...........-2..---.----+--ee00-| 1867 |.-....| Acad... Pe tecne ce oo-<oree se ceeeeee ceeeeeneleeeeeee | ceeeeee 

530 | Quincy, Ill...-.....---------| Friends in Council ..............--2--2--20-¢++--2+-4 1875 | Sub .| Sool... | 400 |.--.--..] ------22- tlc eaveeal 2 aN [dese 
a1 | Qoincy, 11... .........---)Shmepn COMdge --5-20--oee<-c--2-2--<---s-<2->-caof ABU |.2-25-] Koad -.--1 1,000 Ves peda ceb ved azave sos cael eect | ee 
532 | Quincy, IIl..........------+-| Quiney, Library...1.-..-+.--.---ccec-eeee-oeeesereee] 1241 | Sub | Soo'l 4,650 | S| igeeceel 0) 70) 100 530 2 
533 | Quincy, Ill.......-----------| St. Francis Solanus College...........--..+-+++++--++| 1859 |......| Acad. ..| 2,100 |......--| -..----- agi ce daelee (Ogee meee 
534 | Rantool,Iil........--.------| Literary Society.-.--.-c-.cc-t---cceseseteseeeseerees|voeeee| Sub | Soc ....| 1, 941 eos et os eG ae eee 
535 | Robin's Nest, Ill ..........-.| Jubilee College -.-.----.-2--e-seeseeeleeeeneneneerees 1839 |......| The. Som eels | tas] ee ee 
536 | Boer Meneses Paws LAbrery esac = oe+-0r=--<=--->> +e even necaeece 1872 | Free| Pab:....| 6,500 |.....--- eines teed 0} 3,500]........| 2,000 
537 | Rockford, Il..............--] Rockford Seminary .......-.------rcereseceeeeeeeeee+| 1851 [re Acad. ../ 2,090 lon seco OL eeu areca ee = 
538 | Rock Island, Ill...........-.| Augustana College. .--2---2++2+seeseeeeeceeseeeeeeeee| 1861 |.-.---| Col-.---.) 5,000 |.--+---- wnssecces} Ocean] carers) yaa 

539 | Rock Aelgnd, T...-..-...=.| Publie VABPAEY = ncu-n-co-ar=nna<n>onnnatnaaasenete| 2090) PRBS PRMD ;-0| abie 785 15, 972 0) 3,000) 1,120 ]........ = 

S40) | Rbk Hadaind, TD...-.-- ones] Tinike StMteet ASAI << -a-c oncse cd coe one ner eennaol ABT | cxuedh@REesce-| SAM |-<ncereefeca-znseee|-oceso-cee).acarees|ectsen| tae cae 
541 | St. Anne, II] ..............-.] Saviour's College. ....---20:-2.2---2eeeeeeeseeeeeeee-| 1861 |.-----| Acad.-../ 1, 000 pa caine: be bee ee & 
542 | Sandwich, Ill ...........--.-| Literary Association.............------+--+-+---+-++-| 1865 | Sub.| Soc... | 400 gi eateee ct Oot 0 

543 | Sparta, Il.......-..--+--+---| Addisonian Library ..--..-+-..--+-+2+se-eeess-+s-++--] 1872 | Sub. Soc'l....] 305) 50 300 Oo} 185 50 3s BS 
544 | Sparta, Ill......-.....-------| Cireulating Library...---.------seeeeseeeeeeeeee++++-] 1873 | Sub.| Mis.....] 504 oe 743 | 0] 9% OM epee by 

545 Springild oo. eceenn| Library ABBOCatIOD eoeeecneeseeneeenseeen seen 1866 | Sub.|Soc'l.... 4,500} 450 | .......--/ Of cape eaueaes m ss 
546 RUTTEN lar sececrsez} State Board of Agriculture ..........---++.--2+---+++ 1853 | Free | Sci...... OE eee sac} 0) . 0} Ol shaves 0 = 

547 | Springfield, Ml .............-| State Library .....-.000-.--0cecceeseeccceseeeeeeenee] TBIB |..000-| Stiate....| 42,000 | 1,603 |......222-].2 cones [eeseseee[ecesene-| eee) Ge 
54s Springfield, TH ..............| Supreme Court, Central Grand Division......-...-2+-] 1887 |---.--| Law ---.) 5,500 |..-2+2+:] s2eesee0-] 0} 70) 0e).-..-- By 
549 | Springfield, Ill ..............| United States District Court...........-.-2-.---++++-| 1855 |.....-| Law ....| 385 cso omental as poo 
550 eo Library and Free Reading Room...... ....----------| 1873 |Sub.|Socl-..., 900 300 |..........|..2..-----| 1,000 | 500 400 3 
591 | Streator, Il..............-..] Public Library......--..-0-00es: sescceeee seeeeeeeeeee] 1871 | Free | Pub.....| 300 1% 500 0 100 | 100 5 sae 
552 | Tuscola, Ill .................] Library Association of First Presbyterian Chureh...| 1873 |......|Socl..../ 490] 146. | 5,280 |......2-.-| 60] ese] ee 
553 | Upper Alton, tit .........-2.] Shurtleff College .v-4 22.2.5. 5 .2<-.--seceescse<es=a-] 1895 |-acec| Gol------| 4/00 |!.ceces-|.2-caeene- 250 Bele | eee 
554 | Upper Alton, Il ......:..-..| alplin Zte Saleby. 5S cuca c-k spose (MBA (pode <| Boge sche Oth lee ecas |e mer oe. coset |g ae ee 
555 | Upper Alton, Ill ............ Sigma Phi Society ...........222-2.+--+-----++-| 1859 |....--] Soe'y.--.) TRL |... 0202-|-eoeencee-|ceeeneces|occnenes|eceeeee:| coceeee 

556 | Upper Alton, Ill ..........-. Theological department............------------| 1866 |....--] The’l....} 1,260 |........].....2.--.| 5,000] 500 |...--.-. 0 
O57 | tebann, TH 2.2, .stscasns free Uibraey. 00 510025..25 ssseniutevewsepo=--ccss-<s) 18M ee Pub. De OMeE ocde eaten eet 0} 900) 100 400 
558 | Urbana, Ill..................| Industrial University .........---ceeessseeeeseesee--| 1868 }......| Soi-.....| 10,600] 500 |......---- 0,0} 2,800 600 S 
559 | Warsaw, Ill.............---.| Free Public Library. s.....-..ise-cos-eseeonee---e-ae-] 1872 [Free] Pub.....| _ 925 Sry 300 a 350} 150 150
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560. | Washington, IIl............ | Lilbrasy Aupoglatlon cidicovcnes xc cssciesssoracanc SEN A SUB ASool-c. | 5400)... eed secs | wo! . $0 o = 
561 | Waterloo, Ill ........-.-.--.| Monroe Advance Society...-..2:..0+ sseeseeeseeseee | 1870 | Sub Soc'l... 465 | 50} 850 $200, oc | 50) 350 8 
562 | Watseka, II .....2.:4..:-2+.| Library Association. ...0.0.ccssceccecsesseseeesesee-| 1871 |Sub.}Sool.. | 400) 50 ]--------- 0} o| 50 |. > 8) v eee 
sé | Westfield, TH ...-.-.-..:+40:| Westfield College,....stbscecsesecs-ccscceenvesseeees | 1005 |...---| Colne | 865 |-cneeeec[sooeoesee Bhi oe, ee 
564 | Wheaton, Il. -.<....:..2:2..] Wheaton College. ..-+-.:+<-sn0e<enveteeceseensscieas | 1858 |---| Cols----4 1,500 |.--22--Jeneseeeees|-neeeeeee foeteeee | Soran | 3: oe 
565 | Wheaton, Ill...... ..222+--- Blogiaty Libraries. ..-..c:-.-.-cs-0--cesrsisisat [reene-|peene-| Soo’y-.- |” 668 jane i Sipeencts Dhaene Jreesseni|oeseesea or ey 

506 Bae iene} Winnetka Insitnta.. 14-2. sargaieca-..cere.-2-22:. | 1872 |ooyes-| Acai... | 30D |.---2-2-| cs4enoee-foacsecee= foverecedeseeeeetfeuedeaes 
SHEL | Woodie towte UL 2:42 es:—) PogdeSeemimany Sar Bom sv paseo teas SIO) ane | Rapti | BM S| orem a trae eas hee wasczeg q 
568 | Angola, Ind. ..:.....::...... | Township Libraries..........0s+-se+cesssssee2-225. | «--+-| Free| Pub.... | 1,000 |....... Dea vexeM elton Osea =e ee 
569 | Attica, Ind.........:..:.... | Maclare Workingmen's Library ........-..0..24.... | 1868 | Free | Pub... | a0 | 10 500 | Of ase | 40] 2 (Spee 

570 Aiton Indes nsetntan BNgeCNuss <= cs Soe ecco |e een fea ee Le ee eee Sees 
sit | Battle Ground, Ind ......... Battle Ground Collegiate Tustitute.....2...2--2-+.-. | 1800 |-.... | Acad... | 1,500 |....... ae Of: -sres | cee hele gems 
572 | Bedford, Ind. --.....:...:...| Lawrence County Library. .--:1n2---+----+.c2 <-+-0:| 1883 | Freo|Bub.....| 9,000 |.....2- | ----0-2- [oeceseace |ocaceee esesoes | sais eee 
a3 | Bloomingdale, Ind seni! Friends’ Bloomingdale Academy........-........-.. | 1846 al Acad... | 1,000)... |eeeeeee) OSes eere bare ae 
574 | Bloomington, Ind*...........| Indiana University ...-+.2--.++eseee00esseesseeeeee | 1828 Sub | Col... | 5,800 |--.20 | oreereee | eeeeees [oveegee | cennen foeveeeen 4 
575 | Bloomington, Ind :......--- Law Department. .:..-2-----+--<--0-0-seeecee0 | 1869 Jee) Law ...| 700 |....... | ..--.--- | eee 5 ae 
576 | Bloomington, Ind .......--..| Monroe County Library .....s..sssc+e+eeseeeeceeees | 1821 | Free | Pub.... | 9,000] 0... ..| --0.-2-- | 3,500 .......] 350 100 
577 | Bluffton, Ind.....2..........| Wells County Library .....................22.--.2.+ | 1853 | Free | Pub.... | 300 6) 100 | 1,329 133 | vay 35. 

378 | Boonville, Ind....-:.-.---:.| Township Library ...0s-----ecscsceeeee-ce-ceceesen |-e-e+| Fr0e | Pub... 30), 0 200 0 alieces % 
579 | Brazil, Ind ...........s..----| Maclure Library Association .....:0.2222..00022+. | 1864 pares | eats: Be eal tes creas bee eee 0 0 

520 Beal End oon Masonic and Odd Fellows’ Societies’ Library ....... .--+-- Sub | Soe’... ee ae nee ee | Dede a eg Ne nae 
581 | Columbia City, Ind ....:....| Whitley County: Library. ..:.-2.2s--.22-s.202-+----.| 1852 | Fr®®| Pub... | 1,000 50 G00 hens zease. ecsenecl=>. Sy 0 

a



9¢2 | Columbus, Ind ........-.---.) Bartholomew County Library..--2-+++..1++++++:-+- 1899 | Free) Pub..... 300 0 200 oO) ° ° 25 
583 | Conuelton, Ind --:::-:2..::.] Township TADEATICS.cc0-+.200= ennus~pcaverseeeersens-|-erne-| Bree | Pab...-:| 7,020 |.---.---|----2----- eda BA? jer 
584 | Connersville, Ind Zee Maclure Library .--<1--...00-s--s-002seess--+s00/>---| 1852 | Free | Pub.... 600 20 150 |. -2-.002e-|sveene se aac c[ ara 

585 | Connersville, Ind ......-.-:.| Public Library........---:ese-cuee+seeeopeocveeceeeer|osoeee| Fre si BO cdeebsl hs -Syaq| essen ae cae ap een eaeaces 
Seb | Geawtordeville, Tad’ 3,255.5.) WabaBhC Depo. .y5 aceoss5 obs, snkuses oneseacacas) IBRD ecss | Cleo <a) 10, ABB wes. Poses cb dens bee ee | 2a. 
587 | Edinburgh, Ind .............| Maclare Workingmen’s Library...-...-......-.-++.-| 1857 | Free Pub... | £00 0 100 0 °| o 0 

588 Salted sot ee | Kirby’s Circulating Library.........-..---+++-++--4+.|------|‘Sub .| Mis: ... | GOD |. cores |rccenwecns|senees esd: |sceesnealecacene.[atahdaet 

589 | Elkhart, Ind ....,....--:... | Ladies’ WRGEN oe 2 aon nen cs neat anonteoabssassea-} 4960 | SUD.-| Saed. 2: | 1,250 100 6,000 0 159 | 150 o Q 

590 | Evansville,Lnd -.-........+| Catholic Library Association miscues soeseese.ceicsosei| $060,) Sab -| Boo! = 750/ 60 Oeil pavers b Seales oe 
591 | Evansville, Ind ..........-..| John A. Boeller’s Cireulating Library...-..-.-.------| 1872 | Sub .| Mis .....) 3,300 300 | .-----..- 0 os 100 |...s-056 8 

592 | Evansville, Ind ............:| Pigeon Township Library........-----:.-++---ss+e+8-|ee---+| Free| Pub.....| 1,200 |.....--.|.c-0-. 000 Dives acon! 300 400 = 

593 | Evansville, Ind ..........--.| Public Library....---seee-eseceeferseerereeceseceeee | 1874 | Freo| Pub.....| 6,435 | 1, 659 rereaedeaifpmcnrensl 4,800 | 2,800} 2,000 
594 | Evansville, Ind ..........2.. Vanderburgh County. Library........-+-00+-e-0+++0- 1850 | Free Pia 3,150] «0 1, 800 0 | 400 0 400 x 
595 | Fort Wayne, Ind............| Catholic Library Association sretee eee reeeeeteeneee es) 1871 | Sub.) Soc’l....| 3,000 | 300 4,050 0 | 500 175 300 > 

996 | Fort Wayne, Ind..,...-.-=- | Concordia College: <-..-.s-2-+cc0cdeeseceesesnanso-s-| 1850 |-ce.05] COleso00:| 4,000 |----ca¢-|ennvesvseetactvenees 100): She a! 
597 | Fort Wayne, Ind........... Society Library ........----s0---+s++e+es+e-0+-| 1866 |...-..| Soc'y....| 500 St cna sacowsensseene oe sckea ah dsaneee eves 
598 | Fort Wayne, Ind........... | Fort Wayne College ....-----.......-2s0--scseseeeee-| 1851 |......)Col......| 600 ee teeeee O15. -comcil const. feseee are 
599 Fort Wayne, Ind.........--.| Lafayette Benevolent Society ...--.--+0+-++21e0++225) 1870 ens Soe’l ... 500 | BO} ca svaxece 0 | Ob ved ses, 0 S 

600 | Fort Wayne, Ind..........-.| Public School Library.........-...---..-----.-------.| 1869 | Free | Acad....| 1,000 0 1, 000 0 0 25 50 2 
601 | Fort Wayne, Ind.........-- Wayne Township Library .........-.....-2.2s2+cee.|e+0--+ Free | Pab.... BBs fol Keaton [caged ss oan (esacae ghee ee 
602 | Franklin, Ind.............-.| City High School ............-.----.20.-seeeeesenenes[oerees seee--| Sch meee 300 |.--.--- Bikers aSscncicng | sasees Maaahan! poaaenden wy 

603 | Franklin, Ind....-........- | SERRANO ood one a ve etre ssi wns Sinn as-mmesaht AOE seeee+| Cole... 2, 000 seetees|oeteetenes eeeeeeees 100 poi) oceezan = 

604 | Franklin, Ind.............. Roclety Librarioe, (2)...-.--2.-- --i-cn=-0<¢-<-| BOM |:snoes| Bod ya...) GOW... 02-|a-on2 ee 2.) sone en a<n-fonnny ad [esaaves | yeates ena 
605 | Goshen, Ind.................| Young Ladies’ Library Association ..........2..2-2-. |+++-+ saan Bde so 300 erases peas saree |reseeeee S 

606 | Greencastle, Ind .........--.| Indiana Asbury University .............2..sse02+-2+.| 1837 ea Woot ee eae Obisicecs loos cede 
607 | Greencastle, Ind .........-- Society Libraries, (4)......2.0.-.csseseceececees[eeees cckedl Boo'y..- ANOO0: | 55S ood Seteesac-| Sok see ee wy 
608 | Hanover, Ind .-..........--.| Hanover College .-..-0 502-6 cencecce-nnccnscseccunse| LOB [2-224] Col....2.| 4,300 Ee eA ceaace Seeendeia th eke ee Si ee ae, ene > 

609 | Hanover, Ind .............. Society Libraries. ...........+secces+-200cceee-|-2s0e2|-eeee-| SOC'y....| 2,700 Apa no hee ie a foaeee aes eeae = 

610 | Hartsville, Ind..............| Hartville University...-...-----.---2-.---22+-sse0e-| 1852 |.-..--| Col...... TOO pene eeee | serene eee seen ee eee [incest es) eee eee [eeee eres a 

611 | Hope, Ind........-...-...--.| Moravian Seminary for Young Ladies .........-...-.| 1866 |......) Acad... 500 |.:-:..- == Deke ees 2 

G12 | Huntington, Ind............| Public School Library ...---+--.eseceeercceeeeeeeeees| HBT [oozes] Mead...) 1,500 seeeeee.|cceceeees ceeeseeee:| ceseees|eeeesen:|-eeeeeee 
: 613 | Indianapolis, Ind ...........| Centre Township Library............--.------+--+-+-|--++++| Free | Pub..... 75 ces] 200... e eee |oeeee eee] cere ee 300 

614 | Indianapolis, Ind ...........| Indiana Historical Beek 1831 aes His’)... | 2500 |----.2-.)..-- 022 --|--asennnt-|enestee-|eccseen |rocerees ee 

615 | Indianapolis, Ind .........-.| Indiana Hospital for Insane......--- -.---+.----+----| 187 |...2--| A. & R..| 9,000 Seed ectien scssdense|ioteee: |e antes t aaee 
616 | Indianapolis, Ind .........-.| Institution’ for the Blind s...:..5s:5- “ss¢cereeedeeeets[eereeeleseeee! Acad... 9,509 Looe lel Olea ssh eee elec oe Fee
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617 | Indianapolis, Ind ...........| Institution for the Deaf and Dumb ...........-...- 1883 |:.....| Acad....| 9093] 150 |......... o.oo eee 
618 | Indianapolis, Ind .........-.| Marion County Library ..........---.2.22.22--200000+) 1844 | Free Pab...-.| 2,900'|  300'|...s---=<-| 9,000] $375 |. -<-2-< ts 6S 
619 | Indianapolis, Ind ...........| Public Library........2.-.-...-00ceeccesenseesreneoe | 1872 | Free | Pub.....| 17,000 | 3,500 |......--.. 0) 12)000 |... Se |c ste ee 
620 | Indianapolis, Ind ...........| Social Turnverein ...-..2-.--+2-0-2+eeeee-eereeeeee+| 1850 | Sub.| Soe't....| 355 25 | 244 ieee os | | 
621 | Indianapolis, Ind ...........) Sodality of St. Patrick's Roman Catholic Church.....| 1873 | Sub | Soc'l....) 375 eee ree O' -900 [2 880|- -- on, 
G22 | dhe ma poley Lod .= 2.225. 22] BtAbO LADPAEY ics sag eocs os 42-43 -ahee ones ese es pea ecere State....| LOUD EE eased ee ace | 1, 000 | MOO: | 2-3 se 2c 

623 | Indianapolis, Ind ...........| Young Men’s Christian Association............-....-| 1870 | Free|¥.M.C.A) 500 50 | 3,000 o} O nesses om 
ii | Teylncten tnd... | "Gollege of Busitieas «2 <¢<-5cc50s-c.0nsac oe aed | dee hoe eel ee 
625 | Irvington, Ind ..............| North Western Christian University..........-....-.| 1860 |...... Col--s---) 9S ners tees bomen bac ah ee eae 
626 | Jeffereonville, Ind ..........| State Prison, (South)..............-.s.2-ee2sseese-+--] 1658 |......| A.& R..| 1,100 |........|---..0000- al 10 | 130 |... Ss 
(@21'| Jeffersonville Ind’ .....-2..) Township EADrarY ces sdules Sohovs~ 322.252 ssn23-24-|Oakegs|seecne BMD! -c.-|) i000 Wcavecns|Coansetan-flnoawuncs Siac wavs ere ee 
628 | Jeffersonville, Ind «.........| Workingmen’s Institute ...........--.-----se-e-ese--| 1854 |Sab.|Sooll-...| 537 2 120 | o| | 2 0 6S 
629 | Kentland, Ind...............| Newton County Library .....--.-.-2..+sssese++e-++--| 1868 | Free} Pub...-.| 566 2 1, 600 | e| Oita as 20 
690 | Knighteyille Ind ...-.--c00-) Beaks Sohpol Labraty yi .<-eceecc aren arene rnsecad| sane at| conus #P SRM tees |< BOD lesan eo s| ont enetaea| canpctens [eeenevon| eeenee eee Rg 
631 | Knightsville, Ind ........-..] Maclure Workingmen’s Library .............+-+++-+-|--2++-| Free | Pab..-..| 500 |......2.|eeseencee-|eseeeeee [eceeees|eeeerees|seneeene = 
@33 | Kaox, Ind 922-022... Starke County Library eseevneeeneeeneenseene 1853 ieee habs cos)" 1800 |-acct ol vardtas ac beds eon eae dd ec be 
633 | La Fayette, Ind. ............| Purdue Univorsity...i.....2.-0-.2..sess0s2sseese0s=-| L619 |.2225-| SCL ------ OD) eaeere = ewes ees seeeeeeese] Seep eet | tema to sees 

634 | La Fayette, Ind............. St. Mary's Academy....--..0-c-ceseseeseneeesseeesee A867: |< sc=-| AOAAs<=-| B00 |0.-2-2-| cae ance: cee |e oe 
635 | La Porte, Ind ............-..| Library and Natural History Association ............| 1856 | Sub. Soc'l.... 3,000 175) 8,000 2,500 |. --.-22|-.eeee./seerenne 
Rate Perko led ses sao. J 1 ol Odd Rellowa AAOPACY 24s ies os hay ancien gcnssats seal Gee | SRDUT SOOT, coct. 5 1600) to ten Gs. cata tes lial aaa ste |e na 
637 | Lawrenceburg, Ind .........] Township Library ........2.---20+.eceeeeseceeeeeeees} 1853 Free | Pub.....| 769 | Ou RB [eae ahaa ipacnc| 0 

638 | Lebanon, Ind ...............| Centre Township and ¥. M.C. A. Library .......-..-.| 1872 | Free | Y.M.C.A) 450 10 800 DP hadhenn hieeneees 25 

639 | Logansport, Ind. .......-.-.-| Smithson Coslege ......-.---..-----naeen0e---2-eese--| 1873 |------ Fea NO A. Fan na haan opine lies Sno = a heim ee i



640 | Madison, Ind.....-.-----.-- | Library Association ..-.....---2--.+-2+---22+-+---2+/| 1854 | Sub .| Soe’l.--.| 4,000 LS |.---20 2 Of ere recee afer ei 

641 | Martinsville, Ind .......--.. Washington Township Library ...--.---+-.+++++++-++ |.---+-| Free Pub..-- DOO csteee diccestee as oastcaeeabaceeeee | poset 

642 | Martinsville, Ind.......-.--.| Workingmen’s Library .-.-..-.--.--.+--------2++--- | 1836 | Free | Pub... OO)4 == weal 2, 006, 0 0 20 30 

643 | Merom, Ind ......-.--.-+--- | Union Christian College .......--------+-++-+---+-++ 1856 |.-.,...| Coli.:-= 500 SDD Mi 5:22 adletens Sot eee Ns See oe 

644 | Michigan City, Ind..........| Indiana Penitentiary, (North).........-...-2-.---.---| 1002 |.0...]A.@B..| 10] 220. |ceenecce[iccesccee [rnasees | neecee-fenenemet 
645 | Moore's Hill, Ind.....-.....:| Moore's Hill College ........-.--.------e2eeeesceeee- | 1854 | 2... | Col...-- MAA Soest st eete eee sete cee fier ee | poke aabacmnasin 

646 | Mooresville, Ind ........-.-.| Brown Township Library.........---.---+----c--+-- |------| Free| Pub.... 430 7 250 oO} Qi esses we 
647 | Mooresville, Ind ....:..---..| Hovey’s Institnte .........-...22eecsceeeecceeee sense | ee Acad... B00 | eevee | wereeees fesseereee [ieeeies | eeteeeee aoe 
G18 | Mooresville, Ind ......,..--:| Township Library ......----.0----------0eensd>eos-+ |------| Free] Pab.... M00 cee eee | cee eee eel seeee eens [enero ee Dottetees ce eeee ee s 

ee 2 rio, ina. cosssennaues| MOOhAmiOe’ LADVAPY 2-.-.-2--<---+5.=c---0e2--s'<s---|-5==02] IOC) | PUO: =. GD)| aanon dee xcheietes fav dscseea le saath ep eee eee s 

me 650 | Mt. Vernon, Ind....-....-...] Township Library £0: -.:.-..--22----0=-sceses-e===--| o=3e Free | UE ws SO asic 150 | 0 0 0 0 — 

Gal atandb tnd. ss. Patt Library.-o.soe0eecoerseeeeeeeeeeeeeseseeese~ | 184 | Free] Pab.....| 2820 | 2-2 |---| 0) 1,926 | 1, 200 7 oD 
58'| Now Albany, lod -.........| De Pauw Kamal @eniinary-.-.---....----.--..--.-- | 1846 | ..---<| AGAd----| 1,000 |. 2.) --2c0.caieonsnacams|earicaae|inasanndlecesccen’ Sua 
653 | New Albany, Ind........-..| Young Men's Christian Association... ......-...22. |--ce--|--|Y¥iMGA) 3:0) ...... |... ee tisha] aerial acon 
G54 | New Oustlo, Ind -..........:| ‘Townsliip School Library -..-.---<-p.20ce--vasesen [eeonee[nceres| MORM noe) OWS | inee on Wane a scnd|.-acvensen|tannees | re oer 
455 | New Castle, Ind ........... | Workingmen’s Library ..........22--22.+-22-22--+++ | 1855 | Free|Pub.... | 400 Oy. 50 Bal access 0 5 
656 | New Harmony, Ind .......-.| Workingmen’s Institute .....--...-----.--------.---.| 1858 | Free) Pub..... “4,000 100 6, 240 bP (5 ern bae Beneteeenesn B60 S 

657 | Notre Dame, Ind........-...| Library of Notre Dame, (University of Notre Dame) | 1843 Sub.) Col...... 10,600 700 /|......... Boe ot ee 
658 | Oxford, Ind -.............--.| Maelure Workingmen’s Library ...........----------| 1855 | Free| Pub.... 300 0 100 | 0 0 0 0 & 
659 | Pern, Ind...............----) Miami Workingmen’s Institute ..............-..-.--.| 1852 | Sub .| Soe’l ... 300 0 O° 0 0 oy 0 

in| paca Seely epee ee to period anes ein seed Sk |e aie et eee 
obi | wlipmouthi Tail oa.--2s.5595] Marshall County Wibraty <2... ecco. ooo [ia live | Bulbs <a oe oe 260 0 Oban 2 & 
602 | Princeton, Ind ........--.--., Gibson County Library ....--.+-sse-eeeeeeeeneeeeeees HES | ree Pub a2: | 15800) eee alse. eatlyaccecoeedlteeteera| earlenaltines meee 
663 | Richmond, Ind..............| Earlham College ..........---..-20000--2-seeee-2-2---| ISAT |.-----| Col... | 2, 200 100 Seeetteees cteteteees Seeeeee Leones eae 

664 | Richmond, Ind.............. Pheanix Wand a c:. ct) --L-- 5 sac--4as.ne c= tess ABO came) Sey = a7 AS WO a as aro r sons cement a race aac N 
665 | Richmond, Ind.............. Ionian Soclety..........---0-.2se:eedes022+-020 | 1657'|-.----| Soo'y-...| 942 30 ee ee Saijg sees ae 

666 | Richmond, Ind........-..--.| Morrison Library ..-.-.-2+eeceeceeeeeeeceeeeesecoeeee) 1864 Free | Pub...- G20) yon). Sah9s |e chs oe 
nl ber seen eae Wayue County Law library........--..2..-2---|164 |Sob.|Uaw 2. 0) 6 40) 2S 1 ees |e | ee o 
668 | Ridgeville, Ind.......-...... Ridgeville College -.......-22--222-+.s0200eseseen sees] 1800... Col. 00.) oeeker sesestees) aaeke 8535 B. elas 3 

669 | Rising Sun, Ind ............| Maclure Workingmen’s Library ..............--.----| 1855 | Free) Pub...../ 600 ....... oO Ol. meats OU iors. -e 
670 | Rising Sun, Ind.............| Ohio County Library.....+.-e:.ssesssesseeseeeees-eee| 1853 | Free | Pub.... | 1,680 ....... csstaeoven|snnnnnens Le tae 
671 | Rising Sun, Ind... ......-..| Randolph Township Library...-.....----..--2--22-+2)-22--+] me | 838 20 1,200 | 0 reso 0 ed 
672 | Rockport, Ind.............-.. Ohio Township Library .............----.-------+----| 1855 | Free| Pub... 800 |.-22222.| -ncnseeee|eoonas ‘os-[soesenes| oo2-ses|rercene _ 

673 | Rockport, Ind.........--.--- Ficus Goines thcery ee eae oe Bibcscesls SOO cesar decease: Sete ara conn seer 
‘ ** ‘ 4 oa
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674 | Rockville, Ind asi ried ramlsbe BatidaT Salley bs eos cs asec cost aoe staal Sone | rea iae ee eee ere see ee = 
675 | St. Mary's of the Woods, Ind St. Mary’s Academic Institute ...........---../.----- IMO |...) Mead... 3,000 020-2 ceeseeeeee ceeteeeee srpae Nene ee 
676.| St. Meinrad, Ind..........--| St. Meinrad’sCollege............--.--+------------+--| 1860 |....-.| Col-.....| 6,000 BGO cee kl ees etc B ines cael ty geen eee a 

an | South Bend, Ind .......-.--.| Library Association......-+..-.--2.--2---:-+eeeeeee--) 1873 | Sub. Soe...) 1,000 350) 1,200 30 | 32,700 | g1,500| $450 
678 | South Bend, Ind ............ Maclure Workingmen’s Library Association ...........---.| Free |Pub...... 600 oO) o oO) 0 0 . = 

679 | South Bend, Ind ............, Portage Township Library........-2-2----e-++2-.-++., 1855 | Free Pub.....| 585 0 700 | Oshibews es 0 100° seat 

feb [essen Nenidisind .-._.-..2-.-| Sk Tesopl'y Anddeiny <0 0)lete25.0-.0e2e.esenee---.| MEO Vaen-| Aioall 2.) <1 DOO] nee [oot crces[oeercrsent| icostens|eae-/oe eee ee 
681 | Spiceland, Ind ..............| Spiceland Academy ...:-.----- s.---02--2+--22e02--+| 1861 bs RR so 3) AMIN cei oo dalan gs th ngeees = sah arid ear eaeccee ae eee 

682 | Terre Haute, Ind ...........| St. Bonayenture’s College Society Libraries..........).---+.|.-++-- Soc'y....| BHD ca esees seeeeeeeee seeeetene | reste aeeeess|sesecees gq 

| Terre Haute, Ind ......----.| State Normal School ......:.---+.----20----+++-+0++-| 1870 |..----| Acad...) 1,290 Pete scree seve |eesar cid pe 

684 | Thorntown, Ind.......-..-. | Young Men's Christian Association......---2-++++2++/seeec+|seee+-) YeM-C.A) 500 |.-2--20-)-seee ee [edeeeee| etc fee Sala ee 

685 | Tipton, Ind.......:-..-..-..| Maclare Workingmen’s Library ............2...-----|.--0--| Free| Pib...-.| 500 |.-.----.|--eceeeee|scconeeee | costco] corres |roeecees x 

636 | Valparaiso, Ind .............| Northern Indiana Normal School .........222+0-++--| 1873 Be Acad....) 3,000} 600 }-......... Oe eee 

687 | Vevay, Ind ........--------') Workingmen’s Library .....2..-...220+sse20+-++++-| 1850 | Free | Pub.....| 300 oO) 100 0} 0 oO) o = 

62s | Rese ee i apeantiiray eos eee a et etsee-- eA Lee tee 
629 | Vineennes,Ind......,...... | Maclure Workingmen’s Institute............-.----- | 1850 | Free|Pub.....| 550 0) Disses 0 o| Dh wae 

690 | Vincennes, Ind........-..--.| Public School Library...........222...---+++ee++++++-| 1873 | Free | Acad....| 400 50. 200 0 | 0 o| 0 
691 | Vincennes, Ind.......-..... | Township Library ......2.0-220.22.:s-+2eseeeeseees,| 185- | Free | Pab.....| 600 0 100 o| 0 Oo 50 

* 692 | Vincennes, Ind.............., Vincennes Library..............---.-- “Lssasesesgene} 1807 | Sab ,| Soe’ ....| 2, 000 0 200 0} 40} 0 0 
abst bsrageti eas sd as 20 rg tapouien SSR anliy os arn a seveoe| Acad... 00 Jeeves: eoaeesd US ooh ee eee 
694 | Wabash, Ind................| Maclure Workingmen’s Institute ............... »--.| 1834 | Free Pub.....| 300 | 0 100 | 6 a 0 0 
695. | Wabash, Ind.............--.| Noble Township Library .......--0-----ss+00+--2+---| 1865 | Free! Pub.....| 643! 0 350 Wiles e3 0 40



696 | Wabash, Ind.......-.---.---| Wabash County Library..-.2.-.2++.-2+-2--0-+=-+-- | ----| Free | Pub ..-. BODEN space | ices nie el ae ate ee 

697 | Warsaw, Ind...........-----| NN ANI stn dass ncn at Hits 2 veep Sadannaintn cau || edges] MORO PRM tanks Dvr csmue |p novcunns Il cxducoenowpcecss|naee ner] easeeee 

69s | Waterloo, Ind.......-...----| Maclure Workingmen’s Institute. ..........-.....-. 1861 Free Pub..... 408 0 3O0 0 | 0 0 0 

699 | Waterloo, Ind weteeesenene| Union Township Library ....... 2... 22.2-.-.+2-+--. | 1855 | Free| Pub.....) 430 3 10 | aie cb ose 15 
700 | Winchester, Ind ...--+------) Township Library .-.--2se-seecseeeesceseeeceeeeeees ceees Free Pubeeees 400 cess cesses ce reales intel ene 
701 | Caddo Station, Ind. .......| Spencer Academy. ...+.---.-.se-eeeceeseeseeeeecetee coteee seeees Meade, W000 eeeeee | ceeteeee | ceceeice eseetees ceeeeees|seeeeees 
702 | Camp Supply, Ind. T-.....-.-) Post Library.c...y---eee eecceee cee cceceee ceeeere cette tet Ga ceees S80 eteeee ceeeetee | ceteeeee etter eee 
103:| Fort Sill, Ind.T...........+-| Post Dibranycceeeeete~.-...220s0sccesreeeeneewes | 1968 |......] Gar... DONTE aaa POON acne mons a aelem ease ee Meee Ss 

704 | Tahlequah, Ind. T ..........| National Counoil Library ....-..+0------ceeeeeeeee | 1869 |.-.---| Ter ..--./ 500 |--.2s0-.] -e-fee | eeeeeeees| ee focctecde aay 
105.| Albin, Towa ............s0--| Albia Lyceum ........s<sececseessecsereseseeseseee-| 1870 | Free) Pub.....| 1,600) 100 500 | CM erg ieee ee 
708 | Albion; Iows..i...2-.2----s.| Albion Somipary..-....0ss+..--:---ces-eseseree-oec~ | 1878 |--20--| Acad... BSON Soe cas ea eses | seo |--c2se- Josscnesclecanees te 

07 | Ames, fi State Agricultural College .....-..-.-.--e2-+e+-e++-- | 1868 |......) Sci......| 3,540 SR ao 5 Ores | 600 | 950 zw 
708 | Burlington, Iowa............] Burlington University ........--------.200seeeeeeee | 1852 |------) Col.-.--:) 2900 |-..0.2. |...222... 0 [essosees seteeaes|oseeees = 

Bie | Barlligtin Tomas cc Pablio Librany..-cos¢eprege-<eceo--~+e-qe-rv-e-ve~-04] 1868-4 Sab] Soo'k:...| So Si} .........| Offs casks esac she geaeeeean 
70 | Burlington, Towa............ Swedish Public Library...+.-.--e+seeeseseeeeesseees IRL Sub. Soe'l... 500 0 341 | ois]. eip| a7 ws OX 
711 | Cedar Falls, Iowa...........| Library Association...........22...22-.--+2++-++ «+++, 1869 Sub. Soc'l....) 1,025} 90 300 | SD). 495: Fo 198i) ee 
712 | Cedar Falls, Towa..........-| Soldiers’ Orphans, Home ...---c-0-ce-c---eseeeeeenes 1209 eeee ALE R100) 150 sree see | eeteeeee ieeeeee acces eae & 
713 | Cedar Rapids, Iowa .........) Enos Free Library........2..+0e000seee-eseeeeeee-+| IST Free) Pub .--., 1,560} 107) 1,300} 1,000 |-...... |... 0 
a ee Young Men's Library Association .........<2-..+.-. | -----| Sab .| Soe'l..<.} 1,500] 100-|.- 2-2-2. | cs,e.ecc-|-ce-tce |pecooens[eecene se = 

715, | College Springs, Iowa. ......| Amit College .:..:--.--2..-c-<csespeseeoescceesesee | cence ones] Bead... | 500] 100}... | Deh eee 
76 | -Contct Bint lowes... >. 1 Lown Laneatipn fet she Den! aod Dombi: a | Oh. | Boake | awe sac. Occ eae 
217 | Davenport, Iowa.........-..| Academy of Natural Sciences.........s2+c2++2+--+-+,| 1867 Sub. Sei... 38 BM cass a a et o & 
718 | Dayenport, Iowa............| Academy of the Immaculate Conception .........---. 1859 |..... Acad... NO ee oe nef Sones os eee ed ee = 
749'| Davenport, Iowa............| Griswold College. .......-1.2--scresessecereeeesseoee.| 1860 |,.+---| Cole-2.-.] 6775) 900 |......... 0 Ol} ee oeee besa 
720 | Davenport, Towa.........--.| Library Association..........-.+:-2+eseseeseeseeee+ 1866 Sub | Soc'l....| 3,500} 700 no hee eee pees 
721 | Davenport, Iowa.........-- Soldiers’ Orphans’ Home ............--.----+--+e+e---, 1868 |......| A & R..) 1,300 MDH ess 0 100)|; -<s---sieee-? eee 
72 Davenport, Iowa..........-., Young Men's Christian Association. ....-- aeeseesee | 1865°| Free] Y.M.C.A} 500} 50] 3, 000 0 Coser os 
ii Deena ews a Norwegian Luther Collego,.......-2-<-.---c-ec+ecee-| 186L|--0--.| Col-.s2+.| 3,000 ]--2..2--].ecceenee [eceneeerss J80.| cn2 cs -: freee Bee 
724 | Deal tapes | Bocloty Dabraty 2-2. 22-085 .02..5522.52, | | NO ee OO re MOT reese | ce eeeees|ceeteesee ceeteee [ecereesleeereee 
Rs Denmark, Towa -.----------| Denmark Academy -.0.-coevesssseeeecseesese 1994) ews aead:...| 00 sceess fen decace| | eee [pivots et 

726 | Des Moines, Iowa........-..| Des Moines Library ....-..20+-sseesececezeeeieee+ 1866 Sub | Soc'l....| 3440 100 5,025 | © |eccemtes| rece ecs-| 950 
727 Des Moines, ee Towa College of Law....-...---..0-c---0-2--->+----- | 1875 |-<---.| Law «2. BOO ancicne:| -ecenssei| i snscsecen|enaace=s Be eee 

728 Des Moines, Toma. eveev| Stato Hy ossesesneeetctceresen Pico SESE tear State... 14,000 | 1, 608 scene | enteneeee 2,500 |... 
229 | Des Moines, Iowa. ..........| University of Des Moines...........c.0s0eccse20e0- | 1612 |..22./Col.ee-! 1,000 1... cnecleecceseee Was ee eee 

: ’ eee
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730 | Dubuqne, Iowa ......--..-. | German Presbyterian Theological School of the | 1856 ...... The'l.. | 1,116! 100) ........ 40 [ic SIE le 

Northwest. | | : = 
731 | Dubuque, lowa :.. --.-->-+--| High §0h00]..<-5--e2ie0-.e0-0cceeeseseeesssussosenes2| 1806 |.-.-..4 Acad... mie co os) lace alsa oh eee aaa = 
732 |"Dubuque, loWa ........ -.-., Iowa Institute of Science and Arts:...........-....-., 1869 Free | Sei.... 1,500 40 0 0 $50) s100} $100 
733 | Dubuque, Iowa .........---.| Young Men's Library ......2..22..0-.sce22ee2ceee+ee+) 1866 | Sub | Sve'l... 8000) 500 | -.....2. | vexed Seat bce ee 

© (a _  R a AIA .2-.--...xs) State Rofornv AMR cst assecn. os tens. oncckt<desns| ABM} mand] AeQeRe.| AMO 1 5.220 |incnnsnen | oastonsn freol aesiaeeeeeal 
735 | Fairfield, lowa.......... .. | Jefferson County Library Association ......... sesee| 1853 Sub | Soc'l .. | 3,844 1,133 | ees} Dit cre | see Ree eS 

736 | Fayette, Iowa....... .....-.) Upper lowa University .....-...2.-.-.02.-.c2++.2-2--| 1860 | --...) Col --. | 3,000 |..22.22 | 222-222 | ee2ee sees] nero ee Dore ete leeeeeee 

737 | Fayette, Iowa.........-..-- PllopiateatBeliby: <-s<<.. ck saasedc.- ssa. weetfraess) SOB: OMIM eee ae etel| teres boseee eee 
732 | Fort Dodge, Iowa ........---| Library Association!.......220..-22c0cc20eeeeeec-+.| 1874 | Sub | Sue’. 900)... 300 0} 233 | 210 . = 
739 | Fort Madison, Towa........ | Library Association ... ..------200-.sceeecc--222+ | 1872 | Sub | Soe'l.... 1,500 AO ee O eeeeee ee eeeeee) .o § 
740 | Fort Madison, Towa........ | Pemitontiary .--.-----.c2-eee eee cceeeeseeeeeeees) BGG | eee AVR AVE cece eee cece «| BOE eee ee) neces ey 
741 | Grandview, Iowa ...........| Eastern Iowa Normal S_hool..........-.-.-----.-----) 1874 ....., Acad .. 500 Mal iocoa ee O | --2202-] snenere| sence ee = 

42 | Grinnell, Iowa -..--.--.-..-.| fowa College...--.....-2.--20--seceeesceceeeeeeercee-| 1848 | -22..| Col ..--.) 4,500 | 22222, ) cence see | ceeee 22] coe ee ee | sone eens] seen seen S 

743 | Grinnell, Iowa ....--.2-.--- | Gigi cey Cl Vette specs ceases Joven ecivvesec|uncaec] oudod| SBME om [1 AC GUI sonnel ree [oe cee | oo Poe a 
744 | Hopkinton, Iowa........--- | Lenox Collegiate Institute....................---..-.| 1871 | .....| Acad ... MD ieeinnd coiebeaes o| ew crema pec a 

145.) PntaDOlat, Lowe 1. 2.~~0.+.-| Bumbowt College 2. sc vss io casseste ifaw ass seck 1893) | ose) COLA | ATR nanny | inet Seen] aoe 0. | treet oan eee 

746 | Independence, Iowa........ | Public Library.........020..2220.ccc-ceeeeeeeseeeeee | 1873 | Free) Pub...) 914} 300| 12,000 0 eral 500 510 
747 | Indianola, Iowa..........--- | Simpson Centenary College .........----2--2+----.--.| 1867 | ---..| Gul ...- Sie cee Meas en Scion aap osasoees hee eet eee 
748 | Iowa City, Iowa..........-..| lowa State University.....-.......22---2-..222+-+-+.| 1860 Free Col.... 7,000 Dee fest ee ices eaten | sesseeefeeeeeee 
749 | Iowa City, Iowa. ........... | Tae Dopartaient: - 2c: <1 2522s. =~ se snnwene-| 1868) |. 252) a oe et Abi owe aeess | o, es oa 12. Siisieral DeSean ~ 
70 | Iowa City, lowa...........-.' State Uistorical Society..........----eyeceeceseeeeee-) BO57'......! Hist'l...| 3,773 SSO, Cee et} 500 | 520 | sere veeloweewere



751 | Jefferson, lowa .-.---.-----.; Jefferson Academy ---.----+--++-+++--++22 002 eee ee ABiS |....- | Acad ...) 1,700 roe sase= Seon ree ne | Tae rt eee 

752 | Keokuk, Iowa ...........--.| Library Association ..-.--.----+.----.--+--+-2++-=2-| 1863 Sub Soc'l ..- 6, 987 BOO" -2- <2 - sy 0 | .ecccece| ecwccece|sesennee 

753 | Keosauqua, Iowa...... -.-..| Odd Fellows’ Library, No.3...--...---.---------+++- | 1348 | Sub Boe'b3:|" 4, 000. scec5. | ceases 0 | eovcvee|sosesscelecsansys 
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886 | Marksville, La .........-....| Convent of the Presentation.........-....---+---+---.| 1860 |....+.| Acad.... 800 IQ |. .ceseeee.| woo eee es-|oee nnn e-| ocnee ss |-scosene S 

887 | Minden, La .................| Minden Publie High School .......222..22..seeeee+++-} 1873 |..2e-- Smet foe eal eee Cote ape 
£83 | Monroe, La .........--.----.| St Matthew's Academy......22--.0--eseeeeee+ereee-| 1870 |.--.--| Acad... =| 1a ees O|ererecslserereefteceens 9 §B 
889 | Monrov, La............-.--..| Young Catholic Friends’ Socicty.............++-s2++-| 1858 | Sub. a 2,800} 460 2,146 0} 190) 500 ).--.eee  * 

200 | New Orleans, La............| Academy of Sciences.........--+--+2+seeeeeeeeeeseee| 1653 |-20-+-] Sei-.----] 9,600 | 150 |..-.--00- 0: = 1200:| ss eee 
891 | New Orleans, La............| Agricultural and Mechanical College. ....-..+---+-+«-| 1875 ise oS ees 0'| 2c.3¢ ese ees 
292 | New Orleans, La......,.....| Charity Hospital Medical College.........-<++-++-++-| 1856 |..-...| Med..... 1,900 eassves cnoeeeees es ae h scr tl ees 
893 | New Orleans, La............| Ellis’ Circulating Library...........----+---++++es+++| 1868 | Sub.| Mis.....| 9,090 | 1,000 | 150,000 | -.....-..).--+----]---.---.| 1,200 pea 
294 | New Orleans, La ...........| Fisk Free Library ...--...--sss00cee--eeeeeeeeeeeae-| 1850 | Fr00| Pub...--| 5,000 | 0 |-e--co--.[vesseene-] 1,380 0 700 = 

* Total property, including building. oo
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895 | New Orleans, La..........-.| Librairie de la Famille. .............-....2-..------2 | 1872 | Sub .| Mis .....] 25,000 ae LOU cao esa eos See =. 

BN New Orleans, La........... | Lonisiana State Library 2..... 2. ---.-.+.-.---2------ | 1813 |...-..| State... 21, 832 | 450 |.---..0e2e|s-22------] $800 | ---22---} 22s. oe . 

897 | New Orleans, La..........- | Louisiana Turnverein .............-2..2202-. 2-0. --+.] 1855 aot Soe'l ... 450 | 10 | 100 $0 0 $50 | $0 Ss 

g98 | New Orleans, La.........-..| New Orleans Law Association ...........0222.02.----| 1855. | Sab.| Law... |. 4,500} 300 |..222.....] 0 | 1,500) 1,000 500 = 
899 | Now Orleans, La............| New Orleans University ....-2-.-.--200c000seeee-++ | 1873] .222:| Cols... | 300] .222c..Jecceceoees sess pest pene 
900 | New Orleans, La ......-----| Public School and Lyceum Library...........------- | 1844 | Free | Acad... | 16 W0 ete oS seat ee 1,500 S$ 
901 | New Orleans, La seeeeseeeee) St. Aloysius Academy .....---.-------.--0-- -s---- | 1870} see-| Mead... | 1,530 250 | seveeeee| Oe | ee PR ee 

902 | New Orleans, La............| Soulé’s Commercial College and Literary Iustitute...| 1256 |......| Acad | 520 |..2...2.| ceectsee [ceceeecees|toesees [eceeeeeefeneeecee = 
903'| Now Orleans, La,......-....| Straight University ..1-.-2+..20-2.c2cesceceeeeee es] 1860 | 202] Colzc-as.| 2,500 | -ceocecs[ scececor feessucaces[resdece [cose erfestoecns 
904 | New Orleans, La........... | Young Men’s Christian Assoviation........-..-..---.| 171 | Free yea 3, 000 0) 0. 0 o| o oe 
p0#| Shaunlen(Las.:.---.-.,....| Sa Mary Jetonson Colleges 0 acs 08 2 | tone | Gols, (15200011. -cs 2 Ie, Leider 
906 | Alfred, Mo..........4-.+--..| Xork County Bar Library Association,....0..--------| -.2+-{-seeee| bawee-.-| 4,000 |.-..csco] ceseecoeslesevecesee{eccties[tieedeeleeseans oS 
907 | Auburn, Mo.............-.-.| Androscoggin County Law Library .--.--..--.0+++++.| 1859 ao Law...- | el freer tas eeu areeda sees [eee = 
903 | Aubarn, Me....----e--ceee. | Edward Little High School .2+.2++2-ceses ceeeveeees| 1969 |oseees| Meade. | B00 | cesses) ceeeeanslseeeseeeesoeteeee fees reese R 
909 | Auburn, Me....-........-.. | Young Men’s Christian Association........--.-...--.| 1867 | Sub.| Y.MLC.A) 1,890 | 300 | 5,000 | 0) 600 | 100} 400 = 
o10 | Augusta, Me.......-..--.-- | Kennebec County Law Library....2....--+----s+--- | 1800 | .....| Law... | S805) Sob on aoe tbe ee Eee & 
gif'| Aiapustiy Me: .2cc-00--cc- | Maine Insanio Hospital.......--.2..sever-serecwreene-| 1648 seen] A & Be} 9,800] eee] ceceeoeee|eecectene once ea ceed 
912 | Angusta, Me......--.--.... | Maine State: Library........-.2 222. eece.ee+ a20ee- | 1892'} 2....] State... | 25, 000 | gr} sehen mi BOO ae 

913 | Near Augusta, Me .......-. | National Home for Disabled Volunteer Suldiers weee-} 1867 | Reece BR Sl ORME ot By ABT ANS Cotas aaa |e-seeee- 300 

914 | Augusta, Me.......-...-.-. | St Catherine's Hall... 2 .e0ceseeteeuteeseenene | 460d ete lya Ona rsefs 9800 |x ectl see eel 0's ees aes 
915 | Bangor, Me ................ | Bangor Mechanics’ Association ......0....-202+02--+ | 128 | Sub | Soe’... si nocabsiy | teat OOO PE sect, Orakei 

; 96 | Bangor, Me .........-.-..-- | Bangor Theological Seminary..................2.-+-.| 1820 |......| The’l.--.| 15,000 276 | ......-..| - 10,000 600 430 50 
5 on tg Me | Penobscot Bar Library .i.<:--2.+s+-++.+00sees+i+ee=+-[-1849 | Free | Law :.. | 1,000 30 | eter o| 100 zs) 20 id



oad Bath, Me...-.-.-..----.-----| Patten Library Association. ........--.--g-+---+++++ 1847 | Sub -| Pub..---| 2, 500. a 1,200 | “Oo | egy 125. iy 

919 | Bath, Me...-.. sssseeeee++ Sagadahoc County Law Library........--.....--.----| 1854 |.-.--.| Law et B00 |-+e2ee-2 seers eee pesca ap face ee ee EP 

$20 | Bethel, Me --..-.-..----+--.| Gould's Academy ...-.2.2--2+-seeese-esseseseseeeee| 1843 | Josa{i@ond.-..| 600 ae SE ese es ae Spee 
921 | Biddeford, Mo.......---+.-- | Circulating Library ..2..22..0.sceeseeeeeceseceseeeee| 1874 | Sab] Mis.....) 600 50} 6, 188 | Of 520 bec 2 
922 | Biddeford, Me .......-...-- | City Library ..------------220-+---vereseeneeeeee- + oo] ABO2 Fie Pub.....) 3,500 5D |eseeeeeee | 0 200} 100 | 100 - 
923 | Biddeford, Me.....-..---.-. | French Canadian Institute --.+0.-2+s--+++++s--+2++) 1800 | Free peo 700) 100 -seeeeeee 0} 150| 50 0 
924 | Brunswick, Me .....-.....-.| Bowdoin College ....-,.---2-----2+-00e+-e002+20++-=~9| 1602'| Sib .| Col.-.-..| 18,760 | 300 |.-.-2-.--. 0 | stgieseeeeesene] cereees QD 
925 | Brunswick, Me ...-.-.....-- Athenawan Society .......-.+se-s2eeeesceesers|-erees| cence] SOC'Vs2+:] 5,950. |ioeeees|senceecees|seerceeeselsneseed|seereee | cosets  Q 
926 | Brunswiek, Me --------+--- Medical Schiooliof Maine... ---.-<-<vasa-ce-| 1890, |,-0<-¢] Mod. <22| (4, 000, |--csazietlyeosre eq] -2enon'eave| onenanh|avare nab teesgs cena 
927 | Brunswick, Me ........-.-- Panctnia ny SOGCW.2s5= Lesbo sere ansaedes--sb AM cacane] BOO van TAO, -on eae, | caressed sabi emits learned ecoten ata 
928 | Brunswick, Me .....--.----. Maine Historical Society........-+....-0002--20+-205/ 1822 | -....| Hist’l Ey 3, 600 |-seeeees|eeeeeeese] 10, 000 650 oe et ae 
929 | Bucksport, Me ......-....-.-| East Maine Conference Seminary .................--.| 1851 |...-.- Acad. 900 fees 0 gear ee ees z 

930 | Bucksport, Me .....-..-..-- Social Library. .oeeeeeeepeeeee cee eeeeeecaeeeeeeeeees) 1806 | Sub. Soc’ ....| 1,500 Sd eee e O | oseeeeeeeeteeceeleetreere 
931 | Calais, Me ...-..--------+-+-| St. Croix Library. ----+-++--+++-+eeeeeee2 cess eeeeee-| 1868) Sub -| Soe’l..-. 2,700 300 9, 000 0 400 | | 150 

: 932 | Cape Elizabeth, Me .........| State Reform School Cece eee 1853 |......) A.& R..| 1,400 150 | minutiae 700} 142] 142 | ons 

933 | Casting; Me .....-....--...--| Eastern Maine State Normal SchOOL...------se--0-0-5| 1863 | .....| Acad,.../ 500 50) leeches 0 et Bae eee oe 
934 | Castine, Me.-......--.------| Town Library.....-.s---.----+---s-eeescseeeen++-e--) 1801 | Free.| Pub.....| 1, 700 BON aes sacs 0 Sete eaal vee Qe 
935 | Corinna, Me..-..-.-.-..--+--| Corinna Union Academy.........-00..sssieeeee+s+e0+| 1851 | -...-| Acad,...| 1,000 0 [isaac 0 | .neeeen-|ecreeees|-ssereee gy 
836 | Cumberland Centre, Me..... Grecley Institute.....-.+-s2rcereeeseeecseeeeeceeeseee| HBOB | eeeee| Acad.e.) 45) |eeeeeees eeveesees) cece eee sass ho ca bee natas ReRRe Cee 
937 | Deering, Me ,...-..--------.| Westbrook Seminary .--.----2+---seceeeeseeeeeeesee| 18BL vo Acad...., 1,000 ripe ele eine odant Abs eee bemedes = 
938 | Dexter, Me .......-....-----| Mercantile Library .-..-. see pears 1867 | Sub .| Mer..... 650 OT ee oe sake -waaee 200 | 100 50 = 

939 | Eastport, Me.....------+--+-| Sentinel Circulating Library....-.-+---.++-+-+-++-+-| 1866 | Sub.|Mis.....| 800 |........| ---.-e+e-/ ia adaleemeanesperceee ae 
940 | Ellsworth, Me........-..--+ City Lary sovseeseesneeeeeeeseeeeesnseeesevsen 1856 | Sub .| Pab.....| ha 134) zscnatoagl O([2eteccd) SiO 2ise eee 
941 | Fairfield, Me................ Cirenlating LADEREY -eeeeceesenesnsnnennceceeeceeee nance SUD Mis...) 300 |o.e.e--.).o2.22-cee|eeesseneee|seessees|coeseeee|eeeenene ej 
942 | Fuirficla, Mo......-..-....-.| Village Library ...--2-22--cseesceeeeeeseeeeseeseseee| cones] Sub | Sool...) 347] 50 |... 0 50 5 oF he 
943 | Farmington, Mo ..........-.| Abbott Family School...........222.2.-csssce-0e220+-] 1842 |-.--2-| Aoad....) $270 | .-2.2--[s..--2228. Oot S Re ee eee 
o44 | Farmington, Me............) Family School for Girls ........222.2222-00222eeseeee-{ 1871 oy Acad... 100 rae sdvgeniynas fence} obug| ose teces| ante ane naa 
945 | Farmington, Me ............, Western Maine State Normal School ......-..-.-.--+-| 1873 |..-+--| Acad...) 1,000 |.-......|.-2.200--- | acca, |25 Sens |e ne 
946 | Fryeburg, Me...........---.| Fryeburg Academy .......+.c00-+sseeeeee+eeeeeeeeeee| 1850 |.2--.-| Acad....| 500 | tae 0] sca: $|c-o a cee 
941 | Gardiner, Mo ...........---.| Pablic Library.....---.--.--s-e0--eceeeeeeeseeeeee| 1840 | Sab.| Pab.....] 2,500] 250 |.......... Oh eicrcAded tomes 250 
943 '| Gotham, Mo.........<..-«| Gorham Sorinsty-.-5. <<s2eces-20ccse. Ge ocecssnces| MOOS fk ome| BORD eo nr) (ROOD Lance ngl corse coelen ceteveee te aere castes rane came 
940 | Hallowell, Mo.....5......-..] Social Library 2. .2hei...6.06-c0-n<sseldstes.sssc0<u~:] IR | Sab + | Soothes 2) “5/000 | > 400 fs 2.58] ha SOON one tl cas aera 

- 950 | Hampden, Me..........-.---) Epil aly oe as 1347 |......| Acad...) 800 40 co Oe | eee ee 
gen | Bottom; Mio-<e< séescs$cai| Houlton Abadeany sco cessesstcidsis ¥onvc oes as lne Syclecas lod eoeraat| = eo) e Se eae | a ogee =
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252 | Houlton, Me ........-+....+.| Library Association.........2+c2c+eceeseeeseeeeeeeee| 1869 | Sub .|So0'l....] 550 |.--+----[eceeeceees| 10 | ooennes Bees @ © 
958] Kent's Hill, Me ....:..,.....| Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female College .....| 1631 |:.....| Aéad.-..|' 4,500 80: |: cee. cus| ee He |s a e 
954 | Lewiston, Mo........-...--.] Bates College .-...--.-+-----eeec-eeeeeceeeereeeeeeee} 1850 | Freo|Col...--.} 4,500] 300 ],......-..| 6,000] $490 |... [eee 
955 | Lewiston, Me...........---- Eurosophian Society .....------eeeeee+eee+e--| 1856 |-----./Soc'y....] 900 Wi save eae 

956 Lewiston, Me............--. Polymnian Society .......2-..-++-+2-+--+-++++-| 1864 |......|Soc’y--..| 700 Wil eed,-escd ck Wee [er 
957 | Lewiston, Me.......--..... ‘Theological School .---.2----esseeeseeeeeseeeee| 1840 foveses| Thell.--,/ 2300) 25)... | 1,500 85) $05 | 10 cep 
998 | Lewiston, Me ...............| French's Circulating Library ........-.-------.-----| 1870 | Sub.| Mis.....| 2,180 | 350} 12,000 |.........| 800 250 oo 
959 | Lewiston, Me ..........-....| Manufacturers’ and Mechanics’ Library..........-..| 1861 |Sub.|Pub.....| 5,300} 500 | 15,000 | 0 1,500} 1,000 500 
Gi | Levinton, M6*.-..--.. | Nichole Tintin: Sctiool-.-c5ce=-- =. soo, 2s (abee |<<. 25| Mout =,| 4,000 BO; [sc 2-5iieaei|soce<rdenot hte ngctles, oes] eee ea 
961, | Lewiston, Me........°......] Parker's Cireulating Library...........s0++-++--++--| 1875 | Sub.|Mis.....] 870 ]........] 10,000 ]...0..0..4) 500]. Se 
962 | Lewiston, Me ............-..| Stevens & Co's Cireulating Library ..........-+--+.-| 1873 |Sub.|Mis....-| 1,000} 200) 15,000 |...-2-22..) 500 |....20.| ceeeeee = 
963 | Litchfield Corners, Me ......| Litchfield Academy..........sececcees200ce-eceees-| 1045 |e-nes-| Acad--0.| 400 |...ccce,[seeseneet|eoceeeeee [eceseees| coseeesfeeeeeend 
964 | Machias, Me..........-..... Pesaran Cent es Lib ee TEGO) | acess | Sem Wiesn d= A00|7ency <as|vavrtacn="lpocges aces la meee fee Sie 
965 | Monmouth, Me......----.--.| Monmouth Academy.......-ce-22-esseeeeeeeeeeeee--| 1850 |..22-./ Acad....| 600 Ailes eve =| Ol: --teectht ct alee eee 
966 | Norridgewook, Mo .........,| Eaton Family and DaySobgol.....:-..--.-.-.0---+-.| 1896 |--..--| Acad.-:.| .450.|........[-<seez2-+|eccesee-e |pscresesfessssees seeeeees & 
967 | Norridigewoek, Me ..........] Somerset County Law Library........---+-.---1--+-} 1820 |......| Law eo) ABD Noe | ears Nera beer es tee 
968 | Orono, Me................-..| Maine State College of Agricultureand Mechanic Arts) 1869 |......|Sci...-.-| 2200} 500 |..-.-----. 0 Vase es cs] 80 0 
969 | Portland, Mo................| Mechanic Apprentices’ Library.....+....2...:....:<| 1880 |Snb .| Soo .... 4,200 | 600 ea | aN Pend 

- 920) Portland, Me................| Mercantile Library ...........2.----0----e:e+-----+-| 1851 | Sub .| Mer;-...| 5,031 250 18, 000 | 8,000) 2,350| 650 1,000 
971 | Portland, Me................| Portland Institute and Public Library oe 1867 | Sub .| Pub.....| 15,644 | 806 |...-------| Oiferseaie orascs ta ues 

: 972 | Richmond, Me ..............| Library Association..........--.-222+ee-seeeeeee2++| 1868 | Sub .| Soc’l ... | 1,700 |.....22.|--22----2+1 Oe ° 
973 | Rockland, Me.............-. Genet eee | 1850 | Sub -| Soe’ .... Lies Pier Patient Green gogseee lies ieees 

. me



974 | Saco, Mo -..n--enené--n-cn-n-| Saco Athentwnm. .--e-ec-eeeeveereeereceseeeeseseeees| HAM |Sub | Soe) ..--| BkOL| BL |-enseeees-| ersresss|icsceee:|seresee | soeeees 
975 | Saco, Me ........---.----+-+-| York Institute ....------2+ 2-002 sceeeeseeereeeree] 1866 | Sub -/ Sei...) 400 |..-...--|-e20---- ee seeees | testes 

996 | Searaport, Mo..-....-..---..| Sears Library........-------2----.2++--------+-;-21-| 172)} Pree | Pub.....| 1, 276 se} 4,000 | OJ ereeeee | ceesee | 65 
077 | Skowhegan, Me........--..-| Library Association.....2..-....2-..--.-2+-+--2-+++-| #867 | Sub | Soc’l....| 3,040 |.....-. pecnee 0; 250 aed 110 
978 | South Berwick, Me.......-..|, Berwick Academy .........2..-.---.2--202-.s-re-+-| 1895 |......| Acad... | 650 0 reeeteee es 0 heat ht lvenceenil sone 

979 | South Berwick, Me.......--.| Library Association..........-....--------.---| 1869 Sub.) Soc'l....) 449 30 | 1, 100 | 0 | 55, 45, 10 

980 | Thomaston, Meas... 22.-2 dj Wndies Sabraryy cess oa: «sac -ssapnnceceosceaeseeT eet (Sub |-Socl..--|. 1,600 feel | eee eee steers 0D 
gal | Thomaston, Me Fates tet Ad LHD EE hee Sabeenasesee bret osdaclagcoenet ae ge serve) AL & RL.) 600 125 | 5, 980 v7 100 5 | ar) g 

982 | Topsham, Me ..-...-..-.---.) Johnson Home School Sateeuehracesscaescs-sunesaans} 1880 | Bree'| Acad... ROD oe cn et tecnaseees oO) Chess | esneoe g 

983 | Vassalboro’, Me..........-..| Oak Grove Seminary........+.-.<++2-.-2-+-+-+.---| 1849 |...-..| Acad... 350 |.2.2.22.[-ceeeeeeee| Olin See. bee ware | ee eee! 3 

9e4 | Waterville, Mo....--..--»---| Colby University ....---.:---20+--ceceeeeceeeeeee+e-| 1818 |...--.|Col-..--.| 11,100 | 500 |--2-------) 2,000] 620 Jesse jose = 
985 | Waterville, Me.........-..-- Erosophian Adelphi..............2.---.2---+--|..-2-.| -----| Soe'y....| 1,500 | B feccsnsiecsbeadstns ret basses os peeeren i maine R S 
986 | Waterville, Me........-..--- Literary Fraternity ........-.-22--.-222+eeee+-| sees. |----+-| Soe’y....| 1,500 | poets ee ea ee ey = 
eid Seiten Ma oo... eto estan me)... vanee | Mend? cd B00 o-sicc b-ace tee levee earache See ee 3 
988 | Winterport, Me..........-.-| Ladies’ Cirele Library.....---.-2--2.1gssceeesees| eee) Sub Mis...) £00 Jerre nssstsenn| teense ecoence Lois Aas = 
929 | Wiscasset, Me .....-........) Lineoln County Law Library .... .......,------+2+-) 1799 |..2...) Law see] 569 eceeeees|seeeneees ssa eae |:sneoseneaens 
990 | Yarmouth, Me .......--..---| North Yarmouth Academy......--.--.------+2++++ 1gi4 |......] Acad....} 800 |---2-2-|--22-07 Saleem eee ines carey hee eae eee S. 

991 | Annapolis, Md........-...-.) Maryland State Library. ..............---..-,-------| 1826 |......| State....| eet 1,000 |.--------. pean 2,500 | 2,500 |..-...-. x 

oz | Annapolis, Md......,.--.-.-| St Tohn's College ..2---.--2-eceeeeeceseeeeeeeesees| 1780 | Sub | Colesees-| 47500 |.2seeleceeeeseesfeeeeeeeeesleeetees [oceeees jereeeee | SS 
993 | Annapolis, Md...........-- United States Naval Academy..................----| 1845 |......| Gov't ...| 17,678 | 1,036 | 8, 000 ceseseeee-| 2,000 | 9,000 ere ec 
904 | Baltimore, Md ..............| Archiepiscopal Library ....-+..0.--esee+esseeseeeee:|ceeee|sceeee| Thell.---| 10,000 foes teers a sees acetone > 
995 | Baltimore, Md .......--.-.--| Baltimore Academy of the Visitation ...--.-.----2-.| 1898.2...) Mead...) 4,178 |.---e.2.)steseesees ceeeee ee ofietetes | ceeeee cores SS 

_ 996} Baltimore, Md .......-.-.---| Baltimore College of Dental Surgery...-...---------) 1840 |......| Med ....) *1,000 pc Saseee, Inecaeees = 

997 | Baltimore, Md .-..-......--.| Baltimore Female Collégo....---..------------+--0--| 1849 |..---.| Acad....| 3,875 |.-..-.2.|-------20-|--osceeeee|eeneees | carers | eeeceee 
998 | Baltimore, = Baltimore Normal School for Colored ‘Teachers...... 1864 ler Acad....) 1,000 WE Bevo. |ensoheees | 0) O | -eeeee.| eeeeeee & 
999 | Baltimore, Md en Board of Trade ..........0-++-200seseesees cesses | 1850 |.2222.] Mis @-2-| 450 |... .2.]ecceeeees rectal tees eevee -[becssece SY 

1000 | Baltimore, Md ..............] Boys’ School of St. Paul’s Parish.........--...-----.| 1868 ae 750 pe h acre ts peel ees fees 8 
1001 | Baltimore, Md ...........-.-| City Library.....-sescsesereeeeeeeeeseeereeeessonses| 1874 | Free | Mis .....| 5,000 | 1, 800 0 0|........] 5,000} 9000  s- 
1002 | Baltimore, Md ............-.| Concordia Library .............--222--2.-+---+-+-+++| 1885 | Sub .| Soe’l....| 3,500 | 200 | 10, 000 0 | 0} 300; 60 % 
1003 | Balmer MEd scream Friend's Elementary and High School .....-.....-+ 1843 ....--) Aead....| 3,000 |.....-2.|seeeeerees sseeeteens|scetees | eeeeees| cesses 
1004 | Baltimore, Md .....-..-.----| General Society for Aid of Mechanics ....-..-.-.-- | 1851 Sub | Soe’l....| 3,000} 200) 3,500 -.--.-.---) 200) 150 50 
1005 Baltimore, Mn enenen German-Ameriean Institutesssses veseeseeeeeeeee| IER cone Mond | 95 000 |e 21) docs Scales | peopel eee 
1006 | Baltimore, Md ...........2..| House of Refuge...---..--:-+--e+s-seceeeeeeeseeeee+| 1860 |eeeee 4. #8. $00 [ease osc|scoeececeel 0: -secae foes at ee eee 
1007 | Baltimore, Md ..........-..., Library Company of the Baltimore Bar..........--.| 1840 Sub .| Law ....| 7,000 100 Leet eee Wyse hate tema < 

* Books and pamphlets. ~~
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1008 | Baltimore, Ma .... .........| Loyola College.2..c----)e.2ceceeeseeeeceeseesesees} 1852 4 Siw] eee ates fewcede:|Givsecleeeciana 
1009 | Baltimore, Ma ..............| Maryland Academy of Sciences....--2-.-2+4+2++++ | 1808 Sub.| Soi-.-.-.| 600] 100 |..-..-..-. $0 Wl eset ete 
1010 | Baltimore, Md ..............| Maryland Historical Society ...-.-2--2+++2+ss+e+++++) 1844 | Sub | Hist'l ..| 15,000 |.-...-2.| -eeeeee+ | 20,000] 2,500 |........] $1,500 = 
1011 | Baltimore, Md .............. Maryland Hospital for the Insane..........----.---.) 1860 |......)A.&B..) 500 seventeen rire onl ola ee 
1012| Baltimore, Ma ..............| Maryland Wistitute . -..-.2...--0.0<s-ser--secece+-s4|/1847 | Smb .| Soo .... 16,433 | 625 |... 22... | cesseeeet[ esses fossa | sete 
1013 | Baltimore, Md .............., Mercantile Library Association..........2....-.+--., 1839 | Sub..| Mer.....| 31,032 | 1,800 | 35,000 Ul peer ere ee 
1014 | Baltimore, Md ..............| Newton Academy......--:.----0.-2+ceeeeeececeeeees| 1845 oo Hondso.s| B00)... teas cased]. veseses| ornnnll peneebe] tanks = 
1015 | Baltimore, Md ..............| Odd Fellows’ Library ......22.2.s+seecgeeeeseeeee++) 1840 | Sub .|Soc'l....| 19,835 | 381 | 15,753 Olivares 
1016 | Baltimore, Md .............., Peabody Institute Library.....2+--..:-+-+e+esesee+) 1857 | Free Pub. 57,458 | 3,854) 32,944 | 257,000 | 15, 420 | $8,880 | 5st S 
4017 || Malthinonep Md 22 <...22..1_.| Pexibtoke Sohiool for Boys ....0...22---2.--a ewe MOOL|-<---!| Meade 7800!) 0.2. ils liacl cceewscot| eed, col easen ee ae 
1018 | Baltimore, Md ...........-..) Publie School Library......2.-.ss+2s-sescee++eese+e1) J875 | Free | Acad...) 1,200 peat vee ec eais fa isl et 
1019 | Baltimore, Md ..............| St. Anthony's Orphan Asylum ..........0.<---sceee4] 1854)|.-2004] A, & Ree] 580 |.--2.22.]-eeeeees|secseererd|soeenner|eraeceee|seneneee = 
1020 | Baltimore, Md .............., St Catherine's Normal Institute ...............-2+++] 1875 Free | Acad....| 500 |...2-.2.|-ceeseeeesfieeceerersfeseeeeerfeceeeeesfeserene QD 
1021 | Baltimore, Ma ..............| St: Joseph's Academy....---+--ec-seeeeeceeeeesoeeet ted |..-.2 Acad... 1,000] 100 |......... Oct cea[a eres ve ee ea 
102 |-Baltimore, Md... ......... | St Mary's Female Orphan Asylum.....-..-.---0+2+7) 1854 |-se00.)A.& Ro. 356 |eeeeeee|eeeeeeees Ofer be ee 
1028 | Baltimore, Md .............,/ St Mary's Theological Seminary of St. Sulpice...+-- VOL +--+.) Thell..-.) 15,000 |-coseee-| ceceeeeesfeeeeecessfoceesee:eoseeces|sneseees 
1024 | Baltimore, Ma ..............| St. Vineent’s Male Orphan Asylum ..-------.-ssee+) 1851 |.---+-] A.& R..| 408 WO lsat Oecd eee 
1025 | Baltimore, Md ..............| Social Demoeratic Turners’ Union .............-.--.| 1851 | Sub .| Soe’l ....| 1,370 |... me 575 0 Cee 0 
1026 | Baltimore, Ma ..............| Sonth Baltimore Mechanics’ Library Association... 1863 Sub. Soc'l....| 2,000 |........| 7,500 0} 950] 950 700 

; te ates at State Normal School o.-e-e-seeceeeceeeeseeceseeescs| RO |osoeee oi 1, 700 oe Oil vac ea eaten 
1028 | Baltimore, Ma ..............|\State Prion .....2..0-.-scceseeceeescceseneeoesooeed| TOH6 [uses] A. &R..| 500 |....220|cneerene cece seeee force cst Nag , 
1020 | Baltimore, Md ..............| Young Men's Catholic Association............-----.! 187 |Sub.!Soe'l 2.) 977 |e eee cece lee ceeleeenseeleeeeetee 

a



1030 Baltimore, Ma .-.-....-..--.| Young Men's Christian Association. ...--..--.------| 1864 | Free | ¥.M.C.A| 1, 600 | 50 1, 000 oO; ae 300 | 600 

1031 | Baltimore, Md ........--.--.| Zion School ..-..------++ +--+ ----2+0eeeeee eee cece eens! 1680 |---| Acad... 1,800 | 5U |.-.-2---2-) oe ee teeeee lence eee 

1032 | Burkittsville, Md...........| Burkittsville Female Seminary .......-......---.--.| 1866 |......| Acad.... G0 bes Satoh cee | CN, (PRES PY [ADL oe 
1033 | Cambridge, Md ..........-. | Cambridge Female Seminary..............-.+2-2.+--| 1860 eu Keats sf ao case sales lee aes ees eee 
1034 | Carroll, Md ...........-.--..| St. Mary's Industrial School for Boys ...........+++.| 1866 |....../ A. & R.. 49 Milecte cs Osetia 
1035 | Charlotte Hall, M......... | Charlotte Hall School............2-22222.-++s2eseeeqf-eeee+| Free | Acad....] 800 |....2. 002-2202. 0 0 | sennees-Jasseeeee 
1036 | Charlotte Hall, Md......... | Washington and Stonewall Library.........--...-..| 1871 |.....-| Soe'y....| 885 jee caer 0 Oe cee i een 
1037 | Chestertown, Md........-.-./ Washington College ---+2+2+c+eeseeeeeeses creeeees) VBS | eee Colsseee:) 1100 | seeeceesfeeeeeeeee cee eee stirs 
1038 | College Station, Md........ | Mercer Literary Society, (Md. Agricultural College) | 1859 |......) Soc'y....) 1,500| 100 }......... 0 Oils °o 8 
1039 | Ellicott City, Md............| Rock Hill College........-.....2000+eeceeeeeseeeees | 1857 pet cae OG cece] 5,000] WO ocis.:. 0 ae feietereelrestered = 
1040 | Ellicott City, Md......--.-.. MoucHMl Litersry Reclety ake ot eet Bpolpsccalt MANO. ol opto ae [ctsres cttsees ceeeeeee Se 
1041 | Near Ellicott City, Md......| St Charles's College...-------2--2e cee eeeseeeeseeees| IRMB |osee| COleceee-| 4,100 |oeeeeee-|oeeeecee ceeceeees|eceeeees | ceeeees|eeeenee R 
1642 | Near Ellicott City, Ma......! Society Library...........ssscsee+-s+eereee+e2-| 1855 |....-.| Soo'y....] 350 Be eee ae epee = 
1043 || Wiieott City, Md............| St Olement’s Hall. 2... 2... 220.2 .-..2-222.2---.+-2-| 1868 |..-.--| Acad... QOD oe As cede bee oe etc xe 

1044 | Hmmittsburg, Ma........2..| Mb St Mary's College. ......-.:.-..-seseso-.-2+-0-+.| 1808 | Free | Col......| 7,000 50] 1,000 | |} Oihecn veal oS 
1045 | Emmittsburg, Md.......... Society Libraries ee ee poitec| Mooty ast Ty Gab Poa d eet an tee oa besa |ovseees sevens sesseeee aH 
1046'| Frederick, Md.............. | Frederick College.......-.......2..22022-eseeeee0ee.| 1197 sores COL. -0-- te ee Seeteeeess|seeeeees seeneees cesses = 
1047 | Frederick, Md ............. | Frederick Female Seminary..........-...-----.--+-.| 1815 |......| Aead....| 700 | Che ee || 0 | -nerere-Jeceenseefenersens & 
1048 | Frederick, Md ..............| Maryland Institution for the Education of the Deaf | 1871 |......| Acad....| 2,000 |...2-.0-)...-00.2- Of eae e- | eeeene| cites Sy 

| and Dumb, | | ; | 
2049 | Glenwood, Ma eenooooeee» | Glenwood Insite <-sseeeeeeeeeeseeeeseeeeees| 1868 Joe) Aedes] $490 | 100 |nnverene cereeeee | neers even faces 3 
1050 | Govanstown, Md............, Notre Dame of Maryland ..2...-----+++2-sseee-eee+ | 1858 |e---+-| Mead...) 1,600 |o--22---|-eseeeee O cette cleteeeee cere 
1051 | Hagerstown, Md..........-.. Boys and Girls’ Reading Association............---.|------| Sub oe 800 onnnens-fesessereee|scessssean|encenene|oonsereslicrecene BF 
1052 | Hagerstown, Md............| College of St. Tames ...-+-.-eeeceeeeeeeeteceeesees| TEAR Joeeees) Coleeeees| 11,000 |eeeeeees|oeeeeeeee 0 eae 
1053, | Hagerstown, Md.........-..| Seminary for Young Ladies.....----ce-esesceeeeeeee) HOSS |-sse--/ Mead es. 400 |-osess--|seceeesen,|coeeeeecee) secteces|oseeeese |scscees & 
1054 | Tichester, Ma .........-..--.| Mt. St. Clement's College.........-.-+-++-+++-++++++-| 1868 |..-.--) The'l..../ 9,000 00! | secaa ses 0 O | <sctac-}omacwes = 

: 1055 | Near Knoxville, Md .... ...| ee 1665 (--<<-| ead <-> Comoe eed td eee cece eee cee 8 
1056 | Lonacoming, Md.......-.-..| Odd Fellows’ Library, No. 65 .......-s-ece-2++es++2+| 1868 | Sub .| Soo’ .-..| 1,000 |....0--|-eecesee sceeeesees|steereelseeeeesslecennees Se 
1057 | Lonacoming, Md............| St Mary's Library 2-:.....002.02.0.20s.0ceseseeeee| (BTL Sus 520 10 100 |: 2c esest S90 | 105 Oar oe 
1058 | Lutherville, Md.............| Lutherville Female Seminary .........-.--..-+-+--+-| 1854 | Smb.| Acad...) 500 |.-...22|.-csecee.|seecesee-|esseeees|eseened|eereeee 
1059 | New Windsor, Md ..........| New Windsor College....-..+--20--c-2sesesee-eeee++| 1874 easse-| Acad....| 1,500 20 erceeeeees seoeeeqes|sseeeees seneceee|seeenees 
1060 | Owing’s Mills, Md .........., MeDonogh School. ...--+---e+e--2-++s0--ceeesereeees) 187A seees| Acad...) 600| 150 eect 0. | Sauce deosevenghuns ice 
1061 | Philopolis, Md .......-......| Milton Academy ......2.-22.22-22e-eeeeeccceeenee| 1872 ees] Mead..-.|'-- °300 | Ssceall = oe ee eden oe ee ee 

* 1062 | Salisbury, Md............-..| Cirewlating Library....00..2..2..cec000eceeeeeseee++| 1870 ]Sub./Soc'l....] 552] 100 J... 0 0} 150 0 = 
1063 | Sandy Spring, Ma, ..,,......] Sandy Spring Library.....c-ac-ssaqeeeneeeeseaeue!JB4L/Sub -bB00'L-2..h 1,900 |. 42-004 900 Dts sc so s| ae 80. 50 o ©
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1064 | Sandy Spring, Md...........| Stanmore School hae Pec asa Ae68] oot] Andee, |! Geuete-cscs, Racccess- [ae ee ae ee = 
1065 | Westminster, Md .......... | Western Maryland College.......0.-2-.ceceeesseee | 1878 fosee--|Coleceee-| 400 | 15 |-eeeeeee [secece oe fis waa ee 
1066 | Westminster, Md .......... | Gociety Libraries, (3)---.-- 2:20. 5.220-s-2321--f 1808 |---<<ct SoOy.-.-| \ B90:| = MOO f= saeco] 2a | eel | eee ee = 
167 | Woodstock, Md.........-.-.| Woodstock College..--2-see++srceeeceeeesseeeeeeees| 1809 | -----: Thel....| 18,000} 200 |..---2.-- go} 0 | $600 o & 
1088 | Abington, ee Centre Abington Library ..............2.22-...---.| 1854 | Sub -| Soe’l....] 1, 000 50 | 120 100 | 4 Wes Se 
1069 | Amesbury, Mass ............| Circulating Library..........-...-.d@pa--++----...| 1868 | Sub .| Mis .... 850 20 8,500) 3 eet aD: QO seacees 
1070 | Amesbury, ———— Public Library of Amesbury and Salisbury. ........| 1856 |Sub.) Pub.....| 3, 466 196 | 5,350 0} 275 | 47 64 = 

1071 | Amherst, Mass....:.........| Amherst College ..-...-.-..2-.----e-ceeceeeeeeeee-.| 1821 | Free} Col:..... | 30,406 940 | 15; 995 | 5 OR hi egaeed aaa 
1072 | Amherst, Mass..............) Alexandria Society ..........------.20-+0+2+2-| 1881 |------] Sdo'y....] 9,754 |---s002-|seeneeene [vosseegce.[renetee [eecetas[ecrenee Gf 

1073 | Amherst, Mass............. | UathenssBootety: a1. sites... sou0sa5ycates2| ABM" |Foey--| Sootyicc:| 4/898 }23.0 Gif tas coe eal ee be iin ee 
1074 | Amherst, Mass..............] Massachusetts Agricultural College ..............-.| 1867 |------| Sei......) 1,500 | 100 |--------- 0 0} 200 oe 
1075 | Amherst, Mass..............| loolaeyL Mbrarien <22.4a2cco-.sc<<ea sere neccassfeet0s|a0o+| Booty ail 800 [ip cess }acteses| Soot ees re eee ee 
ig7é | Acaheret, Masa’.,...........|-MiPlempant Tnatitute ...6....2-¢s--csssaceo-s-00-.| 1840 |-Se2-l-Méad,.-.|" 800 licce.. [--naverae foncyonchealenciccs [eecclee [eee eaten ae 
1077 | Amberst, Mass..............| Public Library.........-..-..---cs-se--+-0-+00s+0--| 1874 | Pree} Pub: ....| 1,530 200'}, 16,000 0 390 | 320 300 &S 

1078.| Andover, Masb..2-3..."...2:| Abbott Academy .....-+.2-<-<cs-..<v=<nt2-20c0s~:] 1088 |----c-l' Agw-2-.| 1, 900 | coset.) -cs0-s=e0c}yes seeds [pone dee = 
1079 | Andover, Mass..............] Andover Theological Seminary ..........-..+---.-- | 1807 |.-----| The'l....| 34,000 800 |--------- | 45,000 3,160 | 2,300} 2,600 ° 

1080 | Andover, Mass..............| Memorial Hall Library.........----.-.2--++-++++----| 1873 | Free| pub.....| 4,180 700 | 21,300) 99,000 | 1,960 |........] 1,400 

1081 | Andover, Masa..............| Phillips Academy...........-.2---s-s0ese00 ceeeees.| 1805 |----2:} Acad...) 2,800 |...0222.|--2-0---=- 1 ee Een ees alee : 
J0e2 | Arlington, Mass.............| Public Library...2.-.2222022-000seeeeeseeeeeeeeeeee-| 1871 | Free| Pab.....| 3,687] 322 | 15,000 10, 100 rtsite | ceteeefonseeees 
i083 | Ashburnham, Mass ........ cad 1855 | Sub.) Soc'l....| 305 IO [ocrarete fs epee eases eeee epee 
1084 | Ashfield, Mass ..............| Library Association............ .....---+---+-+----.| 1866 | Sab -| Soc'l....} 1, 620 50 1,700 | gat saved = 85 50 
1085 | Attleboro’, Mass ............! Library Association..........220--22---22se+0+22-+-+/ 1864 | Sub _! Soe't....! 1,600 AG ccc Ot aee cel? 2 Oe ees 

y
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1036 | Auburn, Mass ...-..--.-.---; Pablie Library.--------.--++-+++s0-20225 022 re ere cee 1872 | Free Pub..--.| sant 100 | 1,370 1,500 ) at 150 | 50 

1087 | Auburndale, Mass...........| Lasell Female Seminary........-2--------++ «teer-++| 1875 |.....-| Aoad .../ 300 Set Opeerereeaes eee peeeeee 

106 |) ayers Mase ./-..2-.....0.-- | Town LADEBRY. 2. 0s--.--<.,-.--------2c me emp BTL | Bee | Bub)....|. eou | 1001} 9,900] <= 22 lceees eo |, 2004 50 
steal eaeeetstle Make.....s. |lebagie itary 2.0... see eel best ibe | Phot _|l?4,000'| >< sols) geo | eed oo page 
1090 | Barre, Mass..-.....---------| Town Library ...22-.22-s2ssesseeseeeceresoeseeeee+| 1857 | Free | Pub.....| 1,842) 100 /......... ¥700'| 202? es aan ieee 
1091 | Belchertown, Mass..........| Young Men’s Christian Association...--..:-.-..----|-s-c0-|s--00-(WeMLC.A "995 |... eed ee eceas|pceccesceslecescce | eteceer|ecencees "1 
as Belmont, Mass ....-......--.| Free Public Library ......--.226--200ssceeereeeee+ | 1867 | Free Pab.....| 2,258; 200) 78.0 0} 550] 350 30 OG 
1093 | Bernardston, Mass ..........|' Cushman Library....2....2222.--:222sseeeeeeeeeeee+| 1862 | Free | Pub..-..| -3,000 100.|,.-.552-1 (8 OU Eas ee eared GS 
1094 | Bernardston, Mass... ......| Power's Institute. ../....--..-.-2.-0---20+eeee-eee--| 1862 Jeceees Acad | 3,311 12D pee ee S000 (t-...-> | ceesaseepceenone & 

1095 | Beverly, Mass. ........-...-.| Public Library.......-.......+-2-2-2-2+eat-seeee++.| 1855 | Free | Pab. ....) 6,000 |....... 15, 000 O)fe-<2 i ee 

1006 | Billerica, Mase.../.-....... | Library Agsociation......:........---s:--.seeeeaee--| 1851 | Sub, | Soo'l....] 700 1 heed 0 20 20 come 
1097 | Blackinton, Mass............| Blackinton Library ......... .2...20c¢es000+0++++2+:| 1859 | Sub. | Pub.....| 1, 100 702,000 | 0 100100,  & 
1098 | Blackstone, Mass .......--..| Athenaeum and Library Association ..............-.| 1856 | Sub. | Sue’l....] 3,000 ........) 1,500 CN Seb eae 3S 
1609: | Bolton; Mase ..-.2.-</.:.-.2.| Dows Wbrary,...<. 5... naa. se ppe tesa get eee om ax} SOOO | Free Pub.....) 1,500 112-3, 620 0 150i oaesee | 40 a 

1100 | Boston, Mass............... | Amerjcan Academy of Arts and Seiences.........-. 1780 | --2+-) SOi-----] 16,000 2-22) seeee--+.| 68,620 | 11,000 |... ‘| cece ake 
: i101 | Boston, Mass...........-.--.| American Board Commissioners of Foreign Missions | 1825 | Free The'l .../ 6,000) 75. ......+++ 0 0} 250 ion 

1102 | Boston, Mass............-.--| Bollin’s Bower ....2.....00.2--222eeeeeeeeeeeeeseeees| 1870 |------ A&R. 600 $0 focsck. 225 Wifes eae = 
1103 | Boston, Mass................/ Boston and Albany Railway Library. ..-+-+2+-++-+--| 1869 | Free Svcd...) 1,650 sssece0.) 4,800 ceeeeeees seeeeee | ceeeeeelseeeeee og 
1104 | Boston, Mass............---., Boston Asylum and Farm-School for Indigent Boys.| 1833 |....-. A. & R.. 900 ieee 00) |ic concn Iesaantedy sonenes =a 

1105 | Boston, Mass............--..| Boston Athenatim ...............02-.2s0..2-22e2+-- | 1807 | Sub. | Soc'l-+-./105,000 | 3, 729 | 33,000 250,000 43,413 | 10,669) 21, 994 y 

1106 | Boston, Mass ........-.----.| Boston College. ..---.-.--- +22 ss seeeeeeeeeeeeeeseee | 1864 |--eeee Col <.---} 7, 000 500 |...-------| Oi) e2occe | eee eee = 

1107 | Boston, Mass......-.------+-| Literary Society ..........-.-.-...----+----| 1870 ves Socly --.) 1,000 2.2.22. ceeeeeeeesseeeeeeee eeetees | ceesetsleeeeenes S&S 
1108 | Boston, Mass ...........--..| Boston Female Asylum............-.-------2+++--+ | 1808 |------ AV& Re.) 500 |..2..---) eae eet - acanaes|yeeares ane 
1109 | Boston, Mass...........---4 | Boston Library Society.../....-..-.--+-2+-e+-+-----| 1794 | Sub | Soe’l ....| 95, 000 500 | 6,118} 12,000, 2,250 1,000/ 1,200 § 
1110 | Boston, Mass..... -......--.| Boston Society of Natural History............:-..-.| 1831 | Sub | Sei--.-.-) 10,000 1,397 835 | 190, 000 | 13, 000 | Steg = 

1111 | Boston, Mass...........--.-.| Boston University, School of Theology ......--.-----| 1847 |.----. The'l...-| 4,000 seetetsleceteeeses] 2,000, 120 19): | 2 ere 
1112 | Boston, Mass.........-.-----| School of Law.......-2+----++-- 1872 |... Tea a2.) SAE can! Soeee| ceded od eee 
1113 | Boston, Mass...............-] r School of Medicine ..........--- 1873 |..-...| Med....| 4, 5807| “900 }-.2c252=-5| Oro teases feeewaee S 
1114 | Boston, Mass................| Caledonian Club ...........2.--2s-eeeeseeeeeeeee+++-| 1853 | Sub .| Soe’l 7 300 coat ee sacks shel sseeseos eee ec ae 
“15 | Boston, Mass................| Chauncey Hall School.............+---sseeeee+-2+22+-| 1874 bee Beal na:|) 1000) 2232-0} -naspe ans] --eestoeeee Boas ieee: eee 
1116 | Boston, Mass.............--.| City Hospital .........00--ses-eeersesseceeeseeseeer-| 1865 |---0--] Mod...-.| 650] .--..2--|---pece-ee] 0'| Og hic base eee 
1117 || Boston, Mass..:.<:--<<:.<-.| Codmair Mansion Home School; :.5<<-2<s-:-as---2-2-| 188%:|--<-<| ACOA----| — BOO!]sccesee.|-o-<0e=-22}tvcansecse|renvece | Soave ete ree name 
11s | Boston, Mass............-+--| Comer's Commercial College .....-2+2:-s-s+2sesesee-[eecee-|eceeee] Aead...-| 400 fecsesees ccesseeees censeeceeseaeeees (ects |e ae 

, 1119 | Boston, Mass........-..----./ Commonwealth Cirenlating Library ...........---- | 1875 Sub.) Mis.....| 1,800 j. 2.500 | 96000;t2secczcloees sce bas Be ates = 
1120 | Boston, Mass.............--.| Congregational Library.......,..--.---2:+---+++2++- $668 |. -<.2-] Buleth -2-198 906 |) 4. O82 12 20: <2 2],2-csesaz [axe needle oes |eaese se
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SARI aoayiy Sale: =.-.--.--.5-..| Conmtmpiiven Mame 3-0-0066 s2 Jha -c22.-cnena0-| SOOO \rccre=} Ms edbes| A RBP [ove seet} ios, 0ccs ss saad hee ee en = 
1122 | Boston, Mass................| Deaf-Mute Library Association ................-....| 1872 | Free] Soe’l....| 800 62} 1,450 Da | $1,000 | $3, 500 s 
1193'| Boston, Mage........c.......| Dorchester Athen@um.....0-...ccscoeesceeeeeese- | 1857 | Sub |Soc'l....) 3657) 175) 6, 482, | 0} $768) 269 160 = 
1124.| Boston, Mass................. English and Classical School for Boys, (W. N. Eayrs) | 1860 fess Acad... | 500 0 | oer ee,| 0 [ee eee [ig eee ee 
116") Beste, Mase............... | Bnglish High Sohal oo... i ese ns enseeesenses|iecessnse ee] MOM. | OO)... 2 | ee ecwees|coakecnee: [roucnens[cnandan: | zeasens = 
1126 | Boston, Mass............-.-.| Gannett Institute.....-.-. .......222222-2e--------| 1852 ].-----| Acad....| 4,200 SOO ies sioatr oss es eee ioe eines 

1127 | Boston, Mass................| General Theological Library.........-...--.--.--+-.| 1860 | Sub .| The'l....] 12,000) 750 40,000 8, 000 | 3,400 | 400 | 3,00 = S 
1128 | Boston, Mass..........-...-.| Girle High School -........c+-ceecsseeseeceeesernees| 1852 |ccves| Aead....} 2,000) ..2-.20 | ceeseeees ee ee 
1129 | Boston, Mass............-... Handel and Haydn Society........2...2222..20220-- 1815 | Sub | Soo'l ..-.| 11,600 ---2- |eeeeessee.) 10,000 | 900 |.--e-- | eee 
1130 | Boston, Mags............--..| House of Correction......---+.-++1---200---eeeeeeee:| WMO |oeeee-| AVG Re] V0 cece) cece eeeeeeeeeteereeedeteee fee 8 
1131 Boston, Mass.........-..---.| House of Reformation for Juvenile Offenders....... | 1827 |-----) A&R] 100) | cee eee ceeeeee ee ee eed = 
1132 | Boston, Mass..............-.| Latin Grammar School...........2-2.2222+ee0seeeee:)-eeeee|-eeees| Acad....| 5,000 OO Wien ceeeee st 50 |.-----0-]-2esenee] ceneece a 

1133 | Boston, Mass............... | Lindsley’s Circulating Library..............-.--.-..| 1861 | Sub.| Mis.....| 3,000) 300 |..22......) 0} ea7 al 2 S00 aed 
1134 | Boston, Mrss.............-..| Liscom's Cirenlating Library s..........22......--. | 1869 Saati 1, 000 50} 10,000 |......... | 6co) 100 1 06S 
1135-} Boston, Mass................| Loring’s Select Library ........-02--.se.ss-eeseneee | 1250 | Sub | Mis‘ .. .| 10,000 |....... |eoseees 0 eee eae feats = 
1136 | Boston, Mass............-.- Lunatic Hospital, (South Boston).....--..+----+++++-| 1864 |...) A-&R..| 1,200 ........) epee ease ca eects eee : 
1157 | Boston, Mass................| Massachusetts College of Pharmacy..+----+++-++++ | 1967 |......| Med.....] 850 30 | see Opes eee bemsaeue 

r 1138'| Boston, Mass................] Massachusetts General Hospital ................2. |-.2-se[oeeee-] As & Reo} © 500 | -2.222 | ceeeecees|ceccecensfeeessee feesaees|eenssens 
1139 | Boston, Mass........2.....-. Treadwell Library...-.--------2+--+-+e-esee+--| 1857 | Free|Mod.....| 3542] 193/..........] 5,000 fe Edo as tana 
1140 | Boston, Mass vsrecsssss-o:] Massachusetts Historical Society .---.-.-..--.+-0- | 1701 | sub .| ist... 23,000} 500 |.......... 150,000 | 15,000 |........]..-..--. 
1141 | Boston, Mass................| Massachusetts Horticultural Society .... ........- | 1829 | Sub .| Sei......| 2, 800 eee Be eeenel 0 1,000 2 ines ee 
1142 | Boston, Maos..............--| Massachusetts Thetitiite of Teohnology.............| 1866'}..2:..| Set... 2,500! 100 ee OSes sg SOD Noe 

a



eel ae - 

1143 ; Boston, Mass........-...----| Massachusetts State Prison, Charlestown District- | 140 baer A. &R.| 3,200 joveeeee [eaeeeeeeeee 200 | WOO <stenne 

1144 | Boston, Mase..........-..-..| Mechanic Apprentices’ Library....-...-..-...-----| 1620 Free | Soc'l ... | 4,900] 76 |........2 fee | Fol Lee art eon aes 
1145 | Boston, Mass..........---.-.] Medical Library Association of Boston..........-..| 18% | Sub.) Med... | 21500 | nn. esrnnsee| 0) 2400 )seesece J seseees 

% 1146 | Boston; Mass.............-..|/ Mercantile Library... .....20..000.02....ce0ss<0+-02} 1820 Subd jap 21,500 | 553 | 26, 000 | 12, 500 | 6, 753, 4i2 6, 336 

HAT | Boston, Mass.......-.--+.-- | Mentil’s Library .s-secesesssescseseessssssedeceecesiceeee Si] MIB 2- | 44000 csesson,|ssseseeseceanens | sotsees onsesn:| eevee 
1148 | Boston, Mags................] Mrs. 8. H. Hayes’ Family and Day School.........- sei || Rend... SR sts Net ee eee 
1149 | Boston, Mass.........-.----.| Naval Library and Institute...--2-2-te-ceesc+-2---+/ 1842 | Sub |Soe --..| 4,500) 90 |......---.| 0} $900; 2.202) 5 eter 
1150 | Boston, Mads................| New Churoh Library --.--.2------secesereserersees|eeneesfesreoe] S06 --- | 25000 ].-22.-- | 1,200 |.--c2eeeif ceeds [iesseeefeceee  & 
1151 | Boston, Mass........-..----.| New England Historie-Genealogical Society........, 1845 | Sub .| Hist’. .) 12,387 |....... < | satan eet cena § 
1152 | Boston, Mass............--:.] New England Hospital for Women and Children..../--eo--|evs--] A. Be.) 890 |ooe-cce.Jossseeseesfeeeeessee [sereeee ea 
1153 | Boston, Mass.......-..-----.] Qdd Fellows’ Library ....-..2- c.seeeceseeeeeee---, 1854 Sub, | Soe...) i Todal coh) a ae ae ee ee 
1154 | Boston, Mass.......-......-.| Perkins Institution for the Blind ..--..-.-.--2--22-) 1883 |..-..| Acad... | 735 | 2.222. |eesseeeee| 0, sie 2 
1155 | Boston, Mase.............-..| Post Library, Fort Warren. ..-.-+s-ccsee-ceeeceeens) strr:foneees|GBPs.2-| UAB |ooeecee-|osesesseesfeoeee eeesfseccened| oe coedfaeeceee 
1156 | Boston, Mass................] Public Institutions, Deer Island..........---....--., 1856 wan AAR. 2,000 |. <enseeovesensendfeccrecacee|s<cieseefeeeneesifcsseoes OB) 
1157 |-BostonMMase_..2--......:-2.|) Pablic Library. 22/00 2.5.4..-05-.000.0602.f25002.) 2 Free | Pub.....200, 869 | 18, 000 | 758, 498 | 105,000 141,300 | 21,500 | 119, #00 = 
1158 | Boston, Mass.............-..| Roxbury Athenieum ...--.....-cs--esseesseessseeeee) 1848 |Sub.|Soell...] 8,700] 160] 8,200] 5,000 |..-..--.feoeeeeef eseeeee 
1150 | Boston, Mass...........---.-| Roxbury Society for Medical Improvement ........| 1868 fo) Med ....| 1,500 |....... Boe | 0 |.--senefeenrntefencerens Ge 
1160 | Boston, Mass............-.-.| Seamen's Frieng. Society ......-.--.---cee---s-20-2-, 1832 tae 2] | eee coeeeees|stieeee [2 ot eee 
1161 | Boston, Mase..............-.| Soéial Law" Library ........c0c--ccseceeeceeteeses2| 1804 |Sub |Law.....| 13,000] 600 |..2.......]..........| 4,500| 3,079] 1,406 SS 
1162 | Boston, Mass..............-.| State Library..../..<22:.-..-0clecceecesceseecedoes] 1096 |..0...| State....| 97,000 |. 1,900 |......... i 5,000 | 2,300 | 2,700 is 
1163 | Boston, Mass..... ......-.-.] United States Marine Hospital Service ............ ae bee Mis.c-0.| © 85 | -seeoe [eos Sicefeeteesesi|eansens|penrsnes|senresen aS 
1161 | Boston, Mass...----e-..2+---| Weston's Pioneer Libraryscsssssesscesseeeeeeeeess, 1865 |Sab.| Mis...) 800 200 900 |.----...--] 450) 280 o & 
1165 | Boston, Mass............... | Young Men’s Christian Association................| 1851 |Sub.|¥.M.C.A) 4,785, 269 | 2, 700 | O fesesrst|eoncennficeses aR 
1466 | Boston, Mass.....-..-..--+--| Young Men's Christian Union ...--.2+.-+.++s++0++-| 1852 | sap. Y.M.C.A| 2,60 | 500 | ---eeese- | Ofeenreeed + 180] 10 s 
v2 | Boston, Mass,......---.---.-| Young Women’s Christian Assoctation ..-.-e-+eeo.) 907 [sess] WeMLCA) 1000 | ssssee |osesssees |sessnnes seseeecleeaeeees|ieeees BY 
1968 | Boxford, Mass ...-.....-.+--] Publi Library .----.+2---so-eeeeeesveseeeeeeseeeeee| 1874 | Free|Pub.....| 450 | = 200 | 0} 100) 8 sos 
1169 | Boylston Centre, Mass ......| Social Library....-.s-se--seecsseeeeeseeceseesseeee| 1792 |Sub.|Socl....| 32) 4 106 | o| 41 13 5 8 
170 | Bradford; Mass ..-----+.-+-,| Bradford Academy..seeseesssssssseseeeeessssse sees) WMD Jostens] Andee] 2,500 [seeseee |seeeeeoee MON Sess ere dee re = 

1171 | Bradford, Mass .............| Union Library....02...tsc.:sc0essceeeeeece-eeeeees| 1864 | Sub .| Soe’l ie 1, 200 72| 9,500 0 137 | 12 3 ¢ 
1172 | Braintree, Mass...:...,.....| Thayer Public Library?..2+-2-see+csscesseseeeeees| 1874 | Free Pub.....| 1,540 | Segtssfasts ce] A0000 petsss ates: 500 
aera laeatae Maen el Laler Siar Co ee et 1250 | Sub. Soe'l...| 1100) — 90 | 50} 0) 2 48 | 30 30 
1174 | Bridgewater, Mass..........| Bridgewater RMR meiner rl 1208 |e] Aen...) 500 [s-etees | vests lreenes ty net debe aga 
1175 | Bridgewater, Mass..........| State Normal School............4.-07--2-.---- sa2-:| 1840'|..--.-} Mende. 9090) 22.22.) --se-ce- [ooddes<es.|-co decd versren |escemeee Be 
1176 | Bridgewater, Mass..........| State Workhouse ..... ....00+ceseceeeeeieeeeseeeee-| 1800 [= Me RA = A007F oes oon | secre See oeeceetl coat aes ate 
1177 | Brimfield, Mass..........-..| Hitchoock, Free High School.....22-..:-a.-ss0ce-+-4| 1055 j1ss00-.bAend.<c-| 2100 [sc8ecccg] sezerceeleccsessees[ecseercslecenseasfeccennss ©
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ms Brockton, Mass ........-..- | Public Libraty:<ccl.i.-c12-ceser-seeeeseceeseeoees | 1967 | Free| Pub..:-| 4478 | 160] 37,500 80 s1,440| gz sa SS 
1179 | Brookfield, Mass........-.. | Merrick Public Library ...-2----.-.-+2+--++-+++++++ | 1865 | Free | Pub.....| 4,000, 300) 15,000 | 10,000) ......| 600 --....-5 
1180 | Brookline; Mass............ | Public Library. .......52.. .c2c2c2--scecreeseee-eee | 1857 | Free} Pub.....| 16, 669° | 1,092 | 40,000 15,000 6, 700 2,522) 2545 a 

1181 | Burlington, Mass.......... | Town Library ...000....0....2..ccsseeseceseceeeeeee | 1857 | Free] Pub....| 965 40 | 1,400 | -rseeeee.| cereee | oo oes S55 
1182 | Byfield, Mass.............. | Dummer Academy............22.csc---+.-2eeeeceee-| 1776 |--.--.| Acad... | 460 Opec nce Di|! -ce00s- het aee eae 
1183 | Cambridge, Mass .......... | Cambridge High School..............22-.s++++-+--+-| 1846 |..... | Acad... | 3,000 | ...... | eu eR ae es ee | acde [eceresenn mee 
1184 | Cambridge, Mass ...........| Cambridge Horticultural Society.....-.2++++-+-+0++ | 1852 | ----./Seits..-[ B50) 2222.) eee @) 400 | ...--. os 
1185 | Cambridge, Mass .......... | Dana Library.......2....0:.22scceceeesseeceeeeeee | 1857 | Free | Pub.....| 7,600} 249 | 16,000 Ol eccccacs| 2 cetera 
1136 | Cambridge, Mass ........-. | Episcopal Theological School .........-2+-++--+-----| 1867 | ---..| The'l....] 2000.0... | ceeese--] 10,500) 700) 22-02) oreeeeee ay 
1187 | Cambridge, Mass .......... | Harvard College ...2.222. 00. seeesesee-ese+eseeees | 1638 | Free | Col......|154, 000 | 7,000 | --ses-e--] 166,775 | 8,584] 9,153 | 15,640 34 

1188 | Cambridge, Mass ...--+.--- | Christian Brethren and St. Paul’s Societies...|......]....-.| Sooty... | 600 |...22.2.| .--2.02b | seeseebe | cesses |oceeeeec[eeeeeees = 
1189 | Cambridge, Mass ..-.....-. | Hasty Pudding Club...--.--2-seeceeseeseesee:| 1807 |orese.| S00'V s+] 4,000 |oseseee | eeeeses | ceeeeee costes [eeeeet eee BY 
1190 | Cambridge, Mass .......... | aiwbhbe i TTID.-- -- =: .------<c-bcernc2 e025. | AEI0 [peoces | SOW yce- |S OOP leaks ht | snes ef ee oe ae le eis 4 
1191 | Cambridge, Mass ......... | Natural History Society......-.-..+.----s-2-+-|-seee-|-202--| Soe'y..-.] 500 |... | Lasse te’, | besaawaenp Pace tals (eee Seal paetaem ee 

1192 | Cambridge, Mass .......... | Monell Old: 2-2...-.08c-.20ePaae ess. -| 1008 || S84 3| BoMtyen.| 7 OOo. Eat 2aah-- | seaeeia cy ee ae cas eae ee 
pee eee ze TRolealokl Gatiletis c.ci.cce.c.cce. oe sks...t | Asoe |e R's. casio Le 2.) ee | os eee eae a fe 

1194 | Cambridge, Mass .......... | Bussey Institution, at Jamaica Plain..........| ..12.|.222-.| Sci-.....| 1,500 aio OS eivcal ho ewe 
1195 | Cambridge, Mass .......... Divisity School ......2 2. 4.25.5525.c0sebe0-0- | 1895 | .2....| Tiel. -..} 17,000 100 | .s2caees | cscs ceasecseess 300 |... se08 

1196 | Cambridge, Mass .........- Lawrence Scientific School ........22.2-+-+++,| 1847 |...2..| Sei.--e-.| 2,500 |..2000. | ce. | 0} < a50- F< Se0 cee 
HM 1197 | Cambridge; Mass .......... | Taw Sebiool 2 1S ceive nnc- 2 OT ote e | Baw to bts 000 1 000.|: mene see} 8800 | hk se oe 

1198 compen | Medical School at Boston’.......--.-.-c--c--c+-| 4789.|202-.,] ated. :-. [78,680 |... | 20-2) 4, 2001] cee | coyeee Ieceesade 
1199 | Cambridge, Mass .......... Museum of Comparative Zodlogy ..........-- | 1858 |..... | Sei...... 1.00 | 668 |= Be @ |. OO eee 
1200 | Cambridge, Mass -.......--- Phillips Library, (Observatory) ......-.-...---| 1847 |-.....| Sel =....| 3,000 1.2.22... |--eene--- 0 ee bees=secleeees eee we 
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1201 | Cambridgeport, Mass ...-...) St. Mary's Parochial School ...-.--------.---+-----+ | UST [------/ Aoad.--.) | TOO |..-.v0o-)eeeeeeeeeleeeeereeeelseeesee| seeeees|eeeeeees 

1202 | Canton, Mass ae eer SATEEY «62 5o 0 cepocnmacens sbensn sed scccscones | 1875 | Free | Pub.....) pe 175 8, 000 0 500 pene 200 

1203 | Canton, Mass ........-.....-| Social Library .......2...-..0000s2eeeeseeqeeeeeeeae 1830 | Sub eee] ed =| 5000 was eree ssl setoeesiaee tees 35 

1204 | Charlton, Mass..............| Young Men’s Library Association ............<101- | 1860 |Sub.|Soc'l....) 560 Od ol ee, ease tae Jo 15 
1205 |.Chatham, Mass..............] Pilgrim Library. ...........2......--s-s00+s-gpseeee | 1875 Sab. Soe ea a 30 100 0 45 38 7 
1206 | Chelmsford, Mass ...........| Social Library ..........----2.-2-2--ceces-deneeees-|------| Sub | Soc’l....| | 594 Gl cs teen UL ee eee 16 | 6 5 
1207 | Chelsea, Mass ............. | Marine Hospital ::.-.-.-.0<c.-b.dls.s-tadpeele s | MEPL | oo con| Borde Rw) + GOA 5 SL), sensed cateus cot] sepa, |e peeateen eee 
1208 | Chelsea, Mass...............| Public Library ........22..-2-2see¢¢eeeeeeseeeeeeee.| 1670 | Free| Pab..... 50 | 450 | 45, 000 0} 2,500} 75) 1,200 2 
1209 | Cheshire, Mass........./....| Library Association ........0.0..2.0000ecesssee000e | 1266 | Sab | So0'l .-..] 1,750 | 150 |-eeeeeeejoetecectieeseeereeeeeees| 50 = 

* 4210 | Chesterfield, Mass ..........| Town Library ........2222..ceceseeeeeseeeeeseeeeee.| 1873 Froe | Pub... | 500 | 0; 1,500 Geese eg mS 
1211 | Chicopee, Mass..............] Town Library .........-..----eeec-eeeeteeseeeeesee.| 1846 | Sub | Pub.....| 4,100) 200) 7,500 0 850| 450 20 
1212 | Clinton, Mass ............-.| Bigelow Free Public Library.............7.....-.---| 1873 | Free| Pub.....| 4,541 Pee 15, 000 0 2, 500 | 8002.02.20 8 

1213 | College Hill, Mass...........| Tufts Klee etisc heer hil ote 1854 | Free |Col......| 16,000) £00) 1,800 1,200) 80 |...) 400 
1214 | College Hill, Mass. ..........| Universalist Historical Society..........-..-++++-++-| 1834 | Sub .| Hist'l... 1,500 | se 0 ererneeeeeees pe S 
1215 | Concord, Mass ml tee Pele Labraty. 2222. .o2- es ac2e cea. 1851 | Free | Pub. ....| 10, 601 |sseeeee) 33,000 | 13,400 | 2,492 |......--).2.... Se 
1216 | Conway, Mass...............| Social Library .....2.....+sc0c+-ceseeeeesesees-e--| 1821 ]Sub.|Pub.....] 875 80) 1,300 J oeeeeneee 115(| = 66 (ee anes 

1217 eee Bemetivery eee aad 1872 Free | Pub. ....) 4,050] 220 |.......... Oo eae clic a a ey 
1218 | Dalton, Mass................ Dalton Lyn cceneennenneenene 1860 |Sub.|Pub.....) 1,000, 40, 2, 000 125 | | |i Sa 
4219 | Danvers, Mass ...........--.| Peabody Library......---.++e-eeeceeeeesseeeeseeees| 1857 | Free | Pub...) 7,696 | 205 )-eeeeeee-) 67,500 |seeeeeesleeseees serene BY 
1220 | Dedham, Mass ...........++ | Dedham Historical Society ........-.---+++ --+-+---- 1859 | Sub .| Hist’l...) 500 Sie 0 0). alse ee 
1221 | Dedham, Mass ..............| Norfolk County Law Library ........2..---.:---++--| 1815 |......| Law ....| 1,200 [sl Seas Seta ee | ete eee 
1992 | Dedham, Mass ..............| Public Library........2222..200s-sseeesseeeeseeeeee.{ 1871 | Free pabi| 4,800 712-32, 400 7,200| 1,50/ 636] 800 =) 
1223 | Deerfield, Mass .............] Academy and High School .......2-22+.00ceeceeeee.[oeeee-[eeesee mies, 4, 000; osreb dscns oS ce| 32 be eames 
1224 | Deorfield, Masa .............| Reading Association ...........2s.seseseseseseeeeee,) 1841 | Sub] Pub.....] 9060} 98 |..0.2-.22-|.ccceceed|-eereeesfereseedfensereee 
1295 | Dennis, Mass ...............| Denmis Library ....0....20++-ses0e+ eoceceeeeeceeeee| 1873 Sab .|Pub.....} 389) 75 |eneeseeeee 0} 200) 175 2 WN 
1296 | Hast Attleboro’, Mass.......) Daily Circulating Library ............-..+..--+-++.{ 1873 | Sub .| Mis.....| 900 | 100 | 23900 |.ceeese.| 200] 130 vo S 
1227 | East Bridgewater, Mass.....| Library Association .............-.2..--+---+-2-+-.| 1871 |Sub .|Soo'l....] 450| 151 1,100 | o|- 45] a5] sh gs 
nes East Cambridge, Mass ......, St. John’s Literary Institute .................t-.--+-| 1854 | Sub .| Soe’l....| 1,000 % Leena see teeslesseees loseetens = 
1229 eS ey Association Library.......\..200se2seseeeeeeeeeee+-| 1868 | Sub .|Pub.....) 425 65) 1,000 500) 110 8 5 
123) | East Hampton, Mass........! Public Library Association ............-....--++--- | 1869 | Sub .| Pub.....) deo loses RS, 000:|. a2 aah de oeoe| eee eee 
dai | Want’ Hampton; Mase <<. Williston Settiuary 022 <.-...-¢a.c-se--.-. | 4806/l << |"AiondSs fire oot eee es | eg egg |e ee 
1232 | East Walooles Mast... East Walpole Library....... .....------+-++-+2+e--| 1869 | Sub .| Pub..... 690 | 20 2, 500 0 100 90 10 

#99'| Ragartown, Maso ....-....-4 Library ‘Asnootation ...<<¢<.c0s0006 scesseleceseaeees.|r--see] Bub .| S00) 0,1 © 500 | 52cc 21} decwe+<2-| 2c secccssfeoteas ules See |e eee 
ee ee Library Association. ........2.00+0-222seeeeeseee++e+| 1874 | Sub .| Soc’)... | 100 | S00 ee 50 50 10 eS : 
1935 | Fairhaven, Mags ...........-| Library Association. ........../..2..22..02202e-sse2+| 1860'| Sub .|Soo’l....| 1,173 | "50 | 900 | 0 140 50 | 2 oH
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1236 Fall River, Mase............| Public Library.....--..-cs.--sceseceeeseceseensesee-| 1860 | Free | Pub. ..- | 12,754 | 1,500 | 62,083) eo | $6, 236 | $1,578 = 
1937 | Falmouth, Mass ............| First Congregational Church.............2-.--------| 1786 | Free | Soe’l ..- 930 | 10 200 | 450 | 31 25 | 5 8 
1238 | Fitchburg, Mass ............| House of Correction.....c---+--+s-2++++e0-eseceeeees| 1859 |-oee04| A&R RUM eeteceetaece- end o| oe s 
1239 Fitchburg, Mass............] Public Library.>.-..-.......0..-2-sseceesees-----+--| 1859 | Free} Pub. ..-.| 11,000 | 530 | TA, 727 |.----+----| 1,200 240 | 600 

1240 | Fitchburg, Mass.........--.| Worcester North District Medical Society ........-.| 1898 Sub. Med...) 500} 35 100 | Crea 50 | ole 
1241 | Foxboro’, Mass..........----| Boyden Library. .-----¢-.cseccsseeeeeeeecescesseeee seeee Free | Pub.... | 2,300 i | 20,000} 1,000} 570} 100) 500 
i242 | Framingham, Mass ......-..| State Normal School ........-<.----s-22-2+e-eee2-+2+| 1840 |..--.-| Acad....f 2,020} 50 coe Bites ee = 
1243 | Framingham, Mass .......-.| Town Library .-2..0.00..0. ceeeeeeeeseeesseeeeeeees| 1855 | Free | Pub... 5,700 | 225 | 24,000 | 500 1,035} 431 650 
1944 | Wranklin, Mass .....-.....-.| Dean Academy .....--.-...-2.-.2--0--/-cec-ece--22-| 1805 |.---,-|'Acad .-.| 500 4 eter jee ee See = 
1245 | Franklin, Mass ..........--.| Franklin Library --..-0.2-ccceseseeeeeseereseeeeess| 1786 | Free) Pa....-] 2360 | 200 | §,000 | = 600 m5 | 35S 
1246 | Freetown, Mass .......+--.| Freetown Law Library ....--.22-- eeeeeee-eeeeeeeefeeees Free Law ..- 300 | 1S eeeeeeeeee|ereeeeeeeeleeeteee [oceteees| oeeeees = 
1247 | Georgetown, Mass ....-...-./ Peabody Library -....200.2:se-csesceeesceeeesseeees) 1869 Freo| Pub...) 4,325) 308 [------.-.] 3,000 |... coor See 
1248 | Gill, Masa ........---------.] Town Library ---!-.----.c22e-+--0-e2e-er eee eee-+e-| 1672 | Freo| Pub..-- | 295 | 20 | as | 0 50 30 | s B® 

* 4219 | Globe Villnge, Mage ........| Hamilton Kree Library .......2........00.-..----e | 1872 | Free} Pub..-..| 3,400 |.....-+-| 3.600 0 0 0 0, «a 
1250 | Gloucester, Mass ...........| Sawyer Free Library ......0...00-0isc+eesseeesseee+| 1854 | Froe| Pub -.-.| 4,500 boa yea 18, 00) oo sa eat 
desi tations Mtoe 2...) Grafion Library «osc sosfs ccc cescssccnc..--22.} 1866 reo} Pab.-.-.| 3,203]. 200'| 9, 460 | 0) 950s) eseesecleaeeeeee 
1252 | Great Barrington, Mass.....| Library Association. .......22-22..2.022e0000000-0-|-eeee2) Sub | Pub a 1, 000 |... seer eesees a 0: | Ne a ceeeeee 
1953 | Great Barrington; Mans...) Sodgwick Institute -.-.---.--2---..-.--e-ceeesece [vovess]eocoee| ACAD nee] 300-|-e..2en-|onase~aspe|socesreees|-ts con fasesnentfeaeny=s- 
4954 | Greenfield, Mass............| Library Aasuciation .....----.--s20+--0ce++----+-+2-| 1835 |Sub\.| Soo .-..| 4,600] 950} 7,600 |...-...---[ eee Lees] 195 
1255 |'Groton, Mass ...........-...| First Parieh Library....2...0.-..20206.0224- 2d Ba ee Soe’l..-.| 450 0 1, 000 0 50 50 6 
isse |'Groton, Mans .............- Lawranee Academy: .-. 2-<c2-<:---.-2e00reeene see) [LIA bt E500 fo SA Ne oe i ae | eee ae 
1251 | Groton, Mass ....-.-..-..-.-| Public Lilbrary..-----2-20-eeeeeeeeeec ssn teeceeee es) TSB ittee | But... sal 125 | 2, 000 Gif cio 0) iene | onesie 4
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1258 | Harvard, Maass.....-.-.-----; Publie Library.----.-----+-----+---++++-+5 -teeereee 1808 reo ee 4 76 4, 000: oO; 100 |rs-2cee-|- cee ee 

1259 | Harvard, Mass...........---| Union Library .....--------.----+--++-+--+--+-------| 1865 | Sub See h te | 175 seeeees eee! oO) 100 0 

1260 | Hatfield, Mass ............-.| Social Library .........222 2+-++-see-+s0+--++++++++-| 1870 | Free | Pub.....| 3,000| 125 | 12, 000 o. a0 | 250 50 
1261 | Haverhill, Mass ............| Morse & Son's Cirenlating Library................-.| 1869 | Sub .| Sis | 2,000 | 0 cere sails eee jy we 
“1262 | Haverhill, Mass ............| Public Library...........-22.seceeeeeee0+--222+-+--+| 1874 | Free| Pub.....| 20, 000 es 50, 000 | 0 3,000 beeen 2, 400 

4 1263 | Hingham, Mass.............| Public Library........2...0..cc.:200:-cseeeeeeeeeees 1369 | Free) Pub..... 5,515 | 519 | 14,000) 25, 000 | #000 | | 1,000 
1264 | Hingham, Mass...........-.| Seoond Social Library........c.--0----2+-+--+-2+-+--| 1773 |Sub.| Pab.....| 1,750| 50] 2,738 o| m6} ol 10 & 
1965 | Hinsdale, Mass .............| Publie Library Association ....2..2-+.-2++e++-+++++] 1866 | Sub .| Pub.....| 2,417 | 20 | “| Oa ae eee 
1206 | Holbrook, Mass ..-.----.-0--) Publi Library..--eee-cosesseseeeseesseseesscessesee| 1S | Free Pub... 382/968 24,000) 5,000 800 |........ 500 S 
1267 | Holyoke, Mass............:-| Public Library....-00ss2ss.esssesssseeeeeseeseeseeee] 1870 | Sub.| Pab.....| 5,350 | 350 19,500 | Ote.---.| 1,100} 485 St 
1268 | Hopkinton, Mass ..........., Young Men’s Christian Association....... .....---441867 |Snb./Y.MLC.A) 1,091) 55 ees | see oss---c) EO 
1269 | Housatonic, Mass leh one Library <2ce.cc.cc-cs.-.0cesne-eceeenoene.] 1000 Free | Pub.....| 2500| 600 11,000 |......... [oie aie ani Tape TO 

1270 Ub taiteeet slags = | Pan THEE eee ca genes Ses te12 | Free | Pub...) 2200) 350 7,800 |ecocremysc ere eres 5S 
1271 | Hudson, Mass...............| Public Library.......2-..2s00+-+ss0+-++eeeeesee++-] 1868 | Free |Pub.....) 1,622)  250| — 9,100 | o| 500} 30) 10 & 

+ 1272 | Hyde Park, Mass ...........| Public Library...........--:sece-e+eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-| 1874 | Free | Pub.....| 4,439 |  614| 45,000 | 380 $996: [oy wil sere eee ee 
$908 | Tpweieh; Maes ......-2-,.-.| Henne Cermedllop. 2.18. -asekannn--2-----ccece-] WOO | scnne] As @SBii| ABB ceeaal|ecencne jenn ensuccfecouezhcleteone msl reneen es 3 
1214 | Ipswich, Mass ..............| Ipswich Female Seminary ...--..-...-2-20---se0++++] 1826 revee| ead. 1,900 |... c0ne-|serneesersfeoveseeatefeeeerensferessons| se GS 
1275 | Ipswich, Mass ............-.| Public Library..s....c2.---csc-sccseeeseceseesseoee-| 1868 | Free | Pub.....) 8,000 |........| 12,000} 90,000 |.....204[.cccscee/seoesee- 
1276 | Jamaica Plain, Mass ........| Jamaica Plain Circulating Library...............--.| 1868 | Sub. ie St 1, 200 | 200 as Ob ucacal = 0 = 
1977 | Kingston, Mass.............| Library Association ........+csc:eceseeeceseseee+eee] 1870 Sub . Soc... 566 100 | 3,000 o| 150} 130, 0 
16 | takellg Mas sn =| Town Library ncsservcencennn 1960 | ree|Pub.....| 625] 45 | 700. }.-..2..22.[eseeeendl 5) | Nv 
1279 | Lancaster, Maas «enon State Industrial School for Girls ....-..-.22.--++22+-| 1857 vente B| pasa age OL cae ee eae = 
1280 Lancaster, Maas ............| Town TADDGEY 2 ccctawe sco casesu s2ee=psasaenssyosues| eee bitree |-Pub..<.:| = 499 | 15,000 5,000 eh ae a 

1281 | Lanesboro’, Mass ...........| Library Association.........22++---+.-++++++-e+e++e-] 1870 | Sub.) Soe'l...., 588] 100 | 5, 000 0} 150] 195/30 
1282 | Lawrence, Mass.............| Atlantic Cotton Mills ............--:--+sscseeeeeeee|-ee+e| Sub .| Soe’l....) 2,800 Ee Side ope sl ae ele ie. 
1283 | Lawrence, Mass.............| Free Public Library .....20-..-+--se+¢eeeseeeeseeeee] 1872 Bree Pub 13,328 | 700 | 198,463 |.......... 7,900] 2,300] 5,000  S* 
1234 | Lawrence, Mass.............| House of Correction...........s..:seseesseeseeeeee+| 1868 eae ee-| D0 | cbs nsfennnne apes] = cpcadacs|eeneea | ete ee 
1985 | Lawronpe, Maas.............| Industrial SchoOl ...-.s-----ecse-ecseeneeeeseceseees| IBIS |oeevee] A&R.) 500 |eeeseeeslaeeneeeene} 0 ses Lee eee ee 
1286 | Lawrence, Mass.............| Pacific Mille .............---0ee-ceee-eeseeee-eeeeee-| 1854 | Sub.|Soc'l....] 6,000] 150 4 0;| SAD | terrence 
1987 | Lee, Mass...................| Library Association. ..............---2seses+-e0+e+«+| 1874 | Free| Pab.....| 2500 |........].....5..24 OL tt Al neace ames 
1288 | Leicester, Mass .............] Public Library........2000ccssee-eeeeeeeeseeeeeeeee} 1861 | Free | Pub.....| 3,007 |* “| 5,000 0] D0 a vieceearenes 
1299 | Lenox, Mass ................] Academy Library. ...+..s.0cc0scsss2sescesseseseeeefeooeee Ses: WRN ste Nesp clei hee ge be ek ee eee 
900 | Tyepior, Minas... 5.,.02...--2) Dinttiet Sohgal LAbeartas 202 -<0c05-acehh4sae---2--1 [rdsu | ee] Bolsa) eso | | ee ee 

1291 Lenox, Mass ---....cvessoee-| Library Association....ccs-csssesessscesseeecneeses — Freo | Pub... 3, 500 cece 5,000 1» 50} 150/ 390 
1292 | Leominater, Mass...........| Public Library ...c2..c.ccececececceaeecooseece eevee] 1856 | Free! Pub...--| 6,500/. 900! 20,000 |. ../c.-slccececleceecsecleceeeeee od
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1293 | Lexington, Mass.....:..:...| Cary Library s.sss.ssssssescsseecsssectecsei.si:.21-| 1868 [ree | Pab:...:| 4,468 | -600| 15,000| $6,100| 107 | go05| — g4s0 = 
1294 — Public Library.....01....sese-cceced-ecece2i225e:02.] 1871 | Free| Pub.....} 2,000] 125] 7, 000 0] 250] 150 100° 
1295 | Lowell; Mass.....:.-.:,.....| Bar-Associations. 22. :...22222.2.220.25252052520052.|-3500-| Sub .| Law .<-: BON Sn caes|scotee eee |o aces casea|caat tte a| senses sceseee s 

1296 | Lowell, Mass................| City Library .......cc.sseccesesees ooocetSs025542000.] 1844 | Sub .| Pub..:.'| 17,539 | 980] “67,474 0| 5,385) 1,283) 3964 
3891 | Lawl Matt ne-sereeeen Coggesball’s Circulating Library.....:.....2-.2::24.| 1874 | Sub.|Mis.....| 500) 100) 5,000 0] 250] 100 Os 
1298 | Lowell, Mass ...............| Middlesex Mechanics’ Association :2.222+.252s:22.:| 1825 | Sub.) Soe’ ....| 12,782] 567 |.......... O° s3o22sle oe ca eee 

1200 | Lowell, Mass .............. | Rector's Library, (St. Anne’s Church) ...::..2.22:2:.| 1844 cites beoetbaest 2, 000 15 | 0 0 44 44 o = 
ib penal Reform Sohool .:s::ssccsscs-sessseresetessece2.222-] 1804 |.vece| Ac& Rs] 525) 90 |--.28.2e2. asl cetoun [ec tara arene 
1301 | Lowell, Mass ...............| St: Patrick's Female Academy .:2-2..45¢¢2:0++2+.| 1852 |.22.-.| Aead...:) 625 sonra | oa sed coea kas Sees) eats eee = 
1302 Lowell, Mass ...............| Young Men's Catholic Library Association ......::.| 1895 | Sub.| Soc’l ....| 700 42/ 4,000} 1,500| 300) 150 10 6S: 
1303 | Lowell, Mass .....-.-. --+--| Young Men’s Christian Association:....2..2:242:2:.| 1868 | Free | ¥.M.C.4 | 50 OO esa casegetles sraees 60} 1,000 & 

1304 Lunenburg, Mass ......-....| Town Library ....+2s..eceseeeeesesesessedeeeese ste] 4800 | Free | Pub..-..| 1;500 50] 2,875 500 80 80 feo 
1905 | Lynn, Mass «...........+.-..| Froe Public Library ..-.-+-+s2s0.éese+sseee4+41424,| 1862 | Free | Pub...:,/ 19,808 1,301 | 70,332] 10,000 6,118 2,913) 9,629 
1306 | Lynn, Mass .............::..| Young Men's Christian Association: ...2.:<2:22:.1:.| 1888 | Free| ¥.MC.4| — 400 12 600 | 0 0 50 0 
1307 | Malden, Mass. ----eesss-00-+) Boston Rubber Shoe Company .:.......-...2:.4--2.| 1873 | Sub.) Soc'l....] 845 | 100 | 2,800 | 0) 100) 100 0 # 
1308 | Malden, Mass...............| Central Square Circulating Library........2.::--:-.| 1872 | Sub .| Mis...:.| 1,250 |........ tte | sce Seen 300 
1309 | Malden, Midas tatseel Centre: Grammar School: 225.3 .2.252 5222522252522 jascdes| 522823) BON 5555 GWO |}. rect oR ene Ac okra [a ae ea ona se eae ee 

1310 oe ire High Sotiobistz-J/e2-s5172<t sa2t¢ scons se ceterecesepisememl | aeseg Obs 28261) OUD) |" <satines|/ amereees| S|) oo. se ee eee 
1311 | Manchester, Mass. .......-..| Public Library............-.2+.-+2ese-2set2+220622,| 1871 | Free | Pub.:-.,| 2,650 |........ SOOO [en tee rears 450 125 
1312 Marion, Maso ...2..2.-+.+2..| Marion Iibrary -::-+sstios----eees.2tdetssstsstits3) 1855 | Sub .| Soc’)... 2 30| 1,000 0 40 40 0 
1313 | Marlboro’, Mass. ........:...| Public Library ::2:-.:5222:.2s2sc22 25 i2225222.122)] 1871 || Free | Pub: .--.| 6/000 600 93,000}|..2..252-.] 1000!}2. 2222! 360 

ata | Maztboro', Mass, :..2:s-.--|: West Parish Library sosescssscsssescsesesezesczz2i| 38a |yzeze.{Soo'l <.-.) %200'| aga!|.c.siue..| - 900! 1081 406 20



A 
Spey] BAnAD ela; Ringe; = 5235222: - +<]/ Pubile Sikimearyugeetsc2oe= t= 2=22+tt52t+te2a2=tts2=| team | Bree] Bows. -.2)! 1/500. 450 6, 000 | O | 1,550). --2..3% 100: 
1316 | Medford, Mass....-.--------| Publio Library.......2-2-202++20+-0:seseee02+e25 22:|--¢423| Free| Pub-....| 6,003 500 | 25, 000 B00]! 4) 4a le S| eae 
1317 | Medway, Mass........-..--.| Dean Library Association ........-.2.--.-+:+-+++e++| 1860 | Sub .| Soc’l....| 1, 600 150 5, 000 3, 500 300 225 hd 
1318 | Melrose, Mass...............] Melrose Library ..........:-++ss-s000+ss-seeeeeeeees] 1871 | Freo|Pub.,...| 2,600 ]........) 17,000 ]..........) 850}. ] ee 
1319 | Methuen, Mass ...........-.| Public Library.........2s:+seeceeeeeeeeceeesescneees| 1873 | Frpe|Pub.....]  850| 350] 14,500 ]..........] 550} 350 200 
1320 | Middleboro’, Mass ..........] Eaton Family Scbool........2sss.ssseesseceeeeeeee-| 1854 |...002[ Acad...) 500 |....00. [eee eeeeee ONS cceeatf ees aweatece oes 
1321 | Middleboro’, Mass ..........| Public Library........-202+ssssseseeeeee eeeeeeeeees] 1874 | Free | Pub.....| 1,200 |......-.] 5,000 0] 460 |r|! gy 
1322 | Middlefield, Mass ...........] Public Library. ....ss.0.scsceesssessseceesseereeeeee! 1873 | Freo|Pub.....] 250 50 BO Jones | ereeeeleseeresfeeseeee 
1323 | Middlesex, Mass ............| Middlesex County, Law Library......-----..-+++-+-| 1815 |.ce-.| Law ..2.| 9,430 |.---2022)seceeeqese]iscsseeces| csseece[eceecete[seceenee’ 
1324 | Middleton, Mass ............| Library Association...........0ts0+0+e-seeeee+eeeee+] 1865 |Sub.|Pub.....| 900} 100} 1,650 |..........] 145 | 100 6e s 
1325 | Milford, Mass...............| Town Library.....--2..-+-e+---seceeee-ee-+eeeeeeee-| 1858 | Freo|Pub.....| 4,215] 557] 14,000 | cnicaut |:aenneeipecoeceteen ae 
1326 | “Millbury, Mass .............] Town Library... --....sesesseseeeeeeseeceeeeseeeee| 1867 | Free | Pub.....| 2,863} 300] 8,500 0} 0} - 450 0 DB 
1327 | Milton, Mass................| Public Library......-..+00-sssseeseeeeesessoeseeeee-| 1871 | Free} Pub.....! 6,000] 600} 15,000 Oil, 4,600'|..scesdsfesccocuee eee 
1998 | Monson, Mass...........+.-.| Mongon.Academy.......s.0s0ss-secee-eeseeseeesee-| 1842|.-00--| Acads...} 1,000 wo 500: [Lave tee ee 
debt ataiaas Aes coat fSpigbity Te brary sseieicig cs ce cba vasnee—sniehes|-ncccelee ge | poe yeess|) 3) 000:| “sonvic2|/<-<actecs| a-s02-erlsz—oeee,| sesect|-cseeeeeeann ee 
1330 | Monson, Mass...,..-..-.-+--| State Primary Sobool ;.........+-+.--------+++--e+-] 1866 |---e0] Be Ris.| 600 |--0-0-0-]--esreeers|ececcecen-[sececene[eeserseclinceesee  & 
1331 | Montague, Mass ........---.| Public Library.......s00sss0esseecceeeseeeeeeeeeeee| 1869 |Sub.| Pub....] 1,250] 115] 8,000 0} .......) 240 0 Ss 
1392 | Nahant, Mass..--+.-+++++++-] Public Library.e-ss+se-sessseseeseseseeoeeeeseeese:] 1671 | Free | Publ....| 4,000 | 600} 12,000 |...-eeee2-) 14800 |oeeeeees] 800 
1333 | Nantucket; Mass............| Coffin School-...<++-+-2-seeececaeseesneeeeseceoseens] 1887 |--s0ee] Acad ...] +750 |s22.052.]-s00ceeses Oi) scesd2i]sevsezc|secczace! — Sep 
1334 | Nantucket, Mass..........--| Nantucket Athenwum .........2-+ss2+e+++-e+eeee++-| 1834 | Sub.| Soc'l....| 4,903} 200] 10,061; 2,500)  s00| 250 500 
1335 | Nantucket, Mass........-...| Town and County Law Library.........--+-+-++se+|s-000-[eosee-| Law -...| 504 |----224 |-eeeeeeees| ceeeeeee | ‘alee ees 
1336 | Natick, Mass.............--.| Morse Institute .......-.0.0.0+00+s-eceesseeceeseeeee} 1874 | Froo| Pub ..-.| 7803] 1,523] 15,000] — 10,000 |......2.]--20c00-|....2e0 & 
1337 | Needham, Mass .............| Library Association........-.c0-e-ceeesce-eeeneeeee2-| 1875 | Sub .| Soc'l....| 250 |...0..--|-eeeees 900 )'| 5. wi. <aka| acne tes See eeociaen ee 
1338 | New Bedford, Mass .........| Free Public Library ......-...-++--++++00++++-++++++| 1853 | Free | Pub ....| 31,000 | 1,012} 46,640 52,600 | 6,692} 2,969] 3,209 
1339 | New Bedford, Mass ........ | Friends’ Academy ......--200+see-e2eeeeeeeeeeeeeees] 1812 |..22..| Acad ...| 2,000 | Bip csebsnca 0 [edie bea fetes & 
1340 | New Bedford, Mass .........] House of Correction ......---e-cseseeeeeenenenrerenefeveree|uetre| AG Re. 300 |--oceeadeceneecer-|ecereetens|iestacedearsens:|usecsae, SS 
1341 | New Bedford, Mass .........] Union for Good Works.............++--+-eseeeeseees| 1870 |--22--| Soc’l.... PO oS coe ee ee eee s 

1342 | Newburyport, Mass.........| Public Library...-..s0--+-seeesteresereeeeeeeeeeeeee} 1854 | Free | Pub ....| 16,218] 583] 35,000] 26,600 4,043} 2,020] 1,539 S- 
; 1343 | Newburyport, Mass.........| Putnam Free and Brown High School..........-++..| 1844 |......| Acad... 300 |....022.|-.eee---- 0: [ieBete| tesezeefigeceres Oe oe 

1344 | New Marlboro’, Mass .......| South Berkshire Institute........-..-2+ sesee2-+-+--| 1856 |.-20-.| Acad ...] 500 |...2.2. |.....0.---|ceeeeees| eescee-[eeseeeeefenge eens 
1345 | Newton, Mass........---.---| Free Library.---.-..-2---22s2+--eeeeeeese- eeeeeeeees] 1870 | Free | Pub ....| 10,088} 753 | 42,000 0} ....2-.]) 1,26] 3,032 
1346 | Newton, Mass...............] Newton Athenmum..........22..sssseccseseeeeseees| 1850 | Free] Pub ....} 3,762|........] 10,000] 2,000 | ...22-.|-cnse3,-Jeeeetece 
1347 | Newton, Mass.........--.--.| Preston Cottage School .........--.--ss+++se--se0-++| 1867 |......] Acad ...| 300 spr sebssca O+|. ssvccsehe senses sfeceeeston Eee 
1348 | Newton Centre, Mass .......| Newton Theological Institution.........+----.++-+.| 1886 |......| The'l...! 13,000! 300 |..........| *10,000 | 1,200 | 1, 100 m0 

$10,000 additional pledged. : : 2S
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1349 | Newton Lower Falls, Mass..| Free Library...............22.-.---2++-+++-----+----| 1869 | Free | Pub ....| 2,000 2001s cae nee, 30 $00 $100 = 

1350 | North Adams, Mass.........| Library Association..............-22+..+-+-+--------| 1855 | Sub.| Pub ....| 2,200 50! 4,000 0} 300) $50 20 5 
1351 | Northampton, Mass.........| Clarke Institution ao 1867 |......| Acad ... 470 co ewnnssinans|ueeceeen|avewseasleaseaees = 

152 | Northampton, Mass......--.| Hampshire County Law Library......-.---++--+++2-| 1825 |-sese-| LaW..22-] 1,500 |oeeesee.| eeseeees|eeeceeeees|eetteeeefeeeeees|neeeees 
1353 | Northampton, Mass.........| Northampton Lunatic Hospital ...............-.----| 1858 |......] A.& R..| 2,019 |......22|.....ccc0e[eececeene-[peeeeces[eeeeeeefeseencee 
1354 | Northampton, Mass.........] Public Library........--...ce0ceeseeseceee+--seeeee+| 1860 | Free | Pub.....| 10,474} 307 | 20,000} 40,000 |....2...| .eeee[eeeeeees gy 
1355 | North Andover, Mass.......] North Andover Library..............2.-----+-++-++-| 1875 | Free | Pub.....] 2,000 |........! 15,600 Ochi aS foe scas 20 = 
1356 | North Attleboro’, Mass .....! Public Library, Union Improvement District........| 1869 | Free| Pub.....) 1,200] 150} — 2,000 0} 500] 150 250 
1357 | Northboro’, Mass ...........| Free Library...---..sc-----.se-eseecs+seceeeesereeee] 1868 | Froo|Pub.-:..| 3,142] 385] - 10,000] 1,746 |....-..-[careeesfeoeensee 
1358 | Northbridge, Mass .......... Whitinsville Social Library ...............-...-..-+.| 1844 | Sub.| Soe’l....| 2,643 100 | 4, 000 750} 175 | 112 a 6S. 
1359 | North Brookfield, Mass .....| Appleton Library............-..222-20c+-2-seeeeeeee| 1850 [22222] The'l....] 3,400] 100 ].....22-2.] 9,000 |o..ee.Jeeceeefeccceene & 

* 1360 | North Brookfield, Mass .....| Ladies’ Association ............2222.0002+----+-+++| 1872 | Sub.|Soe'l....] 625} 100 | 1, 596 0} 200} 150 sos 
1361 | Northfield, Mass ............| First Parish Library ................2.22-22+-++-+2+-| 1835 | Free | Soc’l....) 400 20] 1,500 100} 16 16 |" 0 ® 
1362 | Northfield, Mass ............| Social Library ..........05...ssesse+-2-seeeeeeeseee4] 1813 | Sub .| Soc'l ....| 1,612 DO |2 messes Oise 25 19. 
1363 | North Reading, Mass .......) Flint Library .......222......2..+ssseeeeeeeeeeeeeee-| 1872 | Free] Pub.....} 800] 150] 8,000] — 2, 000 ie Gels) S00 O52 te 
1364 | Norton, Mass ...............| Wheaton Female Seminary ...............-+-----+--| 1835 |......] Acad....} 3,000 SB cb Seeree.i| Sai las Reese ae ee 
1365 | Norwood, Mass .............| Free Public Library .............2...---++-s-+-+++++| 1873 | Free |Pub.....| 2,100] 200] 10,000 os) 616 | 350 266 
1366 | Orange, Mass ...............] Town Library.............22222.2-222+---+--+ ese--| 1846 | Fmee | Pub.....| 2,436 |........] 18,000 Piccestadssasaces 15, 

1307 | Orleans, Mass ...............| Library Association ...2...........+00-+++++-e0+----| 1854 | Sub .| Soe’ s...} 1,165 |....-.-. a Os eeeees 100 0 
1368 | Oxford, Mass .........-.....| Free Public Library ..........2.-22-++.2+---+++-+2++| 1870 | Free | Pab.....| 1,680] 275 | 8, 000 0:| 300; |ns02 2s )odeweses 
1909 | Palmer, Mass .......-...-.-.| Allen & Cowen’s Circulating Library ...-.-.-....-.-| 1870 | Sub.) Mis.....] 500 % ae | a2 ‘Bale detaee 
1370 | Palmer, Mass .............-.| Public Library Association .............2..--....---! 1866 | Sub./Soc'l....| 500! 100! 3, 000 Oi) 2ce-ehe= eae 100 

*



Nene nn ne ee 
Gary asm a 8 cal oapeehatetigye Tdi feo coos. -2~.-a Bp sasoyerrenheav.-...) 189855 | sslow | seqng0p | 460,000 | 6, eon [a eate Meee 
1372 eiicdyiabs 2] Eben Dale Sutton Reference Library.-....--.--| 1869 | Free | Pub..--.) 950, 80 | 0 20,000 | 1,000 600 400 

1373 | Pepperell, Mass........-.-.-| Pepperell TAR er soneonesnneneenteeeenes fronton] BaD G00! lapse ee Lee 
1374 | Petersham, Mass..........-.| Highland Instituto.............0200.eeceeeeeeceeee| 1867 tra dai BOW ein cl cataasb owe eee gee 
1375 | Phillipston, Mass ...........| Phillips Free Public Library.....22..------++++++++| 1862 | Bree | Pub.....| 2,953 | 250 | 10,5005, 000 reel ees 
1376 | Pittsticld, Mass .............. Berkshire Athenaum ee) 1871 [Free Pub... 18,009 | 500 40,000 | 60,000 | 2, 000 | 750 | 1,500 
1377 | Pittsfield, Mass ............./ Berkshire Law Library Association.....-.2-ce+----| 1842 | Sub.| Law ....| 2000 |-.s-s.-.|sseesesees|sseessece|sesneece|senesecefeceeeee QS 
1378 | Pittsfield, Mass .............| Maplewood Institute for Spc teni ee fase sane ead. 1, 000 SOs. cag eireets Map auacty eo «| eae eta ae s 

1379| Plymouth, Mass ............| Pilgrim Society ------------e+----tepeereeeeeeseeeeee] 1820 | Sub-| His'l....| 2,000 |.-...--4]-.-2--..2] 700] 1,900 ee 5 ee 
1330 | Plymouth, Mase :...........] Public Library -...-....-.-./022:Bgddeess-ss--20003| 1871 [ree Poon 5,000} 400 6,000} — 2, 050 300 550 550 
et | Princeton, Mass .....--....., Lailies' Cireulating Library---oseeseeessseeeseeseeeeeeeee) sub | Bootloia:| sap PE Pec se ee. LeeLhaeh SCS oe are hee See 
1382 | Provincetown, Mass ..-..--.) Public Wilrary..5. 2-0-2. 5 <2-<itk eeetsen-- ~~ -aecs-| 1804 | Bees.) Pub=-c:|) 9,180 oo 31, 200 Oi daewoo 50 | 

1383 | Quiney, Masé...............| Adams Academy ..........sc-:ceeeceereseeecceeeeee] 1888 |.ce--6] Acad....| 9,500} 0 |.ereeeeee oes ae 
13e4 | Quiney, Masa ....°..........| National Sailore’ Home ......-.sc2-20+0----e-ccee eee} 1968 |eseeoe] A. SR. 5 400 | oe-cce| cceefeees|pcescceect|tasenee[eoeseses|eenceens G2 
1385 | Quincy, Mass ......2.2-.-...| Public Library....0.cese-cvutseteeeseeseseeeeseeeee| 1871 | Free | Pub..:..| 8,941 | 764| 45,000 | O fivessstc|autee ct eee 
1396 | Randolph, Mass *:...........| Ladies’ Library Association#!....1..................| 1856 |Sub.|Soe'l.:..| 713|  50| 1,000 | 0! 7% 52 ww 8 
isi Bhitlblpl Whee. <<<. | IMschantonstanbaty AME ee 2 ai | Sub|Soe'l.:..) 4, 200 ital Seen Of ae ee 0° oem 
1368] Randolph, Miuds.............| Reading Room Library. .....c.cececcceeeceseee-o.-| 1870 | Freo|Pub.....| 1,240] 60] 3,120 0 cee Ae ae ee 

1389 puta Medes | Public Library:..+.--.2--ecececestreneeeseséeeeseeae| 1869 | Froo|Pub.... | 3,450] 150] 17,472 0+ | 2c codtsladakere|s. Seeman 
1390 | Rockland, Mass.............| Library Association. ....2...02..2...22ceee2s0eee02-] 1855 Bub </ Sool :-) 2,276 160 | 13, 520 | 0} 340 soit geo 
1391 | Rockport, Maés.............| Public Library:.......2.2....--01.222+seseceseeeeeee] 1871 | Sab-| Pub.....) 1,200] 175} 10,400 | Ove sh Se eel 5 Oy 
1399'| Royalston, Mass ..........-.| Public Library.......-..--.----+-sseseceseeeceseeeee 1st4 | Sub_| Pub..... 46 115 | 1,800 0) 100 seeeee| 30 = 
1393 | Rowe, Mass...............--| Town Library .....¢.cccc-ssscceseseeeeceeee-eeeees.| 1797 | Freo|Pub.....| 600 30 | B00 bias eas 25 0 oS 
194 | Rutland, Mass ..............| Publio Library.......ccssececesscoceeeeececeeeseeeee| 1865] Free} Pub.....|  760|- 75 | = 1,500 |..cce0.--[sssee-] . 0 pe 
1395 | Salem, Mass ................| Charitable Mechanic Association.................-..| 1820 | Free | Soe'l....| 4,000 | 100 | 8,400 of S80. Ssucceh okasoe ee 
1396 | Salem, Mass ................| Essex Agricultural Library .........220-222s0s0+eee.)eeeee-|-+ee+-| Soe'l ... 70 | Otc Ol 36 0 os 
1397 | Salem, Mass .........------.| Essex County Law Library .....-...-c0-sese-e-eeee} 1856 [esoee-| Law ---:| 3,800 |.ces.ea,[ececceecee|cceccecces|eceeezadleeceeres|eeceneee, © 
1996 | Salem, Mass ---..-----.-----| Hs00x Insti6ut --s-cescscasseeceseecssseeesensee snes] 1848 |ooevee| Stha-ee--| 90,055 | 655 |...-------| 10,000 | 2,500 Dy ces Baar = 
1999 | Salem, Mags ..........-..-..| Kavex Lodge,Z. 0,0. F ccssscaseeeeeeeeeseesss-0i-20.] 1874} Sub -|Soo'....| - 490 100] 625 |.---eeee-e| 240 wo} 0 
1400 | Salem, Mass ..........--.--.| Essex South pee 1905 |......|Med ....| 2,000] 0 |..........| Od. 4 thee Sec aeee 
1401 | Salem, Mass Mata eel Fraternity Lodge, 1.0.0. F ....-.-+.-+.---s---++-2--| 1870 | Sub.|Socl....| 600) 50/1, 000 ol eee ean 0 

140g | Salem, Masa ........---.----| Grammar Sohool Library..--sccscscscoe-esceeeccece|-eoeee[eeeoe-] Sch geee.| 300 deeds eet a, ea 
1405 | Salem, Mass ..--.---+-s0s---, Peabody Academy of Soienc0 .---:e-ceeeeeeeneece-n| 1868 bel Sollee in-c] 2/000 |... 0. = fosavsncos.|cs-ceete.| ese sea eran 
Mod | Salem, Mass .oeeoe--eeeeeee-) Plummer Farm Seb00l ...--cseesseeeeeeeeenseesssess| 1890 [osese] AL & TR. 100 | sesseees ra eee rescore Ss 
1405 | Salem, Mass ..........-...-4! paisin Atenas on eae chee 1810 | Sub. Soe'l ....| 20, 000 200 © 7,000! + 4,900 | 1,275 640 555 | ees
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1406 | Salem, Mass ..............-.| Salom Fraternity ........c.c02eceseeseeeeeeceseeeeee} 1869 | Sub..| Soo'l ....] 1, 708 554) 7,146 | *$15, 000 | $2, 450 |........|.--.-.5 
$407 | Solem, Mianes225-.-,.--. 21-5] Monsiof Wemperanee.:.5...-..--c.asc-cedeeenceaceesaf-acese| SUB>| SOOM -.2,] "00 |...:622:|25-4 2084 .-24-c aee[-ntetee-focasnyee| spec e eee 
toe } Staleta, Reames =... <2. co) Stake Noniial School. ...c--0s-cccascac--decses-ces-) 9004-|-c23:-[Aad=-2.| €,500 |.<-s39ec].0252=02s:|5--<:40n85)c0-. seed) 21sec one ee 
1409 | Salem, Mass ......:.........] Young Men’s Catholic Temperance Society .........|.2.---| Smb .| Soe’l-...} 1,000 |.....-.-|....-02se-[eaceeecco-[ennsene-[-eeseeedeceneeed 
1410 | Salisbury, Mass.............| Agricultural LADEMTY wvsssesecessendecaseeceeseceses|eenee Free | S00 =...) 00 |.5..522]- 255.008. B00): 22/204 oleae, eaten 
1411 | Sandwich, Mase.............| Sandwich Circulating Library .........--<----.----.] 1864 [Sub .| Mis.....| 1900 | 100 |--.2..:20-|.-eccecar-feieseas [-cnstend[eceeeeus 
tag | eskoneateee 2.” 2" -.| Pubtie Sotiogl Tibrariea <.——f.-.s.-<-52.0:5s hoc ce pale ee ae Oates 7 Bog [eis bello de 
1413 | Sheffield, Mass ..............| Friendly Union......-...2.2200. ceeeeseeeeeeeereeeee| 1870 | Free| Soc'l....] 420 50| 1,040 0]. mail: © $80 Pe 
1414 | Shelburne Centre, Mass.....| First Independent Social Library Company..... ...| 1821 | Sub .| Soc’l....| 950 5 910 | -<n2as ed, 96) 16 oq 
1415 | Shelburne Falls, Mass.......) Arms Library......-...2-+.-2+eeeeseseeeeeeeeeeeee+e| 1854 [Sub .| Soc'l ....| 4,133 46 |iroo 8) ed) Sas ee ee 
1416 | Sherborn, Mass ............- Pablo Library .e+s+e.20sseeeeessssseeeeseeeesesssse 1860 | Free | Pub.....| 2,025] 120/ 8, 000 oie eee eee 
1417 | Shirley Village, Mass .......| Shaker Community ........-2+-2-++-+-seeeceeeeeee-|-eeeee| Bree | Soo'l....| 2,000 |....02--feeceeeeete 0 of rey ee 
14g | Shrewsbury, Mass ......... | Free Public Library .....+..--2+.-2eceseeeeeeeeeeee-| 1872 | Free | Pub.....| 1,000] 150] 3,500 |.---.----.] 200 |..-.-2] 912 | 
1419 | Sometville, Mass ............] McLean Asylum....-.-2-.--eceneceeeeeecoceeeceeees| 1855 |.ns2--| As & R..| 3,500 |..--0---|eenceerefeeeeeeeeee] 900] B00].----- 
1420 | Somerville, Mass............| Public Library......-.--20-2ss:seecese+eeeeeeeeeee+| 1873 | Free | Pub.....| 4,600) 2,000] 92, 000 o| 5,102 |........) 1,500 § 
141 | ‘Soubliboro’; Mass /.025:1..2:.| Pay Wibrary. desc scec 10.218 0.2.2s..0e03.0/) 2891 Wres'| Bubs...) '9370:1 .” 10D)” 8 000;}° 1;500 |i. -2a8.| st icaeep sos. uae eee 

1422 Siding <--| wag ecg celta cica 1870 | Free | Pub.....| 5,500} 782 | 14,700 o| 1,958) 855 om 
1493 | South Dedham, Mass........| Norwood Public Libraty.......-4-2+++4--+++++-+++++} 1873 | Free | Pub.....| 2100) 200 | 12, 000 200] 614} 300 215 
1424 | South Dennis...............| Library Association .....2.--..-c22s2ecee-eeeee+++-| 1873 | Sub.| Pab.... | 500 25| 1,000 25 50 50 0 
1495 | South Gardner, Mass .......| South Gardner Social Library.........-..-222+--+--| 1841 | Sub | Soc'l....| 1,163 |..2...2.)....2 220. 00 |52tah decay 50 
1426 | South Hadley, Mass.........| Mt. Holyoke Female Seminary....--..-+.--++--c-++-| 1838 |....2.| Acad... 9,500 | o-ssee-feeeeereee: Oifsszssz-.fssbasezelebuareet, 
1427 | South Natick, mia Historical Natural History and Library Society. ..-.|......!.-.-..' Hist’l ... GES . wedge licen ccecss 0 @ |. ..s5e5. 0
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1428 | South Scituate, Mass.-...--.) James Library ...-..--+++-+-++-se-0+eeee+-eeee sees} 1878 | Sees ah | 1, 100 ) 150) 4,000 )......... 400 250 150 
ce Sudbury, Mass ..-..-.| Goodnow Library. ..+0++s--++eeee0eseeeeeeeeeeesse-| ta | Pub.....| 5, 300'] BO tssossetes2] 90/0004) -.22. 254) Sones sas) aan ee 

"1430 | South Williamstown, Mass..| Greylock Institute .........-2-.200-:eee0e+--+eeeeee-| 1842 |..2.--| Acad...) 400 Biles ocsscaes Qi sos .callececezeaieesee cae 
1431 | Spencer, Mass seseceneee Public Pe ee 1360 ie a 2,070| 100] 10,000 |.......--. 45} 200 175 

1432 | Springboro’, Mass...........) Libi@@y Company ..-..--.--2---22-2+seceeeeeeeeeeee-| 1836 | Sub | Soe'l...-| 2,000 5 100 0 psy 25 0 
* 4433 | Springfield, Mass ...........| Central Circulating Library...........-...2..--+++--, 1867 | Sub ‘ ae 1,200 B50 iscusee con 0} 1,000 15 0 

1434 | Springfield, Mass ..........| City Library Association eee 1857 | Sub .| Soc'l ....| 36,790 | 1,500} 40,000} 5,000} 7,500 | 3,000) 4,500 a 
1435 | Springfield, Mass ...........| Gill & Hayes’ Circulating Library ..-+.+-+++++-++++-) 1871 |Sub .| Mis...../ 1,200) 300) 16,500 )..........) 450 300 300 
1436 | Springfield, Mass os Hampden County Law Library.......-- eeened 1812 | Free | Law ....| 1,503 | MB. 625554 0} 1,000} 1,000 0 = 

1437 | Springfield, Mass ........-..| Young Men's Christian Association. ....-.....-..---| 1865 | Free ¥.M.C.A| 300 |..-.2... 200 02) cc caecel enw cageleo=veses S 

1438 | Sterling, Mass ..............] Free Public Library ........-222..-ss-+++-2-+++++++-| 1870 | Free | Pub .. ..| 2,500 | # 9)996(|-2---.2--4) 900 333 0 0 SS 
1439 | Stockbridge, Mass ..........| Edwards Place School ...... ...-..--0++---+-+-+-++-| 1858 See TO heer dl oars er decectcedl ceed coerce 
1440 tee ad Jackson Library .....-.....2..2+0sesce0ee+eceee++---| 1863 | Free|Pub...-.| 4,000] 113] 12,000 1,200 |... ferences 
14h | Stoneham, Mass..........-.| Public Library ...........2-.ss--ceeecereseeeeesene-| 1859 | Pro Pub 4, 051 | 250 | 14, 000 Oe...) 500 | 20 = 
1442 | Stoughton, Mass ............ SRS es enc c eee 1874 | Free |Pub.....| 962 |........| 13,000 04) = 550} -<c.cee sh oceosee = 
1443 | Stoughton, Mass ............| Stoughton Circulating Library............--+-+-+++| 1870 | sub . en 700| 100] 2,500 0} 300] 150 nO 
1444 | Sturbridge, Mass ...........| Public Site None tn, ae eee 1873 | Free | Pub.....| 1,140] 239] 5, 943 psa ee 100 s 
1445 ee ere Sariderland Library. .o.....5.06s..0.2.si0s00c00500-| 1000) ae: a ot SSS acca cess=ccee DA aes vo ot] onnwenss 50 a 

1446 | Sutton, Mass................, Sutton Free Library ...-----+++-sse0eeseeeee+eeeee0+) 1875 | Free | Pub.....| 1,200 |....----| 3,600 Otero coceneks os 
1447 | Swampscott, Mass ..........| Town Library. ........--.2-------2-2---e2--+----e0--| 1868 | Sub .| Pob.....| 2,225 200 87000'}.22.-2 4204 TRO esas abseccpe eal yy 

1448 | Swansea, Mass ..........-.--| Agricultural Library Association ..--e-ecoeeeseee|eveeeleeees Bo. | Bind cated ed oho SS Se | ee 
1449 | Taunton, Mass..............| Bristol County Law Library Association..........-.| 1858 | Free | Law ..../ 1,200) 100 |.......... 0} 450) 450 0 = 
1450 | Taunton, Mass ...........-- Sev age are eet eee 1870 | Sub . re ee 200 10, 000 |) ccpan ese q]atenaes) WOO |... 22000 oo 

1451 | Taunton, Mass .......-.-.-.-, Lunatic Hospital...---.---e+ssceeceseceeneeeeeseses) 1860 |eeeees) AL Re) 1,000 enone eceeeeeee| ceesenensfeseeerec|seteteee|eeneeees iS 
1452 | Taunton, Mass............-.| aoipa eee a 1866 | Free | Pub..:..| 12,726 | 550 | 44,864) 1,000] 4,352) 1,150] 1,470 S&S 
1453 | Templeton, Mass............| Boynton Free Public Library ......-..--+-++-+-+----| 1873 | Free | Pub...--/ 1,400 |......-.) 9,600] 4,000 |..-..+.-|--220+-+ 106 6-8 
1454 | ‘Templeton, Mass............| Ladies’ Social Circle ........--.-+--+20e+e+-02+++++< 1840 | Sub .| Soc’l....| 1,400 751 3,120 (iy ae, ee >. = 
1455 | Dewksbury, Mats .....:<.+.} State Almstionse:= cc... ce-cececteceesusoscosed] WMT etesd Ae Re (00) 4 el ek 5 BO] | eee 
1456 | Lopafield, Mass .............] Town Library ...s:0s.-.--2s-s--0-e-0--cnceneeenens ga 1,250 |...2-...] 7, 700 Of--2-3-4 = OO 7 
1457 | Townsend, Mass ............| Public Library..........2.-2--2secseecesecceseeeeeee| 1861 | Sub .| Pub.....| 1,064 u 3,200 o} 150] 100 45 
1458 | Tyngsboro’, Mass...........| Social Library ...+.--+ss-seceeseseneseeseeeetereee|seeees) Sub.) S00 s+) 850 |eseeeeeeeeeeeeees|seneeeeee|seeeeres|osnesees|eceenees 
1459 | Upton, Mase ................| Town Library .........ss0.-s-ce2sesceseeseeeseeeeee} 1871 | Free|Pub.....| 825 75| 3,000 0} 400) 250) | 150 
1460 | Uxbridge, Mass .............| Free Public Library ...........20;scs+eeeeseeseeeees int Po Pub....- Z| 500} 3,500 0] 3251, .900°) ;.100 
1461 | Vineyard Haven, Mass......| Sailors’ Free Library.........---sse-eesseseeeseeesetleceersleeeeee! Mis..---1 1,400) 100 1,.....-.-- 0 Os ccesencseenereen = 

* This is for the fraternity as a whole, not merely for the library. 2 oe
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14 | Wake, Man oon Beebe Town Library.....-...2-++--ss20e--++-+-+2++-| 1856 | Free |Pub.....| 4,897 x 26,842] $1,000] $570} $375|  g275 e 
1463 | Wales, Mass ...-.--.--..--.-] Library Association »-.---.--++++-++--+-+---+2---+-+| 1866 | Sub.|Soo'l....] 442 20/ 1,000 0 27 27 o = 
1464 | Waltham, Mass .............]| New Church Theological School .........-...---..-.| 1866 |......| The'l.... ‘BSD! | 22.0222 |=25s gonwa-|scecuentes] @eseee: baueceechesee amen 

1465 | Waltham, Mass .............| Public Library......-.-...-200eecceeeeeeeeeeeees++2-| 1865 | Free | Pub.....| 7,560} 300} 39,875| ’ 0] 2,500] 1,000] 1,500 § 
1466 | Ware, Mass.................] Young Men’s Association ..........2222++-++---++2+-| 1870 | Sub .|Soc’l....| 2,100} 425} 27, 000 0} 1,050] 646 400 &; 
1467 | Warwick, Mass ...-...-.---.| Public Library.....--.-------++-2++0+++++-+++++0+++-| 1870 | Free | Pub...-.| 1,300 100 2, 400 0 135 35 10 0 = 

1468 | Watertown, Mass ...........| Free Public Library ......---++-+-++sese0+--++++-+-| 1868 | Free | Pub:....| 8,300] 729 | 25,000 |.....-.--.] 2350 | 1,100} 1,250 
1469 | Watertown, Mass ...........| United States Arsenal ...........22.-2-2-+--e--es00-| 1867 |......| Gar..... BOD: | disc ccualsdedccenschinaebsvans ienetnit ses Guskd ecatemen od 

_ 1470 | Wayland, Mass .............] Free Public Library .........2-..s-.ce-cee-e+e+ee02-| 1848 | Free} Pub.....} 4,782] 400} 8, 000 S00! .2-2262s|sexgess!|sceeaee 
1471 | Wellesley, Mass........-.--.| Library Association ........-..-++-0+++00++++++++++-}-1859 | Sub .|Pub.....| 890 60} 2, 080 0 95 62 10 S 
1472 | Wellesley, Mass..-.-+-+-+++-] Wellesley College...-.+.s2+e+e+eesseeeeeeeeeee serene] ETB |oeeeee] COlee+20-| 10,000 |eeeeess.|eereeene|seeseeetes|seeetensleeeeeees|oeeeeeee Se 
1473 | Wellfleet, Mass .............| Workers’ Library.......-..-.-----02.00+-20-e+ee22e0| 1874 | Sub .| Soc'l .... 350 MD | -s0wns.n4- 0 350 350 0 gi 

1474 | Westboro’, Mass ............| Free Public Library .................--+s--s++-.--| 1857 | Free |Pub.....| 2,250] 100] 7, $00 |.....22...]---2-22-|--seeese|-oenenes 
1475 | Westboro’, Mass .........-...| State Reform School .........-2+----++-s00++--seeee-| 1855 |...-2-| A. & R..| 2,368 |...2....|.00002--- ON sczesl naawese|-s eaades 2 
1476 West Brookfield, Mass......| Public Library.........2...--.0--2.--+eeeeeeeeeeeee-| 1874 | Free |Pub.....| 1,408 |........] 10,080] * Of 8200 -Jessaaees 200 = 
1477 | West Dennis, Mass .........] Public Library.........-....2-.ee-2eseeeeeeeeseeeee-| 1874 | Sub .|Pub.....] 274 ].....-..| 1,000 0 5 | i) 0 & 
S47e| Wostheld, Mass,.22.5.-.-+.|Athenebunl-.-20 25-220 0tcc- 2-22 .---nsancne Sn eve co] 20048:] OUD'-| Soo’) 22). %,306;| 1 OUR] zcae-255 5) 10) 000 |. 2c 2d iatecas[ieeenaae 
1479 | Westfield, Mass.............| State Normal School ..........2-...002-e+-00-+-+20+-| 1844 |....-.| Acad....] 1,560] 100 |.......... Oso oat ccuseofecanucee 
1480 | Westford, Mass.............| Town Library .......22..022.2222.0222-20+22-+-22---| 1797 | Free} Pub.... | 2,356] 240] 8, 000 pate eee 
1481 | Westminster, Mass .........| Westthinster Library ..........-...---..2.++--------| 1855 | Free| Pub.....| 850 50} 5,000 0} 150} 100 50 
1482 | West Newbury, Mass.......| Library Association ........2-...2-.----2+++---++-+.| 1874 | Sub.| Pub.....) 750 | 225] 2, 800 0} 100} 250 20 
1483 | West Newton, Mass ses West Newton English and Classical School .........| 1855 a Mendes} (450 | Aewacst iecctaese Of acsetob sc agelh a need 
1484 | Weston, Mass..........--.+.| Town Library ....-...-2+-:e0sseceeeceseeeeeeeeeeees| 1857 | Free|Pub.....| 3,800| 220| 10,000] 1,400] 252 J........].,sesee0



1485 ) West Koxbury, Mass ....-..| Free Library ------------+--++++++2-2+-222eee tert eee 1823 | Free | Pab...-.| 2, 684 229 8,000 |..---.-..- 400 |. 222.22] -- see eee 

1486 | West Scituate, Mass ........| Assinippi Library Soetoro 1869 | Sub .| Pub..... 750 et) 1,000 0 180 100 24 

Seen Public Library....-.-+++0----+seeeereeeseeeeeeereees) 1804 | Sub . Pub..... : 218]? O00 ences oat OM foee ree 50 
1488 | Whately, Mass. ...-.....---- Whately Library .-2-.--<--------+-0-ri~sccsowsenens| -sena-| BPO Pub...-.| 375 |------.-| 1,500 0 Se ecseeuee 100 
1489 | Wilbraham, Mass...........| Wesleyan CA SY aaa ae re 1866 | Sub .| Acad....) 3,409 We) 1, 783 0 187 187 100 

1490 | Wilbraham, Mass......--..- Club Library-+-+.++-++-+++seeeereseeseeeeeeeees|eeey-| Sub | Soe'l....| 1,000 |-------- 300 0 0; esecoe 0 
1491 | Wilbraham, Mass .........-. Union Philosophical i 1852 | Sub . Soe’l....| 1,000 |-ceocee= 400 0 O fi ccdenxs 0 a 

1492 | Williamstown, Mass ........) Williams College ....---+-----++e00e-eee+eeeree++++) 1793 | Sub.) Col......) 17,500) 400 PS, 10,000} 900} 900 |........ g 
1493 | Williamstown, Mass ........ Philologian Society .....-,----------asere-se+++] 1795 |..2o0. Sooly2), 5/000) dsc ot) saeee: ee Piacoa 2c canst eoeeees 
1494 | Williamstown, Mass ....... . Philotechnian Society.....-...----.-++--0+-s++-| 1795 = ony) BQO |. sce lease cers apace ieee eee eee 
1495 | Wilmington, Mass ....2.....] Public Library.........2.-.--+seseeeseeeee-ceeeeee-| 1871 | Free|Pub.....| 1,000} 200} 3,000 0 100 be) 5 SS 
1496 | Winchendon, Mass..........] Public Library.....-.---++/s-e+eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee+| 1867 | Free | Pub.....| 2,264 | 164 9,000 OF ia seat: ft vast ees oe 
1497 | Winchester, Mass...........] Town Library .:----..---+--2+-ce2-seeeereeeeeeeee--| 1860 | Free | Pub.....| 3,100} 363} 12, 000 Oe]: cc cailk cna aes 
1498 | Woburn, Mass.......--.....| Town Library .....-...-2------+eeseeeceeeeeeeeseee-| 1856 | Free|Pub.....| 6,500| 550] 20,000/ 6,000] 1,550] 728 60 = 
1499 | Woburn, Mass ............-.] Warren Academy.:...-.21.220..-s00essseesssonesese|sceces|sdnece habe Sos esess 3s 0 |:.shecu econ lee sccouaee eee 

1500 | Worcester, Mass ...........| American Antiquarian Society.......-.-..----.-----| 1812 |...... Hist'l ...| 60, 497 A500) sess 80,:308:| 5,800 |: s3ssastesescaee 8 

1501 | Worcester, Mass ............| Chamberlain’s Circulating Library.....-...----.----| 1868 | Sub. Mis) ..-.| 2,500] 200] 17,000} 3,000] 1,375] 400].--..--. S 
1502 | Worcester, Mass............| College of the Holy Cross .......+.-.-+---+-+++++-+-| 1843 | Free | Col......| 11, 000 SOC Psa a 0 0 600 (oe 
1503 | Worcester, Mass.......----- B, Ses BOY se pac ac aonncesecsadcooesa~sanedes| senses] ons| BOOlye= ed © OOO 2os2ae|iaseceeee bp oesyeceno| eo e cen] sa ees ee 
1504 | Worcester, Mass......------ Sodality and Reading Room Libraries....-..... ape Soe’y... | 400) | cs oes en | ue ee 

1505 | Worcester, Mass........-.-.| Free Public Library .......----.---+--+-+-+-+--.+--.| 1859 | Free Pub.....| 34, 609 | 4,043 | 193,125 | 45,700 | 17,741] 7%,794| 8,6 by 

1506 | Worcester, Mass.........-..| Highland Military Academy ..........--.--s-++---+-| 1860 |......| Acad..-.| 2, 000 | o54, Oe 0 ioe ee 
1507 | Worcester, Mass....,.......| House of Correction ......-.0s2ees--see0+-eee2+ee- | 1840 |.2....| AL &R..| S00) | ka aaasf 2 ace Ue Pea vacnae fe eee eee = 
1508 | Worcester, Mass............| Oread Collegiate Institute ........-.-.-.+-++++++----| 1850 |......| Acad... 2,000 |....... peteseenl 0: [ep cede ee ee ee 
1500 | "Worcester; Mase.2..<-......| School of Modern Languages <2:-...5--0.0-5:-7-<--0) 1895 |; 2. .-| Mohd.) #4001| 3.04.2... 2s |e ccoge| ees ees 
1510 | Worcester, Mass............] South End Circulating Library .............---.----| 1872 | Sub .| Mis..... x0 | 100 £5000; |v acenssliseechs-|ostecpeciecer cer! = 

1511 | Worcester, Maas............| State Normal School .....2-..-sse+sesse-eceeeesseees] 1874 |...20-| Acad....] 567 nies acetal 0! Ldices:ficaces ee eee 
1512 | Worcester, Mass............| Technical Institute of Reference...-.+.--+-++0+++++-|--20+-| Free | Acad....| 1,000 St fete ch een ak a eae 0 = 
1513 | Worcester, Mass............| Worcester Academy..........-.-.---+-+-+-+-+--+--| 1832 | Free | Acad....| 1,000 }........] 1,000 0 0 0 o ¢ 
1514 | Worcester, Mass............] Worcester County Free Institute of Industrial Science] 1863 |......| Sei......) 1,000 00 [occ carepmspeaceue cee ewtae ase 100 0 

1515 | Worcester, Mass............]| Woreester County Horticultural Society .-...-.-.---| 1840 |......| Sei...-.-| 1,100 30 't2 news 0 B50 Niccteesocteseensee 

1516] Worcester, Mass...........,] Worcester County Law Library ......-.--------0--2|.-2---|se0so-] LAW <4.-| 8,000 |.222222.|.-02c2-~-nfesnnecnne: |ocaeuwan[ewnecassfeencnsne 

1517 | Worcester, Mass............] Worcester County Mechanics’ Association.....-.--.| 1842 | Sub.|Soc'l....| 4,450} 650 |.......--- G Leth E | cece de halen 
1518 | Worcester, Mass............] Worcester County Musical Association ..........-. ae Boel isk 5,800 | — G00 fa aancn cineca acces SOs s 
1519 | Worcester, Mass............| Worcester District Medical Society........-.--.--2-| 1798 |......! Med ....! 4,000 1004....-..-6. 6,000 |... 2.2 tenes ee etenese nee
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1520 | Yarmouth, Mass ............| Library Association :.:.0:.2-s:eseeeseseeee-eee-+++| 1866 | Free |Pab.....| 1,536} 200 5,000 | $5,000 |........} $300 $50 = 
1991 | Adrian, Mich «..........---| Adrian College: ...s.s.csssee-e-ssseceseceeceeeseseee] 1860 |oiseoe| COleeeeee] 500 |-eescte.|eceeeeenes 0] eereefereree|ieereee & 
Tie ile gpta tev cscs cos css} se pipedy attend (Gjesistesctttseaesvanpsses| aoe |igtae:| Bowlyesed 054], AND | cree. re- least cecex | steel oe ae 
1523 | Adrian, Mich ........--..-- Ladies’ Library Association ...2.....-.+---.---++++-| 1868 | Sub.| Soe’l ....| 1,950 Occ s 000; <2 72) waco ee 
1594,| AdrianMichseu..:...2:..-.| Public School Library :-:.c---.c-00+0cs-:e--:-:/+2.-| 186@,| Free | Aead....| 2,050] 915 |-s..0-.0-. Oc. gt slscseateol eee 
qs | Alben MONS. 2 -cs.acao.| ATylopOPMdG cece fate <2. cc coceeb~st--e--z-ae<ns1 1860-1 Mpwm | Oeli=-=<.|41,000 |... et 0 #0 0 Oj aes 
1526 | Albion, Mich .............-.| Ladies’ Library Association ........2:.22:--ss:+--|-<220-/ Sub .|Soe'l:...} 602 50 602 0 iia oat of 
1597 | Allegan, Mich ..............| Literary and Library Association.........2+++-++-+-| 1871 | Sub .|Soc'l....| 630 |.....-2.] 500 |--eeeee] 800 |--eeeee-] 100 * 
1598 | Allegan, Mioh ...........s-.| Downahip Library ssvesscess+icocsc..se---ceeeesees]eaa2e-|sareee] PWDieec.| O00 |. ..2042.]-noe20a50-|ivennene-|aneetadleneenner|recscne GY 
ti’ | Alpeney Mich: <1:....-:-+.| Unign Beboul cet seccsecevaisdcasedasc-cesacs| ammo (meek Wanted age eno} ead eee eee a S 
1530 | Ann Arbor, Mich ........-..| High Sebod ocecenncrnne $668 Vavéec|wend cc)» ato. <.<css beccpvoamatl ons Pesksle yom ppeake ee eee eee 
1531 | Ann Arbor, Mich ...........| The Misses Clarks’ Young Ladies’ School......--++-| 1899 |-.ee-.| Acad....| 2350 |.-.20.|-ceesestes|eeeceeeete|eeceseeefeseseeeefeeeeenee SM 
1992 | Ann Arbor, Mich ....-.-..-.| Universityiof- Michigan.:3.c:.ctics.0cedeesdes-.s«.-| 184% | Bree | Coltez::| 98,0004. -2o.-|--—.gusee-|--<nsenca-|-cocnaes|-oswoneelaentoes ay 
1533 | Ann Arbor, Mich .......... | Law Liiaslinienicice oe Nes ote | esa | sch Baws) ROBOT oot los al ae ee 
1534 | Ann Arbor, Mich .........- Medical: Depariment seed careers| 1800 |acscc| teases) 4) BO) f Wasvad nsec deese cess eet oe = 
1535 | Ann Arbor, Mich ...........| Young Men's Chain Aslan. -annenene: nen eeoae2| DMCA] ©. 900 | 5 cede ieoeiesae] dt ed ed iter 
1536 | Battle Creek, Mich .........| Ladies! Library Association..........--.-2-+++++-++-| 1864 | Sub.|Soc'l....] 1,180] 100 | 1, 816 900 0 bse 45 
4537 | Batlle GreskjMich........<.| PablioSohoolcLabrary: <.s.:ss-cn<0 20cacescaeeadeteeaf-eoes>| Ace | AMA] 1:500'|. 5.020: |. so seat |eones nndefvaes ontafecenteed| onnensbe 
1596, | Bay Oty Aih So. ss5s..) Bay County Saw Ulbraty<sccs. esis. estecesteawses| 188 Lssc<| Taw), W808) vase een tk ace el eee ee 
1539 | Bay City, Mich .............| Public Library........22.2:2:+-cees2ee+eeeeeeeeeee-+| 1870 | Free |Pub.....] 3,850 |.......] 20,000 0| 1,000 |......-.] 600 
1540 | Big Rapids; Mich ........-..| Literary Association..2:......-.-s-s-+:2+-s+02e1-+-| 1871 |Sub.|Soc'l....| 450 | 100 |...---222.]----22---:] 250 .....22.] 200 
154) | Buchanan, Mich ...........-| Township Library .......--..--++---2+-e+see-+ee-2+-]-e00+-! Free | Pub.....! 284 25 300 0 50 50. 48



1542 | Calumet, pe eet Primary School Library feet orci alaeet esos (CML 90 00.) Co eee ee aoa ee senens[esesacas 

1543 | Coldwater, Mich .........--.| State Public School for Dependent Children See 1875 tig ALER.. 460 ee ccrenemee 4500 | ..--2deuloceeedec|ooscecice 

1544 | Corunna, Mich..............| Ladies’ Library Association Sc 1863 | Sub | Soe'l....) 800 75.| ~~ 8,500 | 0 | 235 100 135 
1545 | Detroit, Mich......--..-2+++| Bar Library ..-.2+se.0+seeeees eeeeeeseeeeeeeeestenee| 1853 | Sub [Law 2...) 3/544 |... cee sees ceeeee[eceesned|eeeeted eeeeeeae 
1548 | Detroit; Mich=..1-.:..-.-.--| Board Of Brade . 22252252 522052 hic] BO ae Mia... OO 3 he No seh eek ee eee eal cece eee 
IAT | Detroit, Mich -..--.--.--.00. Detroit Mechanics’ Society ..................-..----| 1820 | Sub | Soe’l -...| 3, 500 50} 1,600 soe 200 Gy 
1548 | Detroit, Mich........--.g--- German-American Seminary ....................-+--| 1861 |......| Acad... G04... 56 1:2 ses Ol dina St loss aiomntoue rs 

1549) | Detroit, Mich>,--:.12.2:.2::| House of Cormectionseccs.c2cs..3s-csceetessosessse4] 1BQ5 |i. [ ALG. 995 |...c04c.feececvecs|sscssence.)emectezsfecoaterdsencess 
1550 | Detroit, Mich. ..........---.| Mayhew Business College ........222+.--.s2++-+e--+| 1860 |......| Acad....| 500 MO fuses cdl oosdnge | pasuee| satan eon eee 
1551 | Detroit, Mich.:,::-.........] Public Library.cco.-. S.l0...cc--.0..-024-2+--n0e] 1865 | Free | Pab...-.| 22,862] — 767 |..-..---- Ol OAS sea dioeeeae 

1552 Detroit, Mich...............] Young Men’s Chriatian Association .........400222--|c-0---/eee2--{YMC:A] © 516 |..00....|c00...---feseverecee|oevenfeoseeed ane, QB 
1953 | Detroit, Mich ...........--.] Young Men's Society ........2....--+.00-.2+ese+02--| 1833 | Stib.| Soe’l....| 12,790 €40 | 20,00} 11,000 | 2,000 600 | 1,200 gs 
1554 | Dundee, Mich............--.| Lownship Library ...........-.22+-+-scas-sseseneee-| 1840 | Free| Pub.....| 446 ry 300 | 0 20 20 0 & 
1955 | Bik Rapids, Mich...........| Sownship Library ....2-se.ce-seecuedigerveccesee+--] 1805 | Pree| Pub. ow.| 881 |..sccss.[osssssedsesteses[eceensfecederenee Se 
1556 | Fenton, Mich ............---| Ladies’ Library Association ........,...-....-:.-----| 1869 | Sub .| Soc’l.... 568 80 +O ee 200 150 50 
1957 | Flint, Mich .................] Ladies’ Library Association .....2..2...222202..2-2-| 1851 | Sub .| Soe’ ....| 2177 100 cs | Osseo os 
1558 | Flint, Mich ...............-.| Michigan Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and | 1867 |._....| Acad ..- BOO N22 due Wh. og ehl AeonasandedlsassSeeepe=eeeaee eee Ss 

the Blind. f i 
ma PorbPerady; Mich. ...-+:-2; § Pogbiiileravy ius sare is soos vee ee wsae eel etc A Ga O82 Sei end oes ou ee ee aneaenetmeme & 

$560} Port Wayne Mich 22: 4:--22) Rostilbnangs cr ceswey 2 otk Le tech cc ett a A a 0 en Ba eer 6 eee s 
1561 | Grand Rapids, Mich ........| Business College and 'Telegrap: = 1866 |...2..]Acad....| 1,000 |...) 2.22. ee] notte ene [eebeseeefeeneeeeeleesnenes Sy 
1562 | Grand Rapids, Mich ........| Public Library..:.......20+--.000-s22222+-+2-++++-.|1872 | Free} Pub.....| 7,500 La 100, 000 |..........| 3,480 | 1, 625 oS 
1563 | Grand Rapids, Mich ........| Young Men’s Christian Association...............-.| 1866 | Free |¥.M.C:A| 300 Nscidindloseabacse di Ress A ete ae eeanyseaneee & 
1564 | Greenville, Mich ..........-.| Ladies’ Library Association ........-....-..----.---| 1868 | Sub .| Soc’l .... 900 125, 3,000 0 400 200 125 = 

aes) Hilladale, Mich ._.........-:§ HMedme College... cai cacenesteccseacenSsncesd] B55 1.202) Oole wg A poo g eS Se I es 
1566 | Hillsdale, Mich ............. ‘Theological Department .....2.-.0++s-+s+e+e-+-) 1873 |.eeee.| The'l....| 1,000| 100 ...0..--- 4,000) = 100g --ecann4)------- = = . 
1567 |. Holland City, Mich .........] Hope College .........2-s0sss20+.200eeceseeeeeese--] 1857 |......| Col...--| 1,200 ].....-.|]----0n--o4 500 |..eeeeeeleceeeeeslereeenee 

1568 | Houghton, Mich ............| Houghton County Historical Society and Mining | 1866 |......| Hist’l...| 1,266 |........|......2--. 1,000 595 foe sae=s 0 as 

Institute. = 

1569 | Ionia, Mich ...............--| Ladies’ Library Association .............--.-.------| 1875 | Sab.|Soc’l....| 600 |........] 4,800 O} ae aden 0 
1570 | Ishpeming, Mich............] Township Library........-..--.-s-.+<2---+2--------| 1872 | Free| Pub ....| 300 |........| 1,000 OW Sscjanag Vo 2Oe 120 
1571 | Jackson, Mich ..........-...] School Library. .........2-.--++--+s+-++-eeeeeesee+--| 1865 | Free | Acad....| 1,200 100 2, 600 0 200 |---2---. 0 
1572 Jackson, Mich ......-...--..f School Library, No, 17...02..0-css-scecsescoecses-edleesend[eenee-] ACAG...1) B50 1]...d¢ccd|ononen--ns{on-coensde-|-cosnee4-ennpeee|-caneene iB 
1573 1 Jackson, Mich........-,.....1 State Prison 2 -...-£<2ceeteewn nw ener eww ce rewrs IBMD fowee-| A RA 2500 fa  cemeabenmmnene = 

* State appropriation. ie a
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Se eRe ea eee pa ed dr ee de cede 
1574 | Jackson, Mich ............-.| Young Men's Association.......-.....-----s:+--++--| 1663 | Sub..| Soc’l....| 9,171 eo} 5,784 ]...0......)......| git] geo 
ibys |, Kalamatoo, Mich ..:....../-] Kalamazoo Oglloge..—.=-.0-0<--z-cenonw-ceecseee-2<e| 1868) 2002-2] Uolens-- | R/O00)l: -- 222 b:fee-iecen-t| tooneeocsl caress: feseseil see 
1576 | Kalamazoo, Mich ........--. Society Libraries, (2).-2+-2-seeereeceeseessees | 1851 |oseee-] Soe'y20 | 500 ee eeee | — sombs L Sees Pee = 
1577 | Kalamazoo, Mich ...........| Kalamazoo County Law Library........-.......----| 1869 |......| Law ..-. TEA [hon ccees| se ccece de |sbedsences].Jepebss|lasehnve]cosan eee 

1578 | Kalamazoo, Mich ...........| Ladies’ Library Association ..........--.--++-+----| 1852 | Sub | Soc’l ....| 2, 663 230 | $002] $1,400 | 22. || coe 
1579 | Kalamazoo, Mich ...........| Michigan Asylum for the Insane..............-.---| 1860 |......]A-&R..| 1,810 |---| .ececeeenfeeeeeeees|iceceeesfeeeneeeefeseeense 
1580 | Kalamazoo, Mich ...........| Michigan Female Seminary........-22+--:++-.--+++-| 1867 |.....-| Acad....| 500 Wk Oh ee ee 
1581 | Kalamazoo, Mich .........-.| Public Library....1...--+.--s00- esse ceeeeeeeeesee[eeeees| Freo| Pub.....] 3,925] 515 | 38, 446 | ioe 
1582 | Kalamazoo, Mich .........-.| Young Men's Library Agsociation .............-----| 1858 | Sub.|Soe'l....| 1,784 | 110 10! ses .2e | <a esd ecases ee 

1583 | Lansing, Mich ...........-..| Library and Literary Association ...............----| 1871 | Sub.| Soc’) ....] 1,070 |.....-..] 3,882] 1,000 |........] 200 so 6S 
1584 | Leming, Mich... 0... cos} Publis EAP ie oes ok cdg byes oe de vak oo. 2502)se5005] FRO) Pab..... 520 60 400 0 $100 100 0 aS 

1585 | Lansing, Mich ..............| State Agricultural College ..-.-.-+.s24:80-+-1-4-----| 1857 ].-.---| Sot-----.] 3,700} 250 |...-.--.| o} 525] 426 wy 
1586 | Lansing, Mich .....--...-0- Society Libraties.........+2--0e1-# Aigegeensi.|.c---- be ome S| 800 | 20205 Lf seeceeas eal eet ee 
1587 | Lansing, Mich ..........-+-.| State LADEARYs.-20--0+-.+-seec+e ssbeer seetarses--s--| 1898 |......] Stato....| 99, 886 Files ee ered osedaai |!" 1)500;) Jae ott 
1588 | Lansing, Mich .....-....-.,-| State Reform SCHOOL -...--2---2-.c+seeceeeeeseeeees] 1862 | noe] As SRL] 2,040 |. essee | oeeeceee | 0:|.2c- <2 sta eee 
1589 | Lapeer, Mich .---+.-+--+,-+-| Ladies! Library Association ---e-ss--eceeeeeeeeees| 1859 | Sub | Soe... 925 | 150) 4,500 | | 350) 200 125° 
1500 | Marquette, Mich .....s..2...| City Library-..-..-----.-e-eeceeeeeeseeeeceseeeeeee| 1856 | Freo | Pab.....| 1,500] 100] .........| 0 | SPE. |) Maas) sep 
151 | Marshall, Mich .........-+.-| Ladies’ Library Association .....2+..-s++s+ee+e+++e+] 1869 | Sub -| Sool... va (00): See Boo! |. SoS seceey [eee 
1592 | BGO, MI... 3s aoe c nce: | City ZARA. scccncangs cagtastied ices sccecncesccecp-| SOUP PROS] PUD 55. 1, 67 100} 10, 400 Os scgel zeseeaal 100 

1503 | Monroe, Mich...............]| St Mary's Acadomy ......6....0.005.200-ccecccsees-| 1045)].5--..| Acad.... 500 | BD | -seseeecs Oh. 050s le Ie 

1594 | Monroe, Mich.............- | Young Ladies’ Seminary and Collegiate Institute. ..| 1852 me 500 | oa nce 0 = arialatel aera 
1595 | Muskegon, Mich.......s0+-! Library Association ....,..sseseeseeeeseeeseeeereres! 1869! Sub .|'Soc'l....! 400 ONcscccests 0 0 0 0



1506 4 Olivet, Mich ................) Olivet College <2c2---..2-.20-- cece ceceee sees ence] 1648 | Bub.) Col......| 6,000 |.....-- pare nd WO [sccsseslecrsenes 

1597 | Olivét, Mich ..2..........-.. Society Libraries, (2) ...-2+--2-sseeerseeeeeef ed jae. 50 cel) eee erets ce c-ts os ezueetan borers ere 

1598 | Owasso, Mich .... ..........| Ladies’ Library Association ...............--.-----.| 1867 | Sub || Soc’l .... 875 a| 3,000 | 0 200 125 100 

1599 | Plymouth, Mich .......,....| District School Libraries....-.....---00++ -eesecearg{ereee-[oeee--| Sch .....| 1, 460 bearer eee ae ois cal ee eral 
d600,| Ponting, Mich... ........-...| SebOolMADtery..c--2---n0-s-nscnn-annzesPeggeMMMMR..,| Sob ..0..| S15 | ceocseileceasecpesfscennscssdfossssees|cocueeSeleeeeases 
1601 | Port Huron, Mich...... ....| Ladies’ Library Association ...........---2+----.+--| 1866 | Sub | Soe’l ....} 1,933 100 festa 2,140} 551 105 130 Q 

1602 | St, Clair, Mich ..............] Ladies’ Library Association .......-...+-.-+--:-e+] 1869 | Sub.| Soc’l....| 730 100 | 3,000 | °| 240| 130 10 
3603 86 Clair, Mich .-.........1..] Union School Dist4ne Edbpary, -<:.-.<f2 toa Mpmeerer caoc<eleceae-] SOh---.| 881 |scvzee-.|:-2c-ceces [ee ssenenes[acccceos|seesaeccleceneece, G8 
1604 | St Joseph, Mich ............] Union School District Library ....-..-0----2-sesse+-[eeoee-fooeeee] SEB 22 | 400 |e eeeee]ececereeesfocseeeeses[eeentene|seeneeesfecserene 
1605 } Sturgis, Mich ...............| Library Association ..............2.-.-.++-+++se--.| 1872 | Sub .| Soe’l.... 525 “| 2, 100 0 150 125 95 SN 

1606 | Tecumseh, Mich ............] Union School Library..........--..-20222+eceeeeee[eee---|--22--| Sch .....] 500 boottime lege eee a 
1607 | Three Rivers, Mich........ | Ladies’ Library............s:4s0--++++-+-0-02+-+ --.| 1865] Sub .| Soo'l....] © 500 |.....22.|...00.2--.| Gieeeeea| ee oe * = 
1608 | Three Rivers, Mich .........| Lockport Township Library ...............-....---.|------| Free| Pub.....| 1,200 150 |eneeeeeee | 0} 350 300 0 3° 

1609 | Ypsilanti, Mich.............] State Normal School........-.ee-eeeeceeeeeeeeeeeee-| 1853 coe Se 1, 400 Sie ees O seeeeees aeteeeeleeenees = 
1610 | Afton, Minn ............... | St. Croix Valley Academy .......2--2.--se-+eeee++--| 1868 |......] Acad....] 350 ae pcneisind | neassafes ds 2t| aaeecen mel 
1611 | Carver Gonnty, Minn .......|-Bt. Anagiv’s Academy, .....<ccecayavs-<banjsoacees-+| 1009'|--.--| Acads..| 800) ..-.2..foc.c-<;ce.fedoacccue:|sccees<tfosatacas}- <ceease ames 
1612 | Chatfield,!Minn.............| Library Association..........,2..0+2+++-+-++-++--+2| 1874 | Sub .| Soc’l ... 384 50 1,241 | 435 OF fesse 58 > 
1613 | Du Luth,Minn..............| Library Association......,.2.-----,e00--------------| 1869 | Sub .| Soc’l ....) 725 |....-2..| 1,200 0 100 70 a 
1614 | Faribault, Minn ............| Institution for the Deaf apd Dumb and the Blind.. | 1866 |......] Acad....| 700 ms evseoree Oca eS ee 
1615 | Faribault, Minn ............ Departmottt for the Blind. .---..2-.++++---++0-- 1966 |......] Acad...7 314 [| Oificoscethecswese | eeeeees 2 
1616 | Faribault, Minn ............| Library Association. ce¥gdes--<+eypeon------+-2-022-|--2---| Sub.) Soe'l....) 1,500 |....2...)....0.200. TBD |.nccsne|eosseesefoneeeoes SH 
1617 | Faribault, Minn ............| St. Mary’s Hall .......scesnessceseese+-e+eseeeee+ee-| 1866 |-..-..| Acad....] 600 ot orks red = 
1618'| Faribault, Minn ...........,|: Seabuty Divinity Oolpearsemesvigess..-----..-.....| 1960 |------| The'l....) 5,000)|,....220:|---020--0:|ecemnnesas|-cusuacc|ad-s-cc|eeencane 

_ 1619 | Faribault, Minn ............| Shattuck School ......-sss+e+2se+ceseseseeeeeeceeeee] 1867 |---| Acad....] 450 sf ses .| Secs eee 
1620 | Hastings, Minn.............| Library Association...............-..-+.+-+++2++---.| 1872 | Sub .| Soe’l ....] 2, 000 300 5,000 | Oi sesccos |eoeageee 300 
i621 | Mankato, Minn.............| State Normal School....... -2---+ssee+eceseee-seees] 1868 |-..--.| Acad....] 950 | ~ 28 | nneene Ofer eee ee 
1622 | Minneapolis, Minn..........| Augsburg Seminary .+-..-+.-+sessecseesseveeeeeseee| 180 |--oe--| The'l.-..) 1,200 | 200 seseeeeee) 0: [.2k ce] 00 | cee as 
1623 | Minneapolis, Minn.:........| Minneapolis Athenwum.........-2--ceeeeeeee-eeee+4] 1859 | Sub.| Soc’l....] 4,670 292) 6,948 |......2...] 5,443 |........] 1,000 & 
1624 | Minneapolis, Minn..........] Minneapolis Female Seminary ...........--.-....--.| 1871 |-----.| Acad.... 600 ee Se O) [steers eee Re 

1625 | Minneapolis, Minn..........| University of Minnesota..............-2...+-....--.| 1869 | Free | Col......| 10,000} 300 |..........| @ este oe 
1626 | Minneapolis, Minn..........| Young Men's Christian Association.................| 1873 | Free |¥.M.C.A. 500 100 1, 600 | 0 Ot 0 

1627 | Northfield, Minn............| Carleton College .......-220.-ee-eeeeeeeeeeeseeee-ee-| 1868 | Free | Col...) 2575 | 322 |... 8 eee |e eee 
1628 | Owatonna, Minn............| Literary Association............--..---+-0-2+---.--| 1874 | Sub .| Soc’l....) 535 0 ee 01 ee S$ 
1629 | Red Wing, Minn............! Lawrence & Co.’s Circulating Library ..............! 1874 | Sub .| Mis .-...! 1,000 100 OOOO Nero e ena e separ eeaal cnieeee heneaeaasd oO
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1630 | Rochester, Minn............ German Library Association.......--..--++--+++++--| 1872 | Sub .| Soc’l .... 800 200 |.-.------ $0) |ooeennr slam eres $25 = 

1631 | Rochester, Minn..........--| Library Associgtion......---++-+0--+++eeeeeeeee+++e-] 1866 | Sub .| Soc’l ....] 1, 969 54) 2, 843 ee eee 
902 | Gi Clond, Minn. .....2--<---] State Normal School .-c-acne<acnaceatnnrern-=-cinces| WOO eneaee| MeMdecc| AU once; -leeersutnsi areasrte-|-eerenrsleremmeelecneree 
1633 | St. Cloud, Minn.............| Union Library -.........-.cee--cse-s-eeecereesereeee| 1865 | Sub -|Soo'l ....| 1,018 |.....---|----22---- 0-| $150 | $100 eee x 
9632 | Se Joseph; Minn ...<-..-2.--)) Sti, John’s College. o--a0-ces cceruexo<++--eesnonczesl 1007 |-cnn~a| COlencanc|! 4) 000 |-nacenn-fecsnapnnne|isossoeecs|-onr-aet|ieeonnnc[arrnee eee 
1635 | St. Joseph, Minn..........-- Socwtydabrariog) (8): ccsesseae-c-23<e essences) 1007 |---saefG00Y.2<-|| © (083) |oa.2202-seresoenec|neccnsceé-|ceneet|@o2e-eec|t ne ate oe 
1636 | St. Joseph, Minn............| St. John’s Theological Seminary ........-----2.+----| 1867 |...---| The’... 1, 016 GO) oseaeeenre 0 0} 200 ie 
1637 | St. Paul, Minn...........--.| Assumption School ...---..-----------+-+-+--+--2----| 1857 |....--| Acad... 521 [oon 2---|-eo=-220s|-o2se-n-|ererees-|o-n-3eze|-crerees 

1638 | St, Paul, Minn ........--..-.| Minnesota Historical Society........---.+--+-+------| 1849 |...---| Hist'l...] 6,411] 233 |.........-] 1,200] 9,500 ]........[... 
1639) StPaul) Mann.2--..120-.-.0l Minnesota Spate Milraty -12---¢2---francceee-ne--e2-l 1840 lee. | Gbebee-=a4b10, OC0)|-c022-22\tee-nonnno|tconatre-|-cne=<,|soaenn eleeery a = 
1640 | St, Paul, Minn......:.....--| St. Paul Home School.....-.--.2-+++00s--22--e+-ee--| 1847 |..-.-.] Acad.... CID: |sc concen |tcereasqee|}unacenecs|-24s-ceolteomrars|tesoases & 

164% (Sb Pauly Minn....-.-.0..1| St Paul Wiblary:.....;-.-+-.+--2-a.--+--ss--s-==-22.|| 1863 | Sub)-|'Sooll ..-.|| 7,400 |, 1,960 |2-----..-: QU sacs eee] Scot eslue ener 
STeSifeb raul Minn -...--,,-1)| Giate Heron SeuoM cca /c nc: c2eees- dure -fe-etoees | MSTU\ i seres|Ae Geese] B50 |eece es ec|ceeseaees|i*(Olleceeees| seca "eee, eerie 

1643 | St, Peter, Minn .............| Minnesota Hospital fop Ineane:2s.---...----<---2---| 1808|,e00s-| A. @B..|' 400)! ....,..| ss2neree<|:-a<---<c2[n-n2--e¢|-<--erceln>=22n=e 
1644 | St. Peter, Minn...:.........| St Peter Library ........2.sece-c0--eeseceeeeeee72-| 1869 | Sab.|Soo’l-.-.] 900 C1) becepesee 0} 195 50 15 aa 
1645 | Stillwater, Minn............| Library Association...........-2.22-+.s--+---2+++-| 1869 | Sub.| Soo’l....] 660 50 550 20! 130] 125 ee 
1646) Stillwater, Minn ..,...<..25.| Stele Prison sq, 1'<-2.2<-<¢ce<i-ssise.022<t7e22sore-|e1000)|secaus| A Ge Boe O00 gle |e neces ee soe |e gee 

‘ 1647 | Winona, Minn..............| First State Normal School .........--..-------------| 1862 |.....-| Aead.--.| 678] 100 |....------ On|. = B00 ieee 
1648 | Winona, Minn .......-....-.| Winona Library ..-..2-.02+ peereccerreeeeeeeessoss-| 1862 | Sub -/Soe'l .---} 2,000} 100 | 5, 2C0 |=. ----e--) eens | seetren] B75, i 
«1649 | Bay St. -sss-++++| St, Stanislaus Commercial College ---sere-+-2++02-)| 1809 |---| Acad...| 800 | 25 | -eeeseeee|-seseceese[seeseee[sceeees [scene .



ae 

1652 | Clinton, Miss ....--..------- Hermenian Society ..---------+-2-¢-++s++0+++--| 1855 ].----.| Soc’y..- SOO eesceere eae ieeses | ereees seen teeta arene eee 
1653 | Clinton, Miss ....-...----.-- Philomathean Society.......,,-----.----+00----| 1846 |......| Soe’y.... Doo licunceet oandatent | wesesee ct ssecseat |esecosee we eacame 

1654 | Colunrbus, Miss..........--.| Columbus Female Institute ...-..........,.+--------| 1847 |......| Acad... | 1,000 |........|.......-.- — Seannecl seaeecalaesetees 

1655 | Grenada, Miss .......-......] Grenada Female College ..-....-.-...---------se-+--| 1875 |.....-| Acad... 509 | -nccee-|onsnceces OY Eero tlic eater 

1656 | Holly Springs, Miss.........] Franklin Female Collego....-------.------+s+++--+--| 1870 |.....-| Acad....| 500 |.....2..|-....0-2-- (Alec lence 
1657 | Holly Springs, Miss....-.-..] Shaw University.....-------+5++0++-+2-2++e++eeere--| 1870 ].....-| Col.---.- B00 recon | mer cmn mas |penmaacem| Keewmeell-wsemce|samemcen, 

1658 | Jackson, Miss .......-......] Mississippi State Library ...............-.++---++---| 1838 |.....-] State....| 16, 000 B50 |.--s-ee2 |[eoseeecae-| 5,000.|...000.-]--nnceee > 

1659 | Jackson, Miss .......-......] Post and Company Libraties ........-+s-serseseee f a Mee epeasecoet| 07 488) cos S30 aI Fee em eee ee 
& 

1660 | Meridian, Miss..............| Meridian Female Colloge ............--+--+-++-++-+-| 1865 |.....-] Acad... BOD) eeegee lone eeeeee Ol canesicdb-ceeneae poneanctes S 

1661 | Natchez, Miss ...........-.-] Catholic Circle Library .........2--...--s-esee-see- |-eee-| Sub..| Soc’l .... MOOG ce beed |vewwenrncs|eessaedgeluosecemltoec cent eee geen 

1662 | Natchez, Miss ..............| Literary Society of the Sacred Heart........-.+0----|-2----| Sub .| Soc -..-] 360 |o.ee2-- fecereoeee [iceeeecee [oseeeeeefeereeeeefeseereee OD 
1663 | Natchez, Miss ..............| Natchez Institute .............-----+0i---0-+---+0+-| 1847 | Free | Soc’l ....| 1,200 0 200 0 0 O}--nse5e = 

1664 | Oxford,,Miss.-......-...---.| University of Mississippi. ..0......22..722c-scceene>-| 1843022522 |'Colsccceg| 4)047)|.oc.0.0s|ccecncces |cccececs, |-scenoc-|saeseeea|<bassaee a 

1665 | Oxford, Miss..-..........-- Hermean Literary: Society ~.<-.25-.22..22-225-|sss00s|snse0-] SOO Yanes| 15.000 |-c-scce |-ose-ceo- |eneonrecn:|-meneee ED) erence = 

1666 | Oxford, Miss....:...-....--- PH Sigiin SOGGY ———2.- -nonanniererasenrrennans|-esnc|enrae-| HOCYs nc) p00) cemcene|-neseacmstl-asaenea= |ir-seno 100]-...-.-. a 

A667 | Oxford, Miad....22.--s0c0ec- EQN SON00) weurer carne nencorneasersearcorernens|-errs-la-nac/ MAW aac|) dy eter lens sots|auaeeeceet) ear atcusi| scree ll-opeseen| secusces > 

1668 | Pontotoc, Miss...........---| Chickasaw Female College.......-.---.-...--.ss----| 1854 |......| Acad....| 2,000 |........]....0.002. Oi ccteeslececesual= teense 5 

1660 | Rodney, Miss. .......:-.....| Alcorn Untversity.<..<c.-2.0--q0-c105-s2sc~s-0e<s<0-.) 1874\|-..52| Coljaeac) 457 | 980)... s o| 500 500 o =) 
46701), Sharon,.Miss,.<-+5.-4x,0.+4] Madison Gollope:'ay.28 cers aareucescss cues coco EON sceee Col <<) O00 \eoee tf eee ee lee || eee ees ee 
1671 | Tougaloo, Miss ....-.-.-----| Tougaloo University.........--e-s+-sseeceeeeeeeee-| 1871 |......| Acad....| 650 BOs Secs eal ca Pesce lt SOON eet oes Ne pe 
1672 | Arcadia, Mo .....-.-.------.| Arcadia College ...<------c----eeceeeeeceeeeeeeeeee-| 1870 |...2.-| Acad....] 300 |.....2....2--000 Veta Neko 
$673) |:Boonville: Mo. .2..0.----90-4| LUMEOIS: SUCIOUY eases sooo atcanocersecceesecsvasces|-~---| SUD 4] SOC)... DMN aoa cn eed enectager |; vsceser| aseucuciese rede = 

1674 | Brunswick, Mo ......:..--..| Library Association ..........-...2+--..2++se00+e0-| 1871 | Sub .| Soc'l.... 500 100 400 0 100 100 0 

1675 | Canton;Mo\..........+....--| Canton Library :-.....<22.:.ss0.25<s5-0c02222--25-.| 1874 | Sub. Sool --,. 500 190) rescence 500 350 250 0 & 

1676 | Canton, Mo.............-.- | Christian University........-.---secseceereeeeeeeee-| 1875 |..22..] Col....- 300 300'|....-... Of. vsenn- ooesenc-|retersee, SE 
; 4677 | Canton, Mo ...........------| Risk’s Library. :.--------..--csen--neeereeeeoesee= | 1865) Free | Mis ..... ASB ce osee atl oem ene waar 1,000: 1-222... 100 0 S 

1678 | Cape Girardeau, Mo ........] St. Vincont’s Academy.........-++e-ee-eeeeeereree-| 1839 |.2.2-./ Acad....] 600 |..eseee foseeveeeeieceeeee [eeeeeeefeceeeeesfecseees St 
1670)|| Cape Gmarieau, Mo: ........|/Sb Vincent's College ...5.5.5-.....90.s0sessussasoou-[ 1840) |. .¥eu2|(Colsce pus) BqpO0 esse oe es spl estes. | tz eal aed ee 
1680 | Cape Girardeau, Mo.........| Southeast Missouri Normal School.........-.++++++-| 1873 }......| Acad....| 1,225 |....2.2.|.-2:-:02-- ON) ee, leeeeee dee 
1681 | Carrollton, Mo .......-.....-| Hill & Gittings’ Circulating Library... ............|.-.-.-| Sub .| Mis ..... (O00 b= eneee |e naemeesedleresac ce | a aeneas |e ateeet eerree 

1682 | Chillicothe, Mo.............-| Chillicothe High School.......2..++0---se-+se+e++-| 1870 }......| Acad.... AOD ee pee ose cae onas|| eee Pecaeeel came cP pe eet omer 

1683 | College Mound, Mo..........| McGee College..........s0ssseeseneeeseeeeeeeeseee-| 1853 |..----| Col.....- DID Prcwanysc|ocseecisedusctuwene. |sncans al weonses|seepesen me 

. 1684 | Columbia, Mo...............| Stephens Female College.........-2.----++.--+se0e--| 1870 |......] Acad....! 600 Ouesreeseee (eee eae 
be
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or J eee ee 
1685 | Columbia, Mo .......----.--| University of Missonri..........2---.20+--++s0++++-| 1840 |....4.|Gol.....-| 10,000 | 800 |........2. $0 | $1,200 |..c.-|eeee 
1696 | Columbia, Mo.........-.---- AGhepasguiSoclbtiy fi s.5. 225 8c ciel ake BOP EL | WOT ee ATE coe 
1687 | Columbia, Mo. :.......----++ Union Literary. Society. .-<<s2-<24-cscu+2-o00e= [eentes| sotes| Bootyse+.]. 1800 fe--c,< ycedeceeailbceace-2slseseee a] -eecec:| ee eee 
Afee | SOainmBiss Misses. >. =] xs vaslaaw Colleges! 9 seu, Joon. 2 iirc ferent Law cc] 100 Sat bee acl eal a eed er 
Tied | Hapetea Mp acc ga..-<a-022)"Panteal Oollege;si. 2. <2. <—Setzoe+-2d-leeseec 2} IBM '|-o--- NGL ons! 2s BOO Nea hell essa es |< erates beeen ae eee 
1690 | Fulton, Mo.........-..----+| Institution for the Deaf and Dumb.........-.--+-+- | 1851 |...-.| Acad... 600 |.....20-]ecescccees[ecceeceeseeeeeee-[eeereeesfeeeeeeee gh 
1691 | Fulton, Mo.......-...-.----| State Lunatic Asylum, No.1 ......0-..00cces0+0-- | 1855 [oseooe] A. & Re.) 550 |.....--.[seeeseree|ecceeeees 0: oisss24 ce reer 
MT Bale, Mins n= <ennonnce-| Weelieiauber College cease = oer <n0onso-034)c62eey=<:| TBO Laie, [ODL <-s.| 6, O00 0 Nunn ca oe ~| cates ps peaadots foeenges aueeeege 
GO | Colas Ty) Moc veo. <0sy-.| Dowie OOM egO neon cane nnn -nens- 9s 0eysebeweomen-| TS [ennces| Ole -oy2-| “B,000)|- coct cil st ocoaees| dene vance) cannphartraaree¥s| tac ae eae 
dud | Gesetrpod Mo 2.:—...J.---| Lémonbn, Gollpgecs-ceadece-ccz-ocve 22M cae neeee:| JOOP ge caa[ Osnente| (BODY, coencodlieossadacslie-2- cll atop deme eee 
1695'| Hannibal, Mo ...............| Mereantile Library Association............--------| 1871 | Sub.|Mer.....] 2,219 |.......|sccccce[sccce-e--] 1,000 ]......--1 $700 © 
1696 | Independence, Mo........-..| Library Association.........-+--+-0+---+e--e++e+e+++] 1871 | Sub | Soc’l....| 1,100] 100 600 0} 100) $0 oe 
1697 | Jackson, Mo .....-...----+--| Fruitland Normal Instituto...........-2s-22+e+0-++.| 1864 bee oad. cc:l 45000 iL. aes alse cee S| eee hiss logs w 
1698 | Jefferson City, Mo ........-.| Lincoln Institute........-.--e-c2-ssceeseeceeeeseees] 18TL |oeese.] Acad...) 952 J...) ceeeeeee 0 | sete clavelnecd eee aes 
1699 | Jeffereon City, Mo ..........| State Library .........2-.-2...-2-ceeeeceseenceeeeee: | 1833 ee Staten} 19, OOD.) 52.26 .| Pot ste Paacaonant] 1a) OOO pores acuteemeame = 
1700 | Kansas City, Mo ............| Fetterman’s Circulating Library...........--2--+-+.| 185 |Sub.|Mis.....| 1,300 |........|sccecee [ecceeseeee|eeeeece[eeeeeeeefeceeeeee 
Tai, | Bandas Gilby, Mo Aacakc.ca2] Lew Lilveatees ds apoce saci 220 gave. 1ST Bap | Lewes beso |e hese o| 1,250; 500} — 600 
1702 | Kansas City, Mo .........--.| St. Teresa's Academy ...........-2+-c-s0e-eeeeeeeees =e nen | SW 1s. ck tcaet nus |e 
1703 | Kansas City, Mo..........-.] Whittemore’s Circulating Library ...........--..-- | 1875 | Sub .| Mis.... | 1,000 |........|...--2..- ee ee 

: 00d | Sidhe, Moc vipeans-nncenns-|' Diinger Cplbegesnncocasinceecnacscesceacseisecessc.f BUTE beaas [OGkccuse|- — ae R00 besa ccn ss ecteneree foie) ee 
1705 | Kirksville, Mo ............--| North Missouri State Normal School.........--..--.| 1870 |......| Acad....) 1,050 TO! |. coc cccce.|sceccecces|scocccse|scossese|scnsssas 

2706 |: Liberky, Mo,,os.-0:-+-2.-+-<|\ Willem Jowell Oolloge.....,0s2cs--s20evetaeewetsc| 1866 Iyesezcl OOleseecel. 4 O00 |ca.2eals'a -cees he ssecessleaecess) eee eee



eS 
1707 | Loulalans, Mo ...... .----.-.| Publi School EAbrary. <.-..--ceereseereeseeeer corse: | 1867 | Free Acad...) 72 | 150 | 6) 10 120 | 0 

1708 | Palmyra, Mo...-------- ---.| St. Paul's College » ------+-------2-0-0-eneeereoeeee- Re ee 2,000 | BAA oe a toe = eae A aE sere 
aT Rolla, Mo...---..-----.----.| Missouri School of Mites and Metallurgy. ..---..-. | W871 |...-. | Sei-----.| 1,478 370 ot | Or ctaeeel 0 

110 | St Charles, Mo.........-.---| Lindenwood College far Young Ladies ---------e-e+/ BIO /.sers | Mead e= | 400 | cesses oseeseeee | seeeecee | ceseee seeeeans| eernees ; 
Hi | Sh Charen Ao nn Public School Library.....-2..-sese2+0c-seeeeeeeee-+| 1868 | Bree | Acad....] 450} "30 |.......2 Oho Ui ae 0 

© 1712 | St. Charles, Mo.........-.-..| St. Charles Catholic Library .../.....22+.2122+--+---| 1859 | Sub set 1,116 | Ghircaee ss | ee Soe 
1713 | St. Charles, Mo..............| Select School for Males ......-2------.00sccesencece[eceee | seve | Aca... ] 500] 2200. Ud ci apedcee ed ee 
iii eedapirats —-s........ | meente BudueeCaliggs hak ee head od Popo ee eae Se ire ae 
1715 | St, Joseph, Mo .....--.------| Carl Fuelling’s Library......20c..c00--cseseeseeee0e] 1867 | Sub | Mis....| 6,000) 200... |... 500) 450} 30 s 

_ 1716 } St. Joseph, Mo ...2--.---+-:.| Law Library..-.c--seec-c+sesdestees cess severesex,| 1864 |Sab [Law ...| 2,000] 60]......... | o| sw] — 300 10. a 
THT Toseph: Mo... <:-...2.| Public Sohpol.Miuraryiit--o+e-2, 0-1 ere ee ete [Sub | Acad. 2,500 |....... be | ic st Raabe ee 20 
1718 | St. Joseph, Mo .-........... | St Joseph College. .........-...ss22esessteseeseeeees] 1867 |.---- (ca seep) ORB) 2a te.) to ieee, | 2 reer oath meee 
119 St Jonayh Ae s....c<.----..] qergRbelety Tlbtarles «..2-05.°0<. 2. osc.ctys. elton eee. | BOO2. | RODE cao, | oeencee Pee hace fe eee = 
1720'| St. Joseph, Mo ...........-..| Woolworth & Colt’s Cireulating Library ............| 1875 | Sub | Mis...) 1,500 |....... Ske oe pe 2 ee 
1721, | Bt, Louis, Mo....c.....-002- peered -aelamrnaanmeiedaein teas 9 Sobre: aut | 105 PE Loe ee ae er 
1722 | St. Louis, Mo............... | Academy of the Visitation ...-....1...2.2...2...22- 1832 | Sub | Acad... | 4,000 | ...... pec res 150 150i secs 3 

1723 | St. Louis, Mo..........-..-- pyar Se Lonis Barracks ..:...........:.-.| 1871 j2-=-./ Gar... ie es ae : | conte" Pane ee 
1721 | St, Louis, Mo...............,| College of the Christian Brothers ./....2..+s+-++++2-| 1860} Sub [Col.----.| 22,000 |---| ee fe | eee 
TBS | Sts Leonia, Mp sics. a1 -.2.--2} Dinteelige Initltate®2 co tl0s, 202 3co4-- loses sates bee poe PAcaa eT OMe Loe hee a tr 
1736 | St. Lonis, Mo............-.-.| German Evangelical Lutheran Concordia College....| 1840 |.2....| The!l... 74,200 | 150 A ccsacees | 1,000] 10} 150 ‘On: ae 
iT HSE Tonia Mo... +. RGeemnneReapserund 4s ee ey isa Bog tome ee ek ee cet a cae oy 
1728 |! St. Louis, Mo...........--++ Va ee 1954] /.2, [A&R | 300] ...... | a4 Oh. he ee 
1729 | St. Louis, Mo.......-.-..-+++) Institution for the Edneation of the Blind ....<.....| +++ | ce [ don} 00 fc, os ot Wee do oop bee 
1730 pee eas ep Association..........-..-...0+..-2+.++.| 1848 | Sub | aw ... 6,000 | Bk oozes 0 nal seaase Nepepesea - 

1731 | St. Lonis, Mo.........-...-..| Pe ee ee 1866 | sss | Med ... ma BO: Paco Sl Oe oa | aap ont ee (0a |e 
1732 | St. Louis, Mo................| Missouri Medical College...........-..-2..+.-++-++-.| 1840 suet | Mod's: 25 | "1, 000) [22S hea aga SN 
1733 | St. Louis, Mo........-.-.+2+-) Mrs, Cuthbert’s Seminary for Young Ladies ........ oe si el HCO | bovine. tee pote costa eeceel| oe 
1734 | St. Louis, Mo............-2..| Normal School ........c22++seeseeesseeee-eeeeen---.| 1857 | Pree} Acad.2.| 294 Bae ees @2.5 p84 ee 
1735 St Lonin MO. | O08 Rel Eig cc) a | Soe! ::.1) 4,000 fs 2223 [0 Susser ree CSOD ie ao) eee 
1736 | St.Louis, Mo........-+-+-+| Public School Library......2+.:sessesseseeeeeeeeses = Acad... | 33,097 | 2,951 | 106,495} 100,000 | 19,896 | 4,702| 7,767 
1737 | St.Louis, Mo ee ad a@rs | SHB | atta... | +; GOO enemigos ote dah 4 anellcn coal eee : 
1738 | St. Louis, Mo........-..-.-+-| St Louis College of Pharmacy ......-.+s2+2++se0++ a Med .0.,|/ 160 eae el cole eli en ene 
1739 | St Louis; Mo......2-+..-402-1 StrLonls County alls.-..2::.c00-.s-cccenso-20/ed ABT [eee] A. & RL W022 de... | Oost ee eee 

* Includes pamphlets. : bei 
. . s + - oO 3
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BIA 'at tenigeatee > | BE Long Medical College 2 Vs is. bead [dl atea 2 | aves] | eee ogee eee 
1741 | St. Lonis, Mo.............-. | St Louis Mercantile Library.........-2.+--++---+--.| 1846 | Sub.| Mer.....| 42,013 | 1,543 | 132,175 |.......-.,| 46,505] ... .. | -...... s 
4d Gk biniin, Mo... 2... 4° Sb Louie Seminary 2.5. -2. 4. lene ce sn ekocneene cnn MOM PAGED cf 000 Sori come ees ces | eee hee eel ee ae 

1713 | St. Louis, Mo.. ..... .......] St-Lonis Tarnverein..........022..22-+-20000+------| 1855 | Sub .| Soc'l....| 2,000 200 | 900! 2.2.2...) 300] $300 $0, Se8 
1744 | St. Louis, Mo .............. | St Louis University ...----.---sceseeeeee soeeee--e-| 1829 | Free} Col....--| 17.000} 300 |......--- Ol Seta bea eee 
Seed SoA Society Libraries 02-5 c..2.s..scssceeesssr-=+-[ ARSS 1.22. Sop'y--] 80004 22 0h|-- een) cease tess coe 
1746 | St.L wis, Mo ...............] St Patrick's Academy --.--..--.-.2-.-2+--22+-+-+-+| 1869 | Sub-| Acad... 800 | -----..|------ + a| Scout te ts ane 
1747 | St. L-u’s, Mo ctenensererees} South St. Louis Turnverein ..-..--..--.--+-----+----| 1861 | Sub .| Soe’l .... BO | c20- 2 feene eet e efi e seen enfaneene | ceeees [ewes eens 

1748 | St. Lottls, Mo.........-....-.| Ureatine AGQAOMY: 0. e..,eeceeeretecceeneoe-| 1840.1 Sub :| Aond....| 2000] 2.2.0.) 2. eee feece ee | 18 [eel 
1749 | St. Louis, Mo ...... <i Washington University. ... ......-..---.-------00+ | 1853 | Bree} 'Col:22246 4,900) 5) seep pecleencatee| 1,500) eoteesendoe ee s. 

ah ee toni MSc. Mbiiivsy This ecb es ok anc ced sesceovsa| 1800 | act AMea@ve| < 20D, c-ersth sto cache Ocean Oe eee 
1751 | St. Louis, Mo. ......-..+----- St. Louis Law School.............-2--e---+++--| 1872 |...... Law.....| B00). oc Sextet ee eee ee 
1752 | St. Louis, Mo. ............. | Young Men’s Sodality -....---2-.-s:-eeeeeceeeeeeee-| 1855 | Sub | Soo'l ....) 1, 327 | aoe, Ato tic =. <0 oe ae 
1753 | Sedalia, Mo ...../......2-..| Library Association .........-.-42+---+-+-2--++2+---| 1871 | Sub .| goc'l ....| 1, 500 o 0 OF ees 0 0; ee 
1751 | Sedalia, Mo ........ ........| Public School Library..........-22---.s+e-2eeeeee0 feel Keeaat  ls oe Sad a eee ee 
1755 | Springfield, Mo .............| Drury College .... .2.....2220--2022220eeeeeeeeeeee-| 1873 | sab Col......| 2,000 | seteee | ceeeessee cree cee foceeeees| ceeeeee|eeteeees 3 

9766 } Troy; Mo. 55356t 5. .| Sootal Ditrary nis. coc scce. Fie ee seweeaes | 1821 | Sub .; Soc’l .... 407 | 25 300 0 a7 25 0 
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1880 | Burlington, N. J ........---.| Burlington College... .-.---.--------02-2e+eeeeeees| 1846 vt Galen | -9)000| ob fees eee net =| ese eee 
1g8t | Burlington, N.J.....,-.-.. | St Mary’s Hall .-_--2----222--0-2------0 0-2 -2os- et] 1887 Sol eGi S600 fone] ean re eee ese : 
1°82 | Camden, N.J ...............| Library and Literary Association. .........-...-.--.|+--+-+) Sub .| Soe’l ....) 2,000 100 500 | 0 100 50 124 g 
18e3 | Elizabeth, N.J....... ......| Business College and Classical Academy .........--.| 1872 ...... Mead... 600 |.....-- eee le aed ee 
1se4 | Elizabeth, N.J............. | Blizabeth Cirenlating Library ........2.-.2.-22.--. | 1862 |Sub.] Mis...) 586] 125 | 2, 000) 0{ 330-} 150 04 
19854 Siinabeth, NeJ-......;-..v, jedeiwmbbets Oolloginte Seliogl .. 2. <2....2c..-2+en<c-1/ S845:|.2--.5] ends. f° 5600 fio. 62. | eeatecas.| cereesteileeeyese | cehenni[eactaeee ee 
1386 | Efizaboth, N.J..............| Elizabeth Instituto..........-..2-.222+02-seee0e-+-0-f 1861 |--.-..] Acad....| 450 | QO) 5 52s longed oll wat'ae asf Ser ase enn eet 
iber|- Wieabeth, N.J -.......5--.] Miasee Haywati's School .:-.5.-----c2<<2-c-+--s<-00| ADAG 2os- | AGad. 04 78004 ess. |e aceeios.| oes ad caaduen Haae oo eee eee 
1888 "| Elizabeth, N.J...........-. | Putnam Circulating Library...--..----..---.------.| 1875 | Sub .| Mis .... a ROD seer a GB) winps= | B50) |x ieFaae = 

18e9 | Elizabeth, N.J............. | Young Men’s Christian Association.................| 1865 Sub. Y.M.C.A) 1,350 7 SBA cence 600 150 +60 =, 

1390 | Franklinville, N.J.........'| Christian Union Association.........-- ey Bes peer]. aoe) cee et oe ee ee 
1g9t | Franklinville, N. J........- | Iona Morning Star......--....------s---0+ee0+2++2-.| 1872 | Sub’) Mis..... 400} - 100 500 0 20 20 6 ~) 

toa | Freehold, N-J ...........-. | Freehold Institute ...........-.2-.2-+:6++ cece 1345 |......| Acad....| 9,000] 100 |.. ...... Ohh, Stee: ear Ph sees = 
1893 | Hackettstown, N.J ........ | Centenary CollegiatojIustitute.............-----.--.| 1874/2222.) Acad...) 500] 150 |... OF eo bce oie en ee 
1991 |’ Wackettstown, N.J ........ | District School Library.... --.------ Seed oh Lee ea CORSE anal ic prea ee cil els ee | eee | ees 
195 | Hoboken, N.J ...........-. | Franklin Lycoum........--.--c20c22--ereeee+e++ -+-| 1865 | Sub.| Soc’l..../ 2,000] 150 2,500 6) 400) 200 100 > 
1306 | Hoboken, N.J ......... ... | Stevens Institute of Technology ..--- ------ Seeger 5, 000 | 200 Jiskacces 0 0} 1,000 |-<2.5--. S 

1807 | Jersey City, N.J.....2-.....| Bergem Library .........2.-. 222.22 c0e--ececeneeso-+-| 1866 Sub .| Soc'l.... 4,500} 400 }; ASpODOP ts [ae oa call econ ae 
1:98 | Jersey City, N.J............] Young Men’s Christian Association. ................| 1867 | Free} Y.M.C.A 700 25 | 1,400 0 ON Seat o ow 
1r99°| Lawrenceville, N. J ........ | Classical and Commercial High School...-....-.---.| 1810 |...-.-| Acad....| 4,000 |..-2.2. | c-eeee20-|eeeeeeeeet|ecereee | ceteeefeeeeeeee SS 
1900°| Lodi, N.J............--..-. | Lodi Cirenlating Library .......-...-.+--cg-+++0+-+-| 1846 | Sub.| Mis.....| 9,500 Oliesersce O} 2s: | hee ee 
1901 | Madison, N.J........--.-.. | Drew Theological Seminary. ...--..--+-+-+---++2-+++| 1867 ....--/ The'l.-.. = BOOT Rice oO 0} “s50| .100 ~ 
1902 | Madison, N.J............--.] Young Men’s Christian Association...........-...-.| 183 /Free Y.M.C.A 352) 150) 22, 5¢0 eee ere eer 
1903 | Millville, N.J............-..| Millville Library and Reading Room.........--.---.| 1860 | sub Soc'l .... 2, 000 | 100} 4,000 0 400} 20 200 0° 
1904 Montclair, N.J............--| Library Association pera to oan  Alaen |Sub | Soo’l....| 1,796 | 0 | 4,500 | OF, cal ee oe 
1905 | Mornistown, N.J ........-. | Apprentices’ Library .......-------2--+-----+-+ »-+-| 1848 | Sub .| Soc'l....) 1,200 |....... | -.----2--] Oy tases eh ce, 
1906 | ‘Morristown, NW... :c-.-2.) Morcistown Library en Lyooum .3.- <:2<</<2:).<3,) 1600 (Sub 4 Boot-2| 4,200 (20s Seep ee Ae 
1907 | Mount Holly, N.J ......... | Burlington County Lyceum of History and Natural | 1859 I sup |Sve'l..../ 2,000 Whcetacot ofall ee. oe 

| Science. | | | | = 
1903 | Mount Holly, N.J ......-.- | Rhees Circulating Library ....-.. .--.2-22.0-..s0+-s[+-----/ Sub .| Mis...../ 600 Bb atc. 0:1: ~/,190 Lcstectl 2. eee
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g |-4 | eo |) Sales =} 2 er lee eee 
| 2 2 Sy ee: z of | 8a 158 | 6¢ ~ 

5] |< | 5:1 8 So foe ge |B a) a ee aes 
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oe ee : este ole = ae Se Ta =o gh ane at eles Seat ae a er e 
1909 | Newark, N. J seceeeceeeees.| Howard Lodge No.7, 1.0.0. F pong Stieesee aces acne tera | Sub | Soe... 336 20 | 325 | $0 $0 | 5 | $0 = 

1910 | Newark, N.J ...............| Library Association ..........0.2..22-.c.2.2,e-8+0. | 1847 | Sub | Sov... 22, 000 te woven ees|, LOO) OM ccnt sel ase | ries 3 

twit | Newark, N.J ...----++-+-+-.| New Jersey Historical Society .-2..-2-c-2-se-ese2+ | 15 | soso] Hist =| 6,100) 200 |... 12,000 | 1,900, 350 1,10 = 
1912 | Newark, N.J ....--..--...- | New Jersey Home for Disabled Soldiers: .......2--. | 1872 jose tes &R.. 392 29 | 202 0 96 0 eo 
1913 | Newark, N.J .........-..-. | Public School Libraries ..--.--.+--+++2+--++--2++ 0-0) zee te Acad.-..| 2,025 | ../.2. | isaeeeas 0 ft eae Pes 

1914 | Newark, N.J ...........-...| St. Benedict's College ....---.----+02--e+ceee++er-0+-| 1870 Eo sh eatieas tap [2 es Pc aded aoe Si ere a ee = 
1915 | Newark, N.J ........---.--] St. Benedict’s Society .........---.e-0-+--ss--+ | 1ST se2-.| Sooty... bah epee Reeorran (pmeamean tl Seta SiN TS te 
1916 | Newark, N. J ..........----.| Young Men’s Christian Association. ........2..---- | 1865 | Free | — 1,125|  100')..........| We? none mo 
1917 | New Albany, N.J ..........| Young Men's Christian Association.............-...| 1871 | Free | Y.M.C.A 400. | ..2--- | 800}......... | 1,200 x | iy | | | | }h | 200] 1,000 CG 
1918 | New Brunswick, N.J...... | Mrs. M.S. Park’s Seminary for Young Ladies ...... | 1872 |......| Acad “| 300 B) | soateten (Su dale foi | aia eee 
i919 | New Bronswick, N.J.....-..| Rutgers College ....-...c.0+ vervsseeseeseere screens | 1790 [rsene-| Col 2. | 6814 | eee] cases | Ui ele 
1920 | New Brunswick, N.J...--- | ‘Peithessophian Suciety.....1-.-..+.---.------ | 185 |... | Sov'y....] 1,800} 100 | een.) eee | cece =e 
i821 | New Bronawick,N.J.-.....| _ . Philoclean Society .....---<-0+-e0s--0+--023--| 1628 | .....|Soo'y.-..] 2.000] 100] cee] eee [oeesed veseesfeerees DQ 
1922 | New Brunswick, N.J ...... | Theological Seminary of the Reformed Chureh in | 1724 |......) The'l .../ 26,000) 222...) cee.) | | | Ss | , Of sedans) ee 

| America. | | | | = 
192 | New Brunswick, N.J,......| Young Men’s Christian A:sociatiow.........-.-..-..| 1868 | Sub | Y.M.C.A 3,000). 100 |....2.2-. | | ee ae 
1924 | Newton, N.J.....-.-------- | Dennis Library ............2...c-0s2220-0202+-2'+-.| 1873 | Sub .| Soe’ ....] 3, 000 400 | iE gs od = Bes sa eee rs 
ines | Orange Mov <- o.---:c-<-022)| LYNE SOMMMATY. .---t- 62 .00- sence -y caves se zicyees tf SOOO fue ee [eee G00! 5) oa! | fapsesmenthieta cou ccs} oct emeeea reece 
1926 | Orange, N.J .2-0-----0--0 | Young Men's Christian Association...........-.-.-.| 1869 |...-..| YMC.) 922) 0) weed 1,200} 600} 600 
1927 | Paterson, N.J.......-....2-.| Manson's Circulating Library.......................| 1865 | Sub | Mis .... | 2,000 200 26, 000 ee i 3 19 | | | IE ety 600 Nie g00 600 
i928 | Paterson, N.J....---.----.-.| Passai¢ County Historical Society -..............2..) 1067 |...-..| Hist'l.../ 300 BO conta ‘| 25 | 0 0 

died | Paterson, Wd ac--<;-+--+.-:} Tallmaw Seminary... -rcc-ariacee--<secseadequerstuns| 1978 1.222 | woaay | apbegd:Js52,.\.ccle sca Ro ee oe



1930 | Paterson, N.J ......-...-.-.| Young Men’s Christian Association.................) Is71 Sub.) Y.MLC.A BODY ooo. foc dine ons) saence censl xe ess lbaesee pele teeree 

1931 Ponwineton Nts cet Pennington Seminary and Female Collegiate Institute, 1844) -.... Acad .. 2,000 | 222.22.) 2222. | eee | eo tls ete 
1932 | Plainfield, N.J............-.| Plainfield College for Young Ladies..........2.. 02: | 1808 | =...:| Aéwt ...| 1,000.| 225.2: | t2.22...}oce-eeect.] ceaece.| ceccees| eobeeep 
1933 | Princeton, N.J..........-.. | College of New Jersey,....-.-+-2+2.:+-4-.+ 2.22222: | 1755 |... ...| Gall .... | 29,500 | 400 et 40,000 | 4, 000 ae baie 

1934 | Princeton, N.J........-..-- | Amerioan Whig Socivty,...- << <5-2--:-cn- 22-4) AIBDH scat) Sualye- stl: GOOD 225 -c01| Geeges =e] ioe pees | eet le npieaee 
1935 | Princeton, N.J......2..---- Cletisoitile Soctoty,,--<~ «<stacvivdade oe wesr==2ot/ AIOR | Scasoe) SUNS o|  AAOOU coc Sd cos ze raeesfucank ese reezee es see] be 
1936 | Princeton, N.J........----- | yy Hall Library ose 0.22. ese aie se eae IST Babs ail Ne ENOr cs ld Sette a Dhaziae| ns asouceaecsay aay 
1937 | Princeton, N.J.....-....--- | Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Chureh ..) 1-21 | 22... hel .. 26,779 BOE ye. e----| 10,000 | G00 625 175 S$ 

1938 | Rahway, N.J ..........-....| Library Association. ..........2..2.202...20ese022+--| 1898) Sub | Soc’l....) 4,976] 500 4,500) 16,000 | 1,250 | 1, 000 250 d 

1939 | Red Bank, N.J......-...-.- | See Modal School and Kindersarten::— 22 ic] “18% | 0} ous = 10,749" |. seston tse] eee ce h | oe eo nn ea eee S 

1940 | Red Bank, N.J..........-...| Worrell’s Riverside Library..................-...-. | 1870 | Sub.) Mis .... O05 |< conte Seat base oes | 300 ROY cacecun = 

10if | Pingoma, Noo-,4--..--»-.2. | Sembiary at Ringoes 20-1. tp222 caa. sokgaer cb NETO L esos] GOEL vagce'| aocacteae laces lees eg | ee 
198) | Rovkawey, 8:T..0.-+.-.-— | Sous of Vemperaues cas. 5025 55-6. Secs eee poe} aeses| t2 054 BUST <2) oc AbD cesac! | cocks fai) wane cess] cites eps eases ee 
1943 | Salem, N.J ...-.-. ......... | Library Company <...-..--------20-0+ -esee-----= | 1804 | Sub] Sue'l... | 3,300! 300} 2, 500 Olsstet ts gee mw & 
1944 | Shrewsbury, N. J .....---- | Shrowgvary WAbrary 5 sce sqcneoocpapcnnd- vers ~ | are] saee) L Soult tet] c/— SOOM acales A Secmesy Al aeiec ie 1) ae en rene eee eee 
1945 | Somerville, N.J...-.-....-..| People’s Reading-Room and Library ...........--. . 1870 Sub. Soc'l... 700100 15,000 | 0} 500} 225 a 72. 
1946 | South Orange, N.J......... | Library Association... .2..22..22222.022.222--2+- | 1865 | Sub.) Sye'l.... 1,600 xo 1, 600 | 0) wat} .| 5 Qe 
Jae; | South Orange; NuJ...2....-- Bt Mary's Orplian Asyluti 2.0. ..--52 2.5 a iosse ot | eee ee eR | eel SN es ee 
1948 | South. Orange, N.J......... | Seton Hall College --...--2-0-eseeececeeceeeee seen) 1850) 22.2.) Colieees-| 6,000 100 = Olpieoses hese eee aa 
1949 | Trenton, N.J ....-......... | Fallsington Library Company ..............-. --...) -----| Sub.| Sue'l..2. 2,000) ...... 7,800] 5,000] 463] 500 150 
1950 | Trenton, N.J.........--.--:| Gramd Lodge, L 0.0. ¥...--..-2ce2ee--e2ee--ses--ee:| 84 | Sub. Soe... | 500} 300))...-.-.-..| 0 0 50 0 » 
SRSE | Pegmton, M,To... cesses <:| CAMS AARON cant= seine stg werent veo | SIO Ak | Bite HM OOO lee eae 9, 700) fs et peer ae 
1952 | ‘Trenton, N.J......-------- Btase Lunatic Amylin 2c piach ct otf. ce ants) ARAB) ey) Are RAN @ SUON cs et oe cree eee el cea seen ee 
1953 | ‘Trenton, Ne Fescsseesseees| State Normal School ...-...2...eeececsteceseeeeese- | 1856 |..2... Acad... 2,500 | 100 sess) WO \esce taf ieeae=e[eean eee a 
1954 | Trenton, N. J........-...-- | State Prison .....+++-+eeeee cesses eects ceeeee eens ISD | ae MR OOO Sas ne eee een O) Sed cl ates 
1955 | Trenton, N. J.............- | Young Men's Christian Association................ | 1856 | Sab | Fates 3 ae | a eee Oe ease |i see | goes ee 
1956 | Vineland, N.J........-..-- | District Library .-.--.-------<--ceeeeeecsseecesees [oenees| oneee| Seles] 400] 26sec] cereeecesdiceeseecefesceeees| ccsees fees S 
1957 | Woodstown, N.J ...........| Pilesgrove Library Association......-.....-.... -..| 1860 | Sub .|Soc'l.-..} 1,200 | 50 |...-2.-20.)scc2.2.20[secseecssteeceesfectanee SP 
1958 | Fort Bayard, N. Mex........| Post Library......-....-..-2..00se2ssc00e0000+----++| 1866 | coe] Ga noe SBS tee Noe ee eek esc t aoereee | meee eae eee 
1959 | Santa Fé, N. Mex...........| Academy of Our Lady of Light........22...200.020. 1852 |o.e2. Acad... 500s oacien < fecen cesT loess oces terest aeeees eee 
1960 | Santa Fé, N. Mex ...........| St. Michael's College.......2...---..0e2s0222-22.02- 1859 aes DN oro cl acces bad intace can ieee cess eee 
1961 | Santa Fé, me Dorvttnwiad LAMGONG,. 625-22 ove casos sccvennsagncaeussss] SOOM savey| Bor ...--| 4500: |. s555- | wapiwie'y «0 |Siieies teal owe baa wen adte ieee ene 

1962 | Adams, N.Y............--..| Hungerford Collegiate Institute ..........-..0..... | 1804 | ..2..] Acad...) 1,20) 150/020... | Or casssenl goers Weare 3 
4063 | Afton, N.Y. .-..., s:552-:-:| Afton Whom Schogl:<-=--, -csrsesvece <secceee+ 22) AON 4eceee Acadia) BOF 22. acest ee dvengecsesleoetess: beaae ellos ee ana 

vet
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| | | pee eee ee 
1964 | Albany, N.Y ............. | Academy of the Sacred ee $006 {docs Mond. <<.) 99001): csane | ometares| $0) 3.0) wee eee 
1965 | Albany, N.Y ........-.0.--.| Albany Academy. ......220.20002 sescesees+ ee+-ee-| 1812 | Freo| Acad....| 2,400 | fil cous | 0 #0 $0 | n= 
1966 | Albany, N.Y .... ....-..--.| Albany County Law Library ....--..---.20++++-++++| 1871 |..--.| Law ...,| 695 sence eieade| Gv -nanee | cose ag eesleesleleaemeerene 
toby | ALBANYEN: Se osc. co. c-| albany Wemale (a cadeniy. 2427). 62...) cic es} BIA | coc PAgatios. | 5b? | hep heaters oc oes ae eee 
1968 | Albany, N.Y ...............| Albany High School ........1.++.2++2+-24-++s4+++++:| 1871 | Free| Acad... 2,700 mm ey 0} 500| 500 oS 
Pe ah ae Umass BS gtd SON Re rere eee eon 4834,] [=| Soi... 6, 600 BO | -cne Keon 0} 1,000}...;... 0 ae 

1970 | Albany, N. ¥ ors ee 1855 |---| AL & R..) 3,000 | --...2. eee eee Beer ee 375 Woileck amen. > 

1971 | Albany, N. ¥ ...:........--.|Attormey-General’s Office --...2.-4-2-+000--e2e0e-20-] 1850 |--20e | Law ....| 2,600 100 | aecen [oot ea let deere 
1972 | Albany, N.Y .......-.......| Christian Brothers’ Academy .....--.2.c0s.2s-s0+0-| 1850 |.2ce0.| Acad... | 6,000. .....0:]---eeetee] ceeceeee-| ceseae | cesses feseeseee gS 
197s) Albany, N.Y <..!-.0222.2. | Conrbof Appeals << oceto nae 2. teecege ese ACS | ton] Lees] 2000 | eee s| eee ep eee eee | ee pee S. 
ive} Altay, BX: 52 .2...2. 25 | Dalley Obectvaloty. 222. 52 eso coos 2s Aon a] ABORT A Boies BOG ers eee ee 65,000 | 3,000 | .......| o fs 

1975 | Albany, N.Y ....-.....-:--.] German Literatur Verein .....--../+++.2+s¢s00-+-+.{ 1849 | Free|Soc'l....| 524 | 2.0.0. -ee-2-2++ ON eee ri o = 
aie | tad Na yEN,Y -o2-2!..-.---| Bt Agnes ™BONGOL 3-3 on cen dak dos dcecccsute.| 2860. | 2. | Aionds 2s] 1050 2 ive (ees os |\csawenes | ea coemtahuct a Rea R 
1977 |'Albany, N. ¥ ...........:...] St. Mary's School for Girla ..022..2.0..0 222. 00s..--.] 1856 |-..22.] Acad .. | 300] 50 fu-..-2:.-.| 0: | comtuineel otitis Seco em 
1972 | Albany, N.Y ........:......| State Agricultural Society ........22.2.c:-ceceseecee] ees | xs2f Sobwias | Ba14s | cae etecoe ecere cate eee eee S 
ipa mletg et > 25-222 12!.2- =.) State WAbratyst.cco 2s 222-53. snce50 onc, ceceesees:| re -s++ | State -| 95, 000 | B92 | eee eect sete teens | ceeeees = 
1980 | Albany, N.Y ............-..| State Museum of Natural History ...... ...-2--+---| -2---| <2 | Sei.ssces! SIE sceatee| Sea-nisrs |iSeas iene | eepreen | ieeeat eeeeeee 
1981 | Albany, N.Y .........-.....] Young Men’s Association. ........2...-...--.----+ |/1833 | Sub ,| Soc’ ....| 13, 000 650 | 35,000 10,000 9,000} 1,500 | 2,500 
1982 | Albany, N.Y .........-..--.| Young Men’s Catholic Lyceum ....222..2.2. --2.2..| 1871 | Sub | Soe’ ....) 2,000 | 2,400 | -..eseeeefecceens.] 120 |. 1)500 
1983 | Albany, N.Y ...............| Young Men’s Christian Assoviation . = Y.M.C.A 2,000 | sedven | oesseces On cco ese | akaael vamos 

1984 |“Albion, N.Y ................] Albion Academy sivei.si.2.0e26. 0002-020 etene sessee| 1833 lee | Secale | arcenrat Oi [basivaSeeseacct poses 
2005 | Alvida NOY . . 2.2.2.2. 22. ; | Oinealatitg T Mwweys 250i isc. 23228 s85css2setetas. leaned see | Soe Sal 1,225 |-....0..1 serial dns coved |owesesasl Geen eugpemmiage
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1986, Albion, N. Y....-..-......... Phipps Union Female Seminary ........---.+-+-+--., 1833 )......) Acad.... OUR yj nen of cpeasenssues ponea=oneas tee see eo |ssee eras |eeeeeaee ' 

1987 | Alexander, N.Y ...--..---- | Geneace and Wyoming Seminary ..........\-.:++- seside|o-sse | Acad... SIE ccce sk] sevesvenslbsessu-saj\bousaee eee 

1988 AUERED, oe 0 CY, 25S} Al fred Unbeerslty: iro: 5220 j24s30 a0 dats ne eee) 1857 | cee} Goleie| 4, 676 TE0:|e2te.6 oan sheer oneal ag tae ene foe 
1989 | Allegany, N. Y.-.:--.--..-- | St. Bonaventure’s Wollegpssiso-c5 eat et 22s) 18S: eH (Goal saa] Ste eae |Search are | 
1000;| Atocwia Ai W-----.--,.-2.| Aamenia Seininary kes. 2s. a kee le vest ABB eae, | Mend 2) BWC IC cece os ae Ges sat 
1991 | Ames, N. Y............-....| Ames Union Free School and Academy .......2..-.., 1834 sso] Aad... BOD Teo secadkl® oc aut Pola ot oa each aoe ete 
1992 | Amsterdam, N. Y.........- | Amsterdam Academy.....-.--.---.-02---c0202+220-+| 1867 ie ‘Acnd....| 589 Ass Ob!) eaten eect Pte 
1993 | Annandale, N.Y.........-- | St. Stephen's Cullege......-.---.-22222-202-2-+e2ee0| 1860 cae Col......) 2,000 00 feo stehes 0 iO eae tot ieee Q 

1904 | Antworp, N.Y............- | Ives Seminary .......:---2--0--20:e-e00ceeereeeese=:| 1908 | .....| Aead....] 535 MLS ce nondi| S12 Ul aan arena eee 
1995 Se ee | Aspyie Acwiaiay ons oo lire sae ee sees MBSE | Lc -.|AORME <a CONT nie | Stemce ons |ickze co leas eee alee 
1906 | Attica, N.Y 22... .....2.24:| Attia Union School .22..0....c--.-a2eecseesseeee- | 1950 |...) Acad...] 748 foo... |-coeeseee 1 coe eh eee 
1997 | Auburn, N.Y..-......2..21 | Academic High School....-...22...p-e2e00200e-02+ | 1866 |......| Acad... B00 cain te ee ee re es Rn 
fone | Autipri, N.S... <2.-s.ce0| Aabure Prison. << .02p-¢-- eases eee esse ess |ARED | ee| Ba Re | R508 | cece. fp cocee gested cess. fe TOM 00M fee 
1999 | Auburn, N.Y.....- ge Auburn Theological Seminary ....-.-.----.-.------ | 1821 hee The'l...., 10,000 B00 isaccen me 5, 865, 400 | 1,400 500 > 
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2145,| Ellington, N.¥ -2..:..-.---.| Blington Union Schiool ..........-...--2--+---coen-c| 1892 |...2-.| Acad... | 850'|.......,J..00---- Pear NN te 
2146 | Elmira, Be Chemung County Law Library .....-.-------------./ 1836... | TAW ce | ODS shes eee eh a ee = 
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2246 seria Marion Collegiate Institute ..................-....-.| 1856 |.-.--.| Acad.... an lntes Perea, oe ee sas ote ieee eae = 

2247 | Massena, N.Y ..............| Massena Union Free School....................-----| 1867 |--:---| Acad... 300 | Ge ec ees sea haat eee 2. 
2248 | Matteawan,N.Y¥............| Howland Circulating Library.................-.----| 1872 | Sub -| Soo'l....| 3,000 950 9,500) $2,000} $600) $290 800 
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2260 | Mount Morris, N. Y.........| Union Free School................-.+.-+++++----+++.] 1857 | Free} Acad... 520 50 3 0031 ees 100 100) | Soe eees = 
2261 | Mount Vernon, N. Y........| Wartburg Orphans’ Farm School ..........-....---.| 1866 |..--..| A. & R.. 600 MG | eae eers 0. essai feces rae | eee 

2262 | Naples, N.Y ......... ...1..| Naples Academy..........-..2.2<..c-2-0¢--+.-+-++-.| 1860 |....--| Acad... O00 bla ee ees ee eee 

2263 | Newark, N. Y....:..........| Newark Union School ..........2.-----+---+----+---| 1849 |.- -..| Acad... WIDG « coven] nace ssea| ive cds evel eenes Sei coeds een letedver: 

2264 | New Berlin, N.Y ...........| New Berlin Academy .........--..--...-2+ee2+e+++--| 1843 |.---..| Acad....] 363 @ ie ccraes Oo Serat sb eties loa 
2265 | New Brighton, N. Y.........| Sailors’ Snug Harbor. ....-........-.---.------+++++-| 1837 ].----.| A. & R..| 1,050 hag seneee ede foc esese [eon seen feeeesese . 

2266 | Newburgh, N.Y ............] Free Library... -.....22.2.222..22-s02eee+e+seeeee-] 1852 | Free | Pub.....| 8,560 284 | 15,600 |..........] 1,573 773 800 
S261 | Newburgh, M.S <:-.<.:--2-:| Newburgh Inetitdtee:. 26. 41502305. seal! 1098 N2-<-| Aomdece.| ¢ 00 |... aan shecceccrcell cconenaestencnegedlsoodeinenencsnas 

I
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2268 | Newburgh, N. ¥.....-.----.| Newburgh Theological Seminary...-/.-.-....- - -.| 1805 |......| The’l....| 3,500 BO foceec eens! ° ° 100 ° . 
2269 | Newburgh, N. ¥.....-...-..| Orange County Law Library .........---------+--++-| 1800 ees DaaW <o- 51) O00 | 2 cwnens|--- ape auelt oor oen cfr al ean les sake ese 
2270 | Newburgh, N. Y..........-.| St. Patrick’s Library........--.....-.--.-.-+-+-++--| 1856 | Free | Soc’l ....| 1,500 55 | * 600 wn 0 150 oO 

2211 | New Paltz, N. Y............| New Paltz Acddomy ...........--02.-2-sesesecceeee-[eceees|eeeee | Acad... OBB oT sg | scans NC ow cae | bat a eee ee 
2272 | New Utrecht, N. Y..........| Academy of the Visitation.....................-....| 1864 |......| Acad... _ 500 |. 21.22.) ence eee feet e cece [eee eee eeleee cee feeeeeeee 

2273:| New Utrecht, N.°Y.......-..| District School No.1 ....-.-.-<..2-.+.-20e-2--00e3.! pect ae Acad... 590 pel ieceren tee eeeeeee|ecescees|cocesae-[oweeweee 

2274:| New Utrecht, N. Y..........| District School No. 2 ...-..2...-2--20--00cce-cesee-{ocosns|--s2~-| Acad... BTS | os ee ees eens eeeeeeleeee ee eee |eeeeeees|eeeeeee [eeeeeees 2 

2275.| New Utrecht, N..Y..........] District School No. 4... 022-0... cce sees cence en ctesfennens|eeeeas] Acad... CRO Fh oc cnie, fee eed sca peri lee ee 

2276 | New York, .N. Y............| Academy of Design. ....-......-22--c0-eeeee2+eee+--| 1826 ie Mis.....| 800 30 SOD eee 0 0 [Saeco 
2277 | New York, N. ¥............| Academy of Medicine..............--.-----+---++++-| 1846 | Free|Med.....] 3,000] 1,500 |.......... Oba coe ae ese = 
2278 | New York, N. Y............| Academy of Sciences ....... -...-...-2------++----.| 1818 ee Belle 531) 8,500; | cot oases sewewas, 9500 | 1,500 |... 2cn:|sseoseee 
$516)| New Works, Wo. -..50525| Aoadeny af theiloly. Orose:c.:--.<sc-c-0. 2 ce-.| 108 |2e0-.|Aoad.12.|—-s90|os ee ea ee ene 
2220 | New York, N.¥............| American Bible Society -..-..----++2-/+2+++-++-++++.| 1817 |..----| The'l....] 2, 400 4 0 WE eo vangeees| ote eee 
2281 | New York, N. ¥............] American Eclectic Library.......-...-.-------.-----| 1869 | Sub .| Mis .....} 30,300 |....... 52, 000 O fon. noalece enn wsfenanese= Ss 

2282 | New York, N. Y............| American Ethnological Society ......----..---------| 1842 |......| Hist...) 300/.22..2..)....22222. O facet cies fences Se 
2283 | New York, N. Y............| American Geographical Society........-....--..-...| 1852 |......| Sci....-.| 10,000 950 }-5220.--. 0 | 10,000 500 |.-...2.- a 

2284 | New York, N. Y........... | American Institute ...............+2s-cee2++--2++20-| 1833 | Free | Soc’l ....| 10, 600 250 | 2,500 Olescceq 900 os 
2285 | New York, N. Y.......-....| American Institute of Architects....--.............| 1857 bees Riise. 95ED | on ccccsJocvess coos! 0 |. cccccncfecccees+|cances's Ss 

2286 | New York, N. Y............| American Numismatic and Archwological Society ..| 1857 |......| Hist’l ..| 900 |......2.|..--eseee 300 |....2--.] 100 of 
2287 | New York, N. Y............| Apprentices’ Library .........-.-s-+--+2+-+2++++-++.| 1820 | Both) Soe'l ....} 53,000 | 2,500 | 120, 000 5,000 | 12,000 | 9,400 |........ 
2288 | New York, N. Y............]| Aschenbroedel-Verein ........-..---.-+--+++-+-+++-| 1861 | Free | Soc’l ....| 1,700 |.-...... 800 “0 (5 ees o NS 
2289 | New York, N. Y............] Astor Library .........22-.22:eceeeeseeseeeeeeeeeees| 1849 | Free | Pub.....{152, 446 | 2,750 | $135,065 | §385,000 | 15,118} 4,738} 12, 451 = 
2290 | New York, N. Y.........--.] Bar Association........-..-s---seesese+ee-e+-++---| 1870 | Sub .| Law .... 2,071 | DMO devel: 0 ace OO eee = 
2291 | New York, N. ¥............| Bellevue Hospital..........---.---2------+-----e--2-| 1826 |.-..--| A. & B-.. 600 0 1,200 Oo 0 |. -cnneee|enee coos 

2292 | New York, N. Y............] Benedict's (Mrs. J.T.) School .........-..-.--------.| 1850 |......| Acad....| 3,000 |........].......... Olle ee peers e. 
2293 | New York, N. Y.......-..-.| Bloomingdale Asylum for the Insane .....-.........| 1806 | -....) A.&R..| 1,000 ne 1, 500 | ...2000ce-}-acecees 900;j.-2..--. 

2204 | Now York, N,v -......-.-:.| Catholic Protectory for Boys--..--=-~..+s..--..-==--| 1064 |..22.| A. & B..| 2,000 |. 2.5 oo | nso] ocean anand nnn one -fenter get ewoanest 2 

2295 | New York, N.Y............| Century Club......00--.seccs2seeeeeeeeesee-2-+--+-| 1857 | rep | Soo'l....| 2,000 BS tose on 0 0 Sees = 
2296 | New York, N. ¥............] Chamber of Commerce....... .------+---+---+-----| 1858 be Mil cs -| RM00 |e wsesc Picks ease lest denn cel edb eae fee eee 
2297 | New York, N. Y........-...| Charlier Institute .........--...-.-2- -------++--+--| 1852 | Free | Acad....| 3,500 112 1,350 sO }-caeeeas 75 |.------- 

208 | Mew Work, .N. Y.......-.-.-|\Children’s Aid Soolety Lodging-houses ....-..:..---.|-<--25|-+35-.| A. @ Ru-| 1,100 [52-22-2222 2252) ones sos |snseeen=bpcnns eo peamanene 

2299 | New York, N. Y.........-..| City Library.......--..-.+-2--20-s00+-+se+00-2-----.| 1652 | Free | Law...-| 4,000 BT | occcecse~ O ficcracnrficctovss|ecncsiese 

Saab New: Mork; 6. -<.ccco55 51 Oley Pritomincs <2. cosa. coscces a. ceeescteeest seks] 181 eno ae | A Eee fs OOO 0 0 O(a ae 
2301 | New York, N. ¥.........-. | College of Pharmacy of the City of New York .....| 1829 |......| Med ....| 1,200 WW jiseete|aawccn| eo eee s 

* Books and pamphlets. t Free to apprentices; subscription required from others. ¢ Books read in 1875. § Includes part of William B. Astor’s bequest. oo
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| i. s/f | 2 [38 |33/a2|'2 & zg Bott cer | gee een ee 28 of gee 313g 
2 e =| ; 32 ¢ | @ Ba £/ 94 <£° = 

e See logs ee | Bea Bees ele a Be | c8 leech aah Get see | eee N° 
2302 | New York, N.Y ......-..--.| College of St Prael Kavle neoesnteveserene| 1247 | Free | Col ce) 34 000 | ooo | 10, 000 | 0} $1,000]........ 2 

2303 | New York, N.Y .........--.| College of the City of New York .....--.---2+1-+-++ 180 | Fre |G... 20, 000 | 40 | 3,500} 30,000 | 2,750| 9,750]........ & 
2304 | New York, N.Y ........-.-- Olonten Socloby .. Ssserassai400-.0-<--<--2---]-2o---leenesel BOO'Y.=-4 2900, OD [eo secs ses. leaseepsestleecccsae is sage ieee 

2305 New ‘York, N.Y ....22.-.--. Phrenocosmian Society ...-.-..---2-20---20+-+- sieeve Soe'y | 300} 50 Jon Bete a dese cua a eee ee ee 
2306 | New York, N.¥ ............| Columbia College ........-..2s00.ee-eeceeeeesereeees ist Free Col......] 13,45]  500|......--].-----..-.| 3,000] 9000 }..:.... SF 
2307 | New York, N.Y ............ Beleologlin Societe ot serene Shatg oy pee ton o ee Sereans (cease eee er 
2308 | New York,N.¥ .........--. Philolexian Society ---.-------2+---+-++-+--++0+| 1802 |......| Soe'y...|_ 1,200 W caces ace efrcestencad scarce ster cetieeceaace oe 
2309 | New York, N.¥ ......----- Hoey ee ee lea ae aaa ee eee eee 
9310 | New York, N.Y ............ College of Physicians and Surgeons............| 1859 |.:....] Med ie 1,200 Oe oeveets bosses Or ccrem- i) es 

agit | New York,N.¥ ..-.-..2---.] Law Sch00l -.--.-seeceeceseceenseenreeseesentes] 1860 |-----. Law ... | 4,5001 100 ]........-, 0 Oeste tena 
g312 | New York, N.Y .. .....---- Benopl of Mine, << jone)-cbeseepeszescones--s--:} 1004 |Wrée | el-.-| 7,000 | S00 |” 29,000 0} 2,000) 2,000} $1,500 & 
2813 | New York, N,V i--..-+-.-1,| Cooper Union evs-e0.e-cseccceeeseesscetseeseensseee-| 1858 | Free] Pub.....| 17,500 | 1,000 | 606,000 | 100,000 | 8,000 | 8,000 | 2,150 a 
9314 | New York, N.¥ ............] Court of Common Pleas.........42..-2+.e22s00-see4|seeeee[eeeeee| Law ----| 1,000] 37 |-..2-2.--.] 0 0.) Sedge ee 
2315 | New York, N.Y .........-- | Depot General Recruiting Service, at Fort Columbus.| 1842 |...... a) 2, 556 [overs sceeeees neetsceessseelennnee enone > 
9316 | New York, N.¥ ............] Dr. Van Norman's Classical School.............----.| 1874 |....-.| Acad...) 9 0' [acsce dace che oe eee oem ee = 
9317 | New York, N.Y ............| Eclectic Medical College......-..--.+2++-+-++0e+++++| 1865 |..---- ed | 400 Jove ee Oo v.taes| Staak eee a 
Sad | Wag Works My & «2-5-2... Wee Depa wanent ibrary and-bycanm 500.2) big (area beset oo 7a) 2 | 3, 600 0 0 Oj ae 
2319 | New York, N. Y ............| Five Points House of Industry .........-.....-----.| 1850 |......| A. & R..| 4000 100 9, 500. | 22.20 -cesfnccsecss O teccrires 

2320 | New York, N.Y ............] Fort Washington Institute.........22.22s002--2020+) 1855 see] head. B00 esse iaesd ee cerccesd sepeei pare te eet ee 
2321 | New York, N. ¥ ........--.-] Froehlich’s (Mrs.) School ......2.2.22+--sssee-e+++++| 1867 |......| Acad....| 1,000 }......-.-.-00+-t- Ofte crea 

* 9392 | New York,N.¥ ............| General Theological Seminary of the Protestant | 1820 joss met -+.| 15, 400 S602 c.2eecP 16, 008 360/ 560 100 
Episcopal Church. | :



ele 

2923 | New York, N, ¥ .........--.| German Hospital --...--..+---+++--++++---+--s--+++|----++| Free | A. & Re. ca 63 WG \cccccoscaswnesee 8 | -sseese 

2324 | New York, N. ¥ ............| Grand Lodge Free and Accepted Masons, (224 Cen- | 1870 Pee 1,500 150 °| 0 o 300 0 

tre street.) 
2395 | New York, N.Y ............] Harlem Library ............:ceescs+esseee+---+++-2-| 1871 | Sab.| Soo'l....| 8,000 | 3,000} 9,000] 44,464 | 2,853] 2,900| 1,500 

6 New Wonk, WoW us. -2. =e] ERRPMONIO ClOD 2 - ens pea tveseer eden -ncehsnne-nc] Beek | -++--| Soc’l....]  G, 000 500 22, 500 0 |oc5s5scch 5, OO serra 

2327 | New York,N.¥ ..........-.| Health Department.......-..--.ccce¢e+eeee+eeeeeeee| 1873 | Free| Mis...) 800} 35 ].......2.. 0 ib ee oe 
9328 | New York, N.Y .........--.| Hebrew Orphan Asylum..............2220.--2++--+:] 1871 ee: eR oe | ol Wat oe ae ees 
2320 | Now York, N.Y .........--.] Home for the Friendless .... ........----+---s++-+-+| 1834 |.----.] A. & B.. 1,000 | igsoe Auer SSE eet ie Pere se ieee 
2330 | New York, N.Y ........-.-.] House of Detention ........22+2..22+0.+-e0seescecee-| 1875 |------] A&R] 600 |.--.--- secseeeees| Olgas ib eee ae 
2831 | New York, N.Y .........-.-| House of Refage .-..--.20-..-2ecececeeeeeeeceeeee| 1859 |oceeee] Ae Be] 4086 | 215 Joes eeeeee] 7000 | eeeeeedecesceed] oereeee s 
2332 | New York, N. ¥ ..........-.| House of the Good Shepherd...........22.-.2.0.--+- ean ee G00 esl anor Rot | sas2eet|--Sigecf eee 
2333 | New York, N.¥ ........-...| Institution for the Blind ......-..-.+seseeeseeeseeee{eeeeee|-eeees] ACM.2-[ 600 | e222} ener eee] 0) ccsgnfcatesesfeseenass py 
2334 | New York, N.Y ............| Institution for the Improved Instruction of Deaf | 1868 |......| Acad...) 368) 25) -........, O:fcucesaslecetcee bee 

| | = . Mutes. ; bs | | = 
2335 | New York, N.Y ............| Institution for the Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb,| 1817 |......| Acad....] 2,800| 250} 8,000, 4,000/ 280} 300 |-------- SH 
2336 | New York, N.Y ............| John MacMullen's School...........--..----.-.----| 1860 |...-..| Acad... 452 | 15 setters) gesstes |encnn-z.[percoee 8 
2337 | New York,N.¥ ...........-| Ladies’ Five Points Mission ......-.-2-.-0--++++++--| 1869 |.--.-.| A. &R..} 1,400] 100 ..........] eee Jessecesfeoceent 
2338 | New York, N. ¥ ............| Law Institute ....-...-.-. 2225222222 +22. 2222-20220, egg | Bot Law ..-./ 20,000} 800 |..........| 0} 8,500) 3,500} 3,000 Ss 

2399 | New York, N.Y ............| Leake & Watts Orphan Houso......-.----2eeeser0+| IAT [see] A&R] 510) Sela ee cdeoaces cues Peeey ap eae ee eens & 
2340 | New York, N.Y ............] Liederkranz ....:....222.02.-0cseeeceseeseeeeeee-+-| 1864 | Sub .| Soo'l....] 1,000] 62] ie 0 | 20,000} 500 250 y 
Modi ew: Bonk Mafia cS pluie Ol eee ep oe sees cecal Wats 150 Free Both 2 600 Po ua ees ae 0| 0 devekadieeesees a 
9342 | New York, N.¥ ............] Ludlow Street Jail..........2..02..22..22eeeeeeee++| 1875 |-----5] A. & B.. 1,500 |e... sorreeeees| 0 OF bo. eee 
2343 | New York, N.Y :....-...--.| Manhattan Club ..........-.cse+-2se---2seeeee-e00+| 1864 | Free |Sool....) 400] 37 |......... o| Oligo tat one 
2344 | New York, N.Y ............] Manhattan College ....... .........22..---+---..--+| 1863 | Sub .| Col...... 13, 000 | 500 10, 000 | Otediees OO bse - es w 

2345 | New York, N.Y ........----| Medical Library and Journal Association...........| 1864 |Sub.|Med .... 3,500} 300 |..........| 0} 3,500 (3, 500) = 
2346 | New York, N. ¥ ............] Medico-Legal Society........-.....-----.+ce--+-+++-| 1873 |-..2-.|Med ....) 490 |........ 0) Oba cecseah 2 800 Os 
2347 | New York, N.Y ............] Mercantile Library Association.....................| 1820 | Sub .} Mer.....}160, 613 | 8,183 | 203,145 | 19, 000 | 40,048 | 14,000 |........ : 
2048 | New Work, N.Y 62.2522... f Midnight Missions <0 0o2 5 0) | SO ae Ap BTS feted g ooh teeny eee kee ae = 
2349 | New York,N.¥ ........... | Mott Memorial Free Medical and Surgical Library .| 1867 | Free | Med ....| 4,700 50 [cas tacce 0 Ob ienf 000." 
2350 | New York, N.Y ............] Mt. Sinai Hospital.............2.222.-2s--21e-ee-ee+-] 1855 |e-c-s-| A. & B..] 700 3 * RAWOL «oe, Le meah choca ft OOO I eeneszd 
9351 | New Work, oY <-s_.-.2...4 Naval Hopital s. .0022,)-<cc--sesacctctar-estensecf IBD 1. -c2. PBa Mo dtech TD MOY ccdoh shy tede ds vA Se erence rem 

: Rt Now Pork, N.Y ....--2---- 4 Naval yee «a> 2 oe. Foccns eww ee a coces ess Sep LOO pew oeo BOGE eel By RIO Bae Bins ny wot tee eee eee eee ela eeeeee 

2353 | New York, N.Y ............] New York Catholic Protectory for Girls ......------| 1873 |.--...| A. & Re] 310 |-----.-.)ceeeeseeclscceeecees|eeeeeeefeceeees [ecercene Fat 
2394 | New York, N.Y ............| New York Genealogical and Biographical Society...! 1969 |......! Hist’l..! 1,500! 200}.......eecleeeeeeeee! 5001 deen 3 

* Books read in 1875, a
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2355 | New York, N.Y ........----| New York Historical Society ............2+02++----+| 1804 |--...+ ee 60,000 | 1,000 |.......-..| #0 be ee 
9356 | New York, N.¥ .......---..| New York Hospital........-..-20-cc+ceccee--eee++--| 1796 |------| Med ---.] 10,000] 350 ].....-20-.] 0} 0 | $1,500 face = 

2357 | New York, N.Y ........----| New York Juvenile Asylum .......2+.ese0+0.e-s2+-] 1858 |.-----] AG R..| 1,500 |.-..-.-.] 3,000 | S00 > ol eee 
9358 | New York,N.Y ..........-.| New York Society Library...........-.......-.2-++-| 1754 | Sub -| Soe’l .... 65,000 | 500 | 24, 000 am) 8,000 | 1,600| $5,513 & 
as Row Zork Wood .1s.2c| Opentad Golerle Vabracy.-1<.scccce+<s-s2.; -<c.-a.| 1878 | Sub,|| Sool -<-.}- 08 [-2o.c0e || cc cee = Bool ga tee a eee 
2360 Now York, N.Y ....--.+---,) Packard's Business College .--------2++---+++-+-+++-| 1858 eae Acad....| 2,000} 150 |-....-.--.| 0 oe ee x 
9361 | New York, N.¥ ............| Philharmonic Society ....... ...c0ec-c:cccccesecee+-| 1848 |.----- Soot .--| 1,400} 0 |.n---.-2- 0 0 a = 
2362 | New York, N.Y ............. Presbyterian Board of Foreign Mlpsions sess 1831 | Free|‘The'l....| 6,000 | 200 aes O)peeeeees] 8B Joeeeeeee oy 
2363 | New York, N.Y .........-..| Presbyterian Home for Aged Women ........-...-..| 1866 bs A&R..| B00 |.--..---|---2 222 ens}sesoee en ee[eoennn ns] 5 eee Si 

2364 | New York, N. Y.:........-.| Presbyterian Hoepital.......--...-..2-c.-<:--+----+.| 1873 |.----.] Med ....| 650 fot ibaa asl aoa, Oe Sete ee aaa = 
9365 | New York, N.Y ....-..--.-.| Printers’ Library ...----2..-s:2+---seseeeeeee+++++| 1823 |Sub|Soc'l ....| 4,100/ 50] 1,200 | 0, 150 see en & 
2366 | New York, Wer ss) Prisotl Association. -..-2..)-s-c2cne,-n5-s-osneotes] B44 |.~-0-2| Mig nos] 5800) 90 freee -se Of -2coass|-nestandoseenecs egy 
2367 | New York, N.Y ...--.......| Protestant Episcopal Charch Mission Society for | 1843 |......| Mis .....} 1,500 |........ rine bir ee 500 [ee Ss 

| Seamen. | | | | = 
2368 | New York, N.¥.... .......| Roosevelt Hospital...........2.:s22.ce0cecesecesee+| 1878 |------] A. &R..| 500 fio epee eae oat a 7 Behe eeee 
2369 | New York, N.¥ .-----..----| Rostan’s (Mlle.) School .....++.+++s+e+scssssesese++] 1857 ]..-..-] Acad....] 1, 000 fpessrsefieceeeeees seettects sense cvs oo epaee 
ag70 | New York, N.¥ ............] Butgors Fomale Collego.....--.'----+e++2--eeeee+++-| 1836 |--2+-.|Col..-4+-| 5,000 |.....22.]enee-ne-0 sessvesecefecesecedfeceecees/otescess 
2371 | New York, N. ¥ .....--.---.| St/Joseph’s Industrial School ..........-..----- a 1869 |......] A. & B.. ot Seay One ae ee 3 

Soh | ewe wtork eae 3.5 BeeMaeyta Baliga <ose2 Set Soe, 2 secs ABS [pen | Aged <0 800 |scsces:|2creccees| oveeceeeesf eves feeeeeeeeeee ee 

9373 | New York, N.Y ...-..0-----/ St. Vincent's Hopital <-crceenveeeennenneen 1859 poe eo Bs 20 on sssesenienesne| Seccstaeeee acheaeeeee 

9374 | New York, N.Y .....-....-.| Sheltering Arms, (The) ......-------+-2-e+-2sre-+e+-| 1870 |..-.-.| A. &B..| 400 80 Jozzeseszes Ofpcteezeacaeeee ete



ne 
2375 See es Society for Promoting the Gospel among Seamen... | 1819 |......) Mis ..... WOO \.noc on) -- =e lpee anon radlveseanad BOO Vccecces 
2376 New York, N. ¥ ........-.-.| Society for Relief of Destitute Children of Seamen.| 1846 |......| A. & R.. OOD fa. 5. 6. ween @ Tiss satciscctetemecereete 
2377 | New York, N.Y ........---.| Society for the Relief of Half-Orphan and Destitute | 1873 |......] A. &R..| 546 |.....22.|.0000eseeslsseceeeses|eceescae{ecececes{ecoaeeee 

€ Children. | # 
2378 | New York, N.Y ............| Society for the Relief of Juvenile Delinquents......| 1859 |......] A. & R..| 4,010 |.....20.|.20.ccecee|sceceesee:|ecesseeefeeseseeefeseceees 
2319 | New York, N.Y ............| Society for the Relief of the Ruptured and Crippled | 1863 )....../A.&R..| 300 |.2.2-..).0 tes) O:lise ee erie 
WOO) Wow Kewk, MX ..-- 2-0} Stated OGD nance cance nsnesisvcassseistieeastsssf BR beoce<.| SoeP ous.) 3008 (> B00 |ccccccec beeee- Nese.) ae ofS 
2381 | New York,N.Y ............| Sunday School Teachers’ Reading Room and Ex- | 1867 | Free|Soc’l ....] 2,000} 285 |..........) ° 0 Onan 

| change. | g 
R302 | Now Wark, NOW .i.-.-1.-:| Superlor Comrsa.<.5 2: -2-nc-ncasctes- ciezsck-cess|-da<a:|eeee =| Boweeet 4 000] 2 9Y|ocna 0 CS Gael 
2883 | New York, N.Y .........---| Supreme Court, First Department, First Judicial | 1352 |......] Law... | 2,000 @2 |e secs] 8/000 sree] $15 |:eeaas ee 

| District. | DR 
9381 | New York, N.¥ ..........--| Tardivel’s (Mlle,) Institute for Young Ladies.......| 1869]......] Acad....| 900 SOc areca O eerssee eeesees| seceees = 
2385 | New York, N.Y ........... | Travelers’ Club...........-essee0eceeceeceeseeeee++-| 1866 | Free} Soc'l ....| 800 Slee aves 0 0'[c- oda a 
2386 | New York, N.¥ ............| Lurnverein, (66 East Fourth street) ...... ......----| 1853 | Sub | Soe’l ... | 1,750 75} 2,500 | o| 250! 200 o 
2387 | New York,N.¥ ............| Union League Club............ss00.0-ss20-eeee++++. 1863 | Free| Soo'l....) 15500] 250 |...... c.f sete 0)| ay B00 saescen 
2388 | New York, N. ¥ ............| Union Theological Seminary...............-....+-- | 1886 | .....| The’l....| 34,000} ° 400 |........../ 0 o| 750 600 
2389 | New York, N.Y ............] University of the City of New York.........2.---..| ro Cots cse21 = 8,509 1) 180.2 22. o eel 0 0: Nesseses|cienes 
2890 | New York,N.¥ ........---.| Law Department .....----e-0+eeseeeeeeeeeeee-| 1860 |...--.| Law ....| 1,200] 50 ]..........| 0 | .:cisvif ence obsess 
2301 | New York, N.Y ........+...| Verein Freundachaft........---+ss2-2+s-eesee-++++,| 1869 | Free|Soc'l.... 1,357] 175 | 1,500 | 0 0; 400 | 0 
2392 | New York, N.Y ............| Washington Heights Library...............-....-. | 1868 | Sub | Soe'l ... | 2,794 100 3, 000 0 cua Cee ys 
2393 | New York, N.Y ............| Woman's Library......co.cces-esseeeeceeeeeeeesee+:| 1854 | Free} Soc'l ....| 2,500 °| pos 0 0 0) 0 se 
2304 | New York, N.¥ ..........-.] Woman's Prison Association and Isaac 'T. Hopper | 1870 |......] A. & R..) 540 | ..222-)..ec00eee! O[ te eee = 

Home. | | 
2395 | New York, N.Y ............| Young Men’s Christian Association.................| 1852 | Sub | ¥.M.C.A| 10,552 | 1,554 16, 500 | 0, | 4s, Sots) bok Otel teed e 
2396 | New York, N.Y ............| Young Women’s Christian Association..............| 1871 | Free | ¥.M.C.A] 4,000 | ....... fetal eres see geei| aoe | arenes 
2397 | New Yor 8-¥ vcs] Young Women's Hom we sceenenrcseccn 1060] .-----| Ab de) B00!” 22a casa sceeleneeceec|teee agin eee ae 
2398 | Niagara Falls, N.Y .........| Seminary of Our Lady of Angels ....-....-.- .-.--.) 1808 |......] The...) 4,500 | -.2+--| ceeeeee 0 0| -t7to;| eee = 
2309 | North Granville, N.Y.......] Granville Military Academy.......-.---2----2--2---| 1872 |...--.] Acad... 1,000] 100 |.0..2..2..)cesssslecfeeeceeefeeeeees [eceeeree 
2400 | Norwich, N.Y .........-.---| Circulating Library Association .................--.| 1875 |Sub | Sool...) 907 |.....---] 3,064 |... --c0.] -scceee[eeceeeee}eeceeece 
M401 | Norwich, NOY -2.-..--..--2-| Norwich Union BohoOl ...<..4<cto2/-42s0002ea2-¢- | ABSA |,cs--4} Acad ..4) /9MD/1L coe Lecaweel agree ine ist cecal een eal age 
402 | Nunda, N.Y ........---...-.] Nanda Academy...2...s...--20-esesesesesseenees- | 1960 |..0... st | 520 Bilas OUP 7) ceases eee 
AO 1 Nyack, WX -..... 5.1... Pablie Bohol Tieng scien esse eee cacao bee oh OB Vache ee) ee g 

* Pieces of music. t Includes incidentals. f S
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2404 Nyack, N.Y nee Young Men’s Christian Association ..........2.-22+-/e2+++ |... zarc.al 400 |..----- baa Co iencraslverarea ence eet eee eae 
905 | Onklicld, N.Y...........:-<.| Oary Collegiate Seminary --........2....--020-0c0+--] 1040 |, -20--| A@ad>-.|° T6E | a seceeddecesecsoee|seacveneesfaveredg}seeavedlsonuas 
2406 | Ogdensburgh, N.Y ....-....| Ogdensburgh Educational Institute ................| 1857 |.-....| Acad... 3, 320 Pa Sesesusdes [encores stusfsselhsceivonsevunlivevesst s 

2407 | Oneida, N.¥.......-....----| Oneida Community. ..-..2.-- .2+eeecce2-seeeeeeseee+| 1848 | Free | Soo'l ....| 4, 100 | 100 fice Weel AOL Ss te 
Wipe | eh eee 2) alla Bennie gas 28S noe ested ot ted sap ca) fie. oe ase S| ee eee 
2409 Onondaga, N.Y.............| Onondaga Acadomy.........2+-...2-2220-+2+--+-+0-| 1813 |......| Acad....| 1,000 Se lateepcsias rth cst ak by a a deen ee 
2410 | Oswego, N.Y ....--.------- City Library .......---.22-0-seseesseeeeeseesseee sees] 1655 | Free | Pub..... 7,900 Oe 400i |isi-<s coe ae ieee 
SAIL Y Oswego, Ne Sm. sc----<n.22.<| OBWORO HUM Reboot ss2--2-<4 <tc. 3525 ¥snees nen -| WBS fens 2} Alead acd): AMOR fest oauc beth ie Sica ee eee ee 
ati2 | Oswego, N.Y ---- eee Sins Mech ei Ree ear | dias Peed) Beas NS aieeaes ester ee a 
2413 | Ovid, NoW-<---.----...---.| Ovid Union Sobol 20 c0c4- hc22-ceeneceeegeececee| cee |-nsuer| Atad.c.,| THR peptic fae eee 
maid | (Owens, Nov - 2 /Cmnigoine Academy cae eae PID (eee MOM. 2 SOc le rs 
2415 | Oxford, N.Y .--n:---2--eeeee Oxford Academy ...c--cccsecsscesecsereenssesneve-| 1895 |.--+-.| Aoad.| 1900] a0 | Gi Sele ee ene 
2416 | Oyster Bay, N.Y ..::-.;.--:.| Distelot School Lébrary-<--.-----2-2ascqfes--csseeceelrnera.feeaeae| Atadsac.| — S00'|ceceusel ea ccote.dceccceaellcsoilelecusasl ees ee 
(elmer T yoouin Dittitaryscie-< ft eez eee Jel neerctcs oe] Wet reo Soe... 500 i 250 o| 8% 0 #0 = 
9418 | Palmyra, N.Y .:-...........| Palmyra Classical Union School::.1....2-...1-22.<22| 1648'|.552.|-Aead.c2s 1,409 |6 25525] 22. acces a pecae-|newaueslsatecess asset oe 

2419 | Peekskill, N.Y .............| District School Libraries...........2..2+-2+22-se+e0-[ee=- [=| Satan 2, 500 Se indeed oak a eee ee 
2420 | Peekskill, N.Y .........-...| Peekekill Academy .....:..--..22-+.ceeseeeeeseceee-| 1895 |..--..] Acad....} 700 ]...--0.]o2----e00- CM eecceyetd Sant ae 

2421 | Penn Yan, N.Y.............| Penn Yan Academy.......2..2-22.ececceeseeeeeeeee+| 1857 |------| Acad....| 600 100 Joveeeeann sie acerca eee ee 
2422 | Penn Yan, N.Y....../......| Yates County Law Library ..............-..-.--.--.| 1883 [one ta DASE. 50)} ove eee eee ose eee ee 
2483; Periy Ne Wes 2 =... | Peery Union Sphodlfsc5 532.2 ee ee ic, el Aa | sae is goon eee pudiwalinacpusSscrat| aes espe 
2424 | Peterboro’, N.Y .........---| Evans Academy .........0...--.--s2eeceeeeceeeee-=-] 1851 Lea Acad....| 316 whee 8 Nees Pee



——— 

2425 | Phelps, N. ¥ ..-....--.------| Phelps Union and Classical School ...........--..-.--| 1865 lag ewan BUS [owen eee npeceece cen cjeneencccee|nene cee e|ecnerees|enerceee 

2426 Phoenix, N.Y 000-2. | Winlaetohibel 22s. ee ef ee Pos ae ee ee ee ee 

2427 cae sereeeeeeeese] District School Libraries. ............-...--2+2-++0+ gos = TAD Sean pcan ctahn toga aail tat eet en at cae Vee 

las | Pike, WW oo) 25. 225.0022. | Pike Benatiay ese sate noe naa ooenseeajegdg acap BOOS [ieceof MPM Seoe| ATS fe Shoe. fozecses ee Oe ces sap ireeta femrerce 
2429 | Plattsburgh, N.Y.:.........| D’Yonville Academy ...... .-.--. <---c2-1-+2++-----| 1860 |......] Acad... Se ecteGe pa eeee 
2430 Plattsburgh, N. ¥........-..| Post Library, Plattsburgh Barracks .............---.| 1866 ae Gar.....| BRD Jo oeecee | eeseeeeeefoseesesceefeseeeesefoseeeesefosseceee 
2431 | Plattsburgh, N.Y....-....-.| Young Men’s Association ............ .-2200s200000-{-200++ ---+-} B00... ee stesstite [eseteeeeedseeteendsecseeelieeeeees gy 
2432 Pompey, N.Yo----------000-) Pompey Academy. ....-..-202+cerceeeeceeeesceeeees) 18OB | seve. Aeade-.-) 409 | cee cee] eeeerenes Bee Sess ee 
2433 | Port Byron, N.Y¥............| Port Byron Free School and Academy............--.| 1858 | soe aeeame es YE pope 2 Ee 2 ea ce re eee te 
Oe eer School District Library ...--..--2++.++-++++0+++++-++| 1854 | Freo | Acad..../ 206 | =) 1,940 0 WO oes 40 a 
2435 | Port Jervis, N.Y .......--..| District School Lilbrrarleg - 2.2 a cen eons eon ens sf cess anne] Aad ef SR ec eae aca eee eee 

2436 | Port Richmond, N.Y ...-.-- District School Libratios............ss0s-sseeseeees[eeees) oon Re! Ay OS ceo a seach cae eee 
2437 | Potedam, N.Y .-....-..----- es oscar hess eae Fr eos eo Skene eee ee 
2438 | Poughkeepsie, N.¥.........| Brooks Seminary. .....---.--..+2+-e+eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee| 1871 elves, B00 Toon eee Sh fee 
2439 | Poughkeepsie, N. Y.........| Cook's Collegiate Institute... .....---s-seeeveee-+| 1848 |.-----| Aead.2-} 1,000 |..---2--]-eeee see |eceseeeeee| eeeeeee| ceeeeesleoeeeees = 
2440 | Poughkeepsie, N.¥.........| Cottage Hill Seminary ..............<.....-.-+-.-++-} 1854 ssf ead... | * 0 snes eos pecan eae epee oer 
2441 | Poughkeepsie, N. ¥:....:...| Dutchess County Law Library..........-...--...---| 1800 |...-<.fLaw ..2.) 500 }.....02-|. coc. sess[eeeeeecnes|socecoec{ecescoes[ecseeene  @ 
2442 | Poughkeepsie, N. Y.........| Poughkeepsie Female Academy. .........---++2:-++-| 1836 |.-----| Acad....] 1,500 |.....t-.].ceeeeceee|eeceeeees[eeeeece|eeeeeeee[eseeee ee Ss 
2443 | Poughkeepsie, N. Y.........| Poughkeepsie Military Inetituto ..........,,..----.. 1860 |......] Aead....| 1,500 G0; [i ote nc = fescoe yaa cy ooo vem ae beeen 

. 2444 | Poughkeepsie, N.¥.........| Public Library......-------+-++ce+eeseseeeeeesesee++| 1840 | Free’|Pub.....| 9,000} 250] 35,000 Oop tocat e980 ee 
2445 | Poughkeepsie, ee Wabbar College! /--vectecedatetssdecc<<taucedijss-cc} 1805 feo che ot Coldvcs Ve BOGR4 “ORS Ltn sos. eo. schlo sie 1 SON Del oee cerca ae 
2446 | Poughkeepsie, N.Y.......-. Vassar College Observatory............2..+++-| 1865 |...-..|Sei-...-.) 249 |.-.--22.[ eeeesee 0 Giles pee meas 
2447 Poughkeepie, X.Y... Young Men’s Christian Association............-..--| 1866 |...--- Yaeo.a) £, O00) fxese [eee j Os feceeesarlesee sar eae eee 
946 || Exatteborgh, N. ¥.....;-:-..| Franklin Aosdemiys©.-2.-+--2-sc-cecs-cnevee sonn-tef IENB Teo yen AGM wool OOD noses. be snn seve tame aise Peace seems eee 
$40 | Pawan 2 | Batak Antena Nae SV age TE go) | er ol ee ee eee Py 
2450 Randolph, Nv... Chamberlain Institute and Female College.......--- Ee hee 1,300|~ 400 |.......... Oe ee 
2451 | Red Hook, N. ¥..;-<...-<--.| Diatriet School Libraries.:<..-<----.s-t-20<--+seses0{-sates|-oode | SOB .-.2-| 4,200 }-c00.00-] ocecenscfewcecceees|-secen=s|eoeece-c]seesenes 
9453 | Rhinebeck, N.Y ......--c.--] De Garmo Institube-2<-sesdes-vss-<c-staccese+esc2+| 1068 |. >. | Aad’. 1000 | -20- | cnet cost eee og sfuceeneac| eee eees|eseececs 2. 
9453 | Richmond, N, Y........-.---| Richmond County Law Library........-----.------| 1847 |--cc-.] Law .--.| 498 |...1.-2-] ---ae-ee[-oeneasnneftearseco|-adewess/-vepesae 
2454 | Riverhead, N.Y ............| Village Library Association. .................-.-----| 1874 |Sub.|Soc'l....| 500 |........ 250 ° Oi atioes 0 
2455 | Rochester, N. ¥..........--.| Academy of the Sacred Heart ..................---.| 1849 | Sub .| Acad... 900 SOV sie os eaaednee Renee cae ap 
2456 | Rochester, N. Y.........---.| Athenaum and Mechanics’ Association.......-.-.-.| 1829 | Sub .|Soc’l....| 21,000} 550 |..........] 2,000 |..2..-2.)..2..22] 22 eee 
2457 | Rochester, N. Y.............| Court of Appeals.......-.-...--...---9-----+--------| 1849 |......] Law .-..] 9,000 B50 foto oe iccSvel Ay OOO Nowaacoceleeeseaas e 

2458 | Rochester, N. Y.........---.| Monroe County Penitentiary... ........2..s000c-clessseleeeees! AG R..| 500 [cece | cece ee feeeeee ence Oates also te em 
; oS
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2459 | Rochester, N.¥......-..---. Waeereeh Agedemy anil Ooovent 0.11... )4BYS \ccsc:| Acaas.) o00 Ss W[pscscidioe se alesss seo 
2460 | Rochester, N. ¥.........---.| Public School Central Library ...........-----eee-+-|see---| Free} Acad....] 6,970 | 587 |....0022.-|seceeeeeeeleeeserecfeceseees[eeeseeee 8 

2461 | Rochester, 9. ¥;.:..........| Rochestér Orphan Asylum.....-..s-<2-20--s-<:-0--:| 1688 |.--4--|-A. & Re|) 650 be-.s. ech cecceeefictenecese[tncceca vowsecee[i-emceaz Se 
2462 | Rochester, N.Y.............| Rochester Theological Seminary............ -.-.-..] 1851 |.....:| The'l....} 10,000 | 1,000 |.......-..|. 25,000 | $1,875 |..0-00.4......  @ 
2463 | Rochester, N. Y...........-.] University of Rochester --.....--2-..-2+s++++++++++-| 1850 | Free | Col...-..| 12,000] 400 |..........] 25,000] 1,750 |.....-- |... 
2464 | Rochekter, N.Y.............] Western House of Refage.....-..-.--see-eeseseeee++] 1846 |---| A, & R..| 1,975 |.-2-0.. ee Sopese alee 
2465 | Rome, N.Y ........-..-.--..| Rome Union School......-----0-2--2+eeeeeceeesee-s-| 1869 |----- as 905 |seccese:|sesseteees|seeeessces ae ieee = 
2466 | Rome, N.V s--o-----+++-+.| Young Men's Christian Association... .....--.---..) 1873 | Both /Y.M.C.A| 1,000) 100) 3, 600 Occ} $50 $0 
$67 | Roslyn, N.Y --...--......--.| Publ School Library -.-.----.-22.-0+ s-tsue-rseevee]-ovnee|neene:|80Ber-2-.| 900 |p -2+.02.faon-nnen-elsnsceennee)ecatecnelezesiaeiltaasaaee ge 
igs |i Weaahreilie: N'Y .s...-:..2..-|\Bashyille Union Sebool .<<.--2.4.5.25-4a2c20. si -.2elo0he 2; [senza | A@adSe02| © 7800 |eec-cok [p-2ts spe seeeeee voeseanfonenne ee 
BAO Rye MY 30-28 52.025): .u| Rye wtemble RONGHERY co oa'sco 5222 lk se neces | 1869 |...... Acadse. 4,050: |522.025 4G ae Ave eee eee eee = 

2470 | Sackett’s Harbor, N.Y......| School District Library,.......-..2--ssseccse-ceeesfecsee[oeeese{ Seb c22-[ B00] -seeee[cereeeens|teceersendfeee vlad 
2471 | Sageville, N. ¥-.......-.....| Hamilton County Law Library ........----.--.--2--| 1857 |.-----| Law ---.| 1,850 |---.0-e-|eetensecee|eccecerece[ecenceedearerendfenceecee 
2472 | Salem, N.Y ........-...----.| Wasbington Academy ..........--..-00+-+++++-++++| 1801 |....-.] Acad....| 1, 900 | a Oye eared cece a 
2473’) Sandy Hil, N.Y ............| Sandy Hill Union SchG0l...........ccce.cacoevverens] 1908)|-.---.| Acad,.-.| © 635 |-----2-.-eererarnefece cence-[eeetecerfeerecedeeesscee | 
2474 | Saratoga Springs, N. Y......| Stevens Circulating Library..... ........---..--+..) 1874 | Sub. Mis .....| 0 | 100 200 | O\|,cccsess) 100: [sxeteeesmnees 
2475 | Saratoga Springs, N. Y......| ‘Temple Grove Seminary ......- --2.s0-.2e+ see+e+++) 1856 |.----.| Acad...) 600 |..-.-2.J.--sseee-- Oi [eaeeseee eres nares 
2476 | Saratoga Springs, N.Y. .. ..| Union School Library........2.2.-222+-+++++-++-----| 1867 | Free | Acad....| 1,200 60,| "4, 0004-5 cccnco] 7S [0 aes, 150 
207 | Saratoga Springs, N.¥ ... ..| Young Mens Christian Association.......-..-----+-|-s-+-+[ese---[¥-M.G.A | 1,000 |........[eseceeeeesfeeceeeeeesfreeeeesfesesncerfeneeeees 
tare | Seatertienthy es. ;...-6.-.4) District Sabool Uibrative..+-<50-2-1.-.-..20-stsscc,|ebene|-ceee-| BOK =c-,|| 1, 190\).2--00a:|. «02 venes: [ese ssecara tmeseesa|eeaeeessloeeares 
ai | Sager, nn Senge Creltng Ly nn 1872 | Sub |Soc'l....| 1,254] 300 |........-.] 10,000 }........).-.-.--] 700 
2480 | Schenectady, N.Y.--....... | Library of the Fourth Judicial District.........-...| 1866 |....-.| Law ....! 2,500 |......-.|.....+--+-].--2.220e5 300 |. 222.5 e-feee eens
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2481 | Schenectady, N.Y..---.--- -| Union College.--.++2+220-s022e2eeeeeeeeeeseeeesess-| 1795 | Free | Col aa 12, 000 [ce feerceee srosecesefeesacs fee ees, 
2482 | Schenectady, N.Y¥......-.--.| Ph ieipiie Soclatys 2c cos = ya2a ss Ses IO oe Soe’y... | D000 Vea nc sees soe ae eee eee oy Sar esee 
2483 | Schenectady, N.Y.......... Philomathean Ree rt 1999 |....-.] Soe’y.-..) 3,000 |...+.20.)-seeeesees Gee seilccccbeeeevaees 
2484 | Schenectady, N.Y settee] Albany Medical College, at Albany ...........| 1839 eee Sees 4, 800 ae a Fomamebols tet ves aeus eter oe 

2435 | Schenectady, N.Y...........| Engineering School..........- PB. ieee Sci......} 3,000 “enn fn 
2486 | Schenectady, N.Y...........| Young Men's Christian Association............-2.-.|.-----)-.--+- YM.C.A| MOO asset cota eaten wreecreifeceete Stee 
2487 | Schoharie, N.Y .............| Schoharie Academy and Union Free School ........-| 1837 |s-ee--] Aoad....) 621 ].......4 Tse soe ee ee ny 
2488 | Schoharie, N. Y ..........-..| Schoharie County Law Library ..........-...-......| 1840 rere Law ....| 445 | secceeepeteseeeee] seeeeeeees eeseseneseeee| seecees S$ 

2489 | Seneca Castle, N.Y .....--.-| School District Libraries.......-.2.--s-ce+-ceeseeeee|seeeee|eeeeee| Sch ..-..| 1,500 | cere eeneseeceeeeee Seitlseeedceeee  § 
2490 | Sherburne, N.Y............., Sherburne Union High School ..........-..22..2+---| 1866 pas Bipods OPE | 2, al aos eau beats Nae ee ieee S 
2491 | Sing Sing, N.Y ............ | Clark's (Mrs.) Seminary '.................-...--.---.| 1672 |...-..] Aoad.... 0 | waa Casi tog eeapl Semen eco eee ee ee 
9492 | Sing Sing, N.Y ............ | Mt, Pleasant Academy.............-..20e.--ese+e++-| 1850 |......] Aoad....] 2,000 | ce Ochoa beatae aueneee g 
2493 | Sing Sing, N.Y .............| St. John’s SCHOOL sseeeeesseseeeessesctteeseees| 18D Joes Acad... | 700 | 00a cea cee eee ae: 
2494 | Sing Sing, N.Y ............. eee ee sess) OMe Wd) BOOS | 202.5 os) scsde ces eetoace |) 600) JODO aaracd gS 
2495 | Skaueateles, N.Y ...........| Skaneateles Union School and Academy ........-.--| 1866 |......] Acad...,] 195 | ....20.[.00ceseeeleeeseeeeesfeeeeseeddiceneefeee eee | SP 
2496 Springville, N.¥.....-...--.| Association Library ........2020scesceseeeseeee sees] 1874 | Sub | Soc’l.....| 2,000 7 | 1,620 0 135 | 40 oe 
9407 | Stamford, N.¥.--.......-..| Judson Library.......,.--.-2-.sesee--scneoveoneee | 1871 Sub .| Sool ....| 1,800 10} 1,300 Olbmees 35 5S 
aos | Raum N.Y ..,......| Seamen's Retreat Hospital .2...22..0 00. .s.02 1.5) 1889 Lass] AR) WON fe oa] Sansone aca eeneeee 
2499 | Starkey, N.Y ...............| Georgio Library ....:......-222..2. --- sce 1847 | Free | Pub.....) 1,855 Wi sacs Oe ere Nests ot bee ter 2 
Beevamees voeanty N: Y.......=.5| Sobodl District No: Soc... s ss ccroces acu csosedslietensl sass BOMases | = OOD | love .:| sees. snaes|eeceveees| oneal eke ee 
2501 | Suspension Bridge, N.Y ..... Do Veans College vtec seeneseesceeetisseeeee| 1857 |......| Acad....| 1,200 Ribera fy ieee ie 
$509:| Suspension Bridge, N.¥ ...| Public School Library. ..-...2.2..-.....2-2s.-s-s004{-odeoo|s20-03| SOR «-2-.] G00 He o.2. cp. ceedse|sennsesccifenneenifvancowes{sedeense & 
e508 | Byracine, No W <.......--<-.4| ental LABMATY 2. o- 0... vcsoes sceseeentss cose) 18M | Wree| Pab...c.1 19/900) 658d. .2.025, Of clive ecsectselee gece eee 
So04\|(Syrkeuse, N.Y .:.-....-..2-3| Court of A ppeale:..-.2.2..2. aseccssa-2c2-.2cs-sca0t| 1889 |..2.25|'Tiaw occ] 8,500) S00 |.cs-2255c]cocceoees) S000) foe cece ee S 
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2506 | Syracuse, N.Y ............-.| Onondaga County Penitentiary...........-.--+---+-+| 1853 |.-----JA-&R..| 300 |...) cece | eeeceeee 1 15 | sai. eee 
2507 | Syracuse, N. ¥ ..............| Syracuse University ............-..-+----eee-00+--+-] 1871 |. ...-.] Col......] 8,000 CO ee Cp eee ae aes ures eee 
2508 | Syracuse, N.Y ...........--.! College of Physicians and Surgeons.........--| 1872 |......] Med.....] 2,000 |......0)..000000..[e--eee.20 foceeveedfoceesees|eeeeeeee = 
2509 | Syracuse, N.Y .............., Young Men's Christian Association ................|.-----|Free|¥.M.C.A| 1,500 0 a 0. | aca ay eles poe ieee 
2510 | Tarrytown, N. ¥ .....-...---| Cottage Hill Seminary for Young Ladios.......-.2..|.22:--|-2:+-.| Aoad....] 2,000 |---.....|.--<cs.ee.|-coecectes)-arc-2-|etec-en0[ece---ae 
S511 | Dareytown, Ne Y.2---<-<-2<.| District Séhool Tlbrary..< <35s,<.-+.-22.c-0s<a040i)-aante|se+cse] SONter neste O00]. cer ciate eye al hee eee ae 
M5i2))] Vatrytown, Ne J >. -.,.---.) Reving Mastltaee <, <o-5i-c. 2c Slsbo dan onvenndevensl TORS [open a<| Aiayed| SEDO [sep cele s oy coset eee eb ch, ee nn 
@513'| Tarrytown, N. ¥:...,<..--...] Jackson Military Tash tate .c.2024 2.22. -.0c0sc0se05c| S807, |. ona 5e) WOads 1 1/500 |. oc. bt hei 2 fesse fs cco [nea ee 
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2516 | Troy, N. ¥..........-..-----| Catholic Male Orphan Asylum........-......-..---.| 1869 eu} kee. 300 Wit Se faces 
2517 | Troy, N-Y...............---| Marshall Infirmary .:......-..-2-s2.--csessece---+-| 1855 |.---- pee S00 s-oyse |= peel eo eee 
2518 | Troy, N.¥..........-....--.| Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute........-......-----| 1824 Jossse:| Set eve, 3,000 |.--eeee|eeeee sees) 0 $0 ea | 0 6S 
9519 | Troy, N.Y..............-+-.| St. Joseph's Provincial Seminary........2.....-.--- | 1864 |......| Thell... 8,000 | --.--:)--- eee | 0 0 $0 Oreo 
9520 | Troy, N.¥..................| Troy Pemale Seminary...-...-.-2+.e.--+see20+-+0+-+) 1608 |..---| Acad... 1,140 | 8 eae | OF ceed scat oil eee 
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2oa2 | Troy, N. ¥...............-.-| Troy Orphan Asylum .....-.-.-----+-2---eeeeeeeeee+) 1864 | +222.) A Re. 450 | 60 ee B00 |o--.-- | oeeeee Jeeeeeeee - 

2523 | Troy, Ne Young Men’s Association. ............-.-++---+++--| 1834 | Sub | Soc’l .... 24,40 | MOL) So5 = | 10) O00, Adc ee eee 
2524 | Trumansburg, N. ¥ .... ....| Trumansburg Academy ...... ....-. ----..---++----| 1855 |......| Acad... 390 | Ore OY 25s. [tie sper ee 
aos] Guay 23. | uneiieuatage estas |. Road 2 ab S500, [ieos alts saat Cire wcothee feetenes = 
2526 | Union Springs, N.Y ....... | Wrens” Koaieny 2 s.2<c2-1---.20cesuc-<-oceans-40-) AROS Sees | 508 | 20 [ae doce RRC GLa el bee Se eee ee 

gso7 | Union Springs, N.¥ ........| Howland School -..-...--+-2-ceeeeeceeesecsee eoeee+| 1056 |..--- |Aead.-..] 200 | .--e2-.feeseseeee: |e Seas 
59g | Utica, N.Y .....--0--00+-+- | City LADrary....--20cc2-ceessceeeecsecesseeseeeeeee-| 1842 |Free|Pub’....] 5,509 | 425] 26, 000 o| 66} 674} 35 %& 
2529.| Utica, N. ¥.....-........--.| School District Library .....-.22+---ss-eeeeeeeeeee-[-ee+ | Free | Acad....| 6,055 |........] 15,831 ]......... eee ae ae = 
9530 | Utica, N.Y ..............--.| State Lunatic Asylum, General Library...........--[e-----[-e0--| Ae @ Be] 9197 | --0cc[eeeeeeee feces eee pb = 
9531 | Utica, N. Yi. .-...--0...--2- Medicel Library .........-- 14d |...0..] Med... | 4,358 |...-2...[o2-eeeee 0 secetesfeceteees ee eeeee : 
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2583 | Utica, N.Y ..----.-------+--) Utica Orphan Asylum ...........--se0000+-0+ a 1861 |...... re Bl bes. wienpoenseeees 0 ale 

; 9534 | Vernon, N.¥ .......---.---| Vernon Academy .........---c-co1c---cgeeeoe-seee-| 1838 ].----:| Acad... | 450 |..2..2--).--ceesnesescencces | covereefeecenes|ecneenae 
9535 ee eee Free | Pub... 300 | is boxes 65 « 17 65 

2536 | Walton, N. Y .....-.....----| Walton Academy and Union School.....---..--.--- | 1853 |...-..| Acad... | 544 er Jnnescerccs|eccccenes [oeweeene cvvneefneete 

25a | Wappinger’s Falls, N. ¥ ....| District School No. 1...... ....-2..2-..2seccceesceeceleoseselessees| Seb este.) 400! cess el eee eel eee ee beceee eeleeceeerlereeeees
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$541 | Warwick, N.Y .............] District School Library ...-...2.4. -.sceec-areeeeee| seez-[eeoeee] Soh .....| 700 |... Se Assess cacti ek ee eee 
2542 | Warwick, N.Y .........-.-.| Warwick Institute and Union Free School......... | 200 | 2. 3] Mesa 8] 94, B00 oc. aaah eos an eee Oe 
2543 | Waterford, N. ¥ ........--..| Waterford Union School .. ....222..--.222s22+ +++ | 1870 |...--.| Acad....| 1,500 Bane Wie ee see 
2544 | Waterloo, N.¥ ...........- | Waterloo Union School .....-.-.2.+-ss222+e200++++:] 1853 ].----.| Acad... | 1,109 |......-. ap a ae Ss 
2545 | Watertown, N.Y ...........| Public School Library...........-.---..2--s22+++++-] 1867 | Free | Acad....| 2,730 20 | 00s ead SLU kde =o = 
2546 | Watertown, N.Y ...........| Sterling & Mosher’s Circulating Library............| 1867 |Sub | Mis.....| 1,800 Ted eee Ofna ae 0 S. 
2547 | Watertown, N.Y ...........] Young Men’s Christian Association...............-.| 1869 Pre| acca 00 10 | Oo. Gila a 0 0 
2548 | Waterville, N. ¥............] Public School Libraty ...........----+--e+ees0e-122-[eceree|---+- | Sch 1...) 380 cscs aneceentes nee meas SOA 
2549 | Watervliet, N. ¥............| School District No. 14 ...... Se os Ye daas tse oe Sot 808 | PO6 | | Meee ot 367 | 150 0) a4 Bat sseaee = ; 
9550. Watking, M.W...........--:] Sohuyden County Law. Library ...<----<--+<-++=/6s-7) 1955 |:+---1|Tinw ...4 6004 !---Jsc[tsonsas~-elvesecs--r.]--cansaqesneeenslecenaess Gee 

2551 | Seen eA vetted Mewdeniie Ufo Benak a cos. 7 dene seh amet ol opel ae eh te eee = 
2552 | Weedspart, N. Y............| Weedsport Union School....-...-..-+---c-eeeseeee-[ -eee-|-eeee-] Acad... mice oe Faiaese Nes hea a eee 
2593 | Wellsville, N.¥....--.---+..] Library Association .--.-+-+s-sscsesesecseee coses | 1869 |-oo2--] SoC. 2-] 14800 |oeceesa) esses ee eeeeeeee [oseeet eel seecnees|oceeees & 

«S554 Westehester, N. ¥..2-.-..-:-1 District School Libraries.......:-.2-.+--2..-.:.--00.|---+=-]--=2--| Soh ~.--.]/ 1j 000 b...-- 2.2] 20300 -224.< ce cemeodd-neesrsaloneccnsy|-nseseee 

. 2555 | Westchester, N. ¥ ........-.] New York Catholic Protectory ............--+++--+-| 1873 |------| A.& R..| 2,410 |” sf ON ees ean oe 
2556 | Westfield, ee | Westfield Academy and Union School ............. | 1887 |.-----] Acad....| 1,461 |....0.2.)-20.2 0+ [eseeeees [reeeeeee]eeeeeeeefeceenere 
2597 | West Point,N. ¥ .........-.| Coleco ome eet sees] Gov't .2.| 95)000 |-.-..coifucosn--o-4f O48 000}. ede ee » z 
2550] Weetpars ao’ ..<:.-...---.1 Westport Union School . 2-25-..<::2-s2ss-s2s~sc0ace]oeaver|-mar-s Memd sco] MO fc 2o-cclsecseeced cecessee gs os eed resocupe ss este 
2559 | West Troy, N. ¥............] Waterviict Arsenal .........-.2..2-22+s-2eeeeee+----| 1840 ].-----|Gar.....] 618 ae toessuadl sceneersazes ame 
2560 | West Winfield, N. ¥........} West Winfield Academy......-.2.-2.22-2.22-e000-- | 1850 |.-----| Acad....] 500 |.....00./ eee = Obese ee 
2561 | Whitehall, N. ¥ ............] Whitehall Union School ...........--.-ssse2eeeeee0.| cone feceee-| Acad...) 1,200 2222. [ee ee ee os me eae S 
2562 | White Plains, N. ¥ .........] Alexander Military Institute ..............22..----.| 1863 |...-- | Acad....| 500 2 Jeneeenes| OY seerena) oe -seeeceoeeee = 
2563 | White Plains, N.¥ .........] Lyceum Library ....2...-...222s2sesseeeeeeeeeeeeee-] 1871 | Sub | Soc'l....} 550 87 700 0} 500) 100 40 = 68 
2564 | White Plains, N.Y ........ | White Plains Female Institute............-.-..----.| 1849 |.-....| Acad 4 300 a posses dees er aes eee = 
2565 | Whitestown, N.Y .....-----| Whitestown Seminary .........2-.2s-.2++-e-+-ese-:] 1845 | Free} Acad...) 3,000 |.......].---20220 [ccleseee[ececetecleeseeeecfeneeeeee 

2566 Willard BY Willard Asylum for the Insane ......-.-...----0¢-- | 1870 |---| A&R] 943 |... Jeccnneceefeecnenenes|eeereeeafeanscensfedereene 
2567 | Willet’s Point, N. Y.........] Battalion Library in New York Harbor.....-.-+2.2+ | s+0+|--s++: Gar... 9300} <2 ad menscwcriltvomrenedpocqvaaqleneresoefrentuae 
$500} W ilaon, WIN... ...224..2-4 Wilson Union SchDO) .0iss2+04400-ss0s-ln002-aeconed 1B00 2.0. A /Aomd ocd.” B804s. oc. ecg ee ateosf coat uce feereteal Pens geeieemee 
2569 | Windsor, N.Y ..............| Windsor Union School ......2222..2+-s2se+sseeee--+ | 1837 |...-..] Acad....] 700 BY isons caus cite Peace Aerie os er 
2570 Woloott N.Ye.--s.e-s2-- Leavenworth Institute....:.-.........-+++s2--2--- | 1856 |-..-..] Acad.... WB}. ooicesdivesoccest | -onceree, beceeoeslestdesles oecee = 
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2572 | Yates, N.Y ..........--. i WRiOR ADANOON Ss oes a4 ob 09s yaexs esos sScanecessnek| SOM iioas4| OM cass 580 eee Pa caer tse eons ale eee = 

2573 | Yonkers, N.Y ..........-.-.| Free Reading Room Library .......-...---..-.------| 1868 | Free | Pub..... 400 | 25 | 0 | $0 $1,500 | $200 | $1,200 s 
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2575 | Yonkers, N.Y .-.......----.| Lyceum Library ............-.---.----+------+------| 1868 | Sub .|Soc’l ....| 1,000} 200 2, 000 | 0 150 125 0 
2576 | Yonkers, N.Y .........-....| School District No.6 .... ..........:202++++++++-+---| 1861 | Free} Acad....| 616] 60} 1,000 ae Poa Rees oo = 
2577 | Yonkers, N.Y ..-......--.-.| Union Free School ......... ..-....-..2..---+--+«---| 1845 | Free | Acad... 1, 800 | % 5, 200 0 NOB sho een 100) * 
2578 | Asheville, N.C..............] Asheville Female College. ......-.----.e020--e2seee[eeeeee| eens | Acad...) 800 ||| eel 
9979 | Chapel Hill, N.C.........--.| University of North Carolina. ..............s2see0e-| 1795 |....-.{Ool----.-| 8,894 |. ..ec0[ccceseec[ceeeeeefoeeeeed wee, 

2530 | Chapel HiN,N.C...-....--- | Wiinlbole Bouleby 1c! 1 e-< 2 as4gnug.0 26's e2cafyosers| ses set| SOOY-< lio G, BUG |ics cee fos ten secs va esesee: Mes rees | tay eel ae a 
2581 | Chapel Hill, N.C....-..-----) Bullautatonhs Gotheby, <j. <e2-cpageee <6 oa a} soy | Secs Boe ye] 2600 tee eh lee ei eee 

2582 | Charlotte, N.C..............| Biddle Memorial Institute ............2.2+..--+++-++| 1867 |......] Acad....{ 1,000] 150 |.......... 6 ace = 
2583 | Clinton, N.C........-.-..-..| Clinton Female Institute.................2.22-..-20-|------|.--.--| Acad... 00-1 iascce serene i en segcee ms 
25e4 | Davideon College, N.C......| Davidson College... ....--s-aseseceeeceneeneeeeen| 1689 |..020-|OOLeeeeee] 6,000} 100 |.......0efecceeseresfretecfectefiece 
2585 | Fayetteville, N.C...........| Cross Creek Lodge, No. 4, 1.0.0. F.............-----| 1846 | Free | Soc’l....} 1,200 Tlic seas cae lenasoneeey, 35 | 20 15 = 

2586 | Happy Home P.0.,N.C.....| Rutherford College.........2...2---2 222-02 2se2e0++-| 1870 ee Cao 1B; 000 fs sicentl oasicaeLalenaee ses oa exe seat ee ee eee = 

2587 | Hillsboro’, N. C........--...| Horner & Graves’ School ........---+.-2--+-e2e02-++| 1874 ve] Aaa 100 bo sau seks s'nsdl oeaveeecit omen tg eee 
2588 | Mt. Pleasant, N.C..........| North Carolina College.......----------+-+---+------| 1859 | Free | Col......] 700 OD [ Sec steed 0 CH paeeren pore 
2589 | Mt. Pleasant, N. C..........| Philalwthian Society.........--..-.----.-+--+| 1860 |......|Soo’y....] 400 BO) pxasaaa2 valine Soot epee eee eee 
2590 | Mt. Pleasant, N.C..........| Pi Sigma Phi Society ............-.........---| 1860 }......|Soe’y....] 400 Wa |e il 222 cleanses occa ee 
2591 | Murfreesboro’, N.C........ | Chowan Baptist Female Institute................... | 1848 |......) Acad... DOS ain ovis obs cualoaigaincas ths tus isas| nae do dee 

2592 | New Garden, om New Garden Boarding School. ..........22..-.--+---| 1844 |......| Acad....] 1,200 aca Oe sees] oe nda hees oe 
9503 | Newton, N-C.............-.! Catawba English and Classical High School........./ 1¢52/,_....! Acad...) 2,500! Oui ered syatesaplomneaaee
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2597 | Raleigh, N. C .........--..--| Raleigh Female Seminary.........--...--.-+--+---+-| 1871 |:.....| Acad....| 1,000 |........|.-.--...-- Ore hee atten ee 

a 2508 | Raleigh, N.C ..........-.-.-| Raleigh High BUR te ce PRRs eae eee ces | 218 ee lrlg iaietie ee feo 
Saee emp yO | Bmp eneiant oe ee Sei dee Pama ne ce eee eee 
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2602 | Riddicksville, N.C.....:.... Buckhorn Academy...............2.-0seeee0-e2+2-+-| 1855 ......| Acad..../ 1,000 eee 0 as cca eee ee a semenees 
2603 | Salem, N. C............--.-. Salem Female Academy......2.....2-------0----++-| 1806 | Sub | Acad...) BOD | sec aere st en tecae eases) ce ae S 
2604 | Statesville, N.C.........2--.| Simonton Female College .......----+-22e0eee++eeee-[eseees spo) Acad... B00 |cca.se5.esxceacy dls escolar goths eres ee 
eats | eteaeville WN; G.,-.......,| Momeevile nemminGiliew. eek at ee ee ee Pee 
9606 | Trinity, N.C:.2....--....-.. RR OM eee ce | 1249 |......| Col......| . 1, 800 Baa © [ences haadealne eee 
2607 | Trinity, N.C.............2. Columbian Beles accor cairrgeea eae Bb OU SOON. al” 4; BO ross claus AUD oie ol pa a ee eae & 
9608 | ‘Trinity, N/C.....-..-..--+-- Hesperian S0dtety. -..=.-..----.--2cneneares eee] snewes|eoeene] BOO'Y--n-| 4,800 |... |-enneccess|iccceeeee:|iestecnslarventfecsecens St 
2609 | Trinity, N.C..........--..+. Theological Department --.....cseesereeeeen| 140 Gxeeilibellce bs WOO ecas betray Oy eres eee 
2610 | Wake Forest, N.C........... Wake Forest College, Euzelian Society ...-.....---.| 1835 |......| Soe’y..-.| 4,000 90S | zene niees he weasakeu hiscsvmei hacen -olRmiees we = 

9611 | Wake Forest, N.C.....----- Phitonathestan Socteag 2 | 1835 |......|Soe’y....| 4,000 SO caret pipe ee eee eae 
2612 | Wilmington, N.C...........| English and Classical Schoolr...........------------| 1859 |......| Acad....| 9,200 5. eh vases sist Eee pam = 

9613 | Wilmington, N.C...........| Library Association..............--2-.2--se+-++-+-+-| 1855 | Sub .| Soc’) ....| 2,500 150| 3,600 0 900 | 150 | ae 
Sade Willean, N.OSS.02.2-.0005)| Wilson Gallege tcis30. 2s. corse eM || Cale ca-| a0) 100 ieee 0 eee are 
2615 | Ada, Ohio...............---., Northwestern Ohio Normal School.......-----+--+--| 1871 |......| Acad... 71 enn ieiugi dass liveccaWAeokiaeeemane = 
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2618 | Alliance, Ohio .......-...--.| Linnwan Library ..............s-22¢-00e+-ee++-ee+++| 1854 | Sub .| Soc’l....| 1, 400 80} 900 |" o\ | 2400: fs 80: | 0 eee 
2619 | Ashtabula, Ohio............| Social Library Association...........2..++2++20+-++-| 1880 | Sab .| Soe'l....) 1,192 |....2...) eee 0 50 | 25| « S 
2620 | Athens Ohio --x---- -<-<s--.|/ Olle Untyetslty .--.--2.--2>-----<-cene> seecsensers-| BO) |: a g5n-| UOlze-an: fT OOO fos nanee|oanquersee|isacess= |rcerteri steederleceneden 8 
9621 | Austinburg, Ohio ...........| Grand River Institute ....-........-.--+----------+-|------|.--.--| Acad.... TO Ting des Papa bi nese ase seteeees ceeteses ceeeeeee + 

2622 | Bellefontaine, Ohio..........| Brown Library Association .........-..-.----------+| 1871 | Sub.| Soc’l....! 1,200] 250 3,000 | 600 | 00 |.-...---| 1a 
2623 | Bellevue, Ohio ..............| Goodsen’s Circulating Library .........-..sseseesee+|se-e0+|sseeee Mis.....} 50:) Sere eb Sates eres be erates 
9624 | Berea, Ohio ...-.+----+-:--+-| Baldwin University.....---.-sscsesssscsessoeseesee| 1850 |.1--,[COl-neoee] 2,000] 50 [sossccsess[ucsssaseie|scsntees)coneuetalisnseses 
2625 | Berea, Ohio ..............---| Society Paheaelia lye eal aoe ree ee [ease sie 960 Doon wa dX encasement Ssec ee tee eee 

2626 | Berea, Ohio ............----- ecru ateauinliss Orohaa Aeylawlic 2/62. 1866 |......) A. & R.. 300. 0 Dad O:liezinca[iree le er 
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2629 | Blendon, Ohio...........---.| Central College Academy .....2.-0--2.-0--eseeeeees 1842 |... Acad... Be re ae ie tte ete 
2630 | Bloomingburgh, Ohio .......| Bloomingburgh Academy........-...--2--2---2+-2+.|s222+-|--2++-| Acad... 700 ee Pecos [censha-|eceasee ae ees 8 
2631 | Canton, Ohio....2-...0..--..]. Pablo Sohool Libtary, .,<<-cscassaceeasso-scsczse=:|s---os}scssee| Acad. ©<.) 1,000 4-220: cel noc encsanc}s=-1--02- | spaced oh eee 
2632 | Canton, Ohio..........-...-.| Young Men’s Christian Association. ................| 1867 | Sub Y¥M.C.A) 1,546 O |rreeeer eee |eceeeeeee | ceeeee [eeeeeee [reer enone > 

2633 ee a Longview Library........----+-+-2+---20+---2+++++-| 1860 |..---.] A. & R..| ra BD |eeeeeseeeeleceescees| ceteeesfieeeeseleceeeees SE 
2634 | Carthagena, Ohio ...........| Theological Seminary of St. Charles Borromeo......| 1864|......|The'l... | 5,000) 200 |...2...2..|.022.2002- es | 80 lace 
2635 Chillicothe, Ohio ............| Public Library....--.--------seesecssesserseesee sees Ie74 | Free] Pub.....| 4,000 |........| 17,736 | $2,000] ¢250/)........| 400 SS 
2636 | Cincinnati, Ohio ...........-| Catholic Institute .........22..2222-s2seee+2222+-2++| 1860 | Free | Soc’l .... a0 O:lecnasonscs 0 0) o| oes 
2637 | Cincinnati, Ohio ........--..| Chickering Institute.........--....-2.+-2-+++---+---| 1868 |......| Acad... 500 SOT emer Dee teas | eens | 
2638 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............| Cincinnati Hospital......:...... 22.22.2222 .22-0ee- 1sz0 | -----| Med ....|. 2,119 ee ee one wan peeen es a i oaile one eee = 

2039 | Cincinnati, Ohio ..........-.| Cincinnati Law Library «.-2-++2-+-2+-+-+-eseee--+-| 1847 Sub] Law ....] 6,320) 428 |...) Dect ee eee 
2640 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............| Cincinnati Orphan Asylum .............+2--+--++---| 1833 Je-----] AL&R..| 396 |...) nee. DY coe cascs |e cee 
2641 | Cincinnati, Ohio .......--...| Cincinnati Wesleyan College ..----.++eeeeeeeeeeeeees) 1842 |...---| Acad... 500 50 ey caida tice ree R 

2642 | Cincinnati, Ohio .........-..| German Orphan Asylum -........--...222+--2+-++ee-| 1869 |------| A, & Re] 480 |.-ceece[eneececee-| eonceeee [iccceeesfeceeere-feceeseee 
2643 | Cincinnati, Obio ........--..| Gundry’s (now Queen City) Business College ...... | 1843 |..---.| Acad....| 1,000 lees cettteees ceeeeeece | cesses eeeeee Fe = 

2644 | Cincinnati, Ohio .........--.| Historical and Philosophical Society ....-..--.--.-+,| 183 |..---.| Histl...] 5,413 344 |.--..2.2..| al TAUB, as 155.7 Oreea ae 
2645 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............] House of Refuge...............0-0.-22deeseeceseeees te on Ae SRS | A000 1 A851) cco tena f ec oe rea | anesclee eae 
2646 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............] Hughes High School............--..-------+------- | 1854 |......| Acad....| 1,200| 50 pare Of cscoctl oeoker eee 
2647 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............| Lane Theological Seminary ...........-..--2-.-----.| 1829 |......| The’l... 12, 000 | 250 |--...2----] 9, 600 700 | 600 100 
2648 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............| Law School of Cincinnati College........22..22.--+.| 1874 |...2..| Law... | 938 ee aeieeneaa| Soreecies ft Ae SO rereae eee 
2649 | Cincinnati, Ohio .........---| Literary Institute of the Sisters of Notre Dame.....| 1840 a OB sia ence ea tf ecenae ie | eee eet 
Ree? N Cincinuay. Ohio). =. 2-2--== :|iMedigal Collage of Oia, .:acnrs--------n--—ne nnd GID Nope sl Mediz 201 5,000.2 sop ntlcenvee-cayleveesuse Wroerecailccseccd|ecocedes 

ee



EL 

2651 | Cincinnati, Ohio ....-....-- | Mendenhall's Circulating Library | 1854 | Sub | See | 6, 000, | 300 (eo pewek cbene fies dom eu Sere eee ee 

2652 | Cincinnati, Obio ............| Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary of the West.....----...----| 1849 |.....-| The'l..../"15, 100 DRO: | eeguceeisn| snaveGe5-| Lance esol ta tee hel neeee 

2653 tego) Nelson’s Business College. .......2-+-+-++++++++++-| 1856 |...-..| Acad... | 500 iu ivigtil banana egeitaoses Mec sauce caret eae 
2654 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............| New Chureh Library.........---.--2++--+-e++2--020-|--+---| Free | The'l....| 1,100 Es 360 0 | vst nen een 
2685 | Cineinnali, Ohio .0.5.1),.<..| Proteotory Sir Boye. 7 vsacsssGs-s-.-0-ayenngseeedses| 1668 foacses| MoS Bec]. O87 |e -2-25:|-<d.zs0i-2|stees sani] reocasey] us dares temenes 
2656 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............| Public Library.......-.......-.----.2-2-2+++--++++-| 1867 | Free | Pub.....| 71,405 | 11,398 | 443, 100 5,300 | 41,443 | 21,801 | 18,394 
2657 | Cincinnati, Ohio -........... Theological and Religious Library Association.| 1863 | Free | The’l....| 4,000 |......-.|.-------+.|--2¢.--- eal te aeeaeee: 

2658 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............| Pulte Medical Collego........------+---seeer-e---+-| 1872 |..---.| Med... 480} 190 |.......2. 0 Osa nls Q 
SA50'| Cinolunntl Ohio asc osss35. 1 SR REE CONRAD « <Sncec acces scnsescessonnecdnecaf LEAD bcc oh | Cobsenz<c || 24, O08) Le; some nthtasgtu rons aestuewacel Owexes.peeanmeor) aan ieee = 

2660 | Cincinnati, Ohio .........--. Soolety Libraries. 22-2. -.---<-<.20-22sessecs)------|+=-2=+| Soo'ya=- | 9,000) |e 202-2] cares Seren Wee | ee 
2661 Cincinnati, Ohio ............| Society of Natural History -.............-..-...-...| 1870 seeeee| Sei-----.) RO Aisi b irocadases 51, 000 850, Pears | 500 S 

2662 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............| Turners’ Library.......-.-.------.---e--e-seeeceeee-| 1848 | Free | Soo’l....| 3,310] 12 7, 800 0 | 95 | 0 ow 
2663 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............| University of Cincinnati....... .....--..-2+-ee+-+.| 1875 |... as 500 fe Merete 0 5, 2is ea oes wok Leetonia ed 
2064 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............| Voung Men's Christian Association. ...........-...,| 1848 | Free| Y-MLC.A) 1,200) 100) 2,000 erect 800 || 22-2 cae 
2665 | Cincinnati, Ohio ............| Young Men's Mercantile Library.....---.+++++++-++-| 1895 | Sub.| Mer....,| 36,193) 1,184) 56,256 4,230 | 12,100 | 3,003) 7,514 Sy 
2666 | Circleville, Ohio.............| Public Library..........----cc2-eeseeeeeeeeeeeeee-+| 1873 | Freo| Pub.....| 1,400 |.....---|.-0+--2+- ae $ 
2667 | Circleville, Ohio.............| School Library ...........-.-.-.---0+220.+----2-++---| 1857 | Free | Acad... 700 Oo} 5, 000 oO} 0; oO) 0 — 

2668 | Cleveland, Ohio.............| Cleveland Female Seminary ... ......-..---..-.----| 1853 |......| Acad....| 1,000 |........|---....2.. 0 sereases|secseeei[oeereens 

960 || Cleveland, Olifo..2....2....| Cleweland Mellinel Gollege.....0.2...----0</<-0.-c0s 1048 [2 s-| Med v,), 2000 Pios.. 2a] o-.a.seee.foosctec-.|-catcons/eneseoes heveess Maley 
2670 | Cleveland, Ohio. ......--.---| Cleveland Orphan Asylum....-....-.-.-.0<-seeeese,{e-----|-<2--:| Ao & B.-| 1,000 |e--2.02-]...ceacee- € hai eet 
2671 | Cleveland, Ohio.............| Homeopathic Hospital Colloge....-..--.---sce.e--.| 1849 |......] Med ....| 1,000 | .......|.--cene0-| ceeeeceee[ece eeze[eeceenes[eoeeeees 3 
2672 | Cleveland, Ohio.............| Ohio State and Union Law Colloge.......--------++-| 1856 |......] Law ....| 3,000 |.....22.|------220- cceeetes| sevens snnenefpeeeecs = 
2673 || Cleveland, Ohio.............| Orphan Asylum, L.0.B,B....--...-----cee-eeeeeeee-| 1870 |......[A.& B..| 450 |---...-. esse ssssnntte sentsnes seneneesceeeene = 
2674 |, Cleveland, Obio....-.-.-.-..| Public Library.....2...se.c+.ceesseeseeesesses++-.-| 1868 | Free | Pab....1| 24,000 | 3,500] 173/281 |..........| 8,500 | 7,500 | 6,500 ky 
2675 | Cleveland, Ohio.............| Western Reserve and Northern Ohio Historical So- | 1867 |......| Hist'l...| 9975 |... 22)... | 10,000) 1,100 |.0220./ eee Bs , ciety. | | | = 
2676 | Cleveland, Ohio. ............| Working Women’s Home .......--------------------| 1869 |......| A.& R.. 300 BOs oot re 0 Gettreee ceteeee Goreeeeee = 

2677 | Cleveland, Ohio.............| Young Men’s Christian Association.................| 1873 | Free | Y.MLC.A| 1, 200 2 7,00 oe ae 1,500 § 
29678 | Cleveland, Ohio.............| Young Men's Christian Association Railway Library) 1872 | Free |¥.M.C.A| 375 61S ee. 0 Oil,c-tae | eee 
a670 || College Hill, Ohio.....--....|/Cinelamatl Sanitarium <.-..=.-2.0c--c0sc =se<sed-c0e-]{o-eesfosot-s| Acde Ba.|) 800), --240--|eccseeee--|eeaseeoa-s]eece- coches ee ote 

(1,500 |) ‘| | | 
2680 | College ‘Hill, Ohio...........| Farmers’ College of Hamilton County, Society Li- |...--.|...-.-| Soc'y.... ae prone seectala| SSs areola nee eee tale 

braries, (4.) S| ioe Neal | | a : : | | Ss 
* Books and pamphlets. al
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2681 | Colambna, Obio.............| Capital (ive ee ee 1352 |......| Col.....-| 3,000 eae woliese eae oat eae 
2682 | Columbus, Ohio.......--..-., Columbus Business College ...-.-2.-.-2+-eee-++e++-+| Ged AM) cct a [aces ee a ce eae ees 
2683 | Columbus, Ohio...........-., Columbus Circulating Library..........-..-----++--| 1870 | Sub .|Soc'l-...| 1,170) 150) 5,200 |... eeeees eeeeeee| $200)... "s. 
2684 | Columbus, Ohio -............| Columbus Turnverein .....2.-.-....0.c+2+-2-ese0+++| 1867 | Free | Soo’l....| 420 10 | 250 0 $0 50 9 
2685 | Columbus, Ohio .............| High School Library .........2....2---+-----++-++--| 1853 | Free| Acad... 2,000, 50) — 3, 000 | 0 0) Rees 80S 
2686 | Columbus, Ohio.......-.....| Institution for the Deaf and Dumb...-..........----| 1829 |...-..| Acad....| 3,000 | 100 Pees 0 weecees|eeeeeees seeeeeee % 

2687 | Columbus, Ohio..........-.. Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical College .......-.| 1873 |.-.---| Sci......| 1,000 ee seseteses cceeess ceseeses ceenees Ss 
2688 | Columbus, Obio.............| Ohio State Library .........c-0scs-2-sceeeeteeeesee+-| 1817 |.-----| State....| 40,000 | 1,300 |.....-.2--|.---------| 2000] 2,000 |........ © 
2689 | Columbus, Obio.............| Public Library and Reading Room .......-..--..-+--| 1672 | Free|Pub.....| 4,111 | | 729 |......-+--] 1,200 |eesesees|seertees|eeeeeee q 
om Columbus, Ohio......-......| St. Aloysius’ Seminary .............2..---.-2--.2----| 1871 |..-...4 Acad....| 3,000 | 500 preeeeeeeae tettese]iceeeee|eceerens 3. 

2691 | Columbus, Ohio ...........-.| State Board of Agriculture ...........-.....-..-----| 1860 |.....-| Sci......| 1, 456 | 6 icsures 0 (Ul eee ceeerrery = 

2692 | Columbus, Ohio .......-++.+-) State Penitentiary ......:...-..--.---0--e--s-0-+-++-| 1867 |..--..] A.& B..| 3,500 Getteree sees ene ee NE eh, 600: ccseace eee 
2693 | Columbus, Ohio ..........:..| Theological Seminary of the Evangelical Joint Synod | 1892 |.....-) The'l...-] 2500 |.-.-.+2-|-seeseeee:|-seseeeees/sseesees seceees [awssaacs ote 

| of Ohio. |. J | Ss 
AWE | Gonnead& Ohio... 52.2.1 ..|\Bohbol Rabrary 2. .s7s1.0e..c2cce ssc sae aloe once freee epee ee ome 2 Na OU ee seuhetias| oeenas|s-onsnse feeaege Ss 
2005 Dayton, Obto...;....-.....5.| Codper SemiMbany. so 42055 04 ann cinenerersedos coer) OMB |.--22] Mem us) OOO aca ses | ceceynsoeehcc cases | eon ete 
W080: | Daryton, Ohids: oe2c2- e005 «| Law Laibrary 5 des Sones 12 = 500s sean oe teen vac xo | RODD o ceca] NW w-ts)i 1 O00 ese pesca cae sp eeecaiaer | sie 
2697 | Dayton, Ohio................| National Soldiers’ Home, Putnam Library ..........| 1868 |......|Soe’l....| 3,000 |.-......|.-..------ $i (asses pees zal ocoeeet pees 
2698 | Dayton, Ohio................ ‘Thomas Library..........-| 1869 |.-----| S01 ---.| 5,100))..------|-e---e22--|roeeeneees|saccsees]snnceens|sanerane 
2699 | Dayton, Obio................| Public School Library .....-..-.2+---+2----+2++++-++| 1854 | Free | Acad...-/ 13,000 | 1,403 | 45,000 |.....---..) 200 sees 1, 180 
Bhi | ra tO Ot aay ys 0c | UR ate asta RPS ey UN 5 race sa HAE | Memo od ° SOO Los. saaslbacn ee eah 2 atner-cNenseees tere emer
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2701 | Dayton, Ohio.........---.--.| Smith's (William) School ....-..-..--..---------+---| 1872 |.-----| Acad... BOO: pence etwcwensslenanscwsbax)siexcesslaaassdextpeeceeee 

2702 | Dayton, Ohio.............--.| Union Biblical Seminary..................---2--..-.| 1872 woes. The'l..- | B00 hee eee 4; 000 |. 6 tec ece acdweetes: 

2703 | Dayton, Ohio........-..--.-., Young Men's Christian Association.............---.| 1870 Free Y.M.C.A| 300 fal © 3/000 Desens 
2704 | Defiance, Ohio ..............| Library Association ........22+-2-se+e+eeseeeeee+2+-| 1867 Sub.) Soe’)... | 600 Ba: <i dbs ec cued) boll toni sees 
2705 | Delaware, Obio.........----:| Ohio Wesleyan Female Collego...--+.ceo+se+ee++--+| 1860 |-..-+.| Acad... | 2,000 |.....2. [essscesces|ecsesesees|eceeeces{eeeesees|caesenee 
2706 | Delaware, Ohio .............| Sturges Library, Ohio Wesleyan University ....... | 1856 | Free | Col..... | 10, 400 ions Obras caccet emcee 
2707 | Delaware, Ohio .....-...---.| Boviety Livtarion (yiec. +=. wsere asc eet preccel ccs OOO ya |i BOON alow scicbee auto ctonedi aft coon feet mee eine 

2708 2 ee ee Sub.|Soc'l....| 506 Cos 0 Gad 0 
2709 | Eaton, Obio......---.-------| Society IAbrary.....c..e:secceseeseeceessesteseseee.[--eeee] Sab | Soc ....|  .300 [2.2.4] ARETE Vcr leases ieee eae 
2710 | Hlyris, Ohios.22cc.+.-/c0-c0| Myris TAbrary scsc2ssesc¢s00.0l.0000eseec0ec.scecces} 1870] Sub] Soo'l 2c] 3,000 |.e2esbe:]sectastced| 10,000 |scussecifsececee [eseuzee 
2711 | Flat Rock, Ohio.............| Ebenezer Orphan Institute.......--2--.cc2--e0-00---| 1870 ee--|AL&R..| 500] 50 |. - eee eee & 
2712 | Fremont, Ohio .......---.--.| Birehard Library ....2-.e0ee2secce004 cceeeeeeeeee--| 1873 | Free! Pub... 4906 |---| 17,501 | 50,000} 800 |........|------- 

2713 Fremont, Ohio ---eeeeeeeee katt racy es enn Wiceioee 2 tal eee hear cP Teagig | ecto: testa ec ll ere se vee ee alavaneay = 
2714 Gambier, Ohio ......-..-.-..) Harcourt Place Academy..........+-.+0--222-s02+ | IBDL |... -./ Acad...) 300 |....... hoe teed SoucSas|oraeseat|aneaese portage 
215 | Gambier, Ohio -----+.-+.---./ Kenyon College. --neeee-sseeeeeceeeeeceseeceeeeee| 1805 Free |Cole-----| 3,059) 500 Joseereeess) 5,000) 850 | 950 |e eeeace = 
2716 | Gambier, Ohio ............-.| Nu Pi Kappa Society ....--......-.le200ce-.| 1832 |......| Soc'y....| 4,907 ioe Oe ael ete oee ceria 
2717 | Gambier, Ohio ............-.| Philomathesian Society.............2-----+-| 1827 sereee Soe'y.-.| 5,190). 107 |.c.20----} Ore tes 90 Jereeeee Qe 
2718 | Gambier, Ohio ............... Theological Seminary of the Diocese of Ohio........| 1826 |...... The'l,...| 7,000 i | 1,000; 70} 70 100 
2719 | Glendale, Ohio..............| Glendale Female Collog®...........--.s2200¢e00-+++:| 1854 |......| Acad...) 2,300] 100 |...2......| Oost eee rere nee 
2720 | Granville, Ohio..............| Denison University..........-20s2ssseeseeeee-ee+ | 1831 Free | Col...2..| 9,000} 300 |... O eee teeeeeenteeree 
2721 | Granville, Ohio...........--.) (OMlNiopean Rookeby ose. 52202522 se.es 220. oo, eceeee) acco ootyes=s|: 1, 000 BO | eee bee ease cen eee 
2792 | Granville, Ohio....-..--....) Giceronian Society .........-.-..--2--c--ccee0.| seee-[-eeee-| Soc’y....] 300 16) | ceva oe lee) een oe ee 
2723 | Granville, Ohio..............) Wesnklin Socloty so.<csep.sesceeecsccesavde sises|---22-[ Soe’y..2.] 2,000 BOA coc coe -ct!beaee secon neg ts ei ee eee re 
724 Granville, Obio..--+.-------- Young Ladies’ Institute ...........-..-.20+-0+-++0--| 1892 |-.----| Acad....] 1,200 |.-....- ree sssseecees senses eeceenescotetans N 
2725 | Hamilton, Ohio..............| Lane Free Library.....-.-.-2+--2sseeece+e+e+20¢++-| 1867 | Free | Pub.....| 2,500 0 0:| ss esse scl aera ates et eae 
2726 | Harrison, Ohio ......--...--.| Society Library...----..-:..-:sescesseseseereeesee+ | 1863 | Free | Soc'l....| 614 BO freee at} Ole ede Oe 
sirar'l Bapeeyflley Ohio 2..-/- 1-1) eemiltion Tostitate .-6.5.s.c.sscseancscsenclccchtialncec| Mendes |) Wee te ee Clee tee = 
2728 | Hillsboro’, Ohiv .............| Highland Institute .........-.---...se+---+++-+-+++-| 1857 |..2...| Acad... LID| Sawntertnoneapiees|-<anbwepntyasuese [ssc Peers 8 
2729 | Hillsboro’, Ohio .............| Hillsboro’ Female College. ..2....0+...-22-++2+---+0-| 1857 |...--.] Aead....) 800 |---| elie. Oise ym meander 
(gy00 | ‘Hiram, Ohio, ....552..5-22 0; -| Hiram Oollege .o0itse.-c.:20.c0icidese9c-ceccsateur| IBM Lapses] Coloeee=.|''-. “0001 ce doctg eter t. vied uz. ts sea een Meal casey 

+ 9781 | Hiram, Ohio ..............-.| Delphic Society.....-....----+0--++-+s+-+0e--.| 1857 |.--...] Socty.-..| 800 Baya ee a eee 
2732 | Hiram, Ohio .........--..--.| Henpetinn Soolety 21... susnc-tevnss ug) SBOP 2-1} Soo'ysne!| — O00:)) 62080; eeee- den taatctlege ao iee ss Secs 
2733 | Hopedale, Ohio..............| Hopedale Normal School..........-s--2+2++-+ece+e++| 1852 |.eo0-| Acad...) 1,700 |------2-/.c---0-- B hice 2 Re gee 

- 9704 | Hudaon, Ohio: ..<..-....2..1 Western Ressrve Collepe i.422222-205550s2625<4,023| 188% |---2--| COL. cu: | OOOH Saseans| 2 scd sess eee Rta esse [ee eee S 
2735 ' Hudson, Ohio .........2.5..41 Sechoky Lihsianleey (0) sana cs1c is tan oannlax aig) eh taltes: od Beale 5, Weenie d.c.cocic oe aka le cone
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2736 | Jefferson, Ohio ..............| Library Association .......2...2.-2+-ccsse2+eeee-++-| 1847 | Sub. Soe'l... | 628 10 ae Stir Fast ne 9 & 
27$7'| Near Lancaster, Ohio ......:| Stato Reform Schobl ..2+-...+.e-seceeceeceseeseeenee| 1850 |oozee-| A&R.) 9000) cece f cece] RD |eceereedeseeserfeeeeee 
2788\| Lebanon, Ohio ...!..........| Mechanies’ Tnstitnte............0..-.-0---ecee----2-| 1861 |Sub.|Soo'l-..]  300'|.......4).2.2- | Of Sends esee cote = 
2139 | Lebanon, Ohio ...........--.| National Normal School.......-.-+2sesse0e-2 0: 20e22+| 1055 |......] Acad... 3,216] 200 ]..........| 0)| 2c. eae ee 
Sio}| Lees Oiifos Ao... 2.2] Wille Ditbraty soe... cease tetas eee eeeets| 1660, | Sub -| Soe! 798 45) 1,240] 1,000} 100 3 aT 1g: 
2141 | Lewis Contre, Ohio..........| State Girls’ Industrial Homo............-2+<e-se+e+-| 1872 |---| A&R. | 400 |. ec eceee | ceeseceeeeceeseesfeseeeeecfeceenere Ge 
2742 | Maineville, Ohio .........-..| Maineville Academy and Training School.......---.| 1850'|...--.| Acad... | 500 |.....22.].ceceeseeleeeeeseee|eaeeeees|eceesee [eeeeneee” = 
2143 | Mansfield, Ohio.............| Mansfield Lyceum ....-+...--.------.----+--+++++--. 1872 | Sub .| Soe’] .... | 3,073 |..-.--- ees 0 )..-.---- 231 229 

Wid Miatinite, Olin .........1..-.| Marlette Oofl6g6.. 2222 :.-.-c-0actecreenajseesneoi+er| 1806\| 22-2. Gal necos] 15)100!|----2cce|s-ne-canes], — 5) 000], <0. 2G], -2ne-ultetevens $ 
2745 | Marietta, Ohio...........--- Alpha Kappa Society .......----..---+--0-.----] i | Soo’y... | 5,220 ].--..22.) .seeconfeccwessees|ececeee [eons nei |saceeeee s. 

2746 | Marietta, Ohio ...........--. ‘Pol Gautina Society ......-.----.---------22-++:| 1890:]..----| Sooty... | “4, 550'|--.02-.| cceeeenne|icneeennes ee = 
2747 | Marietta, Ohio.......-...--- SOeicUpUE Tunney 0c. via) ABR | fey OD es | beet ee eS 
g74e | Marietta, Ohio..............| Academy Literary Society .........-.-+---.-++ 1310 |---| So0'y... | SOU asec cc], eee ea |e 
2749 | Marysville, Ohio... ..:.....| Literary and Library Association...................| 1874 | Sub Hecatt ss 620 500 2,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 55 = 

2750 | Massillon, Ohio .........--++| Good (J. C.) & Co.'s Circulating Library ............ 1874 Sub | Mis.... | 309 40) 1,710 | O:; Eyer iOile= aaa 13, 
2751 | Massillon, Ohio ..........-..| Public School Library...........0...0200c-ssee-0s02+].coo0e]eeose- ae [ld eee cereale Sa eee SR an 

2752 | Massillon, Ohio .........---.| Ryder’s (G. L.) Circulating Library........--------.| 1870 |Sub | Mis... COO eens enn 
2753 | Massillon, Ohio ........--.--| Young Men's Christian Association.........--.-.--.| 1871 [Free | Y.M.0.A GIO ecco ease [eae wooded itetetey 
2754 | Medina, Ohio ............--.| Medina Library.........222..cs00sseeeleeeceeeeeee+e| 1860 | Free| Pub.... | 450 i cesta Bt ean 0 0 
9155 | Wifian, Ohio. -22..--.---.-.--| Hinit Presbytsrian Body | We | Bae. 700 TDS | eens ene-|pneneeenes| sec ee ee|enneeees[eeeceees 
a0 | atonroovitte, Oho. .........| Bt: Tosoph’e Library 2.2 ccc secs ceseecesssececasseee|seneeefeecece| SOOT soe | 400 -osecJossserstti|ecoseeres:|ereseercensee reseees 
2s | Morning Sun, Ohio..........| Morning’ Sun Academy .........--.----------------+! 1852'|.--.-.| Acad....1 5001, .0..22.1. 22-20. leeeeeeeees[ecectee bieeeeee deeereeee



LL a 
2758 | Mt. Union, Ohio ...--.--.---| Mt. Union Business College.-.---------- .---------- | ----- sreo-| Acad re TS Ves ieee eues | none eee See 

2759 | Mt. Union, Ohio ............. Mt. Union College ..----.----------+--++++---0+-+---| 1846 |------| Col-.....) 3,768 oe |ecreseeess| Sac sotreeefieeeesedlieseces 

2760 | Newark, Ohio.............-./ Ladies’ Circulating Library.......-.-.......-..-----| 1872 | Sub .| S-e'l.... 300 100 1, 300 0 | 150 150 | 0 

2761 | New Athens, Ohio ..........| Franklin College, Philosophie Literary Society...-..| 1828 fe Boe’ y..24) 4, O00 ts. ose loa a le ae 

2762 | New Athens, Ohio.......... Jefferson Literary Society......-.] 1829 |......| Soo'y....] 1,100)|........|2-+00.-- eee Sesetet ceeeeees) ceseeee 
2763 | New Concord, Ohio.......... Muskingum College --...2-..22222.2-+22s20e0 2000+] 1837 eae 600 eat ee [essceseees|eseseces sceesee |seeczeee 
2764 | New Concord, Ohio......-.. Booleby Libation 22: cy. 025 os -< ssc. se ter==senst|,coons| 2-000] SOQ’ <c-4]- SOU Lnccczesdleaee ce sets | cee cose eee eee 

| i ibrary beeen Sch 675 | | | | [erase 2765 | Norwalk, Obio.............., Union School Library...-.-+2+.-+s+se+sseesesee soe) sess seeeee) bts Sees ioonanteinwnnesecdfiecesactbeeete he 
2766 | Norwalk, Ohio.........5.... Young Men’s Library...--..-2--------2+se+-2++e+--| 1866 | Sub .| Soe’l ....| 4,300 193 fee et secteeelieeesees|reeeeee  & 

2767 | Oberlin, Ohio <..............| Oberlin College -.--.-.-------.----.--022-2-2++-----| 1884 | Sub | Col......| 7,000 200 |.-eene eee. eeeee eens 700 400 [psstete = 

2768 | Oberlin, Obio .............. Union Library Association ......-.....-.----- | 1857 |......| Soe’y....] 4,000} 500 Seg ee 1,000 |----.--2 SS 
2769 | Oberlin, Ohio ..........----- Theological Department - a er seere | 1835 |......| The’l....| 3,000 100 seteteees seteceecee seteeees seeeeees ceeeenes R 

27720 | Orwell, Ohio ................) Orwell Normal Institute, ...................+.s2++++| 1865 |......| Acad... 900° |-2- 2.2. sesesteees|seseeeeeesseeesees eeneees] see 

2771 | Oxford, Ohio .......-.....--.| Miami Classical School ...........-2..2-+-+-0+---++.| 1824 |......) Acad....| 7,000 ee Se Se sectrecelecersens|iceeseee S 
2772 Oxford, Ohio -.-----..-0----,| Oxford Female College. ....-....-2---+-02-++++eeee++| 1854 see--| Acad... | 2,000 |roeenecsfenwecsncesfernnensoni|scerecet|icebece bese 
2773 | Oxford, Ohio ................ Township School Library ............. sersseeseeee:|eaneeelcanees Sch ....| 300 [cosets sceeeneees sgeeeeetes|sceeeees seeeneas soeceens a 
2774 | Oxford, Ohio’..........-.....| Western Female Seminary.....-...........--.-----.) 1854 fee Acad....| 2,000 |........ seeveecees ceeeeeenes seecenes ceeeeees enececes S. 
2775 | Painesville, Ohio.........-..| Lake Erie Seminary ..-......-.....----+2---2-2+2+-:| 1859 |..2...) Acad... MOD ego epee 0 ec elaar A 
2776 | Painesville, Ohio............| Young Men's Christian Assoviation..........-.2-+.-| 1867 | Sub .| ¥.M.C.A 200 pee 0! 0 seeeeeee) os 

2777 | Piqua, Obio.........-.-..--.| High School See eee erento etas Pease pbs oc) ote MM ce ease eo eee eee setteeeleseceees bay 
2773 | Pleasantville, Ohio..........| Southern Ohio Normal School.......-.....-..--.++--| 1875 |......| Acad... AOD bees | eeseez ee lessee tes Be cee aa = 

e779 | Poland, OW6 52225 Poland Union Seminary..--..--6-++-2+2ssesseeeeees) 1862 sees) Acad... ea 50 |.---20.--. O ceeseecleeeeteeslseereeee SS 

*2780 | Port Clinton, Ohio..........| Ottawa County Law tes re aa 1e41 fee BIO) eeeeee eeeeeeees settee sees seeeeeeslseeetees| cereeee 
2781 | Portsmouth, Ohio..........., Publie School Library ee ed 1853 | Free| Acad... £29 0 Drees 0 ‘Oe 50. uN 

2782 | Portsmouth, Ohio............ Young Men’s Christian Association.........-.-..-.. 1869 | Free | ¥.M.C.A. 500 100 | 0 0 750 100 650 

2783 | Ravenna, Ohio........--...., Union High School Library ..........--..------+ ae eet ee B00 eeseees seecneeeee ceeeeeces  eceeees neeeees stneees = 
2784 | St. Mary's, Ohio ............| Public School Library ....-.-----.s2+++++0022e 0000+ setee|sseee) Sch... | BOO hoe Neo nes. ele ee es] ee ee = 
2785 | Sandusky, Ohio............., Ladies’ Library Association..............---.--+---+| 1870 | Sub. Soc'l....| 2, 000 250 4,800 0 Bee eee 
2786 | Sandusky, Ohio..........--.) Public School Library...-....----+----0+----eeeeeeer|eeeee|eeeee-| Acad...) 500)... .2.| ee eee eee e| eee ceeee| seevsee|ecceeee| eo 
2787 Savannah, Ohio.............| Savannah Academy......-...---.-+-00-0+s0+200-0-/ 1858 | Acad.... 1, 307 Penesno=|isseeecons 0 seeeees seeeeee [gers 
2788 | Scio, Ohio...............-..., One Study University.......-..-----.--2eeee+-ee+++) 1860 |....../Col....-.| 800 lear 0} O oversees) seeeeee: 

‘i Linnman Literary Sotlbby.-.--2..2.20-a4----4] 1968 [onc<cs] Boo'yssd.| (S00 [sucess Scasessecl sass scolicsss tt cst eee 2789 | Scio, Ohio. ................-+ A | | | e | } | | 
2790 | Scio, Ohio................---| Pomonian Society....-....----.-+++++++++-++-=+| 1860 |..----] orev 500 peeing Skee ae ee a 
2791 | Sidney, Ohio................ Library Association «=<... eeessseeeeseeeeeeeee 1869 ee ay 1,100 cesses he) 0 fcsieel cece fa 

979 | Smithville, Oliio ............| Smithville MighiGohool,.. pc... scee osvcsue ss nd ~ran-l AG nc ng} Aad g el. G00. | soc ceechinwcenenoclscsccccseslecaraesslecseceeclecesa-es) aw
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pe ee MEAT. eal ey tat ee ee aaa Po eee Soe OL oar gy Son erably ethan ce = fot - ye od Ee . 
2793 Song Oboe Libravy!Conipiny -.- 221 sors. 22 occa -kebas-52. 24 Pocees| 5-45] BOOL— <9) 000 ee seeteteee [oseeeeeees ceeeeeeseeteeets|ieeeeee 
2794 | Springdale, Ohio............| Young Men's Christian Association.................) 1870 | Free Y.M.C.A) 300 | 10 seeeeesee ceeeeeetes soeeeees eerste: eeeeeeee 8 

2795 | Springfield, Obio............| Public Library.............ces0sseeeceseeseeeteeeees| 1872 lyrree|Pub.....| 3,500) 100  3,500|.... .... | $1,500) $200} $1,300 S- 
2796 | Springfield, Obio........-...| Springfield Female Seminary ............-----..---.| 1874 |..----| Aead....] 500 |...sc22.foceeeeeee |eeeeseeces[neceeens[enesenecfecereces, 
2797 | Springfield, Ohio....:.......] Wittenberg College..........2..2422.22+seeeeeeeee-| 1847 |...22.| Col......| 1,000 BGs acaane. ee S 
2798 | Springfield, Ohio..........-. Wxoslalor Scelebys<-.22.2005 =a pees .s0nas>3<a:| 2O4B | MOO | SOC y= -:} G,900!1 2 40| ace est] $1,000 |.ccecses| oes eafec esas ee ees 
2799 | Springfield, Ohio........-... Philosopliiaw Sdcleby. 2222 << 2.50426. 2 1-202 ABAD |22. 2} Sow'y 2 oil S000 |< 80; :2e0 sys: Se sanecel laste reasesaeode, | eee 
2800 | Steubenville, Ohio ..........| Steubenville Female Sominary.......--...--++-2-+++) 1829 ...22.) Acad...) 3,000 |.2.e22.) settee ON eae 
2801 | Syracuse, ee em | i Caeteton OOM gS esitec we eves iiss sacees once Sennen ta2|s27oeh nent pM e oy B00 |... 22. eeeee eee [ieee ee eee eee ees lene ceefee eee eee = 

2902 | Tiffin, Ohio ........-...-----| Heidelberg College.2.........--222..-+----02-c-00++ | 1850 |.----.| Col.---..| 4,000 | Laer pies oat oO O eeeeeesleeeereee SE 
2803 | Tiffin, Ohio .............--..| Mxcelalor Literary Soctoty :!-<2-—- 2.22. -<-21 [seed |,-n2ua| SOO Fecal 10s |S oocce:| cos ounsh) swe becsaeyl anno setenarerea| occ cea at meee 
+2804 | ‘Tiffii, Ohio .......-------+-- Heidelberg Literary Society .--.-2.-2.-2-+-.-0-/-se0+-) sere) Soe'y..-.) © 900 Fone ora pees ea a seestessfeenesend[toeeenes Gy 
2805 | ‘Tiffin, Ohio .............----| Heidelberg Theological Seminary ..........-....----| 1852 |......) The'l.... a7 | ls sae 0 Di ech On 
2806 | Toledo, Ohio ........:..----.| Public Library ......-..--cc-2+-ce-e0--2e+-ce+eeeeee) 1873 | Freo| Pub.....| 8,320} 1,593 | 63,600 |..........| 8,700 |... 4,350 > 
2807 | Toledo, Ohio......----------| School (Reference) Library...........-22-.+----+----| 1849 | Free | Acad....| ae 05] ae seesteeceslceeesee | cecbeenee 
2808 | ‘Troy, Ohio.........:-....--.| Kelly's Circulating Library ........-..--.---------.| 1668 | Sub .| Mis...) 5854.--22--..2-e-ecoe-[ececeeeeedfoeeeeee-| 50 |e eeceee 
2809 | Troy, Ohio....-...-........-| Union School Library..........2.--22ss2-.see0-s200+|s.00+-/ Free} Acad....] 700 | 0 500 0 bie ae 
2810 | Twinsburgh, Ohio ..........| Twinsburgh Institute.........2..220000000--¢+0-+++-| 1888 2222.) Acad... eos. Seeiiow'y [\scuces ul tee eoalteeeee a eteee 
2811 | Union Village, Ohio ....:...| Union Village Library .................--.2+.------.| 1805 | Free | Soc’l... | 1,179 |..-..-- Peeters wie elsaes oes eee ya 
2212 | Urbana, Ohio............-..| Library Association ........20.220ceeeeeeeeseeeeeee| 1872 Sub. | Sool... 912 |---| 5,101 | 220 |..-..--.| - 150 230 i 
2813 | Urbana, Ohio. .......-..... | Public School Library ......-....-2. 002.205 secsvse.|sooees|-coeee| Sch .-e--| 900 |..02-20.| ssneeeeee beset ate 
2814 | Urbana, Ohio .-.............| Urbana University ........2. ...2c2cecsseeeeeeeeeee/ 1851 bere Colie sis) 5, O00 Vewedsesh cece shecop eee seecee ieee



TT 
2815 | Waterford, Ohio ....---.--~| Westminster Academy .-----------+-+--++++-+++-----| 1869 |------| Acad..-.) 1,200 ).--+--++|s---222-2-|-eerce eee [eeceeecs|seeeeeee|reee rece 

2816 | ‘Waynesville, Ohio .-. s Public School Scidveney sce coerec = -ceireareeicc sealer Bole 0c.| B88 |. -wsdens |nsseecscus|ooesasesss igen eee eee 
2817 | Wellington, Ohio ...-..-.--.| Library Association .--. .-.-.---.-+---+-----+-------| 1874 | Sub | Soc’l .... 1,200 | 200 9,860 | 2, 150 500 450 200 

2818 | Westerville, Ohio...........| Otterbein University ......--....--2+----+---eeeeee-| ISAT [reese aes Sac 950 | WE st SOO eee ntesch cee OE pene 

2819 | Westerville, Ohio. .......... Soolety Libraries, (4)..5..2.2.22-c002taccoeeeese[ssecashesneet| SOO'Y=-- OND) ADO ses eeet parenceyfeceresag{eseeren: fieweaees 
2820 | West Farmington, Ohio.....| Western Reserve BoMIDAEY oeenesenceneeeereen| 1855 feces! Acad... 500 |eeeseees|eceereees | Jaseneases|enoesien:|fonseas, [panevnes 

2621 | West Geneva, Ohio.........| Geneva College ......--.22-.22-1-2210001 ceseeereees| 1871 jeeees| Olin 9001 ie es Nee ote especies > 
222 | Willoughby, Ohio..:........| Willoughby Collego....--...----.----seseee---++-+-] 1865 |-.22--|Col...-.-| 3,000 |.....00,|---00000+ ares, DiS Gs occu Oo. cei 
2893 | Wilmington, Ohio...........| Wilmington College........2+2+sseseseseeeeseeeeeees tet |....| Go..n.. Bs oe Os Sl kee a 
2824 | Wooster, Obio........---.-..| Publi School Library ---se-c+ cesecseeceteseessees|eecees|oeeee: SO cee, B00 seeseees|oeseeeeeesseceeeeeedfiesssens esses eee 
2895 | Wooster, Ohio.........-.....| University of Wooster.............2...2..-+2++0e---| 1870 |......| Col.-.... 5, 000 | TOO. feo eagle Sees S sfaesebeylos cs oe) | ea peee ene 

pian | Wartnlbt ton: Osio.=- <5 +| Onda Central Npmast abot 2s. es Maaco eam Cmte da as eh al eh ee 
807 | Xenia, Ohio.................| United re tn entiorg nn 1794 [ccs Pathe 230 NMI Fi oes iH stadia Sete Se ee lee ae ele ae Ss 

2898 | Near Xenia, Ohio...........| Wilberforce University ..........-1.2----eseee00-| 1863 posers Cole ne +e Loe est | Sea i ee 
9309 | Near Kenia, Ohio........... Theological Sominary .......--...-e---eee-----| 1863 |....../‘The'l....| 900) 12 Beery! fe cee a Ve enone 
230 | Xenia, Ohio.................| Xenia College Society Pitheaslontscsscisee. <n s|ee le Soe'y... B00: | saat ote So eee be he ee eames 
2831 | Xenia, Ohio.................| Young Men’s Christian Association...-.....-..-.-..| 1868 |Sub.|V.M.C.A, 850 200 fs 600 300 300 s 

2832 | Yellow Springs, Obio........ (amblontOMeg eet o-o.csc ha -s-< oscra sc <u.2- san- 2a FONG) Tee Col. ey 5, 000. 200: }o ou eee 0 OF ca cee 

2833 | Yellow Springs, Ohio........ Aol pitted Sodiaby f csnnci.-<-02!s/acesacbecsuy| tote Hoste Regia. | Se MOBI eee geste fetal cao oe tle, hee aha te ee ames 
2634 | Zanesville, Obio...........--| Athenaeum ......4.0ceceseeeeeceeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeees| 1828 | Sub .| Soc’l ... | 6, 000 125 |. 3,000 | 0] 1,250} 150 a ae 

9835 | Zanesville, Ohio.........---.| High School Libyary ...........0c.:ceslecceneseeeoee Soe Heads 1 oon [eect |e noes 
2396 | Zanesville, Ohio......-......| Putnam Female Seminary .......2+...s-e-eess+se+++| 1845 |ecse-e| Acad....| 2600 | 100 |..-eeeeee-| 5,000 |..ccc- [eceeeees[oceeeeee Se 
2837 | Zanesville, Ohio.............| Young Men’s Christian Association..............--.| 1870 Ieee ly.wc.a! 400} 50 300 0 Uteieasatleeetes = 

2838 | Albany, Oreg ...............| Albany Collegiate Institute..................2.-22++ petcleery hagas) ain kes Nessa bose Beoved ea vsce bo teeeaee 
2839 | Albany, Oreg ...............| Young Ladies’ and Gentlemen's Society..-ss-eseee+|-oees| eee | Soe 300 ae [seeeeeees| steers ceeeeee eee & 

2840 | Astoria, Oreg ............... Pioneer and Historical Society of Oregon.........-.) 1871 soes++| Hist’... G00) | eee iberea aso O | --ereee |eeeeree|oreeeees > 

2841 | Corvallis, Oreg....-......... Library Association. .....+.-+-+--e+-+-s0ereeeeereees) 1873 Sub -| Soc'l .... GAG |. amelie ase 0 200 | 110 87 s 

2842 | Forest Grove, Oreg.......... Se Gee ad Lee ecco 4859 155-5. | Coli 55 | 5500! ce ee 300 151, eas) eee ee 

2843 | Portland, Oreg.......-..-.-- Bishop Scott Grammar and Divinity School ...-.---. 1870 frees Acad....| 3,500 ee aad varaey ag ks ees mange ee & 

2844 | Portland, Oreg..............| Library Association.......--..+s.+-esseseeeeeee ee) 1864 [Se Soc'l ....| 7785 | 5 | 15,000} 9, 215 2, 700 | 845 | 1,983 
2945 | Portland, Oreg....:.........| St. Helen's Hall........---.-.--2-se-s-ecece-eeneoe| 1869 fpssse+ Acad....| 400 Getteees|sceseeeees) serseeees avstaed renee emer 

2846 | Salem, Oreg...............-.| Oregon Natural History and Library Association...) 1874 | Sub. Soc'l....) 400 eee 3,000 1 | Wii 2as, 

90471 | Salem, Oreg.............-...| Stabe MADIAry -..----.<-- 2-2-0. + 0c ecencaccene-e-e---e| 1650 |--22-.| State....| 5,257 BOO | sotewksssbaaccseeat 750 TSO |.-eeepee et 

6s |}! Salem, Orég - 2... 20022 .255. 2] BRUNO -2n02 2-005. ons500ncecsosnecssantsows en A.&R..| 600 eee Stns gate Least [Gam ete a ize 
sei9 | Salem, Oreg........-.-<<-- | Willamette Univerbity:=.....02t02_ ors na oe | geen SM Obte scl 9, 000 coc Pleceseece cel ecsneeeclecdeslenn ue oes 8
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2850 | Salem, Oreg..........-......| Willamette University, Society Libraries ...........|....-.|......| Soc’y... 500 |......--].-.--2----| Suan rays [es awes > 

2851 | The Dalles, Oreg............| Public Library:.......-.......--22---2-2-----++-++--| 1874 | Sub .| Soe'l ... 500 | 100 | 1, 500 $250 | $250 a5} go § 
2852 | Abington, Pa................| Friends’ Library .......-.......2--.200++-22-+-se=+++| 1860 | Free | Soc'l ... =| 10 | 81 0 lessenua Oil ates S 
2653 | Allegheny, Pa............... Allegheny Obeorvatory -...-----01---2+=2 -r-an7--=-] 1860 ear MASA So 2vioks | ennea coe sl ra-sroc a [ee oe eae eee 

ep) | Allegwenty PA ccc. Ponbionliany, (Western Disteiot)>..:...2---.1.-.5- | 1840 | tf | BOB Lo cee | atennenthsnnwteree [iemaeeespiageerefee renee me me 
2955 | Allegheny, Pa............-..| Publie School Library........0.2..1..e;eses+2-++.-+-| 1850 | Free | Acad....| 6,000 | £00 | 50,00 | 02:81 soul seabo cee 
2856 | Allegheny, Pa............-..| St.Joseph’s Orphan Asylum..........-...2-2....:--| 1854 |...-..| A. & R. 353 senseees|seneeeeees|eeccneeee |senccnee]--ossone[eonreoee = 

2857 | Allegheny, Pa...............| Theological Seminary, (United Presbyterian) ........) 1825 ceeeee The't.-..| 4,000 |.-...22.)seeeee eee | 1, 000 | 60 100 | 350 

2858 | Allegheny, Pa...............| Western Theological Seminary, (Presbyterian)......) 1827 |......| Phe'l....] 15,000 |....... ).--------| 5,000) 307]. | St 
2959 | Allentown, Pa..............| Academy of Natural Science, Art, and Literature 7 1872 Sub .| Sow] .... 4,500} 300) 18,200 0} 1,800} 00) 0 &, 
2960 | Allentown, Pa.....-..------.| Mublenberg College .......2-2+sesescseseecesesoe =| 1867 jose Ooleseee Tal | ole [te 0] SOS es 
2861 | Allentown, Pa............-. Enterpean Society ........2.-.-.--:0--c2s-s0se-|-ase0s]:---2-| SO0'¥s...| 1,400 Won ees serene eee ster |e eee ees & 
2862 | Allentown, Pa...........2-. Sophronian Society: ...:-.--.-++,--+-++ees+++|eeeee= veseee| Soc'y....| 1,000 1% | Be ee eee ee ee SP 
2863 | Altoona, Pa.............---.| Mechanics’ Library and Reading Ruom Association. 1858 | Sub. Soc'l....] 5,000} 100 | ........ 0} 400) 250) i150 & 
9e64 | Andalusia Pa:._............| Andalusia Hall 202: ..0.2..00.0i525.-2--- csc-0s002-2| 1062 soaee| Acad... YOON sc nevedkeeeeense 0 | Stet ee |eeerecee S 

9665 | Annville, Pa.:.....:....----| Lebanon Valley College: ........:.....2.0.202:++-0-| 1874 |......] Coles...) 1,123 | 600 | scare [seeen sls Jeet le eesaelecreetee 7 
9966 | Ashland, Pa................| Library Association.........22..sse02sete0020e++e+) 1874 Sub .| Soe’ ....| 3,000 60) 1,600 o| 47%} 112 242 
9867 | Attleborough, Pa ...........] Bellevue Ladies’ Institute:..........--.-22.2-----2-+| 1862 |....-.| Acad....] 300 |....... | --.-022..|-conneeee Es oe eee ia 
2868 | Beatty’s Post-Office, Pa.....| St. Xavier's Acadomy......-.-.------+-----000-+02++| 1847 |.---..| Acad...) 3,000 |..2..2..|,...2202- | eeeee eens] abide eae 
2869 | Beaver, Pa..................| Beaver College and Musical Institute.........-.----| 1873 |......) Acad....| | 400 100) pots asad ode esi ee 
9810 | Bellefonte, Pa...............| Contre County Law Library ...22...222000001-.e222-| 1866 |.....| Law...) 1,050 |....022.|.--2000.| ecco eee | anal tN foe, ae 
2671 | Bethlehem, Pa.......... --.| Bishop Thorpe School for Girls..........2....22-.---| 1868 |...-..! Aead....| 300 |.....- [issetes: |i sieos ged Meee fire eee eae



OO 

2872 | Bethlchom, Pa............-.] Moravian College and ‘Theological Seminary........| 1807 |.-.---/The'l....| 4,997 TAD) [sess 1,500} 100) 200 0 
2873 | Bethlehem, Pa ............-.| Moravian Seminary for Young Ladies...............| 1749 senses] Mead... 5, 000 5 | actzecs. iil isi pte eee sree 
2874 | Bethlehem, Pa ..............| Young Men’s Christian Association. .........--..--.| 1867 | Sub.) Y.M.C.A 2, 000 50 | 1, 500 0 | 100 500 

2875 | Birmingham, Pa ............| Mountain Seminary.........22--s22-.+.2a0-2+--2+-+-| 1857 |......] Acad... 075.2588. sssceeze Oe eerste 
2876 | Blairsville, Pa ..............| Blairsville Ladies’ Sominary -..............---+--2+-| IB5L|.ecee-[ Aead....| 500] ..22022[-ecceecee | coeeeceefeeccecesfecesecesfecesseee 
2877 | Bloomsburgh, Pa .......... | Colambia County Law Library .-.-.-2-2+-e-e++---| 1808 ms MBps --| M00 | 22. 225i). -o8e-i[-enoreantafezaneaai|secctanslpentoue 
2878 | Bloomsburgh, Pa .........-.| State Normal School .....-...-20200c--2sceeese+0--| 1860 vse] Aad. 580 HAS orca Of epee eel re 
2879 | Boyertown, Pa..............] Kallynean Academy........-..2.-.-2-.seceesee02-+.{ 1866 sssev-| Acad...) 1, 600 900. | -ss805s.[ Sa ae ee 
2880 | Boyertown, Pa..............| Mt Pleasant Seminary............+-.+.¢--s2++se-0--| 1848 |...-..| Acad --+| 500 ie Oi | Bee = ee ee oe 
2281 | Bridgewater, Pa ........... | Soldiers’ Orphans’ Home.........-...22-0.-+-2+2200+| 1872 |..----|A.& R..| 300 Diesen 0]. ieh se mee ees 
2882 | Bristol, Pa .....2..-....-..-.| William Penn Library.............-.--.-------.-+--| 1869 | Sub | Soe’l ....| 1,750 @ beste tes Okestissos 350 300 re 

52 | Wander) Oa -.2_ 2: !—-2.2.2;| Baler Opphan bua tsi 25.22. Soc. 72 C59, 2.| TORT | eee sc) se eN| AIR: ose ces ee fs pe eo ee ee 
2884 | Butler, Pa.............:.....| Witherspoon Institute....:...-..--..2.--2..2.--e0--| 1850 |:..... Acad....| BOON. 35222) teascsane Oeso sesehecseses ies =a a ae 

Rae> || Camp Hitt, Pas 2s... :.5;.--;| SoldleraOrphians® SOb0d) cc =25:-<--22- 2 .ie0d-2.8-2-| 1088 |-se2<c) MG Re] L808 | ccc e.) esccecesfuess-sentep ieee lee eee eee es 
2886 | Carbondale, Pa..............| Catholic Young Men's Library Association. .........| 1873 | Sub .| Soe'l....| 400 0 1, 000 400 200 250 150 = 
2887 | Carbondale, Pa..............| Young Men’s Library Association .............-.---| 1874 | Sub .| Soe’l ....) 1, 045 150 3, 600 0 685 320 wo 
2888 | Carlisle, Pa -.-... ---2.-....] Cumberland County Law Library. .-cose-seesseeeee:] 1860 -se---) Laws.) 1,500 | .eevese) seeersees|seecceeees| ceseeesjeerenee feeeeeeee 
2889 | Carlisle, Pa...............-.| Dickinson College...-....-...-.--s+-0000-02e-+-++---| 1783 |.....-| Colz...-.| 7,765 $30 |, 2. devest 0 Olseceses fracoeeee 
2890 | Carlisle, Pa .....20.2-000---. Bolles: Lettres Sooleky ;.-.-2=--2-cco:<-aeu-+---of+-eese| Subs] Boo'y..2-| 9,0 | ~ 900)|. 220. -nees | elesteaeafs-n-nccfles- deefecesrtoe et 
9091 | Carlisle, Pa...........-....- Union Philosophical Society ...........---...-.|-+++++| Sub Soe'y...-.| 9, 967 SOO Sas aes ces. pian ot py eee eee 
2892 | Carlisle, Pa .................| Hamilton Library and Historical Society............| 1874 | Sub. a G00) Boesch gee Se. \ 41000 eo pee, telian es v 
2893 | Chambersburg, Pa ..........| Chambersburg Academy..2.....1..--.ss+se-0++-++-| 1862 |....-.| Acad....| 500/75 |.......20. OL cians ete eee eee 
2804 | Chambersburg, Pa ..........| Franklin County Law Library...:-..22-.c0+e+e++++-] 1805 |..20--| Lawes.) 1,500 |.22202.|-ceeeeeo she gee eee 
2895 | Chambersburg, Pa .......-..| Wilson Female College ..........--+--+-+---++--+-+-| 1870 |..--..| Acad...) 1,050 200 |..---2---. Oi | Seeceasl ieee etc heteees 
2806 | Choster, Pa ..-ceseeeoee-| Chester Livrary veeecesecsseeceeeveeeceeseeseeseese | 1769 | Sub | Sool....| 2500] 90 |.sanr.--- Of, eofee-ct} pe soiree 
2807 | Chester, Pa ..............--.| Pennsylvania Military Academy......-...-....-----| 1862 |......| Col......| 1,000 S50 She Pre <8 O |. --cese-| aac inne|nneeeee St 
2898 | Chester Springs, Pa.........| Soldierg Orphan School ....-....-..-2+.---+++++++-+-] 1872 |------| A,& Re.) 900 |---| ence e nef ence ee teeeeee| ee eeeee | eeeeee ee = 
2899 | Coatesville, Pa...........-..| Library Association ..............2..---.------++---| 1872 | Sub -| Soc'l .. -.) 800 100 $5100 zeta oe ee 450 250 200 = 

2900 | Collegeville, Par..........---| Penneylvania Female Collogo:...--..----+--+++-----| 1851 |.-.-.-] Aoad....| 2,000 |..202..) .eceseei]-ccseieed|seoneterfeetezesf aces 2 
2901 | Columbia, Pa ...............] Shock Library ..............seeceeseeceeeeceeereeeee| 1862 | Both | Acad....) 1,600 40 ABO Ne teen eke 170 55 105 

2002 | Concordville, Pa............| Maplewood Institute.........-.-202ccceeeereeeeceeee] 1870 |...2..| Acad...) 600 |....0...] eee O lect zsitecrsesarhoetteee 
2903 | Coudersport, Pa ...... ......| Library and Literary Association ..........--.----.-| 1850 | Sub .| Soc’l....| 500 35 GAO daxeccna ac Anse 30 10 

2904 | Cressona, Pa............----| Free Reading-Room and Library Association ....-..| 1861 | Free |Soc'l ....|/ 500 |...2..2.).0.2sesee.).-eeceete|seeeeee-feseeeset|eceeente bet 
2005 | Danville, Pa.............-.--| State Hospital for the Insane ......2...20+e2++e0+-++] 1872 |...--+ Aet. ANB oof enon eal coeesn neo eneeaeeelecsa-oae|aeeeenea ee 
2906 | Downington, Pa.............| Chester Valley Academy......---..c0e--e+---2re--02! 1870 |..---- Acad.-..! DOD | 0a na acbecnnsnens|sennssec=-Ieerceos-Ignceene-|aererces | OW
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2907 | Doylestown, Bisset apeeh Gudiphaweens ee te 1855 | Sub .| Soc'l....| 2,300} 200 peep) ie Piccteater ies nares en = 

2908 | Easton, Pa...............-- | Lafayette College ...........-.c+-.e2--eeeeeeeeee++e+| 1832 | Sub .| Col......| 16, 000 [seed snecbettigecee al Oh OT ee 
2909 | Easton, Pa........-.-.------| Brainerd Bocletys crests o fescho eas -ucs-us 4 BO eet | Boolyca- | WOU) batsesa.poccaoe [aaa Sool enero eae eee s 
2910 | Easton, Pa.......-...--..-- | Franklin Society.....-..-.-.....-+-..--.--2+--| 1831 |......| Soc’y....|° 2,200 | RO teeter cee ee ea eg reeee 
9011 | Waston, Pa....2...-...-..-. | Washington Society .........-....----------=-| 1830 | Sub || Soo’y.-..] 9100 |. °80|..-.--.--.|--1-002-- ei 100]/.2.02- ae 
2912 | Easton, Pa.............-.-- Tidw Departnent -.-.....---2.0 5-2. .-2e---22-} 1878 |-2---.| BOW see Qb0 ee ey bie AC ees nleidaer ae 
2013 | Easton, Pa..........--..-+..| Library Association .-...-2+0+seeeee.eeeeeeeeeeesee | 1811 Sub. Sool... 5,000 Aut Gere | £0 ieee eoighaas = 

: 2014 | Evensburg, Pa...............| Fireman’s Library......-2.2.---.4-.0202-+--+-++-+:| 1873 | Sub .|Soo’l....) 605 |........| OB one seed Reece 825 
2915 | Edinboro’, Pa ...............| Northwestern State Normal School ............----.| 1861 |......, Acad... 9,200 | api 0: | Zeca | rae Sete tee ee 
2916 | Elder's Ridge, Pa ...........| Elder’s Ridge Academy..........-..----------------| 1853 |......| Acad.... 600 eae oO) 40 | 40 | encegeze Ss. 

2917 | Breildoun, Pa ...... ....-...| Seminary for Young Ladies..........---.-----------| 1861 |......|Aead....| 500} 50 |.-....-.. Oeste ek a eee 
2018 | Erie, Pa ..../.........-..--.| City Library Young Men’s Christian Association ...| 1867 | Sub. Y.M.C.A 5, 650 124 | 15, 000 | 0) 950 | 275} 2,100 = 
2919 | Brie, Pa ..............---«. | Erie County Law Library.........-.-20.-+2+--20000-| 1866 |......| Law ....| 590 ee eae ee Se 
WOW | rie, Pass sed22. 235 <scS ses, Iedertafeh Mristsal Sodiety:. 2 6.200202... 2... |S, cezens (poo be cast > S00 ie il aera Ue ecg ecetsl ee -nevaes ia 
2991 | Hitler Pas. seh. 25.0... | Wananio Tibraty: f5522 52: S001 | 1867 | Sib .| Soc’... “i Oe ie ah o. 0 0 0 3 
OORT Witey Pa 22.52.20. <-2....2..| Pablioohool TAbrary:-......_5..--2--s.c22--2~cene Ls BA aiden coo. TOONS Sees oe cer ahee iat ema een ore 
2993 | Brie, Pa ...1.:...-----.+.+-.] St Bonediot’s Acadomy.........-.s.-0c--.e2-0--+-| 1868 |----0-| Acad....| 1,200] 95 bea 0 ee aes 
2024 | Factoryville, Pa.............| Keystone Academy ......-...----22ee-2eeeee22eee+++| 1869 Jeeou--] Acad....| 400 )....20..)--.022-2.] 9,500 Jenene Ds Pees é 
2925 | Fallsington, Pa .............| Library Company.........22...2+-teece0eeeseeeeeee-| 1802 | Sub | Soc'l....| 1, 612 Ghose] & $0004 Soe ee | care cen eee 
2926 | Freeland, Pa.......-.---.--- ee 1870 Ea Soc'y..../ 800 sg Sos one 
2927 | Germantown, (Phila.,) Pa...) Clément’s (Mme.) French Protestant School ........| 1857 ....-. Acad.... 350 DO ecrse anes Of cecsse prvrefeesnes 

z 2928 | Germantown, (Phila.,) Pa...| Friends’ Free Library and Reading-Room. ........- eed | ise | Bab. | 7, O84 1, 500 18, 400 12,500! 3,300 | 3,000 2,150 : 

.



I TT 

2929 ) Germantown, (Phila.,) Pa...) Germantown Library Company. .--...-.-------------| 1869 | Sub .| Soe’l.--.| 2,400 |..-.... | %, 800: | ..c0 cc ace |socneecs|ssenewcs|as onsees 

2930 | Germantown, (Phila.,) Pa..-/ Orphan Home and Asylum for the Aged ............| 1862 |......| A. & R.. Oe Coss acaatncssesess 0 ae atsnee te Oaketoe ; 

2931 | Germantown, (Phila.,) Pa...| Stevens’ (Miss M. E.) Boarding and Day School for |*1867|.....-| Acad....| 750 |...0.-..|.-2.<0-2+. [tc--csce-[renecoc-|ccenaesi|) czece-s 
| Young Ladies, | | | ‘ 

2932 | Germantown, (Phila.,) ey Young Men’s Christian Association’ ...............-| 1872 | Free Y.M.C.A 519 10 | 3,200 | 0 Fenecaee OBE sca 
2933 |: Gettysburg, Pa.....-....-..] Adams County Law Library......:cc.-.esce+es-++2) 1885 |.-..--| Law...) 405° |sos---c-[eeeeseeces] ces dces[lesesses|soscesee[tossaeee 
2034 | Gettysburg, Pa ..........--.) Lmflietan Wistorioal Society. ..-...-..-<0.--.¢-.-....| 1846 |......| Hist’l...| 359 scat 0 90 fan aoe ef ese Q 
2935 | Gettysburg, Pa ............./ Pennsylvania College... ....--2....++2--++++-+eee0e| 1832 | Free | Col......| 7, 200 900'}.0..-----2| 1, 50 50 (ee ufos = 
2936 | Gettysburg, Pa .............) Linnean and German Societies ............-..-) 1844 |...... Soc’y.... BOOM st wnaa. | Senus'c ena} usin scasaspeeecoee yb eee pea ecenaees = 
2937 | Gettysburg, Pa .........---.) Philomathean BME et cise asia 1 |) ca] Soo'ywc us| 6/000 |) (900 |enre set woes see Pee eee 
2938 | Gettysburg, Pa .............! Phrenakosmian Society.......-2---++++++++++++| 1682 |......| Sov'y...-| 6, 000 200 |psersccees sabentnedicez ci feecnsay,|eom ogg eae 
2939 | Gettysburg, Pa .............| Theological Seminary, (Lutheran). ..........-+-+-+-+| 1826 |....../Phe'l....) 11,000} 30 |... eee.) seeeeeeeee % or 0 = 
2940 | Greenville, Pa ....-.----.-- Thiel College -------erseeseceeeseteneeeerseveceeeee| ISTO |ocaaee| Coleceee-] 85000 |-ceecesleeesesees ceceeses [esereee:| cerecesfeceeeee BE 
2041 | Grenville, Beskseeee.-.| _ Socioby Ufbrarics, (2)..--...-.-.----.-----e-oc-| I870"|..0-} S00'y-00,| 400 |. e--cees|eccrecee sclsoceevecce|-cavcsecfecceeacsfececsoee = 
2942 | Harford)Ba.......-...-.--- | Soldiers’ Orphan School........2-2.-...eesse+ee+--++| 1865 |....../A.&R..| 600] 200 |........-. G heosarecife deen oes ee 
2043 | Harleysville, Pa ........:.-.| Cassel’s Library ..........2...-..-Leceecee-eeeee+-+-| 1635 [Sub .| Mis.....| 10,175 | 200 |......... Dideiescoea[t seen eee eae 
2044 | Harrisburgh, Pa........... | Dauphin County Law Library .........-...22.-.++--| 1865 |......| Law ....) 3191 |- 50 |...2..... 0 0} 200 on 
9045 | Harsigborgh, Ph.......-...1| Harrisburgli Law Library -..-..---..-.4:-.-0-s-eeee|scoce-|esoeap| LBW cree] 1980 [2-22-20 |s-ccercer | ceriereae[reseree [esoven fenereees 
2046 | Harrisburgh, Pa............| State Agricultural re eee ony 1851 |......|Set......] 2,000] 100 |.......... Ol 2 A0O pee 5 Ope 

_ 9947 | Horrisborgh, Pa.........--.| State Library ...2--.+--+sse+s-----0sceeeeessesseeeee-| 1816 |.2....| Stato....| 30,500] 1,809 |....0..2. |..-..0-. aa G0 ate eee 
2048 | Harrisburgh, Pa............| Young Men's Christian Association.................| 1855 | Both| Y.MLC.A| 2,100| 100 5,000 Oi esis oN aecnedfesce ee ee 
2049 | Harrisburgh, Pa..........-., Young People’s Association, (Grace M. E.Church)..| 1874 |Sub.|Soc'l....| 500} 100) 2,000 | 0} 100}. 100 os 
2950 | Hartford, Pa........-...---.| Soldiers’ Orphan School..............-.-2+----------| 1965 |...--.| A.&R.. OOD Saco ns| rage Vols pane ae eat seer stecees| see cee & 

9951 | Hatboro’, Pa,......-22--.--.| Union TAbrary..--.-------.<ceeoc- scc++sseeeeeeeeaes] 1955 |Subi.| Soo'l....| 7431 | 919-|..........|. 9450) 387] ccc. St 
2952 | Haverford Collego, Pa ......| Haverford College ......-.---ssecece-ee+eeeeeeeeeee+| 1833 | Free |Col.....-| 7,000) 420 |......... ma | GO le ae 
2953 | Haverford College, Pa ......| See ete Lae Beve'| Sootysc-| 73041 | 180) iat seni) exer Aue |e ieee ae ee 
2954 | Haverford College, Pa......| _ Everett Society ..............2+-s--.+---+.----| 1866 | Free | Soc'y....| 1,200] 70 | -....... ee -Sveied tee? taeee 

2955 Maven Clge, Pa Loganian Society ....-.2...-.----++:-2000+2222+| 1835 | Free | Soc'y....| 2500 5 | a ees | A A eet ere 
$056 | Hollidaysbarg'Pa ..........| Holidaysburg Female Seminary ..-.--ese-sseecee- 1267 |......| Acad....[ 1,000] 100 | ....2... oy coace awian| oun 
2957 | Honesdale, Pa ...........0-.| Franklin Lycoum..........c.0.022sss000see002202-| 1871 Sub -| Sool ....) 2,400) 125 3,000 0) 300 15| 295 : 
2958 | Honesdale, Pa ..............| Law and Library Assqciation ............+.,0++-----| 1869 | Free) Law....| 475 |oeeeeee cesses Olesen 0 
2950 | Hulmesville, Pa ..........-.| Young Men's Christian Association........-.-2.+++.|W871 |------/YMLC.A| 400 {........ 200 Gece 0 
2960 | Johnstown, Pa..............| Cambria Library Association............-.----+----| 1870 |Sub.|Soc'l....| 2500} 100 | ......... o| 69| 130) - 175. 
S0i'| King of Prustia P.0., Pa*-:| Unlon LAWWaty.:...-.-.vs052ct-5 lacs sesee~eote-vba| 1652 | Sabs{Boplc--,| 8,000! |/— 2.025 [iee san 2\\s seco lee ape ee ea 
2962 | Kingston, Pa................| Bennett Library of Wyoming Seminary ...........| 1844) Sab.|Acad....! 500 BAe sc cnts! Olean Se ee
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2963 | Kutztown, Pa............-..| Keystone State Normal School....-...:-.------c-.--| 1866 |....-.| Acad... 9000 | 200 | .....222.[.csccese[ossceesfteceeeefeeceecee 
2964 | Lancaster, Pa........-...--.| Athen#um and Historical and Mechanical Society..| 1860 | Sub .| Soc'l....| 4,000 |..-.....| ..222-- iol ee 
2965] Lancaster, Pa......---....-., Franklin and Marshall College........-..-.-- -----.| 1853 |...---| Col......| 3,500 Pi chee 0 | amet bee oases 
BO | eceeine Wa, o-oo p- DimmpodinnBoctety, cacti Co esl ek cee Pegeorg cs ah ea ON ac GaN Lee calls ee) oe 
2067 | Lancaster, Pa........-....--| Goethean Society........--.--.--.-ceeeeeeeeeee-|seeeee/eeeee-| Soc'y....| 4,000 US case ee ee > 
2068 | Lancaster, Pa.:...........-.| Lancaster Law Library...............-------------.| 1854 | Sub.| Law ....| 4,700] 140 |......... a Pi ova oes 
2969 | Lancaster, Pa.........-..--.| Linnwan Scientific and Historical Society...........| 1862 |...... &s._| 500 WH ees 0 100) $50 $50 = 

2970 Lancaster, Pa........---.--.| Mechanics’ MADPBEY 025 622s 25-2054 <c0r0s0cu5-05=>2-44 O00 1 SUD See'l ....| 4,000 160 8, 320 4,500 436) 275 75 

2971 | Lancaster, Pa. ............-.| Theological Seminary, (Reformed) ...........-----..| 1825 |......|'The’l....| 10, 000 BEV a 1,900 400 | 100 1) 
2972 Lancaster, Pa.......-.-+---.| Young Men's Christian Association........02-2+0-+: 1872 | Sub. ¥.M.C.A) 8) 00's uae: 6, 000 o|.....--.} *200] 1,500 S&S, 
2073] Near Latrobe, Pa :...---.-,| Bb Vinoant'a College, ,0qc20-<20/-.-2:+--suneasoaeu] 1846 fisn2a-| Colee-c--| 18, 000 |-.0+5404| 22sesc00 |uccesersss|-cesoeci|staesee frases SO 
Rij2| Latrobe, Paq.ac-.-:cs-;--.| Bh Kavier’s Academy... - 0.22. ..0s20-c--acpace-ni| 2046 |ocenes| Aad.) 3.000 [icc Scyaca | Sse bes ec fuceeeee foes a 

2975 Lewisburg, Pa....--.------.) University at Lewisburg.........------------+------| 1853 |......| Col......| 5,255 TT SAG te o| eaters oid Sane R 

- 9976 | Lewisburg, Pa........-.---.|  EuepianSociety.....---.--c--csseeeeeeesereeeee] 1850 |---| Soo'y.- | 58] 25 |. eeeaneeee ee ieee eee ee 
2077 | Lewisburg, Paeceeeneees| Theta Alpha Society........--..----+++-+1+++-| 1850 |..200.{Soc'y.-..| 590 Be eine ahs at Stee sige ees ee 
2978 | Lewisburg, Pa.............. Uaivorsity Poindle Tnstitdte. . ... <..5.<042-0060) 1B | 20-52] es 3), OOD 4. oe SaaS aga oes cadaus bidage eas recceeeel iaegeuas 

2079 | Lewistown, Pa..............| Apprentices’ Literary Society ....-..---.--+-++-++--| 1841 | Free |Soc'l....| 962 | -...2..|.....s20| oreo coe Lunas 
2980 | Lewistown, Pa..............| Library Association ............-..---2++-s+-+------| 1870 | Sub. Soe. 1, 800 50 2, 600 | 0 150 0 80 
2981 | Litiz, Pa.........--.-.--..-.| Linden Hall Seminary ..........--5--------+-e--+---| 1794 |.--...| Acad....] 3, 100 TO0)i| lc acce tf eee See ea lke eee eee 
Doge [iti Pa cosas gsdo. ccs. 254 De AOMMetp ce iprst a eacpa ts teaatcavontnanes| Mea [one Shope te are 90; Sek acoa | eeee ep eaves |e pee 
2983 | Lock Haven, Pa ........-.-.|-Clinton County. Law Library...-.-2-+se+esse0-+2+-++| tb || aw | Poon, Lona wg aren nan esa aleaeey i 
2984 | Lock Hayen, Pa ssc k eee eerie a ace cee 1868 | Sub .! Soe'l....' 1, 200 200 3, 000 318 550 150 400



2985 | Loretto, Pa ...-----..----.--| St. Francis College: ........555..00s-e.sessssees-.2--| 1849 |..--..|Col..-...| 3,000 [ae Cea oe ae fee roe tees neceees 

2986 | Lower Merion, Pa ..........| Phila. Theological Seminary of St. Charles Borromeo | 1840 |...... The’l.-..| 9,500 AN cee te 0 300 | 550 0 

2987 | McAlisterville, Pa ..........| Soldiers’ Orphan School...-....------+2++s-----e+++-| 1864 veee]AGR..| 500 | M0 | -22ness- | iezee-cced]--anaees|eeennne.|-acteons 
2988 Mansfield, Pa .....-.-----+--| State Normal School .......-..--s+sceeee-eeeeeeee--,) 1862 |......) Acad....) 900 |.....2-.).222. 226 ae rai ee seeeeeee 

2989 | Mauch Chunk, Pa.....-.....| Carbon County Law Library.......--..-..--.++-+--.| 1868 |......| Law .... 304 Ber gered Se 

2990 Mauch Chunk, Pa........---) Minerva Liyoewms..: 2sscs 2s ncssee0c52. <-csesesaec-| 1867) Sub csidaeee eet ae aes ‘ es Graces 200 

2991 | Meadville, Pa..........-....| Allegheny College ............-----0---+------------| 182) |.--...| Col....-. 8, 000 | setecedfeonecces-¥ sesssee:| connee [reereees vs 

2092 | Meadville, Pa .......--...--.! Allegheny Literary Society .......22.22-20222. | eeee-|seeeee Boog... 4, oto fecw eins sets esses eeetee| ceeeeee 
2993 | Meadville, Pa...............| NE OMNES as o> sige p si ncensd a tidscndecen} Seats sate aks 500 [osteeees seeeeeeees [reeeeeees | serene fers eenaeeek $ 

2994 Meadville, Pa......2.-...2-:) Philo-Franklin Soolety:--.-~.+..2+-2-22.652.-:| 22% oe aia 1,000 | 18 oe Seniesa oe S 

2995 | Meadville, Pa ........--.....| City Library ..-..22---se0cceseoecesceoeeeseee-nes---| 1868 | Sub..| Soc'l....| 3,191 30 3, 500 | 0 700 | 200 

2996 | Meadville, Pa ........--...-.| Meadville Theological School.........---.--++-+-+--.| 1845 | asese| The... 2,308) 400 |......... | 1,250 85 85 100 oD 
2997 | Meadville, Pa ..............| Public High School............---...2.-e2eeeee-22-- | U854| Free| Acad....| 800 35 500 | 0 50 50 0 = 
2998 | Mechanicsburg, Pa..........| Cumberland Valley Institute .....-.........--.:.--.. 1860 eet 500 50 | --+-e e+ | Ob asennvs| cenanea| soose~ em a 

2999 | Mechanicsburg, Pa .........) Irving Female College .+-.---1--2+s--eeeeeeeeeeees 1857 sree] Mead. Bi000! |: S..abfasceee peste eae eee S 
3000 | Mechanicsburg, Pa .........| Library and Literary Association ...................| 1872 | Sub .| Soc’l....| 1,000 | ...... 2, 100 | 0 oe 5 
3001 | Media, Pa..............-..-.| Brooke Hall Female Seminary eee oe ee vee Acad 650 50 |.--c.-.-. | 0) | cceies Leases |cewncson = 

3002 Maile! sccice inti ciessacd Delaware County Institute of Science............... 1883 | Sub ‘| Sei......] 1,800 P49; | ss 2eco8s | 0 | 400. (le 
3003 | Mercersburg, ora Mercersburg College .........----2------------+-----| 1870 seee-| COL... 300 50 eae | 0 Pee vavecmee. S 

e 2, 000 | | 
3004 | Mercersburg, _ieetaead | Society Libraries, (2) ........----.-.2--.--+.--.| 1866 a ie 3 500 eee Cen ed pasees tl aegeae > 

| | = 3005 | Millersville, Pa ........-....| Millersville Normal School.....-.---.--.-----.-----., 1859 |....-./ Acad....| 3,000 lee aes Ollie, wn rlisteres-|pncoueas = 

3006 | Montrose, Pa ies <2. Bilagehannn Coagty Siew ieaer ec 1866 pee aaa 450 [octtetee|steree eee | eeeeeeees| teens |teeeee ee |e eeeeee a 

3007 | Mt. Soy, Pa .....-.--..----- | Cedar Hill Seminary .....-.-...-.-+2+--+-+++2+-++---| 1850 | Free| Acad....| 4,500] 150 TOO eeseeeees|eeeeeees| 100 |seeeeeee AY 
3008 | Mt. Joy, Pa ..........---#.. | Union Library ...---.-----2-----s--------.-ese0---..| 1872 | Free | Pub..... 300 BD fan ek aes cela eeta cess | cae ces poe ears i 

3009 Mt. Pleasant, Pa ....--------| Western Pennsylvania Classical and Scientific School. 1873 |......| Acad.... 900) 522202] coece eon | 0 epee erie as ase 2 

NOT DI RN 6G TER...» nanescnnce-cn| POPOL ADENINE <5 op setrpsprianos--ne-naennabs-5-02 pee fearzes Pat.sz<. SUE: |e ee webct re eee aren lars Wabere > 

3011 | Myerstown, Pa..........-...| Palatinate College, Society Libraries ........-.......| «+--+ -+++++| Sool .-.. 900 | nds sax bina cgate ath ene, poe s 

3012 | Nazareth, Pa............--..| Moravian Historical Society ........-.....-.---...-.| 1857 seteee) Hist'l ...| 1,039 BS) | -nseeean 8a7 275 eee eaeman ge 

3013 | Nazareth, Pa............... | Nazareth Hall... -.------0000eeeeeeeeseeeeeeeeee eens 1785 seseee| Acad... 5, 000 Obstet | 0 rsscheen|esanaslbamecaee 

3014 | New Brighton, Pa...........| St. Joseph’s Literary Association......-.....--..--.| 1871 Bree} Ree) =<: 500 50 300 | 0 150 50 . 6 

3015 New Brighion, Pa...........| Young Men’s Library Association ee fe oe Sub : Boe'l 1,270 180 850. pete 200 | 100 00 Fa 
3016-| New Castle; Pa-.-..-........|-New Castle College: . 2....225<.2s2-.2+-00ce------.-| 1872 |--.---| Col...... 400 WO len2ctn 525 ved ons Ge aceasiasle oss ceeaeeeae an 

Ss * For periodicals and binding. ° 3
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3017 | New Wilmington, Pa .......| Westminster College../.......-..--2222-+.-se-++++--| 1862 |..---.| Col... $000 onsen beta joemmnncte lanier st yi seee > 
3018 ee | AGRipIN Salty sce ee ete ee ecellate | oem lacs |.) souk bos Se wc |e eee ee 
3019 | New Wilmington, Pa......... Philomath Society ..........-..-.0+.+-22+-+--| 1862 |......|Soe'y....| 350 seeesisfneescar osehetees: | stewue: Ibestacta| bela gae 
3020 | NorristoWn, Pa’.............] Library Company .......0.0.0..2..2ss000+ee-seeeee-| 1796 |Sub | Soc'l:...] 5,000| 196 |.....-002-|s.csecce.[seeees.[essseces[eseceoes 
3021 | Norristown, Pa ...........::| Montgomery County Law Library .............201.. 1080 |. NE oo NS gate td ce 
3022 | Norristown, Pa.............| Tremount Seminary..............2.0L.-2+22-2----+-+| 1862 |...-..| Acad....] 1,040 a pes cea aerate ee efter, 8 SR eR ye 
3023 | North East, Pa..............| Irving Literary Society of Lake Shore Seminary....|....../Sub.|Soc'y-.-.| 300 |.eecce-.|eeecceeee veveee ong Eten ais = 
3024 | Ol City, Pa... .--esese+4-/ Library Association. ..-+sese: ceeceeseeeseeseseese| 1865, Sub) Sool s---| 1,200 eee eee | Wiese ee) $500 
3025 | Oxford, Pa............ ....| Lincoln University ......2..22.s2seeseeeeeeseseeee] 1853 |--02++] Colee2---] 3,690 |..-.22.|.--eeeeet [elicsvose| eos eae Reseecs eS 

3026 Oxford, Pa ....-..2---2+-+---) Oxford Tabrany icp than: cocnas cep -cei sei see <ts|, 1868)| Subs ||See'ls: =2| 1,047 | 95} 3,000 | 0 #5) $120 200 S&S 

3027 | Peach Bottom, Pa...........| Citizen's Public Library .....-.--.2----+s+-se-reee+|eenees|eeeee-| Soe'l.--.| 400 Jeseeete> PaeSTSaSEl | ptiganbeede [ons Gam Nee or peti = 
3028 | Philadelphia, Pa ............) Academy of Fine Arts ..-.-.-2-2 s-.-s-2eeeeeeeeeee-| 1806 |oeeee-|Seie---.] SAO | seeees)seeeeeee 0 0 oe besiots . 
3029 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Academy of Natural Sciences .......... ...---.-----| 1812 |......| Sei....-.| 30,000 SE oes 90; 000 | 3;.800 [oe.cee. cfc ess DR 

3030 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Academy of Notre Dame ..........---.--.--++-+--+-| 1858 | Free | Acad ...| 5,000 bse pi eerpeey a eres ss Ss eesti = 
3081 |! Philadelphia, Pa............| American Philosophical Society «.-.--.+2+ +-+++e+2+-] 13 |-.2--|Sele-----| 20,000 | 400 |o-eeeeee-|-seeeeeee |oenseee ey ee § 
3032 | Philadelphia, Pa..........,.| American Snnday School Union........ -----2---+--| 1824 |......| The'l.-:.| 3,200 |:....-.-|s.--22.c0.|ccecceros[incenee [eceenee [Loneveee 
3033 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Apprentices’ Library Company .........---- ------+-| 1820 | Free | Pub.....| 21, 000 108 | 64,523 40,000 | 6,031 | ee 3, 713 
3034 | Philadelphia, Pa.......-....] Athensum of Philadelphia ...........-..-.... ------| 1814 | Sub .| Soe’l..2.| 20,000} 481 | 4.22.22... Oe nr Rea 
3035 | Philadelphia, Pa..........:.| Baptist Historital Society .......... .--.-.---..--+-.| 1861 |......| Hist'l ...| 9,315 mmf 500 = poles 
3036 | Philadelphia, Pa.......----.| Broad Street Academy.....-..-------<0.e-0eeeeeee--| 1863.|...2--] Acad....} 3,500] 100 |.-..,.220:|s0000--00 ee eee 
3037 Philadelphia, Pa...........+|/Brothehead Library...---.---<e0o0s+--cecen-ssevess! 1861,|'Sub.| Mis ,....1 35;000!! mop: poovwsele. | oe. eee foseeebefesbseeesl oe eeeee 

- a .
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3038 | Philadelphia, Pa......-----.| Burd Orphan oer ee NC | SOB becsax [Aes GR.) BBO fod se aalesce ss 10 |o oa sen sd ealegeconsdipescenes|roneenee 

3039 PiladelphingPaces----- | BYNGHY TMTBEY 400. deta naeeonssavsyerundeaxenc-=2| FIOB | Sa [eet 2,250 | 26 ee Oi 5.26 | aeis ne eee 
3040 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Carpenters’ Company of Philadelphia ..............} 1736 Free} Soo'l....| 3,602} 102 }......... | Ae Schl proto hea 

=2 3041 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Catholic Philomathean Literary Institute. ........-.| 1965 | Sub | Sool... | 600 |..-..2 SOO eeautas fst. ea cee eres 
* 3042 | Philadelphia, Pa........-.- Capialle-Philopatrian Literary Inetitnie ..... | 1850 | Sub | Soe'l-...| 2,000 |........| 3,700 Oi Soeee eaeere sep =, On, 
I 3043 | Philadelphia, Pa.........-..| Central High School ...-...---s-+ee+esereerseeseee-| 1838 ie A ado. (SQN) |p aves slte vce 2aclhbenpcedes|tanecesl aves eens 

3044 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Christ Church Hospital..........-..eseeeeeeeeee-00 [sees Jove ace. LO piers liters ee ban Fac epete cat S 
3045 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Christ Church Librarys.----seeeeeseseeeseeeeeeeeees) OVD |eeeees| The’... | *8,500 | eeeeee |eseee eves seceeeeees|sceeece:|oeesesss ereeeees < 
3046 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Uhristian Hall Library, (Chestnut Hill).............| 1870 | Sub | Soc'l....| 3,c00} 169] 4,050 0} 41} 100)" 700 § 
3047 | Philadelphia, Pa............| College of Physicians..........2.....2--+eeseeeee22.| 1789 bee | Med ... 18, 753 oS setestenedseeeeeeleseeceesleeeeeees Be 
3048 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Crescent Library .........-.--sseee-ceeeseeeeseeee | 1850 | Sub | Soe'l... | 500 Sees ste | oe eee 
3049 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Educational Home for Boys.... .--...-..---0seeee+ | 1874 |.---- |AL@R..| 600 |....22 | eeeeeeee [eceseceeee settee cena: anne R 
3050 | Philadelphia, Pa.-.....--.- Rift Ward Grammar School -.+---s--seesveesesee cess) Free | Acad... ROOO oaas- [imate wees 1, 666 50 OO lea stuece = 

- 3051 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Four Monthly Meeetings of Friends................| 1742 | Free| Soc'l ....| 7,000 |.-...2-.).-eeecee [ecereseees[eeesees [seneeces[eseeeeee B 
3052 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Franklin Institute.........-.......-.--2-+-ececeee+ | 1824 |,..---| Sei..... | 16,000 | 1,000 |......... 0 OW @.000 |e--en-c-0 oe 
2053.) BhRedeiphia, Pa. ........55 | Mremde Appin. s..2-22---ns02-00-n200+ pends treet {ceded |reene-| Bode Rw 550 |... dealt =o ets | Feaa Se) ee ee ee 
3054 | Philadelphia, Pa.........-..| Friends’ Historical Association. ......,.......-..--.| 1873 |......| Hist'l...} 500 |......2.|.----.222. 0} 200 |..neeee Jeeves 
3055 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Goonge Institute....--.------.----sereeeeeeeeseees.| 1872 | Sub /Soc'l...| 1,838 600} 12,000 | 23,500 1,636) 722/904 3 

3056 | Philadelphia, Pa.......-....] German Society of Pennsylvania ............--..+-.| 1817 |...... § Mist S16, 000 400 | 17,000 | 1,000) 70) 30 & 
3057 | Philadelphia, Pa,.........--| Girard Colloge.....-..----+---2.-200.-e-seereerar-| 1848 |.-.---| Acad... 5,000] 200 |....2..... 0] 00 cee ss taken em 
9058 | Philadelphia, Pa.......-.-+.| Girls’ Normal School.....----.-+-\-s-00++ + s+-+++0-| 1850 | Free | Acad...| 500 Me fee 0 0 | 2400 | eevee ae 
3059 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania, F.A.A.M..-.....-.| 1787 |.--.-.| Soe’l... | 1,500 |.......- Oi [oe sacl eeclawecnescfigecses Jeeeeee-s = 

3060 | Philadelphia, Pa.........-..| Hahnemann Medical College..-........--..--.----- | 1867 |--.... area | D600) ico s2a|sccens 22, O fiance Neseren faweenees, 

3061 | Philadelphia, Pa...........| Hermann Literatur Society ........--2+---2e--+-----| 1841 | Sub. eo 550| 150 450 |......-...| 200 | ow 
3062 | Philadelphia, Pa...........-| High School Observatory ...--.-.----s--n-r--2ee0+-[eoeee-|-e++-+]SOh-ee---] 406 |----e---Jeceeereeee 0} 500 |.--seaeJereereee SF ; 
3063 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Historical Society of Pennsylvania .................| 1824 |......| Hist’l...| 16,000} 800 |..........| 50,300 | 3, 400 feeeceeeleteeeee 8 
3064 | Philadelphia, Pa...........-| Home for Destitute Colored Children...............| 1860 |...... nee BS feos oeesJoeeeeesee [oseeneeceslseneee leeeeeeeseeeeeees Se 
3065 | Philadelphia, Pa........-...| Hospital of the Protestant Episcopal Church .......| 1865 | Free| A. & R..| 2,849 |..--..2.).2.2c.22.|eeeeeeeee [eeee eee 100 i io 
3066 | Philadelphia, 'Pa........----| House of Refuge, (dlored).->-- ....-...-2--------+-| 1850 |..-2--/A.& R..| 1,450 |.....22.] 4/000 |...22---2-|.-eceee-[oececene[essneeee 
3067 | Philadelphia, Pa........--..| House of Refuge, (white) ....-......-...--2..2-+----| 1826 tee A&R. 980 Jo-ovse-|eeeeseeee:|eseesecessleceeeess] 250 |aeecnee 
3068 | Philadelphia, Pa...........-| Institate for Colored Youth...........-....----.-.-+- eee res (Pe 2, 959 25) 3,000 0 0 ae 

3069 | Philadelphia, Pa.........-.- ee aia 1833 See £00 QO recs wars OFesuesen settetes|eseeeees pa 

3070 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Institution for the Deaf and Dumb......-.........-.| 1833 pear Mog SSO ficsci ss Aeesaaswces Oloccustachsce-neateaaeee os i 
* Includes pamphlets. x
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3071 | Philadelphia, Pa.........-..| James Page Library Company .......----.-.-..---..| 1841 | Sub.| Soc’l....| 600 |.2-..22.|.----2-2+5 Blea eadvalezeesatls = 
3072 | Philadelphia, Pa.........-..| Kensington Institute ...-.-.----.-0-2++seseeeee++++-/ 1853 | Free | Soe'l-.-.) 1,800 |.-..20-| ---eeeeeefeeseeeeees|eeeeree| caren cere 
3073 | Philadelpbia, Pa....-....-..] Keystone Public Grammar School .....-.....--..--.| 1881 | Free Acad... | 2217 | 100 | -........] 1,666 | $100 $100 %o 6§ 
3074 | Philadelphia, Pa............] La Salle College --....----------00c-s00eeeseeers++-| 1868 | --22.] Cole... 5,000 | 250. |.22.-.2e-] 0 ceeeee|teceeees| cece ee] eeeeeees ng 
3075 | Philadelphia, Pa............] Law Association. .........2...-..2...22s.02+2-2+--- | 1802 | Sub.| Law ....] 8,300 | 350 |.......... | 5,000} 3,000} 2000 $° 
3076 | Philadelphia, Pa............] Library Association of Friends, (Race street) .......| 1835 | Free|Soc’l....| 8,000 | 300} 4,200 Oil 000 esas Ua ee oe ea 
3077 | Philadelphia, Pa.........-..] Library and Reading-Room Association, (23d ward).| 1857 | Sub .| Soc'l ....| 2, 000 50} 1,500 0} 250 125 2 = 
3078 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Library Company of Philadelphia .............----.| 1731 | Sub .| Soe’ ....{104,000*| 1,500 |..........] 13,000 14,500 | 6,000} 6,500 
3079 | Philadelphia, Pa............ Wapigantann Tilbratyis son! <2sunctvahe as seccsS ens) aces |= vfatoies. ef pcaseee cae a te afesacincels|%, 00-000 Nh cree center tf uric aon es 

s 3080 | Philadelphia, Pa.........-..| Lincoln Institute .........-..--c.e-.22-eceses2-+-e--| 1866.| .....] AL&R..| 1,200] 300 |...2...2.. Oe =, 
3081 | Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Locust Street Grammar School..............-....--.| 1831 | Free | Acad...) 3,500 95 | is. sicas| 1, 86, 99 99 Oras 
3082 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Mechanics’ Institute of Southwark ........-....----| 1852 | Sub. Soe’ ....) 3,550) 200 | 7,504 1,000 | 1,400] 500 362 
3083 | Philadelphia, Pa............] Mercantile Library .....-.---2+.s-2-+0-eeeeeee+ee++| 1881 | Sub | Mer... |125, 662 | 17,004 | 237,341 | 52,800 | 46, 083 | 21,387 | 24,631 
3084 | Philadelphia, Pa ............] Moyamensing Literary Institute...........---...--.] 1853 | Free|Sve'l....] 4,000 | 184 |.......22.)....eeeeee[eeeeeeee| ceeeee| eee 
3085 | Philadelphia, Pa............| New Church Book Room and Free Library..........| 1871 | Free|Soc'l....|. 400) 40 420 Dpces 28|" 750 s 
3086 | Philadelphia, Pa ............| Northern Dispensary of Philadelphia ...........-...| 1825 |......| Med.... BOO | 2s f2s-.|:ccsoosess| cea ox aes = secees |e ces ecee cosas 
3087 | Philadelphia, Pa ............| Northern Home and Associated Soldiers’ Orphans’ | 1868 |......| A.& R..] 2,400 ).....20 | ceeeesesfeseeeeees eeeeeed| eeeeee | eereeee 

Institute. : | 
3088 | Philadelphia, Pa ....-..-.-..| Northern Home for Friendless Children. ..-------+--] 1875 | --2--) AL & Re} 400 eens eee eel eeeee eee eee cette] ceeeeee 
3089 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Northwestern Grammar School .1...........-....--.| 1831 | Free} Acad ...| 1,579 |..2..22.].22.-2---.] 1,666) 100 ADO) eke 
3090 | Philadelphia, Pa........-...| Numismatic and Antiquarian Society ............--.| 1857 |......] Hist’l ... i dec fuel DS ce ee eee 
3091 | Philadelphia, Pa ............) Penitentiary, Eastern District ...2....4.....2.....-.) 1920/00...) AL @ R..! 9,737 /..2.....1 38,798 /.00.0222-.| 3751 375 |... 

ssn seen a



3092 | Philadelphia, Pa .....-..-.-.| Pennsylvania Horticultural Society .-.--....-..-.--.|--+---)-----+| Sei-..--- D0]: 2te2c2, [> ens enatel Oo; Ge | came nore 

3093 | Philadelphia, Pa .....-..----| Ponnsylvauia Hospital ......:-.2+.-2-+-+-s++++4-+---| 1763 | Sub.| Med ... | 12,500) 275 |.1........| 17,000 ....... oe) Se 
3094 | Philadelphia, Pa ..-....--.-.| Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane.....-..-.-.--- 1841) -...., ALG R.. By TE | ends 50] saseeeca ee! enews Sens |edit eoeens M 

3005 | Philadelphia, Pa..-.........| Philadelphia AlmshOus6 ........0.s.0ceaccsoncooeree[oeceee] oooc:{Med.....) 3,000]. ..2..[..cep000:| sesccnees| coevees| ceeeenefeeeeeene 
3096 | Philadelphia, Pa ........-.-.| Philadelphia City Institute .........--2-----+-eseeee] 1851 | ..-..| Acad....] 4,000] -...02.] 8,316 |......eee] cee] ceeceedeeeeeeee 
3097 | Philadelphia, Pa ............| Philadelphia College of Pharmacy.....:...-22:ss2+++| 1821 |...-..| Med...2.) 2,350 | ....22.|ecseeeseeelpseeseeees| ceseen [oceeseee|eenseees 
3098 | Philadelphia, Pa............| Philadelphia County Prison....-.-.---2-e-e-++eeeere| 18M | -eeeee] AL & R=) 800) oeeeee.| ceeeeeeee|eseeeeese| eterees|eeeeensfeseenees QS 
3099 | Philadelphia, Pa ..........--| Philadelphia Divinity School, (Protestant Episcopal)| 1865 |...... Then 6,578 50 |.---.-2---| 3,000/ 180] 180 200 2S 
3100 | Philadelphia, Pa ...-.....--.| Philadelphia Turngemeinde..............-+2-++0+-+-| 1849 | Free) Soc’l....] 479 22} 500 0 0 30 o & 
3101 | Philadelphia, Pa ...-....---.| Presbyterian Board of Publication .........---...---| 1838 | Free| Mis.....| 3,000 |........) 0 0 dnp Sos 
3102 | Philadelphia, Pa........-.-.| Presbyterian Historical Society .......-..-.-++-2+++-| 1852 |......| Hist’l...| 7000 | © 550 |........-. O°] eect lis peel ere ee 
3103 | Philadelphia, Pa .........--.| Roxborough Lyceum........22-.-+-+2-++--ee+- seeee+| 1857 | Free | Soc'l....} 1,700 | ....... 600 1, 000 0 0 0 mH 
3104 | Philadelphia, Pa ............| St. Joseph's College..-----------2e----+eeeee += eeeee-| 1851 |.-..-.| Col......| 6,000 |-....... CONE, heel sec ene bere ee 
3105 | Philadelphia, Pa .........---| St. Vincent's Seminary ..-.-..--2+--eeeceseeeeeeee-] 1868 |--+-2- ‘donde | 26,000; | S22) soa vss lites cat] cusca, [epsom tana 
3106 | Philadelphia, Pa .........-..| Select High School ........-22+---0-2-2-+0eereeeeeees eee 985 | sens: ar 0 Oper estate ee 
3107 | Philadelphia, Pa ............] Shakespeare Society <......-2------2-reeeeeee+se-e-] 1851 |.-----/ Soo'l-... 5,000] 250 0 o| 0| 1,000 0 8 
3108 | Philadelphia, Pa ............] Sixth Ward Public School .........---2.------+2++--| 1831 | Free} Acad....| 820 54 secon ats | 49 ha eae gee 
3109 | Philadelphia, Pa ............| Soldiers’ Orphane’ School ....-..-.-----+--+eee--+--+| 1866 |...-..| A. &B..| 2,000 50. |> 3,000 | 3.2.) 5400 | 2100 |. ae 
S110 | Philagelphia, Pa 1--.-s-----c| SeaCWmek AMGMby o---65e-eesececsdy-pederne<ne-2 1831 | Sub Bodies Haq Gis:| aspile rect ra| Sak ies OE neers 
3111 | Philadelphia, Pa ............] Southwestern Grammar School.........-------+++++: ts31 | Free | Acad....| 2, 000 ie Voice, Jia ele soe 99 iS 
3112 | Philadelphia, Pa .........-..| Spring Garden Institute .........-.-.--------++++--| 1850 | Free | Soo'l....| 5,787] 100 7, 174 | | ceelenl toh Pee 
S13 | Philadelphia, Pa ?..2-.3.5:2) aber Matodl Library 212 -2222245¢,-+-2+<--0-0202.| 1000]: .} atta...) 44004221 09000 foo acas ct cc sese| eceeradeeee es 
3114 | Philadelphia, Pa ...........-] Teachers’ Institute ........-.22222ss00e-+ee20++e+++-| 1867 | Sub .| Soe’l....| 3, 183 a 11, 690 | 0} 2129] 910 mu = 
3115 | Philadelphia, Pa .........-.-| Theological Seminary, (Evangelical Lutheran)......| 1864 ......) The'l..-.| 3,500 |---.-+2-).-------25) Of costes 0 
S116 | PhiladelphiesPa's<.2-<1.5.101 Dutted States MANE meso. 52s; 40s op ee-22--+-20-<e--[ 0708 |---| Govier 900 | a SI Se ee ee ees 
117 | Pltedeighiin: Gp sc. 22 fl Wataeages apenas osc ce ese oc [aaep!l coes.| atte scale rao | ono | aha meat ge ee 
3118 | Philadelphia, Pa ............] University of Pennsylvania .............--.-++2++2-| 1955 |-.----| Col.-----] 20,000 |.-2..22-).eecseceeleseeeeeees] 700 [iezssee-[eeeeees S 
3119 | Philadelphia, Pa .........-.. Pillomaknenn Bacal #-o0— <--Sc22<oscseie:| BONS |--. 20} Soeyose.| at, Wd eed el eee le Sigg: no eee 
3120 | Philadelphia, Pa............ Wanheg ie Foca foo. 5 occ cece 2a | os Wael ost 2 | uy OOD Ade ea me oe ede tie ioe eee 
31811 Philadelphia, Pa .........--- Ra rates foe en cee te Ae cstee| Tat sa eet den du cs tee ciel ates ha co eran 
3122 | Philadelphia, Pa ............ Modiosl Department -<.-:+----2.<-<-2-2---<o-,| 1765 |----1.| Med. 2-3, 000) |=, =e eee 
3123 | Philadelphia, Pa .....-......| Ury House School .......--..-.---22+-----++-----+-.| 1863 |.-.--.| Acad... 400 eee ME Pe ete ee 

3124 | Philadelphia, Pa ............| Wagner Free Institute of Science ......-.-.-.------| 1835 “ae 15, 000 300 Joeeeeeeoee) 0 0 500 | --0re2- Mite 
3125 | Philadelphia, Pa ............| West Penn Square Academy........--------------+-! 1869 |......| Aead....! 300 cecal et ae fa lie a ted eat 

* Including Loganian Library. + Exclusive of building fund of $110,000. { Exclusive of rents amounting to $27,000. 2 ee
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3126 | Philadelphia, Pa ............| West Philadelphia Institute ..........-...2-..--+---| 1853 | Sub ee 4,526} 250| 11,912 go | $1,928] g245| ge 3 
3127 | Philadelphia, Pa ............| Woman's Hospital ./...............0.--s-+00000++--| 1863 |......| Med.....} 1,460] .000.20] 22... 0 0s | aes |ec aah ee 
$126 | Philadelphia, Pa °.--...25-.;|. Wontig Ladies’ Institute’... sss. .<.2-s<sesens.2-| 18554-0222) Moadsc..| 93,000 | cocci csc vee.) xcnenccs|seacnnntloeseeees|oseseese Oe 
3129 | Philadelphia, Pa .........-..| Young Men's Christian Association ............-....| 1854 | Sub | ¥M.C.A| 5,310 |.....-. |...2...- Ol eeteey bist en | Boaters: eae 
3130 | Philipsburgh, Pa............| Library Association ..........2..--2+-ss0+-2----++--| 1870 | Sub.| Soc'l....| 550 100 500 0 100 i) 30 6S 
3131 | Philipsbargh, Pa............| Soldiers’ Orphan School....-.-.:.-------seseeeee2+-| 1866 |...---]A.&@R..| 420 |...22.-[eeeeeeey OS sie he cto eee eee 
3132 | Phoenixville, Pa............| Catholic Literary Association .........-.+-2-+-+----| 1860 | Sub | Soc’l... | 500 30} 2,200 0} 200 30 m = 
3133'| Phoenixville, Pa .......-..-.| Young Men’s Literary Union ....--..--+--¢-2-++----| 1857 | Sub |Socl...| 1,242| 200] 3,190 |.....ee feces] 885 [eee 
3134 | Pittsburgh, Pa..............| Allegheny County Law Library ............-------- ace Bj 000 | os coerce ened ne ceeseest cee ecers] mene ear aes SI 
3135 | Pittsburgh, Pa..............| Bishop Bowman Inetitute...............:...-.------| 1868 |......| Acad... | 1,000 J.......)..00 02.2. 6-|2as tia eeae acute ares 
3136 | Pittsburgh, Pa............-.| Central Turner Association ..........-++...---------| 1871 | Free | Soc’l... | 500 30 150 150 25 25 a: 3S, 
3137 | Pittsburgh, Pa..............| German Library Association................-..+++--| 1851 | Sub .| Soc’l....| 4,600] 300 | 10, 000 0} 1,300} — 600 700 
3138 | Pittsburgh, Pa.:.........-.-| High School Library ............--s.s--seccceeeeeeee[ooeeo* Free Acad. 1,300 | on. .--|oesreereedeneseeerefeeeereetfiees cefeceeeee SF 
9199 | Pittsburgh, Pa.......-..:---| Pittsburgh Female College ,..<..----+--cssae+=-+-0- | 2805 |wes-| Mond...) 500|.<.0040:|---snevaenft-ncsesene|secoeind|teesenurensneecy) ah 
3140 | Pittsburgh, Pa..............| St. Michael's Theological Seminary .........-.-..--.| 1869 svve-| Thee... 9/5001 >" 150,|| asad. cclcacnsgee ssl oketeess |< O00, [vera ane 
3141 | Pittsburgh, Pa...........-..] Western University of Pennsylvania. ............-.| 1819 |......| Gol......| 6,000 |....22- |... ONL ee Mel i seotoslEreczccs 
3142 | Pittsburgh, Pa.............. Irving Society. .:-..:..-..--..---+--0----+-+4| 1862 |......| Soo’y... BOON ws <nn ai cadyty sna] Wc igeeshoambestt olen ec repaee 
3143 | Pittsburgh, Pa..........2- Philomathean Society..........22+--++++++++--| 1864 vases] Soo'y.-- SAG | ova s3| Seven sl eeea ces ss beoega cnt [ocpsendl asueaes 
3144 | Pittsburgh, Pa..............| Young Men’s Christian Association............----.] 1871 |......] YMLC.A] 1,800 | ...-.--) ccc cefleeee ete deceeesedfeceseeeefeceseees 
3145 | Pittsburgh, Pa............-.| Young Men’s Mercantile Library.......-..--.------| 1847] Sub.| Mer.... | 13,012) 369 | 28,390 / 3,000 | 11,450 | 1,336 | 6,005 
3146 | Pittston, Pa .......-..-..-..| Library Association.............----.-+++++++++4++--| 1873 | Sub pa 320 | ..-.2-+ 100 500 50 ls stteaes 0 

3147 | Pigmouth, Pa-..-.-...--.--+|, Pape, RAWEany,, p< < 00 ~<se ccc e sce cocewscwsteewen ghee smjhepe+- gt POD... HOD |. agg cweleres css spelasasssseucls peace ll ch es swchesoedges 

SS ls i



i EEO 
3143 | Pottstown, Pa ..---.--------) Civeulating Library -----0000-221-2eeee esos eeee eee | IST) Sub rue saes-| 750) 20 pee cuassccaas] ) 100 7 | 0 
3149 | Pottstown, Pa ......---..--.| Cottage Seminary-...-.-.--2--c-ceseee serene eeeeeees| 1850 | date Agni cb 580, esdeteas a Oph chet haere eda ee 
3150 | Pottsville, Pa...............] Benevolent Associations’ Home for Children....-.--| 1873 | Free | A. & R..| 300 |....22-.)eceeeeeeen | 0 0) 0 
3151 | Pottsville, Pa. .......--..--.] Gowen Post, No. 23, Grand Army of the Republic...|...-..|......|Soc'l....| 430 |...0ce.|eseeeeeeesfeseeeeeeee cen 
3152 | Pottsville, Pa...............] Public School Library ......2...2..--sseesesee++++-| 1850 | Free| Acad....| 1,200 6 500 ¥) 300 25 2 
3153 | Pottsville, Pa...............| Schuylkill County Law Library ..........----------| 1861.|..2...| Law. ..| 2,000 |........|....0002. 0} 1,000 900) 450 
3154) POtpRila TA see cees ewes. | SOCK HO, LADINTY s5- newnnannenaonmectpnpsictectene sus ing Laub Mies 4,000 14 13, 500 sees 374 31 Geveeeee 

3155 | Quakertown, Pa ......-..-..| Richland Library...........-----00scereeceeeeeees 195 | Sub | Sool... Bale ere laeer ces, O fetivend Reh SF pee ag 
3156 | Reading, Pa ................| Berke County Law Library .......-..--.,------+----| 1843 |......| Law. ..| 1,300 |-.s006..)-..00--00- sevnen enc eee ee SS 
3157 | Reading, Pa ....-......-..-.| High Schoo] Library.....----0+-+++esseeeeeeeeeeees|eeeeee|seeeee| Acad...) 500 | ...eee.| essere dlteeeeeeee [eeeeete [tceteeereereeeee  & 
sing | Reading, Pa ...........-.. | Reading Library.-.-..----+-s---sseseeseeesse+sse+s-| 1819 | Sub.| Soo'l....| 7,000] 300] 7,200) $5,000} 1,500) 500) 750 
180 ROMAN oR Pa s'en2 on -~| TRG SIREDNUO <n oe <ntt conn -nepenteasseeseee- 2+] SBOT:I-.-, | AQHO-.0-| 900, sanecace|scoeloneee bicep ee ea a 
3160 | Renovo, Pa........-........-| Library and Reading-Room Association.............| 1867 | Sub . Soc'l .... TSO |e. eeeee|eeeeeeeees|eeeeeeeees| eeeeeleceeeeteleeeeeeee 

BIBI) RANEONAeaacsic..sa | SUboren CMON UAtg Abe cap eon coane- ov wilnesne|icsoca| Milwice’ ca)" 1. 904]. <05c25 [casus,dcsst cecdclaus bend | eee Wee eae 
3162 | St. Mary's, Pa............-.| St, Benedict's Academy ........-.....200++0220000c0-|s0eeee voesee Aten... 0) eal carseat ee ae eet eee 
9183 | Ob Mineyis Pa...s-.-csiee.) SO MERY SO BUG nnn 85s sanz sans se~ | 1854}... ._.| Thell....| 9/000}. -<-2-c}.---a-c-e5 70 teteeeey cheeses! OS 

3164 | St. Mary’s, Pa ..............| St. Michael's Casino .....-....----.--++--2+2+2++-+--| 1871 Bab | Soot... 700 |....-... 4, 680 0 poe aliens ca leeie > 

iGo) Sonantom a aoeenszo-s.1| Merton elnominting TAbrary. ....."-2s.cé— s--+-0~|:o---e|oo6so| Mi sessi{> 1,000], scss0s cose otanloaeena Scales deauslsecosesseesesdeuee soba 
3166 | Scranton, Pa................| Young Men's Christian Association ..........-.----| 1869 Goiual 1/500}. 800i) .0cs05-22,) 9/8001. 2e.51 7600 wo ZX 
3167 | Selin’s Grove, Pa ...........| Missionary Institute.................-..-. --.------| 1858 |......] The’l....| 2,500 Oa caotecs, 0 30) a 0 
3168 | Selin’s Grove, Pa ...........| Snyder County Normal Institute :...............--.| 1872 |......| Aead....| 500 |....20.[eceee-eeefeceeseeeee ssoeetes senses eeeeeen v 
3169 | Shippensburg, Pa...........| Cumberland Valley State Normal School............| 1873 |......| Acad... G50 |. ---22-]----ne ene |aneeeeeeee|eneee nen |enneenee|ecnce nee at 

3170 | Somerset, Pa.......-.-....--| Somerset County Law Library ...2..------2-0----0+-| 1870 |.oe--| Law .--.| 85 |.cssccec[escrsosecs|scvesvereel-cosene.[tecsecd/eoseoees S 
3171 | South Bethlehem, Pa .......| Bishopthorpe School for Girls..........2...0.2++22+-| 1870 |......| Acad...) 300 |....2e.[eeeeeeeeee ae ae see N 
3172 | South Bethlehem, Pa .>....| Lehigh University .....-.......---+2-+ coee0+-+-20-| 1866 |,.....| Col-seies] 9000 |...0.202).ccseeeecefeeneeseesfeceeeetsfeeeereadeecrees 3 
3173 | South Bethlehem, Pa .......| Reading-Room and Library Association. ............| 1870 | Sub .| Soc’l....| 500 |......2. G15 less. ck- oes] pW ea a tae s 
3i74 | State College P.O., Pa ......| Pennsylvania State College .-....-.+--2+-++++2e++-2-| 1859 |..200.{Sei-.----| 1,800 |.....2-.[eceeeeeeee FL cae oneal = 
3175 | Stato College P.0.,Pa......| __Sootety Libraries ....sse.eee-scseseseeeeeeeesfece [receee] S00'y----| 1,400] 50 |.ceeoeanes bade Sosa = S- 
S170:| Strasburg; Pa...--... 8.22) Pablo Rohool LAbrasy, .....<-s=-.as-5225--2='<00=-~2)oedec| ese, | AGM see WO: | os casdgs|ivcsveceds|sse-ce es esl San accslaseseunsle-cv eens sa 

3177 | Stroudsburg, Pa ............] Brown’s Circulating Library...............-.-+-+---| 1866 |Sub.|Mis.....| 500} 100] 1,200 |....s-....| 150/100} 50 
3178) | Rixeudsburg, V8 .-..-......-| Soudsburg Library. <2. s2..0<csssssecesces=¢<=2-|.--4-5] SOD .| Mis -.-2-| 4, 000-12. 2-00c|ves.ccenz|s2--2e- ees 50 | 0 0 

3179 | Susquehanna Depot, Pa.....| Young Men’s Literary Association ......-.--..----.| 1858 | Sub .| Soc’l ....| 3,000 |........|....-.--.. 0 GH: A -agh 200 

3180 | Swarthmore, Pa ............| Swarthmore College ..-...-....------------+--+++---| 1870 |....-.| Col......| 2,000 }.:...--.].-.--2---.]------.-+-] 1,000 |.--.-2--[0---.-2- _ 

311 | Swarthmore, Pa ....---,-++- Society Libraries, Wrvetnereceec 1B weese.|Soc'y....| 400] — 100 ern eee cen etn S 
3182 | Tamaqua, Pa ........-....--| Newkirk Library <.-5: 23.5.2 fec4 Ss cba etisie ica cdencaadltces-2! BOO% 22. 1003-2. sacks pe c/s ace eee” Chee eee o-
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3183 | Tidioute, Pa.... ......-....| Eden Lodge Library..........-..--.2.2-s-2++---+-+:| 1874 | sub Soc’l ... 320 6 550 30 $0 30 o.S 
Bist | Diner Mleve as sc...-..->.%-1| ures Olreulmuiig Library cess. f2ccceccesuxers-> [flees (OUD .| MBs sos0) 1800 | ees iees fechas een foneccca coll none once Jez-z=-- s 

3185 | Towanda, Pa ...............| Susquehanna Collegiate Institute.............--.--.| 1854 |..... | Acad... BOO fo casenfecere a 22 [oncicpactel enecar [ee el tare enon 
3186 | Trappe, Pa...............-..| Washington Hall Collegiate Institnte.............. | 1856 |.----.| Acad....} 1,200 |........|.,.-..----- a eae a 

‘S187 | Uniontown, Pa: 2.2..2.55.4.| BOO Cl c. soso nce cas sevncenee cecavescanessecr-s =f 2000 is Soe’l .... 564 113 1,300 0 158 158 | 10 : 

3188 | Uniontown, Pa. .............| Soldiers’ Orphan School...:.....---.+--s--eseee0-++ | 1866 |......] A,&RB..| 300 f.....2.|.--2-2-2-- DY secede tt eee 
3189 | Upland, Pa................-.| Bueknell Library of Crozer Theological Seminary ..| 1868 |....-.) The’l... | 7,500 By TOR fines Ue an as eke ee 250 | 250 S 

3190 | Villanova, Pa...............| Villanova College, Monastery Library.......-..----.| 1842 |....-.| The'l....| 5,000 400: foo 0} 300} + 300 gee 
3191 | Villanova, Pa .......2.-..-.- College or Students’ Library .... |......|.-----] Col.....-| 3,000 MO ccosawte |ocee acura |sacesee |e ew ees| eee Sq 

$193 | Warren, Pa -..........:...:| Tabtary Association. .1.5 2.00.2. --<.2--..c-+--.---=. | 4871] Sub-|-V-MLG.A| 1, 995,| <9 |....-5... esearch eee fee 
3193.| Washington, Pa :...........| Washington'and Jefferson College -...........4..-. | 1002 |-~-:--| Col.-<=<.] 6,000.2... 22)| 2.2522. |esscsczee [ecwsee--|taccene [o-ceesee Oe 

3194 | Washington, Pa............ SSetety Li Diaries cece coc 2.5 -n seq tes os ones |e sfesae sl BOO = |S 4, OMe insect ee son Te, sl eee te eed 
3195 | Washington, Pa.............| Washington County Law Library.....-...---.--2+-.| 1811 |-.---.|Law -...] 587 |..2.02. [eesseseefeceeeee [eceeee[ecereee [ee eee OD 
3196] Washington, Pa..........--.| Washington Female Seminary ........----..-.------| 1836 |..--.-| A@ad....| 3,000 |........|..5.2222 [oceeeceedfece eedi[eecesce fees ST 
Sidt| Waynesburg, Pa-<.o<.5..02 | Publis Tabrnty.t tet oc elas oe an ees, ea de etal Bowtie |. st MOOI oe | sade Pelee ree ee es pee ee s 
$198 | Waynesburg, Pa .........<..| Waynbeburg College ss... <-. -/-425.22<-02--<-22.22.| 1850, |---122}, Col. 223-4) 1) 000 |u.c222 |e, ccted.|se-ts-0c+|esacceosfeeees 2 [oaeeseaee 1” 
3199 | Waynesburg, Pa...--..---- ocinty Titivaries 7202: is6 00 2ai20. 4,-1.0 ee ee ten tess BOO yes et BOOM ecole stot aoe as or] ae cera een ree 
3200 | Wellsboro’, Pa ........-.---.| Hermaic Society Library....-.------2+-22:2e-eecee0 |-2s2e-|------| Sell... MOD | 5S i ania epee oes Pex ae tere Pad eee ae 
3201 | West Chester, Pa ...........] Chester County Law and Miscellaneous Library .--.| 1862 |......| Law -...| 2,225 |........]......022.[ssse2eee:[ecesece-[eceeseesfeceeeees 
3202 | West Chester, Pa.......... | State Normal School .............-0+seeeceeeeesceee-| 18TH |---| Aead....| 1,400 | 300 [220-22 eeeeeeee:feeeesee[eeeeeees|eeeeeees 
3203 | Westtown, Pa ..............] Westtown Se een ete 30 | 160: |ei25.2285 Ose] 150 | ooo 
32041 Wilkes-Barre, Pa ...........| Law and Library Association .........22......:.:2.! 1850) Sub..! Law ....! 1,300 |..2..2. |.eeeeeeee eee e eee soo! 650 * "F150 

ee ——w



3205 | Wilkes-Barre, Pa .....----..] Wyoming Athenwoum .............--2.0++.-+++-+----| 1839 | Sub | Soc’l... | 1,436 BIA ocsec es 0) ested oe eee 
ce Wilkes-Barre, Pa ...........| Wyoming Historical and Geological Society.........| 1858 |..... | Hist’l...| 3,000 |........|...22002-- 0 Oh: cose etbaeetees 

3207 | Wilkes-Barre, Pa .......... | Young Men's Christian Association. ..,:..-.-25-2--.,sse--+|2e¢---| WeM.C.A| 1,700 |...<.--5].2-ccceees[ecoescecssfeeteeeee]oeecece-[tecnteee 
zal inegen sencnes| Lycoming County Law LIDEBEy seyr57lsacsce¢=cedeeaf AOI |eoe< 4) LTeAW <5=,[2 900 coescacloqv-se~ns-| oneceerecs|aenescsu|ceeetng,|ivaseact 
3209 | Williamsport, Pa.....,......| Williamsport Dickinson Seminary .....-.....-.-----| 1847 |..... | Acad....| 2,500 pit ete ree [een parade eee eee ease 

3210 | Williamsport, Pa.........--.| Young Men's Christian Association .......--..,-++--| 1866 |-.-.-.| V.M.C.A] 2,000 |...0.2..|-.200:cedeeceeecees[eceeeee-feceeceesfeeeeenes 
3211 | Womelsdorf, Pa.........--..| Bethany Orphans’ Home ....,-2e+ese+-ereeeeeeeeree+] 1863 |eee---]AL@R..| 300 |o..2.ee.seeeeeeeel OO epret liar eat eee 
3212 | Womelsdorf, Pa........---- | Library Association.........+-2++++e+++--+eeeeeeeee2| 1871 | Sub |Soc'l....| 380 Olea ea naet 0| 150 60 70 Q 
BAS | Vork, PB sers--¢-+--2:-2-+2-' | Capeat Liblary. <=". occas consceces -eesgen sp AST | vee | Atadss. | 11,200): .c-.c--fetecce | Oe ee 
3214 | York, Pa................... | United Library Association .........-.-----.--+e----] 1875 |Sub |Soo'l...| 963 |......--|.--...--22] OE M00 esc Ss 
3215 | York, Pa.............--.--- | York Collegiate Institute ......--+-++essecereeereet] 1674 |...--.] Acad... | 1,200 vee Olesee aS eeeeees 
3216 | York, Pa.....--...-.-..--..-| York County Academy .-----:---+--+--s-rr--rrneper|-~2---|------| ACA. 500 |. 20222) on seen n a sfene eee snes feow ane onfenseaes-|etee sete nm 

SULT egek Pa, .2,- 4.22.2...) PORK Onnilty Law LABbaee = -/e-secs sep ctopppees | BOTS | ee cp laws 5 | B00) cs coef Ng ee ees 
3218 | York, Pa............-...-.-.] Young Men’s Christian Association...-.-..---------| 1867 | Free | ¥.M.C.A] 350 |.-......)-----2.---| 0 0} 100 oS 
3219 | Ashaway,R.I ..............| Ashaway Library and Reading Room........-------| 1871 | Sub |Soe’l...| 579} 100 | 1, 000 | 800} 100} 150 Bb 
3220 | Barrington, R.I.............| Nayatt District School Library ........-.--..--. ---| 1846 | Free | Acad... 500 |........ 1, 200 0 Beene 0 3 

3221 | Barrington Centre, R.I .....| Prince’s Hill Family and Day School..........-.---.| 1870 |..... | Acad... | 500 |...2222.J 022. Oi fpeacnes|ecee erate. cose tare 
3222 | Bristol, R. 1..............-..] Young Men’s Christian Association........-...-----| 1863] Sub |'¥.M.C.A| 2,070 |....---.|..-.---ee|eeeeeeetes[teeecceefecseree-feceeeeee TA 
3223 | Centredale, R.I.... ........] Union Library Association .........-/2--2--++-+--+-| 1869 | Free| Pub.....| 675 75]. 1,200 |.-....-...| 100 50 5 2 
3224 | East Greenwich, R.I........| East Greenwich Academy.......-----------+---+-+-| 1802 ]...--.| Acad....] 2,500 |..-.0-2.|oeceeeceeefeceesesees[eceereesfecerene feseeeeee 
3225 | East Greenwich, R.I........) Free Library........-.-----------see--2+---+--------| 1869 | Free | Pub.....| 3,000 97 eae jececneee[ececenee|ecseenne PY 

3226 | East Greenwich, R.I.....-..| School Libraries ......----00r--ree---o-+c--c22e-eree|-o-eee]-eeee-| SOM... G00 |..-..--.|ceeeeeeee[ecersersee[eceeten |eevereefeerenes Sy 
SY A at WT oss ast SE CADDO Sooo pap sigios von eso pcan 2s OOO Nee] id Ge ee 
OG | song Agana, 300-2 2 ape Ulbrarys os os. 5 5s ps s02 setae ce soae sn esfeteoasl suse} Gate ecu) MBO Ls se| ee AOE ee cae ee pee 
3229 | Foster Centre, R.I..........| Foster-Manton. Library .....-.---.--++-+-+-+-+-+--+-| 1857 | Sub | Soc’l....] 1,220 10)| eases 0 Jeseeeeesliceeeeefeceeees EN 
3230 | Gloucester, R.I.............| Manton Library ...-.-..-02.-ceseees sereeeereceeeeee| 1845 | Free| Pub.....| 850 Biren oe ai 0 0 0 oS 
USE) Hambintn RM 7: --- <---> | TGA CMBOREY 52s pon > === 02-2 a0 2 ues hci oa nvnmafeostec|odeaes| BOON ic<. |< F00) | ez sacl eau sa eeetisn dy ex eee beeper | tees ee 
3232 | Jamestown, R.I............| Philomenian Library .........-----22-+--e-+--++----| 1842 | Free| Pub... | 702 Ci ee 0 0 0 Ose 
3233 | Kingston, R.I ...........-..] Kingaton Library.............sese2scoseees-eee+--.] 1850 |Sub |Soo’l....|) 938 30 eeeeeel 90: eee [Peres tea ees 
3234 | Lonsdale, R.I...........----| Lonedale Library .......-..ce--ceseseeeeeeeeeeeeeeee| 1849 | Sub | Soc'l ... | 2,561 |...--.--|----00---- US ee Basses 
3235 | Manville, R. I...........---.] Manville Library ~.-.......-..----0+2- --e-20---+---| 1873 | Free| Pub.....|| 795 | 100 won| Oa 50 0 
3236 | Newport, R. I...........----| Mechanics’ and Manufacturers’ Library Association.| 1791 | Sub .| Soc’l....| 3,000} 100| 2,000 |..........| 200] 100 150 
3237 | Newport, R.I.............--| People’s Library.....-.-----ce-ee+ eeeeee-ee-eeee--| 1870 | Free | Pub.... | 14,799 | 943 Beaten 11, 000," 1, 500 | fst Jestisecse) ply 
3238 | Newport, R.I............-..| Redwood Library and Athenwum........:.......--.|11747 | Sub _| Soc’l .... | 20,634] 1,003 |..........1 17,000 |.....0..]...0222-[---e0e-. at 

* Books and pamphlets. f Society established in 1730. Pa
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gobi || Mew mony RT. -=-.-2+..-..-.| Rogers Wigh ‘Sowool/ ioc. c2iv.e cave. 2.scdeseo ed [ABTA Leet WAOMde. | OO oo Biogen ee cee 
3240 | New Shoreham, R.1.........| Island Library .........222ss0sceeeseseeeee ceeseees| 1876 | Sub-}Soc'l....) 200 ]........)-.eeeeee SO) ane ee 
nodit) org Sottaate, ReT.<252-:4,|caNown tibireny fees soc. ccsataiecaacc ook sea Pt Bab ics} = SeBi sce ose ste 0: corent | eee fo § 
3242 | North Scituate, R.I-........| Lapham Institute..0..-2....2.22-------e02--2e---+-.| 1862 |.-----] Acad... 600 Q5iicccinsxaes! Osh csoteoi- be. deere 

3243 | North Smithfield, R.I.......| Slatersville Reading-Room and Library .......-.... a Pub.....| 1,354 30 2, 000 0 50 $50 0 = 

3244 | Olneyville, R.I..............] Free Library Association ...............--..------..| 185 | Free|Pub.....) 317 | .......].---te.e0. His oes cae 3000 
3245 | Pawtucket, R.I.............| Library Association .........--..ccsee-ceee0--es202.] 1852 [Pre Soe'l .-..] 4,333 PSG cs Semeate] nce eS LS eet se ems = 
3246 | Peacedale, R.1I.-.-.....-..-.) Narragansett Library Association ..................| 1855 | Free| Pub.....| 1,550 50 1,700 0 100 1 50. 

3247 | Providence, R. { ........---.| Allen's Circulating Library ...................-:----| 1871 | Sub -| Mis .....| 1,000 100)| 22 ees sesh eaccsesacs| = ADU esezecstenaeents, Sony 
3248 | Providence, R.I .........-+-| Arnold’s Circulating Library ..........2++20+-++-...| 1853 | Sub. Mis =| 97000) |=. 150'|:.--22.281-setaarcae| sce eae kee 
3249 | Providence, R.I ............| Association of Mechanics and Manufacturers.......| 1821 feo Soe'l ....| 6, 750 15} .-----04- 4000 |< eso le otennsspenactnae = 

3250 | Providence, R.I .-..........| Brown University .......2.2.222.0.22s.eeeseee-+---.| 1768 | Sub -| Col......] 45,000 | 1,000 |..........] 25,000 | 1,750 }........) -...... & 

3251 | Providence, R-I .../.-....:-| Butler Hospital for the Insane .........-.--.---.--..| 1847 |------|As & B..| 1,693 |...05.0.]-ccosecee| ceseeeneefeccseecs[ecsvene-|-covesee OQ 
3252 | Providence, R.I ........---.| De Munn’s (Mrs. N. W.) Boarding and Day School..| 1865 |.-----] Acad....) 500 |........)..---..-+ Oe eae ae em 
3253 | Providence, R.I .......-...-| English and Classical School .............-.--..-----| 1864 |------| Acad....] 1,000 TOD isc cr ante Oi] ce soe tithe eagle ana = 

3254 | Providence, R.I ..-....-----| Franklin Lyceum .......--.-.-2eee-e-2e+-eeeee-e-+-| 1831 | Sub.| Soc’l ....| 8,517 BH eee Oa casee edie Fea eee Fs 

3255 | Providence, R.I .....-.----| High School Library .........-.-..-----------2-+-+--|--+-+-| Pree] Acad....| 1,500 |........| 0 0 ONcatentc|soaneees 

- 3256 | Providence, R.I .........--.| New England Yearly Meeting Boarding School of | 1819 | Free| Acad..../ 3,000) 120) 2,178 0| 100} 100 0 
Friends. 

3257 | Providence, R.I ..---....--.| Perrin’s Circulating Library .....-....---<.-22++-21-| 1820 | Sub.] Mis .....] 6,000 | 760 |....--.22.]..-2+-2224[s02eeeee]-eeeeees| seeeeee 
3258 | Providence,-R.I .-.-...--.-.| Providence Athenwum ........----...-..2---1..---- i |S. Soc’l ....| 34, 492 885 24, 911 27,000 | 5,616] 1,460 3, 878 

3259 | Providence, R.I .-.-.....--.| Providence Reform School.......-...--.------------| 1851 |....-.1A.& R..! 3,030 O61.--.e) Oe tallsas tie eee



3260) Providence, R.I .........--.; Rhode Island Historical Society ............--.-.---) 1822 )..----) Hist’ -..; 6,000 |........)......----| 524 464 |......-. 0 

3261 | Providence, R.I .......-.---| Rhode Island Hospital .....-. .-...---22-.--22---+--| 1868 hoes 25s SE O00: SE eee aS Ue ee Bea ee see 
3262 | Providence, R.I ...-...-----| Rhode Island Society for the Encouragement of | 1820 Free | Soc’l ....| 1,000 S00) |p scasaauas Oasecess ST [ssa 

Domestic Industry. | 
3263 | Providence, R I ....-....---| Rhode Island State Normal School ..............---.| 1871 |......] Acad... 600 20 |...ecs0ee O}) cen - we ewsle es aaeouees, 

3264 | Providence, R.I ............| St. Francis Xavier’s Academy ........-....--.------| 1852 Free | Acad.... TRS foe cred bien sonssthlndadesnnth eaaeadel eiare eee 

3265 | Providence, R.I .......-....| State Law Library segseteeteecserseceeeeecece exeee| 1868 |..-.-.| Law ....] 5,000 DOO aac oan csa |e cceteens|ranescsalawap=ae [yeseeeee 

3266)| Providence, BT -\2--25----2| ease TAUEMNE 5-9 foes -2- app none ----naronmrarenpercet] 1008 |----=+} SEAUO.---| (8, 5002). 2-522 sl ce seen |codesecece! Qi re cscans|eanseoas Q 

3267 | Providence, R.I....-.......-| State Prison cette carer reeeeeceeeeeeceeeeceee ees ees IBOZ se ee. AVER.. WE cca socelece ctw a=asbicesseaeeal 250 250 |..-2-0- = 

3268 | Providence, R.I.......-.-.-.| Union for Christian Work ..............--.-.--.----| 1868.| Free | Soc’l ....) 1,600 S003 | aesascck| patent) tel ca tear ad eos lel ewa sane | 

3269 | Providence, R.I.....--.-..-.| Warner's Poytdhnic and Basis Glog = 1863 |......| Acad... SOOO: La Set |p oe edernes|pusdesebaa peeceesuleantteaale Seaeeee g 

3270 | Providence, R.I.....-...--..| Young Men’s Christian Association ..............-.) 1853 [su Y.M.C.A! 4,000 SEN rode Ae O' | -ecences|-cesreer 750 RM 

3271 | Warren, R.1..............-. e uememtinn Geen kuetadan rl 1871 | Free | Pub.....| 2,575 157 8, 806 0 740 275 340 = 

3272 | Warwick Neck, R.I.... ...) Old Warwick Library..........--..-.-2..2---2.-000. ---++) Bree Pae- > 700 0 50 0 |.2.-.-0% 0 0 a 

3273 | Westerly, R. I......---..--.| Paweatuck Library Association. ..........-......-..| 1847 | Sub | Soc’l....) 3,085 WORF ss jenases Oo os cees | sons ceotlenese ae = 

. 3274 | Woonsocket, R. I ...........] Harris Institute Library..........................-.| 1863 | Free | Pub.--..| 7,300 BOD) | 52 Sane cee GOy NO ces og eme| ro ane ena aeeaeees 8 

3275 | Charleston, S.C...--..-..---| Avery Normal Institute ..............c00e0eceeee0.| 1865 |--.---| Acad....) 500 |..20000.].cseeee O | ceeereslicereeedecreeee & 
3276 | Charleston, §.C..-...-.--.-.| Chamber of Commerce.....-....-..-.-...-.-+++++++.| 1873 |..----| Mis ---.. WO | enc tet lae=neneeg [aw aciveeaee| stew eel setae eel oeeasee 

3277 | Charleston, S.C...--...--..-| Charleston Library Society ...............-.-+.--.--| 1748 | Sub .| Soo’l ....| 15, 000 ions ameae Oiaseceoes: ee csaleowesene & 

3278 | Charleston, S.C..-......--.-| College of Charleston ..---.--.-..-..2.2+.2-+2.-2+--| 1825 |.-----} Col.-..--| 8,000']....... |..-.......| OF eos ncnac|oascces|oeateced hy 

3279 | Charleston, S.C. ....-..-.---| Medical Society of South Carolina ..................| 1789'}..---2| Med ....] 1,800} .2 22... .| neces eee ncee enc et|eonernee|[secccens[eoncenee = 

3280 | Charleston, S.C.......-.---.| Young Men’s Christian Association.................| 1854 |.-.-..| Y.M.C.A GOD] nnn owns] wosewener| lonnewnnss|nsedecasfuanernes|rwsen==s) aig 

3281 | Columbia, 8.C...........-..| Benedict Institute ...............-0cusecceseeseeseoe] 1872 |---| Aoad....] 1,200 |...) ecco OS sccnens| rauapos el tee ta oreo 
3282 | Columbia, S. C..........--..| Columbia Female College ...-......2+--+-++--2+-02++ 1956 '| sa.» Acad....| 500 |.....2..]..-..040-- 0 | eneeeeee| eee eeee|eeeeeees BY 

3283 | Columbia, 8. C...........-..| Smyth Library, Theological Seminary, (Presbyterian)| 1829 | -----| The'l....| 18, 884 M19 |... 22050 i} 0 focacees}ses. ee = 

3284} Columbia, S..C.-........-...| State Library ......:.......---c0csecee-eneeeseeeeee-| 1814 eae State....| 4,045 BOL | oe ereceeeleenseeene| on tece[-secrnccfececsoss | S 

3235 | Columbia, S.C..............| University of South Carolina ..............-..-..-.-|'1805 | Free | Col......| 27,000 |........].-.-0.---- 0 Oh aes ences =. 

3286 | Columbia, S.C.............. Clariosophic Society .................2..+.----| 1806 13-6 Soe'y..-..| AD D50 | ae a ns loan awe non lonaowng na} ahaa sel ieeasantiadnae=n s 

3287 | Due West,S.C..............| Dae West Female College..............-...0.---.---| 1861 |...-..| Acad...) 400 DO cote ecnaph asucbeces)acenpnaniramepeas be rceas = i 

3288 | Due West, 8.C..............| Erskine College. ........---..----+---00+ -eeeeeeee--| 1839 |..---.| Col--.--.| 7,500 200 |..--.0.-5- O | 220-222] --2 0-0] nn seone 

3289 | Due West, S.C.............. Eupbemian Society .......-.......-0...-.---+-| 1839 hee Sod’. 2c; 1 9) 5008 PSs on cat aocoancalh mnek elie ced ene 

3290 | Due Weat,S.C.............. Philomathean Sodloty...-.<----------<0--2-se0| 18H |...-- || S00'F =f SOO aan an | oan on taal epee dn! Ono eben Se peas eee 

3291 | Georgetown, S. C............] Winyaw Indigo Socicty ........22......c0sseeee0000.| 1755 Fee Soc’ ....| 2,000 O PSone 0 0 0 o 
ame | Greenville, S.C... ..2......,| Library Sonlbty soc. gnc cos g non cp sn scc0as coosesc}ia--salaccoua| BOD) oo 4.) ao 500 |... nae] enn n een ne| cence cn eslewereces|oneeeees|enmeeee re 

3293 ! Greenville, S. C......,......! Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.....-....-..| 1869 fee Dheh. cea) 6 MOO loca. cabisnencicdath-soacesnsviossasendacnstenstanecreed ane
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3264 | Limestone Springs, S.C.....] Limestone Springs Female High School......:.-.--.| 1874 sesses| Aad... 100 eressees seeeerees io se 
3205 | Orangeburg, 8. C..-.---.----| Claflin gear 1870 |---| Acad... | 662) 200 Jones ees feecseseens yates io sae 
3206 | Spartanburg C. H.,S.C....-.| Wofford College........----.2:-+s-cee2ecceeeeeees-| 1854 |..22..| Cole... ae Rovaecose eece s. s 

iF 4 ees sete 1854 : 1, 500 
3207 | Spartanburg C. H.,§.C...... Society Libraries, Ores | ie jorbo 1500 | 3-7-0" cosecevee fonetnece [eseeecedteaessefeceteere ge 

3298 | Walhalla, S.C...............] Newberry Colloge....---..----s-22eeeceeeeceneeeeee | 198d | cecz OL: 2] 24 WOU} rnd cite os eet coeefeae bt ek, eee 
3299 | Walhalla, $.C.......-2. ---- Society Libraries, (Q)...-...-----0--00-ce-200+ [iene--[enees-| S0O'y..0. - 100 fesnz oie bivdaee | svere onyss | eee 
3300 | Waterboro’,S, C .........---| Philomathean Society......-.-s.++ssese+seeeqeteee-[re+e--| Free |Soo'l....| 500/75 225 o| go] @ $0 
3301 | Athens, Tenn...............| Hast Tennessee Wesleyan University........-..--..) 1867 pats POOR es TOD | oe hateswene ies, Meoentcan dered ued sous dalh hese nee 
3302 | Athens, Tenn............-.- Se seees-|Soely.-. 3 Ge  HCIGSECh tence lt cotinine mare 
3303 Bristol, Tenn ............-..| King College Society Libraries....--.--eeeneeneeaen foee-e-[eeenee| SOV ----| 1000 |.-..ccsfonecnesee [ecceseeces|seneeesfesesseesfeoeseese = 
3304 | Brownsville, Tenn ........-- Brownsville Female Collego..------eseeeeeeseeeeee= gO TP Rals | OM occllfechnce iO: bcvccaie seers aun 
3305 | Chattanooga, Tenn..........| Gledhill & Cady’s Library ...............-.+.--...--| 1873 | Sub .| Mis ..... am afc veseeeaset, 4 Aae Tso eene  eel 
#906 | Clarksville, Tenn ...........| South Western Presbyterian University ......--.---) 1875 |--....|Coleveo+.| 1,100 |......2-J-eeseseee if Wastes cores heey ae 
3307 | Clarksville, Tenn ........--- Stewart Soctety:. ccc. <cs<---cncennneveenenets| 1872'|:-a2--|S00'Pre2:|: 1,000 |.-..-2,)-cpeneneeoftovensoe-- pr ceamel re ees 
3308 | Clarksville, Tenn .........-. Washington Irving Society .....--.2.--+---+--| 1871 ea 000) oc shens pene coe ah sae cele ae 
3309 | Cog Hill, Tenn..............| Came Croek Academy........-2scccsteeeseeceeeseeee| 1870 |..--..| Acad... 750} 20 — Grae cn (eae 
aio |’ Ostaaibia: akin ©... Ma tneaBam tibrany/s. ccc ccs00J2))0.1 gases oa: bapen' bap] Sees. ( I O00, nelson ee [eoe: aes lath Si aise 
3311 | Columbia, Tenn.............| Library Association...........200ss2eceeeeeeeeesee.[senees set Bp 100 [50500] oa ctow | onacehesalieeeveeaflecosen fieweseed 
3312 |'Culleoka, Tenn..............| Culleoka Institute :..-2..-c-.0s-ce-eseeeceeseeees-| 1870 |..----| Aoad....] 525 | 40 [-eceeesees Dien eeeen elie ces 
Sts | Cty Renner healing Ulab Soo te sooo a er: ss ile eee : “si 50 0 
ooi4 | Dyersburg, Tenn, .....-..-..|'dexeslsiot Dibraty.<.-!2 29.2... 060). coccesevecccsd awed Free | Pub. .... 300 35. DO fevenvedessfanasanen wit 0



3915 | Edgefield, Tenn.............| Edgefield Lodge, F. A. A. M....22...2222--22+--+2++-| 1869 | Sub .| Soe'l....| 1, 200 |-scccocotesssssefosscnneesdscescnesletenenteleasasess 
3316 | Edgefield, Tenn........-....| Public Library........-..2-----.--eeeeeeeeeeeeeee2++| 1868 | Sub.| Pub.....| 2,200 cee 5, 240 ae | is 115 | 0 
3317 | Franklin, Tenn .............] Tennessee Female College .......-...2.20.200 se2e-] 1867 |...-.| Aoads...| 800] 30 |o....eeeefececencee[eceeeeeclecessneslescsees 
3818 | Franklin College P.O.,Tenn.| Hope Institute....2-.-.--sseceeessereesereeeeeeeeeee| 1850 |ooeese) Acad....| 2,000 Hees ti tone |e ene 
S19 envi guns =| (MMR MI Tmt te caace eon can ce-cnmnenny nica as] YORE [oe roe2 | AGWO: xaos); -OU0,| bce 2sl cancel ceccuwnee issues endesben taaee a 
3320 | Gallatin, Tenn ........-..-..] Neophogen Male and Female College ....-..-+-+-++-| 1873 |----+-| Col-eee--| 1,200 |-.---2.|-eeseeccee[eceseesee-[enescees[eceeeceeleceeseee 
3321 | Gallatin, Tenn ........------ Society Libraries, (2).....-0--.2..s00sees+eereee]enseee| +++] Sooty... Se 
3322 | Greeneville, Tonn........---| Greeneville and Tusculum College.....<..-sse+sseeeleeeee-[eesee-| COleeeeee] 5,000 |cecsefeceececee[eceeeeer|soveerfeoceseslecenee 
3393 | Greeneville, Tenn... ....--- Bookety Libmatiés, (9) ...-...220-000--s7sse¢e seed] serves] su-+=4] Sooty....| 600 sestessleeeeeeseedosnneeees [oeessesseersestcesteeee 

3324 | Greeneville, ‘Tenn........--- Literary Junto..--.---..-.--22-----2.cccees-eee-+=0-| 1874 | Free | Soc’l .... 450 Boule cseSsce 200 ed 30 10 = 

3325 | Greeneville, Tenn........... LL ee 1850 |......| Acad....] 800 [ere rere teteee ae | peel hse avec eee wee 
3826 | Harrison, Tenn ..........-..| Harrison High School.....----.--.----s-se-e-e--+---| 1863 |...... Aead....| 300 eee dueuaktlaedpe tee NON enon ee 
3327 | Jackson, Tenn ..........---.| Memphis Conference Female Ins‘itute............-.| 1854 a Acad....| 4,000 100 poe O resewnec seeeeeee eeeeeees Ss 

3828 | Jackson, Tenn ...........-..| Southwestern Baptist University ..-.------.2---.--/ 1814 ae Col......| 436 | MOD | assure specn= [sou ceeskeces eee feces an eee 
3829 | Knoxville, Tenn .........--.| Hast Tennessee University ...-2-.-.--eseeeseseeee) 1807 |---2-./ Ool..-.--| 3,039 Lic ale eee el oe eee 

8330 | Knoxville, Tenm-s--eesse-0-+ Philomathesian Society .-..---+--.+e---e-e---0- 1637 | Free Soc’y....| 900} 100 |.......... updos ed Reo ee 
3331 | Knoxville, Tenn ............| Library and Reading-Room Association senneeereel 1873 | Sub. Soc’ ....} 1,155 senspene| eenenvses 0 300 eeeceees| 300 Ss 

3092 | La Grange, Tonm ...........] La Grange Female College, .----..--2-coveseeecssees) UBB |sseeee| ARM e--:] 50D |seececes|seeeeecesslecceccneloce ceeeossseeesecaneecs 
S238, Lebandn, Pann) <c:2.y2-.v-2| Cumberland Univetaltye:. co. .0-15 :.cnse-- esse sas] TMG ans.) Colon cc<] 000, boa fasc A ugetesce|cjun 2 fawn les 2 rafeiresea ne 
3334 | Near Lebanon, Tenn ........| Greenwood Seminary ........-220-c20-eeeseeee-e-+e-| 1851 |......) Aead....| 3,000 licen prijeaclil. sgn Sone 
Gags | Man anata Tenn 2.52... 53.) Bother Volleme ca2-51cy0es ole loess tes | seeasl WaneN COleenasspos <AOetiet eed gree eee aa Ease x) 
3336 | McKenzie, Tenn ............] McKenzie Male and Female College ......-2--+----.| 1871 |... Acad....] 454) 105 |..-..2-- id) 2 acre oa et oe etiam 
3397 | MeMinnville, Tenn .......-.) Cumberland Female Collogo .....-.-----.-se-eceree+| 1855 |-~-n--| AGad.-..|/ 400 |oeereendleeeeeeneedeecereeresfecesens [ecereeedfereeenes Se 
3338 | Maryville, Tenn ............] Freedmen’s Normal Institute .........---2.2-ss0++-+, 1872 |......, Aead....] 800 Ole eureas Of eee eee eee cree 
3839 Maryville, Tenn ....-+...-..] Maryville Collegesso-ee-seesseseesccssecesseessseees) HELD |eceess COleeeees| 2,000 eeeeees|sceeeteen leseeeenens|seeseee eee ite SS 
3340 | Memphis, ‘Tenn: 2.:-<....- ..|; Christian Brothers’ College ....-..-...:<25.25-22.25.|/ 1872 }..-22-]/Colscs20.] 1; 900!) 1-5 <-s| eceseans ladese ony oe = 

3341 | Memphis, Tenn............. Philomathic Literary and Debating Club ......| 1873 | ..-. |Soc'y....|  700| 300 |....--.---|eeceeeeeelececcee[ecceede-feeeeere 
: 3342 | Memphis, Tenn.............| Leath Orphan Asylam ....-.--c-2--e--+-ececee-eee--| 1852 |---0--|A.&R..| 600 ea Obie es tee ee eee 

346 | Memphis, Tenn, 1 ..vicé.,| Leddin's Business College... -n.<-0cpse<ucas.+o+0s0i] 1865: [csogesf Aoad.s.| ~ S80|.e..fcaf cus cle caseteccleae Leche eas a 
3344 | Memphis, Tenn...........-. Taaciphe wamaveenor te eee Neel BPS || sccaes|ideadius. |) SO eose SL Ase. tele eo ae BRD ele 

3345 | Memphis, Tenn............. Memphis Bar and Law Library Association........., 1874 | Sub. Law.....| 3,600 eae smacks asooy) SOOM xa] 1, 200 

‘5046 | Moms Tenn ..ss525.--nn0.52.| PRMOUNG 5 5< con ccccks = te ssco-nsncssascnssccapesssss| 481) |vo=qs-| AGAGLe 900 fe . -s ss] skeen Vane e eae te naeweel meecene 

3347 | Mosheim, Tenn ..........--- Mostialin Male aja Wenaale Tnstltnta Society Tibrartod 1g71 fs Soc’y.... BOD favo nsecplecaat eran ste ceases Mee samedi ao 

3348 | Murfreesboro’, Tenn ........| Female Institute.......2--s...2+ sesseseceseeeseeees|eeeees|eeseee) Acad... co ey ae Glare ee ioucees 
3349 Murfreesboro’, Tenn ....... | Union University Society Libraries ............-...- 1848 | Sub . otecso Af, Os Shs bec es ee ae [eae er oe z=
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851 | Nashville, Toon.........----| Fisk University .-...---ssesssesnecneenssreesseese-| 810 [ecco] COles-eeo| 1,500] 900 |uccons---| $4000] $70 [neti S 
3352 | Nashville, ‘Tenn.....--..--.- Hintorial Society of Pennesse0.----.---eveeneee| 1865 | noc] Bilat'L <=. |° 14000 |-.-occaz|eazepasee|-seos se 980 | os i oe 
3353 | Nashville, Tenn........-....| Library Association .-.--+.--2:+-eccereeeeseeeeeeeee| IST | Sub .| Soe'l..-.| 6,000 | 200 |2.--.-0ee-|eeeeeneees 3,500 | &o | $1,290 s 
3354 | Nashville, Tenn..........---| Nashville Institute ....---+----seeeececeereeeseeeee| 1869 | Free | Acad...) 1,300 |....-242|-eeeeeee+ 0 Biers ese On ome 
3355 | Nashville, Tenn.............| Regimental Library .........-.:s2+--ceersceeeesees} 1866 |...-../Gar... | 480 ee Seon ccaebucctctceds Secale ec Rel ees 
3356 | Nashville, Tenn........----:| State Library...--+-----+sslassseseeseseeseneeeess-| ied | Stato. | 929,000 (15000 | vessel seeessee| 2,500 esses seers ge 
ga57' | uals Mie,(Peun......:-:.-5.| Cenneliede! Hospital forthe Inanne,~-.-,es-cve:sa:| 1659 |.c-2-<|cAcde Rus} © '$00,).. och cl 2 Ac. cas] es .scsss| ew cleseneasfeceeees, eee 
3358 | Nashville, Tenn.........---.| Tennessee School for the Blind .........+--..++-2++-| 1846 vo ead) 1088 | Pook ans Olas tes lec, eee 
3a | Nashville, eno seeees Tirikecalay ob Naalyilles <5 ce co Lea ecut saeuy occ ATS | cece Oblign <x] BAOO0,| 8 sells IP. oon tia eek faa otal Alera Sh 
3360 | Nashville, Tenn........-.-..| Sicha Nun Aplee 2c og 1 oc peas Lee Hip Se omy a ZF OOM Ssbain | ova cre hoon pel edacealprmanel gus comer 
sot | Nashville, Tonns).-.<..+.---| Wanderbllb University -<.<c.covccecseoescawcessosoe| 1870 |[excoce| Colvesacr| 6,000'|.cocsass{.oescceste| oostewcde} waco lea|escueredecovesse x 
soe \rasbvlieetusnt.. =... | 3yAards (WR) Seeulnary Lor Scouhe Tadlee ns... \1H60|2c Mead 1 ston | sa] ce. it sancti See eer 
4363 | Nasbville, Tenn........---..| Young coments >| i | 80. ¥.M.c.A| 4,500| 200} 4,000 0| 1,200/ 300} 0 
3364 | Paris, Tenn.................| Paris Female Seminary ......2.-.00+0-lececeeeeeees [eceee-| eoeee| Aead....| 600 Ca Uepaing = Netreaie sb ooeaid Seredten Wee, 
3365 | Pulaski, Tenn.........-. -..| Pulaski Lyconm .....-...-cc0--seeseeececeerreneee+| 1860 | Free |Soo'l ..--|  600,|.-.2-0-[-eceeeeeeefseeeneeeee] 350 |ece----.] 100 = 
3366 | Rogersville, Teun .......-.-.| Rogersville Female College ..------+-++-e++2+-+-2-++| 1852 bine 2, 500 oreo fees esi nee eee, 
3367 | Sewanee, Tenn..............] University of the South.....- ---2-..c.0..cee~e~s-| 1867 |.-----|:Colss.--.| 6, 000.| 2 220.)..-2 20s 00. | Weceeenns |. co scees|acssenss|sacscoss 

3363 | Sewanee, Tenn.........----. Sootsty Lilyrari6e, (2) ~---<ac-n-0% qatecereesunof IBS.) conn-|iSooly-nes} 4 B00 eeeee-3| exnzesooe| ene see eae] Se eaee eareee|raeeyees 
369 | Shelbyville, Tenn --.---+0+-. Shelbyville Collegiate Instituto. ....--.--2ese+-n-+-| 1852 |.----|Acad....|_ 2000 |.--+2+0.|.ceeceeessfoseeeeraeseceese:feseseeesfenseese 
3370 | Near Sweetwater, Tenn .....| Hiwagsde College.........---.--. 22-20 sees ceeeeeee | 1OMD | | oan~- | OObigiwwe] ¢ 1 SOO) nessa Saeenrens Di nccned heledecl carers’ 

SL | Widekiees, 0 arena Mary Sbarp College .---—--------see-- sence ceeeve---| 1853 |.-----| Acad.-g-| 1,500) 100:)..---0---. 0 poe goalie om 
SH Aca ee eae eatin eateaiioenapeo len eed Sicha) Lovov7a Worseereel eke eee tere toe at ea



* 3373 Austin, Tex.--.----s0o-02--| Tdbwary Asociption, .ss-ic-ccpacesveno-ss'vizsesen an |) A8C8| Subi.|. Sep) 2-2) P00 Wesrecebescrece at 0 360 200 480 
3374 | Austin, Tox...,......-------| Gtiste TADNBRy.--a.-acneseennnceereeewenenasenits siae-| 1046 os State. | 6,000} 100 |.......... el O:Lesencs 0 
3375 | Austin, Tex..............-..| ‘Texas Military Instituto........-...-+-----+---2--| 1867 |..2-+.{Col-ee--[° 1,000] 50 |....2.0--- 0 Di aae bas 
$876'| ‘Austin, Tex... 2.2) Calhoun Literary Society .........-.--.-------|--+0--|-+--+-| Soe’y---.| 300 O53 eta eae pbevewan peas 
Sioa camesalll) ie a -.an1 | MUBOMINREM aD oo Sc ocobveasinnns ne | ABO G!y oh cau s<| 9,000 \scnecoe Sacer onesie eeseee.| eases eae eee 
3378 | Chapel Hill, Tex .........-. | Chappell Hill Female College ..-..--+-----eee:ener--| 1853|-oveee] Acad.c. | 400 |....2--Jecceenesee|sereeeesesfeseneee [eneenee [oseeenee 
3929 | Chapel Hill, Tex .....--..--.| Soulé University..--------e-serceeeeeeecnsenesecens|iecees|ooreee| COleeeee:| 700 sossstsseeeeseesseennene ee Oe leet a 
3380 | Chapel Hill, Tex ........-.--| Adelphi Sooioty—-.-----acoveerennseentonee-foreres|eseee-| SOCVoo0:|. 900 | secsseiforeseeeee|seeeeeeeefosntere feerssee foreseen 
BML ANAS, Tex 2. we tacos aeRO POND a cee fen ce} -nes-| Bl a | B00 coe he eee ee ees 8 
ae | Fort Olark Silex. 7.) WieetiMireer a Gare. $e IS ee Ale ay eee ia aoa 2 
S553 | Bort Gomohp,‘Dex._.....--:.| Bost Alrary...,..-.-..-.------2--seaenereree-coee| 1873 [on Gar | Sie: 1,200 |-onsevtocfnnsee ee elnte ines 
3384 | Fort Davis, Tex......-..----| Post and Regimental Library...----ne-e+-----ee++>-| 1867 |---2--] Gar -.+-| 1,150 |... [roeseecees[eseeerere [ees ee See 
S30 | Mort Quitman, Tex.------.-.| Post Library..-....-.------ae-n0.0exduverseoeee--een+| 1870 |..----|| Gar oe--|  900)|. 2-202]. sneeonves cies oe Loeaees yaaa ten S 

$986 | Galveston, Tex ...........--| Freo Library .-....----se--e----eeeneeevee-eoee--+--| 1871 | Freo| Pub... | 10,000 |........] 19,470 |... ce) 3,000 |......-.| 900" 
8987 | Galveston, Tex .-.----.e--0:| University of St Maryso. soessesseeecececeeeeeceee| 855 osse.| Ooleceees) 800 | ssceeeloee cececefneeeneees settee leceeeees cnesnne 
ses | Georgetown, Tex ......--.-.| Southwestern University .......0.<.0:2-eveeneeev--| 1844 |-eeee-|Coleesee.| 500 |.scccee.[ecerecnces[ececeecee:[eeeecees|seececee[eee ene 
Beet setteees ex | Fheaiiesben Glogs ene ccckcw us| ITO ose. Galce 1 oes Soy te eer 
Rm pitas lex <5. -----0-7-|, Clay Libeary, 2695 scce 5 -ctiec cece sewer eon Cony IBT0.| Bab] SOoT.cos,|) 1780S S00A os Aecares peewee ten Peceeems te eee 
3301 | Houston, Tex ..........-.-..| Clark Semiuary for Young Ladies ....--0+--0----+--| 1856 |....-.| Acad... 300] 0 |.--.-..--- | Sosa Eo cae eee tg 
3392] Houston, Tex --..-..--..---.| Public Library ,..---.--..--2-----seoceseeveeuvens-«| 1879 |------|¥MACA| 500 |......2.]-2-+00--0- Ch aA Raenieaee 
Sis] Huntaville, Tex;.--+sc25.c--| Ametin Collage... cs.- 250s o eos oc vacs | 1088 1552 2,| Col... +. |e) 800i] 2. 2 -|oeecneeeeshosce esl eee et > 
ese | Hantille Tex... .--<| Society Lilpatheg-.a¢-nq-<¥ac0nesoea+<onsaso|enapee|ontses| G0. al 0 SOUL ute a5) Sea suet oc easaca |e ey 20 eee Vee eae coer 
3395 | Independence, Tex......-.- | Baylor University ......----sc---+-e-feeeereeeree++| 1851 |.22---]Coleeee--| 1,300] 30 |eo.eee.-0- 0 PS cadet ee 
3396 | Marshall, Tex.............-.| Wiley University ........2-:ccs:scccseeceeseeeesees| 1875 |oeesee bade 500} 250 cen ene een ees 
Sa geet < <2 | istdenlS ann bate Aoeluegss ee ea | ee |S lots Ney | ee [ee eee ee ee eee 
3398 | New Braunfels, ‘Tex.........| New Braunfels Academy .....-.-.+-2-+-e-eeeeeseee+| 1658 |eseeee| Acad....| © 400 |o.sce[eccceesersfreccsreneeleecssee:ferseece.fuceene 

. 3399 | Paris, Tex ...--.---+--- --- | Lamar Female Sominary...-+.--2--e-seeeeeeeeeveee-| 1866 |......| Acad... | 200 asl eee ieee ceo ee eee 
fall tinea DarcapeerTen-....| Bost Uilmary co abe 2 las, ll eoege ieee ee eee = 
3401 | San Antonio, Tex ..........-| Alamo Literary Society .......+;----:2ee+ee+-+2e-+-| 1872 | Free| Soc'l....| 1,700{ 400 |...2...--. Od - <abO (5, > Vlg eee 
3402 | San Antonio; Tex ...........| St Mary’s Institute.......-...22----eeecceeeeeeeeee+| 1860 )....0- Acad... | 1, 200 bee pes es Sal pe tae ee 
3403 | San Antonio, Tex .....-..-.-] Ursnline Convent..---2-csssecrssseeceseeesseseeeeee| IBGE |seceea| Aeasee:| BOD |osseeees|seeeceseeeoneceecees[senseees| eeceee [seeneees 
206)| elingoana, Tex..--.---<¢01) Hetnlby Univernity..:.-..--..-c-sr--red-eecneveeoe=| 1800 |ecosc-[ Opl.l-a<f) 3 OO i-ooce laesece cle soe tee |e ee ieee 
3405 | Tehuacana, Tex...... 22... Philosophronian Socioty .......--+.---.-+-++++-| 1870 |.....-|Soc'y....| 900-|........ west eee ate Degli Aran ee 
3406 | Tehuacana, Tex..........--- Tabbo- Geilo Rocleby 2.3 .cn.erepcc5-02~ 0!) 1BTR. [aud Bostys see) L600 |x ea Sete eee en ere a 
3407 | Tohnacana, Tex..........--. Philggoathany Sielety 0s. 4 4G < csi p<ds| IBM eo eect MOMs bee ee eer | eee
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1872 | | = 
3408 | Tehuacana, Tex.......-----| Trinity University, Society Libraries, (8) ........-{| (7 |$.--./ Soe'y.-.| SOL eee) eee on | ae sepa 

3409 | Tyler, Tex .....-...---------| Bowdon Literary Society ........----..-.---+-se+++-| 1871 | Sub .| Soe’l ....] 11,257 | 1,387 0 | = 626,000) 2e2.2)) ees eae a 

Od) teria ters. 2. | ShpremeGomrhes ese ks ete ee! We eed OO oe ee eee eee 
3411 | Victoria, Tex ......-...-.-..| Nazareth Convent. 2.2.52. -200s0.s0--s200-00--4:] 1866 | 22-.| Acad-...| © 600 |..2.2...) 22-0202. 50)) Seeeas| aye ees | eee 
3419 | Wao; Tex +.2-..:---+ ------| Wao: Univemsity sc:<c-<--2-=+-+4ci--ccecesecss Bt |e Cahn 000 2a sess orev osetia eet ree 
‘S413\| (Waeo, Pex: 2.25221 6--.205 Bociaty Uabrariee's. - 6. --wnvges ce recansievsess |esaoe! acves| SOO r=5,| S50 pox ose) waseriaat| a_eoceeeeb <a5ee-| eae cecpeeeeeas = 

3414 | St. Georgo, Utah ............| Library Association ....-..--------e-+ereere+-eeeee-| 1873 | Free |Soo'l:--. | 200 |---2-20-] ceeserecsfereeeennee| carseee] $100 $0 
3115 | Salt Lake City, Utah........] City Library... 2.202 22:2.2-2-<0.022é-2-00--00---2-| 1872 ie Soe'l....| 900 20 | 5, 000 0 [petals Sm 9 4 

3416 | Salt Lake City, Utah. .......] St. Mark’s School ......--+-----+-see00+++-eseeseee-| 1873 |---| Acad....[ 500 Liars 0) irdeseed| alee eee 
3417 | Salt Lake City, Utah........| Territorial Library....:. 00... ---.2000- ceseeeseeee+| 1852 ae WhO See cant | ceseuect | sgevece | coaged peers = 
3418 | Salt Lake City, Utah........| University of Deseret........--+.-2sccccereeeeeeeee-| 1874 |.-----| Col--...-| 2,304 ieee eee eee 
3419 | Barnet, Vt..............----| Ladies’ Library .... -.-..2.2..--c++seeeeeecenee-----| 1872 | Sub -| Soc'l ....) 500 u| 676 | $25 25 0 B® 
$5004 Batre, We 208s - sacs, <-52]l Batre aM emp hse. 1.8te asec zielsue de kiv2sn<21| BOM seuss =| Mlbadden. |?) 96004. 200 saalecaGy zoek OY | cvrene Koncert | tetera 
3121 | Barre, Vt .....-.-.-..-...---| Goddard Seminary ........-.-.----2..-2sscceeeeee---| 1871 |-.--+-| Acad-z:.] 690 a cpu ees W figs -| tosecee) eee = 

Ase | Ballnwe) Mallee VG. ...-.-.-2-|-St A nos Eiallss 2 tosce<-25s 222-002.nc20ce05 5, cce2| W008, be eoce| plod ros) = (800 Reece cces|. -ecubccs obsess accsestcce aoe teneepeeppees eae ee 

3423 | Benuington, Vt ..........--.| Free Library-..-..---ccecsescecsseeeeecseeeeeeee+ee+| 1865 | Sub .| Soo'l .-..| 3,333 |........] 9,300 Ol eel air) 675 
3424 | Bennington Centre, Vt......| Mt. Anthony Seminary.......2.....2222+s0eeeeese+-] 1860 |---| Acad....] 300 |e... ceeeeeeee Odsahe Sep ce ieee oes 
3425 | Bradford, Vt........-.----..| Bradford Academy and High School ...........----.| 1821 |.-.---) Aead....| 1,200 AO |= ee gece aati tte Ns copie 
3426 | Bradford, Vt...............-| Scientific Association .........+...+-202---+--2------| 1857 Sub. Soc'l .... 40 20 100 | Ma ease f cane see eu) 

3427 | Brattleboro’, Vt.....-...----| Brattleboro’ Library..........-22ss2000¢seeese++++ | 1845 | Sub -/ Soe’... 3,000 .-.-... srsseeendeerscsee| ee | eee peerage 
3428 | Brattleboro’, Vt......-...--.| Glenwood (Ladies) Seminary ....22. ..--20secec0eseclseceeel.oe-ee| Acad... 500 |eee.ccc lees eeeeee ae eae Lei [ate aoe ae s



3429 | Brattleboro’, Vt.--..--.-.---| Vermont Asylum for the Insane .....-..---..--.----| 1834 s--cen | AL @R.-| 1,000 |....-.- ease arr scnennali entice rarvact: 

3430 | Burlington, Vt.-.--..------ Mller Bre Hay nenenncnecneeie ist | Fre Pub El 8, 500 sae aya 10, 000 ee = a 

3431 | Burlington, Vt ..-------.---.| Parish Library, First Unitarian ie 1823 | Free | Soc’l.... 1 15 550 5 0 | i Py 

3492 | Burlington, Vt............-.| University of Vermont....+.-++2+2:se+-+eseeeeeee+-) 1800 |..2--- Got «| 13, 521 800 |--e-----2-] 1,700 | sssseeeeconsens 
3433 | Burlington, Vt.-.-..-------. Society for Religious Inquiry ....-...--------.| 1830 |......| Soc’y “2 2,500 |. ....<0.].---5-- 02) aed seeeees eee 

3434 | Burlington, Vt.--....--.---.| Vermont Episcopal Institute ..........-..---+------| 1832 coven] Aad] 3, 100 ae 0) ee eee 
3135 | Burlington, Vt.......-...-..] Youmg Men's Association........22..-.++--+++20++++) 1860 | Sub. | Soe’l....) 2,000 |.-...--|-eeeecee-Jeceeeeeees| 2,000 | 550 5 

3436 | Castleton, Vt ............--.| Castleton Seminary......--------------+---++-++-+--|-=+2+-|--2---| Acad a 400) | a> at) ea one tae 2| seamen cease a eck g 

3437 | Castleton, Vt ...-...-.------ Fe ee eee aes 1867 par Agad:---| 9/800) | 2 2---).-2-5- eof sean ase | as eels 8 
3438 | Cavendish, Vt.....--...-.--- ho ae ae ace ae | 1868 | Free | Pub sea 3, 200 |....---- FO | 4,000 | Z ee 125, = 

3439 | Chelsea, Vt.........-.....--.| Library Assoviation ........-....2222--242--+-+-++--| 1842] Sub | Soc'l....| 400 4 ORS asse ceed sla cnoee 

3440 | \Ghester, ¥t....-.-:.:-----2-.| Bloytia Olmonlating TAbrary. ....-+-.0.1-4.4--02222-|+--2-2|-so---| Mig..o0:] (500 |..-22--.|---2-----1]-e-2n--ee | ol ere Wengen? 
3441 | Derby, Vt.........--------..] Derby Academy..........-- -.:.--1---see0eseeee2+| 1852 | Free Acad... Wn | coon 100 0 Gi [ios Sore = 

3442 | Derby, Vt....-.-..-..-.----.| Orleans County Society Natural Sciences. .....-.+++-/---+++ seo Shane 300 |---sene |eeeeee snes) raul wetcest|scsetetefeceeesee VES 
3443 | Fayetteville, Vt......--.....| Library Association ......-.---------------++--++-+-|+-+++|-+----| Soe’l.... 1B | 6 625=- ae he ea |< oteeeblesegcde S 

3444 | Grafton; Vt .-.---.--------..| Pabllo Library -+--..5-+...----2-2------+---2++-----| 1874 | Sab. Sect 700 | --..-- 4,500 |.----..-- | 52 0} 0 2 

3445 | Hyde Park, Vt...-..........| Agricultural Library .....-...-----------------.----| 1860 | Sub.| Mis...- 400 oor 0 Ofer} 0 Ss 

3446 | Hyde Park, Vt..............| Lamoille Central Academy ...-...-....---.----+----|---+--]-----| Acad ...) BOR be tow Pea | sae Eales pS 

3447 | Irasburg, Vt ................| Library Association ..............:2022s.2-2+2202--| 1867 | Sub.| Soc'l....| 300 25 400 | 0 30 30 os 
3448 | Johnson, Vt..........--.....| Johnson Normal School. ....-.---.---+-----+--------| 1867 |....-.| Acad . . 00} essen apf) saa as] e [rtttete|-ectees [eseeeees De) 

3449 | Lunenbnrgh, Vt ............| Cutting’s Library..-......--..---.-----..--.------- | 1854 | Free | Mis.....| 5,000 |.....---}...-...... °| reco fil sae = 

3450 | Manchester, Vt..............| Burr & Burton Seminary..-....---------------------| 1833 |...... Acad...) 1,000 |. .-..2--|fo-e-0e2ee|creece eee sseeeeee | ceeeees| ee eeee St 

3451 | Manchester, Vt .............| Burton’s Pastoral Library .......----.....-------.---| 1853 |......| Mis ve) MEY noe Peyesuo ear O00) | ose ec le og e ° 

3452 | Middlebury, Vt ........-.-..| Ladies’ Library Association .........--.--------.---| 1866 | Sub.) Soc'l....) 1,400 150 2, 400 | 0 250 200 ; oo oN 

3453 | Middlebury, Vt ....-.....--- Midd Olle onsen ener 1800 | Col “| 12000. || 5 sadit. ooee emagloaestes ee | acu ees ee om bea yee = 
3454 | Middlebury, Vu....---.-..-. Society Libraries... ...----...-2000.--+--e-c00-|ocanes al Soe’y “| B00 tas ol ene a sah ae eee oe omeweseek are Pe eee = 

3495 | Montpelier, Vt..............] Agricultural Library...-....---.---++---2+0---2222+-| eeee-]eeeeee] Mis.....) ODO [208 5, Pe cageen nt imeem ee: an hs oeitereagees = 

3456 | Montpelier, Vt..............| State Wadena oaks ue coc Sears 1925 |......] State... 14,600 | 700 Sera aoe 500 1,500 
3457 | Montpelier, Vt...........-..| Vermont Historical Society...........-.--.----- +--| 1838 | .-.-.| Hist'l | 5,000 |...-2.-.}.0-2-2 +--+ 0 DOO waoas | eae ee 

3458 | Montpelier, Vt.........-....| Vermont Methodist Seminary and Female College... 1869 | .....| Acad... 500 |..-...-. arpa Di, Pod ten or bere 
3459 | Montpelier, Vt....-..--..... Washington County Grammar School. ..--.----.-++.)------ jenn] Mond'< i: “A008 tetra Wectara hc cree meen peal et| vere rete 
3460 | Newbury, Vt......-.........] Montebello Ladies’ Institute......... .....-.020000.) 1873 [2-2 Saka! 2000] 23552. ee cnc cu eer neg es See 
3461 | Northfield, Vt ..............] Library Association ...........2----.----0-eseee-s00 | 1871 | Sub Soc'l....| 685 50 LOS. e 70 Fiance Ea 

3462 | Northfield, Vt .............. Pn ee eines 4 acta 1834 |...... ae ROR ha cecceh sees boc as bagecae be ieee oo 

3463 | Northfield, Vt .......-..---- Bodiely Tiirivies, ().s-3--.-----cc-acccasa ee Mesleenl Le A OCR at BIO Ista atl oc lgee cil aaah eee Soa tee an
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3464| Norwich, Vt.........-....--.| Classical and English Boarding School ..........+.-.| 1867 |...) Acad...) 300 |..2s02.sfegeeeeeee crete eceen cee cs) = 
3465 | Pittsford, Vt........-...---.] Maclure Library......-----.-sseeeseeeeeeeeeeeeeee+-| 1839 | Sub.| Soc'l... | 1,500 Pinon il ares Soa eee 

3466 | Post Mills Villago, Vt.......| Peabody Library.............2s00ceseeseeseeeeeeee-| 1866 |Sub |Socll... | 2,100] 100 }.......2..] 2,980 |... ef | eee = 
3467 | Poultney, Vt...........-.---| Troy Conference Acadomy.....2.+..s00-++++++eeee++| 1836 |..2-2.| Acad...) 1,000 |.-.220.|eeeeeeeee Of |:icesdaa te azanualacelven 
3468 | Proctorsville, Vt.....--.---.| Library Society........-.+2--+:sseeseeseeseesseeees | 1858 | Free | Soc'l ....| ne 35| 2,000 Dileccucec]! ($50 aw = 

ee Bite Normal School so.4s5 326242540 sdeve-.5iu.2)~<.] 1906)) 225---| Agadle 24 “SOU: yay cl ececct te O fetecgg ah aeenteh eo icee gd 
3470 | Royalton, Vt.........---.---| Agricultural Library Association.........-+.----+--| 1863 |Sub.|Socl...., 350| 0 |..eseeeeee 0 #0 0 o = 
Se) Ragend: Vb y-:2--.--------:| Boblagd Bigh ohooh, «ce. 7735--25<9e0-se+2s-e~-2H)-2an3-|seecse| AGM ps2 D5 ener te | cceaene!l emoeattmen |; crvcpeelteastee [eeeseeee 
PER Se Altiany WE ite. -.-----| Meo UAbeatys 2 s3nqaqtenenaseenaccecsndsecesesereeilecenae] BOO | Pa. 2¢oe) SGM] cau ace] <5 500' e044, 00! (2-25 2a stares eeeeed Sl 
3473 | St. Albans, Vt .....-.-...-..| Vermont Central Library Association. ........0..22.|-.-2--|------| S00'L....| 2/078 |.---.0--|..00-0c00:| seseecens[ronssecs| ccesedsleceseoes Se 
ieee tA Sully ees 5 te csskcuiescscizeles<cbirssesscosea| TORY sieves) Acad... 400] 20 |.--...0-- 0) fiedasten) caesete sees = 

8215; Btegohuiabury, Vivi... -< Athenmunte cys <s2855-5=420:cede2sece+eeasnsee+s-| 1G90.| Bee | Pubys<s:l 10,9901... 400|55-;<sn5s) fusezetene! |teas sae! |euneenalieunane 
3476 | South Woodstock, Vt .......| Social Library .......-..-2.-::ssceeeeeseececceeesees[eeeeee| SUD.| 0'l....| 1,035 |.------- 520 (APR creeres = 0 ® 
3477 | Springfield, Vt..........-...| Town Library.....0...-2s000ccseeeeeseeeeeeceeeeeees| 1871 | Free | Pab...../ 2,000} 200 700} 9558] 403 )....... 15 & 
3478 | Thetford, Vt........--------| Academy and Boarding School ........-.2+.--+e++2+-| 1619 |.--2--| Aend..-.|- 500 |eoe-eeee[eeeecegre-foeceerees foseseet-| cesceefeesenee 
3479 | Wells River, Vt......-......| Library Association ........-.---+ss-see+eeeeee-++-+] 1848 | Sub. Soc'l....) 420 | 195 |.......-- 0} 195] 195 or? 

3480 | West Randolph, Vt ........ | Ladies’ Library Association .............---+-+.----| 1864 |Sub./Soc'l.... 600) 40 700 0 50 50 0 
* 3481 | Windsor, Vt.............--.| Athen@um ........-20¢-..s---ssecccceeeeeseeseeeee+| 1847] Sub.|Soc'l....| 3,050] — 150 500 0 80; fides 30 

3482 | Windsor, Vt................| Vermont Penitentiary ........-..--.-cs-eecceseeceee[eceeee|eeeees| A&R. 00 |e cusoucad |e ac a | an BO! |tcasebe 
3483 | Woodstock, Vt.......--.-...| Green Mountain Perkins Academy .......--.+--+-+-| 1860 |..-:--| Acad... 1,100 6 Vetecp oes 0 | ecetiecasl is eonetttabyonse 
3484 | Abingdon, Va...............| Martha Washington College .......s.se++-0--0++-++-| 1855 |....-.| Acad....| 100 ave Seavstees Oe fesd see Wocaalay Seas tee 
3485 | Alexandria, Va .............| Alexandria Library. ...........---+..+-..--..-------| 1794 | Sub | soo1._.| 4,271 BOO | sisenwevaPevanes swafeoncsvustecdedos piasalaae
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3486 | Alexandria, Va ......-------| St. John’s Academy. .......-..--+----+++0-+++---+---| 1849 |.-----| Acad....) 1,000 |.--.---.|-----+---4) O fsccoeen ale vasies[remuaree 

3487 | Near Alexandria, Va .......| Theological Seminary, (Protestant Episcopal).......| 1823 css The Ba |e eee 10,000} 600 )........| 100 
34st | Ashland, Va ........------+- Dehieh Maem Eines iestivierertne tt ah | eceravaioa | ln shrz bac afom sacs beets epee ecoxEss frase i 

m3 009 | Bellevue, Va sassc0.---------| Belleyne HIgh Sghool --o.cvelecacevcecececnesanscso1) 1066 ['x:vs.| Mond] 1500 |.oocce [ctatene ececeeedefoccenee-| eather] eefetes 
© 3490 | Bethel Academy, Va-....-.-| RE. Lee Library ...-.....-22.-++22-000e+++2+-+++-+| 1870 | Sub Soe'l ----) om 35|- + 500/ - -e00| 250 el 185 
© 3491 | Blacksburg, Va ....------+--| Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical Collego......-| 1972 |-..4.-) Sei-...+-] 600 |....s.0-[iceseeee | 0 0 - 0 

3492 | Charlottesville, Va....------| Albemarle Female Institute ....-----.+++-e+-++++++-) 1856 |..-+-.| Acad.-..| 1000 | 1003 seo ah-5 ood cies ened = meal aoe 
: 3493 | Charlottesville, Va..........| Charlottesville iene eo eee mee #00 [Sccsesliscscanst | sic te obs ene ee Eta e ee 

3494 | Emory, Va....--.-+-+-+-+++-| Emory and Henry College .......-s+2+-sce+0eeeeeee+) 1837 |eeie Colyer cc) 4, ab] coe ves -sease set. ep ee ee eee 8 
3495 | Emory, Va........---..---- Calliopean and Hermesian Socicties settee eses 1838 |---- ee Soe’y....| 9,000 |o+eree-].retenttien|sesstetens[ienestt eae | — eee s 

3496 | Fort Monroe, Va...........-| Artillery School, United States Army...............| 1824 feed Boks. 54.1 SOR |. xc as-| .n cede): ace ondaselvas cated aenuee diewesseae By 

saps | Fort Monroe, Wa... .-...- 2] PUNO TAM MRE asccescsspocesne-eyene satzes cess} 1085 |-c---] Gandnos.| 9000 |v-nc.2:.|2...c.z:<|socssacc22| otictt. ese oti leeserene Cue 
3498 | Hampden Sidney, Va ....--.| Hampden Sidney College........2.0+---2++-+-++¢++2+| 1783 |--20+-| Colegee-| 2,000 |.--2.42.|-2e2222-2. (| nn eae peices 

; 3499 | Hampden Sidney, Va ....... Philathropie Sokety.-.eeyaeeevneeeeee 1807 | Free gg 2, 500 BSI oases! Oasicsd: see o = 
3500 | Hampden Sidney, Va ....... ‘Union Society. .......----+----s2seseeeree2022+| 1789 | Free | Soc'y....| 2,600 il screed maicougst ves cma eee ope = 
3501 | Hampden Sidney, Va ....... Union Theological Seminary...........-.+--.-| 1695 |.....:| The’l....| 10,000} - 375 |-+::-2:2:.| -5,000| --300| 630 ~ & 
3502 | Hampton, Va .........-..--.| Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute ........| 1870 eee 1,414 $0 |izestzsoz.. 0 0 50 | oS 

3503 | Hampton, Va ............-..| National Military Home, Southern Branch..........| 1871 [acon A/$BL |scecsaea|eeestessesl cs. sehcs.| seve! 7100} 900 Bc 
3504 | Hanover County, Va........] Hanover Academy ......-.+-----+-+ee--ssee-s+-++e0+} 1845 wives] Aend...-] s50| 95 sent ern ee eee 
3505 | Harrisonburg, Va........-..| Rockingham Library Association........2.....-22+. aie oo'Levs| +. aa], .s ates! 806 icc scseiy fake stenae dis ae 
3506 | Lexington, Va ...........---| Franklin Society and Library Company...........-.| 1816 | Sub | goo. 5, 000 50 sida cag 7 0! 450 200 200 a) 

3507 | Lexington, Va ...........--.| State Library, Virginia Military Institate...........| 1839 | Free | Col......| 5,000 | 950 |-.2..s06. 0| 1,000| 600 oo = & 
3508 | Lexington, Va ...........--.| Virginia Military Institute ......-..---------s-+--+-| 1839 Jove] Colmnn 5,000 | 1500 |--.----. o| soo} soo} 450 St 
2509 | Lexington, Va ..............| Washington and Lee University....-.------2+++2+.| 1796 |.-.2+-] Col------| 11,000 | 4600 |----e--e0+| creeeeee-] 300 | eoseees|-oneeeee 
3510 | Lexington, Va ...........-.. Grahams Lee Saglety <<<... ..<-césesccet-n-+<2.] 1900}. ++] Sooipaenib OMY <= to conte tlc eso. | eengar| easel Seer 
3541 | Lexington, Va ............-. Washington Literary Society .........2222....| 1812 [oon sey BBO |e oa. sl kok enol eee epios r 
3512 | New Market, Va............ Lee Literary Sooty, Polytechnic Institut)... 1870 | Free | Soe'y.--. 850 PB Rinne ce Roeatat| AO 2 | 5 Ss 
3513 | Norfolk, Va..........-....-.| Library Association......-s--0recsseseceeeeeeeesee+-| 1870 | Sub .| Soc'l....] 3,400] 935 | 8, 852 | 0| 1,200} 700) 500 Se 
3514 | Norfolk, Va..........-...-..| Odd Fellows’ Library .-.,-a+ece-e--:---2s+-2:-+e+2+) 1871 |Sab .|Soo'l---.| 1,500] 150 |...-.2----| lh ee Nes oe ee 

: gets | Morflk, Val-..>......-.-..:} Webster Instliate’-<...2<c-5:cncc<-ceuseerno-c6e sca A080 |---| Meads} S600 peed ee eee ol | eee oes ? 
Bai6 | Petersburgh, Ve.--...-....-.| Tiwary Asboociation.....<:-2---a<o-s--ccs-:---;---.,'1868 [Sub {S001 -.--| 3510 fsbo.) (40864022. | te fleeces 
3517 | Petersburgh, Va ...-........| Petersburgh Female College .......-.....-.----.+-+-| 1854 |"°77"" es a moe guetaN est caal poxee tp ete kee 

3518 | Petersburg, Va ....-......-.| Southern Female College.......-.--.+-+--+----+--2| 1862 |-7""""| Acad.---] 1,000 |.---.e..|-----e0--- Oss eee gee ee 

3519 | Rapidan Station, Va ........| Locust Dale Academy ........220+.-s20+c+200-eee0+/ 1856 |""7"7| Acad....| 1,000 | 100 Mee Whos helices ee ae 
* Includes society libraries. # Books and pamphlets. a
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3520 | Richmond, Va...........-..| Academy of the Visitation............-..--2+--.----| 1866 hed eres tS BOOM 52a Nees Ae ilo seen ck | ee = 
3521 | Richmond, Va..............| Central Public School .......2.-2+..-2-+0-2022-2+--.| 1872 Be eae 400} 100} — 4,000 $0 80 |. «= 
352 | Richmond, Va..............] MeGill Lyceum .222-......i22.0600002sse-20++-e++e0-| 1875 | Free} Sool...) 300] 195 900 | 0 0} 300 0 § 
3523 | Richmond, Va..............| Medical College of Virginia......-......-2.22.-2+2+-| 1851 |...-..| Med...) 1,000 |..22.22).-sese)eeeeeeeeefeceeseefeeeeee [eee gy 
3524 | Richmond, Va ............-.| Old Dominion Business College .-.---.---+----+.----| 1867 fee Relies AUD banat e oso a |S a <8 a eset IO oe a 
3529 | Richmond, Va ............../ Pieree Library (Richmond Institute) ........- .....) 1872 Free | Acad...) 2000 |...) 2.2...) 0 855-0 Sie 
3526 | Richmond, Va..........---.| Richmond College ...2...2.2.---e0-0--seeeenseeeeeee ie Colvc-2<| '6/000/|- 27202. seeteresei[eosoerines| ossgees[eseeseeilacticese | 8S 

p 3527 a Society Libraries, (2) ....---+eee--eeeeeeeeeeeee- Erle | ee ae Po ivecoss Seca edee eee g 

3528 | Richmond, Va............-.| Richmond Female Jnstitute..........--..----<------| 1852 |..--..| Acad... G00 | eeeee-|eeeteeeee |oreeeeeee:| cette feces fee SE 
3529 | Richmond, Va ..............] Richmond Normal School ....,--.---+-+0+-+-+2-+-++-| 1868 |.-.--.| Acad...) 500 |..0.000) 22.22. Oe ies ee 
3530 | Richmond; Va...............| Sts Mary's Sodality ........--.0..s.s-0seeceeeceees+-| 1872 Free| Soc'l ....| 920 OS rc 10 [hex 22s 2 50 50 oe 
Resi | Richmond; Va ss -..--.--2-2, | State Wthrary cot eec ce ce eas ess AROS foie | Otabe. <1] 5 ONDot ad, 50 fos. cost dc eee ae eee 
8532 | Richmond, Va.........:.-. | Teachers’ Library .........-...2.-+++----++-22-----.| 1870 | Free | Mis.....] — 400 SOs ioese es 0 0 0 0 & 

; $539 | Richmond, Va -....2..--.--.| Vingiuin Historioal Soolety «2... cs-e-s-s-+0+-...-] 1881 |..o0.| Bist'...{ 9,000 |.-...-.-|--.-..-.- 600 | 150 |o-neeee|ereeeee 
Shoes Hiohwond, Was +. 7.5-2--1| Vingita Bentontiary'sis2.220.522:8. oso. 55282.) 2888 ||] Be Rel’ S soph 8 ee Oh pee 

3535 | Riebmond, Va ............-.| Young Men's Christian Association.................| 1895 | Sub .| Y.M.C.A) 3,600 | — 200} 10, 000 | 0 0; 200 800 
588) Salemiy¥aits 2.7.22.) Rownoke Collages. es2.eetsoe.0 si seuaa Soot c| IO Lees Cot... 14:000'1"1;000,) Sa 5b les aoc Ge] eon este 
BbaY | SRION VW. ..6528oco sec ch ses Historical Society of Roanoke College .........| 1875 |...:..| Hist’l... SOD. | ese eslieaeee tae | Rae sae 3007) Cases os laesrenss) 

3533, | PRRBE, VBS senso cess Sane cans Society Libraries ...........-.22.20-222-2.2.---| 1856 bee Soe’y....| 2,500 BOO oman aeons wee la res laee| onsen cee saneee 

3539 | Salem, Va........-----.----.) Theological Seminary, (Lutheran)... .....-..--.---+-| 1873 |....-.| Thel....) 500 |..--.-.. scene een bE cess Ne eee 
2 3540 | Staunton, Va... ...--------.| Augusta Fomale'Seminary....-..c0s28.:022440:1...! 1863 |.....}acad....! 1,000 1..0....Lo.. 0.) Ree ree



! wees 3541 | Staunton, Va .......-..-.--.| Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind...) 1840 ee ane Bh ee poe ee as 
3542 | Staunton, Va......-.-..----.| Staunton Female Seminary .....2..2..2..222-2-000- 170 | digs ere Se Lage ee ie 
3543 | Staunton, Va............---.| Virginia Female Institute........2..-.-.-------+2--+ = Eee Be ee ber anes ee eee eae 

3544 | University of Virginia, Va..) University of Virginia.......--....--.--2---+-2----+ ie ee ie ae a eS oe 

3545 | Williamsburg, Va.........-.| Collegeof William and Mary’.......-..---.--..+..- si Fee seat ae oe ae soli feet wae ome 

3546 | Winchester, Va.....--...--.| Fairfax rie | eimai megane cageacee ee Sioa es - san Ses ewes ean tas se 2 

3547 | Olympia, W.'T ...-...-------| Territorial PR es -nenazeace inancreeeteceenerecesl sh pe = | a pose pes eee ae g 

‘ 3548 | Vancouver, Wash. Ter ......| Holy Angels’ Collego........-.2.-.---2-0s0-e+sen---| Seat ae eo | a a : 
3549 | Bethany, W. Va...-.-------- scacamee dl < scalampecigel meee mace cereanati ume | 8 PRES, ee ; ae pce peer ee = 

3550 | Bethany, W. Va.--.--.------] Soolety Libraries (3)...--.----..----22.-5.2005 ie hoes ee | a a ara ies eee e S 

3551 | Fairmont, W. Va-n---no-| State Sormal Goliad! ..<..5..--2sssaes-ss-nsdoss suns pee seein ee ee x 

3552 | Flemington, W. Va......--..| West Virgimia .---.--..---..0-cccccocescocessensenn- ae vageda seveeey ean ea) Serer Sp ame lace =. 

3553 | Grafton, W. Va ---.--..--...| St. Augustine's School ..........--...2--eeceen---e0- aoe aeeea eae ee eles ay = 

3554 | Harper's Ferry, W. Va......| Storer Normal School ...-.....--.--2----2ce+0--s000- 1 webee joe ee | Soe Ui perat = 

3555 | Huntington, W. Va.......-.| Marshall Oar asc ae Beane ae zs Sb ee Oe Sols ae 

3556 | Morgantown, W. Va ........) Morgantown aieta she HOM DANY) x-ni2c70-22<2d02=c8 wi ieaaee Se a eo ao ai ee & 

3557 |. Morgantown, W. Va ---..-.-.| West Virginia University ....-...-.-......---.----- eee z ea = eS a aee pei “ 

3558 | Moundsville, W. Va -..----- Bio BAMGD ae aeara it asact-taesezFarrtnnt/ne-vome aes peewee eas Page fey Spaces eas as z 

2 | Parkers W.Va | Young's Chon Stone | 6 th|WaLCa) | Go| aw ao) ea) oh 3560 | Parkersburg, W. Va ....-.-- Young Men's Christian iation....... es ma Seer saa ieee al ohe Paes bate i 

3561 | Romney, W. Va..-----.-.---| Institution for the Deafand Dumb and the Blind.... 7 pees tes en ee foe aL ae pees heeaee s. 

3562.{) Romney, W.. Va.,--------<--| Adterary Goolety 05.2. 2.-.2..0edecewees -oseneewees= oa eae ee se chocce 

3563 | West Liberty, W. Va. ....--) State Normal School .........---.+--++-22-+0+02-20-- nt bea oe el ee pegs coche te 
3564 | Wheeling, W. Va ..----..--.| Library Association ........-.2...0-0-s-ceseeeeseee: i shee nh es ee et ee 
3565 | Near Wheeling, W. Va......| Mt.de Chantal Academy ........-..--.----0eee-e0+- sd caace eee se a fa ee oe hee lee = 

3366 Wheeling, W.Va ------<<-++ St. Alphonsus’ School . ..-....----------+-2-2+0++-++ = Peres see ner | og tee ae 3 

3567 | Wheeling, W. Va ...-....-..| St. Joseph's Academy.......-.--.----0+-2-2eeee0ee- au Sanat ae Sti co ce: tage oe 2. 

3568 Wheeling W.Va. | ih TOberIIe PARSER RUC tesa tracer 77a oF seneee a Het ae Ags au: 

3569 | Wheeling, W. Va sesseeeceee) St. Vincent's College, Bishop's Library.............. Le fh Ser cet ie ee ee aaa soe 

3570 || Wheeling, W. Va .....-.---.| State Library ...-.....2022.5s:sescseesseceosesessees = Be) peace Lae pecs oegaeeee pace 

3571 Wheding W.Ya ene ‘Wheeling Female College. .--....-.--.-+-----+------| 1865 |...--- aa — aa i peles alee a oe 

3572 | Appleton, Wis ..-........---| Lawrence University ...........-0.-cccsseeeenereoes pe Cee None ee be | eae * 

3973 | Appleton, Wis --..--.++--+-+) Society Libraries, (2)..-+-++++40+se+eeeeeeeeees = petcee ee sae eee fee SES ane a = 
3574 Bester Wee Mie | Wayland University Institute ...............222.2-5 a bos a sheaeas ee ee eae 2 

3575 | Beloit, Wis......0...--.+-»-| Belolt Colleges. 005 2..2..sse. sce tececscdeoweseses ecapa Peene
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3576 | Beloit, Wis............----.| Beloit College, Society Library.......c+2-+++-<2-0.- | 1849 | Sub | Soc'y....| 1,000 0 beet eree Pa ey 
3577 | Black River Falls, Wis......| Black River Falls Library......-..2+.:+-+see-+-++-, 1870 Free Pub... | _ 500 WN scot $0). $215) 125) 1a 8 
3578 | Delavan, Wis ......-....----| Institution for the Education of the Deafand Dumb.|......|.-.--|Acad....| 500 |.....22-/ eeeeecee | eeeecceee|eceeeeee] ceceees[eceeenee s 
8529 | Hau Claire, Wis..........--.| City LADTATYy...-ee--en-n-eses-tecsceseeceseseseee| 18% | Fre6|Pubs----| WE |.oa-.---|ceecse-feceeeneene] 9,000 ae sd 000 
3580 | Fond du Lac, Wis...........| Neocosmian Library ........0.2.-...-0220-e00eeeeese] 1874 Sub. Soc'l.-.-| 1,200 |.....2-. 500 O) ees eeenrecnon. SP 
3581 | Fond du Lac, Wis........--.| Young Men's Association..........--...:+-+--+++-+-| 1863 | Sub.|Soe’l....| 1,200 0 100 Oilteeeees oO) Of rea 
$500 | Bort Atkinaon, Wis:.:...--.| Pablia LABpaRy, asec. sccin pect wees <i n-2s-ca costed eo eee) Ue. ee lee = 
3583 | Fox Lake, Wis.....-...----.| Wisconsin Female Collego..:-2.+-.--2s:++ee-ese+-+-| 1860 |--.--.| Acad...) — 800 |.ose..-.[ecseee-- Ol ceel tienes 
Piet | alee Vile, Wis.,-,..,,--.--| Galeewille University -goo ew sescnv ooven ds pave caec AAD foe Coles 4) B00 leo ze, .| seed en heed esl eee g 
3585 | Geneva, Wis.............-.. Lake Geneva Seminary ...---.---2+---eee--s0ee20"+| 1869 |..ee.-| Acad ase 450 AS oti eaee 0 vest annette s. 

9586 | Janesville, Wis ...........--| Janesville Business Colloge ......-.....-22-2++es++-| 1886 |.=..<-| Aead....] 850 |.caco0--}-ccoceed [cece see.|--nesees|scneceecleccencee, | OS 
3587 | Janesville, Wis ....-......-. Young Men’s Association.......2..22-2+-2.00eee++++ 1865 Sub .| Soc’... 1,712 100). sa ee awe. 0 700 300 | 206 & 

dees | GeHBeab, Wid). cnc-.ssr-ce| dofforsom Thera Tunt itis ai+ctsce-a.c0o0:c2.) 1608 (Stacc| Mendoo-| s-eoplts solic ec anes tee ee ee 
3589 | Kenosha, Wis............-.- Suonee ae ete ese Sane ASTL jw] end. | 1, 300 400: sesdsene?, QoS oee oa ee aise ae = 

3590 | La Crosse, Wis...........--. Young Men's Library Association .....ceessee+--+| 1808 Sub | Soe. 2,438 | 122} . 10, 400 o| en! 25) so  § 
3591 | Madison, Wis...............| Free City Library .........0s2-ssestseeeeeeseveee-s:| 1853 | Free Pub...-.| 4,000] 1,000 |.--seee2- | ereeeeee |oseeeee | 700) 800” 
3592 | Madison, Wis.............-.| Mad}8on Institate...........cse-ceeceee-esseeeeeeee-| 1853 sub.| Soot | 3, 200 40D leovies ax, Weaken rote 260 240 

3993 | Madison, Wis...............| Office Superintendent Public Instruction............| 1843 | Free | Mis .....| 1,200 Sa seasas 0] 150) 190:)-pe.2.- 
3594 Maison, Wi8.e-eeeeeeeeee State Agricultural Society ......---+r-sc--ee+ee-s-| 1851 |...2.-|Selo..2-] 1,000 |.2.20.|socee-oe 0 pel ee 
3595 | Madison, Wis...............| State Historical Socioty.......-.cseeeece-e-ece+eee-| 1049 |..----| Hist'l ...| 93,347 | 1,945 |.....-.---] 4,000] 3,500 |......0.|...0006 

3596 Maison, Wis..ereoeeeeee State Bhai i Aa Sta cia 1839 |---| Stato... 25, 000 800. [ arewsiast| eeetaatrne) oly 100: aa 1,500 

3507 | Madison, Wia.....-.-...---1! University.of-Wisconsin..:...ceasscscecececseecnsel 1840: loccccel COlscscas! 63701 .540.|eccccesceslcsceeceodl 800 !,coreccaleceenens



3508 | Madison, Wis...-.-.-----+-- Athonivan Society ssssesceeeeeceeseste ceseesfsnese| sete] S0CWse00] TODD [oseeeeeleeeeeecene coesencee|stttsesleseeceeloseneen 
3599 | Madison, Wis.....-..-...-- Hesperian Socleby:=<-iccevacaceccestacowsccose|-pctsn|sca2=-) SOOY vecfar ONO pee asss<c|saaaennce p)acqsastnnale~enaaae|-=omeedl-ssereas 
3600 | Madison, Wis....---------+- far a eiceshfceicna a 172 | -.-..| Law -...|- 300 Diss 0 janet 
3601 | Manitowoo, Wis ........-.--| Jones Library ..--2-c-seeer-ereeseceseceeeeeecereeee| 1268 |Sub.| Soo'l....| 1,500 100 | ...-..... 0} 936] 150) 100 
008 | aeanstina; Wis. <cc5s5c eed -»| Wille Dibieaty « apes cou dovsessush ane Zéew rises eee | nace Bom eas| be SO sc nts leasscczsel 5 seecteeal eee eden a ee eed 
606) | Aksvicabin, Ws <sco2csscses;| TEGM Sobobl ADEA Ges = <5 os, ox. sacacecs les tat sap =2] sess | ag oe fetuses =| 900! sve cecofe cc 2e. | ectemceet ese a eee lene 
3604 | Mequon River, Wis......-..| District School Libraries......-ces-cserseseseceeeee|senee-[ severe] AeMe-2.| 500 |eessses|-seececees|eccerecee[seestene|peceeaee|iesterae GY 
tos | Milton, Wis..c+s-2s-2c02+==-) Milton College <<:..<<.;---s--s-se-cnesess-tsoc2cencs} 1690 |ocact| @Obesccco] 1900] 40 pie eee ae ce tence 
3606 | Milton, Wis.........-------- Society Libraries, (9)..-.-+-+-+-+-e-ee+se-+ee04] 1865 |.--..- sory 700 Te ies ee ec ee ee 
3607 | Milwaukee, Wis .......-----| Gorman and English Academy..---.-se+eeccserecee] 1853 |-ceoe] Aead.--.| O50 |o---ssee|sceeeeseesfoeseeeseedfecertensfeeseseedfeeerseee 
3008 | Milwaukee, Wis ......--.--.| Milwaukeo Female Collego......------cee-e-sesse+ee| 1854 |-soeet| Aead....] 82 |e eecdreegperees 0: pcieo bs ape bacn eye 
3609 | Milwaukee, Wis ..-.-...-.-.| Milwankee Law Association.......-----.c--+s---+--| 1862 |Sub_|Law....| 1,500] 150 |.......... 0: |e) ee soves. beatae 
3610 | Milwaukee, Wis -...-.------| Milwaukee Orphan Asylum......--+2--c---s+eee--0-| 1861 |.2-JA.&R.| 300) 24]... 0 jeden eee seh ae 
3611 |, Near Milwaukeo, Wis ......| Pio Non Collogo....-.-<2<--:-c-cees--er-e----eere-+] 18VL|-posse| COL cccce|  SOO!|cacenacsl-----nace<|nccvannng-|-o-oseo:)edereaatiouadees 0 e 
3612 | Milwaukee, Wis ..........--| St. Mary's Institute ........0------+ ed 1863 |------| Acad... 1,500 |.....20] ----e-ese 0) so-so See perme case 
3613 | Milwaukee, Wis .....-..--.-| Soldiers’ Home.-.-.-.-..-..2.5-2-2-.--2+-ns200-0e+-=! 1867 |----4-| SOG) - >| $j TDR). Ca ncvig hes xs <canenksQlaasasat| sco 2eeSe)iicse aor ae 
3614 | Milwaukee, Wis .....--.----| South Side Library and Literary Association......-.| 1967 | Sub.| Socl....| 2500) 50 | 20,000 0} 200] 150 oS 
3615 | Milwaukeo, Wis ...---------| Turnvoreit 2+ -eeeeeesseseeeeevereseeeeeesereese=s| 1855 | Ereo| Sool...) 1,311] 100] 1,650 ° o| 200 0 
3516 | Milwaukee, Wis ....--.-----| Young Meni imei er 1847 | Sub.| Soc’ ....| 15,000) 500 |...2....2. 0: [eszcass: ores a leer 
3617 | Nashotah Mission, Wis .....| Nashotah House ......-2----e----ceeeeeeosereeceeee] 1842 |--ne--] COl/e----) 6,000]. .....| cs ceee| cecseeece]eeoescesfeceseserfeeeeezen 
9018 | Neenah, Wis.......--./-c.-:) Soau@inaylan Librany-Assoctation s.....-+.+.+ 0.23] tsq9.| Snbv-| Boo!l ...,| -1,200]. 160 600 200} 250] 140 so oe 
3619 | Oshkosh, Wis......---------| Library Association......----0+4-s-c+--+++++++e+e+| 1868 |Sub-|Soc'l....] 200] 300 |.......... o| | soz] 1 & 
3620 | Oshkosh, Wis.-.--.--..--+2-| State Normal School ....-...-+-+sceseeeeeeeseeee-ee-| 1972 | Sub | Acad ... oP 0)|.2e5cccsheseseosleee cae tee 
3621 | Platteville, Wis..........---| Wisconsin State Normal School.......+--+--+-++++++| 1866 |-+++=+ Acai. MON oe of nas teas caceP eect ieee eee tee 
3622 | Platteville, Wis............. Eibrary ‘Assocation 45.72) s22-s2ene-oo<c-f eee Onn as]. POON race ames ite tags ou cola ap he uae ge at eee se ee & 
3029 | Platteville, Wis.........+-.. Riaticbpine TAB eRty ss verso -i-s0-0e<036ces42+| cole ees Se... poll |) .eew fete a cease er ee ae 
3024 | Platteville, Wis.....--.-----| Young Men's Association -.---++.+-.-+++-++--+++++++) 1868 | Sub -/ Soc'l..../ 1,108 |........] 1,250 Osssece sched no § 
3625 | Prairio du Chien, Wis ....--| St John's College .....--.ac---yeceee-c-e-s-cee-ee0e] 1872 |+-=+=-| Col-s--+-] 3,000] 500 |...200--2e| ccsnteene|sencene.[peceeetceececeee SP 
3626 | Racine, Wis...-.........---.| Public School Library. .......-...-------+---++--+---} 1857. | Free lena LOO rte soln ad eens ae 0 0 feck ees 20 «= « 

3627 | Racine, Wis.....-......--.--| Racine College .......-----seeeees--seeecesseneeeee-+| 1858 | Free] Col.-..-.} 1,200] 300 100\|.. ceco2s<2) 500)| «800 250 
3628 | Racine, Wis..........+-+---.| St Catherine's Academy .........-2+----2+-eeeeeee2+| 1869 [+--+ Acad... SOOM scesith cos-ce=. ce pee ee 

aes Wis 2c s-sées-n16| Bipom College <.ccec¢ acesgises <a2isescceegss<ve=2| $8684-2527| COlta-22| 8,500) SeaWO faces 0 Olah eee. 
3690 | Ripon, Wis........ --...:-++ Society Libraries, (2) ..-.e--sseeceeeeecnseeef Th cn Boutysat. C400:|scaeees |caerotsh|. avepteslens asvt).¢aeeea ieee = | 1870 | | ns 

&
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: (=| é| ep S| ee ea te eee 2 als | 417181 Fe at lee =e TPE a LA) ee bee ce 
3631 | St. Francis, Wis.............] Seminary of Holy Family............-...-----------| 1871 |......| Acad.... 00 fees cee es Seis | cnstans|sawses see S 
3632 | St. Francis, Wis.............] Seminary of St. Francis of Sales .............2-.....| 1856 2-2 | Road: DODO fae dase eee aree eens od cat ls Oe ae 8 
3633 | Sheboygan, Wis.............] Congregational Library ...........-..--.--.++-++-+--| 1873 | Sub. Soe'l....|. 500] 100] 1, 848 $0} $195} $195 $0 fe 
3634 | Sheboygan Falls, Wis .......| Library Association........----+-+-+-++-+20+4e+--++-| 1869 | Sub. Soc’l....| 330 12| 2,000 o| 150 % 1s § 
3695 | Sinsinawa Mound, Wis......| St Clara Acadomy ........- --..-2.-ecneeseeesoeee-| 1848 |..-..| Acad.-..| 1,000 |...0s2..] ceseecsee|-anecaeosscossces[eenesscsfeeseecs = 
3636 | Sparta, Wis................. ee ee ee ee dal Free Pub..... SOO Nios cose) Cansei elses wacseulaccaseus ose pecan. 
3037 | Watertown, Wis............] Northwestern University ...-.-....---.-0e2+e+e+++.) 1865 |--....| Col... 2,000 100 |......-e-|oeeeeeeesfeeceeeesseeeeesfeeeeeese SN 
3638 | Waukesha, Wis............. Carroll Cllegeaevevonnereesessnseneseeeeescsres | 146 eo=e-| Aeatls=— jf 9,100) © 300 fut: s3-=4 OW rsa fan, co ee 
3039 | Waukesha, Wis......,....-.| Industrial School for Boys ...-.-.--.-----------+--+-| 1867 |------] A, & BR.) 1,260 | 100 | 222s fee eesee lees eeefeeeeeedfeeeeeeet q 
3640 | Waupaca, Wis. .2........... eee ae Sub .| Soc'l....| 500 37 500 0: | 257000: saa a os 
3641 | Waupun, Wis...............| Library Association......2-2.-.sse-eeeseeeeeeeee-++-| 1858 | Sub .| Soc ....| 2,200} 137] 3, 900 Olisertee lates 7 OS 
3642 | Waupun, Wis. ....-.........) State Prisom.....+....-.se-seceeereceeeeseeeeeeeeee:| WT [oeeees) ALR] ASL | oes ceeeeeefecesteeeeefeseeree|eeereeesfeeeesere SY 
3643 | Wausau, Wis ....-.......... eee Sub.}Soc'l....} 700] ° 75] * avo 200| 200] “150 0 
3644 | Whitewater, Wis ...........| State Normal School .......--2.0--sses2ecee-eeeceee-| 1868 |......| Acad... 400 BO Forster casa FO ccc [eee ee ae 
3645 | Cheyenne, Wyoming Ter....] Cheyenne Library..........2.22..2-0e2ceeeee scene ee | 1872 | Sub .| Soe’l .... 600 0 1,040 Dil suse eea see teed 200 $s 
3646 | Cheyenne, Wyoming Ter. .-.| Territorial Library....2..-....--<s--i--0-..--+.2=of A871 |-.025.] Der -c2-2| 9,011 |.so2002dsssen---24]saseeessee] 4,150 |.-004--.]-00----6 
$647 | Laramie, Wyoming ‘Yer...../ Wyoming Library and Literary Association ........| 1869 | Sub | Sool... 875 | 100 950 | 300} 950 30 

ADDENDA.—Reports of the following libraries were received too late for insertion in the proper places in this table: . 
ia ere City Library.........c2ssseesssceceseeeesseeeceeee-| 185 | Freo|Pub.....| 5,009 100/ 12,000 ]...........  @50| $250]  @350 
-+-+.| New York City, N.Y ....... Seriwue eee iden look {oct | oa | 330 | 2, 610 oe, ea 247 hers 

* Date of incorporation. ‘ # Report of 1875; for library only. pias
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- LIST OF LIBRARIANS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

+ Name of librarian or other Place. Library. | cites Peete. 

Auburn, Ala...............| Agricnlturaland Mechanical College of Ala- | B. P. Ross. 
bama. 

Mapigny Alas ce oo. 1. ise coon) HOWATE COMRBAL. 6. isccs<npecacuncosesan teal ie B. Kilpatrick. 

Mobile, Ala ........-------.| Franklin Society Reading Room and Library) W. M. De Grushe. 
Mobile, Ala .............-..| Law Library..........2.0s02..2.+2.---+s0+--| WilHam Alderson, 
Montgomery, Ala ..........| Alabama State Library ...........-+.-+--++.| J. M. Riggs. 
‘Tuscaloosa, Ala..........-.| Alabama Historical Society ...........-....| W.S. Wyman, secretary. 
Tuscaloosa, Ala ............| University of Alabama..............-..-..-.| Prof. B. F. Meek. 
‘Tueson, Ariz........-..---.| Territorial Library..........-+.....++++++++-| Coles. Bashford, secretary 

of the Territory. 
Fayetteville, Ark ..........| Arkansas Industrial University..........--.| John Ayers. 
Fort Smith, Ark ...........| Public Library Association ..........+.+++-.| J.H, Hobbs. 
Little Rock, Ark...........| Mercantile Library ................-+--:----| Frank M, Parsons, 
Knight's Ferry, Cal ........| Public Library...............++02+-+-++-++-+| A, Schell. ¢ 
Marysville, Cal............-|'Odd Fellows’ Library .........-...-...-...--| John Norton. 
Nevada City, Cal...-.......| Odd Fellows’ Library ...................-.+.| E. A. Foster. 
Oakland, Cal ...............| Oakland Library Association................| Ina D. Coolbrith. 

Oakland, Cal...............] Odd Fellows’ Library..........-.-.--..-+++| Peter J. Ipsen. 
Oakland, Cal ............-..| Pacific Theological Seminary ...............| Rev. George Mooar, D. D. 

Oakland, Cal ...............| University of California ....................| J.C, Rowell, A. B, 
Oroville, Cal ...............| Ladies’ Library............. Sea Maggie Morrison. 
Petaluma City, Cal........ | Odd Fellows’ Library....9-...-.-.-----..--.| E.R. Healy. 
Placerville, Cal.............] Neptune Library....--..2..2.......+.2+.+++-| Frederic F. Barss. 
Sacramento, Cal............|' California State Library ..................-.| R.O. Cravens. 

Sacramento, Cal............| Library Association ..............---.-----:| M.S. Cushman. 

Sacramento, Cal........--- -| Odd Fellows’ Library ...........-+.------+--| Francis Lenoir. 
Sacramento, Cal............] Supreme Court Library..............-------| Carl C. Finkler. 
San Francisco, Cal .........) Bancroft Pacific Library ..........--..-++++-| Henry L. Oak. 
San Francisco, Cal.........| Bibliothéque de la Ligue nationale frangaise | Daniel Lévy. 
San Francisco, Cal eels Eureka Turnverein Ae ee August Schumacher. 

San Francisco, Cal ,...... =| Mechanics’ Institute.......--..-.--..-.-.--.| J.C. Hurlbut. 

San Francisco, Cal ........ | Mercantile Library ..............-...-.----.| A. E. Whitaker. 

San Francisco, Cal .........| New Jerusalem Church Free Library.......| John Doughty. 
San Francisco, Cal .........) Odd Fellows’ Library ........-.-++..-+++.-+-| George A. Carnes, 
San Franoisoo, Cal .........| St. Mary’s Library Association..............| John B. Gallagher. 
San Francisco, Cal .....-..-| San Francisco Verein......-.t-+++.+++++-++-| LE. Wyneken, 
San Francisco, Cal .........| Society of California Pioneers ............--| Louis R. Lull. 
San Francisco, Cal .........] Territorial Pioneers of California...........| Dr. E.L. Willard, secretary 
San Francisco, Cal .........| Young Men’s Christian Association.........| H, Cox. 
San Jos6, Cal.........-.....| San José Library Association .............-.| George W. Fentress. ’ 
Santa Barbara, Cal.........| Odd Fellows’ Library.......-.--------.--+--| James A, Brewster. 
Santa Cruz, Cal ............| Santa Cruz Library. ..............--s2-+-+.| HL Dexter, 
Stockton, Cal ..............| Oda Fellows’ SEADEAES sy clsee0 5. Rese vekes ts] Oe, 
Vallejo, Cal ..........+.+--.| Vallejo Library.........c000-ssesseeseeee++s| James Phillips, 
Central City, Colo ..........| Public School Library ...................-.-| John L. Jerome. 
Colorado Springs, Colo .....| El Paso County Library ........2.2.---...-- Henry K. Palmer. 
Denver, Colo .............-.| Supreme Court Library..............-+..---| John W. Webster. 
Denver, Colo ...-..-.--+-++.] Territorial Library ....24-++2+++++++++++++-| Orson Brooks, (acting.) 
Golden City, Colo ..........| University Schools of Colorado ....-........| Rev. Richard Harding. 
Ashford, Conn .............| Baboock Library........-----cececse+s aa Peter Platt. 
Berlin, Conn ..............:| Berlin Library......:.0.0+ss.seseecseesee+-| Misa B.S. Brandegee. 
Bridgeport, Conn. ..........| Bridgeport Library .........:..022s-+s-ee0e4| Mrs. J. E.G. Clarke. 
Bristol, Conn............--.] Young Men’s Christian Association.........| William B. Hurd, chairman 

‘ library committee.
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Canaan, Conn ns Donglas Library .........00ss00eise.s0s++00.] Charles Gillette, 
Colchester, Conn ...........| Colchester Library........--.++-+.++s++2+++-| Miss Emma Fitch, 
Cromwell, Conn ............| Friendly Association ...............-...---.| Edward 8, Coe, 
Danbury, Conn .........-..| Danbury Library ..........2.2.-2+-++.-e-++-| C. H. Sanford. 
Derby, Conn ............--.| Allis Cireulating Library ..........4-..-.-.| George ©. Allis. 
Derby, Conn ............--.] Odd Fellows’ Library .............+2.-+...+.| John H, Barlow. 
Durham, Conn .............| Durham Academy ............22....-+++++-| Philo Mosher. 
East Haddam, Conn ........| Odd Fellows’ Library ...........22-.++.-+--.| Azro Drown, 
East Windgor, Conn. Poe Library Association...............-..-.+---.| Samuel T, Bissell, 
Farmington, Conn. 557.1 -| Farmington Library .........-..............| Thomas Treadwell. 

Guilford, Conn .............| Guilford Circulating Library................| Shepard and Fowler. 
Hampton, Gin Library Association. ........................| Mason 0. Faller. 

Hartford, Conn .............| Cireulating Library .........2....2--..2.....| Miss King, 
Hartford, Conn ............-| Connecticut Historical Society .....-.....-..| J- Hammond Trumbull, 
Hartford, Conn ............) Hartford County Law Library Association...) Charles J. Hoadly. 
Hartford, Conn.............| Hartford Hospital..............2....-.......| Dr. G@. W. Russell. 

Hartford, Conn ............| Medical Library and Journal Association. ..| C. W. Chamberlain, : 
Hartford, Conn ............| State Library ........22..222-...-++-+-++.--.| Charles J. Hoadly. 

Hartford, Conn eiaseanttl Theological Institute of Connecticut ........| William Thompson. 
Hartford, Conn ............, Watkinson Library of Referenco............| J. Hammond 'Trambull, 
Hartford, Conn ............| Young Men's Instituto.................-+--.| Caroline M. Hewins, 
Kensington, Conn..........| Kensington Library Socety.................| Andrew J. Warner. 
Lakeville, Conn ............| Lakeville Library.........2..0.02.0ec0e000e | Lot Norton. 
Ledyard, Conn .............) Bill Library......2..22-20-0.2-2..02se22..+-.| Edmund Spicer. : 
Litehfield, Conn............| Harris Plain District Library ...............| Elwin Merriman, 
Litchfield, Conn............| Woleott Library Association................| William L. Ransom. 

Lyme, Conn............... Ht Old Lyme Library...............---..+......| John D. Morley. 

Manchester, Conn..........| Library Association. ........................| George A, Easton. 

Meriden, Conn weseeessseen Young Men’s Christian Association ad R.'T. Spencer. 
Middletown, Conn .........| Berkeley Divinity School ................-..| Rev, Frederi¢ Gardner, D.D. 
Middletown, Conn .........) Russell Library .......2--..-22--.+:+2.-+-+-| George F. Winchester. 
Middletown, Conn .........| Wesleyan University.............2......--.| C.'T. Winchester, A. M. 
Milford, Conn ..............| Milford Lycoum .........0...+2+2++++++-++-| Alphonso Smith, 
Moodus, Conn...-.......-..| Library Association ........................| Mrs. D. F. Beebe. 

New Britain, Conn.........| New Britain Institute ......................| Emma B. Hackett. 
New Haven, Conn ........./ American Oriental Society ..................| Addison Van Name, M. A. 
New Haven, Conn sssses++-| Bartholomow's Library ......-++++++++-++++.| L. B. Bartholomew. 
New Haven, Conn .........| Connecticut Academy of Art and Sciences ..) Addison Van Name, M. A. 
New Haven, Comn .........| First Church and Society ...................| Solomon Mead. 

+ New Haven, Conn .........| New Haven Colony Historical Society ......| William G. Andrews, sec. 
Now Haven, Conn .........| Yale College.....-..-2eseseseeeeeceeeee-eee2,| Addison Van Name, M.A, 
New Haven, Conn .........| Yale College Law School .....-....---.-.----| John A. Robinson, LL. B. 
New Haven, Conn .........] Young Mon’s Instituto ..........20.-0.---++.| Miss C. Lizzie Todd. 
New London, Conn.........| St. John’s Library .............2...++.2+2.+.-| Timothy J. Evers. 

New London, Conn.........| Young Men's Library Association...........| Nathan R. Chappell. 

New Milford, Conn.........) The Benevolent Library ........-.........-.| Fred. $. Starr. 
Norfolk, Conn..............| Circulating Library....-.....-.........-.--.| Mrs. ©. H. Mills, 

Norwich, Conn.............| Otis Library ..........-...02seceesseeesee--2| Mra. FP. W. Robinson, 
Saybrook, Conn ............| Acton Library ........2..22+.+ssss+-s20+-+.| Miss Amelia Clark. 
Seymour, Conn.............| Library Association ..............++.+---+-.| Frederick O’Mira. 
Simsbury, Conn............| Free Library..........1..--.2-+-e+e+++-e-++| George C. End. 

Stamford, Conn ata Social Reading-Rooms........-.--+-+.+-+--+-| George D. Hoyt. 
Stonington, Conn .........2| Book Club and Circulating Library..........| Miss E, W. Palmer, presi- 

| dent. 
\
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Stonington, Com... delial wanmeeuaa Trumbull's Library. .........- ~) Palmer and ‘Trumbull, 
Stratford, Conn .... .......'| Book Club ............-0--02sseeeeeesecvees.| He A. Suttons 
Terrysville, Conn ......-...| Lyceum Library .........-2..-...+-+.-...---| Sherman Andrus. 

Thomaston, Conn ..........| Village Library...............s......+.-22..| Thomas H. Newton. 

‘Thompson, Conn...-.......| Fire Engine Library .......22..+222--.++e-+.| OScar Munyan, 
‘Waterbury, Conn .......-..| Silas Bronson Library......+s00ce0-2 nel H. F, Bassett. 
Watertown, Conn. nren| Library Association .....................-... Naney E. Bronson, 

Wauregan, Conn.........-.| Library Association ......................-.| Henry Johnson. 

‘West Killingly, Conn...... | Dowe’s Circulating Library. ................| M.P. Dowe. 
‘West Winsted, Conn.......) Beardsley Library ................0.+..-..-., Miss L. M. Carrington. 
Wethersfield, Conn ........) Rose Library...........2.s.0s+sseeeeseeseee-| E+ Hanmer, 

Windsor Locks, Conn..... Holden’s Circulating Library .........-.....) C: A. Fox. 
Windsor Locks, Conn......| Union School Library.........-.+--..--+---., George Webb. 
Wolcottville, Conn.......-.| Library Association ae Mrs. Woodruff. 

Woodbury, Conn... settee] Library Association ................--++---.| William C. De Forest. 

Yankton, Dak .............) Library Association edie Mrs. J. H. Haskell, 

Yankton, Dak -j2-+cevsc+a] ‘Norritorial Libraty ..01s.-J:! ccc. Jess. Googe E Handy senmetany 
| of the Territory. 

Newark, Del........-.,.-..| Delaware College ............+.--sse-e++-2-.| Prof. 0. B. Super. 

New Castle, Del............) Library Company......2...2:++ssaee+2s.+-e-| Alexander B, Cooper. 
Smyrna, Del .........+..--.| Library Association .......--..sss+++2+++-.| Miss Alice Hoffecker. 
Wilmington, Del. settscid Delaware Historical Society ....../.1..-..| R- P. Johnson, M. D. 
Wilmington, Del. ......... i New Castle County Law Library Association, George H. Bates. 
Wilmington, Del. ......---.) Shield’s Library ......2..2...c2.0-2..02+----| John J. Ryan. 
Wilmington, Del.......... | Wilmington Se Augustus F. Wilmans. 

Wilmington, Del.......... | Young Men’s Free Library eet George N. Jackson. 
Georgetown, D.C ........-.| Georgetown College........eeeeceeeeeeeeeee) Rev. S/S. Sumner, &. J. 

Georgetown, D, C .....-.-..| Peabody Library Association ...............| Frank D, Johns. 
Waslitogton, Th Gis-..4.:) Buxewn of Bducatlons 4. £00.06 -01044: : 
Washington, D.C..........| Bureau of Statistics .........-...........--.| Es T. Peters. 
Washington, D.C.......-..| Department of Agriculture. ...........--.-.| J+ B- Russell. 
Washington, D.C..........] Department of Stato. .....:..++.:+«ceeee-2--| Theodore F. Dwight. 
Washington, D.C..........| Department of the Interior ..........-..---.| Rev. John G. Ames. 
‘Washington, D.C........-.| House of Representatives........++-.--+---.| John M. Rice. 
Washington, D.C...-..-.-.| Independent Order of Odd Fellows’ Library | George W. McLean. 

Association. 
Washington, D.C....-...-.| Independent Order of Odd Fellows’ Library | John C. Axe. 

Association of East Washington. 

Washington, D.C.......-..| Library of Congress .......--:..-.s+++-e-+--| Ae R. Spofford. 
Washington, D.C..........| Masonic Library........-sseceseeeeeteee++--| Wi P. Dunwoody. 

Washington, D. D..........| Patent-Office........s+ssseeeeeeeceeeseee sees] William B. Taylor. 
Washington, D.C........-.| PostOffice Department ....-..e-2eseeeee ene -| Johm Meigs. 
Washington, D.C....-...-.| Signal Office, United States Army .......---| Henry Jackson, First Lieu- 

tenant, U.S. A. 
Washington, D.C..........| Surgeon-General’s Office.......-....ss+e.--.| John S, Billings, Assistant 

z Surgeon, U.S. A. 

Washington, D.C.......--.| Treasury Department..........-..:+-.++<2+-| S: A. Johnson, 

Washington, D.C..........| United States Naval Observatory...........| Prof. J. E. Nourse. 
Washington, D.C..........| United States Senate..........-.------------| George F. Dawson. 

Washington, D, C.......-..) War Department ..........2...-2+eeeseee:+) Ps O'Hagan. 
Washington, D.C...-....-.| Washington City Library. .2...4.00.:...2.| W. B. Morris, 

Washington, D,C.........-| Wayland Seminary ....2...<.++.-+++++--.+--) James Storum, 
Jacksonville, Fla..........-| Florida Circulating Library.............:...|,E. B. Kellogg.
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Milton, Fla ..............-.| Masonic Academy sosesenicstnnies John Carlovitz. 

St. Augustine, Fla .........| City Library..............0.+2s0+00+--+----.| Miss M. ©. Reynolds, 

Tallahassee, Fla .......--..| State Library ............. usec elas Samuel B, MeLin. 

Athens, Ga ...........-.--.| University of the State of Georgia..........| Prof. Charles Morris, A. M, 
Atlanta, Ga...........-....| Georgia State Library ..2........2..........| Joel Branham, 

Atlanta, Ga.............-..| Young Men’s Library............-.......+--| Charles Herbst. 

Augusta, Ga .2.............| Catholic Young Men's Society.............. | Riebard B. Heslin. 

Augusta, Ga...............| Young Men's Library Association ..........| 5. G. Simmons. 

Cartersville, Ga,........-..| Library Association ..............-.-......| Edgar L, Peocock. 

Savannah, Ga...........-..| Georgia Historical Society .....-..-...-...-.| William Harden, 

Talbotton, Ga........:.....| Le Vert College. .-../.....0.02 .cseeeeeeeeee| William Park. 

West Point, Ga ...........-| Young Men's Library Association ..........| Morris Herzberg. 

Boisé City, Idaho ........-.| Territorial Library .........-.-..---+.+..--.| E. J. Curtis, sec'y Territory 

Alton, Ti). .2.5...00:s602.5] Public Library... 210.005. 2siestiee.te.| Mra. MLA. B. Crandall; oot 

| responding secretary. 

Aurora, Il...........-.....| Library Association ............5..2.-..+.-| Gustavus A. Pfrangle, 

Batavia, 1 seceeeeerereeee:) Batavia Free Library .......2....20..05 al F. H. Buek. . 

Belleville, Mi. ....-..-......| Sengerbund and Liberal Society............| Henry Raab. 

Belvidere, M1 cesses Library Society.....0.s0.c.ss000csste2.20.] Mrs, HJ. Sherrill, 
Bloomington, Ml .........-.| Tinois Wesleyan University ........... “| G.R. Crow, A. M. 
Bloomington, Ml .........- | Library Association ..........-..--.---..---| Mrs. H.R. Galliner. 

Bunker Hill, M.........:..| Library Association .......2002..26.ce00ee 1 Mrs. Sarah Cruickshanks. + 
Bushnell, Ml ...........-+.-| Library Association .............2....-..--.| Joseph B, McConnell. 

Centralia, Ms... 22eee-s2 2] Public Library.........--. 2.0.0 seseeesteee.| RLM, MoKee. 

Chicago, ll ..............-.| Academy of Sciences ......-.. pechcaGentl J. W. Velie. 

Chieago, Mens enveenee ‘Amertoan Blectrical Society vscs'.-sc1J.0e./] F.. Woes. 
Chicago, Ill ................| Baptist Union ‘Theological Seminary. .... -..| E.C. Mitchell, D. D. 
Chicago, Ill ...... oe Chicago Astronomical Society ceseeesesseses| Elias Colbert, secretary. 

Chicago, ML ssstsssessesesse| Chicago Historical Society...--..+-+-+ +++++-) Belden F. Culver. 
Chicago, NL. ..,..........-., Chicago Theological Seminary ............-.| Prof. Theodore W. Hopkins. 
Chicago, I eee Chicago Turngemeinde .......--.--.---+ a Edward ©. Witte 

Chicago, Il .....2....2.+.+.| Chicago University ..............2..+++++++-| Hon. H. M. Thompson. 
Chicago, Ill ...22.....4+222.| Cobb's Library..........--...-ssscsteeve++0-| Ie Mi Cobb. 
Chicago, ................| Dearborn Observatory aces cnetced Bliag Colbert: 
Chieago, TL wessecetseeeee.| Law Institute cevvorsentoreeeesensbressssssd Julius Rosenthal, 

MOIGABO, Il o. es sche nee | North Chicago Rolling-Mill .......... seeeee] Tristram Mayhew. 

Chicago, Ill ...2............) Presbyterian Theological Seminary of the | Prof.W.M. Blackburn, D.D. 

i Northwest. 

Chicago, Ill ...-.......+...:| Public Library.......0....02222--.++-+e00e--| William F. Poole. 

Chicago, 11 poetics St. Ignatius College ..........--. -- sereeeese| Prof. P. J. Van Loco, 8. J. 

Chicago, Tl ............-+-.| Union Catholic Library Association ........| Mary A. Duffy. 
Chicago, Tl .......:.-:.....| West Side Library........-..-....+... aa Emerson and Kennedy. 

Chicago, Ml ............---.| Young Men’s Christian Association ........| Miss L. W. Cushing. 

Danville, Il..............-.| Culbertson Library .........-.....-.---+----| Rev. A. L. Brooks, 

Decatur, Ill................| Ladies’ Library Association ..............-.| Miss Libbie Jack, cor. see. 

Dixon, Il......2.......+-s-| Hose Company No.1......-..200++.2-eeeee0+| FH. Bubbitt. 
Dwight, Ill.... ............, Kenyon's Cireulating Library...............| H. A. Kenyon, 
East St. Louis, Ml ........- | Public Library and Reading-Room.......- | Robert L. Barrowman, 

Eden, lll ...........-..---.) Mutual Improvement and Library Associa- | Samuel Hyndman, 
| tion, | 

Elgin, il... ¢......2...2.--| Free Publie Library ...........2.2-.04..s2-.| I. H. Yarwood. 
Elmwood, Ill...........----| Young Men's Library and Reading Room...) Edwin Elliott. 
El Paso, Ml :.............-.| Ladies’ Library...........'..2/.4.:..2.s-.-.-| Amanda M, Hewitt. 

Evanston, Ill. .....2%s-.... | Northwestern University................-..| C. W. Pearson, A. M.
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Galena, Ill ......... .-..-..| Young People's Library Association........| Thomas b. Hughlett. 
Galesburgh, IIL..........++.| Free Public Library ....2....se+cee+eeseeeee) Mrs, F A.Smith, 
Geneva, Il.............--..| Public Libraty secs kiss ome Mrs. Mary Jenny. 

Greenville, Ill............-.| Ladiés’ Library Association tee Kate Alexander. 
Jacksonville, M............| Jacksonville Library Association. .......-..| J. H. Woods. 
Jacksonville, Il........---.| Reading-Room and Library .........-....+++| H. W. Milligan, secretary. 
Joliet, IM .............--+-.| Public Library..............2-+.--+++--2-+| Miss Charlotte Aiken. 
Kankakee, Il.......-2+++-.) Ladies’ Library Association .........+++.++-| Mrs. A.P. Loring, 

Kewanee, Se Public Library <2. 0cssescecsessssssecatell Ju) Riow, 
La Salle, Ill ......-..-+++++-| Barnes & Co.'s Cireulating Library cesses G. M. Barnes. 
La Salle, Ill ...::.......---.) St Patrick's Total Abstinence Socicty ......| Richard Stanton. 
Ha Gallo lls og.t0:-.0.4] Menbdeta Cirenlating (brary sesh - clair ievMmalaee, 
Mendota, Ill coacrare | Mendota Library Association ..............., J-D. Moody. 
Moline, Il .......-+++++---.| Concordia Society........200..ssesseeeeeeee.| A. Sohulz, 
Moline, Til ........-.2.44+-.] Pablic Library,..........ccsseseseceessesane] Kato 8, Holt, 
Monmouth, Ill ........---.-) Monmouth College .....222+22ssseeeeseesees] Ed. FB Ried, ALM, 
Monmouth, Ml ...........-.) Warren County Library and Reading Room | ‘Thomas H. Rogers. 
Morris, Ill ..........--..-+.| Library Association.............----++---+--| Benjamin W. Sears. 
Mount Vernon, Ill .........) Supreme Court, Southern Grand manips R.A. D. Wilbanks. 
Normal, Ill........----.--++| Minois State Natural History Society .......| S. A. Forbes. 
Olney; Wbj-c-25-2/2 1206s] Bablto Tibrary.coce-cs.sdssessee. -<sssel) IW Bloteltiag 

Onarga, 1 seteteseeeeee sees Public Phra snake ataee ewan eee Maria J. Davis. 

Ottawa, TL.................| Odd Fellows’ Library ....22....-..+.++-+-++.| George S. M. Beek. 
Ottawa, IIL.....,..---...--.) Supreme Court, Northern Grand Division... George 8. Williams. 

Pana, Ill.............--4-+-| Library Association........0....-+-24--+.00.] Drs TC, MeCoy, 
Peoria, Ill.....2:..+.--.---.| Mercantile Library ........-...2eeee-+se00+| Mrs.S, B, Armstrong, 
Pittsfield, Il...............| Ladies’ Free Reading-Room and Public Li- | Miss Louise Lusk. - 

brary. 
Polo, INl...esee+eeeeeseeee++) Library Association.........--2e++.-++++++-| Miss E. F. Barber, 
Quiney, I ...2.2..2242+62+.| Friends in Council ...........+22022:+++++++.| Mrs, M. B, Denman. 
Quinoy, I...24....eeecce0.| Quiney Library i...00s.eceeveesssesseese0,] Miss Elnora Simmons, 
Bua ural LACM fess. 3: a2! WAtamey Gasletyce cas. canecle ey ea Ogee eet eee 
Robin's Neateill :.4<.«2:4) Subilee College: ...2:-cs sibs .essesaksa) Sombel Ghana: 
Rockford, Ill...............) Public Library......2..s..122-++--++++0++--| William L, Rowland. 

Rock Island, Ill............| Public Library.......--..--:ssseseseeeeeeee-] Ellen Gale, 
Sandwich, Meese eeeeeeeen| Literary Association.............-....-..-..| M. B. Castle, 
Sparta, Il..................) Addisonian Library.................--...-..| Thomas F. Alexander, 

Sparta, Il..................| Cireulating Library........2....2...........| William G. Chambers. 

Springfield, IN .............| Library Association .....0......... --+es2-.] Miss B, G. Seaman, 
Springfield, Ill ye Aa State Board of Agriculture ............-..-.| 8. D. Fisher, secretary. 

Springfield, Ill .............| State Library .........000. ceeeeseesseeeee| George H. Harlow, ex officio 
| librarian. 

Springfield, Ml .............| Supreme Court, Central Grand District ....,| F. C. Hamburger. 
Soeligdehe Tiki. sic Aaalted Hiatea ced Onpe nen: aren George P. Bowen, clerk. 

Sterling, Til................| Library and Free Reading Room.....-..----| B.A. Chureh. 
Streator, IIL.........22s002.| Public Library........eeceseseeeseeeeseeeeee| Oscar B, Ryan. 
Tuscola, Il ............++++| Library Association, First Presbyterian | Hattie N. Miller. 

| Chureh, 
Upper Alton, Ml ........-..| Shurtleff College.....2.0+++-+++s+e+eeeeee+] Rev. W. Leverett, A.M. 
Upper Alton, Ill ...........| Theological Department, Shurtleff College..| Washington Leverett. 
Urbana, Ml......seceeeeeeet| Free Library........cce-csessseseeeeseeeeeee] Miss Ida Haines, 
Urbana, Ill....2+..sss0++++) Illinois Industrial University ......-. +++++| J.D. Crawford. 
Warsaw, Ill. ....2...22+200.| Free Pablic Library ........2++sse+eeeeee-s+| Edward E. Lane, 
Washington, Ill.......+...:| Library Association.......:.+-:sss+eeeeeeee] E; A. Smith,
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Waterloo, I....-......... 4 Monroe Advance Society .-........-....-.--| George L, Riess. 

Watseka, Ill ....... ed Library Association ....................-...| Matthew EH. Peters. 

Yorkville, Ill ...-...+...-..| Union Library Association...-..........--.| M. E. Cornell. 

Attica, Ind..........-......| Maclure Working-Mens’ Library ..... .-..-.| E. H. Butler. 

Bedford, Ind .....-..-....-.| Lawrence County Library .........-.....-..| John M. Stalker, county 

clerk, 

Bloomington, Ind ..........| Indiana University ...............+-s.++--+-| T. A. Wylie. 
Bloomington, Ind ..........| Monroe County Library...........-......+--| Willie Evans. 
Bluffton, Ind...............| Wells County Library .........-.+-----++---| James R. Bennett. 
Boonville, Ind.........---..| Township Library .......-.......-.-+.--+++-| Albert Lunenberg. 

Brazil, Ind .....--......-...| Maclure Library Association ..........-....| George W. French, 

Columbia City, Ind ........| Whitley County Library............-.......| J. W. Adair. 

Columbus, Ind ............| Bartholomew County Library .............-.| David Stobo. 

Connersville, Ind...........| Maclure Library ........--.2---++.-.-++++---| J. L. Rippetoe. 

Crawfordsville, Ind ........| Wabash College ........-.-..-+..+- +--+---.| Caleb Mills, M. A. 

Edinburgh, Ind ..........-.| Maelure Working-Mens’ Library ...........| William A. Johnson. 

Elkhart, Ind.......-.......| Ladies’ Library.........0..5.0...0...00ss...| Mrs, A. EB. Babb; 

Evansville, Ind ............| Catholic Library Association ....:..........| James Carroll. 

Evansville, Ind sto Circulating Library..........--..-----.-.---| John A. Boeller. 

Eyansyille, Ind .....-......| Pigeon Township Library....-.......-------| Fred Blend. 

Evansville, Ind ...........-| Public Library.........-...-.......++..$----| Bassett Cadwallader. 

Evansville, Ind ............| Vanderburgh County Library...........-.-.| Joseph J. Reitz, 
Fort Wayne, Ind.........-.| Catholic Library Association ...............| Phillip J. Singleton, 

Fort Wayne, Ind...........| Lafayette Benevolent Society .............-.| A. H. Carier, president. 

Fort Wayne, Ind...........| Public School Library...........---+-+-+--+-| Leonora I. Drake. 
Greencastle, Ind ......-.--.) Indiana Asbury University .........-....---| John C. Ridpath. 

Indianapolis, Ind...........| Centre Township Library ............-..+.+-| Mrs. N.J. Hieks.« 

Indianapolis, Ind...........| Indiana Historical Society .........-..-...-.| John B. Dillon, secretary 

pro tempore. 
Indianapolis, Ind. ..........| Marion County Library ...........--.--+.++-| Lizzie L. Hadley. 
Indianapolis, Ind...........| Public Library..............c.-++e+e++++e-+-| Charles Evans. 

Indianapolis, Ind. ..........| Social Turnverein ..............-+-----++--.| Julius Miessen. 
Indianapolis, Ind .......-..| Sodality of St. Patrick’s Chureh ............| Jeffrey Keating. 

Indianapolis, Ind .......-..| State Library ..........-..40-s-00eseeeee+ee+] Sarah A. Oren, 
Indianapolis, Ind...........| Young Men's Christian Association.........) Dr. Munhall. 

Jeffersonville, Ind..........| Working Mens’ Institute...............-.---| B.A. Johnson. 

Kentland, Ind......-..-.-+.| Newton County Library .............--..---| E. Littell Urmston. 

Knox, Ind ........-..-----.| Starke County Library................-...--| W- M. McCormick, county 

clerk. 
La Porte, Ind ....-...---..-| Library and Natural History Association...| Mrs, Mary S. Willard. 

Lawrenceburgh, Ind .......| Township Library .................--.+-----| Martin Kieffer. 

Lebanon, Ind ........-.-.--| Center Township and Young Men’s Chris- | James W. Garner. 

tian Association. 

Madison, Ind .....-........| Library Association ...........-...-....----| James Roberts. 

Martinsville, Ind...........| Working Men's Library .....-...-.....--+-.| James Coleman. 
Mooresville, Ind ...........| Brown Township Library...............----| John W. Hielson. 

Mt. Vernon, Ind............| Township Library .............-.2..++.-+-++| Alfred Kummer. 
Muncie, Ind...........-..-.| Public Library. ......--........-.-++.++++-+-| Mrs, Hattie L. Patterson. 

New Castle, Ind........-...| Working Men's Library ..................-.| Thomas B. Redding. 

New Harmony, Ind ........| Working Men’s Institute ...............-.--| Charles H. White. 

Notre Dame, Ind...........| University of Notre Dame ..........-....--.| Rev, J. C. Carrier, C. S.C. 

Oxford, Ind ......----.-..--| Maclure Working-Men’s Library ...........| Alonzo Cowgill. 

Pern, Ind ........-++++++-+:| Miami Working Men’s Institute ..........-.) W.H. Gilbert. 

Plymouth, Ind .........-...| Marshall County Library ...............+-.-1 J.B. N. Klinger,
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Princeton, Ind.......2....| Gibson County Library ..........1..........| W-P.Wellbun, county clerk. 
Richmond, Ind.......:.....| Earlham College ......-0-e00--esesescse-42e.) Anna Miles, 
Richmond, Ind........-+2+.| Morrison Library ......se2+ s-s+eesee-sss-0.| Mrs, Sarah A, Wrigley. 
Richmond, Ind.............| Wayne County Law Library................| James Skinner, 
Rising Sun, Ind ..........-.| Maclure Working-Men’s Library............| J. M. Reister. 
Rising Sun, Ind ........-... Randolph Township Library................| J- M. Reister. 
Rockport, Ind...........-.., Ohio Township Library ...... ..............| S- Laird. 

South Bend, Ind-........-.. Library Association....................2.2..| Mrs. Eliza FP. Hain. 
South Bend, Ind.........-..| Portage Township Library..................| Mrs. Eliza F, Hain. 
Vevay, Ind.........-....+-.| Working Men’s Library.........2.22.......| P. T. Hartford. 
Vincennes, Ind ...... .---:.| Maclure Working-Men’s Institute ..........| J.P. Currie. 
Vincennes, Ind ........---.| Public School Library............-..2++--..| Thomas J.Charlton, A. M. 
Vincennes, Ind ............ Township Library ...........2...2..........| John W. Duesterberg. 
Vincennes, Ind .........-..| Vincennes Library...-...,-...2......-......| F. W. Viche. 
Wabash, Ind. ........-.-.-.| Maclure Working-Men’s Institnte ..........| Alexander Hess, 
Wabash, Ind.......2......] Noble Township Library....................| Alexander Hess. 
Waterloo, Ind..............) Union Township Library .........2.........| D. Y. and C. Husselman. 
Waterloo, Ind...........-..| Maclure Working-Men’s Institute ..........| R. Wes. McBride. 
Albia, Towase.s...-....003-] Albia Dyes ...5..,c0gata Akl.) WAL eas 
Ames, Iowa...........+---.| State Agricultural College.......-...--..---| Miss Ellen W. Harlow. 
Burlington, Iowa.......--..| Public Labrary sc <ss2cc. uated. teed | a Balen, 
Burlington, Towa........--.| Swedish Public Library...................1.| Andrew Peterson. 
Cedar Falls, Iowa .......... Library Association. ................2...2...| A. R. Pegun. 
Cedar Rapids, Towa......../ Enos Free Library....1...<.s:-++./s-+.0+-+.| Miss Bessie R. Penney. 
Clinton, Towa .......+......| Young Men's Library Association ..........| FA. Wadleigh. 
Davenport, Iowa...........| Academy of Natural Sciences........2......| R-J. Purquharson. 
Davenport, Iowa.........-.) Griswold College... 2c dal ea) Do Sheldon. 
Davenport, Iowa.......2... Library Association ..............2.2.......| Mrs. H. M. Martin, chair- 

| man library committee. 
Davenport, Towa. ........-. Young Men's Christian Agsociation.........| H. Williams. 
Des Moines, Iowa........-.| Des Moines Library............20+-++++-e2+-| John Welden, jr., manager. 
Des Moines, Iowa.....---..| State Library.....+.s..cecsseceseneeeeeeeee| Mra. Ada North. 
Dubuque, Iowa ........+-.-/ German Presbyterian Theological School. ...| Prof. L. Griest. 
Dubuque, Iowa ...,....-...| Towa Institute of Science and Arts..........| Henry G, Horr. “ 
Dubuque, Iowa ........-... Young Men’s Library............0..........| Martha Chaddoek. 
Fairfield, Towa...........--| Jefferson County Library Association.......| A.'T. Wells. 
Fort Dodge, Towa .........1| Library Association .....................-..| W.-H. Johnston. 
Independence, Iowa........) Public Library.........0......3..2J.0s..+00;| Miss Nettie Jordan, 
Towa City, Towa ......-....| Towa State University ........2......--2---.] Amos N. Currier, A. M. 

Towa City, Iowa...-........| State Historical Society .................++..| Samuel C. Trowbridge, (act: 
| ing.) 

Keokuk, Iowa............-.| Library Association..........<«:s:+--2..-..] Miss Emma Harte. 
Keosauqua, Iowa...........) Odd Fellows’ Library, No.3 .......3...-.....| J.J. Kimmersly. 
Lyons, Iowa .........-.-.-.| German Association .....<..2202ss2..sss14-.| AR. Nysgaard. + Lyons, Iowa ........--.---.| Young Men's Association...................| Anna Carpenter. 
Maquoketa, Towa ......-... Literary Association..................2.....| D. A. Fletcher. 
Mason City, Jowa.........| Library Association.......2.+0+s0++is-e+-+.| Henry H. Shepard. 
Ottumwa, Towa --.-se-s00:] Public Library.....-.....eseeeseeessssss2.'| Mra, M. E, Ierael. 
Pella, Towa ................| Central University of Iowa...........-.....| J. N. Dunn, 
Salem, Towa................| Whittier College.......2.0.. ..5.2...2.2622.-| Levi Gregory. 
Tabor, Iowa........-.+--+--] Tabor Collego....--....c0e-seseeeeeseese-e-| Jv EB, Todd. 
Waterloo, Iowa ........-...| Library Association. ..........0....+-+-s..| James W. Logan, 
Waverly, tort Library and Lecture Association............| H.S. Burr, 
Western College, Towa. ... | Western College............2..sessse+++22-.| Rey. I. L, Kephart, A. M.
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Lawrence, Kans...........| City Library....c.sesssesseeeeeeeseeseeeeee:| Mr8.J.C. Trask, 
Leavenworth, Kans ........) Law Library....-.:csseesecesseeeeseeseees| Judge HL W. Ide, 

Manhattan, Kans ..........| State Agricultural College..................| Prof. M.L. Ward. 

Topeka, Kans..............| Kansas State Library .2..-...2++++-+++++++.| David Dickinson, 
Topeka, Raa Library Association.........222ss0eeeeee0+-) Mrs.J.S, Kellum, 
‘Wyandotte, Kans ..........) Library Association. ......2...2-ceee0--e+-0:| 0. D. Burt. 
Bardstown, Ky ....-.......| St. Joseph’s College. ........2222-...+--..+-| Rev. E. M. Crane, 
Danville, Ky...............] Centre College...........2-ss022 ..2..2+++2-.| Prof. S. De Soto. 
Frankfort, Ky .............| Kentucky State Library ...........2........| Owen W. Grimes. 
Georgetown, Ky .........-.| Georgetown College. ......+4.2-s:+2++e+++++-| Prof. D. Thomas, A. M. 
Harrodsburg, Ky ..........) Library Association Sette cseressseeeeeeeees| John Van Anglew. 

Lexington, Ky..........--.| Kentucky BRRONG te civevid-irrt| G. B. Wagner. 
Lexington, Ky+....:.......| Library Association.....................2.-.| J. B. Cooper. 

Louisville, Ky ........200-.| Law Library......,.c.scecseeeceeeeeseee--.| Samuel F, Johnson, 
Louisville, Ky .............| Library Association............2...s22.-22.+| F,A. Cooper. 
Louisville, Ky ..........--.| Public Library of Kentucky ..........-..--., PB. A. Towne. 
Louisville, Ky .............| Theological Seminary of the P. B. Church...) Rev. L, P. Tschiffely. 

Maysville, Ky....-..-...-.| Odd Fellows! Library..........20+s0-2+-++--| George W. Walz. 
Newport, Ky-..+2+++- «++ Oild Fellows’ MMR ia htettee tsa ‘Thomas Duncan. 
Pari, Byec---etapasue-aae-) City Library.<.-.0cs.tccvsossetecolagicescd:| Vamen Paton, 
South Union, Ky...........| South Union Library.......-.-....e--+---++) S: Rankin, 
Monroe, La eae Young Catholic Friends’ Society.......-..-.| Henry Floyd. 
Now Orleans, La...........| Academy of Sciences .........s.+++++-++---., Andrew F. McLain, M.D, 
New Orleans, La...........) Ellis Circulating Library Si atime ora George Ellis and Bro, 

‘New Orleans, Sean si Fiske Free Library <oeesseessseecseeeeeseess| Luther Homes. 
Now Otleans, La.........-.| Librarie de Ia Famillo.........2...-.---.---.| Am. Sutton. 
‘Now Orleans, La...........| Lonisiana State Library ..............+-+--| Miss E, Richardson, 
New Orleans, La.........-., Louisiana Turnverein .........2.+++ .-++++.| Jacob Streil. 
New Orleans, La........-.-, New Orleans Law Association.......-...--.| R.P. Upton. 
New Orleans, La...........| Public School and Lycoum Library .........| Mrs. 0. W. Culbertson, 
Auburn, re al Androscoggin County Law Library .........| Daniel P. Atwood, county 

| ; clerk. 
Auburn, Me..............,| Young Men’s Christian Association.........| J. HL Otis. 
Augusta, Me -.........:...., Kennebec County Law Library .............| William M. Stratton, clerk. 

Augusta, Me...............| Maine State Library.......22scese1++00000-| > S. Hobbs. 
Bangor, Me ...........----./ Bangor Mechanics’ Association .............| Daniel Halman. 

Bangor, Me ..............-.| Bangor Theological Seminary...........-.-.| Prof. Levi L. Paine, 
Bangor, Me .............-..| Penobscot Bar Library...............+.+.---| Albert W. Paine. 
Bath, Mo ........-.--..+--.) Patten Library Association, .................| A.B. Farnham. 
Bath, Mo..........:.-+-+- | Sagadahoo County Law Library ............| A.C. Hewey. 
Biddeford, Me .............| Cireulating Library..............-......+--| Miss Emily Cleaves. 
Biddeford, Mo .............) City Library.........eee..seeeeesesseeseees+| Miss Mary M. Dyer. 
Biddeford, Me .............| French Canadian Institute................-.| James Stebbins. 
Brunswick, Me ............| Bowdoin College .........-4.s-s2220+2-+-+c+.| Alphens S, Packard, D. D. 
Brunswick, Me ............| Maine Historical Society ................-+.{ Rev. A. 8. Packard. 
Bucksport, Me. .........-..| Social Library .............scseeceeeeeseee+| As Sparhawk, 
Calais, Me .............022.| Sti Croix Library........2..eccecceceseeeeeee] Mary J. Arnold. 
Cape Elizabeth, Me........| State Reform School ................++-++--| Isaac Libby. 
Castine, Mo.......-.-.2---.| Town Library .........220.sesseeeeeseseeee.| Ped Hooke. 
Deering, Mo ...............| Westbrook Seminary ............2..2.20++..| D. W. Hawkes. 
Dexter, Mo ......:/.:...,-.| Mercantile Library ..........0.0:02+s005-.| LS, Safford. 
Fastport, Me ...........-..) Sentinel Circulating Library........0.:-.-..| E. H. Wadsworth. 
Ellaworth, Me ...........-.) Ulty Library........cceeceeceeseeeeeeesees| Addie True, 
Fairfield, Me...............| Village Library..........00:.sseesesceeoeas | George M. Twitchell. -
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Gardiner, Me ..............] Public Library........--eeessse-eecccreesees| Mrs, 8. HL. Heath. 
Hallowell, Me..............] Social Library ...............-see2ece-eece-.] Annie F. Page. 
Houlton, Me...........-.-.| Library Association. ...........-.+..0.-+-++.| Hadley Fairfield. 
Kent's Hill ................) Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female | A. F. Chase, A.M. 

College. 
Lewiston, Me..............| Bates College ......-..--..-+---+--++-+++«.] Prof. J. ¥. Stanton, A.M. 

Lewiston, Me..............| Bates College, Theological School........-..| Andrew J. Eastman. 
Lewiston, Me..............| French’s Circulating Library ...........---.| Addie M, Dunn, 
Lewiston, Me..............] Manufacturers’ and Mechanics’ Library... | Mary A. Little. 
Lewiston, Me..........----| Parker's Circulating Library...........----.| B. W. Parker. 
Lewiston, Me......-.....-.| Stevens & Co.'s Circulating Library......-.| Stevens & Co. 
Machias, Me.....-.......-.| Washington County Bar Library......---.. | P. H. Longfellow, Co. clerk. 
Orono, Me..............+++.| Maine State College of Agriculture and | George H. Hamlin, 

| Mechanic Arts. : 
Portland, Me ...........--.| Mechanic Apprentices’ Library ........---+.| J. B. Thorndike. 
Portland, Me ..............] Mercantile Library ....,..---..--++++-++-+-.| Miss D. P. Coombs. 
Portland, Me ............-.| Portland Institute and Public Library......) Edward A, Noyes. 
Richmond, Me. ............| Library Association ...........2.2-++-.++++-| William H. Stuart, 
Saco, Me................--.| Saco Athonwnum ...............++-eee+e--+:| George A, Emery, 
Silco, Meéy- 22 112..0:,=.94.) Workdnetitute:...2-.220.91 sss iecnsemaeee MIS Me eon 
Skowhegan, Me............| Library Association .......-+.+++++s02++++,| M.D. Johnson. 
South Berwick, Ee ........| Library Association .........---..-+-+++---.| A. Carpenter. 

Thomaston, Mo....-..-----| Ladies’ Library’.....c.sse+seessesses-eseee. | Mise Ina Creighton, 
Thomaston, Me.....-.----.| State Prison setreteceectsteeenreeseeenseenes| D.J. Starrett, 
Topsham, Me... ..........| Johnson Home School........:+++/e+e++++2+.| D. L. Smith, 
‘Waterville, Mo ...--csce-«s| Colby University .....0.,,s00ss-sstecssss.1| POE % We Halk 
Wissaseot,, Ma...-.:4--.-2.| Lincoln Coanty Law Library ..<.<é-...h.csi,|(@éo, Bawah Gosglene 
Annapolis, Md ............| Maryland State Library ......J.ss0+.++++-+-| Jobn H, T, Magruder, 
Annapolis, Md.............| United States Nayal Academy.......-.----.| Prof. Thomas Karney. 
Baltimore, Md .........-...| Archiepiscopal Library.........-...+-++++-.| Rev. T. 8, Lee, custodian, 
Baltimore, Md .............| City Library...........2..s.++ ecsseeeeeeees+| John 8, Brown, 
Baltimore, Md .............| Concordia Library .........2++++:++++++++--.| G, Sehweckendiek, 
Baltimore, Md .............| Friends’ Elementary and High School ......| E.M. Lamb. 
Baltimore, Ma .............| General Society for aid of Mechanies........| Panl F. Franzke. 
Baltimore, Md .............| House of Refugo.......--...-2+ee0+--4r+++ | S.'T. Ewing. 
Baltimore, Md .............| Library Company of the Baltimore Bar .....| Daniel 'T, Chandler, 
Baltimore, Md .............] Maryland Academy of Sciences .............| Anthony M. Smith, 
Baltimore, Ma .............] Maryland Historical Society ........-------.| John G. Gatchell. 
Baltimore, Md .............] Maryland Institute ........2222.-.---+-+++--| A. F. Lusby. 
Baltimore, Md .........-.-.| Mercantile Library Association. ............| John W.M. Lee, 

* Baltimore, Md .............| Odd Fellows’ Library ...... .....2..2++.-+-.| A. 'T. King. 
Baltimore, Ma sesssesesees} Peabody Institute. ............--+.++++++++.| N. H. Morrison, provost. 
Baltimore, Md ..........-..| Public School Library..........-...-+-++++| Prof. H. EB, Shepherd, super- 

| intendent public instruc- 
tion. 

Baltimore, Md .............) St. Catherine’s Normal Institute............| Sister Mary Ferdinand. 
Baltimore, Md .............| Social Democratic Turners’ Union. .........| F. List, sr. 
Baltimore, Md ........-.-- | South Baltimore Mechanics’ Library Asso- | Charles T. Mitchell. 

| ciation, 
Baltimore, Md ........-.-.-| Young Men's Catholic Association,........| L. P. Hayes. 
Baltimore,Md .............| Young Men’s Christian Association. .......| H.P. Adams. 
Charlotte Hall, Md.........] Washington and Stonewall Library ........| H. M.C. Bond. 
College Station, Mec s| Mercer Literary Society.......-+.-<--------| Francis M. Cook. 
Emmettsburg, Md .........| Mt. St. Mary's College ..........2..2++eee+--| Rev. William J, Hill,
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Frederiék, Ma .......:.....| Maryland Tnetitution for the Deaf and Diimb| Charles W. Ely, principal, | 
Tichester, Md ..............| Mt. St. Clement's College .......02....2-...., A. Konings. 
Lonaconing, Ma ...........] Odd Fellows’ Library, No. 85......!..1-..-, William Thom, ~ 
Lonaconing, Md ....2.1....| St. Mary’s Library.....2.22.20s.s.-.se00000) Frank Myers. > 
Salisbury, Md..............| Circulating Library.......1.......+--.+-.2..| James E. Ellegood, 

Sandy Spring, Md.....!....| Sandy Spring Library..................-.-.| Ellen Stabler, secretary, 
Woodstock, Md..-.........] Woodstock College ................0.-+++--.| Rev. Charles Cicaterri, 8, J. 
Abington, Mass............| Centre Abington Library...................| Mrs. R. B. Turner, 
Amesbury, Mass...../.....| Cireulating Library........./2.....22......./ James Roper. 
Amesbury, Mass...........| Public Library of Amesbury and Salisbury. James H. Davis. 
Amherst, Mass..2......0...] Amherst College.........2.-...0/-....2.022.) Wm. L, Montague, A. My 
Amherst, Mass:;.........!.| Massachusetts Agricultural College......... John E. Southmayd. 
Amherst, Mass...!2........| Public Library....02.......002..l....042..+:, Nina D. Beaman, 
Andover, Mass.!...........| Andover Theological Seminary.....:.......) Rev. William L, Ropes. 
Andover, Mass.............| Memorial Hall Library.................-..-| Ballard Holt, second. 
Arlington, Mass ..!........] Public Library..........0020022222.....00.22) Lizzie J. Newton. 
Ashburnham, Mass ........] Ladies’ Library.......2..-.2-s--202--+++-.) H. M. Foster. 
Ashfield, Mass .............| Library Association .............2...2......, Mrs. L, E. Coleman, 
Attleborough, Mass........| Library Association ..............51...2....) John M. Fisher. 
Auburn, Mass .............] Public Library.......2-.....22.22.:22-..2+2.) Hannah Green. 
Ager Mane fo cocseec ss sc.) POWn SADrary co f55.052-cc0 Tete AS Book, 
Barnstable, Mass ..........| Sturgis Library... ....-...222-.++--+-+-+--) Mrs. O. Freeman. 
Barre, Mass.../..1:0......| Towm Library ..............-2sceseeeec2eee-| HLF. Brooks. 
Belmont, Mass .............| Free Public Library.............2...--..-..| David Mack. 
Bernardston, Mass :....... | Cushman Library.........2....2-..-...0.-.-| Mrs, Sarah Cushman, 
Beverly, Mass /....2.......| Public Library ......2..2./.2-++--+s.---.+-.| Joseph D. Tuck. i 
Billerica, Mass.............] Library Association .............-.-..-..-..| Miss Sarah Annable, 
Blackinton, Mass ..........| Blackinton Library........2......2--2++--+.| 0. A. Archer. 
Blackstomé, Mass ..........| Atheneum and Library Association........| George Ames. 
Bolton, Mass.....2......2..] Town Library ...2....2...2022.020:2+20222+-| Mrs, Rolling. 
Boston, Mass..-..-.........] American Academy of Arts and Sciences...) Edmund Quincy. 
Boston, Mass.....2.........| American Board of Commissioners of For- | Rey. N.G. Clark, D. D. 

eign Missions. | 
Boston, Mass...........-.-| Boston and Albany Railroad Library. .......| H.C. Bixby. 
Boston, Mass.......-.......| Boston Asylum and Farm School ........-..] William A, Morse, 
Boston, Mass...-...........| Boston Athenmum ..............2-----.---. | Charles A. Cutter. 
Boston, Mass...............| Boston Library Society...../.......1....-..| Gertrade Pope. 
Boston, Mass..........--.-.| Boston Society of Natural History..........| Edward Burgess. 
Boston, Mass.............-.| Boston School of aricaing yt at Arteae | D. Patten, S.'T. D. 
Boston, Mass.......-....-..| Caledonian Sane ete eel William Ivel, secretary. 

Boston, Mass.....:.......-.| City Hospital................-2-0...-.+-.+.-| W. A. Rust, M. D., secretary 

Boston, Mass...............] Commonwealth Circulating Library........| L. 8. Hills. : 
Boston, Mass...............| Congregational Library..............+-.---.| Rev. Isaac P. Langworthy. 
Boston, Mass...............| Deaf-Mute Library Association .............| Jonathan P, Marsh, 
Boston, Mass............/..| Dorchester Athenwum.........-...---.----.| Mrs, A. Hemmenway. 
Boston, Mass..-..-....-.---| General Theological Library....-..-..-.--.-| Rev. Luther Farnham. 

Boston, Mass............-..] Handel and Haydn Society.................| John H. Stinekney. 
Boston, Mass............-..| Lindsley’s Circulating Library............-.| George W. Lindsley. 
Boston, Mass...-.........-.| Liscom’s Circulating Library............--.| L. Liscom. 

Boston, Mass............-..| Massachusetts General Hospital, Treadwell | Norton Folsom. 

Library. 
Boston, Mass...............| Massachusetts Historical Society...........| Samuel A. Green. h 
Boston, Mass.........2.....| Massachusetts Horticultural Society........| E. W. Buswell. 
Boston, Mass...............| Massachusetts Institute of on William P. Atkinson,
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Boston, Mass......... ...--| Mechanics’ Apprentices’ Library . Sees | Thomas J. Thomson. 

Boston, Mass........-...--.| Medieal Library Association.......... eal J. R. Chadwick. 

Boston, Mass...............] Mercantile Library... ..........-...0s:s0¢ | Clara B. Flagg. 

Boston, Mass...........---.| Merrill's Library .... ..222222s.s2s2s00++++ | Charles H. Merrill. 
Boston, Mass.... ......---.| Naval Library and Institute.........-......| Dr. Henry Lyon. 

Boston, Mass.............-.| New Church Library................-....--| Richard Ward. 

Boston, Mass......-...----.| New England Historic-Genealogical Society | John Ward Dean. 

Boston, Mass............--.| Post Library, Fort Warren .............---.| O. E. Herrick, post chaplain, 

Boston, Mass.......-...-..-| Public Institutions, Deer Island ............| Col. J. ©. Whiton, superin- 

tendent. 
Boston, Mass...........---.] Public Library .................-...---.+---| Justin Winsor, 

Boston, Mass...:...-...-.-.| Roxbury Atheneum ..................-.----| Sarah E. Pitts. 

Boston, Mass...............| Roxbury Society for Medical Improvement.| F, W. Goss, M.D. 
Boston, Mass. ..............| Seamen's Friend Society............-...--. | S. H. Hayes, corresponding 

| secretary, 

Boston, Mass...............| Social Law Library.........2..-2+.22-ee-+:, F. W. Vanghan, 
Boston; Mase......-~-s.<204-| State LIDTARY...56.00s. 250. Sees eee eel Samuel C, Jackson, (acting.) 

Boston, Mass............--.| Weston'’s Pioneer ribeye eee John H. Weston. 

Boston, Mass...............| Young Men's Christian Association.........| J..E. Gray. 
Boston, Mass............--.| Young Men’s Christian Union cesses John F. Locke. 

Boston, Mass..........--.-.| Young Women’s Christian Association .....| C. V. Drinkwater, superin 

tendent. 
Boxford, Mass ........ ....| Public Library.................-..2..--se-s.| S. D. Gammell. 

Boylston Centre, Mass .....) Social Library ............-.....+:.2-+-.+++-| Charles E. Wright, 

Bradford, Mass .........-..| Union Library.............-...-2....+++++.| A. A. Ingersoll. 

Braintree, Mass........-...| Thayer Public Library. ....................| Abbie M. Arnold. 

Brewster, Mass ..........-.] Ladies’ Library.............2..:02++++++++++| Caroline A. Dugan, 
Brockton, Mass ............| Public Library..............-..++-+++++s2+--| M. F. Southworth, 

Brookfield, Mass ...-....--.| Merrick Public Library..............--..-..| Martha J. W. Carkin. 

Brookline, Mass............| Public Library............--2+.222e+++e+++-| Mary A. Bean, 
Burlington, Mass ..........| Town Library ..........-.,...+++2-+-++++4e+| Charles G. Foster. 
Cambridge, Mass ..........| Harvard College .........--++---++-+.++++++-| John L. Sibley, A. M. 
Cambridge, Mass .......-.-| Harvard University Divinity School ........| James Dennison, A. M. 

Cambridge, Mass ..........| Harvard University Law School ............| John Hines Arnold. 

Cambridgeport, Mass ......| Cambridge Horticultural Society............| Edwin A. Hall, secretary. 

Cambridgeport, Mass ......] Dana Library....22........2222+seee0+.222--| Almira L, Hayward. 
Canton, Mass ..............| Public Library.........0-..-c22-secee+--24-| RL, Weston. 
Canton, Mass ............. | Social Library .................-.-.s-+.-+---| Miss Fannie E, Tucker, 

Charlton, Mass.............| Young Men’s Library Association ..........| Nelson McIntyre. 

Chelmsford, Mass..........| Social Library .../.............2..2-.---.--.| Edwin H, Parkhurst. 
Ci ME reno Public Library...........ccseseee204000000+] MJ. Simpson. 

Cheshire, Mass.............| Library Association .............-....-..--.| Mary E. Martin, 

Chesterfield, Mass..........| Town Library.........iscqsc-se+sseeeseeeeee| Judson A. Higgins, 
Chicopee, Mass........-.-+.] Town Library......,.ece.sssee+eee-seseseee] George V. Wheelock, 
Clinton, Mass ..............] Bigelow Free Public Library................| George W. Weeks, secro 

| + | tary of board. 
Colloge Hill...... ....,....] Tufts College ...........2.s.sseseees-ee-e-e-| We R. Shipman, A. M, 
College Hill................| Universalist Historical Society .............| Thomas J. Sawyer. 
Concord, Mass ...-...-..-.-| Public Library........-.-s-.sssecseeceseses-| Ellen F, Whitney. 

Conway, ee Social Library ................2.s.s0++sseee.| A. FR. Patrick. 
Cummington, Mass ........| Bryant Library.............2.e00--.s2eee-+.| Le H. Town, 
Dalton, Mass......... sores] Dalton Library .........-....--......--.----| Maria Curtis, 
Danvers, Mass..........-..| Peabody Library.......-..+.s02se-eseseee-4-, A, Sumner Howard, 

735
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Dedham, Mass ..........-... Dedham Historical Society ..............--. John D. Cobb. 

Dedham, Mass ......-....-. Norfulk County Law Lisvary......-.-...--. Erastus Washington,county 

clerk. 

DOGDGI <5 cn se zie dey so) PUBUO LAVTALY, 2622005004 -wenan see <onesn--| BPanCls Mc Mann, 

Deerfield, Mass ............ Reading Association Library ..............., M.G. Pratt. 5 

Dennis, Mass .....5-.-.....| Dennis Library. .....2...6.-+..+.....%.....| 5. K. Hall, 

East Attleboro’, Mass...... Daily Circulating Library..........-...-.--. Miss H. N. Capron. 

Est Bridgewater, Mass..... Library Association .......2-...-..4...+++-., J. Henry Potter. 
East Cambridge, Mass ...... St. Jobn’s Literary Institute................. Hugh V. Whonskey. 
East Dennis, Mass .........| Association Library .............-.......-.., Fannie C. Sears. 

East Hampton, Mass.......| Public Library Association ................., Miss D.C. Miller. 

East Walpole, Mass......-. East Walpole Library .....-.-.-.-.--.++-+-., M. A. Coburn, 

Erving, Mass .............. Library Association ...........--.+2+esee+--, Mrs. Albert Briggs. 
Fairhaven, Mass........... Library Association .........-...-...--1.--., Georgia E. Fairfield. 

Fall River, Mass ...........| Public Library........2...-.......+--++++--/| William R. Ballard. 

Falmouth, Mass ........-.. First Congregational Church. .............-.. Sam. F. Robinson, 

Fitchburg, Mass ........ -.. North District Medical Society.............. George D. Colony. 

Fitchburg, Mass 5. ...-...-.| Public Library.......--.-..--sse+--+,-22+--.| Ps C. Rice, 

Foxborough, Mass .......... Boyden Library..... ....2...-+:sssee+++---, Sarah B, Doolittle. 
Framingham, Mass ......... Town Library ...... ...--..+..-+++-+++++-+| Miss Ellen M. Kendall. 

Franklin, Mass ............| Franklin Library ............22-+..2++2+2+-| Waldo Daniels. 

Free Town, Mass ..........| Free Town Law Library ................-..., H. A. Francis, town clerk. 

* Georgetown, Mass ......... Peabody Library...............---++---+---., Richard Penney. 

Gill, Mass........---....--.| Town Library.......2...s02-e2e0ee--2++++2+| Josiah D, Canning. 
Globe Village, Mass......... Hamilton Free Library ............--....--., James F. Blane. 

Gloucester, Mags............ Sawyer Free Library ............-..-.--...., Joseph L. Stevens, jr) su- 

perintendent. 

Grafton, Mass.........-..-.| Grafton Librafy .............-.-+es+-+++++-.| D. W. Norcross. 

Great Barrington, Mass ..., Library Association ............+++--+--+++ | W. iH. Parks. 

Greenfield, Mass............ Library Association Coe Fannie E. Moody. . 

Groton, Mass .....-.-...-.. First Parish and Sunday School Library....| John Wilson. 

Groton, Mass .......-......| Public Library........+....2++++-+++-+-+--- | Charles Woolley, jr. 

Harvard; Mass.............| Publio Library..........-....00+.00+s+---+.| Mra.A. M. Harrod. 

Harvard, Mass.............| The Union Library ..............-...-------| Elijah Myrick. 

Hatfield, Mass .............| Social Library ........-ss.seecee reeeeeeeee--| Hv F. Billings. 

Haverhill, Mass.........-..| Morse & Son’s Cireulating Library..........| G.D. Morse, 

Haverhill, Mass............| Public Library............2..2.+..2s-s2.---., Edward Capen. 

Hingham, Mass ............| Public Library.........-...--..+0.+-+s------| Daniel Wing. 

Hingham, Mass ............, Second Social Library ......--....--.--.---., Ella W. Hobart. 

Hinsdale, Mass ............. Public Library Association .................| Miss Mary Barrows. 

Holbrook, Mass...:.......-.| Public Library... ..:0--..eessseseeeenee .| Z. Aaron French. 

Holyoke, Mass .............| Public Library.........../s..0.s0+++---.--.| Sarah E. Ely. 

Hopkinton, Mass ........... Young Men's Christian Association ........) Elisha Frail. 

Housatonic, Mass ........-. The Cone Library......-.-...+-++---+-e+++. | Emma. Judd. 

Hubbardston, Mass ......../sPublic Library.......-......-.0+-2-+2+--+-+.| Sarah E. Marean. 

Hudson, Mass.........-....| Public Library...........2+.:ss++++-:+++-+-| Miss Amelia G. Whiting. 

Hyde Park, Mass .........., Public Library......2.. -+s2sesc2+sesee+++-| William E, Foster. 
Jamaica Plain, Mass ...... | Jamaica Plain Circulating Library ........ | Silas Poole. 

Kingston, Mass........ .... Library Association.................. ..... | H.S. Everson. 

Lakeville, Mase............} Town Library .........c0se.sse0.ss0e0+---e-|-S, Te Sampson: 

Lancaster, Mass <..........| Town Library ..............see+see++-ees0-.| Alice G, Chandler, 

Lanesborough, Mass ...... Library Association...... .....-+---.-...--., Miss A.C. Burlipgham. 

Lawrence, Mass .........-.| Free Public Library ..........+-..-++0..+-+:| F. Hi Hedge, jr.
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Lawrence, Mass............| Pacific Mills Library......+2..-.......-+-+- | 0.D. Rideout. “ 
Lee, Mass..............--..| Library Association..........22ses00++s2220-| Joseph C, Chaifee. 
Leicester, Mass ............| Public Library...........22s.esssseeeeseeeee| Miss SE. Whittemore. 
Lenox, Mass .......-.-..-. | Library Association..........--..s-s2.-e++++| Mary L. Hotchkin, 
Leominster, Mass ..........| Public Library...........-.......---..s---- | James M. Bronson. 

Lexington, Mass ...........| Cary Library ....0...-22s:eseee-eeaeeeeeees | Marion S, Keyes. 
Lincoln, Mass..............| Public Library.........22.s02sseeseeeeeeeee-| Jennie Chapin, 
Lowell, Mass...............| Coggeshall’s Cirenlating Library.....1......| F. H. Coggeshall. 
Lowell, Mass...............| City Library...............-.+-+++2+-+-+-+--| Marshall H. Clough! 

Lowell, Mass...............| Middlesex Mechanics’ Association ......-.-.| Miss M. E. Sargent. 
Lowell, Mass...........--..| Middlesex North District Medical Society ..| M.G. Parker. 
Lowell, Mass.........-.-...| Old Residents’ Historical Society........-.-.| Alfred Gilman, secretary. 
Lowell, Mass..........-....| Young Men's Catholic Library Association. William Dagey. 
Lowell, Mass...............| Young Men’s Christian Association........., H.J. McCoy. 
Lunenburg, Mass ..........| Town Library .........eeeceeeeeseeeeeeeeees| Mr, 8, D. King, 

Lynn, Mass .............-..| Free Public Library ...........+.+++-+.-...| Jacob Batchelder. 
Lignn, Maaq (2:1. ocissee -| Shab Mena Ghriatiat Leaneiations i. fu Mesure ree! 
Malden, Mass..............| Boston Rubber Shoe Company ..........-...| J. W. Robson. 
Malden, Mass ..........--..| Central Square Cireulating Library.........| Mra. C. P, Lacoste. 
Manchester, Maas..........| Public Library..........e-eeee-+-+-+e+++++++| John H, Crombie, 
Marion, Mass ..............| Mavion Library ......-.-eeeseeeeeaeeeeeees-| John M. Allen. 
Marlboro’, Mass......-..---| Public Library.......s:0s+seeeees eeaeeeeee+{ Lizzie S. Wright, 
Marlvoro’, Mass............| West Parish Library ......2....::.2+ss00e0+| Fred. Jewett, 

Medfield, Mass.............| Pubic Library..........0+.ssseesecsseeeeees| Mary A, Sowall. ‘ 
Medford, Mass.............| Public Library.........cceceseeeeeseeeeeeee| Edwin C. Burbank, 
Medway, Mass.............| Dean Library Association .............++--.| L. H Metcalf, 
Melrose, Mass ..........+-| Melrose Library ........s2s...-sseeeeeee++- Miss Carrie Worthen, 
Methuen, Mass ..........-.| Public Library.......00.sseesesseeseecaeeee-| J» Frank Emerson. 
Middleboro’, Mass ......-..| Public Library.........s5+-sc+seseceseeeee2-| Joseph B, Beals, secretary. 
Middlefield, Mass ..........] Public Library ......sscccesse+ sessseseceee+| Mrs, Lucy S. Newton. 
Middleton, Mass ........-.-| Library Association ................+-.+++++| Samuel A, Fletcher. , 

Milbury, Mass ..-.-.--..-.-/ Town Library ......-e+2e-sseseseeeeeeseses| Abbie B, Freeman. 
Milford, Mass..............] Town Library .......,.2ss-++sceeeseeeeeeees] Nathaniel F. Blake. 
Milton, Mass...............| Public Library.....-..seecesseeeeeeeseceeees| de E. Emerson. 

Montague, Mass ...........| Public Library............-..s-+seeeeesee0-| Miss A, Chenery, 
Nahant, Mags..............| Public Libraty..........c-sescssseeeteceeese| CoS, Hay ward, 
Nantucket, Mass...........| Nantucket Atheneum ........-+-+-.-+-+-+-.| Sarah F, Barnard. 
Natick, Mass ..............] Morse Institute .........-ee.eeeeeseeeee+ee-| Daniel Wight. 
Medham, Mass..........+-.| Library Association .........++2s:+0++se2++.] George W. Southworth, 
New Bedford, Mass ........, Free Public Library ......2....2s+++++++-.| B.C. Ingraham, 
Newburyport, Mass........| Public Library........s0+-.sseese+seeeseee0+| Hiram A. Penney. 
Newton, Mass.......2......| Free Library ....s00:sccecessececereeeeesees] Hannah P. James, 
Newton, Mass..........--..) Newton Atheneum .....+--:s0++s+2e-+++-+-| Phineas Allen, 
Newton Center, Mass ...... Newton Theological Institution..........«--| John B. Housler, 
Newton Lower Falls......-| Free Library......ssccsesesceeeeceeseeceeeee| Aaron R, Cook. 
North Adams, Mass........| Library Association sree aiiieggs tt Edw. D. Tyler. 
Northampton, Mass........| Clarke Institution for Deaf-Mutes ..........| Miss H. B. Rogers. 
Northampton, Mass........| Public Library...........-.cesseseeeeeeeee+| O.S, Laidley. 
North Andover, Mass......| North Andover Library............ses.ee2+-| A. L. Smith, 
North Attleboro’, Mass ....| Public Library..........ee.eeeeeseeeeeeeee-| John Ward, 

Northboro’, Mass ..........| Free Library..........-+--.2.-++-ss++seee--| C. Helen Adams. 

Northbridge, Mass.........| Whitinsville Social Library.............-++.| C.F. Baker. 
North Brookfield, Mass | Appleton Library.....2...:2s2ssesseeeeeeee+| Gs H. De Bevoiso. 
North Brookfield, Mass ....| Ladies’ Association .....................-.-.| Mrs. Kate S. Mason,
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Northfield, Mass ...........) Firat Parish Library........-........--.----| Charles L. Holton, 
Northfield, Mass...........| Social Library ......000.00..0-secceeeeceeee A.C. Parsons, 

North Reading, Mass......./ Flint Library «s.2+ecssessecseeseeesscssees) Mrs FA. Musgrave, 
Norwood, Mass ............| Free Public Library .... ......-...+-+-++++.| Francis Tinker. 
Opnnigay Mass (eens. veaad cal TOWOTMOrATYy.-c.eseke. cdc eu n ores | M. L. Eastman. 
Orleans, Mass ..............| Library Association............ ..0000. .../ BR Seabury, secretary, 

Oxford Mass..-.--ce--e---) Froe Public Library .-...-sses-csesesseerees) Ea Bs Thayer. 
Palmer, Mass ............../ Allen & Cowen’s Circulating Library ......./ Allen & Cowen. 
Peabody, Mass.............| Eben Dale Sutton Reference Library........, Miss Mary J. Floyd. 
Peabody, Mass..........-..| Peabody Instituto .........00...-.--+0/-e-+.| Theodore M. Osbortie. 
Phillipston, Mass ..........| Phillips Free Public Library ......... vesese| Mrs, T. H. Chaffin, 
Pittsfield, Mass .......-.-. Berkshite Athenwum........20-sesses+2.| E.G. Hubbel. 
Pittsfield, Mass ............| Berkshire Law Library Association.........| James M. Barker, 

Plymouth, Mass ...........| Pilgrim Society ......-.....00es0eeeeeeeee | Wn. T. Davis, president, 
Plymouth, Mass.......... | Public Library................-2.-s++-e002-| Joseph L, Brown. 

Provincetown, Mass ...... LATS te gre are eee Sorte Mise Salome A. Gifford. 
Quincy, Mass .............| National Sailors’ Se el W. L. Faxon, M. D,, sup't. 
Quincy, Mass..............| Public Library..................2...0+..-++-| Cora I, Young. 
Randolph, Mass............| Ladies’ Library Association .....:..........| Mrs. Mary A. Dubois, 
Randolph, Mass............, Mechanies’ Library..............--...+++-+.| Miss Susan Alden, 
Randolph, Mass............| Reading Room Library......................| V. H. Deane, 

Reading, Mass .............| Public Library...........-.0..+-4++++-s+e++:| Alice B. Temple. | 
Rockland, Mass ............| Library Association..................-..2+..| Amelia Pool. 

Rockport, Mass ............| Public Library...........-.-seeesesee+se+e++| Thomas F, Parsons, jr. : 
Roylston, Mass ............| Public Library.........22+....sssse+se+s+++-| Obadiah Walker. 
Roe, Mass........-..----0«-| Town Library .......-cescoseeseeeeeeeeeeee-] Horace A. Smith, 
Rutland, Mage .............| Public Library.........sessseseeseeseeeeeeee| Sarah E, Taylor, 
Salem, Mass ..............., Charitable Mechanic Association .......... | Joseph Swasey. 

Salem, Mass .........-.....| Essex Agricultural Library..............-..| John §, Ives. 
Salom, Mass ...............| Essex County Law Library.................| Alfred A. Abbott, Co. clerk. 

Salem, Mass ............---| Essex Instituto ........ese-sseccessssse+++0.| William P. Upham. | 
Salem, Mass steseeeesenece| Essex Lodge, 1.0.0. F.............:...+.+-.| John Wilson. 
Salem, Mass ...............| Essex South District Medical Society .......] William Neilson, M.D. 

* Salem, Mass ...............| Fraternity Lodge, 1.0.0. ...........++---.| Will L. Welch, treasurer li- 
brary committee. 

Salem, Mass ...............| Salem Athenwum............2....-...200¢2-| Miss L, H. Smith, 
Salisbury, Mass............) Agricultural Library .......................| George Currier, : 
Sandwich, Mass............| Sandwich Circulating Library ..............| Frederick Pope. 
Sheffield, Mass .............| Friendly Union ...............2.2+.......--.| Mary R. Leonard. 

Shelburne Centre, Mass... First Independent Social Library Company | Charles Welles. 
Shelburno Falls, Mass....../ Arms Library ....-..--+0-s-s+++ seeeeee-e++] Mts, Ozro Miller. 
Sherborn, Mass ............) Public Library.............-..-....-.+++-.| George B. Hooker. 

Shirley Village, Mass ......| Shaker Comimunity ...................-.-+..| John Whiteley, elder, 
Shrewsbury, Mass ces] Free Public Library ...............-.+:02¢--| Assuath F. Katon, 

Somerville, Mass...........| Public Library........-.-----002++8++ecee-| Miss H. A. Adams, 
Southboro’, Mass.....2.....| Fay Library .....eseceseeeseeeseeeeeesesee-] Lautta M, Chamberlain, 
Southbridge, Mass .........] Public Library...........----.-2-s-ce-e02++-| Miss A.J. Comins, 
South Dedham, Mass.......] Norwood Public Library..............-.....| Francis Tinker. 
South Dennis, Mass........) Library Association .................-++--+.| Mrs. Freeman Gage. 
South Gardner, Mass.......) South Gardner Social Library. ............. | L. W. Brown, 
South Hadley, Mass........| Mt. Holyoke Female Seminary............-.| Mrs. Mary 0. Nutting. 
South Natick, Mass........ Historical, Natural History and Library So- | Rev. Samuel D, Hosmer. 

| ciety. 

South Scituate, Mass.......! James Library .......ss0s¢s2ss00esseeeeeeee:| We H. Fish.
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Spencer, Mass,....-.-+.-+-.| Public Library.......s-sss+cesesesseeeeeeeee, Liberty W. Worthington, 
Springboro’, Mass..........| Library Company....+.-++-+s-+sssseeeeeeeye) Fe W. Wright, 
Springfield, Mass .........., Central Circulating Library.....-...-..--+.+, Miss E. A, Leavitt. 
Springfield, Mass ..........) City Library Association ...............----| Rev. William Rice. 
Springfield, Mass ..........| Gill & Hayes’ Circulating Library .........., D. W. Gill. 

| Springfie'd, Mass ..........| Hampden County Law Library ..........-... Robert 0. Morris. 
» Springfield, Mass ......... Young Men’s Christian Association......... S.J. Lincoln. 
| Sterling, Mass .............| Free Public Library ........2....2----+++--- Nellie A. Willard. 

Stockbridge, Mass .........| Jackson Library ............2...2.+-2+--+2++, Miss J. L, Barnum. 

Stoneham, Mass............| Public Library.........-.....se-.2+02++ee++-| James Peyton. 
Stoughton, Mass ...........| Public Library. ............22...2200+2e0e+++, Wales French. 
Stoughton, Mass...........| Stoughton Circulating Library............... Mamie E. Kellogg. 
Sturbridge, Mass ..........| Publid Library..........ss+..2-ssss-sevee++| Miss Emeline Hutchins, 

| Sunderland, Mass..........) Sunderland Library.......+2++see-sesee+-.-+, Mary A. Warner. 
Sutton, Mass............-..| Sutton Free Library ...............-.---.--./ J. W. Stockwell. 

Swampscott, Mass .........) Town Library ..........00-ce-eeeeseee.--++| Curtis Merritt. * 
Taunton, Mass..:........--| Bristol County Law Library Association..... Simeon Borden. 
Taunton, Mass.............| Dieckerman’s Circulating Library ..........., H. A. Dickerman. 
Taunton, Mass.............| Public Library...........2-2essereeeseeeee-+| Walter S. Biscoe. 
Templeton, Mass...........| Boynton Free Public Library........-......, H. F. Lane. 
Templeton, Mass..........-| Ladies’ Social Circle .......-.00+-sse0eee00+, HP, Lane. 

| Towksbury, Mass..........) State Almshouse.....+..esseseeesesssere--e+) T.J.Marsh, superintendent. 
Topsfield, Mass ....-...-++-) Town Library ........+sseeesceeeeeeeeseeees) Sidney A, Merriam, 
‘Townsend, Mass ...........| Public Library..............2s++s00+++eeee++| Charles Osgood. 
Upton, Mass .............+.| Town Library ..........:ssse0eeeteseeeeeees) George H. Stoddard. : 
Uxbridge, Mass............| Free Public Library .................+-+....| F. W. Barnes.” 7 
Vineyard Hayen, Mass.....| Sailors’ Free Library..........++..-+++--++--, D. W. Stevens. : 
Wakefield, Mass .........../ Beebe Town Library...............+++e--++-, Vietorine E. Marsh. 
Wales, Mass .........-..--.| Library Association...............222.s-e++| Warren Shaw. 
Waltham, Mass ..........-.| Public Library.........-ceecce+esteeeeseeeee) A.J. Lathrop. 
Ware, Mass.........--.---.| Young Men's Library Association ........... F. H. Grenville Gilbert. 

| Warwick, Mass.........--./ Public Library.....-sseessseeeeeseeeeeeeeeee) Samuel P, French, M. D, 
Watertown, Mass..........| Free Public Library ..............++2+++++++| Solon F. Whitney. 
Watertown, fines 2 oGatipa States Ameen co seseeeseeeeeeees, Captain Cullen Bryant. 
Wayland, Mass ............) Free Public Library .............--+.++++++-| James S, Draper. 
Wellesley, Mass............| Literary Association............0s.ess0e-.-.| L. A. Grant, 
Wellfleet, Mass .........-..| Workers’ Library....... ...-..:002++-e+-+++| Miss B. R. Freeman. 
Westboro’, Mass ..........| Free Public Library ..............+....+---. Jane S. Preston. 
West Brookfield, Mass .....| Public Library.............2+++-+2+s:+++++++| T. S. Knowlton. 
West Dennis, Mass ........) Public Library...........+..-+-++sse0eee+eee) George L. Davis. 
Westtiatd; Mass, 005. /s,.:(-Albaneum fo oo eee an ee 
Westford, Mass............| Town Library ...-ee-ceeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee| T. As Bean, 
Westminster, Mass ......../ Westminster Library...... oe Marion P. Ames. 
West Newbury, Mass......| Library Association. ..........+.-+-++++202-+| 0. @, Chase. 
Weeton, Mass.........2.+..| Town Library .-...:...)05-sscssi+sa<eevee5e| Jou Coburn, 
West Roxbury, Mass.......| Free Library.........:s:ses:+eseeseeees+es| ©. Cowing. 
West Scituate, Mass .......) Assinippi Library. setteesteeenereceeseeeeeee] Benjamin N. Curtis. 
West Springfield, Mass.....| Public Library.............s2s++s++22+++2+2.; John M, Harmon, 
Whately, Mass.............| Whately Library strseeteeeeseeeeteeeneesees) Lucius P. Doane. 
Wilbraham, Mass ee Club Library .............:222s0000++++s0+++| Charles A. Stenhouse, 
Wilbraham, Mass... ......) Union Philosophical Society .............--.| Nathan A, Warren, 
Wiltrehey ass | Wesleyan Academy .....2....-..--+eee+-++-) Benjamin Gill, 
Williamstown, Mass .......| Williams College...............22s--22e+-+.) Rev. N. H. Griffin, DD.
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Wilmington, Mass. .........| Publiy Library ::cce0/cd.ccleseesses-20-+e+./ Charles W. Swain. 
Winoliendon, Masa.........| Bubite Divtary's.-stecc<. 004 oN sve] Mra Wheeler Poland! 
Winchester, Mass.-...-.---| Town Library ......2.....-20cesseeecese-22+| A. Chapin, trustee. 
Woburn, Mass.............| Town Library .........02.22.--st.0++e++++++| Elizabeth H. Woodberry. 
Worcester, Mass . seeded o. | Aanertoa Antiquarian Society .............| SF. Haven. 
Worcester, Mass ...........| Chamberlain's Circulating Library .........) Charles H, Fisher. 
Worcester, Mass ..:...-... | College of the Holy Cross.........-22+.+-+--| Rev. E. A. MeGurk, S.J. 
Worcester, Mass...........| Free Public Library .......0./ss.0cee+ -+e+-| Samuel §. Green: 
Worcester, Mass..........., South End Circulating Library .............| D.D, Clemence, jr. 
Worcester, Mass :..........| Technical Institute of Reference............| C. 0. Thompson. 
Worcester, Mass ...........| Worcester Academy........:2...----++.+-+.| J. D. Smith. 
Worcester, Mass ............ Worcester County Free Institute of Indus- | C. 0. Thompson. 

trial Science. | 
Worcester, Mass...........| Worcester County Horticultural Society....| John C. Newton. 
Worcester, Mass.....-..-..| Worcester County Law Library saree Joseph Mason. 
Woreester, Mass........... Worcester County Mechanies’ Association..| Jeannette P. Babbitt. 
Worcester, Mass.....-...-.) Worcester Connty Musical Association. ....| G. W. Elbins. 
Worcester, Mats..........| Worcester Disttict Medical Association . ..| Lewis & Dixon, MDs 
Yarmouth, Mass ...........| Library Association .......0eseeseeeeeeeeee+| William J. Davis. 
Pee Ne Adrian College -vesesecverseveeesoneeeseeen A. H. Lowrie. 
Adrian, Mich........¢ .....! Ladies’ Library Association................ | Mrs. A. Howell. 
Albion, Mich.......2.1..22.] Albion College :..2.0.¢6éecscceeshleseeste0e.)W. M. Osband! 
Albion, Michi...............| Ladies’ Library Association. ..........-+.-..| Mrs. E. Southworth. 
Allegan, Mich.....-..++-+++ Literary and Library Association ...-+.-+.4) D. A. MeMartin, 

Alpena, Mich ...........-..] Union School.............0..2..22...+++---.| William D. Hitchcock. 

Ann Arbor, Mich...........| University of Michigan:...... ceeeeesesee Andrew Ten Brock. 
Battle Creek, Mich.........| Ladies’ Library Association ................| Mrs. E. A. Tomlinson. 
Bey Olly Mich | Bay County Law Diet ere TAT a H, A. Braddock. 
Bay City, Miohs, | S| Panto Ditearysco.2c:-scsc.- 0s. os] Mian Jennie Gilbert: 
Big Rapids, Mich...........| Literary Association ........:s:++e+e++-ee+2+) Miss E. A. Cook. 
Buchanan, Mich ...........) Township Library.......s-.2..-scsss+see+ee) Will E. Plimpton. 
Corunna, Mich..........--.| Ladies’ Library Association.................| Miss Mollie E, Kelsey. 
DotwiG Miche coe el Be Uiibary ect rb. h20 a Soe ee ama Tanto! 

Detroit, Mich ............- | Detroit Mechanics’ Socicty.........--+ -...| Harry E. Starkey. 
Detroit, Mich -.............|' Public Library........2s-eseee-eeesereee-e+.| Homry Chaney, 
Detroit, Mich ..............| Young Men's Society....2.ss-eee--s2204+ ++ | James N. Gatland. 
Fenton, Mich ..............| Ladies’ Library Association................., Miss Carrie Kimball, 
Flint, Mich ................| Ladies’ Library Association................-| Mrs. R.J.S. Page. 
Grand Rapids, Mich........) Public Library.....-.eeeeeseeeed seeeeeseeee+) Mis. Charles R. Bacon. 
Greenville, Mich ..........) Ladies’ Library Association.................| Mrs. D.S. Sapp. 
Houghton, Mich ...:......./ Houghton County Historical Society........| John Chassel. 
Tonia, Mich ........:..-....| Ladies’ Library Association. ................) Mrs. Marian Hall. 

Ishpeming, Mich:..........) Township Libraty ..22..01..2..-s2+020+s++.| Se C. Foley. 
Jackson, Mich ..........eee| School Library....--ssseeeteceeeceeeeeeevees| MLM Lawton, 
Jackson, Mich .............) Young Men’s Association........2+..+++---.| Ellen P, Fish, 
Kalamazoo, Mich ..........! Laiies’ Library Association,........-.......| Mrs. D. B. Webster. 
Kalamazoo, Mich ...........| Public Library....s..s0eccseeessseeeee ceeeee| Mary J. Westeott. 
Kalamazoo, Mich .........., Young Men’s Library Association ..........| Mary J. Wolcott. 
Lansing, Mich*.............| Library and Literary Association. ..........) Mrs. 'T. W. Westcott. 
Lansing, Mich ..........2..| Public Library ...0..ssseee eevee seseeeeceees] E.J. W. Brokan. 
Lansing, Mich .............| State Agricaltural College.:................| George T. Fairchild. 
Lansing, Mich ..........-..) State Library ..-</0---s0+-se-eceeececeeseeee| Mrs, He A, Tenney. 
Lapeer, Mich ..............) Ladies’ Library Association......... .......) Mrs. A. Vosburg. 
Marquette, Mich...........| City Library... .2.0cescseeee eeeceee seeee! Joseph H. Primean.
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Marshall, Mich ............) Ladies’ Library Association.......-...-...... Miss Eva Dibble. 

Monroe, Mich .2secseiseaee:| City Library. ..-0...ce0sse0scserecsnccnaes| CORD Davis. : 
Muskegon, Mich:......... | Library Association..................+++.---| H. H. Holt. 

Olivet, Mich .....--..+-....| Olivet College.................+2..0sseeeeae+| Charles P, Chase, A.M. 

Owosso, Mich ..............| Ladies’ Library Association.......-.-. ssse++| Mrs. H. McBain. 

| Port Huron, Mich.........., Ladies’ Library Association.......... sere Mrs. L. M. Huntington. 

~ St. Clair, Mich............-.| Ladies’ Library Association..........-....-. Miss Lizzie A. Graw. 

| Sturgis, Mich... ...........) Library Association ................+..ee0+| Mrs. S. Hirsch. 
Three Rivers, Mich ........| Ladies’ Library ..............0.+.--++-+++00-| Mrs. J. W. Arnold. Y 

| Three Rivers, Mich ......... Lockport Township Library ........-.-- sees] David Knox, jr. 

| Ypsilanti, Mich..,.:...-.-.| State Normal School...........-+-++.-+++0« | D. Putnam. 

Chattield, Minn..--.-..s2+++) Library Association ...... teeeresessseeeeees| Rollin A. Case. 

Duluth, Minn...........,..| Library Association .............+.+-.+++-+-| Mrs. M. A. Brinkerhoff. 

| Faribault, Minn............) Library Association ...................+++--| Mark Wells. 

Hastings, Minn.......:.....| Library Association ...........-...-...-----| Miss §. L, Rich. 

Minneapolis, Minn. ......... Augsburg Seminary.....-....2+++++++-+e-+++ Prof. S. R. Gunnerson. 
Minneapolis, Minn......-..| Minneapolis Athenwum...2......2--.2..0++ +} Thomas H. Williams. 

Minneapolis, Minn.........| Young Men’s Christian Association. ........| William Petram. 

Northfield, Minn..........., Carleton College........2-.. vereensgndataneah Prof. J. H. Chamberlain. 

Owatonna, Minn........... | Literary Association.............++++++++-+-| James M. Burlingame. 
Red Wing, Minn... .......| Lawrence & Co's, Circulating Library ......| Lawrence & Co. 

| Rochester, Minn ........-..| German Library Association aesestsneenceaa Henry Kolb. 

Rochester, Minn <:.........| Library Association .............0ss-n-0+ --| Mrs. Martha T. Newton, 

St. Cloud, Minn ...-...--...| Union Library .......-s0-.seseesmennee +++++-| Charles Rees. 

St. Joseph, Minn ..-...-.... St. John’s Theological Seminary ..........- - Bernard Locnikar. 2 

St. Paul, Minn .........-.-.| Minnesota Historical Society....-...--.- +-+-| J. F, Williams, 

St. Paul, Minn ............. Minnesota State Library. ...---..----------.| John C. Shaw. 

St Pant, Minny: este sye-e | SE Paul Library s.2enedencseesnsasemeaners | Mary S. Creek. 

St. Peter, Minn..........-..| St. Peter Library .............2...++-++++--| Thomas Montgomery. 

Stillwater, Minn ............ Library Association............... sereeesee-| J. A, Love. 

| Winona, Minn ..........-... Winona Library s.--00eeeeeeeseeeeerseer ones) H. B. Sargeant, 

Jackson, Miss.............., Mississippi State Library........c.-.------+| Jolin Williams. 
Natchez, Miss....,..-......| Natchez Institute..............2.+-.0e+++---| J» W. Henderson. 

Rodney, Miss ...t..........) Aleorn University ...... ......2...00- eel Prof. G. B. Vashon. 

Brunswick, Mo .......-...., Library Association ................++.+...-) Isaac H. Kinley. 

Canton, Mo .......+.«+.---| Canton Library ....-........-ss.:--+e+sse-,| Mrs. B. B, Brooks, 

Canton; Mo 2:.¢-0s-,000» se.) Risk’s TADrary.....-. cess <0<asiensiveseseccenen|/ uC, Risk. 

Columbia, Mo.......-......, Stephen's Female College. ...-.--......---+.| Miss E. A. Barnhouse. 

| Columbia, Mo.............., University of Missouri ........... veeseseses| Dr. J. G. Norwood. 

Fayette, Mo) 2ssduadwessus | Contra Coleg ocn2-5.. sus s0c ces toad Rey. W. G. Miller, M. D. 

Hannibal, Mo......-.......| Mercantile Library Association. ............| Mrs, N. J. Carson, 

Independence, Mo .......... Library Association .........+.--.++-+++--+.| John Bryant. 
Kansas City, Mo.........-.. Fetterman’s Circulating Library ......-....., J.C. Fetterman. 

Kansas City, Mo..........| Law Library.......0..-+sceseserencoeeennee+| Wed. Ward, 

Kansas City, Mo .........., Whittemore’s Circulating Library .........., J. R. Whittemore, 

Liberty, Mo..........-....., William Jewell College ........--.--.--+.+.| Prof. J. R. Eaton, A. M. 

Louisiana, Mo ........----.| Public School Library ........++...<+-+++-+.| Joseph M. White. 

Rolla, Mo ...,.....+.++.++-./ Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy ... Court Yantis, 

St. Charles, Mo.........-.-.| Public School Library: ..-..-.-----2<<---+-.-|.bd. F, Hermanns, 

St. Charles, Mo.............| St. Charles Catholic Library ...........-..... James C, Holmes. 

St. Joseph, Mo ...+..4+0--+., Carl Fuelling’s Library .......--...e-0+-.../ Can] Fuelling, 
St. Joseph, Mo-..35..s.2.4-| Law Library .......-.0..ce-e+---+seeness +0) Ben. J. Woodson 

St. Joseph, Mo ......:......) Public School Library ....-~----++se++-++0+0) Mrs, 8. E, Short. 

St. Joseph, Mo..........-..| Woolworth and Colv’s Circulating Library... B. F. Colt.
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St. Louis, Mo ae Academy of Science :...:..2.:++..++1s+++++ | John Jay Bailey. 
St. Louis, Mo ............--| College of the Christian Brothers ..........:) Brother Severian, 
St. Louis, Mo ......-.-..-.-/ German Evangelical Lutheran Concordia | Prof, Martin Gunther. 

. | College. 
St. Louis, Mo..............) Germania Sengerbund...............-...---| Fred. Bonnet, secretary. 

St. Louis, Mo ..............) Law Library Association ............--..-..| George W. Gostorf. 

St. Louis, Mo Seen as Public School Library .............--.--.-..| John Jay Bailey. 

St. Louis, Mo ..............| St. Louis Medical College .........-+++--++++| Dr.J.S. B. Alleyne. 
St. Louis, Mo .......-.. ual St. Louis Mercantile Library.............-.., John N. Dyer. 

St. Louis, Mo ...........-.., St Louis Turnverein..........s+2.s+++++++:| Thigo Gollnier. 
St. Lomis, Mo ...........+4+| St Louis University ss....-seecessessesse+ee| C.J Loib, S.d. ‘ 
Springfield, Mo ............| Drury College’..........:2--+-.2+-+++++-+-| George H. Ashley, A. M. 

Troy, Mo .......--.-<-----+| Social Library ..........2..00-.0.e0e-+--2+-| Mra. 8, McK. Fisher. 
‘Warrensbarg, Mo!.........| Enoch Clark Library ............0.-++-222++| George W. Rayhill, sec. 
Helena, Mont -.-.+-------- Library Association ..............-.-.-..--.| Miss L. Guthrie. 
Lincoln, Nebr.............., Nebraska State Library ......:....-..-..--., Guy A. Brown. 
Lincoln, Nebr...........--.| Public Library Association .............--. | Mrs. Ada Van Pelt. 
Omaha, Nebr .........--...] Omaha Library .............d.s.....++++2++| Delia L, Sears, 
Carson City, Nev ..........| State Library ........0f....0.00t2..ssee0-+--| John J. Ginn, 
Virginia City, Nev.......... 1.0.0. F. Library Association..........-...., George Gribble. 
Virginia City, Nev.........) Masonic Library of Storey County..........| Elbert S. Kinoaid. 

Ashuelot, N. H......2.---+-) Ashuelot Union............-.--..-++..-..-.., Ellen M, Burnham, 

Amherst, N.H...-.-+++++-) Library Association .......-.-..+0++.-1-++--) Miss Hattie I Hawkins. 
Charlestown, N. H.........| Social Library . 0.002.222. -.--+sseeee-e----) Samuel Webber. 
Claremont, N. H ........--.|' Book Club .....2.....s.2eeseess2ese+i2c+-++ | Charles H. Long. 

Cavemen NIE Fiske Free Library ..2...2..02.0.-00:00+0-+.) A.J. Swain. 
Concord, N. H..............| New Hampshire Asylum for Insane..... ... J. P. Brown. 
Concord, N. IT vst New Hampshire Historical Society .........| Samuel C. Eastman. 

Concord, N. H..........-+.-| Public Library.....0.-.02s---e0eeseeee e+e) Frederick S. Crawford. 
Concord, H..-8:..1--.-, State Library...:..2. 0 ce+eeeeeeeeee+eee+-e+) William H. Kimball. 
Contoocook, N. H .........., New Hampshire Antiquarian Society.......) H. A. Fellows. 
Dover, N.H.....-.......-s.| Dover Library® .0).0.2.0.060.020..2.0.2.2.| John B. White, 
Dublin, N. H...............) Juvenile and Social Library .........0......) M. D. Mason. 
East Franklin, N.H.......) Aiken Association .........20..00+0:..-./++., Emma Butterworth. 
Exoter, N.H...............] Town Library ......22.0:20/.2.20008--ih/-..| B. Marion Fernald: 
Farmington, N. H..........| Ciroulating Library..........4.... L.s......| A.C. Newell. 
Farmington, N. H..........| Farmington Library ....0.-..-ss:+0s-.ss.-+., Josiah B, Edgerly. 
Fisherville, N. H...........| Library Association.../....205....1......-s.) Mary H. Gage. 
Fitzwilliam, N.H .........| Town Library .......0.....se00+-sseee-e--+-| Miss Julia A. Dyar, 

Francestown, N. H ce | ‘Town Library’..2...2......5.0.:5.4..2......| ©. Burgess Root: 

Franklin, N. H............-| Library Associafion:........022..2..:5...2..| Annie Nesmith, 
Great Falls, N. Hi ..........| Manufacturers’ and Village Library ........| E.J. Randall. 
Great Falls, NH ........... Thiing’s Circulating Library .......2......| A. Thwing. 
Hanover, N.H..........-.., Shattuck Observatory, Dartmouth College ... Prof. C. A, Young, director. 
Hinsdale, N. H.............| Public Library............-.sssess0++s-bee2-| Miss Althea Stearns. 
Hollis, N.H............---4| Social Library .:...20c.c0e00....08..:2.4.4..| Levi Abbott. z 
Keene, N.H ...............| Public Libraty.......0cc00.:.02..c200250-0../ Cyrus Piper, jr. 
Laconir, N. H..............) Johnson's Circulating Library .............., Frank P. Watson. 
Lancas‘er, N. H............| Public Library.......22.2..00..2.2:002...2..| Isabel Heywood. 

Littleton, N.H.........--..| Village Library............0scsesescse+e+eee] Mra, Laura Lunley, 
Manchester, N,H........+. City Library........2.2...cs20sc2elecies+++, Charles H. Marshall. : 
Milford, N, H..............| Free Library ............0000--s2ssss05-.-+-| Appleton M. Hatch. 
Mt. Vernon, N. H...........| Appleton Library...c......2...:e.2.-.4..-..) George W. Todd: 4 
Nashua, Nv ..............! City Library ............0..400800 /.cive.s.+] Emily R. Towne.
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New Hampton, N. H...... ‘| German Dilecte Sciertiw Library... eon Tda M. Dolloff. 

New Hampton, N.H .......| Literary Adelphi Library..............----.| Asa H. Nickerson. 

New Hampton, N.H.......| Social Fraternity..........2...-+..-+..++.++.| L. N. Johnson. 

New Market, N. H.........| Library Association .....................--.| Charles H. Smith. 

Peterboro’, N. H ......-.--.| Town Library.......2.....2sesceeeseseeeeee| Georgie A. Lynch. 
Plymouth, N. H............| Young Ladies’ Circulating Library Associa- | Clara 'T. Clark. 

tion. 
Portsmouth, N. H........... Mechanies’ Association Library. .......-....| Benjamin N. Parker. 

Portsmouth, N. H..........| Mercantile Library Association...........-.| Floron Barri. 

Portsmouth, N. H......... .| Portsmouth Athenwum.........----+..-----| S.E. Christie. 

‘Rochester, N. H......... ay Social Library Company.............--..--.| Henry Kimball. 

Rolling’s Ford, N. H .....- | Salmon Falls Library Association ..........) Nathan Hill, _ 

Shaker Village, N.H.......| Shaker Community......0.+.-:-+s0-++0+++e+| Henry C, Blinn, elder. 
Union, N. eg poses Village Library........................+.--.| Charles W. Horne. 

Washington, N.H....... | Shedd Free Library.........-..-....---+.-+-| Mrs, Ida Brockway. 

Wilton, N. H............-..| Public Library........-....+-+-sesessees+e| Miss P. J. Barrett. 
Winchester, N. H..........| Washington Library Association............| Henry Abbott. A 

Windham, N.H............| Nesmith Village ......-.-.22..--2+--00+++++-| Miss Clarissa Hilla. 

Atlantic City, N.J.........) Literary Association.................+.---+| A. M. Bailey. 
Bloomfield, N.J.......-.-..| Library Association.................+.+-.-..| D. G@. Garabrant, secretary. 

Bricksburg, N.J........... Library Association ........ eee oe Miss Hattie E. Smith, 

Bridgeton, N.J ...-...... -» Young Men’s Christian Association........./ L. Logne. 

Camden, N.J ...........--.| Library and Literary Association...........) Miss Emma L, Shaw. 

Elizabeth, N.J........... --| Elizabeth Cireulating Library.........-..- Pal George Skinner. 

Elizabeth, N.J........-.-+-, Patnam Circulating Library ............--+) Erastus G.Patnam, 
Elizabeth, N.J..-..........| Young Men's Christian Association..... ...) William F. Magie. 

Franklinville, N. J .........| Iona Morping Star........2...s.s2-++++-++-| Miss R. Ford. 

Hoboken, N.J ......-...+-| Franklin Lyceum ........-+++s2eeee0000+ +++] J. Limerick, 
Jersey City, N.T....0--.05-) Borgen Library:........---0secenraesnesee ay Hi. Gaines. 

Jersey City, N.J.......... Young Men's Christian Association.........| C. L. Biggs. _ 

Madison, N.J..........- a Drew Theological Seminary.........-..-..-.| Professor Daniel P. Kidder. 

Millville, N. J ........-..-..| Millville Library and Reading Room....... | Lewis F. Mulford. | 

Montelair, N.J.............| Library Association,.........-++++++++-+--+-| Israel Crane, secretary. 
Mount Holly, Nod... 2.2 | Burlington County Lyceum ........-..-:---.| M.S. Pancoast. 
Mount Holly, N.J......--- -| Rhees' Circulating Library ......--...-----.| R, A. Rhees. 

Newayk, N.J ..........-+-.| Howard Lodge, No. 7, L. 0.0. F......-.-+.--.| Aaron C. Hayward, 
Newark, N.J ....-.+...++--| Library Association .......2:....++/-+:.:..| William E. Layton. 
Newark, N.J ....-...+-.-..| New Jersey Historical Society.....-,.-.....| W. A. Whitehead, corre- 

| sponding secretary. 

Newark, N.J ............--| Young Men’s Christian Association.........| E. 2. Cone, 7 
New Albany, N. J... ..-- a Young Men's Christian Association.........| Lewis H. Eddy, superinten- 

| dent. 

New Brunswick, N.J...-..| Theological Seminary of Reformed Church..| S. M. Woodbridge. 

New Brunswick, N. J......| Young Men's Christian Association......... CE. Stout, chairman. 

Newton, N.J ..<.....---.+s| Dennis Library........--..-s-necr-oge-s-++0| ML Barrett, u 

Orange, N.J ............-.., Young Men’s Christian Association ........| William F. Candler, 

Paterson, N.J.............., Manson’s Circulating Library.........-...-.| J. E. Manson. 
Paterson, N. J ....--.-.--.) Passaic County Historical Society...-.-.--..| William Nelson. 
Pennington, N.J...........| Pennington Seminary and Institute.........| Theodore G. Boyanoff. 

Princeton, N.J .........--.| College of New Jersey........-+++ -++-++++-| Frederic Vinton. 
Princeton, N.J ....-..-.--.| Theological Seminary of Presbyterian | Charles A, Aiken. 

| Chureh. 
Red Bank, N.J .....-...---) Worrell’s Riverside Library........----.----| William H. Worrell. 

Salem, N.J .--.-.----04--) Library Company.........-se-ey+s22se:+ee2+| Morris H. Stratton.
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Somerville, N. J ............| People’s Reading-Room and Library ........| James J. Bergen. 

South Orange; N.J.........| Library Association ...............-.-...-..| Grace Newton. 

‘Trenton, N.J..........+---| Fallsington Library Company...............| Eliza Hance. 
Drenton, N.J:...--......-t] State Library ........2.....202ee.ss-02s22e++/ James S, McDonald. 
Trenton, N. J ee Young Men’s Christian Association ........./ Rev. D. Elwell. 
Woodstown, N.J...........| Pilesgrove Library Association .............| William G. Fliteraft. 
Albany, N.Y ..........---.| Albany County Law Library................) William E. Haswell. 
AMany, 8 ¥ ststeesn Albany High School ............¢.+2-..----.| Charles W. Cole. 
Albany, N.Y ..............| Albany Institute .........2.....2..........., Daniel J. Pratt, cotrespond- 

ing secretary. 

Albany, N.Y ..4...........| Attorney-General’s Office.......2...........) S. W. Swaney. 
Albany, N.Y ..........32¢.|' Court of Appeals ....................--.2+0.| E.O. Perrin. 

Albany, N.Y ..............| German Literatur Verein...................| Julius Laventall, 

Albany, N.¥i22...05..2.2.| State Library.......5..-..2..---0seee0seee0:| Henry A. Homes. 
Albany, N.Y .:...:.2......] Young Men’s Association....:......2......-, Dwight Adams. 
Albany, N.Y .......1.1....| Young Men's Catholic Lyeeum ............., William H. Conley. 
Albany, N.Y ..............] Young Men’s Christian Association........., William Keeler. 
Annandale, N.Y...........| St. Stephen's College ........222..-.-2+.0+--+| Albert E. George. 
Auburn, N.Y..............] Auburn Theological Seminary .............., Prof. E. A. Huntington, 
Auburn, N.Y..............| Celtie Library and Benevolent Association../ William Gibbon. 3 
Batavia, N. Y...-..........| Literary Association................2./.....| Mrs: M. E. Sheffield. 

Bath, N. ¥............2:...| Library Association «...6..........000:.02..| R. L. May. 
Belmont, N. Y............./ Allegany County Law Library...........5..) W. H. H. Russell, county 

3 ~ | clerk. 
Binghamton, N. ¥.........) Central Free School. ....-...222..:22..s.s..+) Miss Ellie §. Collier. 
Binghamton, N, Y.........| Library Association ........2-2...5.2...2.2.) Miss Luey King. 

Binghamton, N. Y.........| Sherwood Hollow Farmers’ Club............, Eber $. Devine. 
Binghamton, N. Y-........| State Inebriate Asylum..................--., A. @. Gridley. 
Brockport, N/¥.....+....+.| Beach Free Library..........022.12++...++++| Timothy Frye. 
"Brooklyn, N. TRA MLL (| Brooklyn Law Library...........) s.ss2+020:|'S. C. Betts, 
Brooklyn, N, Y.........-..| Eastern District School Library ............) Samuel S. Martin. 

Brooklyn, N. ¥.....:..-...) Free Reading Room and Library, (Church | John Anderson. 
|» of the Pilgrims.) 

Brooklyn, N. ¥..:0i3.....] Long Island Historical Sootéty :.2s2-02:<ice.| George Hannah, 
Brooklyn, N, Y....:-::..-.| Mereantile Library .....22s.0+s1sedese-ses+./ SB. Noyes. 
Brooklyn, N. Y...:....--..| Packer Collegiate Institute.................) Hannah J. Garahan. % 

Brooklyn, N. Yereeseeeetes! Union for Christian Work ........:......-..| John Thomson. 
Brooklyn, N. Y.....-......| Young Men's Christian Association.........) A.S. Emmons. 
Brooklyn, N. ¥........:...| Youths’ Free Library........./.......++.+--| Louise N, Rose. 
Buffalo, N. Y...24.:.2...¢-.| Buffalo Catholic Institute::cs...0:isd..eves:| A. Fomes, 
Buffalo, N.Y. .........s..+.| Buffalo Female Academy ........22....:.22.) A. T. Chester. 
Butlalo, N. ¥.-.......-...-.] Buffalo Historical Soctety..........-......+., George S. Armstrong. 
Buffalo, N. V...2....--.+-+.| Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences.....:...| Charles Linden. 
Bufhile, News eee ea wee. 2 || OhoralhUnton Alera cke neni hi Ae sek 0.7 Wiloox. 
Buffalo, NY oven Erie County Medical Society....2.........-.| James B. Samo. 
Buffalo, N. ¥...:+..........] German Young Men’s Association..........) Dr. F, A. Haupt, 
Buffalo, N. ¥...............| Grosvenor Library..........0..2--22..++.+.) Arthur Benedict. 
Butfalo, N.Y...............] Law Library, (Eighth Judicial District) ....| FP. Murray. 

+ Buifalo, N. V.....42....:--.] Malleable Tron Works Library.......01..2..| E. D. Warren. 
Buffalo, N.Y. o...........-.] Mechanics’ Institute .............222.....4..| William M, Bloomer. 
Butfalo, N. ¥.............-] Young Men's Association. ..........2....2..| William Ives. 
Buffalo, N. Y............--.| Young Men's Catholic Association..........) Edward G. MeGowan. 
Canandaigua, N.Y.........| Wood Library ..0..000...2.cs00¢.2ee--s200+2/ Calista S, Marshall. 
Canton; NEF 20. sie valk Herring Library ......0.s..00ve.008..s00000! E. E, Fisher, M.D.
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Canton, N. ¥.............-.| St, Lawrence University... .........++++++.| E. BE. Fisher, M. D. 
Carmel, N. ¥..........-----| Village Library..............2+....2+.+s2++-| Arthur Townsend. 
Cohoes, N. Y........--..--.| District School Library. ...............+....{ Bernard Acheson, 

College Point, N. Y......---| Harmonic Library ......0.-2.c-e+-sesse-n++) Charles Glovekner. 
Coliege Point, N. Y......- | Krakehlia Library...../...-+++++ssse+++ | C. Decker. 
College Point, N.¥.........| Poppenhusen Institute ..............-+-.+. | Joseph Sehrenk. 
College Point, N. ¥........ | Turner Society .....00+0++++ seeseeecsseeeal Franz Dockendorf. 
Corning, N. Y..............|'Corning Library...........-......:..-+----.| Anna B, Maynard. 

Cornwall, N. Y.............| Cornwall Cireulating Library Agsociation | Mary ©, Clark. 
Duhkirk; N.W.22545,,..0:1' Publlglbrarng:/ayyec escalates | Miss Clare King. 
Elmira, N. Y.............-.. Chemung County Law Library. cc.cesseess. | John G. Copley, county 

: | clerk. 

Elmira, N.Y..............., Elmira Farmers’ Club .......--+--.--+++-++-| Michael H. Thurston. 
Elmira, N.¥..............., German Library Association................| Joseph Surganty. 
Elmira, N. Y.............-., Young Men’s Christian Association.........| Ira F. Hart, corresponding 

| secretary. 

Flushing, N.¥............., Library Association ..........s2...0+++s2+2.| C. Howells. 
Fort Edward, N.Y.?.......| Fort Edward Collegiate Institute...........| J. De Witt Miller. 
Fredonia, N. ¥.............| State Normal and Training School..........| John W. Armstrong. 

. Geneseo Village, N. ¥......, Wadsworth Library.....2. s.:.+2ses+-+-+-| Mrs, C. B. Olmsted. 
Geneva, N. Y.............., Hobart College .....2..J20Le.c-seee+e+e+eee+| Charles D, Vail, A. M. 
Goshen, N. Y............... Young Men's Chnistian and Library Asso- | 0. E. Millspaugh. 

cfatlon, | 
Groene, N. Y.........-..++!, Library of School District No, 4 .........--.| Joseph E. Juliand. 
Hamilton, N. Y,........-..| Madison University............2:.s.:+..+++| Prof, N. L. Andrews, 
Havana, N.Y.......2....-.| Havana Library ......c.sccsees-ecceeseceeee| Luoy A Tracy. 
Hornellsville, N, Y¥.........) Hornell Library ..........2.........+..-+.| R. M. Tuttle, corvesponding 

| secretary. 
Hadson, N.Y .............., Franklin Library Association ...........--.| Miss Fannie Powers. 
Huntington, N.Y ..........) Public Library ..........202.22-..:-1-+++++++| Miss Maria Downs. : 
Hlion, N.Y .......-.-..225++, Free Library of Liberal Christian Society..| William J. Lewis. 
Ithaca, N. ¥ ...--...++.-.-, Cornell Free Public Library ........s+-+e+e, We R. Humphrey. 
Ithaca, N.Y .........+...-.| Cornell University......eeeessesseeeeeeeeee+| Profi Willard Fiske. 
Jamestown, N.Y ..........| City Circulating Library.............2......| Willie Dannihue. 
Kingston, N:Y ............| Library of Third Judicial Distriet........-| W, Smith, 
Lansingburgh, N. ¥.......: Public School Library ..........0......++--., James O, Comstock. 
Little Falls, N.Y -.........) Union School ........ss2+2sss0eeeeeeeeeeeees| Addie A. Appley. 
Little Valley, N. ¥........:, Cattaraugus County Law Library ..........| B. A. Nash. 
Lockport, N.¥ ............| Union School District Library....-.........| James Ferguson. 
Matteawan, N. Y...........| Howland Circulating Library: ...........--.| Joseph N. Badeau. 
Mayville, N.Y.........222-) Union School .....--.eeecesesereceeeee seteee| Thomas J. Pratt. 
Middletown, N. ¥..........) Middletown Lyceum..:............22+++++-+| Miss Rosa Ogden. 
Morrisville, N.Y.........../ Chambers’ Loan Library.........2-....++-++| William P, Chambers. 
Morrisville, N. Y...........| Madison County Law Library ....06...-.-++ L, P. Clark, county clerk, 
Mt. Morris, N, ¥.........2., Union Free School...--+seee1¢s0eese+eeeeee2| Burr Lewis. 
New Brightou/N. ¥i-.1-..| Satlora' Snug Harbor :-cscss-casek ooo p/ Rev. BJ. Tones, 
-Newburgh, N.Y .:.2....2.,| Free Library ......-.00+scecesseneseeeeeesee| R, Vs K. Montfort, 
Newburgh, N.Y ...........) Newburgh Theological Seminary ...........| Rev. J.G. D. Findley. 
Newburgh, N.Y ..,........| St. Patrick’s Library ..2....2.2..c.s--s+++-<.| John O'Brien. 
New York, N. Y...........| Academy of Sciences ..........<s+20/2+-+:| BG, Amend. 
New York, N. ¥........-..| American Bible Society .---....-.e+..1+++++| Edw. W. Gilman, 
New York, N. ¥......1...4, American Eclectic Library .............+-+.| Robert S. Newton. 
New York, N. ¥...........| American Ethnological Society .............| Henry T. Drowne. 
New York, N. ¥..........:! American Geographical Society .........--.! Alvan §. Southworth, see’y.
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New York, N.¥..-...-..-.| American Instituto ....+..-s+4+eeeee++e+e++| John W. Chambers. 
New York, N. Y............ American Institute of Architects. ..........| A.G. Blorr. 

New York, N. Y........... American Numismatic and Archwological | Isaac F. Wood. 
| Soviety. | 

New York, N. Y..........., American Philological Society..............| David P. Holton, M.D. 
New York, N. Y...........) Apprentices’ Library ............-.+++++--+-| J. Sehwartz, 
New York, N. Y...........| Aschenbroedel Verein ...........-..2-------, Nich. Oehl. 
New York, N. Y...........| Astor Library ..............2...2ee-+see+e-| Frederic Saunders. 

New York, N. Y...........] Bar Association..........220.ceccesse00+204/ William J.B Berry. 
New York, N.¥.........../ Chamber of Commerce.......--++-.++.-+++++) George Wilson. 
Blow arc Ne Nar osesan <c-|/O1Gy SHUDALY) (a2. s55~<pccesceees-snnenes-p| O,L. Mather, 
New York, N. Y...........) College of the City of New York ...........| C.G. Herbermann, Ph. D. 
New York, N. Y...........| Columbia College. ..........-+-2--++---++-+-, Beverly R. Betts, A. M. 
New York, N. Y...........) Columbia College, School of Mines..........| John F. Myer. 3 
New York, N. Y...........| Cooper Union......0....20.eee2eseeeeeeeeee/ Oran W. Morris, M. A. 
New York, N, Y..........., Fire Department Library and Lyceum......, Joseph L. Perley, president 

New York, N. Y..........., General Theological Seminary of P. E. | Rey. Samuel Buel, D.D. 
Church. | : 

New York, N. Y..........., Grand Lodge F. & A. M....2....2..2...-++++) Isaac B, Conover. 
New York, N. ¥...........| Harlem Library ............+.-2-.-.-+-+--+-, Thomas Wallace. 
New York, N. Y...........| House of Refuge.........-...--++2+e2e000--| Luther 8, Feek. 
New York, N. ¥...........| Institution for Deaf and Damb.............| E. H. Currier. 
New York, N. ¥..........., Ladies’ Five Points Mission ........-..--.--| John Campbell. 
New York, N. Y...........| Law Institute .............222.-2+-2-seeeeee] A.J. Vanderpoel. 
New York, N. ¥...........| Liedorkranz .............00---eeceeeeeseseee| @ Otto Wolkwitz, 
New York, N, ¥...........| Ludlow Street Jail......... .......+--+--++-| Rev. A. B, Cartér. 
New York, N. Y..........., Medical Library and Journal Association ...| John C. Peters, president. 
New York, N. Y..........., Mercantile Library Association.............| W.T. Peoples. 
New York, N, Y...........| Medico-Legal Society .............-...+..--., R. S. Guernsey. 
New York, N. ¥...........) Mott Memorial Free Medical and Surgical | Alex. B. Mott, M. D., presi- 

Library. dent. 
New York, N. Y...........) New York Genealogical and Biographical | Joseph 0. Brown. 

| Society. 
New York, N. ¥...........| New York Historical Society. ........-...--, George H. Moore, LL. D. 
New York, N. Y...........| (New York Society Library ................., W.S. Butler. 
New York, N. Y...........| Oriental Coterie Library..........24-++++-++| P.Js McAlear. 
New York, N. Y...........| Presbyterian Hospital ....................-.| Jane S. Woolsey. 
New York, N.Y>..........| Standard Club .........:2..::¢¢0sseee-se00+ SM. Hornthal, secretary. 
New York, N. Y...........| Supreme Court, First Judicial District......| Edward I. Knight. 
DOW MORK IN, Mics + sacnns|) POTRVOPOIN 5.225 codec tes epmcesneceperssnesce| LUdWig Trenn: 

New York, N. ¥...........| Union Theological Seminary .............---, Prof. Henry B, Smith, 
New York, N. see Verein Freundschaft ....................-.., Hermann A. Biihr. 

New York, N. Y...........) Washington Heights Library ..............., John McMullen. 
New York, N. Y...........| Woman’s Library ..............---00+--s--+.| Mrs, M. W. Ferrer. 

New York, N. ¥..... we Young Men’s Christian Association........./ Reuben B. Pool. 
New York, N. ¥..........., Young Women’s Christian Association......| M. Beach, chairman library 

| | committee. 
Niagara Falls, N.Y........| Seminary of Our Lady of Angels ...........| Rev. M. J. Kircher, C. M. 
Norwich, N. Y.............| Cireulating Library Association ............| George A. Thomas. 
Oneida, N, Y............--.| Oneida Community ..................-..----| Chester W. Underwood. 

Oswego, De rca ete Clty DAD PAny -2.-.... 2.22 ceacnncesceneneocse| A. Leonard. 

Oswego, N. Y............-.| Oswego High School ..........--............| A. Leonard. 

Oyster Bay, N. Y..........] Lyceum Library ....................-..++++.| E.R. Sammers. 
Port Chester, N.Y.........| School District Library ...............-..--.| Miss L. M. Horton.
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Poughkeepsie, N. ¥......-.) Public Library.........2+-..2s.ees-2++e22+++| Russell P. Osborne. 
Riverhead, N. Y...........| Village Library Association ..............--| George A. Buckingham. _ 
Rochester, N. ¥.........--. Atheneum and Mechanics’ Association.....| Mrs. C. B. Ayers. 
‘Rochester, N. Y....-...----/ Public School Central Library ......-....... S.A. Ellis 
Kochester, N. Y..........-.| Rochester Theological Seminary ............] Rev.R. J.W. Buekland,D.D, 
Rochester, N. ¥........-.-.| University of Rochester .............--.--++| Prof. Otis H. Robinson. 
Rome, N. ¥..........-.-.--| Young Men’s Christian Association.........| H.J. Ninde. 
Sageville, N. ¥............| Hamilton County Law Library...........-- | William H. Fry. 
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.....| Steven's Circulating Library................| E. R. Stevens, 
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.....| Union School Library...-.....+.......-+---.| L. 8. Packard. 
Saugerties, N. Y...........| Saugerties Circulating Library .............| Miss Nettie Van Buskirk. 
Schenectady, N. Y........., Library Fourth Judicial Distriet..........-., Platt Potter. 
Schenectady, N. Y.........| Union College. .........2--.:.-++++++-+++-++| Jonathan Pearson, A. M. 
Schenectady, N. Y........-| Young Men’s Christian Association.......!.| L. Hoyt. 
Somers, N. Y....----------.| Somers Library ..........2s:0s:seessee0sse++) Atugustus Purdy, 
Springville, N. Y...........| Association Library ...........:.:2:0++++++-, W. W. Blakeley. 
Stamford, N. ¥.........-+--| Judson Library... ...2..2...eesseeeeeeeeeee| Je Harvey McKee. 
Starkey, N.Yesee-sseessees) Georgio Library .-sseesesseesesseessseceeeee) Theseus Apolleon Cheney. 
Syracuse, N. Y........-.--.| Central ee a ae John S. Clark. 
Syracuso, N. ¥...........-.| Court of Appeals ............2-.-:--+++22-+-| Re Woolworth. 
Syracuse, N.Y....--+-+--+-| Syracuse University .........cc..ee+s0++--+.| Sohn P, Griffin, A. M. 
Syracuse, N.Y.....-.---.-., Young Men’s Christian Association.........| 0, I. F. Browne. 
‘Troy, N.¥...- ..----.-----| Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute............| Prof. Dascom Greene. 
Troy, N. V.......-.-++-+++| St. Joseph's Provincial Seminary ...........| Rev. P. A. Puissant. 
Troy, N.¥.......++-+-+++-+| Young Men’s Association ...............2-++| F. H. Stevens. 
Utiea, N. ¥........++--. -.| Medical Library New York State Lunatic | John P. Gray, medical su- 

| Asylum. perintendent. 
Utica, N.Y .....- | School District Library ..............-..++-+| Frank H, Latimer. 
Walden, N. ¥..............| Publio Library.............---++ sseeee-e+ee-| John V, Teara, 
Wappinger’s Falls, N. Y.. | Circulating Library and Reading-Room.....| Mrs. E. A. Howarth. 
Watertown, N.Y .....-.- -| Sterling & Mosher’s Circulating Library...) Sterling & Mosher. 
Watertown, N.¥ ........--| Public School Library............-..+2+-+++,| Daniel G. Griffin, 
Watertown, N. ¥ Soni Young Men's Christian Association ..... ...| J. L. Hotehkin. 
Watervliet, N.Y...........| School District geese ela D. A. Buckingham. 
Watkins, N.Y .............| Schuyler County Law Library eersesesssees] Edward Kendall 
West Point, N. ¥ aa United States Military Acadomy............| Captain Robert H. Hall, 

| | Lieut, Col. U.S. A. 
White Plains, N. ¥.........| Lyceum Library ............1..seseeeseeeees| ©. HL. Tibbits. 
Whitestown, N.Y .........| Whitestown Seminary ....................+-| Franklin P, Asbley. 
Yonkers, N.Y See Free Reading-Room Library .............--.| E. Curtice. 
Yonkers, N,¥..........-2.] Lyoeum Library ............2+se+e+++eeee] Robert Gh Jackson. 
Yonkers, N.Y.......-..+-.| Union Free School ........-..J.sseeeeeeeeee| Emily A. Gault. 
Davidson College, N. C.....) Davidson College setsttseeteeseeeseeeceseeee| Professor P. P. Winn, M. A. 
Fayetteville, N.C ..........| Cross Creek Lodge No. 4,I. 0.0. F.......-.-.| Professor James A. McRae. 
Raleigh, N.C ..........---.| State Library ca a ‘Thomas R. Purnell. 
Wilmington, N.C ..........| Library Association...................--.-.| J. L. Wooster. 
Akron, Obio .............. | Pablio Library.....-.......ssssessceee-es-e+| T. A. Noble. 

Alliance, Ohio..............| inmm@an Library ......000.....0.2.ese0ee2e.| We As Wright, 
Ashtabula, Ohio ...........| Social Library Association |.....2.......-+..| 0. H Fiteh, 
Bellefontaine, Ohio.........| Brown Library Association .................| Lydia Canby. 
Carthage, Ohio.............| Longview Library ............2:+¢0+0-2-+.] W. H. Bunker. 
Carthagena, Ohio ..........| Theological Seminary of St. Charles Bor- | Professor Rudolph Mueller, 

romeo. Ph.D. 
Chillicothe, Ohio ..........:| Public Library.....02.1....s:s000se0020+02+ | Henry Waterson. 

’
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Cincinnati, Chio ...... see Catholic Institute...........-...--20-..-...| H. A. Theissen, 

Cincinnati, Ohio ..!........ Cincinnati Hospital.............-+.-+.++-+++/ H. M. Jones, superintend’t, 
Cincinnati, Ohio ........--.| Cincinnati Law Library ......-----..----+-- M. W. Myers. 

* Cincinnati, Ohio ....-..... - Historical and Philosophical Society ........ Julius Dexter. 

Cincinnati, Ohio ....-.-....| Lane Theological Seminary .............--.-| Prof. E. D. Morris, 

Cincinnati, Ohio ......-....| Mendenhall’s Cireulating Library...........| E. Mendenhall, 
Cincinnati, Ohio .......... | Mt, St. Mary’s Seminary of the West.....-..| Rev. B. H. Engbers, Ph, D. 

Cincinnati, Ohio .........../ New Chureh ee ee ea Miss H. W. Hobart. 
Cincinnati, Ohio ........,-.| Public Library... ............+-20++++-++++--| Rev. Thomas Vickers. 

Cincinnati, Ohio..........-.| Society of Natural History ............ oii gohe Meaiaeanie 
Cincinnati, Ohio ...........| Young Men’s Christian Association.........| A.C. Scott. 

Cincinnati, Ohio ........... Young Men’s Mercantile Library ...........| M. Hazen White. 

Cixoloville, Ohie...-..<.....| Public Library... .-...2..:.0scesenees.26--| E. P. Bander. 

Circleville, Ghio...:..+.....| School Library....+....0.+.222000s-+.0ss.s..| M. H. Lewis. 

Cleveland, Ohio ............| Public Library............ ee L. M. Oviatt. 

Cleveland, Ohio ........-...| Western Reserve and Northern Ohio His- | Miss C. M. Seymour. 

torical Soviety. 
Cleveland, Ohio .......--...| Young Men's Christian Association.........| G.J. Bliss 

Cleveland, Ohio ........-.... Young Men's Christian Association Railway | George W. Cobb. < 
Library. | 

Columbus, Ohio .....-....-.| Columbus Cireutating Library ...........-..| A. R. Pearce. 

Columbus, Ohio ........-.-.| Columbus Turnverein .........-...++--+.---| Paul Schall. 

Columbus, Ohio .........-..| High School Library .......22...0s02e+e-e0--| Ae @ Farr. 
Columbus, Ohio .-....-....-| Ohio State Library...:.......--.---+.....-..| Walter C. Hood. 

Columbus, Ohio ............| Public Library and Reading Room ..........| J. L. Grover. 
Columbus, Ohio ...... errs State Board of Agriculture.............-..-.| John H. Klippart. 

Dayton, Ohio...........-.-.| Dayton Law Library.........-2......++..---| JO. Shoup. 

Dayton, Ohio......:.... Berl National Soldier's Home ..................-.| Rev. William Earnshaw. 

Dayton, Ohio.....-.......-.| Public School Library........:.-...--..-----| Minta Dryden. 

Dayton, Ohio...............| Union Biblical Seminary....................| George Keisler. ‘ 

Dayton, Ohio......-...... =| Young Men's Christian Association.........| D. A. Sinclair. 

Defiance, Ohio............., Library Association ...............+ 2 .......| Edwin Phelps. 

Delaware, Ohio ............) Ohio Wesleyan Female College ...........-.| Miss M. J. Styer. 
Delaware, Ohio ............| Ohio Wesleyan University Library .........| W.F. Whitlock. 
Elyria, Ohio....2.-e0004.--- Elyria Library....ce.cc:ses:eeeeseseees+-+--| Miss Netti E, Wheeler. 
Gambier, Ohio -....-.......| Kenyon College...--..-+..+-+++4++++++-+-+.| Rev. E.C, Benson, A. M. 

Gambier, Ohio ...........-.| Theological Seminary, Diocese of Ohio......| Rev. William B. Bodine, 

| A.M. 
Granville, Ohio.............| Denison University .........--.2.++++2+++-+.| W.A. Stevens. 

Hamilton, Ohio.............| Lane Free Academy ..........+.-+.+-+e++-+.| I. Skinner. 

Harrison, Ohio. ............| Society Library. .......2.........+.22+:+....| George B. Ameny. 

Jefferson, Ohio. .......-....| Library Association ..........:2...2-005 a C.S, Simonds. 

Lancaster, Ohio............| State Reform School. ....:.......0+-s+--..--| George E. Howe, superin- 
j | tendent. 

Lebanon, Ohio .............| Mechanics’ Institute ..........2.....++-+..-.| J. B. Graham, president. 

Lee, Ohio ......s.20.-. ---.| Wells Library werreteeeteieetneceessserteedl Agnes L. Black. 
Mansfield, Ohio.....+......| Mansfield Lyceum .......-........-..+-----| James E, Wharton. 

Marietta, Ohio .....2+...+-.| Marietta College sss -ceveenernsstenrettvnen| Charles K, Wells. 
Marysville, Ohio...........| Literary and Library Association. ..........| Franklin Wood. 

Massillon, Ohio ............, Ryder’s Circulating Library ................| @. L. Ryder. 
Massillon, Ohio .......-....| Good & Co.’s Cireulating Library.......... | J.C. Good & Co. 

Medina, Ohio. ......2....-..) Medina ee HG. Blake. 
Milan, Ohio ..............-.| First Presbyterian Society..............--..| Rev. J. H. Walter. 

Newark, Ohio ........:. ...| Ladies’ Circulating Library ...........+-.--.1 Mrs. V. H. Wright.
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Norwalk, Ohio ............., Young Men’s Library ....................---| Sophia Rowland. 

Oberlin, Ohio........1......) Oberlin College ....2.....21e2222eee0.eeeee+, Rev. Henry Watson. 
Painesville, Ohio........... Young Men’s Christian Association.........| S. B, Webster. 
Port Clinton, Ohio ........., Ottawa County Law Library................, George R. Clark. 
Portsmouth, Ohio ..........| Publi School Library .....4..--+..2+-+.!--., John Row, 
Portsmouth, Ohio........... Young Men’s Christian Association ......... D. Patten. 
Sandusky, Ohio............ Ladies’ Library Association ................/ AE. Stern. 

Sidney, Obio..............., Library Association ..........2....+.+...++.| E. Walker Stowell. 
Springfield, Ohio............ Excelsior Society, Wittemberg College... .D. H. Bauslin, 
Springfield, Ohio ...........) Public Library.....-.....2.........2.-+..+--| Virginia Heckler. 

Springfield, Ohio ..........., Young Men’s Christian Association.......... H. B. Mayhew. 
Tiffin, Obio ................ Heildelberg Theological Seminary..........,0.A.S.Hursh. , 
Toledo, Obio ..............., Public Library........22....esseeeeeeee++++.] Mors, Anna B, Carpenter, 
Toledo, Ohio ......:........, School Reference Library...................| Emma M. Taylor. 
Troy, Ohio ................., Kelly's Circulating Library. ................| C. M. Baird. 
Troy, Obio..........22+...., Union School Library..........2222:.22..22. di Wi Dowd, snperintend- 

fi | ent of schools. 
Union Village, Ohio......... Union Village Library...................---, Charles Clapp. 
Urbana, Ohio .............., Library Association ..0..................2-+, R.A. Boal, 
Urbana, Ohio .......... ..., Urbana University..............-...2+++-++-| H.C. Vetterling, 
Wellington, Ohio.........../ Library Association ..2...........22.....---| IdarW. Van Cleef. 
Wilmington, Ohio.........., Wilmington College ......-..---.-.+.+-++---| Prof. J. B, Unthank, B.S. 
Wooster, Ohio.............., University of Wooster.....2.....+.++++00+++, Rev. D.S. Gregory, D.D. 
Xenia, Ohio................ Yonng Men’s Christian Association ........| Rev. John Shields. 
Zanesville, Ohio............, Athenwum ......,...02e.2e-eeseeeeeeees+e-| Mrs, Ellen Hazlett, 
Zanesville, Ohio............. Young Men's Christian Association........., Robert Miller, 
Astoria, Oreg ............... Pioneer and Historical Society of Oregon..... Hon. T. P. Powers, presi- 

dent. 
Corvallis, Oreg......+.2+++. Library Associntion .....+...0.22+-eesseeee+| Ie Vinward, 

. Portland, Oreg.............| Library Association ..........2....s..+-.--.| Henry A. Oxer. 
Salem, Oreg................| Oregon Natural History and Library As- | Rey. J. H. Babcock, seere- 

sociation. tary. 
Salem, Oreg................] State Library. ....02-......s2.s2s20+.22222..] W. ds Fenton, assistant. 

The Dalles, Oreg...........] Public Library ......62-..c0+0eesseeeeeeee-e-| BLS, Worsleys ° 
Abington, Pa ..............| Friends’ Library.........20.s.s2-42-eeeee+++| Jacob Armitage. 

Allegheny, Pa..............| Allegheny Observatory ......----+-sese---.| S. P. Langley, 
Allegheny, Bat lveiet in| Public School Library .....+-..-...2++++-++-| ©. W. Benney, 
Allegheny, Pa............-./ Theological Seminary, (hited Presbyterian)] Mrs. Thompson. 
Allegheny, Pa..............| Western Theological Seminary, (Presby- | Rey. John Lauritz. 

terian. 
Allentown, Pa .............| Academy of Natural Science, Art, and | W.H. Werner. 

Literature, 

Altoona, Pa...........:,-..| Mechanics’ Library and Reading-Room As- | F, D. Casanaye. 
| sociation, 

Ashland, Pa ............-..| Library Association. ..........00s.se++-+++++| Robert Frazer, jr. 
Bellefonte, Pa....-.......--| Library Association .............+.+.-..+---| John A, Hibler. 
Bethlehem, Pa .............| Moravian College and Theological Seminary .| Prof. E. Klose. 
Bethlehem, Pa... .........| Young Men’s Christian Association.........| J.'T. Davenport. 
Bloomsburg, Pa..........-.| Columbia County Law. Library..............| B.G. Barr, prothonotary, 
Bristol, Pa.................| William Penn Library .........2.....-+++--.| Joseph B. Pennington, 
Carbondale, Pa.......:..-..| Catholic Young Men’s Association ..........| IJ. Gilkey. 
Carbondale, Pa....... serese Young Men’s Library Association ..........| E. A. Wheeler. 
Carlisle, Pa ............-...| Cumberland County Law Library...........| C.S. Humrich, secretary, 
Carlisle, Pa ................| Hamilton Library and Historical Society ...| Samuel K. Humrich.
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Chambersburg, Pa.........; Franklin County Law Library..............| John A. Hyssong, prothono. 
| | tary. 

Chester, Pa ..............-.| Chester Library .................0+...0+.---| Levis Pancoast. 
Chester County, Pa........| Lincoln University ..........sss+-ees+ee+++| TW Cattell. 
Coatesville, Pa......-...-..| Library Association ............222+.24..-+./ Mrs. E, Coates. ’ 
Columbia, Pa ..............| Shook Library .........00.0---.es+e-+02+--+.| S. HL Hoffman. 
Coudersport, Pa..........-.| Library and Literary Association........... Christina A. Metzger. 

Doyleston, Pa..............| Library Company.........-....++-++-------.| Thomas Hughes. 

Easton, Pa...---..--..----.| Lafayette College............-.--.ssee-2+-++| FA. March, LL, D. 
Easton, Pa....-....--...-..| Library Association .....................---| Samuel H. Knowles. 

Ebensburgh, Pa,...........| Fireman’s Library .........-...--2+..+--+-+.| Jesse S. Bolsinger. 
Erie, Pa.....-.......-.+..--| City Library, Young Men's Christian As- | H.S. Jones. 

sociation. 
Erie, Pa......-..+.--.....-.| Erie County Law Library...........-...----| E. L. Whittelsey, prothono- 

| é aap. 
S| Masonic Library......................2+.--.| F. W. Koehler. 

Fallsington, Pa ............| Library Company.......2..222-s.e0+.+++-++ | Eliza Hance, 
Germantown, Pa......+----| Friends’ Free Library ...............-...--.| William Kite. 
Germantown, Pa..-........| Germantown Library Company............., Miss Kay. 
Germantown, Pa......-....| Young Men’s Christian Association......... John Cooper. 
Gettysburgh, Pa ..*....-... Adams County Law Library........... ..... Thomas G. Neely, prothono- 

foie 
Gettysburgh, Pa ...........| Lutheran Historical Society ..............-.| Rev. C. A. Hay. 

Gettysburgh, Pa...........) Pennsylvania College .....-.+.-2+4++++4++2++) Ls H. Croll, 
Gettysburgh, Pa...........| Theological Seminary, (Lutheran)...........| Charles A. Hay. 

Harleysville, Pa............| Cassel’s Library ........2..--.--seeeeeee+---| Abraham H, Cassel. 
Harrisburgh, Pa ...........) State Agricultural Society ................--| William H. Egle, M. D. 
Harrisburgh, Pa .......:...| State Library ...............-2.01..-..--.+--| O. H. Miller. 

Harrisburgh, Pa ...........| Young Men's Christian Association ......../ D.R. Wyeth. 
Harvisburgh, Pa ........-..| Young People’s Association of Grace M. E. | J. I. Beggs, chairman. 

Church. 

Hatboro’, Pa.-.....----+---| Union Library... 2.21 sseseeseeeeeseeeee) Es P, Baugh. 
Honesdale, Pa.....-........| Franklin Lyceum..................e00ss++-| L. H. Barnum, 
Honesdale, PA.eeeeeeveeenes Law and Library Association. sseeeesee+----| H. M. Seely, secretary, 

Johnstown, Pa .............| Cambria Library Association................, I.E. Roberts. 
King of Prussia, Pa........| Union Library .-.....-....--.022.-.+.00-.-..| J. @. Dannaker, 

Kingston, Pa............--.| Bennett Library, Wyoming Seminary.......| A.J. R. Randall. 
Lancaster, Pa ...........--.| Atheneum and Historical and Mechanical | J.B. Revinski, secretary. 

| Society. | 
Lancaster, Pa..............| Lancaster Law Library .......-.....+..--++-| D.G. Eshleman. 
Lancaster, Pa ......-.......| Linnwan Scientific and Historical Society... John B. Kevinski. 
Lancaster, Pa ........---+..| Mechanics’ Library ............2s0-4-+++..+-| Peter MeConomy. 

Lancaster, Pa seeeeeeeeesees! Theological Seminary, (Reformed) ..........| Prof. E. A. Gast. 
Lancaster, Pa........--..-. Young Men's Christian Association.........| I. R. Wickel, secretary. 

Lewisburg, Pa ss.-e.ess-e) University at Lewisburg ................-..| David J. Hill, A.B. 
Lewistown, Pa.............] Apprentices’ Literary Society ..............| John T. McClure. 
Lewistown, Pa.........-.-., Library Association ..............0..0:++--) Annie J. Clark, 
Lock Haven, Pa...-...-.-.-| Clinton County Law Library.......-.....---| W. H. Brown, prothonotary. 

Lock Haven, Pa...........-| Library Company:......-.0+.ss0+sse0+sseee+) J, H. Barton, M.D. 
Lower Merion, Pa..........| Theological Seminary, St. Charles Borromeo.| Rev. I. F. Worstmann, D. D. 
Mauch Chunk, Pa..........) Minerva Lyceum....... Pe duey ie te te al H. B. Sackeld. 

Meadville, Pa ..........-...| Allegheny College ......2.......20+.++++++-| Charles W. Reid, A. M. 
Meadville, Pa ..22......--.-| City Library. ...00....22c) scccleseeeseseees], Miss M. B, Long, 
Meadville, Pa ..............| Meadville Theological School...........+..-.| George J. Abbott.
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Meadville, Pa ........++++-., Philo-Franklin Society........+ss20000+--+++| M.C. Bailey, : 
Meadville, Pa .........-.---| Public High School ..........-...++-+++++-+-| Miss Eliza Dickson. 

Mechaniesburgh, Pa ........ Library and Literary Association. ..........| GM. D. Eckels. 
Media, Pa.........-.-...... Delaware County Institute of Science.......| Anna M. Walker. 

Montrose, Pa.........0+.2-+, Susquehanna County Law erties] David Summers, prothono- 
| tary. 

Mt. Joy, Pa .-0s.6..000 AW Cedar Hill Seminary..............-.s+++---), Austin F, Denlinger. 
Mt, Joy, Pa ...-....s00+.-..| Union Library ..........00c.0.sccecssseveess] Ay Hastellery 

Nazareth, Pa............-..| Moravian Historical Society ................) E. T. Grunewald. 

New Brighton, Pa..........)| St.Joseph’s Literary Association............| John Harnahan, 
New Brighton, Pa..........) Young Men’s Library Association Tee Henry M. Pugh. 
Oil City, Pa ...........+... | Library Association. .........22......+...-..| Ormston & Hosey. 
Oxford, Pa .........2+....-.) Oxford Library cosstesneeneeeeceeeneceseeses Isaac Rogers. 
Philadelphia, Pa .........-.) Academy of Fine ana ae ee John Sartain, secretary. 

Philadelphia, Pa ...........) Academy of Natural Sciences...............) Edward J. Nolan, 

Philadelphia, eee American Philosophical nies J.P. Lesley. 
Philadelphia, Pa Sel Atheamutniael Philadelphia .................| L. K. Lewis. 

Philadelphia, Pa.......--. | Baptist Historical Society............-++ a Henry E. Lincoln, 
Philadelphia, Pa ........-..| Brotherhead Library........4..--..-----.--.| W+ Brotherhead. 

Philadelphia, Pa...........| Byberry Library..........22...+2ssss+se+--.] Watson Comly. 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Carpenters’ Company.........-.....----.---| Richard K. Betts, secretary. 
Philadelphia, Pa ........--.| Catholic Philomathean Literary Institute...| Charles P, Brady, corres- 

| | ponding secretary. 

Philadelphia, Pa .........../ Catholic Philopatrian Literary Institute .. | James Mackey, 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........) Christian Hall Library.......-.......+------| Andrew H. Fisher, 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| College of Physicians....... at R. Bridges. 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Crescent Library............+.s-ss+++----- | George N. Hutchinson, sec- 

retary, 

Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Franklin Institute ..................-....-..| E. Hiltebrand. ‘ 
Philadelphia, Pa .........-.| Friends’ Historical Association .............| Edward C. Jones, 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| George Institute............2.22.222-++++-+-| Joseph S, Wynn. 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........] German Society of Pennsylvania............| Alexander A.M. Loos. * 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........] Girard College.......--..++-sseseeeeee+++++-| Henry W. Argy, 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania, F. A. A. M...| Charles E. Meyer, chairman 
Philadelphia, Pa .........-.| Hahnemann Medical College...........--- ‘ A.R. Thomas, dean. 
Philadelphia, Pa ........... Hermann Literature Society...........-.--.| Louis Graef. 
Philadelphia, Pa ES UR Sl High School Observatory ................---| James McClune, director. 

Philadelphia, Pa sescesee--| Historical Society of Pennsylvania .........| John Jordan, jr., (acting.) 

Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Hospital of the P. E. Church .........+...++.| JM. Bourke. 
Philadelphia, Pa...........| House of Refuge, (colored) .........2....-++.| J-H Laverty. © 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| House of Refuge, (white) .........-.........| West Funk. 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Institute for Colored Youth. ............+...| FM. Jackson, 
Philadelphia, Pa .......... | James Page Library Company..............| John W. Smith, 
Philadelphia, Pa .........-.| Kensington Institute......................-.| Preston Brearly, secretary. 
Philadelphia, Pa ....-......| Law Association .......-.............-+.+--.| George Tucker Bispham. 

Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Library Association of Friends.........--..| Caleb Clothier. 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Library Company of Philadelphia. ..........| Lloyd P. Smith, 
Philadelphia, Pa...........| Loganian Library...........-2.....+--++---| Lloyd P, Smith, 4 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Library and Reading Room Association, (23d | Susie Taylor. 

ward.) 
Philadelphia, Pa .........-.| Locust Street Grammar Sehool.........,.---| William Sterling. 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Mechanics’ Institute of Southwark..........| Annie J. Harkness, 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Mercantile Library .............--.200++++--| James G. Barnwell. 

74 EB
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Philadelphia, Pa ..... ee Moyamensing Literary Institute............| I. Esmonde Harper. ~ 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| New Church Book Room and Free Library..| M. L. Paschall. 

Philadelphia, Pa ...........) Northern Dispensary of Philadelphia. ......| Charles Carter, M.D. 

Philadelphia, Pa ........-. | Numismatic and Antiguarian Society.......| Henry Phillips, jr., secre- 

| tary. 
Philadelphia, Pa.......... | Pennsylvania Hospital...............-++++--| Frank Woodbury, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Philadelphia City Institute.................| William Chapin, president. 

Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Philadelphia Divinity School, (P. E) ........| Morris M. Berry, A. M. 
Philadelphia, Pa ........-..| Presbyterian Board of Pablication .........| Jolin W. Dulles. t 

Philadelphia, Pa ........-. | Presbyterian Historical Society .......-..-..| Samuel Agnew. 

Philadelphia, Pa .........«.| Roxborough Lycoum.....2.2-.-+--++e2.-++.-| William Hutton, 
Philadelphia, Pa ........... | Sixth Ward Public School ..........+--..--.| Edward J. Brodie. 

Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Soldiers’ Orphan School.........+.-+--+-.++-| M.C. Coxe. 

Philadelphia, Pa........-..| Southwark Library ....2.......22++2-e+++2+] C.C. Murray. 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Southwestern Grammar School............-.| George H. Stout. 

Philadelphia, Pa .......... | Spring Garden Institute..............-..-..| Thomas W. Summers. 

Philadelphia, Pa ........-..| Tabor Mutual Library.........+...-+«--+«+-| Thomas Gamon, treasurer. 
Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Teachers’ Institute ........--.....++.+....| Miss Lindsay. 

Philadelphia, Pa ..........| Theological Seminary, Evangelical Lutheran) A. P. Pfleuger. 

Philadelphia, Pa ...........| Universal Peace Union ..............+.+ Al Alfred H. Love, president. 

Philadelphia, Pa ...........| University of Pennsylvania ........-...---.| Prof. R. E. Thompson. 

Philadelphia, Pa ...........| West Philadelphia Institute......-.. ......| Mrs. E, A. Ashmead. 

Phoenixville, Pa.........-..| Catholic Literary Association...............| William J. Kelly. 

Phoenixville, Pa ...........| Young Men's Literary Union .......-.......| J. W. Kurtz. 

Pittsburg, Pa..............| German Library Association............-++| Miss Louise Baetz.” 
Pittsburg, Pa ..............| High School Library ...........---...-.--.-.| Miss Jennie Ralston. 

Pittsburg, Pa .......-.0. ct Pittsburg Female College .....-...--..-..---| Mrs, Sarah J. Jameson, M 

| EL. 

Pittsburg, Pa ......-.......| St. Michael’s Theological Seminary..........| Arthur Devlin. 

Pittsburg, Pa ..............) Utile Dulce Library Association ............| Edward O. Anderson. 

Pittsburg, Pa ........003< | Young Men's Christian Association.........) R.A. Orr. 

Pittsburg, Pa ..............| Young Men’s Mercantile Library ......-....| George E. Appleton. 
Pittston, Pa......:........| Library Association ..................-..---] GS. Ferris. 

Pottstown, Pa ....-...----.| Circulating Library.......-02s.++ss2-+e+-++.| A. ML Scheffer, 
Pottsville, Pa ........-.....| Public School Library ...-...----- eat B. F. Patterson. 

Pottsville, Pa..............| Schuylkill County Law Library.............| Col. William G. Johnson. 

Pottsville, Pa..............| Stockton Library ....<..-.2-:+sss--2+++++-| Miss A. Anman. 

Quakertown, Pa .......-..., Richland Library.......-..s-ssee0++-+-++e+-| Stephen F, Penrose. 
Reading, Pa.....-..-+--+++-| Reading Library........-sessss0e+e++++-++.| Mary E, Richards. 
Renova, PY -...----.-----., Library and Reading Room Association.....| Joseph R. Kendig. 
St. Mary's, Pa ........-+-+.| St. Mary’s Priory ;.....+-sseeesseeeeee0seeee] Rey. Edward Hipelius. 
St. Mary's, Pa.............| St. Michael's Casino .........--.-+-+-+-++---| Leonard Haas. 

Scranton, Pa ...... .....-..| Young Men’s Christian Association. ........| H. A. Chapin. 
Selin’s Grove, Pa...........| Missionary Institute..........--....++-+--+ | P. Born. : 

Somerset, Pa..........-..-., Somerset County Law Library........-....| J.O. Kimmel, chairman. 
South Bethlehem, Pa ......| Reading Room and Library Association.....| David I. Yerkes. 

State College, Pa...........| Pennsylvania State College. ..........-.....| William A. Buckhout. 

Stroudsburg, Pa .......... | Brown's Circulating Library................| 1. C. Brown. 
Susquehanna Depot, Pa....| Young Men’s Literary Association.........- | S. Wallace. 

Swarthmore, Pa.........-..| Swarthmore College ........++.-++-+++++.++-| Kate L, Rockwell. 
Tidionte, Pa........++r.++-, Eien Lodge Library.........+-+++-+-++---+-| James Beattie, 
Titusville, Pa..............! Hurd’s Circulating Library ...-....--.-.--- ‘| B. F. Hurd. 

Uniontown, Pa..........-++) Book Club .......+22+seeeee eee eeeseeeee ees] MEN, Lewis, secretary. 

Upland, Pa.................) Bucknell Library, Crozer Theological Sem'y.| Rev. George R. Bliss.
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Villanova, Pa ..............| Villanova College, (Monastery) ...-.-..--.--| A.P. McCranor, 0.8. A. 
‘Warren, Pa ........:.--..+-| Library Association ...............+.++-+---| I. L. Harrison. 
Washington, Pa...... soeee] Washington County Law Library. ..-..--...| J.P. Miller, prothonotary. 
‘West Chester, Pa ........-.) Chester County Law and Miscellaneous Lib’y| John A. Rupert. 
Westtown, Pa .............| Westtown Boarding School .............-...| Lewis Forsythe. 

Wilkes-Barre, Pa ..........| Law and Library Association.........-...-.| A. Barnes. 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa .......-..) Wyoming Athenaum..................----.| Robert L. Ayers, 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa ...... oat Wyoming Historical and Geological Society.) Harrison Wright, secretary. 
‘Williamsport, Pa ..........) Lycoming County Law Library....-.....--.| H.H. Blair, prothonotary. 

Womelsdorf, Pa.......-....| Library Association .........22+.0++++++++++| John F. Schonom, 
York, Pa....s...scesee-s+e-| York County Law Library.....+.+..+++4-4+1| Frank Geise, prothonotary. 
York, Pa.....-..+2+++++++++| Young Men’s Christian Association ........| P.P. Strawniski. 
Ashaway, R.I.............| Ashaway Library and Reading Room.......| L. Burdick. 
Centerdale, R. I..........-.| Union Library Association.............-....| Frank ©. Angell. 
East Greenwich, R. I. rel Free Library .......2..+..-.+++.+s+...-se+:| Joseph Eastman. 
Exeter, R. Tacesiviistaa Manton Library .............--+-.------+-+.| George A. Thomas, (acting.) 

Foster Centre, R.I........,| Foster-Manton Library .........+++.-+++--.-| Mowry P. Arnold. 
Gloucester, R.I.....-.---.:| Manton Library .....+ecese.ccceseceesedeet| Mrs, Simeon Sweets 
Jamestown, R.T ...........| Philomenian Library .......-..-«--eeeee-s-.| T. Giles Care, 
Kingston, R.I..............| Kingston Library........22.0.ssse0e--e+ee2:| P.K. Taylor. 
Lonsdale, R.I..........---.| Lonsdale Library .............2.....4-..-+..{ H. Kilburn, 
Manville, R.I......-.......| Manville Library ...240+s0+-++e+22e0000++++-| William D. Aldrich. 
Newport, R. I............-.) Mechanics'and Manufacturers’ Library Ass’n| James H. Goddard. 

Newport, iE ei el People’s Library..........02-s2-seseaee++e+:| E. M, Dame, 
Newport, R.I.......--.---.| Redwood Library and Athenmum...........| Benjamin H. Rhoades. 
New Shoreham, R.I........| Island TADIALY 02000 s0sestincseelecedoncteves| Arthur W, Brown, 
North Scituate, R. Lees zeal Aborn Library....-....0..s<ssiesss-sesctect| GR, Fisher, 
North Scituate, R. Leiee| Lapham Institute...........2..2..22--++.-+.| W.S. Stockbridge. 
North Smithfield, R.I......) Slatersville Reading Room and Library.....| Fred H. Potter. 
Olneyville, R.T.......-4--+| Free Library Association.....-+-+--++-+-+-.| Mrs. Frederica Bonvard. 
Pawtucket, R.I............| Library Association ..............-.--+-----| Mrs. M. A, Sanders. 
Peacedale, R.I..........-..| Narragansett Library Association ..........| Alexander Lochhead. 
Providence, R. I ........-..| Allen's Circulating Library.................| J. H. Allen. 
Providence, R.I...........| Arnold's Circulating Library ...............| George 0. Arnold. ‘ 
Providence, R.I........-..| Association of Mechanics and Manufacturers} Walter F. Brown. 
Providence, R. I. .......-..| Brown University..........--+-.--++-s-.--..| Reuben A. Guild, LL. D. 
Providence, R. I .......-.-.| Franklin Lycoum.............--++2+---+---.| Henry W, Allen. 
Providence, R. 1.......-...| New England Boarding School of Friends ..) Hannah E. Bean. 
Providence, R, I ...........| Perrin’s Circulating Library...........-----| Daniel Perrin. 
Providence, R. 1...........| Providence Athenwum...............+--+--.| J.D. Hedge. < 
Providence, R. I ...........| Providence Reform School........-...------| James M. Talcott, sup’t. 
Providence, R.I.........-.| Rhode Island Historical Society ............| Edwin M. Stone. 
Providence, R. I.........-.| Rhode Island Hospital......................| Charles Nason, sup't. 
Providence, R. I...........| Rhode Island Society for Encouragement of | Joseph 8. Pitman, secretary. 

Domestic Industry. 
Providence, R. I...........| State Law Library.........-s-++-+++-++--+-.| Daniel W. Fink, 
Providence, R.I.........-| State Library .........--seseeceeesecessaeees| J. M. Addemann, 
Providence, R. I ....--...-.| Union for Christian Work ..................| William M, Bailey. 
Providence, R. I ........-.] Young Men’s Christian Association ........| Thomas T. Crocker. 
Warren, R.T........-...-..| Public Reading Room Association ..........| Mary E. Drowne. 
Warwick Neck, R.I .......| Old Warwick Library ........2.....---+--.| J. Torrey Smith, 
Westerly, R.I .....--------| Pawtucket Library Association.............| Orville Stillman, 
Woonsocket, R. I ......--.-| Harris Institute Library..............-...-.| Mrs. Ellen M, Bosworth, 
Charleston, 8. C.........-.-| Charleston Library Society ..............-..| Arthur Mazyck. 

|
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Charleston, S.C........--..| College of Charleston. ..........-..+--+---+ | L, A. Frampton. 

Charleston, S.C............| Medical Society of South Carolina......... | H. W. De Saupun, jr., M.D 

Charleston, 8. C............| South Carolina Historical Society.......... | F. A. Porcher, president. 

Columbia, $.C .......-+ | Presbyterian Theological Seminary ........ | Rev, George Howe, D. D. 
LL.D. 

Columbia, S.C .........,--.| State Library...............-+-.++---++++++-| Adolph Feininger. 

Columbia, S. C .............| University of South Carolina............---.| Major E. W. Everson, 

Georgetown, S.C...........| Winyaw Indigo Society...... -......-..--. | A. P. Hamby. 

Greenville, §.C ............| Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.....) Rev. W. Williams, D. D, 
Waterboro’,S.C........-..| Philomathean Society. ...+-+s-.0e++eeseeeeee| John D. Warren, jr. 

Chattanooga, Tenn.........| Gledhill and Cady’s Library .......2........| J. H. Cady. 
Columbia, Tenn............| Athen@um Library...................+..--| Robert D. Smith. 

Culleoka, Tenn ........6+4.| Reading Club ....000--.sceeeseeeeeseeee+e+-| William E, MeGhee. 
Dyersburg, Tenn...........| Excelsior Library..........22-s-2+2--++---+.| Frank D, Roberts. 
Edgefield, Tenn............| Edgefield Lodge, Free and Accepted Masons | R. W. Weakley. 

Edgefield, Tenn............| Public Library...........2..-22.eeeeseeeee+.| J.B. Barthell. 
Greenville, Tenn...........| Library Junto .........--..2-++-+----+---+--| M. G. Price. 

Knoxville, Tenn ........- 3 Library and Reading-Room Association. ..... William Hersey. 

Lebanon, Tenn....--..-2--.) Cumberland University..............-...--. Prof. John I. D, Hinds. 

Memphis, Tenn ............| Memphis Bar and Law Library Association. Thomas Flanagan. 

Nashville, Tenn............| Historical Society of Tennessee.............| G. P. Thruston, correspond- 

ing secretary. 
Nashville, Tenn............| Library Association...............---.+++---| Mrs. M. V. Brown, 

Nashville, Tenn............| Nashville Institute .....................+---| Miss Carrie V. Dyer. 

Nashville, Tenn.......----. | State Library............2....2s.2e.2e0+0+-| Mrs. P, Haskell, 
Nashville, Tenn.......... =| Young Men’s Uhristian Association.......... John R. Frizzle. 

Pulaski, Tenn........-.....} Pulaski Lyceum ........-.---.-------.------| John A. Tinnon. 

‘Austin, Tex. .-...s.:..0+-..| Library Association ...............0-ss0002-| BV C. Higby. » 
Austin, Teme eonenn State Library.........................0...-.| Frederick Voigt. 

Galveston, Tex ............] Free Library ....0..22....205022sseee-sse-++| Emly F. Carnes, 
Galveston, ‘lex ............| New Chureh Library .............2.+2..4++.) A. Duckett. 
Houston, Pox se. os eet. | Clty Library... /2s.. 2... 20s. sae 200s an 2 2s! GW Baldwin. 

Hovston, Téx.2.22....2...| Publle Library,....20..0.002-525.-0.22-2-02.| We B, Pack. 

San Antonio, Tex ... ......,; Alamo Literary Society...................--| Charles Seabaugh. 7 

Tyler, Tex ae Goan Sapreme Court, ........54.0.8000550.6...c0. | BP. Roberts: 

St. George, Utah ...........| Library Association ......2..2.2...22..-08+ a James G. Bleak. 
Salt Lake City, Utah. eee City Library..............-52. sseese+-+e++--| Miss Georgia Snow. 

Salt Lake City, Utah.......| Territorial Library .............022-.-+++--.| W. ©. Staines. 
Barnet, Vt ..+........ ickss| Ladies’ Library ..............2.2.2.+.++...-.| William Burbank. 

Bennington, Vt .......:...,| Free Library...........2...2...2.000020..-..| Olivia A. Dixon. 

Bradford, Vt:..............| Scientific Association. ...............+.+.-- Roswell Farnham. 

Brattleboro’, Vt.......----.| Brattleboro’ Library ...........22.......... | E.J. Carpenter. 
Burlington, Vt....-....-+.., Fletcher Free Library .........-..-++..-.1-.| Thomas P. W. Rodgers. ; 
Burlington, Vt.............| Parish Library, First Unitarian Church.... | Henry H. Reed. 

Burlington, Vt............., University of Vermont...........es.eess+++-| J.B. Goodrich, 
Burlington, Vt .............. Young Men’s Association................--.| Enos W. Taft. 

Chelsea, Vt :..s............| Library Association ......................-.| Mrs. E, A. M. Brown. 

Oavendish, Vit-2... 1.41...) Pletcher Library 2. - 20.0250. .s.-g---s0k-e- | R. H. Dutton. 

Derby, Vt..--2-t-+ee+e+++.| Derby Academy .....-+2-22ceeeeeeeesse+e+ | Joseph G. Lorimer, 
Grafton, Vt'.t....:......2..] Public Library...........0.....0.s2.2e0s02. | SW. Goodridge. 

Hyde Park, Vt............+ | Agricultural Library.....................-- | Carroll S. Page. 

Trasburg, Vt ........-...--.| Library Association .........2.. ....2..2.-. | L, H. Thompson. 
Lunenburg, Vt.............| Cutting’s Library .......................... | Hiram A. Cutting, M. D. 

Middlebury, Vt ..........-.' Ladies’ Library Association. ............... | Mrs, William 8, Goodrich.
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Middlebury, Vt...... ead Middlebury Historical Society ..............| Philip Battell, secretary. 
Montpelier, Vt.........---.| State Library..........2:2e. ssecesseeeeese--| Hiram A. Huse. 
Montpelier, Vt ...........--| Vermont Historical Society ...........-....-| M.D. Gilman, 
Northfield, Vt..............| Library Association ..............---.++----| George H. Richmond. 
Pittsford, Vt............--.| Maclure Library ..............s..s+sse..+-.| Barton Shaw. 

Post Mills Village, Vt......| Peabody Library..........2+..-++++++-+++++-| Harvey Dodge. 
Proctorsville, Vt ........--.| Library Society .....22..:-s+ee+ sse+e++-+++2| Kendall Taylor, 
Royalton, Vt.......-.....-.| Agricultural Library Association ...........| J. W. Metealf, 
St. Albans, Vt..............| Pree Libraty..........<0:.-0.sesesasueecsuss| A.C. Wardwell, 

St. Johnsbury, Vt ..-.......| Athenawum............20..ssseeeseeeseseeeee| William W. Thayer. 

South Woodstock, Vt ......| Social Library ..........2.2+.2-:.se+++es+-+-| Joseph W. Smith. 
Springfield, Vt.............| Town Library .......-.0.-2+.ee+see+e+++,4| Mrs. E, M. Diggins. 

Wells River, Vt............| Library Association .................-...2.-| Anna D. Leslie. 

West Randolph, Vt ........| Ladies’ Library Association.................| Mrs. Abby Hutchinson, sec- 

retary. 
‘Windsor, Vt ..............:] Athon@Mum ...........2+ee00.seee0seeesee202| Migs E. L, Blanchard. 

Alexandria, Va .........--.) Alexandria Library. :....2........-...+-++--| M. Slaughter, secretary, 

Near Alexandria, Va.......| Theological Seminary of Protestant Episco- Joseph Packard. 

pal Church, 

Bethel Academy, Va.......| R.E. Lee Library .............-..4.-.+++---.| Edward F, Walden. 

Blacksburg, Va .........--.| Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical Col- | Professor V. E. Shepherd, 

lege. 
Hampden Sidney, Va. ......| Philanthropic Society, Hampden Sidney Col- | Clement C. Gaines, 

lege. 
Hampden Sidney, Va.......| Union Society, Hampden Sidney College ....| John S. Simpson. 

Hampden Sidney, Va.......| Union Theological Seminary ................| Rev. B. M. Smith. 
Hampton, Va ......-.......] Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute | M. F. Mackie. 
Hampton, Va ...-........-.| National Military Home, Southern Branch ..| George H. Hickman. 

Harrisonburgh, Va......-..| Rockingham Library Association...........| James Kenney. 

Lexington, Va .............| Franklin Society and Library Company.....| John W. Fuller. 
Lexington, Va .............| State Library, Virginia Military Institute ..| M. McDonald. 
Lexington, Va .............| Virginia Military Institute .................| M. McDonald. 

Lexington, Va .............| Washington and Lee University............| William Dold, 

New Market, Va...........| Lee Literary Society, Polytechnic Institute.| R. J. Walker. 
Norfolk, Va......-..-......| Library Association ................---.----| Miss Nina H. Tunstall. 

Norfolk, Va .............-.| Odd Fellows’ Library ...........------.+----| John T. Redmond, 

Petersburgh, Va ...........] Library Association ..............2+.+..+.+.| W.L. Baylor, 

Richmond, Va . ........-...| Central Public School.....................-.| Miss Fanny Blake. 

Richmond, Va .............| MoGill Lycoum ..............+++ssesse+s02.| We M. Baggett. 
Riclmond, Va.............] Pierce Library, Richmond Institute.........| Professor Sterling Gardner. 

Richmond, Va .............| Richmond College. .........--0.+-+++-+-2+--| R. H. Pitt, (acting. ) 

Richmond, Va.............] St. Mary’s Sodality.....22....sesse2ss.s0+2--| Joseph Ross. 
Richmond, Va ............. State Library ...............+.-0--+2.--++-+-| James McDonald. 

Richmond, Va .............| Teachers’ Library ....................-.----| Captain Robert A, Camm. 

Richmond, Va .............| Virginia Historical Society.........---------| R. A. Brock, secretary. 
Salem, Va............-.....| Roanoke College ..........--+-.+++-++++-+---| Professor F.C. Bittle, 

Salem, Va.............--+..| Lutheran Theological Seminary..........---| Rev. 8. A. Repass. 
University of Virginia, Va.| University of Virginia..................-.-.| William Wertenbaker. 

Olympia, Wash ............] Territorial Library ............s.+-...-..--.| B.F. Yantis, 
Bethany, W. Va............| Bethany College ..............---+--+++-+-+-| Julian B, Crenshaw. 
Parkersburg, W. Va ...-...| Young Men’s Christian Association.........| William T. Heaton. 

Wheeling, W. Va ..........| Library Association ............--...-.2....| Mrs. 8. F. Patterson. 

‘Wheeling: We¥a sizieiiv.t| State Litmary.c.-c)6.1c0beslveneiaces Oh ceecwroeas 
Beloit, Wis .../...... sal Beloit Colloge........-:...2++0s0s+.sssse0--.| Rev. J. Emerson, M.A.
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Black River Falls, Wis ... | Black River Falls Library .............-----| Oscar F. Clapp. 
Man Olaive, Wis. 20.,~.:..|' City Library ..:)....--.022-<.s2+sesec40ee-.| dna Beara: 
Fox Lake, Wis....... ae Library Association .....................--.| Charles FE. Merwin. 
Fond du Lac, Wis..........| Neocosmian Library ............--+-.....-+.| Miss Augusta Ball. 
Fond du Lae, Wis........ | Young Men’s Association................--.| W.F. Boland. 
Galesville, Wis ....... se) Galesville University .......................| Rev. D.8. Howes, A.B. 
Janesville, Wis seteeeeeress| Young Men’s Association........2..........| E. D. Stone. 
La Crosse, Wis ............| Young Men’s Library Association ..........| GM. Woodward, chairman. 
Madison, Wis ..............] Free City Library .......................--.| Miss V.C, Robbins, 
Madison, Wis ..............] Madison Institute ..........2.2..0...0e0006 Miss Maggie A. Mayers. 
Madison, Wis ..............] State Agricultural Society ..................| W. W. Field, secretary. 
Madison, Wis ..............| State Historical Society.....................| Daniel S. Durrie. 

Madison, Wis .....2........| State Library....................-..-...-:-.| Francis Massing. 
Manitowoc, Wis ...........| Jones Library .......2...2...2....e00200.2-.| Mra. E. Sharpe. 
Milwaukee, Wis .......... | Milwaukee Law Library Association .......| William W. Wight. 
Milwaukee, Wis .......... | South Side Library and Literary Association | E. L. Babcock. 
Milwaukee, Wis ...........| Turnverein ......-.......2.--00+.s--22-02++-| I Kobler. 
Milwaukee, Wis ......¢....) Young Men's Association...................| Edwin Upson. 
Neenah, Wis ...... ........| Scandinavian Library Association ..........] Erick Nilson. 
Oshkosh, Wis ............. | Library Association ................-.-..-..| Miss A. Oleott. 
Platteville, Wis............] Young Men's Library Association ..........| ‘T. W. Thomas. 
Racine, Wis............-...| Public School Library ..........-..es+-+--. | RIL Tripp, 
Himeins Wis. 205. 22.. ssc...) acine Oollbme: 2-1. oo... cece eo ecatel Rev.J.J. Elmendorf, S.'1.D, 
Sheboygan, Wis............] Congregational Library...................-.| Osear C, McCulloch. 
Sheboygan Falls, Wis ......| Library Association ........................| Laura Buck. 
Waupaca, Wis .............| News and Library Association ..............| H.C: Mead. 
‘Waupun, Wis..............| Library Association ................-..----.| Edwin Hillyer. 
Wansan, Wis ....:.........| Pine Knot Library......:........---.-...-- | Valentine Ringle. 
Cheyenne, Wyo............] Cheyenne Library .................02..----.| Mrs. P, H. Pickett. 
Laramie, Wyo .............| Wyoming Library and Literary Association | Walter Sinclair. 

.
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A. | Arnold, Matthew, on the need of culture by all 
; : classes, 411, 

Abhot, Hara, bis alphasetioe classed catalogue Zor |", ment ofbooks tnvedlane SimntianeDs Harvard University Library noticed, 539-541, eae . 
547; his plan for a card catalogue described, 55¢~ | AT education in England, progress of, 435 « 
fees P : = ar Art museums, and their connection with publio 
ea eral libraries, xxi, 434-444; art collections in Boston 

Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadetphia,library | Atheneum, fi; oe And cebebitions io 
of 060973. other cities, 434; the United States behind other 

AAjatant-General's Office, library of, 266 nations in art education, 435; progress of art 

‘Administration, of college libraries, 505-525; of | CUueation in England, 435; art museums in Eng- public Libraries, vatio of cost of, to whole ex. | sh public libraries, 435; influence of art muse- 
penge unsatisfactory, 430, (See, aleo, College lik ums on taste and manners and on national in- 
bration) dustries, 435; art education in Swiss canton of 

Age of readers no criterion of mental capacity, | Berne, 435; art training necessary to national aaa prosperity, 435-430; influence of art museums 
Linhame Hiatoelest Society, 332 on architecture, 436-437;" instruction in archi- 
Sian I) aac at eae oe tecture in colleges and schools of science, 437; 

‘Allibone, §. A., the index to his Dictionary of | % American type of architecture, 437; eduea- 
‘Authors, 721, 4 tional value of art museums as means of reerea- 

‘Aipuabetioal catalogiles, (Gee Catalogues.) tion, 437-438 ; John Stuart Mill on the need of art 

Alvord, Gen. B., U.S. A., relates an incident show- | Cdteation in the United States, 438, note; feasi- 
ie a valum ots RowanK uae MAgiaeL ABU. bility of founding, in the larger towns, 439; mu. 

American Antiquarian Society, 345. seums consisting of copies of works of art, 439; 

American Baptist Historical Society, 363. setablishment of, by elties, by associations, by 
‘American Ethnological Society, 355. individuals, 439; lack of an intellectual interest 

American Geographical Society, 356, 939-941. in American cities, 430-440; economy of con- 
‘American Institute of New York, library of, 998. necting museums with libraries, 440; Emerson 

4, sea se iy f on art museums in public libraries, 440, note ; 

sels apenas Soprpel <xehj pedpechas Ch] sce a atte wliare eltaivacls ane Ween tea 

American Numismatic and Archeological So- | , {43-444 r ; “ease Art works, where obtainable and at what cost, 
American Oriental Society, 70, 334. foes iano 
American Philological Society, 356, a ta oh age iealanten 
American Philosophical Society, originated in the | “#soclation eee aioe ai 

“Junto,” 3; Franklin's interest in, 11; its li- lompany, OF BnU Adel piss: N03 heey Ae ah es ara Astor, John Jacob, his gifts to Astor Library, 931, 
eat > ae Pe ase ee 935. 

Amerlean Seamen's Frigndl Soctety, Woraries of | 4 stor, William B, hla gitte to Astor Library, 985, 
‘Amiag Ons saatye noua anny wade. Astor Library, catalogue of, 737-738; sketch of, 
Awherst College Library, 75-78; classification, pit 

* ‘ Asylum and hospital libraries, 58. arrangement, indexing, and cataloguing of, de- s Sen: paeeale Asylum for the Insane, library of, 270, 
Amicable Library,“united with Philadelphia Lic | Athenoums, statisties of, 384. (See Mercantile U- 

, braries.) brary Company, 5, 953. : ‘ : 
Andover Theological Seminary, library of, 144-146, | A¥burn Theological Seminary, library of, 151. 
Appleton Library, 128, note. m 

_ Apprentices’ Library of New York, plan of 
Schwartz's catalogue of, 541-543, 657-60 ; sketch | Balbi, A.,on European library statistics, 745-758, 
of, 936-938. Baltimore, Md., sketches of public libraries in, 

Apprentices’ Library of Philadelphia, 973. 837-851; Peabody Institute, 837-240; Mercantile 
Archer, 0. A., his account of origin of Blackinton | “Library, 840-843; Maryland Institute, 844-846 ; 

Library, 404, note. Library Company, 87; Maryland Historical 
Architecture, improvement of, through art muse- | Society, 847-848; Society for Aid of Mechanics, 
uns; its principles should be taught in colleges (Der allgemeine Unterstiitzungs-Verein fiir 

and schools of science, 436. | kranke Axbeiter,) 848, 849; State Normal School, 
Army Headquarters Library, 274. Academy of Sciences, and Library Company Bal-
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Baltimore, Md,—Continued. | Boston and Albany Railway Library, notice of, 875, 
timore Bar, 849; Odd Fellows’ Library, 849-850; | Boston and vicinity, sketches of public libraries in, 
Normal School, (colored,) Friends’ Elementary | 851-878; Massachusetts Historical Society, 852; 
and High School, and City Library, 850. Boston Library, 852-853 ; Social Law Library, 853 ; 

Bangor Historical Society, 333. Boston Atheneum, 854-856 ; Mercantile Library 
Baptist Theological Seminary of Chicago, library Association, 856-857 ; State Library, 857-859 ; So- 

of, 143. ciety of Natural History, 859 ; New England His. 
Bar Association Library of New York, 944. toric-Genealogical Society, 860; Roxbury Athe- 
Barnard, Henry, his effurts in behalf of school li- nxum, 863; Boston Public Library, 863-872; 

braries in Rhode Island, 45, Congregational Library, 873; Odd Fellows’ Li- 
Bateman, Newton, author of list of books for school brary, 873-874; General Theological Library, 
libraries in Illinois, 55. 874-875 ; Boston and Albany Railway Library, 

Beginning of free libraries, 35. 875-876; Deaf-Mute Library, 876-877; Post Li- 

Benefactions to libraries, xvi, 814. brary of Fort Warren, Boston College Library, 

Berne, Switzerland, art instruction in, 435. Perkins’ Institution for the Blind, 877; other col- 

Bibliography of libraries, 733-744; Edwards’ Me- | _lections, 877-878. 
moirs of Libraries and Hand-book of Library | Boston Athenwum, art collections in, 434; cata- 

Economy, Petzholdt’s Katechismus der Biblio- logue of, 738; sketch of, 854-856, 

thekenlehre, 733 ; articles on libraries in cyclo- | Boston College Library, 877. 
pedias, hand-books for readers, report on condi- | Boston Numismatic Society, 340. 
tion and management of Library of British Mu- | Boston Public Library, report of examining com- 
seum, 734; catalogues as contributions to, 734; mittee respecting the kinds of books that free 
literature of catalogues, 735; notices of several libraries should contain, 395; catalogues and 
important catalogues,735-738; list of books and class lists of, 408, 538, 737; influence of class list 
articles in periodicals on the subject of libraries, | of history and fiction on circulation of, 549-550 ; 
730-744. committee's report on printing catalogue of, 555; 

Binding, best material for, 491, 674, 712; binding classified circulation of, 821-823; sketch of, 863- 
and preservation of books, 673-678; importance 872, 
of, and general directions respecting, 673; leather | Bowdoin College Library, 73. 
the only material for permanent binding, 674; | Brazil, public libraries in, xxxiii-xxxiy. 
rebinding deteriorates books, 674; cheap binding | Brevoort, J. Carson, superintendent of Astor Li- 
really the most expensive, 674; muslin and | brary, 935. 
leather bindings compared, 675; quality of | Brigham, Charles, architect, joins with Mr. Sturgis 
leather of cardinal importance, 675; different | and Mr. Winsor in preparing ideal plan of 
kinds of leather and their relative value for pur- | library building, 472. 
poses of binding described, 675; color of binding, | British Free Libraries, art museums in, 435, 440, 
676; directions to be given binder, 676-677; re- | note ; results of uniting art museums with, xxi- 
specting the binding of pamphlets, 677-678; gen- | xxii. 
eral directions respecting the treatmentof books, | British Museum Library, gifts and bequests to, 
678, 304; its rules for cataloguing, 490; reference 

Bingham, Caleb, establishes library for youth, at | books in, 687-688 ; report of select committee on 
Salisbury, Conn., 45, condition and management of, 734; its eata- 

Birmingham, England, free library catalogue, plan logues, 735-736. 
of, 538, Brooklyn, sketches of public libraries in, 878-892 ; 

Blackinton Library, origin and use of, 404. Mercantile Library Association, 878-881; Long 
Bodleian Library, catalogue of, 736. Island Historical Society, Young Men’s Chris- 
Bounange, F., his “Projet d'un catalogue uni- tian Association, Youths’ Free Library, 881; 
versel,” ete., noticed, 558-560, Hamilton Literary Association, Library Asso- 

Book indexes, 727-736; illustrations of what they ciation, E. D., Hawkins’ Circulating Library, 
should not show, 727; remarks on, by Dr.John- | — other collections, 882. : 
son, Lord Campbell, and Carlyle, 727-728 ; books | Brooklyn Mercantile Library, Noyes’ catalogue of, 
that need not be indexed, dictionaries, novels, described and illustrated, 543-545, 648-056; 
and poems, 728; books of facts and for reference sketch of, 878-881. 
should be indexed, 728; the rule often violated, | Brothers in Unity of Yale College, library of, 30, 
‘728-729; the practice of German booksellers, 67, 68. 
729; costof indexing the journals of the English | Brown University Library, 118-121. + 
House of Commons, 729; considerations that Bryant, William C., founder of the Bryant Library, 
govern in making, 729; directions for making, | at Cummington, Mass., 459. 
729-731 ; directions for searching indexes, 732. Buffalo Historical Society, 354. 

Books, purchase of, competition to be sought in, | Buildings for libraries. (See Library buildirgs.) 
423; selection and purchase of, 479-483; binding | Bureau of Education, library of, 269. 
and preservation of, 673-678, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, library of, 267. 

Books, titles of. (See Titles of books.) Bureau of Nayigation, library of, 267. 
Books and reading, professorships of, 230-251. Bureau of Ordnance, library of, 266, 
Books in college libraries, arrangement of, 510; | Bureau of Statistics, library of, 264. 

disposition of old books, 510-512, | Burnet, Governor, notices Franklin, 3.
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c. Catholic libraries, 137-142 ; distinctive features of, 
137-138; of theological schools and colleges; 

California school district libraries, 53-54. Georgetown College Library; 138; composition 
Campbell, Lord, proposes a penalty for authors of, 138-142; growing collections ; Catholic publi- 

who publish books without indexes, 727-728, cations, 141; valuable private collections ; Catho- 
Canada, public libraries in, xxx-xxxi. (See, also, lie association libraries ; need of a general Cath- 
Ontario.) ’ | olic library, 142. 

ey arrangement of, 496. (See, also, | Catholic young men’s associations, 388. 

Cans for cataloguing, size and material of, 489-490, cna ane rae arene ema 
Carlyle, his remarks on indexing, 728. Ls : bee eats rs : ‘ A. Walker's remarks on library statisties of, Castine (Me.) Social Library, xxxiy, note + articles | OY sed, xvii, 250 

nO ae Centennial Exhibition, report ‘on Iibrar ft Catalogue of Public School Library of St. Louis, see : ME eee eee clinatAnation of 68508, exhibit of Bureau of Education at, vii. : 
ia x Charleston and the Southern States, libraries in, 

Catalogues, 526-622; what kind, 526; what ques- 9 Aha. vf Faliee davel h Of onbl 

tions they should answer, 527; author catalogue | _5°?-S02s causes of slow development of public 
defitied, SR7-598, riotay title, eubjeot, form) ate. |/> 2 UNanesan Shs, Southern Biases Eevee | 1bes or 
tionary, and olnsaiied eatalognen:deAtied) saa) eons Urn nc Wen eae) cupelonal 
note; questions anewered by, 528; clasvoi, differ. | ~'DTety Soclety, eketoh of 24-688) State ifbra- 
enve in, 589; systenis ‘of classification, advan. | | 1% Soe ows Seles Mitarion Vorcey) naam ot ae tc Saat public libraries in the Southern States, 890-392. tages and disadvantages of, 530-532; alphabet- | ,, CAE ae aes 
ical catalogues, plan of, 532; variety and history | Chafleston Library Society, account of, 19; bequest ee Y eae ; of John M’Kenzie to, 13; sketch of, 884-888. of dictionary catalogues, 533-539; Poole’s plan 
for catalogue of 1854 of Boston Mercantile Li- | Chester Library Company organized in 1769, 11, 
biury, 534, 539; Low's Index to the British Cata- | Chicago, sketches of public libraries in, 893-805 ; 
logue, 535; Panizzi on advantages of a subject | Chicago Historical Society, 893; Young Men's 
index to alphabetical catalogues, 535; Cresta- | Association Library, 893-804; Public Library, 
doro's pamphlet on the art of making catalogues | 594-899; statistics of other collections, 895; New- 
noticed, 535-536, £39; Jewett’s plan for indexing | _ berry legacy for a public library, 896-898. 
books in Lower Hall, Boston Public Library, | Chicago Historical Society, 337, 893. 
(1358,) 538-339; British catalogue, (1858,) 538; | Chicago Public Library, sketeh of, 804-895. 
recent catalogues of Manchester, Birmingham, | Chicago Theological Seminary, library of, 143. 
and Liverpool libraries noticed, 538; notice of | Chronological table of printed catalogues in the 
Prof. Abbot's alphabetico-classed catalogue of | United States, 577-622. 
Harvard College Library, 539-541, 547; notice of | Church libraries, 127, note. 
Schwartz's catalogue of New York Apprentices’ | Cincinnati, sketches of public libraries in, 898-917 ; 
Library, 541-543, 548-549 ; notice of Noyes’ Cata- | the Cincinnati Library, £98-#99; Cincinnati 
logue of Brooklyn Mercantile Library, 543-545; | Circulating Library, 899-900; Apprentices’ Li- 
plan of, Catalogue of Library of Congress, 545; | brary, 900-901; Ohio Mechanies’ Institute, 901- 
proposed plan of alphabetico-classed catalogue, | 902; Young Men's Mercantile, 902-904 ; Histori- 
545-347; advantages of and objections to dic- | ical and Philosophical Society, 904-906; Theo- 
tionary plan, 547-548; synonyms in dictionary | logical and Religious Library, 906-907; Public 
catalogues, 549, note ; on the fulness of the cata- | Library, 907-916 ; Lane Seminary, College of St. 
logue, 549 ; the ideal catalogue, 549; class lists of | Xavier, St. Mary’s Seminary of the West, Cin- 
Boston Public Library noticed, 549-550; notice | cinnati Law Library, Ohio Medical College, Cin- 
of Quincy Library catalogue, 550-551 ; analyses, cinnati Hospital, 916; statistics of other collec- 

551; author and subject catalogue may be sepa- | tions, 917. 
rate or mixed, 552; advantages and disadvantages | Cincinnati Public Library, sketch of, 907-916. 
of printed catalogues, 552-554; typographical | Circulation of books in libraries an uncertain 
difficulties in printing catalogues, 555-556; card | measure of usefulness, 399. 
catalogues, plans of Prof. Abbot and M. Bon- | Clap, President, 28; extracts from his Annals of 
nange noticed, 556-560 ; catalogue nomenclature, | Yale College, 23-29. 
560; classification of catalogues, 561-563; how | Classed catalogues. (See Catalogues.) 
different catalogues economize, 564; information | Classification of books in public libraries, 492; in 
given by different catalogues, 564-565; different | — college libraries, 509. 
catalogues compared, 565-567; statistics of re- | Clayton, J. M., Secretary of State, his reply to Brit- 
cently printed catalogues, 568-571; answers to ish parliamentary committee respecting Amer- 

circular respecting printed catalogues, 572-575; | ican public libraries, 759. : 
chronological table of printed catalogues of pub- | Clinton, Governor De Witt, recommends estab- 
lie libraries in the United States, 576-622. lishment of school libraries, 39. 

Catalogues and reports of public libraries should | Coast Survey Office, library of, 265. 
be turnished to State libraries, 302. Cogswell, Joseph G., first superintendent of the 

Cataloguing, 489-490. (See, also, Catalogues.) Astor Library, 931; his selections for the libra- 
Cataloguing and indexing, codperation in, xxx. ry, 932-034; prepares catalogue of the library, 
Cataloguing college libraries, 512-514; colperative | 935. 

catalogues advocated, 512-514. Colby University Library, 74.
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College departments, libraries of. (See individual | Cooper Union, use of reading room of, 463; sketch 

colleges.) of library of, 943. 

College libraries, statistics of, 125-126, Copyright, returns of in National Library, 260-261; 
College libraries, their use and accessibility, 60; | outline of legislation respecting, from 1783 to 

their proper division and distribution, 61; col- | 1875, 279-281; deposit of copyrights in State li- 
lections characterized, gifts of private collections | _ braries suggested, 304. 
toy amount of library funds belonging to several. | Cornell University Library, 105-108. 
62; sketches of libraries abridged, 62; adminis- Cost of administration of libraries great, 430. 
tration of, general considerations touching, 505; | County law libraries. (See Law libraries.) —\ 
fanctions of, 506; how used, importance of | County libraries in Indiana, 454. 
knowing, 507; how they should be prepared for | Crestadoro, A., his pamphlet on the art of making 
use, management of growth, 508 ; classification catalogues noticed, 535-536, 539, * 

considered, 509; arrangement of books in, 510; | Crozer Theological Seminary, Library of, 155. 
old books and p»mphlets in, 510-512; codperative | Cutler, Ephraim, patron of theCoon Skin Library, 
cataloguing for, 512-514; indexing, 514; stu- Ad7. 
dents’ privileges in, 515-520; instruction to stu- | Cutter, Charles A., author of “Rules for a Diction- 
dents in, by librarians and teachers, 520-525. (For ary Catalogue,” xv, 490; on library catalogues, 
sketches of libraries of individual colleges see (with tables,) 526-622. 
names of colleges.) a 

College library administration. (See College libra- ie 
ries.) ° Dartmouth College Library, notice of, 31-97; so- 

College of Now Jersey Library, 30 ; burned in 1801, | ciety libraries, 98. 
30; sketch of, 99-103 ; students’ society libraries, | Dauphin County Historical Society, 362. 

103. Deat-Mute College, Washington, library of, 270. ‘ 
College of Physicians of Philadelphia, library of, | Deaf-Mute Library, Boston, 876. 
968, Decimal classification and subject index, 623-643 ; 

College of the City of New York, library of, 945. | manner of classifying and numbering books un- 
College of William and Mary,26; library de-| der, 624-625; arrangement of books, 626-627 ; use 

stroyed by fire, 26, note ; appeal in behalf of the | of alphabetical subject index, 628; shelf arrange- 
library, 26, note ; gifts to and description of li- ment, 628-629; various catalogues and shelf lists, 

brary of, 27-28, note. 629-630 ; check-box, its uses, 631,632; size num- 

College professorships of books and reading, 230- | bers for books, 633; duplicates, 633; allowance 
251. (See Professorships of books and reading.) of space, 634; the advantages of relative location 

College society libraries. (See individual colleges.) of books, 634-635 ; advantages of the subject in- 
College students, library privileges granted to, dex, 636-637 ; various advantages of the general 

515-520; instruction to by librarians and teach- | system described, 637-639; cards described, 639; 
ers, 520-525. experience with the system in Amherst College 

Colonial government libraries, 292. Library, 639-640; acknowledgments, 640-641; 
Colorado school district libraries, 57. specimen pages of classification, 642-643; speci- 

Columbia College Library, 30; early gifts to, 30; men page of the sabject index, 644; catalognes 

books scattered during the Revolution, 30; sold-| in use, with explanations, 645-648. 
for grog by British soldiers, 30; sketch of, 104-105. | Dedham Historical Society, 343. 

Common school libraries, 38-58; benefits resulting | Delaware Historical Society, 336. 
from, 38; causes.of failuré of system in several | Department of Agriculture, library of, 272. 
States, 38-39 ; in California, 53-54; in Colorado, | Department of Justice, library of, 272. 
57; in Connecticut, 44-45 ; in Tlinois, 54-55; in | Department of State, library of, 262-264 
Indiana, 46-49; in Towa,46; in Kansas,55; in | Department of the Interior, library of, 269 ; classi- 

Kentucky, 56; in Maine, 49-50; in Massachu- fied circulation of library, 823-827. 
setts, 41-42; in Michigan, 42-44; in Minnesota, | Department of the Navy, library of, 266, 
56; in Missouri, 53; in New Jersey, 56; in New | Department of tho Treasury, library of, 264. 

York, 39-41; in Ohio, 50-52; in Oregon, 54; in | Department of War, library of, 265. 
Pennsylvania, 55; in Rhode Island, 45-46; in | Dewey, Melvil, managing editor of American Li- 

Virginia, 56; in Wisconsin, 52,53; aggregate brary Journal,xxviii; his deseription of the classi- 

nufnber of volumes in, 1011. fication, arrangement, indexing, and cataloguing 

Congregational Library, Boston, 340-873. of Amherst College Library, 623-648, 
Congress, Library of, its catalogue noticed, 259, | Dickinson College Library, 115. 
+ 545, 736-737. Dictionary Catalogue, Rules fora, by C. A. Cutter, 
Congressional documents, distribution of, by act of xv, 490. (See, also, Catalogues.) 

1813, 293. Diocesan libraries, 316, note. 
Congressional Library, (See National Library.) | District school libraries, (See Common school 
Connecticut, district. school libraries in, 44,45; |, libraries.) 

free town libraries in. 453. Divinity School of the Protestant Episcopal 
Connecticut Historical Society, 333. Chnreh, library of, 157. 
Convention of librarians of 1853, results of, xvi; | Divoll, Iva, his efforts in behalf of Public School 

proposed convention in 1876, xxvii. Library of St. Louis, 981, 982. 
Coon Skin Library, Ames, Ohio, influence of, 447, | Dix, John A., au advocate of school libraries, 40. 
Codperation in making catalogues, 512-514, Dix, Miss D. L., report on prisons quoted, 219, 220.
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Dog tax in Massachusetts, proceeds of, appropri- | Free libraries — Continued, 

ated to public schools or town libraries, 451, | may be properly bought for free libraries 

Drew Theological Seminary, library of, 148. | with public money, 393; a free library that con- 

Duties on imported books, legislation respecting, | tains no works of fiction, 394; popular books 
290-291. needed, 395; a definite line respecting selections 

Dwight, Theodore, report on prisons quoted, 218. | of books for, impracticable, 396 ; responsibility of 
221-225. librarians, 396-399; number of books circulated 

i an uncertain measure of usefulness, 399; possible 
: benefits of, 399-402; art collections in, 401, 434~ 

East India School, gifts for, noticed, 21, note. 444, (See Art museums and their connection 
Eaton, John, Commissioner of Education, his letter | with public libraries ; see, also, Public libraries 

to the Secretary of the Interior, submitting re- and Free town libraries.) 

port on public libraries, vii-ix. | Free reading rooms, 460-464; as a means of popu- 
Editors, associate, of American Library J urnal, | lar education, 460; periodical literature, extent 

list of, xxviii. and value of, 460-461; illustrated magazines, 

LAucation, influence of art museums on, 438; pub- | their educational influence, 461-462; newspapers 
lic libraries and education, xi. and books, comparative influence of, 462; estab- 

Edwards’ Memoirs of Libraries and Hand-book of | _ lishment of, in cities and the larger towns, 462; 
Library Economy noticed, 733.‘ of the Cooper Union and Newburyport Free 

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, on the need of professor- | Library, 463; as adjuncts of free libraries, 463- 
ships of books and reading, 245; on art museums | 464, 
in conpeetion with public libraries, 440, note. _| Free reference libraries in Massachusetts, act for, 

English books, number of, annually printed, 244. 451, 
Ephemeral literature, causes perplexity in the | Pree town libraries, 445-459; outgrowth of social 

smaller libraries, 711; large libraries should ac- | and school libraries, 445; early social libraries, 
ecumulate by exchange, 711; smaller libraries | 445-446; estimated number of volumes in public 
should contribute to the larger, 711; a valuable | libraries in the year 1800, 445; Castine Social 
reflex of the times, 712; the duty of the State | Library, its articles of association, 446; origin 
respecting, 712; librarians should make anni- | of early library at Ames, Ohio, 446; early 
versary collections of, 712, social library at Cincinnati, 447; relation of 

Episcopal Theological Seminary near Alexandria, | public school to town libraries, 447; examples of, 
Va., library of, 159. prior to legislation authorizing taxation for, 447; 

Essex Institute, Salem, Mass., 323-344. in Connecticut, legislation, number, and circula- 
Ewing, Hon. Thomas, aids in establishing the Coon | tion of, 453; in Illinois, legislation, number, and 

Skin Library, 446. circulation of, 455; in Indiana, legislation, 454; 
Exchange of State documents, 293-204. number, and circulation of, 455; county libraries, 
Executive Mansion Library, 262. 454; Maclure libraries, 454 ; in Iowa, legislation, 

KF. number, and circulation of, 453; in Maine, legis- 
lation, number, and circulation of, 452; in Mas- 

Faculty of Advocates’ Library, (Edinburgh,) cata- sachusetts, legislation, 448-451 ; origin of Way- 
logue of, 736. z land Public Library, 448; Rev. John B. Wight, 

Fiction, a free library without works of, 394; re- author of town libraries’ act of 1851, 448; free 

marks respecting use of, 394-395, 410-411. reference libraries, 451; appropriation of dog tax 
Finding lists, plan of, 496-497. for, 451; number of, in 1860 and in 1874-75, 451- 
Firelands Historical Society, Norwalk, Ohio, 359. 452; income, aggregate number of volumes, and 

First Auditor's Office, library of, 264, circulation of, 451-452; in New Hampshire, leg- 
First public library in Boston, 36-37, note. islation, number, and circulation of, 447-448 ; 
Foree, Peter, his library sold to National Library; | origin of Peterborough Town Library, 443; in 
description of the collection, 257; his collections Ohio, legislation, number, and circulation of, 
relating to American history, 257, 683. 452; in Texas, legislation, Public Library of Gal- 

Franklin, Benjamin, his early opportunities for veston, 455; in Vermont, legislation, number, 

reading, 2; interview with Governor Burnet, 3; and circulation of, 452; in Wisconsin, legisla- 
his “ pretty collection” of books, 3; with others, tion, number, and circulation of, 452-453; vote 

forms “The Junto” in 1729, 3; prints catalogue establishing, in a number of towns, 455-456. 
and account of Philadelphia Library, 9-10; pre- (See, also, Free libraries and Public libraries.) 
pares inscription for tablet in library building, | French revolution, fugitive literature relating to, 
10; statue of, 11; his interest in the Philosophi- 682-683. 

cal Society, 11, 962; his claims respecting the in- | Friends’ Free Library, Germantown, Pa., contains 
fluence of public libraries, 11; founder of Library | no works of fietion, 394; sketch of, 968. 
Company of Philadelphia, 953 ; his statement as | Friends’ Historical Society, 364. 
to number of newspapers in the colonies in 1771, | Friends’ Library of the Four Monthly Meetings, 

460. 31, 968. 
Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, library of, 973, | Fugitive literature, value of, to the historian, 681- 

974. 683. 
Free libraries, 389-402: duty of the State toward, a. 

influence of, on society and government, 390; | Galveston Historical Society, 369. 
special benefit of, to students, 390; what books | Gardiner, 0. C., his sketch of Bryant Library, 4591
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Genealogical and Biographical Society, 357. Historical societies — Continued. 

General Government, libraries of the, why estab- 327-328; a spirit of historical research developed 
lished, 252 ; sketches of, 252-273. by them, 328-332; statisties of, 375-377. (For 

General Land-Office, library of, 270. sketches of historical societies and their collec. 
General Theological Library of Boston, 146,874. | _ tions, see names of individual societies, 332-374.) 
General Theological Seminary of the Protestant | Historical Society of Pennsylvania, 365, 974-975. 
Episcopal Church, library of, 152. Historical Society of Roanoke College, 372. 

Georgetown College Library, Georgetown, D.C., | History of Printing in America, 345, note. 
a. ‘ Hollis, Thomas, his gifts to Harvard College, 23. 

Georgia Historical Society, 336. Holmes, 0. W., his index to The Poet at the 
German books, number of, annually printed, 244, Breakfast Table, 728. 
German libraries, arrangements in, for loaning | Hospital libraries, 58. 

: books through one another, 916. Houghton County Historical Society and Mining 
German Society of Pennsylvania, 365, 969. Institute, 346, 
German universities, proposed study of library | House of Representatives, library of, 261. 

science at, xxiv-xxvi. Hydrographic Office, library of, 267. 
German young men’s Christian associations, 388, 1 
Gettysburg Theological Seminary, library of, 156. > 
Government, National, its interest in libraries; | Illinois, school district libraries in, 54-55; free 
importance of its publications, xii-xiii, town libraries in, 455, 478. 

Government expenditure for libraries and sundry | Ilustrations of library buildings, list of, vii; 
publications, xii, 832-836, selection of examples as, xix, 

Gray, Francis C., author of Prison Discipline in | Imported books, when exempt from payment of 
America, quoted, 220, duty, 290-291. 

oT Indexes. (See Book indexes.) 

. Indexes and tables of contents of books, improve- 
Hamilton College Library, 108-110, ment of. (See Titles of books.) 
Hamilton Library and Historical Society, 361, Indexing college libraries, 514. 
Harris, William T., his modification of Bacon's | Indexing periodical and miscellaneous literature, 

classification of knowledge adopted in the Cata- | 663-672; necessity and value of indexes, 663; 
logue of the Public School Library of St. Louis, kinds of works requiring indexes, 663-664 ; es- 
660-662, 986, pecial value of monographs to students, 664; 

Harvard College Library: founded, 21; burned, | indexes required when titles of books are not 
22; measures for its restoration, 22-23; gifts of | explicit, 665; no complete index of periodicals, 
Thomas Hollis, 23; other notable gifts, 23-24; | 665; Poole’s Index, 665; indexes should be con- 
extent and composition of the library at the | tinuous, 666; no plan for an index generally 
outbreak of the Revolution, 25; its removal adopted, 666; the author's plan described, 666- 
from Cambridge for safety, 25; during the | 671; cross references, 671; ease of keeping up 
present century, 78-85; Dane Law School | — such an index, 671; fancy titles, 671; a codpera- 
Library, 85-86; Divinity Schoo) Library, 86-87, | _ tive system of indexing suggested, 672. 
147; Medical College Library, 87; Library of | Indiana, school district libraries in, 46-49; free 
Museum of Comparative Zodlogy, 87-88; Library | town libraries in, county libraries in, 454, 
of Lawrence Scientific School, 88; Library of the | Indiana Historical Society, 337. 
Botanical Garden, 88 ; libraries of the Observa- | Introduction to special report on libraries, xi- 
tory and of the Bussey Institution, 89; students’ | xxxv. 
society libraries, 89; catalogue of, 540-541,547. | Iowa, school district libraries in, 46; free town 

Henrico College, Va., 21, note; books and money | _ libraries in, 453. 
subscribed for, 22, note. Towa Historical Society, 338. 

Hertzog Hall. (See New Brunswick Theological - 
Seminary.) . 
Historical and Philosophical Society of Ohio, 358, | Japan, public library recently established at 

904-906. Tokio, xxiv. 
Historical and Scientific Society of Mason County, | Jefferson, Thomas, promotes establishment of Na- 

338, tional Library, 253; sells his private library to 
Historical societies, 312; number of, formed since | the General Governr ent, 254, 

1789, 312; their objects and mode of organiza- | Jewett, C.C., his report on public libraries, xviii; 
tion, 313; libraries of, 313; manuscripts in, 313; | author of rules for cataloguing, 490 ; his plan for 
museums, 314; publications of, 814; other work | indexing catalogue of Lower Hall, Boston Public 
of, 314; membership, 315; income, whence | Library, 538-539, 
derived, meetings, 315; State and local societies, | Johnson, Dr., his remarks on book indexes, 727- 
315-316; ecclesiastical and other historical 728. 

societies, 316; valuable results achieved, 317; | Juliana Library, account of, 12. 
genealogical work of, 318; town histories, 318- | “ Junto” formed in 1729, 3. 
320; plans for future work, 321-325; national | Juvenile literature, its place in public libraries, 
convention of, 385, note; importance of, 325; | 412-418, 
scantiness of historical material, 325-326; what | Juvenile readers, their effect on library statistics, 

historical libraries should collect and contain, | 433
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K. Library Company of Philadelphia —Continued. 
Kansas school district libraries, 55. iam Rawle, 5; books removed toState-House, 5; 
Kentucky school district libraries, 56, to Carpenters’ Hall, 5; the Union and the Ami- 
Kentucky University Library, 73. cable Association Library Companies united 

King William's School Library, Annapolis, Ma., | Wit! 5; Loginian Library transferred to, in 
ee 17929; its influence described, 9; first printed 

King’s Chapel Library, $4, | catalogues of, 9; description of books in, 9; ac- 

Kite, William, his remarks respecting use of fic- | COUN? of by Franklin, 10; its privileges ex- oar tended to Congress, 10; is used by British offi 
an cers, 10; building for, 10; catalogue of, 738; 

Lafayette College Library, 115. Serena ers 
Lancaster Theological Seminary, library of, 156- Library solengey study of, at German universities 

os suggested, xxiii, 
face iicetacigu Seana pee AP aEL Licking County Pioneer and Historieal Society, 
Taw association libraries. (See Law libraries.) | 2" : 
Law Association Library of Philadelphia, 973. Aehy Hodes Hoard tHEay to re 
Law books, classified, 161; extent of common and | Mate nationale frangaise of San Francisco, library 

statute law publications, 161-162; expense of, | _ 0% 1006. a ; Linnwan Scientific and Historical Society, 362. 
Law libraries, 161; public, defined, 164; State law | “inonian Society of Yale College, library of, 30, 67- 

libraries, 164-166; county law libraries, 166-167, | _ °° A ¥ 
note; law association libraries, how formed, | [!¥erPool (England) Free Library Catalogue, plan 
objects, particular collections named, 167; law | _ °” 0 798- 
school libraries, number of, 168; American char- | /°#! libraries should collect ephemeral publica 
acterized, 168; English law libraries noticed, | _ ns, 683. ea 
168; rise and growth of American, in present | 4°&4t James, privileges granted to, by Philadel- 
coatary 1 160 CORIRVR EE deeE phia Library Company, 5; founder of Loganian 

Law reports, number and extent of, 161; published | Library, 6; extract from his wi |, 6; donation of 
in 1814, 162; multiplication of, in the United | _ Hrary building, 6; conditions of bequest, 6. 
States and England, 162, note, publication and | 2°84, William, his bequest to the Loganian Li- 
sale of, 163. brary, 6. 

Seve sake] oa cien eas tak heat) Loganian Library, founded by James Logan, 6; 
Leather for binding books, 491, 675-676. bequests of James and William Logan to, 6; 
Lenox, James, founder of Lenox Library, 946. transferred to Philadelphia Library Company, 

Lenox Library, sketch of, 946-950. 9, 054; endowment of, 954. 
Leominster Social Library, founded in 1763, 20, Long Island Historical Society, 353, 881. 
Leypoldt, F, publisher of American Library Jour. | 2% Sampson, his Indox to the British Catalogue 
Pein csist | noticed, 535, 

Librarlans, list of, 1148, | Lucas, Governor Robert, his efforts in behalf of 
Librarians, of popular libraries fail in their duty if | _ 8¢hool libraries in Ohio, 50. 

they do not strive to elevate the tastes of read- | Ettheran Historical Society, 361. 
ers, 432; qualifications and choice of, 488-489 ; 
women as librarians, 430; should acquire an ex- : 
pert's knowledge of book binding, 712. M’Kenzie, John, his bequest to Charleston Library 

Library bibliography, 733-744. (See, also, Biblio- Society, 13. . 
graphy of libraries.) McLaughlin, J. W., architect of Cincinnati Public 

Library buildings, 465-475 ; selection of sites for, Library, 912. 
465 ; design of, to be subordinated to plan of ad- | Maclure, William, his gifts and bequests for work- 
ministration, 465; economy of space and time to ingmen’s libraries, 454, 
be regarded, 466; plan of Roxbury Branch of | Madison University Library, 110. 
Boston Publie Library, 466-467; numbering of | Maine, school district libraries in, 49; free town 
cases and shelves, 467-468 ; labor saving devices, | libraries in, 452, 
468 ; officers’ quarters, 469; unpacking room, 469; | Maine Historical Society, 339. 
catalogue rooms, 470; bindery, extra work | Management of town libraries, details of, 423-430. 
rooms, 470; branch libraries, 470; adaptation of, | Manchester (England) Free Public Libraries, cit- 
to anticipated growth, 470-471; newspaper and | culation of, 405; catalogue of, 538, 736. 
duplicate room; Patent-Office specifications | Mann, Horace, his efforts in behalf of school libra- 
room, cabinets for special collections, students’ | ries, 41. 
room, pamphlet room, 471; reading room for pe- | Manual of reference to contents of books, need of. 
riodicals, stock room, janitor’s quarters, toilet | (See Titles of books.) 
rooms, 471-472; description of library building | Manuals of reading, 231-232, 249, 734. 
of one million volumes’ capacity, with illustra. | Manufacturing towns, public libraries in, 403-411, 
tions, 472-475. Maps, ete., in books, directions for binding, 677. 

Library Company of Philadelphia, organized in | Marietta College Library, 113. 
1741, 4; first books received for, 4; gift of Peter | Maryland Historical Society, 339, 847-848. 
Collinson, 4; privileges granted to ‘James Lo- | Maryland Institute Library, 844-816; School of 

gan, 5; early purchases for,5; donation of Will | Design, 816.
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Massachusetts, school libraries in, 41-42; free town | N. 
libraries in, 448-452, 477; patronymic libraries | Nashua Historical Society, 350. 
in, 456, | National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, 

Massachusetts Historical Society, 341, 852. | ibraries of, 974-275. 
Massachusetts State Library, sketch of, 857-859. | National Library, origin of, 253; first legislation 
Meadville Theological Seminary, library of, 157. | respecting, 253-254 ; early history of, 254 ; burned 
Mechanics’ and apprentices’ libraries, statistics of, by British, 254; Jefferson's library purchased, 

385, (See Mercantile libraries.) 254; history of, from 1815 to 1851, 255; it is again 
Mechanics’ Institute Library, San Francisco,sketch nearly destroyed by fire, 255; its growth from 1851 of, 1004. to 1875, 255-261; the library of the Smithsonian 
Medical Journal Association of New York, library Institution acquired, 256; the Force Library 

of, 944. purchased, 257; appropriations for Law Library 
Medical libraries,171; in Boston, 172; in New of, 257; character and exteut of law department, 

York, 173; in Philadelphia, 173-174; in Cinein- | 958; extent and character of the whole collec- 
nati, 174; in Washington, 175; of eclectic and tion, 258-259 ; catalogne, 259; copyright depart. 
homeepathic schools, 175, note; importance of | ment, 260-261; reasons for a national library, 
medical periodicals, theses, and dissertations, | 261; its growth, 295, 
178; respecting formation of, 179; binding of | National Library of France, catalogues of, 735. 
pamphlets, 180; bibliography of medical works, | Naval Academy, library of, 28. 
181; statistics of, 182. (See Surgeon-General’s | Naval Observatory, library of, 267. 
Office and Medical periodicals.) | New Branswick Theological Seminary, library of, 

Medical literature, extent of, 171. | 129, note, 149. , , | , note, 
Medical periodicals, number of, published since | New England Historic-Genealogical Society, 318, 

1679, 177; importance of, in medical libraries, | 341, 260. 
178; difficulty of procuring back numbers of New England Library, 33. 

178 ; no complete collection at any one place, 178; | New Hampshire, free town libraries in, 447. 
some that are rare, 178. | Now Hampshire Antiqnarian Society, 349. 

Medical theses and dissertations, value and im- | Hew Hampshire Historical Society, 349. 
portance of, 178; number of, 179. | New Haven Colony Historical Society, 335. 

Medico-Legal Society, notice of, 173, note 2. | New Jersey Historical Society, 350. 
Mein’s Circulating Library, 35. | New Jersey school district libraries, 56. 
Mercantile libraries, 378-385 ; primary objects, 379; | New London County Historical Society, 335. 

they bear different names, 379; a part of the edu- | New Mexico, manuscript collection in library of, 
cational movement, 379; when first established, | 994, 
379; may be changed into free public libraries, | New York Academy of Medicine, library of, 941. 
380; educational features of, 381; character of | New York City, sketches of public libraries in, 
books in, 381, 382 ; conditions of use, 382; business | 918-950; Library of the City Records, 918-919; 
management of, 382; statistical table of, 383; | Society Library, 919-923; New York Hospital 
sketches of Mercantile Library of Baltimore, | Library, 923-924; Historical Society Library, 
840-843; of Boston, 856-357; of Brooklyn, 878-881; | 924-928; Mercantile Library, 928-931; Astor Li- 
of Cincinnati, 902-904; of New York, 928-931; brary, 931-936; Apprentices’ Library, 936-938; 
of Philadelphia, 963-965; of St. Lonis, 977-9815 | New York Law Institute Library, 938; Ameri. 
of San Francisco, 992-1002, | ean Institute Library, 938-939; American Geo- 

Mexico, public libraries in, xxxi-xxxiii. graphical Society Library, 939-941; College of St. 
Michigan, district school libraries in, 42-44. Francis Xavier Library, 941; New York Acad” 
Michigan State Pioneer Society, 347. | emy of Medicine Library, 941-942; Young Men's 
Middlebury Historical Society, 320, 370. | Christian Association Library, 942-943; Cooper 
Military Academy, library of, 266. | Union Library, 943-944; Medical Journal Asso- 
Military Post Library Association, 273, ciation Library, 944; Bar Association Library, 
Military posts, libraries at, 273-274. 944-945; Library of College of City of New York, 
Mill, John Stuart, on need of art education in | 945-946; Lenox Library, 946-950; other collec: 

America, 438, note. tions, 951-952. 
Minnesota Historical Society, 347. New York Historical Society, 357, 924-928, 
Minnesota school district libraries, 56. New York Hospital Library, 923. 
Missouri Historical Society, 348, 985. | New York Law Institute Library, 938. 
Missouri school district libraries, 53. New York Mercantile Library, catalogue of, 738; 
Moravian Historical Society, 362. | sketch of, 928-931, 
Mount Holyoke Seminary Library, 90. New York school district libraries, 39-41. 
Museums of art in connection with public libra. | New York Society Library, 14; historical sketch 

ries, 440. (See, also, Art museums.) | of, 14, 919-923, 
Museums of natural history, archeology, ete., in | New York State Library, catalogues of, 738. 

State libraries, 306-307. | Newberry legacy for a public library at Chicago, 
Mussey Medical and Scientific Library, deposited | 896-298. 

in Cincinnati Public Library, $12. Newport Historical Society, 367.
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Newspapers, their history and number, 680-681; tn | Panizzi, A., on subject index to alphabetical cat- 

the colonial period, 460. alogue, 535. 
Newton Theological Institution, library of, 47, | Parish libraries not included in report, 1011. 
Northwestern University Library, 72. Parochial libraries in the colonies, 32-34, note. 

Norton's Literary Gazette, its summary of results | Passaic County Historical Society, 351, 
of library conyention of 1853, xvi. Patent-Office Library, 271. i 

Novel reading, effect of, 393. Patronymie libraries, rapid increase,in number of, 

Noyes, 8. B., his plan of Brooklyn Mereantile Li- | 456; number of, recently established in Massa- 
brary catalogue noticed, 543-545, 648-656. chusetts, 456; Bryant Library an example of, 

Numismatic and Antiquarian Society, 366. 459. 
0 Peabody, George, founder of several libraries, 445; 

- his gift to Newburyport Free Library, 463; to 
Ohio, school strict libraries in, 50-52 freetown | Peabody Institute, Baltimore, 837. 

libraries in, 458, 477-478, Peabody Institute, Baltimore, Md., 837-840. 
Ohio Wesleyan University Library, 114. Penn, Thomas, establishes Juljana Library, 12. 
Old books and pamphlets in college libraries, dis: | Pennsylvania Hospital Library, 31, 969. 

position of, 510-512. Pennsylvania school libraries, 55. 
Old Residents’ Historical Association, Lowell, | Pennsylvania Seamen’s Friend Society, libraries 

Mass., 343. of, 278. 
Ontario, province of, school libraries in, 57. Pepperell, Sir William, one of the founders of the 
Orange, Mass., votes money for a town library in Revolving Library of Kittery and York, Me., 20. 

1846, 447, ‘ Periodical and miscellaneous literature, indexing 
Oregon Pioneer Association, 360. of, 663-672, 

Oregon acheol disirios Irenias, ot Periodical literature and society publications, 679- 
Oregon State Library, sketeb of, 1000. | 685; place of, in a public library, 679; collection 
Organization and management of public libraries, | and proservation of, by librarians, 679-680 ; num - 

476-504; need of a manual on, 476; public library | jor of American and foreign newspapers, 680- 
defined, 476-477 ; preliminary steps in organiza- | 641; value of periodicals and pamphlets increases 
tion, 477-479; statutes respecting taxation for | with ago, 681-682; some notable collections of 
public libraries in Massachusetts, Ohio, Indiana, | fyuitive literature, 682-683; reviews and maga: 
Illinois, 477-478; choice of board of directors, | ines, 683; reports and transactions, and printed 
478; principles to be observed in selection of | indexes to thom, 683-684; pamphlets, 684-685. 
books, 479-481; economy of buying books in col- | perkins Institution for the Blind, library of, 59, 877. 
leetions, 480-481; average cost of books, 481; | poterborough, N. H., established a town library in 
methods of purchasing books, 481-483; discount | 1333, 448, 
on books, 482; purchasing by anction, 483; es- sia eee a 
sential points in design and situation of li- pase rh Katgohismus der Bibothekenlebre, 
brary building, 483-485; reading room necessary | 739 oo 
adjunct of a public library, 484; space required | Philadelphia, sketches of publi¢é libraries in, 952- 
for libraries of different sizes, 485; shelving and | 9763 general remarks, 952-953; Library Com. 
cases; plan of casés, 485-487; plan of desk, coun. | P@2Y; 953-962; Ridgway Library, 959-962; Amer- 
ter, and delivery room, 487-488; qualifications | 1¢8@ Philosophical Society Library, 962-903 ; 
and choice of librarian, 482-489 ; receiving and | Mercantile Library, 963-065; University of Penn- 
entering books, 439; rales for cataloguing, Cut- | S¥lvania Library, 965-067; Library of Four 
ter’s Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue, 490; econ- | Monthly Meetings of Friends, 968; Philadelphia 
omy of employing skilled cataloguers, 490; objec- | Atheneum, 968; Friends’ Free Library and 
tions to covering books, 490,491; best mate- | Reading Room, (Germantown/000; Library of 
rial for binding, 491; stamping and labeling, | College of Physicians, 968-969; Library of the 
491-492; system of classification of books, 492; Renuepivons Hospital, 969; Library of the 

arrangement of books, 492-493; system of shelf | German Society, 909; Library of Academy of 
marks, 493-494; description of tags, 495; shelf | Natural Sciences, 969-073; Law Association Li- 
lists, 495-496; card catalogue and finding lists, | LPaty, 973; Apprentices’ Library, 973; Franklin 
496; styles of catalogue and expense of printing, pies Library, 073-0974 ; Southwark Iabrary, 
497-498; methods of delivery of books, 498-499; | %74s Library of Historical Society of Pennsyl- 
regulations and by-laws, 498-499; registration | Y@tia, 974-075 ; other collections, 975-077. 
of borrowers and books, 499-500; systems of | Philadelphia Atheneum Library, sketch of, 968. 
registry of Boston Public, New York Merean- | Pilgrim Society, Plymouth, Mass., 344. 
tile, and Chicago Public Libraries, 500-502; reg- | Pioneer and Historical Society, Astoria, Oreg., 360. 
ister of circulation, 502-503; yearly examination | Plan of a library of one million volumes’ capacity, 
of library, cleaning of books and shelves, 504. description of, with ilustrations, 472-175. 

= Plan of now catalogue of Brooklyn Mercantile Li- 
a brary, 648-656 ; it belongs to the dictionary type, 

Pacific Mills Library, example of class of mill | 648; how it differs from others of the same type, 
libraries, 403, 648-649; its analysis of polygraphic works, 649 ; 

Pamphlets, disposition of, in college libraries, 510- | explanations, 650; examples, 650-656. 
512; binding of, 677; notable collections of, 684- | Pomeroy, Jesse, the boy murderer, a reader of 
685; incompletely reported, 1011. | “dime novels,” 396.
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Poole, William F.,on the organization and man- } Public libraries in manufacturing communities, 
agement of public libraries, 476-504; his cata- | 403-411; special demands and opportunities for, 
logue of Boston Mercantile Library noticed, 534; | 403; mill libraries, how established and sus- 
author of Index to Periodical Literature, 665; | tained, and how used by operatives, 403; Pa- 
authorofCatalogue of Cincinnati Public Library, | cific Mills Library, 403; character and use of 
912; proposed completion of his Index to Peri- | Blackinton Library, 404, note; social and en- 
‘odical Literature, xxix. dowed free libraries in manufacturing towns, 

Popular libraries, reading in, 431-133. 404-405; in England and the United States, 405; 
Portland (Me.) Library formed in 1766, 19; notice | _ circulation of Manchester (Eng.) Free Libraries, 

of, 19. 405; situation and construction of library build- 
Portland (Oreg,) Library Association, 1009. ings, 406-407; management of, qualifications 
Post-Oflice Department, library of, 269. of librarians and attendants, 407-408 ; regulations 
Presbyterian Historical Society, 366. in respect to loans, 408-409 ; choice of books for, 
Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Columbia, | 410-411; fanction of public libraries, 411. 

library of, 158. Public Library at Annapolis, Md., 35, note. 
Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Chicago, | Public School Library of St. Louis, how classified, 

library of, 144. 660-662; sketch of, 981-987. 
Prince Library,32; deposited in Boston Public | Pycroft, J., his Course of English Reading noticed, 

Library, 127, note. 734, 
Princeton Theological Seminary, library of, 149. Qa. 
Printers in New York and Philadelphia in 1723, 3. : si ‘ aia 
cinon adupiors:aropora ot tiiboan oad, 218- | QHiney Public Library Catalogue, notiee(of, 350, 951. 

219. R. 
Prison libraries, 218; their design and origin, 219; 
their condition in 1845, 220; account of donation | Railway libraries, 875, 876. 
by convicts, 220; growth of, 221; legislative | Randall, S. S., remarks respecting effect of legis- 
grants to, 221; regulations respecting use of | lation of 1864 on school libraries of New York, 41. 
books in, 220-223 ; character of books composing, | Reading in popular libraries, 431-433; the greatest 
223 ; extent of use by convictsin different prisons, | encomiasts of public libraries, 431; it is not easy 
223-224 ; influence of, on convicts, 224-226; sta- | to select books adapted to all classes of readers, 
tistics of, 223-220, 431; fixed standards of taste not considerate, 

Private libraries not considered in this report ; 432; librarians should strive to elevate the tastes 

remarks of Gen. F. A. Walker, Superintendent | — of readers, 432; natural tendency of reading, 432; 
of the Ninth Census, on census statistics of pri- | the number of young readers swells the issues of 
vate libraries, xvii. fiction from the libraries, 433, ; 

Privileges to readers in college libraries, 515-520. _ | Reading room, necessary adjunct of public library, 
Professorships of bogks and reading, 230-251; fleld | 484, (See Free reading rooms.) 

not occupied by existing professorships, 230-231; | Redwood, Abraham, his gift for a library, 15. 
purposes and scope of, 231; a proper additional | Redwood Library, established in 1747, 15; Red- 
professorship, 232; objections to considered, 233, | woods gifts to, 15; historical sketch of, 15-16. 
244; reading asa subject of scientific instruction, | Reference books for libraries, 686-710; number of, 
231; courses and manuals of reading insufficient, | in British Museum Library, 687-638; hints and 
231-282, 249; the multitude of books necessitates | directions respecting, 713. (See, also, Works of 
guidance in reading, 233-234, 242-245; yearly | reference.) 
number of printed books ; extent of newspaper | Reform schools, when first established, 226; libra- 
and magazine literature, 234; reading at present | rics.of, 227; number of inmates in, 227; utility 
unorganized and unscientific, 235; inferior qual- | __ of libraries in, 227. 
ity of American literary work, 235; would im- | Register of books and of circulation, 499-504, 
prove the national literature, 235-236 ; influence | Report on public libraries, necessity for, xi-xii; 
of trained thinkers and students in directing | plan of, xiii-xv; method of gathering statisties 
choice and valuation of books, 236 ; qualifications | for, xviii-xix. 

+ and duties of the professor, 237-239, 249-251; | Reports and'statistics of public libraries, xv-xvi. 
value of books as a means of culture, 240-242; | (See Statistics.) 
Emerson on the need of, 45; would economize | Reviews and magazines in public libraries, 683. 
time, 245-246; methods of reading, 247-248. Revolving Library, 20, 

Providence Library established in 1753, 19. Rhees, William J., his manual of American libra- 
Public documents, laws and regulations -respect- ries, xiii, xviii, 760, 882. 

ing distribution of, 281-284; exchange of, with | Rhode Island College Library, notice of, 31. 
foreign governments, 284-285 ; of States, 301. Rhode Island Historical Society, 368. 

Public libraries. (See Free libraries; Town libra. | Rhode Island school district libraries, 45, 46. 
ries; Freetown hbraries ; Organization and man- | Ridgway Library, sketch of building, 961, 962. 
agement of public libraries; Statistics.) Robinson, Prof, O. H., first suggests codperative 

Public libraries a hundred years ago, 1-37. catalogues, 5i4, note ; his plan of indexing peri- 
Public libraries and the young, 412-418; the read- | ovical and miscellaneous literature described, 

ing of the young should be properly dir cted, | 603-672; on coiiperative cataloguing among the 
413, 417; age of readers not always to be consid- | colleges of New York, xxx, note. 
ered, 413-415; choice of books for youth, 415-418. | Rochester"Theological Seminary, library of, 153.
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Roxbury Branch of Poston Public Library, de- | Scientific libraries —Continued. 
scription of building of, 466, 467. | tance to, of the annual records of scientific 

Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue, by C.A.Cutter, | progress, 188; list of scientific annnals and cata- 

xv, 490. logues, 189-204; bibliographical works for, 201- 
Rullman, Dr. F., his pamphlet on the science of li! | 214; explanation of statistics, 214; statistical 

brary arrangement and library science as a | — tables, 215-217. 
special study at the German universities quoted, | Scientific works, bibliographical, general, 205; 
xxiii-xxvi. mathematics, 206; zodlogy, general, 207; orni- 

. Rush, Dr. James, bis bequest for Ridgway Library | thology, 210; ichthyology, 211; conchology, en- 
building, 961, 962. | tomology, 212; botany, 213. 

8. Second Social Library, Hingham, Mass., founded 

Sacramento Library Association, 1007, 1773, sketch of, 21, 
St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, library of, 158, | Secondary instruction. (See Schools for secondary: 
St. Francis Xavier College Library, 941. | instruction and Academies.) 
St. Louis, sketches of public libraries in, 977-991; | Sensational reading harmful, 395, 396. 

Mercantile Library, 977-981; Public School Li- | Service Creek, Pa., carly theological school at, 
brary, 981-987; Law Library Association, 987, | 128-129, 
988; St. Louis University Library, 988; St. Louis | Sharp, Rev. John, bequest of books to New York, 4. 
Academy of Science Library, 988-989; St. Louis | Shelf marks and shelf lists, system of, 493-496, 
Medical College Library, 989; Odd Fellows’ Li- | Ship libraries, 276-278. 
brary, St. Louis ‘Turnverein Library, Academy | Signal-Office, library of, 266, 
of the Visitation Library, 989; Ursuline Acad- | Smithsonian Institution, library of, transferred to 
emy, College of the Christian Brothers and | the National Library, 256; itssystem of exchanges 

Young Men's Sodality Libraries, 990; Washing- | “eseribed, 285-288; record of exchanges from 
ton University libraries, 99¢-991; German Lu- 1859 to 1875, 288-289; present reguiations gov- 
theran Concordia College Library, Missouri Med- erning exchanges, 289-290, 
ical College Library, 991. Social Law Library at Boston, 853. ° 

St. Lonis Academy of Music, Art Society, Institute | Society for Propagation of the Gospel, donation of 
of Architects and Medical Society Libraries de- | _ books by, to New York, 14. 
posited in Public School Library, 984-985. | Society of California Pioneers, 332. 

St. Louis Academy of Science, library of, 988. | Society of Natural History, Boston, library of, 859: 
St. Louis University Library, 96, 988. | Society publications and periodical literature, 

St. Mary's Seminary of St. Sulpice, 128-129, | 679-685. 
St. Mary's Theological Seminary of the West, li. | Soldiers’ Home Library, Washington, D. C., 273. 

brary of, 154. | Solicitor of the Treasury, library of, 272. 
St. Xavier College Library, 114. | South Carolina Historical Society, 368. , 
Salem Social Library, founded 1760, sketeh of, 20. | Southern Historical Society, 371, 

Salisbury, Conn., early library at, 45, 447. | Southern States, libraries in. (Seo Charleston 
San Francisco, sketches of public libraries in, 991- | and the Southern States.) 

1007 ; introductory remarks, 991,992; Mercantile | Southwark Library, Philadelphia, 974. 

Library, 992-1002; Odd Fellows’ Library, 1002- | Spofford, A. R., his sketeh of the Library of Con- 
1004; Mechanics’ Institute Library, 1004,1005; | gress, or National Library, 253-261; on the 

Art Association Library, 1006; la Ligue Na- | binding and preservation of books, 673-678; on 

tionale Francaise Library, 1006-1007; other col- | periodical literature and society publications, 
leetions, 1007. 679-635; on works of reference for libraries, 

San Francisco Mercantile Library, catalogue of, with list of reference books, 686-710; on library 
738; sketch of, 992-1002. bibliography, 733-739 ; his list of books and arti- 

San Francisco Theological Seminary, library of, | cles on periodicals relating to libraries, 730-744, 
142. State and Territorial libraries, 202-311; ancient 

San José Library Association, 1008. | government libraries, 292; government libraries 
School libraries. (See Common school libraries.) | in American colonial period, 292-203; origin of 
School libraries in province of Ontario, Canada, 57, | system of exchange of documents between 
Schools for secondary instruction, libraries of, 58. | States, distribution of documents by order of Con- 
Schools of art and design on the continent of Eu- | gress, 203; periods of establishment of, 293-294 ; 

rope, how they promote national industries, 435. | national grants for Territorial libraries, 204; ex- 
Schwartz, J., notice of his catalogue of the Appren- | change of judicial decisions proposed by South 

tices’ Library,.541-D43, 545, 657-660. | Carolina in 1844, 294; Vattemare’s system of 
Scientific annuals and catalogues, general, 189 ; | international exchange, 24-295 ; State grants to, 

mathematics, 189-190; physics, 191; chemistry, | 205; expenditures. for law departments of, 296 ; 
| 192-196; zoilogy, 196-198; anatomy, 198-200; | general character, conditions of use, and sys- 

anthropology, 200; botany, 201; geology, 203. | -—_ tem of control of, 297-298; museums of natural 
Scientific journals and transactions, 683-684. | history and of archwology and art in connection 

Scientific libraries, 183-217; scientific works in gen. | with, 297, 307; extent and growth of, 209; sets 
eral libraries, 183; in Washington, 184; in Balti- | of State publications; collections relating to 
more, 185; in Philadelphia, 185; in New York, | State and local history, 301-302; reports and cat- 
186; in New Haven, 186; in Boston, Cambridge, | alogues of public libraries should be furnished 
and Salem, 187; in other cities, 187-148; impor- |. to, manuscript collections of, 302; 98 custodians 
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State and Territorial libraries—Continued. | a 
of ancient State documents, 303, copyrighted | ies 
works, 304; copyrights in Library of Congtess, | Table, general, of public libraries, remarks on, 
304; as depositories of individual collections, | 10l0-1011. james 
304-305; gifts and bequests to British Museum ee et on a material of, 495. 
Library, 304; selection of books for, 305-306 ; | Taxation and town libraries, 455, 
tenure of office of librarians, 406; duties of trast- ue to — provers, importance of, recently 
ees, 307-308 ; statistics of, 309-311, greatly enhanced, 506-507. 

State law libraries. (See Law libraries.) | Tennessee Historical Society, 369. 
State libraries as custodians of ancient State doc- | Territorial libraries, national grants for, 294, 833. , 

uments, 302, Territorial pioneers of California, 333. 
Statisties of college libraries, 125-126; of theolog- | Texas, free libraries’ act of, 455, 

ical libraries, 159-160; of law libraries, 169-170; | Theological and Religious Library of Cincinnati, 
of medical libraries, 182; of scientific libraries, | 906. ; 
214-217; of prison libraries, 228-229; of reform | Theological libraries, 127-142; of theological semi- 
school libraries, 227; of State and Territorial | navies; general theological libraries at Boston 
libraries, 309-311; of historical society libraries, | and Cincinnati, 127; of theological departments, 
375-377; of mercantile libraries, 383; of young | of Colleges, 127-128 ; tirst theological libraries in 
men’s association libraries, 384; of iain | the United States, 128-129; number established 
libraries, 384; of mechanics’ and apprentices’ | in the first quarter of this century, 129; present 
libraries, 385; of young men’s Christian associa- number and extent of ; early college libraries at 
tion libraries, 38. first largely theological ; theological departments 

Statistics of libraries, xv-xvi; remarks on, 714, | of Astor and Boston Public Libraries, 130 ; ad- 
1010-1011. (See Statistics of public libraries.) | Rian ini ete eee libraries ; 

Statistics of printed catalogues, 568-571. | growth of; deficiencies of, 131; acquisition o: 
Statisties of public libraries, xv-xvi, 745-836 ; dif- | individual collections by gift or purehase, 131- 

ficulties of comparing, M. Balbi’s comparative | 132+ libraries of Van Ess, Neander, Niedner, 
statistics of European libraries, with table, 745- | Liicke, Gieseler, and Hengstenberg added to 
358; his remarks on disparity of estimates of | American theological libraries, 182; number and 
numerical contents of European libraries, 756- | extent of, 183; in Europe, archiepiscopal, paro- 
788; in Europe as given in recent American chial, monastic, 133-135; American and European 
publications, 758-750 ; Secretary Clayton's reply | Compared, 135; need of, in seminaries, 136; more 
to British Parliamentary committee's inquiry | ftndsneeded for, 136-137; awakened interestin, 
respecting American public libraries, 759; Gen, | 137; Catholic, distinctive features of, and needs, 
F, A. Walker's remarks on value of, in Ninth | 137-142. (See Catholic libraries.) 
Census, 759-70; sources of, in table showing | Thomas's History of Printing in America, 345, 
size of American public libraries by periods, | ae Begs Labor 
760-773 ; of libraries in 1776, 1800, and 1870, with | Titles: of bone T5726 5 oR penne veut in 
table, 774-777; growth of public libraries by | Daming books, 715; misleading titles, 715-716 ; 
periods, with tables, 77-291; Libraries graded | titles of miseellanies, 716; of polytopical books, 
according to size, 792-796 ; classified statistics of | 716-717 ; _ titles, 717 ; enigmatical titles, 717- 
libraries, with table, 797-801; funds of libra- | 7/8: explanatory titles, 718; amusing examples 
ries, with table, #02-800; classified statistics of | of 7195 general titles, 719-720; incompleteness 
sixty-two libraries, 810-413; benefactions, 814; or title ene oe of ame ond 
loss and wear of Looks, 814-816; classified cir- obscuring titles, 721-722 ; need of a guide to the 
culation, 16-819 ; statistics of twenty-four libra- Snest it books; Poe eee iee ky a 

ries, 820; Boston Public Library, 621-823; De- erence dictionary or library manual, 724-725; 

partment of the Interior Library, 823-827 ; analy- value a a to contents of books ‘to ‘profes: 
ses of, 822-831; expenditures for libraries by sors and students, 725-726. 
General Government, 832-236; remarks on table | Todd, Rev. John, his plan of indexing noticed, 727. 
of, 1010-1011. | Tokio, Japan, notice of a public library at, xxiv. 

Straznicky, E. R., former superintendent of Astor | Toledo Historical and Geographical Society, 360. 
* Library, 935. | Town histories, 318-320. 

Sturgis, J. H., architect, joins Mr. Brigham and | Town libraries, how to make, successful, 419-430 ; 
Mr. Winsor in preparing ideal plan of library | — pusiness-tike management of, essential, 419-420 ; 
building, 472. + | choice of books for, 420-421 ; immature tastes to 

Sunday reading in public libraries, xx-xxi; in St. | ho gratified, 421, 422; special tastes should be 
Louis Public School Library, 985-926 ; in Cincin gratified, 422; reference books and periodicals 

nati Public Library, 919. to be supplied, 422; competition to be sought in 
Sunday School libraries, not included in report, | purchases, 423; details of management, 423-430. 

40. ‘Towns should be required to send copies of all Supervising Architect's Oftice, library of, 265. ee 4 , Sibi 
Surgeon-General’s Oftice, library of, 175; catalogu- | _ ‘Beit documents to State library, 712. 

ing and indexing of, described, 175; indexing Transylvania University Library transferred to 
periodicals, 176; its collection of medical peri. | Kentucky University, 73. 
odicals, 178; collection of medical theses, 179; | Trinity College Library, 64. 
binding pamphlets and theses, 180. | Tufts College Library, 90.
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“w. | Western Theological "Seminary, Allegheny, Pa., 
sig : trod in i7mm | library of, 155, Be Library of Hatborough, organized im 1755, syne Wael B.. author of Massachusetts 

Union Library united with Philadelphia Library | tW" libraries act of 1851, 448, Company, 5,958. | Williams College Library, 95. 
Union Theological Seminary, library of, 153. | Nepal C., his report on prisons:quoted, 212, 
United States Census, General FA Walker's re: | rt a rae tthegey bellifer 

marks on library statistics in, xvii, 759. | gene i ee I ied United States Senate Library, 261. 25 Joe at Sear sae eee ae Tiniveraatiet Hiseartedl Suolety gis preparing ideal plan of library building, 472 
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